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Introduction
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7011(l 12)
through NASA SP-7011 (123) of Aerospace Medicine and Biolog.v: A Continuing Bibilog-
raphv. NASA SP-701 I1, by means of supplements, serves as a current abstracting and an-
nouncement journal for references on bioscience and biotechnology. It has been compiled
through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics(AIAA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
I. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N73- 10000 series);
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers(A73- 10000 series):
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a.personal author index,and a corporate
source index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
I. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid
term, and that the following term or terms are used instead. For example:
DOSE
U DOSAG E
AIRLINERS
U COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
U PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the
same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found.
For example:
FATIGUE (BIOLOGY)
NT AUDITORY FATIGUE
NT FLIGHT FATIGUE
NT MUSCULAR FATIGUE
In addition, a searcher may use the notations of content in the index to narrow further
his quest for particular items. This is because subject terms can readily include more
than one class of document. For example:
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
Vibratory force effect upon
biological systems, particularly
human organism.
Biological effect of cosmic and
solar radiations on human
body at high altitudes.
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject
term.
III
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements
appear in the index. Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching
of the index for variants of an author's name. For example:
EMELIANOV, M.D.
and
YEMELYA NOV. M.D.
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used inthe abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements, The corporate source supple-
mentary (organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:
NEW MEXICO STATF IINIV LAS CRUCES. DEPT. OF BIOLOGY(Corporate source at citation)
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV., LAS CRUCES.
(Corporate source index entry)
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the
indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each
Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page
numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column, thedesired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 195 will be found in Supplement 117.
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aerospace Medicine
and Biology supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly
supplement.
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Subject Index
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY / a continuing bibliography JANUARY 1974
1973 Cumulative Index
Typical Subject Index Listing
SUBJECTHEADING
ABILITIES]_ Life origin on earth, considering hydrocarbon
Overview of literature concerning retention of molecules and macromolecular 
synthesis under
learned skills with emphasis on space flight earth atmospheric evolutionary conditions
skill retention 
p0089 A73-17928
INASA-CR-128611 p0603 N73-101521 Atomic, molecular, cellular, 
genetic,
multicellular, neural, mental, social and
suprasocial levels of evolution, discussinq
systems constituents, interactions and selective
NOTATION focus p0090 173-17929
CONTENT REOR PAGE ACI73-17929
OR NMBER NUMBER ACCEON Space exploration and the origin 
of life.
TITLE 
pGC90 A73-17930
TITLE non-equilibrium thermodynamical analysis of the
The Notation of Content (NOC). rather than the title of the document, is usually origin of life. pGO 9 0 173-17931
used to provide a more exact description of the subject matter. (AIAA occasion- Thermodynamics of self assembly - An empirical
ally uses the title in lieu of the NOC.) The NASA or AIAA accession number is example relating entropy and evolution.
included in each entry to assist the user in locating the abstract in the abstract p00
90 A73-17932
section of an individual issue of Aerospace Medicine and Biology. The page The sources of phosphorus on the primitive earth -
number indicates the exact page on which theabstract is found. If applicable. An inquiry.
a report number is also included as an aid in identifying the document. Abioqenic formation of porphin, chlorin and
A bacteriochlorin. p090 173-17934
A-7 AIRCBAFT Proteins and nucleic acids in prebiotic evolution.
Performance evaluation of airborne audio-video p00 90 A73-17937
recording system as training device in A-7D Model experiments on the prebioloqical formation
tactical fighter of protein.73-17938
[.D-7440411 p0605 N73-10161 
0090 A73-17938
1ABBREIATIONS Hyeloperoxidase, the peroxidase of a primitive
ABB OLVIATIONS cell - Its reaction with Fe and 
8202.
A SYBBOLS p00
90 A73-17944
Severe intraabdominal injuries without abdominal Coacervate systems and evolution of matter 
on the
protective rigidity after an air crash - Seat earth. p0091 173-17951
belt injury p035 6 173-39209 Conjugation of proteinoid microspheres - A model
ABBERATION of primordial recombination.
Stomach shielding effects on chromosomal 0091 for bioenic structures and viabl 73-17952
aberration frequency in guinea pig and rat Search for bioqenic 
structures and viable
marrow cells after gamma radiation at doses of organisms in lunar samples - A review.
50 to 200 r 
p00
9
4 A73-18416
500213 N73-20074 Hydrolysis of aqueous extract of lunar dust
Machine assisted human chromosome karyotyping and samples for 
identification and quantitation of
aberration for radiation damage amino acid precursors 
in extraterrestrial
ANL-7960-PT-2] p0334 N73-26068 sources, considering prebiotic 
evolutionary
wing anomalies as result of weightlessness pathways termination
simulation for flour beetle Tribolium confusum 
p0095 173-18421
p0367 N73-27952 Genetic code evolution in terms of abiotic
polynucleotide synthesis, suggesting alternating
Overview of literature concerning retention of sequences of 
purines and pyrimidines as
learned skills with emphasis on space flight polypeptide codes
skill retention p01
62 A73-23469
rkNSA-CR-1286111 p0603 N73-10152 Chemical evolution 
- Recent syntheses of
Relations between sociometric variables and bioorganic molecules.
criteria of ability and behavior of student pilots 
p0202 A73-26477
p0367 N73-27954 Criteria for distinguishing bioqenic and abioqenic
ABIOGENESIS amino acids - Preliminary considerations.
Evolution from amino acids - Lunar occurrence of 
p0202 173-26480
their Precursors. oBook - Molecular evolution and the origin of life.
their precursors73-10249 p0205 173-27049
Chemical evolution under the bion hypothesis. Chemical evolution before life deduced from
p0055 A73-14316 carbonaceous meteorites composition, noting
Concepts related to the origin of the genetic porphyrins, optically 
active substances and
apparatus. isoprenoid hydrocarbons
p0055 A73-14317 p0243 A73-30130
Protobiochemical developments in terms of Origin of terrestrial 
polypeptides - A theory
extraterrestrial life search and roles of based on data from 
discharge-tube experiments.
nitriles and urea in prebioloqical chemical 
p0357 A73-39484
evolution Life origin hypothesis based on interstellar
p0055 A73-14319 molecular concentration in gas clouds, examining
Book - Molecular evolution: Prebioloqical and radical types and molecular Doppler spectrabiological. p0385 A73-41080p0089 A73-17926 Gamma irradiation induced abioqenic radiochemical
The origin of life problem - A brief critique, synthesis of 
deoxynucleosides from dry mixtures
p00 89 A73-17927 of purine bases with deoxyribose and ribose
A-1
ABNORBALITIES 
SUBJECT INDEX
P0396 A73-42166 Gravity selection by animals in fields ofMedical and biological problems of manned space centrifugal acceleration superimposed onfligTht 
weightlessness during sounding rocket flights.UNASA-TT-F-7191 p0180 N73-19077 p582 A73-11209ABNORMALITIS 058 1NT ORALIUOSES Aerodynamic pumpinq-caused spinal fractures in twoNT PSYCHOSES pilots during high speed flightNT PSYCHOSES 
p0586 A73-12154Aerospace medicine for treating abnormal DNA catabolism in rat tissues in response toconditions caused by space flight transverse accelerations[NASA-TT-F-7351 p0175 N73-18116 P0087 A73-17679Standardization of tests and classification of Cardiovascular system reactions to alternatinqcolor perception abnormalities in military transverse accelerations in manpersonnel 
p0087 A73-17687p0179 N73-19071 Research on the displacement of blood-plasmaApBSORNS proteins and on the nerve conduction velocity inEffectiveness of the application of tightly bonded rats sublected to accelerations and hypokinesiasulfo-cation exchange resins in water recycling p0088 A73-17769by the sorption method Seat reaction direction in an animal centrifuge.p0086 A73-17677 p0116 A73-19478Development of design information for molecular Disorienting effects of aircraft catapultsieve sorbants regenerative C02-removal systems launchinqs.
for manned spacecraft p0117 A73-19480SNASA-C-2277I p0117 73-19480ORBERS ATE-77IALS p0366 N73-27948 Effect of accelerations on the thiamine-S/35/ABSORBERS (MATERIALS) distribution in the organism of white miceRespirator cartridge filter efficiency under p0123 A73-20977
cyclic- and steady-flow conditions. Morphological changes in the juxtaglomerular
ABSORPTANCE p0383 A73-40408 apparatus of rat kidneys exposed to the actionReflectance tof diversely directed accelerations for many hoursReflectance, transmittance and absorbance spectra p0123 A7320978
of normal and six types of maize leaves The role of vestibulometry in medical evaluation[NASA-CR-1300321 p0136 N73-16065 of flight personnelABSOBPTION p0165 A73-23821
Absorption of bile acids and cholesterol by polymers Positive /+Gz/ acceleration tolerances of the
p0191 N73-19976 miniature swine - Application as a human analog.ABSORPTION SPECTRA 
p0196 A73-25337ABSORPTION SPECTRA Changes in visual functions after the action ofABSORPTION SPECTRA weak vestibular stimuliProportional counter energy deposition spectral p0209 A73-27719quality prediction from experimental data, using Prophylaxis and treatment of the motion sicknessfolding procedure to produce composite energy syndrome
absorption distributions for biological materials p0240 173-29410
BSTACTS 0280 A73-31549 Features of the influence of hypergravitation onABSTRACTS 
the motor activity of the chicken embryo amnionAbstracts on radiation and health physics developing under normal conditions and underfBNWL-1651-VOL-2-PT-21 p0137 N73-16069 conditions of constant rotation
ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS p0242 A73-30022
Prediction of long-term heat-pipe performance from Morphological changes in kidneys during exposure
accelerated life tests. to variously oriented accelerations at a levelp0384 A73-40438 of 4 q for many hoursNT ANCCEGULE R ACCELERATI ONCS) 
p0304 A73-34226NT DEGULAR ACCELE RATAT ON Impact acceleration effects on rabbit centralNT DEIG ACCELERATI ON 
nervous system, noting changes in nerve tissueNT HIGH GACCELERAVIT EN ONNTS 
elements and cerebral vessels
NT IRPACT ACCELERATION p0304 A73-34227NT LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS Physiological effects of acceleration andNT PARTICLE ACCELERATION 
weightlessness during space flight, discussingNT PAYSIOLOGICAL ACCELERATION 
cardiovascular system, renal function,NT TRANPHYSIOLOGSVIRS ACCELERATION 
respiration, blood volume, metabolism, workNT TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONetc
Theoretical model of utricular otolith and capacity, etc
associated neural connections to oculomotor Gravitational stress and exercise73-35856
system and their response to angcceleraular motion with p0313 A73-35980:respect to acceleration in shear -etabolic responses of monkeys to increased(PPRC-13151 P0608 N73-11070 gravitational fields.Nervous system functional changes due to forces of p0314 173-35982
acceleration and weightlessness Effect of dynamic factors of space flights onfNASA-TT-F-7331 p0148 N73-17105 green alga Chlorella vulgaris.Quantitative analysis of irreversible portion of p0314 173-36098radiation damage combined with gamma rays and p0314 173-36098ion bi with gamma rays and Cross coupling between effects of linear and1acceleration angular acceleration on vestibular nystagmus.p0214 N73-20082 p0316 173-36441Performance of anti-G valve subjected to varying On correlation between the changes in cerebellaracceleration forces bioelectric activity and the adaptive reactionsfAD-7608141 p0377 N73-29062 under the effect of accelerations.Effect of accelerations on active transport of p0328 A73-36915glucose in small intestine of rats Inverted posture illusion phenomenon in astronautsCCELEATION PROTECN73-33021 during weightless space flight, discussingCCELEeATsOi o POTECTION 
vestibular organ function, acceleration effectsEffects of tilting on Pulmonary capillary blood and body gravitation sensing systemflow in normal man. 
p0356 73-39149
p0361 A73-39786 Effect of acceleration on distribution of lungPositive-pressure breathing as a protective perfusion and on respiratory gas exchange.technique during *Gz acceleration. 0381 73-40274
p0361 A73-39793 Chemical protection from genetic damages inducedhiodynamic applications regardinq isolation of by radiation in the period of aftereffect ofhumans from shock and vibration. acceleration.
p0406 173-42926 p0384 A73-40815ACCELERATIONG STRESSES (PHYSIOLOG) Human reactions to whole-body transverse angularNT CENTRIFUGING STRESS 
vibrations compared to linear vertical vibrations.
A-2
SUBJECT INDEX ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
p0423 A73-43216 Influence of transverse accelerations on
Analysis of physiological mechanisms contributing electrolyte composition of plasma and erythrocytes
to occurrence of motion sickness p0444 N73-33030
p05 91 N73-10020 Using lover body negative pressure to prevent
Analysis of acceleration forces produced during decrease in volume of circulating 
plasma during
aerobatic flight and effects of acceleration hypokinesia
forces on human body 
p0444 N73-33036
eFAA-AH-72-281 p0609 N73-11075 ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
Feasibility of multichannel rheography for Effect of controlled elevation 
of body temperature
studying cardiovascular system on centrifuge on human tolerance to +Gz acceleration.
p0065 173-12094 p0576 A73-10159
Subjective effects of sustained acceleration, Direction-specific adaptation effects acquired 
in
including positive, negative, forward, backward, a slow rotation room.
and lateral acceleration effects p00
49 A73-14154
p0105 173-15095 Changes in cardiac rhythm during sustained high
Prolonged bed rest and positive radial levels of positive /+Gz/ acceleration.
acceleration effects on human visual response time fAD-754146] p0050 A73-14157
rNASA-TN-D-7161] p0107 N73-15117 Effect of hydrochlorothiazide on +Gz tolerance in
Human semicircular canal response to rotational normotensives.
stimuli in yaw, pitch, and roll planes of the head p0050 A73-14159
p0109 N73-15137 Vestibular adaptation in man - Effects of
Anti-compensatory oculomotor responses in human increased acceleration during different 
phases
visual tracking and vestibulo-ocular mechanism of adaptation.
during rotational head movement in flight p0058 A73-15218
p0110 h73-15140 Some physiological reactions to acceleration in
Oculogravic illusion factor in theoretical model albino rats in a state of hypothermia
of pilot control loss in jet aircraft p0084 A73-16737
p0110 N73-15142 Vestibular reactions to Coriolis accelerations
Vestibular neuron response to rotational stimuli under hypoxia conditions
in space flight environment p0088 A73-17691p0111 N73-15150 Positive /+Gz/ acceleration tolerances of the
Effect of accelerations on thiamine S-35 miniature swine - Application as a human analog.
distribution in organs. tissues, and subcellular p0196 A73-25337
structures of white mice Gravitational effects on biological systems in
p0133 N73-16044 terms of animal body size, age, sex and posture
Morphological changes in juxtaglomerular apparatus as factors affecting acceleration tolerance
in kidneys of rats during multihour exposure to p0197 A73-25573
accelerations in different directions Vestibular stresses effects on systemic and
p0133 173-16045 cerebral hemodynamics, considering human
Effects of hypoxia and acceleration stresses on acceleration adaptation and compensation
enzyme activities in erythrocytes and blood plasma mechanisms
fDLE-FB-72-711 p0137 N73-16070 p0208 1A73-27714
Transverse acceleration effects on rat hepatocytic Some aversive characteristics of centrifugally
structures generated gravity.
p0181 173-19086 p0238 A73-28506
Rental and cardiovascular acceleration stress Effect of the Valsalva maneuver on tolerance to
effects on heart rate studied by beta adrenergic +Gz acceleration.
blockage p0241 A73-29754
p0188 N73-19149 Cerebellar responses of animals under varied
Human pituitary and adrenal hormone reserve in rotation conditions in a centrifuge
acceleration stress tolerance p0279 A73-31506
p0188 173-19150 Calculation of a coriolis acceleration acting on
Measurements of acceleration stress effects on semicircular canal receptors of man in rotating
pilot maneuvering ability and flight control systems
performance p0280 A73-31518
fAHRL-Tr-72-31 p0189 173-19154 Certain features of hemodynamics during
Positive pressure breathing for increased human orthostatic tests with persons of different
acceleration tolerance vestibulo-vegetative tolerance levels
p0189 N73-19156 p0305 A73-34236
Bradycardia and death in guinea pigs exposed to Normalisation of haemodynamic changes caused by
acceleration overloads after injections of action of prolonged accelerations in rats.
aminothiol group radioprotectors p0314 A73-35985
p0211 N73-20057 Changes in whole body force transmission of dogs
Transverse acceleration overload effects on mice exposed repeatedly to vibration.
sensitivity to toxic doses of cysteamine and p0355 A73-39106
aminothiol group antiradiation drugs Positive-pressure breathing as a protective
p0212 N73-20061 technique during +Gz acceleration.
Functional changes in systemic and cerebral p0361 A73-39793
hemodynamics with respect to vestibular stresses Gravitational effects on animal ontogeny from
accompanying low accelerations centrifugation studies of acceleration
p0217 N73-20108 tolerance, considering egg and embryo
Lover body decompression effects on cardiac cycle development, body composition, etc
and human acceleration tolerance p0397 A73-42174
p0263 N73-23037 Chronic acceleration effects on homeotherm
Acceleration effects on human visual functions physiological adaptation in terms of body
under hypoxic conditions weight, tolerable field intensity, growth and
p0263 N73-23040 fat deposition inhibition, etc
Effects of weightlessness and acceleration on p0398 A73-42177
human body during space flight Effects of rehydration on +Gz tolerance after
p0371 N73-29022 14-days' bed rest.
Morphological changes in rat kidneys exposed to p0425 173-43524
different accelerations Mechanical response of otolith-dependent units of
p0372 873-29023 cats to sinusoidal linear acceleration
Impact acceleration effects on rabbit central [A EU-R-69-3] p0608 873-11068
nervous system Cellular activation energy effect in rat tolerance
p0372 N73-29024 to acceleration stress
Physical/mathematical analyses on human vestibular (AD-749338] p0100 873-14079
responses to acceleration stresses Semicircular canal plugging response in cats to
p0373 N73-29033 rotary stimulation
A-3
ACCELEROMEBTES SUBJECT INDEX
p0111 573-15151 Annex 13 and the work of the aviation pathologistHypodynamia effect on human transverse 
- Practical problems.
acceleration tolerance p0347 A73-37739
p0181 N73-19083 ACCIDENT PRONENESSSound, light, and proprioceptive stimuli for Personal life changes and health stresses ininhibiting vestibular illusion in man contrast to accident proneness as factors in
p0181 873-19087 pilot errorComposition and effects of radioprotectors on p0083 A73-16732
acceleration tolerance, hypoxia toxicity, Self destructive behavior of aircraft pilot due toradiation protection, and dynamic space flight stress accumulation, discussing man machinestress in animals relationship, coping mechanisms, competence and
rNASA-TT-P-721] p0211 N73-20054 invulnerability mythEffects of antiradiation drug dosaqe on nice and p0307 A73-34746
rat tolerance to transverse acceleration overloads ACCIDENTS
P0211 N73-20055 NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTSResistance of mice to acceleration overloads after NT AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTSinjection of aminothiol group radioprotector ACCLIMATIZATION
p0211 873-20056 HT ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATIONHypoxia and reduced acceleration tolerance of rats NT COLD ACCLIMATIZATION
after injection of cysteamine radioprotector NT HEAT ACCLIMATIZATION
p0211 N73-20058 ACCOMMODATIONResistance of animals immersed in water to high NT VISUAL ACCONODATIONacceleration ACETANILIDE
fNASA-TT-2-148281 p0219 N73-20119 The pharmacology of practolol - A cardioselectiveHigh altitude acclimatization effects on mice and beta adrenergic blocking drug.
rabbit tolerances to hypoxia, acceleration, and p0153 173-21850high temperature ACID BASE EQUILIBRIUM
oNASA-TT-F-148611 p0219 N73-20123 Control of exercise hyperpnea under varyingConditioned reflex motion sickness test of durations of exposure to moderate hypoxia.statokinetic fitness for flying personnel p0042 A73-13499
p0254 N73-21994 Pulmonary respiration and acid-base state inBarany chair rotation for acceleration tolerance hibernating marmots and hamsters.
testing on flying personnel 
p0129 A73-21613p0254 N73-21995 Intermittent exercise - Metabolites, oxygenComutation of coriolis forces in selecting flying pressure, and acid-base equilibrium in the blood.personnel for vestibular tolerance p0158 A73-22933p0263 N73-23042 Effect of stepwise adaptation to high-mountainDistribution parameter model for acceleration areas on the respiratory function and theforces acting on arterial system acid-alkali equilibrium of blood in subjects(AD-756530] p0294 N73-24128 with different motor activity stressesAerial combat acceleration environment testinq of p035 A73-34232human performance capability using human ACIDOSIS p0305 173-34232
centrifuges Heart muscle viability following hypoxia -rAD-7591741 p0300 N73-25134 Protective effect of acidosis.Acceleration effects on mechanical impedance of p0303 A73-34097human body in supine position Anaerobic threshold and respiratory gas exchange
p0368 N73-27963 during exercise.Mathematical simulation study of neuron response p0360 A73-39785
to vestibular analyzer exposed to periodically ACIDS
varying acceleration NT AMINO ACIDS
rNASA-TT-F-151301 p0420 173-31015 NT ASCOBBIC ACIDACCBLEROETERS IT BUTYRIC ACID
Simultaneous recording of acceleration and brain NT DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACIDwaves. NT FATTY ACIDS
p0242 A73-29995 NT GLUTANIC ACIDAccelerometers, electromyoqram sensors, and NT HYDROCYANIC ACID
telemetry system for measuring human body NT HYDROPLUORIC ACIDsegment motions NT LACTIC ACID
rAD-751134] p0142 173-16104 NT LEUCINEACCEPTABILITY NT LYSINEVerification program for Infliqht Blood Collection NT NETHIONINE
system NT NUCLEIC ACIDSrNASA-CR-128645] p0067 N73-12112 NT OXIDASE
Functional relatiodship between food preference NT PEPTIDES
and frequency of repetitious eating NT PHOSPHORIC ACIDrAD-749079] p0102 N73-14100 NT PYRIDINE NUCLEOTIDESACCEPTANCE NT PYRUVATESU ACCEPTABILITY NT RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION NT RIBTROXINCEC CIDS
NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION NT THYPTOPHAN
ACCIDENT PREVENTION ACOUSTIC ATTENUATIONPilot incapacitation as cause of aircraft Loudness changes resulting from an electricallyaccidents, noting age connected cardiovascular induced middle-ear reflex.
disease as leading cause for loss of pilot license p0393 A73-41815
p0582 A73-11238 ACOUSTIC FATIGUB73-41815
Man machine systems for flight safety, studying Noise effects on hearing conservation in aircrewaccidents, human factors in system design and and ground support personnel of aerospaceimplementation of personnel operations
p0303 A73-34078 p048 73-17101The effects of fatigue on health and flight safety. ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE018 73-17101
p0303 A73-34080 Study of the acoustic reflex in human beings. I -Anthropometric dummy design improvements. Dynamic characteristics.
detailing verisimilitude specifications for p0581 173-10828harness support in accident tests and design of Dynamic properties of human and animal middle earchest, spine, shoulder and pelvic areas in terms of acoustic impedance, transferp0306 A73-34617 function, impulse response, sound diffractionObjectives of training in relation to accident and reflex sensitivity
p0326 173-36850 p0244 173-30279
A-4
SUBJECT INDEX 
ADAPTATION
ACOUSTIC HEASUREMENTS phagocytic cells association
Noise standards for habitable houses, rest homes, 
p0385 A73-41024
hospitals, camps, public facilities, and streets Estimate of integrative cerebral activity using an
in residential areas orientation response example
[NASA-TT--150651 p0414 N73-30088 p0401 A73-42651
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES Objective method for classification of
NT ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE multicellular activity patterns 
of neuron
NT REVERBERATION population in the cerebrum of man
NT SOUND INTENSITY 
p0401 A73-42656
Acoustic measurement and recording system for ACTIVITY CYCLES (BIOLOGY)
noise generated by air bag automobile safety Development of wakefulness-sleep cycles 
and
device associated EG patterns in mammals.
[AD-7618361 p0370 N73-27977 p0051A73-14263
ACOUSTIC RADIATION Effect of hyperqravity on the 
circadian rhythms of
U SOUND WAVES white rats.
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING [ASHE PAPER 72-NA/BFB-14] p0061 A73-15877
NT REVERBERATION Biological clocks in animal orientation 
and in
ACOUSTIC SIMULATION other functions.
Behavioural awakening and subjective reactions to p00
89 A73-17825
indoor sonic booms. Drive and performance modification following
p0059 173-15592 multiple /light-light/ shifts in the photoperiod.
ACOUSTIC STABILITY 
p0154 A73-22528
O FREQUENCY STABILITY Circaseptan /7-day/ oviposition rhythm and growth
ACOUSTIC VIBRATIONS of Spring Tail, Folsomia candida /Collembola:
U SOUND WAVES Isotomidae/.
ACOUSTICS 
p0282 A73-32185
NT BIOACOUSTICS Model concept concerning some control principles
NT PSYCHOACOUSTICS of the human organism. III - Seasonal adaptation
NT UNDSERWATER ACOUSTICS 
p0282 A73-32357
Acoustic model and linguistic, syntactic, lexical Serotonin content variations in the fore-brain
and semantic factors in speech perception and during hibernation
production process p0322 A73-36567
production0243 73- 0277 Control of pineal indole biosynthesis by changes
ACOUSTO-OPTICS in sympathetic tone caused by factors 
other than
Multi-information recording and reproduction in environmental lighting.
the ultrasono-cardio-tomography. p0343 
A73-37300
p0239 A73-28581 Ultradian rhythms in human telemetered gross motor
ACQUISITION activity.
NT DATA ACQUISITION p0355 1A73-39102
NT TARGET ACQUISITION Variations of heart rate during sleep as a
ACTS function of the sleep cycle.U ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN (ACTH) p0359 A73-39762
ACTIIIDB SERIES Similarities and differences concerning the sleep
NT PLUTONIUM 238 of two baboons, Papio hamadryas and Papio papio
ACTINOGRAPHS 
p0359 A73-39764
U ACTINOMETERS Spiral aftereffect durations following awakening
ACTINOMETERS from REM sleep and non-REM sleep.
NT INFRARED DETECTORS 
p0388 k73-41179
NT SPECTROPOTOETERS Diurnal changes in human histamine and 
serotonin
Potassium ferrioxalate actinometric measurements metabolism and effects of work-sleep cycle
of solar ultraviolet photobiological energy p0064 N73-12089
p02 92 N73-24113 Activity cycle data for spacecrews of Soyuz 3 to 9
ACTINOMYCIN spacecrafts before, during and after space flights
Effect of actinomycin D on aldosterone-sediated [JPRS-58173] p0137 N73-16068
changes in electrolyte excretion. ACTUATORS
p0156 A73-22650 A linear motion generator for physiological
ACTIVATION (BIOLOGY) research.
Action of a serum protein on muscular contraction. p0577 A73-10173
p0125 A73-21200 ACUITY
Accelerated coagulation of whole blood and IT VISUAL ACUITY
cell-free plasma by bubbling in vitro. ADAPTATION
p0325 173-36782 NT ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
Factors influencing reactivation of phosphorylated NT COLD ACCLIMATIZATION
acetylcholine esterase by oximes NT DARK ADAPTATION
[BMVG-PBuT-72-321 p0187 N73-19137 NT DESERT ADAPTATION
ACTIVATION ANALYSIS NT LIGHT ADAPTATION
NT NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS NT RETINAL ADAPTATION
ACTIVATION ENERGY Correlations between motor learning and visual 
and
Cellular activation energy effect in rat tolerance arm adaptation under conditions of
to acceleration stress computer-simulated visual distortion.
(AD-7493381 p0100 N73-14079 p0044 A73-13556
ACTIVITY (BIOLOGY) Changes in whole body force transmission of dogs
Stability criteria in manifestations of the exposed repeatedly to vibration.
activity of the central nervous system in humans 5SEB PAPER 72-NA/BHF-111 p0061 A73-15878
p0575 173-10152 Study of the peripheral auditory adaptation in a
Activity relation between internal organ receptors psycho-acoustic experiment
and skeletal muscles in terms of laws p0164 A73-23807
controlling process coordination Adaptation-level and theory of signal detection -
p0575 173-10154 An examination and integration of two judgment
Trypsinogen activation peptides - An example of models for voluntary stimulus generalization.
molecular epigenesis. p0204 A73-26749olecula ep0091 A73-17947 Direction-specific adaptation effects acquired by
Determination of the information-forecasting humans in slowly rotating room
indices of biometeoroloqical phenomena [NASA-CR-129063s p0591 N73-10062
p023 9 173-28861 Mathematical models for studying vestibular
Biodegradation from evolution viewpoint as adaptation to stimuli in humans
physiological function and fundamental cellular CAMRU-R-70-1] p0607 973-11062
process regulating biological equilibriuml Physiological factors of human vestibular
explained by intracellular digestion and adaptation to flight and space environments
A-5
ADAPTIVE CONTROL SUBJECT INDEX
p0110 N73-15146 of the heart to anoxic aggressionHypoxia adaptation of rats for increased p0585 A73-12152
resistance to toxic atmospheric gases Radiation protective effect of a mixture of ATP,
p0183 1N73-19100 ART, and serotonin on yields of 600-RAdaptability and receptivity factors affecting X-ray-induced chromosome aberrations in the rat.motion sickness susceptibility in pilots p0587 173-12187p0225 173-21095 Myosin ATPase and fiber composition from trainedPhysiological adjustments to environmental factors and untrained rat skeletal muscle.(AD-753913] p0261 N73-22059 p0077 173-16155Low temperature tolerance and adaptation of Effects of physical training on cardiac actomyosinbiological systems to space environment adenosine triphosphatase activity.[JPRS-591291 p0265 N73-23055 p0078 173-16157Physiological and hemodynamic adaptations to CO Functional dependence of the ciliary epitheliumlevels and exercise in nonsmoking normal men ATPase activity and intraocular pressure on the(PB-213834/I] p0267 173-23073 autonomic nervous system.Handedness and adaptation to distortions of size p0078 A73-16248
and distance underwater Adenonucleotides, NAD+, and NADN in skeletal(AD-759722] p0337 N73-26098 muscles during intensive work and at restRole of respiratory enzymes on human adaptation to p0116 A73-19475hypoxia Embryonic chick heart cell age dependent(NASA-TT--15058] p0411 N73-30060 electrophysioloqical studies, discussingPsychoneurological problems in adaptation by man structure, metabolism, ATPase activity, membraneto modified diurnal regimes potential and cell interactionsp0444 173-33031 p0197 A73-25589ADAPTIVE CONTROL Changes caused by illumination in the Na+, K+
NT SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SSTES adenosine-triphosphatase andT S ADAPTIV CO OL SSTS n-nitrophenl-phosphatase activities of theNeed for within-trial feedback as a function of external segments of the retinatask similarity in adaptive training of manual p0235 A73-28294
control. Glycolytic intermediates and adenosine phosphatesp0081 A73-16709 in rat liver at high altitude /3,800 m/.Human operators and automatic adaptive controllers p0358 A73-39602
- A comparative study on a particular control Influence of electric stimulation of the
task. hypothalamus on catecholamine, phosphorated
p0122 A73-20399 compound, and cholesterol levelsStability behavior of adapting and untrained p0383 A73-40284random logic nets, enabling intelligent Influence of preliminary adaptation to the maininteraction with environment environmental factors on the ATP level andp0122 A73-20400 phosphorylation potential in the myocardiumCurrent status of models for the human operator as during severe heart strain
a controller and decision maker in manned p0389 A73-41278
aerospace systems. Effect of hind-limb immobilization on contractilep0123 173-20587 and histochemical properties of skeletal muscle.An electrical model of th9 inertial and adaptive p0391 A73-41624properties of vision as a self-regulating system Glycogen content in the rabbit retina in relationwith delayed feedback to blood circulation.
p0354 k73-39004 p0392 A73-41732Operator response to sinusoidally varying normal Luciferase ATP assay procedure for determiningand emergency cycles in dynamic control task, bacterial infections in urinary tracttesting anticipatory aversion response ability (NASA-CR-130797] p0173 N73-18096and error response Automatic device for assaying urine on bacterialp0393 A73-41885 adenosine triphosphate contentProbability estimate models for reliable function (NASA-CASE-GSC-11169-2] p0438 N73-32011of redundant systems with adaptable and ADENOSINES
inadaptable neuron-like restoration organs NT ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE (ADP)
p0431 A73-44904 NT ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP)Hybrid computer identification program for visual High energy phosphate deficit-produced myocardialdisplay of adaptive control state to human cell genetic apparatus activation as cardiacoperator hypertrophy mechanism, discussing mitochondrialp0598 N73-10109 biogenesis and cardiac hyperfunction rolesRandom Gaussian distribution for input noise p0588 A73-12511approximation in human response tracker modeling Relationship between cyclic AMP, phosphodiesterase
p0598 N73-10110 activity, calcium and contraction in intestinalHuman factors criteria for adaptive computer smooth muscle.
aiding in man-machine control system p0385 A73-41130CAD-754835] p0222 N73-20147 ADIPOSE TISSUES
Quantitative evaluations of adaptive physical Energy requirements of ouabain-sensitive Na-Koperator/manipulator control systems positive ion membrane pump during norepinephrine
p0336 N73-26090 induced theraogenesis of brown adipose tissue inAntomative adaptive flight training, using cold-exposed hamstersinstrument flight maneuvers p156 A73-22649
(AD-7593661 p0341 173-27080 ADJUSTING p0156 73-22649Versatile ergometer with work load control Human operator adaptive behavior in slowly(NASA-CASE-MPS-21109-11 p0366 173-27941 changing dynamic system
ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMSADAPTIVE CONTROL  AD-7482431 p0102 173-14097U ADDIATIVE CONTROL ADJUSTMENTSADDITIOIDVES U ADJUSTING
NT ANTIOXIDANTS 
ADRENBAL GLANDDNT IBONUCLEIC ACIDS Effects of endotoxin on monoamine metabolism inSNT RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS the rat.Adenin-nucleotides NAD(plus) and ADN in skeletal p0582 A73-11100
muscles during intensive work and at rest Cytochemical-luminescence study of adrenaI cortex(NASA-TT-F-148561 p0219 1N73-20118 proteins under the influence of ionizing radiationADENOSINE DIPEOSPHATE (ADP) 
p0587 A73-12354Adenonucleotides, AD+, and NADN in skeletal Circadian rhythms in catecholamines in organs ofmuscles during intensive work and at rest the golden hamster.
p0116 A73-19475 p0200 A73-26120ADNImtaNe eT OSPea o (ATP) teStructural changes in the adrenal nerve apparatusImportance of the Lohmann reaction in the response during experimental subtotal pancreatectomy
A-6
SUBJECT INDEX 
AERODYNAMIC NOISE
p0357 A73-39400 ADRENALINE
Participation of the hypophysis and adrenal glands U EPINEPHRINE
in intra-ocular pressure regulation ADRENERGICS
p0402 A73-42661 Time course of pulmonary vascular response to
Dystrophic degeneration of suprarenal rat cortex hypoxia in dogs.
during hypokinesia 
p0120 A73-20168
p02 54 N73-22003 Neurochemical aspects of the formation of
ADRENAL METABOLISH electroqraphical and behavioral reactions
Role of the sympathico-adrenal system during a p0167 A73-24327
period of rest and in adaptation to muscular Drug therapy for treatment of cardiogenic shock
activity syndrome following myocardial infarction.p0576 A73-10157 discussing sympathomimetics, alpha-adrenergic
Corticosterone level and the binding capacity of blocks and combinations
blood plasma proteins under thermal effects 
p0321 A73-36
546
p0045 A73-13749 The nature of chemoreception in posterior
Thyroid and adrenal cortical rhythmicity during hypothalamic structuresbed rest. p038
2 A73-40279
bedp0049 73-14122 Mental and cardiovascular acceleration stress
Inhibition of the adrenocortical response to effects on heart rate studied 
by beta adrenergic
hypoxia by dexamethasone. blockage
p0116 A73-19476 p0188 N73-19149
Human endocrine-metabolic responses to graded Increased toxicity of sympathomimetic 
amine
oxygen pressures. stimulants on spinal reflexes in irradiated frogs
p0ox116 A73-19479 p0212 N73-20063
Role of adrenalin and alpha-receptor deactivation Epinephrine oxidation and indole 
production during
in reactions of hemopoietic organs to stress hiqh pressure oxygen poisoning
p0117 A73-19644 CAD-7594051 p03
39 873-27061
Mediator systems and respiratory function during ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN (ACTH)
an acute lethal loss of blood Diurnal rhythm of a 
corticosteroid reaction to
p0117 A73-19645 ACTH and physical load
Catecholamine exchange in the hormonal and 
p0249 173-30841
mediator links of the sympathicoadrenal system Participation of the hypophysis and adrenal glands
under stress in intra-ocular pressure regulation
p0121 173-20367 p0402 A7342661
analysis of some mechanisms of human stability to Human adrenocorticotropin 
level measurements as
decompression of the lower portion of the body indication of adaptation 
to space flight stress
p012 4 173-20987 p0174 N73-18109
Neuroendocrine, cardiorespirator, and performance ADSORPTION
reactions of hypoxic men during a monitoring task. Adsorption of spacecraft 
contaminants on Bosch
p0154 A73-22527 carbon.
Role of mineralocorticoids in the natriuresis of IaSME PAPER 73-ENAS-15] 
p0349 a73-37972
water immersion in man. Spacecraft polyurethane 
foam jacket sterilization
p0156 A73-22676 by gas method, discussing ethylene oxide and
Interrelations among the suprarenal methyl bromide sorption and desorption
gluco-corticoid activity, the cardiovascular 
p0395 A73-42160
systems, and the electrolyte metabolism during AERIAL IAGBRRT
prolonged work U AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
p0199 A73-26085 aERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
adrenal ipfluence on the supercompensation of Strip photography used 
in simulation study of very
cardiac glycogen following exercise, low altitude detection 
of small stationary
p0200 l73-26121 targets at very slow speeds
Hypothalamo-adenohypophysio-adrenal neurosecretory (AD-754928] 
p02 22 N73-20146
system under hyperthermia Color and color infrared 
aerial photographic
p0249 A73-30847 detection of Dutch elm disease
Effect of altitude on renin-aldosterone system and 
p0297 73-25110"
metabolism of water and electrolytes. Scale, haze, and image 
motion effects on human
p0400 a73-42420 performance in photointerpretation of aerial
Changes in indices of the carbohydrate and fat photography
metabolism, the state of the sympathoadrenal 1AD-7639081 p0440 173-32024
system, and oxidative processes under AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
varying-intensity cold effects Evaluation of device to train 
forward air
p042 9 A73-44671 controllers to communicate target locations
Diurnal variations of plasma cortisol and glucose oD-751292] p0142 
N73-16103
and of urinary'excretion of free cortisol in man Strip photography used in 
simulation study of very
at rest low altitude detection of small stationaryat 0434 73-45158 targets at very slow speeds
Radioimmunoassays of plasma aldosterone and (AD-754928] 
p0222 173-20146
catecholamine concentrations as human vasomotor AEROBES
regulators Ultraviolet space irradiation effects on Aeromonasregup0174 73-18111 proteolytica extracellular enzyme production
Temperature and noise irradiation effects on human 
p0292 N73-24111
energetic metabolism during vigilance task AERODYNAMIC CHARACtERISTICS
p0189 N173-19155 NT AERODYNAMIC DRaG
Effects of physical training on human enzyme NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
activity, carbohydrate metabolism, cholesterol aerodynamic and temporal 
parameters of olfactory
level, and adrenal function stimulation - Discussion concerning the lowering
rNASa-TT-F-148261 p0216 N73-20093 of the threshold by prenasal 
injection in man
Human hydroxycorticosteroid and aldosterone p004
6 A73-13787
excretions during hypodynamic space flight AERODYNAMIC DRAG
conditions Techniques for studying the aerodynamic
p0373 N73-29031 characteristics of the bronchial tree of man
Effect of physical and psychological stress on 
p0322 A73-36576
urinary excretions of adrenal harmones in normal AERODYNAMIC FORCES
man NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
[NrSA-TT--150461 p0374 N73-29043 AEBRODYAMIC NOISE
Water load tests for determining hydration status Structural vibration and 
noise effects on man in
and adrenal and kidney functions during post aerospace operations
flight period [AGARDOGRAPH-1511 p0148 573-17098
(NASA-TT-F-150911 p041
7 N73-30998
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ABBODINAMIC STABILITY SUBJECT INDEX
Airborne noise in aerospace operations and considering temperature, oxygen, gravity,
bioacoustics effects on man acceleration, pressure and stress effects
p0148 N73-17100 p0193 A73-25039
Analysis of human reactions to short takeoff Physiological factors of human vestibular
aircraft aerodynamic noise for predicting adaptation to flight and space environments
community acceptance of short haul air service p0110 N73-15146
operations Aerospace medicine for treating abnormal
p0441 N73-32960 conditions caused by space flight
AERODINAMIC STABILITY [NASA-TT-F-7351 p0175 N73-18116
Aerodynamic pumping-caused spinal fractures in two Research in space biology and medicine
pilots during high speed flight (JPRS-58620] p0216 N73-20094
p0586 A73-12154 Human performance and life support engineering for
ABBODINAMIC VEHICLES space environment conditions
U AIRCRAFT (AD-754216] p0224 N73-20157
AEROEBBOLISH Apollo 16 microbiological experiment on microbial
Pathogenesis of some respiration and circulation response to aerospace environments - Part B
reactions to barometric pressure gradients p0232 N73-21762
p0123 A73-20980 AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
Changes in the vascular tone of certain organs NT AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY
during experimental embolism of pulmonary Results from employment workshop program for
circulation unemployed aerospace engineers and scientists
p0154 A73-22366 (PB-2093661 p0605 N73-10168
Intravascular changes associated with hyperbaric AEROSPACE MEDICINE
decompression - Theoretical considerations using Space environment effects on human life and
ultrasound. biochemical evolution study in aerospace
p0155 A73-22534 medicine and biology, noting amino acid
Oxygen breathing in decompression sickness and molecules synthesis
remedial recompression of human beings p0056 A73-14589
[DRIC-TRANS-30951 p0334 N73-26069 Russian book - Biomedical problems of space
Extreme aeroembolism case and successful therapy flights: Index of domestic and foreign literature.
in hyperbaric chamber p0062 A73-16034
p0368 S73-27959 Developments in space medicine.
AEROMAGMETISB p0086 A73-17569
U GEOMAGNETISM Military contributions to aviation medicine.
ABBROSINUSITIS (AIAA PAPER 73-681 p0086 A73-17636
Pathophysiological and clinical aspects of Cosmic radiation and research carried out on board
aerosinusitus and frontal sinus nematoma the 001 prototype Concorde
formation due to barometric pressure changes p0116 A73-19211
from pilot case history studies Civil aviation medicine in the coming decade.
p0155 A73-22538 p0117 A73-19484
AEROSOLS Pathophysioloqical and clinical aspects of
Respirator cartridge filter efficiency under aerosinusitus and frontal sinus nematoma
cyclic- and steady-flow conditions. formation due to barometric pressure changes
p0383 A73-40408 from pilot case history studies
Cardiac toxicity of fluoroalkane gases for p0155 A73-22538
propelling aerosols in industry and household Civil aviation medicine functional standardization
applications and expansion, emphasizing preventive medicine,
[AD-751425] p0140 873-16090 health education and operational safety
AEROSPACE ERGINEERING p0170 A73-24718
Use of space technology to solve medical problems Influence of the packing and of certain conditions
and improve medical equipment of usage on the medications in portable
p0075 N73-13848 emergency medicine stores
Aerospace technology for solving domestic solid p0209 A73-27720
waste disposal, water purification, and water Russian book - Engineering psychology in aviation
recovery problems and astronautics.
p0075 873-13849 p0278 A73-31375
Space technology for developing ground based The application of aerospace technologqy to patient
integrated medical laboratory monitoring.
p0075 N73-13851 p0285 A73-32804Structural vibrations in aerospace operations and Annual Scientific Meeting, Las Vegas, Nev., May
effects on man 7-10, 1973, Preprints.
p0148 873-17099 p0287 A73-33421Cost effectiveness of water reclamation subsystem International Congress of Aeronautical and Spacein advanced aerospace life support systems Medicine, 20th, Nice, France, September 18-21,[IASA-CR-124098] p0177 173-18134 1972, Reports
Water reclamation and waste disposal technology p0327 A73-36901
applied to land use and aerospace engineering Russian papers on populated cosmos covering space[NASA-CR-1288571 p0190 173-19158 exploration impact on human civilization,
Waste disposal and water reclamation technology extraterrestrial life, space medicine andfor land use and aerospace engineering application biology, solar system, space law, etc(NASA-CR-128858] p0190 173-19159 p0345 A73-37398
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTS Annex 13 and the work of the aviation pathologist
Rffects of the space flight environment on man's - Practical problems.immune system. II - Lymphocyte counts and p0347 A73-37739
reactivity. Skylab medical experiments altitude test crew
p0589 A73-12565 observations.
Space environment effects on human life and (ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-30] p0351 A73-37985biochemical evolution study in aerospace Skylab Medical Experiments Altitude Test /SMEAT/
medicine and biology, noting amino acid facility design and operation.
molecules synthesis fASME PAPER 73-ENAS-44] p0351 A73-37991
p0056 A73-14589 Skylab medical experiments altitude test /SMEAT/
Psychological and psychophysiological factors of chamber atmosphere trace contaminants analysis,
human performance in manned space missions, describing sample acquisition techniques and
considering environmental effects of space instrumentation
flight and man-machine system [ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-451 p0351 A73-37992
p0089 A73-17775 Radiological assessment of the vertebral columnAviation medicine assessment of environment from the point of view of aviation medicine
effects on pilot responsiveness, task p0409 A73-43131performance and flight safety predictability,
A-8
SUBJECT INDEX AFFPRBNT NERVOUS SYSTEMS
Aerospace biology research. including physical (NASA-TT-F-6871 
p0252 873-21981
principles of gravitational biology, such as Physiological stress effects of space flight on
forces, weiqht and mass, weightlessness, and human body
size and scale effects (JPRS-57139] p02
54 N73-22002
[NASA-Ce-1284711 p0593 N73-10075 Pathophysiological justifications for using drugs
Prolonged weightlessness for 300 plus days and in aerospace medicine
cardiac performance in primates [NASA-TT-F-736] p02
57 873-22033
rNASA-CR-1295121 p0063 H73-12075 Research activities in exobiology and aerospace
Spacecraft environment, radiation, and medicine
weightlessness effects on human biological CJPBS-590151 p02
62 1N73-23024
processes in manned space flight USSR conference on exobiology and aerospace medicine
rJPRS-575171 p0063 N73-12076 p026
4 873-23045
Research and development in Army aviation medical Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace
science and problems medicine and biology for 1961 to 1965
rAD-7494561 p0108 N73-15129 [NASA-TT-F-146621 p0265 N73-23053
Physioloqical stresses and medical criteria for Aerospace medicine research, including human
aircrew fatigue tolerance to various stress factors - conferences
p0111 873-15152 [AGARD-CP-1101 p0265 N73-23057
Research and development related to space biology NASA programs on life science research 
in
and medicine aerospace environments, emphasizing
(JPRS-58010] p0133 N73-16041 cardiovascular system
Applications of aerospace technoloqy in biology 
p0265 873-23058
and medicine Space biology, space medicine, and human physiology
rNASA-CE-1305441 p0142 N73-17047 (NASA-TT-F-14964] p02
98 N73-25116
Conference on occupational medicine support in Aerospace biotechnology research projects
NASA programs to prevent health and emotional TAD-759277] p0300 873-25135
problems in personnel Telemetry and investigative methods in space 
biology
[NASA-TS-X-690721 p0142 N73-17048 (NASA-TT-F-14996] p0
3 38 873-27057
Occupational medicine procedures for personnel in Aerospace medicine and exobiology research in
lunar receiving laboratory for apollo 11 crew support of long term manned space flight
members [JPBS-59702 p0371 N73-29021
p0143 N73-17049 Application of aerospace medicine research in
Medical'examinations and protection procedures for science and technology
NASA employees working in radiologically [JPRS-598031 p0374 N73-29040
controlled areas Bibliography of Russian literature on aviation 
and
p0143 873-17050 space medicine
Medical concepts and functional management in NASA [JPRS-533291 p0375 N73-29047
Environmental Health Program aerospace Medical Research Laboratory handbook on
p0143 N73-17056 medical monitoring and treatment of
Environmental health measure!; to prevent cabin environmental stresses
atmosphere toxicity and provide drinking water CAD-7608131 p0377 873-29061
standards in manned space flight applications Soviet research on space biology, aerospace
p0144 N73-17058 medicine, and human factors engineering
Conference on preventive medical and environmental [JPRS-59952] p041
5 873-30983
control measures for NaSa and aviation industry Studies in hypoxia and phylogenetics by USSR
personnel management aerospace medical scientist
1NASA-TM-X-690731 p0144 873-17064 [NASA-TT-F-15101] p041
7 873-30991
Chorioretinal burn hazards of high intensity Medically related NASA technology applications and
radiation sources in industry transfer activities
p0145 N73-17071 (NASA-CR-135527] p0418 N73-31001
Structural vibration and noise effects on man in Physiological stress effects of aerospace
aerospace operations environment on human body and animals
fAGARDOGRAPH-1511 p0148 N73-17098 [NASA-TT-F-15081] p0437 873-32001
Prolonged weightlessness effects on physiological Aerospace psychology and physiology
functions of dogs (JPRS-60248] p04
4 1 873-33014
rNASA-TT-F-146721 p0149 N73-17110 Aerospace medicine session concerning 
aviation and
Conference on human endocrine secretions and space physiology and psychology
hormone metabolisms during space flight stress p0445 N73-33037
rNASA-TM-X-580931 p0173 N73-18104 AEROSPACE SCIENCES
Aerospace medicine for treating abnormal Life sciences and space research II; Proceedings
conditions caused by space flight of the Fifteenth Plenary Meeting, Madrid, Spain,
fNASA-TT-F-7351 p0175 N73-18116 May 10-24, 1972.
Review of papers presented at Conference on Space p0395 A73-42158
Biology and Aerospace Medicine AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
eJPRS-583451 p01
76 N73-18125 Computerized teleoperator applications in manned
Medical and biological problems of manned space aerospace systems
flight p02
70 N73-23904
[NASA-TT-F-7191 p0180 N73-19077 AFCS (CONTROL SYSTEM)
Effects of space flight noise intensities on human U AUTOMATIC PLIGHT CONTROL
physiological functions AFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMS
p0180 N73-19080 Comparative physiological characteristics of
Feasibility determination for polyethylene functional relations among the hypothalamus and
packaging of drugs stocked in spacecraft the olfactory and limbal systems of the brain
pharmacies p0575 A73-10151p0218 N73-20114 Changes in ventilatory patterns after ablation of
Review of published bibliographical index of various respiratory feedback mechanisms.
Soviet and foreign literature on biomedical p0576 A73-10162
problems in space Topochemical differences in RNA content in spinalp0218 N73-20115 cord motoneurons during hypoxia and hypokinesia
Medical biological and other problems of space p0588 A73-12558
flight Cardiovascular reflexes evoked by potassium ion
rJPRS-586781 p0224 N73-21089 stimulation of the heart under conditions of
Review of bibliography on medical and biological spinal deafferentation and intact innervation
research during space flights p00
47 A73-13820
p0224 N73-21091 The dynamic properties of the acoustic middle ear
NASA contributions to patient monitoring reflex in nonanesthetized rabbits - Quantitative
rNASA-CR-1315381 p0230 873-21138 aspects of a polysynaptic reflex system.
Diagnostic physiological tests for selection and p0078 A73-16249
training of flying personnel
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APFINITY SUBJECT INDEX
Characteristic of collicular responses to ears simultaneously or after various intervals
stimulation of various sections of the visual p0167 A73-24333
afferent pathway in cats Colour selectivity in orientation masking and
p0078 173-16332 aftereffect.
Role of visual and articular afferentation in the p0200 A73-26196implementation of motor reactions involving Binocular rivalry and binocular fusion of
complex coordination and precision after-images.
p0092 A73-18164 p0200 A73-26200Synapse localization study by electron microscopy The dependence of the negative afterimage on the
of primary afferent tissues in cochlear nuclei duration of the stimulus and the stimulus
of the brain stem intensity
p0118 A73-19650 p0204 A73-26550
Functional organization of the mechanisms of After-effects of movement contingent on direction
presynaptic inhibition evoked by stimulation of of gaze.
cutaneous afferents p0204 A73-26721
p0118 A73-20003 lonocular fixation tests and prediction model forChanges in the amplitudinal and temporal time course of aftereffect of eye turn on
characteristics of sensomotor-cortex evoked autokinetic illusion direction
potentials after deactivation of spinocervical p0235 A73-28098
tracts in cats Properties of human visual orientation detectors -
p0118 A73-20004 A new approach using patterned afterimages.Synaptic activation of thoracic spinal cord p0239 A73-29124interneurons through reticulo-spinal pathways Stereoscopic depth aftereffects with random-dot
p0156 A73-22576 patterns.
Reflex reaction of antagonist muscles during an p0308 A73-34841
evoked tendon reflex Temporal factors of movements in visual aftereffects
p0170 A73-24598 p0308 A73-34843Useful future action models of instrumental Investigations of the eye tracking system through
reflexes and voluntary actions based on memory stabilized retinal images.
role in engram storage of received stimuli p0317 A73-36456
p0194 A73-25199 Spatial determinants of the aftereffect of seenDynamics of changes in neuron activity regimes of motion.
the ascending auditory pathways p0346 A73-37415
p0199 A73-26079 Spiral aftereffect durations following awakeningHypothalamus. septum and ventrobasal thalamus from BEN sleep and non-EEM sleep.
nuclei single neuron responses to skin thermal p0388 A73-41179
stimulation, indicating afferent connections Effect of eye movements on backward masking andbetween cerebrum thermoregulation center and perceived location.
peripheral thermoreceptors p0388 A73-41184
p0199 A73-26086 Colored aftereffects after prelonged inspection ofCharacteristics of the higher nervous activity of convex lines of one color and concave lines ofmonkeys during a postneurotic period another color
p0206 A73-27108 p0389 A73-41303Intranuclear organization of the center median Stimulus specificity in the human visual system.
nucleus of the thalamus. p0407 A73-42960
p0240 A73-29175 AGE FACTOR
Processing of auditory information by medial Pilot incapacitation as cause of aircraftsuperior-olivary neurons. accidents, noting age connected cardiovascular
p0244 A73-30281 disease as leading cause for loss of pilot licenseAnatomo-functional bases of cerebello-cerebral p0582 A73-11238interrelations Development of wakefulness-sleep cycles and
p0282 A73-32287 associated BEG patterns in mammals.Variations in the motor potential with force p0051 173-14263exerted during voluntary arm movements in man. Cardiovascular changes in middle-aged men during
p0385 A73-41013 two years of training.Evoked potentials in the hypothalamus and p0127 A73-21504
mesencephalic reticular formation upon Influence of developmental adaptation on aerobic
stimulation of the vague nerve capacity at high altitude.
p0389 k73-41263 p0158 A73-22928Effect of the electrical stimulation of the Age-related characteristics of pulmonary edema
sensomotor cortex on the potentials of dorsal development during acute hypoxic hypoxia
roots and on the depolarization of primary p0166 A73-23939
spinal afferents Spatial analysis in monkeys of various ages afterp0401 A73-42652 extirpation of the parietal areas of theCircuit diagram of amplifier-filter for analysis cerebral cortex
of impulse activity of baroreceptor aortic p0167 173-24329afferent nerves in rabbits Embryonic chick heart cell age dependent
APFIITI p0403 A73-42681 electrophysioloqical studies, discussingN structure, metabolism, ATPase activity, membraneAdvantage or disadvantage of a decrease of blood potential and cell interactions
oxygen affinity for tissue oxygen supply at p0197 A73-25589hypoxia - A theoretical study comparing man and Formation of conditioned responses to symbolicrat. stimulations in healthy individuals of different
APTERIMAGES p0390 A73-41620 age
p0276 A73-31158Some differences among figural aftereffects, Age pecularities of hole-blood transketolase
apparent motion, and paracontrast. activity in healthy persons
p0578 A73-10435 p0276 A73-31164Orientation illusion and masking in central and Sonic booms and sleep - Affect change as aperipheral vision. function of age.
p0'041 73-12999 p0324 *73-36780Visual after-images in athletes and coaches as a The problem of early presbyopia in aircrew.
prestart condition index p0329 A73-36923p0092 A73-18161 Visual problems among senior flight personnel.Visibility of an afterimage alone and in the p0329 A73-36924presence of one or two additional afterimages. Glaucoma development in aging flight personnel.p0153 A73-21894 p0329 A73-36926Binaural interaction effects on afterperception of Binocular vision variation with age in flight crewswhite noise pulse sequences delivered to both p0329 A73-36928
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SUBJECT INDEX AIR POLLUTION
Reinforcement of unconscious traces of stimuli in AIR COOLING
the human beinq during ontogenesis Dynamic katathermometer for measuring the cooling
p0343 A73-37251 effect of an ambient medium
Corti organ lesion effects on signal perception in p0280 A73-3151
2
patients with noise induced hearing loss, AIR CUSHION VEHICLES
correlating speech discrimination with age and U GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
sound level AIR FILTERS
p0352 A73-38182 Respirator cartridge filter efficiency under
Human intrapair twin differences, examining age, cyclic- and steady-flow conditions.
height, weight, heart volume, metabolism, p038
3 
A73-40408
respiratory rate and monozyqous/dizVqous Use of ultrafine fiber filter cloth for removing
differences bacterial contaminants from air
p0361 A73-39792 [NASA-TT-F-14940] p0293 173-24123
Developments as regards maximum visual acuity with AIR FLOE
age among cockpit crew members. Respiratory air flow telemetry during exercise,
p038 7 A73-41164 discussing flowmeter working conditions and
Torsional elasticity of human skin in vivo. equipment testing
p0391 A73-41625 p0053 A73-14286
Prevalence of hyperlipoproteinaemias in a random Radio telemetric measurements of oxygen
sample of men and in patients with ischaemic consumption during exercise via respiratory air
heart disease. flow and oxygen partial pressure monitors,
p0408 A73-42975 considering water vapor and temperature
Changes in electrocardiographs of Rhesus monkeys p0053 A73-14288
as function of age IClosing volumes- and decreased maximum flow at
(NASA-TT-F-146751 p0136 N73-16062 low lung volumes in young subjects.
Bioelectric activity changes in brains of sleeping p015
8 A73-22929
children caused by aging factor Aspects of air flow to the olfactory region of the
p0257 N73-22032 human nose
AGGLUTINATION p0276 A73-31163
Intravascular changes associated with hyperbaric Techniques for studying the aerodynamic
decompression - Theoretical considerations using characteristics of the bronchial tree of man
ultrasound. p0322 A73-36576
p0155 A73-22534 Respiratory work minimization during exercise,
AGING (BIOLOGY) using respiratory frequency, functional residual
Ophthalmological assessment of visual functional capacity and air flow pattern effects as
impairment due to glare, stimulus motion and controlled variables
aging changes p043
3 A73-45066
p0080 A73-16485 Numerical analysis of thermal resistance of air
Photosensitized inhibitor formation in isolated, layers in air permeable clothing
aging chloroplasts. [NLL-DRIC-TRANS-2717-(3623.66) p0101 N73-14089
p0122 A73-20453 AIR INTAKES
Influence of histamine on cutaneous capillary NT ENGINE INLETS
circulation and on the oxygen tension of AIR NAVIGATION
subcutaneous cellular tissue in various age Pilot error analysis for airborne navigation
periods procedures
p0163 A73-23676 (AD-754214] p0
223 N73-20150
Physiological responses of rats to intermittent AIR PIRACY
high-altitude stress - Effects of age. Psychological and medical viewpoint for hijacker
p0169 A73-24564 handling, discussing air crew training program
The significance of retinal pathology in ageing [AD-757130] p0589 A73-12564
aircrew. AIR POLLUTION
p0329 A73-36925 Passive and active mode classification of air
Functional aging - Present status of assessments contamination sources in closed manned spaces,
regarding airline pilot retirement. considering mechanical, electrical, chemical,
p0387 A73-41161 physical and human factors
Age-dependent characteristics of myoglobin content p0193 A73-25037
and distribution in the heart and skeletal muscles Application of remote sensing techniques to public
p0429 A73-44669 health
Mathematical model for photosynthetic gas (NASA-CE-1298221 p0099 N73-14069
exchanges in growing wheat and radish biopaks of Effects of SO2 decay product toxicity on human
life support systems physiological functions
p0063 N73-12081 p0099 N73-14071
Age limits and flight fitness of civil aviation Respiratory models for studying hazards of air
pilots pollution
p0254 N73-21999 [UR-3490-169] p010
7 573-15121
Influence of personal characteristics on Public health exposure limits to nitrogen oxide,
likelihood of decompression sickness hydrogen chloride, and hydrogen fluoride air
(NASA-CR-1354951 p04
18 N73-31002 pollutants
Effects of fatigue, age, and degree of difficulty (AD-7514381 p0139 N73-16084
on eye-hand coordination performance Public health exposure limits for air pollutants
p0446 N73-33051 [AD-751437] p0140 N73-16088
AGITATION Design and performance of exhaust hood with
NT ULTRASONIC AGITATION protective air current outside of hood surface
AGRICULTURE p0144 873-17063
Agroclimatology study of highlands of eastern Africa Hypoxia adaptation of rats for increased
r[80-339] p0446 N73-33045 resistance to toxic atmospheric gases
AIR p0183 N73-19100
NT ALVEOLAR AIR Toxic effect of indole inhalation on man, mouse,
NT COMPRESSED AIR rat, and rabbit organisms
NT EXPIRED AIR p0183 N73-19102
Acoustic measurement and recording system for Toxic effects of human exhaled air on mice organisms
noise generated by air bag automobile safety p0183 N73-19103
device Oxidation of atmospheric impurities in space cabin
(AD-7618361 p0370 N73-27977 and purity of reclamated water
AIR CONDITIONING p0183 573-19104
Study of performances in a warm environment in Man induced changes in earth climate by
case of air conditioning breakdown on a environment pollution and heat production
supersonic transport (PB-213676/21 p0267 v73-23074
p0331 A73-36947
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AIR PURIPICATION SUBJECT INDBX
AIR PUOIFICATION students
Hydrogen peroxide aerosols for decontamination of p0368 N73-27958
influenza atmosphere Effects of two sequential transatlantic flights on
(NASA-TT-F-151271 p0438 N73-32006 circadian rhythm of body function and performance
Cost data for modified hydrogen depolarized carbon p0369 173-27964
dioxide concentrator in life support system AIRCRAFT
(NASA-CR-124462] p0447 N73-33052 Human operator model performance in tracking high
AIR SICKNESS performance aircraft
U NOTION SICKNESS [aD-746725] p0072 173-13101
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Human factors evaluation of labelled radar displays. Identifying pilot error potential in the F-4
p0049 A73-14155 aircraft.
Telemetric transmission of ergonomical and time p0083 A73-16731
study data to describe work load of radar Protective helmets performance evaluation for
controllers. design optimization, considering failure
p0055 a73-14308 analysis from aircraft accident reports
The employment of a spoken language computer p0284 A73-32655
applied to an air traffic control task. Pilot error evaluation in aircraft accidents,
p0083 A73-16728 discussing human failure factors and flight and
Proposed new test for aptitude screening of air cockpit voice recorder evidence
traffic controller applicants. p0307 A73-34748
p0155 a73-22535 Results of carbon monoxide poisoning checks
Differential velocity effects on converging target following aviation accidents or incidents in the
intersection time estimation accuracy, French Army
considering plane conditions and air traffic p0329 A73-36929
controller experience Annex 13 and the work of the aviation pathologist
p0285 a73-32900 - Practical problems.
Air traffic controller responsibilities and p0347 A73-37739
performance evaluation criteria development, Barotrauma in United States Air Force
discussing manager/monitor functions, field accidents/incidents.
evaluation tests and training criteria p0387 A73-41160
p0353 A73-38472 AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
Comparison of the lob attitudes of personnel in Pilot incapacitation as cause of aircraft
three air traffic control specialties, accidents, noting age connected cardiovascular
p0355 A73-39108 disease as leading cause for loss of pilot license
Continuous radio telemetric recording of pulse p0582 a73-11238
rate in radar controllers while on duty Personal life changes and health stresses in
p0356 a73-39208 contrast to accident proneness as factors in
Frequency of anti-collision observing responses by pilot error
solo pilots as a function of traffic density, p0083 A73-16732
aTC traffic warnings, and competing behavior. Ventilated wet suit for naval aircrews protection
p0387 A73-41158 against water exposure in aircraft accidents.Design of computerized airborne traffic display describing neoprene foam and nylon linerdevice with alphanumerical control for aircraft construction with air ventilation
pilots p0285 a73-32672
p0598 173-10112 The effects of fatigue on health and flight safety.
Runway separation standards according to reaction p0303 A73-34080time of pilot manual control response to air Aircraft crash injury reduction through seat andtraffic controller communication restraint design, discussing dummy size
p0598 N73-10113 considerations, seat belts, aircraftComparison of age, education, pre-Faa experience, acceleration and injury types
aptitudes, training course performance, and (SAE PAPER 730290] p0306 173-34655post-Academy attrition rates of sale and female Hepatic lesions observed among flight crews
trainees following aviation accidents(PAA-AN-72-22] p0611 873-11094 p0330 173-36933Self-estimates of distractibility as related to Severe intraabdominal injuries without abdominal
performance decrement on task requiring protective rigidity after an air crash - Seat
sustained attention belt injury
PFAA-AN-72-251 p0612 873-11096 p0356 173-39209Design, development, and evaluation of airport Statistical analysis of impact injuries to seatedlighting control panel for airport traffic human responding to square wave energy
control towers absorption of vertical deceleration pulse[FAA-RD-72-93] p0066 873-12108 representing helicopter crashEffectiveness of training device for air traffic [AD-745919] p0612 N73-11102
communication and carrier landing control Position reporting and communications systems of(AD-751556] p0141 N73-16101 aviation and marine rescue operationsAttrition-retention rates of air traffic control (AD-761756] p0369 173-27967
trainees recruited during 1960 to 1963 and 1968 AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS
to 1970 Electronic location finder radio antenna homing(FAA-AN-72-331 p0222 173-20140 system for helicopter search and rescue of
analysis of air traffic controller responses under downed air crewmen
stress conditions to show effects of accuracy, [ABS PREPRINT 7201 p0309 173-35061quality, and comprehensiveness of available data AIRCRAFT APPROACH INSTRUBMETS
p0269 N73-23714 0 APPROACH INDICATOSJob attitudes of air traffic controllers AIRCBAFT BRm eAZsG APPARATUS(PFAA-A-73-2] p0339 873-27066 U BREATHING APPARATUS
AIR TRANSPORTATIO AIRCRAFT CABINSAir-transport, a main cause of smallpox epidemics U AIRCRAFT COMPARTENTS
today. AIRCRAFT CARRINES
p0326 A73-36791 Development and characteristics of six degree of
Analysis of research activities conducted to freedom, fast time predictor sodel for
determine criteria for passenger comfort in simulation of F-4 aircraft landing on aircraftvarious methods of transporthtion carrier
p0591 N73-10024 [AD-750294] p0103 N73-14102analysis of passenger acceptance of commercial Prototype model for aircraft carrier landing officerlow-density short haul, air transportation (AD-762728] p0377 373-29064(NASA-CE-132285] p0367 573-27950 AIRCRAFT CONPARTHNITSResynchronization of circidian rhythms following A study of Salon 1301 /CBrP3/ toxicity undertransmeridian flight observed in two groups of simulated flight conditions.
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SUBJECT INDEX AIRCRAFT NOISE
p0155 A73-22537 Electromechanical and electronic cockpit displays
Commercial aircraft passenger cabins interior effectiveness in terms of aircraft control and
design, considering seating arrangements, cabin psychological/physiological factors relating to
architecture and fittings, materials and color pilot performance and workload
schemes and maintainability [DGLR PAPER 72-097] p0584 A73-11666
p0163 A73-23687 Human factors aspects in aircraft electronic
Aircraft cabin altitude hypoxia effects on mother, display systems, discussing cathode ray tubes
embryo and fetus during first trimester of /CRT/ and light emitting diodes /LED/
pregnancy in air hostesses and women passengers applications and characteristics
p0248 A73-30519 p0204 A73-26500
High altitude aircraft cabin pressurization for Eye function and the illumination of instrument
crews and passengers, discussing altitude dials in aircraft
tolerance, reaction times, decompression and p
0409 A73-43133
oxygen equipment LIRCRAFT LANDING
p0251 A73-30937 NT CRASH LANDING
Acute toxicity of brief exposures to HF, HC1, N02, NT DITCHING (LANDING)
and HCN singly and in combination with CO in Perceptual considerations for a wide field of
aircraft cabins view, helicopter night landing system /HENILAS/.
fAD-7514421 p0139 N73-16085 p0081 173-16705
AIRCRAFT CONTROL Aircrew workload during the approach and landing.
NT HELICOPTER CONTROL p0351 A73-38005
The problem of human efficiency in automated Improved pilot performance using simulated
control systems pictorial landing display with symbols
p0079 A73-16410 p0599 N73-10122
Observations on perceived changes in aircraft Development and characteristics of six degree of
attitude attending head movements made in a 2-g freedom, fast time predictor model for
bank and turn. simulation of F-4 aircraft landing on aircraft
p0117 A73-19485 carrier
Anthropotechnical investigation of an above-ground [AD-750294] p0103 N73-14102
indication and of an artificial horizon with Effectiveness of training device for air traffic
preindication in connection with the manual communication and carrier landing control
control of VTOL aircraft [AD-751556] p0141 N73-16101
p0282 A73-32044 Prototype model for aircraft carrier landing officer
Some characteristics of pilot's performance under [AD-762728] p0377 N73-29064
complicated flight conditions. AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
p0328 A73-36921 Aircraft fault isolation based on pattern of
Development of pilot-in-the-loop analysis, cockpit indications - A human factors approach.
fAIAA PAPER 72-898] p0408 A73-43110 p058
4 
A73-11857
AIRCRAFT DESIGN Technical and safety aspects of maintenance work
Commercial aircraft passenger cabins interior on commercial aircraft wing fuel tanks,
design, considering seating arrangements, cabin considering wing deformation effects and sealant
architecture and fittings, materials and color materials and reapplications
schemes and maintainability p0329 A73-36932
p0163 A73-23687 Safe flying, skilled personnel and aircraft
General aviation pilot operational profile study, maintenance assurance via safety equipment,
discussing implications for airman certification initial and recurrent training, protective
standards, flight safety regulations and clothing and shelter from inclement weather,
aircraft design maintenance scheduling, etc
(SAE PAPER 7303341 p0307 A73-34687 p0357 A73-39212
AIRCRAFT EQUIPJENT Fire hazard reduction in corporate aircraft oxygen
Restraint systems /lap belts and shoulder system, covering hoses, regulators, manifolds,
harnesses/ for military, transport and general cylinders, leakage, combustion conditions and
aviation aircraft, with emphasis on pilot and servicing procedures
crew systems p0357 A73-39215
[SAE PAPER 7302911 p0306 A73-34656 Performance tests to determine proficiency of
Human factors in design of avionics subsystems maintenance personnel in servicing fuel start
considering training costs and performance of solenoid in oR-1 helicopter
Air Force personnel (AD-745163] p0605 N73-10166
(AD-7595831 p0337 N73-26096 Manpower requirements for aircraft maintenance
AIRCRAFT EXHAUST operations of USAF
U EXHAUST GASES [AD-7600823 p0337 N73-26097
AIRCRAFT SAZARDS AIRCRAFT NOISE
Radiation problems of supersonic flight - The HT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
operators' viewpoint. HT SONIC BOOBS
p0080 A73-16624 The second noise and social survey around
Pilot incapacitation as cause for aircraft Heathrow, London airport.
operational risks, discussing flight crews p0041 173-12980
education for emergency situations handling Book - Human factor aspects of aircraft noise.
p0170 A73-24717 p0206 A73-27450
Higration corridors for ducks and geese and Methods for quantifying the effect of noise on
effects on aviation safety people.
(AD-7481141 p0073 873-13109 p0392 A73-41707
hind tunnel tests to determine structural Conventional and high frequency hearing of naval
integrity of birds under conditions simulating aircrewmen as a function of noise exposure.
ingestion of birds into inlets of high speed p0425 173-43500
aircraft Noise effects on hearing conservation in aircrew
fNASA-TM-X-681631 p0106 N73-15114 and ground support personnel of aerospace
AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY operations
Russian book - safety measures in aviation industry. p0148 N73-17101
p0312 A73-35869 Effects of light aircraft noise on hearing
AIRCRAFT INSTROUENTS (NASA-CR-130987] p0173 N73-18095
ST ALTIMETERS Unique field-laboratory methodology for assessing
NT APPROACH INDICATORS human response to noise
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS [NASA-CR-2221] p01
76 N73-18124
NT FLIGHT RECORDERS Influence of cockpit noise on hearing in flight
NT POSITION INDICATORS crew personnel
NT BRADIO DIRECTION FINDERS [FAA-AN-72-32) p0185 N73-19125
NT TACHOMETERS Blectroencephalographic and behavioral responses
of humans to aircraft noise during sleep
A-13
AIRCRAFT PILOTS SUBJECT INDEX
(NASA-CE-22791 p0338 N73-27058 AIRCRAFT STABILITY
Middle ear muscle reflex thresholds to various NT HOVERING STABILITY
aircraft noises AIRCREVS
CAD-764739] p0446 873-33048 U FLIGHT CREWS
AIRCRAFT PILOTS AIRFOILS
NT TEST PILOTS NT FIXED WINGS
Favorable effect of flight on pilots exhibiting NT WINGS
degenerative arteriopathy of the lover limbs AIRGLOW
p0585 A73-12151 NT TWILIGHT GLOW
Telemetry of cardiovasculary parameters on fighter AIRLINE OPERATIONS
aircraft flying pilots. Radiation problems of supersonic flight - The
p0055 A73-14309 operators' viewpoint.
General aviation pilot operational profile study, p0080 A73-16624
discussing implications for airman certification Civil aviation medicine in the coming decade.
standards, flight safety regulations and p0117 A73-19484
aircraft design Behavioral stress response BE - Passenger
[SAE PAPER 730334] . p0307 A73-34687 briefings and emergency warning systems on
Lone woman pilot sleep patterns and sleep commercial airlines.
disruptions on global flight across time zones p0329 A73-36922
p0307 A73-34745 Management of cataract in commercial flight
Self destructive behavior of aircraft pilot due to personnel.
stress accumulation, discussing man machine p0329 A73-36927
relationship, coping mechanisms, competence and Functional aging - Present status of assessments
invulnerability myth regarding airline pilot retirement.
p0307 A73-34746 p0387 A73-41161
Military aircraft pilot in-flight consciousness Development of mathematical model to analyze
loss etiologies, discussing rapid decompression, traveler acceptance factors in short haul air
hypoxia, dysbarism, seizure, improper maneuver, carrier operations
vasovagal syncope, acceleration sensitivity, etc p0591 873-10023
p0307 173-34747 AIRLINERS
Further sleep problems in airline pilots on U COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
world-wide schedules. U PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
p0326 A73-36792 AIRPORT TOWERS
Sudden incapacitation in flight. Design, development, and evaluation of airport
p0326 a73-36847 lighting control panel for airport traffic
Surveillance of the vertebral column in pilots who control towers
have undergone an ejection [FAA-RD-72-931 p0066 873-12108
p0328 A73-36914 AIRSPEED
The problem of early presbyopia in aircrev. Parachutist biomedical effects during 110-175 knot
p0329 A73-36923 towing by aircraft, establishing maximum
Evaluation of auditory disorders in pilots by feasible airspeed
examining intratympanic muscles reflexes. p0285 A73-32675
p0330 &73-36934 Human physiological responses to high speed aerial
Technique for extemporaneously obtaining an tow.
electroencephalogram p0330 A73-36939
p0330 A73-36937 Pilot visual threshold and perception for aircraft
Aircrew workload during the approach and landing, movement estimation during unaided visual
p0351 A73-38005 approach control
Patterns of diurnal variation in the intraocular p0600 H73-10125pressure of airline pilots. ALARMS
p0355 A73-39107 U WARNING SYSTEMS
Aircraft pilot spatial disorientation and illusory ALBEDO
perceptual break-off sensations during flight Illuminance and albedo variations /whiteness
associated with minor vestibular asymmetry constancy/ category judgments for stimuli with
p0356 A73-39111 unpatterned and patterned surfaces
Statistical analysis of air combat situation p0388 A73-41183
evaluations conducted by US Navy pilots to ALBUMIWS
detect differences caused by experience An implantable radiotelemetrical measuring device(AD-747519] p0068 N73-12119 for simultaneous long term measurements of bodyChanges in circadian rhythm of aircraft pilot oral temperature and turnover of rabbit serumbody temperature as result of transmeridian albumin/I-125 in unrestrained rabbits.flights p0054 173-14301(DL-FB-73-01] p0178 N73-18140 IR-spectroscopic investigation of the thermalMethods for determining blood alcohol levels in stability of albumin at different levels of its
pilots ionization
p0229 N73-21124 p0170 A73-24685Impact resistance of crash helmets for Effects of oxygen-augmented atmosphere on theagricultural aviation pilots immune response.[ARL/SM-NOTE-390] p0420 N73-31014 p0307 173-34743AIRCRAFT SAFETY ALCOHOLS
Psychological and medical viewpoint for hijacker NT ETHYL ALCOHOLhandling, discussing air crew training program NT POLYVINYL ALCOHOL[AD-7571301 p0589 A73-12564 Conference on detection, evaluation, and
Multiple occupant flotation devices for commercial identification of drugs and alcohol in flying
transport aircraft survivors sea ditching, personnel and effects on flight fitnessdiscussing slide/raft design improvement for (AGARD-CP-1081 p0226 N73-21102high density loading Pilot performance and sleep patterns in long
p0284 a73-32658 duration flights and control of hypnotic drugRestraint systems /lap belts and shoulder and alcohol use
harnesses/ for military, transport and general p0226 873-21107
aviation aircraft, with emphasis on pilot and Alcohol reference method for predicting drug
crew systems modifications of central nervous system activity(SIE PAPER 730291] p0306 173-34656 and pilot performance decrease
Objectives of training in relation to accident p0227 N73-21112
prevention. Alcohol induced performance degradation in pilotp0326 173-36850 instrument approach landings
Annex 13 and the work of the aviation pathologist p0227 N73-21113
- Practical problems. Methods for determining blood alcohol levels in
p0347 A73-37739 pilots
A-14
SUBJECT INDEX ALTIMETERS
p0229 N73-21124 linear approximation for background
Comparison of alcohol and dizepam effects on human p0159 173-22971
mental and psychomotor functions Automation of computer controlled robot manipulators
p0229 N73-21126 [JPRS-59717] p0375 N73-29051
ALDEBBDES Algorithms involved in visual shape perception
NT FORMALDEHYDE p0446 N73-33050
ALDOSTEBONB Algorithm of simple inductive interaction between
Renal component of the antigravitation function of man and surrounding objects and events
the organism p0447 N73-33058
p0123 A73-20976 ALIPHATIC COMPOUNDS
Effects of an hyperoxic hypobaric environment on NT ADENINES
renin-aldosterone in normal man. NT ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE (ADP)
p0127 A73-21503 HT ADENOSINE TEIPHOSPHATE (ATP)
Effect of actinomycin D on aldosterone-mediated NT ADENOSINES
changes in electrolyte excretion. HT ALKYL COMPOUNDS
p0156 A73-22650 NT CARBON TETRAPLUORIDE
Role of mineralocorticoids in the natriuresis of NT CELLULOSE
water immersion in man. NT CHOLINE
p0156 A73-22676 NT DEITRANS
Effects of the hypodynamics and other factors of a NT ETHYL ALCOHOL
spacefliqht on the excretion of NT ETHYLENE
17-oxycorticosteroids and aldosterone NT GLUCOSE
p0305 A73-34233 NT GLUCOSIDES
Effect of altitude on renin-aldosterone system and NT GLUTAMATES
metabolism of water and electrolytes. NT GLUTAMIC ACID
p0400 A73-42420 NT GLYCEROLS
Radioimmunoassays of plasma aldosterone and NT GLYCOGENS
catecholamine concentrations as human vasomotor NT HEXOKINASE
regulators NT HYDBAZINES
p0174 N73-18111 NT KETONES
Chromatographic determination of aldosterone level NT LACTATES
in urine NT LACTIC ACID
CRAE-LIB-THANS-16821 p0333 N73-26061 NT METHANE
ALERTNESS NT METHYL COMPOUNDS
Effects of noise and response complexity upon NT METHYLHYDRAZINE
vigilance performance. NT MONOSACCHARIDES
p0086 173-17523 NT NUCLEASE
German monograph - Vigilance prognosis with the NT SUCLEOSIDES
aid of a computer analysis of the spontaneous NT PENTANONE
electroencephaloqram. BT PROPYL COMPOUNDS
p0122 173-20391 NT HIBOSE
Influence of high ambient temperatures on the NT STARCHES
performance and some physiological parameters in NT SUCROSE
a tracking problem and an optical vigilance NT THIOLS
problem ALKALI HALIDES
p0129 173-21575 NT SODIUM CHLORIDES
Reinforcement effects on human attention and ALKALI METALS
performance in continuous response to visual NT LITHIUM
stimuli NT POTASSIUM
(AD-7477981 p0072 N73-13103 NT POTASSIUM ISOTOPES
Effects of human alertness on vestibular nystaqmus NT RUBIDIUM
habituation NT SODIUM
rAD-7493521 p0103 N73-14108 NT SODIUM 24
Temperature and noise irradiation effects on human ALKALINE EARTH OXIDES
energetic metabolism during vigilance task NT BERYLLIUM OXIDES
p0189 N73-19155 ALKALOIDS
Stimulating and tranquilizing drug effects on NT ATROPINE
human performance indices NT HTOSCINE
p0256 N73-22021 ALKANES
ALGAE NT METHANE
NT BLUE GREEN ALGAE ALKENES
NT CHLORELLA NT ETHYLENE
Variable photosynthetic units, energy transfer and ALKTL COMPOUNDS
liqht-induced evolution of hydrogen in algae and Protective effects of pyridinium salts against
bacteria. alkyl phosphate poisoning including influence of
p0130 A73-21685 chemical and aging
Effect of nitrite and nitrate on chlorophyll rBMVG-PBUT-72-8] p0137 N73-16072
fluorescence in green algae. Pharmacological data for aminothiol and
p02 87 A73-33226 indolylalkylamine radioprotectors
Theoretical study of primary photosynthesis p0212 N73-20066
processes in higher plants and algae ALLOCATIONS
p0425 173-43707 HT RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Light beam attenuation in suspensions of algae ALLOTS
p0378 N73-29325 ST BERYLLIUM ALLOTS
Light and carbon dioxide effects on algal life ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS
support systems in space flight The effect of illumination level, stroke width and
rNASA-CE-135796] p0445 N73-33039 figure ground on legibility of BNAEL numbers.
ALGAL BLOOM p0083 A73-16729
Q ALGAE Eye movements during visual search and memory
ALGEBRA search.
NT EIGENVECTORS p0239 A73-29125
NT GROUP THEORY ALTERNATIVES
NT POLYNOMIALS Ability of a human operator to estimate the
ALGORITHMS probability characteristics of alternative stimuli
Nonlinear method of analyzing electroencephalograms p0394 A73-41893
p0580 A73-10661 ALTIMETERS
Algorithm for spectrum decomposition during Analysis of pilot performance in evaluating three
continuous man-computer interaction, noting types of aircraft altimeters during C-135B
Gaussian distribution of spectral bands and simulator flight
A-15
ALTITUDE SUBJECT INDEX
[ASD-TE-72-63] p0074 N73-13117 Hemocoaqulation and trombocyte state during
ALTITUDE hypokinesia after highland adaptation
NT FLIGHT ALTITUDE p0208 A73-27713
NT HIGH ALTITUDE Nyoglobin distribution in the heart of growing
NT LON ALTITUDE rats exposed to a simulated altitude of 3500 a
NT SIMULATED ALTITUDE in their youth or born in the low pressure
Influence of altitude and drugs on cerebral chamber.
circulation in smokers and non-smokers p0251 A73-30910
p0229 373-21125 Energy balance during moderate exercise at altitude.
ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION p0277 A73-31343
Evolutionary significance of carbohydrate Effect of protein quality in the diet of rats on
metabolism alterations in animal brains during their tolerance to severe hypoxia
adaptation to hypoxia p0279 A73-31511
p0575 A73-10153 Effect of stepwise adaptation to high-mountain
Arterial oxygen increase by high-carbohydrate diet areas on the respiratory function and the
at altitude. acid-alkali equilibrium of blood in subjects
p0576 A73-10164 with different motor activity stresses
Russian papers on human adaptability covering p0305 A73-34232
altitude and temperature acclimatization, work Protein synthesis in the neurons and glial cells
capacity and anthropogenetic and medicogenetic of the stellate ganglia of rats during the
factors adaptation to the effects of high altitude hypoxia
p0584 A73-11921 p0345 173-37396
High altitude adaptation in mountain inhabitants Glycolytic intermediates and adenosine phosphates
of Tian Shan and Pamir, discussing effects on in rat liver at high altitude /3,800 m/.
hemodynamic and pulmonary functions p0358 A73-39602
p0584 A73-11922 Relationship between organ weight and blood flow
Hemocoaqulation system function in mountain in rats adapted to simulated high altitude.
inhabitants and during altitude acclimatization, p0387 A73-41156
noting parasympathetic nervous system tones Influence of preliminary adaptation to the main
p0584 A73-11923 environmental factors on the ATP level and
Hydrogen ion concentration in the blood of man phosphorVlation potential in the myocardium
under high mountain conditions with physical loads during severe heart strain
p0584 A73-11924 p0389 A73-41278
Comparative evaluation of the general and specific Effect of adaptation to altitude hypoxia on the
efficiencies of athletes under normal barometric behavior of animals in a conflict sitdation
pressure and in the process of training and p0428 A73-44549
acclimatization under highland conditions of Pamir Regression of altitude-produced cardiac hypertrophy.
p0584 A73-11925 p0433 A73-45065
Effect of altitude acclimatization and Physiological effects of high mountain alpinism
simultaneous acclimatization to altitude and exercises on human body
cold on critical flicker frequency at 11,000 ft. p0135 N73-16058
altitude in man. High altitude acclimatization effects on mice and
p0589 A73-12562 rabbit tolerances to hypoxia, acceleration, and
Control of exercise hyperpnea under varying high temperature
durations of exposure to moderate hypoxia. (NASA-TT-F-14861] p0219 N73-20123
p0042 A73-13499 Hemoglobin and erythrocyte increase in rat
Dynamic aspects of regulation of ventilation in adaptation to hypoxic hypoxia
man during acclimatization to high altitude. p0255 N73-22005
p0042 A73-13500 Altitude acclimatization period effects on rat
Cardiocirculatory adaptation to chronic hypoxia. resistance to hypoxia
III - Comparative study of cardiac output, p0255 N73-22006
pulmonary and systemic circulation between sea Cardiopulmonary adaptations of man to moderately
level and high altitude residents, high altitude
p0059 A73-15523 (AD-755192] p0267 873-23075
Adaptation to high altitude hypoxia as a factor ALTITUDE SICKNESS
preventing development of myocardial ischemic Medical considerations for aircraft passengers.
necrosis. p0047 A73-13802
p0115 A73-19151 Incidence and severity of altitude decompression
Mountain inhabitants physiological characteristics sickness in Navy hospital corpsmen.
due to altitude effects, investigating human p0238 A73-28511
tolerance and adaptation to ambient environment Effect of certain flight factors on crew efficiency
p0116 A73-19212 p0383 173-40350
High altitude acclimatization and mountain Effect of altitude on renin-aldosterone system and
climbing effects on human organism, considering metabolism of water and electrolytes.
oculomotor, cardiovascular and respiratory p0400 A73-42420
responses and endurance Review of decompression and altitude sickness
p0124 A73-20991 noting effects at safe depths/altitudes
Influence of developmental adaptation on aerobic (DRIC-TRANS-30351 p0259 N73-22041
capacity at high altitude. ALTITUDE SIEULATION
p0158 A73-22928 High altitude chamber effect on thyroid
Physiological studies of human organism adaptation stimulating hormone and thyroxine
to high altitudes in temporary and permanent concentrations, noting shift from extra to
mountain inhabitants, discussing oxygen uptake, intravascular
lung ventilation and cardiac ventricle hypertrophy p0157 A73-22926
p0168 A73-24514 Estimation of hypoxia tolerance in a decompression
Physiological responses of rats to intermittent chamber
high-altitude stress - Effects of age. p0331 A73-36945
p0169 A73-24564 Skylab Medical Experiments Altitude Test /SMEAT/
Serum creatine phosphokinase activity and urinary facility design and operation.
excretion of creatine and creatinine in man (ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-44] p0351 A73-37991
during acclimatization to high altitude and in Skylab medical experiments altitude test /SMEAT/
high altitude natives. chamber atmosphere trace contaminants analysis,
p0196 A73-25333 describing sample acquisition techniques and
Lactate, alpha-GP, and Krebs cycle in sea-level instrumentation
and high-altitude native guinea pigs. [ASNE PAPER 73-ENAS-45] p0351 A73-37992
p0200 A73-26122 The frequency of barotraumas as determined by
Role of the arterial chemoreceptors in ventilatory nasal findings and I-rays of the paranasal sinuse
adaptation to hypoxia of awake dogs and rabbits. p0409 A73-431'
p0201 173-26220
A-16
SUBJECT INDEX AMINO ACIDS
Oxygen kinetics for constant work loads at various Transient ventilatory response to hypoxia with and
altitudes. without controlled alveolar PCO2.
p0433 173-45062 p0359 A73-39777
Gastrointestinal proprioceptor effects on high Gas transport in the human lung.
altitude rabbit ocular reflexes p0400 A73-42421
p0253 N73-21984 A rapid method for determining the C02 transport
ALTITUDE TESTS characteristics in man by using a capnograph and
NT HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS a multichannel respirator
Skylab medical experiments altitude test crew p0402 A73-42665
observations. Differences between inspired and expired minute
(ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-301 p0351 173-37985 volumes of nitrogen in man.
ALTITUDE TOLERANCE p0434 A73-45069
Effects of altitude stress on mitochondrial ALVEOLI
function. Insensitivity of the alveolar septum to local
p0246 A73-30430 hypoxia.
High altitude aircraft cabin pressurization for p0575 A73-10134
crews and passengers, discussing altitude Cat and rat lung damage due to hyperbaric oxygen
tolerance, reaction times, decompression and exposure and head injury, discussing alveolar
oxygen equipment surfactants, sympathetic stimulation and monkey
p0251 A73-30937 injuries
Human statokinetic stability as component of (AD-7592981 p0238 A73-28507
nonspecific resistance, discussing revolving, Blood plasma contamination of the lung alveolar
altitude, hypoxic and orthostatic stress surfactant obtained by various sampling
dependence tests techniques.
p0327 A73-36904 p0391 A73-41637
Study of performances in a warm environment in Bodel experiments on apparent blood viscosity and
case of air conditioning breakdown on a hematocrit in pulmonary alveoli.
supersonic transport p0433 A73-45064
p0331 A73-36947 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
Phase IV volume of the single-breath nitrogen Dynamic katathermometer for measuring the cooling
washout curve on exposure to altitude. effect of an ambient medium
p0360 A73-39783 p0280 A73-31512
Nutrient protein intake of rats and tolerance to Spinal cord heating effects on frog
acute hypoxia thermoregulatory behavior in aqueous thermal
p0263 N73-23035 gradient, noting preference for colder ambient
ALUMINUM temperature
Biological and toxicity effects of aluminum and p0426 A73-43994
other chemicals in animals Circadian rhythms of sleep and cerebral
oRNL-TIP/TIRC-72-761 p0187 N73-19136 temperature in rats chronically exposed to hot
ALVEOLAR AIR environments
Indexes of ventilation distribution before/after [NASA-TT-P-15082] p0417 N73-30994
airway occlusion in dogs, indicating collateral AMBIGUITY
channel inspired gas distribution reduction Effect of a subjective ambiguity estimate
p0048 A73-14113 concerning the duration of work on activity
Regional lung volumes with positive pressure regulation
inflation in erect humans. p039
4 
A73-41892
pC094 A73-18334 ABIDES
Effects of lung volume and disease on the lung NT ACETANILIDE
nitrogen decay curve. NT THIURONIUM
p0126 A73-21501 NT UREAS
Single breath nitrogen washout method for AmINES
measurement of functional residual capacity. NT CATECHOLAKINE
p0195 A73-25332 NT CYSTEAMINE
Comparison of blood and alveolar gas composition NT HYOSCINE
during rebreathinq in the dog lung. NT SEROTONIN
p0201 A73-26218 NT THIURONIUM
Studies of alveolar-mixed venous C02 and 02 MT TRYPTABINES
gradients in the rebreathing dog lung. Effect of the administration of free amino acids
p0201 A73-26219 and metabolic cofactors on the distribution of
Determination of diffusive capacity components in regional biogenic amine contents in the brain
lungs and of alveoloarterial oxygen gradients and blood of animals
for the estimation of oxygen transport p0157 A73-22864
conditions in lungs Organic and species-related differences in the
p0250 A73-30849 action of certain hydrazine derivatives and of
Transpulm6nary pressure gradient and ventilation aminoperhydroacridine on the oxidative
distribution in excised lungs. deamination of serotonin
p0276 A73-31129 p0163 A73-23679
Breath to breath cyclical variations in functional Life processes in ammonia - Anomalous germination
residual capacity, oxygen uptake, carbon dioxide behavior of onion seed in ammonia and amines.
release, tidal volume, respiratory period, p0203 A73-26491
alveolar gas tension and heart rate Effectiveness of pharmacochemical protective
p02 78 A73-31346 substances on irradiated mice as neutron
Temperature of exhaled air of healthy subjects component increases
p0323 A73-36583 [DRIC-TRANS-2961] p0108 N73-15124
Gas mixing during breath holding studied by Pharmacological data for aminothiol and
intrapulmonary gas sampling. indolylalkylamine radioprotectors
p0323 A73-36651 p0212 N73-20066
molecular diffusion model of cardioqenic gas Aminothiol radioprotector, finam, effect on
mixing during inspiration at alveolar boundary irradiated animal tissues under various conditions
in dogs p0215 N73-20085
p0323 A73-36652 Systems design for amine carbon dioxide sorber bed
Pulmonary volume, respiration rate and alveolar to be used in manned spacecraft
air carbon dioxide content measurements in (NASA-CE-1118491 p0420 N73-31018
pilots during flight, noting hyperventilation AMINO ACIDS
occurrence NT GLUTAMIC ACID
p0343 173-37197 NT LEUCINE
Respiratory nitrogen elimination - A potential NT LYSINE
source of error in closed-circuit spirometry. NT ETBIONINE
p0356 A73-39113 NT PEPTIDES
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AMMONIA SUBJECT INDEX
NT PYRIDINE NUCLEOTIDES AMPHIBIA
NT PYRUVATES Comparative physiology of movement-detecting
NT THYROXINE neuronal systems in lover vertebrates /anura and
NT TRYPTOPHAN urodela/.
Evolution from amino acids - Lunar occurrence of p0317 A73-36454
their precursors. AMPLIFICATION
p0578 A73-10249 Positioning accuracy with binary selective and
Nervous system transmitter biochemistry in terms fixed gain manual control systems, using finger
of excitation and inhibition coordination with stick control for operator performance tests
emphasis on qamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/ p0284 A73-32583
function in cerebellum AMPLIFICATION FACTOR
p0051 173-14258 U AMPLIFICATION
Space environment effects on human life and AMPLIFIER DESIGN
biochemical evolution study in aerospace An electrocardioqraph amplifier which satisfies
medicine and biology, noting amino acid the stringent requirements of long-term
molecules synthesis monitoring of cardiac activity
p0056 A73-14589 p0166 A73-23849
Biogeochemistry of aragonite mud and oolites. A universal preamplifier for bioelectric signals
p0056 a73-14662 p0383 A73-40345
Oxidation of amino acids by diaphragms from fed Signal/noise ratio in the recording of human
and fasted rats. nerve-action potentials.
p0077 A73-16153 p0399 A73-42372
Hydrolysis of aqueous extract of lunar dust Circuit diagram of amplifier-filter for analysis
samples for identification and guantitation of of impulse activity of baroreceptor aortic
amino acid precursors in extraterrestrial afferent nerves in rabbits
sources, considering prebiotic evolutionary p0403 A73-42681
pathways termination Two channel transistor amplifier design with
p0095 A73-18421 negative capacitance correction for
Chemical evolution - Recent syntheses of microelectrode applications
bioorganic molecules. p0430 A73-44723
p0202 173-26477 AMPLIFIERS
Criteria for distinguishing biogenic and abiogenic NT DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIERS
amino acids - Preliminary considerations. NT PREAMPLIFIERS
p0202 A73-26480 NT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
Effect of lithium on acute oxygen toxicity and AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
associated changes in brain qamma-aminobutyric Non-Gaussian properties of the EEG during sleep.
acid. p0126 A73-21465
p0238 A73-28503 Amplitude discriminator with variable effective
Thermal synthesis of amino acids from a simulated range design for use with/vithout digital
primitive atmosphere., computer in neuron pulsed activity analysis
p0306 173-34572 p0168 A73-24516
Origin of terrestrial polypeptides - A theory AMPLITUDE MODULATION
based on data from discharge-tube experiments. Inferior colliculus neuron responses to an
p0357 A73-39484 amplitude-modulated signal with varying
Prebiotic reactions combining amino acids and intensity levels
ribonucleotides into polypeptides and p0435 A73-45248polynucleotides in presence of area, imidazole AMPLITUDE PROBABILITT ANALYSIS
and Mq positive ion, suggesting contemporary U AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSISbiosynthesis parallels AMPLITUDES
p0383 A73-40372 NT PULSE AMPLITUDE
Gamma-aminobutyric acid antagonism in visual ANAEROBES
cortex - Different effects on simple, complex, The occurrence of nitrate on the early earth and
and hypercomplex neurons. its role in the evolution of the prokaryotes.
p0424 A73-43338 p0203 A73-26490Extraction and analysis by gas-liquid ANALOG COMPUTERS
chromatography of catecholamine metabolites from A simple cardiac contractility computer.biological tissue p0403 A73-42677[AD-7459441 p0066 N73-12105 ANALOG SIMULATION
Resistance of mice to acceleration overloads after An analoque-computer simulation of the facultativeinjection of aminothiol group radioprotector water-reabsorption process in the human kidney -
p0211 N73-20056 A vascular role for a.d.h.
GAST and GALT aminotransferases activity of dog p0402 A73-42668blood serum following total exposure to gamma On the electronic simulation of acceleratory
rays with stomach or head shielded nystagmus.
p0213 N73-20075 p0403 A73-42683Free amino acid excretion in urine as test for Electronic simulation and analog computer studies
early diagnosis of radiation damage in humans of the influence of temperature on the process
p0215 N73-20092 of nerve impulse shaping
Validity of rapid delta-aminolevulinic acid p0430 A73-44725determination in urine for lead intoxication Determination of performance precision and
tests on industrial workers informativeness of electronic models of the[NASA-TT-F-14864] p0229 N73-21128 sensory system of man
ANONIA p0432 A73-44911
Life processes in ammonia - Anomalous germination Hemoglobin-oxyqen equilibrium and coronary blood
behavior of onion seed in ammonia and amines. flow - An analog model.
p0203 A73-26491 p0433 A73-45060Influence of 100 percent anhydrous ammonia Mathematical simulation study of neuron response
environment on body functions to vestibular analyzer exposed to periodically
p0147 N73-17088 varying acceleration
Hyperoxic atmosphere effect on rat metabolism and [NASA-TT-F-151301 p0420 N73-31015
elimination of gaseous wastes ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTES
p0254 N73-22004 A hybrid broad-band EEG frequency analyzer for use
Ammonifying ability of denitrifying bacteria of in long-term experiments.
species pseudomonas fluorescens p0057 A73-14847(NASA-TT-F-150861 p0412 N73-30068 Feasibility of limb controlled astronautAMMONIUM COPONDS maneuvering scheme
Hyperammonemia development in metabolic toxicity p0339 N73-27063of hydrazine ANALOGIES(AD-7495191 p0100 N73-14077 Investigation of the distribution of synaptic
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SUBJECT INDEX ANGINA PECTORIS
inputs on an analog model of the motoneurons NT HUMAN BODY
p0349 A73-37942 HT INTRACRANIAL CAVITY
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS) NT JOINTS (ANATOMY)
NT ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS NT KIDNEYS
NT COMBINATORIAL ANALYSIS NT KNEE (ANATOMY)
NT FOURIER ANALYSIS NT LABYRINTH
NT FOURIER SERIES NT LEG (ANATOMY)
NT FOURIER TRANSFORBATION NT LIMBS (ANATOMY)
NT FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS NT LIVER
NT HARMONIC ANALYSIS NT LUNGS
NT LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS NT LYMPHOCYTES
NT MEASURE AND INTEGRATION NT MARROW
NT NUMERICAL ANALYSIS NT MECHANORECEPTORS
NT VECTOR ANALYSIS NT MIDDLE EAR
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE NT HUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
Threshold variance analysis of monocular vs NT MYOCARDIUM
binocular visual stimulation in apparent NT NECK (ANATOMY)
movement perception NT NOSE (ANATOMY)
p0121 A73-20262 NT OCULOBOTOR NERVES
Prediction equation validity for response surface NT ORGANS
methodology analysis of surveillance tracking by NT OTOLITH ORGANS
human operators, comparing variance and NT PANCREAS
regression procedures NT PELVIS
p0431 A73-44776 NT PHOTORECEPTORS
ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS NT PINEAL GLAND
On the approximation of the optical modulation NT PITUITARY GLAND
transfer function /MTF/ by analytical functions. NT PUPILS
p0121 A73-20264 NT RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
ANALYZERS NT RETICULOCYTES
Neuron analyzer technique for poststimulus NT RETINA
histoqram plotting of neuron excitation as NT SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
function of stimulus onset time NT SENSE ORGANS
p0165 A73-23811 NT SKULL
Device for analyzing the electrical activity of NT SPLEEN
nerve fibers in intact nerves NT STOMACH
p0165 A73-23812 NT SYSTOLE
Use of skin analyzer as communication channel in NT TESTES
controlling activity NT THERMORECEPTORS
p0069 N73-13074 NT THYROID GLAND
ANATOMY NT TORSO
NT ADRENAL GLAND NT ULNA
NT AORTA NT VASCULAR SYSTEM
NT ARM (ANATOMY) NT VEINS
NT ARTERIES NT VERTEBRAE
NT BABORECEPTORS NT VERTEBRAL COLUMN
NT BLOOD VESSELS NT VESTIBULES
NT BONES Book - How man moves: Kinesiological studies and
NT BRAIN methods.
NT BRAIN STEM p0048 A73-13993
NT BRONCHI Handbook on structural evolution of vestibular
NT CAPILLARIES (ANATOMY) apparatus
NT CARDIAC AURICLES p0264 N73-23044
NT CARDIAC VENTRICLES Computerized simulation of anatomically correct
NT CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM geometrical model of human body
NT CEREBELLUM [NASA-CR-1340431 p0440 N73-32022
NT CEREBRAL CORTEX ANEMIAS
NT CEREBRUM Industrial health hazard in chronic exposure to
NT CHEMORECEPTORS monomethylhydrazine and dose related hemolytic
NT CIRCULATORY SYSTEM anemia in humans
ST COCHLEA ( [AD-751440] p0139 N73-16087
NT COLLAGENS ANEMOMETERS
NT CONNECTIVE TISSUE HT HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS
NT CORNEA ANEMHOETRY
NT CORTI ORGAN U VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
NT CRANIUM ANESTHESIA
NT DIAPHRAGM (ANATOMY) Effects of anesthesia and muscle paralysis on
NT DIASTOLE respiratory mechanics in normal man.
NT EAR p0127 A73-21505
NT EARDRUMS Accommodation of the eye during sleep and
NT ELBOW (ANATOMY) anesthesia.
NT EOSINOPHILS p0245 A73-30391
NT ERYTHROCYTES Respiratory impedance effects on electrical
NT ESOPHAGUS activities of bulbar respiratory neurons,
NT EYE (ANATOMY) respiratory muscles, and pulmonary ventilation
NT FINGERS in anesthesized cats
NT FLEXORS p0064 N73-12084
NT FOREARM ANGINA PECTORIS
NT FOVEA Pathology of angina pectoris.
NT GENITOURINARY SYSTEM p0085 A73-17276
NT GLANDS (ANATOMY) Clinical diagnosis of angina pectoris, implicating
NT GLOMERULUS obstructive disease of coronary arteries and
NT GONADS effects of paroxysmal events on heart rate and
NT GBAVIRECEPTORS blood pressure
NT HAND (ANATOMY) p008S A73-17277
NT BEAD (ANATOMY) Correlation of electrocardiographic studies and
NT HEART arteriographic findings ith angina pectoris.
ST BEMATOPOIESIS p0085 A73-17279
NT HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM Long-term observations in patients with angina and
NT BIPPOCAMPUS normal coronary arteriograms.
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ANGIOGRAPHY SUBJECT INDEX
p0097 A73-18871 Video instrumentation for radionuclide
Problems in the recognition of angina pectoris. angiocardiography.
p0321 173-36541 p0348 173-37796
Electrocardiographic alterations in the presence Use of a video system in the study of ventricular
of angina pectoris. function in man.
p0321 A73-36542 p0348 A73-37797
Angina pectoris and ECG abnormalities in relation Biplane roentgen videometric system for dynamic,
to prognosis of coronary heart disease in 60/sec, studies of the shape and size of
population studies in Finland. circulatory structures, particularly the left
p0405. A73-42836 ventricle.
ANGIOGRAPHI p0348 173-37798
Q waves and coronary arteriography in Detection of left ventricular asynergy by
cardiomyopathy. echocardiography.
p0583 173-11507 p0354 A73-38869
Left ventricular end-diastolic pressures following The correlation of coronary anqiography and the
selective coronary arteriography. electrocardiographic response to maximal
p0583 173-11508 treadmill testing in 76 asymptomatic men.
Nature of the conduction disturbance in selective p0399 A73-42342
coronary arteriography and left heart The complications of coronary arteriography.
catheterization. p0399 A73-42343
p0587 173-12443 Indications and value of coronary arteriography.
Hazimal treadmill exercise electrocardiography - p0405 A73-42830
Correlations with coronary arteriography and The value of different anqiographic procedures in
cardiac hemodynamics. coronary heart disease.
p0590 173-12821 p0405 173-42831
Correlation of computer-quantitated treadmill Coronary heart disease; Proceedings of the Second
exercise electrocardiogram with arteriographic International Symposium, Frankfurt am Main, West
location of coronary artery disease. Germany, June 1972.
p0043 A73-13543 p0405 A73-42856
Quantitative radionuclide angiocardiography for Fluorescent angioqraphic technique for fundus oculi
determination of chamber to chamber cardiac p0425 173-43788
transit times. Measurement of left anterior descending coronary
p0057 A73-14767 arterial blood flow - Technique, methods of
Elevated ST segments with exercise in ventricular blood flow analysis and correlation with
aneurysm. angiography.
p0059 173-15643 p0428 173-44469
Correlation of electrocardiographic studies and Comparison of ultrasound and cineangqiographic
arteriographic findings with angina pectoris. measurements of left ventricular performance in
p0085 A73-17279 patients with and without wall motion
The reconstruction of three-dimensional objects abnormalities.
from two orthogonal projections and its p0436 173-45400
application to cardiac cineangiography. ANGLE OF ATTACK
p0089 173-17801 Evaluation of standardized angle of attack flight
Television/computer dimensional analysis interface training system
with special application to left ventricular (AD-7572431 p0269 N73-23090
cineangiograns. AhGLES (GEOBETBR)
p0089 A73-17860 NT ANGLE OF ATTACK
Long-term observations in patients with angina and NT DIHEDRAL ANGLE
normal coronary arteriograms. ANGULAR ACCELERATION
p0097 A73-18871 Vestibular adaptation in man - Effects of
Pattern of blood flow within the heart - A stable increased acceleration during different phases
system. of adaptation.
p0125 173-21214 p0058 A73-15218
Left ventricular performance after myocardial Equivalence of the action of Coriolis
infarction assessed by radioisotope accelerations to that of certain angular
angiocardiography. accelerations in their effects on the receptors
p0130 173-21801 of semicircular canals
Inability of the submaximal treadmill stress test p0209 A73-27718
to predict the location of coronary disease. Experimental-mathematical analysis of the effects
p0130 A73-21802 of rotational accelerations on the vestibular
Ventriculographic patterns and hemodynamics in apparatus
primary myocardial disease. p0303 A73-34120
p0130 A73-21804 Cross coupling between effects of linear and
Estimation of left ventricular size by angular acceleration on vestibular nystaqmus.
echocardiography. p0316 A73-36441
p0159 173-22999 On the electronic simulation -of acceleratory
Immediate hemodynamic effects of cardiac nystagqus.
angioqraphy in man. p0403 A73-42683
p0165 173-23841 Neurophysiology and dynamic response of vestibular
Regional myocardial dynamics from single-plane system to angular and linear acceleration
coronary cineangioqrams. (DR-215] p0606 N73-11057
p0171 173-24771 Physiological response of cat semicircular canal
Comparison of isometric exercise and angiotensin dependent units to linear acceleration without
infusion as stress test for evaluation of left angular acceleration
ventricular function. [(ANU-R-70-4] p0607 N73-11061
p0209 A73-27889 Human performance, physiological effects, and
Assessment of left heart function by noninvasive pathological effects of rotary acceleration
exercise test in normal subjects. p0105 N73-15096
p0277 A73-31345 Determination of angular acceleration equivalent
Assessment of left ventricular performance in man to effect of coriolis acceleration on receptors
- Instantaneous teision-velocity-length of semicircular canals
relations obtained with the aid of an p0218 N73-20112
electromagnetic velocity catheter in the Effects of alcohol on eye movements and tracking
ascending aorta. performance during laboratory angular
p0281 A73-31996 accelerations about yaw and pitch axes
Assessment of left ventricular dimensions and (FAA-hA-72-34] p0416 N73-30989function by echocardiography. ANGULAR CORRELATION
p0289 173-34038 The study of biological macromolecules using
perturbed angular correlations of gama radiation.
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SUBJECT INDEX ANTHROPOMETRT
p0589 A73-12648 Resistance of animals immersed in water to high
ANGULAR OTION acceleration
U ANGULAR VELOCITY (NASA-TT-F-148281 p0219 B73-20119
ANGULAR VELOCITY Barotrauma mechanoreceptor reflex effects on
Moving visual scenes influence the apparent animal respiratory and circulatory system
direction of gravity. p0252 173-21982
p0058 A73-15250 Neurophysiology of sleep and wakefulness in fish,
Angular velocity magnitude conversion into amphibians, birds, and reptiles
visually perceived apparent velocity, using p0257 N73-22025
psychophysical mathematical model based on Interdependence of slow and rapid brain waves
axisymmetric annular visual field perception during sleep
p0061 A73-15796 p0257 N73-22027
Semicircular canal model with flow visualization Thermal effects of microvave and radio frequency
chamber for dynamic recording of canal fluid radiation on biological systems
response to angular velocity effects (MBL-1971-7-PT-1] p0264 N73-23048
p0111 B73-15153 Voice communication and hearing in acoustic
ANHYDRIDES orientation systems of animals at various
NT PEROXIDES evolution levels
ANIMALS (DRIC-TRANS-3056] p0298 N73-25121
NT AMPHIBIA Physiological stress effects of aerospace
NT ARTEHIA environment on human body and animals
NT ARTHROPODS (NASA-TT-F-15081] p0437 N73-32001
NT BATS ANIMATION
NT BEES U OTION
NT BIRDS ANISOTROPIC MEDIA
HT CALVES Strength limits correlation to modulus of
NT CATS elasticity for compact bone material from
NT CHIMPANZEES compression tests, noting anisotropy tensor
NT CRABS analysis
NT DOGS p0045 A73-13744
NT DROSOPHILA ANNUAL VARIATIONS
NT FISHES Model concept concerning some control principles
NT FROGS of the human organism. III - Seasonal adaptation
NT GUINEA PIGS p0282 A73-32357
NT HAMSTERS ANOMALIES
NT HOMEOTHERMS U ABNORMALITIES
NT HUMAN BEINGS ANOXIA
NT INSECTS Importance of the Lohmann reaction in the response
NT INVEBTEBRATES of the heart to anoxic aggression
NT LARVAE p0585 A73-12152
NT MAMMALS ANTARCTIC REGIONS
NT MICE Soil microbiological tests to evaluate Antarctica
NT MONKEYS as Mars environment model for quarantine standards
NT POIKILCTBERHIA p0396 A73-42162
NT PRIMATES Clinical medicine and human factors engineering
NT RABBITS functions conducted during Tenth Soviet
NT RATS Antarctic Expedition
NT SEALS (ANIMALS) p0379 N73-29347
NT SPORES Human factors investigations and acclimatization
NT SWINE research conducted during Tenth Soviet Antarctic
NT TRIBOLIA Expedition
NT VERTEBRATES p0379 173-29348
NT WILDLIFE Investigation of oribatid mites found in Antarctic
NT WORMS regions during Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition
Thermorequlation evolution in various animals, p0379 N73-29349
discussing body size and composition effects, Medical analysis of vitamin balance among
body temperature variations, control mechanisms, personnel of Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition
heat loss and production, behavior and ontogeny to show effects on health and acclimatization
p0406 A73-42863 ability
Abstracts on microwave radiation effects on human p0379 573-29357
and animal physiological functions and life Analysis of physiological effects of diet on
expectancy personnel of Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition
(HBL-1972-61 p0591 173-10061 p0379 173-29358
Toxic effects of continuous exposure to Analysis of microclimate of living and service
didhloromethane vapor on dogs, monkeys, rats, quarters during Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition
and mice p0379 N73-29359
[A-7462951 p0611 N73-11088 Seasonal plankton collections conducted during
Bibliography of wildlife movements and tracking Tenth Antarctic Expedition
systems p0379 173-29363
(NASA-CB-1303801 p0133 873-16040 ANTARCTICA
Animal species susceptibility to toxic effects of U ANTARCTIC REGIONS
long term exposure to environmental ANTENNA FIBLDS
monomethylhydrazine U ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS
rAD-7514411 p0139 N73-16086 ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS
Toxicity of long term methyl isobutyl ketone Microwave radiation hazards around large microwave
exposure in dogs, monkeys, mice, and rats antenna.
rNASA-TH-x-69100] p0177 v73-18130 p0343 A73-37274
Hyperoxic damage in animal cells, tissues, and ANTENNAS
organs NT AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS
p01 82 N73-19091 NT MICEOWAVE ANTENNAS
Composition and effects of radioprotectors on NT RADIO ANTENNAS
acceleration tolerance, hypoxia toxicity, AITHROPOMETRI
radiation protection, and dynamic space flight The use of bivariate distributions in achieving
stress in animals anthropometric compatibility in equipment
[NASA-TT-F-721] p0211 873-20054 design. I, II.
Pharmacological measures for prophylactic and p0081 A73-16702
restorative treatment of men and animals during The influence of age, sex, body size and lung size
space flight on the control and pattern of breathing during
p0212 173-20060 C02 inhalation in Caucasians.
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ANTIADREEBRGICS SUBJECT INDEX
p0094 A73-18337 reactions
Bedinteqrated somatotvping technique for physique p0060 A73-15711
measurement and classification based on limb and Possible role of antitissular autoantibodies in
torso photographic diameter integration with the protective mechanism of local shielding
height, using photoelectric cell and electronics during total radiation exposure
p0096 173-18474 p0087 173-17685
A comparison and analysis of head sizes of Navy The effects of bilateral destruction of certain
aircrew to the standard anthropometric data. medial-hypothalamus structures on the formation
p0284 A73-32656 of complement-binding antibodies
Anthropometric dummy design improvements, p0117 173-19647
detailing verisimilitude specifications for Effects of chronic irradiation of dogs with Co-60
harness support in accident tests and design of gamma rays on the level of auto-antibodies
chest, spine, shoulder and pelvic areas p0208 A73-27706
p0306 A73-34617 Study of myocardial antigen localization using the
An anthropomorphic master-slave manipulator system. immunofluorescence method
p0344 A73-37316 p0278 173-31392
Evaluation of the physical conditions of Effects of oxygen-augmented atmosphere on the
individual airmen immune response.
p0425 A73-43790 p0307 A73-34743
Armed forces anthropometric survey of 6682 Army men Localized shielding effects on antitissue antibody
[AD-7434651 p0604 B73-10160 mobilization in irradiated rats
Anthropometric survey of US army aviators p0064 N73-12086
conducted in 1970 ANTICHOLINERGICS
(AD-7435281 p0605 N73-10162 Effects of phosdrin on electrical brain potentials
Anthroposetric data of Japanese Air Self-Defense in squirrel monkeys
Force personnel [FAA-AM-73-3] p0338 N73-27056
p0101 173-14091 ANTICLINAL EOUNTAINS
Anthropometric measurements of military personnel U MOUNTAINS
engaged in underwater diving to development ANTICOAGULANTS
standards for design of equipment Effect of heparin on blood platelet aggregation
(AD-748627] p0114 N73-15175 and trombosis under the action of direct
Color photographic system using grid projector and electric current
telecentric lenses for recording contours of p0126 173-21321
human face for aircrew oxygen mask fitting Experimental studies on the production of
rRAE-TR-711841 p0141 N73-16099 pulmonary infarction. IV - Effects of UK,
Multivariate limits for describing cockpit related heparin, t-AMCHA or ellagic acid.
anthropometric features of aviation personnel p0399 A73-42319
[AD-752032] p0151 N73-17124 ANTIDIURETICS
Quantitative description of mobility for human torso Renal component of the antigravitation function of
rAD-754924] p0223 N73-20151 the organism
Anthropometry of Air Force women p0123 A73-20976
[AD-7431131 p0258 N73-22034 Role of mineralocorticoids in the natriuresis of
Anthropometry for protective equipment evaluation water immersion in man.
and human impact acceleration experiments p0156 A73-22676
p0266 N73-23066 Radioimmunoassay of urinary antidiuretic hormone
Bibliography of anthropometric information for Air excretion in man considering water loading and
Force human factors engineering dehydration effects
(AD-762287] p0371 173-27978 p0174 N73-18107
Mass, volume, center of mass, and mass moment of Measurement of antidiuretic hormone excretions in
intertia determined for head and neck of human human urine as indication of neurosecretory
body stress response during space flight(AD-7625811 p0377 N73-29065 p0174 N73-18108
ANTIADRENERGICS ANTIDOTES
Inhibition of the adrenocortical response to Protective effects of pyridinium salts against
hypoxia by dexamethasone. alkyl phosphate poisoning including influence of
p0116 173-19476 chemical and aging
Role of adrenalin and alpha-receptor deactivation (BMVG-FBuT-72-81 p0137 N73-16072
in reactions of hemopoietic organs to stress ANTIGENS
p0117 A73-19644 Study of myocardial antigen localization using the
Role of the sympathetic nervous system in immunofluorescence method
supporting cardiac function in essential p0278 A73-31392
arterial hypertension. Ocular antigens. IV - A comparative study of the
p0124 A73-21015 localisation of immunogenic determinants of
The pharmacology of practolol - A cardioselective ocular structural glycoproteins in connective
beta adrenergic blocking drug, tissues of various organs.
p0153 A73-21850 p0392 A73-41729
Drug therapy for treatment of cardiogenic shock ANTIGRAVITY
syndrome following myocardial infarction, Renal component of the antigravitation function of
discussing sympathomimetics, alpha-adrenergic the organism
blocks and combinations p0123 A73-20976
p0321 A73-36546 ANTIINFECTIVES AND AITIBACTERIALS
Effects of beta-blocking agents on New formaldehyde base disinfectants.
atrio-ventricular and intraventricular p0424 A73-43276
conduction in man. ANTIOXIDANTS
p0390 A73-41564 Effect of antioxidants on the blood deoxygenation
Urea content variations in blood and tissues rate in animals exposed to altered atmospheres
during muscular activity in relation to the p0207 A73-27702
adaptation level of the organism Effect of hypoxia and hyperoxia on rate of blood
p0402 A73-42660 deoxygenation, and influence of antioxidants in
INTTIBIOICS mice
N.T ACTINOMYCIN p0216 N73-20096
Effect of iron and salt on proigiosin synthesis ANTIRADIATION DRUGS
in Serratia marcescens. Observations concerning the combined
p0306 A73-34399 radiation-protective effect of pantothenic acid
ANTIBODIES and aminoethylisothiuronium
Russian book on auto-antibodies of I ray p0583 a73-11586irradiated animal and human blood and organisms Antiradial properties of DNA and of its
covering cell formation, isolation, denaturation products
preparations, sickness treatment and auto-immune p0098 A73-18875
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SUBJECT INDEX APOLLO 11 FLIGHT
Mechanism of the action of radiation protecting ANTISEPTICS
agents - A biochemical shock hypothesis Investigation of the disinfecting properties of
p0207 A73-27499 sorbents which are used in a spacecraft life
Characteristics of the narcotic action of hexenal support system
in combination with aminothyol-series p0306 A73-34240
radioprotective drugs in irradiated animals New formaldehyde base disinfectants.
p0278 A73-31391 p0424 A73-43276
Effect of antiradiation drugs on the functional Daylight and disinfectant effects on bacteria
condition of the vestibular analysor survival times on plastic surfaces
p0279 A73-31509 (NASA-TT-P-139231 p0592 873-10069
Chemical protection from genetic damages induced ANXIETY
by radiation in the period of aftereffect of The effect of anxiety control on the level of
acceleration. information processing
p0384 A73-40815 p0425 A73-43848
Protection of humans from radiation injuries by Relating test anxiety and trait-state anxiety
chemical means (AD-746453] p0066 N73-12104
(NRC-TT-1609) p0106 N73-15112 AORTA
Effectiveness of pharmacochemical protective Influence of flow and pressure on wave propagation
substances on irradiated mice as neutron in the canine aorta.
component increases p0243 A73-30066(DRIC-TRANS-29611 p0108 N73-15124 Assessment of left ventricular performance in man
Effectiveness of polymer complex of cysteamine and - Instantaneous tension-velocity-length
sulfopropyl ester of dextran as an antiradiation relations obtained with the aid of an
drug on irradiated mice electromagnetic velocity catheter in the
rDRIC-TRANS-29631 p0108 N73-15125 ascending aorta.
Composition and effects of radioprotectors on p0281 A73-31996
acceleration tolerance, hypoxia toxicity, Assessing the severity of aortic stenosis by
radiation protection, and dynamic space flight phonocardiography and external carotid pulse
stress in animals recordings.
rNASA-TT-P-7211 p0211 873-20054 p0354 A73-38867
Effects of antiradiation drug dosage on mice and Echocardiographic evaluation of the hemodynamic
rat tolerance to transverse acceleration overloads effects of chronic aortic insufficiency with
p0211 N73-20055 observations on left ventricular performance.
Resistance of mice to acceleration overloads after p0354 A73-38868
injection of aminothiol group radioprotector Evaluation of several methods for computing stroke
p0211 N73-20056 volume from central aortic pressure.
Bradycardia and death in guinea pigs exposed to p0384 A73-40638
acceleration overloads after injections of Nonlinear analysis of aortic flow in living dogs.
aminothiol group radioprotectors p0384 A73-40640
p0211 N73-20057 Mechanism of 'readjustment' of aorta baroreceptors
Hypoxia and reduced acceleration tolerance of rats during hypertonia
after injection of cysteamine radioprotector p0401 A73-42655
p0211 N73-20058 velocity distribution in aortic flow.
Pathophysiological response reactions of rats to p0408 A73-43104
acute hypoxia after injection of cysteamine and Transcutaneous measurement of blood velocity
aminothiol group radioprotector profiles and flow.
p0211 N73-20059 p0408 A73-43108
Transverse acceleration overload effects on mice Permanent catheterism of the thoracic aorta -
sensitivity to toxic doses of cysteamine and Direct measurement of arterial pressure,
aminothiol group antiradiation drugs injection of substances, and the taking of blood
p0212 N73-20061 in wake rats
Effects of radioprotective drugs on motor p0435 A73-45160
evacuatory functions in gastrointestinal tracts APATITES
of healthy and irradiated rats U MINEEALS
p0212 N73-20062 APNEA
Classification of radioprotectors for radiation U RESPIRATION
sickness prevention effects APOLLO PLIGHTS
p0212 N73-20065 NT APOLLO 11 PLIGHT
Pharmacological data for aminothiol and NT APOLLO 12 PLIGHT
indolylalkylamine radioprotectors NT APOLLO 14 PLIGHT
p0212 873-20066 NT APOLLO 15 FLIGHT
Antiradiation effectiveness of cysteamine in mice NT APOLLO 16 PLIGHT
under various conditions of gamma radiation NT APOLLO 17 PLIGHT
p0212 873-20067 Physiological response to exercise after space
Effectiveness of combined chemical protectors flight - Apollo 7 to Apollo 11.
against mixed gamma-neutron radiation with p0195 A73-25326
neutron contributions to absorbed dose Apollo 14 and Apollo 16 heavy-particle dosimetry
p0212 N73-20068 experiments.
Reactivity changes of rats to antiradiation drugs p0343 A73-37150
with head and stomach shielded during total Apollo diet evaluation - A comparison of
irradiation biological and analytical methods including
p0213 N73-20072 bioisolation of mice and gamma radiation of diet.
Mortality rate in antiradiation drug protected p0355 A73-39103
mice subjected to gamma radiation overloads APOLLO LUNAR EBPERIMENT MODULE
p0214 N73-20079 Apollo Lunar Module environmental control system -
Aminothiol radioprotector, finam, effect on Mission performance and experience.irradiated animal tissues under various conditions rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-28 p0351 A73-37983
p0215 N73-20085 APOLLO PROJECT
Exposure to gamma rays from Co-60 and transverse Philosophical and social psychological study ofloads and effectiveness of cysteamine and AET Apollo moon scientist
protection (NASA-CR-130832] p0176 873-18122
p0215 873-20086 Intra- and extravehicular life support space suite
Effect of some radioprotective preparations on for Apollo astronauts
motor and evacuator function of gastrointestinal [NASA-CASE-HSC-12609-1] p0439 B73-32012
tract of healthy and irradiated rats APOLLO SPACECRAFT
[DRIC-TRANS-29621 p0229 N73-21130 NT APOLLO LUNAR EXPERIMENT NODULE
Antiradiation drug effects on vestibular analyzer APOLLO 11 FLIGHT
functions Low molecular weight compounds of organogenic
p0263 873-23033 elements on Apollo 11 and 12 fines and breccias
/
APOLLO 12 FLIGHT SUBJECT INDEX
obtained by vacuum pyrolysis, acid hydrolysis p02
92 N73-24111
and crushing Potassium ferrioxalate actinometric measurements
p009 5 A73-18418 of solar ultraviolet photobioloqical energy
APOLLO 12 FLIGHT p0292 873-24113
Low molecular weight compounds of organogenic Nuclear track dosimetry for monitoring cosmic ray
elements on Apollo 11 and 12 fines and breccias exposure of Apollo 16 astronauts
obtained by vacuum pyrolysis, acid hydrolysis p0292 N73-24114
and crushing Lithium fluoride thermoluminescent dosimeter for
p0095 A73-18418 measuring ionizing radiation exposure during
Effects of Apollo 12 lunar materials on lipid Apollo 16 flight
levels, including fatty acids and sterols, of p0292 873-24115
tobacco tissue and slash pine cultures APOLLO 17 FLIGHT
(NASA-C-E1286061 p0591 873-10063 Microbiological studies of Apollo 17 command
Cytological changes in pine tissues treated with module preflight and postflight samples
lunar materials collected on Apollo 12 [NASA-CR-132022] p0265 N73-23056
quarantine mission APPARATUS(NASA-CB-128914] p02 65 N73-23054 U EQUIPMENT
APOLLO 14 FLIGHT APPENDAGES
Microbial analysis of Apollo 14 astronauts NT ARK (ANATOMY)
[NASA-TH-X-58094] p0099 873-14073 NT ELBO (ANATOMYI)
Neutron activation analysis of cosmic radiation NT FOREARM
doses in Apollo 14, 15, and 16 astronauts NT HAND (ANATOMY)
[NASA-CR-131984 1 p0267 873-23070 NT KNEE (ANATOMI)
APOLLO 15 FLIGHT NT LEG (ANATOMY)
Neutron activation analysis of cosmic radiation APPROACH CONTROL
doses in Apollo 14, 15, and 16 astronauts Aircrew workload during the approach and landing.
(NASA-CR-1319841 p026
7 873-23070 p0351 173-38005
APOLLO 16 PLIGHT Pilot visual threshold and perception for aircraft
Apollo 16 flight program for investigating movement estimation during unaided visual
physiological effects of prolonged approach control
weightlessness on central nervous system, p0600 N73-10125
vestibular, neuromuscular and cardiovascular Visual cue reinforcement for skill retention in
functions, metabolism, radiation sensitivity and pilot simulated space vehicle approach and
body weight landing performance
p0398 A73-42176 (NASA-CE-128912) p0269 N73-23086
Apollo 16 Biostack experiment for biological APPROACH INDICATORS
effects of cosmic ray heavy primaries on cell Functional aspects of head-up display operation,
and tissue development and mutations of bacilli, discussing data accumulated by pilot during low
Artenia and plant seeds visibility runway approach in executive jet
p03 99 173-42185 p0581 173-11012
Free electrophoresis in zero gravity on Apollo 16 APPROXIMATION
flight NT FINITE ELEHENT METHOD
(NASA-C-1239201 p0606 B73-11055 APTITUDE
Analysis of nutrient intake and absorption during Proposed new test for aptitude screening of air
Apollo 16 flight traffic controller applicants.
([ASA-TM-X-58096] p0067 873-12110 p0155 A73-22535
Apollo 16 experiment using biostack to determine Comparison of age, education, pre-FAA experience,
effects of heavy nuclei on biological organisms aptitudes, training course performance, and
p0232 873-21761 post-Academy attrition rates of male and female
Apollo 16 microbiological experiment on microbial trainees
response to aerospace environments - Part B [FAA-A-72-221 p0611 N73-11094
p02 32 N73-21762 Color aptitude of dyschromatopsia French
Light flash observation experiments conducted by navigators and pilots
Apollo 16 astronauts - Part C p0179 873-19068
p0233 N73-21763 AQUOUS SOLUTIONS
BIOSTACK experiment on Apollo 16 for studying Effectiveness of sodium hydrocarbonate as means
combined action of heavy high energy loss nuclei for treating and preventing motion sickness
and space flight factors on resting biological p0135 N73-16057
systems Gas chromatographic analysis of beryllium in
p0266 N73-23062 aqueous solutions and biological tissues
Neutron activation analysis of cosmic radiation (AD-753112] p0177 873-18131
doses in Apollo 14, 15, and 16 astronauts ARAGONITE
[NASA-ca-1319841 p0267 873-23070 Biogeochemistry of aragonite mud and oolites.
Conference on Apollo 16 experiment for measuring p0056 A73-14662
microbial response to space environment ARCTIC BREGIONS
[NASA-TH--581031 p0291 N73-24102 Problems related to high-performance flight in the
Design of microbial test system for Apollo 16 Arctic regions
mission p0332 A73-36953
p0291 N73-24103 ARGON
Physiological responses of parasitic worms and Physiological effects of argon/oxygen breathing on
their larvae to solar ultraviolet irradiation rats noting carbon dioxide level
and space flight stress p0182 N73-19094
p0
2 9
1 N73-24106 ARGON LASERS
Ultraviolet extraterrestrial radiation tolerances Argon laser radiation damage to retina of diabetic
of Bacillus subtilis spores and Escherichia coli and nondiabetic patients
bacteriophages (AD-747058] p0071 873-13099
p0291 873-24107 ARIP (IMPACT PREDICTION)
Space vacuum and solar ultraviolet irradiation 0 COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
effects on survival of Bacillus subtilis spores ARM (ANATOMY)
p0291 873-24108 NT ELBO (ANATOMY)
Space flight ultraviolet irradiation effects on NT FOREARM
Bacillus thuringiensis toxin production capability Functional condition changes of biceps brachii in
p0291 N73-24109 man under the effect of fatiguing physical stress
Phenotype numbers and survival tates of fungi p0117 A73-19643
exposed to space environment during Apollo 16 ARMED FORCES
flight NT ARMED FORCES (FOREIGN)
p0292 N73-24110 NT ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES)
Ultraviolet space irradiation effects on Aeromonas Anthropometry of Air Force women
proteolytica extracellular enzyme production [AD-743113] p0258 N73-22034
A-24
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SUBJECT INDEX ARTERIES
Work-rest schedules for military tracking crews subsequent sudden death from coronary heart
under prolonged vibration disease.
p0271 N73-23986 p02
42 A73-30051
ARBED FORCES (FOREIGN) Heart rate variability and the measurement of
Results of carbon monoxide poisoning checks mental load; Proceedings of the Symposium,
following aviation accidents or incidents in the London, England, October 1971.
French Army p0250 A73-30876
p0329 A73-36929 Psychological factors influencing the relationship
Color vision requirements for German Air Force between cardiac arrhythmia and mental load.
personnel p0250 A73-30877
p0179 W73-19067 Blood pressure and body temperature dynamic
Color vision requirements of Canadian Armed control systems and respiration relationship to
Forces, including their standard tests heart rate variability
p0179 873-19070 p0250 A73-30878
Color vision requirements of Great Britain's Armed Heart rate variability and work-load measurement.
Forces p0250 A73-30879
p0179 N73-19072 Motor, thermal and sensory factors in heart rate
Physiological method for selecting and observing variation - A methodology for indirect
student pilots in Belgian Air Force for motion estimation of intermittent muscular work and
sickness environmental heat loads.
p0226 N73-21099 p02 50 A73-30880
ARHED FORCES (UNITED STATES) Heart rate variability analysis for ergonomics
Armed forces anthropometric survey of 6682 Army men purposes, discussing interpolations, algorithms
CAD-743465] p0604 N73-10160 and physiological effects and spectral analysis
Anthropometric survey of US army aviators methods
conducted in 1970 p0250 A73-30882
fAD-7435281 p0605 N73-10162 Book on vectorcardiography covering equipment,
Survey of industrial hygiene and safety in Air techniques, lead systems and abnormalities
Forces operations associated with atrial and ventricular
fAD-7518971 p0151 873-17126 hypertrophy, bundle branch blocks, myocardial
Comparison of accident rates among color defective infarction and arrhythmia
and normal personnel p0306 A73-34452
p0179 N73-19073 Digital computer diagnosis of cardiac arrythmias
AROUSAL in a single-lead electrocardiogram.
Electroencephalographic and behavioral responses p0306 A73-34533
of humans to aircraft noise during sleep Electrocardiographic diagnosis of sinus node
[NASA-CR-22791 p0338 N73-27058 rhythm variations and SA block.
ARRBYTHEIA p0319 A73-36520
Exercise testing for detecting changes in cardiac Intra-atrial and esophageal electrography in the
rhythm and conduction. diagnosis of complex arrhythmias.
p0043 A73-13542 p0319 A73-36525
Cardiac dysrhythmias associated with exercise mechanisms of cardiac arrhythmias - From
stress testing. hypothesis to physiologic fact.
p0043 A73-13544 p0347 A73-37582
Telemetrical measurements during sport performance Hyperbaric chamber used to determine influence of
on sportsmen with cardiac arrhytmias. increased ambient pressure and gas density on
p0054 A73-14294 cardiac rate in man
Use of an on-line computer in a study of cardiac CAD-755129] p0261 873-22058
arrhythmia. ARSENIC COMPOUNDS
p0059 A73-15644 Salvarsan therapy of luetic patients and behavior
An evaluation of sinus arrhythmia as a measure of of Wassermann reaction
mental load. (NASA-TT-F-14618] p0609 N73-11076
p0082 A73-16718 ARTERIA
Cardiovascular system reactions to alternating Dosimetric analyses for Biosatellite 2 yeast and
transverse accelerations in man artemia radiation exposure experiment
p0087 A73-17687 rNASA-CR-127142] p0069 N73-13082
Pathological cardiac conduction system lesions ARTERIES
anatomy associated with arrhythmia, discussing NT AORTA
atrioventricular, His bundle and bundle branch A nonlinear analysis of pulsatile flow in arteries.
blocks p0579 A73-10449
p0097 A73-18872 Favorable effect of flight on pilots exhibiting
Ultrastructure of the atrial, ventricular, and degenerative arteriopathy of the lower limbs
Purkinle cell, with special reference to the p0585 A73-12151
genesis of arrhythmias. Nature of the conduction disturbance in selective
p0097 A73-18873 coronary arteriography and left heart
Cardiac arrhyt'mias generation by impulse catheterization.
initiation and conduction abnormalities, p0587 A73-12443
considering depressed excitability, reentrant The effect of time of electrical stimulation of
excitation, summation, inhibition and parasystole the carotid sinus on the amount of reduction in
p0097 A73-18874 arterial pressure.
Relation of electrolyte disturbances to cardiac p0056 A73-14648
arrhythmias. Origin, classification, nomenclature and incidence
p0131 A73-21807 of the atrial arteries in normal human hearts,
Changes in the cardiac rhythm during a hypoxic with special reference to their clinical
functional test importance.
p0165 A73-23820 A73-15522
Cardiac arrhythmias during exercise testing in Application of constant temperature anemometry in
healthy men. measurement of intra-arterial blood flow velocity.
p0196 A73-25336 p0085 A73-17274
Exercise-induced ventricular arrhythmias in Long-term observations in patients with angina and
patients with coronary artery disease - Their normal coronary arteriograms.
relation to anqiographic findings. p0097 A73-18871
p0209 A73-27890 Formalization of an arterial pressure
Unreliability of conventional electrocardiographic stabilization system
monitoring for arrhythmia detection in coronary p0168 A73-24467
care units. Role of the arterial chemoreceptors in ventilatory
p0209 A73-27891 adaptation to hypoxia of awake dogs and rabbits.
Relationship between ventricular premature p0201 A73-26220
contractions on routine electrocardiography and
A-25
ARTERIOSCLEROSIS SUBJECT INDEX
Factors influencing coronary blood flow in the Detection of atherosclerosis in examinations of
presence of coronary obstructive disease. flight personnel
p0321 A73-36539 p0328 A73-36913
Anqiotensiotonography using an air plethysmograph Some metric characteristics of myocardial cells
p0322 A73-36575 under various conditions of cardiac and
Morphometry of the human pulmonary arterial tree. cardiovascular pathology
p0384 A73-40639 p0332 A73-36962
Cerebral tolerance to asphyxial hypoxia in the dog. Information yield of the Annual Medical
p0399 A73-42202 Examination for Flying.
A new method of measuring arterial dilation and p0356 A73-39110
its application. Ophthalmodynamography in pilots to test internal
p0402 A73-42669 carotid insufficiency - Comparison of
Indications and value of coronary arteriography. blood-pressure responses.
p0405 A73-42830 p0387 A73-41162
The value of different anqiographic procedures in Early diagnosis of coronary heart disease;
coronary heart disease. Proceedings of the Second Paavo Nurmi Symposium,
p0405 A73-42831 Porvoo, Finland, September 9-11, 1971.
Transcutaneous measurement of blood velocity p0404 A73-42826
profiles and flow. The early diagnosis of coronary heart disease -
p0408 A73-43108 Critical review.
Measurement of left anterior descending coronary p0404 A73-42827
arterial blood flow - Technique, methods of Preventive value of early diagnosis of coronary
blood flow analysis and correlation with heart disease, noting importance of screening
angiography. populations for genetic and environmental risk
p0428 A73-44469 factors
Measurements of arterial pressure and of p0404 A73-42828
pressoreceptor reactions during prolonged Mechanisms of hyperlipidaemias in different
pressure shifts in carotid arteries clinical conditions.
p0429 A73-44720 p0405 A73-42832
Transducer for converting arterial pulse wave into Measurement of left anterior descending coronary
electric signals arterial blood flow - Technique, methods of
(NASA-CASE-GSC-11531-1] p0612 N73-11097 blood flow analysis and correlation with
Analysis of arterial hypoxemia caused by pulmonary angiography.
malfunctions and regulation of oxygen during p0428 A73-44469
exercise and rest Flight stress effects on cardiovascular reactions
(AD-7469791 p0071 N73-13092 of pilots with atherosclerosis
Influence of elastic properties of human body on p0064 N73-12090
arterial blood pressure measurement Atherosclerosis and hypertonia under high mountain
p0099 N73-14072 conditions and seasonal effects
Human arterial elasticity during breathing of (NASA-TT-F-745] p0176 N73-18121
reduced partial oxygen atmosphere Changes in vectorcardiograms of atherosclerotic
p0253 873-21987 flying personnel after glucose testing
Arterial hypertension symptoms in flying personnel p0253 N73-21989
p0253 N73-21991 ARTHROPODS
Measurement of arterial pressure under influence NT ARTEMIA
of ODNT NT BEES
[NASA-TT-F-15087] p0437 N73-31998 NT CRABS
ARTERIOSCLEROSIS NT DROSOPHILA
Reactions of the cardiovascular system of pilots NT INSECTS
with atherosclerosis symptoms under professional NT LARVAE
activity conditions NT TRIBOLIA
p0087 A73-17689 Dioptric apparatus of arthropod compound eyes,
Coronary atherosclerosis development and describing optical characteristics of apposition
prevention in children, discussing eye
hyperlipidemia, hypertension, cigarette smoking p0161 A73-23310
and high risk identification Circaseptan /7-day/ oviposition rhythm and growth
p0243 A73-30065 of Spring Tail, Folsomia candida /Collembola:
Prevention of the atherosclerotic diseases - Isotomidae/.
Opportunities for military medicine. p0282 A73-32185
p0248 A73-30518 ARTICULATION
vein wall changes as the main cause of acute A study of evoked slow activities in man which
disturbance of blood circulation in the Vena follow a voluntary movement and articulated speech
centralis retinae system p0359 A73-39759
p0277 A73-31173 ARTIFACTS
Book - Atherosclerosis and coronary heart disease. Hazard and interference avoidance in implant
p0320 A73-36531 telemetry, discussing leakage currents, muscle
Hereditary aspects of coronary atherosclerosis. interference, magnetic influence, high frequency
p0320 A73-36532 noise, electrode and respiratory artifacts, etc
Serum cholesterol and plasma lipid elevation p0054 A73-14295
separation of hypercholesterolemic patients for Upper eye lid position effects in
atherosclerosis therapy electro-oculograhic vertical eye movement
p0320 A73-36533 recordings
Lipids in arteriosclerotic arterial tissues of man. p0110 873-15143
p0320 A73-36534 ARTIFICIAL BARS
Cigarette-smoking and coronary atherosclerosis. Design and performance of wideband artificial ear
p0320 A73-36535 for calibrating audiometric earphones
Localizing factors in experimental atherosclerosis. [AD-746691] p0073 873-13112
p0320 A73-36536 ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY
Localizing factors in arteriosclerosis. Gravity selection by animals in fields of
p0320 A73-36537 centrifugal acceleration superimposed on
Coronary atherosclerosis and ischemic myocardial weightlessness during sounding rocket flights.damage. p0582 A73-11209
p0320 A73-36538 Effect of hypergravity on the circadian rhythms of
Electrocardiographic diagnosis of myocardial white rats.
infarction - Pitfalls of a graphic technique. (ASME PAPER 72-NA/BHF-14] p0061 A73-15877
p0321 A73-36544 Seat reaction direction in an animal centrifuge.
The prognosis of myocardial infarction. p0116 A73-19478
p0321 A73-36549 Findings on American astronauts bearing on the
issue of artificial gravity for future manned
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SUBJECT INDBI ASTRONAUTS
space vehicles. ASTRONAUT BAIEUVERING EQUIPIENT
pO154 A73-22531 Feasibility of limb controlled astronaut
Effects of simulated artificial gravity on human maneuvering scheme
performance p0339 873-27063
[NASA-CR-21291 p0067 873-12111 ASTRONAUT PEEFORMANCE
ARTIFICIAL HEART VALVES Quality /probability/ evaluation of human operator
Carpentier reconstructive valvuloplasty technique ergatic processes controlling spacecraft during
of mitral valve insertion from viewpoint of rendezvous and docking with orbital station
pilots return to flying duties p0087 A73-17686
p0586 &73-12157 Emotional stresses during a space flight
Pu-238 grade fuels for supplying power to p0116 A73-19297
artificial heart and circulatory assist devices Findings on American astronauts bearing on the
rLA-DC-72-4731 p0067 N73-12115 issue of artificial gravity for future manned
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE space vehicles.
Statistical analysis of air combat situation p0154 A73-22531
evaluations conducted by US Navy pilots to Investigation of the sleep and wakefulness rhythms
detect differences caused by experience in the crewmembers of Soyuz-3 through Soyuz-9
rAD-747519] p0068 N73-12119 spacecraft prior to, during, and after space
Computerized simulation of three dimensional flight
robots using generalized cylinder descriptions p0170 A73-24697
[AD-7551391 p0223 873-20152 Physiological response to exercise after space
Artificial intelligence in integrated circuit flight - Apollo 7 to Apollo 11.
control of bionic manipulators p0195 A73-25326
rNASA-CE-1314031 p0224 N73-20156 Work movement performance of the astronaut in
ARTIPICIAL RESPIRATION flight.
U RESUSCITATION p0207 A73-27645
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES Asymmetry of otolith responses in fish
NT BIOSATELLITE 2 p0279 A73-31507
NT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES Skylab astronaut vestibular function experiment in
NT OBBITAL SPACE STATIONS orbital flight, discussing motion sickness
ARTS susceptibility, stimulation thresholds and space
NT ABILITIES perception measurements
ASCOBBIC ACID p0307 A73-34741
Influence of cysteamine hydrochlorine and vitamin Analysis of the extravehicular activity of an
B and C prophylaxis on radiation sickness in astronaut
humans p0314 A73-36116
p0214 N73-20078 Use of the single-breath method of estimating
ASCOBBIC ACID METABOLISM cardiac output during exercise-stress testing.
Vitamin metabolism alteration under increased p0325 A73-36788
atmospheric pressure Effect of certain flight factors on crew efficiency
p0193 A73-25036 p0383 A73-40350
Physiological shifts in the human organism under Some psychological and engineering aspects of the
increased neuropsychic stresses extravehicular activity of astronauts.
p0345 A73-37392 p0396 A73-42167
ASPHTIIA Human sensorimotor coordination following space
Left ventricular receptors activated by severe flights.
asphyxia and by coronary artery occlusion. p0397 A73-42170
p0579 A73-10549 Astronaut manual performance limits in
The effects of hypoxia, hypercapnia, and asphyxia intravehicular Skylab environment
on the baroreceptor-cardiac reflex at rest and [NASA-CR-128590] p0603 173-10150
during exercise in man. Psychological assessment techniques for
p0094 A73-18348 determining astronaut attentional flexibility
The influence of change in the functional state of and associate performance
the central nervous system on the course of INASA-CR-128945] p0295 173-24136
asphyxia Human factors analysis of astronaut working
p0166 A73-23937 conditions in space vehicles
Cerebral tolerance to asphyxial hypoxia in the dog. (NASA-TT-F-750] p0366 N73-27946
p0399 A73-42202 ASTRONAUT TRAINING
ASSSSEENTS Some psychological and engineering aspects of the
NT TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT extravehicular activity of astronauts.
ASSIMILATION p0396 A73-42167
Contrast and assimilation effects analysis based Bioelectric monitoring and motion picture
on receptive field models of vertebrate retinal surveying for improved physical training of
function astronauts
p0123 A73-20812 p0263 173-23039ASTIGATISI ASTRONAUTS
Meridional amblyopia - Evidence for modification Cosmic radiation dosage measurements on Apollo
of the human visual system by early visual astronauts by Lexan dosimetry
experience. [AD-745188] p0596 173-10101
p0128 A73-21562 microbial analysis of Apollo 14 astronauts
eightlessness effects on development of [NASA-TH-Z-58094] p0099 873-14073
vestibular apparatus and ocular nystaqmus in Measurement of radiation exposure of astronauts by
rat, using chronic 2q centrifuge radiochemical techniques
rNASA-CE-1145691 p0149 N73-17112 [NASA-CR-130538] p0150 N73-17114
ASTROBIOLOGT Light flash observation experiments conducted by
U EXOBIOLOG Apollo 16 astronauts - Part C
ASTRONAUT LOCOMOTION p0233 873-21763
Analysis of the extravehicular activity of an Nuclear track dosimetry for monitoring cosmic ray
astronaut exposure of Apollo 16 astronauts
p0314 A73-36116 p0292 173-24114
Bionechanics of locomotion via lumping on lunar Data analysis for predicting human personal
surface, discussing subqravity effects on energy hygienic needs during long term space flight
requirements, body potential and kinetic energy. [NASA-CR-128929] p0295 N73-24132
muscular work, etc Analytical gas chromatography and mass
p0397 A73-42175 spectrography for physiological monitoring of
Dynamic changes in psychophysiological motor astronauts
efficiency of cosmonauts in flight (NASA-CR-133272] p0338 173-27059(JPRS-57417] p0602 N73-10144 Radioactivity urinalysis for calculating postfight
astronaut cosmic radiation exposure
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CNASA-CE-133378] p0365 N73-27939 Atmospheric models for evaluating nuclear facility
Laboratory investigation of coriolis acceleration sites
effects on vestibular apparatus of cosmonauts [BNL-1651-VOL-2-PT-1] p0446 N73-33044
[NASA-TT-F-15129] p0417 N73-30993 ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRON FLUX DENSITY
ATAIIA U ATMOSPHERIC EADIATION
Effects of some antimotion sickness drugs and ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
secobarbital on postural equilibrium functions Effect of increased atmospheric pressure on the
at sea level and at 12,000 feet /simulated/. dynamics of free oxygen content in animal muscle
p0154 A73-22529 tissues
ATHEROSCLEROSIS p0576 173-10156
U ARTERIOSCLEROSIS Human thresholds for perceiving sudden changes in
ATHLETES atmospheric pressure.
Comparative evaluation of the general and specific p0044 A73-13554
efficiencies of athletes under normal barometric Vitamin metabolism alteration under increased
pressure and in the process of training and atmospheric pressure
acclimatization under highland conditions of Pamir p0193 A73-25036
p0584 A73-11925 The diluter-demand oxygen system used during the
Passive and active warm-up effects on track international Himalayan expedition to Mount
athletes heart and respiration rates Everest.
p0042 A73-13123 p0194 A73-25145
Telemetry and ergometry associated to the measure Atmospheric regeneration in closed chambers by
of oxygen consumption during sports events, potassium superoxide
p0053 A73-14285 p0332 A73-36951
Telemetrical measurements during sport performance Oxygen uptake during maximal work at lowered and
on sportsmen with cardiac arrhytmias. raised ambient air pressures.
p0054 A73-14294 p0386 A73-41132
Visual after-images in athletes and coaches as a Effects of alterations in barometric pressure on
prestart condition index humans
p0092 A73-18161 p0104 N73-15092
Effect of physical exercises on the lung rheogram Effects of reduced atmospheric pressure,
p0169 A73-24524 elimination of nitrogen, hypoxia, and exposure
Influence of time zones on physiological organs to restricted visual environment on range of
and systems and performance of athlete accommodation and color vision
[NASA-TT-F-14632] p0073 N73-13116 [NASA-CR-1288961 p0258 N73-22037
ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION ATMOSPHEBIC RADIATION
O ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION NT TWILIGHT GLOW
ATEOSPHERIC ATTENUATION Effects of radiation and heat balance of active
Atmospheric effects on laser propagation and surface on life processes of plants with
impact on eye safety emphasis on productivity of cotton
(AD-7554051 p0259 N73-22044 p0378 173-29323
ATMOSPEEIC COMPOSITION ATOMIC EXPLOSIONS
Electric discharge and microbiological experiments U NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
in simulated Jovian atmosphere for investigation ATP
of Jupiter life prospects U ADENOSINE TEIPHOSPHATE (ATP)
p0202 A73-26478 ATROPHY
Human ability to note changes in composition of Dystrophic degeneration of suprarenal rat cortex
inhaled air during hypokinesia
p0182 N73-19090 p0254 N73-22003
Toxicity of gaseous urine and feces emissions on Atrophy and metabolic changes in internal organs
rat organism and skeletal muscles of rats exposed to
p0182 N73-19097 hypokinesia
Food heating tests in different atmospheres p0262 N73-23029
[NASA-CR-134040) p0419 N73-31012 ATROPINIE
Food consumption and morphological indices of Temporary blindness of monkeys caused by combined
blood in white mice with replacement of air effects of phosdrin and atropine exposure
nitrogen by inert gases in pressurized chamber [FAA-A-73-4] p0338 N73-27055
p0442 N73-33020 ATTACK AIRCRAFT
Dynamics of weight change and variations in weight NT A-7 AIRCRAFT
indices of internal organs in white mice as ATTENTION
function of atmospheric composition and diet Attention field and perception probability
p0443 N73-33022 distribution mechanisms of Muller-Lyer illusion
Biological evaluation of influence of due to angle contour
helium-oxygen atmosphere on culture of mammalian p0120 A73-20255
cells Self-estimates of distractibility as related to
p0443 N73-33024 performance decrement on a task requiring
ATMOSPHBBRIC CONDITIONS sustained attention.
o HETEOROLOGY p0283 A73-32394
ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY Self-estimates of distractibility as related to
Spacecraft microbial burden reduction due to performance decrement on task requiring
atmospheric entry heating - Jupiter. sustained attention
p0314 A73-36100 [FAA-AM-72-251 p0612 173-11096
Spacecraft microbial burden reduction for Jupiter Human attention and reaction performance as
due to atmospheric entry heating function of type and latency in response to
(NASA-CR-132072] p0292 173-24117 signal stimulus
ATMOSPHERIC BEATING [AD-747801] p0073 973-13110
Spacecraft microbial burden reduction due to Cyclically changing temperature effects on
atmospheric entry heating - Jupiter. monitoring behavior and physiological responses
p0314 k73-36100 of man
ATMOSPHERIC IMPURITIES [AD-748451] p0104 N73-14110
U AIe POLLUTION ATTENUATION
ATMOSPEERIC IONIZATION NT ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
Various opinions on physical and mental exhaustion NT ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
caused by atmospheric ion shortage Light beam attenuation in suspensions of algae
(NASA-TT-F-14646] p0070 573-13088 p0378 73-29325
ATMOSPHERIC MODELS ATTENUATORS
NT DYNAMIC MODELS NT RESISTORS
Thermal synthesis of amino acids from a simulated ATTITUDE (INCLIRATION)
primitive atmosphere. NT PITCH (INCLINATION)
p0306 173-34572 NT ROLL
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SUBJECT INDEX AUDITORY 
PERCBPTION
NT YAM Evaluation of hearing protectors 
for general
Tilt discrimination and motion aftereffect aviation aircraft
independence of flicker rate of stroboscopically (NASA-CR-133303] p0341 N73-27078
illuminated contours visual stimuli AUDITOR! PERCEPTION
p0096 A73-18624 Some modeling problems of loudness transformations
Seat reaction direction in an animal centrifuge. by the auditory system
p0116 A73-19478 p0O60 A73-15790
Observations on perceived changes in aircraft The dynamic properties of the acoustic middle ear
attitude attending head movements made in a 2-g reflex in nonanesthetized rabbits 
- Quantitative
bank and turn. aspects of a polysynaptic 
reflex system.
p0117 A73-19485 p0078 A73-16249
Spatial frequency selectivity of a visual tilt Study of the peripheral 
auditory adaptation in a
illusion, psycho-acoustic experiment
p0392 A73-41642 p016
4 A73-23807
ATTITUDE CONTROL Functional model of the frequency 
channel of the
NT DIRECTIONAL CONTROL peripheral auditory analysor
ATTITUDE INDICATORS p0164 A73-23808
An instrument panel on an image tube in color Binaural interaction effects on 
afterperception of
p0128 A73-21543 white noise pulse sequgnences delivered to both
AUDIO EQUIPMENT ears simultaneously or after various intervalsNT EARPHONES p0167 A73-24333
NT LOUDSPEAKERS Problem of localization in the median plane -
NT MICROPHONES Effect of pinnae cavity occlusion.
AUDIO FREQUENCIES 
p193 73-24976
Conventional and high frequency hearing of naval Dynamics of changes in neuron activity 
regimes of
aircrewmen as a function cf noise exposure, the ascending auditory pathways
p0425 A73-43500 p0199 A73-26079
Analysis and perception of nonspeech marine sounds German monograph - Investigations regarding
COES-6/721 p0421 N73-31023 auditory depth perception and the problem 
of
AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT in-head localization of acoustic events.
U TRAINING DEVICES 
p02
40 A73-29278
U INING UAL A VICES Book - Foundations of modern auditory 
theory.
AUDIOLOG Volume 2.73-30276
Portable electro-phonocardioqraph using magnetic 
p023 73-30276
tape recorder equipped with patient's voice print. Acoustic model and linguistic, syntactic, 
lexical
p0196 A73-25475 and semantic factors in speech perception and
AUDIOMETBI production process
Study of the acoustic reflex in human beings. I -
p0243 A73-30277
Dynamic characteristics. Psychoacoustic theory of signal 
detectability
p0581 173-10828 based on mathematical input-output mapping model
German monograph - Investigations regarding and memory role in human auditory system
auditory depth perception and the problem of p0243 A73-30278
in-head localization of acoustic events. Neuroanatomy of the auditory system.
p0240 173-29278 p0244 A73-30280
Current aspects of the cochlear function in Binaural 
acoustic field sampling, head movement
members of flight crews and echo effect in auditory localization 
of
p03 30 A73-36940 sound sources position, distance and orientation
Voltage controlled attenuator circuit for acoustic 
p0244 A73-30282
signal duration and repetition control in Vector correlation theory and 
neural mechanisms of
hearing examinations binaural signal detection in human auditory system
p0432 A73-44910 p0244 173-30283
Speech and tone audiometry for testing auditory Damage-risk criteria 
- The trading relation
acuity of flying personnel between intensity and the number 
of
p0253 N73-21990 nonreverberant impulses.
Audiometric thresholds for bare headed subjects p0288 173-33678
or wearing Ml helmet, and experimental helmet Current aspects of the cochlear 
function in
[AD-745121] p0260 N73-22053 members of flight crewsAUDITORY DEFECTS p0330 A73-36940
Electron-microscopy investigation of Corti's organ Pure-tone equal-loudness contours for standard
after noise trauma tones of different frequencies.
pO078 A73-16333 p0387 A73-41176
Book - Human factor aspects of aircraft noise. Loudness changes resulting from an electrically
p0206 A73-27450 induced middle-ear reflex.
Impairment to hearing from exposure to noise. 
p0393 A73-41815
p0287 A73-33676 Mathematical model of human pitch perception based
Hearing conservation studies covering impulse on acoustic stimulus Fourier transformation by
noise produced threshold shift, damage risk sense organ into peripheral neural activity
criteria, ultrasound hazards and hearing pattern recognition
protection p0393 
A73-41816
p0309 A73-35326 Effect of the stimulation of nonspecific thalamic
Impulse noise damage risk criteria. nuclei on spontaneous and 
evoked spindles in the
S0310 &73-35327 auditory cortex
Evaluation of auditory disorders in pilots by p0394 A73-41958
examining intratympanic muscles reflexes. Experimental substantiation of the 
optimal method
'p0330 73- 36934  for scaling the duration of acoustic stimuli
Corti organ lesion effects on signal perception in 
p0401 A73-42654
patients with noise induced hearing loss, Reaction time to changes in the tempo of acoustic
correlating speech discrimination with age and pulse trains.
sound level p0404 A73-42705p0352 A73-38182 Functional state of the auditory analysor under
Conventional and high frequency hearing of naval conditions of prolonged clinostatic hypokinesia
aircrevmen as a function of noise exposure. p0425 
173-43789
p0425 173-43500 Asymmetry in perception - Attention versus other
Influence of cockpit noise on hearing in flight determinants.
crew personnel p0435 173-45338
FAA_-AM-72-32] p0185 173-19125 Binaural improvement in normal and defective ears
Speech discrimination by personnel with hearing in background of other voices
loss at 3 kBz in noise [AD-746101] p0597 173-10103
fAD-7529741 p0298 173-25118
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Effect of concurrent audio tasks on human operator AUDITORY STINULI
compensatory tracking performance using manual Loudness enhancement following contralateral
control system stimulation.
p0602 N73-10139 p0581 A73-10827Dynamic model for pilot manual control ability Study of the acoustic reflex in human beings. I -
using aural compensatory tracking Dynamic characteristics.p0602 N73-10142 P0581 A73-10828
Psychophysical analysis of BP sound perception in An earphone coupling system for acute
human subjects physiological studies.(AD-747684] p0099 N73-14076 p0581 A73-10829Physical correlations of hearing, auditory system,. Auditory rail task for acoustic stimuli effects onand hearing loss human equilibrium under axisymmetricp0105 173-15105 intermittent tone exposure, discussing acousticBlockage effect in external ear canal on diver energy effect on vestibular receptors
.auditory perception threshold p0044 A73-13551
FAD-7516641 p0177 N73-18132 Effects of intermittent and continuous noise onSpeech and tone audiometry for testing auditory serial search performance.
acuity of flying personnel p0044 A73-13560p0253 N73-21990 Participation of the hippocampal structures in theHuman perception of musical intervals between formation of external inhibition
simultaneous tones p0092 173-18162(IZF-1972-20] p0268 873-23078 Functional alterations in the auditory and visualReal time hybrid computer audio synthesis system analysor systems of monkeys during experimental[(AD-761730] p0369 N73-27968 neurosis
Analysis and perception of nonspeech marine sounds p0092 173-18163D OES-6/72] p0421 873-31023 The effect of accessory auditory stimulation uponAUDITOR! SENSATION AREAS detection of visual signals.
Electrophysiological investigation of noise p0097 A73-18625
rejection in an auditory system receiving sound Cortical potentials evoked by confirming and
from a localized source disconfirming feedback following an auditory
p0156 A73-22580 discrimination.
Functional characteristics of different neurons in p0153 A73-21895the auditory cortex Reaction time method using EEG monitored paroxysmp0349 A73-37940 controlled auditory stimuli for responsivenessFunctional properties of auditory cortex neurons /consciousness/ evaluation of spike wave burstin a controlled experiment onset during epileptic seizures
p0362 A73-39802 p0156 A73-22695Analysis of the changes in glial cell numbers in Polysensory responses and sensory interaction inthe auditory cortex during the application of pulvinar and related postero-lateral thalamic
acoustic stimuli of various intensities nuclei in cat.
p0401 173-42653 p0156 A73-22696Inferior colliculus neuron responses to an Sinusoidal stimuli induced electrical activity ofamplitude-modulated signal with varying hippocampus in waking rhesus monkeys and baboonsintensity levels 
p0167 A73-24330p0435 A73-45248 Binaural interaction effects on afterperception ofFrequency selectivity and two tone inhibition in white noise pulse sequences delivered to bothneural coding of acoustic stimuli ears simultaneously or after various intervals[IZF-1972-25b p0264 N73-23050 p0167 &73-24333Behavioral learning response of cat to electric Characteristics of the electrical activity of thestimulation of auditory nervous system superior olivary bodies of Vespertilionidae 
-and(NASA-CB-132047] p0293 N73-24124 Bhinolophidae bats in response to ultrasonicAUDITORY SIGNALS stimuli of different frequencies
Effects of signal duration and masker duration on p0170 A73-24596detectability under diotic and dichotic Interindividual differences in hosomodal andlistening conditions. heteromodal scaling of auditory and vibrotactile
p0578 A73-10436 stimulation intensity and duration, usingSome modeling problems of loudness transformations magnitude estimation methodby the auditory system 
p0204 A73-26750p0060 A73-15790 Effect of stimulus uncertainty on the pupillaryElectrophysiological investigation of noise dilation response and the vertex evoked potential.rejection in an auditory system receiving sound p0242 &73-29991from a localized source Processing of auditory information by medialp0156 173-22580 superior-olivary neurons.The operational control of the alpha component in p0244 &73-30281the electroencephalogram by means of auditory Binaural signal detection - Equalization andfeedback pcancellation theory.p0204 173-26549 p0244 A73-30284Interaural difference thresholds in binaural Evoked negative electrical potentials due toperception of signals nonexistent in normal auditory zone stimulation by local coolingq,acoustic environment, considering beats, memory, mechanical trauma and potential recording,learning, and stereophony observing reaction regeneration variations
p0244 A73-30285 p0276 A73-3i159Electrical activity of the external ear muscles in Functional characteristics of different neurons inman /at rest and during identification of the auditory cortexacoustic signals/ 
pO349 A73-37940p0249 A73-30843 Effect of the stimulation of nonspecific thalamicAmplitude variations of acoustically evoked nuclei on spontaneous and evoked spindles in thepotentials as a function of signal information auditory cortex
and fatigue due to stress p0394 A73-41958
p0352 A73-38161 Estimate of integrative cerebral activity using anVoltage controlled attenuator circuit for acoustic orientation response examplesignal duration and repetition control in p0401A73-42651hearing examinations Analysis of the changes in glial cell numbers in
p0432 A73-44910 the auditory cortex during the application ofInferior colliculus neuron responses to an acoustic stimuli of various intensitiesamplitude-modulated signal with varying p0401 A73-42653intensity levels Experimental substantiation of the optimal method
p0435 A73-45248 for scaling the duration of acoustic stimuli
p0401 A73-42654
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SUBJECT INDEX AOTOMATIC PATTBERN RECOGNITION
Action of stable and pulsed noise on the processes Stability behavior of adapting and untrained
of skeletal muscle excitation random logic nets, enabling intelligent
p0402 A73-42662 interaction with environment
Reaction time to changes in the tempo of acoustic p0122 A73-20400
pulse trains. Investigation of the nature of biological rhythm
p0404 A73-42705 sensors by means of automatic networks
Effects of direct auditory feedback of p0393 A73-41865
electromyogram on learning to control single unit Study of the nature of the active tonus with the
rAD-745107] p0605 N73-10165 aid of a discrete Wiener-medium analog
Mathematical models for studying vestibular p0407 A73-42973
adaptation to stimuli in humans AUTOMATIC CONTROL
(AMEU-R-70-11 p0607 N73-11062 NT ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Frequency selectivity and two tone inhibition in NT AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
neural coding of acoustic stimuli NT DYNAMIC CONTROL
[IZF-1972-251 p0264 N73-23050 NT FEEDBACK CONTROL
Pilot performance in dual time-sharing tracking task NT LEARNING MACHINES
[AD-7553631 p0269 N73-23088 NT NUMERICAL CONTROL
Mathematical models for deriving loudness function NT OPTIMAL CONTROL
from physical evidence without human judgment NT SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS
rNASA-TN-D-72971 p0293 N73-24121 NT SEQUENTIAL CONTROL
Cross correlation analysis of stress rhythm during A method for aiding human operator performance in
stimuli of varying biological significance a noncompensatory tracking task.
p0450 N73-33071 p0578 A73-10323
AUDITOR! TASKS Method for quantitative estimation of the
Auditory rail task for acoustic stimuli effects on functional state of the motor apparatus
human equilibrium under axisymmetric p0047 1A73-13822
intermittent tone exposure, discussing acoustic Automated calibration of blood pressure signal
energy effect on vestibular receptors conditioners.
p0044 A73-13551 p0057 A73-14846
EEG alterations by short time stress due to Some characteristics of pilot's performance under
delayed speech feedback during reading, noting complicated flight conditions.
alpha and beta wave changes p0328 A73-36921
p0056 A73-14473 An electrical model of the inertial and adaptive
Effects of 24-hour sleep deprivation on rate of properties of vision as a self-regulating system
decrement in a 10-minute auditory reaction time with delayed feedback
task. p0354 A73-39004
p0058 A73-15220 Computer controlled automatic TV-microscope system
Human performance measures relationship for tracking and measuring nerve cell processes
determination across sense modes under visual, in designated axons and dendrites
auditory and combined stimulus conditions by p0359 A73-39763
controlling for task difficulty on individual Automatic apparatus for the study of conditioned
basis reflexes in a monkey seated in the
p0093 A73-18244 primatological chair
Comparison of'human operator critical tracking p0386 A73-41140
task performance with aural and visual displays. Russian book - Psychological problems of activity
p0130 A73-21667 regulation.
A comparison of visual, auditory, and cutaneous p0393 A73-41884
tracking displays when divided attention is Effect of a subjective ambiguity estimate
required to a cross-adaptive loading task. concerning the duration of work on activity
p0283 A73-32395 regulation
Reaction time to changes in the tempo of acoustic p03
94 A73-41892
pulse trains. Suboptimal sampling and control behavior of human
p0404 A73-42705 operator in output prediction task for automatic
Keeping track of sequential events - Implications process
for the design of displays. p0598 N73-10114
p0423 173-43215 Capability of training human to control and/or
Binaural processing of speech intelligibility in interact with complex electronic or mechanical
light aircraft systems
tFAA-AM-72-311 p0102 N73-14094 (AD-746179) p0612 N73-11101
Effect of sleep deprivation and heat stress on Periodic health examinations and automatic
human performance in visual and auditory tasks processing of medical histories for detection
rOES-8/721 p0421 N73-31024 and prevention of human diseases
AUROBAL EMISSION p0145 N73-17074
U LIGHT EMISSION Automated procedures for Passive Immune
AUTOKINESIS Agglutination system
Autokinetic movement as a function of the implied [NASA-CR-128731] p0149 N73-17107
movement of target shape. Automatic temperature control for liquid cooled
p011 7 A73-19549 space suit
Random dot pattern luminance and contrast effects rNASA-CASE-ARC-10599-1] p0334 s73-26071
on limiting inter-stimulus interval for visual Design analysis for reversible, self adaptive
apparent motion masking by bright field manipulator control system
p0120 A73-20256 p033
6 N73-26083
Threshold variance analysis of monocular vs Error analysis on manipulator activation system
binocular visual stimulation in apparent using reversible self adaptive control mechanism
movement perception p0336 N73-26084
p0121 A73-20262 Ergonomic research and design principles for
Effects of prolonged dark adaptation on automatic control and man machine systems
autokinetic movement. (NASA-TT-F-716] p0413 N73-30079
p0202 A73-26322 AUTOMATIC CONTROL VALVEBS
Monocular fixation tests and prediction model for NT PRESSURE REGULATORS
time course of aftereffect of eye turn on AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
autokinetic illusion direction U DATA PROCESSING
p0235 A73-28098 AUTOMATIC PLIGHT CONTROL
AUTOMATA THEOB! The problem of human efficiency in automated
Automaton synthesis and perceptron learning for control systems
controlled objects classification according to p0079 A73-16410
unknown features, noting adaptive relationships AUTOMATIC PATTERN RECOGNITION
between retina and associative elements U PATTERN RECOGNITION
p0119 A73-20047
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AUTOEATIC ROCKET IMPACT PREDICTORS SUBJECT INDEX
AUTOMATIC DOCKET IMPACT PREDICTORS AVIATORS0 COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION U AIRCRAFT PILOTS
AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT AVIONICSAutomatic microscopy for mitotic cell location. An instrument panel on an image tube in color
p0206 A73-27144 p0128 A73-21543
Management of NASA employee health problems by Human factors in design of avionics subsystems
automated medical system considering training costs and performance of
p0146 N73-17079 Air Force personnelAutomatic temperature controller for liquid cooled (AD-759583] p0337 N73-26096garment based on total evaporative water loss AVOIDANCE
during exercise NT COLLISION AVOIDANCE(NASA-TN-D-7311] p0299 N73-25126 Acquisition of signal concepts under conditions ofAutomated visual sensitivity tester for aversion activation. I - Theoretical part anddetermining visual field sensitivity and blind form interpretation test
spot size p0285 A73-33091
(NASA-CASE-ARC-10329-1] p0335 N73-26072 AXES (REFERENCE LINES)
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS A rapid method for frontal plane axisDecelerator sled simulation for testing air bag determination in scalar electrocardiograms.
restraint system effects in passenger motor p0243 173-30063
vehicle crash AXONS[PB-2127061 p0224 N73-20155 Structural characteristics of connections betweenAUTOMOBILS 
medial efferent systems and spinal cord neuronsDriving speed in relation to interactions among p0156 A73-22577
automobile driver, roadway variables, and Autoradiographic study of protein synthesis in
vehicle control perikaryons and of nitrogen migration into thep0601 N73-10131 axons of hypertrophic sympathetic neuronsDouble steering wheel forcing functions for p0235 A73-28296
estimating automobile driver manual control Circulation of nervous impulses in the cerebral
response cortex
p0601 N73-10132 p0248 A73-30569
Acoustic measurement and recording system for AZO COMPOUNDS
noise generated by air bag automobile safety The effects of Dalmane /flurazepam hydrochloride/device on human EEG characteristics.[AD-761836] p0370 N73-27977 p0126 A73-21464AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM AZOLES
NT SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM NT INDOLES
Activity relation between internal organ receptors NT PYRROLES
and skeletal muscles in terms of laws NT TRYPTOPHAN
controlling process coordination AZULENB
p0575 A73-10154 Amino acids, urea, quanidine, qlycocyamine, andHemocoaulation system function in mountain 5-amino 4-imidazole carboxamidine frominhabitants and during altitude acclimatization, hydrolysis of azulmic acids
noting parasympathetic nervous system tonus [NASA-TT-F-14640] p0070 N73-13089
p0584 A73-11923
The role of extrinsic vagal innervation in the
motility of the smooth-auscled portion of the
esophagus - Electromyographic study in the cat BACILLUS
and the baboon Properties of phosphoribulokinase fromp0046 A73-13785 Thiobacillus neapolitanus.Functional dependence of the ciliary epithelium p0044 A73-13597
ATPase activity and intraocular pressure on the Effect of cultural conditions on the fatty acid
autonomic nervous system, composition of Thiobacillus novellus.p0078 A73-16248 p0045 A73-13599The role of vestibulometry in medical evaluation Spin-labeling studies on the membrane of a
of flight personnel facultative thermophilic bacillus.
p0165 A73-23821 p0119 A73-20027
Bioelectric and vegetative components of Study of intestinal Lactobacillus species
conditioned reflexes of 'negative-emotional type$ composition during a long stay of humans in a
p0362 A73-39797 closed space
Russian book - Role of the hypothalamus and the p0306 A73-34239limbic system of the brain in regulating Ultraviolet extraterrestrial radiation tolerances
vegetative functions. of Bacillus subtilis spores and Escherichia colip0382 A73-40276 bacteriophages
Changes in respiration accompanying a diencephalic p0291 N73-24107
vegetative-vascular syndrome under the action of Space vacuum and solar ultraviolet irradiation
a hypoxic mixture effects on survival of Bacillus subtilis spores
O 382 A73-428 0291 N73-24108AUTONOMY Space flight ultraviolet irradiation effects onErgatic modeling as dynamic goal-oriented physical Bacillus thuringiensis toxin production capabilityprocess based on heuristic autonomous p0291 N73-24109information-structured organization system with Thermal. inactivation of Bacillus subtilis var.
regulated model-human operator interaction niger spores on Viking lander
AUTOPSIES p0241 A73-29418 [NASA-CR-133223] p0333 N73-26058id- and late changes in the colexDry heat inactivation of atypical BacillusBid- and late changes in the QRS complex. subtilis var. niger spores in and onAUTOTROPES p0320 A73-36528 interplanetary space vehicle componentsProperties of phosphoriblokinase NASA-C-133224] p0333 N73-26059Properties of phosphoribulokinase from Composition of human gastrointestinal microfloraThiobacillus neapolitanus. during prolonged isolationp0044 A73-13597 p0373 N73-29037Effect of cultural conditions on the fatty acid BACK INJURIES
composition of Thiobacillus novellus. Aerodynamic pumping-caused spinal fractures in two
p0045 A73-13599 pilots during high speed flightBiological mineralization products of human waste p0586 A73-12154
for autotroph cultivation Statistical analysis of occurrence of backacheAVAIANCBES p0184 N73-19109 among Royal Air Force flight crews and groundT TO D AVALANCHE crews to show effects of crew seats on physicalNT TONNSEND AVALANCHE 
comfort
[AD-745177] p0597 373-10102
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SUBJECT INDEX BABORECEPTOES
BACKGROUND BOISE Enzymatic luminescent bioassay method for
Binaural improvement in normal and defective ears determining bacterial levels in urine
in background of other voices (NASA-CASE-GSC-11092-2) p0337 N73-27052
[AD-7461011 p0597 N73-10103 Tape cassette bacteria detection system for
Noise and response complexity effects on human automatic continuous bacterial detection for
attention and performance in visual perception monitoring sterility of regenerated water in
task spacecraft
[AD-747797] p00 72 N73-13105 [NASA-CR-1340351 p0417 H73-30996
BACTEBIA BACTERICIDES
NT BACILLUS Bactericide activity of the integument of man at
NT ESCHERICBIA different times of the day
NT NITROBACTER p0209 A73-27716
NT PSEUDOMONAS Antimicrobial water reclamation methods for
NT STAPHYLOCOCCUS processing human urine
NT STREPTOCOCCUS p01
83 N73-19105
Studies of the electron transport chain of Antimicrobial phenyl preparations for human urine
extremely halophilic bacteria. VIII - conservation during space flight
Respiration-dependent detergent dissolution of p0184 N73-19112
cell envelopes. Bactericidal activity of human skin at different
p0579 A73-10625 times of day
A salt-inhibited cytochrome c reductase obtained p0218 N73-20110
from the moderately halophilic bacterium, Bactericidal properties of sorbents in spacecraft
Micrococcus halodenitrificans. water regeneration system
p0045 A73-13598 p0374 N73-29038
Sensitivity to oxygen at high pressure of BACTERIOLOGY
radioresistant and radiosensitive strains of Resistance of soil microorganisms to starvation.
bacteria. p0589 A73-12627
p011 7 A73-19483 Automatic surface inoculation of agar trays.
Studies on acid production during carbohydrate p0155 A73-22550
metabolism by extremely halophilic bacteria. Survival of soil bacteria during prolonged
p0117 A73-19500 desiccation.
Survival of Arthrobacter crystallopoietes during p0251 A73-30959
prolonged periods of extreme desiccation. Development of procedures of identification of
p0119 A73-20026 microorganisms on orbiting spacecraft
Variable photosynthetic units, energy transfer and (NASA-C-128747] p0186 173-19132
light-induced evolution of hydrogen in algae and Methods for improving bacterial transport media
bacteria. fNASA-CR-128958] p0297 N73-25113
p0130 A73-21685 BAGS
Survival of common bacteria in liquid culture NT GAS BAGS
under carbon dioxide at high temperatures. BALANCE
p0284 A73-32650 Influence of man on biospheric balance
Effect of iron and salt on prodigiosin synthesis [JPBS-59366] p0339 N73-27065
in Serratia marcescens. BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHI
p0306 A73-34399 Modification of a ballisto-oscillograph for
Structure of the lipid phase in cell envelope extremities
vesicles from Halobacterium cutirubrum. p0157 A73-22865
p0306 A73-34599 Clinical evidence of cardiac weakness and
Bethod allowing biological and biochemical studies incoordination secured by simultaneous records
of vacuum-exposed bacteria, of the force BCG and carotid pulse derivative
p0357 A73-39483 and interpreted by an electrical analogue.
Effect of simulated lunar impact on the survival p0159 A73-23174
of bacterial spores. BANKING FLIGHT
p0357 A73-39485 U TURNING FLIGHT
On the multiplication of xerophilic BARBAN CHAIR
micro-organisms under simulated Martian Barany chair rotation for acceleration tolerance
conditions. testing on flying personnel
p0396 A73-42165 p0254 N73-21995
The radiobiological effects of heavy ions on BARDEEN APPROXIMATION
mammalian cells and bacteria. U SURFACE PROPERTIES
p0398 A73-42182 BAROBETRIC PRESSURE
Heavy ion irradiation effects on bacteria U ATMOSPHERIC PEESSURE
mutations in balloon flight and accelerator BARORECEPTORS
experiments, comparing with cosmic rays Extent of engagement of various cardiovascular
p0399 A73-42184 effectors to alterations of carotid sinus
Daylight and disinfectant effects on bacteria pressure.
survival times on plastic surfaces p0078 A73-16250
[NASA-TT-F-139231 p0592 N73-10069 The effects of hypoxia, hypercapnia, and asphyxia
Growth response of bacteria and yeast in high on the baroreceptor-cardiac reflex at rest and
pressure helium-oxygen environment during exercise in man.
(AD-745334] p0596 N73-10096 p0094 A73-18348
Characteristics of photogenic bacteria - A mathematical model to assess changes in the
micrococcus pierantonii baroreceptor reflex.
rNASA-TT-F-144391 p0608 N73-11072 p0126 A73-21475
Bacterial reduction of organically bound Sustained human skin and muscle vasoconstriction
phosphoric acid in blood with reduced baroreceptor activity.
fNASA-TT-F-147231 p0069 N73-13080 p0277 A73-31344
Planetary quarantine procedures for reduction of Circulatory reflexes from mechanoreceptors in the
microbial burden on spacecraft cardio-aortic area.
.rNASA-CR-1297931 p0070 N73-13086 p0384 A73-40637
Photosynthetic energy conversion in membranes, Mechanism of 'readjustment' of aorta baroreceptors
tissues, and reaction centers of bacteria and during hypertonia
viruses p0401 A73-42655
[C00-3162-91 p0070 N73-13091 Circuit diagram of amplifier-filter for analysis
Differential light scattering patterns for of impulse activity of baroreceptor aortic
identifying different species of bacteria afferent nerves in rabbits
p0147 N73-17090 p0403 A73-42681
Conference on Apollo 16 experiment for measuring Barotrauma mechanoreceptor reflex effects on
microbial response to space environment animal respiratory and circulatory system
[NASA-Tm-I-581031 P0291 N73-24102 p0252 N73-21982
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BAROTRAUMA SUBJECT INDEX
Evoked compensatory reflex reactions of rabbit Prolonged bed rest and positive radial
ocular and eyelid muscles during hypoxia acceleration effects on human visual response time
p0253 N73-21992 [NASA-TN-D-7161) p0107 173-15117Regulation of vertical posture after Soyuz 6, 7,Pathophysiological and clinical aspects of and 8 flights and after 120-day bed rest
aerosinusitus and frontal sinus nematoma experiment
formation due to barometric pressure changes p0134 N73-16052from pilot case history studies Effect of atmosphere with increased oxygen and
p0155 173-22538 carbon dioxide content on human orthostaticEvaluation of auditory disorders in pilots by tolerance following 10 days of bedrestexamining intratympanic muscles reflexes. p0135 N73-16055p0330 A73-36934 Effects of prolonged bed rest on body temperatureBarotrauma in United States Air Force and heart rate periodicity in man
accidents/incidents. 
p0175 N73-18113
p0387 A73-41160 Prolonged bed rest effects on human Zlood hormoneThe frequency of barotraumas as determined by level periodicities
nasal findings and I-rays of the paranasal sinuses p0175 N73-18114
p0409 173-43132 Physiological stress effects of space flight onEffects of gastrointestinal pressure on rabbit eye human body
nystagmus during barotrauma [JPRS-57139) p0254 N73-22002p0253 173-21983 Physiological effects of long term hypodynamicMiddle ear barotrauma effect on work capacity and weightlessness simulation on humans
flight fitness of flying personnel p0255 N73-22010
p0254 N73-22000 Human horizontal or antiorthostatic positionI LAKES effect in hypodynamic weightlessness testU LAKES 
p0255 N73-22011BARYCENTEBR Human regional blood circulation changes during
U CENTER O GRAHINGVIT bed rest experimentBATHING 
p0255 173-22012Design, fabrication and acceptance testing of zero Metabolic changes and cardiac output of humans ingravity whole body shower hypokinetic bed rest study[NASA-CR-134066] p0420 173-31019 p0255 N73-22013BATHS Visual acuity changes in humans during hypokineticInfluence of immersion in temperature controlled bed rest test
bath on circulation and water balance in human p0255 N73-22014body Functional reactions of human otorhinolaryngolic
NASA-TT-F-14834] p0185 N73-19124 organs during hypokinesia
BATS 
p0256 N73-22015Characteristics of the electrical activity of the Human pulmonary volume decrease during long term
superior olivary bodies of Vespertilionidae and bed rest
Rhinolophidae bats in response to ultrasonic p0256 N73-22016
stimuli of different frequencies Weightlessness simulator for evaluating exercise
BATTERIES p0170 A73-24596 effects in hypokinetic bed rest test
SELECTIC BATTERIES p0256 N73-22018U ELECTRIC BATTERIES Exercise and muscle stimulation for preventingAES THEOREM metabolism changes during bed restConjoint-measurement framework for the study of p0256 N73-22019
probabilistic information processing. Changes in human cerebral circulation during
p0588 A73-12545 prolonged bed rest testBayesian model for stimuli processing in visual p0256 N73-22020
space perception Long term bed rest effects on human retinal blood
p0600 N73-10127 circulation and intraocular pressure
SBATES THEOEC p0263 N73-23038BEACOS Alterations in myocardial contractility induced byBEACONS bed restNT BADIO DIBECTION FINDES (ADIO RECTIO) FINDERS [NASA-CR-128968] p0333 873-26056BEAT IOADIATION) Physiological motor function measurements for.NT LIONT BEAIS determining optimal bed rest periodsNT LIGHT BES NASA-TT-F-15144] p0438 N73-32004B SYECHROAISA Physiological effects on highly trained subjectsBEAT FICHUENCIES 
when confined to bed, deprived of sleep, orBEAT RQUENCIES allowed to discontinue training
Evidence for non-linear response processes in the [NASA-Ce-134044] p0438 N73-32008human visual system from measurements on the Fluid-electrolyte balance during 120-day bed restthresholds of spatial beat frequencies. p0443 N73-33028
BED REST p0308 A73-34839 BEES
BED a R Bee image detection by ommatidium based onCircadia rhythm asynchrony in man during physical model using electromagnetic analysis ofhypokinesis. light absorption in photoreceptor
p0049 A73-14121 p24 A73-4334Thyroid and adrenal cortical rhythmicity during BEETLES p0424 173-43344
bed rest. NT TRIBOLIA
p0049 A73-14122 BEHAVIORVertical posture control after Soyuz 6, 7 and 8 NT HUMAN BEHAVIORflights and 120-day hypokinesia Inhibitive mechanisms activity in behavior controlp0124 A73-20985 by neostriatum, discussing suppressiveEffect of passive 70-deg head-up tilt on reactions, evoked sleep, conditioned andperipheral visual response time. instrumental reflexes and neurophysiologicalp0169 A73-24566 aspects
Circadian rhythm of urinary calcium excretion p0581 A73-11025during immobilization. Hypothalamic norepinephrine 
- Circadian rhythmsp0247 A73-30512 and the control of feeding behavior.Study of nitrogen balance and*creatine and p0587 173-12417
creatinine excretion during recumbency and Self-imposed timeouts under increasing responseambulation of five young adult human ales, requirements.
p0325 173-36786 p0170 173-2462514-Effects of rehydration n +Gz tolerance after The role of analyzers of conditional and14-days' bed rest. unconditional stimuli in the functional systemp0425 A73-43524 of the behavioral conditioned-reflex action
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SUBJECT INDBEX BINAURAL EARING
p0206 A73-27105 .Bibliography on radio frequency and microwave
Frontal eye-field lesions in monkeys. radiation effects in biological systems
p0317 173-36446 [AD-750271 p0108 N73-15131
Changes in some behavioral reactions and in the Bibliography on role of vestibular 
apparatus in
bioelectric activity of the brain in cats during compressed air work underwater
the development of sleep under polarization of [AD-750686] p0109 N73-15133
individual brain structures Soviet bibliography on biocybernetics material
p034 5 A73-37393 received from Jan. to May 1972
Physiological study of dynamics and evolution of [AD-750129] p0113 N73-15167
chimpanzee complex behavior, considering motor Bibliography of wildlife movements and tracking
reactions, group behavior and nerve mechanisms systems
of voluntary acts (NASA-CR-1303801 p0133 N73-16040
p0426 A73-43928 Bibliography on human factors in man machine
Effect of adaptation to altitude hypoxia on the interactions and systems design
behavior of animals in a conflict situation [AD-752800] p0178 973-18141
p0428 A73-44549 Bibliography on titanium toxicity in human and
Mathematical models and physiological mechanisms animal organisms
of goal-directed behavior (ORNL-TIP/TIRC-72-651 p0186 N73-19135
(JPRS-60091] p0447 N73-33053 Review of published bibliographical index of
Theory of systems for effective behavior predictions Soviet and foreign literature on biomedical
p0447 N73-33054 problems in space
Approach to construction of formal model of behavior p0218 N73-20115
p0447 N73-33055 Bibliography of citations relating to planetary
One class of adaptive systems and results of quarantine from 1966 to 1971
computer modeling of their self instruction (NASA-CR-1318891 p0258 973-22038
p0447 N73-33056 Marine biology literature compilation for
Expedient functioning of automata with normal and Caribbean Sea and adjacent regions
disturbed behavior in experiments on p0261 N73-23022
reinforcement selection Literature compilation on marine geology and
p044 7 N73-33057 geophysics for Caribbean Sea and adjacent regions
Structural, behavioral, and EEG correlates of p02
61 
s73-23023
alimentary motivation Microbiological experiments aboard balloons,
p0448 N73-33063 rockets, and earth satellites - literature review
Behavior of dogs when given choice of various 
p0262 N73-23025
reinforcements Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace
p0449 N73-33066 medicine and biology for 1961 to 1965
Structure and functions of central mechanisms of [NASA-TT-F-146621 p02
65 N73-23053
reinforcement Sixth supplement to bibliography on planetary
p0449 N73-33067 quarantine with indexes
BELL AIRCEAFT (NASA-CR-1318171 p0297 873-25112
NT H0-1 HELICOPTER Bibliography of anthropometric information for Air
BELL MILITARY AIRCBAPT Force human factors engineering
0 MILITARY AICRAFT (AD-762287 p0371 N73-27978
BENDS (PHYSIOLOGY) Bibliography of Russian literature on aviation and
U DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS space medicine
BBBERYLLIUM (JPRS-53329] p0375 N73-29047
Gas chromatographic analysis of beryllium in BICARBONATES
aqueous solutions and biological tissues U CARBONATES
[AD-7531121 p0177 N73-18131 BICICLE
BEBRYLLIUM ALLOYS Performance evaluation of training devices for
Toxicity and safety hazard of dry beryllium copper developing human physical fitness
alloy machining for human operator [(ASA-CE-1340461 p0440 973-32023
p01 44 873-17059 BINABY CODES
Health hazards in using electron beams for welding Multidimensional coding for telemetric
beryllium alloys transmission of work load factors in ergonomics
p0190 N73-19531 research.
BBBERYLLIUM COMPOUNDS p0055 A73-14307
BT BERYLLIUM OXIDES Compact digital coding of electrocardiographic data.
BERYLLIUM OXIDES p0097 173-18815
Toxicological properties of rocket exhaust Detection of informational constraints related to
products and blood analysis for beryllium oxide multi-variate visual displays.
content p0240 A73-29185
(AD-754936] p0220 N73-20131 BINARY SYSTEMS (DIGITAL)
Physical and chemical characteristics, and U DIGITAL SYSTEMS
biological activity of exhaust from BINAURAL BEARING
beryllium-fueled motor Effects of signal duration and masker duration on
(AD-7565311 p0259 973-22042 detectability under diotic and dichotic
BIAS listening conditions.
NT RESPONSE BIAS p0578 173-10436
BIBLIOGRAPHIES Loudness enhancement following contralateral
Russian book - Biomedical problems of space stimulation.
flights: Index of domestic and foreign literature. p0581 A73-10827
p0062 A73-16034 Binaural interaction effects on afterperception of
Annotated bibliography on reaction times in white noise pulse sequences delivered to both
selected human information processing tasks ears simultaneously or after various intervals
[AD-7454161 p0596 N73-10095 p0167 A73-24333
Annotated bibliography with preliminary analysis Problem of localization in the median plane -
on dysbaric osteonecrosis Effect of pinnae cavity occlusion.
(AD-7472581 p0071 873-13100 p0193 A73-24976
Bibliography on effects of underwater environment Binaural acoustic field sampling, head movement
on tools, equipment, and human performance and echo effect in auditory localization of
[AD-7480001 p0074 973-13122 sound sources position, distance and orientation
Human performance measurement - bibliographies p0244 173-30282
[AD-749100] p0100 N73-14080 Vector correlation theory and neural mechanisms of
Bibliography of research reports and publications binaural signal detection in human auditory system
issued by Human Engineering Division for April p0244 A73-30283
1946 to December 1970 Binaural signal detection - Equalization and
(AD-7499331 p0103 973-14103 cancellation theory.
p0244 A73-30284
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BINOCULAR VISION SUBJECT INDEX
Interaural difference thresholds in binaural Psycho-visual problems associated with monocular,
perception of signals nonexistent in normal bi-ocular, and binocular visual systems
acoustic environment, considering beats, memory, [AD-749450] p0101 873-14085
learning, and stereophony BIO&COUSTICS
p0244 A73-30285 Dynamic properties of human and animal middle ear
Binaural improvement in normal and defective ears in terms of acoustic impedance, transferin background of other voices function, impulse response, sound diffraction[AD-746101] p0597 N73-10103 and reflex sensitivity
Voice communication and hearing in acoustic p0244 &73-30279
orientation systems of animals at various Binaural signal detection - Equalization and
evolution levels cancellation theory.[DRIC-TRANS-3056) p0298 N73-25121 p0244 173-30284BINOCULAR VISION Action of stable and pulsed noise on the processes
The colour vision characteristics of an observer of skeletal muscle excitation
with unilateral defective colour vision - p0402 A73-42662Results and analysis.. Orbit and superior orbital fissure acoustic window
p0585 A73-12077 for cranium posterior structures imaging by
Tests for binocular rivalry of light contours for echoencephalographic techniquesdetection of randomness in disappearance patterns p0402 173-42667
p0044 173-13557 Simple simulated human head for checkingStereoscopic depth magnitude in viewing echoencephalographic equipment.background-contrasted superimposed half-fields, p0403 173-42672
noting relation to binocular disparity detection Signal processing in medical technology
p0046 173-13762 p0424 173-43317Study of variations of retinal disparities around Voice and hearing in system of acousticthe fixation point by the binocular vernier orientation of animals
method in the foveal region (NLL-DRIC-TRANS-3056-(3623.66)] p0291 N73-24101
p0046 173-13763 BIOASSAY
Cortical area of neural loci involved in monoptic The study of biological macromolecules using
and dichoptic metacontrast occurring for target perturbed angular correlations of gamma radiation.
and masking stimuli imaged on different retinal p0589 173-12648
regions Twin spectrograph measurements at 2520-3375 A of
p0046 173-13764 metal trace elements in biological sample.Monocular and binocular clues interaction in depth solutions
perception and spatial orientation, discussing p0088 173-17692
stereopsis testing Determination of oxidized and reduced pyridine
p0079 173-16483 nucleotides in human and rabbit blood with theThreshold variance analysis of monocular vs aid of-the polaroqraphic cycling techniquebinocular visual stimulation in apparent p0153 A73-21871
movement perception Study of myocardial antigen localization using the
p0121 173-20262 immunofluorescence methodEye dominance measurement relationship to image p0278 173-31392
sharpness or visual acuity from binocular and Bioassay method for thermal protective clothing
monocular tests, obtaining dominance normal fabrics evaluation, measuring skin damage withdistribution various fabric combinations under exposure to
p0153 A73-21893 calibrated flame sourceCorpus callosum role in monocular system p0285 173-32671transcommisural interactions from binocular Apollo diet evaluation - A comparison ofinteraction studies of stimulus-evoked biological and analytical methods includingpotentials in rat visual cortex bioisolation of mice and gamma radiation of diet.
p0167 173-24332 p0355 173-39103Binocular rivalry and binocular fusion of Effect of training with eccentric muscleafter-images. contractions on skeletal muscle metabolites.
p0200 173-26200 p0390 173-41523Scalar perceptions with binocular cues of distance. Blood plasma contamination of the lung alveolar
p0235 173-28176 surfactant obtained by various sampling
Monocular contribution to binocular vision in techniques.
normals and amblyopes. p0391 173-41637p0237 173-28359 Procedure for assaying enzyme activity in soilsThe Bach-Dvorak phenomenon and binocular fusion of and application to presumptive life tests inmoving stimuli. Martian soil
p0245 173-30392 [NASA-CR-1283991 p0591 N73-10059Binocular color resolution capability of the eyes Soil sampling and microorganism analysis inas a function of the characteristics of vision planetary spacecraft assembly area forduring anisometropia prevention of Mars contaminationp0275 173-30999 [NASA-CR-130009] p0135 S73-16059Stereoscopic depth aftereffects with random-dot Animal species susceptibility to toxic effects of
patterns. long term exposure to environmental
p0308 A73-34841 sonomethylhydrazineExtended border enhancement during intermittent [AD-751441] p0139 173-16086illumination - Binocular effects. Risk scoring system for identifying subjects withp0308 173-34842 high risk to coronary heart diseaseAmplitude of visual suppression during the control p0146 N73-17080
of binocular rivalry. Bicrobiological assay procedures for spacecraft
p0311 173-35491 cabling, antennas, solar panels, and thermalSupranuclear structures regulating binocular eye blankets
and head movements. (NASA-CR-130383] p0149 N73-17109p0317 173-36451 Luciferase ATP assay procedure for determining
Binocular vision variation with age in flight crews bacterial infections in urinary tract
p0329 173-36928 [AS -CR-130797J p0173 N73-18096Non-linearity of visual signals in relation to Radioimmunoassays of plasma aldosterone and
shape-sensitive adaptation responses. catecholamine concentrations as human vasomotor
p0346 A73-37418 regulators
Disparity detectors in human depth perception - p0174 N73-18111
Evidence for directional selectivity. Hultiple immunoassay system for determining
p0383 A73-40413 parathyroid hormone, calcitonin, and vitamin DThe psychophysical inquiry into binocular summation, in human blood
p0388 A73-41187 p0174 N73-18112
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SUBJECT INDEX BIOCONTROL SYSTEMS
Potassium ferrioxalate actinometric measurements Histochemical investigation of some energy
of solar ultraviolet photobiological energy metabolism characteristics in a rat heart after
p0292 N73-24113 acute fatigue
Enzymatic luminescent bioassay method for p0278 1A73-31393
determining bacterial levels in urine Total lipid and sterol components of Rhizopus
(NASA-CASE-GSC-11092-2] p0337 N73-27052 arrhizus - Identification and metabolism.
Analytical gas chromatography and mass p028
8 A73-33900
spectroqraphy for physioloqical monitoring of Extraterrestrial life existence evidence,
astronauts discussing biochemical properties, evolution and
rNASA-CR-133272] p0338 N73-27059 mental and moral characteristics of
Biodetection grinder for sampling aerospace extraterrestrial life
materials for microorganisms p0312 A73-35657
rNISA-T7-X-647651 p0376 H73-29059 Method allowing biological and biochemical 
studies
Pluorometric 11-hydroxycorticosteroid of vacuum-exposed bacteria.
determination in human blood plasma p0357 A73-39483
(NASA-TT-P-150921 p0416 N73-30990 Continual mechanochemical model of muscular tissue
BIOISTROIAOUTICS p0381A73-40182
Space environment effects on human life and Abnormal biochemistry in myocardial failure.
biochemical evolution study in aerospace p040
4 173-42686
medicine and biology, noting amino acid Procedure for assaying enzyme activity in soils
molecules synthesis and application to presumptive life tests in
p0056 A73-14589 Martian soil
Russian book - Biomedical problems of space [NASA-CR-1283991 p059
1 N73-10059
flights: Index of domestic and foreign literature. Oxygen redox processes in blood coagulation
p006 2 A73-16034 mechanism
Hicroflora of a sealed cabin with human subjects p00
63 173-12079
in a 3-day experiment with reduced temperature Spectrometric determination of copper, iron,
and high relative humidity cobalt, nickel, and manganese complexes in
p0088 A73-17697 biological samples
Astronauts diurnal life cycle inversion during p025
6 N73-22022
space flight missions, considering social BIOCLIMATOLOGY
factors and work-rest cycle effects Thermal protective garment using independent
p0208 A73-27715 regional control of coolant temperature.
Aerospace medicine session concerning aviation and p0117 A73-19481
space physiology and psycbology Determination of the information-forecasting
p0445 173-33037 indices of biometeorological phenomena
BIOCMEHISTBY p0239 173-28861NT BICTERIOLOGY The combined influence of microwave radiation and
NT BIOGEOCHEMISTRY an adverse climate on the organism
IT ENZYMOLOGY p0277 A73-31170
Biochemical processes during the maturation of BIOCOrTEOL SYSTEMS
erythrocytes - Further results with regard to Activity relation between internal organ receptors
the action site of the respiratory inhibitor P and skeletal muscles in terms of laws
from reticulocytes in the respiratory chain controlling process coordination
p058 8 A73-12510 p0575 173-10154
Nervous system transmitter biochemistry in terms Functional models adequacy for brain activity
of excitation and inhibition coordination with simulation, discussing transfer, forward and
emphasis on qamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/ feedback loops, hierarchy, reciprocity and self
function in cerebellum organizing aspects
p0051 A73-14258 p0579 A73-10651
Developmental changes in neurochemistry during the Neuron networks modeling from viewpoint of
maturation of sleep behavior. intracellular and cell-medium interaction,
p0051 A73-14261 discussing coding properties and nonsingular
Maturation of neurobiochemical systems related to self adjusting system response
the ontoqeny of sleep behavior. p0579 A73-10652
p0051 173-14262 Investigation of the recovery dynamics of the
Chemical evolution under the bion hypothesis, mimic muscle function and choice of an optimal.
p0055 A73-14316 bioelectric stimulation program with the aid of
Protobiochemical developments in terms of an electronic digital computer
extraterrestrial life search and roles of p0579 173-10656
nitriles and urea in prebioloqical chemical Certain aspects of the bionic analysis and control
evolution of dynamic systems
p0055 173-14319 p0580 173-10658
Biological, chemical and cytological methods of Inhibitive mechanisms activity in behavior control
microorganism detection integrated into single by neostriatum, discussing suppressive
instrument reactions, evoked sleep, conditioned and
p0056 173-14320 instrumental reflexes and neurophysiological
Circadian rhythms - Subcellular and biochemical aspects
aspects. pOSB0581A73-11025
p008 9 A73-17824 Muscular activity control mechanism interactions
Book - Molecular evolution: Prebiological and in vertical posture maintenance from
biological. stabilogram, mechanogram and electromyogram data
p0089 A73-17926 p0585 173-12119
Life origin on earth, considering hydrocarbon Hypothalamic norepinephrine - Circadian rhythms
molecules and macromolecular synthesis under and the control of feeding behavior.
earth atmospheric evolutionary conditions p0587 173-12417
p0089 &73-17928 Dynamic aspects of regulation of ventilation in
Model experiments on the prebiological formation man during acclimatization to high altitude.
of protein. p00
42 173-13500
p0090 A73-17938 Circadian rhythm asynchrony in man during
Modified rhodopsin in the pigment epithelium. hypokinesis.
p0121 473-20263 p0049 A73-14121
mechanism of the action of radiation protecting Human body mathematical model described by
agents - A biochemical shock hypothesis kinematic and dynamic equations of joined rigid
p020 7 A73-27499 bodies for investigation of self-controlled
Study of the relations between various mechanical movenents' in specified goal attainment
properties and biochemical composition of bone p0058 173-15207
tissues in man Biological role of atmospheric oxygen in the
p0234 A73-27996 mechanism of blood coagulation
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p0087 A73-17678 p0282 A73-32288
Prolonged control of cardiac bioelectrical Model concept concerning some control principles
activity in man in ground experiments and during of the human organism. III - Seasonal adaptation
spaceflight p0282 A73-32357
p0088 A73-17694 Book - Principles of biological regulation: An
Biological clocks in animal orientation and in introduction to feedback systems.
other functions. p0283 A73-32576
p0089 A73-17825 The explanation and investigation of biological
The influence of age, sex, body size and lung size rhythms.
on the control and pattern of breathing during. p0286 A73-33155
CO2 inhalation in Caucasians. Amplitude of visual suppression during the control
p0094 A73-18337 of binocular rivalry.
The control of sensitivity in the retina. p0311 A73-35491
p0097 173-18673 Cerebral control of eye movements and motion
Ergatic organism defined as multipurpose perception; Proceedings of the Symposium,
nonautonomous control system with homeostasis Freiburg in Breisqau, West Germany, July 20-22,
with respect to functional operations conservation 1971.
p0119 A73-20048 p0315 A73-36432
Human operators and automatic adaptive controllers Vestibular and cerebellar control of oculomotor
- A comparative study on a particular control functions.
task. p0316 A73-36438
p0122 A73-20399 Optomotor integration in the colliculus superior
Digital computer studies of respiratory control, of the cat.
p0123 A73-20577 p0316 A73-36443
Renal component of the antigravitation function of Central programming and peripheral feedback during
the organism eye-head coordination in monkeys.
p0123 A73-20976 p0317 A73-36452
Mathematical analysis of the responses of the The control of eye movements in the saccadic system.
human respiratory system to hypoxia and p0317 A73-36453
hypercapnia Rabbit optokinetic reactions and retinal
p0126 A73-21322 direction-selective cells /A preliminary model/.
Order and disorder in the rhythm of the heart p0317 A73-36455/Fifth Annual George C. Griffith Lecture/. Investigations of the eye tracking system through
p0130 A73-21806 stabilized retinal images.
A frequency response analysis of fusimotor-driven p0317 A73-36456
muscle spindles. Teleoperator system incorporating touch feedback
p0158 A73-22934 and sequenced automatic control for experimental
Organism-machine interactions in hybrid control investigation of human touch sensinq relation to
systems for cardiac stimulation, artificial manipulative skills
breathing apparatus and intelligence assignments p0344 A73-37328
p0159 A73-23298 The control of a manipulator by a computer modelFeatures of supraspinal control of the reflex of the cerebellum.
paths of the spinal cord during walking p0344 A73-37333
p0163 A73-23677 Model of evaporation responses to heat load
Formalization of an arterial pressure increases
stabilization system p0352 A73-38150
p0168 A73-24467 An electrical model of the inertial and adaptiveVoluntary activation of individual motor units in properties of vision as a self-regulating system
man with delayed feedback
p0168 A73-24519 p0354 A73-39004Controlled tachycardia through voluntary change in Mathematical analysis of the operation of
exercise regime, investigating relation between regulatory mechanisms of the spinal cordheart rate and blood circulation p0354 A73-39005
p0169 A73-24521 Russian book - Role of the hypothalamus and theThe operational control of the alpha component in limbic system of the brain in regulating
the electroencephalogram by means of auditory vegetative functions.
feedback p0382 A73-40276
p0204 A73-26549 The role of the anygdaloid nuclei in theMotor functions and control of sensorial messages regulation of water intake
of somatic origin p0382 A73-40278
p0240 A73-29174 The nature of chemoreception in posterior
Anatomical and neurophysiological investigations hypothalamic structures
of centrifugal control of retinal activity via p0382 A73-40279
efferent optic nerve fibers Control of the duration of expiration.
p0242 A73-29875 p0391 A73-41635Periodic conditions in artificial-muscle Effect of chronic pyramid insufficiency on the
autopulsators function of spinal centers of shin and foot
p0244 A73-30289 muscles in manSaccadic eye movement control system, p0401 A73-42658investigating response characteristics to On the electronic simulation of acceleratory
variously timed pulse stimuli nystagus.
p0245 A73-30389 p0403 A73-42683Accuracy of saccadic eye movements and maintenance The effect of anxiety control on the level of
of eccentric eye positions in the dark. information processing
p0245 A73-30390 p0425 A73-43848Voluntary small saccadic eye movements in presence Neurogenic and local regulation of resistance and
of stationary visible target, considering capacitance blood vessels, noting sympathetic
scanning function of fixation saccades nervous system influence on musculocutaneous and
p0246 A73-30394 splanchnic regions
Blood pressure and body temperature dynamic p0426 A73-43927
control systems and respiration relationship to BIODTBNMICSheart rate variability Some bionechanical properties of the pelvic girdle
p0250 A73-30878 of man
The role of carotid sinuses in the regulation of p0045 A73-13743hemodynamics during motor activity German monograph - Experimental investigation of
p0276 a73-31161 the structure of joint movements in the range ofIntervention of cerebello-cortical and motions of the arms and of the entire body,
cortico-cerebellar paths in the organization and giving attention to a presentation in a
regulation of movement man-related basic system.
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p0047 173-13812 p039
7 A73-42173
Book - How man moves: Kinesiological studies and Climbing and cycling with additional weights on
methods. the extremities.
p0048 A73-13993 p0400 A73-42418
Telemetry methods for maximum static muscle Reflex arch lability in rabbits at synchronous
strength measurements, considering dynamic force maximum frequency of electromyographic and
measurement possibilities muscle stretching vibration measurement
p0054 A73-14296 p0401 173-42659
Finite element displacement analysis of a lung. Biodynamic applications regarding isolation of
p0056 A73-14661 humans from shock and vibration.
Human body mathematical model described by p0406 A73-42926
kinematic and dynamic equations of joined rigid Vertical arm reaching movements for various
bodies for investigation of self-controlled gravitational levels, measuring reach time and
movements in specified goal attainment angular and lover arm velocities
p0058 A73-15207 p0424 A73-43218
The dynamic properties of the acoustic middle ear Evaluation of the physical conditions of
reflex in nonanesthetized rabbits - Quantitative individual airmen
aspects of a polysynaptic reflex system. p0425 A73-43790
p0078 A73-16249 Physiological study of dynamics and evolution of
The biodynamic aspects of low altitude, high speed chimpanzee complex behavior, considering motor
flight. reactions, group behavior and nerve mechanisms
p0096 A73-18471 of voluntary acts
Human tendon stress recovery after load removal as p0426 A73-43928
function of time, sex, age and side differences Sentography - Dynamic forms of communication of
p0119 A73-20033 emotion and qualities.
A method for chronocycloqraphical motion analysis p0427 A73-44180
with the aid of an on-line computer Physical model selection for the balance
p0119 A73-20036 preservation system in man
A model for the elastic properties of the lung and p0431 A73-44903
their effect on expiratory flow. Dynamics of the balance preservation system of man
p0126 173-21502 p0432 173-44909
Regional myocardial dynamics from single-plane Conference on operational flight stress effects on
coronary cineangiograms. human biodynamics and performance
p0171 A73-24771 (AGARD-CP-101] p0188 N73-19143
Analysis of swimming motions. Combined stress effects in human communication and
p0194 A73-25184 motion sickness biodynamics
Mechanics of breathing in high altitude and sea p0188 N73-19144
level subjects. Construction of remote controlled mechanical
p0200 A73-26217 manipulators using biodynamic principles
Hyocardial contraction velocity and acceleration [NASA-TT-F-148891 p02
32 N73-21152
in man measured by ultrasound echocardiography BIOELECTBIC POTENTIAL
differentiation. Numerical analysis of spontaneous electric
p0205 A73-27026 activity of the brain - Study of the statistical
Study of the relations between various mechanical properties of the power density spectra
properties and biochemical composition of bone p058
6 A73-12160
tissues in man ERG late photoreceptor potential components time
p0234 A73-27996 course in macaque monkey cones and rods, noting
Transpulmonary pressure gradient and ventilation pure cone foveal response
distribution in excised lungs. p004
6 
A73-13761
p02 76 A73-31129 Variations of evoked potentials during various
Book - Principles of biological regulation: An mental stress situations
introduction to feedback systems. p004
7 173-13825
p0283 A73-32576 Source locations of pattern-specific components of
Dynamic analyses of hybrid bio/mechanical networks human visual evoked potentials. I - Component of
with feedback characterization. striate cortical origin. II - Component of
p0287 A73-33161 extrastriate cortical origin.
Adequate vestibular stimulants on earth and in space p0057 A73-15024
p0303 A73-34122 A new method to measure non-uniformity in the
Analysis of the extravehicular activity of an intact heart.
astronaut p0059 A73-15645
p0314 A73-36116 Mathematical analysis of body surface potentials.
Properties of biological fluids and solids: p0059 A73-15646
Mechanics of tissues and organs; Proceedings of Genesis mechanism of slow cortical
the Biomechanics Symposium, Georgia Institute of after-discharges during brain injuring by
Technology, Atlanta, Ga., June 20-22, 1973. radiation
p0315 A73-36428 p0078 A73-16331
Endolymph fluid mechanics in semicircular canals Correlation between the impulse activity of bulbar
approximated by rigid torus filled with respiratory neurons, the electrical activity of
incompressible Newtonian fluid respiratory muscles, and pulmonary respiration
p0315 A73-36430 volume during obstructed respiration
Three models of the vibrating ulna. p00
87 A73-17683
p0347 A73-37543 Miniature four-channel radiotelemetry system for
Changes in whole body force transmission of dogs the transmission of cerebral biopotentials
exposed repeatedly to vibration. p0093 A73-18167
p0355 A73-39106 Visual evoked responses elicited by rapid
Volume-pressure characteristics of rib stimulation.
caqe-diaphragm interaction in standing subjects p0094 A73-18350
during voluntary relaxation Functional organization of the mechanisms of
p0359 A73-39778 presynaptic inhibition evoked by stimulation of
A model to predict the mechanical impedance of the cutaneous afferents
sitting primate during sinusoidal vibration, p0118 A73-20003
(ASME PAPER 73-DET-78 p0395 A73-42073 Changes in the amplitudinal and temporal
Some psychological and engineering aspects of the characteristics of sensomotor-cortex evoked
extravehicular activity of astronauts. potentials after deactivation of spinocervical
p0396 173-42167 tracts in cats
Biomechanics of locomotion via jumping on lunar p0118 A73-20004
surface, discussing subqravity effects on energy Physiological mechanisms of evoked-potential
requirements, body potential and kinetic energy, habituation in the visual analysor
muscular work, etc p0119 173-20006
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German monograph - The objectivization of the p0198 A73-25647
effect of load and stress on an Single unit reactions in the visual cortex of theinformation-reception process of man with the unanesthetized rabbit to the light flashes of
aid of acoustically evoked potentials, different intensities.
p0122 A73-20389 p0204 A73-26719Evoked potential correlates of expected stimulus Comparative analysis of the electrical activity ofintensity. the cortex and of cerebral subcortical
p0125 A73-21225 formations in the process of the alteration ofRelation between the frequency-amplitude conditioned reactions
characteristics of cerebral electrical activity p0205 A73-27104
and gonadotropic hormone excretion levels at The role of analyzers of conditional andvarious stages of ontogenesis unconditional stimuli in the functional systemp0125 173-21319 of the behavioral conditioned-reflex actionRelation of electrolyte disturbances to cardiac p0206 A73-27105
arrhythmias. Heart function mechanism explanation by activation
p0131 A73-21807 potential stimulation of muscular contractionCortical potentials evoked by confirming and via calcium ions
disconfirming feedback following an auditory p0207 A73-27690discrimination. Dynamics of certain characteristics of the evokedp0153 A73-21895 potential of the optic cortex in rabbits underInvestigation of evoked activity in the ventral conditions of increasing hypoxia
horn of lumbar segments during the interaction p0208 A73-27709of efferent extrapyramidal and cortical stimuli Light adaptation of the late receptor potential in
p0156 173-22579 the cat retina.Biopotential alpha and theta rhythms of neocortex p0236 A73-28352and hippocampus of milk drinking cats after food Theoretical models of the generation ofand water deprivation steady-state evoked potentials, their relation
p0157 A73-22862 to neuroanatomy and their relevance to certainLight evoked changes in potential difference clinical problems.
between inside and outside of cells in Limulus p0236 173-28354
ommatidia, describing multistage model of Evoked potentials to changes in the chromaticgenerator potential contrast and luminance contrast of checkerboard
p0160 A73-23309 stimulus patterns.
Light-induced potential and resistance changes in p0236 A73-28355vertebrate photoreceptors. Scotopic visibility curve in man obtained by the
p0161 A73-23313 VEB.
Retinal S-potential receptive field relationship p0236 A73-28356to light energy and wavelength, considering cone A clinical method for obtaining pattern visualand rod potentials, ganglion cells and vision evoked responses.
p0161 A73-23314 p0236 A73-28357Correlation analysis of the bioelectrical activity Motor functions and control of sensorial messages
of the brain during mental work of somatic origin
p0163 A73-23678 p0240 A73-29174Examination of responses evoked in the sensory Behavioral and electrophysiological correlates
cortex by thalamic stimulation. during flash-frequency discrimination learning
p0164 A73-23772 in monkeys.Sinusoidal stimuli induced electrical activity of p0242 A73-29989hippocampus in waking rhesus monkeys and baboons Human average evoked potential distribution over
p0167 A73-24330 scalp to associate cortical electrical activityCorpus callosum role in monocular system with voluntary movement, reacting to EKG activitytranscommisural interactions from binocular p0242 A73-29990
interaction studies of stimulus-evoked Effect of stimulus uncertainty on the pupillary
potentials in rat visual cortex dilation response and the vertex evoked potential.p0167 A73-24332 p0242 A73-29991Cardiac potential measuring and recording German monograph - Comparative investigations
instrument with 240 probes, presenting circuit regarding the phenomenon of force potentiationand block diagrams in the case of the heart muscle of cold-bloodedp0167 173-24422 and warm-blooded animals.
Electrophysiological study of the topographic p0249 A73-30669
organization of Deiters' lateral vestibular Loss of information during central summation of
nucleus local postsynaptic potentialsp0168 A73-24515 p0249 A73-30825Amplitude discriminator with variable effective Subjective brightness contrast lack of correlationrange design for use with/without digital with steady state evoked potential amplitude incomputer in neuron pulsed activity analysis suprathreshold stimuli range
p0168 A73-24516 p0275 A73-31017Features of the spontaneous and evoked neuronal Evoked negative electrical potentials due to
activity of deep brain structures in man during auditory zone stimulation by local cooling,voluntary movements mechanical trauma and potential recording,
p0168 A73-24517 observing reaction regeneration variationsShort-term latent reactions of the lateral p0276 A73-31159
geniculate body neurons in the rat to electrical Electrophysiological evidence that abnormal early
stimulation of the optical tract visual experience can modify the human brain.p0170 A73-24595 p0278 A73-31371hemory process in terms of cortex-subcortex Technique for recording muscle biopotentials byinterrelation, brain lability level and means of implanted electrodes
biopotential trace processes p0281 173-31799
p0194 A73-25198 Opponent-colors responses in the visually evokedCell membrane molecular structure and lipid potential in man.
composition, discussing phospholipid role in p0308 A73-34844
membrane potential maintenance in myocardial cells Frequency analysis of spatio-temporal visually
p0197 A73-25591 evoked cortical potentials during binocularNeurogenic and myogenic mechanisms of myocardium rivalry.
cell electrical activity and excitation in
vertebrate and invertebrate neural and muscle Saccade correlated events in the lateral
tissues geniculate body.p0198 A73-25599 p0317 A73-36449Single unit and evoked potential responses in cat Intracellular-extracellular action potentials -
optic tract to paired light flashes. Considerations for the formation of wavefronts
1-0o
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and their detection on the body surface. Effect of the electrical stimulation of the
p0319 A73-36518 sensomotor cortex on the potentials of dorsal
Physiologic correlates and clinical comparisons of roots and on the depolarization of primary
isopotential surface maps with other spinal afferents
electrocardiographic methods. p0401 173-42652
p0319 A73-36519 Statistical treatment of evoked cerebral
Effect of sonic boom on hearing and vestibular potentials during experiments on a Dnepr-1
equilibrium computer
p0327 A73-36910 p0401 A73-42657
The value of data processing in the analysis of Relation between vibratory sensibility and
visual evoked potentials electric signal of living body.
p0327 173-36911 p0403 A73-42680
honkey rod receptor potential suppression at Rectifier-like color dependent phase shifts in
photopic stimulus intensities by electrophysiological responses to different
neurophysiological inhibitory mechanism for colored stimuli at evoked potential and single
clearing cone initiated visual pathway neuron levels
p0345 A73-37412 p040
7 173-42961
Slowed decay of the monkey's cone receptor Recovery of cone receptor activity in the frog's
potential by intense stimuli, and protection isolated retina.
from this effect by light adaptation. p0407 &73-42962
p0346 A73-37413 Frog red rod dark adaptation from recorded
The effect of social-emotional environmental receptor potentials of isolated retina,
stress on the functional state of the examining permanent sensitivity loss due to
neocortical structures of rhesus monkeys pigment bleaching
p0347 A73-37755 p0407 173-42963
Quantitative evoked-potential analyses for the Structurally functional properties of the
neurophysioloqical characterization of faulty dendrites of central neurons
learning processes in the experimental arterial p0426 173-43926
hypertonia-pathoqenesis Electrical field distribution in the human body.
p0348 173-37756 p0427 A73-44216
Functional characteristics of different neurons in Intracellular measurements in a closed hyperbaric
the auditory cortex chamber.
p0349 A73-37940 p043
4 A73-45072
Evoked potentials in the hypothalamus in response Cortical and intracortical study of the frontal
to stimulation of the vagus and sciatic nerves visual evoked potential in photosensitive Papio
p0349 A73-37941 papio
Motor unit reactions of man to spinal and p0434 A73-45159
supraspinal inhibitory stimuli Visual evoked potentials to changes in the motion
p0349 173-37943 of a patterned field.
Amplitude variations of acoustically evoked p0435 a73-45167
potentials as a function of signal information Comparison of visual evoked potentials to
and fatigue due to stress stationary and to moving patterns.
p0352 A73-38161 p0435 A73-45168
Visually evoked cortical potentials to patterned Local resistance variations caused by membrane
stimuli in monkey and man. potential shifts in the interior of the
p0359 A73-39760 horizontal retina cell
Role of associations in the formation of evoked p0435 A73-45250
potentials from the human cerebral cortex Electrophysiological sleep patterns of human and
p0362 173-39798 animal brains
A universal preamplifier for bioelectric signals [NASA-TT-F-740] p0257 N73-22023
p0383 A73-40345 Bioelectrical activity differentiations in cat
Symmetry of the visual evoked potential in normal cortex during sleep inhibition
subjects. p0257 N73-22026
p0385 173-41012 Interdependence of slow and rapid brain waves
Variations in the motor potential with force during sleep
exerted during voluntary arm movements in man. p0257 N73-22027
p0385 173-41013 Neuronal changes in cortical motor region cells
Evoked potentials in the hypothalamus and during pharmacological induced sleep
mesencephalic reticular formation upon p0257 N73-22028
stimulation of the vaqus nerve Somnofunctional mapping of deep brain waves in
p0389 A73-41263 neurological patients
Performance decrement, under prolonged testing, p0257 N73-22029
across the visual field. Thalamic cat cell activities during sleep and
p0392 173-41730 wakefulness phases
Individual physiological differences in evoked p0257 N73-22030
potential reactions to light sources, discussing Bioelectric activity and excitability of cat brain
latent periods, potential amplitude distribution structures during sleep phases
and EEG measurement techniques p0257 N73-22031
p0393 A73-41888 Bioelectric activity changes in brains of sleeping
Operator reaction functional readiness children caused by aging factor
manifestation in evoked potential p0257 173-22032
characteristics of stimulus-response situations, Centripetal acceleration for inhibiting cerebellar
obtaining response amplitude distribution rat cortex activity
p0394 A73-41891 p0262 873-23030
Effect of the stimulation of nonspecific thalamic Comparison of electroencephalographic response
nuclei on spontaneous and evoked spindles in the patterns in man and monkeys to visually evoked
auditory cortex cortical stimuli
p0394 173-41958 [IZF-1972-24] p0264 N73-23049
Examination of a multiple dipole inverse cardiac Effects of phosdrin on electrical brain potentials
generator, based on accurately determined model in sguirrel monkeys
data. [FAA-M-73-3] p0338 173-27056
p0394 173-41961 Influence of N-type sound wave pressure rise time
Signal/noise ratio in the recording of human on guinea pig cochlear and acoustically evoked
nerve-action potentials. potentials
p0399 173-42372 [ISL-31/72] p0365 173-27940
Russian book - Integral topograms of heart BIOELECTRICITT
potentials. Stability criteria in manifestations of the
p0401 173-42489 activity of the central nervous system in humans
p0575 A73-10152
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Left ventricular receptors activated by severe p0164 173-23804
asphyxia and by coronary artery occlusion. Neuron analyzer technique for poststimulus
p0579 173-10549 histogram plotting of neuron excitation as
Computerized correlation analysis of single and function of stimulus onset time
multiple neuron pulse activity, considering p0165 A73-23811
temporal, sequential and entropy characteristics Device for analyzing the electrical activity of
p0579 A73-10653 nerve fibers in intact nerves
Complex processing of discrete biological p0165 A73-23812
information Alternative mechanisms of apparent supernormal
p0580 A73-10662 atrioventricular conduction.
Stable frequency and synchronicity alterations in p0165 A73-23843
the discharges of cortical neuron populations in The influence of change in the functional state of
feedback experiments the central nervous system on the course of
p0582 A73-11445 asphyxia
Induced retinal image blurring effects on rabbit p0166 A73-23937
midbrain single cell trigger features and Origin of the external electric field detected
response efficiencies, noting receptive field near animals and men
responsive area p0166 A73-23942
p0583 173-11503 Role of nerve structures in the action of
Analysis of the response characteristics of optic low-frequency sinusoidally modulated currents on
tract and geniculate units and their mutual synovial membrane permeability in the knee joint
relationship. p0166 A73-23943
p0586 A73-12162 Functional state of the cerebral cortex and of the
Mathematical model for spectral distribution mesencephalic reticular formation during
function of brain waves, noting analogy with BC prolonged action of impulsive and stable noise
oscillator p0167 A73-24334
p0588 A73-12557 Characteristics of the electrical activity of the
Phasic discharge activity and localization of superior olivary bodies of Vespertilionidae and
sheep medullary neurons in relation to Rhinolophidae bats in response to ultrasonic
swallowing reflex after superior laryngeal nerve stimuli of different frequencies
stimulation p0170 A73-24596
p0046 173-13786 Effect of whole-body vibration on peripheral nerve
Response of single units of the posterior conduction time in the Rhesus monkey.
hypothalamus to thermal stimulation. . p0196 A73-25335
p0048 173-14111 Dynamics of changes in neuron activity regimes of
Telemetered BEG and neuronal spike activity in the ascending auditory pathways
olfactory bulb and amygdala in free moving p0199 A73-26079
rabbits. Nature and significance of periodic electrical
p0054 A73-14299 activity variations in the neocortex and the
Derivation of a function of nerve-fiber hippocampus during the paradoxical phase of sleep
distribution according to fiber diameters on the p0199 A73-26083
basis of electrophysiological measurements Bypothalamus, septum and ventrobasal thalamus
p0060 A73-15787 nuclei single neuron responses to skin thermal
Characteristic of collicular responses to stimulation, indicating afferent connections
stimulation of various sections of the visual between cerebrum thermoregulation center and
afferent pathway in cats peripheral thermoreceptors
p0078 A73-16332 p0199 A73-26086
Space-time dynamics of the impulse activity in Influence of synchronized sleep upon spontaneous
human-brain neuron populations and induced discharges of single units in visual
p0080 A73-16692 system.
Intercortical functional connections in lower p0201 A73-26223
monkeys, Macacus rhesus, exhibited by evoked On the functional significance of subcortical
responses single unit activity during sleep.
P0080 A73-16693 p0242 A73-29993
Utilization extent of the muscle apparatus Oscillatory waves in intraretinally recorded
capabilities during maximum voluntary force electroretinograms in primates, considering
exertion electrode depth, stimulus duration and intensity
p0080 A73-16696 and background illumination, anesthesia and
Responses of bulbar respiratory neurons to tetrodotoxin effects
apparatus-aided artificial respiration p0245 A73-30393
p0081 A73-16699 Circulation of nervous impulses in the cerebral
Effect of hypercapnia on the electrical discharges cortex
of the bulbar respiratory neurons and motor p0248 A73-30569
neuron ganglia of respiratory muscles Neurophysioloqical characteristics of isolated
p0084 173-16735 structures of the cerebral cortex
Functional state of various portions of the p0248 A73-30570
cerebrum under the action of extremal stimulation Effects of vaqotomy on the impulse activity of
p0084 A73-16736 respiratory neurons
Rabbit hippocampal neuron activity relation to p0276 A73-31160
theta-wave phases from cell potential and Transmission of nerve pulses at the switching
extracellular recording analyses locations of the brain
p0118 A73-20005 p0287 A73-33424
Influence of a low-intensity ultrahigh-frequency The neuronal mechanism of nystaqsgmus.
electromagnetic field on the bioelectrical p0316 A73-36437
activity of the brain in rabbits Limitations of the dipole concept in
p0154 A73-22367 electrocardiographic interpretation.
Electrophysiological investigation of noise p0319 173-36517
rejection in an auditory system receiving sound Changes in the electrical activity of the brainfrom a localized source and in some thermoregulation indices of
p0156 173-22580 nonanesthetized sale cats during cooling
Modification and updating of the bioelectric DS2C p0322 A73-36569
amplifier for a PET input. On correlation between the changes in cerebellar
p0159 A73-22936 bioelectric activity and the adaptive reactions
Statistical investigation of the impulse activity under the effect of accelerations.
of neurons in various hypothalamic regions p0328 173-36915
p0164 A73-23802 Reinforcement of unconscious traces of stimuli inRole of the medial area of the medulla oblongata the human being during ontogenesisin the rhythmical activity of respiratory-center p0343 173-37251
neurons
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Changes in some behavioral reactions and in the NT BIOIETRICS
bioelectric activity of the brain in cats during NT BIOTELEMETRY
the development of sleep under polarization of NT BODY MEASUREMENT (BIOLOGY)
individual brain structures NT CARDIOGRAPHY
p0345 a73-37393 NT ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
Probabilistic statistical methods for analysis of NT ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY
impulse flows in nerves NT ELECTRONYOGRAPHY
p0354 A73-39002 NT ELECTROPLETHYSMOGRAPHY
A mathematical model of the peripheral pain NT ELECTRORETINOGRAPHY
signalization mechanism NT PLETHYSMOGRAPHY
p0354 A73-39003 Periodic conditions in artificial-muscle
Effects of round window stimulation on unit autopulsators
discharges in the visual cortex and superior p024
4 
A73-30289
colliculus. Automatic apparatus for the study of conditioned
p0356 A73-39146 reflexes in a monkey seated in the
A study of evoked slow activities in man which primatological chair
follow a voluntary movement and articulated speech p0386 A73-41140
p0359 A73-39759 Power sources and requirements for human
Bioelectric and vegetative components of artificial hearts
conditioned reflexes of 'neqative-emotional type' (COO-2155-4] p0102 N73-14095
p0362 A73-39797 Design and development of biomedical prosthetic
Functional properties of auditory cortex neurons and electronic devices
in a controlled experiment (NASA-CR-130022] p0140 N73-16093
p0362 A73-39802 Electrocutaneous parameters for designing dynamic
Diminution of uncertainty in the firing of tactual communication system
hippocampal units in response to a stimulus p0230 N73-21135
p0362 A73-39803 Design of hemoglobin tester, flow ventilation
Hybrid biological power cells for cardiac systems, blood viscometer, isotope handling
pacemakers - Materials evaluation. equipment, and blood pressure measuring device
p0363 A73-39823 (NASA-TE-I-66214] p0231 N73-21139
High-frequency synchronized activity of the Safe handling system for iridium isotopes used in
amyqdaloid complex as an EEG indicator of radiation therapy
certain psychophysioloqical states p0231 N73-21143
p0382 A73-40277 Bioelectric monitoring and motion picture
Correlative function formalism for neuron networks surveying for improved physical training of
with limited communication channels and astronauts
active-refractive-storing signal action p0263 N73-23039
p0389 A73-41277 Biological development of human living environment
Russian book - Electrical activity of the human fNASA-TT-F-15005] p0339 N73-27067
brain in the process of motor action. Interaction concept for improving efficiency of
p0389 A73-41289 man machine systems
Influence of small electromagnetic-field [JPRS-59149] p0340 173-27070
fluctuations on the bioelectric activity of the BIOGENESIS
human brain U BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION
p0395 A73-41964 BIOGENY
Objective method for classification of The role of biogenic amines in sleep.
multicellular activity patterns of neuron p0051 173-14260
population in the cerebrum of man Silk fibroin, collagen, glycoproteins, keratin and
p0401 A73-42656 protamines formation in single evolutionary
Shaping device for frequency analysis of event by de novo synthesis of DNA
electrical processes in peripheral neural stems p0116 A73-19219
and ganglia Lifes possible origin on earth from
p0402 A73-42664 extraterrestrial organisms, discussing galactic
Computer acquisition of multiunit nerve-spike intelligent life and intelligent signals from
signals. extrasolar planets
p0403 A73-42671 p0387 A73-41175
Circuit diagram of amplifier-filter for analysis BIOGEOCBERISTBI
of impulse activity of baroreceptor aortic Biogeochemistry of aragonite mud and oolites.
afferent nerves in rabbits p0056 A73-14662
p0403 173-42681 Biogenic elemental distribution and isotopic
The nature and significance of the dynamics of abundance in lunar samples, discussing heavy
electrical activity in the neocortex and isotopes enrichment by solar wind irradiation,
hippocampus during the paradoxal phase of sleep meteorite impacts and hydrogen stripping
p0429 A73-44718 p0095 A73-18417
Electronic simulation and analog computer studies Chemical evolution - Recent syntheses of
of the' influence of temperature on the process bioorganic molecules.
of nerve impulse shaping p0202 A73-26477
p0430 A73-44725 A search for porphyrin bionarkers in Nonesuch
Mechanical response of otolith-dependent units of Shale and extraterrestrial samples.
cats to sinusoidal linear acceleration p0202 A73-26481
r[MRU-B-69-3] p0608 N73-11068 BIOIISTRUBENTATION
Neuroelectric oscillation in two parallel, NT BIOTELEMETRY
single-unit pathways feeding back on single A linear motion generator for physiological
primary cell research.
8R-984-RCi p0070 N73-13083 p0577 A73-10173
Change in impulse activity of neurons in Automated calibration of blood pressure signal
respiratory center during electric stimulation conditioners.
of vestibular nerve and dorsal roots in spinal p0057 A73-14846
cord A hybrid broad-band ERG frequency analyzer for use
p0442 N73-33017 in long-term experiments.
State of blood filling and bioelectric activity of p0057 A73-14847
grain in circulatory hypoxia in healthy persons Application of frequency discrimination technique
and individuals with early forms of autonomic to the analysis of electroencephalographic
vascular dysfunction signals.
pO443 N73-33027 p0057 173-15052
BIOEIGINERBING External field electromagnetic measurement of
NT ANTHROPOMETRY blood flow - An alternative approach to the
NT BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY solution of the baseline problem.
NT BIOINSTRUMENTTITON p0061 A73-15992
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Three channel transistorized pulse generator for Measurement of cardiac output with and organ
electric stimuli used in electrophysiological trapping of radioactive microspheres.
studies p0324 173-36661
p0084 173-16739 Hybrid biological power cells for cardiac
Redinteqrated somatotyping technique for physique pacemakers - Materials evaluation.
measurement and classification based on limb and p0363 173-39823
torso photographic diameter integration with Evaluation of effects of the microwave oven /915
height, using photoelectric cell and electronics and 2450 MHz/ and radar /2810 and 3050 MHz/
p0096 A73-18474 electromagnetic radiation on noncompetitive
Linearity of the horizontal component of the cardiac pacemakers.
electro-oculoqram. p0363 A73-39824
p0115 A73-19125 Thin film temperature sensor with polymer coating
Modulated light transmission for electrical for medical research providing good sensitivity
isolation in a multichannel physiological and stability for rapid temperature changes in
monitoring system. biochemical reactions
p0117 A73-19482 p0395 A73-42055
A respirometer for the continuous measurement of An assembly for electrophysiological and
respiration volume with remote transmission thermometric studies
p0119 A73-20035 p0402 A73-42663
A method for chronocyclographical motion analysis Measuring characteristics of the displacement
with the aid of an on-line computer cardiograph.
p0119 A73-20036 p0403 173-42676
Method for measuring the contractions of small A simple cardiac contractility computer.
hearts in organ culture. p0403 A73-42677
p0125 A73-21218 Influence of nonideal flow conditions in
A method for electrocardiogram recording in Rhesus haemodialysers on mass-transfer theories.
monkeys p0403 A73-42678
p0126 A73-21324 Circuit diagram of amplifier-filter for analysis
Heated Fleisch pneumotachoseter - A calibration of impulse activity of baroreceptor aortic
procedure. afferent nerves in rabbits
p0127 A73-21509 p0403 A73-42681
An implantable glass electrode used for pH Design and attachment of skin electrodes in human
measurement in working skeletal muscle. cardiac monitoring during space flight
p0127 A73-21510 p0065 N73-12095
Technique for the implantation of long-term Applications of aerospace technology to biomedical
diagnostic electrodes in the amygdaloid complex research
of the human brain [NASA-C-129588] p0068 H73-13071
p0157 A73-22857 Obtaining stable oxygen electrodes by coating with
odification of a ballisto-oscillograph for plasma catalyzed polymer film
extremities [AD-748422] p0074 B73-13120
p0157 A73-22865 Biodetection grinder for sampling aerospace
Electrical operational and pneumatic /variometer/ materials for microorganisms
differentiation recording of displaced volume (NASA-T-Z-647651 p0376 N73-29059
derivative from pneumotachograph in spontaneous Instrument for measurement of postural equilibrium
breathing in human beings
p0159 A73-22937 [AD-763096] p0377 N73-29067
The electroretinogram, as analyzed by NASA bioinstrumentation list for public utilization
microelectrode studies. [NASA-SP-5958(01) ] p0438 873-32007
p0162 A73-23318 BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY
Electromagnetic 60 Hz interference in ECG U ACTIVITY (BIOLOGY)
recordings, discussing sources, identifying BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
tests, elimination and ECG amplifier design U BIOASSAY
p0163 A73-23648 BIOLOGICAL CELLS
An IC piezoresistive pressure sensor for o CELLS (BIOLOGY)
biomedical instrumentation. BIOLOGICAL CLOCKS
p0163 A73-23649 U RHYTHM (BIOLOGY)
.An electrocardiograph amplifier which satisfies BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
the stringent requirements of long-term NT RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS (BBE)
monitoring of cardiac activity Russian monograph on radioactive isotopes effects
p0166 A73-23849 on organisms covering setabolisa, elimination,
Cardiac potential measuring and recording acceleration methods, pathogenesis and treatment
instrument with 240 probes, presenting circuit of damage, toxicity, biological action, etc
and block diagrams p0590 A73-12865
p0167 A73-24422 Pathomorpholoqical and histochemical analysis of
Development of neurosurgical instrumentation and Luna 16 fine lunar soil fraction biological
procedures for emergency use in null and effect on mice
low-gravity environments - A speculative approach. p0056 A73-14569
p0196 A73-25342 BRussian book on radiation genetics of
Implantable transducer for in vivo measurement of microorganisms covering lethal and mutaqenic
bone strain. action of radiation on fungi, microscopic algae,
p0206 A73-27443 bacteria and viruses
Decatron indicator for a micromanipulator p0060 A73-15701
controlled by a stepping motor Effect of lunar soil on radiation injuries in mice.
p0250 173-30850 p0077 A73-16090
Procedure for recording the rate of pressure Effect of a 30-day stay in a medium with increased
changes in heart cavities oxygen content on the discharge of some gaseous
p0276 A73-31167 bioactivity products in rats
Technique for measuring the vessel blood pressure p0086 173-17676in long continued experiments Biological role of atmospheric oxygen in the
p0279 173-31394 mechanism of blood coagulation
The application of aerospace technology to patient p0087 173-17678
monitoring. The null magnetic field as reference for the study
p0285 A73-32804 of geomagnetic directional effects in animals
Book - Biomedical instrumentation and measurements, and man.
p0312 A73-35860 p0092 173-18033
Techniques for microinjection of biologically Morphological changes in the testicles of dogs
active substances into subcortical structures of exposed to chronic and combined gamma-radiationthe brain p0123 A73-20981
p0322 173-36574
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SUBJECT INDEX BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS COETD
Biological effects of lasting hypodynamia on young on the 'Cosmos-368' artificial earth satellite
albino rats in 62 day confinement, considering p0314 A73-36117
weight, growth and sexual behavior Preliminary results of the action of cosmic heavy
p0124 173-20983 ions on development of eggs of Artemia salina.
A method for studying the action of high-intensity p0315 A73-36129
electric fields on microorganisms Method allowing biological and biochemical studies
p0167 A73-24419 of vacuum-exposed bacteria.
Gravitational effects on biological systems in p0357 A73-39483
terms of animal body size, age, sex and posture The effect of immobilization on body fluid volume
as factors affecting acceleration tolerance in the rat.
p0197 173-25573 p0358 173-39487
Biochemical, and morphological studies of lunar Changes in the peripheral blood of the rat exposed
material effects on plant tissue culture cells, to microwave radiation /2400 MBz/ in conditions
noting nonpathological increased cellular of chronic exposure.
activity and chloroplast and cytoplasm changes p03 87 A73-41159
p0202 A73-26482 RF fields as new ecological factor in environment
Response of tobacco tissue cultures growing in pollution, considering radiation interaction
contact with lunar fines. with biological systems and increased use of
p0203 A73-26483 electromagnetic spectrum
Mammalian tissue response to subcutaneous and p03 92 173-41787
intraperitoneal injection of aqueous suspensions Life sciences and space research XI; Proceedings
of lunar fine material, noting insolubility in of the Fifteenth Plenary Meeting, Madrid, Spain,
tissue and irritant action May 10-24, 1972.
p0203 A73-26484 p0395 173-42158
Plant growth response to low temperature and UV Free fall effects on differential growth and
treatment,.discussinq chlorophyll synthesis, radiation sensitivity of higher plants in space
carbohydrate levels, ion balance and enzyme flight and ground based clinostat experiments
characteristics p0397 173-42172
p0203 173-26486 Estimation of the biological danger of the very
Results and prospects of microbiological studies high energy component of space radiation.
in outer space. p0398 A73-42180-
p0203 173-26487 Biological effects due to single accelerated heavy
Life processes in ammonia - Anomalous germination particles and the problems of nervous system
behavior of onion seed in ammonia and amines. exposure in space.
p0203 A73-26491 p0398 173-42181
Book - An introduction to radiation protection. The radiobiological effects of heavy ions on
p0205 173-27048 mammalian cells and bacteria.
The effects of mercury compounds on the growth and p0398 173-42182
orientation of cucumber seedlings. Apollo 16 Biostack experiment for biological
p0206 A73-27274 effects of cosmic ray heavy primaries on cell
Mechanism of the action of radiation protecting and tissue development and mutations of bacilli,
agents - A biochemical shock hypothesis Artemia and plant seeds
p0207 173-27499 p0399 173-42185
Overview of the biological effects of Reactions of living organisms to the action of
electromagnetic radiation. electromagnetic waves in the millimeter range
p0240 A73-29211 p0426 173-44094
Investigation of the influence of biologically Effects of electromagnetic waves of the millimeter
active substances on the permeability of the skin range on a cell and on some structural elements
p0277 173-31174 of a cell
Retinal vessel reactions and intraocular tension p0427 173-44095
in humans staying in a horizontal position for Prospects for studying mechanisms responsible for
120 days the nonthermal effects of millimeter- and
p0280 173-31514 submillimeter-band electromagnetic radiation on
Survival of common bacteria in liquid culture biologically active compounds
under carbon dioxide at high temperatures. p0427 173-44096
p0284 173-32650 Research on biological effects of microwave
Parachutist biomedical effects during 110-175 knot radiation
towing by aircraft, establishing maximum [MBL-1972-5] p0591 N73-10060
feasible airspeed Biological effectiveness of microwave field and
p0285 173-32675 human tolerance
Biophysical hazards of microwave radiation. (JPRS-57209] p0593 873-10073
p0285 A73-32723 Exposure distributions for air travelers and
Biological indicators and the effectiveness of radiation workers at 0.54 millirem/year
sterilization procedures. ([D-743482] p0594 N73-10083
p0288 173-33692 Theoretical study of biological hazards from
Formaldehyde gas as a sterilant. exposure to ELF electrical fields and potentials
p0288 173-33694 [D-743480] p0595 N73-10093
Russian book - Primary and initial processes of Human and animal studies on both ionizing and
the biological action of radiation, nonionizing radiations
p0312 173-35896 (PB-210613] p0596 N73-10099
Experimental methods of correlation between the Effects of whole body exposure to external
tralectories of cosmic heavy ions and biological radiations, using animal studies applied to man
objects: Dosimetric results - Experiment [CONF-720108-2] p0066 873-12102
Biostack on Apollo 16 and 17. Conference on biological effects of magnetic fields
p0313 173-35946 ([EC-TT-1545] p0099 173-14070
Ten years of development of the Planetary Effects of alterations in barometric pressure on
Quarantine Program of the United States. humans
p0313 173-35966 p0104 173-15092
Influence of simulated weightlessness on the Biological effects of Viking Lander spacecraft
mutational rate of Tribolium confusum. engine fuel on extraterrestrial life during
p0314 173-35984 landing on planet Bars
Survival and mutability of Chlorella under various [NASA-TH-1-27141 p0107 573-15118
orientation in the earth's gravitational field. Biosatellite 2 experiments for determining effects
p0314 A73-35997 of prolonged weightlessness on biological
Effect of dynamic factors of space flights on processes
green alga Chlorella vulqaris. (CONF-720441-1] p0107 373-15119
p0314 A73-36098 Biological effects of microwave irradiation on
Cytogenetic analysis of diploid and autotetraploid humans - literature review
Crepis capillaris seeds following space travel (OR-3490-29] p0107 373-15120
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BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION SUBJECT INDEX
Bibliography on radio frequency and microwave p0055 A73-14318
radiation effects in biological systems A note on the hypothesis - Protein polymorphism as
rAD-7502711 p0108 N73-15131 a phase of molecular evolution.
Physiology of depressed metabolic states and p0062 A73-16033
gastrointestinal responses to ionizing radiation Book - Molecular evolution: Prebioloqical and
[rASA-ca-130381] p0133 N73-16038 biological.
Effect of prolonged hypodynamia on rat biology p0089 A73-17926
p0134 N73-16050 The origin of life problem - A brief critique.
Abstracts on radiation and health physics p0089 A73-17927
rBuL-1651-VOL-2-PT-2] p0137 N73-16069 Atomic, molecular, cellular, genetic,
Mortality and blood cell count variation in nice multicellular, neural, mental, social and
after irradiation with fast neutrons and I rays suprasocial levels of evolution, discussing
[BMVG-FBWT-72-161 p0138 N73-16077 systems constituents, interactions and selective
Influence of 100 percent anhydrous ammonia focus
environment on body functions p0090 A73-17929
p0147 N73-17088 Informational biopolymer structure in early living
Occupational hazards and adverse biological forms.
effects of ultraviolet radiation p0090 A73-17946
p0148 N73-17094 Trypsinogen activation peptides - An example of
Aerospace medicine for treating abnormal molecular epiqenesis.
conditions caused by space flight p0091 A73-17947
(IASA-TT-F-735] p0175 173-18116 modelling of structure and functional unity on
Monte Carlo radiation transport computer codes for coacervate systems.
calculating dose distributions and cell survival p0091 A73-17950
probabilities Coacervate systems and evolution of matter on the
(NASA-CE-1309651 p0176 N73-18127 earth.
Influence of light flashes from heavy ionizing p0091 A73-17951
particles on astronaut nervous system Stochastic model application to divergence of
(LBL-1011] p0186 N73-19134 horse-pig lineage from common ancestor in terms
Biological and toxicity effects of aluminum and of hemoglobin and fibrinopeptides alpha and beta
other chemicals in animals chains
fORNL-TIP/TIEC-72-76] p0187 N73-19136 p0116 173-19218
Research in space biology and medicine Ribosomal RNA base composition and molecular
[JPRS-586201 p0216 873-20094 evolution in plants and animals of various
Effect of chronic irradiation of dogs by Co60 taxonomic groups
gamma rays on level of autoantibodies p0116 A73-19220
p0216 N73-20100 Electrophysiological investigation of
Effect of sonic boom on fish and fish eggs during supraseqmental motor control systems evolution
developmental stage through Cyclostomata-Primate series, noting
rFAA-ED-73-29] p0219 B73-20121 preservation of reticulomotor neuron projection
Review of bibliography on medical and biological characteristics
research during space flights p0118 a73-20001
p0224 173-21091 Chemical volatilization as a technique for the
Drug effects on vision of flying personnel detection of extraterrestrial biopolymers and
p0228 w73-21121 possible metabolic products.
Comparison of alcohol and dizepam effects on human p0202 173-26479
mental and psychomotor functions Criteria for distinguishing biogenic and abiogenic
p0229 N73-21126 amino acids - Preliminary considerations.
Apollo 16 experiment using biostack to determine p0202 A73-26480
effects of heavy nuclei on biological organisms The occurrence of nitrate on the early earth and
p0232 173-21761 its role in the evolution of the prokaryotes.
Physical and chemical characteristics, and p0203 A73-26490
biological activity of exhaust from The evolution of lignin - Experiments and
beryllium-fueled motor observations.
rAD-756531] p0259 873-22042 p0241 173-29649
Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace Late Precaabrian microfossils - A new
medicine and biology for 1961 to 1965 stromatolitic biota from Boorthanna, South
[NASA-TT-F-14662) p0265 N73-23053 Australia.
Biological effects of sleep deprivation, and p0241 A73-29723
effects of prolonged work on performance under Relationship of theoretical physics to molecular
combat conditions biology, considering synthesis, ontogenesis,
p0271 N73-23989 phylogenesis, evolution models, thermodynamic
Wing anomalies as result of weightlessness applications and Eugen prebiological evolution
simulation for flour beetle Tribolium confusum theory
p0367 N73-27952 p0281 A73-31823
Influence of continuous and discontinuous exposure Self organized biological systems analysis,
to carbon monoxide on animals including deterministic and phenomenological
p0442 N73-33019 selection theories, molecular level cell
Biological evaluation of influence of instructive properties and self reproducing
helium-oxygen atmosphere on culture of mammalian hypercycles
cells p0281 A73-31825
p0443 173-33024 Extraterrestrial life existence evidence,
BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION discussing biochemical properties, evolution and
NT ABIOGENESIS mental and moral characteristics of
Comparative physiological characteristics of extraterrestrial life
functional relations among the hypothalamus and p0312 A73-35657
the olfactory and limbal systems of the brain Gravity, weightlessness and organismic genetic
p0575 A73-10151 structures.
Evolutionary significance of carbohydrate p0313 173-35923
metabolism alterations in animal brains during Biodegradation from evolution viewpoint as
adaptation to hypoxia physiological function and fundamental cellular
p0575 A73-10153 process regulating biological equilibrium,
High energy phosphate deficit-poduced myocardial explained by intracellular digestion and
cell genetic apparatus activation as cardiac phagocytic cells association
hypertrophy mechanism, discussing mitochondrial p0385 A73-41024
biogenesis and cardiac hyperfunction roles Life origin hypothesis based on interstellar
p0588 A73-12511 molecular concentration in gas clouds, examining
The evolution of ferredoxins from primitive life radical types and molecular Doppler spectra
to higher organisms. p0385 A73-41080
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SUBJECT INDEX BIOMETRICS
Book on comparative physiology of thermorequlation p0058 A73-15408
covering primitive and aquatic mammals, Emotional stresses during a space flight
torpidity aspects, evolution and newborns p0116 A73-19297
p0406 173-42859 OSAP VAVR file of epidemiologic data on medically
Primitive mammals phylogeny relationship to waivered flying personnel, describing
homeothermic abilities, discussing body computerized updating system
temperature, thermorequlation, basal metabolism p015 5 A73-22539
rates, hibernation, nychthemeral rhythms and The use of sampling guantiles for the compression
responses to heat and cold of telemetric transmission and the statistical
p0406 A73-42860 handling of medical information.
Thermoregulation evolution in various animals, p0207 A73-27646
discussing body size and composition effects, Automatic methods for smoothing and separation of
body temperature variations, control mechanisms, characteristic points in an electrocardiographic
heat loss and production, behavior and ontogeny signal
p0406 A73-42863 p02 45 A73-30387
Directed Panspermia theory of terrestrial Waveform vector analysis of orthogonal
bioevolution, suggesting microorganism electrocardiograms - Quantification and data
transmission to earth by intelligent reduction.
technologically advanced civilization via p0286 A73-33115
spacecraft Pilot workload immediate, duty day and long term
p0428 A73-44553 period evaluation from heart rate, subjective,
Biostatistics of genetical processes in human psychological, biochemical stress and sleep
populations pattern measurements
[NASA-CE-1315081 p0229 N73-21131 p0347 A73-37734
Handbook on structural evolution of vestibular Interactive information system with application in
apparatus medical area
p0264 N73-23044 [NASA-TM-X-66076] p0604 N73-10156
State and prospects of biogeocenological research Neurophysiology and dynamic response of vestibular
fJPBS-593951 p0338 N73-27053 system to angular and linear acceleration
Search for biological life forms on Mars and other (DR-215] p0606 N73-11057
planets Influence of 45 to 60 day space flight on
p0416 N73-30985 physiological functions of human body
BIOLOGICAL MODELS (NASA-CR-129131] p0609 N73-11074
U BIONICS Technology utilization in biomedical areas for
BIOLOGICAL RHTTHE November 1972
U RHYTHM (BIOLOGY) ([ASA-CR-129998] p0109 873-15135
BIOLOGY Utilization of aerospace technology in biomedical
Research in aerospace, biological, and solar field - Southwest Research Institute report for
sciences Jan. 1973
(AD-746143] p0609 N73-11080 (NASA-CR-130984] p0173 N73-18097
Bibliography of wildlife movements and tracking Technology transfer of biomedical data for use in
systems research of cardiovascular diseases
rNASA-CR-130380] p0133 N73-16040 (NASA-CR-131246] p0211 N73-20053
Applications of aerospace technology in biology Review of published bibliographical index of
and medicine Soviet and foreign literature on biomedical
(NASA-CR-130544] p0142 N73-17047 problems in space
BIOLUMINESCENCE p0218 N73-20115
Measurements of the ultraveak bioluminescence Application of systems analysis technigues to
phenomena as a new biotelemetric method. improve management controls within biomedical
p0054 A73-14304 research programs
Characteristics of photogenic bacteria - [NBS-TN-761] p0252 N73-21977
Micrococcus pierantonii Physical and biomedical research by earth orbiting
[NASA-TT-F-144391 p0608 N73-11072 space stations
Photometric observations of in situ fluorescence [AD-7567711 p0294 N73-24126
and bioluminescence with Biota in New York Bight Space biology, space medicine, and human physiology
[Rm-568J1 p0252 873-21978 (NASA-TT-F-14964] p0298 N73-25116
NASA supported research in photobiology and BIOBETEOROLOGY
photochemistry from 1966 to 1973 U BIOCLIMATOLOGY
[NASA-CR-133459] p0365 N73-27937 BIOMETRICS
BIONECHANICS NT ANTHROPOMETRY
U BIODYNAMICS NT BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY
BIOBMEDICAL DATA NT BODY MEASUREMENT (BIOLOGY)
Automated system of storing and processing NT CARDIOGRAPHY
vectorcardiograms NT ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
p0580 a73-10660 NT ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY
Complex processing of discrete biological NT ELECTROMYOGRAPHY
information NT ELECTROPLETHYSMOGRAPHY
p0580 A73-10662 NT ELECTRORETINOGRAPHY
Computation of solutions to the inverse problem of NT PHONOCARDIOGRAPHY
electrocardiography. NT PLETHYSMOGRAPHY
p0582 173-11465 A system for continuous measurement of gas
Vector summation dial for analysis of exchange and respiratory functions.
time-nonstationary cyclic biological data, p0577 A73-10172
applying to peak time change detection and Non-invasive technique for diagnosing atrial
random walks septal defect and assessing shunt volume using
p0049 A73-14120 directional Doppler ultrasound - Correlations
A programmable four channel system for long-time with phasic flow velocity patterns of the shunt.
radio telemetry of biomedical parameters. p0583 A73-11505
p0052 A73-14280 Recording and discrimination of pulsed neuron
Surgically implanted single and multichannel activity responses to stimulus application and
telemetry systems for monitoring single and removal
multiple physiological parameters, discussing p0047 A73-13823
size and power requirements A quick and inexpensive method of monitoring on
p0054 A73-14302 tape the heart rate during exposure of the human
Miniature biotelemeter giving 10 channels of head to .pulsed magnetic fields.
wideband biomedical data. p0053 a73-14289
p0058 A73-15388 Methodical studies concerning the polarographic
The transmission of low frequency medical data measurement of respiration and 'critical oxygen
using delta modulation techniques. pressure' in mitochondria and isolated cells
A-47
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with the aid of the membrane-covered platinum segment motions
electrode [AD-7511341 p0142 N73-16104
p0056 A73-14647 Computer program for evaluating biological
A new method for simultaneous measurement of total parameters
respiratory resistance and compliance. (ISS-72/4) p0186 N73-19128
p0084 173-16799 Biometric and radiant transfer characteristics of
Apparatus note - A system for detecting and forest vegetation
recording movements of the head. p0378 N73-29328
p0086 A73-17522 BIONICS
Examples for signal-noise improvement with the aid Isovolumic contraction dynamics in man according
of polarity correlation analysis in the to two different muscle models.
biological sector p05
76 A73-10158
p0086 173-17593 A continuum analysis of a two-dimensional
Television/computer dimensional analysis interface mechanical model of the lung parenchyma.
with special application to left ventricular p057
7 
A73-10168
cineangiograms. Bronchial tree model simulation of
p0089 A73-17860 pressure-flow-volume relationships during
Devices for dynamic recording of volumetric blood expiration, using gas physics and lung
flow rates lower than 1 al per minute physiology and anatomy data
p0126 A73-21325 p0577 173-10169
On-line computer analysis and breath-by-breath Functional models adequacy for brain activity
graphical display of exercise function tests, simulation, discussing transfer, forward and
p0127 A73-21511 feedback loops, hierarchy, reciprocity and self
A frequency response analysis of fusimotor-driven organizing aspects
muscle spindles. p0579 A73-10651
p0158 A73-22934 Neuron networks modeling from viewpoint of
Modification and updating of the bioelectric DS2C intracellular and cell-medium interaction,
amplifier for a FET input. discussing coding properties and nonsinqular
p015 9 A73-22936 self adjusting system response
Neuron analyzer technique for poststimulus p05
79 A73-10652
histogram plotting of neuron excitation as Computerized correlation analysis of single and
function of stimulus onset time multiple neuron pulse activity, considering
p01 65 A73-23811 temporal, sequential and entropy characteristics
Device for analyzing the electrical activity of p0579 A73-10653
nerve fibers in intact nerves Certain aspects of the bionic analysis and control
p0165 A73-23812 of dynamic systems
Procedures for polarocochleography and for p0580 173-10658
pressure measurement in the inner ear perilymph Mathematical description of certain properties of
in acute experiments on animals human sensitivity to vibration
p0193 A73-25043 p0580 A73-10659
Clinical applications of averaging techniques in Reduced dimensionality for minimization of degrees
studies of vestibulo-oculomotor function. I - of freedom of skeletal activity models for
Basic techniques and illustrative cases, anthropomorphic locomotion system synthesis
[AD-7585451 p01
96 A73-25339 p0581 173-11052
A simplified method for the in vitro calibration Computation of solutions to the inverse problem of
of electromagnetic flovmeters. electrocardiography.
p0205 A73-27027 p0582 A73-11465
Nork-rest cycle effects on airline pilots Mathematical model for spectral distribution
performance, considering central nervous system function of brain waves, noting analogy with RC
changes measurement techniques oscillator
p0282 A73-32059 p0588 173-12557
Book - Biomedical instrumentation and measurements. Perspiration secretion distribution over human
p0312 A73-35860 body based on extended Kerslake cylinder model,
A monkey metabolism pod for space-flight comparing with predicted 4 hr sweat rate
weightlessness studies. p0041 A73-13122
p0313 A73-35963 Micropolar model of blood steady flow through
Angiotensiotonoqraphy using an air plethysmograph rigid circular tubes, presenting equations
p0322 173-36575 solutions and velocity profiles
Ejection time by ear densitogram and its p0042 A73-13302
derivative - Clinical and physiologic Electrooptical model of the first retina layers of
applications, a visual analysor
p0353 A73-38866 p0045 A73-13657
Computer controlled automatic TV-microscope system Method for quantitative estimation of the
for tracking and measuring nerve cell processes functional state of the motor apparatus
in designated axons and dendrites p0047 A73-13822
p0359 A73-39763 Prediction tests for pulmonary elasticity model of
A system for automatic end-tidal gas sampling at expansion stresses in lung region restricted by
rest and during exercise. obstructed airways
p0362 A73-39794 p0048 A73-14114
Nonlinear analysis of aortic flow in living dogs. Finite element displacement analysis of a lung.
p0384 A73-40640 p0056 A73-14661
Design considerations and applications of gradient Human body mathematical model described by
layer calorimeters for use in biological heat kinematic and dynamic equations of joined rigid
production measurement. bodies for investigation of self-controlled
p0395 173-42054 movements in specified goal attainment
Sentography - Dynamic forms of communication of p0058 173-15207
emotion and qualities. Information theory mathematical models applied to
p0427 173-44180 different visual function activity phases,
Oxygen consumption measurements during continual covering Shannon and Fisher probability models,
centrifugation of mice. Shreider semantic theory and Kolmogorov algorithm
p0434 A73-45071 p0060 A73-15784
Intracellular measurements in a closed hyperbaric Mathematical models for distance perception of
chamber, earth surface features observed from ascending
p0434 173-45072 vehicle, considering convergence, accommodation
Transducer for converting arterial pulse wave into and monocular parallax mechanisms
electric signals p0060 A73-15785
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11531-1] p0612 N73-11097 Mathematical description of some visual inertia
Accelerometers, electromyogram sensors, and effects
telemetry system for measuring human body p0060 A73-15786
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Axiomatic mathematical model for human visual edge Assessment of temperature rise suppression by edge
contrast based on additivity, one-dimensionality losses during irradiation.
and contrast continuity parameters p0 155 A73-22533
p0060 A73-15788 Clinical evidence of cardiac weakness and
Visual field image analysis via investigation of incoordination secured by simultanedus records
receptor-furnished signal analysis by network of of the force BCG and carotid pulse derivative
neuron-like structures and interpreted by an electrical analogue.
p0060 A73-15789 p0159 A73-23174
A model of a memory device based on neuron-like Light evoked changes in potential difference
elements which realizes the holoqraphic between inside and outside of cells in Limulus
principles of data recording and readout ommatidia, describing multistage model of
p0061 A73-15792 generator potential
Mathematical and physical models of human long and p0160 A73-23309
short term memory, considering information Functional model of the frequency channel of the
processing and memorization at lower visual peripheral auditory analysor
perception levels p0164 A73-23808
p0061 A73-15793 Possibility of modeling the relationship between
An optical model of a detector of oriented the intracellular potential of individual muscle
segments of the visual analysor in animals fibers and the overall electromyogram for tonic
p0061 A73-15795 muscles
Angular velocity magnitude conversion into p0165 A73-23810
visually perceived apparent velocity, using Water-salt homeostasis mathematical model, solving
psychophysical mathematical model based on equations with analog and digital computers
axisymmetric annular visual field perception p0166 A73-23941
p0061 173-15796 Formalization of an arterial pressure
Human memory model with associative linkage stabilization system
between neuronal network information elements p0168 A73-24467
p0061 A73-15797 Impact on a simple physical model of the head.
A robot conditioned reflex system modeled after p0170 A73-24770
the cerebellum. The nature of the optimum muscular performance
p00 92 A73-18065 achieved in the execution of fast eye rotations.
Mechanical modeling of eye muscle dynamics. p0171 A73-24772
p0097 A73-18816 Brain tissue functional organization based on
Structural models of simple sensory motor models for cell pseudorandom behavior,
co-ordination. information processing, learning and memory,
p0098 A73-18890 considering spontaneous wave and unit firing
Predictions of the dynamic response of the lung. p0194 A73-25143
p0116 A73-19477 Analysis of swimming motions.
Search of optimal biological conservation p0194 A73-25184
conditions for a heart, using methods of Useful future action models of instrumental
mathematical experiment planning reflexes and voluntary actions based on memory
p0117 A73-19648 role in engram storage of received stimuli
Ergatic organism defined as multipurpose p0194 A73-25199
nonautonomous control system with homeostasis Calcium movements and excitation-contraction
with respect to functional operations conservation coupling in cardiac cells.
p0119 A73-20048 p0198 A73-25601
Human operators and automatic adaptive controllers Probability summation model for heterochromatic
- A comparative study on a particular control luminance additivity failure at absolute visual
task. threshold.
p0122 A73-20399 p0235 A73-28099
Stability behavior of adapting and untrained Acoustic model and linguistic, syntactic, lexical
random logic nets, enabling intelligent and semantic factors in speech perception and
interaction with environment production process
p0122 A73-20400 p0243 A73-30277
Digital computer studies of respiratory control. Periodic conditions in artificial-muscle
p0123 A73-20577 antopulsators
A model to predict respiration from VCG p0244 A73-30289
measurements. Photoelectric servo simulator for pupil, using
p0123 A73-20578 Wheatstone bridge with CdS light dependent
Current status of models for the human operator as resistor
a controller and decision maker in manned p0246 A73-30399
aerospace systems. Heart rate variability and work-load measurement.
p0123 A73-20587 p0250 173-30879
Contrast and assimilation effects analysis based Simulation of a steady-state integrated human
on receptive field models of vertebrate retinal thermal system.
function p0282 A73-32225
p0123 A73-20812 A standard psychophysiological preparation for the
Blood vessels simulation by muscle pump study of environmental stress.
represented by elastically deformable pipe with p0286 173-33130
valves, solving Navier-Stokes equation for Dynamic analyses of hybrid bio/mechanical networks
viscous fluid flow with feedback characterization.
p0126 A73-21375 p0287 173-33161
Application of the numerical study of random time Adeguate vestibular stimulants on earth and in space
series to the analysis of the p0303 A73-34122
electroencephalogram of the normal infant Analysis of vestibular effects in experiments on
p0128 A73-21540 swings
Human retina-patterned ideal perceiving machine to p0305 A73-34235
calculate visual acuities for spatial Human visual system model based on neurological
arrangement in line figures connectivity data from anatomical dissection, in
p0129 A73-21564 vivo physiological measurements and
Russian book on mathematical models of biological psychological experimentation
systems covering bioqeocenosis, optimal crop, p0309 A73-35239
chemostat cultivation, predator-victim society, Pattern recognition techniques suggested from
trophic control, and life support systems psychological correlates of a model of the human
p0154 A73-22347 visual system.
Theoretical trans-respiratory pressure during p0309 A73-35241
rapid decompression. I Model experiment. II - Applications of a model of the human visual system
Animal experiments. to pattern recognition problems.
p0154 173-22530 p0309 173-35242
A-89
BIOPAKS SUBJECT IDBI
Modeling, instrumentation and data evaluation in A model to predict the mechanical impedance of the
clinical electroretinography, discussing Fourier sitting primate during sinusoidal vibration.
analysis of sinusoidal light stimulation (ASME PAPER 73-DET-781 p0395 A73-42073
response in normal and abnormal humans A model of the human in a cognitive prediction task.
p0310 A73-35359 p0399 A73-42223
A distributed parameter model of the inertially An analoque-computer simulation of the facultative
loaded human spine. water-reabsorption process in the human kidney -
p0315 A73-36429 A vascular role for a.d.h.
Endolymph fluid mechanics in semicircular canals p0402 A73-42668
approximated by rigid torus filled with Simple simulated human head for checking
incompressible Newtonian fluid echoencephalographic equipment.
p0315 A73-36430 p0403 A73-42672
A non-Newtonian model for fluid flow in the On the electronic simulation of acceleratory
semicircular canals. nystagmus.
p0315 A73-36431 p0403 A73-42683
Limitations of the dipole concept in Study of the nature of the active tonus with the
electrocardiographic interpretation, aid of a discrete Wiener-medium analog
p0319 A73-36517 p0407 A73-42973
Power failure of the heart in acute myocardial Flow patterns and velocity and shear stress
ipfarction. distribution downstream of steady and pulsatile
p0321 A73-36547 flow models for fluid dynamics of blood vessel
The role of the elastic properties of brain and branches
spine cavities in hyperemia compensation p0408 A73-43103
p0322 A73-36572 Mathematical model of collateral blood vessels
The control of a manipulator by a computer model caliber changes due to hydrodynamic drag /shear
of the cerebellum. stress/ effects on vascular endothelium
p0344 A73-37333 p0408 A73-43105
Three models of the vibrating ulna. A model of heat transfer in a biological tissue
p0347 A73-37543 perfused by blood of arbitrary temperature.
Investigation of the distribution of synaptic p0424 A73-43292
inputs on an analog model of the motoneurons Bee image detection by ommatidium based on
p0349 A73-37942 physical model using electromagnetic analysis of
Modeling the human in a time-varying anti-aircraft light absorption in photoreceptor
tracking loop. p0424 A73-43344
p0352 A73-38071 Electrical field distribution in the human body.
A diagnostic program - Problems of predicting p0427 A73-44216
myocardial infarction on a digital computer A method for the approximation of processes in
p0354 A73-38998 homogeneous biological structures
Probabilistic statistical methods for analysis of p0428 A73-44663
impulse flows in nerves Electronic simulation and analog computer studies
p0354 A73-39002 of the influence of temperature on the process
A mathematical model of the peripheral pain of nerve impulse shaping
signalization mechanism p0430 A73-44725
p0354 A73-39003 Physical model selection for the balance
An electrical model of the inertial and adaptive preservation system in man
properties of vision as a self-regulating system p0431 A73-44903
with delayed feedback Probability estimate models for reliable function
p0354 A73-39004 of redundant systems with adaptable and
Mathematical analysis of the operation of inadaptable neuron-like restoration organs
regulatory mechanisms of the spinal cord p0431 A73-44904
p0354 A73-39005 Algebraic nature of thought formation structures
Management of the treatment of illnesses as a p0431 A73-44905
problem of modern control theory Dynamics of the balance preservation system of man
p0357 A73-39348 p0432 A73-44909
Continual mechanochemical model of muscular tissue Determination of performance precision and
p0381 A73-40182 informativeness of electronic models of the
.Automatic identification of cardiac rhythm and sensory system of man
conductivity disturbances with the aid of p0432 A73-44911
digital computers Optical electronic model of local detectors of the
p0384 A73-40751 visual analysor
Response delays and the timing of discrete motor p0432 A73-44912
responses. Fundamental frequency analysis of pulmonary
p0387 A73-41177 mechanical resistance and compliance.
Correlative function formalism for neuron networks p0433 A73-45067
with limited communication channels and Pattern recognition by devices consisting of
active-refractive-storing signal action arrays of cooperating elements
p0389 A73-41277 [PB-211238] p0102 N73-14096
A model of diffusion in the-respiratory unit. Soviet bibliography on biocybernetics material
p0391 173-41638 received from Jan. to may 1972
Rebreathing and steady state pulmonary diffusing [AD-750129] p0113 N73-15167
capacity for 02 in the dog and in inhomogeneous Artificial intelligence in integrated circuit
lung models. control of bionic manipulators
p0391 A73-41639 (NASA-CR-131403] p0224 H73-20156
Mathematical model of human pitch perception based BIOPAKS
on acoustic stimulus Fourier transformation by Mathematical model for photosynthetic gas
sense organ into peripheral neural activity exchanges in growing wheat and radish biopaks of
pattern recognition life support systems
p0393 173-41816 p0063 N73-12081
Investigation of the nature of biological rhythm BIOPHTSICS
sensors by means of automatic networks N BT BEALTH PHYSICS
p0393 A73-41865 Biophysical properties of vibration energy
Examination of a multiple dipole inverse cardiac transfer to human body structure, noting harmful
generator, based on accurately determined model effects dependence on frequency range
data. p0088 A73-17748
p0394 A73-41961 Theory of cooperative defect formation in a
A comparison of predicted skin temperatures with biopolymer molecule under the action of radiation
thermographic measurements. p0198 A73-25637
p0395 A73-42053 The visual system: Neurophysiology, biophysics,
and their clinical applications; Proceedings of
A-50
SUBJECT INDEX BIOTELEMETRY
the Ninth Symposium, Brighton, England, July 1971. Effect of iron and salt on prodigiosin synthesis
p0236 A73-28351 in Serratia marcescens.
Relationship of theoretical physics to molecular p0306 173-34399
biology, considering synthesis, ontogenesis, Protein synthesis in lung - Recovery from exposure
phyloqenesis, evolution models, thermodynamic to hyperoxia.
applications and Eugen prebiological evolution p0323 A73-36653
theory Control of pineal indole biosynthesis by changes
p0281 A73-31823 in sympathetic tone caused by factors other than
Biological order, structure and instabilities in environmental lighting.
terms of irreversible thermodynamic processes, p0343 173-37300
entropy, dissipative structures, randomness, Protein synthesis in the neurons and glial cells
abioqenesis, hierarchic organization, chemical of the stellate ganglia of rats during the
reactions and molecular biology adaptation to the effects of high altitude hypoxia
p0281 A73-31824 p0345 173-37396
Biophysical considerations concerning gravity Prebiotic reactions combining amino acids and
receptors and effectors including experimental ribonucleotides into polypeptides and
studies on Phycomyces blakesleeanus. polynucleotides in presence of urea, imidazole
p0397 A73-42171 and Mg positive ion, suggesting contemporary
Biophysical mechanisms of noninvasive measurement biosynthesis parallels
of CYP in man p0383 A73-40372
rNASA-CR-1303481 p0133 N73-16039 Effect of convulsions on certain aspects of the
BIOEGENERATION biosynthesis of proteins in the brain cortex
U REGENERATION (PHYSIOLOGY) p0384 A73-40750
BIOEEGEEBATIVE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS Biosynthesis of RNA in the brain cortex during
U CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS various functional states
SIOSATELLITE 2 p0389 A73-41262
Dosimetric analyses for Biosatellite 2 yeast and Influence of preliminary adaptation to the main
artemia radiation exposure experiment environmental factors on the ATP level and
INASA-CR-1271421 p0069 N73-13082 phosphorylation potential in the myocardium
Biosatellite 2 experiments for determining effects during severe heart strain
of prolonged weightlessness on biological p0389 A73-41278
processes Ribonucleic acid /ENA/ polymerase and adenyl
rCONF-720441-11 p0107 N73-15119 cyclase in cardiac hypertrophy and cardiomyopathy.
BIOSATELLITES p0404 173-42687
NT BIOSATELLITE 2 Sterols of the fungi - Distribution and
BIOSENSOBS biosynthesis.
U BIOINSTRUMENTATION p0429 A73-44699
BIOSINULATION Biosynthesis of unsaturated fatty acids in yeast
U BIONICS IrASA-TT-P-13918] p0592 N73-10068
BIOSPHERE Effects of hyperoxia on heme biosynthesis
U EARTH HYDROSPHERE (AD-7568361 p0294 N73-24125
U LOWER ATHOSPHERE BIOTECHNOLOGY
BIOSTNTHESIS Search of optimal biological conservation
Brain serotonin content - Physiological regulation conditions for a heart, using methods of
by plasma neutral amino acids. mathematical experiment planning
p0578 A73-10408 p0117 A73-19648
Hydroxyindole-0-methyl transferases in rat pineal, Two dimensional eye movement recording using a
retina and Harderian qland. photo-electric matrix method.
p0589 A73-12644 p0121 A73-20259
Hepatic lipogenesis in fasted, re-fed rats and Automatic surface inoculation of agar trays.
mice - Response to dietary fats of differing p0155 A73-22550
fatty acid composition. Organism-machine interactions in hybrid control
p0041 A73-13054 systems for cardiac stimulation, artificial
Effect of cultural conditions on the fatty acid breathing apparatus and intelligence assignments
composition of Thiobacillus novellus. p0159 A73-23298
p0045 a73-13599 Proportional counter energy deposition spectral
Conditioned reflex learning and quality prediction from experimental data, using
phenamine-stimulated functional activation of folding procedure to produce composite energy
cerebral synaptic, protein synthesizing and absorption distributions for biological materials
energy generating apparatus p0280 A73-31549
p0085 A73-17177 Aerospace biotechnology research projects
Abioqenic formation of porphin, chlorin and (AD-759277) p0300 173-25135
bacteriochlorin. Interaction concept for improving efficiency of
p0090 173-17934 man machine systems
A mechanism for polvpeptide synthesis on a protein rJPRS-59149] p0340 N73-27P70
template. BIOTELEMETRT
p0090 A73-17943 Fatigue in flight personnel during long flights
Dependence of poly U-directed cell-free system on p0585 173-12153
ratios of divalent and monovalent cations. Biotelemetry; Proceedings of the International
p0090 A73-17945 Symposium, Nijmegen, Netherlands, May 5-8, 1971.
Genetic code evolution in terms of abiotic p0052 A73-14276
polynucleotide synthesis, suggesting alternating A three channel telemetry system, compatible with
sequences of purines and pyrimidines as the British medical and biological telemetry
polypeptide codes regulations.
p0162 A73-23469 p0052 A73-14277
Criteria for distinguishing biogenic and abioqenic A time-division multiplexed telemetry system using
amino acids - Preliminary considerations. delta-modulation.
p0202 A73-26480 p0052 173-14279
An experimental basis for carcinogenic effects of A programmable four channel system for long-time
ultraviolet radiation. radio telemetry of biomedical parameters.
p0203 a73-26485 p0052 A73-14280
Autoradiographic study of protein synthesis in Pulse duration-frequency modulation multichannel
perikaryons and of nitrogen migration into the biotelemetry system for physiological parameter
axons of hypertrophic sympathetic neurons assessment during exercise, noting circuit
p0235 A73-28296 diagrams of radio transmitter and receiver
The evolution of lignin - Experiments and p0052 A73-14281
observations. Telemetric measurement of local blood flow by heat
p0241 A73-29649 conduction probes.
p0052 A73-14282
A-51
BIOTIN SUBJECT INusS
Development and adjustment of a multi-channel p0058 &73-15408
miniaturized FP/AR telemetering system adapted Use of an on-line computer in a study of cardiac
to the primates. arrhythaia.
p0053 A73-14284 p0059 A73-15644
Respiratory air flow telemetry during exercise, Computer-aided ECG analysis and research in a
discussing flowaeter working conditions and clinical setting.
equipment testing p0059 A73-15648
p005 3 173-14286 The potential application of space technology to
Telemetry of venous blood pressure at rest and at the radio tracking and biotelemetry of
muscle activity during running. unrestrained animals.
p0053 173-14290 p0084 A73-17134
Radiotelemetry of direct bloodpressure Miniature four-channel radiotelemetry system for
measurements in aorta, pulmonary artery and heart, the transmission of cerebral biopotentials
p0053 A73-14291 p0093 A73-18167
Electro-rheocardiotelemetric device for complex A respirometer for the continuous measurement of
monitoring of the dynamics and efficiency of respiration volume with remote transmission
cardiac contraction. p0119 a73-20035
p0053 A73-14292 Miniature single channel narrow-band differential
Voltage controlled subcarrier oscillator design pulse width modulation-FM crystal controlled
and performance for FM/Fm multiplex telemetry transmitter for biomedical telemetry system
system for ECG recording during exercise p0162 A73-23381
p0053 173-14293 The use of sampling quantiles for the compression
Telemetrical measurements during sport performance of telemetric transmission and the statistical
on sportsmen with cardiac arrhytmias. handling of medical information.
p0054 &73-14294 p0207 173-27646
Hazard and interference avoidance in implant Circuit technology of a temperature-measurement
telemetry, discussing leakage currents, muscle transmitter for biotelemetric applications
interference, magnetic influence, high frequency p0239 A73-28575
noise, electrode and respiratory artifacts, etc The application of aerospace technology to patient
p0054 173-14295 monitoring.
Telemetry methods for maximum static muscle p0285 A73-32804
strength measurements, considering dynamic force Ultradian rhythms in human telemetered gross motor
measurement possibilities activity.
p0054 &73-14296 pO355 A73-39102
EMG from smooth musculature /uterus, ureter, gut/ Statistical treatment of evoked cerebral
in unrestrained animals monitored by telemetry. potentials during experiments on a Dnepr-1
p005
4 
A73-14297 computer
Three channel FP telemetry system for long term p0401 173-42657
EEG monitoring, discussing routine clinical Ultrasonic transducer instrument with broad beam
operation results dispersal for blood vessel displacement
p0054 A73-14298 recording in chronic animal experimentation
Telemetered EEG and neuronal spike activity in p0408 &73-43109
olfactory bulb and amygdala in free moving Transient S-T elevation detected by 24-hour ECG
rabbits. monitoring during normal daily activity.
p0054 A73-14299 p0424 A73-43492
The use of telemetry to study the physiological Oxygen consumption measurements during continual
and clinical variations of intracranial pressure centrifugation of nice.
in man. p0434 A73-45071
p0054 A73-14300 Ultrasonic marine biotelemetry transmitter
An implantable radiotelemetrical measuring device utilizing metal oxide semiconductor integrated
for simultaneous long term measurements of body circuits
temperature and turnover of rabbit serum [AD-748605] p0074 H73-13119
albumin/I-125 in unrestrained rabbits. Satellite system for tracking of wildlife and
p0054 A73-14301 birds in natural environment
Surgically implanted single and multichannel [(HSA-CR-130301] p0104 873-15090
telemetry systems for monitoring single and Accelerometers, electromyoqram sensors, and
multiple physiological parameters, discussing telemetry system for measuring human body
size and power reguirements segment motions
p0054 &73-14302 (fD-751134) p0142 873-16104
A remotely operated ECG telemeter for chronic Multichannel medical monitoring system to measure
implantation in rats. physiological parameters from display device at
p0054 &73-14303 remote control station
Measurements of the ultraveak bioluminescence [NASA-CASE-ESC-14180-11 p0259 873-22045
phenomena as a new biotelemetric method. Telemetry experiments with hibernating bear
p0054 173-14304 [NASA-CR-133926] p0418 N73-31000
Multichannel telemetry of physiological parameters BIOTIH
/body temperature ecg, eeg/ in the rat. I - Observations concerning the combined
Design and methods. radiation-protective effect of pantothenic acid
p0054 173-14305 and aminoethylisothinronium
Multichannel telemetry of physiological parameters p0583 A73-11586
/body temperature, EKG, BEG/ in the rat. II - BIRDS
Applications in nenropharmacology. NT BOMEOTHERS
p0055 173-14306 Migration corridors for ducks and geese and
Multidimensional coding for telemetric effects on aviation safety
transmission of work load factors in ergonomics [AD-748114] p0073 573-13109
research. Satellite system for tracking of wildlife and
p0055 173-14307 birds in natural environment
Telemetric transmission of ergonomical and time (NS-CR-13030301] p0104 873-15090
study data to describe work load of radar Wind tunnel tests to determine structural
controllers. integrity of birds under conditions simulating
p0055 A73-14308 ingestion of birds into inlets of high speed
Telemetry of cardiovasculary parameters on fighter aircraft
aircraft flying pilots. * [NISA-TH-1-68163] p0106 N73-15114
p0055 173-14309 BITARIBAT ANALSIS
Miniature biotelemeter giving 10 channels of The use of bivariate distributions in achieving
sideband biomedical data. anthropometric compatibility in equipment
p0058 173-15388 design. I, II.
The transmission of low frequency medical data p0081 173-16702
using delta modulation techniques.
1-52
SUBJECT INDEX BLOOD
BLACKOUT (PHBSIOLOGT) p0208 A73-27712
Effect of controlled elevation of body temperature Reactivity and certain metabolic indices during
on human tolerance to +Gz acceleration. prolonged sustenance of animals in artificial
p0576 173-10159 nutrient conditions
BLASTOFF p0276 A73-31162
U ROCKET LAUNCHING Age pecularities of whole-blood transketolase
BLEED-OPP activity in healthy persons
U PRESSURE REDUCTION p02 76 A73-31164
BLIGHT Changes in the quantity of overall sulfhydryl
Multispectral remote sensing techniques for groups in the blood of persons coming in contact
identification of corn bliqht disease with microwave radiation sources
rNASA-TM-X-690551 p0136 N73-16064 p0277 A73-31169
BLIIDIESS Temperature conditions and blood supply of the
NT FLASH BLINDNESS brain in animals
Residual visual function after brain wounds p0304 A73-34229
involving the central visual pathways in man. Effect of stepwise adaptation to high-mountain
p0287 A73-33218 areas on the respiratory function and the
Blind fish responses to gravitational changes as acid-alkali equilibrium of blood in subjects
in parabolic flight with different motor activity stresses
p0226 N73-21101 p0305 A73-34232
Temporary blindness of monkeys caused by combined Urea content variations in blood and tissues
effects of phosdrin and atropine exposure during muscular activity in relation to the
rFAA-A-73-41 p0338 N73-27055 adaptation level of the organism
BLOCKING p0402 A73-42660
Semicircular canal plugging response in cats to A rapid method for determining the C02 transport
rotary stimulation characteristics in man by using a capnograph and
p0111 N73-15151 a multichannel respirator
BLOOD p0402 173-42665
NT EOSINOPHILS The specific resistance of blood at body
NT EBYTHROCYTES temperature.
NT LYMPHOCYTES p0402 A73-42670
NT BETICULOCYTES An equation for the oxygen hemoglobin dissociation
NT UNITE BLOOD CELLS curve.
Hydrogen ion concentration in the blood of man p0434 A73-45070
under high mountain conditions with physical loads Verification program for Inflight Blood Collection
p0584 A73-11924 system
Perceived exertion, heart rate, oxygen uptake and [NASA-CR-128645] p0067 N73-12112
blood lactate in different work operations. Bacterial reduction of organically bound
p0045 A73-13698 phosphoric acid in blood
Determination of the value of blood oxygen [ NASA-TT-F-14723] p0069 N73-13080
capacity and of the oxyhemoqlobin dissociation Research on laser irradiation effects, sensory
curves by polaroqraphic coulombometry psychophysiology, and human blood processing for
p0045 A73-13750 military medicine
Gas-blood C02 equilibration in dog lungs during [AD-749440] p0108 N73-15130
rebreathing. Oxygen content and hydrogen ion concentration in
p0048 173-14115 monkey blood after incapacitating ionizing
Mechanisms of certain functional shifts during radiation dosage
change in the blood of the content level of (AD-750681] p0109 N73-15134
external pancreatic-qland secretion components Mortality and blood cell count variation in mice
p0081 A73-16700 after irradiation with fast neutrons and I rays
Daily rhythm of biogenetic amine /histamine and fBMYG-PRNT-72-16] p0138 N73-16077
serotonin/ contents in human blood during usual Stabilization methods in collecting and shipping
and shifted work schedules of human sera for chemical analyses
p0087 A73-17688 p0143 N73-17053
Effect of accelerations on the thiamine-S/35/ ultiple immunoassay system for determining
distribution in the organism of white mice parathyroid hormone, calcitonin, and vitamin D
p0123 A73-20977 in human blood
Determination of oxidized and reduced pyridine p0174 N73-18112
nucleotides in human and rabbit blood with the Prolonged bed rest effects on human blood hormone
aid of the polarographic cycling technique level periodicities
p0153 A73-21871 p0175 N73-18114
Influence of certain brain structures on the Guide to units and interpretation of blood alcohol
sulfhydryl-group, diphosphopyridine-nucleotide, measurements
and serotonin contents of the blood [DCIEM-TH-848] p0175 B73-18120
p0157 A73-22856 Effect of hypoxia and hyperoxia on rate of blood
Effect of'the administration of free amino acids deoxygenation, and influence of antioxidants in
and metabolic cofactors on the distribution of mice
regional bioqenic amine contents in the brain p0216 N73-20096
and blood of animals Effect of hypokinesis of varying duration on
p0157 A73-22864 fluid-electrolyte metabolism and composition in
Intermittent exercise - Metabolites, oxygen blood and tissues of animals
pressure; and acid-base equilibrium in the blood. p0216 N73-20098
p0158 A73-22933 Morphological composition of peripheral blood of
Investigation of the exchange between the blood crew members of Soyuz-9 and Salyut-1
and the intraocular fluid with the aid of p02 17 N73-20104
radioactive phosphorus Toxicological properties of rocket exhaust
p0168 A73-24520 products and blood analysis for beryllium oxide
Effect of antioxidants on the blood deoxygenation content
rate in animals exposed to altered atmospheres (AD-754936] p0220 N73-20131
p0207 A73-27702 Methods for determining blood alcohol levels inMater and salt metabolism in hypokinesia-subjected pilots
animals p0229 N73-21124
p0207 &73-27704 Lower body negative pressure for preventing body
Changes in the gas content of blood in man during fluid shifts during weightlessness
exposure to high ambient temperatures p025 6 s73-22017
p0208 A73-27711 Respiratory function and blood acid base
Carbon monoxide content in the exhaled air and equilibrium in human adaptation to high altitude
carboxyhemoglobin in the blood of subjects environment
equipped with an isolating protective garment p0372 N73-29030
A-53
BLOOD CIRCULATION SUBJBCT INDEX
Food consumption and morphological indices of Influence of Pervitin in decreasing gas bubbles in
blood in white mice with replacement of air blood during decompression
nitrogen by inert qases in pressurized chamber [DLR-FB-72-66] p0175 N73-18117
p0442 173-33020 Influence of immersion in temperature controlled
Effect of fibrinogen concentration on viscosity of bath on circulation and water balance in human
human blood body
(DLR-FB-73-541 p0446 N73-33046 (NASA-TT-F-14834] p0185 N73-19124
BLOOD CIBCULATION Effect of transverse overloads and gamma rays at
NT BBAIN CIRCULATION 100 to 200 r on peripheral blood in dogs
NT CABBOXPBEMOGLOBIN p0214 N73-20083
NT CORONARY CIRCULATION Comparison of peripheral blood of acclimatized and
IT INTERCRANIAL CIRCULATION nonacclimatized irradiated rats under prolonged
IT INTRAVASCULAR SYSTEM conditions of reduced barometric pressure
NT ISCHEIA p0215 N73-20088
NT OCULAR CIRCULATION Change in content of gases in blood when man is
NT PULMONARY CIRCULATION exposed to high ambient temperatures
A criterion for oxygen supply optimality in p0217 N73-20105
tissues and the capillary circulation rate Human regional blood circulation changes during
p0047 A73-13821 bed rest experiment
Biological role of atmospheric oxygen in the p0255 N73-22012
mechanism of blood coagulation Changes in human cerebral circulation during
p0087 A73-17678 prolonged bed rest test
Mixed-venous oxygen tension by nitrogen p0256 N73-22020
rebreathing - A critical, theoretical analysis. Lower body decompression effects on cardiac cycle
p0094 A73-18336 and human acceleration tolerance
Central, femoral, and brachial circulation during p0263 N73-23037
exercise in hypoxia. Long term bed rest effects on human retinal blood
p0127 A73-21506 circulation and intraocular pressure
Clinical evidence of cardiac weakness and p0263 N73-23038
incoordination secured by simultaneous records Distribution parameter model for acceleration
of the force BCG and carotid pulse derivative forces acting on arterial system
and interpreted by an electrical analogue. (AD-756530] p0294 173-24128
p0159 A73-23174 Numerical solution of viscous fluid flow in finite
Controlled tachycardia through voluntary change in tube with deformable walls in presence of valves
exercise regime, investigating relation between for application to blood circulation process
heart rate and blood circulation p0298 873-25117
p0169 A73-24521 Temperature interrelationships between rat brain
Human forearm-muscle blood supply regimes after tissues and cerebral blood supply
'static' exercise with increasing stress p0372 N73-29026
p01 69 A73-24522 Human circadian rhythms of blood circulation,
Changes in microvascular diameter and oxygen respiration and catabolism under flight
tension induced by carbon dioxide. simulation stress
p0200 A73-26116 [DLE-PB-72-49] p0413 a73-30073
A new phenomenon of an active intraorgan pumping BLOOD COAGULATION
function of skeletal muscles Bemocoagulation system function in mountain
p0206 A73-27446 inhabitants and during altitude acclimatization,
Changes in blood-flow distribution during acute noting parasympathetic nervous system tonus
emotional stress in dogs. p0584 A73-11923
p0238 A73-28533 Biological role of atmospheric oxygen in the
Influence of flow and pressure on wave propagation mechanism of blood coagulation.
in the canine aorta. p0087 A73-17678
p0243 A73-30066 Effect of heparin on blood platelet aggregation
Vein wall changes as the main cause of acute and trombosis under the action of direct
disturbance of blood circulation in the Vena electric current
centralis retinae system p0126 A73-21321
p0277 A73-31173 Intravascular platelet aqgregation in the heart
Some compensatory adjustment reactions of the induced by stress.
blood circulation system in pulmonary pathology p0130 A73-21805
p0280 A73-31623 Hemocoagulation and trombocyte state during
Mechanism of working hyperemia condition hypokinesia after highland adaptation
alteration in the forearm muscles of man under p0208 A73-27713
increased loads Emotional overstress effects on the indices of the
p0322 A73-36570 blood coagulation system in monkeys
Specific features in the activity of the oxygen p0249 173-30846
transport system of the organism during Accelerated coagulation of whole blood and
hand-performed working cycles of submaximum cell-free plasma by bubbling in vitro.
intensity p0325 A73-36782
p0323 A73-36579 Hemotherapy of coagulation system disturbances of
The effects of training on some parameters of hepatolienal origin
hemodynamics and of the oxygen transportation p0428 A73-44299
function of the blood during static strains Oxygen redox processes in blood coagulation
p0323 A73-36581 mechanism
Measurement of cardiac output with and organ p0063 N73-12079
trapping of radioactive microspheres. BLOOD FLOW
p0324 A73-36661 A nonlinear analysis of pulsatile flow in arteries.
Neurogenic and local regulation of resistance and p0579 A73-10449
capacitance blood vessels, noting sympathetic Normal pulmonary pressure-flow relationship during
nervous system influence on musculocutaneous and exercise in the sitting position.
splanchnic regions p0042 A73-13124
p0426 173-43927 Micropolar model of blood steady flow through
Simulated high altitude determination of rigid circular tubes, presenting equations
interrelation of systematic and cellular solutions and velocity profiles
responses to acute and chronic hypoxia p0042 &73-13302
[AD-743536] p0594 873-10081 Telemetric measurement of local blood flow by heat
Circadian rhythm change study of transmeridian conduction probes.
flight and medication effects on mildly p0052 A73-14282
hypertensive subject Blood flow and pressure and ECG data acquisition
[AD-743300] p0595 N73-10090 and transmission via radio telemetry system with
electromagnetic flommeter
A-54
SUBJECT INDEX BLOOD PLASMA
p0052 A73-14283 p0427 173-44215
External field electromagnetic measurement of Measurement of left anterior descending coronary
blood flow - An alternative approach to the arterial blood flow - Technique, methods of
solution of the baseline problem. blood flow analysis and correlation with
p0061 A73-15992 anqiography.
Application of constant temperature anemometry in p0428 A73-44469
measurement of intra-arterial blood flow velocity. Doppler echocardioqraphy - The localization of
p0085 A73-17274 cardiac murmurs.
Effect of ultrafiltration and plasma osmolarity p0432 A73-44947
upon the flow properties of blood - A possible Hemoglobin-oxygen equilibrium and coronary blood
mechanism for control of blood flow in the renal flow - An analog model.
medullary Vasa recta. p0433 A73-45060
p0125 A73-21199 Design of relative velocity blood viscometer
Pattern of blood flow within the heart - A stable p0231 N73-21142
system. Blood supply to skeletal muscles of rats during
p0125 A73-21214 hypokinesia
Devices for dynamic recording of volumetric blood p0442 873-33018
flow rates lower than 1 ml per minute BLOOD GROUPS
p0126 A73-21325 Blood groups and plasma cholesterol esterification.
Intravascular changes associated with hyperbaric p0408 A73-43106
decompression - Theoretical considerations using Blood group A sub-groups and serum cholesterol.
ultrasound. p0408 A73-43107
p0155 A73-22534 BLOOD PLASMA
Red cell flexibility and pressure-flow relations Corticosterone level and the binding capacity of
in isolated lungs. blood plasma proteins under thermal effects
p0158 173-22927 p0045 A73-13749
Distribution of systemic blood flow during Multiple hormonal responses to graded exercise in
cardiopulmonary bypass. relation to physical training.
p0158 A73-22930 p0048 A73-14116
Left ventricular blood flow velocity in man Multiple hormonal responses to prolonged exercise
studied with the Doppler ultrasonic flowmeter. in relation to physical training.
p0159 A73-23173 p0048 A73-14117
Coronary flow and left ventricular function during An implantable radiotelemetrical measuring device
environmental stress. for simultaneous long term measurements of body
p0162 A73-23380 temperature and turnover of rabbit serum
A simplified method for the in vitro calibration albumin/I-125 in unrestrained rabbits.
of electromagnetic flowmeters. p0054 173-14301
p0205 A73-27027 Body temperature effect on protein conformation
Oxygen consumption alteration effects on human stability in healthy and diseased organisms,
endurance capacity as function of relative work, noting blood plasma albumin fractions
muscle blood flow and anaerobic metabolism p0057 A73-14822
p0241 A73-29753 Research on the displacement of blood-plasma
Sustained human skin and muscle vasoconstriction proteins and on the nerve conduction velocity in
with reduced baroreceptor activity. rats subjected to accelerations and hypokinesia
p0277 A73-31344 p0088 A73-17769
Factors influencing coronary blood flow in the The effect of temperature on the mitotic activity
presence of coronary obstructive disease. of human peripheral blood lymphocytes in a culture
p0321 a73-36539 p0118 A73-19649
Control of forearm skin blood flow during periods Effect of ultrafiltration and plasma osmolarity
of steadily increasing skin temperature. upon the flow properties of blood - A possible
p0324 A73-36657 mechanism for control of blood flow in the renal
Influence of carbon monoxide and of hemodilution medullary Vasa recta.
on cerebral blood flow and blood gases in man. p0125 A73-21199
p0324 A73-36659 Changes in total plasma content of electrolytes
Experimental studies on the mechanisms of closure and proteins with maximal exercise.
of cardiac valves with use of roentgen p0127 A73-21507
videodensitometry. Determination of iodo amino acids in plasma by gel
p0348 A73-37795 chromatography
Nonlinear analysis of aortic flow in living dogs. p0164 A73-23760
p0384 A73-40640 Binding of Melatonin to human and rat plasma
Relationship between organ weight and blood flow proteins.
in rats adapted to simulated high altitude. p0170 A73-24657
p0387 A73-41156 Quaternary structure /subunit composition/ of
Mathematics of interaction between blood and human ceruloplasmin
electromagnetic fields. p0198 A73-25638
p0392 A73-41788 Serum tryptophan level after carbohydrate
Absorption of gas bubbles in flowing blood. ingestion - Selective decline in
p0400 A73-42414 non-albumin-bound tryptophan coincident with
Influence of nonideal flow conditions in reduction in serum free fatty acids.
haemodialysers on mass-transfer theories. p0209 A73-27975
pO403 A73-42678 Human hematologic responses to 4 hr of isobaric
Measurement of coronary blood flow by hyperoxic exposure /100% oxygen at 760 mm Hg/.
radiocardiography - Study of 116 cases. p0241 173-29751
p0405 A73-42838 Plasma electrolytes, pH, and ECG during and after
Flow patterns and velocity and shear stress exhaustive exercise.
distribution downstream of steady and pulsatile p0278 A73-31347
flow models for fluid dynamics of blood vessel Investigation of some blood characteristics in
branches albino rats subjected to 60-day hypokinesia
p0408 A73-43103 p0279 A73-31502
Velocity distribution in aortic flow. Serum cholesterol and plasma lipid elevation
p0408 A73-43104 separation of hypercholesterolemic patients for
Transcutaneous measurement of blood velocity atherosclerosis therapy
profiles and flow. p0320 A73-36533
p0408 A73-43108 Red cell volume with changes in plasma osmolarity
A model of heat transfer in a biological tissue during maximal exercise.
perfused by blood of arbitrary temperature. p0324 A73-36654
p0424 A73-43292 Accelerated coagulation of whole blood and
Comparison of plethysmographic and electromagnetic cell-free plasma by bubbling in vitro.
flow measurements. p0325 173-36782
A-55
BLOOD PREBBSSUOBBE SUBJCT INDEX
Blood electrolytes and exercise in relation to Telemetry of cardiovasculary parameters on fighter
temperature regulation in man. aircraft flying pilots.
p0332 173-36983 p0055 173-14309
The nature of chemoreception in posterior The effect of time of electrical stimulation of
hypothalamic structures the carotid sinus on the amount of reduction in
p0382 A73-40279 arterial pressure.
Serum tryptophan level after carbohydrate p0056 A73-14648
ingestion - Selective decline in Automated calibration of blood pressure signal
non-albumin-bound tryptophan coincident with conditioners.
reduction in serum free fatty acids. p0057 A73-14846
p0389 173-41218 A mathematical model to assess chanqes in the
Plasma insulin and carbohydrate metabolism after baroreceptor reflex.
sucrose ingestion during rest and prolonged p0126 A73-21475
aerobic exercise. Significance of the Bohr and Haldane effects in
p0391 A73-41622 the pulmonary capillary.
Blood plasma contamination of the lung alveolar p0129 173-21614
surfactant obtained by various sampling Red cell flexibility and pressure-flow relations
techniques. in isolated lungs.
p0391 A73-41637 p0158 A73-22927
Effect of altitude on renin-aldosterone system and Clinical evidence of cardiac weakness and
metabolism of water and electrolytes. incoordination secured by simultaneous records
p0400 A73-42420 of the force BCG and carotid pulse derivative
Bechanisms of hyperlipidaemias in different and interpreted by an electrical analogue.
clinical conditions. p0159 A73-23174
p0405 A73-42832 Isometric effects on treadmill exercise response
Blood groups and plasma cholesterol esterification. in healthy young men.
p0408 A73-43106 p0165 A73-23842
Apparatus for measuring the colloid osmotic The influence of change in the functional state of
pressure in blood serum the central nervous system on the course of
p0425 A73-43792 asphyxia
Oxygen affinity and electrolyte distribution of p0166 A73-23937
human blood - Changes induced by propranolol. Effect of respiration stabilization on hemodynamic
p0429 A73-44689 reactions during acute hypoxic hypoxia
Model experiments on apparent blood viscosity and p0166 A73-23938
hematocrit in pulmonary alveoli. Formalization of an arterial pressure
p0433 A73-45064 stabilization system
Lactate origins and renewal in blood plasma, p0168 A73-24467
considering metabolism, enzymatic resynthesis Positive /+Gz/ acceleration tolerances of the
and final excretion in urine miniature swine - Application as a human analog.
p0434 A73-45157 p0196 A73-25337
Complete activity of lactate dehydrogenase and A new phenomenon of an active intraorgan pumping
isoenzymes in plasma and myeloid cells function of skeletal muscles
[NASA-TT-F-14586] p0592 v73-10070 p0206 A73-27446
Blood plasma hyperosmolality and antidiuretic High-fidelity left ventricular pressure
hormone inhibition in alcoholic intoxication measurements for the assessment of cardiac
[fISA-TT-P-139101 p0609 173-11079 contractility in man.
Behavior of enzyme activities in blood plasma p0209 A73-27888
after breathing hyperbaric oxygen Blood pressure and body temperature dynamic
[DLR-PB-71-96] p0112 N73-15163 control systems and respiration relationship to
GAST and GALT aminotransferases activity of dog heart rate variability
blood serum following total exposure to gamma p0250 A73-30878
rays with stomach or head shielded Procedure for recording the rate of pressure
p0213 873-20075 changes in heart cavities
Effect of acute and chronic hypercapnia on Ca and p0276 173-31167
inorganic P levels in guinea pig blood plasma Technique for measuring the vessel blood pressure
and erythrocytes in long continued experiments
(AD-749323] p0258 N73-22035 p0279 173-31394
Benin-angiotension system in simulated Cardiovascular responses to sudden strenuous
hypervolemia induced by immersion exercise - Heart rate, blood pressure, and ECG.
(NASA-TT-F-14885] p0258 173-22036 p0310 173-35461
Influence of transverse accelerations on Current status of correlations between
electrolyte composition of plasma and erythrocytes vectorcardiogram and hemodynamic data.
p0444 173-33030 p0319 A73-36526
Using lower body negative pressure to prevent The use of simple indicators for detecting
decrease in volume of circulating plasma during potential coronary heart disease susceptibility
hypokinesia in the third-class airman population.
p0444 a73-33036 p0328 173-36912
BLOOD PRESSUBE A new technique for the study of left ventricular
NT DIASTOLIC PRESSUBE pressure-volume relations in man.
NT HYPERTENSION p0353 A73-38259
NT HYPOTENSION Assessing the severity of aortic stenosis by
NT SYSTOLIC PRESSURE phonocardiography and external carotid pulse
Isovolumic contraction dynamics in man according recordings.
to two different muscle models. p0354 173-38867
p0576 173-10158 Effect of prior adaptation to cold on the
Normal pulmonary pressure-flow relationship during development of experimental hypertonia
exercise in the sitting position. p0381 173-40209
p0042 173-13124 Effect of stimulation of certain hypothalamic
Blood flow and pressure and ECG data acquisition structures on systemic and pulmonary circulation
and transmission via radio telemetry system with p0382 173-40282
electromagnetic flommeter Evaluation of several methods for computing stroke
p0052 A73-14283 volume from central aortic pressure.
Telemetry of venous blood pressure at rest and at p0384 173-40638
muscle activity during running. Nonlinear analysis of aortic flow in living dogs.
p0053 173-14290 p0384 173-40640
Radiotelemetry of direct bloodpressure Ophthalmodynamography in pilots to test internal
measurements in aorta, pulmonary artery and heart. carotid insufficiency - Comparison of
p0053 173-14291 blood-pressure responses.
p0387 173-41162
A-56
SUBJECT INDEX BLOOD VOLUME
Mathematics of interaction between blood and p0280 173-31514
electromagnetic fields. Impact acceleration effects on rabbit central
p0392 A73-41788 nervous system, noting changes in nerve tissue
Mechanism of 'readjustment' of aorta baroreceptors elements and cerebral vessels
during hypertonia p0304 A73-34227
p0401 173-42655 Role of arterial and venous vessels of limbs in
A new method of measuring arterial dilation and the process of cardiovascular reflex responses
its application. p0322 A73-36578
p0402 A73-42669 Analysis of pressure waves as a mean of diagnosing
Myocardial oxygen consumption in experimental vascular obstructions.
hypertrophy and congestive heart failure due to p0346 A73-37524
pressure overload. Effect of stimulation of the hypothalamus on the
p0404 A73-42688 pH of arterial and venous blood
Measurements of arterial pressure and of p0382 A73-40281
pressoreceptor reactions during prolonged Flow patterns and velocity and shear stress
pressure shifts in carotid arteries distribution downstream of steady and pulsatile
p0429 A73-44720 flow models for fluid dynamics of blood vessel
Permanent catheterism of the thoracic aorta - branches
Direct measurement of arterial pressure, p0408 A73-43103
injection of substances, and the taking of blood Mathematical model of collateral blood vessels
in wake rats caliber changes due to hydrodynamic drag /shear
p0435 A73-45160 stress/ effects on vascular endothelium
Weight, blood pressure, and intraocular pressure p0408 A73-43105
in young healthy males prior to and after 50-km Ultrasonic transducer instrument with broad beam
walk dispersal for blood vessel displacement
rNASA-TT-F-145571 p0608 N73-11071 recording in chronic animal experimentation
Influence of elastic properties of human body on p0408 A73-43109
arterial blood pressure measurement Neurogenic and local regulation of resistance and
p0099 N73-14072 capacitance blood vessels, noting sympathetic
Biophysical mechanisms of noninvasive measurement nervous system influence on musculocutaneous and
of CVP in man splanchnic regions
fNASA-CR-130348] p0133 N73-16039 p0426 A73-43927
Blood pressure and cholesterol level screening for BLOOD VOLUME
preventing heart diseases in flight crews of Mediator systems and respiratory function during
commercial airline an acute lethal loss of blood
p0146 N73-17076 p0117 A73-19645
Initial systole and dicrotic notch detecting Devices for dynamic recording of volumetric blood
circuitry for monitoring arterial pressure pulse flow rates lower than 1 ml per minute
(NASA-CASE-LEN-11581-11 p0178 N73-18139 p0126 A73-21325
Design and performance of strain gage transducer Estimation of left ventricular size by
as blood pressure recording device echocardiography.
p0231 873-21144 p0159 A73-22999
Effects of hydrostatic water bath pressure on Immediate hemodynamic effects of cardiac
capillary blood pressure and connective tissue angiography in man.
dehydration p0165 173-23841
INASA-TT-F-148941 p0265 N73-23052 Effect of electrostimulation on hemodynamic shifts
Measurement of arterial pressure under influence during prolonged hypokinesia
of ODNT p0166 A73-23940
rNASA-TT-F-150871 p0437 N73-31998 Apparent paradoxical patterns of anaerobic
Measurement of arterial pressure by glycolysis and hexokinase activity in the red
tachooscilloscope method blood cells of acutely bled rats, with evidence
(NASA-TT-F-150881 p0439 N73-32016 that the responses were in part hormone-dependent.
Functional disturbances during hypokinesia in man p0196 A73-25568
(NASA-TT-F-151481 p0450 N73-33073 Xenon 133 measurement of cerebral volumetric
BLOOD YESSELS circulation rates during papaverin and intensain
NT AORTA vasodilation of canine and feline intercranial
NT ARTERIES vessels, showing vessel resistance reduction
NT CAPILLARIES (ANATOMY) p0239 A73-29074
NT GLOBERULUS A simplified method of calculating thermodilution
NT VEINS curves
Cerebral circulation alteration during hypothermia p0276 A73-31168
p0081 A73-16698 Investigation of some blood characteristics in
Ultrasonic Doppler locators for peripheral vessel albino rats subjected to 60-day hypokinesia
blood circulation and myocardium and valvular p0279 A73-31502
motor activity measurements Power failure of the heart in acute myocardial
p0087 A73-17682 infarction.
Blood vessels simulation by muscle pump p0321 A73-36547
represented by elastically deformable pipe with Mechanism of working hyperemia condition
valves, solving Navier-Stokes equation for alteration in the forearm muscles of man under
viscous fluid flow increased loads
p0126 A73-21375 p0322 A73-36570
Changes in the vascular tone of certain organs The role of the elastic properties of brain and
during experimental embolism of pulmonary spine cavities in hyperemia compensation
circulation p0322 A73-36572
p0154 A73-22366 Angiotensiotonography using an air plethysmograph
Modification of the electroencephalograph 4EEG-1 p0322 A73-36575
for polygraphy Respiratory changes in the stroke volume of the
p0154 A73-22370 left ventricle in healthy humans
Book - The physiology of the cerebral circulation. p0345 A73-37397
p0166 A73-23945 Ejection time by ear densitogram and its
Changes in microvascular diameter and oxygen derivative - Clinical and physiologic
tension induced by carbon dioxide. applications.
p0200 A73-26116 p0353 A73-38866
Technique for measuring the vessel blood pressure Correlation between arterial carbon dioxide
in long continued experiments tension and regional cerebral blood volume by
p0279 A73-31394 X-ray fluorescence.
Retinal vessel reactions and intraocular tension p0361 173-39790
in humans staying in a horizontal position for Evaluation of several methods for computing stroke
120 days volume from central aortic pressure.
A-57
BLUE GBEEN ALGAE SUBJECT INDEX
p0384 173-40638 Unusual diastolic heart beat in pericardial
The relationship between left ventricular ejection effusion.
time and stroke volume during passive p0041 173-13059
cardiovascular stress. Symposium on Capillary Exchange and the
p0390 173-41565 Interstitial Space, Bad Duerkheim, West Germany,
Structural conditions in the hypertrophied and May 3-6, 1972, Proceedings.
failing heart. p0056 A73-14649
p0403 A73-42685 Investigation of the exchange between the blood
Stroke volume measurement from an integral and the intraocular fluid with the aid of
rheogram of human body radioactive phosphorus
p0429 173-44719 p0168 A73-24520
Comparison of ultrasound and cineangiographic Procedures for polarocochleography and for
measurements of left ventricular performance in pressure measurement in the inner ear perilymph
patients with and without wall motion in acute experiments on animals
abnormalities. p0193 173-25043
p0436 A73-45400 Properties of biological fluids and solids:
Radionuclide measurements on plasma and red cell Mechanics of tissues and organs; Proceedings of
mass volume losses in Apollo spacecrews the Biomechanics Symposium, Georgia Institute of
p0174 H73-18106 Technology, Atlanta, Ga., June 20-22, 1973.
Biophysical properties of human red blood cells p0315 A73-36428
exposed to hypobaric hyperoxia The role of the elastic properties of brain and
[AD-755783] p0267 N73-23072 spine cavities in hyperemia compensation
BLUE GREEN ALGAE p0322 A73-36572
Circadian rhythms - Subcellular and biochemical Body fluid volume changes during a 14-day
aspects. continuous exposure to 5.2% 02 in N2 at pressure
p0089 A73-17824 equivalent to 100 FPS /4 ata/.
Carbon dioxide concentration, pH and nutrient p0326 A73-36796
concentration effects on blue-green algae The effect of immobilization on body fluid volume
relative abundance to green algae in lakes in the rat.
p0096 173-18577 p0358 A73-39487
Purification of Synechococcus lividus by Blood plasma contamination of the lung alveolar
equilibrium centrifugation and its surfactant obtained by various sampling
synchronization by differential centrifugation. techniques.
p0318 A73-36503 p0391 A73-41637
Effect of toxic substances on algae by observing Energy balance and change in body weight and body
photosynthesis determined by oxygen production water in man during a 2-day cold exposure.
of algae p0433 A73-45059
[DRIC-TANS-2991] p0187 N73-19139 Liquid retention in chlorpropamide therapy and
Simazine influence on green algae photosynthetic water intoxication of patients
pigments noting chlorophyll luminescence spectra (NASA-TT-F-145971 p0609 N73-11077
(DRIC-TRANS-2992] p0258 N73-22040 Computer controlled infusion pump for time varying
Influence of blue green algae on crystalline input of calcium into physiological systems
calcium carbonate formation on river rocks ([ASA-CASE-ABC-10447-1] p0101 173-14092
[NASA-TT-F-15028] p0375 N73-29046 Effect of hypokinesis of varying duration on
BLUBBING fluid-electrolyte metabolism and composition in
A study of basilar membrane vibrations. I - blood and tissues of animals
Fuzziness-detection: A new method for the p0216 N73-20098
analysis of microvibrations with laser light. Accuracy of various tracer methods for measuring
p0581 173-10973 body water compartments during bed rest
Induced retinal image blurring effects on rabbit (NASA-TR-R-406] p0295 N73-24133
midbrain single cell trigger features and Fluid-electrolyte balance during 120-day bed rest
response efficiencies, noting receptive field p0443 N73-33028
responsive area BOD KINEBBATICS
p0583 A73-11503 Angular measurements of foot motion for
BOATS application to the design of foot-pedals.
NT LIFEBOATS p0580 A73-10773BODY COMPOSITION (BIOLOGY) German monograph - Experimental investigation of
Effect of chronic centrifugation on body the structure of joint movements in the range of
composition in the rat.. motions of the arms and of the entire body,
p0042 A73-13370 giving attention to a presentation in a
Effect of accelerations on the thiamine-S/35/ man-related basic system.
distribution in the organism of white mice p0047 A73-13812
p0123 A73-20977 Book - How man moves: Kinesiological studies and
Effect of training on enzyme activity and fiber methods.
composition of human skeletal muscle. p0048 A73-13993
p0127 173-21508 Human body mathematical model described by
Study of the relations between various mechanical kinematic and dynamic equations of joined rigid
properties and biochemical composition of bone bodies for investigation of self-controlled
tissues in man movements in specified goal attainment
p0234 A73-27996 p0058 A73-15207Circadian rhythms of free radical state Analysis of swimming motions.
concentrations in the organs of mice. p0194 A73-25184
p0355 A73-39104 Analysis of the extravehicular activity of an
BODY FLUIDS astronaut
NT BLOOD p0314 A73-36116
NT CEREBROSPINAL FLUID Vertical arm reaching movements for various
NT ENDOLTNPH gravitational levels, measuring reach time andST EOSISOPHILS angular and lower arm velocities
ST ERYTHROCYTES p0424 A73-43218
NT LYEPHOCYTES Physical model selection for the balance
HT BETICULOCYTES preservation system in man
NT SALIVA p0431 173-44903NT SWEAT Lower body decompression effects on cardiac cycleNT URINE and human acceleration toleranceST WHITE BLOOD CELLS p0263 173-23037Cardiovascular and temperature regulatory changes BODY BEASUREBENT (BIOLOGT)
during progressive dehydration and euhydration. NT ANTHROPOMETRY
p0577 A73-10165 NT ELECTROPLETHYSHOGRAPHT
A-58
SUBJECT INDEX BODY TEMPEBRATURE
Mathematical analysis of body surface potentials. Low body temperature effects on learned behavior
p0059 A73-15646 retention under hibernation conditions in
A method for chronocyclographical motion analysis squirrels
with the aid of an on-line computer p0078 A73-16324
p0119 A73-20036 Body thermotopography and some metabolic process
Estimation of left ventricular size by characteristics in scuba divers under various
echocardiography. underwater exposure conditions
p0159 A73-22999 p0084 A73-16734
Some metric characteristics of myocardial cells Thermoregulatory reactions of animals in a
under various conditions of cardiac and helium-oxygen medium
cardiovascular pathology p0088 173-17695
p0332 A73-36962 Predicting heart rate response to work,
Biplane roentgen videometric system for dynamic, environment, and clothing.
60/sec, studies of the shape and size of p0158 A73-22931
circulatory structures, particularly the left Thermoregulatory behavior of man during rest and
ventricle. exercise.
p0348 173-37798 p0162 173-23572
Ingestible miniaturized telemetry device for deep Thermosensitive interoreceptors and their
body temperature measurements on humans and interaction with thermosensitive structures of
animals the hypothalamus
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10583-11 p0101 173-14093 p0164 A73-23803
BODY SIZE (BIOLOGY) Cerebral temperature oscillations and vascular
Redinteqrated somatotypinq technique for physique responses in man
measurement and classification based on limb and p0164 A73-23805
torso photographic diameter integration with Portable electronic thermometer for temperature
height, using photoelectric cell and electronics measurement during exercise elevation of body
p0096 A73-18474 temperature in heat acclimatization experiment
Chanqes in functional construction of bone in rats p0169 A73-24567
under conditions of simulated increased gravity. Quantitative influence of C02 inhalation on
p0312 A73-35863 thermal sweating in man.
Beqression of altitude-produced cardiac hypertrophy. p0195 173-25331
p0433 A73-45065 Digital temperature-measuring device for medical
BODY SIAT TEST applications
Effect of forward head inclination on visual p0236 173-28338
orientation durinq lateral body tilt. Some effects of cooling and heating areas of the
p0041 A73-13000 head and neck on body temperature measurement at
Physical/mathematical analyses on human vestibular the ear.
responses to acceleration stresses p0238 A73-28504
p0373 173-29033 Step-wise changes in thermoregulatory responses to
Human hemodynamic responses and vestibular slowly changing thermal stimuli.
tolerances to body sway tests p0239 A73-28535
p0373 873-29034 Blood pressure and body temperature dynamic
BODY TEMPERATURE control systems and respiration relationship to
Effect of controlled elevation of body temperature heart rate variability
on human tolerance to +Gz acceleration. p0250 A73-30878
p0576 A73-10159 Effect of body temperature on ventilatory
Utility of heat stress indices and effect of transients at start and end of exercise in man.
humidity and temperature on single physiologic p0275 A73-31127
strains. Energy balance during moderate exercise at altitude.
rAD-751735 p0576 A73-10163 p0277 A73-31343
Unacclimatized male Caucasians lower critical Calculation of temperature distribution in the
temperature determination for subsequent human body.
investigation of ethnic variability in acute p0281 A73-31999
cold exposure responses The effects of core temperature elevation and
p0577 A73-10166 thermal sensation on performance.
Effects of endotoxin on monoamine metabolism in p0283 A73-32396
the rat. Temperature conditions and blood supply of the
p0582 A73-11100 brain in animals
Muscle, skin and esophageal temperature p0304 A73-34229
measurement during transient and steady state Investigation of the possibility of human
phases of negative work exercise on bicycle adaptation to a 16-hour day
erqometer p0305 173-34238
p0048 A73-14112 Temperature of exhaled air of healthy subjects
Heat flow meter and calorimeter measurements of p0323 A73-36583
heat transfer between human body and environment Tolerance to heat following cold stress.
under various cli'atic conditions for p0325 A73-36784
temperature regulation studies Human performance at elevated environmental
p0049 A73-14123 temperatures.
Telemetric measurement of local blood flow by heat p0325 173-36787
conduction probes. Blood electrolytes and exercise in relation to
p0052 A73-14282 temperature regulation in man.
An implantable radiotelemetrical measuring device p0332 A73-36983
for simultaneous long term measurements of body Inversion of lighting regimen alters acrophase
temperature and turnover of rabbit serum relations of circadian rhythms in body
albumin/I-125 in unrestrained rabbits, temperature, heart rate and movement of pocket
p0054 173-14301 mice.
Eultichannel telemetry of physiological parameters p0357 A73-39480
/body temperature ecq, eeq/ in the rat. I - Design considerations and applications of gradient
Design and methods. layer calorimeters for use in biological heat
p0054 A73-14305 production measurement.
Multichannel telemetry of physiological parameters p0395 A73-42054
/body temperature, EKG, EEG/ in the rat. II - The specific resistance of blood at body
Applications in neuropharmacoloqy. temperature.
p0055 A73-14306 p0402 A73-42670
Body temperature effect on protein conformation Book on comparative physiology of thermoregulation
stability in healthy and diseased organisms, covering primitive and aquatic mammals,
noting blood plasma albumin fractions torpidity aspects, evolution and newborns
p0057 A73-14822 p0406 A73-42859
A-59
BODY TEYPEBITURE REGULATION SUBJECT INDBE
Primitive mammals phylogeny relationship to Responses of men and women to two-hour walks in
bomeothermic abilities, discussing body desert heat.
temperature, thermoregulation, basal metabolism p0360 A73-39784
rates, hibernation, nychthemeral rhythms and Relationship between organ weight and blood flow
responses to heat and cold in rats adapted to simulated high altitude.
p0406 173-42860 p0387 A73-41156
Aquatic and diving mammals in fresh water and Chronic acceleration effects on homeotherm
marine environments, discussing aquatic thermal physiological adaptation in terms of body
conditions, body temperature distribution, weight, tolerable field intensity, growth and
thermoregulation, metabolic heat production, etc fat deposition inhibition, etc
p0406 A73-42861 p0398 173-42177
Torpor and hibernation physiology in mamnals Climbing and cycling with additional weights on
covering evolution, hypothermia, energy the extremities.
conservation, cell and organ adaptations, p0400 a73-42418
nervous and cardiovascular system changes, etc Energy balance and change in body weight and body
p0406 A73-42862 water in man during a 2-day cold exposure.
Thermoregulation evolution in various animals, p0433 A73-45059
discussing body size and composition effects, weight, blood pressure, and intraocular pressure
body temperature variations, control mechanisms, in young healthy males prior to and after 50-km
heat loss and production, behavior and ontogeny walk
p0406 173-42863 (NASA-TT-F-14557] p0608 N73-11071
Spinal cord heating effects on frog Radionuclide measurements on plasma and red cell
thermoregulatory behavior in aqueous thermal mass volume losses in Apollo spacecrews
gradient, noting preference for colder ambient p0174 N73-18106
temperature Influence of personal characteristics on
p0426 a73-43994 likelihood of decompression sickness
Spectral emissivity of skin and pericardium. [NASA-CR-135495] p0418 873-31002
p0427 173-44213 Dynamics of weight change and variations in weight
Cardiovascular adjustments to progressive indices of internal organs in white nice as
dehydration. function of atmospheric composition and diet
p0433 A73-45063 p0443 N73-33022
Tests to evaluate heat loss from Navy diver suits BOEING AIRCRAFT
in water of 55, 45, and 35 P NT BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT
[AD-747276] p0613 N73-11103 NT C-135 AIRCRAFT
Thermal resistance of clothing noting radiative BOEING MILITARY AIRCRAFT
body heat transfer, air layers, and clothing U NILITARY AIRCRAFT
thickness BOEING 720 AIBCRAFT
rDRIC-TEANS-29201 p0067 N73-12117 Computerized simulation of passenger emergency
Evaluation of sex difference in thermal evacuation efficiency using Boeing 720 aircraft
sensitivity in men and women models
(NASA-CR-114564] p0150 N73-17113 (FAA-AN-72-30] p0150 N73-17119
Effects of prolonged bed rest on body temperature BONDING
and heart rate periodicity in man NT AGGLUTINATION
p0175 N73-18113 BONE EARROW
Changes in circadian rhythm of aircraft pilot oral Radiation protective effect of a mixture of ATP,
body temperature as result of transmeridian -AET, and serotonin on yields of 600-R
flights I-ray-induced chromosome aberrations in the rat.
(DLR-FB-73-01] p0178 N73-18140 p0587 A73-12187
Low barometric pressure effects on human Differentiations and maturations in red and white
thermoregulation function blood cells construction in red bone marrow,
p0254 N73-21996 noting hematopoietic system formation from
Influence of He, N2, and N20 environments on single source cell
physiological parameters of rats p0085 A73-17473
p0371 N73-29019 Proliferative activity of bone marrow cells in
Human body temperature dynamics in adaptation to dogs exposed to chronic and repeated acute gamna
changed work-sleep cycles irradiation
p0373 N73-29036 p0208 A73-27708
Heat exchange of hand as function of local thermal Proliferative activity of bone narrow in dogs
conditions exposed to three-year chronic gamma irradiation(NASA-TT-F-15143] p0445 N73-33043 p0217 373-20102
BODY TEMPEATURE REGULATION Leukopenic response of dog bone marrow for
U THERBOREGULATION evaluating hematopoietic tissue function
BODI WEIGHT p0255 173-22009
Effect of chronic centrifugation on body BONES
composition in the rat. NT CEREBRUM
p0042 173-13370 NT CRANIaO
Organ and body mass changes in restrained and NT INTRACANIAL CAVITY
fasted domestic fowl. NT RARRON
p0057 173-14975 NT PELVIS
Statistical correlations of maximum oxygen NT SKULL
consumption, body weight and endurance /work/ NT ULNA
performance in exercise-oxygen studies NT VERTEBRAE
p0096 173-18472 Experimental determination of shear moduli in a
Biological effects of lasting hypodynamia on young compact bone tissue
albino rats in 62 day confinement, considering p0045 173-13742
weight, growth and sexual behavior Strength limits correlation to modulus of
p0124 173-20983 elasticity for compact bone material from
Physiological responses of rats to intermittent compression tests, noting anisotropy tensor
high-altitude stress - Effects of age. analysis
p0169 A73-24564 p0045 A73-1374
Helium-cold induced hypothersia in the white rat. Implantable transducer for in vivo measurement of
p0205 173-26975 bone strain.
Some aversive characteristics of centrifugally p0206 173-27443
generated gravity. Study of the relations between various mechanical
p0238 A73-28506 properties and biochemical composition of bone
Changes in functional construction of bone in rats tissues in man
under conditions of simulated increased gravity. p0234 A73-27996
p0312 A73-35863 Changes in functional construction of bone in rats
under conditions of simulated increased gravity.
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p0312 A73-35863 cell specificity and metabolism, noting relation
Low calcium diet produced chronic decalcification to sleep behavior
effect on osseous repair of experimentally p0051 A73-14259
induced cortical bone defect in chickens Developmental changes in neurochemistry during the
p0313 A73-35981 maturation of sleep behavior.
Effect of calcium-deficient diet on bone structure p0051 A73-14261
of pigs and dogs Maturation of neurobiochemical systems related to
[NASA-TT-F-139171 p0592 173-10067 the ontogeny of sleep behavior.
Annotated bibliography with preliminary analysis p0051 173-14262
on dysbaric osteonecrosis Space-time dynamics of the impulse activity in
(AD-7472581 p0071 N73-13100 human-brain neuron populations
Chemical and orthopedic properties of ceramic bone p00
80 173-16692
implants in monkeys The superior colliculus of the brain.
[AD-754982] p0221 873-20134 p0094 A73-18347
Ultrasonic bone densitometer for measuring calcium Russian book - Tissue, oxygen in the presence of
content of bone structures extremal flight factors.
[NASA-CASE-NPS-20994-1] p0415 873-30090 pO11
6 173-19425
Effect of high ambient temperature on calcium Electrophysiological investigation of
content of human bone tissue suprasegmental motor control systems evolution
p0444 N73-33033 through Cyclostomata-Primate series, noting
BOOLEAN ALGEBRA preservation of reticulomotor neuron projection
Algebraic nature of thought formation structures characteristics
p0431 173-44905 p0118 A73-20001
BOOST Inter-hemispheric transfer of meaningful visual
U ACCELERATION (PHYSICS) information in normal human subjects.
BOOTS (FOOTWEAR) p0119 A73-20123
Mercury, Gemini and Apollo space suits, discussing Single cell analysis of saturation discrimination
glove development, boot design, portable life in the macague.
support equipment and extravehicular mobility p012
9 
A73-21568
p0289 A73-34025 Influence of a low-intensity ultrahigh-frequency
BOSOIS electromagnetic field on the bioelectrical
HT LIGHT BEARS activity of the brain in rabbits
NT PHOTONS p0154 A73-22367
NT PIONS Influence of certain brain structures on the
BOUNDARY LATER NOISE sulfhydryl-group, diphosphopyridine-nucleotide,
U AERODINAMIC NOISE and serotonin contents of the blood
BOW SHOCK HAVES p0157 A73-22856
U SHOCK NAVES Technique for the implantation of long-term
BRADTCARDIA diagnostic electrodes in the amygdaloid complex
Reflex bradycardia elicited from left ventricular of the human brain
receptors during acute severe hypoxia in cats. p0157 A73-22857
p0159 A73-23244 Effect of the administration of free amino acids
Bradycardia and death in guinea pigs exposed to and metabolic cofactors on the distribution of
acceleration overloads after injections of regional biogenic amine contents in the brain
aminothiol group radioprotectors and blood of animals
p0211 N73-20057 p0157 A73-22864
Role of water temperature in bradycardia during Correlation analysis of the bioelectrical activity
facial immersion of the brain during mental work
[NASA-TT-P-15025] p0450 N73-33072 p0163 A73-23678
BBAIN Role of the medial area of the medulla oblongata
NT BRAIN STEM in the rhythmical activity of respiratory-center
NT CEREBELLUM neurons
NT CEREBRAL CORTEX p0164 A73-23804
NT CEREBRBB Cerebral temperature oscillations and vascular
NT BIPPOCAMPUS responses in man
Evolutionary significance of carbohydrate p0164 A73-23805
metabolism alterations in animal brains during Corpus callosum role in monocular system
adaptation to hypoxia transcommisural interactions from binocular
p0575 A73-10153 interaction studies of stimulus-evoked
Brain serotonin content - Physioloqical regulation potentials in rat visual cortex
by plasma neutral amino acids. p0167 A73-24332
p0578 A73-10408 Features of the spontaneous and evoked neuronal
Functional models adequacy for brain activity activity of deep brain structures in man during
simulation, discussing transfer, forward and voluntary movements
feedback Loops, hierarchy, reciprocity and self p0168 A73-24517
organizing aspects Short-term latent reactions of the lateral
p0579 A73-10651 geniculate body neurons in the rat to electrical
Effects of endotoxin on monoamine metabolism in stimulation of the optical tract
the rat. p0170 A73-24595
p0582 A73-11100 Brain tissue functional organization based on
Induced retinal image blurring effects on rabbit models for cell pseudorandom behavior,
midbrain single cell trigger features and information processing, learning and memory,
response efficiencies, noting receptive field considering spontaneous wave and unit firing
responsive area p0194 173-25143
p0583 A73-11503 Nitrogen metabolite dynamics in the brain during
Numerical analysis of spontaneous electric repeated hypothermia and subsequent spontaneous
activity of the brain - Study of the statistical warming
properties of the power density spectra p0207 A73-27703
p0586 173-12160 On the functional significance of subcortical
Analysis of the response characteristics of optic single unit activity during sleep.
tract and geniculate units and their mutual p0242 A73-29993
relationship. Simultaneous recording of acceleration and brain
p0586 A73-12162 waves.
mathematical model for spectral distribution p0242 A73-29995
function of brain waves, noting analogy with IC Effect of stimulation of the mesencephalic
oscillator reticular formation on the convulsive electrical
p0588 A73-12557 activity of the brain
Differential housing /isolation vs aggregation/ as. p0245 &73-30381
factor in postnatal development of mouse brain
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Characteristics of spontaneous oxygen tension Evoked potentials in the hypothalamus and
variations in human brain structures mesencephalic reticular formation upon
p0249 A73-30844 stimulation of the vagus nerve
Decatron indicator for a micromanipulator p0389 A73-41263
controlled by a stepping motor Russian book - Electrical activity of the human
p0250 A73-30850 brain in the process of motor action.
Electrophysiological evidence that abnormal early p0389 A73-41289
visual experience can modify the human brain. Influence of small electromagnetic-field
p0278 A73-31371 fluctuations on the bioelectric activity of the
Serotonin content in various parts of the brain human brain
during hibernation and awakening p0395 A73-41964
p0278 173-31390 Estimate of integrative cerebral activity using an
Histochemical correlates of changes in the primate orientation response example
brain associated with varying environmental p0401 A73-42651
light conditions. Orbit and superior orbital fissure acoustic window
p0284 A73-32600 for cranium posterior structures imaging by
Brain alpha rhythm activity relationship to echoencephalographic techniques
perceptual and motor performance, correlating p0402 A73-42667
with reaction time and computer cycle time analogy Simple simulated human head for checkinqg
p0287 A73-33159 echoencephalographic equipment.
Transmission of nerve pulses at the switching p0403 173-42672
locations of the brain On the electronic simulation of acceleratory
p0287 A73-33424 nystagmus.
Cerebral control of eye movements and notion P0403 173-42683
perception; Proceedings of the Symposium, Anatomic and functional organization of the
Freiburg in Breisqau, West Germany, July 20-22, ventral anterior and reticular nuclei of the
1971. thalamus
p0315 A73-36432 p0429 A73-44675
Some functional characteristics of the superior Some physiological mechanisms of alpha-rhythm
colliculus of the Rhesus monkey, frequency fluctuations in man under conditions
p0316 A73-36442 of relative rest
Optomotor integration in the colliculus superior p0429 173-44717
of the cat. Inferior colliculus neuron responses to an
p0316 A73-36443 amplitude-modulated signal with varying
The role of the superior colliculus in intensity levels
visually-evoked eye movements. p0435 A73-45248
p0316 A73-36445 Visual and verbal coding in the interhemispheric
Saccade correlated events in the lateral transfer of information.
geniculate body. p0435 A73-45337
p0317 A73-36449 Electrophysiological sleep patterns of human andChanqes in the electrical activity of the brain animal brains
and in some thermoregulation indices of INASA-TT-P-740] p0257 N73-22023
nonanesthetized sale cats during cooling Interdependence of slow and rapid brain waves
p0322 A73-36569 during sleep
Techniques for microinjection of biologically p0257 B73-22027
active substances into subcortical structures of Sonnofunctional mapping of deep brain waves in
the brain neurological patients
p0322 A73-36574 p0257 N73-22029The inhibiting action of 5-oxytryptophan on Bioelectric activity and excitability of cat brainthermal regulation during the awakening from structures during sleep phaseshibernation p0257 N73-22031
p0343 173-37252 Bioelectric activity changes in brains of sleepingChanges in some behavioral reactions and in the children caused by aging factorbioelectric activity of the brain in cats during p0257 373-22032the development of sleep under polarization of Cone model for oxygen diffusion in brain.individual brain structures considering spatial tissue/capillary permeability
p0345 &73-37393 [RAE-LIB-TRANS-16631 p0333 N73-26060Regional serotonin content variations in the brain Effects of phosdrin on electrical brain potentials
of cats during a prolonged absence of sleep in squirrel monkeys
p0345 A73-37394 (FAA-AN-73-3] p0338 173-27056Quantitative evoked-potential analyses for the Equipment for implanting electrodes in subcortical
neurophysiological characterization of faulty structures of cat brainlearning processes in the experimental arterial [NASA-TT-F-15001] p0366 V73-27947hvpertonia-pathogenesis Relation between hyperbaric oxygenation and
p0348 A73-37756 functional activity of differentiated brain withEvoked potentials in the hypothalamus in response respect ot glutanic acid metabolismto stimulation of the vagus and sciatic nerves P 0368 N73-27960
p0349 A73-37941 Temperature interrelationships between rat brainBrain calcium - Role in temperature regulation, tissues and cerebral blood supply
p0353 A73-38294 p0372 N73-29026Formation of various functional states in the State of blood filling and bioelectric activity of
symmetrical structures of the brain as a grain in circulatory hypoxia in healthy personsfunction of the intensity of unconditioned and individuals with early forms of autonomic
excitation vascular dysfunction
p0362 173-39801 p0443 573-33027Russian book - Role of the hypothalamus and the various types of corticopetal influences fromlimbic system of the brain in regulating deep-seated emotiogenic formations of brain
vegetative functions. p0449 N73-33068
p0382 A73-40276 BRAIN CIRCULATION
Bigh-frequency synchronized activity of the Studies of blood gas analysis at abnormal
amygdaloid complex as an EEG indicator of environment.
certain psychophysiological states p0582 A73-11210
p0382 173-40277 Airline flight and ground personnel fatigue andThe role of the amygdaloid nuclei in the orthostatic hypotension syndrome manifested by
regulation of water intake variations in retinal arterial pressure and
p0382 173-40278 brain circulationSymmetry of the visual evoked potential in normal p0586 A73-12156
subjects. Rodification of the electroencephalograph 4EEG-1
p0385 A73-41012 for polygraphy
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p0154 A73-22370 sheep medullary neurons in relation to
Oxygen consumption and its 'critical' tension for swallowing reflex after superior laryngeal nerve
the cerebral cortex in situ stimulation
p0164 A73-23801 p0046 A73-13786
Book - The physiology of the cerebral circulation. Patterns of reflex excitability during the
p0166 173-23945 ontogenesis of sleep and wakefulness.
Characteristics of vasomotor alterations during p0052 A73-14264
brief arbitrary hyperventilation according to Synapse localization study by electron microscopy
data from rheographic and plethysmographic studies of primary afferent tissues in cochlear nuclei
p0193 A73-25041 of the brain stem
Vestibular stresses effects on systemic and p0118 A73-19650
cerebral hemodynamics, considering human Physiological mechanisms of evoked-potential
acceleration adaptation and compensation habituation in the visual analysor
mechanisms p0119 A73-20006
p0208 A73-27714 Unit activity in the brainstem related to eye
Xenon 133 measurement of cerebral volumetric movement - Possible inputs to the motor nuclei..
circulation rates during papaverin and intensain p031
5 
A73-36434
vasodilation of canine and feline intercranial Pontine reticular formation as origin of neural
vessels, showing vessel resistance reduction mechanism generating saccades and nystagmus
p0239 A73-29074 quick phases in horizontal plane, investigating
Temperature conditions and blood supply of the effects of various brain lesions
brain in animals p0316 A73-36436
p0304 173-34229 Brain stem reticular formation influence on
Influence of carbon monoxide and of hemodilution lateral geniculate body neurons during eye
on cerebral blood flow and blood gases in man. movements, suggesting cortical oculomotor
p0324 A73-36659 impulse influence mediation by perigeniculate
Intracranial hemodynamic changes in pilots to nucleus
tilting. p0317 A73-36448
p0328 A73-36916 BREATHING
Correlation between arterial carbon dioxide NT HIGH ALTITUDE BREATHING
tension and regional cerebral blood volume by NT OXYGEN BREATHING
X-ray fluorescence. Formalization of certain functional aspects of the
p0361 A73-39790 external respiration system
Cerebral tolerance to asphyxial hVpoxia in the dog. p0580 A73-10657
p0399 A73-42202 Effect of body temperature on ventilatory
Influence of altitude and drugs on cerebral transients at start and end of exercise in man.
circulation in smokers and non-smokers p0275 A73-31127
p0229 N73-21125 Effects of hyperinflation of the thorax on the
BBAIN DABAGE mechanics of breathing.
Stability criteria in manifestations of the p0400 A73-42415
activity of the central nervous system in humans Design and performance of breathing metabolic
p0575 A73-10152 simulator
Functional state of various portions of the p00
75 N73-13850
cerebrum under the action of extremal stimulation Heliam/oxygen breathing effects on rat gas
p0084 A73-16736 exchange and musculoskeletal heat control
The effects of bilateral destruction of certain p0182 N73-19093
medial-hypothalamus structures on the formation Physiological effects of argon/oxygen breathing on
of complement-binding antibodies rats noting carbon dioxide level
p0117 A73-19647 p0182 N73-19094
Spatial analysis in monkeys of various ages after BREATHING APPARATUS
extirpation of the parietal areas of the NT OXYGEN MASKS
cerebral cortex NT UNDERNATER BREATHING APPARATUS
p0167 A73-24329 Organism-machine interactions in hybrid control
Sensitivity of the brain to repeated exposures of systems for cardiac stimulation, artificial
hypertaric oxygen. breathing apparatus and intelligence assignments
p0195 A73-25328 p0159 A73-23298
Results of electron microscopic studies in the rat Space technology utilization for firefighters
brain under oxygen at high pressure. breathing equipment development, discussing
p0195 A73-25330 design and field testing program
Photostimulation significance in [ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-24] p0350 A73-37980
electroencephalographic examinations of pilots Respirator cartridge filter efficiency under
and aviation school applicants cyclic- and steady-flow conditions.
p0209 A73-27717 p0383 A73-40408
Effect of lithium on acute oxygen toxicity and Design and performance of demand regulated liquid
associated changes in brain gamma-aminobutyric breathing systems for mammalian respiration
acid. p0252 N73-21976
p0238 A73-28503 Breathing apparatus for parachutists
Residual visual function after brain wounds CAD-756554] p0296 N73-24141
involving the central visual pathways in man. Decomposition of compounds adsorbed in charcoal of
p0287 A73-33218 manned spacecraft breathing system
Pontine reticular formation as origin of neural (NASA-CR-134013] p0415 H73-30092
mechanism generating saccades and nystagmus BRIGHTNESS
quick phases in horizontal plane, investigating Two stage mathematical model of brightness
effects of various brain lesions perception operation for stimuli having
p0316 A73-36436 luminance field with asymmetric discontinuity
Cerebellar ablations and spontaneous eye movements p0585 A73-12078
in monkey. Influence of border and background on perception
p0317 A73-36447 of straightness.
Participation of cholinergic mechanisms in p0585 A73-12081
negative human emotions Foveal threshold additivity measurements for
p0362 A73-39799 monochromatic and mixed light, using grating
Visual field defects after missile injuries to the resolution as brightness criterion
qeniculo-striate pathway in man. p0246 A73-30398
p0390 173-41600 BRIGBHTESS DISCBIMINATION
Prefrontal lobe functions and the neocortical Investigation of the edge vision contrast
commissures in monkeys. phenomenon using the null method
p0435 A73-45166 p0579 A73-10654
BRAIN STIR Axiomatic formulation of a mathematical model for
Phasic discharge activity and localization of visual adaptation
A-63
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p0579 A73-10655 BUTTRIC ACID
Visual performance with high-contrast cathode-ray Nervous system transmitter biochemistry in terms
tubes at high levels of ambient illumination, of excitation and inhibition coordination with
p0093 A73-18243 emphasis on gamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/
Intrinsic light brightness and intensity function in cerebellum
estimation tests for foveal and peripheral p0051 A73-14258
retina under photopic and scotopic stimuli Effect of lithium on acute oxygen toxicity and
p0120 A73-20257 associated changes in brain gamma-aminobutyric
Evoked potential correlates of expected stimulus acid.
intensity. p0238 173-28503
p0125 173-21225 Gamma-aminobutyric acid antagonism in visual
The brightness of coloured flashes on backgrounds cortex - Different effects on simple, complex,
of various colours and luminances. and hypercomplex neurons.
p0129 A73-21565 p0424 A73-43338
Analysis of transient visual sensations above the
flicker fusion frequency. C
p0129 173-21566 C
Brightness functions for a complex field with C-135 AIRCRAFT
changing illumination and background. Analysis of pilot performance in evaluating three
p0235 173-28100 types of aircraft altimeters during C-135B
Manipulating the response criterion in visual simulator flight
monitoring. [ASD-TR-72-63] p0074 N73-13117
p0247 A73-30499 CABI ATHOSPHERES
On the rate of acquisition of visual information NT SPACECRAFT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
about space, time, and intensity. Habitable atmospheres which do not support
p0311 173-35496 combustion.
Illuminance and albedo variations /whiteness p0162 A73-23562
constancy/ category judgments for stimuli with High altitude aircraft cabin pressurization for
unpatterned and patterned surfaces crews and passengers, discussing altitude
p0388 A73-41183 tolerance, reaction times, decompression and
Bloch law error in visual perception of capacitor oxygen equipment
discharge brightness p0251 A73-30937
[AD-749452] p0104 N73-14109 Skylab Medical Experiments Altitude Test /SMEAT/
Automated visual sensitivity tester for facility design and operation.
determining visual field sensitivity and blind (ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-44] p0351 173-37991
spot size Skylab medical experiments altitude test /SHEAT/
(NASA-CASE-ARC-10329-11 p0335 N73-26072 chamber atmosphere trace contaminants analysis,
Visibility and optimum light characteristics of describing sample acquisition techniques and
marks for sighting devices instrumentation
p0374 173-29039 [ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-45] p0351 173-37992
BBOIBNE COMPOUNDS CALCIUM
Effects of chemical fire extinguishing agents NT CALCIUM ISOTOPES
containing bromotrifluoromethane on Heart function mechanism explanation by activation
cardiovascular and nervous systems of dogs, potential stimulation of muscular contraction
monkeys, and baboons via calcium ions
fAGARD-R-5991 p0149 N73-17106 p0207 173-27690
BEONCHI Effect of calcium-deficient diet on bone structure
Bronchial tree model simulation of of pigs and dogs
pressure-flow-volume relationships during [NASA-TT-F-13917] p0592 N73-10067
expiration, using gas physics and lung Computer controlled infusion pump for time varying
physiology and anatomy data input of calcium into physiological systems
p0577 173-10169 (NASA-CASE-ARC-10447-1] p0101 N73-14092
Techniques for studying the aerodynamic Effect of acute and chronic hypercapnia on Ca and
characteristics of the bronchial tree of man inorganic P levels in guinea pig blood plasma
p0322 A73-36576 and erythrocytes
Morphometry of the human pulmonary arterial tree. [AD-749323] p0258 173-22035
p0384 A73-40639 Ultrasonic bone densitometer for measuring calcium
A model of diffusion in the respiratory unit. content of bone structures
p0391 A73-41638 [NASA-CASE-MFS-20994-1] p0415 173-30090
Gas transport in the human lung. Effect of high ambient temperature on calcium
p0400 A73-42421 content of human bone tissue
BROHNIAN MOVEMENTS p0444 N73-33033
Cinemicrographic study of the development of CALCIUM CARBONATES
subsurface colonies of Staphylococcus aureus in NT ARAGONITE
soft agar. Influence of blue green algae on crystalline
p0131 A73-21828 calcium carbonate formation on river rocks
BUBBLES INASA-TT-F-15028] p0375 N73-29046
Absorption of gas bubbles in flowing blood. CALCIUM CHLORIDES
p0400 173-42414 Nutritional circulation in the heart. IV - Effect
Effects of gas bubbles in decompression pathology of calcium chloride and potassium chloride on
of humans myocardial hemodynamics and clearance of
(AD-748229] p0108 N73-15126 rubidium-86.
BOOYANCY p0288 173-33990
Microbiological investigation of neutral buoyancy CALCIUM COMPOUNDS
simulator for weightless space environment testing NT ARAGONITE
(NASA-THB--647361 p0229 N73-21127 NT CALCIUM CARBONATES
BURNING NT CALCIUM CHLORIDES
U COMBUSTION CALCIUM ISOTOPES
BURNING PROCESS Calcium metabolism determination in rats by
0 COMBUSTION measuring argon isotope in exhaled air after
BURNING RATE neutron irradiation
Fire retardance of mixtures of inert gases and [NASA-CR-128816] p0186 N73-19130
oxygen. CALCIUM METABOLISM
p0155 A73-22532 Deep hypothermia induced in the golden hamster by
BURNS (INJURIES) altering cerebral calcium levels.
Chorioretinal burn hazards of high intensity p0077 873-16151
radiation sources in industry Calcium movements and excitation-contraction
p0145 N73-17071 coupling in cardiac cells.
p0198 A73-2560'
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Circadian rhythm of urinary calcium excretion Rotating target providing high yield neutrons by
during immobilization. Be-4 reaction for cancer therapy
p0247 A73-30512 [NASA-TM-X-68179] p0136 N73-16067
Low calcium diet produced chronic decalcification Routine proctosigmoidoscopic examinations of
effect on osseous repair of experimentally asymptotic NASA personnel for cancer prevention
induced cortical bone defect in chickens p0144 N73-17061
p0313 173-35981 CANTILEVER WINGS
Brain calcium - Role in temperature regulation. O WINGS
p0353 A73-38294 CAPACITANCE
Relationship between cyclic AMP, phosphodiesterase Cardiac membrane capacitance physiological
activity, calcium and contraction in intestinal properties and measurements in Purkinje fibers,
smooth muscle, ventricular and atrial muscles and heart tissues
p0385 A73-41130 p0197 A73-25596
Abnormal biochemistry in myocardial failure. CAPACITORS
p04O4 A73-42686 Insulated electrode for electrocardiographic
Calcium metabolism determination in rats by recording without paste electrolyte
measuring argon isotope in exhaled air after (NASA-CASE-ISC-14339-1] p0232 N73-21151
neutron irradiation CAPE KENNEDY LAUNCH COMPLEX
rNASA-CR-1288161 p0186 N73-19130 Hand book on ionizing radiation protection
CALCIUM 45 policies at Kennedy Space Center
U CALCIUM ISOTOPES [NASA-TM-X-69410] p0186 
N73-19133
CALCULUS Environmental sanitation handbook for occupational
NT FOURIER SERIES medicine and health procedures at Kennedy Space
NT VECTOR ANALYSIS Center
CALIBRATING [NASA-TM-X-695221 p0440 N73-32020
Automated calibration of blood pressure signal CAPILLARIES (ANATOMY)
conditioners. Symposium on Capillary Exchange and the
p0057 A73-14846 Interstitial Space, Bad Duerkheim, West Germany,
A simplified method for the in vitro calibration Bay 3-6, 1972, Proceedings.
of electromagnetic flowmeters. p0056 A73-14649p0205 A73-27027 Intravascular platelet aggregation in the heart
Design and performance of wideband artificial ear induced by stress.
for calibrating audiometric earphones p0130 173-21805
rAD-746691 1 p0073 N73-13112 Influence of histamine on cutaneous capillary
Calibrator for biaxial electronic platforms circulation and on the oxygen tension of
designed to measure postural equilibrium subcutaneous cellular tissue in various age
[AD-763093] p0377 N73-29066 periods
CALORIC STIMULI p0163 A73-23676
Response of single units of the posterior Morphometry of the human pulmonary arterial tree.
hypothalamus to thermal stimulation. p038
4 173-40639
p0048 A73-14111 Model experiments on apparent blood viscosity and
Caloric vestibular stimulation via UBF-microwave hematocrit in pulmonary alveoli.
irradiation. p0433 A73-45064
p0163 A73-23650 CAPILLARY CIRCULATION
Some effects of cooling and heating areas of the U CAPILLARY FLOW
head and neck on body temperature measurement at CAPILLARY PLOW
the ear. A criterion for oxygen supply optimality in
p0238 A73-28504 tissues and the capillary circulation rate
Nystaqmic response persistence to p0047 A73-13821
Fitzqerald-Hallpike caloric tests as function of Significance of the Bohr and Haldane effects 
in
directional cupular deflections due to head the pulmonary capillary.
movement p012
9 
A73-21614
p0238 A73-28510 Effects of tilting on pulmonary capillary blood
Step-wise changes in thermoregulatory responses to flow in normal man.
slowly changing thermal stimuli. p0361 173-39786
p0239 173-28535 CAPSULES (SPACECRAFT)
Differential thermal sensitivity in the human skin. U SPACE CAPSULES
p0251 173-30912 CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM
CALORIMETERS NT HYPOGLYCEMIA
Heat flow meter and calorimeter measurements of Evolutionary significance of carbohydrate
heat transfer between human body and environment metabolism alterations in animal brains during
under various climatic conditions for adaptation to hypoxia
temperature regulation studies p0575 173-10153
p0049 173-14123 Diet, exercise, and glycogen changes in human
Human calorimeter with a new type of gradient layer, muscle fibers.
p0324 A73-36662 p057
6 173-10160
Design considerations and applications of gradient Arterial oxygen increase by high-carbohydrate 
diet
layer calorimeters for use in biological heat at altitude.
production measurement. p0576 A73-10164p0395 A73-42054 Brain serotonin content - Physiological regulation
CALORIBETRY by plasma neutral amino acids.
U HEAT MEASUREMENT p0578 A73-10408
CALVES Effects of hypoxemia and acute coronary occlusion
Inhibiting and activating effect of mono- and on myocardial metabolism in dogs.
bi-quaternary pvridioxide reactivators on bovine p007
7 A73-16154
erythrocyte cell membrane Studies on acid production during carbohydrate
FBBVG-FBWT-72-9] p0187 N73-19138 metabolism by extremely halophilic bacteria.
CANADA p0117 A73-19500
Color vision requirements of Canadian Armed Effect of low temperature on metabolism of rat
Forces, including their standard tests liver slices and epididynal fat pads.
p0179 173-19070 p0120 A73-20170
CACEBR Effect of excessive glucose administration on the
Influence of rare-earth metal dust containing lipid level, glycolysis rates, and oxygen uptake
radioactive components on the development of in the tissues of the liver, heart, cerebrum and
reticulosarcoma of the lungs aorta
p0163 A73-23680 p0193 A73-25042
Incidence of Lucke renal adenocarcinoma in Rana Apparent paradoxical patterns of anaerobic
pipiens as determined by histological examination. glycolysis and hexokinase activity 
in the red
p0194 A73-25136 blood cells of acutely bled rats, with evidence
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that the responses were in part hormone-dependent, for manned spacecraft
p0196 A73-25568 [NASA-CE-2277] p0366 N73-27948Adrenal influence on the supercompensation of CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
cardiac glycogen following exercise. The role of the vagus nerves in the respiratory
p0200 A73-26121 response to CO2 under hyperoxic conditions.Serum tryptophan level after carbohydrate p0583 A73-11501ingestion - Selective decline in Quantitative estimation of the gas metabolism of
non-albumin-bound tryptophan coincident with continuous higher plant cultures as a life
reduction in serum free fatty acids, support system component
p0209 173-27975 p0087 A73-17680Energy supply in acute cold-exposed dogs. The influence of age, sex, body size and lung size
p0324 A73-36655 on the control and pattern of breathing duringGlycolytic intermediates and adenosine phosphates CO2 inhalation in Caucasians.in rat liver at high altitude 13,800 a/. p0094 A73-18337
p0358 A73-39602 Carbon dioxide concentration, pH and nutrientStudies on the metabolism of concentration effects on blue-green algaeglucose-1,6-diphosphate in human erythrocytes. relative abundance to green algae in lakes
p0386 A73-41139 p0096 A73-18577Serum tryptophan level after carbohydrate Changes in microvascular diameter and oxygeningestion - Selective decline in tension induced by carbon dioxide.
non-albumin-bound tryptophan coincident with p0200 A73-26116
reduction in serum free fatty acids. Effect of acute exposure to CO2 on lung mechanics
p0389 A73-41218 in normal man.The significance of an increased EQ after sucrose p0200 A73-26216ingestion during prolonged aerobic exercise. Comparison of blood and alveolar gas composition
p0391 A73-41621 during rebreathing in the dog lung.Plasma insulin and carbohydrate metabolism after p0201 A73-26218
sucrose ingestion during rest and prolonged Studies of alveolar-mixed venous C02 and 02aerobic exercise. gradients in the rebreathinq dog lung.p0391 A73-41622 p0201 A73-26219Changes in indices of the carbohydrate and fat Changes in the gas content of blood in man during
metabolism, the state of the sympathoadrenal exposure to high ambient temperaturessystem, and oxidative processes under p0208 A73-27711varying-intensity cold effects Pulmonary volume, respiration rate and alveolar
p0429 A73-44671 air carbon dioxide content measurements inLactate origins and renewal in blood plasma, pilots during flight, noting hyperventilationconsidering metabolism, enzymatic resynthesis occurrence
and final excretion in urine p0343 A73-37197p0434 A73-45157 Rebreathing eguilibration of C02 during exercise.Diurnal variations of plasma cortisol and glucose p0434 A73-45068and of urinary excretion of free cortisol in man Physiological effects of argon/oxygen breathing onat rest rats noting carbon dioxide levelp0434 A73-45158 p0182 1N73-19094Mathematical model for in vivo study of glucose Toxicological aspects of carbon dioxide exposurehomeostasis in humans in chronic hypercapnia
rNASA-CE-1291711 p0606 N73-11056 (AD-763394] p0418 N73-31005Effects of physical training on human enzyme CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL
activity, carbohydrate metabolism, cholesterol Atmospheric regeneration in closed chambers bylevel, and adrenal function potassium superoxide[RASA-TT-P-14826] p0216 873-20093 p0332 A73-36951CARBONYDRATES Hydrogen depolarized cell for removing C02 in
NT ADENINES spacecraft life support systemsNT ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE (ADP) fNASA-CE-1318681 p0259 N73-22047NT ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP) Cost estimates for carbon dioxide concentrators inNT CELLULOSE spacecraft life support systemsNT COLIUOSE NASA-CR-124302] p0340 N73-27073NT DECOLTANS Regenerable CO2 sorbent formulation andNT DGLUCOSE fabrication for extravehicular activityNT GLUCOSIDES (NASA-CR-114632] p0376 N73-29054NT GLUCODGENS Alkali metal carbonate-bicarbonate solid gasNT GElCOGENSE reaction for removing CO2 from atmosphere of EVANT NEXOKINASE life support system
NT MONOSACCHARIDES [NASA-CR-114661] p0420 N73-31013NT NUCLEOSIDES Systems design for amine carbon dioxide sorber bedNT STRRCES to be used in manned spacecraftNT STCROSE 
rNASA-CR-111849] p0420 N73-31018CANT SUCROBO Cost data for modified hydrogen depolarized carbonT CARB COL dioxide concentrator in life support systemNT CHARCOAL (NASA-CE-1244621 p0447 N73-33052CARBON COMPOUNDS CARBON DIOXIDE TENSIONNT ARAGONITE NT HYPERCAPNIA
NT CALCIUM CARBONATES Gas-blood C02 equilibration in dog lungs duringNT SCARBONATES rebreathing.NT SBBODIUM CARBONATES 
p0048 A73-14115CARBON DIOXIDE Gas dynamic theory of gas exchange in organisms
Adsorption of spacecraft contaminants on Bosch based on oxygen and carbon dioxide permanent
carbon. Partial pressure gradients in tissues, blood and[ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-15] p0349 a73-37972 lungs
Oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and noble gases p0169 A73-24523for environment suitable for humans Independent effects of changes in 1+ and CO2
p0104 173-15093 concentrations on hypoxic pulmonaryAtmospheric control studies, emphasizing carbon vasoconstriction..
dioxide problem 
p0169 A73-24565p0106 173-15108 Quantitative influence of C02 inhalation onChange in content of gases in blood when man is thermal sweating in man.
exposed to high ambient temperatures p0195 A73-25331p0217 N73-20105 Threshold PaCOZ as a chemical stimulus forDevelopment of design information for molecular ventilation during acute hypoxia in dogs.sieve sorbants regenerative C02-removal systems p0239 A73-28534
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Method of PaCO2 determination in men with p0162 A73-23562
functional disorders of external respiration CARBONACEOUS METcORITES
p0239 A73-29075 Chemical evolution before life deduced from
Bypoxic pulmonary steady-state diffusing capacity carbonaceous meteorites composition, noting
for CO and cardiac output in rats born at a porphyrins, optically active substances and
simulated altitude of 3500 a. isoprenoid hydrocarbons
p0251 A73-30911 p0243 A73-30130
Survival of common bacteria in liquid culture CARBONATES
under carbon dioxide at high temperatures. NT ARAGONITE
p0284 A73-32650 NT CALCIUM CARBONATES
Correlation of ventilatory responses to hypoxia NT SODIUM CARBONATES
and hypercapnia. alkali metal carbonate-bicarbonate solid gas
p0359 A73-39776 reaction for removing CO2 from atmosphere of EVA
Transient ventilatory response to hypoxia with and life support system
without controlled alveolar PC02. [NASA-CE-114661] p0420 873-31013
p0359 A73-39777 CARBOITHEBOGLOBIN
Correlation between arterial carbon dioxide Myocardial metabolism during exposure to carbon
tension and regional cerebral blood volume by monoxide in the conscious dog.
I-ray fluorescence. p01
59 A73-22935
p0361 A73-39790 Carbon monoxide content in the exhaled air and
External airway resistance effects on ventilation carboxyhemoglobin in the blood of subjects
and carbon dioxide response during human steady equipped with an isolating protective garment
state exercise p0208 A73-27712
p0400 A73-42417 Influence of carbon monoxide and of hemodilution
A rapid method for determining the CO2 transport on cerebral blood flow and blood gases in man..
characteristics in man by using a capnograph and p0324 173-36659
a multichannel respirator Carbon monoxide content in exhaled air and blood
p0402 A73-42665 carboxyhemoglobin in subjects confined to
CARBON MONOXIDE insulating protective gear
Carbon monoxide content in the exhaled air and p0217 N73-20106
carboxyhemoglobin in the blood of subjects CARBOEITHHOGLOBIN TEST
equipped with an isolating protective garment Significance of the Bohr and Haldane effects in
p0208 A73-27712 the pulmonary capillary.
Influence of carbon monoxide and of hemodilution p0129 A73-21614
on cerebral blood flow and blood gases in man. Effects of single exposures of carbon monoxide on
p0324 A73-36659 sensory and psychomotor response.
Compact carbon monoxide sensor utilizing a p0383 A73-40409
confocal optical cavity. CARBOITLIC ACIDS
(ASHE PAPER 73-ENAs-201 p0350 A73-37976 NT LACTIC ACID
Oxygen, carbon monoxide, and fuel toxicity NT LYSINE
p0105 N73-15101 NT TRYPTOPHAN
Acute toxicity of brief exposures to HF. BC1., 02, CARCINOGENS
and HCN singly and in combination with CO in An experimental basis for carcinogenic effects of
aircraft cabins ultraviolet radiation.
(AD-7514421 p0139 573-16085 p0203 A73-26485
Carbon monoxide content in exhaled air and blood CARCINOMA.
carboxyhemoqlobin in subjects confined to U CANCER
insulating protective gear CARDIAC AURICLES
p0217 573-20106 Quantitative radionuclide angiocardiography for
Hyperoxic atmosphere effect on rat metabolism and determination of chamber to chamber cardiac
elimination of gaseous wastes transit times.
p0254 573-22004 p0057 A73-14767
Physiological and hemodynamic adaptations to CO Ultrastructure of the atrial, ventricular, and
levels and exercise in nonsmoking normal men Purkinje cell, with special reference to the
(PB-213834/11 p0267 573-23073 genesis of arrhythmias.
Effect of carbon monoxide on time perception p0097 A73-18873
(PB-214651/2] p0299 N73-25123 Morphometric and histochemical investigation on
Influence of continuous and discontinuous exposure human right atrial and mitral papillary muscle.
to carbon monoxide on animals p0125 A73-21215
p0442 573-33019 Cardiac activity potentials, P-R interval and
CARBON OOIXIDE POISONIIG impulse propagation across atrioventricular
Myocardial metabolism during exposure to carbon node, ventricular conduction and Purkinje
monoxide in the conscious dog. fiber-muscle junctions
p0159 A73-22935 p0198 A73-25598
Influence of restricted motor activity on the Stethoscope- or phonocardiograph-detectable
resistancd of animals to acute action of carbon systole-associated left atrial sound in terms of
monoxide activity recording, sound genesis, hemodynamic
p0280 173-31519 correlations and clinical applications
Results of carbon monoxide poisoning checks p01
99 A73-25696
following aviation accidents or incidents in the Temporal sequence of right and left atrial
French Army contractions during spontaneous sinus rhythm and
p0329 a73-36929 paced left atrial rhythm.
Brythropoietin production in dogs exposed to high p0199 A73-25699
altitude and carbon monoxide. Electrocardiographic evidence of left atrial
p0358 A73-39599 hypertension in acute myocardial infarction.
Effect of carbon monoxide on time perception. p0
201 A73-26287
p0381 A73-40000 Electrocardiographic diagnosis of sinus node
Effects of single exposures of carbon monoxide on rhythm variations and SA block.
sensory and psychomotor response. p031
9 A73-36520
p0383 A73-40409 Intra-atrial and esophageal electrography in the
Bypokinetic disturbances of rats after exposure to diagnosis of complex arrhythnias.
carbon monoxide p031
9 
A73-36525
p0255 N73-22007 Experimental studies on the mechanisms of closure
Tolerance of hypokinetic rats to carbon monoxide of cardiac valves with use of roentgen
exposure videodensitometry.
p0264 N73-23043 p0348 A73-37795
CARBON TETRAILUORIDE P wave analysis in 2464 orthogonal
Habitable atmospheres which do not support electrocardiograms from normal subjects and
combustion, patients with atrial overload.
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p0399 A73-42341 p0169 A73-24564
CARDIAC VENTRICLES Depolarization phase of the spatial velocity
Left ventricular receptors activated by severe electrocardiogram in normal and ventricular
asphyxia and by coronary artery occlusion. overloading.
p0579 A73-10549 p0171 173-24900
On the causes of the changes of the second heart Cardiac activity potentials, P-B interval and
sound in left bundle branch block, impulse propagation across atrioventricular
p0581 A73-11008 node, ventricular conduction and PurkinjeAtrioventricular block response to exercise and fiber-muscle junctions
intraventricular conduction at rest. p0198 173-25598
p0583 A73-11506 Temporal sequence of right and left atrial
Left ventricular end-diastolic pressures following contractions during spontaneous sinus rhythm and
selective coronary arteriography. paced left atrial rhythm.
p0583 173-11508 p0199 173-25699
Nature of the conduction disturbance in selective Slow and fast heart rates and syncopal and dizzy
coronary arteriography and left heart attacks as manifestations of sick sinus
catheterization. syndrome, discussing ventricular artificial
p0587 A73-12443 pacemaker as therapy
Echocardiographic findings in experimental p0201 A73-26289
myocardial infarction of the posterior left Byocardial contraction velocity and acceleration
ventricular wall. in man measured by ultrasound echocardiography
p0587 A73-12446 differentiation.
Maximal treadmill exercise electrocardiography - p0205 A73-27026Correlations with coronary arteriography and High-fidelity left ventricular pressure
cardiac hemodynamics. measurements for the assessment of cardiac
p0590 A73-12821 contractility in man.Quantitative radionuclide angiocardiography for p0209 173-27888determination of chamber to chamber cardiac Comparison of isometric exercise and anqiotensintransit times. infusion as stress test for evaluation of left
p0057 A73-14767 ventricular function.
Elevated ST segments with exercise in ventricular p0209 173-27889
aneurysm. Exercise-induced ventricular arrhythmias in
p0059 A73-15643 patients with coronary artery disease - TheirA new method to measure non-uniformity in the relation to angiographic findings.intact heart. p0209 173-27890
p0059 A73-15645 Relationship between ventricular prematureSystolic time intervals in constrictive contractions on routine electrocardiography andpericarditis and severe primary myocardial subsequent sudden death from coronary heartdisease. disease.
p0086 173-17596 p0242 173-30051Television/computer dimensional analysis interface Echocardiography status, potentialities and
with special application to left ventricular requirements in congenital heart disease
cineanqioqraas. diagnosis, considering feasibility in left
p0089 A73-17860 ventricular performance evaluationGeometry of left ventricular contraction in the p0243 173-30053
systolic click syndrome - Characterization of a Book on echocardioqraphy covering examination ofsegmental myocardial abnormality, mitral, aortic, tricuspid and pulaonic valves,
p0097 173-18870 ventricles, atrium, pericardial effusion,
Pathological cardiac conduction system lesions coronary artery disease and tumors
anatomy associated with arrhythmia, discussing p0245 A73-30358atrioventricular, His bundle and bundle branch Myoglobin distribution in the heart of growingblocks rats exposed to a simulated altitude of 3500 a
p0097 173-18872 in their youth or born in the low pressureUltrastructure of the atrial, ventricular, and chamber.
Purkinje cell, with special reference to the p0251 1A73-30910genesis of arrhythmias. Procedure for recording the rate of pressure
p0097 173-18873 changes in heart cavitiesLeft ventricular performance after myocardial p0276 A73-31167infarction assessed by radioisotope Assessment of left heart function by noninvasive.angiocardiography.. exercise test in normal subjects.p0130 173-21801 p0277 173-31345Ventriculographic patterns and hemodynamics in Assessment of left ventricular performance in man
primary myocardial disease. 
- Instantaneous tension-velocity-lenqth
p0130 A73-21804 relations obtained with the aid of anEstimation of left ventricular size by electromagnetic velocity catheter in the
echocardiography.. ascending aorta.
p0159 173-22999 p0281 173-31996Left ventricular blood flow velocity in man Echocardiographic detection of regional myocardialstudied with the Doppler ultrasonic flowneter. infarction - an experimental study.
p0159 A73-23173 p0281 173-31997
Reflex bradycardia elicited from left ventricular Intracardiac heart murmurs and sounds influenced
receptors during acute severe hypoxia in cats. by respiration.
p0159 A73-23244 p0283 A73-32546Coronary flow and left ventricular function during Assessment of left ventricular dimensions and
environmental stress, function by echocardiography.
p0162 173-23380 p0289 173-34038
Immediate hemodynamic effects of cardiac Book on vectorcardiography covering equipment,
angiography in man. techniques, lead systems and abnormalities
p0165 &73-23841 associated with atrial and ventricularAlternative mechanisms of apparent supernormal hypertrophy, bundle branch blocks, myocardialatrioventricular conduction, infarction and arrhythmiap0165 A73-23843 p0306 173-34452Physiological studies of human orgabism adaptation QBS abnormalities in IV block - Variations and
to high altitudes in temporary and permanent their significance.
mountain inhabitants, discussing oxygen uptake, p0319 173-36521lung ventilation and cardiac ventricle hypertrophy Identification of the sites of atrioventricularSp0168 173-24514 conduction defects by neans of His bundlePhysiological responses of rats to intermittent electrography and atrial pacing.high-altitude stress - Effects of age. p0319 173-36522
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,The clinical causes and mechanisms of HT ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
intraventricular conduction disturbances. NT PHONOCARDIOGAPHY
p0319 A73-36524 Left ventricular end-diastolic pressures following
Current status of correlations between selective coronary arteriography.
vectorcardiogram and hemodynamic data. p
05 83 173-11508
p0319 A73-36526 The value of the ultrasonic Doppler method and
Respiratory changes in the stroke volume of the apexcardiography as reference tracings in
left ventricle in healthy humans phonocardiography.
p0345 A73-37397 p0583 A73-11509
Experimental studies on the mechanisms of closure A quick and inexpensive method of monitoring on
of cardiac valves with use of roentgen tape the heart rate during exposure of the human
videodensitometry. head to pulsed magnetic fields.
p0348 A73-37795 p0053 A73-14289
Use of a video system in the study of ventricular Quantitative radionuclide angiocardiography for
function in man. determination of chamber to chamber cardiac
p0348 A73-37797 transit times.
Biplane roentgen videometric system for dynamic, p0057 A73-14767
60/sec, studies of the shape and size of Evaluation of the state of the cardiovascular
circulatory structures, particularly the left system from polycardiographic test data
ventricle. p0088 A73-17749
p0348 173-37798 The use of a compartmental hypothesis for the
A new technique for the study of left ventricular estimation of cardiac output from dye-dilution
pressure-volume relations in man. curves and the analysis of radiocardiograms.
p0353 A73-38259 p0115 A73-19124
Election time by ear densitogram and its The influence of recording speed on
derivative - Clinical and physiologic apexcardiographic timing - A multi-observer
applications. study of precision and performance utilizing
p0353 A73-38866 randomized tracings in multiple subjects..
Echocardioqraphic evaluation of the hemodynamic p011
8 A73-19932
effects of chronic aortic insufficiency with Pattern of blood flow within the heart - A stable
observations on left ventricular performance, system.
p0354 A73-38868 p0125 A73-21214
Detection of left ventricular asynergy by Left ventricular performance after myocardial
echocardiography. infarction assessed by radioisotope
p03 54 A73-38869 angiocardiography.
Contraction kinetics of ventricular muscle from p0130 A73-21801
hibernating and nonhibernatinq mammals. ventriculographic patterns and hemodynamics in
p0358 173-39603 primary myocardial disease.
Effects of beta-blocking agents on p0130 A73-21804
atrio-ventricular and intraventricular Video instrumentation for radionuclide
conduction in man. angiocardiography.
p0390 A73-41564 p0348 B73-37796
The relationship between left ventricular election Measuring characteristics of the displacement
time and stroke volume during passive cardiograph.
cardiovascular stress. p0403 A73-42676
p0390 A73-41565 Early diagnosis of coronary heart disease;
Examination of a multiple dipole inverse cardiac Proceedings of the Second Paavo Nurmi Symposium,
generator, based on accurately determined model Porvoo, Finland, September 9-11, 1971.
data. p0404 A73-42826
p0394 A73-41961 Indications and value of coronary arteriography.
A simple cardiac contractility computer. p0405 A73-42830
p0403 &73-42677 The value of different angiographic procedures in
Structural conditions in the hypertrophied and coronary heart disease.
failing heart. p0405 A73-42831
p0403 &73-42685 Ischemic polarcardiographic changes induced by
Nature and significance of alterations in exercise - A new criterion.
myocardial compliance. p0432 A73-44946
p0404 A73-42689 CARDIOLOG
Polyparametric information of the Fingerprint patterns incidence relation in
electrocardiogram in injured tissue, congenital vitium cordis patients, using Henry
p0405 A73-42834 dactyloscopic classification
Coronary heart disease; Proceedings of the Second p0581 173-11080
International Symposium, Frankfurt am Main, Best Effect of a 5-day space flight on cardiodynamics
Germany, June 1972. during physical work of moderate intensity
p0405 173-42856 p0588 173-12467
Transient S-T elevation detected by 24-hour ECG Unusual diastolic heart beat in pericardial
monitoring during normal daily activity, effusion.
p0424 173-43492 p0041 173-13059
Stroke volume measurement from an integral Evaluation of cardiac performance in exercise.
rheogram of human body p0043 173-13539
p0429 173-44719 Computerized ECG interpretation system for heart
Comparison of ultrasound and cineangiographic and circulatory disorder detection and diagnosis
measurements of left ventricular performance in and health screening
patients with and without wall motion p0056 173-14660
abnormalities. Intermittent trifascicular block - Different
p0436 173-45400 mechanisms of conduction disturbances in the
Gaussian curve simulation of multiple-dipole model bundle branches.
of ventricular depolarization p0115 173-19152
(TH-71-2-25] p0067 N73-12116 The contractile function of the myocardium in two
CARDIOGEAMS types of cardiac adaptation to a chronic load.
Mechanisms of cardiac arrhythmias - Prom p0118 173-19931
hypothesis to physiologic fact. A comparison between the effects of dynamic and
p0347 A73-37582 isometric exercise as evaluated by the systolic
Russian book - Integral topograms of heart time intervals in normal man.
potentials. p0122 A73-20369
p0401 173-42489 Papers on cardiac electrophysiology covering heart
CARDIOG BAM cells, membrane mechanism, molecular structure,
NT BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHI excitation-contraction coupling, muscular ion
NT 2CHOCARDIOGRAPHT transport, synaptic and atrioventricular
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transmissions, healing, etc Application of multichannel rheoqraphy to
p0197 A73-25588 physiological studies on a centrifuge
Effect of a 5-day space flight on the cardiac p0088 A73-17693dynamics during moderately severe physical work. Evaluation of the state of the cardiovascular
p0284 A73-32617 system from polycardiographic test data
The differential electrocardiographic p0088 A73-17749
manifestations of hemiblocks, bilateral bundle The effects of hypoxia, hypercapnia, and asphyxia
branch block, and trifascicular blocks, on the baroreceptor-cardiac reflex at rest and
p0319 173-36523 during exercise in man.
Book - Atherosclerosis and coronary heart disease. p0094 A73-18348
p0320 A73-36531 The use of a compartmental hypothesis for the
Localizing factors in experimental atherosclerosis. estimation of cardiac output from dye-dilution
p0320 A73-36536 curves and the analysis of radio-ardioqrams.
Problems in the recognition of angina pectoris. p0115 A73-19124
p0321 &73-36541 Sinus venosus atrial septal defect - Analysis of
Dynamic electrocardiographic standardization for fifty cases.
detecting cardiac risk factor in personnel p0121 A73-20368
p0145 N73-17066 Analysis of some nechanisms of human stability to
Long term exercise effects on cardiovascular decompression of the lower portion of the body
response in NASA personnel with periodic p0124 A73-20987
erqometric evaluation High altitude acclimatization and mountain
p0145 N73-17067 climbing effects on human organism, consideringCARDIOTACHOMETERS oculonotor, cardiovascular and respiratory
Hybrid biological power cells for cardiac responses and endurance
pacemakers - Materials evaluation. p0124 173-20991
p0363 A73-39823 Cardiovascular changes in middle-aged men during
Evaluation of effects of the microwave oven /915 two years of training.
and 2450 NHz/ and radar /2810 and 3050 88z/ p0127 A73-21504
electromagnetic radiation on noncompetitive Central, femoral, and brachial circulation during
cardiac pacemakers, exercise in hypoxia.
p0363 A73-39824 p0127 A73-21506Development of electrocardiogram protection Changes in hemodynamics and efferent sympathetic
circuits to prevent accidental electrocution and pulsation during pressor cardiovascular reflexes
digital cardiotachometer system to display heart under conditions of acute hypoxic hypoxia
rate p0154 A73-22365
p0261 173-22924 Distribution of systemic blood flow during
Neasurement of arterial pressure by cardiopulmonary bypass.
tachooscillcscope method p0158 A73-22930(NASA-TT-F-15088] p0439 N73-32016 Clinical evidence of cardiac weakness andCARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM incoordination secured by simultaneous recordsNT AORTA of the force BCG and carotid pulse derivativeT ARTERIES and interpreted by an electrical analogue.NT BLOOD VESSELS p0159 173-23174NT CAPILLARIES (AATOT) Changes in the cardiac rhythm durinq a hypoxicNT CARDIAC AURICLES functional test
NT CARDIAC VENTRICLES p0165 A73-23820NT DIASTOLE The role of vestibulometry in medical evaluationHT EOSINOPBILS of flight personnel
NT EBYTBROCYTES p0165 A73-23821NT GLONEROLOS Effect of electrostimulation on hemodynamic shiftsNT HEART during prolonged hypokinesiaNT HENATOPOIESIS p0166 A73-23940NT BENATOPOIETIC SYSTEM Interrelations among the suprarenalNT LYHPHOCYTES gluco-corticoid activity, the cardiovascularNT BIOCARDIUE systems, and the electrolyte metabolism duringNT BBTICULOCYTES prolonged workNT SISTOLE p0199 A73-26085NT VEINS Hemodynamics alteration caused by acute hypoxia inCardiovascular and temperature regulatory changes animals with denervated carotid sinusesduring progressive dehydration and enhydration. p0236 A73-28350
p0577 A73-10165 Changes in cardiac activity and in the latter'sAutomated system of storing and processing phase structure during decompression of thevectorcardiograms lower half of the body
p0580 A73-10660 p0280 A73-31513Pilot incapacitation as cause of aircraft Influence of lower-body decompression on the state
accidents, noting age connected cardiovascular of the human cardiovascular system /according todisease as leading cause for loss of pilot license roentgenokymographic data/
p0582 A73-11238 p0305 A73-34234Cardiovascular reflexes evoked by potassium ion Cardiovascular responses to sudden strenuous
stimulation of the heart under conditions of exercise - Heart rate, blood pressure, and ECG.spinal deafferentation and intact innervation p0310 A73-35461
p0047 A73-13820 Lipids in arteriosclerotic arterial tissues of man.Absence of appreciable cardiovascular and p0320 A73-36534
respiratory responses to muscle vibration. Localizing factors in experimental atherosclerosis.
p0049 173-14119 p0320 173-36536Telemetry of cardiovasculary parameters on fighter Localizing factors in arteriosclerosis.
aircraft flying pilots. p0320 A73-36537
p0055 A73-14309 Experimental myocardial infarction - HemodynamicExtent of engagement of various cardiovascular evaluation..
effectors to alterations of carotid sinus p0321 A73-36540pressure. Role of arterial and venous vessels of limbs inp0078 A73-16250 the process of cardiovascular reflex responsesCardiovascular system reactions to alternating p0322 173-36578
transverse accelerations in man Cardiovascular reactions of a healthy man exposed
p0087 A73-17687 to sonic boomsReactions of the cardiovascular system of pilots p0327 A73-36909with atherosclerosis symptoms under professional On correlation between the changes in cerebellaractivity conditions bioelectric activity and the adaptive reactions
p0087 A73-17689 under the effect of accelerations.
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p0328 A73-36915 Role of extracardial innervation in compensation
A study of Balon 1301 /CBrF3/ toxicity under of orthostatic load
simulated flight conditions. p0443 873-33023
p0329 A73-36930 Mathematical model and digital computer simulation
Physiological shifts in the human organism under of cardiovascular control system response to
increased neuropsychic stresses ergometer exercise
p0345 A73-37392 p0446 873-33049
Evaluation of positive end-expiratory pressure in CARGO AIRCRAFT
hypoxemic dogs. NT C-135 AIRCRAFT
p03 60 A73-39781 CARIBBEAN SEA
Oxygen delivery and oxygen return to the lungs at Marine biology literature compilation for
onset of exercise in man. Caribbean Sea and adjacent regions
p0361 A73-39788 p0261 N73-23022
Effect of stimulation of certain hypothalamic Literature compilation on marine geology and
structures on systemic and pulmonary circulation geophysics for Caribbean Sea and adjacent regions
p0382 A73-40282 p0261 N73-23023
Circulatory reflexes from mechanoreceptors in the CAROTENE
cardio-aortic area. Chemiotaxionomic survey of carotenoid pigments in
p0384 A73-40637 several species and groups of Basidiomycetes
The relationship between left ventricular election [NASA-TT-F-14858] p0219 N73-20117
time and stroke volume during passive CAROTID SINUS REFLEX
cardiovascular stress. The role of the carotid chemoreceptors in the
p0390 A73-41565 CO2-hyperpnea under hyperoxia.
The energetic metabolism and some reactions of the p0583 A73-11502
cardiovascular system during multichannel The effect of time of electrical stimulation of
electrical stimulation and voluntary stressing the carotid sinus on the amount of reduction in
of muscles arterial pressure.
p0429 A73-44670 p0056 A73-14648
Cardiopulmonary responses of male and female swine Extent of engagement of various cardiovascular
to simulated high altitude. effectors to alterations of carotid sinus
p0432 A73-45058 pressure.
High altitude effects on cerebral and p0078 A73-16250
cardiovascular systems of monkeys A mathematical model to assess changes in the
fAD-7458911 p0610 N73-11085 baroreceptor reflex.
Effects of gravitational and inertial forces on p0126 A73-21475
cardiovascular and respiratory dynamics Hemodynamics alteration caused by acute hypoxia in
rNASA-CR-1296031 p0063 N73-12074 animals with denervated carotid sinuses
Standard requirements for ultrasonic Doppler p0236 A73-28350
probes of cardiovascular systems in medical Posthvperventilation breathing - Different effects
monitoring functions of active and passive hyperventilation.
p0063 N73-12083 p0241 A73-29752
Transverse acceleration effects on human The role of carotid sinuses in the regulation of
cardiovascular system hemodynamics during motor activity
p0064 N73-12088 p02
76 A73-31161
Flight stress effects on cardiovascular reactions Circulatory reflexes from mechanoreceptors in the
of pilots with atherosclerosis cardio-aortic area.
p00 64 N73-12090 p0384 A73-40637
Feasibility of multichannel rheography for Ophthalmodynamography in pilots to test internal
studying cardiovascular system on centrifuge carotid insufficiency - Comparison of
p0065 N73-12094 blood-pressure responses.
Cardiac toxicity of fluoroalkane gases for p0387 A73-41162
propelling aerosols in industry and household Measurements of arterial pressure and of
applications pressoreceptor reactions during prolonged
[AD-7514251 p0140 N73-16090 pressure shifts in carotid arteries
Cardiovascular effects of fluorocarbon exposure, p0429 A73-44720
emphasizing epinephrine sensitivity CARRIER NOBILITY
[AD-7514271 p0140 N73-16091 NT ELECTRON MOBILITY
Cardiovascular and respiratory systems reactions CARTRIDGE ACTUATED DEVICES
in cosmonauts during space flight U ACTUATORS
p0180 N73-19079 CASCADES (FLUID DYNAMICS)
Technology transfer of biomedical data for use in U FLUID DYNAMICS
research of cardiovascular diseases CASCODE HOSPET
rNASA-CR-1312461 p0211 N73-20053 U FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
Techniques for determining effects of prolonged CASE HISTORIES
weightlessness on cardiovascular system of Case histories of valvular cardiopathies in
subhuman primateg military pilots, determining tolerance to flight
[NASA-CR-131890] p0252 N73-21980 p0115 A73-19209
Distribution parameter model for acceleration Application of the numerical study of random time
forces acting on arterial system series to the analysis of the
rAD-7565301 p0294 873-24128 electroencephalogram of the normal infant
Instrumentation and techniques for determining p0128 A73-21540
effects of gravitational and inertial forces on Conference on occupational medicine support in
cardiovascular and respiratory dynamics NASA programs to prevent health and emotional
rNASA-CB-1332121 p0298 N73-25119 problems in personnel
Lower body decompression effects on human [-NASA-TM-X-69072] p01
42 N73-17048
cardiovascular hemodynamic system ultiphase health screening and medical history
p0373 N73-29032 questionnaire for preventive/occupational
Fluid dynamic aspects of cardiovascular behavior physical examinations
during low frequency whole-body vibration such p0143 N73-17052
as encountered by astronauts during launch and Automated medical history questionnaire for
reentry screening industrial personnel and scheduling
[NASA-CR-1338431 p0412 N73-30069 physical examinations
Evaluation of energy expenditures and reactions of p0144 N73-17060
cardiovascular and respiratory systems to Periodic health examinations and automatic
physical work processing of medical histories for detection
[NASA-TT-F-150901 p0437 N73-31997 and prevention of human diseases
measurement of arterial pressure by p0145 873-17074
tachooscilloscope method Automated medical record system for identifying
(NASA-TT-F-15088] p0439 N73-32016 and managing medical problems for Navy
-71
CASES (CONTAINERS) SUBJECT INDEX
p0147 373-17087 noting relation to coronary heart disease
Articles on methodology and historical importance p0405 A73-428J7
of scientific research in creativity Extraction and analysis by gas-liquid
[TT-70-57147-21 p0413 573-30075 chromatography of catecholamine metabolites fromi
CASES (CONTAINERS) biological tissue
Manipulator kinematics in selecting geometrical [AD-745944] p0066 N73-12105
shapes of containers and chambers Radioimmunoassays of plasma aldosterone and
p0336 N73-26087 catecholamine concentrations as human vasomotor
CATABOLISM regulators
Role of the sympathico-adrenal system during a p0174 N73-18111
period of rest and in adaptation to muscular CATHETEBIZATION
activity On the causes of the changes of the second heart
p0576 &73-10157 sound in left bundle branch block.
DNA catabolism in rat tissues in response to p0581 A73-11008
transverse accelerations Nature of the conduction disturbance in selective
p0087 A73-17679 coronary arteriography and left heart
Thermal factor and dehydration influences on catheterization.
protidic and lipidic catabolisms of young men p0587 A73-12443
with partial food deprivation in hot climate, Comparison of isometric exercise and angiotensin
discussing metabolic balances infusion as stress test for evaluation of left
p0125 A73-21248 ventricular function.
Transverse acceleration effects on p0209 A73-27889
dioxyribonucleic acid catabolism in rat spleen Assessment of left ventricular performance in man
and liver - Instantaneous tension-velocity-length
p0063 N73-12080 relations obtained with the aid of an
Human circadian rhythms of blood circulation, electromagnetic velocity catheter in the
respiration and catabolism under flight ascending aorta.
simulation stress p0281 173-31996
EDLE-FB-72-49] p0413 373-30073 Permanent catheterism of the thoracic aorta -
CATALASE Direct measurement of arterial pressure,
Gas environment- effect on catalase cryolysis injection of substances, and the taking of blood
p0185 N73-19121 in wake rats
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY p0435 173-45160
Chemical evolution under the bion hypothesis. CATHODE RAI TUBES
p0055 A73-14316 Visual performance with high-contrast cathode-ray
Solvent effects on enzymes - Implications for tubes at high levels of ambient illumination.
extraterrestrial life. p0093 A73-18243
p0091 173-17948 Human factors aspects in aircraft electronic
Effects of experimental conditions on parameter display systems, discussing cathode ray tubes
estimated when using the Bill model /CRT/ and light emitting diodes /LED/
p0153 A73-21872 applications and characteristics
Prebiotic reactions combining amino acids and p0204 A73-26500
ribonucleotides into polypeptides and A visual stimulator employing a T.V. raster display.
polynucleotides in presence of urea, imidazole p0246 A73-30400
and q positive ion, suggesting contemporary A multiplex cathode-ray-tube display with digital
biosynthesis parallels readout for a body plethysmograph.
p0383 A73-40372 p0402 A73-42666
Proton magnetic resonance spectra of ribonuclease CATIONS
A inhibitor complexes, noting effect on NT PERRIC IONS
catalytic activity NT METAL IONS
[BMVG-BUT-72-131 p0137 873-16074 Effectiveness of the application of tightly bonded
CATAPULTS sulfo-cation exchange resins in water recycling
Disorienting effects of aircraft catapult by the sorption method
launchings. p0086 173-17677
p0117 173-19480 CATS
CATARACTS Roentgenographic study of relative heart motion
Management of cataract in commercial flight during vibration in water-immersed cats.
personnel. p0289 173-34039
p0329 A73-36927 Dynamic response of vestibular nuclei neurons of
Literature review of experimental studies to decerebrated cats subjected to sinusoidal rotation
assess relationship of exposure to microwaves [AHNU-B-70-2] p0606 N73-11059
and subsequent development of cataracts Asymmetric response of cat semicircular canal
0UR-3490-103] p0107 N73-15123 neurons to symmetric sinusoidal rotation
CATECHOLAMINE [AREU-B-69-2] p0607 N73-11060
NT EPINEPHRINE Physiological response of cat semicircular canal
Effects of endotoxin on monoamine metabolism in dependent units to linear acceleration without
the rat. angular acceleration
p0582 &73-11100 [ABRU-R-70-4] p0607 N73-11061
Intensity of exercise and heart tissue Mechanical response of otolith-dependent units of
catecholamine content. cats to sinusoidal linear acceleration
p0042 A73-13498 [AMRU-R-69-3] p0608 N73-11068
The role of biogenic amines in sleep. Effects of intraperitoneally administered
p0051 A73-14260 hydrazine on electrophysiology, general
Catecholamine exchange in the hormonal and behavior, and performance of cats
mediator links of the sympathicoadrenal system (AD-746014] p0609 373-11081
under stress Monomethylhydrazine effects on evoked cerebral
p0121 A73-20367 neuroelectric responses in unanesthetized cat
Circadian rhythms in catecholamines in organs of [AD-746302] p0610 N73-11082
the golden hamster. Respiratory impedance effects on electrical
p0200 A73-26120 activities of bulbar respiratory neurons,
Relative rates of arterial lactate and respiratory muscles, and pulmonary ventilation
oxygen-deficit accumulation in hypoxic dogs. in anesthesized cats
p0281 A73-31922 p0064 N73-12084
Influence of electric stimulation of the Semicircular canal plugging response in cats to
hypothalamus on catecholamine, phosphorated rotary stimulation
compound, and cholesterol levels p0111 373-15151
p0383 A73-40284 Bioelectric activity and excitability of cat brain
Emotionally induced increases in heart rate and structures during sleep phases
plasma catecholamine and free fatty acids, p0257 N73-22031
A-72
SUBJECT INDEX CELLS (BIOLOGY)
Behavioral learning response of cat to electric Ultrastructure of the atrial, ventricular, and
stimulation of auditory nervous system Purkinje cell, with special reference to the
(NASA-CE-1320471 p0293 N73-24124 genesis of arrhythmias.
Equipment for implanting electrodes in subcortical p009
7 A73-18873
structures of cat brain Rabbit hippocampal neuron activity relation to
(NASA-TT-F-15001] p0366 N73-27947 theta-wave phases from cell potential and
CELESTIAL BODIES extracellular recording analyses
NT CARBONACEOUS METEORITES p0118 A73-20005
NT EARTH (PLANET) Single cell analysis of saturation discrimination
NT EXTRASOLAR PLANETS in the macaque.
NT JUPITER (PLANET) p0129 A73-21568
NT MARS (PLANET) Order and disorder in the rhythm of the heart
NT MOON /Fifth Annual George C. Griffith Lecture/.
NT NATURAL SATELLITES p0130 A73-21806
NT SOLAR SYSTEM Vertebrate photoreceptor cell /rods and cones/
NT SUN development and structure, discussing light
CELL DIVISION pathway, ciliary connective and microtubules,
Effects of the space flight environment on man's outer and inner segments, etc.
immune system. II - Lymphocyte counts and p0160 A73-23303
reactivity. Light evoked responses in invertebrate
p0589 A73-12565 photoreceptor cells, considering cell
Mitotic activity in dorsal epidermis of Rana organization, microvilli, lateral eye of
pipiens. Limulus, generator potentials, visual responses,
p0122 A73-20 456 etc
CELLS (BIOLOGY) p0160 A73-23307
NT AXONS Light evoked changes in potential difference
NT CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN between inside and outside of cells in Limulus
NT CHROMOSOMES ommatidia, describing multistage model of
NT COLLAGENS generator potential
NT EOSINOPHILS p0160 A73-23309
NT ERYTHROCYTES Receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells.
NT GAMETOCYIES p0161 A73-23315
NT HEMATOPOIESIS Effect of light deprivation on the metabolic
NT HEMOGLOBIN reaction development in retinal ganglion cells
NT LYMPHOCYTES p0163 A73-23681
NT MACROPHAGES Possibility of modeling the relationship between
NT MITOCHONDRIA the intracellular potential of individual muscle
NT NEURONS fibers and the overall electromyogram for tonic
NT OXYBEOGLOBIN muscles
NT RETICULOCYTES p0165 A73-23810
Studies of the electron transport chain of Incidence of Lucke renal adenocarcinoma in RBana
extremely halophilic bacteria. VIII - pipiens as determined by histological examination.
Respiration-dependent detergent dissolution of p019 4 A73-25136
cell envelopes. Brain tissue functional organization based on
p0579 A73-10625 models for cell pseudorandom behavior,
Neuron networks modeling from viewpoint of information processing, learning and memory,
intracellular and cell-medium interaction, considering spontaneous wave and unit firing
discussing coding properties and nonsingular p0194 A73-25143
self adjusting system response Embryonic chick heart cell age dependent
p0579 A73-10652 electrophysiological studies, discussing
Induced retinal image blurring effects on rabbit structure, metabolism, ATPase activity, membrane
midbrain single cell trigger features and potential and cell interactions
response efficiencies, noting receptive field p0197 A73-25589
responsive area Morphological and experimental excitation models
p0583 A73-11503 of cardiac muscle ultrastructure, transmission
Cation exchange binding of rubidium and cesium by activity and intercellular contact relationships
rat liver cell microsomes. p0197 173-25590
p0588 A73-12549 Cardiac action potential rising phase and
Resistance of soil microorganisms to starvation. generation mechanism, discussing pacemaker
p0589 A73-12627 potential and slow depolarization initiating
Electron-microscopic investigations regarding the upstroke in spontaneously active cardiac cells
protective effect of hypothermia on cell p0197 173-25592
organelles in the case of whole-body X-irradiation Ionic current mechanisms for cardiac muscle
p0047 A73-13824 repolarization time course of Purkinie fibers
Methodical studies concerning the polaroqraphic and other heart cells, relating charge transfer
measuremedt of respiration and 'critical oxygen data to earlier studies
pressure' in mitochondria and isolated cells p019 7 A73-25593
with the aid of the membrane-covered platinum Electrogenic potassium inward transport
electrode involvement in mechanism of enhanced
p0056 A73-14647 repolarization, correlating cardiac excitation
Circadian rhythms - Subcellular and biochemical with Na, K and Ca ion transfers and active ion
aspects. transport
p0089 A73-17824 p0197 A73-25594
Atomic, molecular, cellular, genetic, Calcium movements and excitation-contraction
multicellular, neural, mental, social and coupling in cardiac cells.
suprasocial levels of evolution, discussing p0198 A73-25601
systems constituents, interactions and selective Biochemical and morphological studies of lunar
focus material effects on plant tissue culture cells,
p0090 A73-17929 noting nonpathological increased cellular
Myeloperoxidase, the peroxidase of a primitive activity and chloroplast and cytoplasm changes
cell - Its reaction with Fe and H202. p0202 A73-26482
p0090 A73-17944 Automatic microscopy for mitotic cell location.
Dependence of poly U-directed cell-free system on p0206 A73-27144
ratios of divalent and monovalent cations. Proliferative activity of bone marrow cells in
p0090 A73-17945 dogs exposed to chronic and repeated acute gamma
Comparative anatomy of the vestibular nuclear irradiation
complex in submammalian vertebrates. p0208 A73-27708
p0096 A73-18575 Responses of indigenous microorganisms to soil
incubation as viewed by transmission electron
A-73
CELLULOSE SUBJECT I1DI
microscopy of cell thin sections. Microscopic morphological changes in dog cardiac
p0241 1A73-29724 muscle after chronic gamma irradiation
The effect of iontophoretically applied p0372 173-29027
acetylcholine upon the cat's retinal ganglion Biological evaluation of influence of I
cells. helium-oxygen atmosphere on culture of mammalian
p0243 A73-30061 cells
Structure of the lipid phase in cell envelope p0443 N73-33024
vesicles from Halobacterium cutirubrum. CELLULOSE
p0306 A73-34599 Biodegradation of cellulose fibers and reclamation
Russian book - Primary and initial processes of of single cell protein from refuse through
the biological action of radiation. fermentation process
p0312 A73-35896 [NASA-CR-130300] p0106 N73-15115
Rabbit optokinetic reactions and retinal CES SYSTEM
direction-selective cells /A preliminary model/. U CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
p0317 173-36455 CENTER OF GRAVITY
Cell viability in acute myocardial infarction, Bass, volume, center of mass, and mass moment of
discussing pathogenesis, histological, intertia determined for head and neck of human
histochemical and biochemical responses to body
ischemia, homeostasis maintenance and treatment [AD-7625811 p0377 173-29065
methods CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT SISTEM
p0321 A73-36545 Human factors in design of aircraft in-flight
Some metric characteristics of myocardial cells monitoring and automatic landing system for low
under various conditions of cardiac and weather operation
cardiovascular pathology p0270 N73-23901
p0332 A73-36962 CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTER
Biodegradation from evolution viewpoint as NT BRAIN
physiological function and fundamental cellular NT BRAIN STEM
process regulating biological equilibrium, NT CEREBELLUM
explained by intracellular digestion and NT CEREBRAL CORTEX
phagocytic cells association NT CEREBRUMB
p03 85 173-41024 NT HIPPOCAMPUS
The radiobiological effects of heavy ions on NT SPINAL CORD
mammalian cells and bacteria. NT SPINE
p0398 A73-42182 NT THALABUS
Probability cross sections of heavy ion single hit Stability criteria in manifestations of the
inactivation paths for human cells using activity of the central nervous system in humans
nitrogen ion accelerator experiments p0575 A73-10152
p0398 A73-42183 CNS epinephrine tone, a possible etiology for the
Analysis of the changes in glial cell numbers in threshold in susceptibility to oxygen toxicity
the auditory cortex during the application of seizures.
acoustic stimuli of various intensities p0049 A73-14156
p0401 A73-42653 The role of biogenic amines in sleep.
Abnormal biochemistry in myocardial failure. p0051 173-14260
p0404 A73-42686 Influence of different motor regimes on the
Study of the nature of the active tonus with the convulsive reactivity of the central nervous
aid of a discrete Wiener-medium analog system.
p0407 A73-42973 p0085 173-17178
Effects of electromaqnetic waves of the millimeter Information processing in the visual system.
range on a cell and on some structural elements p0122 173-20374
of a cell Central nervous system stresses effects
p0427 A73-44095 estimation, discussing ocular positioning
Intracellular measurements in a closed hyperbaric movements functional significance and
chamber. psychological processes
p0434 A73-45072 p0128 173-21542
Local resistance variations caused by membrane The influence of change in the functional state of
potential shifts in the interior of the the central nervous system on the course of
horizontal retina cell asphyxia
p0435 A73-45250 p0166 A73-23937
Complete activity of lactate dehydrogenase and Role of nerve structures in the action of
isoenzymes in plasma and myeloid cells low-frequency sinusoidally modulated currents on(NASA-TT-P-14586] p0592 N73-10070 synovial membrane permeability in the knee joint
Simulated high altitude determination of p0166 173-23943
interrelation of systematic and cellular Dynamics of changes in neuron activity regimes of
responses to acute and chronic hypoxia the ascending auditory pathways
(AD-743536] p0594 N73-10081 p0199 173-26079
Energy comparisons for lethal doses of gamma Conditioned reflex switching effects in higher
radiation and visible light with energy of basal nervous system reactions as function of
cell metabolism experimental stimuli background conditions[AD-746750] p0072 N73-13102 /arousal, diurnal rhythms, test conditions,
Internally deposited radioisotope effects on cell physiological condition/
populations in mammals p0248 A73-30567(NY0-3970-29] p0099 N73-14074 Physical and psychological effects of
Cellular activation energy effect in rat tolerance electromagnetic fields on human and animal
to acceleration stress central nervous system(AD-749338] p0100 N73-14079 p0248 173-30571
Transverse acceleration effects on rat hepatocytic EBA and DNA of internal organs during a remote
structures postreanimation period in animals with complete
p0181 N73-19086 and incomplete functional recovery of the
Thalamic cat cell activities during sleep and central nervous system
wakefulness phases p0249 173-30842
p0257 N73-22030 Ventilatory responses to transient hypozia and
Physiological regeneration of corneal epithelial hypercapnia in man.
nice cells exposed to.strong magnetic fields p0275 A73-31126
p0263 N73-23034 Impact acceleration effects on rabbit central
Mechanisms of oxygen toxicity at cellular level nervous system, noting changes in nerve tissue[AD-758725] p0299 N73-25124 elements and cerebral vessels
Single body theory for weightlessness simnlation, p0304 A73-34227
applied to simple cell model Cholinergic activation of vestibular neurones
p0368 N73-27961 :leading to rapid eye movements in the
A-74
SUBJECT INDEX CEREBELLUM
-.sencephalic cat. Application of multichannel rheography to
p0316 A73-36439 physiological studies on a centrifuge
Central nervous system influence upon p00
88 A73-17693
electrocardiographic waveforms. Observations on perceived changes in aircraft
p0320 173-36530 attitude attending head movements made in a 2-g
A study of Halon 1301 /CBrP3/ toxicity under bank and turn.
simulated flight conditions. p0117 A73-19485
p0329 A73-36930 Comparison of the metabolic effects of
The problem of spiritual requirements and the centrifugation and heat stress in man.
theory of human higher nervous activity p0196 A73-25338
p0362 173-39796 Some aversive characteristics of centrifugally
Formation of various functional states in the generated gravity.
symmetrical structures of the brain as a p0238 &73-28506
function of the intensity of unconditioned Effect of the Valsalva maneuver on tolerance to
excitation +Gz acceleration.
p0362 A73-39801 p0241 A73-29754
Structurally functional properties of the Cerebellar responses of animals under varied
dendrites of central neurons rotation conditions in a centrifuge
p042 6 A73-43926 p0279 A73-31506
The effect of low X-ray doses on the central Changes in functional construction of bone in rats
nervous system under conditions of simulated increased gravity.
p0427 A73-44179 p0312 A73-35863
Influence of histotoxic hypoxia on the activity of Normalisation of haemodynamic changes caused by
lactic dehydrogenase isoenzymes in neurons and action of prolonged accelerations in rats.
neuroqlia of various sections of the central p0314 173-35985
nervous system Buman statokinetic stability as component of
p0428 A73-44429 nonspecific resistance, discussing revolving,
Lesions of nervous system and vascular embolisms altitude, hypoxic and orthostatic stress
in decompression sickness dependence tests
[AD-743330] p0593 873-10076 p032
7 173-36904
Clinical study of 56 cases with neurological Gravitational effects on animal ontogeny from
symptoms in decompression sickness centrifugation studies of acceleration
[AD-7442981 p0594 873-10086 tolerance, considering egg and embryo
Monomethylhydrazine effects on evoked cerebral development, body composition, etc
neuroelectric responses in unanesthetized cat p0397 A73-42174
[AD-746302] p0610 873-11082 Effects of rehydration on +Gz tolerance after
High altitude effects on cerebral and 14-days' bed rest.
cardiovascular systems of monkeys p0425 A73-43524
[AD-7458911 p0610 N73-11085 Oxygen consumption measurements during continual
End organs, central nervous system connections, centrifugation of mice.
and static and dynamic characteristics of p0434 A73-45071
vestibular system Centripetal acceleration for inhibiting cerebellar
p0105 873-15103 rat cortex activity
Syrinqomyelia in central nervous system affecting p0262 873-23030
flying fitness CERABAL PROTECTIVE COATINGS
p0266 873-23061 U PROTECTIVE COATINGS
Impact acceleration effects on rabbit central CERAMICS
nervous system Electrically conducting ceramics to heat biowaste
p03 72 N73-29024 propellants to 2000 K in resistojet thrustors
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS for space station application
Effects of antimotion sickness drugs, placebos, [NASA-CR-1121591 p0112 S73-15161
and secobarbital on postural equilibrium Chemical and orthopedic properties of ceramic bone
functions at sea level and at simulated implants in monkeys
altitudes of 12,000 feet (AD-7549821 p0221 N73-20134
(AD-748192] p0103 N73-14105 CBBREBELLUM
Alcohol reference method for predicting drug Morphological, physiological and pharmacological
modifications of central nervous system activity investigations of rat cerebellar cortex synaptic
and pilot performance decrease structure and function saturation and
p0227 873-21112 neurotransmitter receptivity development
CENTRAL NEBVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANTS p0051 A73-14256
Conditioned reflex learning and Nervous system transmitter biochemistry in terms
phenamine-stimulated functional activation of of excitation and inhibition coordination with
cerebral synaptic, protein synthesizing and emphasis on gamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/
energy generating apparatus function in cerebellum
p0085 173-17177 p0051 173-14258
Hashish' smoking effects on human oxygen Telemetered EEG and neuronal spike activity in
consumption during physical stress and safe olfactory bulb and anygdala in free moving
driving ability rabbits.
p0228 N73-21115 p0054 A73-14299
CENTEIFUGAL POBCB A robot conditioned reflex system modeled after
Human performance, physiological effects, and the cerebellum.
pathological effects of rotary acceleration p0092 173-18065
p0105 873-15096 Cerebellar responses of animals under varied
CENTRIFUGES rotation conditions in a centrifuge
HT HUMAN CENTRIFUGES p0279 173-31506
Seat reaction direction in an animal centrifuge. Anatomo-functional bases of cerebello-cerebral
p0116 173-19478 interrelations
CENTEIPUGING p0282 173-32287
Purification of Synechococcus lividus by Intervention of cerebello-cortical and
equilibrium centrifugation and its cortico-cerebellar paths in the organization and
synchronization by differential centrifugation. regulation of movement
p0318 A73-36503 p028 2 A73-32288
Ultracentrifuqation of biological materials Vestibular and cerebellar control of oculomotor
(HASA-CR-114673] p0438 N73-32009 functions.
CENTRIFUGING STRESS p0316 173-36438
Effect of chronic centrifugation on body Cerebellar ablations and spontaneous eye movements
composition in the rat. in monkey.
p0042 A73-13370 p0317 A73-36447
A-75
CEBBBBBAL COBTEX SUBJECT INDEX
On correlation between the changes in cerebellar p0164 A73-23772
bioelectric activity and the adaptive reactions Oxygen consumption and its 'critical tension for
under the effect of accelerations, the cerebral cortex in situ
p0328 173-36915 p0164 173-23801
The control of a manipulator by a computer model Neurochemical aspects of the formation of
of the cerebellum. electrographical and behavioral reactions
p0344 A73-37333 p0167 173-24327
Cerebral tolerance to asphyxial hypoxia in the dog. Spatial analysis in monkeys of various ages after
p0399 A73-42202 extirpation of the parietal areas of the
CBBBBBL CORTEI cerebral cortex
Changes of the free radical concentration in the p0167 173-24329
cerebral cortex depending on the functional Functional state of the cerebral cortex and of the
state of the cerebrum mesencephalic reticular formation during
p0582 A73-11082 prolonged action of impulsive and stable noise
Y-chromosome localization in the interphase nuclei p0167 A73-24334
of cerebral neurons in man Acetylcholinesterase activity of hypothalamic and
p0582 A73-11444 cortical structures under pharmacological effects
Stable frequency and synchronicity alterations in p0170 A73-24597
the discharges of cortical neuron populations in Memory process in terms of cortex-subcortex
feedback experiments interrelation, brain lability level and
p0582 A73-11445 biopotential trace processes
Asymmetries related to cerebral dominance in p0194 A73-25198
returning the eyes to specified target positions Nature and significance of periodic electrical
in the dark. activity variations in the neocortex and the
p0046 A73-13760 hippocampus during the paradoxical phase of sleep
Cortical area of neural loci involved in monoptic p0199 A73-26083
and dichoptic metacontrast occurring for target Single unit reactions in the visual cortex of the
and masking stimuli imaged on different retinal unanesthetized rabbit to the light flashes of
regions different intensities.
p0046 173-13764 p0204 A73-26719
Source locations of pattern-specific components of Comparative analysis of the electrical activity of
human visual evoked potentials. I - Component of the cortex and of cerebral subcortical
striate cortical origin. II - Component of formations in the process of the alteration of
extrastriate cortical origin. conditioned reactions
p0057 A73-15024 p0205 A73-27104Visual receptive fields sensitive to absolute and Dynamics of certain characteristics of the evoked
relative motion during tracking. potential of the optic cortex in rabbits under
p0057 &73-15072 conditions of increasing hypoxia
Genesis mechanism of slow cortical p0208 A73-27709
after-discharges during brain injuring by Late visual cortical region reactions during the
radiation convergence of light stimulation and
p0078 &73-16331 electrocataneous stimulation
Intercortical functional connections in lower p0239 173-29073
monkeys, Macacus rhesus, exhibited by evoked Human average evoked potential distribution over
responses scalp to associate cortical electrical activity
p0080 A73-16693 with voluntary movement, reacting to EKG activity
Cerebral circulation alteration during hypothermia p0242 A73-29990
p0081 A73-16698 Circulation of nervous impulses in the cerebral
Functional state of various portions of the cortex
cerebrum under the action of extremal stimulation p0248 173-30569
p0084 A73-16736 Neurophysioloqical characteristics of isolated
Bole of the visual cortex in the organization of structures of the cerebral cortex
nystagamic reactions evoked by optokinetic p0248 k73-30570
stimulation Anatomo-functional bases of cerebello-cerebral
p0092 A73-18165 interrelations
Miniature four-channel radiotelemetry system for p0282 A73-32287
the transmission of cerebral biopotentials Intervention of cerebello-cortical and
p0093 A73-18167 cortico-cerebellar paths in the organization and
Cortico- and rubrofugal activation of interneurons regulation of movement
forming propriospinal paths in the dorsolateral p0282 A73-32288funiculs of the cat spinal cord The visual cortex as a spatial frequency analyser.
p0118 A73-20002 p0308 A73-34840Changes in the amplitudinal and temporal Opponent-colors responses in the visually evoked
characteristics of sensomotor-cortex evoked potential in man.
potentials after deactivation of spinocervical p0308 A73-34844tracts in cats Frequency analysis of spatio-temporal visually
p0118 A73-20004 evoked cortical potentials during binocular
Cerebral localization of speech, discussing rivalry.
cortical lesions, aphasia and mental activity p0312 173-35645
correlation theories Stereoscopic vision - Cortical limitations and a
p0126 A73-21425 disparity scaling effect.Cortical potentials evoked by confirming and p0312 173-35922disconfirming feedback following an auditory Brain stem reticular formation influence ondiscrimination, lateral geniculate body neurons during eye
p0153 173-21895 movements, suggesting cortical ocalosotorCortico-pyramidal and cortico-extrapyramidal impulse influence mediation by perigeniculate
synaptic effects on lumbar motor neurons in nucleus
monkeys p0317 &73-36448
p0156 A73-22578 Neurophysiological correlates of eye movements in
Investigation of evoked activity in the ventral the visual cortex.
horn of lumbar segments during the interaction p0317 173-36450
of efferent extrapyramidal and cortical stimuli Orientation specificity and response variability
p0156 173-22579 of cells in the striate cortex.
Biopotential alpha and theta rhythms of neocortex p0346 173-37421
and hippocampus of milk drinking cats after food The effect of social-emotional environmental
and water deprivation stress on the functional state of the
p0157 173-22862 neocortical structures of rhesus monkeysExamination of responses evoked in the sensory p0347 173-37755
cortex by thalamic stimulation.
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SUBJECT INDEX CHARACTER RECOGNITION
Bole of specific and nonspecific thalamic nuclei aspects
in the genesis of certain slow rhythms on the p0581 A73-11025
human electrocorticoqram Deep hypothermia induced in the golden hamster by
p0348 A73-37939 altering cerebral calcium levels.
Functional characteristics of different neurons in p007 7 A73-16151
the auditory cortex Functional state of various portions of the
p0349 A73-37940 cerebrum under the action of extremal stimulation
Effects of round vindow stimulation on unit p0084 A73-16736
discharges in the visual cortex and superior Some physiological reactions to acceleration in
colliculus. albino rats in a state of hypothermia
p0356 A73-39146 p0084 A73-16737
Visually evoked cortical potentials to patterned Conditioned reflex learning and
stimuli in monkey and man. phenamine-stimulated functional activation of
p0359 173-39760 cerebral synaptic, protein synthesizing and
Role of associations in the formation of evoked energy generating apparatus
potentials from the human cerebral cortex p0085 A73-17177
p0362 A73-39798 Ontogenic cerebrospinal reflex activity studies,
Functional properties of auditory cortex neurons covering spinal cord morphology, reflex arches,
in a controlled experiment inhibition, intracentral responses and
p0362 173-39802 post-tetanic potentiation
Effect of convulsions on certain aspects of the p0121 1A73-20366
biosynthesis of proteins in the brain cortex Fatigue levels of cerebral hemispheres in response
p0384 173-40750 to visual task and test stimuli, noting left
Biosynthesis of BNA in the brain cortex during hander reduced performance capacity
various functional states p0157 A73-22925
p0389 A73-41262 Book - The physiology of the cerebral circulation.
Russian book - Electrical activity of the human p0166 A73-23945
brain in the process of motor action. Functional and morphological structures of motor
p0389 173-41289 activity events, noting central integration
Effect of the stimulation of nonspecific thalamic ensemble of cerebrum transmitter sequences
nuclei on spontaneous and evoked spindles in the p0194 A73-25200
auditory cortex Hypothalamus, septum and ventrobasal thalamus
p0394 173-41958 nuclei single neuron responses to skin thermal
Effect of the electrical stimulation of the stimulation, indicating afferent connections
sensomotor cortex on the potentials of dorsal between cerebrum thermoregulation center and
roots and on the depolarization of primary peripheral thermoreceptors
spinal afferents p0199 A73-26086
p0401 173-42652 Correlation between arterial carbon dioxide
Analysis of the changes in glial cell numbers in tension and regional cerebral blood volume by
the auditory cortex during the application of X-ray fluorescence.
acoustic stimuli of various intensities p0361 A73-39790
p0401 173-42653 Objective method for classification of
Investigation of complex and hypercomplex multicellular activity patterns of neuron
receptive fields of visual cortex of the cat as population in the cerebrum of man
spatial frequency filters. p0401 1A73-42656
p0407 173-42958 Monomethylhydrazine effects on evoked cerebral
Gamma-aminobutyric acid antagonism in visual neuroelectric responses in unanesthetized cat
cortex - Different effects on simple, complex, [AD-746302] p0610 N73-11082
and hypercomplex neurons. Dynamics of nitrogenous cerebral metabolites
p0424 173-43338 accompanying repeated hypothermia and subsequent
'Neuronal activity of the sensomotor and visual self-heating
cortex in rabbits during development of a p0216 N73-20097
summation focus in the reticular formation Influence of altitude and drugs on cerebral
p0428 A73-44550 circulation in smokers and non-smokers
The nature and significance of the dynamics of p0229 N73-21125
electrical activity in the neocortex and Changes in human cerebral circulation during
hippocampus during the paradoxal phase of sleep prolonged bed rest test
p0429 A73-44718 p0256 873-22020
Application of factor analysis to the Circadian rhythms of sleep and cerebral
encephaloqraphic characterization of sleep temperature in rats chronically exposed to hot
p0430 A73-44722 environments
Cortical and intracortical study of the frontal [NASA-TT-F-15082] p0417 N73-30994
visual evoked potential in photosensitive Papio CESIUM ION
papio Cation exchange binding of rubidium and cesium by
p0434 173-45159 rat liver cell microsomes.
Dynamics of some characteristics of induced p0588 a73-12549
potential of optical region in cerebral cortex CESSNA MILITAYB AIRCRAFT
in rabbits with increasing hypoxia 0 MILITARY AIRCRAFT
p0217 N73-20103 CHAIRS
Bioelectrical activity differentiations in cat U SEATS
cortex during sleep inhibition CHALCOGENIDES
p0257 873-22026 NT BEBRYLLIUM OXIDES
Centripetal acceleration for inhibiting cerebellar NT CARBON DIOXIDE
rat cortex activity NT CARBON MONOXIDE
p0262 N73-23030 NT HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
Comparison of electroencephalographic response HT INORGANIC SULFIDES
patterns in man and monkeys to visually evoked NT MANGANESE OXIDES
cortical stimuli NT NITROGEN OXIDES
[IZF-1972-24] p0264 N73-23049 NT PEROXIDES
CERNBROSPINAL PLUID NT POTASSIUM OXIDES
Effects of monomethylhydrazine on blood and NT SULFUR OXIDES
cerebrospinal fluid glucose in anesthetized CHANCE-VOUGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT
monkeys U ILITARY AIRCRAFT
[AD-751232) p0140 N73-16092 CHAPMAN-JOUGET PLANE
CEBRBBRU U CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
Inhibitive mechanisms activity in behavior control CHARACTER RECOGNITION
by neostriatum, discussing suppressive Double cross-validation of video cartographic
reactions, evoked sleep, conditioned and symbol location performance.
instrumental reflexes and neurophysiological p0082 A73-16719
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CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS SUBJECT INDEX
Visual pattern matching - An investigation of some Chemical composition stability of Chlorella
effects of decision task, auditory codability, biomass during prolonged cultivation
and spatial correspondence. p01
84 N73-19108
p0239 A73-29123 CHEMICAL ELEMENTS
Factors affecting processing mode in visual search. NT ALUMINUM
p0311 A73-35493 ST ARGON
Searching for many targets - An analysis of speed HT BERYLLIUM
and accuracy. NT CALCIUM
p0311 A73-35498 NT CALCIUM ISOTOPES
Visual search, complex backgrounds, mental NT CHARCOAL
counters, and eye movements. NT COBALT 60
p0388 A73-41185 NT HELIUM
Effect of exercise on the response time in an NT HYDROGEN
identification problem NT HYDROGEN IONS
p0394 A73-41894 NT IRON
CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS NT LEAD (METAL)
U EIGENVECTORS NT LITHIUMB
CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS NT NITROGEN
U EIGENVECTORS NT PLUTONIUM 238
CHARACTERS NT POTASSIUM
U SYMBOLS NT POTASSIUM ISOTOPES
CHARCOAL NT RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
Decomposition of compounds adsorbed in charcoal of NT RARE EARTH ELEMENTS
manned spacecraft breathing system NT RARE GASES
[NASA-CR-1340131 p0415 N73-30092 NT RUBIDIUM
CHARGE SEPARATION NT SODIUM
U POLARIZATION (CHARGE SEPARATION) NT SODIUM 24
CHARGED PARTICLES NT TITANIUM
NT CATIONS NT TRACE ELEMENTS
NT FERRIC IONS Decomposition of compounds adsorbed in charcoal of
NT METAL IONS manned spacecraft breathing system
NT NUCLEI (NUCLEAR PHYSICS) [NASA-CR-134013] p0415 N73-30092
NT PHOTOELECTRONS CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
NT SOLAR WIND NT ACID BASE EQUILIBIUM
Charged particle energy deposition calculations Chemical composition stability of Chlorella
for radiobioloqical system biomass during prolonged cultivation
[OR0-3798-521 p0070 N73-13090 p0184 N73-19108
Vacuum/tissue interface effect on biological CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHERS
energy absorption from charged particle track U FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
p0372 N73-29028 CHEMICAL FUELS
CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT Biological effects of Viking Lander spacecraft
U TEST EQUIPMENT engine fuel on extraterrestrial life during
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS landing on planet Bars
NT GAS ANALYSIS r[NASA-TM-H-2714] p0107 N73-15118
NT NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS CBHEICAL INDICATORS
NT QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS Analysis of indicator distribution in the
NT SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS determination of cardiac output by thermal
NT URINALYSIS dilution.
NT VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS p0125 A73-21216
Organic geochemical analysis of lunar samples with CHEMICAL KINETICS
emphasis on detecting biologically significant U REACTION KINETICS
organogenic elements, projecting techniques to CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
Mars soil analysis NT THERBOCHERICAL PROPERTIES
p0396 A73-42163 Chemical characteristics of mushroom pigments and
Stabilization methods in collecting and shipping mycological classifications
of human sera for chemical analyses r[NASA-TT-F-14865] p0219 M73-20124
p0143 N73-17053 Physical and chemical characteristics, and
Chemiotaxionomic survey of carotenoid pigments in biological activity of exhaust from
several species and groups of Basidionycetes beryllium-fueled motor
(NASA-TT-F-14858] p0219 N73-20117 (AD-756531] p0259 N73-22042
Urinalysis methodology for detection of abusive CHEMICAL REACTIONS
and therapeutic drugs in man NT DENITROGENATION
p0228 N73-21117 NT FERMENTATION
Chromatographic and polarographic methods for NT GLYCOLYSIS
determining metabolic levels of hypnotic drugs NT HYDROGENATION
in blood plasma and urine of man NT HYDROLYSIS
p0228 N73-21118 NT OXIDATION
CHEMICAL BONDS NT OXYGENATION
A mechanism for polypeptide synthesis on a protein NT PHOSPHORYLATION
template. NT PHOTOCHERICAL REACTIONS
pO090 A73-17943 NT PHOTOCHROISa
Effects of experimental conditions on parameter NT PHOTOSYNTHESIS
estimated when using the Hill model NT PYROLYSIS
p0153 A73-21872 NT REDUCTION (CHEMISTRY)
Study of the possibilities of histone-ENA complex NT TITRATION
formation in experiments in vitro Chemical evolution - Recent syntheses of
p0168 A73-24513 bioorganic molecules.
Interaction of haemoglobin with ions - Binding of p02O2 A73-26477
inorganic phosphate to human oxyhaemoglobin. Prebiotic reactions combining amino acids and
p0241 A73-29850 ribonucleotides into polypeptides and
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION polynucleotides in presence of area, imidazole
NT CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION and Bg positive ion, suqggesting contemporary
Study of the relations between various mechanical biosynthesis parallels
properties and biochemical composition of bone p03 83 A73-40372
tissues in man CHEMICAL SHIFT
p0234 A73-27996 U CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
Stress effects on element balance in human waste CHEMICAL STERILIZATION
for life support recycling system Formaldehyde gas as a sterilant.
p018 4 N73-19107 p0288 A73-33694
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SUBJECT INDEX CHIPANZBEES
SPacecraft polyurethane foam Jacket sterilization Effect of antiradiation drugs on the functional
by gas method, discussing ethylene oxide and condition of the vestibular analysor
methyl bromide sorption and desorption p0279 A73-31509
p0395 A73-42160 Cobalt compound administration effects on hypoxic
CHEBICAL TESTS stress control, testing polycythemic response
NT CHEMICAL ANALYSIS and cobalt retention in rats
NT GAS ANALYSIS p0307 A73-34744
NT NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS Drug therapy for treatment of cardiogenic shock
NT QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS syndrome following myocardial infarction,
NT SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS discussing sympathomimetics, alpha-adrenergic
NT URINALYSIS blocks and combinations
NT VOLUMETIC ANALYSIS p0321 A73-36546
Methods for determining blood alcohol levels in Power failure of the heart in acute myocardial
pilots infarction.
p0229 w73-21124 p0321 173-36547
Validity of rapid delta-aminolevulinic acid -Effects of beta-blocking agents on
determination in urine for lead intoxication atrio-ventricular and intraventricular
tests on industrial workers conduction in man.
fNASA-TT-F-148641 p0229 N73-21128 p0390 A73-41564
CBHEILUNINESCENCE Coronary heart disease; Proceedings of the Second
Cytochemical-luminescence study of adrenal cortex International Symposium, Frankfurt am Main, West
proteins under the influence of ionizing radiation Germany, June 1972.
p0587 A73-12354 p0405 A73-42856
CHENORECEPTOES Functional state of the auditory analysor under
The role of the vagus nerves in the respiratory conditions of prolonged clinostatic hypokinesia
response to C02 under hyperoxic conditions. p0425 A73-43789
p0583 A73-11501 Oxygen affinity and electrolyte distribution of
The role of the carotid chemoreceptors in the human blood - Changes induced by propranolol.
CO2-hyperpnea under hyperoxia. p0429 A73-44689
p0583 A73-11502 Salvarsan therapy of luetic patients and behavior
Augmentation of chemosensitivity during mild of Vassermann reaction
exercise in normal man. (NASA-TT-F-14618] p0609 N73-11076
p0080 A73-16610 Pharmacological measures for prophylactic and
Role of adrenalin and alpha-receptor deactivation restorative treatment of men and animals during
in reactions of hemopoietic organs to stress space flight
p0117 A73-19644 p0212 N73-20060
Role of the arterial chemoreceptors in ventilatory Hypothermy effects on drug actions in
adaptation to hypoxia of awake dogs and rabbits. physiological rabbit functions
p0201 A73-26220 p0212 N73-20064
Threshold PaC02 as a chemical stimulus for Drug therapy effects on flying effectiveness and
ventilation during acute hypoxia in dogs. psychosomatic fitness of flying personnel
p0239 173-28534 p0226 N73-21103
Role of peripheral chemoreceptors in reactions of Chemotherapy for air crews in Great Britain
rats to short and lasting hypoxia p0226 N73-21105
p0249 A73-30840 Effects of human biorhythms on chemotherapy and
Ventilatory responses to transient hypoxia and drug evaluation
hypercapnia in man. p0228 N73-21119
p0275 A73-31126 Suitability of insulin dependent and oral drug
The nature of chemoreception in posterior dependent diabetics as navigation personnel
hypothalamic structures p0228 873-21120
p0382 A73-40279 Drug effects on vision of flying personnel
Effects of beta-blocking aqents on p0228 N73-21121
atrio-ventricular and intraventricular Flight safety factors in prescribing tranquilizing
conduction in man. drugs for flying personnel
p0390 A73-41564 p0228 N73-21123
CBEOTHEBRAPY CHILDREN
Effect of ethimizol on short term memory and Coronary atherosclerosis development and
mental working capacity prevention in children, discussing
p0092 A73-18160 hyperlipidemia, hypertension, cigarette smoking
Long-term observations in patients with angina and and high risk identification
normal coronary arteriograms. p0243 A73-30065
p0097 A73-18871 Absorption of fructose in saline mixture used for
Effect of some pharmacological preparations on the enteritis therapy of children
fall-out nystagmus and Bechterew nystaqmus (NASA-TT-F-14596] p0609 N73-11078
p0123 A73-20982 Bioelectric activity changes in brains of sleeping
Use of sodiud hydrocarbonate for medication and children caused by aging factor
prophylaxis of motion sickness p0257 873-22032
p0124 A73-20990 Neteorological conditions and infection of upper
The effects of Dalmane /flurazepam hydrochloride/ respiratory tract in children
on human EEG characteristics. [NLL--22866-(5828.4F) ] p0297 m73-25109
p0126 A73-21464 Satellite telecommunications systems for childhood
Antidiabetic medications and aircrew education
p0128 A73-21541 (NASA-C-133028) p0300 873-25131
Hydrazine derivative poisoning in industry and CHILLING
clinical medicine treatments, noting causes of U COOLING
vitamin 86 deficiency CHIRBS
p0165 A73-23819 U AUDITORY SIGNALS
Acetylcholinesterase activity of hypothalamic and CHINPAsBZES
cortical structures under pharmacological effects NT MONKEYS
p0170 A73-24597 Physiological study of dynamics and evolution of
High temperature tolerance enhancement in rats by chimpanzee complex behavior, considering motor
thermal training and medicinal preparations reactions, group behavior and nerve mechanisms
p0207 A73-27705 of voluntary acts
Prophylaxis and treatment of the motion sickness p0426 A73-43928
sVndrome Scientific and engineering studies for Physiology
p0240 A73-29410 of Chimpanzees in Orbit Program
Investigation of the influence of biologically [NASA-CR-31374] p0220 N73-20129
active substances on the permeability of the skin Interface requirements for design and development
p0277 173-31174 of Physiology of Chimpanzees in Orbit experiment
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CHIPS SUBJECT INDEX
[NASA-CB-131397] p0220 N73-20130 Blood groups and plasma cholesterol esterification.
CHIPS p0408 A73-43106
Eye movements of trained inspectors recorded Blood group A sub-groups alnd serum cholesterol.
during visual inspection of colored slides of IC p0408 A73-43107
chips, determining performance with emphasis on Blood pressure and cholesterol level screening for
speed preventing heart diseases in flight crews of
p0423 A73-43212 commercial airline
CHLORELLA p0146 N73-17076
Study of the effect of increased oxygen Influence of repeated test and dietary counseling
concentration on the metabolism of Chlorella on hypercholesterolemia control in NASA employees
p0279 A73-31508 p0146 173-17081
Survival and mutability of Chlorella under various Absorption of bile acids and cholesterol by polymers
orientation in the earth's gravitational field. p0191 N73-19976
p0314 A73-35997 Effects of physical training on human enzyme
Effect of dynamic factors of space flights on activity, carbohydrate metabolism, cholesterol
green alga Chlorella vulgaris. level, and adrenal function
p0314 A73-36098 r[ASA-TT-F-14826] p0216 N73-20093
Chemical composition stability of Chlorella CHOLINE
biomass during prolonged cultivation Acetylcholinesterase activity of hypothalamic and
p0184 N73-19108 cortical structures under pharmacological effects
Effects of atmospheric oxygen concentration on p0170 A73-24597
Chlorella photosynthesis The effect of iontophoretically applied
p0262 N73-23032 acetylcholine upon the cat's retinal qanglion
Photosynthesis of chlorella cells.
p0378 N73-29326 p0243 A73-30061
CHLORIDES CHOLINERGIC BLOCKING AGENTS
NT CALCIUM CHLORIDES U ANTICHOLINERGICS
NT COPPER CHLORIDES CHOLINERGICS
NT DICHLORIDES NT ANTICHOLINERGICS
NT HYDROGEN CHLORIDES mediator systems and respiratory function during
NT POTASSIUM CHLORIDES an acute lethal loss of blood
HT SILVER CHLORIDES p0117 173-19645
NT SODIUM CHLORIDES Neurochemical aspects of the formation of
CHLORINE COMPOUNDS electrographical and behavioral reactions
NT CALCIUM CHLORIDES p0167 A73-24327
NT CHLORINE FLUORIDES Cholinergic activation of vestibular neurones
NT COPPER CHLORIDES leading to rapid eye movements in the
IT DICHLORIDES mesencephalic cat.
NT POTASSIUM CHLORIDES p0316 A73-36439
NT SILVER CHLORIDES Participation of cholinergic mechanisms in
NT SODIUM CHLORIDES negative human emotions
Toxicity of atmospheric dichloromethane levels in p0362 A73-39799
simulated space cabin atmosphere on dogs, rats, Transverse acceleration effects on rat
mice, and monkeys gastrointestinal response to drugs
[NASA-T-IX-690991 p0177 N73-18129 p0181 N73-19085
Effect of toxic substances on algae by observing CHOLINESTERASE
photosynthesis determined by oxygen production Factors influencing reactivation of phosphorylated
of algae acetylcholine esterase by oximes
iDRIC-TRANS-2991] p0187 N73-19139 [BMVG-FBWT-72-32] p0187 N73-19137
CHLORINE FLUORIDES Inhibiting and activating effect of mono- and
The acute inhalation toxicology of chlorine bi-quaternary pyridioxide reactivators on bovine
pentafluoride. erythrocyte cell membrane
p0282 A73-32173 [BMVG-PBuT-72-9] p0187 N73-19138
Symptomatic and pathological information from Cholinesterase reactivator as antidote in human
acute toxicity exposure of chlorine pentafluoride organophosphate poisoning
[AD-751452] p0138 N73-16078 p0254 N73-21998
CHLOROPHYLLS CHONDRITES
Effect of nitrite and nitrate on chlorophyll NT CARBONACEOUS METEORITES
fluorescence in green algae. CBRORATOGRAPHT
p0287 A73-33226 Chromatographic determination of gaseous
CHLOROPLASTS metabolites released by man during reduced food
Photosensitized inhibitor formation in isolated, intake
aging chloroplasts. p0064 N73-12091
p0122 A73-20453 Self-scanning chromatographic-fluorographic drug
CHOLESTEROL detector with optical readout system
An epidemiological survey of risk factors for (NASA-CASE-ARC-10633-11 p0259 N73-22048
ischemic heart disease in 42,804 men. I - Serum Chromatographic determination of aldosterone level
cholesterol value. in urine
p0059 A73-15521 [RAE-LIB-TRANS-1682] p0333 N73-26061
An experimental basis for carcinogenic effects of Chromatographic determination of urine
ultraviolet radiation. corticosteroids
p0203 A73-26485 (RAE-LIB-TRANS-16943 p03 33 873-26062
Prevention of the atherosclerotic diseases - CHROBOSOMES
Opportunities for military medicine. Y-chromosome localization in the interphase nuclei
p0248 A73-30518 of cerebral neurons in man
Emotional overstress effects on the indices of the p0582 A73-11444
blood coagulation system in monkeys Radiation protective effect of a mixture of ATP,
p0249 A73-30846 lET, and serotonin on yields of 600-B
Serum cholesterol and plasma lipid elevation X-ray-induced chromosome aberrations in the rat.
separation of hypercholesterolemic patients for p0587 A73-12187
atherosclerosis therapy Study of lymphocyte chromosome aberrations in
p0320 A73-36533 human peripheral blood under in vitro exposures
Influence of electric stimulation of the to 645-HeV protons and I-rays
hypothalamus on catecholamine, phosphorated p0280 a73-31517
compound, and cholesterol levels Cytogenetic analysis of diploid and autotetraploid
p0383 A73-40284 Crepis capillaris seeds following space travel
Mechanisms of hyperlipidaemias in different on the 'Cosmos-368' artificial earth satellite
clinical conditions. p0314 A73-36117
p0405 a73-42832
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SUBJECT INDEX CIRCIDIAN RHYTHBS
)mputer technique for automatic analysis of [ASlE PAPER 72-A/BH-14] p0061 A73-15877
planar characteristics of chromosome patterns in Daily rhythm of biogenetic amine /histamine and
microscopic observations serotonin/ contents in human blood during usual
rJPRS-574181 p0070 N73-13085 and shifted work schedules
Radiation effects on human chromosomal aberrations p0087 A73-17688
in peripheral blood lymphocytes Circadian rhythms - Subcellular and biochemical
p0263 N73-23041 aspects.
Machine assisted human chromosome karyotypinq and p0089 A73-17824
aberration for radiation damage Biological clocks in animal orientation and in
IANL-7960-PT-21 p0334 N73-26068 other functions.
CHRONIC CONDITIONS p0089 A73-17825
Effect of chronic centrifugation' on body Diurnal rhythm oscillations of fat metabolism
composition in the rat. indices in healthy young men
p0042 A73-13370 p0117 173-19646
Morphological and electron-microscopic alterations Mitotic activity in dorsal epidermis of Rana
of the myocardium in dogs subjected to lasting pipiens.
chronic gamma irradiation p0122 173-20456
p0305 173-34230 Diurnal psychic working capacity dynamics under
Low calcium diet produced chronic decalcification conditions of continuous 72-hr wakefulness
effect on osseous repair of experimentally p0124 A73-20989
induced cortical bone defect in chickens Drive and performance modification following
p0313 A73-35981 multiple /light-light/ shifts in the photoperiod.
Management of the treatment of illnesses as a p0154 173-22528
problem of modern control theory Circadian rhythms in catecholamines in organs of
p0357 A73-39348 the golden hamster.
Chronic acceleration effects on homeotherm p0200 A73-26120
physiological adaptation in terms of body Characteristics of the higher nervous activity of
weight, tolerable field intensity, growth and monkeys during a postneurotic period
fat deposition inhibition, etc p0206 A73-27108
p0398 A73-42177 Astronauts diurnal life cycle inversion during
Effect of chronic pyramid insufficiency on the space flight missions, considering social
function of spinal centers of shin and foot factors and work-rest cycle effects
muscles in man p0208 173-27715
p0401 173-42658 German monograph - Investigation concerning a
Chronic disease health trends and mortality rates consideration of the human circadian rhythm by
in employee population of NASA Goddard Space means of a variable working time.
Flight Center p0240 A73-29283
p0147 N73-17086 Circadian rhythm of urinary calcium excretion
CHRONOPHOTOGRAPHT during immobilization.
A method for chronocyclographical motion analysis p0247 A73-30512
with the aid of an on-line computer Diurnal rhythm of a corticosteroid reaction to
p0119 173-20036 ACTH and physical load
Cinemicroqgraphic study of the development of p0249 &73-30841
subsurface colonies of Staphylococcus aureus in Model concept concerning some control principles
soft agar. of the human organism. III - Seasonal adaptation
p0131 A73-21828 p0282 173-32357
CBBROOTRONS Histochemical correlates of changes in the primate
U PULSE RATE brain associated with varying environmental
U TIME LAG light conditions.
CINEPLUOOGBAPEY p0284 A73-32600
U RADIOGRAPHY Circadian rhythms in human mental performance from
CIIEMATOGRAPHY waking day, round of clock and simulated
The reconstruction of three-dimensional objects shiftwork studies
from two orthogonal projections and its p0286 A73-33156
application to cardiac cineangiography. Daytime human performance and temperament rhythms
p0089 A73-17801 as function of individual
Space flight exercise regimen proposals, exploring introversion-extroversion rating
moving picture/electric muscle stimuli program p0286 A73-33157
as earth gravity simulator in weightlessness Sleep behaviour as a biorhythm.
p0280 A73-31515 p0286 A73-33158
Bioelectric monitoring and motion picture Investigation of the possibility of human
surveying for improved physical training of adaptation to a 16-hour day
astronauts p0305 173-34238
p0263 N73-23039 Control of pineal indole biosynthesis by changes
CINERADIOGRAPHY in sympathetic tone caused by factors other than
U RADIOGRARHY environmental lighting. -
CIECADIAN BHYTHMS p0343 A73-37300
Hypothalamic norepinephrine - Circadian rhythms Ultradian rhythms in human telemetered gross motor
and the control of feeding behavior. activity.
p0587 A73-12417 p0355 173-39102
Regulation of testis function in golden hamsters - Circadian rhythms of free radical state
A circadian clock measures photoperiodic time. concentrations in the organs of mice.
p0587 A73-12422 p0355 173-39104
Effect of sleep-wake reversal and sleep Patterns of diurnal variation in the intraocular
deprivation on the circadian rhythm of oxygen pressure of airline pilots.
toxicity seizure susceptibility. p0355 A73-39107
p0589 173-12561 Inversion of lighting regimen alters acrophase
Circadian rhythm asynchrony in man during relations of circadian rhythms in body
hypokinesis. temperature, heart rate and movement of pocket
p0049 173-14121 mice.
Thyroid and adrenal cortical rhythmicity during p0357 h73-39480
bed rest. Effects of a synchronizer phase-shift on circadian
p0049 173-14122 rhythms in response of mice to ethanol or ouabain.
CNS epinephrine tone, a possible etiology for the p0357 173-39481
threshold in susceptibility to oxygen toxicity Circadian variations in presumably healthy men
seizures. under conditions of peace-time army reserve unit
p0049 A73-14156 training.
Effect of hyperqravity on the circadian rhythms of p0357 A73-39482
white rats.
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CIRCUITS SUBJECT INDEX
Spiral aftereffect durations following awakening NT PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
from REM sleep and non-BEM sleep. NT PULMONARY CIRCULATION
p0388 A73-41179 CIRCOLATORY SYSTEM
Diurnal variations of plasma cortisol and glucose NT AORTA
and of urinary excretion of free cortisol in man HT ARTERIES
at rest NT BLOOD VESSELS
p0434 173-45158 NT CAPILLARIES (ANATOMY)
Circadian rhythm change study of transmeridian NT GLOMERULUS
flight and medication effects on mildly NT VASCULAR SYSTEM
hypertensive subject NT VEINS
[AD-743300] p0595 N73-10090 Computerized ECG interpretation system for heart
Influence of time zones on physiological organs and circulatory disorder detection and diagnosis
and systems and performance of athlete and health screening
(NASA-TT-P-14632] p0073 N73-13116 p0056 A73-14660
Changes in circadian rhythm of aircraft pilot oral Effect of stimulation of certain hypothalamic
body temperature as result of transmeridian structures on systemic and pulmonary circulation
flights p0382 A73-40282
[DLR-FB-73-01] p0178 N73-18140 Morphometry of the human pulmonary arterial tree.
Circadian phase relationships of physiological p0384 A73-40639
functions of isolated monkeys subjected to Pathogenesis of some respiratory and circulatory
varying photoperiod phases reactions accompanying drop in barometric pressure
p0224 N73-21088 p0134 N73-16047
Effects of work-rest schedules, circadian rhythms, CIVIL AVIATION
continuous work, and sleep loss on sustained Realistic pilot training and aircraft handling
performance qualities in pilot error risk minimization for
p0271 N73-23988 military, commercial and general aviation
Experimental research in underwater medicine, p0083 A73-16733
flight stress, and pilot selection Civil aviation medicine in the coming decade.
[DLE-FB-73-151 p0367 N73-27951 p0117 173-19484
Resynchronization of circadian rhythms following Renal lithiasis among civil operating aircrew
transmeridian flight observed in two groups of p0127 A73-21536
students Proteinuria and civil aviation aircrew
p0368 N73-27958 p0128 173-21538
Effects of two sequential transatlantic flights on Civil aviation medicine functional standardization
circadian rhythm of body function and performance and expansion, emphasizing preventive, medicine,
p0369 N73-27964 health education and operational safety
Rhythm disturbances in sleep and wakefulness p0170 A73-24718
cycles of Soyuz 3 and 9 crews before, during, Conference on preventive medical and environmental
and after space flight control measures for NASA and aviation industry
(NASA-TT-P-151031 p0375 N73-29048 personnel management
Time shift effects on human 17-hydroxy (NASA-TM-X-69073i p0144 N73-17064
corticosteroid diurnal excretion noting US civil airmen statistics
transmeridian flights (AD-754271] p0223 N73-20153
[DLR-FB-73-581 p0412 N73-30070 Drug screening data for civil aviation personnel
Preflight and flight stress analysis, its relation obtained by urinalyses
to circadian rhythms measured in pilot p0226 N73-21104
physiological parameters CLASSIFICATIONS
fDLE-FB-72-39] p0412 N73-30071 NT INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION)
Human circadian rhythms of blood circulation, Origin, classification, nomenclature and incidence
respiration and catabolism under flight of the atrial arteries in normal human hearts,
simulation stress with special reference to their clinical
(DLE-FB-72-49] p0413 N73-30073 importance.
Circadian rhythms of sleep and cerebral A73-15522
temperature in rats chronically exposed to hot Numerical classification and coding of
environments electrocardiograms.
(NASA-TT-P-150821 p0417 N73-30994 p0059 173-15647
Human psychomotor performance circadian rhythm Automatic analysis and classification of
variations after transmeridian flight noting electroencephalograms
time shift effect p0309 173-34966
[DLR-FB-73-52] p0421 H73-31022 Classification of radioprotectors for radiation
Psychoneurological problems in adaptation by man sickness prevention effects
to modified diurnal regimes p0212 N73-20065
p0444 N73-33031 CLASSIFYING
CIRCUITS Automatic cataloging of electrocardiographic
NT COUNTING CIRCUITS patterns
NT DISCRIMINATORS p0309 A73-34965
NT FEEDBACK CIRCUITS CLAYS
NT FIRE CONTROL CIRCUITS Hydroponic cultivation of plants on clay filters
NT INTEGRATED CIRCUITS from human mineralized feces
NT LOGIC CIRCUITS p0184 N73-19110
NT PHASE DETECTORS CLEAN ROOMS
NT POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS Environmentally controlled suit for working in
NT EC CIRCUITS sterile chamber
NT THRESHOLD GATES [(NASA-CASE-LAR-10076-1] p0221 N73-2013
7
NT TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS Design of anesthetic flow valve canister system
NT WHEATSTONE BRIDGES for exhaust gas absorption and laminar
Initial systole and dicrotic notch detecting ventilation system for operating rooms
circuitry for monitoring arterial pressure pulse p0231 N73-21141
[NASA-CASE-LEN-11581-1] p0178 N73-18139 CLEAIERS
CIRCULATION HT AIR FILTERS
NT BLOOD CIRCULATION Sanitizing agents for cleansing and
HT BRAIN CIRCULATION decontaminating spacecraft environment
HT CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN [NASA-CR-128591 p0603 H73-10149
NT CONGESTION CLEANING
NT CORONARY CIRCULATION Laundering in space - A summary of recent
NT INTERCRANIAL CIRCULATION developments.
NT INTRAVASCULAR SYSTEM (ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-43] p0351 A73-37990
NT ISCHEMIA Cleaninq processes and postcleaning inspection
NT OCULAR CIRCULATION procedures for meeting oxygen system cleaning
A-82
SUBJECT INDEX CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
requirements Hechanisms of hyperlipidaemias in different[NASA-SP-30721 p0111 B73-15155 clinical conditions.
Dermatological testing of personal hygiene p0405 A73-42832
cleansing agents and laundry deterqents for Clinical psychology diagnostic methods in military
possible use in Skylab Program aviation medicine, considering neurotic symptoms
rNASA-CR-1288801 p0222 873-20143 and psychsomatic disorders in flight fitness
CLIMATOLOGY examinations
NT BIOCLIMATOLOGY p0408 A73-43129
NT HICROCLINATOLOGT Use of Ringers lactate solution in pre- and
Italian thermal conditions affecting acceleration postoperative fluid therapy
tolerance and psychomotor performance of flying [NASA-TT-F-14600] p0592 173-10071
personnel Tracking tests as quantitative measurements of
p0266 N73-23068 neuromuscular functions in clinical applications
Ban induced changes in earth climate by p0599 N73-10118
environment pollution and heat production Hicroelectrophoresis of human erthyrocytes as
[PB-213676/2 p0267 N73-23074 diagnostic tool in gynecology and obstetrics
Aqroclimatology study of highlands of eastern Africa (N[ASA-TT-F-14587] p0069 N73-13077
r[N0-339] p0446 N73-33045 Argon laser radiation damage to retina of diabetic
CLINICAL MEDICINE and nondiabetic patients
Three channel PH telemetry system for long term [AD-747058] p0071 N73-13099
EEG monitoring, discussing routine clinical Use of space technology to solve medical problems
operation results and improve medical equipment
p0054 A73-14298 p0075 N73-13848
Clinical electrocardiographic and Blood lipid diagnostic and therapeutic measures to
vectorcardiographic diagnosis of left posterior prevent heart disease in humans
subdivision block, isolated or associated with p0145 N73-17073
BBBB. Risk scoring system for identifying subjects with
p0058 A73-15200 high risk to coronary heart disease
Origin, classification, nomenclature and incidence p0146 N73-17080
of the atrial arteries in normal human hearts, Clinical analysis of relationship between VPB and
with special reference to their clinical mortality rate in patient with acute myocardial
importance. infractions
A73-15522 p0146 N73-17083
Computer-aided ECG analysis and research in a Automated medical record system for identifying
clinical setting. and managing medical problems for Navy
p0059 A73-15648 p014 7 N73-17087
Clinical diagnosis of angina pectoris, implicating Clinical practice and problems associated with
obstructive disease of coronary arteries and urine analysis
effects of paroxysmal events on heart rate and p0147 N73-17089
blood pressure Survey of industrial hygiene and safety in Air
p0085 A73-17277 Forces operations
The visual system: Neurophysiology, biophysics, [AD-751897] p0151 N73-17126
and their clinical applications; Proceedings of Luciferase ATP assay procedure for determining
the Ninth Symposium, Brighton, England, July 1971. bacterial infections in urinary tract
p0236 A73-28351 (NASA-CR-1307971 p0173 N73-18096
Theoretical models of the generation of Influence of Pervitin in decreasing gas bubbles in
steady-state evoked potentials, their relation blood during decompression
to neuroanatomy and their relevance to certain (DLR-FB-72-66] p0175 173-18117
clinical problems. Studies of biomedical applications of NASA
p0236 A73-28354 technology
A clinical method for obtaining pattern visual (NASA-CE-130809] p0178 N73-18135
evoked responses. Clinical procedures for selecting pilot personnel
p0236 A73-28357 based on predisposition to motion sickness
A rapid method for frontal plane axis p0225 N73-21094
determination in scalar electrocardiograms. Tracking tasks for clinical evaluation of human
p0243 A73-30063 movement disorders
The application of aerospace technology to patient [NASA-CR-132275] p0340 N73-27069
monitorinqg Use of therapeutic exercise for treatment of
p0285 A73-32804 functional vascular disorders and occlusive
Hodeling, instrumentation and data evaluation in lesions of arteries and veins
clinical electroretinography, discussing Fourier (HASA-TT-F-15043] p0374 N73-29045
analysis of sinusoidal light stimulation Clinical medicine and human factors engineering
response in normal and abnormal humans functions conducted during Tenth Soviet
p0310 A73-35359 Antarctic Expedition
The clinical causes and mechanisms of p0379 N73-29347
intravedtricular conduction disturbances. Hygienic importance and toxicity of manganese
p0319 A73-36524 oxides, and clinical medicine of chronic
Bid- and late changes in the QRS complex, manganese exposure
p0320 A73-36528 (NASA-TT-F-150001 p0412 873-30067
The pathogenesis and clinical significance of Water load tests for determining hydration status
primary T-wave abnormalities. and adrenal and kidney functions during post
p0320 A73-36529 flight period
Clinical manifestations of acute myocardial rNASA-TT-F-15091] p0417 173-30998
infarction. Surgical liquification pump for removing macerated
p0321 A73-36543 tissue from eye
Evaluation, diagnosis and treatment of common [NASA-CASE-LEW-12051-1} p0437 N73-32000
structural complications of acute myocardial CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEBS
infarction. Quantitative estimation of the gas metabolism of
p0321 A73-36548 continuous higher plant cultures as a life
Clinical applications of spectral analysis and support system component
extraction of features from p0087 A73-17680
electroencephalograms with slow waves in adult Passive and active mode classification of air
patients, contamination sources in closed manned spaces,
p0385 A73-41011 considering mechanical, electrical, chemical,
Early diagnosis of coronary heart disease; physical and human factors
Proceedings of the Second Paavo Nurmi Symposium, p0193 A73-25037
Porvoo, Finland, September 9-11, 1971. Recorded observations of crew member activities
p0404 A73-42826 during Tektite 2 underwater habitability study
[NASA-CR-130034] p0140 173-16094
A-83
CLOSED LOOP SYSTEIS SUBJECT INDEX
Habitability factors during long-term space and COCKPITS
undersea missions in confined habitats Electromechanical and electronic cockpit displays
(IASA-CE-1305371 p0151 373-17123 effectiveness in terms of aircraft control and
Stress effects on element balance in human waste psychological/physiological factors relating to
for life support recycling system pilot performance and workload
p0184 573-19107 [DGLR PAPER 72-097] p0584 173-11666
Cosmonaut adaptation to dehydrated food products Pilot workload and performance measures in terms
and effects on human waste cycle of physiological activity in flight deck
p0184 173-19113 environment for reduced aircraft accidents due
Ability of organism to eaintain normal to human error
physiological activities in bioregenerative system p0347 A73-37732
(NASA-CE-130807] p0252 373-21979 Methods of evaluating electronic cockpit display
CLOSED LOOP SYSTEMS devices, emphasizing control, psychology,
U FEEDBACK CONTROL physioloqy, and subjective rating
CLOTE (DGLE-PAPER-72-97] p0074 H73-13118
U FABRICS multivariate limits for describing cockpit related
CLOTHING anthropometric features of aviation personnel
HT BOOTS (FOOTWEAR) [ AD-752032] p0151 N73-17124
NT FLIGHT CLOTHING Influence of cockpit noise on hearing in flight
NT GLOVES crew personnel
NT GOGGLES [FAA-AN-72-32] p0185 N73-19125
NT HELHETS Computerized design of fighter aircraft cockpit
NT PRESSUOBBE SUITS electronic control system considering man
NT PROTECTIVE CLOTHING machine interaction
NT SPACE SUITS p0270 N73-23905
Predicting heart rate response to work, High q approach for cockpit design
environment, and clothing. [AD-757216] p0295 N73-24138
p0158 A73-22931 CODING
Thermal comfort - New directions and standards. IT SIGNAL ENCODING
p0325 A73-36785 Numerical classification and coding of
Thermal resistance of clothing noting radiative electrocardiograms.
body heat transfer, air layers, and clothing p0059 173-15647
thickness Neural channel mechanism for real light and
rDRIC-TRANS-29201 p0067 S73-12117 equivalent background coding, using test flashes
Numerical analysis of thermal resistance of air under bleaching and field adaptation
layers in air permeable clothing p0121 A73-20258
[NLL-DRIC-TRANS-2717-(3623.66) ] p0101 N73-14089 Book - Sensory coding in the mammalian nervous
Examination of physical processes governing heat system.
transfer through air-penetrable clothing in wind p0199 A73-25799
(DRIC-TRANS-2921] p0113 N73-15166 Automatic cataloging of electrocardiographic
CLOUD COVER patterns
Radiation regime of forest vegetation under plant p0309 A73-34965
cover and open areas under various weather Spatial information coding in the human visual
conditions system - Psychophysical data.
p03 78 173-29329 p0309 A73-35240
COAGULATION Visual and verbal coding in the interhemispheric
NT BLOOD COAGULATION transfer of information.
COATINGS p0435 173-45337
NT PAINTS Space shuttle orbiter subsystems, formats and
NT PLASTIC COATINGS format trees, and coding of sample format - Vol. 3
NT PROTECTIVE COATINGS ([ASA-CE-128578) p060
3 N73-10147
NT THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS Color vision requirements for air crew personnel
COBALT of future, including coding evaluation
NT COBALT 60 (ANRL-TR-71-116] p0180 173-19076
COBALT COMPOUNDS COEFFICIENTS
Cobalt compound administration effects on hypoxic NT COBBELATION COEFFICIENTS
stress control, testing polycythemic response NT HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
and cobalt retention in rats COEIZYMES
p030 7 173-34744 NT CYTOCHROIES
COBALT ISOTOPES NT THIAMINE
NT COBALT 60 COGNItION
COBALT 60 A model of the human in a cognitive prediction task.
Effect of chronic irradiation of dogs by Co60 p0399 A73-42223
gamma rays on level of autoantibodies Cognitive functioning test to measure human
p0216 373-20100 performance in underwater diving stress
COCHLEA (AD-7480361 p00
72 173-13108
Synapse localization study by electron microscopy Combined noise and vibration effects on human
of primary afferent tissues in cochlear nuclei mental and psychomotor performance
of the brain stem [AEBL-TB-71-115] p0188 N73-19147
p0118 A73-19650 Human psychomotor and cognitive performance in
Procedures for polarocochleography and for humid environment
pressure measurement in the inner ear perilymph CAD-756835] p0296 173-24142
in acute experiments on animals COHERENT SOUID
p0193 A73-25043 0 SOUND WAVES
Neuroanatomy of the auditory system. COLD ACCLIMATISATION
p0244 A73-30280 Russian papers on human adaptability covering
Processing of auditory information by medial altitude and temperature acclimatization, work
superior-olivary neurons, capacity and anthropoqenetic and medicogenetic
p0244 A73-30281 factors
Effect of sonic boom on hearing and vestibular p0584 A73-11921
equilibrium Effect of altitude acclimatization and
p0327 173-36910 simultaneous acclimatization to altitude and
Current aspects of the cochlear function in cold on critical flicker frequency at 11,000 ft.
members of flight crews - altitude in man.
p0330 A73-36940 p0589 A73-12562
Influence of N-type sound wave pressure rise time Contributions of quick and slow mauscle fibers to
on guinea pig cochlear and acoustically evoked changes in the electrical activity of skeletal
potentials muscles in rats under acute and chronic effects
(ISL-31/72] p0365 173-27940 of cold
A-84
SUBJECT INDEX COLOR VISION
p0126 A73-21323 [CDC-JL-51 p0231 N73-21147
Circadian rhythms in catecholamines in organs of Analysis of flight tests to determine range of
the golden hamster. visual detection of aircraft as basis for visual
p0200 A73-26120 perception to avoid midair collisions
Effect of adaptation to cold on the energy p0231 N73-21148
characteristics of muscular activity COLLISION WARNING DEVICES
p0235 A73-28295 U COLLISION AVOIDANCE
Changes in the electrical activity ofthe brain U WARNING SYSTEMS
and in some thermoregulation indices of COLLISIONS
nonanesthetized male cats during cooling NT METEORITE COLLISIONS
p0322 &73-36569 COLLOIDS
Effect of prior adaptation to cold on the NT AEROSOLS
development of experimental hypertonia Modelling of structure and functional unity on
p0381 A73-40209 coacervate systems.
Changes in indices of the carbohydrate and fat p0091 A73-17950
metabolism, the state of the sympathoadrenal Coacervate systems and evolution of matter on the
system, and oxidative processes under earth.
varying-intensity cold effects p0091 A73-17951
p0429 A73-44671 Apparatus for measuring the colloid osmotic
Metabolic and myoelectric reactions under chemical pressure in blood serum
thermoregulation in rats after accelerated cold p0425 A73-43792
adaptation COLOR
p0430 A73-44721 Color naming latencies with brief exposures of
Energy balance and change in body weight and body individual Stroop and control stimuli
water in man during a 2-day cold exposure. [AD-7451061 p0596 N73-10094
p0433 A73-45059 COLOR BLINDNESS
Human factors investigations and acclimatization U COLOR VISION
research conducted during Tenth Soviet Antarctic COLOR PERCEPTION
Expedition U COLOR VISION
p0379 N73-29348 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
COLD TOLERBANCE Color and color infrared aerial photographic
Unacclimatized male Caucasians lower critical detection of Dutch elm disease
temperature determination for subsequent p0297 S73-25110
investigation of ethnic variability in acute COLOR VISION
cold exposure responses The colour vision characteristics of an observer
p0577 A73-10166 with unilateral defective colour vision -
Effect of high-fat diet on thermal acclimation Results and analysis.
vith special reference to thyroid activity. p0585 A73-12077
p0084 A73-16800 Color effects in visual discrimination, measuring
Physiological effect of air nitrogen replacement response times in letter matching task
by inert gases under high and low temperature p0588 A73-12525
conditions Reaction time as a measure of the temporal
p0207 A73-27701 response properties of individual colour
Energy supply in acute cold-exposed dogs. mechanisms.
p0324 A73-36655 p0046 A73-13757
Thermoqraphic evaluation of relative heat loss Reduced illumination effects on visual acuity,
areas of man during cold water immersion. color vision, dark adaptation, accommodation,
p0325 A73-36781 visual fields and glare
Tolerance to immersion in cold water p0079 A73-16480
p0331 A73-36943 Color vision in terms of spectral sensitivity,
Effect of skin wetting on finger cooling and color appearance and discrimination, chromatic
freezing. stimuli production, pigments spectral response,
p0360 A73-39779 etc
FFA metabolism in thyroidectomized and normal dogs p0079 A73-16481
during rest and acute cold exposure. Congenital and acquired color vision defects,
p0361 A73-39787 discussing color blindness incidence, defect
Low temperature tolerance and adaptation of nomenclature and eye tests
biological systems to space environment p0079 A73-16482
(JPBS-591291 p0265 N73-23055 Color naming and hue discrimination in congenital
COLD WATER tritanopia and tritanomaly.
Tolerance to immersion in cold water p0120 A73-20251
p0331 173-36943 Stimulus effect on spatial summation of color
COLLAGENS receptive pathways and discrimination thresholds
Bydroxyproline determination in collagen-like as function of color, gradient, retinal
plasma and urine illumination and field size
NASA-TT-F-15093] p0417 N73-30997 p0120 A73-20254
COLLISION AVOIDANCE Photochemical receptor mechanism of chromatic
Differential velocity effects on converging target vision and scotopic contrast hue sensation due
intersection time estimation accuracy, to cone and rod activity interaction
considering plane conditions and air traffic p0121 A73-20261
controller experience The role of colour perception and 'pattern'
p0285 A73-32900 recognition in stereopsis.
Frequency of anti-collision observing responses by p0121 173-20266
solo pilots as a function of traffic density, The brightness of coloured flashes on backgrounds
ATC traffic warnings, and competing behavior. of various colours and luminances.
p0387 A73-41158 p0129 A73-21565
Analysis of aircraft pilot capability to visually Single cell analysis of saturation discrimination
detect other aircraft in air to air situation as in the macaque.
collision avoidance feasibility p0129 A73-21568
rFAA-RD-73-401 p0231 173-21145 Simultaneous motor and verbal processing of visual
Performance tests to determine capability of information in a modified Stroop test.
aircraft pilots to avoid midair collisions based p0153 A73-21896
on visual perception of target and information Retinal mechanisms of colour vision.
from pilot warning indicator p0161 A73-23316
p0231 173-21146 Colour selectivity in orientation masking and
Photographic recording of aircraft in near midair aftereffect.
collision conditions to determine feasibility of p0200 a73-26196
collision avoidance based on visual perception The influence of wavelength on visual adaptation
of pilot to spatially periodic stimuli.
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COLORATIOW SUBJCT IDBIEX
p0200 173-26199 personnel
Spectral sensitivities of colour mechanisms p0179 873-19071
isolated by the human visual evoked response. Color vision requirements of Great Britain's Armed
p0205 173-26919 Forces
Probability summation model for heterochromatic p0179 N73-19072
luminance additivity failure at absolute visual Comparison of accident rates among color defective
threshold. and normal personnel
p0235 A73-28099 p0179 173-19073
Evoked potentials to changes in the chromatic Color vision tests as predictive indicators of
contrast and luminance contrast of checkerboard flying task performance
stimulus patterns. p0180 173-19074
p0236 173-28355 Helicopter flying in poor light and featureless
Cone spectral sensitivity studied with an BEG terrain and color vision abnormality
method. p0180 173-19075
p0236 A73-28358 Color vision requirements for air crew personnel
The macular and paramacular local of future, includinq coding evaluation
electroretinograms of the human retina and their [AEBL-TR-71-1161 p0180 N73-19076
clinical application. Proceedings of symposium on color vision, color
p0237 A73-28364 perception, visual acuity, and psychophysioloqy
Binocular color resolution capability of the eyes [AD-7543281 p0221 873-20136
as a function of the characteristics of vision Effects of reduced atmospheric pressure,
during anisometropia elimination of nitrogen, hypoxia, and exposure
p0275 173-30999 to restricted visual environment on range of
Threshold and suprathreshold perceptual color accommodation and color vision
differences. [NASA-CR-1288961 p0258 173-22037
p0275 173-31019 Literature review on human macular pigment
Opponent-colors responses in the visually evoked absorption and density spectrum of cone receptor
potential in man. [IZF-1972-171 p0264 N73-23046
p0308 A73-34844 Color vision standards for flying military aircrews
The effect of colour on time delays in the human [FPBC/1319] p0366 173-27942
oculomotor system. Relationship between intermediate medium, and
p0308 A73-34847 transformation and contrast phenomena
Book - The psychology of visual perception. (NASA-TT-F-15035] p0376 N73-29055
p0310 A73-35474 COLORATION
Contrast sensitivity, 1estheimer function and U COLOR
Stiles-Crawford effect in a blue cone monochromat. COLORIBETRY
p0346 A73-37414 Dichromatic convergence points obtained by
Spatial characteristics of chromatic induction - subtractive colour matching.
The segregation of lateral effects from p0346 A73-37420
straylight artefacts. COMBAT
p0346 A73-37419 Biological effects of sleep deprivation, and
Dichromatic convergence points obtained by effects of prolonged work on performance under
subtractive colour matching, combat conditions
p0346 A73-37420 p0271 N73-23989
Reaction times for focal and nonfocal /peripheral/ Combat job performance and training for air
processing of simultaneously presented color and cavalry aeroscout pilot and aeroscout observer
form stimuli [AD-755505] p0441 173-32027
p0388 A73-41182 COBBIUATORIAL ANALISIS
Colored aftereffects after prelonged inspection of Criteria for selected response surface methodology
convex lines of one color and concave lines of design variants in human performance research
another color (AD-748236] p0102 873-14099
p0389 A73-41303 COBINED STRESS
Rectifier-like color dependent phase shifts in Combined stress effects in human communication and
electrophysiological responses to different motion sickness biodynamics
colored stimuli at evoked potential and single p0188 173-19144
neuron levels Combined heat, noise, and vibration effects on
p0407 173-42961 aircrew performance
Bezold-Bruecke effect and visual nonlinearity. ([ARL-TR-71-113] p0188 873-19146
p0424 173-43342 Combined noise and vibration effects on human
Prefrontal lobe functions and the neocortical mental and psychomotor performance
commissures in monkeys. [AMBL-TR-71-115] p0188 N73-19147
p0435 173-45166 Measures to determine psychophysiological
Influence of illumination color, viewing distance, reactions of military flight crews to flying
and turbidity on underwater vision stress
(AD-743756] p0595 N73-10092 p0188 N73-19148
Literature review on psychophysioloqical factors Temperature and noise irradiation effects on human
affecting visual perception of colored signal energetic metabolism during vigilance task
light p0189 173-19155
rAD-746297] p0610 173-11083 COMBUSTIBILITY
Color vision requirements for flying personnel of U FLAMMABILITY
various armed forces - conferences COMBUSTION
(AGARD-CP-991 p0179 X73-19065 NT FUEL COMBUSTION
Three color receptors of Young-Helmholtz and Combustibility and toxicity of metals and alloys
opponent color types of information processing (AD-764287] p0418 873-31003
p0179 173-19066 COMBUSTION CONTROL
Color vision requirements for German Air Force Fire retardance of mixtures of inert gases and
personnel oxygen.
p0179 173-19067 p0155 A73-22532
Color aptitude of dyschromatopsia French COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY
navigators and pilots Thermal combustion requirements for burner devices
p0179 873-19068 of human vegetative waste products
Color vision testing and selection procedures for p0184 173-19111
flying personnel since World War 1 COMBUSTION PRODUCTS
p0179 173-19069 Analysis of volatile combustion products and a
Color vision requirements of Canadian Armed study of their toxicological effects.
Forces, including their standard tests p0587 A73-12429
p0179 N73-19070 Changes in oxygen consumption in rats after
Standardization of tests and classification of inoculation with polymer combustion products
color perception abnormalities in military p0182 73-19096
A-86
SUBJECT INDBE COMPLEX SYSTEMS
COMFORT p0310 A73-35400
The effects of various seat surface inclinations A deterministic model of a well trained human
on posture and subjective feeling of comfort operator performing compensatory tracking.
p0041 A73-13121 p0326 A73-36844
COURRIEAND AND CONTROL Optimal work-rest schedules under prolonged
Development of pilot-in-the-loop analysis. vibration.
rAIAA PAPER 72-8981 p0408 173-43110 p0423 A73-43217
COMMAND RODULES Decrements in tracking and visual performance
Microbiological studies of Apollo 17 command during vibration.
module preflight and postflight samples p0431 A73-44777
[NASA-CS-1320221 p0265 N73-23056 Random Gaussian distribution for input noise
CORRAND-CONTEOL approximation in human response tracker modeling
U COMMAND AND CONTROL p059 8 N73-10110
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT Tracking tests as quantitative measurements of
NT BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT neuromuscular functions in clinical applications
Commercial aircraft passenger cabins interior p0599 N73-10118
design, considering seating arrangements, cabin Visual display format effects on pilot describing
architecture and fittings, materials and color functions in manual tracking performance
schemes and maintainability p0599 N73-10123
p0163 A73-23687 Magnetic data tapes containing measurements of
Effect on pilot performance and comfort of active pilot scanning behavior, control response and
vibration isolation system for commercial vehicle response during simulated instrument
transport pilot seat landing approaches
INASA-CR-21461 p0066 N73-12109 p0600 N73-10124
COMMEECIAL AVIATION Human physiological and psychological responses in
U CIVIL AVIATION long time exposure to simulated space station
U COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT atmosphere as observed by critical tracking task
COMUNICATING p0601 N73-10133
NT ELECTROCUTANEOUS COMMUNICATION Hypoxia stress effects on human operator
NT INFORMATION LISSEMINATION performance in unstable tracking task using
NT VERBAL COMMUNICATION manual control
German monograph on human information transmission p0602 N73-10138
by multidimensional tactile stimuli Effect of concurrent audio tasks on human operator
investigation using method of learned signals compensatory tracking performance using manual
identification control system
p0122 A73-20393 p0602 N73-10139
COMBUNICATION Attention sharing effects on human operator
NT INFORMATION DISSEMINATION performing simultaneously dynamic compensatory
NT VERBAL COMMUNICATION tracking control tasks
Use of skin analyzer as communication channel in p0602 873-10140
controlling activity Notion cue effects on pilot manual control
p0069 N73-13074 tracking task
COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT p0602 N73-10141
Effectiveness of training device for air traffic Dynamic model for pilot manual control ability
communication and carrier landing control using aural compensatory tracking
(AD-7515561 p0141 N73-16101 p0602 N73-10142
Position reporting and communications systems of Sonic boom effects on individuals compensatory
aviation and marine rescue operations tracking performance for unstable system
rAD-7617561 p0369 N73-27967 CUTIAS-TN-179] p0612 N73-11098
COMMUNICATION SATELLITES Computerized fast Fourier transform technique for
Satellite telecommunications systems for childhood measuring human performance in compensatory
education tracking task
rNASA-CB-1330281 p0300 N73-25131 (AD-748659] p0100 173-14078
COBBUNICITION SYSTEMS Pupil enlargement in relation to operator stress
U TELECOMMUNICATION during adaptive critical tracking task
COMRUNICATIOR THEORB [AD-749075] p0100 N73-14081
NT WORDS (LANGUAGE) Compensatory oculogravic response of eye movement
COBUNITIBS direction during slow head rotation
NT MOUNTAIN INHABITANTS p0111 N73-15148
COMPARTMEBTS Study of differences between left and right hand
NT AIRCRAFT COMPARTMENTS performance in compensatory tracking task
NT COMMAND MODULES rRAE-TR-72117] p0141 N73-16098
NT PRESSURE CHAMBERS Linear rating scale for selecting tracking task
NT PRESSUBIZED CABINS parameters by subjective operator
NT SPACECRAFT CABINS [AD-752036] p0151 173-17125
NT TEST CHAMBERS Adaptive tracking task for evaluating drug
COMPATIBILITY after-effects on human flight performance
Psychological stresses and crew compatibility p0227 N73-21109
during interplanetary spacecraft flight Pilot performance in dual time-sharing tracking task(JPRS-57878] p0106 N73-15113 (AD-755363] p0269 N73-23088
COMPENSATION Human visual/motor response to tracking task
Compensating for distortion in viewing pictures during long term confinement in simulated space
obliquely,. station
p0387 A73-41178 [RNASA-CR-2240] p0295 n73-24134
CORPENSATOET TRACKING Tracking tasks for clinical evaluation of human
Noise effects on the critical tracking performance movement disorders
of the human operator. (NASA-CR-132275] p0340 173-27069
p0575 A73-10107 Tracking performance during whole-body vibration
Operator remnant power spectral density with side-mounted and center mounted control
measurement during compensatory tracking task by sticks
serial segments method, noting Fourier [AD-761798] p0370 N73-27971
coefficient processing COMPETITION
p0578 173-10324 Sports medicine - parameters necessary for
Central tracking task performance simultaneously maintaining competitive form
with response to peripheral stimulus under high p0227 N73-21114
heat stress environments COMPLEX SYSTEMS
p0096 A73-18473 Interactive aspects of man/learning system control
Nonadjectival rating scales in human response teams.
experiments. p0081 A73-16708
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COMPLEX VARIABLES SUBJECT INDEX
COMPLEX VARIABLES A diagnostic program - Problems of predicting
NT ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS myocardial infarction on a digital computer
COMPLEXIITY p0354 A73-38998
NT TASK COMPLEXITY An equation for the oxygen hemoglobin dissociation
COMPLIANCE (ELASTICITY) curve.
U MODULUS OF ELASTICITY p0434 A73-45070
COMPONENT RELIABILITY Computer program for measuring specific
Probability estimate models for reliable function radioisotopes contained in human body
of redundant systems with adaptable and [AD-745578] p0593 N73-10078
inadaptable neuron-like restoration organs Hybrid computer identification program for visual
p0431 A73-44904 display of adaptive control state to human
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY) operator
NT ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION p0598 N73-10109
NT BODY COMPOSITION (BIOLOGY) Interactive information system with application in
NT CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION medical area
NT CHEMICAL COMPOSITION [NASa-TM-X-660761 p0604 N73-10156
NT CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION) Statistical analysis of air combat situation
NT LUNAR COMPOSITION evaluations conducted by US Navy pilots to
NT METEORITIC COMPOSITION detect differences caused by experience
NT MOISTURE CONTENT fAD-747519] p0068 N73-12119
COMPRESSED AIR Computer program for evaluating biological
Bibliography on role of vestibular apparatus in parameters
compressed air work underwater [ISS-72/41 p0186 N73-19128
[AD-750686] p0109 N73-15133 Statistical analysis of NASA multivariate spectrum
COMPRESSED GAS analysis program performance after modifications
NT HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN rNASA-CR-1340111 p0417 N73-30995
COMPRESSION LOADS COMPUTER SIBULATION
NT IMPACT LOADS U COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES
Strength limits correlation to modulus of NT MAGNETIC TAPES
elasticity for compact bone material from COMPUTER TECHNIQUES
compression tests, noting anisotropy tensor A system for continuous measurement of gas
analysis exchange and respiratory functions.
p0045 A73-13744 p0577 A73-10172
COMPUTER DESIGN Computerized correlation analysis of single and
A simple cardiac contractility computer. multiple neuron pulse activity, considering
p0403 A73-42677 temporal, sequential and entropy characteristics
COMPUTER GRAPHICS p0579 A73-10653
The reconstruction of three-dimensional objects Investigation of the recovery dynamics of the
from two orthogonal projections and its mimic muscle function and choice of an optimal
application to cardiac cineangiography. bioelectric stimulation program with the aid of
p0089 A73-17801 an electronic digital computer
spline function interpolation in interactive p0579 A73-10656
hemodynamic simulation. Digital filters applicable to
p0098 A73-18889 electroencephaloqraphic pattern recognition.
On-line computer analysis and breath-by-breath p0582 A73-11464
graphical display of exercise function tests. Computerized ECG interpretation system for heart
p0127 A73-21511 and circulatory disorder detection and diagnosis
Temporal and spatial features in detecting one- and health screening
and two-dimensional constraints in complementary p0056 A73-14660
visual displays. New developments in EEG signal processing.
p0234 A73-28095 p0058 A73-15279
Detection of informational constraints related to Use of an on-line computer in a study of cardiac
sulti-variate visual displays. arrhythmia.
p0240 A73-29185 p0059 A73-15644
Sorcerer Apprentice head mounted display with wand Computer-aided ECG analysis and research in a
for interaction with computer generated clinical setting.
synthetic objects, describing creation of p0059 A73-15648
illusory three dimensional environment Interactive aspects of man/learning system control
p0344 A73-37323 teams.
Study of the nature of the active tonus with the p0081 A73-16708
aid of a discrete wiener-medium analog Computer-assisted instruction in pilot training
p0407 A73-42973 and certification.
Real time hybrid computer audio synthesis system p0082 A73-16724
CAD-761730] p0369 N73-27968 Computer-controlled differential review-time
COMPUTER METHODS payoff as a training aid.
U COMPUTER PROGRAMS p0083 A73-16725
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING The employment of a spoken language computer
NT ON-LINE PROGRAMMING applied to an air traffic control task.
Computation of solutions to the inverse problem of p0083 A73-16728
electrocardiography. Television/computer dimensional analysis interface
p0582 A73-11465 with special application to left ventricular
Computer controlled infusion pump for time varying cineangiograms.
input of calcium into physiological systems p0089 A73-17860
rNASA-CASE-ARC-10447-1] p0101 N73-14092 A robot conditioned reflex system modeled after
Computerized multivariate scheduling of physical the cerebellum.
examinations for NASA personnel in clinical p0092 A73-18065
intervention program Compact digital coding of electrocardiographic data.
pO145 N73-17068 p009 7 A73-18815
COMPUTER PROGRAMS A method for chronocyclographical motion analysis
Complex processing of discrete biological with the aid of an on-line computer
information p0119 A73-20036
p0580 A73-10662 German monograph - Vigilance prognosis with the
Computer programs for operator performance time aid of a computer analysis of the spontaneous
prediction and workspace design electroencephalogram.
p0082 A73-16721 p0122 A73-20391
Digital computer diagnosis of cardiac arrythmias USAF WAVR file of epidemiologic data on medically
in a single-lead electrocardiogram. waivered flying personnel, describing
p0306 A73-34533 computerized updating system
A-88
SUBJECT IDBIEX CODITIONING 
(LEARNING)
p0155 A73-22539 Investigation of the nature of biological rhythm
Computer analysis of the orthoqonal sensors by means of automatic networks
electrocardiogram and vectorcardiogram in 939se of a digital computer for studying elocity
cases with hypertensive cardiovascular disease. Use of a digital computer for 
studying velocity
p0202 A73-26361 ludgements of radar targets.
Harmonic spectral analysis of nystaqmus waveform 
p0423 A73-43213
freguency content for clinical vestibular Visual image generation 
as textured flight
examination via digital computer information resembling retinal images forp0237 A73-28502 airborne flight simulation
A new method for diagnosing myocardial damage in 
p0600 N73-10128
patients with normal electrocardiograms and Whole body counter efficiency 
calculations using
vector cardiograms. NaI(TI) detector for measuring point sources
p028 7 A73-33375 rKFKI-72-30] p006
7 173-12114
Automatic recognition of electrocardioqraphic Pilot performance 
during simulated standard
patterns instrument procedure turn with and without
p0308 A73-34964 predictor display
Automatic cataloging of electrocardiographic [NASA-TM-X-622011 
p0150 N73-17118
patterns Computerized simulation of passenger emergencyp0309 A73-34965 evacuation efficiency using Boeing 720 aircraft
The control of a manipulator by a computer model models
of the cerebellum. (FAA-AM-72-301 
p0150 173-17119
p0344 A73-37333 Computerized simulation of three dimensional
Computer controlled automatic TV-microscope system robots using generalized cylinder descriptions
for tracking and measuring nerve cell processes 1AD-7551391 
p0223 N73-20152
in designated axons and dendrites Computerized simulation 
of anatomically correct
p0359 A73-39763 geometrical model of human body
Automatic identification of cardiac rhythm and INASA-CR-134043] p0440 N73-32022
conductivity disturbances with the aid of COMPUTERS
digital computers NT ANALOG COMPUTERS
p0384 A73-40751 NT DIGITAL COMPUTERS
Conditional computer analysis of the CONCETBRATION (COMPOSITION)
onset-to-onset duration of spikes from the NT CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
electromyoqraphic interference pattern of NT MOISTURE CONTENT
extraocular muscles. X ray fluorescence analysis for determining 
lead
p0392 A73-41731 content of paint on pencils in Goddard supply
Objective method for classification of system
multicellular activity patterns of neuron p0148 
N73-17097
population in the cerebrum of man CONCENTRATORS
p0401 173-42656 Cost estimates for carbon dioxide concentrators in
Statistical treatment of evoked cerebral spacecraft life support systems
potentials during experiments on a Dnepr-1l NASA-CR-1243021 p0
3 40 N73-27073
computer CONCORDE AIRCRAFTp0401 173-42657 Radiation problems of supersonic flight - The
Computer acquisition of multiunit nerve-spike operators' viewpoint.
signals.p0080 
73-16624
p0403 A73-42671 Solar flare freguency and associated physical
Multidimensional scaling methods and data phenomena diversity, discussing earth atmosphere
visualization /Review/ protective effects and impact on Concorde 
flights
p0425 A73-43578 pOllS 173-19210
Computer technique for automatic analysis of Cosmic radiation and 
research carried out on board
planar characteristics of chromosome patterns in the 001 prototype Concorde
microscopic observations 
p0116 A73-19211
iJPRS-574181 p0070 N73-13085 Geomagnetic latitude variation 
of cosmic radiation
Computer-based pupil/tracking monitoring system rates measured onboard Concorde SST prototypes,
for Mesa Public Schools, Mesa Arizona investigating solar flares
p0191 873-19985 p0204 A73-26588
Structural design of computer controlled CONDITIONED RESPONSES
manipulator for remote handling U CONDITIONING (LEARNING)
p0335 N73-26079 CONDITIONING
COMPUTERIZED CONTROL High temperature tolerance of rats under 
normal
U NUMERICAL CONTROL conditions, after thermal conditioning and
COMPUTERIZED DESIGN combined with drugs
Computer programs for operator performance time 
p0216 N73-20099
prediction and workspace design CONDITIONING (LEARNING)
p0082 A73-16721 Conditioned reflex learning and
Computerized design of fighter aircraft cockpit phenamine-stimulated functional 
activation of
electron'ic control system considering man cerebral synaptic, protein synthesizing and
machine interaction energy generating apparatus
p0270 N73-23905 p0085 A73-17177
COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION A robot conditioned reflex system 
modeled after
NT ANALOG SIMULATION the cerebellum.
NT DIGITAL SIMULATION 
p0092 A73-18065
The employment of a spoken language computer Participation of the hippocampal structures 
in the
applied to an air traffic control task. formation of external inhibition
p0083 A73-16728 p00
92 A73-18162
spline function interpolation in interactive Functional alterations in the auditory 
and visual
hemodynamic simulation. analysor systems of monkeys during experimental
p0098 A73-18889 neurosis
Digital computer studies of respiratory control. 
p0092 A73-18163
p0123 A73-20577 Statistical distribution methods for analyzing
Computer simulation of gas exchange in human lungs. formation of reflexes conditioned to 
time
p0278 A73-31348 intervals between periodic unconditioned stimuli
Applications of a model of the human visual system 
p0093 A73-18166
to pattern recognition problems. Learning ability of rats to regulate hypoxic
p0309 A73-35242 ambient atmosphere by instrumental response,
A deterministic model of a well trained human discussing motivation and reinforcement factors
operator performing compensatory tracking. p0095 
A73-18439
p0326 A73-36844 German monograph on human information transmission
by multidimensional tactile stimuli
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CONDITIONS SUBJECT INDEX
investigation using method of learned signals Behavioral learning response of cat to electric
identification stimulation of auditory nervous system
p0122 173-20393 [NASA-CR-132047] p0293 N73-24124
Hippocampus contribution to conditioned reflexes, Use of motivational relations to find acceptor of
memory, voluntary motions, orientation and action with conditioned stimuli
emotional reactions, noting theta rhythm in p0448 873-33064
stimuli response Relation of conditioned reactions to evaluation of
p0166 A73-24326 results of forthcoming reinforcement
Self-imposed timeouts under increasing response p0449 N73-33065
requirements. Orientative-investigative reaction as factor
p0170 A73-24625 changing configuration of evoked potentials
The operational control of the alpha component in during repeated light flashes
the electroencephalogram by means of auditory p0449 N73-33070
feedback CONDITIONS
p0204 A73-26549 NT CHRONIC CONDITIONS
Comparative analysis of the electrical activity of NT FLIGHT CONDITIONS
the cortex and of cerebral subcortical NT NONEQUILIBIUM CONDITIONS
formations in the process of the alteration of CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
conditioned reactions Human thermoregulatory system examination under
p0205 173-27104 thermodynamic equilibrium based on conductive
The role of analyzers of conditional and and convective metastable heat transfer from
unconditional stimuli in the functional system skin to environment
of the behavioral conditioned-reflex action (ASHE PAPER 73-AUT-J] p0240 A73-29414
p0206 A73-27105 Heat conduction in blackened skin accompanying
Physiological nature of the pulsatile heating with a xenon flash lamp.
electroencephalographic and vegetative p0361 A73-39791
components of human conditioned reactions Sweat rate and heat conductance in
p0206 173-27107 thermoregulatory system during rest and exercise
Characteristics of the higher nervous activity of INASA-TT-F-14562] p0593 N73-10074
monkeys during a postneurotic period CONDUCTORS
p0206 A73-27108 NT AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS
Behavioral .and electrophysiological correlates NT ELECTROLYTES
during flash-frequency discrimination learning NT ION EXCHANGE MEMBRANE ELECTROLYTES
in monkeys. NT MICROWAVE ANTENNAS
p0242 A73-29989 NT RADIO ANTENNAS
Alpha wave peak amplitude dependence on blocking CONFERENCES
pattern after stimulation during Sleep and the maturing nervous system; Proceedings
habituation-pseudoconditioninqg, conditioning and of the Symposium on the Maturation of Brain
extinction Mechanisms Related to Sleep Behavior, Boiling
p0242 173-29992 Springs, Pa., June 21-24, 1970.
Conditioned reflex switching effects in higher p0050 A73-14255
nervous system reactions as function of Biotelemetry; Proceedings of the International
experimental stimuli background conditions Symposium, Nilmegen, Netherlands, May 5-8, 1971.
/arousal, diurnal rhythms, test conditions, p0052 173-14276
physiological condition/ Symposium on Capillary Exchange and the
p0248 173-30567 Interstitial Space, Bad Duerkheim, West Germany,
Forward and backward conditional link formation as May 3-6, 1972, Proceedings.
physiological mechanism for reinforcement p0056 A73-14649
conditioning connection Technology for man 72; Proceedings of the
p0248 173-30568 Sixteenth Annual Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif.,
Formation of conditioned responses to symbolic October 17-19, 1972.
stimulations in healthy individuals of different p0081 173-16701
age Orientation: Sensory basis; Proceedings of the
p0276 A73-31158 Conference, New York, N.Y., February 8-10, 1971.Acquisition of signal concepts under conditions of p0091 173-18030
aversion activation. I - Theoretical part and Radiation protection at the work site: Scientific,
form interpretation test technical and organizational aspects; Annual
p0285 173-33091 Scientific Conference, 6th, Karlsruhe, VestQuantitative evoked-potential analyses for the Germany, May 17-19, 1972, Reports
neurophysiological characterization of faulty 
.p0195 173-25310
learning processes in the experimental arterial The visual system: Neurophysiology, biophysics,
hypertonia-pathogenesis and their clinical applications; Proceedings of
p0348 A73-37756 the Ninth Symposium, Brighton, England, July 1971.
Bioelectric and vegetative components of p0236 A73-28351
conditioned reflexes of 'negative-emotional type' Heart rate variability and the measurement of
p0362 A73-39797 mental load; Proceedings of the Symposium,
Formation of various functional states in the London, England, October 1971.
symmetrical structures of the brain as a p0250 173-30876function of the intensity of unconditioned Annual Scientific Meeting, Las Vegas, Nev., May
excitation 7-10, 1973, Preprints.
P0362 173-39801 p0287 A73-33421Successive differentiation of visual stimuli in Industrial sterilization; Proceedings of the
monkeys under various conditions of presentation International Symposium, Amsterdam, Netherlands,
p0363 A73-39805 September 1972.
Automatic apparatus for the study of conditioned p0288 A73-33691
reflexes in a monkey seated in the Properties of biological fluids and solids:
primatological chair Mechanics of tissues and organs; Proceedings of
p0386 A73-41140 the Biomechanics Symposium, Georgia Institute of
Use of the conditioned reflex method to study the Technology, Atlanta, Ga., June 20-22, 1973.
motor analyzer during hygienic evaluation of p0315 A73-36428
working conditions in the presence of vibrations Cerebral control of eye movements and motion
p0429 A73-44673 perception; Proceedings of the Symposium,
Prefrontal lobe functions and the neocortical Preiburg in Breisqau, West Germany, July 20-22,
commissures in monkeys; 1971.
p0435 A73-45166 p0315 A73-36432Overview of literature concerning retention of Advances in electrocardiography; Proceedings oflearned skills with emphasis on space flight the Symposium, Emory University, Atlanta, Ga.,skill retention Bay 10-13, 1971.
INASA-CR-1286111 p0603 N73-10152 p0318 173-36516
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SUBJECT INDEX CONTAIINANTS
International Congress of Aeronautical and Space Congenital and acquired color vision defects,
Medicine, 20th, Nice, France, September 18-21, discussing color blindness incidence, defect
1972, Reports nomenclature and eye tests
p0327 A73-36901 p0079 A73-16482
Life sciences and space research XI; Proceedings Color naming and hue discrimination in congenital
of the Fifteenth Plenary Meeting, Madrid, Spain, tritanopia and tritanomaly.
May 10-24, 1972. p0120 A73-20251
p0395 173-42158 Echocardiography status, potentialities and
Early diagnosis of coronary heart disease; requirements in congenital heart disease
Proceedings of the Second Paavo Nurmi Symposium, diagnosis, considering feasibility in left
Porvoo, Finland, September 9-11, 1971. ventricular performance evaluation
p0404 173-42826 p0243 A73-30053
Coronary heart disease; Proceedings of the Second Influence of simulated weightlessness on the
International Symposium, Frankfurt ams ain, Vest mutational rate of Tribolium confusum.
Germany, June 1972. p031
4 A73-35984
p0405 A73-42856 CONGENITAL CONDITIONS
Conference on manual control systems for human U CONGENITAL ANOMALIES
operator modeling and display systems in man CONGESTION
machine environments Human forearm-muscle blood supply regimes after
fNAS&-SP-2811 p0597 N73-10104 'static' exercise with increasing stress
Conference on biological effects of magnetic fields p0169 A73-24522
rNRC-TT-15451 p0099 N73-14070 CONJUGATION
Conference on occupational medicine support in Conjugation of proteinoid microspheres - A model
NASA programs to prevent health and emotional of primordial recombination.
problems in personnel p00
91 
A73-17952
[NASA-TM-x-690721 p0142 N73-17048 CONNECTIVE TISSUE
Conference on preventive medical and environmental NT COLLAGENS
control measures for NASA and aviation industry NT NARRBO
personnel management Ocular antigens. IV - A comparative study of the
(NASA-TM-1-690731 p0144 N73-17064 localisation of immunogenic determinants of
Conference on occupational and environmental ocular structural glycoproteins in connective
medical services provided to NASA employees tissues of various organs.
(NASA-TMH--690741 p0146 N73-17078 p0392 A73-41729
Conference on human endocrine secretions and CONSCIOUSNESS
hormone metabolisms during space flight stress Clairvoyant perception of target material in three
fNASA-TH-1-580931 p0173 N73-18104 states of consciousness.
Review of papers presented at Conference on Space p0044 A73-13555
Biology and Aerospace Medicine Reaction time method using EEG monitored paroxysm
[JPRS-583451 p0176 N73-18125 controlled auditory stimuli for responsiveness
Color vision requirements for flying personnel of /consciousness/ evaluation of spike wave burst
various armed forces - conferences onset during epileptic seizures
(AGARD-CP-991 p0179 N73-19065 p015
6 
A73-22695
Conference on operational flight stress effects on CONSECUTIVE EVENTS
human biodynamics and performance Estimation of the passing of four consecutive hours.
rAGARE-CP-101] p0188 N73-19143 p0086 A73-17524
Conference on human visual search and perception CONSEQUENT LAKES
[AD-7543271 p0221 N73-20133 U LAKES
Proceedings of symposium on color vision, color CONSTANTS
perception, visual acuity, and psychophysiology NT PERCEPTUAL TIME CONSTANT
[AD-7543281 p0221 N73-20136 IT TIME CONSTANT
Predictability of motion sickness in pilot CONSTRAINTS
selection - conferences NT METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
fAGARD-CP-1091 p0225 N73-21092 Multidimensional judgments in design of ideal
Conference on detection, evaluation, and organisms with integral number of resource units
identification of drugs and alcohol in flying allocated among characteristics such as memory,
personnel and effects on flight fitness vision, resourcefulness, etc
(AGARD-CP-1081 p0226 N73-21102 p00
4
4 A73-13559
USSR conference on exobiology and aerospace medicine Development and characteristics of inflatable
p0264 N73-23045 airbag restraint system for use in general
Aerospace medicine research, including human aviation aircraft
tolerance to various stress factors - conferences (FAA-RD-73-3] p0299 N73-25127
(AGARc-CP-1101 p0265 873-23057 Requirements for mobility aids and restraint
Conference on Apollo 16 experiment for measuring devices for use by personnel of space shuttle -
microbial response to space environment Vol. 4
rNASA-T-X-581031 p0291 N73-24102 [NASA-CE-133994] p0419 N73-31009
Proceedings of conference on pattern information CONSURPTION
processing NT OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
(PB-214617/31 p0294 N73-24129 IT MATER CONSUMPTION
General problems with psychology in scientific and CONTACT LENSES
technical creativity Management of cataract in commercial flight
[TT-70-57147-11 p0413 N73-30074 personnel.
Articles on methodology and historical importance p0329 A73-36927
of scientific research in creativity CONTAHINANTS
(TT-70-57147-21 p0413 N73-30075 NT TRACE CONTAMINANTS
Presentations on psychological models, Quantitative evaluation of superficial organic
cybernetics, methodology, and applications to contaminants, soluble in halogenated solvents,
teaching discussing sampled surface solvent extraction
(TT-70-57147-31 p0413 N73-30076 method and subsequent IS absorption
COFINEMBENT spectrographic analysis
Biological effects of lasting hypodynamia on young p0096 173-18547
albino rats in 62 day confinement, considering Evaluation of 165 deg F reverse osmosis modules
weight, growth and sexual behavior for washwater purification.
p0124 A73-20983 (ASBE PAPER 73-ENAS-21 p0349 173-37964
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES Nuclear submarine atmospheric constituent
Fingerprint patterns incidence relation in monitoring, covering mass spectrometers, IR
congenital vitium cordis patients, using Henry carbon monoxide sensors, system development,
dactyloscopic classification requirements testing and spacecraft applications
p0581 A73-11080 (ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-9] p0349 A73-37970
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CONTIIIATION SUBJECT INDEI
CONTANINATION p0357 A73-39348
NT SPACECRAFT COTAMINATION Control theory model for pilot decision making
Passive and active mode classification of air based on estimated state of linear plant
contamination sources in closed manned spaces, p0597 N73-10107
considering mechanical, electrical, chemical, Reliability probability analysis on ergatic
physical and human factors process in spacecraft control during approach
p0193 A73-25037 and docking with orbital station
Blood plasma contamination of the lung alveolar p0064 N73-12087
surfactant obtained by various sampling Design of manipulator mechanisms with manual,
techniques. bioelectric, and automatic control systems
p0391 A73-41637 (NASA-TT-F-14336] p0335 N73-26073
Microbial contamination studies for spacecraft Psychological concept for developing cybernetic
assemblies control devices
(NASA-CR-1310861 p0185 N73-19123 [JPRS-601031 p0440 N73-32019
Terrestrial quarantine considerations for unmanned CONTROL VALVES
sample return missions Performance of anti-G valve subjected to varying
rNASA-CE-132071] p0293 N73-24118 acceleration forces
Metabolism and propagation of microbial [AD-7608141 p0377 N73-29062
contamination in planetary atmospheres CONTROLLABILITY
(NASA-CR-1336381 p0375 N73-29049 Realistic pilot training and aircraft handling
CONTINUOUS NOISE qualities in pilot error risk minimization for
Effects of signal duration and masker duration on military, commercial and general aviation
detectability under diotic and dichotic p0083 A73-16733
listening conditions. CONTROLLED ATHOSPERBES
p0578 A73-10436 NT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
CONTINUOUS RADIATION NT HELIUM-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERES
Biophysical hazards of microwave radiation. NT SPACECRAFT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
p0285 173-32723 Thermoregulatory reactions of animals in a
Continuous low dose gamma irradiation effects on helium-oxygen medium
cell population kinetics of ice lymphoid tissue p0088 A73-17695
(NASA-CE-135723] p0437 N73-31999 Thermorequlatory reactions of rats in a nitrogen
CONTINUOUS NAVES and helium-diluted hypoxic atmosphere
U CONTINUOUS RADIATION p0123 173-20979
CONTINUUM NECHANICS Nuclear submarine atmospheric constituent
A continuum analysis of a two-dimensional monitoring, covering mass spectrometers, IN
mechanical model of the lung parenchyma. carbon monoxide sensors, system development,
p0577 A73-10168 requirements testing and spacecraft applications
Continual mechanochemical model of muscular tissue (ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-9] p0349 173-37970
p0381 173-40182 Cyclically changing temperature effects on
CONTOURS monitoring behavior and physiological responses
Color photographic system using grid projector and of man
telecentric lenses for recording contours of [AD-7484511 p0104 N73-14110
human face for aircrew oxygen mask fitting Thermoregulation reactions of rats in hypoxic
[RAE-TR-711841 p0141 N73-16099 atmosphere with nitrogen and helium dilution
CONTRALATERAL FUNCTIONS p0134 873-16046
Loudness enhancement following contralateral Effect of atmosphere with increased oxygen and
stimulation. carbon dioxide content on human orthostatic
p0581 A73-10827 tolerance following 10 days of bedrestCONTERAST p0135 N73-16055
NT IMAGE CONTRAST Human nitrogen and water/salt metabolisms in
CONTROL BOARDS controlled regenerative atmosphere
Effect of the information panel structure on p0181 N73-19089
operator activity Hyperbaric chamber used to determine influence of
p0394 A73-41889 increased ambient pressure and gas density on
CONTROL DEVICES cardiac rate in man
U CONTROL EQUIPMENT [AD-7551291 p0261 N73-22058
CONTROL EQUIPMENT Temperature and humidity control in air quality
NT CONTROL STICKS modeling for optimal life support system of
NT PRESSURE REGULATORS spacecraft cabin
NT TELEOPERATORS p0294 N73-24131
Control equipment for sterilization facility used CONTROLLERS
to thermally inactivate microbes on NT SERVOMECHANISMS
interplanetary space vehicle components NT SERVOMOTORS
(NASA-CR-131103] p0185 N73-19122 CONVAIR MILITARY AIRCRAFT
Design and performance of demand regulated liquid UO ILITARY-AIRCRAFT
breathing systems for mammalian respiration CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
p0252 173-21976 Human thermoregulatory system examination under
CONTROL PANELS thermodynamic equilibrium based on conductiveU CONTROL BOARDS and convective metastable heat transfer fromCONTROL STICKS skin to environment
Tracking performance during hole-body vibration (ASHE PAPER 73-AUT-J] p0240 A73-29414
with side-mounted and center mounted control CONVULSIONS
sticks Influence of different motor regimes on the(AD-761798] p0370 173-27971 convulsive reactivity of the central nervousCONTROL THEORY system.
Ergatic organism defined as multipurpose p0085 A73-17178
nonautonomous control system with homeostasis Effect of stimulation of the mesencephalic
with respect to functional operations conservation reticular formation on the convulsive electrical
p0119 A73-20048 activity of the brain
Ergatic modeling as dynamic goal-oriented physical p0245 A73-30381process based on heuristic autonomous Effect of convulsions on certain aspects of theinformation-structured organization system with biosynthesis of proteins in the brain cortex
regulated model-human operator interaction p0384 A73-40750
p0241 A73-29418 COOLING
Book - Principles of biological regulation: An NT AIR COOLING
introduction to feedback systems. NT LIQUID COOLING
p0283 173-32576 Evaluation of sex difference in thermalManagement of the treatment of illnesses as a sensitivity in men and womenproblem of modern control theory (NASA-CR-114564) p0150 573-17113
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SUBJECT INDEX CORONARI CIRCULATION
COOLING SYSTEMS p0583 A73-11505
Simulation of a steady-state integrated human Nature of the conduction disturbance in selective
thermal system. coronary arteriography and left heart
p0282 A73-32225 catheterization.
Design, development, and fabrication of liquid p0587 173-12443
cooled space suit using ice pack heat sink - Maximal treadmill exercise electrocardiography -
Vol. 1 Correlations with coronary arteriography and
(NASA-CR-114624-VOL-1] p0419 N73-31006 cardiac hemodynamics.
COORDINATES p0590 A73-12821
NT POLAR COORDINATES Correlation of computer-guantitated treadmill
COPILOTS exercise electrocardiogram with arteriographic
U AIRCRAFT PILOTS location of coronary artery disease.
COPPER CHLOBIDES p0043 A73-13543
Effect of copper ions on the functional state of Radiotelemetry of direct bloodpressure
the neuromuscular apparatus measurements in aorta, pulmonary artery and heart.
p0154 A73-22369 p0053 173-14291
COPPER COMPOOEDS Quantitative radionuclide angiocardiography for
NT COPPER CHLORIDES determination of chamber to chamber cardiac
COBIOLIS EFFECT transit times.
Vestibular reactions to Coriolis accelerations p0057 A73-14767
under hypoxia conditions Cardiocirculatory adaptation to chronic hypoxia.
p0088 A73-17691 III - Comparative study of cardiac output,
Observations on perceived changes in aircraft pulmonary and systemic circulation between sea
attitude attending head movements made in a 2-q level and high altitude residents.
bank and turn. p0059 A73-15523
p0117 A73-19485 Correlation of electrocardiographic studies and
Equivalence of the action of Coriolis arteriographic findings with angina pectoris.
accelerations to that of certain angular p0085 A73-17279
accelerations in their effects on the receptors Physiological tests for hypothalamus regions
of semicircular canals stimulation effects on coronary circulation,
p0209 A73-27718 noting hypoxia and emotional stress effects
Prophylaxis and treatment of the motion sickness p0088 A73-17770
syndrome The reconstruction of three-dimensional objects
p0240 A73-29410 from two orthogonal projections and its
Influence of stimulation of the vestibular application to cardiac cineangiography.
analyzer under conditions of hypoxia on certain p0089 A73-17801
functions of the visual analyzer Pattern of blood flow within the heart - A stable
p0280 A73-31516 system.
Calculation of a coriolis acceleration acting on p0125 A73-21214
semicircular canal receptors of man in rotating Inability of the submaximal treadmill stress test
systems to predict the location of coronary disease.
p0280 A73-31518 p0130 A73-21802
Effectiveness of some hemodynamic indices in the Distribution of systemic blood flow during
detection of vestibulo-vegetative disorders cardiopulmonary bypass.
under ordinary conditions and those of hypoxia p0158 A73-22930
p0303 A73-34121 Left ventricular blood flow velocity in man
Visual-vestibular interaction and motion perception. studied with the Doppler ultrasonic flowmeter.
p0318 A73-36460 p0159 A73-23173
Dynamic model of rotating spacecraft force effects Coronary flow and left ventricular function during
on human vestibular system environmental stress.
p0599 573-10119 p0162 A73-23380
Effect of space flight on origin, physiological Immediate hemodynamic effects of cardiac
function, and amelioration of coriolis illusion angiography in man.
in semicircular canal p0165 A73-23841
(ARU-B-70-61 p0607 N73-11063 Regional myocardial dynamics from single-plane
Hypoxia effects on human vestibular tolerance coronary cineangiograms.
during exposure to coriolis accelerations p0171 173-24771
p0065 N73-12092 Unreliability of conventional electrocardiographic
Determination of angular acceleration equivalent monitoring for arrhythmia detection in coronary
to effect of coriolis acceleration on receptors care units.
of semicircular canals p0209 A73-27891
p0218 N73-20112 Assessment of left heart function by noninvasive
Biaxial simulator imposing standardized coriolis exercise test in normal subjects.
stimuli for selection, test, and rehabilitation p0277 A73-31345
of motion sick pilots Nutritional circulation in the heart. IV - Effect
p0225 N73-21098 of calcium chloride and potassium chloride on
Laboratory investigation of coriolis acceleration myocardial hemodynamics and clearance of
effects on vestibular apparatus of cosmonauts rubidium-86.
rNASA-TT-F-151291 p0417 N73-30993 p0288 &73-33990
CORM Coronary atherosclerosis and ischemic myocardial
Multispectral remote sensing techniques for damage.
identification of corn blight disease p03 20 &73-36538
rNASA-TM--690551 p0136 N73-16064 Factors influencing coronary blood flow in the
Spectral characteristics of normal and presence of coronary obstructive disease.
nutrient-deficient maize leaves p032 1 &73-36539
rNASA-CR-1321451 p0293 N73-24119 The prognosis of myocardial infarction.
COERNEA p0321 A73-36549
Effect of steady magnetic fields up to 4,500 Oe on Nonlinear analysis of aortic flow in living dogs.
the mitotic activity of the corneal epithelium p0384 A73-40640
in mice The correlation of coronary angiography and the
p0279 A73-31510 electrocardiographic response to maximal
COBEOIAR CIRCULATION treadmill testing in 76 asymptomatic men.
Left ventricular receptors activated by severe p0399 A73-42342
asphyxia and by coronary artery occlusion. The complications of coronary arteriography.
p0579 A73-10549 p0399 A73-42343
Non-invasive technique for diagnosing atrial Early diagnosis of coronary heart disease;
septal defect and assessing shunt volume using Proceedings of the Second Paavo Nurmi Symposium.,
directional Doppler ultrasound - Correlations Porvoo, Finland, September 9-11, 1971.
with phasic flow velocity patterns of the shunt. p0404 A73-42826
A-93
CORPUSCULA BRADIITION SUBJECT INDEX
The early diagnosis of coronary heart disease - correlating speech discrimination with age and
Critical review. sound level
p0404 A73-42827 p0352 A73-38182
Preventive value of early diagnosis of coronary CORTICOSTEBOIDS
heart disease, noting importance of screening NT ALDOSTERONE
populations for genetic and environmental risk NT CORTISONE
factors NT HYDROZICORTICOSTEROID
p0404 A73-42828 Corticosterone level and the binding capacity of
Significance of arterial obstructive lesions in blood plasma proteins under thermal effects
early diagnosis of coronary heart disease. p0045 A73-13749
p0405 A73-42829 Inhibition of the adrenocortical response to
Indications and value of coronary arteriography. hypoxia by dexamethasone.
p0405 A73-42830 p0116 A73-19476
The value of different angiographic procedures in Interrelations among the suprarenal
coronary heart disease. gluco-corticoid activity, the cardiovascular
p0405 A73-42831 systems, and the electrolyte metabolism during
Emotionally induced increases in heart rate and prolonged work
plasma catecholamine and free fatty acids, p0199 173-26085
noting relation to coronary heart disease Diurnal rhythm of a corticosteroid reaction to
p0405 A73-42837 ACTH and physical load
Measurement of coronary blood flow by p0249 A73-30841
radiocardiography - Study of 116 cases. Effect of prior adaptation to cold on the
p0405 A73-42838 development of experimental hypertonia
Coronary heart disease; Proceedings of the Second p0381 173-40209
International Symposium, Frankfurt an Main, Vest Activity of acid nucleases in eye tissues under
Germany, June 1972. the action of corticosteroidal hormones
p0405 A73-42856 p0428 A73-44430
Velocity distribution in aortic flow. Chromatographic determination of urine
p0408 A73-43104 corticosteroids
Measurement of left anterior descending coronary [RAE-LIB-TRANS-1694] p0333 N73-26062
arterial blood flow - Technique, methods of CORTISOIE
blood flow analysis and correlation with Diurnal variations of plasma cortisol and qlucose
angioqraphy. and of urinary excretion of free cortisol in man
p0428 A73-44469 at rest
The presence in the heart of compounds which p0434 A73-45158
participate in the neurohumoral regulation of COSMIC RADIATION
coronary circulation U COSmIC RAYS
p0430 A73-44769 COSmIC RATS
Doppler echocardioqraphy - The localization of NT PRIMARI COSMIC BAYS
cardiac murmurs. Cosmic radiation and research carried out on board
p0432 A73-44947 the 001 prototype Concorde
Hemoglobin-oxygen equilibrium and coronary blood p0116 A73-19211
flow - An analog model. Geomagnetic latitude variation of cosmic radiation
p0433 173-45060 rates measured onboard Concorde SST prototypes,
Response of coronary blood flow to p8-induced investigating solar flares
changes in hemoglobin-02 affinity. p0204 A73-26588
p0433 A73-45061 Experimental methods of correlation between the
CORPUSCULAR RADIATION trajectories of cosmic heavy ions and biological
NT PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS oblects: Dosinetric results - Experiment
Radiation doses during a prolonged orbital space Biostack on Apollo 16 and 17.
flight about the earth p0313 A73-35946
p0242 173-29867 Preliminary results of the action of cosmic heavy
CORRELATION ions on development of eqqs of Artemia salina.
NT ANGULAR CORRELATION p0315 A73-36129
ST CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS Frequency of heavy ions in space and their
NT SIGNAL ANALYSIS biologically important characteristics.
NT STATISTICAL COBBRELATION p0398 A73-42178
Correlative function formalism for neuron networks Solid state AqC1 detectors for nuclear tracks.with
with limited commnnunication channels and on- and off-response at choice - Applications to
active-refractive-storing signal action life sciences.
p0389 A73-41277 p0398 A73-42179
Correlation of assessed maximum oxygen intake with Hicrodosimetric pattern of galactic heavy
predicted performance in running events primaries dissipation in tissues during space
[AD-7468673 p0071 w73-13093 flight
CORRELATION COEPPICIENTS (NASA-CR-1314671 p0230 373-21132
Radioisotopic T-3 and T-4 thyroid function tests Apollo 16 experiment using biostack to determine
in the pig-tailed monkey /Macaca nenestrina/. effects of heavy nuclei on biological organisms
p0588 173-12548 p0232 373-21761
Serial correlation of physiological time series Nuclear track dosimetry for monitoring cosmic ray
and its significance for a stress analysis exposure of Apollo 16 astronauts
p0352 A73-38159 p0292 N73-24114
CORRELATION FUNCTIONS Relationship between peaks of cosmic radiation and
U CORRELATION ischenic heart disease
CORRBELATORS [NASA-TT-F-14992] p0334 N73-26065
HT IMAGE COBBELATORS COSMOWAUTS
CORSAIR AIRCBAFT Peripheral blood composition changes in cosmonauts
U A-7 AIRCRAFT during 18- and 24-day space flights
CORTEXES p0208 &73-27710
Neuronal changes in cortical motor region cells Analysis of cosmonaut emotional stress as
during pharmacological induced sleep determined by physiological and behavioral
p0257 N73-22028 responses
CORTI ORGAN [NASA-TT-F-14654 p0067 m73-12113
Electron-microscopy investigation of Corti's organ Indices of emotional stress in cosmonauts during
after noise trauma - Voskhod 2 and Soyuz flights
p0078 A73-16333 (JPRS-58039] p0148 373-17104
Neuroanatoay of the auditory system. Role of cosmonaut in spacecraft control
p0244 A73-30280 p0178 B73-18137
Corti organ lesion effects on signal perception in Morphological composition of peripheral blood of
patients with noise induced hearing loss, crew members of Soyuz-9 and Salyut-1
A-94
SUBJECT INDEX CRBES
p0217 173-20104 CRABS
Role of cosmonaut in man-spacecraft system, and Light evoked changes in potential difference
psychological aspects in training cosmonauts as between inside and outside of cells in Limulus
operators ommatidia. describing multistage model of
(NASA-TT-F-7271 p0229 N73-21129 generator potential
Phytoloqical and physiological problems caused by p0160 A73-23309
rest-work cycles of cosmonauts during space flight Inhibitory interaction in the retina of Limulus.
rNASA-TT-P-149901 p0336 N73-26093 p0161 A73-23311
Scheduling of work-rest cycle for cosmonauts CRANIUB
during space flights NT INTRACRANIAL CAVITY
p0416 N73-30984 Orbit and superior orbital fissure acoustic window
COST ANALYSIS for cranium posterior structures imaging by
Environmental factors and cost problems of echoencephalographic techniques
selecting optimum sanitary landfill site for p0402 A73-42667
solid waste disposal Vestibular function loss in man after unilateral
[NASA-CH-1287441 p0189 N73-19157 section of eighth cranial nerve
Cost analysis of oxygen supply equipment and (NASA-CR-129672] p0070 N73-13084
recovery systems for orbital space stations CRASH INJURIES
CNASA-CH-1241751 p0230 N73-21137 Helmets effectiveness evaluation from acceleration
Cost analysis of oxygen recovery subsystems for and impact tests, discussing test criteria and
life support systems civilian and military standards
[NASA-CR-1243041 p0340 N73-27075 p0286 A73-33132
Cost analysis of mass spectrometers and gas Aircraft crash injury reduction through seat and
chromatographs for life support atmosphere restraint design, discussing dummy size
monitoring considerations, seat belts, aircraft
[NASA-CE-1243061 p0341 N73-27076 acceleration and injury types
COST EPPECTIVENESS (SAE PAPER 730290] p0306 A73-34655
Operational effectiveness of jet flight training Severe intraabdominal injuries without abdominal
simulator protective rigidity after an air crash - Seat
fAD-7502481 p0113 N73-15170 belt injury
Cost effectiveness of water reclamation subsystem p0356 A73-39209
in advanced aerospace life support systems Statistical analysis of impact injuries to seated[NASA-CS-1240981 p0177 173-18134 human responding to square wave energy
Development of cost effective program for training absorption of vertical deceleration pulse
naval fixed wing pilots in 1974 to 1986 time representing helicopter crash
period - Vol. 1 [AD-745919] p0612 173-11102
fAD-7566381 p0296 N73-24143 CRASH LANDING
Development of cost effective program for training NT DITCHING (LANDING)
naval fixed wing pilots in 1974 to 1986 time Crew survival after emergency landing or ditching
period - Vol. 2 in unpopulated areas
(AD-7566391 p0296 N73-24144 [NASA-TT-F-15047] p03 76 N73-29053
Development of cost effective program for training CRASHES
naval fixed wing pilots in 1974 to 1986 time NT CRASH LANDING
period - Vol. 3 NT DITCHING (LANDING)
rAD-7566401 p0296 N73-24145 CREATINE
Human factors in design of avionics subsystems Importance of the Lohmann reaction in the response
considering training costs and performance of of the heart to anoxic aggression
Air Force personnel p0585 A73-12152
fAD-7595831 p0337 N73-26096 Serum creatine phosphokinase activity and urinary
Examination of man machine systems efficiency in excretion of creatine and creatinine in man
relation to cost criteria during acclimatization to high altitude and in
p0414 N73-30087 high altitude natives.
COST ESTIMATES p0196 A73-25333
Model for estimating impact of manned EVA costs on Study of nitrogen balance and creatine and
future payloads - Vol. 3 creatinine excretion during recumbency and
fNASA-CR-1289281 p0268 N73-23083 ambulation of five young adult human males.
Cost estimating method for life support systems of p0325 A73-36786
manned earth orbital programs Influence of electric stimulation of the
rNASA-CR-1243051 p0340 N73-27072 hypothalamus on catecholamine, phosphorated
Cost estimates for carbon dioxide concentrators in compound, and cholesterol levels
spacecraft life support systems p0383 A73-40284
[NASA-CR-1243021 p0340 N73-27073 CREATININE
Methodology for predicting relevant contributions Serum creatine phosphokinase activity and urinary
of cost elements in development of water excretion of creatine and creatinine in man
recovery systems during acclimatization to high altitude and in
[NASA-CR-1243031 p0340 173-27074 high altitude natives.
Cost data for modified hydrogen depolarized carbon p0196 A73-25333
dioxide concentrator in life support system Study of nitrogen balance and creatine and
[NASA-CE-1244621 p0447 N73-33052 creatinine excretion during recumbency and
COULORETBI ambulation of five young adult human males.
Determination of the value of blood oxygen p0325 A73-36786
capacity and of the oxyhemoqlobin dissociation Elimination of creatinine in urine during
curves by polaroqraphic coulombometry prolonged hypokinesia
p0045 A73-13750 p0444 N73-33029
COUNTERS CREATION
NT PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS U CREATIVITY
NT RADIATION COUNTERS CREATIVITY
NT SCINTILLATION COUNTERS Reflex act structural components interaction in
COUNTING CIRCUITS terms of reflection, creativity and
Automatic pulse count recorder, discussing organism-environment relations, noting
circuit, performance and applications to subjective and objective perception and attitude
laboratory and clinic formation
p0580 A73-10663 p0061 A73-15798
COUPLING General problems with psychology in scientific and
NT CROSS COUPLING technical creativity
Magnetic couplings and magnetomechanical (TT-70-57147-1] p0413 N73-30074
transmissions for airtight manipulator design CBRES
p0336 N73-26086 NT FLIGHT CRESS
NT SPACECRENS
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CRICKETS SUBJECT INDE
Crew performance in extended operation under I[ASA-TT-F-145901 p0069 173-13076
vibrational stress. Production methods for preventing deterioration of
p0082 A73-16717 freeze-dried foods
Problems involved in achieving harmony in life and (NASA-CR-128915] p0269 N73-23085
work of small groups applied to prolonged space CRYOGENICS
flights Gas environment effect on catalase cryolysis
p0444 N73-33032 p0185 N73-19121
CRICKETS Cryobiological and space biological studies
NT TRIBOLIA [JPRS-59129] p0293 N73-24120
CBITERIA Cryogenic heat exchanger for removal of waste heat
Criteria for selected response surface methodology from spacecraft environmental control life
design variants in human performance research support system
(AD-748236] p0102 73-14099 f(ASA-CR-1243011 p0340 N73-27071
Psychometric criteria for pilot performance in F-4 CRYOSORPTION
aircraft fleet U SORPTION
[AD-755184) p0269 N73-23087 CRTSTAL LATTICES
CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION I ray data refinement on proteins, discussing
Photopic luminous efficiency measured by critical backbone and side chain dehedral angles
flicker frequency method, noting dependence on adjustment by least squares fitting to relieve
intermittence frequency of light stimulus or atomic overlaps
overall radiance level p0308 A73-34893
(AD-7543441 p0585 A73-12076 CUES
Effect of altitude acclimatization and Scalar perceptions with binocular cues of distance.
simultaneous acclimatization to altitude and p0235 173-28176
cold on critical flicker frequency at 11,000 ft. Scanning movements in space perception in terms of
altitude in man. convergence role during cue conflict and cue
p0589 A73-12562 isolation experiments
Dynamic properties of vision. III - Twin flashes, p0318 A73-36462
single flashes and flickerfusion. Effects of prestimulus cuing and target load
p0120 A73-20253 variability on maintenance of response
Cyclofusional stimulation effects on retinal image strategies in a visual search task.
disparity in terms of central component and p0353 A73-38378
Panum fusional areas A comparison of the Ponzo illusion with a textural
p0121 A73-20265 analogue.
Analysis of transient visual sensations above the p0388 A73-41180
flicker fusion frequency. Analysis of reaction time to different visual
p0129 A73-21566 cuing methods in large displays during secondary
Binocular rivalry and binocular fusion of task performance
after-images. (AD-747688] p0068 73-12120
p0200 A73-26200 Visual cue reinforcement for skill retention in
Stabilized target visibility as a function of pilot simulated space vehicle approach and
contrast and flicker frequency, landing performance
p0308 A73-34846 fNASA-CR-1289121 p0269 N73-23086
Visual field defects after missile injuries to the CULTURE TECHNIQUES
qeniculo-striate pathway in man. Resistance of soil microorganisms to starvation.
p0390 A73-41600 p0589 A73-12627
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE Effect of cultural conditions on the fatty acid
Unacclimatized male Caucasians lower critical composition of Thiobacillus novellus.
temperature determination for subsequent p0045 A73-13599
investigation of ethnic variability in acute The effect of temperature on the mitotic activity
cold exposure responses of human peripheral blood lymphocytes in a culture
p0577 A73-10166 p0118 A73-19649
CROP GROWTH Method for measuring the contractions of small
Russian book on mathematical models of biological hearts in organ culture.
systems covering bioqeocenosis, optimal crop, p0125 A73-21218
chemostat cultivation, predator-victim society, Cinemicrographic study of the development of
trophic control, and life support systems subsurface colonies of Staphylococcus aureus in.
p0154 A73-22347 soft agar.
Mathematical model for photosynthetic gas p0131 A73-21828
exchanges in growing wheat and radish biopaks of Russian book on mathematical models of biologicallife support systems systems covering bioqeocenosis, optimal crop,
p0063 N73-12081 chemostat cultivation, predator-victim society,
Comparative studies of photosynthetic activity of trophic control, and life support systems
pure and mixed crops during vegetative period p0154 A73-22347
p0378 N73-29321 Automatic surface inoculation of aqar trays.
Influence of solar radiation in mountainous areas p0155 A73-22550
on crop capacity and grain yield of spring wheat Biochemical and morphological studies of lunar
p0378 473-29335 material effects on plant tissue culture cells,
Light and carbon dioxide effects on algal life noting nonpathological increased cellular
support systems in space flight activity and chloroplast and cytoplasm changes
(;ASA-CE-1357961 p0445 N73-33039 p0202 A73-26482CROP VIGOR Response of tobacco tissue cultures growing inMultispectral remote sensing techniques for contact with lunar fines.identification of corn blight disease p0203 173-26483(NASA-TM-X-690551 p0136 873-16064 Survival of common bacteria in liquid cultureCROSS COUPLING under carbon dioxide at high temperatures.
Heuristic response strategies and operator p0284 A73-32650performance errors as function of practice in Monitoring for microbial flora contamination on
cross coupled pursuit tracking control tasks spacecraft surface, discussing cultural
p0117 A73-19548 techniques and sampling methods forCross coupling between effects of linear and microorganisms detection and sterilization
angular acceleration on vestibular nystaqmus. p0288 A73-33698
p0316 A73-36441 Survival and mutability of Chlorella under variousCRYOGENIC FLUIDS orientation in the earth's gravitational field.IT LIQUID OXYGEN p0314 A73-35997CRYOGENIC STORAGE Purification of Synechococcus lividus byErythrocyte preservation in blood transfusion equilibrium centrifugation and itspractice by cryogenic freezing with synchronization by differential centrifugation.
polyvinylpyrrolidone p0318 A73-36503
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DAMAGE
SUBJECT IDEX
On the multiplication of xerophilic Antiradiation effectiveness of 
cysteamine in mice
micro-orqanisms under simulated Martian under various conditions of gamma radiationconditions. p0212 U73-20067
conditions.p0396 73-42165 Elimination of toxic cysteamine in organisms and
Automatic inoculating device for agar trays using method for prolonging its radioprotective 
effect
cotton swab or loop "p0213 873-20069
fNASA-CASE-LAR-11074-11 p0141 N73-16096 Gamma radiation effects on toxic cysteamine .
Time periods for nutrient solution exchange in elimination in irradiated and nonirradiated mice
optimal biomass yield on porous aggregate 
p0213 873-20070
p0183 N73-19106 Influence of cysteamine hydrochlorine and vitamin
Chemical composition stability of Chlorella B and C prophylaxis on radiation 
sickness in
biomass during prolonged cultivation humans
p01 8 4 N73-19108 p0214 073-20078
Biological mineralization products of human waste Effect of cysteamine combined 
with adrenalin and
for autotroph cultivation phenamine on reparative processes following
p0184 N73-19109 irradiation and overload
Hydroponic cultivation of plants on clay filters 
p0214 N73-20081
from human mineralized feces Exposure to gamma rays from Co-60 
and transverse
p0184 N73-19110 loads and effectiveness of cysteamine and AET
Development of procedures of identification of protection
microorganisms on orbiting spacecraft p0215 N73-20086
rNAsA-CE-1287471 p0186 N73-19132 CYTOCHEROES
Methods for improving bacterial transport media A salt-inhibited 
cytochrome c reductase obtained
frASA-C-1289581 p029
7 N73-25113 from the moderately halophilic bacterium,
CUBING Hicrococcus halodenitrificans.
Eonsporicidal methods for solvent degradation of 
p0045 A73-13598
cured Tic 41 silicon potting compound and Informational biopolymer structure in early living
chemical curing effects on decontamination forms.
properties p0090 A73-17946
rNASA-CR-130720] p0149 N73-17111 Isocyanide spin label for studying conformational
CURTISS-gRIGHT MILITARY AIRCRAPFT transitions in cytochrome c, emphasizing heme
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT group
CURVATURE [NASA-TT-F-14623] p0065 N73-12099
Colored aftereffects after prelonged inspection of Toxic effects of chronic exposure to
convex lines of one color and concave lines of dichloromethane in liver microsomal cytochromes
another color (NASA-TM-X-691011 p0176 873-18128
p0389 A73-41303 Molecular organization of active center of
CURVED SURFACES microsomal cytochrome P-450
U CONTOURS rEASA-TT-F-15042] p0374 173-29042
CUTANEOUS PERCEPTION CYTOGEENESIS
U TOUCH Cytogenetic analysis of diploid and autotetraploid
CTANO COMPOUNDS Crepis capillaris seeds following space 
travel
NT ISOCYANATES on the Cosmos-368' artificial earth satellite
CYAEOPHYTA 
p0314 A73-36117
SBLUE GREENO ALGAE Results of cytogenetic studies of seeds after
CYBERNETICS their extended orbital flight aboard the Salyut
Information processing in the visual system, orbital scientific station.
p0122 A73-20374 p0397 A73-42169
Structural complexity and technical realization of Space flight factors effects on Drosophila
formal neurons by means of magnetic current development in terms of dominant, autosomal and
switches sex-linked recessive lethals fregquency, noting
p0431 A73-44901 gametogenesis stage sensitivity
Soviet bibliography on biocybernetics material p0397 A73-42173
received from Jan. to May 1972 CYTOLOGY
2AD-750129 p0113 N73-15167 Cytochemical-luminescence study of adrenal cortex
Cybernetic application of computers in personnel proteins under the influence of ionizing 
radiation
training p0587 A73-12354
rAD-751145] p01
78 N73-18143 Biological, chemical and cytological methods of
Cybernetic integration of experiments into CVT microorganism detection integrated into single
system instrument
rNASA-CR-1241501 p0230 1N73-21136 p0056 A73-14320
Presentations on psychological models, Results of electron microscopic studies in the rat
cybernetics, methodology, and applications to brain under oxygen at high pressure.
teaching p0195 A73-25330
(TT-70-57147-31 p0
413 N73-30076 Mechanisms of secretion of neurohypophysial
Psychological concept for developing cybernetic hormones - Cellular and subcellular aspects
control' devices p02
82 A73-32286
rJPRS-601031 p0440 N73-32019 Energy comparisons for lethal doses of gamma
Principles of construction for class of models of radiation and visible light with energy of basal
intelligent behavior cell metabolism
p0448 N73-33059 (AD-746750l p0072 173-13102
Experimental evaluation of model of motor behavior Cytological changes in pine tissues treated 
with
p0448 N73-33060 lunar materials collected on Apollo 12
CYCLES quarantine mission
NT ACTIVITY CYCLES (BIOLOGY) [NASA-CE-1289141 p0265 N73-23054
NT WORK-REST CYCLE CYTOPLASM
CYCLONES Autoradiographic study of protein synthesis in
NT HURRICANES perikaryons and of nitrogen migration into the
CISTBEAINE axons of hypertrophic sympathetic neurons
-Effectiveness of polymer complex of cysteamine and p0235 A73-28296
sulfopropyl ester of dextran as an antiradiation
drug on irradiated mice D
rDRIC-TRANS-29631 p0108 N73-15125
Effects of antiradiation drug dosage on mice and DAEMO (DATA ANALYSIS)
rat tolerance to transverse acceleration overloads U DATA PROCESSING
P0211 173-20055 0 DATA REDUCTION
Hypoxia and reduced acceleration tolerance of rats U DATA TRANSMISSION
after inlection of cysteamine radioprotector DAMAGE
p0211 173-20058 NT FIRE DAMAGE
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DAMPING IN PITCH SUBJECT INDEX
NT IMPACT DAAGE U DATA REDUCTIONNT RADIATION DAMAGE DATA BASES
DAMPING IN PITCH Magnetic data tapes containing measurements ofU PITCH (INCLINATION) pilot scanning behavior, control response andPIN IN BOLL vehicle response during simulated instrumentDA BOLL landing approachesG IN 
p0600 N73-10124DAPIESS Automated medical record system for identifyingDU OISTURE CONTENT 
and managing medical problems for NavySMOISTURE CONTENT p0147 N73-17087DARK ADAPTATION DATA CONTROL SYSTEMS
Asymmetries related to cerebral dominance in U DATA SYSTEMS
returning the eyes to specified target positions DATA CONVERTERSin the dark. NT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
p0046 A73-13760 DATA CORRELATIONReduced illumination effects on visual acuity, NT SIGNAL ANALYSIS
color vision, dark adaptation, accommodation, DATA HANDLING SYSTEMSvisual fields and glare U DATA SYSTEMS
p0079 A73-16480 DATA MANAGEMENTIntrinsic light brightness and intensity Data management system for prediction of Navalestimation tests for foveal and peripheral student pilot performances
retina under photopic and scotopic stimuli [AD-744984] p0613 N73-11104p0120 A73-20257 DATA PROCESSINGPhotochemical receptor mechanism of chromatic NT CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEMvision and scotopic contrast hue sensation due NT DATA REDUCTION
to cone and rod activity interaction NT DATA SMOOTHING
p0121 A73-20261 NT OPTICAL DATA PROCESSINGDuplex vision theory of photoreceptor /rods and NT SIGNAL ANALYSIS
cones/ light and dark adaptation, discussing NT SIGNAL PROCESSINGrhodopsin regeneration, bleaching and Automated system of storing and processingdesensitization mechanisms vectorcardigrams
p0162 A73-23317 p0580 A7310660Frog retinal metabolism in.photoreceptors during Complex processing of discrete biologicaldark and light adaptation, using ERG, information
radiospirometry, oxygen uptake polarography and p0580 A73-10662pyridine spectrophotometric assay Method for quantitative estimation of the
p0162 A73-23319 functional state of the motor apparatusElectroretinogram recovery cycle during light p0047 A73-13822
adaptation and after dark adaptation Simultaneous motor and verbal processing of visual
p0168 A73-24518 information in a modified Stroop test.Single unit and evoked potential responses in cat p0153 A7321896
optic tract to paired light flashes. Personnel radiation protection technology and
p0198 A73-25647 criteria review, discussing dosimeterEffects of prolonged dark adaptation on specifications and automatic data processingautokinetic movement. p0195 A73-25314
p0202 A73-26322 Dynamics of changes in neuron activity regimes ofScotopic visibility curve in man obtained by the the ascending auditory pathwaysVER. 
p0199 A73-26079
p0236 A73-28356 Forced guidance and distribution of practice inScotopic electroretinography and visual evoked seguential information processing.
responses under adaptive illumination, comparing seuential0201 73-26319blind spot stray light with parafoveal stimulation Spatial information coding in the human visual
p0237 A73-28361 system - Psychophysical data.Accuracy of saccadic eye movements and maintenance P0309 A73-35240
of eccentric eye positions in the dark. Factors affecting processing mode in visual search.p0245 A73-30390 p0311A73-35493Bigenvectors of the sensitivity variations across The value of data processing in the analysis of
the human central fovea. visual evoked potentialsp0407 A73-42957 p0327 A73-36911Recovery of cone receptor activity in the frog's Sleep stage classification analysis on heart rateisolated retina. data recordings
p0407 A73-42962 (AD-740946] P0605 N73-10167Frog red rod dark adaptation from recorded Electronic detectors and computer software forreceptor potentials of isolated retina, aalyzing human electroencephalographs in
examining permanent sensitivity loss due to isolated environmentpigment bleaching [AD-751272 p0142 N73-16105p0407 A73-42963 Three color receptors of Younq-Helmholtz andEye function and the illumination of instrument opponent color types of information processingdials in aircraft
0 lo n33 D D Sp0179. N73-19066p0409 A73-43133 DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENTInfluence of illumination on electro-oculographic NT ANALOG COMPUTERSmeasurements of human eye potential NT DATA PROCESSING TERMINIALS(AHRU-R-71-1] p0607 N73-11064 NT DIGITAL COMPUTERSDARKNESS DATA PROCESSING TERMINALSInvoluntary eye movements in the presence and Terminal pointer hand controller and other recentabsence of points teleoperator controller concepts - Technologyp0322 A73-36568 summary and application to earth orbital missions.DATA ACQUISITION 
p0344 A73-37326Coding data of 2565 individual human altitude DATA READOUT SYSTEMS0 73-37326chamber tests U DATA SYSTEMS(NASA-CR-114550 c p0136 N73-16066 O DISPLAY DEVICESUS civil airmen statistics DATA RECORDING
DATA ADAPIVE-7527] p0223 N73-20153 The influence of recording speed onO DATA PEOCESSING apexcardiographic timing - A multi-observero DATA REDSCTION 
study of precision and performance utilizingU DATA REDUCRSISSION 
randomized tracings in multiple subjects.
DATA AALSIS O p0118 A73-19932U DATA PROCESSING DATA REDUCTIONUT DATA SMOOTHING
A-98
SUBJECT INDEX DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
Transinformation and real time identification p037
8 N73-29332
applied to the study of pilot workload Spectrophotometric measurements of spectral
p0085 A73-17195 composition of conifer and decidous forests
The use of sampling quantiles for the compression p0379 N73-29337
of telemetric transmission and the statistical DECISION ELEMENTS
handling of medical information. U LOGICAL ELEMENTS
p0207 A73-27646 DECISION HAKING
Waveform vector analysis of orthogonal Flight personnel training meetings, covering
electrocardiograms - Quantification and data decision making, cockpit personnel selection and
reduction. instructor role analysis
p0286 A73-33115 p0041 A73-13073
I ray data refinement on proteins, discussing Interactive aspects of man/learning system control
backbone and side chain dehedral angles teams.
adjustment by least squares fitting to relieve p0081 A73-16708
atomic overlaps The prediction of team monitoring performance
p0308 A73-34893 under conditions of varied team size and
Modeling, instrumentation and data evaluation in decision rules.
clinical electroretinoqraphy, discussing Fourier p0081 A73-16710
analysis of sinusoidal light stimulation Current status of models for the human operator as
response in normal and abnormal humans a controller and decision maker in manned
p0310 A73-35359 aerospace systems.
Multidimensional scaling methods and data p0123 A73-20587
visualization /Review/ Visual pattern matching - An investigation of some
p0425 173-43578 effects of decision task, auditory codability,
DATA SAMPLING and spatial correspondence.
Compact digital coding of electrocardiographic data. p0239 A73-29123
p0097 A73-18815 Effect of mild acute hypoxia on a decision-making
DATA SMOOTHING task.
Automatic methods for smoothing and separation of p0247 A73-30514
characteristic points in an electrocardiographic A model of the human in a cognitive prediction task.
signal p0399 A73-42223
p0245 173-30387 Information seeking with multiple sources of
DATA SYSTEMS conflicting and unreliable information.
Data management system for prediction of Naval p0431 1A73-44778
student pilot performances. Control theory model for pilot decision making
[AD-744984] p0613 N73-11104 based on estimated state of linear plant
DATA TRANSMISSION p0597 N73-10107
A programmable four channel system for long-time Suboptimal sampling and control behavior of human
radio telemetry of biomedical parameters, operator in output prediction task for automatic
p0052 A73-14280 process
Miniature biotelemeter giving 10 channels of p0598 N73-10114
wideband biomedical data. Statistical analysis of air combat situation
p0058 A73-15388 evaluations conducted by US Navy pilots to
The transmission of low frequency medical data detect differences caused by experience
using delta modulation techniques. [AD-747519] p0068 N73-12119
p0058 &73-15408 Decision making behavior of sonar operator in
Loss of information during central summation of target detection and reporting
local postsynaptic potentials [AD-750761] p0114 N73-15174
p0249 173-30825 Choice reaction tasks for discriminating
Transmission of nerve pulses at the switching individual skill potentials in information
locations of the brain handling situations
p0287 A73-33424 [AD-752073] p0150 N73-17115-
Visual and verbal coding in the interhemispheric Linear rating scale for selecting tracking task
transfer of information. parameters by subjective operator
p0435 A73-45337 [AD-752036] p0151 m73-17125
DATING Motivational patterns underlying devolunteering by
U TIME MEASUREMENT submarine graduate school personnel
DEACTIVATION (AD-749324] p0260 N73-22054
Gas environment effect on catalase cryolysis Probabilities models of organizational behavior
p0185 N73-19121 and human subjective performance
DEAFNESS [IZF-1973-3] p0268 N73-23076
O AUDITORY DEFECTS Pilot performance in dual time-sharing tracking task
DECAY [AD-755363] p0269 N73-23088
NT BIOLUMINESCENCE Monte Carlo simulation for man machine task
NT CHEMILUMINESCENCE sequencing considering pilot performance
NT ELECTROLUNINESCENCE degradation
NT FLUORESCENCE p0270 N73-23899
NT LIGHT EMISSION DECISION THEORY
NT LUMINESCENCE NT STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY
NT SPECTRAL EMISSION Conjoint-measurement framework for the study of
NT I RBAY FLUORESCENCE probabilistic information processing.
DECELERATION p0588 173-12545
Decelerator sled simulation for testing air bag DECOMPOSITION
restraint system effects in passenger motor NT GLYCOLYSIS
vehicle crash Decomposition of compounds adsorbed in charcoal of
IPB-212706] p0224 N73-20155 manned spacecraft breathing system
DECIDUOUS TREES (NASA-CR-134013] p0415 N73-30092
Color and color infrared aerial photographic DECOMPRESSION
detection of Dutch elm disease U PRESSURE REDUCTION
p0297 N73-25110 DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
Light effects on organic matter balance of oak Effects of immersion with the head above water on
underwood growing in forest understory tissue nitrogen elimination in man.
p0378 N73-29330 p0589 A73-12563
Influence of light conditions and understory tree Gas phase separation following decompression in
death on organic matter loss balance in oak asymptomatic rats - Visual and ultrasound
underwood monitoring.
p0378 N73-29331 p0050 A73-14162
Measurements of radiation characteristics in Pathogenesis of some respiration and circulation
multistoreyed overmature oak grove reactions to barometric pressure gradients
A-99
DICOTANIIIATION SUBJECT INDEX
p0123 A73-20980 DEGRADATION
Analysis of some mechanisms of human stability to NT THERMAL DEGRADATION
decompression of the lower portion of the body Biodegradation from evolution viewpoint as
p0124 A73-20987 physiological function and fundamental cellular
Intravascular changes associated with hyperbaric process regulating biological equilibrium,
decompression - Theoretical considerations using explained by intracellular digestion and
ultrasound. phagocytic cells association
p015 5 A73-22534 p0385 A73-41024
EEG activity of rats compressed by inert gases to Nonsporicidal methods for solvent degradation of
700 feet and oxygen-helium to 4000 feet. cured BTV 41 silicon potting compound and
p0195 A73-25327 chemical curing effects on decontamination
Incidence and severity of altitude decompression properties
sickness in Navy hospital corpsmen. (NASA-CR-130720] p0149 V73-17111
p0238 A73-28511 DEHYDRATED FOOD
Development of effective means for desaturation of Microbiological testing of Skylab foods.
the human organism as a prophylactic measure p0205 A73-27075
against altitude decompression disturbances Cosmonaut adaptation to dehydrated food products
p0305 A73-34231 and effects on human waste cycle
Effect of certain flight factors on crew efficiency p0184 N73-19113
p0383 A73-40350 DEHIDEATION
Absorption of gas bubbles in flowing blood. Cardiovascular and temperature regulatory changes
p0400 A73-42414 during progressive dehydration and euhydration.
Lesions of nervous system and vascular embolisms p0577 A73-10165
in decompression sickness Cardiovascular adjustments to progressive
(AD-743330] p0593 N73-10076 dehydration.
Clinical study of 56 cases with neurological p0433 A73-45063
symptoms in decompression sickness DELTA RODULATION
(AD-7442981 p0594 N73-10086 A time-division multiplexed telemetry system using
Correlation of respiratory distress and ultrasonic delta-modulation.
transmission with severe decompression sickness p0052 A73-14279
in hamsters The transmission of low frequency medical data
[AD-743475] p0595 N73-10091 using delta modulation techniques.
Annotated bibliography with preliminary analysis p0058 A73-15408
on dysbaric osteonecrosis DERINEEALIZING
[AD-747258] p0071 N73-13100 Low calcium diet produced chronic decalcification
Effects of gas bubbles in decompression pathology effect on osseous repair of experimentally
of humans induced cortical bone defect in chickens
(AD-7482291 p0108 N73-15126 p0313 A73-35981
Pathogenesis of some respiratory and circulatory DEBODULATION
reactions accompanying drop in barometric pressure Human visual evoked response signal decomposition
p0134 N73-16047 by complex demodulation in terms of
Analysis of mechanisms of human tolerance to lower after-discharge time, envelope and frequency
body decompression parameters
p0135 N73-16054 p0203 A73-26497
Influence of Pervitin in decreasing gas bubbles in DENITROGENATION
blood during decompression Development of effective means for desaturation of
(DLR-PB-72-66] p0175 N73-18117 the human organism as a prophylactic measure
Review of decompression and altitude sickness against altitude decompression disturbances
noting effects at safe depths/altitudes p0305 A73-34231
(DRIC-TRANS-30351 p0259 N73-22041 Pure oxygen and oxygen/nitrogen atmospheres for
Oxygen breathing in decompression sickness and preventing decompression disease in astronauts
remedial recompression of human beings p0372 N73-29029(DRIC-TRANS-3095] p0334 N73-26069 DENSITOETEBBS
Pure oxygen and oxygen/nitrogen atmospheres for Ejection time by ear densitogram and its
preventing decompression disease in astronauts derivative - Clinical and physiologic
p0372 N73-29029 applications.
Influence of personal characteristics on p0353 A73-38866
likelihood of decompression sickness Ultrasonic bone densitometer for measuring calcium
[EASA-CE-1354951 p0418 N73-31002 content of bone structures
Hematology of miniature pigs after rapid (NASA-CASE-MFS-20994-1] p0415 m73-30090
decompression DENSITY (BASS/VOLUME)
[DLE-FB-73-63] p0446 B73-33047 NT GAS DENSITY
DECONTAsIATION DENSITY (IUSBER/VOLURE)
NT SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION NT ION DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
Design principles for contamination abatement in NT PARTICLE DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
scientific satellites. NT PROTON DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
p0584 A73-11991 DENSITY DISTRIBUTION
Spacecraft decontamination and sterilization by A method for calculating the sedimentation
formaldehyde, beta-propiolactone, ethylene characteristics of particles in linear
oxide, radiation and dry heat, noting effects on dextrane-density gradients and its application
polymers to the separation of red blood cells according
p0243 173-30137 to the sedimentation rate
icrobial burden estimation for planning planetary p0237 173-28476
quarantine of advanced spacecraft DXgTIGTIT
[NASA-CR-131845] p0258 173-22039 Unified approach to biosechanics of dental
DEPICTS implantoloqy
IT IUDITORY DEFECTS p0191 173-19977
DInLATZIG DOZXIGIIATIZO
U INFLATABLE STRUCTURES Effect of antioxidants on the blood deoxygenation
U PRESSURE REDUCTION rate in animals exposed to altered atmospheres
DEPOREATION p0207 173-27702
HT PLASTIC DEFORMATION Effect of hypoxia and hyperoxia on rate of blood
DEGASSING deoxyqenation, and influence of antioxidants in
NT DEOXYGENATION nice
DEGENERATION p0216 N73-20096
Structural characteristics of connections between DEOZIXRBONUCLRIC ACID
medial efferent systems and spinal cord neurons Russian book - Information macromolecules during
p0156 173-22577 radiation injury to cells.
p0060 &73-15707
A-100
SUBJECT INDEX 
DIAGNOSIS
p0360 173-39784
DA catabolism in rat tissues in response to On the mechanism of adaptation of micro-organisms
transverse accelerations p0087 A73-17679 to conditions of extreme low humidity.
Antiradial properties of DNA and of its On the multiplication of zerophilic
denaturation products p0098 A73-18875 micro-organisms 
under simulated Martian
Silk fibroin, collagen, qlycoproteins, keratin and 
conditions.
protamines formation in single evolutionary DESIGN OF EIPERIMENTS
event by de novo synthesis of DNA 0116 173-19219 BPERIMENTAL DESIG
pO11 6 173-19219 U EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
RNA and DNA of internal organs during a remote DBSORPTION
postreanimation period in animals with complete Investigation 
of gas sorption and desorption in
and incomplete functional recovery of the polyer materials in the process 
of aseons73-17
6 1
sterilization of such materials
Protein and nuclei acid contents in anima 73-3082 Spacecraft 
polyurethane foam jacket sterilization
Protein and nucleic acid contents in animal 
by gas method, discussing ethylene oxide and
tissues under hypokinesia p027
9 A73-31503 methyl bromide sorption and desorption
Effects of electromagnetic waves of the millimeter 
p0395 A73-42160
range on a cell and on some structural elements DESTCBRONIZED SLEEP
of a cell U RAPID EYE MOVEMENT 
STATE
p0427 A73-44095 DETECTION
Desoxyribonucleases in sweat gland secretion of man NT SIGNAL DETECTION
p0429 A73-44674 NT TARGET RECOGNITION
Transverse acceleration effects on DETERGENTSTransverse accele d ation effects on pleStudies of the electron transport 
chain of
dioxyribonucleic acid catabolism in rat spleen extremely halophilic bacteria. 
VIII -
and liver p00
6 3 N73-12080 Respiration-dependent detergent dissolution of
DEPENDENCE cell 
envelopes. p0579 173-10625
NT SPTIAL DEPENDENCIES 
Soaps, detergents and surfactants dermatological
DT TIME DEPENDENCE 
hazards in personal hygiene use by spacecrevs
DEPOLABIATION during long ters space flight /Skylab/
Depolarization phase of the spatial velocity ring long term space 
flight 0350 73-379/Skylab/
electrocardiogram in normal and ventricular 
[ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-261 p A 81
ovelectrocardiogram in normal and ventriclar 
Dermatological testing of personal hygiene
overloading. p01
71 173-24900 cleansing agents and laundry detergents for
Cardiac action potential rising phase and possible use in Skylab 
Program
generation mechanism, discussing pacemaker 
C NASA-CR-128880] p0222 N73-201
43
potential and slow depolarization initiating DEVICES
upstroke in spontaneously active cardiac cells 
Design and development of biomedical prosthetic
p01 97 173-25592 and electronic devices
Effect of the electrical stimulation of the 
D NASA-CR-1300
221 p0140 W73-16093
sensomotor cortex on the potentials of dorsal 
DENETTING
roots and on the depolarization of primary 
U DRYING
rspa f 
DETRANS
spinal afferents p0401 A73-42
652  A method for calculating the sedimentation
Gaussian curve simulation of multiple-dipole model characteristics of 
particles in linear
of ventricular depolarization 
dextrane-density gradients and its application
TH-71-E-25 p0067 V73-12116 
to the separation of red blood cells according
Hydrogen depolarized cell for removing C02 in to the sedimentation rate73-28476
spacecraft life support systems 
p0237 A73-28476
INASA-cE-131
868 1 p02
5 9 N73-22047 Effectiveness of polymer complex 
of cysteamine and
DEPOLAIZS 
sulfopropyl ester of dextran as an antiradiation
DEPOLARIZ ATIERS 
drug on irradiated mice
SDEPOLRESARIZAT ION
[DRIC-TRANS-29
63 ] p0108 N73-151
2 5
T CENTRAL NERVOUS SSTEDEPRESSANTS DIABATIC 
PROCESSES
DEPT CENTRASSIL NERVOS SYSTE DEPRESSTS BEAT TRANSFER
Alpha-delta sleep as replacement for delta sleep 
DIABETES MELLITUS
in various psychiatric patients with chronic Antidiabetic medications and aircrew
fatigue and depression 
p0128 A73-21
54 1
p01 56 173-2269
4  Ribes Nigrum anthocyanosides in ophthalmology
DEPESSURIATION 
p0330 A73-36935
DPRESSURE REDUCATI O N 
Argon laser radiation damage to retina of diabetic
SPRIVSSUATRE EDCTIOI 
and nondiabetic patients
DT SENSORI DEPRIVATTIO 
[AD-747058] p0071 H73-13099
NT SEESOPI DEPRIVATION 
Suitability of insulin dependent and oral drug
IT SLEEP DEPRIVATION dependent diabetics as navigation personnel
NT ATER DEPRIVATION p0228 
73-21120
U SPACE PB RCETIO N DIAGNOSIS
D SPACE PERCEPTIOH 
Certain aspects of the bionic analysis and control
Soaps, detergents and surfactants dermatological of dynamic systems0580 
73-10658
hazards in personal hygiene use by spacecrews Antoated system of storing 
and processing
during long term space flight /Skylab/ 
utoated syste of storing and processing
A&SHE PAPER 73-ENAS-261 p0350 173-37981 vectorcardiograms p05
80 A73-10660
DNT PARACHUTE DESCENT 
Nonlinear method of analysing electroencephalograns
DSCNT P OCPUT N SISTIS 
p0580 13-06
61
Biological effects of Viking Lander spacecraft 
Non-invasive technique for diagnosing atrial
engine fuel on extraterrestrial life during 
septal defect and assessing shunt volume using
ending on planet Earn 
directional Doppler ultrasound - Correlations
NASi-T -1 et 714] p010? 173-15118 
with phasic flow velocity patterns of the shunt.
DESERT ADAPTATION 
p0583 173-11505
Thermal factor and dehydration influences on 
Diagnostic value of vectorcardiogram in strictly
protidic and lipidic catabolisms of young men posterior 
infarction.
with partial food deprivation in hot climate, 
004Computerized7 73-ECG interpretation syste13891
discussing metabolic balances 
Computerized BCG interpretation system for heart
p0125 A73-21248 and circulatory disorder detection 
and diagnosis
Responses of men and women to two-hour walks in and health 
screening p0056 173-14
660
desert heat.
A-101
DIALYSIS SUBJECT INDEI
Clinical electrocardiographic and Volume-pressure characteristics of rib
vectorcardiographic diagnosis of left posterior caqe-diaphraqa interaction in standing subjects
subdivision block, isolated or associated with during voluntary relaxation
BBBB. p0359 A73-39778
p0058 173-15200 Force output of the diaphragm as a function of
Numerical classification and coding of phrenic nerve firing rate and lung volume.
electrocardioqrams. p0360 A73-39780
p0059 A73-15647 Control of the duration of expiration.
Clinical diagnosis of angina pectoris, implicating p0391 A73-41635
obstructive disease of coronary arteries and DIASTOLE
effects of paroxysmal events on heart rate and Unusual diastolic heart beat in pericardial
blood pressure effusion.
p0085 A73-17277 p0041 173-13059
Book - Peripheral vascular diseases: Diagnosis and Structural conditions in the hypertrophied and
management. failing heart.
p0089 A73-17871 p0403 A73-42685
Echocardiography status, potentialities and DIASTOLIC PRESSURE
requirements in congenital heart disease Left ventricular end-diastolic pressures following
diagnosis, considering feasibility in left selective coronary arteriography.
ventricular performance evaluation p0583 A73-11508
p0243 A73-30053 Nature and significance of alterations in
Medical diagnosis of pilot performance myocardial compliance.
disturbances from viewpoint of flight surgeon p0404 A73-42689
responsibilities DICHLORIDES
p0277 A73-31171 Toxic effects of continuous exposure to
A new method for diagnosing myocardial damage in dichloromethane vapor on dogs, monkeys, rats,
patients with normal electrocardiograms and and nice
vector cardiograms. [AD-7462951 p0611 N73-11088
p0287 A73-33375 Effects of continuous methylene chloride exposure
Digital computer diagnosis of cardiac arrythnias on spontaneous activity of nice for two weeksin a single-lead electrocardiogram. [AD-751435] p0139 M73-16082
p0306 173-34533 Toxic effects of chronic exposure to
Electrocardiographic diagnosis of sinus node dichloromethane in liver microsomal cytochromes
rhythm variations and SA block. ([ASA-TM-X-69101] p0176 N73-18128
p0319 A73-36520 DIENCEPHALON
Intra-atrial and esophageal electrography in the Brain stem reticular formation influence ondiagnosis of complex arrhythnias. lateral geniculate body neurons during eye
p0319 A73-36525 movements, suggesting cortical oculomotor
A diagnostic program - Problems of predicting impulse influence mediation by periqeniculate
myocardial infarction on a digital computer nucleus
p0354 A73-38998 p0317 A73-36448Automatic identification of cardiac rhythm and Changes in respiration accompanying a diencephalic
conductivity disturbances with the aid of vegetative-vascular syndrome under the action ofdigital computers a hypoxic mixture
p0384 A73-40751 p0382 A73-40280Early diagnosis of coronary heart disease; DIETS
Proceedings of the Second Paavo Nurmi Symposium, Diet, exercise, and glycoqen changes in humanPorvoo, Finland, Septenber 9-11, 1971. muscle fibers.
p0404 A73-42826 p0576 A73-10160The early diagnosis of coronary heart disease - Arterial oxygen increase by high-carbohydrate diet
Critical review. at altitude.
p0404 A73-42827 p0576 A73-10164Preventive value of early diagnosis of coronary Hepatic lipogenesis in fasted, re-fed rats andheart disease, noting inportance of screening mice - Besponse to dietary fats of differingpopulations for genetic and environmental risk fatty acid composition.factors p0041 A73-13054
p0404 A73-42828 Effect of high-fat diet on thermal acclimationThe value of different angiographic procedures in with special reference to thyroid activity.
coronary heart disease. p0084 A73-16800p0405 A73-42831 Low calciun diet produced chronic decalcification
Angina pectoris and ECG abnormalities in relation effect on osseous repair of experimentally
to prognosis of coronary heart disease in induced cortical bone defect in chickenspopulation studies in Finland. p0313 A73-35981
p0405 A73-42836 Apollo diet evaluation - A comparison ofZicroelectrophoresis of human erthyrocytes as biological and analytical methods includingdiagnostic tool in gynecology and obstetrics bioisolation of nice and gannmma radiation of diet.( ASA-TT--14587] p0069 N73-13077 p0355 A73-39103
Dynamic electrocardiographic standardization for Effect of calcium-deficient diet on bone structuredetecting cardiac risk factor in personnel of pigs and dogs
p0145 N73-17066 (NASA-TT-P-139171 p0592 N73-10067Periodic health examinations and automatic Therapeutic value of mineral water dietsprocessing of medical histories for detection especially Karlsbad Muhlbrunn water
and prevention of human diseases [NASA-TT-F-14620] p0069 N73-13079
p0145 873-17074 Influence of repeated test and dietary counselingClinical practice and problems associated with on hypercholesterolemia control in NASA employees
urine analysis p0146 S73-17081
DIALYSIS p0147 N73-17089 Stress effects on element balance in human wastefor life support recycling systemInfluence of nonideal flow conditions in p0184 373-19107haemodialysers on mass-transfer theories. Nutrient protein intake of rats and tolerance to
p0403 A73-42678 acute hypoxiaDIAPHBRAG (ANATOY) p0263 N73-23035
Oxidation of amino acids by diaphragms from fed Analysis of physiological effects of diet on
and fasted rats. personnel of Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition
p0077 A73-16153 p0379 373-29358'Closing volumes' and decreased maximum flow at Dynamics of weight change and variations in weightlow lung volumes in young subjects, indices of internal organs in white nice as
p0158 A73-22929 function of atmospheric composition and diet
p0443 N73-33022
A-102
SUBJECT INDEX DISEASED VEGETATION
DIPPFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIERS Mathematical model and digital computer simulation
An electrocardiograph amplifier which satisfies of cardiovascular control system response to
the stringent requirements of long-term ergometer exercise
monitoring of cardiac activity p04
46 N73-33049
p0166 A73-23849 DIGITAL SYSTEMS
Two channel transistor amplifier design with Use of a response surface to optimize digital
negative capacitance correction for telecommunication systems.
microelectrode applications p0423 A73-43214
p0430 A73-44723 DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZERS Multidimensional coding for telemetric
U ANALOG COMPUTERS transmission of work load factors in ergonomics
DIFFERENTIAL GEOBETRT research.
NT TENSOR ANALYSIS p0055 A73-14307
DIFFERENTIATION (BIOLOGY) Numerical classification and coding of
Comparative physiological characteristics of electrocardiograms.
functional relations among the hypothalamus and p0059 A73-15647
the olfactory and limbal systems of the brain Compact digital coding of electrocardiographic.data.
p0575 A73-10151 p00
97 A73-18815
Differential housing /isolation vs aggregation/ as DIGITIZERS
factor in postnatal development of mouse brain U ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
cell specificity and metabolism, noting relation DIHEDRAL ANGLE
to sleep behavior I ray data refinement on proteins, discussing
p0051 A73-14259 backbone and side chain dehedral angles
Electrical operational and pneumatic /variometer/ adjustment by least sguares fitting to relieve
differentiation recording of displaced volume atomic overlaps
derivative from pneumotachograph in spontaneous p0308 A73-34893
breathing DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
p0159 A73-22937 Television/computer dimensional analysis interface
Free fall effects on differential growth and with special application to left ventricular
radiation sensitivity of higher plants in space cineangiograms.
flight and ground based clinostat experiments p0089 173-17860
p0397 A73-42172 Multidimensional scaling methods and data
DIFFBACTION visualization /Review/
NT WAVE DIFFRACTION p0425 A73-43578
DIFFRACTION PATTERNS Physiology and dimensional analysis of
Differential light scattering patterns for semicircular canal
identifying different species of bacteria [ARU-R-69-1] p0606 N73-11058
p0147 N73-17090 DIMENSIONS
DIFFUSION Functional dependence of semicircular canal on
NT GASEOUS DIFFUSION physical size
NT MOLECULAR DIFFUSION p0109 N73-15139
NT SPECIES DIFFUSION DIOXIDES
NT THERMAL DIFFUSION NT CARBON DIOXIDE
DIFFUSION PUMPs NT HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
Computer controlled infusion pump for time varying DIPHOSPHATES
input of calcium into physiological systems NT ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE (ADP)
rNASA-CASE-ARC-10447-11 p0101 N73-14092 Studies on the metabolism of
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM glucose-1,6-diphosphate in human erythrocytes.
NT ESOPHAGUS p0386 A73-41139
NT GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM DIPOLE MOMENTS
NT INTESTINES Examination of a multiple dipole inverse cardiac
NT PANCREAS generator, based on accurately determined model
NT RECTUM data.
NT STOMACH p0394 A73-41961
NT TEETH DIRECT POWEB GENERATORS
Digestive hemmorhaqes in aircrew - Individual and NT FUEL CELLS
collective safety DIRECTION FINDERS (RADIO)
p0332 A73-36952 U RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
Bussian book - Mutual relationship of water and DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
salt secretion functions in digestive and Step input tracking experiment for testing human
excretory organs under conditions of high psychological refractory period, noting
temperature. directional error correcting reaction time
p0390 A73-41438 similarities with keyboard tasks
DIGITAL COMPUTERS p0095 A73-18470
Human factors criteria for adaptive computer DIRECTORIES
aiding in man-machine control system U INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION)
(AD-7548351 p0222 373-20147 DISCHARGE TOBES
Computerized teleoperator applications in manned U GAS DISCHARGE TUBES
aerospace systems DISCONNECT DEVICES
p0270 N73-23904 Sea survival after ejection and parachute descent,
DIGITAL DATA describing hand operated canopy connector
Digital temperature-measuring device for medical release to free pilot from entanglement or
applications dragging
p0236 A73-28338 p0284 A73-32665
DIGITAL FILTERS DISCONNECTORS
Digital filters applicable to U DISCONNECT DEVICES
electroencephaloqraphic pattern recognition. DISCRIMINATION
p0582 A73-11464 NT BRIGHTNESS DISCRIMINATION
DIGITAL SIMULATION NT SENSORY DISCRIMINATION
A diagnostic program - Problems of predicting NT TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
myocardial infarction on a digital computer NT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
p0354 173-38998 DISCRIBINATORS
A model of diffusion in the respiratory unit. Amplitude discriminator with variable effective
p0391 A73-41638 range design for use with/without digital
Mathematical models for human performance in computer in neuron pulsed activity analysis
manned spacecraft control p0168 A73-24516
p0270 373-23897 DISEASED VEGETATION
Vision model for robot object recognition system U BLIGHT
[NASA-C-133458] p0365 373-27936
A-103
DISEASES SUBJECT INDEX
DISEASES NT HEAD-UP DISPLAYS
NT AEROSINUSITIS NT BOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS
NT ANEMIAS NT POSITION INDICATORS
NT ARTERIOSCLEROSIS NT RADARSCOPES
NT ATAXIA NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
NT CANCER NT TACHOMETERS
NT CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING Electromechanical and electronic cockpit displays
NT DIABETES HELLITUS effectiveness in terms of aircraft control and
NT EDEMA psycholoqical/physiological factors relating to
NT ENCEPHALITIS pilot performance and workload
NT EPILEPSY rDGLR PAPER 72-0971 p0584 A73-11666
NT HEART DISEASES Performance comparisons for joystick and track
NT INFARCTION ball optimized control confiqurations operating
NT INFECTIOUS DISEASES in rate and position modes
NT INFLUENZA p0081 A73-16706
NT KIDNEY DISEASES Comparison of human operator critical tracking
NT LEAD POISONING task performance with aural and visual displays.
NT LITHIASIS p0130 A73-21667
NT PARALYSIS Human factors aspects in aircraft electronic
NT PARKINSON DISEASE display systems, discussing cathode- ray tubes
NT PNEUMONIA /CRT/ and light emitting diodes /LED/
NT PULMONARY LESIONS applications and characteristics
NT BRADIATION SICKNESS p0204 A73-26500
NT RESPIRATORY DISEASES Digital temperature-measuring device for medical
NT SMALLPOCX applications
NT SYPHILIS p0236 A73-28338
NT TACHYCARDIA Detection of informational constraints related to
NT THROMBOSIS multi-variate visual displays.
NT TOXIC DISEASES p0240 A73-29185
NT TUBERCULOSIS A comparison of visual, auditory, and cutaneous
NT ULCERS tracking displays when divided attention is
Absorption of fructose in saline mixture used for required to a cross-adaptive loading task.
enteritis therapy of children p0283 A73-32395
[NASA-TT-F-145961 p0609 N73-11078 Pattern recognition techniques suggested from
Remote sensing techniques for detection and psychological correlates of a model of the human
prevention of Rocky Mountain spotted fever, visual system.
Encephalitis, Malaria, and Red Tide p0309 A73-35241
environmental health problems Sorcerer Apprentice head mounted display with wand
(NASA-CE-1287271 p0135 N73-16060 for interaction with computer generated
Chronic disease health trends and mortality rates synthetic objects, describing creation of
in employee population of NASA Goddard Space illusory three dimensional environment
Plight Center p0344 A73-37323
p0147 N73-17086 Terminal pointer hand controller and other recent
Syringomyelia in central nervous system affecting teleoperator controller concepts - Technology
flying fitness summary and application to earth orbital missions.
p0266 N73-23061 p0344 A73-37326
Color and color infrared aerial photographic A study of the statistical patterns of visual
detection of Dutch elm disease perception of a black and white raster image
p0297 N73-25110 p0385 A73-40861
DISINFECTANTS Human recognition of dynamic pattern changes in
U ANTISEPTICS numerical series displayed on spatiotemporal
DISORIENTATION panels, discussing learning times and reactions
Disorienting effects of aircraft catapult to pattern disruptions
launchings. p0393 A73-41887
p0117 A73-19480 Effect of the information panel structure on
Study of Indian naval aircrew experiences and operator activity
psychic factors in disorientation. p0394 A73-41889
p0328 A73-36919 A multiplex cathode-ray-tube display with digital
Aircraft pilot spatial disorientation and illusory readout for a body plethysmoqraph.
perceptual break-off sensations during flight p0402 A73-42666
associated with minor vestibular asymmetry Eye function and the illumination of instrument
p0356 A73-39111 dials in aircraft
Inverted posture illusion phenomenon in astronauts p0409 A73-43133during weightless space flight, discussing Keeping track of sequential events - Implications
vestibular organ function, acceleration effects for the design of displays.
and body gravitation sensing system p0423 A73-43215
p0356 A73-39149 Conference on manual control systems for human
DISPERSIONS operator modeling and display systems in man
NT AEROSOLS machine environments
NT COLLOIDS [NASA-SP-281] p0597 N73-10104
NT NUCLEAR EMULSIONS Hybrid computer identification program for visual
NT SMOKE display of adaptive control state to human
DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMBBENT operator
A linear notion generator for physiological p0598 N73-10109
research. Design of computerized airborne traffic display
p0577 A73-10173 device with alphanunerical control for aircraft
Myocardial contraction velocity and acceleration pilots
in man measured by ultrasound echocardiography p0598 N73-10112differentiation. Predictive display with continuous parameter
p0205 A73-27026 tracking for quasi-linear model of human pilotMeasuring characteristics of the displacement transfer function in closed loop system
cardiograph. p0599 N73-10120
p0403 A73-42676 Optimal control model for predicting displayUltrasonic transducer instrument with broad beam requirements in pilot landing performancedispersal for blood vessel displacement p0599 N73-10121
recording in chronic animal experimentation Improved pilot performance using simulated
p0408 A73-43109 pictorial landing display with symbolsDISPLAY DEVICES p0599 N73-10122
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
A-104
SUBJECT INDEX 
DIVING (UNDERVATER)
Visual display format effects on pilot describing 
describing neoprene foam and nylon liner
functions in manual tracking performance 
construction with air ventilation
p0599 1N73-10123 
p0285 A73-32672
Utilization of simplified man machine interface DITBIOLS
concept to manaqe and control complex space 
U THIOLS
system involving multiple redundant computers 
DIURESIS
that control multiple redundant systems - Vol. 1 The effect of prolonged immobilization 
on diuresis
[NASA-CR-128576 1 p06
03 173-10145 and water intake in rats.
Space shuttle orbiter subsystems and control and 
p023 A73-26489
display data required for crew operations - Vol. 
2 Water and salt metabolism in hypokinesia-subjected
(NASA-CE-1285771 p0
603 N73-10146 animals p020
7 A73-27 704
Control and display sequences for four space DIURNAL RA3TH7S
shuttle orbiter mission phases - Vol. 4 
DIURNAL RIYTBIS
[NAsA-CR-1285791 p060
3 N73-10148 U CIRCADIAN RHYTHBS
Analysis of reaction time to different visual DIURNAL VARIATIONS
cuing methods in large displays during secondary Drive and performance 
modification following
multiple /light-light/ shifts in the photoperiod.task performance p0154 A73-22528
[AD-747688 p0068 73-12120p15
4 A73-2 2 5 2
Methods of evaluating electronic cockpit display Bactericide activity of the integument of 
man at
devices, emphasizing control. psychology, 
p0209 73-27716
physiology, and subjective rating 
p02
9  73-2 716
DGLR-PAPER-72-
97 1 p00
74 N73-13118 Industrial work rhythm and between-day 
fluctuation
Motion sickness in fixed-base car simulator with 
studies 1920-1969, emphasizing industrial record
m ving visual display and between-day fluctuations
moving visual display 
p028 7 A73-33160
[FPRC-1310] p0175 N73-18119 Patterns of diurnal variation in the intraocular
Accuracy of method of constant stimuli for 
Patterns of diurnal variation in the intraocular
studying sensory capabilities of man in relation pressure of airline 
pilots. p03
55 A73-39107
to display s-753009 p018
7 173-19141 Visual responsiveness repeat variability magnitude
oduring prolonged sessions 
and time of day
multichannel medical monitoring system to measure during prolonged sessions 
and time of day73-39479
Physiological Parameters from display device 
at 
p035 7 A73-39479
physiological parameters from display device at Diurnal 
changes in human histamine and serotonin
[NASA-CASE-NSC-14l180-1 p025
9 N73-22045 metabolism and effects of 
work-sleep cycle
Conceptual design study for teleoperator visual Diurnal cardiac 
rhyth flctuation fo
system 
Diurnal cardiac rhythm fluctuation for
sNASA-C-124
27 31 p0300 N73-25133 cardiovascular evaluation of flight personnel
Differences in speed of mentally processing 
p254 73-21997erformance
displays containing information about right and Changes in diurnal 
variations of pilot performance
left in flight simulator 
compared with performance
[Aleft7597231 p3 3 4 N3-26070 after transatlantic flightsDISPLAY S STEMS DLR-FB-73-2
5  p0298 73-25122
DISPLA SSTEVICES DIVING 
(UNDERWATER)
U DISPLAY DEVICES 
Body thermotopography and some metabolic process
DISPOSAL 
characteristics in scuba divers under various
NT WASTE DISPOSAL underwater 
exposure conditions
DISSIPTION 
p0084 A73-16734
IT SSOCIENERGY DISSIPTION 
Human respiration under increased pressures.
D ISSOCIATION 
p02O5 A73-26924
NT GD S DISSOCIATION 
Underwater submersion and prolonged underwater
DISTychophysical functions of range and time 
submersion effects on diver tactile sensitivity
Psychophysical functions of range and time pD-73709] 0594 573-10082
estimates by ground and aerial observers 
(AD-743709] 
4  73-1
[AD-7472711 p00
71 N73-13094 visual evoked cortical response 
as measure of
DISTANCE MEASURING EUIPENT 
stress in naval environment, using rapid flash
DISTANCE ENASORING EQUIPBBT rates 
0595 873-10088
NT ALTIMETERS 
ratesD-74934
DISTANCE PERCEPTION Divers adjustment to underwater distortion
U SPACE PERCEPTION [AD-744936] p0605 73-10163
DISTORTION -ental functions of aquanauts during 
and after
Divers adjustment to underwater distortion 
exp osure to depths up to 160 uanauts during and after
CAD-74493
61 p0605 173-10163 
exposure to depths up to 160 m873-13073
DISTRIBUTED PARAMETEN SYSTEMS 
p0068 1173-13073
A distributed parameter model of the inertially Cognitive functioning test 
to measure human
loaded human spine. performance 
in underwater diving stress
p031 5 A73-36429 [AD-748036] 
p00 72 173-13108
Deep diving pulmonary functions of man using
DISTRIBUTION (PROPERTY) different breathing gas densities
NT NTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS 
(AD-749028] p0100 N73-14082
NT ENERGY DI STRIFFRACTIO N PATTER S 
Apparent object movement due to optical distortion
NT ENERGY DISTRIBUTION produced by head movement under water
NT FLO DISTRIBUTION 
[AD-749319] p0101 N73-140
86
NT FOREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 
Performance of battery powered electrically heated
T PREQO  DISTRIBUTION suit for reconnaissance divers
NT PRADIATESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
[AD-749847 ] p0102 N73-14101
ST RADIATION DISTRIBUTION Calculation of minimum safe inspired gas
NT SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION temperature limits for deep diving
NT SPECTRESS CONCENRG DIST IBTIO 
[AD-748197] p0103 N73-14104
NT STRESS CONCENTRATION Visual evoked responses from 
divers subjected to
NT TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
hyperbaric conditions simulating depths to 1200
NT VELOCITY DISTIBUTION 
feet breathing various gas mixtures
Recent measurements of flow using nuclear magnetic 
(AD-74932 5] p010
8 173-15127
Becent easure ents Bibliography on role of vestibular 
apparatus in
resonance techniques. p0171 A73-24855 compressed air work underwater
DITCING (LANDING) (AD-75068
6 1 p0109 N73-15133
Multiple occupant flotation devices for commercial 
Feasibility determination of cutaneous
transport aircraft survivors sea ditching, communication system for working 
divers
discussing slide/raft design improvement for 
(AD-7502681 p0113 N73-15169
high density loadingp Anthropometric measurements 
of military personnel
high density loading p02
84 173-32658 engaged in underwater diving to development
Ventilated wet suit for naval aircrews protection standards for design of equipment
against water exposure in aircraft accidents, IAD-748627] p0114 B73-15175
A-105
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SUBJECT INDEX
Blockage effect in external ear canal on diver NT SUBLETHAL DOSAGE
auditory pe5166 rception threshold Effects of human biorhythms on chemotherapy andCAD-7516641 p0177 N73-18132 drug evaluationTraining procedure for improving divers distance p0228 73-21119estimation ability in clear and turbid water DOSE
(AD-7529761 p0187 N73-19140 U DOSAGEDiver monitoring system for physiologic studies in DOSINETERS
all hyperbaric environments New norms and standardization trends for dosimetryIAD-7543991 p0224 N73-20154 and protection against radiationImproving distance under water and long-term p0195 A73-25311
effectiveness of training Personnel radiation protection technology and[AD-7529791 p0299 173-25128 criteria review, discussing dosimeterHandedness and adaptation to distortions of size specifications and automatic data processingand distance underwater p0195 A73-25314
D AD-759722] p0337 N73-26098 Delta ray particle track structure theory forSDEONA XYRIBONUCLEIC CID radiation dosimetry and biological cell responseU DOI OCEING ACID to heavy ions, fast neutrons, stopped pions andSSPOCKINGC T DOC 
mixed radiation fieldsDOU SPACECT DOCKING 
p0196 A73-25423DOCUMENT STORAGE Apollo 14 and Apollo 16 heavy-particle dosimetryUSAF NAVR file of epideniologic data on medically experiments.
waivered flying personnel, describing p0343 A73-37150
computerized updating system Proton dosimeter design for distributed body organs.
DOCU1ENTS p0424 A73-43389T BSTRAOCUMEN CTS pegarad plastic film dosimeter.NT BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
p0427 A73-44212NT BANDBOOGRAPKS 
Dosimetric determination of absorbed gamma andDOGS 
neutron radiation on human phantomDOGS (AD-743005] p0593 N73-10077Effect of calcium-deficient diet on bone structure Cosmic radiation dosage measurements on Apollo
of pigs and dogs astronauts by Lexan dosimetry(NASA-TT-F-139171 p0592 B73-10067 [AD-7451881 p0596 173-10101Hyperammonemia development in metabolic toxicity Dosimetric analyses for Biosatellite 2 yeast and
of hydrazine 
artemia radiation exposure experiment(AD-749519] p0100 N73-14077 [NASA-CE-1271421 p0069 N73-13082Morphological changes in testes and Nuclear track dosimetry for monitoring Cosmic rayspermatogenesis process of dogs subjected to exposure of Apollo 16 astronautschronic and combined gamma irradiation p0292 N73-24114
p0134 N73-16048 Lithium fluoride thermoluminescent dosimeter forProlonged weightlessness effects on physiological measuring ionizing radiation exposure duringfunctions of dogs Apollo 16 flight(NASA-TT-P-14672] p0149 73-17110 p0292 173-24115
Vestibular analyzer functions in dogs after DOUGLAS MILITARY AIRCEAPTprolonged ionizing irradiation U MILITARBY AIRCRAFT
p0181 173-19088 DOVAPInfluence of shielding head and anterior stomach U DOPPLER EFFECTon course of radiation sickness in dogs DrAGsubjected to total lethal gamma irradiation NT ABRODYNAIC DRAG
p0213 N73-20073 DRAG COBFFICIBENTGAST and GALT aminotransferases activity of dog ABERODYNAMIC DRAGblood serum following total exposure to gamma DRINKINGrays with stomach or head shielded The role of the amyqdaloid nuclei in thep0213 173-20075 regulation of water intakeEffect of transverse overloads and gamma rays at 0035 73-40278
100 to 200 r on peripheral blood in dogs DROGUES p0382 173-40278
p0214 173-20083 U TONED BODIESClinical hematological indices for evaluating DROINE HELICOPTERSvibration effect (70 Hz, 0.4 cm amplitude) on U HELICOPTERS
radiation reaction in dogs DROSOPHILA
p0215 173-20084 Space flight factors effects on DrosophilaMorphological changes in liver of dogs subjected development in terns of 'dominant, autosomal andto chronic gamma radiation 
sex-linked recessive lethals frequency, notingp0217 173-20101 qametoqenesis stage sensitivityLeukopenic response of dog bone marrow foretoenesis stae sensitivity
evaluating hematopoietic tissue function DRONSINESS p0397 173-42173
p0255 N73-22009 U SLEEPInfluence of isolated heating of spinal column on DRUG THERAPYrespiratory rate and panting in dogs U CHEMBOTHERAPyrNASA-TT-F-14998] p0338 173-27054 DRUGS
Behavior of dogs when given choice of various NT ACTINOMYCINreinforcements 
NT ADRENERGICS
DOIANCE p0449 N73-33066 NT ANTIADRENERGICS
NT IEE DOHINANCE NT ANTIBIOTICSDOPLNT EYE DOIANC 
NT ANTICHOLINERBBGICSDOPPLER EFFECT NT ANTIDIUREBTICS
Ultrasonic Doppler locators for peripheral vessel NT ANTIDOTES
blood circulation and myocardium and valvular NT ANTIINFECTIVES AND ANTIBACTERIALSmotor activity measurements NT ANTIRADIATION DRUGSp0087 A73-17682 NT ATROPINEDoppler echocardioqraphy 
- The localization of NT CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPEESSANTScardiac murmurs. 
NT CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANTSp0432 A73-44947 NT CNOLINERGICSBiophysical mechanisms of noninvasive measurement NT CORTISONE
of CVP in man NT EPINEPHRINE
D NASA-CE-130348 p0133 N73-16039 NT BEMOSTATICSDOR EGETATION 
NT HISTAMINESU VEDOSAGETATION 
NT INSULINDT BADIATION DOSAGE 
NT NOTION SICKNESS DRUGSNT NHACOTICS
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NT NOREPINEPHRINE DRYING
NT PENTOBARBITAL SODIUM NT DEHYDRATION
NT SEDATIVES NT FREEZE DRYING
NT STIMULANT Survival of Arthrobacter crystallopoietes during
NT TRANQUILIZERS prolonged periods of extreme desiccation.
Prediction of flight safety hazards from drug p0119 A73-20026
induced performance decrements with alcohol as Survival of soil bacteria during prolonged
reference substance. desiccation.
rDFvLE-SONDDR-2681 p0050 A73-14158 p0251 A73-30959
Effect of hydrochlorothiazide on +Gz tolerance in DTHB-111 GROUND EFFECT MACBINE
normotensives. U GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
p0050 A73-14159 DTHB-430 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
Guinea pigs used to determine effect of U GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
intramuscular injections of drugs on fall-out DUMMIES
and Bekhterev nystagmus occurring after Anthropometric dummy design improvements,
unilateral and bilateral labyrinthectomies detailing verisimilitude specifications for
p0134 N73-16049 harness support in accident tests and design of
High temperature tolerance of rats under normal chest, spine, shoulder and pelvic areas
conditions, after thermal conditioning and p030
6 A73-34617
combined with drugs Aircraft crash injury reduction through seat and
p0216 N73-20099 restraint design, discussing dummy size
Feasibility determination for polyethylene considerations, seat belts, aircraft
packaging of drugs stocked in spacecraft acceleration and injury types
pharmacies (SAE PAPER 7302901 p0306 A73-34655
p0218 N73-20114 DURATION
In vitro metabolism of antipyrine in rats U TIME
[NASA-TT-F-148681 p021
8 N73-20116 DYES
Metixenum and Meclocin under double blind The complications of coronary arteriography.
comparison test conditions against notion sickness p0399 A73-42343
p0226 N73-21100 DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Conference on detection, evaluation, and NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
identification of drugs and alcohol in flying NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
personnel and effects on flight fitness NT DYNAMIC STABILITY
rAGARD-CP-1081 p0226 N73-21102 NT FLOW DISTRIBUTION
Drug screening data for civil aviation personnel NT FLOW VELOCITY
obtained by urinalyses NT FREQUENCY STABILITY
p0226 N73-21104 NT HOVERING STABILITY
Residual effects of hypnotic drugs on human NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE
nervous function and performance Dynamic properties of human and animal middle ear
p0226 N73-21106 in terns of acoustic impedance, transfer
Pilot performance and sleep patterns in long function, impulse response, sound diffraction
duration flights and control of hypnotic drug and reflex sensitivity
and alcohol use p0244 A73-30279
p02 26 N73-21107 Dynamic operative image formation and function
Physiological aspects of sleep induction in features during extrapolation tracking of
aircrews after prolonged flight times visibly moving target, noting image reaction to
p0227 873-21108 operator performance
Adaptive tracking task for evaluating drug p0393 A73-41886
after-effects on human flight performance Human recognition of dynamic pattern changes in
p0227 N73-21109 numerical series displayed on spatiotemporal
Effects of isoniazid treatment on pilot performance panels, discussing learning times and reactions
p0227 N73-21111 to pattern disruptions
Sports medicine - parameters necessary for p0393 A73-41887
maintaining competitive form Radioresistance recovery rate with combined
p0227 N73-21114 exposure to ionizing radiation and dynamic
Urinalysis methodology for detection of abusive factors (vibration and acceleration)
and therapeutic drugs in man p0214 m73-20080
p0228 N73-21117 DYNAMIC CONTROL
Opthalmoloqical examination of antimalarial drugs Certain aspects of the bionic analysis and control
effects on performance of navigation personnel of dynamic systems
p0228 873-21122 p0580 A73-0658
Influence of altitude and drugs on cerebral The mathematics of coordinated control of
circulation in smokers and non-smokers prosthetic arms and manipulators.
p0229 N73-21125 [ASHE PAPER 72-NA/AUT-4] p0061 A73-15884
Pathophysiological justifications for using drugs Operator response to sinusoidally varying normal
in aerospace medicine and emergency cycles in dynamic control task,
rNASA-TT-F-7361 p0257 N73-22033 testing anticipatory aversion response ability
Self-scanning chromatoqraphic-fluoroqraphic drug and error response
detector with optical readout system p039
3 A73-41885
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10633-1] p025
9 N73-22048 Operator visual perception mapping during
DRI BEAT parameter adjustment in dynamic control system
Acclimatization to severe dry heat by brief p0600 N73-10129
exposures to humid heat. DYNAMIC LOADS
p0045 A73-13700 HT IMPACT LOADS
Work-heat test comparisons of dry and wet heat and DYHABIC MODELS
exercise programs for heat acclimatization Isovolumic contraction dynamics in man according
p0158 A73-22932 to two different muscle models.
Spacecraft decontamination and sterilization by p0576 A73-10158
formaldehyde, beta-propiolactone, ethylene A continuum analysis of a two-dimensional
oxide, radiation and dry heat, noting effects on mechanical model of the lung parenchyma.
polymers p0577 A73-10168
p0243 A73-30137 Reduced dimensionality for minimization of degrees
Thermal inactivation of Bacillus subtilis var. of freedom of skeletal activity models for
niger spores on Viking lander anthropomorphic locomotion system synthesis
rNASA-CR-1332231 p0333 H73-26058 p0581 A73-11052
Dry heat inactivation of atypical Bacillus Visual perception of motion in depth - Application
subtilis var. niqer spores in and on of a vector model to three-dot notion patterns.
interplanetary space vehicle components p0234 A73-28091
[NASA-CR-1332241 p0333 873-26059
A-107
DIYNAIC PROGRAMMING SUBJECT INDEX
Ergatic modeling as dynamic goal-oriented physical Neurophysiology and dynamic response of vestibular
process based on heuristic autonomous system to angular and linear acceleration
information-structured organization system with [DR-2151 p0606 173-11057
regulated model-human operator interaction Human operator adaptive behavior in slowly
p0241 A73-29418 changing dynamic system
A distributed parameter model of the inertially (AD-748243] p0102 S73-14097
loaded human spine. Dynamic electrocardiographic standardization for
p0315 A73-36429 detecting cardiac risk factor in personnel
Flow patterns and velocity and shear stress pO145 N73-17066
distribution downstream of steady and pulsatile DYNAMIC STABILITY
flow models for fluid dynamics of blood vessel NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
branches NT FREQUENCY STABILITY
p0408 A73-43103 NT HOVERING STABILITY
Physical model selection for the balance Dynamics of the balance preservation system of man
preservation system in man p0432 A73-44909
p0431 173-44903 DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Dynamics of the balance preservation system of man Design of manipulator mechanisms with manual,
p0432 &73-44909 bioelectric, and automatic control systems
Conference on manual control systems for human [NASA-TT-F-143361 p0335 N73-26073
operator modeling and display systems in man Systems engineering for design of two dimensional
machine environments automatic manipulator control system using
(NASA-SP-281] p0597 N73-10104 reversible follow-up
Human operator model for man machine control p0335 N73-26081
behavior in biodynamic flight environment DYNAMIC TESTS
p0597 N73-10105 Dynamic tests of seat belt system, seat
Nonlinear multiparameter control model for human belt/shoulder harness system, and seat belt
operator as vehicle controller airbaq system for aircraft
p0597 N73-10106 (FAA-NA-73-30] p0375 N73-29052
Control theory model for pilot decision making
based on estimated state of linear plant
p0597 N73-10107 E
Input adaptive behavior model of human operator in EBAR
pursuit tracking task NT COCHLEA
p0597 N73-10108 NT CORTI ORGAN
Hybrid computer identification program for visual NT EARDEUMS
display of adaptive control state to human NT LABTRINTH
operator NT MIDDLE EAR
p0598 N73-10109 NT SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
Matrix methods for dynamic modeling of human NT VESTIBULES
operator performance using Liapunov functions A study of basilar membrane vibrations. I -
p0598 N73-10111 Fuzziness-detection: A new method for the
Manual control model structure for industrial analysis of microvibrations with laser light.
management of man machine systems p0581 A73-10973
p0598 N73-10115 Some effects of cooling and heating areas of the
Dynamic model for nonlinear simulation of human head and neck on body temperature measurement at
postural control system using sticks the ear.
p0599 N73-10116 p0238 A73-28504
Nonlinear model relating neural input to force and Electrical activity of the external ear muscles in
muscle contraction in human ankle joint man /at rest and during identification of
p0599 N73-10117 acoustic signals/
Dynamic model of rotating spacecraft force effects p0249 A73-30843
on human vestibular system Election time by ear densitoqram and its
p0599 N73-10119 derivative - Clinical and physiologic
Predictive display with continuous parameter applications.
tracking for quasi-linear model of human pilot p0353 A73-38866
transfer function in closed loop system Physical correlations of hearing, auditory system.
p0599 N73-10120 and hearing loss
Optimal control model for predicting display p0105 1173-15105
requirements in pilot landing performance Functional reactions of human otorhinolarynqolic
p0599 N73-10121 organs during hypokinesia
Semicircular canal model with flow visualization p0256 N73-22015
chamber for dynamic recording of canal fluid EAR PRESSURE TEST
response to angular velocity effects Procedures for polarocochleography and for
p0111 173-15153 pressure measurement in the inner ear perilymph
DTYNAIC PROGRAMMING in acute experiments on animals
Prediction of the outcomes of myocardial p0193 A73-25043infarction from formulas derived by the dynamic EAR PROTECTORS
programming method Hearing conservation studies covering impulse
p0354 173-39000 noise produced threshold shift, damage risk
DIYNAMIC PEOPEBTIES criteria, ultrasound hazards and hearing
U DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS protection
DYNAMIC RESPONSE p0309 A73-35326
NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE Evaluation of hearing protectors for general
Study of the acoustic reflex in human beings. I - aviation aircraft
Dynamic characteristics. [NASA-CR-1333031 p0341 73-27078
p058l 173-10828 NZanaoas
The dynamic properties of the acoustic middle ear Study of the acoustic reflex in human beings. I -
reflex in nonanesthetised rabbits - Quantitative Dynamic characteristics.
aspects of a polysynaptic reflex system. p058O1 73-10628
P0078 173-16249 NARPHONES
Space-time dynamics of the impulse activity in An earphone coupling system for acute
human-brain neuron populations physiological studies.p0080 173-16692 p0581 173-10829
Predictions of the dynamic response of the lung. Design and performance of wideband artificial ear
p0116 A73-19477 for calibrating audiosetric earphones
A model to predict the mechanical impedance of the [AD-7466911 p0073 173-13112
sitting primate during sinusoidal vibration. EARTH (PLAIN)
(ASKB PAPER 73-DET-78] p0395 A73-42073 Extraterrestrial intelligent life existence
possibility in terms of hypothesis involving
A-108
SUBJECT INDEI EFFECTIVEMESS
earth as wilderness area or zoo with failure of observations on left ventricular performance.
interaction with other civilization p0354 A73-38868
p0428 A73-44554 Detection of left ventricular asynergy by
EARTH ATMOSPHERE echocardiography.
NT LONER ATMOSPHERE p0354 173-38869
Solar flare frequency and associated physical Doppler echocardiography - The localization of
phenomena diversity, discussing earth atmosphere cardiac murmurs.
protective effects and impact on Concorde flights p04 32 A73-44947
p0115 A73-19210 Comparison of ultrasound and cineangiographic
EARTH HYDROSPHERE measurements of left ventricular performance in
Influence of man on biospheric balance patients with and without wall motion
rJPRS-593661 p0339 N73-27065 abnormalities.
EARTH ORBITS p0436 A73-45400
Habitability study of earth orbital space stations ECHOES
(NASA-CB-1242761 p0300 N73-25132 Orbit and superior orbital fissure acoustic window
Cost estimating method for life support systems of for cranium posterior structures imaging by
manned .earth orbital programs echoencephalographic techniques[NASA-CR-1243051 p0340 N73-27072 p0402 A73-42667
EARTH PLANETARY STRUCTURE ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
The sources of phosphorus on the primitive earth - U ECOLOGY
In inquiry. ECOLOGT
p0090 173-17933 Russian book on mathematical models of biological
EAETH RESOURCES systems covering biogeocenosis, optimal crop,
NT CORN chemostat cultivation, predator-victim society,
NT FARM CROPS trophic control, and life support systems
NT FORESTS p0154 A73-22347
NT GRAINS (FOOD) RF fields as new ecological factor in environment
N7 LAKES pollution, considering radiation interaction
NT ROCKS with biological systems and increased use of
NT SHALES electromagnetic spectrum
NT VEGETATION p0392 A73-41787
NT EATER RESOURCES Problems of environmental pollution and natural
Problems of environmental pollution and natural resource depletion caused by man
resource depletion caused by man [JPRS-581131 p0151 N73-17121
rJPRS-581131 p0151 873-17121 ECONOMIC FACTORS
EARTH SATELLITES Aircraft fault isolation based on pattern of
NT BIOSATELLITE 2 cockpit indications - A human factors approach.
NT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES p0584 A73-11857
NT MOON ECONOMICS
Interface requirements for design and development Psychological, physiological, and work hygiene
of Physiology of Chimpanzees in Orbit experiment problems in ergonomic technology
fNASA-CR-1313971 p0220 N73-20130 [JPRS-587921 p0260 N73-22050
EARTH SURFACE EDBEA
The occurrence of nitrate on the early earth and Effect of interstitial edema on distribution of
its role in the evolution of the prokaryotes. ventilation and perfusion in isolated lung.
p0203 A73-26490 p0577 A73-10167
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY Age-related characteristics of pulmonary edema
Echocardioqraphic analysis of mitral valve motion development during acute hypoxic hypoxia
in atrial septal defect. p0166 A73-23939
p0587 A73-12444 Evaluation of positive end-expiratory pressure in
Echocardiographic findings in experimental hypoxemic dogs.
myocardial infarction of the posterior left p0360 A73-39781
ventricular wall. Phase IV volume of the single-breath nitrogen
p0587 A73-12446 washout curve on exposure to altitude.
Ultrasonic Doppler locators for peripheral vessel p0360 173-39783
blood circulation and myocardium and valvular Centrineurogenic etiology for pulmonary changes of
motor activity measurements high altitude pulmonary edema
p0087 A73-17682 [AD-7569401 p0294 173-24127
Estimation of left ventricular size by Measurement of pulmonary extravascular water
echocardiography. volume during exposure to simulated high altitude
p0159 A73-22999 [AD-763355] p0418 173-31004
Myocardial contraction velocity and acceleration EDUCATION
in man measured by ultrasound echocardioqraphy NT ASTRONAUT TRAINING
differentiation. NT FLIGHT TRAINING
p0205 173-27026 NT PILOT TRAINING
Multi-information recording and reproduction in Civil aviation medicine functional standardization
the utrasono-cardio-tomoqraphy. and expansion, emphasizing preventive medicine,
p0239 A73-28581 health education and operational safety
Echocardioqraphy status, potentialities and p0170 A73-24718
requirements in congenital heart disease Cybernetic application of computers in personneldiagnosis, considering feasibility in left training
ventricular performance evaluation rAD-751145] p0178 173-18143
p0243 A73-30053 EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
Book on echocardiography covering examination of Satellite telecommunications systems for childhood
mitral, aortic, tricuspid and pulmonic valves, education
ventricles, atrium, pericardial effusion, (NASA-CR-133028] p0300 173-25131
coronary artery disease and tumors BZI (ILECTROIICIPHALOGRAMS)
p0245 173-30358 0 BELCTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY
Echocardiographic detection of regional myocardial NSINCTIVE PIRCBNIVD NO28 LEVTLS
infarction - An experimental study, Noise standards for habitable houses, rest homes,p0281 173-31997 hospitals, camps, public facilities, and streets
Assessment of left ventricular dimensions and in residential areas
function by echocardiography. (NASA-TT-F-15065] * p0414 173-30088
p0289 A73-34038 EFEICTIVTMESS
A new technique for the study of left ventricular NT COST EFFECTIVBENESS
pressure-volume relations in man. NT SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
p0353 A73-38259 Pilot ground training proficiency of flight
Echocardioqraphic evaluation of the hemodynamic simulators
effects of chronic aortic insufficiency with (AD-755681] p0341 573-27081
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EFFECTORS SUBJECT INDEX
EFPFECTORS Examination of man machine systems efficiency in
U CONTROL EQUIPMENT relation to cost criteria
EFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMS p0414 U73-30087
Current views on the mechanism of the EGGS
quantum-induced liberation of a mediator from Circaseptan /7-day/ oviposition rhythm and growth
the motor nerve endings of a skeletal muscle of Spring Tail, Folsomia candida /Collembola:
p0581 A73-11023 Isotomidae/.
Response of motoneurons of the spinal cord to p0282 A73-32185
gamma radiation - A cytochemical study. Preliminary results of the action of cosmic heavy
p0047 173-13808 ions on development of egqqs of Artemia salina.
Method for quantitative estimation of the p0315 173-36129
functional state of the motor apparatus Effect of sonic boom on fish and fish eggs during
p0047 A73-13822 developmental stage
Effect of hypercapnia on the electrical discharges [FAA-ED-73-29] p0219 N73-20121
of the bulbar respiratory neurons and motor BIGENFUNCTIONS
neuron ganglia of respiratory muscles U EIGENVECTORS
p0084 A73-16735 EIGENSTATES
Electrophysiological investigation of U EIGENVECTORS
suprasegmental motor control systems evolution EIGENVECTORS
through Cyclostomata-Primate series, noting Eiqenvectors of the sensitivity variations across
preservation of reticulomctor neuron projection the human central fovea.
characteristics p0407 173-42957
p0118 A73-20001 EJECTION
Changes in hemodynamics and efferent sympathetic Sea survival after ejection and parachute descent,
pulsation during pressor cardiovascular reflexes describing hand operated canopy connector
under conditions of acute hypoxic hypoxia release to free pilot from entanglement or
p0154 A73-22365 dragging
Structural characteristics of connections between p0284 A73-32665
medial efferent systems and spinal cord neurons EJECTION INJURIES
p0156 A73-22577 Surveillance of the vertebral column in pilots who
Cortico-pyramidal and cortico-extrapyramidal have undergone an ejection
synaptic effects on lumbar motor neurons in p0328 A73-36914
monkeys Nonfatal ejection vertebral fracture comparison
p0156 A73-22578 between US, British, and Swedish armed services
Investigation of evoked activity in the ventral p0265 N73-23059
horn of lumbar segments during the interaction ELASTIC CONSTANTS
of efferent extrapyramidal and cortical stimuli U ELASTIC PROPERTIES
p0156 A73-22579 ELASTIC MODULUS
Voluntary activation of individual notor units in U MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
man ELASTIC PROPERTIES
p0168 A73-24519 NT MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
Reflex excitability of spinal motor neurons in man NT VISCOELASTICITY
under high atmospheric pressure Prediction tests for pulmonary elasticity model of
p0169 A73-24525 expansion stresses in lung region restricted by
Organization of the activity of a group of motor obstructed airways
neurons in man during voluntary contraction of a p0048 A73-14114
uscle Studies in stress-relaxation and distensibility
p0170 A73-24599 characteristics of small skin veins in vivo by a
Functional and morphological structures of motor combined photoelectric-photographic and
activity events, noting central integration plethysmographic technique.
ensemble of cerebrum transmitter sequences p0084 A73-17098
p0194 A73-25200 Blood vessels simulation by muscle pump
Motor functions and control of sensorial messages represented by elastically deformable pipe with
of somatic origin valves, solving Navier-Stokes equation for
p0240 A73-29174 viscous fluid flow
Intranuclear organization of the center median p0126 A73-21375
nucleus of the thalamus. A model for the elastic properties of the lung and-
p0240 A73-29175 their effect on expiratory flow.
Anatomical and neurophysiological investigations p0126 A73-21502
of centrifugal control of retinal activity via Bulk elastic properties of excised lungs and the
efferent optic nerve fibers effect of a transpulmonary pressure gradient.
p0242 A73-29875 p0275 A73-31128
Human average evoked potential distribution over The role of the elastic properties of brain and
scalp to associate cortical electrical activity spine cavities in hyperemia compensation
with voluntary movement, reacting to EMG activity p0322 A73-36572
p0242 A73-29990 Influence of elastic properties of human body on
Features of the influence of hypergravitation on arterial blood pressure measurement
the motor activity of the chicken embryo annion p0099 H73-14072
developing under normal conditions and under ELASTIC SHELLS
conditions of constant rotation Impact on a simple physical model of the head.
p0242 A73-30022 p0170 A73-24770
Motor unit reactions of man to spinal and ELASTIC WAVES
supraspinal inhibitory stimuli NT AERODYNAMIC NOISE
p0349 A73-37943 NT AICBRAFT NOISE
Russian book - Electrical activity of the human NT ENGINE NOISE
brain in the process of motor action. NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
p0389 A73-41289 NT NOISE (SOUND)
Spinal and spino-bulbo-spinal neuron mechanisms of NT SHOCK NAVES
somatic and viscero-motor reflex transfer in the NT SONIC BOOMS
thoracic spinal cord NT SOUND NAVES
p0435 173-45249 NT ULTRASONIC RADIATION
Effects of radioprotective drugs on motor Analysis of pressure waves as a mean of diagnosing
evacuatory functions in gastrointestinal tracts vascular obstructions.
of healthy and irradiated rats p0346 A73-37524
p0212 N73-20062 ELASTICITY
EFFICIENCY U ELASTIC PROPERTIES
NT COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY ELBOs (ANATOMY)
NT ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY EHG measurement on male adults for muscular
relaxation reaction time interval from light
A-110
SUBJECT INDEI ELECTRIC STIMULI
stimulus onset to elbow flexor response p0084 A73-16739
p0045 A73-13699 Influence of different motor regimes on theELECTRIC ANALOGIES convulsive reactivity of the central nervousU ANALOGIES system.
ELECTRIC BATTERIES p0085 173-17178Performance of battery powered electrically heated Functional organization of the mechanisms of.
suit for reconnaissance divers presynaptic inhibition evoked by stimulation of
CAD-7498471 p0102 N73-14101 cutaneous afferents
ELECTRIC BRIDGES p0118 173-20003
NT WHEATSTONE BRIDGES Electrical stimulation effects of human eye onELECTRIC HDIPOLARGE photic threshold for square wave vision asNT ELECTRIC DIPOLES function of wavelength, orientation and spatialELECTRIC CIRCUITS frequencyO CIRCUITS p0121 A73-20260
ELECTRIC DIPOLES Investigation of evoked activity in the ventral
Limitations of the dipole concept in horn of lumbar segments during the interactionelectrocardiographic interpretation, of efferent extrapyramidal and cortical stimuli
p0319 A73-36517 p0156 A73-22579Gaussian curve simulation of multiple-dipole model Examination of responses evoked in the sensoryof ventricular depolarization cortex by thalamic stimulation.
rTB-71-E-25] p0067 N73-12116 p0164 A73-23772ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH Neuron analyzer technique for poststimulusA method for studying the action of high-intensity histogram plotting of neuron excitation aselectric fields on microorganisms function of stimulus onset time
p0167 A73-24419 p0165 A73-23811Electrical field distribution in the human body. Effect of electrostimulation on hemodynamic shifts
p0427 A73-44216 during prolonged hypokinesiaELECTRIC FIELDS p0166 A73-23940
Origin of the external electric field detected Functional state of the cerebral cortex and of the
near animals and men mesencephalic reticular formation during
p0166 A73-23942 prolonged action of impulsive and stable noiseELECTRIC FILTERS p0167 A73-24334NT DIGITAL FILTERS Short-term latent reactions of the lateral
NT OPTICL FIGEN TERS geniculate body neurons in the rat to electrical
NT RUEL CELLS stimulation of the optical tractNT FUEL CELLS 
p0170 173-24595ELECTRIC IMPULSES Posture responses of upper limb muscles during
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL electric stimulation of the vestibular apparatusELECTRIC POTENTIAL 
p0199 173-26087NT BIOELECTRIC POTENTIAL Late visual cortical region reactions during the
NT SPIKE POTENTIALS convergence of light stimulation andELECTRIC POLSES electrocutaneous stimulation
Automatic pulse count recorder, discussing p0239 A73-29073
'circuit, performance and applications to Effect of stimulation of the mesencephalic
laboratory and clinic reticular formation on the convulsive electrical
p0580 A73-10663 activity of the brainELECTRIC STIBULI p0245 A73-30381
:Investigation of the recovery dynamics of the Neurophysiological characteristics of isolated
mimic muscle function and choice of an optimal structures of the cerebral cortexbidelectric stimulation program with the aid of p0248 173-30570
an electronic digital computer Space flight exercise regimen proposals, exploring
p0579 A73-10656 moving picture/electric muscle stimuli programStructural change in the paradoxical phase of as earth gravity simulator in weightlessness
sleep due to the stimulation of the reticular p0280 A73-31515
formation and hypothalamus on a background of Acquisition of signal concepts under conditions of
deep slow sleep aversion activation. I - Theoretical part andp0582 A73-11081 form interpretation testChanges of the free radical concentration in the p0285 A73-33091
cerebral cortex depending on the functional Role of specific and nonspecific thalamic nuclei
state of the cerebrum in the genesis of certain slow rhythms on thep0582 173-11082 human electrocorticogram
The role of extrinsic vagal innervation in the p0348 A73-37939
motility of the smooth-muscled portion of the Evoked potentials in the hypothalamus in responseesophagus - Electromyographic study in the cat to stimulation of the vagus and sciatic nerves
and the baboon 
p0349 A73-37941p0046 A73-13785 Motor unit reactions of man to spinal and
Correlation between the voltage-time curves of 8- supraspinal inhibitory stimuli
and M-responses of a human muscle during various p0349 A73-37943functional states of the spinal center Effect of stimulation of the hypothalamus on the
p0047 173-13819 pH of arterial and venous bloodThe effect of time of electrical stimulation of p0382 173-40281
the carotid sinus on the amount of reduction in Effect of stimulation of certain hypothalamic .
arterial pressure. structures on systemic and pulmonary circulationp0056 A73-14648 p0382 A73-40282Characteristic of collicular responses to Influence of electric stimulation of the
stimulation of various sections of the visual hypothalamus on catecholamine, phosphorated
afferent pathway in cats compound, and cholesterol levels
p0078 A73-16332 p0383 A73-40284Intercortical functional connections in lower Evoked potentials in the hypothalamus and
monkeys, Macacus rhesus, exhibited by evoked mesencephalic reticular formation upon
responses stimulation of the vagus nervep0080 A73-16693 p0389 173-41263
Utilization extent of the muscle apparatus Loudness changes resulting from an electrically
capabilities during maximum voluntary force induced middle-ear reflex.
exertion 
p0393 A73-41815p0080 A73-16696 Effect of the electrical stimulation of theThree channel transistorized pulse generator for sensomotor cortex on the potentials of dorsal
electric stimuli used in electrophysiological roots and on the depolarization of primary
studies spinal afferents
A-111
ELECTRIC STRAIN GAGES SUBJECT INDEX
p0401 A73-42652 Correlation of computer-quantitated treadmill
Neuronal activity of the sensomotor and visual exercise electrocardiogram with arteriogqraphic
cortex in rabbits during development of a location of coronary artery disease.
summation focus in the reticular formation p0043 A73-13543
p0428 A73-44550 Diagnostic value of vectorcardioqram in strictly
The energetic metabolism and some reactions of the posterior infarction.
cardiovascular system during multichannel p0047 173-13891
electrical stimulation and voluntary stressing P wave of electrocardiogram in early ischaemic
of muscles heart disease.
p0429 A73-44670 p0048 A73-13892
Physioloqical and pathological responses of humans Multichannel PDM-FM biomedical radio telemetry
exposed to electricity system for ECG, respiratory rate and oxygen
rNASA-CE-1284221 p0592 N73-10065 consumption during exercise, considering
Behavioral learning response of cat to electric transmitter and receiver design
stimulation of auditory nervous system p0052 A73-14278
rNASA-R-1320471 p0293 N73-24124 Blood flow and pressure and ECG data acquisition
Cross correlation analysis of stress rhythm during and transmission via radio telemetry system with
stimuli of varying biological significance electromagnetic flowmeter
p0450 N73-33071 p0052 A73-14283
ELECTRIC STRAIN GAGES Electro-rheocardiotelemetric device for complex
U STRAIN GAGES monitoring of the dynamics and efficiency of
ELECTRIC WELDING cardiac contraction.
NT ELECTRON BEAB WELDING p0053 A73-14292
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY Voltage controlled subcarrier oscillator design
U ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY and performance for PF/FM multiplex telemetry
ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE system for ECG recording during exercise
NT ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE p0053 A73-14293
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT Telemetrical measurements during sport performance
NT COULOMETRY on sportsmen with cardiac arrhytmias.
NT POLABOGRAPBY p0054 A73-14294
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES A remotely operated ECG telemeter for chronic
NT CAPACITANCE implantation in rats.
NT ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE p0054 A73-14303
NT ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY Multichannel telemetry of physiological parameters
NT ELECTRON MOBILITY /body temperature ecq, eeq/ in the rat. I -
NT POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS Design and methods.
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE p0054 A73-14305
The specific resistance of blood at body ultichannel telemetry of physiological parameters
temperature. /body temperature, EKG, EEG/ in the rat. II -
p0402 A73-42670 Applications in neuropharmacology.
Local resistance variations caused by membrane p0055 A73-14306
potential shifts in the interior of the Telemetry of cardiovasculary parameters on fighter
horizontal retina cell aircraft flying pilots.
p0435 A73-45250 p0055 A73-14309
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY Computerized ECG interpretation system for heart
Light-induced potential and resistance changes in and circulatory disorder detection and diagnosis
vertebrate photoreceptors. and health screening
p0161 A73-23313 p0056 A73-14660
ELECTRO-OPTICS Clinical electrocardiographic and
Electrooptical model of the first retina layers of vectorcardiographic diagnosis of left posterior
a visual analysor subdivision block, isolated or associated with
p0045 A73-13657 RBBB.
Measurement of control mechanism of p0058 A73-15200
accommodation-vergence eye movement system in Elevated ST segments with exercise in ventricular
human eyes using electro-optical measuring aneurysm.
instrument p0059 A73-15643
p0411 173-30062 Use of an on-line computer in a study of cardiac
BLECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS arrhythmia.
NT LOUDSPEAKERS p0059 A73-15644
NT MICROPHONES Numerical classification and coding of
An earphone coupling system for acute electrocardiograms.
physiological studies. p0059 A73-15647
p0581 173-10829 Computer-aided ECG analysis and research in a
ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS clinical setting.
U ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY p0059 A73-15648
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY Book - Understanding electrocardiography:
Computation of solutions to the inverse problem of Physiological and interpretive concepts.
electrocardiography. p0078 A73-16359
p0582 A73-11465 Study of intraventricular conduction times in
Atrioventricular block response to exercise and patients with left bundle-branch block and left
intraventricular conduction at rest. axis deviation and in patients with left
p0583 173-11506 bundle-branch block and normal QRS axis using0 vaves and coronary arteriography in His bundle electrograms.
cardiomyopathy. p0080 A73-16582
p0583 A73-11507 Correlation of electrocardiographic studies and
Nature of the conduction disturbance in selective arterioqraphic findings with angina pectoris.
coronary arteriography and left heart p0085 A73-1727 9
catheterization. Prolonged control of cardiac bioelectrical
p0587 A73-12443 activity in man in ground experiments and during
Maximal treadmill exercise electrocardiography - spaceflight
Correlations with coronary arteriography and p0088 A73-17694
cardiac hemodynamics. Compact digital coding of electrocardiographic data.
p0590 A73-12821 p0097 A73-18815
Practical exercise test for physical fitness and Intermittent trifascicular block - Different
cardiac performance. mechanisms of conduction disturbances in the
p0043 A73-13540 bundle branches.
Exercise electrocardiography and vasoregulatory p0115 A73-19152
abnormalities. Orthogonal versus planar vector-electrocardiography.
p0043 A73-1354,1 p0118 A73-19930
A-112
SOUBJECT INDEX ELECTOCADIOGBAPE CONTD
A method for electrocardiogram recording in Rhesus p0287 A73-33375
monkeys Digital computer diagnosis of cardiac arrythmias
p0126 A73-21324 in a single-lead electrocardiogram.
Electromagnetic 60 Hz interference in ECG p0306 A73-34533
recordings, discussing sources, identifying Automatic recognition of electrocardiographic
tests, elimination and ECG amplifier design patterns
p0163 A73-23648 p0308 A73-34964
Heart activity characteristics in a human operator Automatic cataloging of electrocardiographic
during a control process patterns
p0164 A73-23806 p0309 A73-34965
An electrocardiograph amplifier which satisfies Cardiovascular responses to sudden strenuous
the stringent requirements of long-term exercise - Heart rate, blood pressure, and ECG.
monitoring of cardiac activity p0310 A73-35461
p0166 A73-23849 Advances in electrocardiography; Proceedings of
Cardiac potential measuring and recording the Symposium, Emory University, Atlanta, Ga.,
instrument with 240 probes, presenting circuit Hay 10-13, 1971.
and block diagrams p0318 A73-36516
p0167 A73-24422 Limitations of the dipole concept in
Depolarization phase of the spatial velocity electrocardiographic interpretation.
electrocardiogram in normal and ventricular p0319 A73-36517
overloading. Intracellular-extracellular action potentials -
p0171 A73-24900 Considerations for the formation of wavefronts
Portable electro-phonocardioqraph using magnetic and their detection on the body surface.
tape recorder equipped with patient's voice print. p0319 A73-36518
p019 6 A73-25475 Physiologic correlates and clinical comparisons of
Cardiac activity potentials, P-R interval and isopotential surface maps with other
impulse propagation across atrioventricular electrocardiographic methods.
node, ventricular conduction and Purkinje p0319 173-36519
fiber-muscle junctions Electrocardiographic diagnosis of sinus node
p0198 A73-25598 rhythm variations and SA block.
Familial syndrome of midsystolic click and late p0319 A73-36520
systolic murmur. QES abnormalities in AV block - Variations and
p0199 A73-25697 their significance.
Temporal sequence of right and left atrial p0319 A73-36521
contractions during spontaneous sinus rhythm and Identification of the sites of atrioventricular
paced left atrial rhythm. conduction defects by means of His bundle
p0199 A73-25699 electrography and atrial pacing.
Electrocardiographic evidence of left atrial p0319 A73-36522
hypertension in acute myocardial infarction. The differential electrocardiographic
p0201 A73-26287 manifestations of hemiblocks, bilateral bundle
Angina pectoris in men - Prognostic significance branch block, and trifascicular blocks.
of selected medical factors. p0319 A73-36523
p0201 A73-26288 The clinical causes and mechanisms of
Computer analysis of the orthogonal intraventricular conduction disturbances.
electrocardiogram and vectorcardiogram in 939 p0319 A73-36524
cases with hypertensive cardiovascular disease. Intra-atrial and esophageal electrography in the
p0202 173-26361 diagnosis of complex arrhythmias.
Unreliability of conventional electrocardiographic p0319 173-36525
monitoring for arrhythmia detection in coronary Current status of correlations between
care units. vectorcardiogram and heodynamic data.
p0209 173-27891 p0319 A73-36526
Relationship between ventricular premature Diagnostic power of the Q wave - Critical assay of
contractions on routine electrocardiography and its significance in both detection and
subsequent sudden death from coronary heart localization of myocardial deficit.
disease. p0319 A73-36527
p0242 A73-30051 Kid- and late changes in the OHS complex.
Immediate and remote prognostic significance of p0320 A73-36528
fascicular block during acute myocardial The pathogenesis and clinical significance of
infarction. primary T-wave abnormalities.
p0243 A73-30052 p0320 A73-36529
A rapid method for frontal plane axis Central nervous system influence upon
determination in scalar electrocardiograms, electrocardiographic waveforms.
p0243 A73-30063 p0320 A73-36530
Automatic methods for smoothing and separation of Electrocardiographic alterations in the presence
characteristic points in an electrocardiographic of angina pectoris.
signal p0321 A73-36542
p0245 A73-30387 Electrocardiographic diagnosis of myocardial
The information content of successive ER-interval infarction - Pitfalls of a graphic technique.
times in the ECG - Preliminary results using p0321 A73-36544
factor analysis and frequency analysis. Comparative value of both hypoxic and positive
p0251 173-30883 pressure breathing tests for detection of
Plasma electrolytes, pH, and ECG during and after premature beats.
exhaustive exercise. p0331 173-36944
p0278 A73-31347 Detection of left ventricular asynergy by
Polarcardiographic responses to maximal exercise echocardiography.
and to changes in posture in healthy middle-aged p0354 A73-38869
men. Variations of heart rate during sleep as a
p0285 A73-33114 function of the sleep cycle.
Waveform vector analysis of orthogonal p0359 A73-39762
electrocardiograms - Quantification and data Automatic identification of cardiac rhythm and
reduction. conductivity disturbances with the aid of
p0286 A73-33115 digital computers
Phase progression of the QHS complexes in p0384 A73-40751
electrocardiograms versus the inscribing Examination of a multiple dipole inverse cardiac
directions of the ORS loops in vectorcardioqrans. generator, based on accurately determined model
p0286 A73-33116 data.
A new method for diagnosing myocardial damage in p0394 A73-41961
patients with normal electrocardiograms and P wave analysis in 2464 orthogonal
vector cardiograms. electrocardiograms from normal subjects and
1-113
ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS SUBJECT INDEI
patients with atrial overload. p0126 A73-21324
p0399 A73-42341 An implantable glass electrode used for pH
The correlation of coronary angiography and the measurement in working skeletal muscle.
electrocardiographic response to maximal p0127 A73-21510
treadmill testing in 76 asymptomatic men. Technique for the implantation of long-term
p0399 A73-42342 diagnostic electrodes in the amyqdaloid complex
Russian book - Integral topoqrams of heart of the human brain
potentials. p0157 A73-22857
p0401 173-42489 Technique for extemporaneously obtaining an
Polyparametric information of the electroencephalogram
electrocardiogram in injured tissue. p0330 173-36937
p0405 A73-42834 Design and attachment of skin electrodes in human
Ischemic heart disease prediction via exercise ECG cardiac monitoring during space flight
tests, discussing work load stadardization p0065 N73-12095
p0405 173-42835 Obtaining stable oxygen electrodes by coating with
Angina pectoris and ECG abnormalities in relation plasma catalyzed polymer film
to prognosis of coronary heart disease in (AD-7484221 p0074 873-13120
population studies in Finland. Insulated electrode for electrocardiographic
p0405 A73-42836 recording without paste electrolyteSignal processing in medical technology (NASA-CASE-MSC-14339-1] p0232 N73-21151
p0424 A73-43317 Equipment for implanting electrodes in subcortical
Transient S-T elevation detected by 24-hour ECG structures of cat brain
monitoring during normal daily activity. (NASA-TT-F-15001] p0366 N73-27947
p0424 A73-43492 ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAI
Ischemic polarcardiographic changes induced by U ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY
exercise - A new criterion. BLECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHT
p0432 173-44946 Stability criteria in manifestations of the
Electronic instruments for continuous activity of the central nervous system in humans
cardiovascular systems measurements p0575 A73-10152[NASA-TT-F-14492] p0604 N73-10154 Nonlinear method of analyzing electroencephalograms
Design and attachment of skin electrodes in human p0580 A73-10661
cardiac monitoring during space flight Digital filters applicable to
p0065 N73-12095 electroencephaloqraphic pattern recognition.
Electrocardiogram recordings on magnetic tape for p0582 A73-11464
computerized analysis Variations of evoked potentials during various
rAD-748105] p0075 N73-13124 mental stress situations
Threshold circuits with feedback channels for p0047 A73-13825
cardiac R-wave detection in electrocardiographic Development of wakefulness-sleep cycles andheart rate monitoring associated BEG patterns in mammals.
rNASA-TN-D-7152] p0112 N73-15158 p0051 A73-14263Changes in electrocardiographs of Rhesus monkeys Three channel FM telemetry system for long term
as function of age EEG monitoring, discussing routine clinicalrNASA-TT-F-14675 p0136 N73-16062 operation results
Dynamic electrocardiography in periodic health p0054 A73-14298
examinations for detection of cardiac Telemetered EEG and neuronal spike activity in
abnormalities olfactory bulb and amyqdala in free moving
p0144 873-17065 rabbits.
Dynamic electrocardiographic standardization for P0054 A73-14299detecting cardiac risk factor in personnel Multichannel telemetry of physiological parameters
p0145 873-17066 /body temperature ecq, eeq/ in the rat. I -Electrocardiographic stress testing for Design and methods.
determining influence of occupational and other p0054 A73-14305
stresses on ischemic heart disease Hultichannel telemetry of physiological parametersp0146 873-17082 /body temperature, EKG, EEG/ in the rat. II -
Insulated electrode for electrocardiographic Applications in neuropharmacoloqy.
recording without paste electrolyte p0055 A73-14306[NASA-CASE-MSC-14339-1] p0232 N73-21151 EEG alterations by short time stress due toDevelopment of electrocardiogram protection delayed speech feedback during reading, noting
circuits to prevent accidental electrocution and alpha and beta wave changes
digital cardiotachometer system to display heart p0056 A73-14473
rate A hybrid broad-band EEG frequency analyzer for use
p0261 873-22924 in long-term experiments.ELECTROCHEMIICAL CELLS p0057 A73-14847
NT ELECTRIC BATTERIES Source locations of pattern-specific components ofNT FUEL CELLS human visual evoked potentials. I - Component ofHydrogen depolarized cell for removing C02 in striate cortical origin. II - Component of
spacecraft life support systems extrastriate cortical origin.
(NASA-CE-131868] p0259 873-22047 p0057 A73-15024Electrochemical process for recovery of oxygen Application of frequency discrimination techniquefrom atmospheres of manned space capsules to the analysis of electroencephaloqraphic[NASA-CE-1145731 p0300 873-25130 signals.
ELT COTROCHEMIST p0057 A73-15052NT LECTROLETIS Status and prospects of EEG spectral analysis.T ELECTOLSIS p0058 A73-15278
Electrochemical system with solid electrolyte for New developments in EEG signal processing.
regenerating oxygen from CO2 and 820 p0058 A73-15279
p0441 173-33015 Application of multichannel rheography toBLECTRBOCUTAEIOOS COMMUNICTION physiological studies on a centrifuge
Electrocutaneous parameters for designing dynamic p0088 173-17693tactual communication system Statistical correlation between human mental
p0230 873-21135 activity and EEG beta rhythm wave energy andBLECTEODEIRNAL RESPONSE frequency characteristics
U GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE p0092 A73-18159ELECTRODES Visual evoked responses elicited by rapidReliability of electromyographic measurements by stimulation.
means of surface electrodes p0094 A73-18350
p0058 A73-15520 Rabbit hippocampal neuron activity relation to
A method for electrocardiogram recording in Rhesus theta-wave phases from cell potential and
monkeys extracellular recording analyses
A-114
SUBJECT INDEX BLECTROECEPBALOGBAPHY CONTD
p0118 A73-20005 Physiological nature of the
German monograph - Vigilance prognosis with the electroencephalographic and vegetative
aid of a computer analysis of the spontaneous components of human conditioned reactions
electroencephalogram. p0206 A73-27107
p0122 A73-20391 Photostimulation significance in
Relation between the frequency-amplitude electroencephaloqraphic examinations of pilots
characteristics of cerebral electrical activity and aviation school applicants
and gonadotropic hormone excretion levels at p0209 A73-27717
various staqes of ontogenesis Theoretical models of the generation of
p0125 A73-21319 steady-state evoked potentials, their relation
The effects of Dalmane /flurazepam hydrochloride/ to neuroanatomy and their relevance to certain
on human EEG characteristics. clinical problems.
p0126 173-21464 p0236 A73-28354
Non-Gaussian properties of the EEG during sleep. Behavioral and electrophysioloqical correlates
p0126 A73-21465 during flash-frequency discrimination learning
Application of the numerical study of random time in monkeys.
series to the analysis of the p0242 A73-29989
electroencephalogram of the normal infant Human average evoked potential distribution over
p0128 A73-21540 scalp to associate cortical electrical activity
Influence of a low-intensity ultrahigh-frequency with voluntary movement, reacting to EKG activity
electromagnetic field on the bioelectrical p0242 A73-29990
activity of the brain in rabbits Effect of stimulus uncertainty on the pupillary
p0154 A73-22367 dilation response and the vertex evoked potential.
Modification of the electroencephalograph 4EEG-1 p0242 A73-29991
for polygraphy Alpha wave peak amplitude dependence on blocking
p0154 A73-22370 pattern after stimulation during
Alpha-delta sleep as replacement for delta sleep habituation-pseudoconditioning, conditioning and
in various psychiatric patients with chronic extinction
fatigue and depression p0242 A73-29992
p0156 173-22694 Simultaneous recording of acceleration and brain
Reaction time method using EEG monitored paroxysm waves.
controlled auditory stimuli for responsiveness p0242 A73-29995
/consciousness/ evaluation of spike wave burst Effect of stimulation of the mesencephalic
onset during epileptic seizures reticular formation on the convulsive electrical
p0156 A73-22695 activity of the brain
Technique for the implantation of long-term p0245 A73-30381
diagnostic electrodes in the amyqdaloid complex Sleep behaviour as a biorhythm.
of the human brain p0286 A73-33158
p0157 A73-22857 Automatic analysis and classification of
Biopotential alpha and theta rhythms of neocortex electroencephalograns
and hippocampus of milk drinking cats after food p0309 A73-34966
and water deprivation Changes in the electrical activity of the brain
p0157 A73-22862 and in some thermoregulation indices of
Correlation analysis of the bioelectrical activity nonanesthetized male cats during cooling
of the brain during mental work p0322 A73-36569
p0163 A73-23678 On correlation between the changes in cerebellar
Hippocampus contribution to conditioned reflexes, bioelectric activity and the adaptive reactions
memory, voluntary motions, orientation and under the effect of accelerations.
emotional reactions, noting theta rhythm in p0328 A73-36915
stimuli response Technique for extemporaneously obtaining an
p0166 A73-24326 electroencephalogram
Functional state of the cerebral cortex and of the p0330 A73-36937
mesencephalic reticular formation during Bole of specific and nonspecific thalanic nuclei
prolonged action of impulsive and stable noise in the genesis of certain slow rhythms on the
p0167 A73-24334 human electrocorticogram
Features of the spontaneous and evoked neuronal p0348 A73-37939
activity of deep brain structures in man during A study of evoked slow activities in man which
voluntary movements follow a voluntary movement and articulated speech
p0168 A73-24517 p0359 A73-39759
Brain tissue functional organization based on Visually evoked cortical potentials to patterned
models for cell pseudorandom behavior, stimuli in monkey and man.
information processing, learning and memory, p0359 A73-39760
considering spontaneous wave and unit firing Variations of heart rate during sleep as a
p0194 A73-25143 function of the sleep cycle.
EEG activity of rats compressed by inert gases to p0359 A73-39762
700 feet and oxygen-helium to 4000 feet. Similarities and differences concerning the sleep
p0195 A73-25327 of two baboons, Papio hamadryas and Papio papio
Nature and significance of periodic electrical p0359 A73-39764
activity variations in the neocortex and the Contingent negative variation expectancy waveform
hippocampus during the paradoxical phase of sleep relation to human psychic state in response to
p0199 A73-26083 visual and imperative acoustic stimuli
Influence of synchronized sleep upon spontaneous p0363 A73-39804
and induced discharges of single units in visual High-fregquency synchronized activity of the
system. amyqdaloid complex as an EEG indicator of
p0201 A73-26223 certain psychophysiological states
The operational control of the alpha component in p0382 A73-40277
the electroencephalogram by means of auditory Clinical applications of spectral analysis andfeedback extraction of features from
p0204 A73-26549 electroencephalograms with slow waves in adult
Comparative analysis of the electrical activity of patients.
the cortex and of cerebral subcortical p0385 A73-41011
formations in the process of the alteration of Symmetry of the visual evoked potential in normal
conditioned reactions subjects.
p0205 A73-27104 p0385 A73-41012
Emotional stimulation traces in the spectra of EEG Variations in the motor potential with force
and cutaneo-qalvanic reaction of man under exerted during voluntary are movements in man.
normal conditions and in the case of memory p0385 A73-41013impairment Russian book - Electrical activity of the human
p0206 A73-27106 brain in the process of motor action.
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ELECTBROXPLOSIVE DEVICES SOBJECT INDEX
p0389 A73-41289 Long term performance test on electrolytic oxygen
Effect of the stimulation of nonspecific thalamic generator for manned test chamber
nuclei on spontaneous and evoked spindles in the [NASA-CR-1286871 p0112 H73-15160
auditory cortex ELECTROLYTE BETABOLISH
p0394 173-41958 Renal vascular response to saline infusion from
Influence of small electromagnetic-field radioactive le washout and sodium excretion
fluctuations on the bioelectric activity of the concentration data
human brain p0577 173-10170
p0395 173-41964 Cation exchange binding of rubidium and cesium by
Estimate of integrative cerebral activity using an rat liver cell microsomes.
orientation response example p0588 173-12549
p0401 173-42651 Cardiovascular reflexes evoked by potassium ion
Statistical treatment of evoked cerebral stimulation of the heart under conditions of
potentials during experiments on a Dnepr-1 spinal deafferentation and intact innervation
computer p0047 173-13820
p0401 173-42657 Effects of an hyperoxic hypobaric environment on
Signal processing in medical technology renin-aldosterone in normal man.
p0424 A73-43317 p012 7 173-21503
Some physiological mechanisms of alpha-rhythm Changes in total plasma content of electrolytes
frequency fluctuations in man under conditions and proteins with maximal exercise.
of relative rest p0127 173-21507
p0429 A73-44717 Relation of electrolyte disturbances to cardiac
Application of factor analysis to the arrhythmias.
encephalographic characterization of sleep p0131 173-21807
p0430 A73-44722 Energy requirements of ouabain-sensitive Na-K
Cortical and intracortical study of the frontal positive ion membrane pump during norepinephrine
visual evoked potential in photosensitive Papio induced thermoqenesis of brown adipose tissue in
papio cold-exposed hamsters
p0434 A73-45159 p0156 A73-22649
Comparison of visual evoked potentials to Effect of actinomycin D on aldosterone-sediated
stationary and to moving patterns, changes in electrolyte excretion.
p0435 173-45168 p0156 A73-22650
Frequency discriminator for on-line measurements Electrogenic potassium inward transport
of entrainment and synchronization in EEG involvement in mechanism of enhanced
signals as related to human alertness repolarization, correlating cardiac excitation
(NASA-CR-1291731 p0611 W73-11091 with Ha, K and Ca ion transfers and active ion
Electronic detectors and computer software for transport
analyzing human electroencephalographs in p0197 173-25594
isolated environment Sinoatrial node pacemaker cell functions,
[AD-751272] p0142 873-16105 discussing ionic and metabolic principles,
Use of photostimulation in electroencephaloqraphic electrical activity, membranal effects of
tests of flying personnel and candidates at neurohormonal control factors and cardioactive
flight schools drug effects
p0218 873-20111 p0197 173-25595
Neurophysiology of sleep and wakefulness in fish, Interrelations among the suprarenal
amphibians, birds, and reptiles gluco-corticoid activity, the cardiovascular
p0257 N73-22025 systems, and the electrolyte metabolism during
Electroencephalographic and behavioral responses prolonged work
of humans to aircraft noise during sleep p0199 A73-26085
rNASA-CE-2279] p0338 N73-27058 Water and salt metabolism in hypokinesia-subjected
Effect of simulated sonic booms and overpressure animals
on EEG waveform patterns and disturbance judgments p0207 173-27704
[FAA-RD-73-1151 p0411 N73-30066 Changes caused by illumination in the Na+, K+
Recording human electroencephalogram under adenosine-triphosphatase and
influence of muscle noise n-nitrophenyl-phosphatase activities of the
p0443 N73-33025 external segments of the retina
Structural, behavioral, and EEG correlates of p0235 A73-28294'
alimentary motivation Plasma electrolytes, pH, and ECG during and after
p0448 N73-33063 exhaustive exercise.
Correlation between primary response and late slow p0278 A73-31347
oscillation of evoked potential in response to Transductal fluxes of Na, K, and water in the
light in awake and anesthetized rabbits human eccrine sweat gland.
p0449 873-33069 p0281 1A73-31923
Orientative-investigative reaction as factor Blood electrolytes and exercise in relation to
changing configuration of evoked potentials temperature regulation in man.
during repeated light flashes p0332 A73-36983
p0449 N73-33070 Sodium Na-24 and potassium K-42 availability for
Cross correlation analysis of stress rhythm during sweat production after intravenous injection and
stimuli of varying biological significance their handling by sweat glands.
p0450 873-33071 p0348 A73-37757
ELBCTROEXPLOSIVE DEVICES Effect of hypothernia on renal sodium reabsorption.
0 INITIATORS (EXPLOSIVES) p0391 A73-41623
BELCTROHIDBAULIC CONTROL Effect of altitude on renin-aldosterone system and
U HYDRAULIC CONTROL metabolism of water and electrolytes.
BLECTROLUMINESCENCE p0400 A73-42420
Human factors aspects in aircraft electronic Oxygen affinity and electrolyte distribution of
display systems, discussing cathode ray tubes human blood - Changes induced by propranolol.
/CRT/ and light emitting diodes /LED/ p0429 A73-44689
applications and characteristics Physiological regulatory mechanisms of water and
p0204 A73-26500 electrolyte levels in human body in high
ELBECTROLOUINESCENT LANPS temperature environment
U ELECTROLUINESCENCE [NASA-TT-F-13915] p0592 873-10066
ELECTROLYSIS ELECTROLIYES
NT COULOMETEY NT ION EXCHANGE ENMBRANE ELECTROLYTES
Design and performance of prototype Electrochemical system with solid electrolyte for
nitrogen/oxygen supply unit using regenerating oxygen from CO2 and 820
water/hydrazine electrolysis to provide cabin p0441 873-33015
leakage makeup in manned spacecraft BLECTROLTTIC POL1RIZATIOI[NASA-CR-128688] p0112 873-15159 Ionic current mechanisms for cardiac muscle
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repolarization time course of Purkinje fibers NT SUBMILLIMETER WAVES
and other heart cells, relating charge transfer NT THERMAL RADIATION
data to earlier studies NT TWILIGHT GLOW
p0197 A73-25593 NT ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
BLECTRONAGNETIC ABSORPTION NT I BAYS
NT ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION Overview of the biological effects of
The structure and reactions of visual pigments. electromagnetic radiation.
p0160 A73-23306 p0240 173-29211
Bee image detection by ommatidium based on Influence of small electromagnetic-field
physical model using electromagnetic analysis of fluctuations on the bioelectric activity of the
light absorption in photoreceptor human brain
p0424 A73-43344 p0395 A73-41964
ELECTROMAGNETIC CONTROL Bibliography on radio frequency and microwave
U REMOTE CONTROL radiation effects in biological systems
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS (AD-750271] p0108 N73-15131
Physiological effects of microwave electromagnetic Operant behavior of rhesus monkeys in presence of
fields on human and animal organisms, extremely low frequency, low intensity magnetic
considering etiology, diagnostics and prophylaxis and electric fields
p0093 A73-18256 [AD-754058] p0230 N73-21134
Influence of a low-intensity ultrahigh-frequency ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING
electromagnetic field on the bioelectrical NT LIGHT SCATTERING
activity of the brain in rabbits ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRA
p0154 A73-22367 RF fields as new ecological factor in environment
Influence of ultrasound and of a pollution, considering radiation interaction
superhigh-frequency electromagnetic field in the with biological systems and increased use of
three-centimeter band on the oxidative electromagnetic spectrum
phosphorylation of liver and kidney mitochondria p0392 A73-41787
p0154 A73-22368 ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE FILTERS
Study of the influence of weak electromagnetic NT OPTICAL FILTERS
field gradients on man ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION
p0157 A73-22850 NT LIGHT SCATTERING
Physical and psychological effects of NT LIGHT TRANSMISSION
electromagnetic fields on human and animal The Stiles-Crawford effect - Explanation and
central nervous system conseguences.
p0248 A73-30571 p0246 A73-30396
Theoretical study of biological hazards from ELECTROMAGNETIC NAVES
exposure to ELF electrical fields and potentials U ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION[AD-7434801 p0595 N73-10093 ELECTROMAGNETICS
Penetrating ionizing space radiations with U ELECTROMAGNETISM
diversity in energy range of both particulate ELECTROMAGNETISM
and electromagnetic components A simplified method for the in vitro calibration
p0105 N73-15100 of electromagnetic flovmeters.
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS p0205 A73-27027
Mathematics of interaction between blood and ELECTROMETEES
electromagnetic fields. Modification and updating of the bioelectric DS2C
p0392 A73-41788 amplifier for a PET input.
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE p0159 A73-22936
NT RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE ELECTROMIOGRAMS
NT WHITE NOISE U ELECTROMYOGRAPHY
Hazard and interference avoidance in implant ELECTROMYOGRAPHS
telemetry, discussing leakage currents, muscle U ELECTROMYOGRAPHY
interference, magnetic influence, high frequency ELECTRONYOGRAPHT
noise, electrode and respiratory artifacts, etc Peripheral electromyography spike and ventral root
p0054 A73-14295 unit discharge intervals during tonic vibration
Electromagnetic 60 Hz interference in ECG reflex of cat soleus motoneuron
recordings, discussing sources, identifying p0578 A73-10410
tests, elimination and ECG amplifier design Electromyographic study on human standing posture
p0163 A73-23648 in experimental hypogravic state.
ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENT p0582 A73-11211
External field electromagnetic measurement of Muscular activity control mechanism interactions
blood flow - An alternative approach to the in vertical posture maintenance from
solution of the baseline problem. stabilogram, mechanogram and electromyogram data
p0061 A73-15992 p0585 A73-12119
Comparison of plethysmographic and electromagnetic EMG measurement on male adults for muscular
flow measurements. relaxation reaction time interval from light
p0427 A73-44215 stimulus onset to elbow flexor response
ELECTROMAGNETIC 'NOISE p0045 A73-13699
NT WHITE NOISE Variability of normal glabellar and supraorbital
BLECTROMAGNETIC PROPAGATION reflexes in man
U ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION p0045 A73-13748
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES The role of extrinsic vagal innervation in the
NT BRIGHTNESS motility of the smooth-muscled portion of the
NT COLOR esophagus - Electromyographic study in the cat
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION and the baboon
NT LUMINOSITY p0046 A73-13785
NT OPTICAL PROPERTIES Method for quantitative estimation of the
NT RADIANCE functional state of the motor apparatus
NT REFLECTANCE p00 4 7 A73-13822
NT TURBBIDITY EKG from smooth musculature /uterus, ureter, gut/
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION in unrestrained animals monitored by telemetry.
NT GAMMA BAYS p0054 A73-14297
NT INFRARED RADIATION Reliability of electromyographic measurements by
NT LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION) means of surface electrodes
NT LIGHT BEAMS p0058 A73-15520
NT MICROWAVES Contributions of quick and slow muscle fibers to
NT HILLIMETER WAVES changes in the electrical activity of skeletal
NT MONOCHROMATIC RADIATION muscles in rats under acute and chronic effects
NT POLARIZED LIGHT of cold
NT RADIO WAVES p0126 A73-21323
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ELECTRON BEARM ELDING SUBJECT INDEX
Possibility of modeling the relationship between Voltage controlled attenuator circuit for acoustic
the intracellular potential of individual muscle signal duration and repetition control in
fibers and the overall electromyogran for tonic hearing examinations
muscles p0432 k73-44910
p0165 A73-23810 Structural design of computer controlled
Electromyographic alterations in articular muscles manipulator for remote handling
during emotional shifts p0335 N73-26079
p0167 173-24328 Design of electrohydraulic control system for
Posture responses of upper limb muscles during underwater manipulator with position feedback
electric stimulation of the vestibular apparatus p0336 873-26085
p0199 A73-26087 Bioelectric control system design for reversible
Human average evoked potential distribution over slave mechanism manipulator using single muscle
scalp to associate cortical electrical activity input
with voluntary movement, reacting to EKG activity p0336 N73-26088
p0242 A73-29990 Motor function modeling of human arm by
Technique for recording muscle biopotentials by manipulator using myoelectric control pulses
means of implanted. electrodes p0336 373-26091
p0281 A73-31799 ELECTRONIC EQUIPEBNT
Electromyographic study of repetitive NT ELECTRONIC TRANSDUCERS
fasciculation potentials in triceps and adductor NT FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
pollicis in normal subjects and patients with NT GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASERS
motor neuron diseases, noting postcontraction NT METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS
pause NT MINIATURE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
p0359 A73-39761 NT SOLID STATE DEVICES
Variations in the motor potential with force NT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
exerted during voluntary arm movements in man. Application of human engineering principles and
p0385 A73-41013 techniques in the design of electronic
Conditional computer analysis of the production equipment.
onset-to-onset duration of spikes from the p0246 A73-30497
electromyoqraphic interference pattern of Tasks analyses to determine technical personnel
extraocular muscles, requirements for maintenance of Navy
p0392 A73-41731 microelectronic shipboard equipment
Signal/noise ratio in the recording of human (AD-7480401 p0074 N73-13123
nerve-action potentials. Computerized design of fighter aircraft cockpit
p03 99 A73-42372 electronic control system considering -man
Reflex arch lability in rabbits at synchronous machine interaction
maximum frequency of electromyographic and p0270 N73-23905
muscle stretching vibration measurement Calibrator for biaxial electronic platforms
p0401 A73-42659 designed to measure postural equilibrium
Action of stable and pulsed noise on the processes [AD-763093] p0377 N73-29066
of skeletal muscle excitation ELECTRONIC TRANSDUCERS
p0402 A73-42662 Dynamic katathermometer for measuring the cooling
Effects of direct auditory feedback of effect of an ambient medium
electromyoqram on learning to control single unit p0280 A73-31512
[AD-745107) p0605 373-10165 ELECTRONS
Accelerometers, electromyogram sensors, and NT PHOTOELECTRONS
telemetry system for measuring human body BLECTROPHOREBBSIS
segment motions The effect of iontophoretically applied
[AD-751134] p0142 H73-16104 acetylcholine upon the cat's retinal ganglion
ELECTRON BEAU ELDING cells.
Health hazards in using electron beams for welding p0243 A73-30061
beryllium alloys Free electrophoresis in zero gravity on Apollo 16
p0190 N73-19531 flight
ELECTRON MICROSCOPES [NASA-CH-1239201 p0606 573-11055
Electron-microscopy investigation of Corti's organ Microelectrophoresis of human erthyrocytes as
after noise trauma diagnostic tool in gynecology and obstetrics
p0078 A73-16333 (NASA-TT-F-145871 p0069 N73-13077 -/
Responses of indigenous microorganisms to soil Free electrophoresis space experiment design for
incubation as viewed by transmission electron weightlessness environments
microscopy of cell thin sections. (NASA-CR-123972]. p0101 373-14090
p0241 A73-29724 Design of electrophoretic mass screening tester
ELECTRON MICROSCOPT for sickle cell anemia
0 ELECTRON MICROSCOPES p0231 N73-21140
ELECTRON HOBILITY BLECTROPHYSICS
Studies of the electron transport chain of NT ELECTRO-OPTICS
extremely halophilic bacteria. VIII - BLECTROPHYSIOLOGY
Respiration-dependent detergent dissolution of An earphone coupling system for acute
cell envelopes. physiological studies.
p0579 A73-10625 p0581 A73-10829
Photosensitized inhibitor formation in isolated, Structural organization and electrophysioloqical
aging chloroplasts. properties of the intercentral functional
p0122 A73-20453 systems of the hypothalamic region of the brain
ELECTRON PHOTOGRAPHY p0581 A73-11024
Electroradiography technique involving Cat optic tract and geniculate unit responses
photoproduction of free electrons via Townsend corresponding to human visual masking effects.
avalanche amplification in diode /triode/ gap, p0586 A73-12161
noting increased quantum efficiency A new method to measure non-uniformity in the
p0427 A73-44214 intact heart.
BLECTRON TRANSFER p0059 A73-15645
Theoretical study of primary photosynthesis Mathematical analysis of body surface potentials.
processes in higher plants and algae p0059 173-15646
p0425 A73-43707 Derivation of a function of nerve-fiber
ELECTRON TUBES distribution according to fiber diameters on the
NT CATHODE BAY TUBES basis of electrophysiological measurements
ELECTRONIC CONTROL p0060 A73-15787
A linear motion generator for physiological Genesis mechanism of slow cortical
research. after-discharges during brain injuring by
p0577 A73-10173 radiation
p00 78 173-16331
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Book - Understanding electrocardiography: p0246 A73-30397
Physiological and interpretive concepts. Sensory versus perceptual isolation - A comparison
p0078 A73-16359 of their electrophysioloqical effects.
Electroretinoqraphy /ERG/, electro-oculoqraphy p0247 A73-30517
/EOG/, visual evoked response /VER/ and electric German monograph - Comparative investigations
evoked response /EER/ procedures for regarding the phenomenon of force potentiation
electrophysioloqical investigation of visual in the case of the heart muscle of cold-blooded
system and warm-blooded animals.
p0080 A73-16484 p0249 A73-30669
Study of intraventricular conduction times in Electrophysiological evidence that abnormal early
patients with left bundle-branch block and left visual experience can modify the human brain.
axis deviation and in patients with left p0278 A73-31371
bundle-branch block and normal QES axis using Memory fixation during sleep, discussing EEG, EOG,
His bundle electroqrams. ENG and ECG recordings for differences between
p0080 A73-16582 light and paradoxal sleep
Three channel transistorized pulse generator for p0280 A73-31749
electric stimuli used in electrophysiological Mechanisms of secretion of neurohypophysial
studies hormones - Cellular and subcellular aspects
p0084 A73-16739 p0282 A73-32286
Electroqastrographic data pertinent to exposures Russian book - Methods of studying eye movements.
in a pressure chamber to moderate hypoxia levels p0
283 A73-32417
p0087 A73-17684 Physiologic correlates and clinical comparisons of
Intermittent trifascicular block - Different isopotential surface maps with other
mechanisms of conduction disturbances in the electrocardiographic methods.
bundle branches. p0319 A73-36519
p0115 A73-19152 Investigation of the distribution of synaptic
Modulated light transmission for electrical inputs on an analog model of the motoneurons
isolation in a multichannel physiological p0349 A73-37942
monitoring system. Probabilistic statistical methods for analysis of
p0117 A73-19482 impulse flows in nerves
Evoked potential correlates of expected stimulus p0354 A73-39002
intensity. A universal preamplifier for bioelectric signals
p0125 A73-21225 p0383 A73-40345
Effect of heparin on blood platelet aggregation An assembly for electrophysiological and
and trombosis under the action of direct thermometric studies
electric current p0402 A73-42663
p0126 A73-21321 Shaping device for frequency analysis of
Relation of electrolyte disturbances to cardiac electrical processes in peripheral neural stems
arrhythmias. and ganglia
p0131 A73-21807 p0402 A73-42664
Electrophysiological investigation of noise Relation between vibratory sensibility and
relection in an auditory system receiving sound electric signal of living body.
from a localized source p0403 A73-42680
p0156 A73-22580 Investigation of complex and hypercomplex
Polysensory responses and sensory interaction in receptive fields of visual cortex of the cat as
pulvinar and related postero-lateral thalamic spatial frequency filters.
nuclei in cat. p0407 A73-42958
p0156 A73-22696 Rectifier-like color dependent phase shifts in
Rapid eye movement analyzer. electrophysiological responses to different
p0156 A73-22697 colored stimuli at evoked potential and single
Caloric vestibular stimulation via URF-microwave neuron levels
irradiation. p0407 A73-42961
p0163 A73-23650 Structurally functional properties of the
Alternative mechanisms of apparent supernormal dendrites of central neurons
atrioventricular conduction. p0426 A73-43926
p0165 A73-23843 Electrical field distribution in the human body.
Sinusoidal stimuli induced electrical activity of p0427 A73-44216
hippocampus in waking rhesus monkeys and baboons Anatomic and functional organization of the
p0167 A73-24330 ventral anterior and reticular nuclei of the
Electrophysiological study of the topographic thalamus
organization of Deiters' lateral vestibular p0429 A73-44675
nucleus Electronic simulation and analog computer studies
p0168 A73-24515 of the influence of temperature on the process
Papers on cardiac electrophysiology covering heart of nerve impulse shaping
cells, membrane mechanism, molecular structure, p0430 173-44725
excitatioq-contraction coupling, muscular ion Intracellular measurements in a closed hyperbaric
transport, synaptic and atrioventricular chamber.
transmissions, healing, etc p0434 A73-45072
p0197 A73-25588 Effects of intraperitoneally administered
Single unit and evoked potential responses in cat hydrazine on electrophysiology, general
optic tract to paired light flashes. behavior, and performance of cats
p0198 A73-25647 (AD-7460141 p0609 N73-11081
Human visual evoked response signal decomposition Electrophysiological sleep patterns of human and
by complex demodulation in terms of animal brains
after-discharge time, envelope and frequency (NASA-TT-F-740] p0257 873-22023
parameters Analysis of electronystagmoqrams for healthy
p0203 A73-26497 persons in labyrinthal calorization tests
A comparison of electrophysiological and p0443 N73-33026
psychophysical temporal modulation transfer ELECTROPLETHTSMOGRAPMH
functions of human vision. Stroke volume measurement from an integral
p0237 A73-28360 rheogram of human body
Intranuclear organization of the center median p0429 173-44719'
nucleus of the thalamus. BLECTROBETIMOGRAPB!
p0240 A73-29175 ERG late photoreceptor potential components time
Processing of auditory information by medial course in macaque monkey cones and rods, noting
superior-olivary neurons. pure cone foveal response
p0244 A73-30281 p00
4
6 173-13761
Retinal receptive fields - Correlations between Electroretinography /ERG/, electro-oculography
psychophysics and electrophysioloqy. /EOG/, visual evoked response /VER/ and electric
A-119
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evoked response /EEB/ procedures for EMBRBOLOGY
electrophysiological investigation of visual Embryonic chick heart cell age dependent
system electrophysioloqical studies, discussing
p0080 A73-16484 structure, metabolism, ATPase activity, membrane
Linearity of the horizontal component of the potential and cell interactions
electro-oculogram. p0197 A73-25589
p0115 A73-19125 Histological studies on the vestibular organ of
Light-induced potential and resistance changes in frog embryos and larvae after the influence of
vertebrate photoreceptors. simulated weiqhtlessness.
p0161 A73-23313 p0313 A73-35979
Retinal S-potential receptive field relationship Effect of sonic boom on fish and fish eggs during
to light energy and wavelength, considering cone developmental stage
and rod potentials, ganglion cells and vision PFAA-RD-73-29] p0219 N73-20121
p0161 A73-23314 EBBRYOS
The electroretinogra,m as analyzed by Features of the influence of hyperqravitation on
microelectrode studies, the motor activity of the chicken embryo amnion
p0162 A73-23318 developing under normal conditions and under
Frog retinal metabolism in photoreceptors during conditions of constant rotation
dark and light adaptation, using EG, p0242 A73-30022
radiospirometry, oxygen uptake polaroqraphy and Comparison of development of auditory vesicle in
pyridine spectrophotometric assay frog embryos under weightless and terrestrial
p0162 A73-23319 conditions
Electroretinogram recovery cycle during light [NASA-TT-F-146241 p0592 N73-10072
adaptation and after dark adaptation EMERGENCIES
p0168 a73-24518 Pilot incapacitation as cause for aircraft
Electrical and metabolic manifestations of operational risks, discussinq flight crews
receptor and higher-order neuron activity in education for emergency situations handling
vertebrate retina. p0170 A73-24717
p0236 A73-28353 Requirements and equipment for space shuttle
Cone spectral sensitivity studied with an ERG emergency intravehicular activity and
method. effectiveness of emergency procedures - Vol. 5
p0236 A73-28358 [NASA-CR-1339951 p0419 173-31010
A comparison of electrophysiological and EBERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS
psychophysical temporal modulation transfer Development of neurosurgical instrumentation and
functions of human vision. procedures for emergency use in null and
p0237 A73-28360 low-gravity environments - A speculative approach.
Scotopic electroretinography and visual evoked p0196 A73-25342
responses under adaptive illumination, comparing Influence of the packing and of certain conditions
blind spot stray light with parafoveal stimulation of usage on the medications in portable
p02 37 A73-28361 emergency medicine stores
New method of stimulation for the study of p0209 A73-27720
photoreceptors. Behavioral stress response RE - Passenger
p0237 A73-28362 briefings and emergency warning systems on
Stimulus luminance-duration relationship of commercial airlines.
adapting light effect in human p0329 A73-36922
electroretinography, referring to Bunsen-Roscoe Crew safety for in-flight spacecraft emergencies
and Bloch constant law [NASA-TT-F-14997] p0339 N73-27068
p0237 A73-28363 Crew survival after emergency landing or ditching
The macular and paramacular local in unpopulated areas
electroretinograms of the human retina and their [NASA-TT-F-15047] p0376 N73-29053
clinical application. EMISSION
p0237 A73-28364 NT BIOLUMINESCENCE
Oscillatory waves in intraretinally recorded NT CHEMILUMINESCENCE
electroretinograms in primates, considering ST ELECTROLUMINESCENCE
electrode depth, stimulus duration and intensity NT FLUORESCENCE
and background illumination, anesthesia and NT LIGHT EMISSION
tetrodotoxin effects NT LUMINESCENCE
p0245 A73-30393 NT SPECTRAL EMISSION
Localized electroretinography capable of NT I BAT FLUOBESCENCE
maintaining constant light scattering with small EMISSION SPECTRA
angular dimensions by employing Ulbricht Collection of marine fluorescence data from
principle of uniformly illuminated sphere Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific sites
p0308 A73-34963 [NASA-CR-1145791 p0298 173-25115
odeling, instrumentation and data evaluation in EBISSIVITY
clinical electroretinography, discussing Fourier Spectral emissivity of skin and pericardium.
analysis of sinusoidal light stimulation p042
7 
A73-44213
response in normal and abnormal humans BMISSOGRAPBS
p0310 A73-35359 U ACTINOEETERS
Local resistance variations caused by membrane U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
potential shifts in the interior of the EMOTIONAL FACTORS
horizontal retina cell Psychological and physiological components of
p0435 A73-45250 biorhythm cycles governing periodic variations
ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS in physical, emotional and intellectual
U ELECTRIC FIELDS performance
ELEMENTARY PARTICLES p0082 a73-16720
NT FAST NEUTRONS Physiological tests for hypothalamus regions
NT LIGHT BEARS stimulation effects on coronary circulation,
NT PHOTOELECTRONS noting hypoxia and emotional stress effects
NT PHOTONS p0088 A73-17770
NT PIONS Emotional stresses during a space flight
ELIMINITION pO11
6 
A73-19297
Hyperoxia effects on elimination of carbon Electromyographic alterations in articular muscles
monoxide, ammonia, ketones, and aldehydes by rats during emotional shifts
p0063 173-12077 p016
7 
A73-24328
EMBOLISMS Experimental study of emotional stress in operators
NT AEROEMBOLISM p0193 173-25038
The complications of coronary arteriography. Utilization of human voice for estimation of man's
p0399 A73-42343 emotional stress and state of attention.
p0195 a73-25329
A-120
SUBJECT INDEX aEmBGY ABSORPTION
Psychopharmacology in treating psychiatric NT PITUITARY GLAND
diseases, negative emotions, and nerve NT THYROID GLAND
stimulation, discussing tranquilizers synthesis ENDOCRINE SECRETIONS
and effects NT ALDOSTERONE
p0207 A73-27497 NT HORMONES
Changes in blood-flow distribution durinq acute NT HYDROXYCORTICOSTEROID
emotional stress in dogs. NT INSULIN
p0238 A73-28533 NT PITUITARY HORMONES
Emotional overstress effects on the indices of the NT THYROXINE
blood coaqulation system in monkeys Multiple hormonal responses to graded exercise in
p0249 A73-30846 relation to physical training.
A device for the continuous measurement of p0048 A73-14116
subjective changes Human endocrine-metabolic responses to graded
p0285 A73-33090 oxygen pressures.
The mechanisms of the occurrence of emotional p0116 A73-19479
stress in man. Binding of elatonin to human and rat plasma
p0328 A73-36920 proteins.
The effect of social-emotional environmental p0170 A73-24657
stress on the functional state of the Physiological time zone entrainment and stressor
neocortical structures of rhesus monkeys effects during prolonged C-141 transmeridian
p0347 A73-37755 flights, using endocrine-metabolic indices in
Bioelectric and vegetative components of urine specimens
conditioned reflexes of 'negative-emotional type' p0235 A73-28283
p0362 A73-39797 Mechanisms of secretion of neurohypophysial
Experimental analysis of conditions for onset of hormones - Cellular and subcellular aspects
emotional stress p0282 A73-32286
p0362 A73-39800 Endocrine studies during a 14-day continuous
Effect of a subjective ambiguity estimate exposure to 5.2% 02 in N2 at pressure equivalent
concerning the duration of work on activity to 100 FSW /4 ata/.
regulation p0326 A73-36795
p0394 A73-41892 Physiologic cost of prolonged double-crew flights
Emotionally induced increases in heart rate and in C-5 aircraft.
plasma catecholamine and free fatty acids, p0386 A73-41152
noting relation to coronary heart disease Conference on human endocrine secretions and
p0405 173-42837 hormone metabolisms during space flight stress
The effect of anxiety control on the level of [NASA-T-X-58093] p0173 N73-18104
information processing Measurements of endocrine metabolic responses to
p0425 A73-43848 space flight stress on Apollo 14 and Apollo 15
Analysis of cosmonaut emotional stress as crewmen
determined by physiological and behavioral p01 73 N73-18105
responses Radioimmunoassay of urinary antidiuretic hormone
rNASA-TT-F-146541 p0067 N73-12113 excretion in man considering water loading and
Indices of emotional stress in cosmonauts during dehydration effects
Voskhod 2 and Soyuz flights p0174 N73-18107
rJPRS-580391 p0148 N73-17104 Measurement of antidiuretic hormone excretions in
EMOTIONS human urine as indication of neurosecretory
Hippocampus contribution to conditioned reflexes, stress response during space flight
memory, voluntary motions, orientation and p0174 N73-18108
emotional reactions, noting theta rhythm in Water immersion model for simulating renin,
stimuli response aldosterone, and natriuresis effects of
p0166 A73-24326 prolonged weightlessness on man
Participation of cholinerqic mechanisms in p0174 N73-18110
negative human emotions Influence of long duration flight missions on
p0362 A73-39799 metabolic and endocrine functions of pilots and
Sentoqraphy - Dynamic forms of communication of navigators
emotion and qualities. p0189 N73-19152
p0427 A73-44180 ENDOCRINE SYSTEMS
Influence of emotional states on human operator Hypothalamo-adenohypophysio-adrenal neurosecretory
performance and efficiency system under hyperthermia
p0414 173-30085 p0249 A73-30847
Various types of corticopetal influences from Correlational inter-relationships between the
deep-seated emotiogenic formations of brain neuroendocrinal system and the genotype in the
p0449 N73-33068 formation of protective reactions of the organism
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS p0281 A73-31875
Comparison of the job attitudes of personnel in ENDOGENOUS CONDITIONS
three air traffic control specialties. U PHYSIOLOGY
p0355 A73-39108 ENDOLYNPH
EMPLOYMENT Endolyuph fluid mechanics in semicircular canals
Workshop for teaching professional unemployed approximated by rigid torus filled with
personnel competitive lob searching techniques incompressible Newtonian fluid
rPB-2093671 p0604 N73-10159 p0315 A73-36430
Results from employment workshop program for ENDOTHELIUM
unemployed aerospace engineers and scientists Mathematical model of collateral blood vessels
rPB-2093661 p0605 N73-10168 caliber changes due to hydrodynamic drag /shear
EMULSIONS stress/ effects on vascular endothelium
NT NUCLEAR EMUOLSIONS p0408 A73-43105
ENCEPHALITIS ENDOTOIINS
Remote sensing application to habitat of mosquito Effects of endotoxin on monoamine metabolism in
vectors of disease, considering St. Louis and the rat.
Venezuelan encephalitis strains and human p0582 A73-11100
filariasis ENDURANCE
p0363 A73-39866 Optimal duration of endurance performance on the
ENCODING cycle erqometer in relation to maximal oxygen
U CODING intake.
ENDOCRINE GLANDS p0283 A73-32397
NT ADRENAL GLAND ENERGY ABSORPTION
NT GONADS NT ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION
NT PANCREAS NT THERMAL ABSORPTION
NT PINEAL GLAND NT ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION
A-121
ENERGI BUDGETS SUBJECT INDEX
E1RGY BUDGETS ENGINE NOISE
Energy balance during moderate exercise at altitude. Conventional and high frequency hearing of naval
p0277 A73-31343 aircrewmen as a function of noise exposure.
EEBRGI COEVBESION p0425 A73-43500
Photosynthetic energy conversion in membranes, BETHALP
tissues, and reaction centers of bacteria and Enthalpy values for reaction of retarding
viruses mononucleotides with ribonuclease and
(COO-3162-9] p0070 873-13091 thermodynamic parameters for enzyme inhibitor
ENEBRGY CONVEESION EFFICIENCT interactions
Electroradiography technique involving PFMVG-FBNT-72-121 p0137 N73-16073
photoproduction of free electrons via Townsend ENTOMOLOGY
avalanche amplification in diode /triode/ gap, Investigation of oribatid sites found in Antarctic
noting increased quantum efficiency regions during Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition
p0427 A73-44214 p0379 873-29349
ENERGY DISSIPATION BETROPY
Effect of adaptation to cold on the energy Computerized correlation analysis of single and
characteristics of muscular activity multiple neuron pulse activity, considering
p0235 A73-28295 temporal, sequential and entropy characteristics
Proportional counter energy deposition spectral p0579 A73-10653
quality prediction from experimental data, using Thermodynamics of self assembly - An empirical
folding procedure to produce composite energy example relating entropy and evolution.
absorption distributions for biological materials p0090 A73-17932
p0280 A73-31549 Biological order, structure and instabilities in
Biological order, structure and instabilities in terms of irreversible thermodynamic processes,
terms of irreversible thermodynamic processes, entropy, dissipative structures, randomness,
entropy, dissipative structures, randomness, abioqenesis, hierarchic organization, chemical
abiogenesis, hierarchic organization, chemical reactions and molecular biology
reactions and molecular biology p0281 A73-31824
p0281 173-31824 ENVIRONEIBT EFFECTS
Energy balance and change in body weight and body Developments in space medicine.
water in man during a 2-day cold exposure. p0086 A73-17569
p0433 A73-45059 Psychological and psychophysioloqical factors of
Evaluation of energy expenditures and reactions of human performance in manned space missions,
cardiovascular and respiratory systems to considering environmental effects of space
physical work flight and man-machine system
[NASA-TT-F-15090] p0437 873-31997 p0089 A73-17775
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION Carbon dioxide concentration, pH and nutrient
NT SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION concentration effects on blue-green algae
Application of the numerical study of random time relative abundance to green algae in lakes
series to the analysis of the p0096 A73-18577
electroencephalogram of the normal infant Mountain inhabitants physiological characteristics
p0128 A73-21540 due to altitude effects, investigatinq human
ENEERG EXCHANGE tolerance and adaptation to ambient environment
U ENERGY TRANSFER p0116 A73-19212
ENERGY LOSSES Investigation of certain indices of higher nervous
U ENERGY DISSIPATION activity in man during prolonged stay in a water
ENERBBGY REQUIREMENTS environment
Energy requirements of ouabain-sensitive Na-K p0154 A73-22364
positive ion membrane pump during norepinephrine High altitude chamber effect on thyroid
induced thermogenesis of brown adipose tissue in stimulating hormone and thyroxine
cold-exposed hamsters concentrations, noting shift from extra to
p0156 A73-22649 intravascular
ENBEGI SOURCES p0157 A73-22926
Energy supply in acute cold-exposed dogs. Predicting heart rate response to work,
p0324 173-36655 environment, and clothing.
ENERGY SPECTRA p0158 A73-22931
Derivation of a function of nerve-fiber Coronary flow and left ventricular function during
distribution according to fiber diameters on the environmental stress.
basis of electrophysioloqical measurements p0162 A73-23380
p0060 A73-15787 Aviation medicine assessment of environment
Frequency of heavy ions in space and their effects on pilot responsiveness, task
biologically important characteristics. performance and flight safety predictability,
p0398 A73-42178 considering temperature, oxygen, gravity,
ENERGY TRANSPER acceleration, pressure and stress effects
Biophysical properties of vibration energy p0193 A73-25039
transfer to human body structure, noting harmful Implications of psychoanalytic factors for Air
effects dependence on frequency range Force operations.
p0088 A73-17748 p0196 A73-25340
Histochemical investigation of some energy Gravitational effects on biological systems in
metabolism characteristics in a rat heart after terms of animal body size, age, sex and posture
acute fatigue as factors affecting acceleration tolerance
p0278 A73-31393 p0197 A73-25573
Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on certain energy Results and prospects of microbiological studies
transfer characteristics in skeletal muscles and in outer space.
some internal organs p0203 A73-26487
p0279 173-31505 The evolution of lignin - Experiments and
Effect of training with eccentric muscle observations.
contractions on skeletal muscle metabolites. p0241 A73-29649
p0390 A73-41523 Histochemical correlates of changes in the primate
Charged particle energy deposition calculations brain associated with varying environmental
for radiobiological system light conditions.
[ORO-3798-521 p0070 N73-13090 p0284 A73-32600
ENGINE INLETS A standard psychophysiological preparation for the
ind tunnel tests to determine structural study of environmental stress.
integrity of birds under conditions simulating p0286 A73-33130
ingestion of birds into inlets of high speed Interaction between radiation effects, gravity and
aircraft other environmental factors in Tribolium confusum.
([ASA-TB-X-681631 p0106 873-15114 p0384 A73-40808
A-122
SUBJECT INDEX ENVIRONMENTS
Direct and indirect environmental factors Industrial hygiene, radiological health, and
affecting functional state of operators spacecraft sanitation studies in NASA
p0414 873-30084 Environmental Health Program
ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT p0143 873-17057
Ban and natural environment protection and Conference on preventive medical and environmental
manaqement control measures for NASA and aviation industry
rJPRS-59369) p0339 M73-27064 personnel manaqement
ENIIBONMEBT POLLUTION [NASA-TM-X-690731 p0144 N73-17064
RT AIR POLLUTION Environmentally controlled suit for working in
NT WATER POLLUTION sterile chamber
EP fields as new ecoloqical factor in environment (NASA-CASE-LAR-10076-1] p0221 N73-20137
pollution, considering radiation interaction Conservational and rational use of natural
with biological systems and increased use of resources and wildlife to preserve biosphere
electromaqnetic spectrum environment
p0392 A73-41787 [JPRS-58429] p0222 N73-20145
Problems of environmental pollution and natural Acute and subacute inhalation toxicity experiments
resource depletion caused by man with organic solvents, rocket propellants, and
rJPRS-581131 p0151 B73-17121 various hydrocarbons in confined environments
Environmental factors and cost problems of (NASA-CR-131675] p0259 v73-22043
selecting optimum sanitary landfill site for Solution to problem of endangered living space
solid waste disposal [NRC-TT-1636] p0376 N73-29057
rNASA-CR-1287441 p0189 N73-19157 Operational principles and functions of mnemonic
Man induced changes in earth climate by diagrams in controlled system
environment pollution and heat production p0414 N73-30083
(PB-213676/21 p0267 N73-23074 Space shuttle environmental and thermal
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION control/life support system
Man and natural environment protection and [NASA-CE-134009] p0415 N73-30091
manaqement Environmental sanitation handbook for occupational
[JPRS-593691 p0339 N73-27064 medicine and health procedures at Kennedy Space
Solution to problem of endangered living space Center
(NRC-TT-16361 p0376 N73-29057 [NASA-TM--695221 p0440 N73-32020
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
NT ACOUSTIC SIMULATION German monograph - Investigations concerning
NT ALTITUDE SIMULATION perception levels and transferred vibrational
NT SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION forces in the case of a vertical action of
NT THERMAL SIMULATION periodic vibrational mixtures on man.
NT WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION p0047 A73-13818
Electric discharge and microbiological experiments Technology for man 72; Proceedings of the
in simulated Jovian atmosphere for investigation Sixteenth Annual feeting, Los Angeles, Calif.,
of Jupiter life prospects October 17-19, 1972.
p0202 A73-26478 p0081 A73-16701
Thermal synthesis of amino acids from a simulated Physiological adjustments to environmental factors
primitive atmosphere. (AD-7539131 p0261 N73-22059
p0306 A73-34572 Ergonomic solution to organizational problems of
Soil microbiological tests to evaluate Antarctica human living conditions and activities
as Mars environment model for quarantine standards p0413 N73-30080
p0396 A73-42162 ENVIRONMHETAL TEMPERATURE
On the multiplication of xerophilic U AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
micro-orqanisms under simulated Martian ENVIROBMENTAL TESTS
conditions. HT UNDERWATER TESTS
p0396 A73-42165 Heat flow meter and calorimeter measurements of
ENVIBOBMENT SIMULATORS heat transfer between human body and environment
Human habitability data for zero gravity under various climatic conditions for
environmental architecture temperature regulation studies
(NASA-TM-X-693221 p0295 73-24135 p0049 A73-14123
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBERS Life processes in ammonia - Anomalous germination
U TEST CHAMBERS behavior of onion seed in ammonia and amines.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL p0203 A73-26491
Reverse osmosis for recoverinq and recycling water Skylab medical experiments altitude test crew
in Space Station Prototype Environmental Thermal observations.
Control/Life Support System Integrated Water and (ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-30] p03 51 A73-37985
Waste Manaqement Skylab Medical Experiments Altitude Test /SMEAT/
(ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-221 p0350 A73-37978 facility design and operation.
Space Shuttle Orbiter Environmental Control and (ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-441 p0351 A73-37991
Life Support System for atmosphere Pulmonary function in man after short-term
revitalization, crew life support, thermal exposure to ozone.
conditioning and airlock support p0381 A73-40001
(ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-23] p0350 A73-37979 Analysis of research activities conducted to
Apollo Lunar module environmental control system - determine criteria for passenger comfort in
Mission performance and experience. various methods of transportation
(ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-281 p0351 A73-37983 p0591 N73-10024
Environmental control unit for damage control suit Design of microbial test system for Apollo 16
system for use during shipboard operations mission
fAD-7490251 p0075 N73-13125 p0291 N73-24103
Capabilities and limitations of man as element in ENVIRONHENTS
closed loop control system under normal NT AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTS
environmental conditions NT EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS
p0106 373-15107 MT HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS
Atmospheric control studies, emphasizinq carbon HT HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS
dioxide problem NT HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS
p0106 N73-15108 NT JUPITER ATMOSPHERE
Remote sensing techniques for detection and NT LON TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS
prevention of Rocky Mountain spotted fever, HT LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
Encephalitis, Malaria, and Red Tide NT MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
environmental health problems NT MARS ATMOSPHERE
(NASA-CR-1287271 p0135 N73-16060 ST MARS ENVIRONMENT
edical concepts and functional management in NASA NT PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
Environmental Health Program NT ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS
p0143 573-17056 NT SPACECRAFT ENBVIRONMENTS
A-123
BEZST IACTIVITY SUBJECT INDEX
IT THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS Influence of ribonuclease on changes in the
EIZIE ACTIVITY membrane potential of muscle fibers evoked by
IT FERMENTATION stimulation of the sympathetic nerve
Effects of exercise on activity of heart and p0276 A73-31166
muscle mitochondria. Histochemical correlates of changes in the primate
p0575 A73-10135 brain associated with varying environmental
Hydroxyindole-0-sethyl transferases in rat pineal, light conditions.
retina and Harderian gland. p0284 A73-32600
p0589 A73-12644 Activity variations of some renal enzymes during
Properties of phosphoribulokinase from stepwise increased hypoxia
Thiobacillus neapolitanus. p0323 A73-36582
p0044 A73-13597 Glycolytic intermediates and adenosine phosphates
A salt-inhibited cytochrome c reductase obtained in rat liver at high altitude /3,800 a/.
from the moderately halophilic bacterium., p03
58 A73-39602
Micrococcus halodenitrificans. Starch hydrolysis in man - An intraluminal process
p0045 A73-13598 not requiring membrane digestion.
Evolution of ribonuclease in relation to p0361 A73-39789
polypeptide folding mechanisms. Relationship between cyclic AIP, phosphodiesterase
p0057 A73-15047 activity, calcium and contraction in intestinal
Myosin ATPase and fiber composition from trained smooth muscle.
and untrained rat skeletal muscle. p0385 A73-41130
p0077 A73-16155 Studies on the metabolism of
Effects of physical training on cardiac actomyosin qlucose-1,6-diphosphate in human erythrocytes.
adenosine triphosphatase activity. p0386 A73-41139
p0078 173-16157 Effect of hind-limb immobilization on contractile
Functional dependence of the ciliary epithelium and histochemical properties of skeletal muscle.
ATPase activity and intraccular pressure on the p0391 A73-41624
autonomic nervous system. Ribonucleic acid /RNA/ polymerase and adenyl
p0078 A73-16248 cyclase in cardiac hypertrophy and cardiomyopathy.
Mechanisms of certain functional shifts during p0404 173-42687
change in the blood of the content level of Influence of histotoxic hypoxia on the activity of
external pancreatic-qland secretion components lactic dehydrogenase isoenzymes in neurons and
p0081 A73-16700 neuroqlia of various sections of the central
Action of Freon-114B2 on the activity of nervous system
lactate-dehydroqenase iso-enzymes p0428 A73-44429
p0088 173-17696 Activity of acid nucleases in eye tissues under
i mechanism for polypeptide synthesis on a protein the action of corticosteroidal hormones
template. p0428 A73-44430
p0090 173-17943 Desoxyribonucleases in sweat gland secretion of man
lyeloperoxidase, the peroxidase of a primitive p0429 A73-44674
cell - Its reaction with Fe and 8202. Lactate origins and renewal in blood plasma,
p0090 A73-17944 considering metabolism, enzymatic resynthesis
Trypsinogen activation peptides - An example of and final excretion in urine
molecular epigenesis. p0434 A73-45157
p0091 A73-17947 Procedure for assaying enzyme activity in soils
Solvent effects on enzymes - Implications for and application to presumptive life tests in
extraterrestrial life. Martian soil
p0091 173-17948 rNASA-CE-1283991 p0591 173-10059
Transglucosidase activity of heart-muscle Complete activity of lactate dehydrogenase and
per-glucohydrolase isoenzymes in plasma and myeloid cells
p0125 173-21136 rNASA-TT-F-145861 p0592 173-10070
Action of a serum protein on muscular contraction. Effects of hypoxia and acceleration stresses on
p0125 173-21200 enzyme activities in erythrocytes and blood plasma
lorphometric and histochemical investigation on rDLR-FB-72-71] p0137 N73-16070
human right atrial and mitral papillary muscle. Gas environment effect on catalase cryolysis
p0125 A73-21215 p0185 H73-19121
Effects of an hyperoxic hypobaric environment on Inhibiting and activating effect of mono- and
renin-aldosterone in normal man. bi-quaternary pyridioxide reactivators on bovine
p0127 A73-21503 erythrocyte cell membrane
Effect of training on enzyme activity and fiber FBHVG-PBUT-72-91 p0187 N73-19138
composition of human skeletal muscle. Effects of physical training on human enzyme
p0127 A73-21508 activity, carbohydrate metabolism, cholesterol
Effects of experimental conditions on parameter level, and adrenal function
estimated when using the Hill model [INSA-TT-F-148261 p0216 N73-20093
p0153 A73-21872 Ultraviolet space irradiation effects on Aeromonas
Acetylcholinesterase activity of hypothalamic and proteolytica extracellular enzyme production
cortical structures under pharmacological effects p0292 N73-24111
p0170 A73-24597 Enzymatic luminescent bioassay method for
Serum creatine phosphokinase activity and urinary determining bacterial levels in urine
excretion of creatine and creatinine in man (NASA-CASE-GSC-11092-21 p0337 873-27052
during acclimatization to high altitude and in Variations of cell enzymes, glucose, cholesterol,
high altitude natives. and 17-hydroxycorticosteroid in blood during
p0196 173-25333 physical work noting physical training dependence
Apparent paradoxical patterns of anaerobic (DLE-FB-72-481 p0412 873-30072
glycolysis and hexokinase activity in the red EUNTIES
blood cells of acutely bled rats, with evidence IT CATALASE
that the responses were in part hormone-dependent. IT CHOLIIESTERASE
p0196 A73-25568 NT HEXOKINASE
Changes caused by illumination in the Na+, K+ IT HUCLEASE
adenosine-triphosphatase and IT OIIDASE
n-nitrophenyl-phosphatase activities of the IT THPSII
external segments of the retina Quaternary structure /subunit composition/ of
p0235 A73-28294 human ceruloplasmin
Age pecularities of whole-blood transketolase p0198 A73-25638
activity in healthy persons Behavior of enzyme activities in blood plasma
p0276 A73-31164 after breathing hyperbaric oxygen
Pibrinolytic activity of urine in healthy persons iDLR-FB-71-96] p0112 N73-15163
p0276 A73-31165 Role of respiratory enzymes on human adaptation to
hypoxia
A-124
SUBJECT INDEX ERRORS
(NASA-TT-F-150581 p0411 173-30060 EPOXY COMPOUNDS
EZYETOLOGT NT ETHYLENE OXIDE
Proton magnetic resonance spectra and calorimetry NT HYOSCINE
of interactions between ions, inhibitors, and EQUILIBRIUM
substrates with two ribonucleases Auditory rail task for acoustic stimuli effects on
fBMVG-FEWT-72-71 p0137 N73-16071 human equilibrium under axisymmetric
Enthalpy values for reaction of retarding intermittent tone exposure, discussing acoustic
mononucleotides with ribonuclease and energy effect on vestibular receptors
thermodynamic parameters for enzyme inhibitor p0044 A73-13551
interactions Calibrator for biaxial electronic platforms
(FMVG-FBWT-72-121 p0137 N73-16073 designed to measure postural equilibrium
Proton magnetic resonance spectra of ribonuclease [AD-763093,] p0377 N73-29066
A inhibitor complexes, noting effect on Instrument for measurement of postural equilibrium
catalytic activity in human beings
fBMVG-FBWT-72-131 p0137 N73-16074 (AD-763096] p0377 N73-29067
EOSINOPHILS EQUIPMENT
Physiological shifts in the human organism under Bibliography on effects of underwater environment
increased neuropsychic stresses on tools, equipment, and human performance
p0345 A73-37392 (AD-7480001 p0074 173-13122
EPIDEMIOLOGY EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
An epidemiological survey of risk factors for Personnel radiation protection technology and
ischemic heart disease in 42,804 men. I - Serum criteria review, discussing dosimeter
cholesterol value. specifications and automatic data processing
p0059 A73-15521 p0195 A73-25314
USAF WAVR file of epidemiologic data on medically Standard requirements for ultrasonic Doppler
waivered flying personnel, describing probes of cardiovascular systems in medical
computerized updating system monitoring functions
p0155 A73-22539 p0063 173-12083
Risk factors for developing myocardial infarction ERGOETERS
and other diseases - The'-Men born in 1913' study. Muscle, skin and esophageal temperature
p0245 A73-30352 measurement during transient and steady state
Prevention of the atherosclerotic diseases - phases of negative work exercise on bicycle
Opportunities for military medicine. ergometer
p0248 A73-30518 p0048 A73-14112
Air-transport, a main cause of smallpox epidemics Telemetry and ergometry associated to the measure
today. of oxygen consumption during sports events.
p0326 A73-36791 p0053 A73-14285
EPIDERMIS Laddermil and ergometry - A comparative summary.
Mitotic activity in dorsal epidermis of Rana p0194 A73-25183
pipiens. Versatile ergometer with work load control
p0122 A73-20456 [NASA-CASE-FS-21109-1] p0366 N73-27941
EPILEPSY Tilting table for testing human body in variety of
Changes of the free radical concentration in the positions while exercising on ergometer or other
cerebral cortex depending on the functional biomedical devices
state of the cerebrum (NASA-CASE-MPS-21010-1] p0413 N73-30078
p0582 A73-11082 Pneumatic foot pedal operated fluidic exercising
Reaction time method using EEG monitored paroxysm device
controlled auditory stimuli for responsiveness (NASA-CASE-MSC-11561-1] p0439 873-32014
/consciousness/ evaluation of spike wave burst ERGONOMICS
onset during epileptic seizures U HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
p0156 A73-22695 ERROR ANALYSIS
Effect of stimulation of the mesencephalic Ancillary information effects on
reticular formation on the convulsive electrical photointerpretation performance under four
activity of the brain imagery system operation modes, noting
p0245 A73-30381 identification accuracy independence on
EPINEPBBINE information variables
NT NOREPINEPHRINE p0093 173-18245
CNS epinephrine tone, a possible etiology for the Heuristic response strategies and operator
threshold in susceptibility to oxygen toxicity performance errors as function of practice in
seizures, cross coupled pursuit tracking control tasks
p0049 A73-14156 p0117 A73-19548
Role of adrenalin and alpha-receptor deactivation Searching for many targets - An analysis of speed
in reactions of hemopoietic organs to stress and accuracy.
p0117 A73-19644 p0311 173-35498
Cardiovascular effects of fluorocarbon exposure, Respiratory nitrogen elimination - A potential
epphasizing epinephrine sensitivity source of error in closed-circuit spirometry.
(AD-7514271 p0140 N73-16091 p0356 173-39113
Effect of cysteamine combined with adrenalin and Determination of performance precision and
phenamine on reparative processes following informativeness of electronic models of the
irradiation and overload sensory system of man
p0214 u73-20081 p0432 A73-44911
Epinephrine oxidation and indole production during Refutation of microbial ability to reduce
high pressure oxygen poisoning phosphate using thermochemical computations
fAD-7594051 p0339 N73-27061 [NASA-TT-F-14724] p0069 173-13081
EPITHELIUM Bloch law error in visual perception of capacitor
Functional dependence of the ciliary epithelium discharge brightness
ATPase activity and intraccular pressure on the CAD-7494521 p0104 173-14109
autonomic nervous system. Workload effects on operator grip pressure and
p0078 A73-16248 neuromuscular transmission in manual tracking
Modified rhodopsin in the pigment epithelium. task error
p0121 A73-20263 (AD-7572521 p0269 N73-23089
Effect of steady magnetic fields up to 4,500 Oe on Error analysis on manipulator activation system
the mitotic activity of the corneal epithelium using reversible self adaptive control mechanism
in mice p0336 73-26084
p0279 A73-31510 ERRORS
PIL NT INSTRUMENT ERRORS
U EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS NT PILOT ERROR
EPOCHS NT POSITION ERRORS
U TINE MEASUREMENT NT VELOCITY ERRORS
1-125
ERYTHROCYTES SUBJECT INDEX
Clinical practice and problems associated with ESCHERICBIA
urine analysis Effects of hyperoxia on sulfhydryl concentration
p0147 N73-17089 of Escherichia coli
Effect of human operator errors on reliability and (AD-746193] p0610 573-11087
effectiveness of his work Ultraviolet extraterrestrial radiation tolerances
(AD-7649371 p0441 N73-32028 of Bacillus subtilis spores and Escherichia coli
ERITHROCYTES bacteriophages
NT RETICULOCTTES p0291 873-24107
Biochemical processes during the maturation of ESOPHAGUS
erythrocytes - Further results with regard to The role of extrinsic vaqal innervation in the
the action site of the respiratory inhibitor P motility of the smooth-muscled portion of the
from reticulocytes in the respiratory chain esophagus - Electromyoqraphic study in the cat
p0588 A73-12510 and the baboon
A criterion for oxygen supply optimality in p0046 A73-13785
tissues and the capillary circulation rate Intra-atrial and esophaqeal electrography in the
p0047 A73-13821 diagnosis of complex arrhythnias.
Differentiations and maturations in red and white p0319 A73-36525
blood cells construction in red bone marrow, ESTERS
noting hematopoietic system formation from NT GLUTAMATES
single source cell NT ISOCIAHATES
p0085 A73-17473 NT LACTATES
Red cell flexibility and pressure-flow relations Effectiveness of polymer complex of cysteamine and
in isolated lungs. sulfopropyl ester of dextran as an antiradiation
p0158 A73-22927 drug on irradiated nice
Apparent paradoxical patterns of anaerobic (DRIC-TRANS-29631 p0108 373-15125
glycolysis and hexokinase activity in the red ESTIMATES
blood cells of acutely bled rats, with evidence NT COST ESTIMATES
that the responses were in part hormone-dependent. Pilot visual threshold and perception for aircraft
p0196 A73-25568 movement estimation during unaided visual
A method for calculating the sedimentation approach control
characteristics of particles in linear p0600 N73-10125
dextrane-density gradients and its application ETHYL ALCOHOL
to the separation of red blood cells according Effects of ethyl alcohol on pilot performance.
to the sedimentation rate p0237 A73-28501
p0237 A73-28476 Effects of a synchronizer phase-shift on circadian
Investigation of some blood characteristics in rhythms in response of mice to ethanol or ouabain.
albino rats subjected to 60-day hypokinesia p0357 A73-39481
p0279 A73-31502 Blood plasma hyperosmolality and antidiuretic
Responses to graded hypoxia at high and low hormone inhibition in alcoholic intoxication
2,3-diphosphoqlycerate concentrations. (NASA-TT-F-13910] p0609 N73-11079
p0310 A73-35460 Guide to units and interpretation of blood alcohol
Red cell volume with changes in plasma osmolarity measurements
during maximal exercise. [DCIEl-TB-848] p0175 N73-18120
p0324 A73-36654 Effects of alcohol on eye movements and tracking
Erythropoietin production in dogs exposed to high performance during laboratory angular
altitude and carbon monoxide. accelerations about yaw and pitch axes
p0358 A73-39599 (FAA-AM-72-34]1 p0416 N73-30989
Studies on the metabolism of ETHYLENE
glucose-1,6-diphosphate in human erythrocytes. Toxicity of pyrolysis products from
p0386 A73-41139 chlorotrifluroethylene-ethylene copolymer Halar
Hemoglobin molecule oxygenation mechanism in resin
various animals, discussing erythrocytes as (AD-751436] p0138 N73-16080
hemoqlobin carriers, ecological factors and ETHYLENE OXIDE
physicochemical conditions Spacecraft decontamination and sterilization by
p0426 A73-43929 formaldehyde, beta-propiolactone, ethylene
Oxygen affinity and electrolyte distribution of oxide, radiation and dry heat, noting effects on
human blood - Changes induced by propranolol. polymers
p0429 A73-44689 p0243 A73-30137
Determination of the size distribution function of Analysis of resistance of cultured and natural
erythrocytes by the spectral transparency method microbes in ethylene oxide sterilization method
p0436 A73-45521 (NASA-TT-F-14612] p0069 m73-13078
Erythrocyte volume in acidified venous blood from ETIOLOGY
exercising limbs. Incidence and severity of altitude decompression
p0436 A73-45557 sickness in Navy hospital corpsmen.
Erythrocyte preservation in blood transfusion p0238 A73-28511
practice by cryogenic freezing with EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
polyvinylpyrrolidone NT PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
[(ASA-TT-P-14590] p0069 N73-13076 EVACUATING (TRANSPORTATION)
Bicroelectrophoresis of human erthyrocytes as International Congress of Aeronautical and Space
diagnostic tool in gynecology and obstetrics Medicine, 20th, Nice, France, September 18-21,
(NASA-TT-F-145871 p0069 873-13077 1972, Reports
Inhibiting and activating effect of mono- and p0327 A73-36901
bi-guaternary pyridioxide reactivators on bovine Evaporation rates and toxic plume dispersion for
erythrocyte cell membrane defining downwind evacuation areas for
[BHVG-FBVT-72-9] p0187 N73-19138 populations adjacent to accidental propellent
Effect of acute and chronic hypercapnia on Ca and spills on shipping routes
inorganic P levels in guinea pig blood plasma CHASA-TH-Z-68188] p0141 A73-16097
and erythrocytes Computerized simulation of passenger emergency
(AD-749323] p0258 a73-22035 evacuation efficiency using Boeing 720 aircraft
Biophysical properties of human red blood cells models
exposed to hypobaric hyperoxia (FAA-AM-72-30] p0150 373-17119
(AD-755783) p0267 M73-23072 EVALUATION
Influence of transverse accelerations on methods of evaluating electronic cockpit display
electrolyte composition of plasma and erythrocytes devices, emphasizing control, psychology,
p0444 N73-33030 physiology, and subjective rating
ESCAPE (ABANDONNET) (DGLE-PAPER-72-97] p0074 373-13118
Impact, emergency escapes, and crash survival EVAPORATION
studies NT PROPELLANT EVAPORATION
p0105 N73-15097
A-126
SUBJECT INDEX EXHAUSTIOI
EVENTS and final excretion in urine
NT CONSECUTIVE EVENTS p04
34 A73-45157
EVOLUTION (DEVELOPMENT) EXECUTIVE AIRCRAFT
NT ABIOGENESIS U GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
NT BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION U PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
Sleep and the maturing nervous system; Proceedings EXERCISE (PHYSIOLOGI)
of the Symposium on the Maturation of Brain Comparative evaluation of the general and specific
Mechanisms Related to Sleep Behavior, Boiling efficiencies of athletes under normal barometric
Springs. Pa., June 21-24, 1970. pressure and in the process of training and
p0050 A73-14255 acclimatization under highland conditions of Pamir
Morphological, physiological and pharmacological p0584 A73-11925
investigations of rat cerebellar cortex synaptic Muscle, skin and esophageal temperature
structure and function maturation and measurement during transient and steady state
neurotransmitter receptivity development phases of negative work exercise on bicycle
p0051 a73-14256 ergometer
Maturing neuronal subsystems - The dendrites of p0048 A73-14112
spinal motoneurons. Pulse duration-frequency modulation multichannel
p0051 173-14257 biotelemetry system for physiological parameter
Differential housing /isolation vs aggregation/ as assessment during exercise, noting circuit
factor in postnatal development of mouse brain diagrams of radio transmitter and receiver
cell specificity and metabolism, noting relation p0052 A73-14281
to sleep behavior Telemetry and ergometry associated to the measure
p0051 A73-14259 of oxygen consumption during sports events.
Developmental changes in neurochemistry during the p0053 A73-14285
maturation of sleep behavior. Telemetry of venous blood pressure at rest and at
p0051 173-14261 muscle activity during running.
Development of wakefulness-sleep cycles and p0053 A73-14290
associated EEG patterns in mammals. Postural effects on respiration, pulmonary
p0051 173-14263 ventilation, oxygen uptake and inhalation and
Wakefulness and sleep states in developing exhalation volumes during asana /yoga
organism, discussing REM sleep deprivation gymnastics/ exercises executed by athletes
effects on behavior, brain excitability, p0322 A73-36573
pharmacology and biochemistry Aerobic capacity of relatively sedentary males.
p0052 A73-14265 p0353 A73-38360
Evolution of ribonuclease in relation to Effect of exercise on the response time in an
polypeptide folding mechanisms. identification problem
p0057 A73-15047 p0394 A73-41894
Atomic, molecular, cellular, genetic, Effect of temporal uncertainty on human energy
multicellular, neural, mental, social and expenditure during moderate exercise
suprasocial levels of evolution, discussing [AD-743726] p0594 N73-10084
systems constituents, interactions and selective Weight, blood pressure, and intraocular pressure
focus in young healthy males prior to and after 50-km
p0090 A73-17929 walk
Evolution of man-machine-hybrid integration in (NASA-TT-F-14557] pO608 N73-11071
evolving social structure Physiological effects of high mountain alpinism
(AMEU-E-68-31 p0608 N73-11069 exercises on human body
Evolution of structural, cytochemical, and p0135 N73-16058
functional organization of gravity receptors in Physiological and hemodynamic adaptations to CO
invertebrates and vertebrates levels and exercise in nonsmoking normal men
rNASA-TT-F-720] p0220 N73-20128 (PB-213834/1] p0267 N73-23073
Influence of blue green alqae on crystalline Physiological response to prolonged muscular
calcium carbonate formation on river rocks activity
(NASA-TT-F-150281 p0375 N73-29046 p0271 N73-23990
EXAMIIATION . Exercise effects on human heart rate and oxygen
NT EYE EXAMINATIONS uptake
EXCHANGING p0371 N73-29020
NT GAS EXCHANGE Tilting table for testing human body in variety of
NT ION EXCHANGING positions while exercising on ergometer or other
EXCITATION biomedical devices
NT MOLECULAR EXCITATION (NASA-CASE-MFS-21010-1] p0413 N73-30078
Influence of excitation surface with liminary Mathematical model and digital computer simulation
brightness on different regions of the retina of cardiovascular control system response to
(NASA-TT-F-151241 p0440 N73-32017 ergometer exercise
EXCITED STATES p0446 N73-33049
U EXCITATION EXERTION
EXCBETION U PHYSICAL WORK
Renal vascular response to saline infusion from EXHAUST FLOW SIMULATION
radioactive Xe washout and sodium excretion NT FLIGHT SIMULATION
concentration data EXHAUST GASES
p0577 A73-10170 Biological effects of Viking Lander spacecraft
Serum creatine phosphokinase activity and urinary engine fuel on extraterrestrial life during
excretion of creatine and creatinine in man landing on planet Mars
during acclimatization to high altitude and in (NASA-TM-X-2714] p0107 N73-15118
high altitude natives. Physical and chemical characteristics, and
p0196 A73-25333 biological activity of exhaust from
Circadian rhythm of urinary calcium excretion beryllium-fueled motor
during immobilization. [AD-7565311 p025 9 N73-22042
p0247 A73-30512 EXHAUST JETS
Study of nitrogen balance and creatine and U EXHAUST GASES
creatinine excretion during recumbency and EXHAUST SYSTEMS
ambulation of five young adult human males. Design and performance of exhaust hood with
p0325 A73-36786 protective air current outside of hood surface
Russian book - Mutual relationship of water and p0144 N73-17063
salt secretion functions in digestive and EXHAUSTION
excretory organs under conditions of high Histochemical investigation of some energy
temperature. metabolism characteristics in a rat heart after
p0390 A73-41438 acute fatigue
Lactate origins and renewal in blood plasma, p0278 A73-31393
considering metabolism, enzymatic resynthesis
A-127
EXOBIOLOGI SUBJECT INDEX
Various opinions on physical and mental exhaustion Medical and biological problems of manned space
caused by atmospheric ion shortage flight
[NASA-TT-F-14646] p0070 N73-13088 (NASA-TT-P-7191 p0180 173-19077
EZOBIOLOGY Composition and effects of radioprotectors on
Book - Theory and experiment in exobiology. Volume acceleration tolerance, hypoxia toxicity,
2. radiation protection, and dynamic space flight
p0055 A73-14315 stress in animals
Protobiochemical developments in terms of (NASA-TT-P-721] p0211 N73-20054
extraterrestrial life search and roles of Scientific and engineering studies for Physiology
nitriles and urea in prebioloqical chemical of Chimpanzees in Orbit Program
evolution [NASA-CE-131374] p0220 N73-20129
p0055 A73-14319 Research activities in exobioloqy and aerospace
Biological, chemical and cytological methods of medicine
microorganism detection integrated into single [JPRS-59015] p0262 N73-23024
instrument Microbiological experiments aboard balloons,
p0056 A73-14320 rockets, and earth satellites - literature review
Quarantine necessity, protocol and effectiveness p0262 N73-23025
for Mars samples, emphasizing risks of foreign USSR conference on exobiology and aerospace medicine
replicating agent introduction to earth biosphere p0264 N73-23045
p0056 A73-14321 Low temperature tolerance and adaptation of
Developments in space medicine. biological systems to space environment
p0086 A73-17569 [JPRS-59129] p0265 N73-23055
Space exploration and the origin of life. Conference on Apollo 16 experiment for measuring
p0090 A73-17930 microbial response to space environment
Solar system other planets suitability for [NASA-TM-I-58103] p0291 N73-24102
terrestrial organisms, noting life forms Cryobiological and space biological studies
possible existence on Venus, Bars and Jupiter [JPBS-59129] p0293 N73-24120
p0094 A73-18349 Physical and biomedical research by earth orbiting
Indigenous lunar organic compound search, space stations
considering prebiological chemistry and [AD-7567711 p0294 N73-24126
composition possibility in deeper region under Space biology, space medicine, and human physiology
surface (NASA-TT-F-14964] p0298 N73-25116
p0095 A73-18428 Aerospace medicine and exobiology research in
Survival of micro-organisms on the moon. support of long term manned space flight
p0115 A73-19111 (JPRS-59702] p0371 N73-29021
Electric discharge and microbiological experiments Effects of oxygen pressure on tissues under
in simulated Jovian atmosphere for investigation extreme flight factors
of Jupiter life prospects fNASA-TT-F-762] p0411 N73-30065
p02O2 A73-26478 Soviet research on space biology, aerospace
Results and prospects of microbiological studies medicine, and human factors engineering
in outer space. (JPRS-59952] p0415 N73-30983
p0203 A73-26487 Planetary quarantine requirements for automated
Estimating the number of terrestrial organisms on spacecraft flights
the moon. [NASA-CR-135795] p0445 N73-33040
p0203 A73-26488 EXOSKELETONS
International literature survey of microbiological Development and evaluation of free flying
space research for 1930-1970, discussing high teleoperators to include semiexoskeletal master
altitude balloon, rocket and satellite control unit, joystick-analog unit, and three
experiments, weightlessness effects, dimensional television system
mutagenesis, etc p0261 N73-22925
p0279 A73-31501 EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES
Russian papers on populated cosmos covering space NT GAS BAGS
exploration impact on human civilization, NT INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
extraterrestrial life, space medicine and EXPANSION WAVES
biology, solar system, space law, etc U ELASTIC NAVES
p0345 A73-37398 EXPEDITIONS
Space-related research in mycology concurrent with Clinical medicine and human factors engineering
the first decade of manned space exploration. functions conducted during Tenth Soviet
p0357 A73-39478 Antarctic Expedition
Life origin hypothesis based on interstellar p0379 N73-29347
molecular concentration in gas clouds, examining Human factors investigations and acclimatization
radical types and molecular Doppler spectra research conducted during Tenth Soviet Antarctic
p0385 A73-41080 Expedition
Life sciences and space research XI; Proceedings p0379 N73-29348
of the Fifteenth Plenary Meeting, Madrid, Spain, Investigation of oribatid mites found in Antarctic
May 10-24, 1972. regions during Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition
p0395 A73-42158 p0379 N73-29349
Developments in the analysis of planetary Medical analysis of vitamin balance among
quarantine requirements. personnel of Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition
p0395 A73-42159 to show effects on health and acclimatization
Organic geochemical analysis of lunar samples with ability
emphasis on detecting biologically significant p0379 173-29357
organoqenic elements, projecting techniques to Analysis of physiological effects of diet on
Mars soil analysis personnel of Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition
p0396 A73-42163 p0379 N73-29358
Supply, biosynthetic, and regenerated Analysis of microclimate of living and servicephysico-chemical systems for spacecraft life quarters during Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition
support p0379 N73-29359(NASA-TT-F-14436] p0604 N73-10155 Seasonal plankton collections conducted during
Spacecraft environment, radiation, and Tenth Antarctic Expedition
weightlessness effects on human biological p0379 N73-29363
processes in manned space flight EXPBRIMENTAL DESIGN(JPBS-57517] p0063 N73-12076 NT FACTORIAL DESIGN
Research and development relatbd to space biology Search of optimal biological conservation
and medicine conditions for a heart, using methods of[JPRs-58010] p0133 N73-16041 mathematical experiment planning
Review of papers presented at Conference on Space p0117 173-19648
Biology and Aerospace Medicine Proposed new test for aptitude screening of air(JPBS-583451 p0176 173-18125 traffic controller applicants.
k-128
SUBJECT INDEX EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
p0155 A73-22535 A rapid method for determining the C02 transport
Temporal and spatial features in detecting one- characteristics in man by using a capnograph and
and two-dimensional constraints in complementary a multichannel respirator
visual displays. p0402 A73-42665
p0234 A73-28095 Differences between inspired and expired minute
The superiority of the pair-comparisons method for volumes of nitrogen in man.
scaling visual illusions. p04
34 A73-45069
p0311 A73-35497 Toxic effects of human exhaled air on mice organisms
Visually perceived motion in depth resulting from p0183 N73-19103
proximal changes. I, II. Calcium metabolism determination in rats by
p0388 A73-41186 measuring argon isotope in exhaled air after
Response surface /descriptive function/ neutron irradiation
methodology design for human performance [NASA-CR-128816] p0186 N73-19130
research, discussing central composite design, EXPLODING CONDUCTOR CIRCUITS
observations at experimental points and U CIRCUITS
orthogonal blocking EXPLORATION
p0430 A73-44773 NT LUNAR EXPLORATION
Response surface methodology analysis of training NT SPACE EXPLORATION
transfer in pursuit rotor tracking task, EXPLOSIONS
relating three independent variables through NT NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
multiple-regression prediction equations Noise and blast environments providing definition
p0430 A73-44774 of units and techniques of noise measurement and
Free electrophoresis space experiment design for giving booster-launch and spacecraft noise data
weightlessness environments p0106 N73-15106
rNASA-CR-1239721 p0101 N73-14090 EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
Criteria for selected response surface methodology NT INITIATORS (EXPLOSIVES)
design variants in human performance research EXTINGUISHERS
[AD-7482361 p0102 N73-14099 U FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Biosatellite 2 experiments for determining effects EXTRACTION
of prolonged weightlessness on biological NT SOLVENT EXTRACTION
processes EXTRAGALACTIC LIGHT
rCONF-720441-11 p0107 N73-15119 U EXTRATEBRESTRIAL RADIATION
Laboratory investigation of coriolis acceleration U LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
effects on vestibular apparatus of cosmonauts EXTRAPOLATION
[NASA-TT-F-151291 p0417 N73-30993 Dynamic operative image formation and function
EXPERIMENTATION features during extrapolation tracking of
Skylab experiments to assess weightlessness visibly moving target, noting image reaction to
effects on human nutritional metabolism and operator performance
musculoskeletal function p0393 A73-41886
p0175 N73-18115 EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION
EXPIRATION Clairvoyant perception of target material in three
Bronchial tree model simulation of states of consciousness.
pressure-flow-volume relationships during p004
4 
A73-13555
expiration, using gas physics and lung EXTRASOLAR PLANETS
physiology and anatomy data Extrasolar life in light of stars, planets, and
p0577 A73-10169 living systems nuclear, gravitational,
Evaluation of positive end-expiratory pressure in electromagnetic and weak interactions
hypoxemic dogs. p0078 A73-16306
p0360 A73-39781 Lifes possible origin on earth from
Control of the duration of expiration. extraterrestrial organisms, discussing galactic
p0391 A73-41635 intelligent life and intelligent signals from
EXPIRED AIR extrasolar planets
Effects of immersion with the head above water on p0387 A73-41175
tissue nitrogen elimination in man. EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS
p0589 A73-12563 NT JUPITER ATEOSPHERE
A model for the elastic properties of the lung and NT LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
their effect on expiratory flow. NT EARS ATEOSPHERE
p0126 A73-21502 NT EARS ENVIRONMENT
'Closing volumes' and decreased maximum flow at NT PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
low lung volumes in young subjects. Extraterrestrial disposal of radioactive waste
p0158 A73-22929 from thermoelectric propulsion
Carbon monoxide content in the exhaled air and [NASA-T-IX-62272] p0366 N73-27943
carboxyhemoqlobin in the blood of subjects EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
equipped with an isolating protective garment Book - Theory and experiment in exobiology. Volume
p0208 A73-27712 2.
Validation of' open-circuit method for the p0055 A73-14315
determination of oxygen consumption. Protobiochemical developments in terms of
p0310 A73-35462 extraterrestrial life search and roles of
Temperature of exhaled air of healthy subjects nitriles and urea in prebiological chemical
p0323 A73-36583 evolution
Steady-state equality of respiratory gaseous N2 in p0055 A73-14319
resting man. Biological, chemical and cytological methods of
p0324 A73-36660 microorganism detection integrated into single
Phase IV volume of the single-breath nitrogen instrument
washout curve on exposure to altitude. p0056 A73-14320
p0360 A73-39783 Quarantine necessity, protocol and effectiveness
Anaerobic threshold and respiratory gas exchange for Ears samples, emphasizing risks of foreign
during exercise. replicating agent introduction to earth biosphere
p0360 A73-39785 p0056 A73-14321
A system for automatic end-tidal gas sampling at Extrasolar life in light of stars, planets, and
rest and during exercise. living systems nuclear, gravitational,
p03 62 A73-39794 electromagnetic and weak interactions
Peak expiratory flow rate and rate of change of p0078 A73-16306
pleural pressure. Space exploration and the origin of life.
p03 91 173-41636 p0090 A73-17930
Influence of expiratory flow limitation on the Solvent effects on enzymes - Implications for
pattern of lung emptying in normal man. extraterrestrial life.
p0400 A73-42422 p0091 A73-17948
A-129
EXTRATERRESTRIAL HATTER SUBJECT INDEX
Solar system other planets suitability for Lithium fluoride thermoluminescent dosimeter for
terrestrial organisms, noting life forms measuring ionizing radiation exposure during
possible existence on Venus, Mars and Jupiter Apollo 16 flight
p0094 A73-18349 p0292 N73-24115
Search for biogenic structures and viable BXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY
organisms in lunar samples - A review. mercury, Gemini and Apollo space suits, discussing
p0094 A73-18416 glove development, boot design, portable life
Survival of micro-organisms on the moon. support equipment and extravehicular mobility
p0115 173-19111 p0289 173-34025
Electric discharge and microbiological experiments Analysis of the extravehicular activity of an
in simulated Jovian atmosphere for investigation astronaut
of Jupiter life prospects p0314 A73-36116
p0202 A73-26478 Some psychological and engineering aspects of the
Chemical volatilization as a technique for the extravehicular activity of astronauts.
detection of extraterrestrial biopolymers and p0396 A73-42167
possible metabolic products. Parameters requiring consideration by planners and
p0202 A73-26479 designers when planning EVA functions for
Chemical evolution before life deduced from astronauts - Vol. 1
carbonaceous meteorites composition, noting [NASA-CR-1289261 p0268 873-23081
porphyrins, optically active substances and Conceptual designs of versatile EVA work-stations
isoprenoid hydrocarbons 
- Vol. 2
p0243 173-30130 [NASA-CE-128927] p0268 N73-23082
Extraterrestrial life existence evidence, Model for estimating impact of manned EVA costs on
discussing biochemical properties, evolution and future payloads - Vol. 3
mental and moral characteristics of (NASA-CE-128928] p0268 N73-23083
extraterrestrial life Regenerable C02 sorbent formulation and
p0312 A73-35657 fabrication for extravehicular activity
Extraterrestrial life detection from imaging [NASA-CE-1146321 p0376 873-29054
observations on lunar samples and meteorites, Equipment requirements for space shuttle EVA/IVAdiscussing application to Bars surface pressure suit, life support system, mobility
p0312 A73-35804 aids, vehicle support provisions, and emergency
Russian papers on populated cosmos covering space support
exploration impact on human civilization, (NASA-CR-1339911 p0414 N73-30089
extraterrestrial life, space medicine and Guidelines for extravehicular and intravehicular
biology, solar system, space law, etc activities during space shuttle operation with
p0345 A73-37398 emphasis on contingency situations - Vol. 2
Space-related research in mycology concurrent with r[ASA-CE-1339921 p0419 N73-31007
the first decade of manned space exploration. Pressure suit requirements and characteristics for
p0357 A73-39478 space shuttle personnel performing EVA and IVA
Life origin hypothesis based on interstellar activities - Vol. 3
molecular concentration in gas clouds, examining [NASA-CE-1339931 p0419 873-31008
radical types and molecular Doppler spectra Alkali metal carbonate-bicarbonate solid gasp0385 A73-41080 reaction for removing C02 from atmosphere of EVA
Lifes possible origin on earth from life support system
extraterrestrial organisms, discussing galactic [NASA-CR-114661] p0420 573-31013intelligent life and intelligent signals from Intra- and extravehicular life support space suite
extrasolar planets for Apollo astronauts
p0387 173-41175 r[ASA-CASE-ASC-12609-1] p0439 873-32012Directed Panspermia theory of terrestrial EBE (ANATOHY)
bioevolution, suggesting microorganism NT CORNEA
transmission to earth by intelligent NT FOVEA
technologically advanced civilization via NT HYSTAGMUS
spacecraft MT OCULOMOTOR NERVES
p0428 173-44553 NT PUPILS
Extraterrestrial intelligent life existence NT RETINA
possibility in terms of hypothesis involving Functional dependence of the ciliary epithelium
earth as wilderness area or zoo with failure of ATPase activity and intraocular pressure on theinteraction with other civilization autonomic nervous system.
p0428 A73-44554 P0078 A73-16248Search for biological life forms on Bars and other Electrical stimulation effects of human eye onplanets photic threshold for square wave vision as
p0416 873-30985 function of wavelength, orientation and spatialEXTRATERRESTRIAL MATTER frequency
Terrestrial quarantine considerations for unnanned p0121 173-20260
sample return missions Heridional amblyopia - Evidence for modification
rBASA-CB-1320711 p0293 873-24118 of the human visual system by early visualBTRATEREBSTIAL RADIATION experience.
BT PRIMARY COSMIC ATYS p0128 173-21562BT SOLAR RADIATION Book - Physiology of photoreceptor organs.NT SOLAR VIED p0160 173-23301
Physical and experimental data obtained by The structural organization of the compound eye in
artificial satellites for estimating insects.
extraterrestrial radiation hazard in manned p0160 173-23302
space flight Vertebrate photoreceptor cell /rods and cones/(NASA-TT-P-724] p0173 873-18098 development and structure, discussing light
Ultraviolet extraterrestrial radiation tolerances pathway, ciliary connective and microtubules,
of Bacillus subtilis spores and Escherichia coli outer and inner segments, etc.bacteriophages p0160 173-23303
p0291 N73-24107 The morphological organization of the vertebrateSpace.flight ultraviolet irradiation effects on retina.Bacillus thuringiensis toxin production capability p0160 173-23304
p0291 873-24109 Light evoked changes in potential differencePhenotype numbers and survival rates of fungi .between inside and outside of cells in Limulus
exposed to space environment during Apollo 16 omatidia, describing multistage model offlight generator potential
p0292 N73-24110 p0160 A73-23309Ultraviolet space irradiation effects on Aeromonas Dioptric apparatus of arthropod compound eyes,proteolytica extracellula, enzyme production describing optical characteristics of apposition
p0292 873-24111 eye
A-130
SUBJECT INDEX EYE NOVERBUS
p0161 173-23310 Asymmetry in perception - Attention versus other
Inhibitory interaction in the retina of Limulus. determinants.
p0161 A73-23311 p0435 A73-45338
Optical properties of vertebrate eyes. EIE EXAMINATIONS
p0161 A73-23312 Ocular tonus measurements for glaucoma detection
Investigation of the exchange between the blood in flying personnel, discussing subsequent test
and the intraocular fluid with the aid of procedures in case of abnormal findings
radioactive phosphorus p0586 A73-12158
p0168 A73-24520 Visual function as sun of visual acuity and visual
Two visual systems in the frog. field, considering role of resolution and
p03 89 A73-41302 detection tasks in retinal function examinations
Activity of acid nucleases in eye tissues under p0079 A73-16478
the action of corticosteroidal hormones Congenital and acquired color vision defects,
p0428 A73-44430 discussing color blindness incidence, defect
Compilation of data concerning effects of infrared nomenclature and eye tests
radiation on eye p0079 A73-16482
(NASA-CR-1284071 p0591 N73-10064 Monocular and binocular clues interaction in depth
Evoked compensatory reflex reactions of rabbit perception and spatial orientation, discussing
ocular and eyelid muscles during hypoxia stereopsis testing
p0253 N73-21992 p0079 A73-16483
Atmospheric effects on laser propagation and Electroretinography /ERG/, electro-oculography
impact on eye safety /EOG/, visual evoked response /VER/ and electric
rAD-7554051 p0259 173-22044 evoked response /EER/ procedures for
Literature review on human macular pigment electrophysiological investigation of visual
absorption and density spectrum of cone receptor system
FIZF-1972-171 p0264 N73-23046 p0080 A73-16484
Optical modulation transfer functions of human eye Dichromatic convergence points obtained by
for white light subtractive colour matching.
(IZF-1973-21 p0264 N73-23047 p0346 A73-37420
Ultrasonic device for ophthalmic eye surgery with Visual field defects after missile injuries to the
safe removal of macerated material geniculo-striate pathway in man.
(NASA-CASE-LEW-11669-1] p0339 N73-27062 p0390 A73-41600
Surgical liquification pump for removing macerated Standardization of tests and classification of
tissue from eye color perception abnormalities in military
r[NSA-CASE-LEW-12051-1] p0437 H73-32000 personnel
EYE DISEASES p0179 V73-19071
NT ASTIGMATISM Automated visual sensitivity tester for
ST CATARACTS determining visual field sensitivity and blind
NT GLAUCOMA spot size
Idiopathic central serous retinopathy NASA-CASE-ARC-10329-11 p0335 N73-26072
/choroidopathy/ in flying personnel. EYE MOVEMHETS
[AD-7541471 p0050 A73-14164 ST NYSTAGMUS
Congenital and acquired color vision defects, Extraretinal feedback and visual localization.
discussing color blindness incidence, defect p0579 A73-10437
nomenclature and eye tests Influence of observing strategies and stimulus
p0079 A73-16482 variables on watchkeeping performances.
Binocular color resolution capability of the eyes p0580 A73-10771
as a function of the characteristics of vision A combined photoelectric method for detecting eye
during anisometropia movements.
p0275 A73-30999 p0585 &73-12079
Vein wall changes as the main cause of acute Variability of normal glabellar and supraorbital
disturbance of blood circulation in the Vena reflexes in man
centralis retinae system p0045 A73-13748
p0277 A73-31173 Asymmetries related to cerebral dominance in
Frontal eye-field lesions in monkeys. returning the eyes to specified target positions
p0317 A73-36446 in the dark.
The significance of retinal pathology in ageing p0046 A73-13760
aircrew. Visual receptive fields sensitive to absolute and
p0329 A73-36925 relative motion during tracking.
Possibilities of barotherapy in ophthalmology p005
7 
A73-15072
p0383 A73-40349 Mislocation of visual stimuli during voluntary
Ocular antigens. IV - A comparative study of the saccades.
localisation of immunogenic determinants of p0084 A73-17174
ocular structural glycoproteins in connective A new illusion - The underestimation of distance
tissues of various organs, during pursuit eye movements.
p0392 A73-41729 p0086 A73-17575
Fluorescent anqiographic technique for fundus oculi The superior colliculus of the brain.
p0425 A73-43788 p0094 A73-18347
E B DOINAINCE Mechanical modeling of eye muscle dynamics.
Asymmetries related to cerebral dominance in p009
7 A73-18816
returning the eves to specified target positions Linearity of the horizontal component of the
in the dark. electro-oculogram.
p0046 A73-13760 p0115 A73-19125
Eye dominance measurement relationship to image Two dimensional eye movement recording using a
sharpness or visual acuity from binocular and photo-electric matrix method.
monocular tests, obtaining dominance normal p0121 A73-20259
distribution Saccadic suppression for structured background as
p0153 A73-21893 function of visual image pattern and threshold
Monocular contribution to binocular vision in detection elevation in central nervous system
normals and amblyopes. p0121 A73-20267
p0237 A73-28359 Central nervous system stresses effects
Amplitude of visual suppression during the control estimation, discussing ocular positioning
of binocular rivalry. movements functional significance and
p0311 A73-35491 psychological processes
Frequency analysis of spatio-temporal visually p0128 A73-21542
evoked cortical potentials during binocular The nature of the optimunm muscular performance
rivalry. achieved in the execution of fast eye rotations.
p0312 A73-35645 p0171 173-24772
A-131
EYE M8OVEMETS CONTD SUBJECT INDEX
Adjustment of saccade characteristics during head Vestibular and spinal control of eye movements.
movements. p0316 173-36440
p0201 A73-26222 Some functional characteristics of the superior
After-effects of movement contingent on direction colliculus of the Rhesus monkey.
of gaze. p0316 173-36442
p0204 A73-26721 Optomotor integration in the colliculus superior
Implications of measurement of eye fixations for a of the cat.
psychophysics of form perception. p0316 A73-36443
p0234 173-28092 The role of the superior colliculus in
Apparent notion of stimuli presented visually-evoked eye movements.
stroboscopically during pursuit movement of the p0316 A73-36445
eye. Frontal eye-field lesions in monkeys.
p0234 A73-28093 p0317 173-36446
Monocular fixation tests and prediction model for Cerebellar ablations and spontaneous eye movements
time course of aftereffect of eye turn on in monkey.
autokinetic illusion direction p0317 A73-36447
p0235 A73-28098 Brain stem reticular formation influence on
Scalar perceptions with binocular cues of distance. lateral geniculate body neurons during eye
p0235 A73-28176 movements, suggesting cortical oculomotor
New method of stimulation for the study of impulse influence mediation by perigeniculate
photoreceptors. nucleus
p0237 A73-28362 p0317 A73-36448
Eye movements during visual search and memory Saccade correlated events in the lateral
search. geniculate body.
p0239 A73-29125 p0317 A73-36449
Saccadic eye movement control system, Neurophysioloqical correlates of eye movements in
investigating response characteristics to the visual cortex.
variously timed pulse stimuli p0317 A73-36450
p0245 A73-30389 Supranuclear structures regulating binocular eye
Accuracy of saccadic eye movements and maintenance and head movements.
of eccentric eye positions in the dark. p0317 A73-36451
p0245 A73-30390 Central programming and peripheral feedback during
Accommodation of the eye durinq sleep and eye-head coordination in monkeys.
anesthesia. p0317 A73-36452
p0245 A73-30391 The control of eye movements in the saccadic system.
Voluntary small saccadic eye movements in presence p0317 A73-36453
of stationary visible target, considering Rabbit optokinetic reactions and retinal
scanning function of fixation saccades direction-selective cells /A preliminary model/.
p0246 A73-30394 p0317 A73-36455
Normal fixation of eccentric targets. Investigations of the eye tracking system through
p0275 A73-31018 stabilized retinal images.
Asymmetry of otolith responses in fish p0317 A73-36456
p0279 173-31507 Eye movements necessary for continuous perception
Russian book - Methods of studying eye movements. during stabilization of retinal images.
p0283 A73-32417 p0318 A73-36461
Residual visual function after brain wounds Scanning movements in space perception in terms of
involving the central visual pathways in man. convergence role during cue conflict and cue
p0287 A73-33218 isolation experiments
Temporal factors of movements in visual aftereffects p0318 A73-36462
p0308 A73-34843 Visual perception of direction and voluntary
Movement perception during voluntary saccadic eye saccadic eye movements.
movements. p0318 A73-36463
p0308 A73-34845 Involuntary eye movements in the presence and
stabilized target visibility as a function of absence of points
contrast and flicker frequency. p0322 A73-36568
p0308 A73-34846 Gaze-positioning eye movement perturbations during
The effect of colour on time delays in the human somnolence states
oculomotor system. p0332 173-36950
p0308 A73-34847 The interaction between horizontal and vertical
Influence of stimulus symmetry on visual scanning eye-rotations in tracking tasks.
patterns. p0346 A73-37417
p0311 A73-35494 Busan miniature eye movement relationship toCerebral control of eye movements and motion visibility and saccades position-correcting
perception; Proceedings of the Symposium, reflex function and suppression
Preiburg in Breisgau, West Germany, July 20-22, p0383 A73-404111971. Effect of eye movements on backward masking and
p0315 173-36432 perceived location.
The behavior of eye movement motoneurons in the p0388 A73-41184
alert monkey. Visual search, complex backgrounds, mental
p0315 173-36433 counters, and eye movements.
Unit activity in the brainstes related to eye p0388 A73-41185
movement - Possible inputs to the motor nuclei. Individual and simultaneous tracking of a step
p0315 A73-36434 input by the horizontal saccadic eye movementSupranuclear connections to oculomotor nuclei in and manual control systems.
terms of stimulus relation to eye movements p0392 173-41735
p0316 173-36435 Visual perception of relative oblect dimensionPontine reticular formation as origin of neural during monocular and binocular rod equalization
mechanism generating saccades and nystagsus experiment in various visual field restrictionquick phases in horizontal plane, investigating conditions, recording eye movements and focusing
effects of various brain lesions characteristics
p0316 A73-36436 P0394 173-41890
Vestibaular and cerebellar control of oculonotor Recognition of component differences in
functions. two-dimensional oculomotor tracking tasks.
p0316 173-36438 p0407 A73-42959Cholinergic activation of vestibular neurones Signal and noise in the human oculomotor system.leading to rapid eye movements in the p0407 A73-42964mesencephalic cat. Eye movements of trained inspectors recorded
p0316 173-36439 during visual inspection of colored slides of IC
chips, determining performance with emphasis on
A-132
SUBJECT INDBEX FIST NEUTRONS
speed [AD-7481951 p0104 B73-14111
p0423 A73-43212 Psychometric criteria for pilot performance in F-4
Visual evoked potentials to changes in the motion aircraft fleet
of a patterned field. [AD-7551841 p026
9 N73-23087
p0435 A73-45167 P-110 AIRCBAPT
Influence of illumination on electro-oculoqraphic U P-4 AIRCRAFT
measurements of human eye potential FABRICS
[(ARU-R-71-11 p0607 N73-11064 Fire retardance of mixtures of inert gases and
Physiological factors in human oculomotor oxygen.
responses to space flight stress p0155 A73-22532
(DR-208-VOL-11 p0109 N73-15136 Bioassay method for thermal protective clothing
Anti-compensatory oculomotor response of pilot to fabrics evaluation, measuring skin damage with
rotational head stimuli various fabric combinations under exposure to
p0109 B73-15138 calibrated flame source
Upper eye lid position effects in p0109 73-15138 calibrated flame source p0285 73-32671
electro-oculoqrahic vertical eve movement Tests of fabric friction on human skin for aircrew
recordings tropical clothing comfort
p0110 N73-15143 (RAE-TR-72037] p0604 H73-10157
Vestibular stimulation effect in human and animal PABRY-PEROT LASERS
retinal image stabilization U LASERS
p0110 N73-15144 PACE (ANATOMY)
Compensatory oculoqravic response of eye movement NT NOSE (ANATOMY)
direction during slow head rotation Color photographic system using grid projector and
p0111 N73-15148 telecentric lenses for recording contours of
Predictive control of human eye tracking movements human face for aircrew oxygen mask fitting
in response to visual stimuli [RAE-TR-711841 p0141 873-16099
p0111 H73-15149 FACTOR ANALYSIS
Modelling of random human visual search The information content of successive RR-interval
performance based on physical properties of eye times in the ECG - Preliminary results using
p0190 173-19961 factor analysis and frequency analysis.
Control mechanism in accommodation-verqence eve p0251 A73-30883
movement system in human eyes and importance of Application of factor analysis to the
central and peripheral vision in pattern encephalographic characterization of sleep
perception by human beings p0430 173-44722
p0411 173-30061 FACTORIAL DESIGN
Measurement of control mechanism of Response surface /descriptive function/
accommodation-vergence eye movement system in methodology design for human performance
human eyes using electro-optical measuring research, discussing central composite design,
instrument observations at experimental points and
p0411 873-30062 orthogonal blocking
BYE PROTECTION p0430 173-44773
Retinal damage thresholds for multiple pulse lasers. Response surface methodology analysis of training
[AD-7585301 p0196 A73-25341 transfer in pursuit rotor tracking task,
Retinal damage from repeated subthreshold relating three independent variables through
exposures using a ruby laser photocoaqulator. multiple-regression prediction equations
p0238 173-28508 p0430 173-44774
Laser hazards and safety performance standards, Performance prediction in a single-operator
discussing ocular and skin damage and exposure simulated surveillance system.
limits and operational regulation p0431 173-44775
p0356 &73-39205 Prediction equation validity for response surface
Transmission characteristics of commercially methodology analysis of surveillance tracking by
available, laser eye protectors with Cary 14 human operators, comparing variance and
spectrophotometer regression procedures
[AD-7462931 p0612 U73-11100 p0431 173-44776
Plastic materials for eye protection from lasers FACTORIES
rAD-7525941 p0152 N73-17127 0 INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
IB laser radiation eye protector PAIL-SAPE SISTEMS
rAD-7530801 p0178 173-18142 Modulated light transmission for electrical
Optical density properties of ocular glass laser isolation in a multichannel physiological
protective filters monitoring system.
rAD-7554061 p0261 173-22057 p011
7 173-19482
Performance of hadron laser safety eyeshields in FAILURE
protecting personnel from accidental ocular NT FAILURE ANALYSIS
exposure to common laser radiation FAILURE ANALYSIS
(AD-7599211 p033
7 873-26099 Aircraft fault isolation based on pattern of
cockpit indications - A human factors approach.
p0584 173-11857F Protective helmets performance evaluation for
P-4 AIRCRAFT design optimization, considering failure
Critical skills and procedures isolation within analysis from aircraft accident reports
replacement air group /0AG/ training for P-4 p02
84 A73-32655
pilot performance prediction FAIRCBILD MILITARY AIRCRAFT
p0082 A73-16723 U HILITARY AIRCRAFT
Identifying pilot error potential in the P-4 FALLOUT
aircraft. Atmospheric models for evaluating nuclear facility
p0083 A73-16731 sites
Toward the development of a criterion for fleet (BNEL-1651-VOL-2-PT-1] p0446 373-33044
effectiveness in the F-4 fighter community. pAB CROPS
p0238 &73-28512 ST CORE
Minimum quadratic cost optimal control technology NT GRAINS (FOOD)
for design of F-4C aircraft manual control system NT WHEAT
p0601 s73-10137 Use of soil-vegetation system brightness
Development and characteristics of six degree of coefficients to measure vegetation quantity and
freedom, fast time predictor model for crop yield
simulation of F-4 aircraft landing on aircraft p0378 w73-29334
carrier Agroclimatology study of highlands of eastern Africa
(AD-750294] p0103 N73-14102 [VNO-339] p0446 N73-33045
Criterion development in replacement air group. FAST NEUTRONS
using F-4 aircraft Delta ray particle track structure theory for
A-133
FATIGUE (BIOLOGY) SUBJECT INDEX
radiation dosimetry and biological cell response Exogenous free fatty acid effects on hypoxic
to heavy ions, fast neutrons, stopped pions and myocardial function in isolated isoxetric rat
mixed radiation fields papillary muscles
p0196 A73-25423 p0241 A73-29572
Relative biological effectiveness of fast neutrons FFA metabolism in thyroidectomized and normal dogs
with gamma background during rest and acute cold exposure.
p0215 N73-20091 p0361 A73-39787
FATIGUE (BIOLOGI) Serum tryptophan level after carbohydrate
NT FLIGHT FATIGUE ingestion - Selective decline in
NT EUSCULAR FATIGUE non-albumin-bound tryptophan coincident with
Airline flight and ground personnel fatigque and reduction in serum free fatty acids.
orthostatic hypotension syndrome manifested by p0389 A73-41218
variations in retinal arterial pressure and Emotionally induced increases in heart rate and
brain circulation plasma catecholasine and free fatty acids,
p0586 A73-12156 noting relation to coronary heart disease
Energy balance and lactic acid production in the p0405 A73-42837
exercising rabbit. Biosynthesis of unsaturated fatty acids in yeast
p0077 A73-16156 [NASA-TT-F-139181 p0592 873-10068
Visual work duration and intensity effects on Gas chromatoqraphy-mass spectrometry for analyzing
optic papillae expansions and shape alterations, fatty acid and sterol concentrations in plant
noting differences between trained and untrained tissue samples
subjects (NASA-CE-1287401 p0186 873-19131
p0080 A73-16694 Ultracentrifugation of biological materials
Alpha-delta sleep as replacement for delta sleep (NASA-CE-114673] p0438 N73-32009
in various psychiatric patients with chronic FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
fatigue and depression Analysis of pressure waves as a mean of diagnosing
p0156 A73-22694 vascular obstructions.
Fatigue levels of cerebral hemispheres in response p0346 A73-37524
to visual task and test stimuli, noting left Feasibility of effective exercise and healthhander reduced performance capacity evaluation and enhancement program for HASA
p0157 A73-22925 employees
Ergonomic endurance limits, physiological strains p0147 N73-17091
and fatigque assessment in video coding Feasibility of limb controlled astronaut
information task performance as function of work maneuvering scheme
shift time length p0339 873-27063
p0198 A73-25649 FECES
German monograph - Investigation concerning a Toxicity of gaseous urine and feces emissions on
consideration of the human circadian rhythm by rat organism
means of a variable working time. p0182 873-19097
p0240 A73-29283 Hydroponic cultivation of plants on clay filters
Gaze-positioning eye movement perturbations during from human mineralized feces
somnolence states p0184 873-19110
p0332 A73-36950 FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMAET
Amplitude variations of acoustically evoked U GERMANY
potentials as a function of signal information FEEDBACK
and fatigue due to stress NT SENSORY FEEDBACK
p0352 A73-38161 Changes in ventilatory patterns after ablation ofEffect of vigilance on performance of simple various respiratory feedback mechanisms.
visual detection task p0576 A73-10162(AD-745317J p0596 873-10097 FEEDBACK CIRCUITS
Concepts for reduction of fatigue in sustained Dynamic analyses of hybrid bio/mechanical networks
tactical operations with feedback characterization.(AD-746643 p0611 N73-11090 p0287 A73-33161Fatigue effect on human visual perception FEEDBACK CONTROL(AD-750097] p0113 873-15171 Need for within-trial feedback as a function ofPressure chambers for testing effect of oxygen task similarity in adaptive training of manualinspiration on fatigue during flight control.(JPRS-59041] p0264 873-23051 p0081 173-16709Basking phenomenon for measuring state of fatigue Book - Principles of biological regulation: An
and stress of nervous system introduction to feedback systems.[AD-752975] p0300 N73-25129 p0283 A73-32576Subjective and physiological indicators of fatigue Central programming and peripheral feedback during
and performance during vigilance task eye-head coordination in monkeys.[AD-761503] p0413 873-30077 p0317 A73-36452Effects of fatigue, age, and degree of difficulty Development of pilot-in-the-loop analysis.
on eye-hand coordination performance [AIAA PAPER 72-8981 p0408 A73-43110
p0446 N73-33051 Phase margin measure for determining humanFATTY ACIDS operator control performance in multivariableHepatic lipogenesis in fasted, re-fed rats and closed loop system
mice - Response to dietary fats of differing p0601 873-10135fatty acid composition. Threshold circuits with feedback channels for
p0041 A73-13054 cardiac R-wave detection in electrocardiographicEffect of cultural conditions on the fatty acid heart rate monitoring
composition of Thiobacillus novellus. [NASA-TN-D-71521 p0112 873-15158
p0045 A73-13599 Remotely controlled manipulators with independentEffect of hypoxia on free fatty acid metabolism follow-up and force reproduction mechanismsduring exercise. p0336 N73-26082
p0080 A73-16609 Adaptive modeling technique for synthesizingSpin-labeling studies on the membrane of a controllers to provide corrective dynamics tofacultative thermophilic bacillus. operator mathematical model in closed loop
p0119 A73-20027 control systemEffect of low temperature on metabolism of rat I8ASA-CR-1322941 p0377 873-29060liver slices and epididymal fat pads. FEEL
p0120 A73-20170 U SENSORY FEEDBACKSerum tryptophan level after carbohydrate FEMALESingestion - Selective aecline in Human factors engineering to determine maximum
non-albumin-bound tryptophan coincident with control forces capability of female pilots
reduction in serum free fatty acids. (FAA-AB-72-271 p0112 N73-15157
p0209 A73-27975
A-134
SUBJECT INDEX FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY
Anthropometry of Air Force women simulated flight conditions.
(AD-7431131 p0258 N73-22034 p0155 A73-22537
FERMENTATION A study of Halon 1301 /CBrF3/ toxicity under
Biodegradation of cellulose fibers and reclamation simulated flight conditions.
of single cell protein from refuse through p0329 A73-36930
fermentation process Effects of chemical fire extinguishing agents
[NASA-CR-1303001 p0106 N73-15115 containing bromotrifluoromethane on
FERNIONS cardiovascular and nervous systems of dogs,
NT FAST NEUTRONS monkeys, and baboons
FERRIC IONS fAGARD-R-599) p0149 N73-17106
Myeloperoxidase, the peroxidase of a primitive FIRE FIGHTING
cell - Its reaction with Fe and H202. Space technology utilization for firefighters
p0090 A73-17944 breathing equipment development, discussing
PET (TRANSISTORS) design and field testing program
U FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS [ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-24] p0350 A73-37980
FETUSES FIRE PREVENTION
Cardiac output and oxygen transport in early Habitable atmospheres which do not support
ontoqenesis combustion.
p0084 A73-16738 p0162 A73-23562
FEVER Russian book - safety measures in aviation industry.
Fever generation in rabbits by intravenous p0312 A73-35869
injection of table salt Fire hazard reduction in corporate aircraft oxygen
[NASA-TT-F-146771 p0136 N73-16063 system, covering hoses, regulators, manifolds,
FIBERS cylinders, leakage, combustion conditions and
NT HAIR servicing procedures
FIBRIN p0357 A73-39215
Fibrinolytic activity of urine in healthy persons FISH
p0276 A73-31165 U FISHES
FIBRINOGEN FISHES
Emotional overstress effects on the indices of the Effect of sonic boom on fish and fish eggs during
blood coagulation system in monkeys developmental stage
p0249 A73-30846 (FAA-RD-73-29] p0219 N73-20121
Effect of fibrinogen concentration on viscosity of Blind fish responses to gravitational changes as
human blood in parabolic flight
[DLR-FB-73-541 p0446 N73-33046 p0226 N73-21101
FIBROBLASTS Asymmetry of fish otolithic receptor functions and
NT COLLAGENS vestibular disturbances during space flight
FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS p0262 N73-23031
Modification and updating of the bioelectric DS2C FISHTAILING
amplifier for a FET input. U TAN
p0159 A73-22936 FITNESS
FIELD STRENGTH NT FLIGHT FITNESS
NT ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH NT PHYSICAL FITNESS
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT FIXED WINGS
NT F-4 AIRCRAFT Effectiveness of synthetic fixed wing flight
FILTERING training equipment for military purposes
U FILTRATION [AD-744447] p0604 N73-10158
FILTRATION FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT
NT SPATIAL FILTERING U FIXED WINGS
Hyperfiltration technique applied to wash water FLABE INTERACTION
reclamation at elevated temperatures. U CHEMICAL REACTIONS
[ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-27] p0350 A73-37982 FLAMHABILITY
FINE STRUCTURE Analysis of volatile combustion products and a
Morphological and experimental excitation models study of their toxicological effects.
of cardiac muscle ultrastructure, transmission p0587 A73-12429
activity and intercellular contact relationships FLAP CONTROL
p0197 173-25590 U AIRCRAFT CONTROL
FINES FLASH
Low molecular weight compounds of organoqenic Dynamic properties of vision. III - Twin flashes,
elements on Apollo 11 and 12 fines and breccias single flashes and flickerfusion.
obtained by vacuum pyrolysis, acid hydrolysis p0120 173-20253
and crushing PLASH BLINDNESS
p0095 A73-18418 Flashblindness recovery following exposure to
FINGER LAKES constant energy adaptive flashes.
U LAKES p0238 A73-28505
FINGERS Response time of flash blindness recovery in human
Fingerprint patterns incidence relation in exposure to constant energy flashes
congenital vitium cordis patients, using Henry [AD-747631] p0071 N73-13095
dactyloscopic classification FLASH LAMPS
p0581 A73-11080 Bloch law error in visual perception of capacitor
A device for the continuous measurement of discharge brightness
subjective changes (AD-749452] p010 4 N73-14109
p0285 A73-33090 FLASH TUBES
Effect of skin wetting on finger cooling and U FLASH LAHPS
freezing. FLEXORS
p0360 A73-39779 ERG measurement on male adults.for muscular
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD relaxation reaction time interval from light
Finite element displacement analysis of a lung. stimulus onset to elbow flexor response
p0056 A73-14661 p0045 A73-13699
FIRE CONTROL CIRCUITS FLICKER
odeling the human in a time-varying anti-aircraft Mathematical description of some visual inertia
tracking loop. effects
p0352 A73-38071 p0060 A73-15786
FIRE DAMAGE Tilt discrimination and motion aftereffect
Fire retardance of mixtures of inert gases and independence of flicker rate of stroboscopically
oxygen,. illuminated contours visual stimuli
p0155 A73-22532 p0096 A73-18624
FIBE EXTINGUISHERS FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY
A study of Halon 1301 /CBrF3/ toxicity under U CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
A-135
FLIGHT ALTITUDE SUBJECT INDEX
FLIGHT ALTITUDE Psychophysiological characteristic of the activity
Effects of oxygen pressure on tissues under of military-transport-aviation flight crews
extreme flight factors during low-altitude flights
[NASA-TT-F-7621 p0411 N73-30065 p0343 A73-37196
FLIGHT CLOTHING Sleep loss in air cabin crew.
Laundering in space - A summary of recent p0355 A73-39109
developments. Physiologic cost of prolonged double-crew flights
rASmE PAPER 73-ENAS-431 p0351 173-37990 in C-5 aircraft.
Tests of fabric friction on human skin for aircrew p0386 A73-41152
tropical clothing comfort Developments as regards maximum visual acuity with
[RAE-TR-72037] p0604 N73-10157 age among cockpit crew members.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS p0387 A73-41164
Functional state alteration of the visual analysor Conventional and high frequency hearing of naval
in pilots aircrewmen as a function of noise exposure.
p0093 A73-18257 p0425 A73-43500
Some characteristics of pilot's performance under Method for calculating aircrew radiation dosage
complicated flight conditions. near atmospheric nuclear weapon detonation
p0328 A73-36921 1AD-7450841 p0593 N73-10079
FLIGHT CONTROL Statistical analysis of occurrence of backache
NT AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL among Royal Air Force flight crews and ground
Manual flight control and emergency procedure task crews to show effects of crew seats on physical
skill degradation comfort
(NASA-CR-128612] p0603 N73-10153 [AD-7451771 p0597 N73-10102
Oculogravic illusion factor in theoretical model Test evaluation of laser protective visors for
of pilot control loss in jet aircraft flight crews
p0110 N73-15142 [AD-7514701 p0142 N73-16102
Measurements of acceleration stress effects on Noise effects on hearing conservation in aircrew
pilot maneuvering ability and flight control and ground support personnel of aerospace
performance operations
(AREL-TR-72-31 p0189 N73-19154 p0148 N73-17101
Human factors engineering for flight Influence of cockpit noise on hearing in flight
control/display system with on-line terminal crew personnel
(AD-754916] p0223 N73-20148 [FAA-AM-72-32] p0185 N73-19125
FLIGHT CREWS Combined heat, noise, and vibration effects on
Fatigue in flight personnel during long flights aircrew performance
p0585 A73-12153 (AMBL-TR-71-113] p0188 N73-19146
Psychological and medical viewpoint for hijacker Effect of briefing information on target
handling, discussing air crew training program acquisition performance of observer
(AD-7571301 p0589 A73-12564 p0191 N73-19972
Radiation problems of supersonic flight - The US civil airmen statistics
operators' viewpoint. (AD-7542711 p0223 N73-20153
p0080 A73-16624 Physiological aspects of sleep induction in
Renal lithiasis among civil operating aircrew aircrews after prolonged flight times
p0127 A73-21536 p0227 173-21108
Renal lithiasis among military operating aircrew Effect of cigarette smoking on sensory perception
p0128 A73-21537 and performance parameters of flight crews
Proteinuria and civil aviation aircrew (AD-754421] p0267 N73-23071
p0128 A73-21538 Color vision standards for flying military aircrews
Proteinuria and military aircrew [FPEC/13191 p0366 N73-27942
p0128 A73-21539 Analysis of US Navy aviation combat casualty
Pilot incapacitation as cause for aircraft experiences in Southeast Asia to determine
operational risks, discussing flight crews effectiveness of rescue and recovery operations
education for emergency situations handling under combat conditions
p0170 A73-24717 [AD-7616361 p0370 N73-27972
Neurological fatigue-indices of flight crews of FLIGHT FATIGUE
long-range and military transport aviation Fatigue in flight personnel during long flights
p0193 A73-25040 p0585 A73-12153
Incidence and severity of altitude decompression Neurological fatigue-indices of flight crews of
sickness in Navy hospital corpsmen. long-range and military transport aviation
p0238 A73-28511 p0193 A73-25040
A comparison and analysis of head sizes of Navy The effects of fatigue on health and flight safety.
aircrew to the standard anthropometric data. p0303 A73-34080
p0284 A73-32656 Lone woman pilot sleep patterns and sleep
U-2 and SR-71 aircrews physiological training for disruptions on global flight across time zones
high altitude and supersonic flight hazards, p0307 A73-34745discussing pressure suits, ejection seats, Physiological stresses and medical criteria for
parachutes and survival and life support equipment aircrew fatigue
p0284 A73-32657 p0111 N73-15152
Ventilated wet suit for naval aircrews protection FLIGHT FITNESS
against water exposure in aircraft accidents, Carpentier reconstructive valvuloplasty technique
describing neoprene foam and nylon liner of mitral valve insertion from viewpoint of
construction with air ventilation pilots return to flying duties
p0285 A73-32672 p0586 a73-12157
Informative parameters of the psychophysiological Renal lithiasis among military operating aircrew
state of flight personnel when working with p0128 A73-21537indicators Proteinuria and military aircrew
p0305 A73-34237 p0128 A73-21539
Physical energy expenditure in long-haul cabin crew. Antidiabetic medications and aircrew
p0326 A73-36793 p0128 A73-21541
The significance of retinal pathology in ageing USAP WAVE file of epidemiologic data on medically
aircrev. vaivered flying personnel, describing
p0329 173-36925 computerized updating systemCurrent aspects of the cochlear function in p0155 A73-22539
members of flight crews The role of vestibulometry in medical evaluation
p0330 173-36940 of flight personnel
Digestive hemmorhages in aircrew - Individual and p0165 A73-23821
collective safety Photostimulation significance in
p0332 173-36952 electroencephalographic examinations of pilots
and aviation school applicants
A-136
SUBJECT INDEX PLIGHT 
SIHUOLTORS
p0209 A73-27717 p0303 &73-34078
'Naval aviator training program dropouts The effects of fatigue on health and flight safety.
identification in terms of physiological, 
p0303 A73-34080
Ssafety, security, social, self-esteem and General aviation pilot operational profile study,
self-actualization needs discussing implications for 
airman certification
p024 7 A73-30513 standards, flight safety regulations and
Detection of atherosclerosis in examinations of aircraft design
flight personnel [SAE PAPER 730334] p0307 A73-34687p0328 A73-36913 Hypoglycemia in airline pilots.
Surveillance of the vertebral column in pilots who p0326 A73-36790
have undergone an ejection Behavioral stress response RE - Passenger
p0328 A73-36914 briefings and emergency warning systems on
Clinical psychology diagnostic methods in military commercial airlines.
aviation medicine, considering neurotic symptoms 
p0329 A73-36922
and psychsomatic disorders in flight fitness Sudden incapacitation in flight -
1 Jan. 1966-30
examinations Nov. 1971.
p0408 A73-43129 p0
356 A73-39112
Evaluation of the physical conditions of Safe flying, skilled personnel and aircraft
individual airmen maintenance assurance via safety equipment,
p0425 173-43790 initial and recurrent training, protective
Conference on detection, evaluation, and clothing and shelter from inclement weather,
identification of druqs and alcohol in flying maintenance scheduling, etc
personnel and effects on flight fitness p035
7 A73-39212
nnelAG a efD-P-108 p0226 N73-21102 Eye function and the illumination of instrument
Diagnostic physiological tests for selection and dials in aircraft
training of flying personnel p0409 173-43133
[NASA-TT-F-6871 p0252 N73-21981 Helicopter flying in poor light and featureless
Oxygen breathing effects on human blood terrain and color vision abnormality
circulation and flight personnel fitness test p0180 N73-19075
p0253 N73-21993 Analysis of aircraft pilot capability to visually
Conditioned reflex motion sickness test of detect other aircraft in air to air situation 
as
statokinetic fitness for flying personnel collision avoidance feasibility
p02 54 N73-21994 (PAA-ED-73-401 p0231 N73-21145
Barany chair rotation for acceleration tolerance Performance tests to determine capability of
testing on flying personnel aircraft pilots to avoid midair collisions based
p0254 N73-21995 on visual perception of target and information
Diurnal cardiac rhythm fluctuation for from pilot warning indicator
cardiovascular evaluation of flight personnel p0231 N73-21146
p0254 N73-21997 Photographic recording of aircraft in near midair
Age limits and flight fitness of civil aviation collision conditions to determine feasibility of
pilots collision avoidance based on visual perception
p0254 N73-21999 of pilot
Middle ear barotrauma effect on work capacity and CDC-JL-51 p0231 N73-21147
flight fitness of flying personnel Analysis of flight tests to determine range of
p0254 N73-22000 visual detection of aircraft as basis for visual
Syrinqomyelia in central nervous system affecting perception to avoid midair collisions
flying fitness p0231 N73-21148
p0266 N73-23061 FLIGHT SIMULATION
PLIGHT HAZARDS A study of Halon 1301 /CBr?3/ toxicity under
Prediction of flight safety hazards from drug simulated flight conditions.
induced performance decrements with alcohol as p0329 A73-36930
reference substance. Physiological cost in 36- and 48-hour simulated
(DFVLR-SONDDB-2681 p0050 A73-14158 flights.
U-2 and SR-71 aircrews physiological training for p0355 A73-39101
high altitude and supersonic flight hazards, Visual image generation as textured flight
discussing pressure suits, election seats, information resembling retinal images for
parachutes and survival and life support equipment airborne flight simulation
p0284 A73-32657 p0600 N73-10128
Estimation of the biological danger of the very Biaxial simulator imposing standardized coriolis
high energy component of space radiation. stimuli for selection, test, and rehabilitation
p0398 A73-42180 of motion sick pilots
PLIGHT INSTRUHENTS p0225 N73-21098
NT APPROACH INDICATORS Pilot performance under simulated conditions of
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS modified aircraft control dynamics, navigational
Analysis of pilot performance in evaluating three task complexity, and induced stress
types of aircraft altimeters during C-135B [1D-764760] p0441 N73-32025
simulator flight FLIGHT SIBULATORS
[ASD-TR-72-631 p0074 873-13117 Ambient temperature rise effects on pilot
PLIGHT PATHS performance in a flight simulator
migration corridors for ducks and qeese and p0331 A73-36948
effects on aviation safety Effectiveness of synthetic fixed wing flight
[AD-7481141 p0073 N73-13109 training equipment for military purposes
PLIGHT RECORDERS [AD-744447 p0604 N73-10158
Pilot error evaluation in aircraft accidents, Analysis of pilot performance in evaluating three
discussing human failure factors and flight and types of aircraft altimeters during C-135B
cockpit voice recorder evidence simulator flight
p0307 173-34748 (ASD-TR-72-63] p0074 N73-1311
7
FLIGHT RULES Hotion effects in pilot reactions to ground-based
NT VISUAL FLIGHT RULES flight simulator display evaluation
FLIGHT SAPETT [AD-749370] p0075 N73-13126
Aviation medicine assessment of environment Validity of ground training for developing flying
effects on pilot responsiveness, task skill during pilot training
performance and flight safety predictability, [AD-749621] p0113 H73-15168
considering temperature, oxygen, gravity, Operational effectiveness of jet flight training
acceleration, pressure and stress effects simulator
p0193 A73-25039 [(AD-750248] p0113 H73-15170
Man machine systems for flight safety, studying Pilot performance during simulated standard
accidents, human factors in system design and instrument procedure turn with and without
implementation of personnel predictor display
1-137
FLIGHT STRESS SUBJBCT INDEI
[NA1S-TM-X-622011 p0150 873-17118 p0355 173-39101
Physiological stress reactions in simulated flight Studies of pilot performance. III - Validation of/
for pilot selection and training objective performance measures for rotary-wing
p0254 N73-22001 aircraft.
Changes in diurnal variations of pilot performance p0386 A73-41154
in flight simulator compared with performance Stress and strain in student helicopter pilots.
after transatlantic flights p0386 173-41155
(DLR-PB-73-25] p0298 N73-25122 Individual personality variability difficulties in
Pilot ground training proficiency of flight measurement of human psychophysiological
simulators reactions to flight stress, emphasizing
(AD-755681] p0341 873-27081 psychological interview and evaluation methods
PLIGHT STRESS p0408 A73-43130
Effect of hydrochlorothiazide on +Gz tolerance in Analysis of acceleration forces produced during
normotensives. aerobatic flight and effects of acceleration
p0050 A73-14159 forces on human body
Aviation medicine assessment of environment (PAA-AM-72-28] p0609 S73-11075
effects on pilot responsiveness, task Flight stress effects on cardiovascular reactions
performance and flight safety predictability, of pilots with atherosclerosis
considering temperature, oxygen, gravity, p0064 N73-12090
acceleration, pressure and stress effects Conference on operational flight stress effects on
p0193 A73-25039 human biodynamics and performance
Further sleep problems in airline pilots on [AGARD-CP-101] p0188 B73-19143
world-wide schedules. Flight test program to study human factors
p0326 A73-36792 problems and flight crew performance in military
Physiologic cost of prolonged double-crew flights aircraft
in C-5 aircraft. p0188 N73-19145
p0386 A73-41152 Combined heat, noise, and vibration effects on
FLIGHT STRESS (BIOLOG) aircrew performance
NT SPACE PLIGHT STRESS (AMIL-T-71-1131 p0188 N73-19146
Favorable effect of flight on pilots exhibiting Heasures to determine psychophysioloqical
degenerative arteriopathy of the lower limbs reactions of military flight crews to flying
p0585 A73-12151 stress
Fatigue in flight personnel during long flights p0188 873-19148
p0585 173-12153 Human stress expenditures in operational airlift
Aerodynamic pumping-caused spinal fractures in two mission flights
pilots during high speed flight p0189 N73-19151
p0586 A73-12154 Influence of long duration flight missions on
Reactions of the cardiovascular system of pilots metabolic and endocrine functions of pilots and
with atherosclerosis symptoms under professional navigators
actiqity conditions p0189 N73-19152
p0087 A73-17689 Systems analysis of physiological performance
The biodynamic aspects of low altitude, high speed related to stresses such as those experienced in
flight. high performance aircraft
p00 96 173-18471 [AD-754970 p0230 873-21133
Russian book - Tissue, oxygen in the presence of Physiological responses of flying personnel to
extremal flight factors, multiple stresses
p0116 A73-19425 [ID-7595651 p0341 N73-27082
Physiological time zone entrainment and stressor Experimental research in underwater medicine,
effects during prolonged C-141 transaeridian flight stress, and pilot selection
flights, using endocrine-metabolic indices in (DLE-FB-73-15] p0367 N73-27951
urine specimens Inflight heart and respiratory rate recording of
p0235 173-28283 pilots, using nose clip transducers
Effects of flying and of time changes on menstrual p0367 173-27953
cycle length and on performance in airline Diagnosis and prognosis of pilot reaction and
stewardesses. tolerance to psychical stress
p0238 173-28509 p0368 873-27962
Towards an objective assessment of cockpit Preflight and flight stress analysis, its relation
workload. I - Physiological variables during to circadian rhythms measured in pilotdifferent flight phases. physiological parameters
p0247 173-30515 [DLR-PB-72-391 p0412 873-30071ilitary aircraft pilot in-flight consciousness Human circadian rhythms of blood circulation,loss etiologies, discussing rapid decompression, respiration and catabolism under flighthypoxia, dysbarism, seizure, improper maneuver, simulation stress
vasovagal syncope, acceleration sensitivity, etc [DLE-B-72-491 p0413 N73-30073
p0307 173-34747 FLIGHT SURGEONS
The role of the sympathetic section of the Medical diagnosis of pilot performance
vegetative nervous system in the training of the disturbances from viewpoint of flight surgeon
organism for the influence of statokinetic responsibilities
irritants. p0277 A73-31171
p0327 173-36903 PLIGB.TESTS
Study of Indian naval aircrew experiences and Functional state alteration of the visual analysorpsychic factors in disorientation, in pilots
p0328 A73-36919 p0093 A73-18257Psychophysiological characteristic of the activity Flight test program to study human factors
of military-transport-aviation flight crews problems and flight crew performance in militaryduring low-altitude flights aircraft
p0343 A73-37196 p0188 373-19145Pulmonary volume, respiration rate and alveolar FLIGHT TIME
air carbon dioxide content measurements in Physical energy expenditure in long-haul cabin crew.pilots during flight, noting hyperventilation p0326 173-36793
occurrence Human psychomotor performance circadian rhythmp0343 A73-37197 variations after transmeridian flight noting
Pilot workload immediate, duty day and long term time shift effect
period evaluation from heart rate, subjective, (DLR-FB-73-52] p0421 873-31022psychological, biochemical stress and sleep FLIGHT TRAINING
pattern measurements Plight personnel training meetings, coveringp0347 173-37734 decision making, cockpit personnel selection and
Physiological cost in 36- and 48-hour simulated instructor role analysis
flights. p0041 A73-13073
A-138
SUBJECT INDEX FLUID FLOW
Performance measurement system for combat crew FLOW RATE
flight training in complex aircraft weapon U FLOW VELOCITY
systems, identifying training research goals FLOW RESISTANCB
p0083 A73-16726 NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
The isolation of critical elements within selected Mathematical model of collateral blood vessels
maneuvers during primary flight training, caliber changes due to hydrodynamic drag /shear
p0083 A73-16727 stress/ effects on vascular endothelium
U-2 and SE-71 aircrews physiological training for p0408 A73-43105
high altitude and supersonic flight hazards, FLOW VELOCITY
discussing pressure suits, ejection seats, Micropolar model of blood steady flow through
parachutes and survival and life support equipment rigid circular tubes, presenting equations
p0284 A73-32657 solutions and velocity profiles
Objectives of training in relation to accident p0042 A73-13302
prevention. Application of constant temperature anemonetry in
p0326 A73-36850 measurement of intra-arterial blood flow velocity.
Stress and strain in student helicopter pilots. p0085 A73-17274
p0386 A73-41155 Left ventricular blood flow velocity in man
Validity of ground training for developing flying studied with the Doppler ultrasonic floumeter.
skill during pilot training p0159 A73-23173
(AD-7496211 p0113 N73-15168 Respirator cartridge filter efficiency under
Operational effectiveness of jet flight training cyclic- and steady-flow conditions.
simulator p0383 A73-40408
rAD-7502481 p0113 N73-15170 FLOW VISUALIZATION
Evaluation of standardized angle of attack flight Pattern of blood flow within the heart - A stable
training system system.
[AD-7572431 p0269 N73-23090 p0125 A73-21214
Automative adaptive flight training, using Operator visual perception mapping during
instrument flight maneuvers parameter adjustment in dynamic control system
(AD-7593661 p0341 N73-27080 p0600 373-10129
FLOATS Semicircular canal model with flow visualization
Multiple occupant flotation devices for commercial chamber for dynamic recording of canal fluid
transport aircraft survivors sea ditching, response to angular velocity effects
discussing slide/raft design improvement for p0111 N73-15153
high density loading PLONETERS
p0284 A73-32658 NT EHEOBETERS
FLOBA Non-invasive technique for diagnosing atrial
U PLANTS (BOTANY) septal defect and assessing shunt volume using
FLOTATION SYSTEMS directional Doppler ultrasound - Correlations
U FLOATS with phasic flow velocity patterns of the shunt.
FLOD CHABACTERISTICS p0583 &73-11505
NT FLOW DISTRIBUTION Blood flow and pressure and ECG data acquisition
NT FLOD VELOCITY and transmission via radio telemetry system with
FLOD DISTRIBUTION electromagnetic flowmeter
Influence of nonideal flow conditions in p0052 A73-14283
haemodialysers on mass-transfer theories. Left ventricular blood flow velocity in man
p0403 A73-42678 studied with the Doppler ultrasonic flowmeter.
Flow patterns and velocity and shear stress p0159 A73-23173
distribution downstream of steady and pulsatile A simplified method for the in vitro calibration
flow models for fluid dynamics of blood vessel of electromagnetic flouveters.
branches p0205 A73-27027
p0408 A73-43103 Comparison of plethysmographic and electromagnetic
FLOD EQUATIONS. flow measurements.
Micropolar model of blood steady flow through p0427 A73-44215
rigid circular tubes, presenting equations Thermal flowmeter for urine volume measurement in
solutions and velocity profiles manned space flight environment
p0042 A73-13302 [NASA-CR-128726] p0141 N73-16095
FLOW FIELDS Respiratory analysis system to determine gas flow
U FLOW DISTRIBUTION rate and frequency of respiration and expiration
FLOW HEASUBEHENT cycles in real time
Telemetric measurement of local blood flow by heat (NASA-CASE-ESC-13436-1] p0439 N73-32015
conduction probes. FLUCTUATION
p0052 A73-14282 U VARIATIONS
Respiratory air flow telemetry during exercise, FLUID DYNAMICS
discussing flowmeter working conditions and NT GAS DYNAMICS
equipment testing Fluid dynamic aspects of cardiovascular behavior
p0053 A73-14286 during low frequency whole-body vibration such
Radio telemetric measurements of oxygen as encountered by astronauts during launch and
consumption during exercise via respiratory air reentry
flow and oxygen partial pressure monitors, [NASA-CR-133843] p0412 N73-30069
considering water vapor and temperature FLUID FILTERS
p0053 A73-14288 HT AIR FILTERS
External field electromagnetic measurement of Design and fabrication of prototype particulate
blood flow - An alternative approach to the regenerative filter with backflush for
solution of the baseline problem. spacecraft fluid system
p0061 A73-15992 (NASA-CR-115505] p0268 573-23084
Devices for dynamic recording of volumetric blood Bactericidal properties of sorbents in spacecraft
flow rates lower than 1 ml per minute water regeneration system
p0126 A73-21325 p0374 N73-29038
Recent measurements of flow using nuclear magnetic FLUID FLOW
resonance techniques. HT AIR FLOD
p0171 A73-24855 NT BLOOD PLOW
Techniques for studying the aerodynamic HT CAPILLARY FLOW
characteristics of the bronchial tree of man NT NONNEDTONIAN FLOD
p0322 A73-36576 NT PIPE PLOD
easurement of coronary blood flow by NT PROPELLANT TRANSFER
radiocardiography - Study of 116 cases. NT STEADY FLOW
p0405 A73-42838 NT UNSTEADY FLOW
FLOW PATTERNS NT VISCOUS FLOD
0 FLOW DISTBIBUTION NT WATER FLOW
1-139
FLUID ECHANICS SUBJECT INDEX
Semicircular canal model with flow visualization NT SOUND INTENSITY
chamber for dynamic recording of canal fluid FLUX NAPPING
response to anqular velocity effects U NAPPING
p0111 173-15153 FLUXNITERS
FLUID MECHANICS U MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
NT FLUID DYNAMICS PFLING PERSONNEL
NT GAS DYNAMICS NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
Endolymph fluid mechanics in semicircular canals NT ASTRONAUTS
approximated by rigid torus filled with NT COSMONAUTS
incompressible Newtonian fluid NT FLIGHT CRENS
p0315 A73-36430 NT PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
FLUORESCENCE NT SPACECBEWS
NT I RAY FLUORESCENCE NT TEST PILOTS
Application of the method of polarizational Thoracic I ray photography technique for
ultraviolet fluorescence microscopy to study tubercular lesion detection in flight personnel,
giant muscle fibers Balanus rostratps Hock comparing to standard radiography and radioscopy
p0124 A73-21135 p0586 A73-12155
Effect of nitrite and nitrate on chlorophyll Ocular tonus measurements for glaucoma detection
fluorescence in green algae. in flying personnel, discussing subsequent test
p0287 A73-33226 procedures in case of abnormal findings
Photometric observations of in situ fluorescence p0586 A73-12158
and bioluminescence with Biota in New York Bight Flight personnel training meetings, covering
(R-568J] p0252 N73-21978 decision making, cockpit personnel selection and
Marine luminescence data for monitoring alqal and instructor role analysis
pollutant concentrations p0041 173-13073
(NASA-CE-114578] p0297 s73-25114 Idiopathic central serous retinopathy
Fluorometric 11-hydroxycorticosteroid /choroidopathy/ in flying personnel.
determination in human blood plasma [AD-754147] p0050 A73-14164
rNASA-TT-F-15092] p0416 N73-30990 Performance measurement system for combat crew
FLUORESCENT EMISSION flight training in complex aircraft weapon
U FLUORESCENCE systems, identifying training research goals
FLUORIDES p0083 A73-16726
NT CHLORINE FLUORIDES Human factor role in flying personnel errors,
NT HYDROFLUORIC ACID noting man machine system performance and
NT LITHIUM FLUORIDES medical service engagement
PLUORINE COMPOUNDS p0094 173-18258
NT CARBON TETRAFLUORIDE USAF NAVE file of epidemiologic data on medically
NT CHLORINE FLUORIDES waivered flying personnel, describing
NT FLUOROCARBONS computerized updating system
NT FLUOROHYDROCARBONS p0155 173-22539
NT HYDROPLUORIC ACID The role of vestibulometry in medical evaluation
NT LITHIUM FLUORIDES of flight personnel
FLUORINE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS p0165 173-23821
NT CARBON TETRAFLUORIDE Effects of flying and of time changes on menstrual
NT FLUOROCARBONS cycle length and on performance in airline
NT FLUOROHYDROCARBONS stewardesses.
FLUORO COMPOUNDS p0238 A73-28509
NT CARBON TETRAFLUORIDE Aircraft cabin altitude hypoxia effects on mother,
NT FLUOROCARBONS embryo and fetus during first trimester of
NT FLUOROHYDROCARBONS pregnancy in air hostesses and women passengers
FLUOROCARBONS p0248 A73-30519
Toxicology of some commercial fluorocarbons Responsibility for ischemic cardiopathies in civil(AD-751429J p0138 N73-16079 aviation flight personnel
Effects of chemical fire extinguishing agents p0327 A73-36902
containing bromotrifluoromethane on Detection of atherosclerosis in examinations of
cardiovascular and nervous systeam of dogs, flight personnel
monkeys, and baboons p0328 A73-36913
fAGARD-R-5991 p0149 N73-17106 Psychotechnical selection of flight crews in South
PLUOROBITDOCARBONS Vietnam
NT CARBON TETAFPLUORIDE p0328 A73-36918
A study of Halon 1301 /CBrP3/ toxicity under Visual problems among senior flight personnel.
simulated flight conditions. p0329 A73-36924
p0155 A73-22537 Glaucoma development in aqing flight personnel.
Sensory receptors irritation and cardiopulmonary p0329 173-36926
toxicity from fluorocarbon propellants Binocular vision variation with age in flight crews(AD-7514261 p0140 N73-16089 p0329 A73-36928
Cardiac toxicity of fluoroalkane gases for Information yield of the Annual Medical
propelling aerosols in industry and household Examination for Flying.
applications p0356 173-39110[AD-7514251 p0140 N73-16090 Evaluation of the physical conditions of
Cardiovascular effects of fluorocarbon exposure, individual airmen
emphasixing epinephrine sensitivity p0425 A73-43790[AD-751427] p0140 173-16091 Notion sickness effects on flying personnel
FLUOROSCOPT performance during hurricane penetrations
Electrofluoroplanigraphy for human body layer [AD-743928] p0596 173-10100
single-plane sections synchronization, using I Anthroposetric survey of US army aviators
ray tomography and TV imaging followed by conducted in 1970
roentgenogram electronic summation [AD-7435281 p0605 373-10162
p0389 A73-41216 Physiological stresses and medical criteria forSelf-scanning chromatographic-fluorographic drug aircrew fatiguedetector with optical readout system p0111 173-15152[NASA-CASE-ARC-10633-1] p0259 173-22048 Color vision requirements for flying personnel ofFLUX DENSITY various armed forces - conferencesNT ILLUMINANCE (AGARD-CP-991 p0179 173-19065NT IRRADIANCE Color vision testing and selection procedures forNT LUMINANCE flying personnel since Vorld war 1NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY p0179 173-19069NT RADIANCE Color vision tests as predictive indicators ofNT RADIANT FLUX DENSITY flying task performance
A-140
SUBJECT INDEX FORESTS
p0180 N73-19074 Storage stability of intermediate moisture foods
Color vision requirements for air crew personnel for space shuttle
of future, including coding evaluation ([ASA-CR-1339781 p0366 873-27944
(AMBL-TE-71-116] p0180 873-19076 Food heating tests in different atmospheres
Use of photostimulation in electroencephaloqraphic (NASA-CR-134040] p0419 873-31012
tests of flying personnel and candidates.at FOOD INTAKE
flight schools Hypothalamic norepinephrine - Circadian rhythms
p0218 873-20111 and the control of feeding behavior.
Conference on detection, evaluation, and p0587 A73-12417
identification of drugs and alcohol in flying Resistance of soil microorganisms to starvation.
personnel and effects on flight fitness p0589 A73-12627
rAGARD-CP-1081 p0226 873-21102 U.S. manned space flight food system development
Drug therapy effects on flying effectiveness and experience assessment, covering Mercury, Gemini,
psychosomatic fitness of flying personnel Apollo and manned orbiting laboratory programs
p0226 N73-21103 pOO50 A73-14168
Drug screening data for civil aviation personnel Organ and body mass changes in restrained and
obtained by urinalyses fasted domestic fowl.
p0226 873-21104 p0057 A73-14975
Chemotherapy for air crews in Great Britain Effect of hypergravity on the circadian rhythms of
p0226 873-21105 white rats.
Suitability of insulin dependent and oral drug (ASHE PAPER 72-8A/H-14] p0061 A73-15877
dependent diabetics as navigation personnel Hypobaric hypoxia - within-subject transition
p0228 N73-21120 effects in albino rats.
Opthalmoloqical examination of antimalarial drugs p0086 A73-17525
effects on performance of navigation personnel Gas-chromatography investigation of volatile
p0228 N73-21122 metabolites in man on reduced food rations and
Flight safety factors in prescribing tranquilizing during starvation
drugs for flying personnel p0088 A73-17690
p0228 873-21123 Thermal factor and dehydration influences on
Diagnostic physiological tests for selection and protidic and lipidic catabolisms of young men
training of flying personnel with partial food deprivation in hot climate,
NASA-TT-F-687 ] p0252 N73-21981 discussing metabolic balances
Hyocardial changes in flying personnel exposed to p012
5 
A73-21248
hypoxic hypoxia Drive and performance modification following
p0253 N73-21985 multiple /light-light/ shifts in the photoperiod.
Human arterial elasticity during breathing of p0154 A73-22528
reduced partial oxygen atmosphere Biopotential alpha and theta rhythms of neocortex
p0253 873-21987 and hippocampus of milk drinking cats after food
Latent coronary insufficiency detection in flying and water deprivation
personnel using barochamber loading p0157 A73-22862
p0253 N73-21988 Nutrition systems for pressure suits.
Changes in vectorcardiograms of atherosclerotic p0355 A73-39105
flying personnel after glucose testing Chromatographic determination of gaseous
p0253 N73-21989 metabolites released by man during reduced food.
Speech and tone audiometry for testing auditory intake
acuity of flying personnel p0064 N73-12091
p0253 N73-21990 Analysis of nutrient intake and absorption during
Arterial hypertension symptoms in flying personnel Apollo 16 flight
p0253 N73-21991 (NASA-TE-S-58096] p0067 573-12110
Oxygen breathing effects on human blood Functional relationship between food preference
circulation and flight personnel fitness test and frequency of repetitious eating
p0253 873-21993 [AD-749079] p0102 873-14100
Conditioned reflex motion sickness test of Food consumption and morphological indices of
statokinetic fitness for flying personnel blood in white mice with replacement of air
p0254 873-21994 nitrogen by inert gases in pressurized chamber
Barany chair rotation for acceleration tolerance p0442 N73-33020
.testing on flying personnel Structural, behavioral, and BEG correlates of
p0254 873-21995 alimentary motivation
Diurnal cardiac rhythm fluctuation for p0448 N73-33063
cardiovascular evaluation of flight personnel PORCE DISTRIBUTION
p0254 873-21997 Changes in whole body force transmission of dogs
Middle ear barotrauma effect on work capacity and exposed repeatedly to vibration.
flight fitness of flying personnel p0355 173-39106
p0254 H73-22000 FORBARB
Physiological stress effects of space flight on Human forearm-muscle blood supply regimes after
human bo4y 'static' exercise with increasing stress
rJPES-571391 p0254 873-22002 p0169 A73-24522
Comutation of coriolis forces in selecting flying Mechanism of working hyperemia condition
personnel for vestibular tolerance alteration in the forearm muscles of man under
p0263 N73-23042 increased loads
Physiological responses of flying personnel to p0322 173-36570
multiple stresses Control of forearm skin blood flow during periods
(AD-759565) p0341 873-27082 of steadily increasing skin temperature.
Psychophysiological aspects in flight personnel p0324 a73-36657
visual perception of image indicator FORCASTING
p0373 N73-29035 NT PERFORBANCE PREDICTION
FLYING PLATFORS STABILITY NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
0 AERODYNAMIC STABILITY Determination of the information-forecasting
l70A8 indices of biometeorological phenomena
Analysis of volatile combustion products and a p0239 173-28861
study of their toxicological effects. FORECASTS
p0587 173-12429 0 PORECASTING
POSTUSES FOREST PlIE DANAGB
U FETUSES 0 FIBE DABAGE
FOOD F ORESTS
Microbiological inspections of NASA food handling Biometric and radiant transfer characteristics of
facilities forest vegetation(NASA-TH-I-647341 p0220 873-20127 p0378 873-29328
A-141
PORM PERCEPTION SUBJECT INDEX
Radiation regime of forest vegetation under plant FPRANCE
cover and open areas under various weather Color aptitude of dyschromatopsia French
conditions navigators and pilots
p0378 N73-29329 p0179 M73-19068
Light effects on organic matter balance of oak FREE FALL
underwood growing in forest understory Free fall effects on differential growth and
p0378 N73-29330 radiation sensitivity of higher plants in space
PFOR PERCEPTION flight and ground based clinostat experiments
U SPACE PERCEPTION p0397 A73-42172
PORMALDEYDE FREE RADICALS
Spacecraft decontamination and sterilization by Changes of the free radical concentration in the
formaldehyde, beta-propiolactone, ethylene cerebral cortex depending on the functional
oxide, radiation and dry heat, noting effects on state of the cerebrum
polymers p0582 A73-11082
p0243 A73-30137 Changes in the quantity of overall sulfhydryl
Formaldehyde gas as a sterilant. groups in the blood of persons coming in contact
p0288 A73-33694 with microwave radiation sources
New formaldehyde base disinfectants. p0277 A73-31169
p0424 A73-43276 Circadian rhythms of free radical state
POBRAT concentrations in the orqans of mice.
Space shuttle orbiter subsystems, formats and p0355 A73-39104
format trees, and coding of sample format - Vol. 3 Inhibition by selenium of the free-radical states
(NASA-CR-128578] p0603 N73-10147 of the retina of the eye
FOSSIL METBORITE CRATERS p0430 A73-44724
U FOSSILS Nitroxide free radicals as spin labels in
FOSSILS biochemical systems
Late Precambrian microfossils - A new (NASA-TT-F-14866] p0220 873-20125
stromatolitic biota from Boorthanna, South FREEZE DRYING
Australia. Production methods for preventing deterioration of
p0241 A73-29723 freeze-dried foods
FOURIER ANALYSIS (NASA-CR-1289151 p0269 873-23085
NT FOURIER SERIES FREON
Computation of solutions to the inverse problem of Action of Freon-114B2 on the activity of
electrocardiography. lactate-dehydroqenase iso-enzymes
p0582 A73-11465 p0088 A73-17696
Frequency analysis of spatio-temporal visually Cardiac toxicity of fluoroalkane gases for
evoked cortical potentials during binocular propelling aerosols in industry and household
rivalry, applications
p0312 A73-35645 (AD-751425] p0140 N73-16090
Serial segments method for measuring pilot manual FREQUENCIES
control remnant in vicinity of sine waves NT AUDIO FREQUENCIES
p0601 N73-10136 NT BEAT FREQUENCIES
FOURIER SERIES NT INFRASONIC FREQUENCIES
Operator remnant power spectral density NT LOW FREQUENCIES
measurement during compensatory tracking task by NT LOS FREQUENCY BANDS
serial segments method, noting Fourier NT MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES
coefficient processing NT RADIO FREQUENCIES
p0578 173-10324 NT RESONANT FREQUENCIES
FOURIER TRANSFORMATION FREQUENCY ANALYZERS
Mathematical model of human pitch perception based A hybrid broad-band EEG frequency analyzer for use
on acoustic stimulus Fourier transformation by in long-term experiments.
sense organ into peripheral neural activity p0057 A73-14847
pattern recognition Application of frequency discrimination technique
p0393 A73-41816 to the analysis of electroencephalographic
Computerized fast Fourier transform technique for signals.
measuring human performance in compensatory p0057 A73-15052
tracking task The information content of successive RE-interval
[AD-7486591 p0100 N73-14078 times in the ECG - Preliminary results using
FOVEA factor analysis and frequency analysis.
Vernier acuity as affected by target length and p0251 A73-30883
separation. FREQUENCI ASSIGNhENT
p0041 173-13063 A three channel telemetry system, compatible with
Test field surround effects on onset and offset the British medical and biological telemetry
reaction time to foveal stimulation regulations.
p0044 A73-13558 p00 5 2 173-14277
Study of variations of retinal disparities around FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
the fixation point by the binocular vernier Utilization of human voice for estimation of man's
method in the foveal region emotional stress and state of attention.
p0046 A73-13763 p0195 A73-25329
Intrinsic light brightness and intensity Harmonic spectral analysis of nystagmus waveform
estimation tests for foveal and peripheral frequency content for clinical vestibular
retina under photopic and scotopic stimuli examination via digital computer
p0120 A73-20257 p0237 173-28502
Foveal contrast sensitivity edge effect dependence Shaping device for frequency analysis of
on test stimulus size, form and duration electrical processes in peripheral neural stems
p0204 A73-26716 and ganglia
The Stiles-Crawford effect - Explanation and p0402 173-42664
consequences. Some physiological mechanisms of alpha-rhythm
p0246 A73-30396 frequency fluctuations in man under conditions
Foveal threshold additivity measurements for of relative rest
monochromatic and mixed light, using grating p0429 A73-44717
resolution as brightness criterion FREQUENCY MODULATION
p0246 A73-30398 NT PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
Applications of a model of the human visual system Pulse duration-frequency modulation multichannel
to pattern recognition problems. biotelemetry system for physiological parameter
p0309 A73-35242 assessment during exercise, noting circuit
Eigenvectors of the sensitivity variations across diagrams of radio transmitter and receiver
the human central fovea. p0052 A73-14281
p0407 173-42957
A-142
SUBJECT INDEX GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE
Voltage controlled subcarrier oscillator desiqn rNASA-CR-128915] p0269 N73-23085
and performance for FM/FM multiplex telemetry FROZEN LAKES
system for ECG recording during exercise U LAKES
p0053 A73-14293 FUEL CELLS
Miniature single channel narrow-band differential Hybrid biological power cells for cardiac
pulse width modulation-FM crystal controlled pacemakers - Materials evaluation.
transmitter for biomedical telemetry system p0363 A73-39823
p0162 A73-23381 FUEL COMBUSTION
FREQUENCI RANGES Thermal response of protective fabric/human skin
Human perception of musical intervals between system to JP-4 jet fuel fire
simultaneous tones (AD-759525] p0337 N73-26095
[IZF-1972-201 p0268 N73-23078 FUEL FLOW
FREQUENCY RESPONSE NT PROPELLANT TRANSFER
An earphone coupling system for acute FUEL TANKS
physiological studies. NT WING TANKS
p0581 A73-10829 FUELS
Application of the numerical study of random time NT CHEMICAL FUELS
series to the analysis of the NT NUCLEAR FUELS
electroencephalogram of the normal infant FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
p0128 A73-21540 NT FOURIER TRANSFORMATION
Analysis of transient visual sensations above the NT HARMONIC ANALYSIS
flicker fusion frequency. Measurements of automobile driver response
p0129 A73-21566 functions in simulated steering control task
A frequency response analysis of fusimotor-driven with visual field display
muscle spindles. p0600 N73-10130
p0158 A73-22934 Double steering wheel forcing functions for
The visual cortex as a spatial frequency analyser. estimating automobile driver manual control
p0308 A73-34840 response
Quantitative studies on optokinetic nystagmus in p0601 N73-10132
the monkey. Standard requirements for ultrasonic Doppler
p0318 A73-36459 probes of cardiovascular systems in medical
Spatial frequency channels in human vision and the monitoring functions
threshold for adaptation. p0063 N73-12083
p0346 A73-37416 FUNCTIONS (RATBIMATICS)
Pure-tone equal-loudness contours for standard NT ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS
tones of different frequencies. NT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
p0387 A73-41176 NT FOURIER TRANSFORMATION
Functional relationship between food preference NT LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS
and frequency of repetitious eating NT NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
[AD-7490791 p0102 N73-14100 NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
Frequency selectivity and two tone inhibition in NT SPLINE FUNCTIONS
neural coding of acoustic stimuli NT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
[IZF-1972-251 p0264 N73-23050 . FUNGI
FREQUENCY STABILITY NT RHIZOPUS
Stable frequency and synchronicity alterations in NT SPORES
the discharges of cortical neuron populations in NT YEAST
feedback experiments Volatile terpenoids from aeciospores of Cronartium
p0582 A73-11445 fusiforme.
FREQUENCT SYTCHRONIZATION p0206 A73-27145
Stable frequency and synchronicity alterations in Space-related research in mycology concurrent with
the discharges of cortical neuron populations in the first decade of manned space exploration.
feedback experiments p0357 A73-39478
J.- p0582 A73-11445 Biophysical considerations concerning gravity
Frequency discriminator for on-line measurements receptors and effectors including experimental
of entrainment and synchronization in BEG studies on Phycomyces blakesleeanus.
signals as related to human alertness p0397 A73-42171
[NASA-CR-1291731 p0611 N73-11091 Sterols of the fungi - Distribution and
FRICTION biosynthesis.
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG p0429 A73-44699
NT FLOW RESISTANCE Chesiotaxionomic survey of carotenoid pigments in
NT SKIN FRICTION several species and groups of Basidiomycetes
FRICTION DBAG rNASA-TT-F-148581 p0219 N73-20117
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG Chemical characteristics of mushroom pigments and
FRICTION PRESSURE DROP mycological classifications
U SKIN FRICTION rNASA-TT-F-148653 p0219 N73-20124
FRINGE PATTERNS Phenotype numbers and survival rates of fungi
U DIFFRACTION PATTERNS exposed to space environment during Apollo 16
FROGS flight
Two visual systems in the frog. p0292 N73-24110
p0389 A73-41302 FUSION WELDING
Comparison of development of auditory vesicle in NT ELECTRON BEARM ELDING
frog embryos under weightless and terrestrial FPO AIRCRAFT
conditions U P-4 AIRCRAFT
[NASA-TT-F-14624 p0592 N73-10072
Mechanisms for controlling physiological rhythms
in Rana pipiens
[rNASA-C-131153] p0179 N73-19064 G FORCE
Increased toxicity of sympathomimetic amine U ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
stimulants on spinal reflexes in irradiated frogs GAGES
p0212 N73-20063 U MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
FROSTBITE GAIN (AMPLIFICATION)
Effect of skin wetting on finger cooling and U IAMPLIPICATION
freezing. GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASERS
p0360 173-39779 Radiation hazards of gallium arsenide diode array
FROZEN FOODS lasers
Microbiological testing of Skylab foods. [AD-762277] p0370 N73-27975
p0205 173-27075 GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE
Production methods for preventing deterioration of Emotional stimulation traces in the spectra of EEG
freeze-dried foods and cutaneo-galvanic reaction of man under
1-143
GAMETOCYTES SUBJECT IDBEX
normal conditions and in the case of memory rays with stomach or head shielded
impairment p0213 N73-20075
p0206 A73-27106 Characteristics of pathomorpholoqical changes in
Physiological nature of the rat internal organs subjected to gamma-neutron
electroencephaloqraphic and vegetative irradiation with head and stomach shielded
components of human conditioned reactions p0214 N73-20077
p0206 173-27107 Mortality rate in antiradiation druq protected
Design and attachment of skin electrodes in human mice subjected to gamma radiation overloads
cardiac monitorinq during space flight p0214 N73-20079
p0065 N73-12095 Effect of transverse overloads and gamma rays at
GABETOCYTS 100 to 200 r on peripheral blood in dogs
Space flight factors effects on Drosophila p0214 N73-20083
development in terms of dominant, autosomal and Exposure to gamma rays from Co-60 and transverse
sex-linked recessive lethals frequency, noting loads and effectiveness of cysteamine and AET
gametogenesis stage sensitivity protection
p0397 A73-42173 p0215 N73-20086
GMMA BRADIATION Relative biological effectiveness of fast neutrons
U GAMMA RAYS with gamma background
GAMMA RAYS p0215 N73-20091
The study of biological macromolecules using Effect of chronic irradiation of doqs' by Co60
perturbed angular correlations of gamma radiation. gamma rays on level of autoantibodies
p0589 A73-12648 p0216 N73-20100
Response of motoneurons of the spinal cord to Morpholoqical changes in liver of dogs subjected
gamma radiation - A cytochemical study. to chronic gamma radiation
p0047 A73-13808 p0217 N73-20101
Morphological changes in the testicles of dogs Proliferative activity of bone marrow in dogs
exposed to chronic and combined gamma-radiation exposed to three-year chronic gamma irradiation
p0123 A73-20981 p0217 N73-20102
Effects of chronic irradiation of dogs with Co-60 Continuous low dose gamma irradiation effects on
gammarays on the level of auto-antibodies cell population kinetics of mice lymphoid tissue
p0208 173-27706 rNASA-CR-1357231 p0437 N73-31999
Morphological changes in the liver of dogs induced GANGLIA
by chronic gamma irradiation NT NERVES
p0208 A73-27707 NT NEURONS
Proliferative activity of bone marrow cells in Retinal S-potential receptive field relationship
dogs exposed to chronic and repeated acute gamma to light energy and wavelength, considering cone
irradiation and rod potentials, ganglion cells and vision
p0208 173-27708 p0161 173-23314
Characteristics of the narcotic action of hexenal Receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells.
in combination with aminothyol-series p0161 A73-23315
radioprotective drugs in irradiated animals Effect of light deprivation on the metabolic
p0278 173-31391 reaction development in retinal ganglion cells
Morphological and electron-microscopic alterations p0163 A73-23681
of the myocardium in dogs subjected to lasting The effect of iontophoretically applied
chronic gamma irradiation acetylcholine upon the cat's retinal ganglion
p0305 173-34230 cells.
Chemical protection from genetic damages induced p0243 A73-30061
by radiation in the period of aftereffect of Retinal receptive fields - Correlations between
acceleration. psychophysics and electrophysiology.
p0384 173-40815 p0246 173-30397
Gamma irradiation induced abiogenic radiochemical Rabbit optokinetic reactions and retinal
synthesis of deoxynucleosides from dry mixtures direction-selective cells /A preliminary model/.
of purine bases with deoxyribose and ribose p0317 a73-36455
p0396 A73-42166 Protein synthesis in the neurons and glial cells
Dosimetric determination of absorbed gamma and of the stellate ganglia of rats during the
neutron radiation on human phantom adaptation to the effects of high altitude hypoxia
CAD-743005] p0593 N73-10077 p0345 A73-37396
Neutron and gamma induced transient incapacitation Investigation of the geometry of the dendritic
in conditioned Macaca mulatta tree of retinal ganglion cells
(AD-742076] p0594 N73-10080 p0349 A73-37944
Morphological changes in testes and Shaping device for frequency analysis of
spermatogenesis process of dogs subjected to electrical processes in peripheral neural stems
chronic and combined gamma irradiation and ganglia
p0134 N73-16048 p0402 A73-42664
Antiradiation effectiveness of cysteamine in mice GAS ANALYSIS
under various conditions of gamma radiation A system for automatic end-tidal gas sampling at
p0212 N73-20067 rest and during exercise.
Effectiveness of combined chemical protectors p0362 A73-39794
against mixed gamma-neutron radiation with A rapid method for determining the C02 transport
neutron contributions to absorbed dose characteristics in man by using a capnograph and
p0212 N73-20068 a multichannel respirator
Gamma radiation effects on toxic cysteamine p0402 &73-42665
elimination in irradiated and nonirradiated mice Design and performance of metabolic gas analyzer
p0213 N73-20070 using mass spectrometer and digital data printout
Influence of head and stomach shielding on ([NSA-CR-1288421 p0190 N73-19160
radiation sickness and animal survival from GAS BAGS
gamma-neutron irradiation Decelerator sled simulation for testing air bag
p0213 N73-20071 restraint system effects in passenger motor
Influence of shielding head and anterior stomach vehicle crash
on course of radiation sickness in dogs (PB-212706] p0224 N73-201
5 5
subjected to total lethal gamma irradiation GAS CHRORATOGRAPEY
p0213 N73-20073 Gas-chromatoqraphy investigation of volatile
Stomach shielding effects on chromosomal metabolites in man on reduced food rations and
aberration frequency in guinea pig and rat during starvation
marrow cells after gamma radiation at doses of p0088 A73-17690
50 to 200 r Extraction and analysis by gas-liquid
p0213 N73-20074 chromatography of catecholamine metabolites from
GAST and GALT aminotransferases activity of dog biological tissue
blood serum following total exposure to gamma (AD-745944] p0066 N73-1 2 105
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SUBJECT INDEX GASEOUS DIFFUSION
Gas chromatographic analysis of beryllium in Metabolic changes and cardiac output of humans in
aqueous solutions and biological tissues hypokinetic bed rest study
(AD-753112] p0177 N73-18131 p0255 N73-22013
Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry for analyzing Hethod for automatically processing indices of
fatty acid and sterol concentrations in plant operator gas exchange during work in trainer
tissue samples using computers
[NASA-CR-128740] p0186 N73-19131 p0444 873-33035
Cost analysis of mass spectrometers and gas GAS FLOW
chromatographs for.life support atmosphere NT AIR FLOW
monitoring GAS IONIZATION
[NASA-CE-124306] p0341 173-27076 NT ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION
GAS COMPOSITION GAS LASERS
NT CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION Argon-ion laser used to determine ocular effects
GAS DENSITY of repetitive laser pulses on rhesus monkeys
Deep diving pulmonary functions of man using (AD-746795] p0071 873-13096
different breathing gas densities GAS MIXTURES
[AD-749028] p0100 173-14082 NT AIR
GAS DETECTORS Fire retardance of mixtures of inert qases and
Compact carbon monoxide sensor utilizing a oxygen.
confocal optical cavity. p0155 A73-22532
(ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-20] p0350 A73-37976 Procedure for preparing an oxygen-nitrogen gas
GAS DISCHARGE COUNTERS mixture for respiration in a pressure chamber
U GAS DISCHARGE TUBES p0240 A73-29409
GAS DISCHABGE TUBES Nonthermal metabolic response of rats to He-02,
Origin of terrestrial polypeptides - A theory N2-02, and Ar-02 at 1 atm.
based on data from discharge-tube experiments. p0399 A73-42201
p0357 A73-39484 Human ability to note changes in composition of
GAS DISSOCIATION inhaled air
Determination of the value of blood oxygen p0182 N73-19090
capacity and of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation Helium/oxygen breathing effects on rat gas
curves by polarographic coulombometry exchange and musculoskeletal heat control
p0045 A73-13750 p0182 N73-19093
An equation for the oxygen hemoglobin dissociation GAS PHASES
curve. U VAPOR PHASES
p0434 A73-45070 GAS PRESSURE
GAS DYNAMICS Peak expiratory flow rate and rate of change of
Gas dynamic theory of gas exchange in organisms pleural pressure.
based on oxygen and carbon dioxide permanent p0391 A73-41636
partial pressure gradients in tissues, blood and GAS TEMPERATURE
lungs Temperature of exhaled air of healthy subjects
p0169 A73-24523 p0323 A73-36583
GAS EXCHANGE Calculation of minimum safe inspired gas
A svstem for continuous measurement of gas temperature limits for deep diving
exchange and respiratory functions. [AD-7481971 p0103 N73-14104
p0577 A73-10172 GAS TRANSPORT
Gas-blood CO2 eguilibration in dog lungs during Gas transport in the human lung.
rebreathing. p0400 A73-42421
p0048 A73-14115 A rapid method for determining the C02 transport
Quantitative estimation of the gas metabolism of characteristics in man by using a capnograph and
continuous higher plant cultures as a life a multichannel respirator
support system component p0402 A73-42665
p0087 A73-17680 Hemoglobin species diffusion effect on oxygen
A model of time-varying gas exchange in the human transport in moving and stationary flat films of
lung during a respiratory cycle at rest. hemoglobin solution
p0129 A73-21615 p0426 A73-43993
Gas dynamic theory of gas exchange in organisms GAS VALVES
based on oxygen and carbon dioxide permanent Design of anesthetic flow valve canister system
partial pressure gradients in tissues, blood and for exhaust gas absorption and laminar
lungs ventilation system for operating rooms
p0169 A73-24523 p0231 N73-21141
Computer simulation of gas exchange in human lungs. GAS VISCOSITI
p0278 A73-31348 Heated Fleisch pneumotachometer - A calibration
Validation of open-circuit method for the procedure.
determination of oxygen consumption. p0127 A73-21509
p0310 A73-35462 GASEOUS DIFFUSION
Validity of Haldane calculation for estimating A criterion for oxygen supply optimality in
respiratory gas exchange. tissues and the capillary circulation rate
p0310 A73-35463 p0047 A73-13821
Anaerobic threshold and respiratory gas exchange Indexes of ventilation distribution before/after
during exercise. airway occlusion in dogs, indicating collateral
p03 60 A73-39785 channel inspired gas distribution reduction
Effect of acceleration on distribution of lung p0048 A73-14113
perfusion and on respiratory gas exchange. Significance of the Bohr and Haldane effects in
p0381 A73-40274 the pulmonary capillary.
Advantage or disadvantage of a decrease of blood p0129 A73-21614
oxygen affinity for tissue oxygen supply at Determination of diffusive capacity components inhypoxia - A theoretical study comparing man and lungs and of alveoloarterial oxygen gradients
rat. for the estimation of oxygen transport
p0390 A73-41620 conditions in lungs
The significance of an increased EQ after sucrose p0250 A73-30849
ingestion during prolonged aerobic exercise. Hypoxic pulmonary steady-state diffusing capacity
p0391 A73-41621 for CO and cardiac output in rats born at a
Differences between inspired and expired minute simulated altitude of 3500 a.
volumes of nitrogen in man. p0251 A73-30911
p0434 A73-45069 Gas mixing during breath holding studied by
hathematical model for photosynthetic gas intrapulmonary gas sampling.
exchanges in growing wheat and radish biopaks of p0323 A73-36651
life support systems Effect of acceleration on distribution of lung
p0063 173-12081 perfusion and on respiratory gas exchange.
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p0381 173-40274 p0357 A73-39215
A model of diffusion in the respiratory unit. Development and characteristics of inflatable
p0391 A73-41638 airbag restraint system for use in general
Rebreathing and steady state pulmonary diffusing aviation aircraft
capacity for 02 in the dog and in inhomogeneous (FAA-RD-73-31 p0299 N73-25127
lung models. Evaluation of hearing protectors for general
p0391 A73-41639 aviation aircraft
Absorption of gas bubbles in flowing blood. [NASA-CR-1333031 p0341 S73-27078
p0400 A73-42414 GENEBRAL DIYNAMICS MILITARY AIRCRAFT
Cone model for oxygen diffusion in brain U MILITARY AIRCRAFT
considering spatial tissue/capillary permeability GENETIC CODE
lRAE-LIB-TRANS-1663] p0333 873-26060 Russian book - Information macromolecules during
GASES radiation injury to cells.
NT AIR p0060 A73-15707
ST ARGON Genetic code evolution in terms of abiotic
NT CARBBON DIOXIDE polynucleotide synthesis, suggesting alternating
NT CARBON MONOXIDE sequences of purines and pyrimidines as
NT EXHAUST GASES polypeptide codes
NT GAS MIXTORES p0162 A73-23469
NT HELIUM Chemical protection from genetic damages induced
NT HYDROGEN by radiation in the period of aftereffect of
NT HYDROGEN IONS acceleration.
NT LIQUID OXYGEN p0384 A73-40815
NT NITROGEN GENETICS
NT OXYGEN NT GENETIC CODE
NT RARE GASES NT MUTATIONS
Effects of gas bubbles in decompression pathology Concepts related to the origin of the genetic
of humans apparatus.
(AD-748229] p0108 N73-15126 p0055 A73-14317
GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM Russian book on radiation genetics of
NT INTESTINES microorganisms covering lethal and mutagenic
NT RECTUM action of radiation on fungi, microscopic algae,
NT STOMACH bacteria and viruses
Electrogastrographic data pertinent to exposures p0060 A73-15701
in a pressure chamber to moderate hypoxia levels Atomic, molecular, cellular, genetic,
p0087 A73-17684 multicellular, neural, mental, social and
Study of intestinal Lactobacillus species suprasocial levels of evolution, discussing
composition during a long stay of humans in a systems constituents, interactions and selective
closed space focus
p0306 A73-34239 p0090 A73-17929
Starch hydrolysis in man - An intraluminal process Correlational inter-relationships between the
not requiring membrane digestion. neuroendocrinal system and the genotype in the
p0361 A73-39789 formation of protective reactions of the organism
Absorption of fructose in saline mixture used for p02
8 1 A73-31875
enteritis therapy of children Gravity, weightlessness and organismic genetic
[NASA-TT-F-145961 p0609 N73-11078 structures.
Physiology of depressed metabolic states and p0313 173-35923
gastrointestinal responses to ionizing radiation Effects of space flight factors on the heredity of
[NASA-CR-1303811 p0133 N73-16038 higher and lower plants.
Transverse acceleration effects on rat p0397 A73-42168
gastrointestinal response to drugs Space flight factors effects on Drosophila
p0181 N73-19085 development in terms of dominant, autosomal and
Effects of radioprotective drugs on motor sex-linked recessive lethals frequency, noting
evacuatory functions in gastrointestinal tracts gametogenesis stage sensitivity
of healthy and irradiated rats pQ397 A73-42173
p0212 N73-20062 Ribonucleic acid /RNA/ polymerase and adenyl
Effect of some radioprotective preparations on cyclase in cardiac hypertrophy and cardiomyopathy.
motor and evacuator function of gastrointestinal p0404 A73-4268
7
tract of healthy and irradiated rats Biostatistics of genetical processes in human
(DRIC-TRANS-2962] p0229 N73-21130 populations
Effects of gastrointestinal pressure on rabbit eye (NASA-CR-131508] p0229 N73-21131
nystagmus during barotrauma GENITOUINARY SYSTEM
p0253 N73-21983 NT TESTES
Gastrointestinal proprioceptor effects on high EMG from smooth musculature /uterus, ureter, qut/
altitude rabbit ocular reflexes in unrestrained animals monitored by telemetry.
p0253 N73-21984 p0054 A73-142
97
Composition of human gastrointestinal microflora Luciferase ATP assay procedure for determining
during prolonged isolation bacterial infections in urinary tract
p0373 N73-29037 fNASA-CR-130797] p0173 N73-1
8096
GATES (CIRCUITS) GEOASTROPHYSICS
NT THRESHOLD GATES U GEOPHYSICS
GAUSSIAN DISTRIBRUTIONS GEOCHBEISTRI
U NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS NT BIOGEOCHEMISTRY
GAUSSIAN BOISE The sources of phosphorus on the primitive earth -
U RANDOM NOISE An inquiry.
GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT p0090 k73-17933
Realistic pilot training and aircraft handling Organic geochemical analysis of lunar samples with
qualities in pilot error risk minimization for emphasis on detecting biologically significant
military, commercial and general aviation organogenic elements, projecting techniques to
p0083 A73-16733 Mars soil analysis
General aviation pilot operational profile study, p0396 A73-42163
discussing implications for airman certification GEOLOGY
standards, flight safety regulations and Literature compilation on marine geology and
aircraft design geophysics for Caribbean Sea and adjacent regions
[SAE PAPER 730334] p0307 A73-34687 p0261 873-230
23
Fire hazard reduction in corporate aircraft oxygen GEOMAGNETIC EFFECTS
system, covering hoses, regulators, manifolds, U MAGNETIC EFFECTS
cylinders, leakage, combustion conditions and GBOMAGNETIC FIELD
servicing procedures U GEOMAGNETISH
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SUBJECT INDEX GLYCOLYSIS
GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE GLOVES
Geomaqnetic latitude variation of cosmic radiation Mercury, Gemini and Apollo space suits, discussing
rates measured onboard Concorde SST prototypes, glove development, boot design, portable life
investigating solar flares support equipment and extravehicular mobility
p0204 A73-26588 p0289 A73-34025
GEOMAGNETISH Performance of prototype high pressure space suit
The null magnetic field as reference for the study glove
of geomaqgnetic directional effects in animals [NASA-CR-1145321 p0112 N73-15162
and man. Development of prototype high pressure space suit
p0092 A73-18033 glove assembly
GEOZETRY (NASA-CR-1145351 p0151 N73-17120
NT CURVATURE GLOW
NT METRIC SPACE U LUMINESCENCE
NT PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY GLUCOSE
NT TENSOR ANALYSIS Effect of excessive glucose administration on the
NT VECTOR ANALYSIS lipid level, glycolysis rates, and oxygen uptake
GEOPHYSICS in the tissues of the liver, heart, cerebrum and
Literature compilation on marine geology and aorta
geophysics for Caribbean Sea and adjacent regions p0193 A73-25042
p0261 N73-23023 Studies on the metabolism of
GEOTROPISM qlucose-1,6-diphosphate in human erythrocytes.
The effects of mercury compounds on the growth and p03 86 A73-41139
orientation of cucumber seedlings. Diurnal variations of plasma cortisol and glucose
p0206 A73-27274 and of urinary excretion of free cortisol in man
Biophysical considerations concerning gravity at rest
receptors and effectors including experimental p0434 A73-45158
studies on Phycomyces blakesleeanus. Mathematical model for in vivo study of glucose
p0397 A73-42171 homeostasis in humans
GERMANY (NASA-CE-129171] p0606 N73-11056
Color vision requirements for German Air Force Effects of monomethylhydrazine on blood and
personnel cerebrospinal fluid glucose in anesthetized
p0179 873-19067 monkeys
GERBICIDES CAD-7512321 p0140 N73-16092
U BACTERICIDES Effect of accelerations on active transport of
GBERMINATION glucose in small intestine of rats
Life processes in ammonia - Anomalous germination p0442 N73-33021
behavior of onion seed in ammonia and amines. GLUCOSIDES
p0203 A73-26491 Transqlucosidase activity of heart-muscle
GEBONTOLOGY per-glucohydrolase
Functional aging - Present status of assessments p0125 A73-21136
regarding airline pilot retirement. Energy requirements of ouabain-sensitive Na-K
p0387 A73-41161 positive ion membrane pump during norepinephrine
GESTALT THEORY induced thermogenesis of brown adipose tissue in
Visibility of an afterimagqe alone and in the cold-exposed hamsters
presence of one or two additional afterimages, p0156 A73-22649
p0153 A73-21894 GLUTAMATES
GLANDS (ANATOHY) Effect of the administration of free amino acids
NT ADRENAL GLAND and metabolic cofactors on the distribution of
NT GONADS regional biogenic amine contents in the brain
NT PANCREAS and blood of animals
NT PINEAL GLAND p0157 A73-22864
NT PITUITARY GLAND GLUTAMIC ACID
ET TESTES Relation between hyperbaric oxygenation and
NT THYROID GLAND functional activity of differentiated brain with
Transductal fluxes of Na, K, and water in the respect ot glutamic acid metabolism
human eccrine sweat gland. p0368 N73-27960
p0281 A73-31923 GLYCERIES
GLARE U GLYCEROLS
Ophthalmological assessment of visual functional GLYCEROLS
impairment due to glare, stimulus motion and Lactate, alpha-GP, and Krebs cycle in sea-level
aging changes and high-altitude native guinea pigs.
p0080 A73-16485 p0200 A73-26122
GLASSWARE GLYCOGENS
Initiator ignition effect in laboratory glass and Diet, exercise, and glycogen changes in human
polythene vessel studying dummy hand injuries muscle fibers.
during simulated accidents p0576 A73-10160
rERDE-TRANS-1] p0295 H73-24137 Adrenal influence on the supercompensation of
GLAUCOMA cardiac glycogen following exercise.
Ocular tonus measurements for glaucoma detection p0200 A73-26121
in flying personnel, discussing subsequent test Glycogen content in the rabbit retina in relation
procedures in case of abnormal findings to blood circulation.
p0586 A73-12158 p0392 A73-41732
Glaucoma development in aging flight personnel. GLYCOLYSIS
p0329 A73-36926 Evolutionary significance of carbohydrate
Patterns of diurnal variation in the intraocular metabolism alterations in animal brains during
pressure of airline pilots. adaptation to hypoxia
p0355 A73-39107 p0575 A73-10153
Ocular tension in flying personnel The use of glycolytic metabolism in the assessment
p0383 A73-40347 of hypoxia in human hearts.
GLOEBBULUS p0118 A73-19929
Morphological changes in the luxtaqloerular Effect of excessive glucose administration on the
apparatus of rat kidneys exposed to the action lipid level, glycolysis rates, and oxygen uptake
of diversely directed accelerations for many hours in the tissues of the liver, heart, cerebrum and
p0123 A73-20978 aorta
Morphological changes in juxtaqlomerular apparatus p0193 A73-25042
in kidneys of rats during multihour exposure to Apparent paradoxical patterns of anaerobic
accelerations in different directions qlycolysis and hexokinase activity in the red
p0133 N73-16045 blood cells of acutely bled rats, with evidence
that the responses were in part hormone-dependent.
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GLYCOSIDES SUBJECT INDEX
p0196 A73-25568 p0242 A73-30022
Glycolytic intermediates and adenosine phosphates Gravity, weightlessness and organismic genetic
in rat liver at high altitude /3,800 m/. structures.
p0358 A73-39602 p0313 A73-35923
GLYCOSIDES Gravitational stress and exercise.
U GLUCOSIDES p0313 A73-35980
GUOTOBIOTICS Metabolic responses of monkeys to increased
Use of ultrafine fiber filter cloth for removing gravitational fields.
bacterial contaminants from air p031
4 A73-35982
[NASA-TT-F-149401 p0293 N73-24123 Survival and mutability of Chlorella under various
GOAL THEBOR orientation in the earth's gravitational field.
Mathematical models and physiological mechanisms p0314 A73-35997
of goal-directed behavior Intracranial hemodynamic changes in pilots to
(JPES-600911 p0447 N73-33053 tilting.
Model of organization of goal-directed behavior p0328 A73-36916
p0448 N73-33061 Altered susceptibility to motion sickness as a
GOGGLES function of subqravity level.
Physical and functional performance properties of p0358 A73-39486
laser safety goggles Interaction between radiation effects, gravity and
[AD-746208] p0606 873-10170 other environmental factors in Tribolium confusum.
Plastic materials for eye protection from lasers p0384 A73-40808
fAD-752594] p0152 N73-17127 Gravitational effects on animal ontogeny from
GONADS centrifugation studies of acceleration
Relation between the frequency-amplitude tolerance, considering eqg and embryo
characteristics of cerebral electrical activity development, body composition, etc
and gonadotropic hormone excretion levels at p0397 A73-42174
various stages of ontogenesis Vertical arm reaching movements for various
p0125 A73-21319 gravitational levels, measuring reach time and
GRADIENTS angular and lower arm velocities
NT PRESSURE GRADIENTS p0424 A73-43218
NT TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS Aerospace biology research, including physical
GBADIOMETEES principles of gravitational biology, such as
U MAGNETOMETERS forces, weight and mass, weightlessness, and
GRADUATION size and scale effects0 CALIBRATING (NASA-CR-1284711 p0593 N73-10075
GEAINS (FOOD) Effects of gravitational and inertial forces on
NT CORN cardiovascular and respiratory dynamics
NT VHEAT (NASA-CR-129603) p0063 N73-12074
Influence of solar radiation in mountainous areas Transverse acceleration effects on
on crop capacity and grain yield of spring wheat dioxyribonucleic acid catabolism in rat spleen
p0378 N73-29335 and liver
GRATINGS p0063 N73-12080
Foveal threshold additivity measurements for Transverse acceleration effects on human
monochromatic and mixed light, using grating cardiovascular system
resolution as brightness criterion p0064 N73-12088
p0246 A73-30398 Renal component of antigravitational function in
GRAVIRECEPTORS body
NT OTOLITH ORGANS p0133 N73-16043
Calculation of a coriolis acceleration acting on Instrumentation and techniques for determining
semicircular canal receptors of man in rotating effects of gravitational and inertial forces on
systems cardiovascular and respiratory dynamics
p0280 A73-31518 (NASA-CR-1332121 p0298 N73-25119
Adequate vestibular stimulants on earth and in space Acceleration effects on mechanical impedance of
p0303 A73-34122 human body in supine position
Histological studies on the vestibular organ of p0368 N73-27963
frog embryos and larvae after the influence of GREAT BRITAIN
simulated weightlessness. Color vision requirements of Great Britain's Armed
p0313 A73-35979 Forces
Biophysical considerations concerning gravity p0179 873-19072
receptors and effectors including experimental Chemotherapy for air crews in Great Britain
studies on Phycomyces blakesleeanus. p0226 N73-21105
p0397 A73-42171 GROUND BASED CONTROL
Evolution of structural, cytochemical, and NT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
functional organization of gravity receptors in Design, development, and evaluation of airport
invertebrates and vertebrates lighting control panel for airport traffic
[NASA-TT-F-7201 p0220 N73-20128 control towers
GRAVITATION [FAA-RD-72-931 p0066 N73-12108
NT ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY Space technology for developing ground based
NT LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS integrated medical laboratory
NT REDUCED GRAVITY p0075 873-13851
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS GROUND CRENS
NT LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS Statistical analysis of occurrence of backache
Electromyographic study on human standing posture among Royal Air Force flight crews and ground
in experimental hypogravic state. crews to show effects of crew seats on physical
p0582 A73-11211 comfort
Effect of hypergravity on the circadian rhythms of [AD-7451771 p0597 873-10102
white rats. Noise effects on hearing conservation in aircrew
(ASHE PAPER 72-VA/BHF-14] p0061 A73-15877 and qround support personnel of aerospace
Gravitational effects on biological systems in operations
terms of animal body size, age, sex and posture p0148 N73-17101
as factors affecting acceleration tolerance Drug screening data for civil aviation personnel
p0197 A73-25573 obtained by urinalyses
Some aversive characteristics of centrifugally p0226 873-21104
generated gravity. Prototype model for aircraft carrier landing officer
p0238 A73-28506 [AD-762728] p0377 N73-29064
Features of the influence of hypergravitation on GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
the motor activity of the chicken embryo amnion Operational investigation of combined all weather
developing under normal conditions and under capabilities of Coast Guard motor lifeboat and
conditions of constant rotation 70 knot surface effect rescue vehicle
-148
SUBJECT INDEI HALOPRILES
rAD-7614601 p0370 173-27974 GYNECOLOGY
GROUND SPEED Microelectrophoresis of human erthyrocytes as
Driving speed in relation to interactions among diagnostic tool in gynecology and obstetrics
automobile driver, roadway variables, and (NASA-TT-F-145871 p0069 573-13077
vehicle control GYRATION
p0601 N73-10131 NT ROTATION
GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS GYROPLANES
Evaluation of device to train forward air U HELICOPTERS
controllers to communicate target locations
(AD-7512921 p0142 573-16103
GROUP BEHAVIOR H
U GROUP DYNAMICS HABITABILITY
GROUP DYNAMICS Recorded observations of crew member activities
Studies in interactive communication. I - The during Tektite 2 underwater habitability study
effects of four communication modes on the [NASA-CE-130034] p0140 N73-16094
behavior of teams during cooperative Habitability factors during long-term space and
problem-solving. undersea missions in confined habitats
p0093 A73-18241 [NASA-CR-130537] p0151 173-17123
Group performance in a visual signal-detection task. Habitability study of shuttle orbiter
p0194 A73-25182 (NASA-CR-128863] p0190 N73-19162
GROUP THEORY Habitability study of shuttle orbiter
Reference image /brightness distribution (NASA-CR-128864] p0190 N73-19163
functions/ existence and normalization under Habitability study of earth orbital space stations
additive and multiplicative groups of (NASA-CR-124276] p0300 N73-25132
transformations in visual field Solution to problem of endangered living space
p0432 A73-44908 [NRC-TT-1636] p0376 873-29057
GROUP 7A COMPOUNDS HABITATS
U HALOGEN COMPOUNDS Multispectral remote sensing techniques applied to
GROTH0 study changes in wildlife habitats
NT CROP GROWTH p0142 173-16396
NT VEGETATION GROWTH HABITUATION (LEARNING)
Sleep and the maturing nervous system; Proceedings Alpha wave peak amplitude dependence on blocking
of the Symposium on the Maturation of Brain pattern after stimulation during
Mechanisms Related to Sleep Behavior, Boiling habituation-pseudoconditioning, conditioning and
Springs, Pa., June 21-24, 1970. extinction
p0050 173-14255 p0242 173-29992
Morphological, physiological and pharmacological Effects of human alertness on vestibular nystagmus
investigations of rat cerebellar cortex synaptic habituation
structure and function maturation and [AD-7493521 p0103 873-14108
neurotransmitter receptivity development HAIR
p0051 173-14256 Evaluation of hazardous conditions created by
maturing neuronal subsystems - The dendrites of facial hair on aircrew personnel wearing oxygen
spinal motoneurous. masks
p0051 173-14257 (AD-754075] p0232 173-21154
Preliminary results of the action of cosmic heavy HALIDES
ions on development of eggs of Artemia salina. NT CALCIUM CHLORIDES
p0315 A73-36129 NT CHLORINE FLUORIDES
Grouth response of bacteria and yeast in high NT COPPER CHLORIDES
pressure helium-oxygen environment NT DICHLORIDES
(AD-7453341 p0596 173-10096 NT HYDROFLUORIC ACID
Simulation of growth and mineral uptake by plants NT HYDROGEN CHLORIDES
growing in lunar soil NT LITHIUM FLUORIDES
r[ASA-CR-1340361 p0416 N73-30988 NT POTASSIUM CHLORIDES
GRUHEAN MILITARY AIBCRAPT NT SILVER CHLORIDES
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT NT SODIUM CHLORIDES
GUINEA PIGS HALO PARACHUTING
Mortality rate of guinea pigs after decompression U PARACHUTE DESCENT
treatment as function of water balance HALOGEN COMPOUNDS(DLB-FB-71-201 p0099 N73-14075 NT BROMINE COMPOUNDS
Guinea pigs used to determine effect of NT CALCIUM CHLORIDES
intramuscular injections of drugs on fall-out NT CARBON TETRAFLUORIDE
and Bekhterev nystaqmus occurring after NT CHLORINE COMPOUNDS
unilateral and bilateral labyrinthectomies NT CHLORINE FLUORIDES
p0134 N73-16049 NT COPPER CHLORIDES
Pharmacologic investigations of antagonistic NT DICHLORIDES
effects of pyridines on isolated guinea pig ileum NT FLUOROCARBONS
(BMVd-FBT-72-141 p0138 873-16075 NT PLUOROHYDROCARBONS
Bradycardia and death in guinea pigs exposed to NT HYDROFLUORIC ACID
acceleration overloads.after injections of NT HYDROGEN CHLORIDES
aminothiol group radioprotectors NT IODINE COMPOUNDS
p0211 N73-20057 NT LITHIUM FLUORIDES
Effect of acute and chronic hypercapnia on Ca and NT POTASSIUM CHLORIDES
inorganic P levels in guinea pig blood plasma NT SILVER CHLORIDES
and erythrocytes NT SODIUM CHLORIDES
[AD-7493231 p0258 N73-22035 Human and male Charles River rat exposures to
Lesion threshold in guinea pig auditory sensation Halon 1301 under hypobaric conditions,
areas due to sonic booms simulating aircraft compartment
rISL-33/721 p0369 173-27966 [AD-747958] p0066 173-12106
GOLFP 01 HEICO Hepatotoxic effects of dichloromethane inhalation
Marine biology literature compilation for in mice
Caribbean Sea and adjacent regions (AD-7514341 p0138 N73-16081
p0261 173-23022 HALOPHILES
Literature compilation on marine geology and Studies of the electron transport chain of
geophysics for Caribbean Sea and adjacent regions extremely halophilic bacteria. VIII -
p0261 N73-23023 Respiration-dependent detergent dissolution of
GOLFS cell envelopes.
NT GULF OF MHEICO p0579 A73-10625
GYMNASTICS A salt-inhibited cytochrome c reductase obtained
o EXERCISE (PHYSIOLOGY) from the moderately halophilic bacterium,
A-149
HANSTERS SUBJBCT INDEX
Hicrococcas halodenitrificans. HEAD (AMATORY)
p0045 A73-13598 ST CRABIUH
Studies on acid production during carbohydrate NT INTRACRANIAL CAVITY
metabolism by extremely halophilic bacteria. NT SKULL
p0117 A73-19500 Impact on a simple physical model of the head.
Structure of the lipid phase in cell envelope p0170 A73-24770
vesicles from Halobacterium cutirubrum. Some effects of cooling and heating areas of the
p0306 A73-34599 head and neck on body temperature measurement at
HABSTEES the ear.
Correlation of respiratory distress and ultrasonic p02
3 8 A73-28504
transmission with severe decompression sickness Cat and rat lung damage due to hyperbaric oxygen
in hamsters exposure and head injury, discussing alveolar
[AD-7434751 p0595 N73-10091 surfactants, sympathetic stimulation and monkey
HAND (ANATOMI) injuries
Specific features in the activity of the oxygen [AD-759298] p0238 A73-28507
transport system of the organism during A comparison and analysis of head sizes of Navy
hand-performed working cycles of submaximum aircrew to the standard anthropometric data.
intensity p028
4 
A73-32656
p0323 A73-36579 Biodynamic response of human head and neck to
Computerized teleoperator manual control system impact acceleration
for remote mechanical hand [AD-7479881 p0072 H73-13106
p0602 N73-10143 Mass, volume, center of mass, and mass moment of
Study of differences between left and right hand intertia determined for head and neck of human
performance in compensatory tracking task body
C[AE-TB-721171 p0141 N73-16098 [AD-7625811 p0377 173-29065
Initiator ignition effect in laboratory glass and BEAD HOVEMENT
polythene vessel studying dummy hand injuries Effect of forward head inclination on visual
during simulated accidents orientation during lateral body tilt.
(ERDE-TRANS-1J p029 5 173-24137 p0041 A73-13000
Rotor reaction model for hand motion in decision Direction-specific adaptation effects acquired in
making manual task a slow rotation room.
[AD-7615181 p0370 N73-27973 p0049 A73-14154
Heat exchange of hand as function of local thermal Apparatus note - A system for detecting and
conditions recording movements of the head.
(NASA-TT-F-15143] p0445 W73-33043 p0086 A73-17522
HANDBOOKS Observations on perceived changes in aircraft
Band book on ionizing radiation protection attitude attending head movements made in a 2-q
policies at Kennedy Space Center bank and turn.
[NASA-TH--69410] p0186 N73-19133 p0117 173-19485
Handbook on structural evolution of vestibular Adjustment of saccade characteristics during head
apparatus movements.
p0264 173-23044 * p0201 A73-26222
Environmental sanitation handbook for occupational Absolute motion parallax and the specific distance
medicine and health procedures at Kennedy Space tendency.
Center p0234 A73-28096
(HASA-Ti-X-69522] p0440 N73-32020 Nystagmic response persistence to
HANDEDNESS Fitzqerald-Hallpike caloric tests as function of
Handedness and adaptation to distortions of size directional cupular deflections due to head
and distance underwater movement
[AD-759722] p0337 N73-26098 p0238 A73-28510
BANDICAPS Binaural acoustic field sampling, head movement
Monocular pilot ability in securing and retaining and echo effect in auditory localization of
license as compared to controls sound sources position, distance and orientation
p0387 A73-41163 p0244 A73-30282
HANDLING Space-time adaptation of visual position constancy.
0 BATERIALS HANDLING p0304 A73-34223
HANDLING EQUIPENBT Supranuclear structures regulating binocular eye
Safe handling system for iridium isotopes used in and head movements.
radiation therapy p0317 A73-36451
p0231 173-21143 Central programming and peripheral feedback during
HANDLING QUALITIES eye-head coordination in monkeys.
U CONTROLLABILITY p0317 A73-36452
HAD00OOD PORESTS Altered susceptibility to motion sickness as a
U FORESTS function of subqravity level.
HARMONIC ANALYSIS p0358 A73-39486
Harmonic spectral analysis of nystagmus waveform Development of mathematical model for slow phase
frequency content for clinical vestibular rotational nystaqmus induced by head movements
examination via digital computer [ABRU-B-71-3] p060
7 N73-11065
p0237 A73-28502 Apparent object movement due to optical distortion
HARNESSES produced by head movement under water
Anthropometric dummy design improvements, [AD-7493191 p0101 N73-14086
detailing verisimilitude specifications for Anti-compensatory oculomotor responses in human
harness support in accident tests and design of visual tracking and vestibulo-ocular mechanism
chest, spine, shoulder and pelvic areas during rotational head movement in flight
p0306 A73-34617 p0110 173-15140
Restraint systems /lap belts and shoulder Visual and vestibular effects in human oculootor
harnesses/ for military, transport and general response during head rotation in yaw and roll
aviation aircraft, with emphasis on pilot and p0110 173-15147
crew systems Compensatory oculogravic response of eye movement
[SAE PAPER 730291] p0306 A73-34656 direction during slow head rotation
HAZARDS p0111 g73-15148
NT AIRCRAFT HAZARDS Predictive control of human eye tracking movements
NT FLIGHT HAZARDS in response to visual stimuli
NT RADIATION HAZARDS p0111 N73-15149
HT TOXIC HAZARDS HEAD-UP DISPLAYS
Health hazards in using electron beams for welding Functional aspects of head-up display operation,
beryllium alloys discussing data accumulated by pilot during low
p0190 873-19531 visibility runway approach in executive jet
p0581 A73-11012
A-150
SUBJECT INDEI BEART DISEASES
Performance evaluation of airborne audio-video Physical exercise effects on health of NASA
recording system as training device in A-7D personnel
tactical fighter p0145 N73-17069[AD-744041] p0605 N73-10161 Industrial health measures and environmental
Human factors engineering for flight control to insure worker productivity
control/display system with on-line terminal p0146 N73-17077[AD-7549161 p0223 N73-20148 Effects of chemical fire extinguishing agents
Application of hologram optical element to pilot containing bromotrifluoromethane on
head-up display cardiovascular and nervous systems of dogs,[AD-758057] p0295 N73-24139 monkeys, and baboons
HEADSETS [AGARD-R-5991 p0149 N73-17106U EARPHONES Survey of industrial hygiene and safety in Air
HEALING Forces operations
NT NOUND HEALING [AD-751897] p0151 N73-17126
Physical/electrical sealing mechanisms of Toxicity of long term methyl isobutyl ketone
myocardiac and muscle fiber healing after exposure in dogs, monkeys, mice, and rats
surface injury, considering ionic factors, (NASA-TH-Z-69100] p0177 N73-18130
sodium and calcium rates and contraction relation BEARING
p0198 A73-25600 NT ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
HEALTH NT BINAURAL HEARING
NT HEALTH PHYSICS Book - Human factor aspects of aircraft noise.
NT MENTAL HEALTH p0206 A73-27450
The National Aeronautics and Space Impairment to hearing from exposure to noise.
Administration-U.S. Public Health Service Health p0287 A73-33676
Evaluation and Enhancement Program - Summary of Hearing conservation studies covering impulse
results. noise produced threshold shift, damage risk
p0043 A73-13545 criteria, ultrasound hazards and hearing
Cigarette-smoking and coronary atherosclerosis. protection
p0320 A73-36535 p0309 A73-35326
Industrial model for leave and overtime taking Impulse noise damage risk criteria.
behavior of employees exposed to peak work p0310 A73-35327
activity periods in relation to health, Effect of sonic boom on hearing and vestibular
demography, and job variables equilibrium
p0143 N73-17055 p0327 A73-36910
Conference on occupational and environmental Voltage controlled attenuator circuit for acoustic
medical services provided to NASA employees signal duration and repetition control in(NASA-TM-X-690741 p0146 N73-17078 hearing examinations
Manaqement of NASA employee health problems by p0432 A73-44910
automated medical system Noise effects on hearing conservation in aircrew
p0146 N73-17079 and ground support personnel of aerospace
Chronic disease health trends and mortality rates operations
in employee population of NASA Goddard Space p0148 N73-17101
Flight Center Effects of light aircraft noise on hearing
p0147 N73-17086 [NASA-CE-130987 p0173 N73-18095
Feasibility of effective exercise and health Voice and hearing in system of acoustic
evaluation and enhancement program for NASA orientation of animals
employees [ NLL-DRIC-TRANS-3056- (3623.66)] p0291 N73-24101
p0147 N73-17091 Evaluation of hearing protectors for general
Medical services of operating environmental health aviation aircraft
program for industrial workers [NASA-CR-133303] p0341 N73-27078
p0147 N73-17093 HEARING LOSS
HBALTH PHYSICS U AUDITORY DEFECTS
NT PUBLIC HEALTH HEART
Civil aviation medicine functional standardization NT CARDIAC AURICLES
and expansion, emphasizing preventive medicine, NT CARDIAC VENTRICLES
health education and operational safety NT MYOCARDIUM
p0170 A73-24718 Intensity of exercise and heart tissue
Book - An introduction to radiation protection. catecholamine content.
p0205 A73-27048 p0042 A73-13498
The effects of fatique on health and flight safety. Origin, classification, nomenclature and incidence
p0303 A73-34080 of the atrial arteries in normal human hearts,
Biological effects of microwave irradiation on with special reference to their clinical
humans - literature review importance.
[UR-3490-291 p0107 N73-15120 A73-15522
Remote sensing techniques for detection and Book - Understanding electrocardiography:
preveption of Rocky Hountain spotted fever, Physiological and interpretive concepts.
Encephalitis, Malaria, and Red Tide p0078 A73-16359
environmental health problems Embryonic chick heart cell age dependent
(NASA-CR-1287271 p0135 N73-16060 electrophysiological studies, discussing
Abstracts on radiation and health physics structure, metabolism, ATPase activity, membrane(BNWL-1651-VOL-2-PT-21 p0137 N73-16069 potential and cell interactions
Public health exposure limits to nitrogen oxide, p0197 A73-25589
hydrogen chloride, and hydrogen fluoride air Regression of altitude-produced cardiac hypertrophy.
pollutants p0433 A73-45065(AD-7514381 p0139 N73-16084 Gaussian curve simulation of multiple-dipole model
Public health exposure limits for air pollutants of ventricular depolarization[AD-751437) p0140 N73-16088 (TH-71-E-25] p0067 N73-12116
Cardiac toxicity of fluoroalkane gases for Power sources and requirements for human
propelling aerosols in industry and household artificial hearts
applications (COO-2155-41 p0102 N73-14095[AD-7514251 p0140 N73-16090 Microscopic morphological changes in dog cardiac
Multiphase health screening and medical history muscle after chronic gamma irradiation
questionnaire for preventive/occupational p0372 N73-29027physical examinations HEART DISEASES
p0143 N73-17052 NT ANGINA PECTORIS
Hedical concepts and functional management in NASA On the causes of the changes of the second heart
Environmental Health Program sound in left bundle branch block.
p0143 N73-17056 p0581 A73-11008
&-151
HEBART DISEASES COETD SUBJECT INDEX
Fingerprint patterns incidence relation in Correlation of electrocardiographic studies and
congenital vitiu cordis patients, using Henry arteriographic findings with angina pectoris.
dactyloscopic classification p0085 A73-17279
p0581 173-11080 Systolic time intervals in constrictive
Pilot incapacitation as cause of aircraft pericarditis and severe primary myocardial
accidents, noting age connected cardiovascular disease.
disease as leading cause for loss of pilot license p0086 A73-17596
p0582 A73-11238 Pathological cardiac conduction system lesions
Non-invasive technique for diagnosing atrial anatomy associated with arrhythmia, discussing
septal defect and assessing shunt volume using atrioventricular, His bundle and bundle branch
directional Doppler ultrasound - Correlations blocks
with phasic flow velocity patterns of the shunt. p009
7 
A73-18872
p0583 A73-11505 Cardiac arrhythmias generation by impulse
Atrioventricular block response to exercise and initiation and conduction abnormalities,
intraventricular conduction at rest. considering depressed excitability, reentrant
p0583 A73-11506 excitation, summation, inhibition and parasystole
q waves and coronary arteriography in p0097 A73-18874
cardiomyopathy. Intermittent trifascicular block - Different
p0583 A73-11507 mechanisms of conduction disturbances in the
Left ventricular end-diastolic pressures following bundle branches.
selective coronary arteriography. p0115 A73-19152
p0583 A73-11508 Assessment of hypoxia in the human heart.
Echocardiographic analysis of mitral valve motion p0118 A73-19928
in atrial septal defect. The use of glycolytic metabolism in the assessment
p0587 173-12444 of hypoxia in human hearts.
Usefulness of vectorcardiography combined with His p0118 A73-19929
bundle recordings and cardiac pacing in Sinus venosus atrial septal defect - Analysis of
evaluation of the preexcitation fifty cases.
/Wolff-Parkinson-White/ syndrome. p0121 173-20368
p0587 A73-12445 Inability of the submaximal treadmill stress test
Echocardiographic findings in experimental to predict the location of coronary disease.
myocardial infarction of the posterior left p0130 A73-21802
ventricular wall. Thirty-month follow-up of maximal treadmill stress
p0587 A73-12446 test and double Easter's test in normal subjects.
High energy phosphate deficit-produced myocardial p0130 A73-21803
cell genetic apparatus activation as cardiac Ventriculographic patterns and hemodynamics in
hypertrophy mechanism, discussing mitochondrial primary myocardial disease.
biogenesis and cardiac hyperfunction roles p0130 A73-21804
p0588 A73-12511 Relation of electrolyte disturbances to cardiac
Relationship of anginal symptoms to lung mechanics arrhythmias.
during myocardial ischemia. p0131 173-21807
p0589 173-12820 Clinical evidence of cardiac weakness and
Unusual diastolic heart beat in pericardial incoordination secured by simultaneous records
effusion. of the force BCG and carotid pulse derivative
p0041 A73-13059 and interpreted by an electrical analogue.
Exercise testing for evaluation of cardiac p0159 173-23174
performance. Familial syndrome of midsystolic click and late
p0043 A73-13538 systolic murmur.
Exercise electrocardiography and vasoregulatory p0199 A73-25697
abnormalities. Phonocardioqram and apex cardiogram in systolic
p0043 A73-13541 click-late systolic murmur syndrome.
Exercise testing for detecting changes in cardiac p019
9 
A73-25698
rhythm and conduction. Angina pectoris in men - Prognostic significance
p0043 A73-13542 of selected medical factors.
Correlation of computer-quantitated treadmill p0201 173-26288
exercise electrocardiogram with arteriographic Slow and fast heart rates and syncopal and dizzy
location of coronary artery disease. attacks as manifestations of sick sinus
p0043 A73-13543 syndrome, discussing ventricular hrtificial
Diagnostic value of vectorcardiogram in strictly pacemaker as therapy
posterior infarction. p0201 A73-26289
p0047 A73-13891 Computer analysis of the orthogonal
P wave of electrocardiogram in early ischaemic electrocardiogram and vectorcardioqram in 939
heart disease. cases with hypertensive cardiovascular disease.
p0048 A73-13892 p0202 A73-26361
Computerized ECG interpretation system for heart Maximal oxygen intake and nomographic assessment
and circulatory disorder detection and diagnosis of functional aerobic impairment in
and health screening cardiovascular disease.
p0056 173-14660 p0202 A73-26362
Clinical electrocardiographic and Exercise-induced ventricular arrhythmias in
vectorcardiographic diagnosis of left posterior patients with coronary artery disease - Their
subdivision block, isolated or associated with relation to angiographic findings.
EBBBB. p0209 73-27890
p0058 A73-15200 Relationship between ventricular premature
An epidemiological survey of risk factors for contractions on routine electrocardiography and
ischemic heart disease in 42,804 men. I - Serum subsequent sudden death from coronary heart
cholesterol value, disease.
p0059 k73-15521 p0242 A73-30051
Elevated ST segments with exercise in ventricular Echocardiography status, potentialities and
aneurysm. requirements in congenital heart disease
p0059 173-15643 diagnosis, considering feasibility in left
Effects of hypoxemia and acute coronary occlusion ventricular performance evaluation
on myocardial metabolism in dogs. p0243 a73-30053
p0077 A73-16154 Coronary atherosclerosis development and
Study of intraventricular conduction times in prevention in children, discussing
patients with left bundle-branch block and left hyperlipidemia, hypertension, cigarette smoking
axis deviation and in patients with left and high risk identification
bundle-branch block and normal QBS axis using p0243 173-30065
His bundle electrograms. Predicting coronary heart disease.
p0080 &73-16582 p0244 173-30351
A-152
SUBJECT INDEX HEART DISEASES CONTD
Risk factors for developing myocardial infarction infarction.
and other diseases - The 'Men born in 1913' study. p0321 A73-36548
p0245 173-30352 The prognosis of myocardial infarction.
Book on echocardiography covering examination of p0321 173-36549
mitral, aortic, tricuspid and pulmonic valves, Responsibility for ischemic cardiopathies in civil
ventricles, atrium, pericardial effusion, aviation flight personnel
coronary artery disease and tumors p032
7 
A73-36902
p0245 A73-30358 The use of simple indicators for detecting
Prevention of the atherosclerotic diseases - potential coronary heart disease susceptibility
Opportunities for military medicine. in the third-class airman population.
p0248 A73-30518 p0328 A73-36912
Intracardiac heart murmurs and sounds influenced Some metric characteristics of myocardial cells
by respiration, under various conditions of cardiac and
p02 83 A73-32546 cardiovascular pathology
A new method for diagnosing myocardial damage in p0332 A73-36962
patients with normal electrocardiograms and Mechanisms of cardiac arrhythmias - From
vector cardiograms, hypothesis to physiologic fact.
p0287 A73-33375 p0347 A73-37582
Book on vectorcardioqraphy covering equipment, Assessing the severity of aortic stenosis by
techniques, lead systems and abnormalities phonocardiography and external carotid pulse
associated with atrial and ventricular recordings.
hypertrophy, bundle branch blocks, myocardial p0354 A73-38867
infarction and arrhythmia Echocardiographic evaluation of the hemodynamic
p0306 173-34452 effects of chronic aortic insufficiency with
Electrocardiographic diagnosis of sinus node observations on left ventricular performance.
rhythm variations and SA block. p0354 A73-38868
p0319 A73-36520 Detection of left ventricular asynergy by
ORS abnormalities in AV block - Variations and echocardiography.
their significance. p0354 A73-38869
p0319 A73-36521 Prediction of the outcomes of myocardial
Identification of the sites of atrioventricular infarction from formulas derived by the dynamic
conduction defects by means of His bundle programming method
electrography and atrial pacing. p0354 A73-39000
p0319 A73-36522 Structural conditions in the hypertrophied and
The differential electrocardiographic failing heart.
manifestations of hemiblocks, bilateral bundle p0403 173-42685
branch block, and trifascicular blocks. Abnormal biochemistry in myocardial failure.
p0319 A73-36523 p0404 A73-42686
The clinical causes and mechanisms of Ribonucleic acid /RNA/ polymerase and adenyl
intraventricular conduction disturbances. cyclase in cardiac hypertrophy and cardiomyopathy.
p0319 A73-36524 p0404 A73-42687
Current status of correlations between myocardial oxygen consumption in experimental
vectorcardioqram and hemodynamic data. hypertrophy and congestive heart failure due to
p0319 A73-36526 pressure overload.
Diagnostic power of the Q wave - Critical assay of p0404 A73-42688
its significance in both detection and Nature and significance of alterations in
localization of myocardial deficit. myocardial compliance.
p0319 A73-36527 p0404 A73-42689
Mid- and late chanqes in the QRS complex. Alterations of cardiac sympathetic
p0320 A73-36528 neurotransmitter activity in congestive heart
The pathogenesis and clinical significance of failure.
primary T-wave abnormalities. p0404 A73-42690
p0320 A73-36529 Early diagnosis of coronary heart disease;
Central nervous system influence upon Proceedings of the Second Paavo Nurmi Symposium,
electrocardiographic waveforms. Porvoo, Finland, September 9-11, 1971.
p0320 173-36530 p0404 A73-42826
Book - Atherosclerosis and coronary heart disease. The early diagnosis of coronary heart disease -
p0320 A73-36531 Critical review.
Hereditary aspects of coronary atherosclerosis. p0404 A73-42827
p0320 A73-36532 Preventive value of early diagnosis of coronary
Cigarette-smokingq and coronary atherosclerosis. heart disease, noting importance of screening
p0320 A73-36535 populations for genetic and environmental risk
Coronary atherosclerosis and ischemic myocardial factors
damage. p0404 A73-42828
p0320 A73-36538 Significance of arterial obstructive lesions in
Factors influencing coronary blood flow in the early diagnosis of coronary heart disease.
presence of coronary obstructive disease. p0405 A73-42829
p0321 A73-36539 Indications and value of coronary arteriography.
Experimental myocardial infarction - Hemodynamic p0405 A73-42830
evaluation. The value of different angiographic procedures in
p0321 173-36540 coronary heart disease.
Problems in the recognition of angina pectoris. p0405 A73-42831
p0321 A73-36541 Myocardial infarction susceptibility correlated
Electrocardiographic alterations in the presence with psychosocial factors in life change
of angina pectoris. measurement studies
p0321 173-36542 p0405 A73-42833
Clinical manifestations of acute myocardial Ischemic heart disease prediction via exercise ECG
infarction. tests, discussing work load stadardization
p0321 173-36543 p0405 173-42835
Electrocardiographic diagnosis of myocardial Angina pectoris and ECG abnormalities in relation
infarction - Pitfalls of a graphic technique. to prognosis of coronary heart disease in
p0321 173-36544 population studies in Finland.
Drug therapy for treatment of cardiogenic shock p0405 A73-42836
syndrome following myocardial infarction, Emotionally induced increases in heart rate and
discussing sympathonimetics, alpha-adrenergic plasma catecholamine and free fatty acids,
blocks and combinations noting relation to coronary heart disease
p0321 173-36546 p0405 A73-42837
Evaluation, diagnosis and treatment of common Coronary heart disease; Proceedings of the Second
structural complications of acute myocardial International Symposium, Frankfurt am Main, Nest
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Germany, June 1972. Unusual diastolic heart beat in pericardial
p0405 A73-42856 effusion.
Prevalence of hyperlipoproteinaemias in a random p0041 A73-13059
sample of men and in patients with ischaemic myocardial function and ultrastructure in
heart disease. chronically hypoxic rats.
p0408 A73-42975 p0042 A73-13369
Transient S-T elevation detected by 24-hour ECG Exercise testing for evaluation of cardiac
monitoring during normal daily activity. performance.
p0424 A73-43492 p0043 A73-13538
Ischemic polarcardiographic changes induced by Evaluation of cardiac performance in exercise.
exercise - A new criterion. p0043 A73-13539
p0432 A73-44946 Practical exercise test for physical fitness and
Doppler echocardioqraphy - The localization of cardiac performance.
cardiac murmurs. p0043 A73-13540
p0432 A73-44947 Exercise testing for detecting changes in cardiac
Physical exercise and physical fitness program for rhythm and conduction.
preventing and treating human coronary heart p0043 173-13542
disease Cardiac dysrhythmias associated with exercise
p0143 N73-17051 stress testing.
Personality, occupation, and job stress effects on p0043 A73-13544
physiological risk factor in human coronary Electro-rheocardiotelemetric device for complex
heart disease monitoring of the dynamics and efficiency of
p0143 N73-17054 cardiac contraction.
Dynamic electrocardiography in periodic health p0053 A73-14292
examinations for detection of cardiac Effects of hypoxemia and acute coronary occlusion
abnormalities on myocardial metabolism in dogs.
p0144 N73-17065 p0077 A73-16154
Dynamic electrocardiographic standardization for Effects of physical training on cardiac actomyosin
detecting cardiac risk factor in personnel adenosine triphosphatase activity.
p0145 N73-17066 p0078 A73-16157
Physical exercise effects on health of NASA Cardiac output and oxygen transport in early
personnel ontogenesis
p0145 N73-17069 p0084 A73-16738
Continuous monitoring of hypertension and Pathology of angina pectoris.
hypercholesterolemia in NASA employees for p0085 A73-17276
prevention of heart disease and disability Ultrasonic Doppler locators for peripheral vessel
p0145 N73-17072 blood circulation and myocardium and valvular
Blood lipid diagnostic and therapeutic measures to motor activity measurements
prevent heart disease in humans p0087 A73-17682
p0145 N73-17073 Cardiovascular system reactions to alternating
Blood pressure and cholesterol level screening for transverse accelerations in man
preventing heart diseases in flight crews of p0087 A73-17687
commercial airline Effects of cardiac output on /0-18/2 lung
p0146 N73-17076 diffusion in normal resting man.
Risk scoring system for identifying subjects with p0094 A73-18335
high risk to coronary heart disease The use of a compartmental hypothesis for the
p0146 N73-17080 estimation of cardiac output from dye-dilution
Electrocardiographic stress testing for curves and the analysis of radiocardioqrams.
determining influence of occupational and other p0115 173-19124
stresses on ischemic heart disease Adaptation to high altitude hypoxia as a factor
p0146 N73-17082 preventing development of myocardial ischemic
Clinical analysis of relationship between VPB and necrosis.
mortality rate in patient with acute myocardial p0115 A73-19151
infractions Search of optimal biological conservation
p0146 173-17083 conditions for a heart, using methods of
Precoronary care and sudden death prevention due mathematical experiment planning
to coronary disease in industrial workers p0117A 73-19648
p0146 N73-17084 The contractile function of the myocardium in two
Latent coronary insufficiency detection in flying types of cardiac adaptation to a chronic load.
personnel using barochamber loading p0118 173-19931
p0253 N73-21988 Hypoxia, an adjunct in helium-cold hypothermia -
HEART FUNCTION Sparing effect on hepatic and cardiac metabolites.
NT HEART MINUTE VOLUME p0120 A73-20169
Effects of exercise on activity of heart and A comparison between the effects of dynamic and
muscle mitochondria. isometric exercise as evaluated by the systolic
p0575 173-10135 time intervals in normal man.
Cardiorespiratory responses to exercise in air and p0122 A73-20369
underwater. A model to predict respiration from VCG
p0576 A73-10161 measurements.
On the causes of the changes of the second heart p0123 A73-20578
sound in left bundle branch block. Role of the sympathetic nervous system in
p0581 173-11008 supporting cardiac function in essential
The value of the ultrasonic Doppler method and arterial hypertension.
apexcardiography as reference tracings in p0124 A73-21015
phonocardiography. Transglucosidase activity of heart-muscle
p0583 A73-11509 per-glucohydrolase
Usefulness of vectorcardiography combined with His p0125 A73-21136
bundle recordings and cardiac pacing in Morphometric and histochemical investigation on
evaluation of the preexcitation human right atrial and mitral papillary muscle./Nolff-Parkinson-White/ syndrome. p0125 A73-21215
p0587 A73-12445 Analysis of indicator distribution in the
Effect of a 5-day space flight on cardiodynamics determination of cardiac output by thermal
during physical work of moderate intensity dilution.
p0588 A73-12467 p0125 173-21216
High energy phosphate deficit-produced myocardial Choice of detection site for the determination of
cell genetic apparatus activation as cardiac cardiac output by thermal dilution - Thehypertrophy mechanism, discussing mitochondrial injection-thermistor-catheter.
biogenesis and cardiac hyperfunction roles p0125 A73-21217
p0588 &73-12511
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Left ventricular performance after myocardial A simplified method for the in vitro calibration
infarction assessed by radioisotope of electromagnetic flosaeters.
angiocardiography. p0205 A73-27027
p0130 A73-21801 Heart function mechanism explanation by activation
Order and disorder in the rhythm of the heart potential stimulation of muscular contraction
. /Fifth Annual George C. Griffith Lecture/. via calcium ions
p0130 A73-21806 p
0207 &73-27690
Neuroendocrine, cardiorespiratory, and performance High-fidelity left ventricular pressure
reactions of hypoxic men during a monitoring task. measurements for the assessment of cardiac
p0154 A73-22527 contractility in man.
Distribution of systemic blood flow during p0209 A73-27888
cardiopulmonary bypass. Comparison of isometric exercise and angiotensin
p0158 A73-22930 infusion as stress test for evaluation of left
Hyocardial metabolism during exposure to carbon ventricular function.
monoxide in the conscious dog. p0209 A73-27889
p0159 &73-22935 Exogenous free fatty acid effects on hypoxic
Organism-machine interactions in hybrid control myocardial function in isolated isometric rat
systems for cardiac stimulation, artificial papillary muscles
breathing apparatus and intelligence assignments p0241 173-29572
p0159 a73-23298 Influence of flow and pressure on wave propagation
Coronary flow and left ventricular function during in the canine aorta.
environmental stress. p0243 A73-30066
p0162 A73-23380 German monograph - Comparative investigations
Heart activity characteristics in a human operator regarding the phenomenon of force potentiation
during a control process in the case of the heart muscle of cold-blooded
p0164 A73-23806 and warm-blooded animals.
Effect of respiration stabilization on hemodynamic p0249 A73-30669
reactions during acute hypoxic hypoxia Hypoxic pulmonary steady-state diffusing capacity
p0166 173-23938 for CO and cardiac output in rats born at a
Origin of the external electric field detected simulated altitude of 3500 a.
near animals and men p0251 A73-30911
p0166 A73-23942 The role of carotid sinuses in the regulation of
Controlled tachycardia through voluntary change in hemodynamics during motor activity
exercise regime, investiqating relation between p0276 A73-31161
heart rate and blood circulation Assessment of left heart function by noninvasive
p0169 A73-24521 exercise test in normal subjects.
Regional myocardial dynamics from single-plane p0277 A73-31345
coronary cineanqiograms. Histochemical investigation of some energy
p0171 a73-24771 metabolism characteristics in a rat heart after
Cardiac arrhythmias during exercise testing in acute fatigue
healthy men. p0278 A73-31393
p0196 A73-25336 Changes in cardiac activity and in the latter's
Horphological and experimental excitation models phase structure during decompression of the
of cardiac muscle ultrastructure, transmission lower half of the body
activity and intercellular contact relationships p0280 A73-31513
p0197 A73-25590 Assessment of left ventricular performance in man
Cardiac action potential rising phase and - Instantaneous tension-velocity-length
generation mechanism, discussing pacemaker relations obtained with the aid of an
potential and slow depolarization initiating electromagnetic velocity catheter in the
upstroke in spontaneously active cardiac cells ascending aorta.
p0197 A73-25592 p0281 A73-31996
Ionic current mechanisms for cardiac muscle Echocardiographic detection of regional myocardial
repolarization time course of Purkinje fibers infarction - An experimental study.
and other heart cells, relating charge transfer p0281 173-31997
data to earlier studies Effect of a 5-day space flight on the cardiac
p0197 173-25593 dynamics during moderately severe physical work.
Electroqenic potassium inward transport p0284 A73-32617
involvement in mechanism of enhanced Phase progression of the OHS complexes in
repolarization, correlating cardiac excitation electrocardiograms versus the inscribing
with Ha, K and Ca ion transfers and active ion directions of the QRS loops in vectorcardiograms.
transport p0286 A73-33116
p0197 A73-25594 Effect of maximal work load on cardiac function.
Sinoatrial node pacemaker cell functions, p0288 A73-33991
discussing ionic and metabolic principles, Assessment of left ventricular dimensions and
electrical activity, membranal effects of function by echocardiography.
neurohormonal control factors and cardioactive p0289 A73-34038
drug effects Roentgenographic study of relative heart notion
p0197 173-25595 during vibration in water-immersed cats.
Cardiac membrane capacitance physiological p0289 A73-34039
properties and measurements in Purkinle fibers, Heart muscle viability following hypoxia -
ventricular and atrial muscles and heart tissues Protective effect of acidosis.
p0197 a73-25596 p0303 A73-34097
Physical/electrical sealing mechanisms of Influence of lower-body decompression on the state
nyocardiac and muscle fiber healing after of the human cardiovascular system /according to
surface injury, considering ionic factors, roentqenokymographic data/
sodiun and calcium rates and contraction relation p0305 173-34234
p0198 173-25600 Advances in electrocardiography; Proceedings of
Stethoscope- or phonocardiograph-detectable the Symposium, Emory University, Atlanta, Ga.,
systole-associated left atrial sound in terms of Hay 10-13, 1971.
activity recording, sound genesis, hemodynamic p0318 A73-36516
correlations and clinical applications Limitations of the dipole concept in
p0199 A73-25696 electrocardiographic interpretation.
Adrenal influence on the supercompensation of p0319 173-36517
cardiac glycogen following exercise. Power failure of the heart in acute myocardial
p0200 A73-26121 infarction.
Hyocardial contraction velocity and acceleration p0321 A73-36547
in man measured by ultrasound echocardiography Holecular diffusion model of cardiogenic gas
differentiation. mixing during inspiration at alveolar boundary
p0205 A73-27026 in dogs
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p0323 A73-36652 The effect of 02 breathing on maximal aerobic power.
Cardiorespiratory transients in exercising man. I p0583 A73-11504
- Tests of superposition. II - Linear models. Passive and active warm-up effects on track
p0324 A73-36656 athletes heart and respiration rates
Comparative value of both hypoxic and positive p0042 A73-13123
pressure breathing tests for detection of Perceived exertion, heart rate, oxygen uptake and
premature beats. blood lactate in different work operations.
p0331 A73-36944 p0045 A73-13698
Respiratory changes in the stroke volume of the Acclimatization to severe dry heat by brief
left ventricle in healthy humans exposures to humid heat.
p0345 A73-37397 p0045 A73-13700
Use of a video system in the study of ventricular Interdependence of oxygen uptake, heart rate and
function in man. ventilation during treadmill exercise from
p0348 173-37797 regression slope analysis of lag logarithms
The effect of exercise on intrinsic myocardial p0048 173-14118
performance. Changes in cardiac rhythm during sustained high
p0352 A73-38258 levels of positive /+Gz/ acceleration.
Ejection time by ear densitogram and its [AD-7541461 p0050 A73-14157
derivative - Clinical and physiologic A quick and inexpensive method of monitoring on
applications, tape the heart rate during exposure of the human
p0353 A73-38866 head to pulsed magnetic fields.
Evaluation of several methods for computinq stroke p0053 A73-14289
volume from central aortic pressure. A new method to measure non-uniformity in the
p0384 A73-40638 intact heart.
Examination of a multiple dipole inverse cardiac p0059 173-15645
generator, based on accurately determined model Cardiac arrhythmias generation by impulse
data. initiation and conduction abnormalities,
p0394 173-41961 considering depressed excitability, reentrant
P wave analysis in 2464 orthogonal excitation, summation, inhibition and parasystole
electrocardiograms from normal subjects and p0097 A73-18874
patients with atrial overload. Investigations concerning the coordination of
p0399 A73-42341 heart rate and respiration rate
Russian book - Integral topograms of heart /pulse-respiration quotient/ during exercise
potentials. p0119 A73-20034
p0401 173-42489 Method for measuring the contractions of small
Measuring characteristics of the displacement hearts in organ culture.
cardiograph. p0125 A73-21218
p0403 A73-42676 Order and disorder in the rhythm of the heartA simple cardiac contractility computer. /Fifth Annual George C. Griffith Lecture/.
p0403 A73-42677 p0130 A73-21806
Myocardial oxygen consumption in experimental Predicting heart rate response to work,hypertrophy and congestive heart failure due to environment, and clothing.
pressure overload. p0158 A73-22931
p0404 173-42688 Isometric effects on treadmill exercise response
Polyparametric information of the in healthy young men.
electrocardiogram in injured tissue. p0165 A73-23842
p0405 A73-42834 Alternative mechanisms of apparent supernormalCardiovascular adjustments to progressive atrioventricular conduction.
dehydration. p0165 A73-23843
p0433 A73-45063 Temporal sequence of right and left atrialRebreathing equilibration of CO2 during exercise, contractions during spontaneous sinus rhythm and
p0434 173-45068 paced left atrial rhythm.
Electronic instruments for continuous p0199 A73-25699
cardiovascular systems measurements Slow and fast heart rates and syncopal and dizzy[NASA-TT-P-144921 p0604 N73-10154 attacks as manifestations of sick sinusChanges in vectorcardiograms of atherosclerotic syndrome, discussing ventricular artificialflying personnel after glucose testing pacemaker as therapy
p0253 H73-21989 p0201 A73-26289Alterations in myocardial contractility induced by Physiological nature of thebed rest electroencephalographic and vegetative
RNaSA-CR-1289681 p0333 N73-26056 components of human conditioned reactions
HEART MINUTE VOLUME p0206 173-27107Normal pulmonary pressure-flow relationship during Heart rate variability and work-load measurement.
exercise in the sitting position. p0250 A73-30879
p0042 A73-13124 Mental load and the measurement of heart rateChanges in gaseous metabolism and cardiac output variability.
per minute during local muscle work in man p0250 A73-30881
p0164 A73-23809 Procedure for recording the rate of pressureMeasurement of cardiac output with and organ changes in heart cavities
trapping of radioactive microspheres. p0276 A73-31167
p0324 A73-36661 Breath to breath cyclical variations in functionalUse of the single-breath method of estimating residual capacity, oxygen uptake, carbon dioxide
cardiac output during exercise-stress testing, release, tidal volume, respiratory period,
p0325 A73-36788 alveolar gas tension and heart rateA new technique for the study of left ventricular p0278 A73-31346
pressure-volume relations in man. Changes in cardiac activity and in the latter'sp0353 A73-38259 phase structure during decompression of theEffects of posture on exercise performance - lower half of the body
Measurement by systolic time intervals. p0280 A73-31513
p0353 A73-38260 Relationship of physiological strain to change inHEART BRTE heart rate during work in the heat.NT ARREYTMIA p0283 A73-32548NT BRADICARDIA Cardiovascular responses to sudden strenuous
NT SYSTOLEDIA exercise - Heart rate, blood pressure, and ECG.NT TACHYCARDIA p0310 A73-35461Oxygen uptake, heart rate and pulmonary Electrocardiographic diagnosis of sinus nodeventilation during swimming for different speeds rhythm variations and SA block.
and styles, comparing to running and cycling data p0319 A73-36520
p0577 A73-10171
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The use of simple indicators for detecting p0367 573-27953
potential coronary heart disease susceptibility Influence of He, N2, and N20 environments on
in the third-class airman population, physiological parameters of rats
p0328 A73-36912 p0371 873-29019
The effects of the Westinghouse active Exercise effects on human heart rate and oxygen
magnetometer /WD-4/ on implanted cardiac uptake
pacemakers. p0371 173-29020
p0330 A73-36936 HEART VALVES
Study of the heart rate of humans exposed to heat Echocardiographic analysis of mitral valve motion
p0331 173-36942 in atrial septal defect.
Serial correlation of physiological time series p0587 A73-12444
and its significance for a stress analysis Case histories of valvular cardiopathies in
p0352 A73-38159 military pilots, determining tolerance to flight
Inversion of lighting regimen alters acrophase p0115 173-19209
relations of circadian rhythms in body Phonocardiogram and apex cardiogram in systolic
temperature, heart rate.and movement of pocket click-late systolic murmur syndrome.
mice. p0199 A73-25698
p0357 A73-39480 Book on echocardiography covering examination of
Variations of heart rate during sleep as a mitral, aortic, tricuspid and pulmonic valves,
function of the sleep cycle. ventricles, atrium, pericardial effusion,
p0359 A73-39762 coronary artery disease and tumors
Hybrid biological power cells for cardiac p0245 A73-30358
pacemakers - Materials evaluation. Experimental studies on the mechanisms of closure
p0363 A73-39823 of cardiac valves with use of roentgen
Evaluation of effects of the microwave oven /915 videodensitometry.
and 2450 MHz/ and radar /2810 and 3050 MHz/ p0348 A73-37795
electromagnetic radiation on noncompetitive Assessing the severity of aortic stenosis by
cardiac pacemakers. phonocardiography and external carotid pulse
p0363 A73-39824 recordings.
Automatic identification of cardiac rhythm and p0354 A73-38867
conductivity disturbances with the aid of Echocardiographic evaluation of the hemodynamic
digital computers effects of chronic aortic insufficiency with
p0384 A73-40751 observations on left ventricular performance.
Stress and strain in student helicopter pilots. p0354 A73-38868
p0386 A73-41155 Doppler echocardiography - The localization of
The relationship between left ventricular ejection cardiac murmurs.
time and stroke volume during passive p0432 A73-44947
cardiovascular stress. BEAT
p0390 A73-41565 NT DRY HEAT
Submaximal exercise with increased inspiratory Effect of sleep deprivation and heat stress on
resistance to breathing. human performance in visual and auditory tasks
p0400 A73-42419 (OES-8/72] p0421 173-31024
Permanent catheterism of the thoracic aorta - BEAT ACCLIMATIZATION
Direct measurement of arterial pressure, Acclimatization to severe dry heat by brief
injection of substances, and the taking of blood exposures to humid heat.
in wake rats p0045 173-13700
p0435 A73-45160 Effect of high-fat diet.on thermal acclimation
Rhesus monkey heart rate during exercise using with special reference to thyroid activity.
implanted ECG telemeters p008
4 A73-16800
(AD-7449301 p0595 N73-10089 Heat acclimatization while wearing vapor-barrier
Sleep stage classification analysis on heart rate clothing.
data recordings p0307 173-34742
(AD-7409461 p0605 N73-10167 Cardiovascular adjustments to progressive
Electrocardiogram recordings on magnetic tape for dehydration.
computerized analysis p0433 A73-45063
[AD-7481051 p0075 N73-13124 BEAT BALANCE
Threshold circuits with feedback channels for Energy balance and lactic acid production in the
cardiac E-wave detection in electrocardiographic exercising rabbit.
heart rate monitoring p0077 A73-16156
[NASA-TN-D-71521 p0112 N73-15158 Energy balance during moderate exercise at altitude.
Changes in electrocardioqraphs of Rhesus monkeys p0277 A73-31343
as function of age Man induced changes in earth climate by
(NASA-TT-F-146751 p0136 N73-16062 environment pollution and heat production
Long term exercise effects on cardiovascular (PB-213676/2] p0267 N73-23074
response in NASA personnel with periodic BEAT CONDUCTION
ergometric evaluation U CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
p0145 N73-17067 HEAT CONTENT
Clinical analysis of relationship between VPB and U ENTHALPY
mortality rate in patient with acute myocardial BEAT DISSIPATION
infractions U COOLING
p0146 173-17083 BEAT DISSIPATION CHILLING
Effects of prolonged bed rest on body temperature U COOLING
and heart rate periodicity in man HEAT EFFECTS
p0175 173-18113 U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
Mental and cardiovascular acceleration stress BEAT EQUATIONS
effects on heart rate studied by beta adrenergic 0 THERMODYNAMICS
blockage HEAT EXCHANGERS
p0188 N73-19149 Cryogenic heat exchanger for removal of waste heat
Cardiac systole kinematics in humans exposed to from spacecraft environmental control life
hypoxic atmosphere. support system
p0253 873-21986 [NASA-CB-1243011 p0340 S73-27071
Diurnal cardiac rhythm fluctuation for HEAT GAIN
cardiovascular evaluation of flight personnel U HEATING
p0254 N73-21997 BEAT MEASUREMENT
Metabolic changes and cardiac output of humans in Heat flow meter and calorimeter measurements of
hypokinetic bed rest study, heat transfer between human body and environment
p0255 N73-22013 under various climatic conditions for
Infliqht heart and respiratory rate recording of temperature regulation studies
pilots, using nose clip transducers p0049 173-14123
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Human calorimeter with a new type of gradient layer. Study of performances in a warn environment in
p0324 A73-36662 case of air conditioning breakdown on a
Design considerations and applications of gradient supersonic transport
layer calorimeters for use in biological heat p0331 A73-36947
production measurement. Model of evaporation responses to heat load
p0395 A73-42054 increases
Proton magnetic resonance spectra and calorimetry p0352 A73-38150
of interactions between ions, inhibitors, and Responses of men and women to two-hour walks in
substrates with two ribonucleases desert heat.
(BHVG-FBVT-72-71 p0137 573-16071 p0360 173-39784
HEAT PIPES N Heat conduction in blackened skin accompanying
Prediction of long-term heat-pipe performance from- pulsatile heating with a xenon flash lamp.
accelerated life tests. p0361 A73-39791
p0384 A73-40438 Work-heat tolerance derived from interval training.
BEAT REGULATION p0400 A73-42416
0 TEMPERATUREBB CONTROL Physiological regulatory mechanisms of water and
HEAT RESISTANCE electrolyte levels in human body in high
U THERMAL RESISTANCE temperature environment
HEAT SINKS [NASA-TT-F-139151 p0592 373-10066
Design, development, and fabrication of liguid Heat regulation and adaptation of rats exposed to
cooled space suit using ice pack heat sink - helium oxygen atmosphere
Vol. 1 p0065 373-12096
([ASA-CR-114624-VOL-11 p0419 873-31006 Human adaptation to hypoxic hypoxia for increased
HEAT SOURCES resistance to physical stress
Performance of battery powered electrically heated p0182 873-19095
suit for reconnaissance divers High temperature tolerance of rats under normal
(AD-749847] p0102 873-14101 conditions, after thermal conditioning and
BEAT STROKE combined with drugs
Corticosterone level and the binding capacity of p0216 873-20099
blood plasma proteins under thermal effects High altitude acclimatization effects on mice and
p0045 A73-13749 rabbit tolerances to hypoxia, acceleration, and
HEAT TOLERANCE high temperature
Utility of heat stress indices and effect of ([ASA-TT-F-14861] p0219 N73-20123
humidity and temperature on single physiologic Human physiological response to heat stress in
strains. preflight operation
(AD-751735] p0576 A73-10163 [ AD-759173] p0338 H73-27060
Acclimatization to severe dry heat by brief Cooling effects on human tolerance to work induced
exposures to humid heat. heat stress and collapse
p0045 A73-13700 (NASA-CR-134059] p0438 N73-32005
Physical work induced hyperthernia effects on BEAT TRANSFER
detection rate in visual vigilance task HT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
performance in hot and humid environment NT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
p0095 A73-18469 NT RADIATIVE HEAT TBANSFER
Central tracking task performance simultaneously Beat flow meter and calorimeter measurements of
with response to peripheral stimulus under high heat transfer between human body and environment
heat stress environments under various climatic conditions for
p0096 173-18473 temperature regulation studies
ork-heat test comparisons of dry and wet heat and p0049 A73-14123
exercise proqrams for heat acclimatization A model of heat transfer in a biological tissue
p0158 A73-22932 perfused by blood of arbitrary temperature.
Portable electronic thermometer for temperature p0424 a73-43292
measurement during exercise elevation of body Numerical analysis of thermal resistance of air
temperature in heat acclimatization experiment layers in air permeable clothing
p0169 A73-24567 [NLL-DRIC-TRAS-2717-(3623.66) 1] p0101 N73-14089
Comparison of the metabolic effects of Examination of physical processes governing heat
centrifugation and heat stress in man. transfer through air-penetrable clothing in wind
p0196 A73-25338 (DRIC-TRANS-2921] p0313 373-15166
Physiological effect of air nitrogen replacement Design, development, and fabrication of liquid
by inert gases under high and low temperature cooled space suit using ice pack heat sink -
conditions Vol. 1
p0207 173-27701 (NASA-CR-114624-VOL-1] p0419 873-31006
High temperature tolerance enhancement in rats by Heat exchange of hand as function of local thermal
thermal training and medicinal preparations conditions
p0207 A73-27705 (NASA-TT-F-15143] p0445 873-33043
Hotor, thermal and sensory factors in heart rate HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
variation - A methodology for indirect Comparative study of patches for liquid cooled
estimation of intermittent muscular work and garments.
environmental heat loads. p0345 A73-37404
p0250 A73-30880 HEAT TRANSISSIO
The combined influence of microwave radiation and HT CONDUCTIVE BEAT TRANSFER
an adverse climate on the organism NT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
p0277 A73-31170 NT BEAT TRANSFER
The effects of core temperature elevation and NT RADIATIVE BEAT TRANSFER
thermal sensation on performance. HEAT TREATERNT
p0283 173-32396 Red cell flexibility and pressure-flow relations
Relationship of physiological strain to change in in isolated lungs.
heart rate during work in the heat. p0158 A73-22927
p0283 A73-32548 BEATING
Biological indicators and the effectiveness of NT ATMOSPHERIC HEATING
sterilization procedures. HT RADIANT HEATING
p0288 A73-33692 HT RADIO FREQUENCY HEATING
Tolerance to heat following cold stress. Influence of isolated heating of spinal column on
p0325 A73-36784 respiratory rate and panting in dogs
Human performance at elevated environmental (NASA-TT-F-14998] p0338 B73-27054
temperatures. Food heating tests in different atmospheres
p0325 173-36787 [NASA-C-134040] p0419 573-31012
Study of the heart rate of humans exposed to heat HEAVY COSmIC BRA PRIMARIES
p0331 A73-36942 U HEAVY NUCLEI
U PRIARYI COSIC RATIS
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HEAVI ELEMENTS Thermoregulatory reactions of rats in a nitrogen
NT PLUTONIUM 238 and helium-diluted hypoxic atmosphere.
HEAVY IONS p0123 A73-20979
Delta ray particle track structure theory for Helium-cold induced hypothermia in the white rat.
radiation dosimetry and biological cell response p020
5 
A73-26975
to heavy ions, fast neutrons, stopped pions and Growth response of bacteria and yeast in high
mixed radiation fields pressure helium-oxygen environment
p0196 A73-25423 (AD-745334] p0596 873-10096
Experimental methods of correlation between the Heat regulation and adaptation of rats exposed to
trajectories of cosmic heavy ions and biological helium oxygen atmosphere
objects: Dosimetric results - Experiment p00
65 873-12096
Biostack on Apollo 16 and 17. Visual evoked responses from divers subjected to
p031 3 A73-35946 hyperbaric conditions simulating depths to 1200
Preliminary results of the action of cosmic heavy feet breathing various gas mixtures
ions on development of eggs of Artemia salina. [AD-749325] p0108 N73-15127
p0315 A73-36129 Helium/oxygen breathing effects on rat gas
Frequency of heavy ions in space and their exchange and musculoskeletal heat control
biologically important characteristics. p0182 N73-19093
p0398 A73-42178 Biological evaluation of influence of
The radiobioloqical effects of heavy ions on helium-oxygen atmosphere on culture of mammalian
mammalian cells and bacteria. cells
p0398 173-42182 p0443 873-33024
Probability cross sections of heavy ion single hit HELIUH-OIYGEN ATHOSPHERES
inactivation paths for human cells using Nonthermal metabolic response of rats to He-02,
nitrogen ion accelerator experiments 82-02, and Ar-02 at 1 atm.
p0398 A73-42183 p0399 A73-42201
Heavy ion irradiation effects on bacteria HELHETS
mutations in balloon fliqht and accelerator Protective helmets performance evaluation for
experiments, comparing with cosmic rays design optimization, considering failure
p0399 A73-42184 analysis from aircraft accident reports
Apollo 16 Biostack experiment for biological p0284 A73-32655
effects of cosmic ray heavy primaries on cell A comparison and analysis of head sizes of Navy
and tissue development and mutations of bacilli, aircrew to the standard anthropometric data.
Artemia and plant seeds p028
4 A73-32656
p0399 A73-42185 Helmets effectiveness evaluation from acceleration
BEAVY NUCLEI and impact tests, discussing test criteria and
Bioqenic elemental distribution and isotopic civilian and military standards
abundance in lunar samples, discussing heavy p0286 A73-33132
isotopes enrichment by solar wind irradiation, Technique for extemporaneously obtaining an
meteorite impacts and hydrogen stripping electroencephalogram
p0095 A73-18417 p03
30 A73-36937
Apollo 14 and Apollo 16 heavy-particle dosimetry Audiometric thresholds for bare headed subjects,
experiments. or wearing H1 helmet, and experimental helmet
p0343 173-37150 [AD-745121] p0260 873-22053
Biological effects due to single accelerated heavy Evaluation of helmet weight on head by military
particles and the problems of nervous system personnel
exposure in space. [AD-7484121 p0261 873-22056
p0398 A73-42181 Impact resistance of crash helmets for
Apollo 16 experiment using biostack to determine agricultural aviation pilots
effects of heavy nuclei on biological organisms [ARL/SM-NOTE-390] p0420 873-31014
p0232 N73-21761 BEHATOCRIT
BIOSTACK experiment on Apollo 16 for studying Investigation of some blood characteristics in
crAbined action of heavy high energy loss nuclei albino rats subjected to 60-day hypokinesia
id space flight factors on resting biological p0279 A73-31502
,ystems Bodel experiments on apparent blood viscosity and
p0266 N73-23062 hematocrit in pulmonary alveoli.
8' COPTEB ATTITUDE INDICATORS p0433 A73-45064
ATTITUDE INDICATORS REATOCRIT RATIO
HELICOPTERS Red cell volume with changes in plasma osmolarity
.LICOPTER CONTROL during maximal exercise.
Perceptual considerations for a wide field of p0324 A73-36654
view, helicopter night landing system /HENILAS/. Erythropoietin production in dogs exposed to high
p0081 A73-16705 altitude and carbon monoxide.
Studies of pilot performance. III - Validation of p0358 A73-39599
objective performance measures for rotary-wing The specific resistance of blood at body
aircraft. temperature.
p0386 A73-41154 p0402 A73-42670
HELICOPTERS Erythrocyte volume in acidified venous blood from
NT P-531 HELICOPTER exercising limbs.
NT UH-1 HELICOPTER p0436 A73-45557
Electronic location finder radio antenna homing Hemoglobin and erythrocyte increase in rat
system for helicopter search and rescue of adaptation to hypoxic hypoxia
downed air crewmen p0255 N73-22005
CABS PREPRINT 720] p0309 A73-35061 HEMATOLOGY
Analysis of helicopter pilot and passenger Peripheral blood composition changes in cosmonauts
reaction to vibration environment to determine during 18- and 24-day space flights
effects of discrete frequencies and combinations p0208 A73-27710
of harmonic frequencies A method for calculating the sedimentation
p0591 873-10019 characteristics of particles in linear
Helicopter performance in civilian air rescue dextrane-density gradients and its application
operations to the separation of red blood cells according
rAD-7486951 p0101 873-14087 to the sedimentation rate
Helicopter flying in poor light and featureless p0237 A73-28476
terrain and color vision abnormality Human hematologic responses to 4 hr of isobaric
p0180 N73-19075 hyperoxic exposure /100% oxygen at 760 mma Hg/.
HELIUM p0241 A73-29751
Thermorequlatory reactions of animals in a Hematological, biochemical, and immunological
helium-oxygen medium studies during a 14-day continuous exposure to
p00 88 A73-17695 5.2% 02 in 82 at pressure equivalent to 100 PSW
A-159
HEBATOPOIESIS SUBJECT INDEX
/4 ata/. p0165 A73-23841
p0326 &73-36794 Isometric effects on treadmill exercise response
Changes in the peripheral blood of the rat exposed in healthy young men.
to microwave radiation /2400 MHz/ in conditions p0165 A73-23842
of chronic exposure. Effect of respiration stabilization on hemodynamic
p0387 A73-41159 reactions during acute hypoxic hypoxia
Erythrocyte volume in acidified venous blood from p0166 A73-23938
exercising limbs. Effect of electrostimulation on hemodynamic shifts
p0436 A73-45557 during prolonged hypokinesia
Hematoloqy of miniature pigs after rapid p0166 A73-23940decompression Vestibular stresses effects on systemic and[DLR-PB-73-63] p0446 873-33047 cerebral hemodynamics, considering human
BEIATOPOIESIS acceleration adaptation and compensation
Erythropoietin production in dogs exposed to high mechanisms
altitude and carbon monoxide. p0208 A73-27714
p0358 A73-39599 Bemodynamics alteration caused by acute hypoxia inHEUATOPOIETIC SYSTEMB animals with denervated carotid sinuses
Differentiations and maturations in red and white p0236 A73-28350blood cells construction in red bone marrow, Changes in blood-flow distribution during acute
noting hematopoietic system formation from emotional stress in dogs.
single source cell p0238 A73-28533
p0085 A73-17473 Effect of the valsalva maneuver on tolerance toBole of adrenalin and alpha-receptor deactivation +Gz acceleration.
in reactions of hemopoietic organs to stress p0241 173-29754
p0117 173-19644 Some compensatory adjustment reactions of theProliferative activity of bone marrow cells in blood circulation system in pulmonary pathologydogs exposed to chronic and repeated acute gamma p0280 A73-31623irradiation Nutritional circulation in the heart. IV - Effect
p0208 A73-27708 of calcium chloride and potassium chloride onPeripheral blood composition changes in cosmonauts myocardial hemodynamics and clearance ofduring 18- and 24-day space flights rubidium-86.
p0208 173-27710 p0288 A73-33990Leukopenic response of dog bone marrow for Effectiveness of some hemodynamic indices in the
evaluating hematopoietic tissue function detection of vestibulo-vegetative disorders
p0255 N73-22009 under ordinary conditions and those of hypoxiaBEEOD!UA1IC RESPOBSES p0303 A73-34121
Effect of interstitial edema on distribution of Influence of lower-body decompression on the state
ventilation and perfusion in isolated lung. of the human cardiovascular system /according to
p0577 A73-10167 roentgenokymographic data/Renal vascular response to saline infusion from p0305 A73-34234
radioactive Xe washout and sodium excretion Certain features of henodynamics during
concentration data orthostatic tests with persons of differentp0577 A73-10170 vestibulo-vegetative tolerance levels
High altitude adaptation in mountain inhabitants p0305 A73-34236
of Tian Shan and Pamir, discussing effects on Cardiovascular responses to sudden strenuoushemodynamic and pulmonary functions exercise - Heart rate, blood pressure, and ECG.
p0584 173-11922 p0310 A73-35461Cardiocirculatory adaptation to chronic hypoxia. Normalisation of haemodynamic changes caused byIII - Comparative study of cardiac output, action of prolonged accelerations in rats.
pulmonary and systemic circulation between sea p0314 A73-35985level and high altitude residents. Experimental myocardial infarction - Hemodynamic
p0059 A73-15523 evaluation.
Cerebral circulation alteration during hypothermia p0321 A73-36540
p0081 A73-16698 The effects of training on some parameters ofCardiovascular system reactions to alternating hemodynamics and of the oxygen transportationtransverse accelerations in man function of the blood during static strainsp0087 A73-17687 p0323 173-36581
Application of multichannel rheography to Cardiovascular reactions of a healthj man exposedphysiological studies on a centrifuge to sonic booms
p0088 173-17693 p0327 A73-36909
The contractile function of the myocardium in two Intracranial hemodynamic changes in pilots to
types of cardiac adaptation to a chronic load. tilting.
p0118 A73-19931 p0328 A73-36916Time course of pulmonary vascular response to Bespiratory changes in the stroke volume of thehypoxia in dogs. left ventricle in healthy humansp0120 A73-20168 p0345 A73-37397
A comparison between the effects of dynamic and The effect of exercise on intrinsic myocardial
isometric exercise as evaluated by the systolic performance.
time intervals in normal man. p0352 173-38258p0122 A73-20369 Echocardiographic evaluation of the hemodynamic
Analysis of some mechanisms of human stability to effects of chronic aortic insufficiency with
decompression of the lower portion of the body observations on left ventricular performance.
p0124 173-20987 p0354 173-38868Role of the sympathetic nervous syste in Ventilatory and hemodynanic responses to acutesupporting cardiac function in essential hypoxia and hypercapnia in Hereford calf,
arterial hypertension. comparing with manp0124 A73-21015 p0360 A73-39782
Cardiovascular changes in middle-aged men during Effects of tilting on pulmonary capillary blood
two years of training. flow in normal man.
p0127 A73-21504 p0361 173-39786Changes in hemodynamics and efferent sympathetic Effect of stimulation of certain hypothalamicpulsation during pressor cardiovascular reflexes structures on systemic and pulmonary circulationunder conditions of acute hypoxic hypoxia p0382 A73-40282
p0154 A73-22365 Cardiopulmonary responses of sale and female swineRed cell flexibility and pressure-flow relations to simulated high altitude.in isolated lungs. p0432 A73-45058
p0158 A73-22927 State of hemocoagulation and thrombocytes duringImmediate hemodynamic effects of cardiac hypokinesia after adaptation to high-sountainangiography in man. conditions
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SUBJECT INDEX HEURISTIC 
METBODS
p0217 873-20107 analysis of spectra of the human skin
Long term hypokinesia effect on rats hemodynamic 
p0356 A73-39145
system Erythropoietin production in dogs exposed to high
p0262 N73-23026 altitude and carbon monoxide.
Physioloqical and hemodynamic adaptations to CO p0358 
A73-39599
levels and exercise in nonsmoking normal men Oxygen transport augmentation mechanism for human
fPB-213834/11 p0267 N73-23073 hemoglobin, considering hemoglobin translational
Influence of monochromatic light on physiological mobility absence effects
processes of blood p0362 
A73-39795
fNASk-TT-F-149411 p0297 N73-25111 Hemoglobin molecule oxygenation mechanism 
in
Lower body decompression effects On human various animals, discussing erythrocytes as
cardiovascular hemodynamic system hemoglobin carriers, ecological factors and
p0373 N73-29032 physicochemical conditions
Human hemodynamic responses and vestibular p0426 A73-43929
tolerances to body sway tests Hemoglobin species diffusion effect on oxygen
p0373 N73-29034 transport in moving and stationary flat films of
Variations of cell enzymes, glucose, cholesterol, hemoglobin solution
and 17-hydroxycorticosteroid in blood during p0426 A73-43993
physical work noting physical training dependence Prospects for studying 
mechanisms responsible for
rDLB-B-72-481 p0412 N73-30072 the nonthermal effects of millimeter- and
HBEODYNAMICS submillimeter-band electromagnetic radiation 
on
Hemodynamic effects of physical maneuvers biologically active compounds
/Valsalva effort, respiration/ and of p042
7 A73-44096
pharmacodynamic tests - Their clinical application Response of coronary blood flow to pH-induced
p0586 A73-12159 changes in hemoglobin-02 affinity.
Effect of a 5-day space flight on cardiodynamics p0433 A73-45061
during physical work of moderate intensity Design of electrophoretic mass screening tester
p0588 A73-12467 for sickle cell anemia
Maximal treadmill exercise electrocardiography - p02
3 1 N73-21140
Correlations with coronary arterioqraphy and Effects of hyperoxia on heme biosynthesis
cardiac hemodynamics. [rAD-7568361 p0294 873-24125
p0590 A73-12821 HEMORRHBGES
Electro-rheocardiotelemetric device for complex Digestive hemmorhages in aircrew - Individual and
monitoring of the dynamics and efficiency of collective safety
cardiac contraction. p0332 A73-36952
p0053 A73-14292 BHEOSTASIS
Spline function interpolation in interactive 0 HEHOSTATICS
hemodynamic simulation. HEMOSTATICS
p0098 173-18889 Hemotherapy of coagulation system disturbances of
Devices for dynamic recording of volumetric blood hepatolienal origin
flow rates lower than 1 ml per minute p0428 173-44299
p0126 A73-21325 HEPARINS
Ventriculographic patterns and hemodynamics in Effect of heparin on blood platelet aggregation
primary myocardial disease, and trombosis under the action of direct
p0130 A73-21804 electric current
Modification of the electroencephalograph 4EEG-1 p0126 A73-21321
for polygraphy Experimental studies on the production of
p0154 A73-22370 pulmonary infarction. IV - Effects of UK,
Influence of flow and pressure on wave propagation heparin, t-AHCHA or ellagic acid.
in the canine aorta. p0399 A73-42319
p0243 A73-30066 BEREDITY
The role of carotid sinuses in the regulation of Russian papers on human adaptability covering
hemodynamics during motor activity altitude and temperature acclimatization, work
p0276 A73-31161 capacity and anthropogenetic and medicogenetic
Effect of a 5-day space flight on the cardiac factors
dynamics during moderately severe physical work. p0584 A73-11921
p0284 A73-32617 Correlational inter-relationships between the
Current status of correlations between neuroendocrinal system and the genotype in the
vectorcardiogram and hemodynamic data. formation of protective reactions of the organism
p0319 173-36526 p0281 173-31875
Nonlinear analysis of aortic flow in living dogs. Hereditary aspects of coronary atherosclerosis.
p0384 173-40640 p0320 A73-36532
Flow patterns and velocity and shear stress Human intrapair twin differences, examining age,
distribution downstream of steady and pulsatile height, weight, heart volume, metabolism,
flow models for fluid dynamics of blood vessel respiratory rate and monozygous/dizygous
branches differences
p0408 173-43103 p0361 173-39792
Functional changes in systemic and cerebral Effects of space flight factors on the heredity of
hemodynamics with respect to vestibular stresses higher and lower plants.
accompanying low accelerations p0397 A73-42168
p0217 N73-20108 HEBTEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS
Techniques for determining effects of prolonged NT ADENINES
weightlessness on cardiovascular system of NT ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE (ADP)
subhuman primates NT ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP)
rNASA-CE-1318901 p0252 N73-21980 NT ADENOSINES
HEMOGLOBIN NT ASCORBBIC ACID
NT CARBOxHEMOGLOBIN NT ATROPINE
NT OXYHEMOGLOBIN NT AZULENE
Stochastic model application to divergence of NT BIOTIN
horse-pig lineage from common ancestor in terms NT HTOSCINE
of hemoglobin and fibrinopeptides alpha and beta NT INDOLES
chains NT PYRIDOXINE
p0116 a73-19218 NT PYRROLES
Investigation of some blood characteristics in NT THIAMINE
albino rats subjected to 60-day hypokinesia NT TEYPTOPHAN
p0279 A73-31502 BEURISTIC METHODS
A new method for determining the degree of Heuristic response strategies and operator
oxygenation of hemoglobin spectra in the case of performance errors as function of practice in
inhomoqeneous light paths, explained in an cross coupled pursuit tracking control tasks
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HEXOEIUASE SUBJECT INDEI
p0117 A73-19548 p0360 A73-39783Ergatic modeling as dynamic goal-oriented physical Pressure chambers for testing effect of oxygenprocess based on heuristic autonomous inspiration on fatigue during flightinformation-structured organization system with !JPRS-59041] p0264 873-23051regulated model-human operator interaction Cardiopulmonary adaptations of man to moderatelyBRIOKIS p0241 A73-29418 high altitudeINAD-755192 
p0267 873-23075Apparent paradoxical patterns of anaerobic Respiratory function and blood acid baseglycolysis and hexokinase activity in the red equilibrium in human adaptation to high altitudeblood cells of acutely bled rats, with evidence environment
that the responses were in part hormone-dependent, p0372 N73-29030HIBERNATION p0196 A73-25568 HIGH ALTITUDE BEVIRONHENTSHIBRNAIONHigh 
altitude acclimatization and mountainHibernation applications in manned space flight, climbing effects on human organism, consideringconsidering feasibility and advantages oculomotor, cardiovascular and respiratoryp0050 173-14170 responses and enduranceLow body temperature effects on learned behavior p0124 A73-20991
retention under hibernation conditions in High altitude chamber effect on thyroid
squirrels 
stimulating hormone and thyroxinep0078 A73-16324 concentrations, noting shift from extra toVentilation measured by body plethysmography in intravascular
hibernating mammals and in poikilotherms. p0157 A73-22926p0129 A73-21612 Lactate, alpha-GP, and Krebs cycle in sea-levelPulmonary respiration and acid-base state in and hiqh-altitude native guinea pigs.
hibernating marmots and hamsters. p0200 A73-26122p0129 A73-21613 Hemocoagulation and trombocyte state duringCircadian rhythms in catecholamines in organs of hypokinesia after highland adaptationthe golden hamster. 
p0208 A73-27713p0200 A73-26120 Aircraft cabin altitude hypoxia effects on mother,Serotonin content in various parts of the brain embryo and fetus during first trimester ofduring hibernation and awakening pregnancy in air hostesses and women passengersp0278 A73-31390 p0248 A73-30519Serotonin content variations in the fore-brain Hyoglobin distribution in the heart of growingduring hibernation 
rats exposed to a simulated altitude of 3500 ap0322 A73-36567 in their youth or born in the low pressureThe inhibiting action of 5-oxytryptophan on chamber.thermal regulation during the awakening from p0251A73-30910hibernation High altitude effects on cerebral and
p0343 A73-37252 cardiovascular systems of monkeysContraction kinetics of ventricular muscle from (AD-745891] p0610 N73-11085hibernating and nonhibernating mammals. Centrineuroqenic etiology for pulmonary changes of
p0358 A73-39603 high altitude pulmonary edemaBook on comparative physiology of thermoregulation [AD-756940) p0294 N73-24127
covering primitive and aquatic mammals, HIGH ALTITUDE PLIGHT
torpidity aspects, evolution and newborns U HIGH ALTITUDEp0406 A73-42859 HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURETorpor and hibernation physiology in mammals High altitude aircraft cabin pressurization forcovering evolution, hypothermia, energy crews and passengers, discussing altitudeconservation, cell and organ adaptations, tolerance, reaction times, decompression andnervous and cardiovascular system changes, etc oxygen equipment
HIGH ACCELEEATIOU p0406 173-42862 p0251 A73-30937HIGH ACN GH ALTITUDE TSTS73-30937Positive /+Gz/ acceleration tolerances of the Effects of some antimotion sickness drugs and
miniature swine - Application as a human analog. secobarbital on postural equilibrium functionsp0196 A73-25337 at sea level and at 12,000 feet /simulated/.Subjective effects of sustained acceleration, p0154 A73-22529including positive, negative, forward, backward, Influence of stimulation of the vestibular
and lateral acceleration effects analyzer under conditions of hypoxia on certainIGHp0105 73-15095 functions of the visual analyzer
Physiological studies of human organism adaptation Coding data of 2565 individual human a 3-35ltitudeto high altitudes in temporary and permanent chamber tests'
mountain inhabitants, discussing oxygen uptake, [ASA-CR-114550] p0136 873-16066lung ventilation and cardiac ventricle hypertrophy HIGH BPFICIBUCT
p0168 A73-24514 U EFPFICIENCTSimulated high altitude deteraination of HIGH ENERGT INTERACTIONSinterrelation of systematic and cellular Estimation of the biological danger of the veryresponses to acute and chronic hypoxia high energy component of space radiation.AD-7435361 p0594 N73-10081 p0398 A73-42180State of hemocoagulation and thrombocytes during HIGH GRAVITY (ACCELERATI180hypokinesia after adaptation to high-mountain O HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONHENTSconditions 
HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS
p0217 873-20107 Changes in functional construction of bone in ratsHeasurement of pulmonary extravascular water under conditions of simulated increased gravity.volume during exposure to simulated high altitude p0312 A73-35863HGH AD-76355 p0418 73-31004 High g approach for cockpit designHIHLITD BRA N[AD-757216] 
p0295 873-24138The diluter-demand oxygen system used during the HIGH PRESSURE
international Himalayan expedition to Sount Reflex excitability of spinal motor neurons in manEverest. 
under high atmospheric pressure-p0194 A73-25145 p0169 173-24525Mechanics of breathing in high altitude and sea Performance of prototype high pressure space suitlevel subjects. 
glove
p0200 173-26217 (NASA-Ca-114532] p0112 873-15162Brythropoietin production in dogs exposed to high Development of prototype high pressure space suitaltitude and carbon monoxide, glove assemblyp0358 A73-39599 [(NASA-CR-114535 p0151 873-17120Phase IV volume of the single-breath nitrogen HIGH PRESSURE OIGEN
washout curve on exposure to altitude. Sensitivity of the brain to repeated exposures of
A-162
SUBJECT INDEX HISTOLOGI
hyperbaric oxygen. /Volff-Parkinson-hite/ syndrome.
p0195 73-25328 p0587 *73-124*5
Results of electron microscopic studies in the rat Study of intraventricular conduction times in
brain under oxygen at high pressure. patients with left bundle-branch block 
and left
p0195 A73-25330 axis deviation and in patients with left
Cat and rat lung damage due to hyperbaric oxygen bundle-branch block and normal QRS axis using
exposure and head injury, discussing alveolar His bundle electrograms.
surfactants, sympathetic stimulation and monkey pO080 A73-16582
injuries Pathological cardiac conduction system lesions
fD-7592981 p0238 A73-28507 anatomy associated with arrhythmia, 
discussing
Growth response of bacteria and yeast in high atrioventricular, His bundle 
and bundle branch
pressure helium-oxygen environment blocks
[AD-745334I p0596 173-10096 p0097 *73-18872
HIGH SENSITIVITY Immediate and remote prognostic 
significance of
U SENSITIVITY fascicular block during acute myocardial
HIGH SPEED infarction.
The biodynamic aspects of low altitude, high speed p0243 A73-30052
flight. Book on vectorcardiography covering equipment,
p0096 A73-18471 techniques, lead systems and abnormalities
HIGH SPEED PLIGHT associated with atrial and ventricular
U HIGH SPEED hypertrophy, bundle branch blocks, 
myocardial
HIGH TEHPERATURE infarction and arrhythmia
Effect of high ambient temperature on calcium p0306 A73-34452
content of human bone tissue RBS abnormalities in AV block - Variations 
and
p0444 N73-33033 their significance.
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIROMEHETS p031
9 
A73-36521
Russian papers on human adaptability covering Identification of the sites of atrioventricular
altitude and temperature acclimatization, work conduction defects by means of His bundle
capacity and anthropoqenetic and medicogenetic electrography and atrial pacing.
factors p0
3 19 A73-36522
p0584 A73-11921 The differential electrocardiographic
High temperature tolerance enhancement in rats by manifestations of hemiblocks. bilateral bundle
thermal training and medicinal preparations branch block, and trifascicular blocks.
p0207 a73-27705 p0319 A73-36523
Changes in the gas content of blood in man during The clinical causes and mechanisms of
exposure to high ambient temperatures intraventricular conduction disturbances.
p0208 A73-27711 p0319 A73-36524
Survival of common bacteria in liquid culture Effects of beta-blocking agents on
under carbon dioxide at high temperatures. atrio-ventricular and intraventricular
p0284 A73-32650 conduction in man.
Hyperfiltration technique applied to wash water 
p0390 A73-41564
reclamation at elevated temperatures. HIST*HINES
[FSME PAPER 73-ENAS-271 p0350 A73-37982 Daily rhythm of biogenetic amine /histamine and
HILLER ILITANT AIBCBAFT serotonin/ contents in human blood during usual
O MILITARY AIRCRAFT and shifted work schedules
HINDRANCB p0087 173-17688
U CONSTRAINTS Influence of histamine on cutaneous capillary
HIPPOC*APUS circulation and on the oxygen tension 
of
Participation of the hippocampal structures in the subcutaneous cellular tissue in various age
formation of external inhibition periods
p0092 A73-18162 p0163 173-23676
Rabbit hippocampal neuron activity relation to Diurnal changes in human histamine and serotonin
theta-wave phases from cell potential and metabolism and effects of work-sleep cycle
extracellular recording analyses p0064 N73-12089
p0118 A73-20005 HISTOLOGY
Biopotential alpha and theta rhythms of neocortex Hyocardial function and ultrastructure in
and hippocampus of milk drinking cats after food chronically hypoxic rats.
and water deprivation p0042 *73-13369
p0157 173-22862 Pathomorphological and histochemical analysis of
Hippocampus contribution to conditioned reflexes, Luna 16 fine lunar soil fraction biological
memory, voluntary motions, orientation and effect on mice
emotional reactions. noting theta rhythm in p0056 *73-14569
stimuli response Hyosin ATPase and fiber composition from trained
p0166 A73-24326 and untrained rat skeletal muscle.
Sinusoidal stimuli induced electrical activity of p0077 *73-16155
hippocampuf in waking rhesus monkeys and baboons Morphological changes in the testicles of dogs
p0167 A73-24330 exposed to chronic and combined gamma-radiation
Nature and significance of periodic electrical p0123 A73-20981
activity variations in the neocortex and the Horphometric and histochemical investigation on
hippocampus during the paradoxical phase of sleep human right atrial and mitral papillary muscle.
p0199 A73-26083 p0125 A73-21215
Effect of stimulation of the mesencephalic Inhibitory interaction in the retina of Limulus.
reticular formation on the convulsive electrical p0161 A73-23311
activity of the brain Study of the possibilities of histone-RNA complex
p0245 A73-30381 formation in experiments in vitro
Serotonin content variations in the fore-brain p0
168 173-24513
during hibernation Incidence of Lucke renal adenocarcinoma in Rana
p0322 A73-36567 pipiens as determined by histological examination.
Diminution of uncertainty in the firing of p0194 A73-251
36
hippocampal units in response to a stimulus Morphological changes in the liver of dogs induced
p0362 A73-39803 by chronic gamma irradiation
The nature and significance of the dynamics of p0208 A73-27707
electrical activity in the neocortex and Neurophysiological characteristics of isolated
hippocampus during the paradoxal phase of sleep structures of the cerebral cortex
p0429 *73-44718 p0248 A73-30570
HIS BUNDLE Histochemical investigation of some energy
Usefulness of vectorcardiography combined with His metabolism characteristics in a rat heart after
bundle recordings and cardiac pacing in acute fatigue
evaluation of the preexcitation p0278 A73-31393
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HISTORIES SUBJECT INDE
Histochemical correlates of changes in the primate HORMONE BETABOLISMSbrain associated with varying environmental Corticosterone level and the binding capacity oflight conditions. blood plasma proteins under thermal effects
p0284 A73-32600 p0045 A73-13749Histological studies on the vestibular organ of Multiple hormonal responses to graded exercise infrog embryos and larvae after the influence of relation to physical training.
simulated weightlessness. p0048 A73-14116
p0313 A73-35979 Multiple hormonal responses to prolonged exerciseHistopathological and histochemical studies of one in relation to physical trainingq.
year isolation and six months immobilization p0048 173-14117effects on rhesus monkeys internal organs and Thyroid and adrenal cortical rhythmicity duringtissues bed rest.
p0314 A73-35983 p0049 173-14122Retinal change induced in the primate /Hacaca Human endocrine-metabolic responses to qraded
mulatta/ by oxygen nuclei radiation. oxygen pressures.
p0314 A73-36125 p0116 A73-19479Cell viability in acute myocardial infarction, Catecholamine exchange in the hormonal anddiscussing pathogenesis, histological, mediator links of the sympathicoadrenal systemhistochemical and biochemical responses to under stress
ischemia, homeostasis maintenance and treatment p0121 A73-20367methods Renal component of the antiqravitation function ofp0321 A73-36545 the organismPower failure of the heart in acute myocardial p0123 A73-20976infarction. Relation between the frequency-amplitude
p0321 A73-36547 characteristics of cerebral electrical activityStructural changes in the adrenal nerve apparatus and qonadotropic hormone excretion levels atduring experimental subtotal pancreatectomy various staqes of ontoqenesis
p0357 h73-39400 p0125 A73-21319Effect of hind-limb immobilization on contractile Effects of an hyperoxic hypobaric environment on
and histochemical properties of skeletal muscle. renin-aldosterone in normal man.p0391 A73-41624 p0127 A73-21503The effect of. low X-ray doses on the central Comparison of the metabolic effects of
nervous system centrifugation and heat stress in man.
p0427 A73-44179 p0196 A73-25338T CASE HISTORIES Sinoatrial node pacemaker cell functions,NT COLOGRAPHISTOI discussing ionic and metabolic principles,HOLOGRAPH electrical activity, membranal effects ofA model of a memory device based on neuron-like neurohormonal control factors and cardioactiveelements which realizes the holographic drug effects
principles of data recording and readout p0197 A73-25595p0061 A73-15792 Hechanisms of secretion of neurohypophysialApplication of hologram optical element to pilot hormones - Cellular and subcellular aspectshead-np display p0282 A73-32286
CAD-758057] p0295 N73-24139 Effects of the hypodynamics and other factors of a
HOLONOEPHTIC spaceflight on the excretion ofEOSANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 17-oxycorticosteroids and aldosteroneBOMOSTASIS p0305 A73-34233
Stability criteria in manifestations of the Metabolic responses of monkeys to increased
activity of the central nervous system in humans gravitational fields.
p0575 A73-10152 p0314 A73-35982Ergatic organism defined as multipurpose Endocrine studies during a 14-day continuousnonautonomous control system with homeostasis exposure to 5.2S 02 in 82 at pressure equivalentwith respect to functional operations conservation to 100 FSW /4 ata/.
p0119 173-20048 p0326 173-36795water-salt homeostasis mathematical model, solving Reaction of neurocytes of the paraventricularegnquations with analog and digital computers hypothalaaic nucleus to unilateral thyroidectomy
p0166 A73-23941 p0382 A73-40283Formalization of an arterial pressure Participation of the hypophysis and adrenal glands'
stabilization system in intra-ocular pressure regulationp0168 A73-24467 p0402 A73-42661Rook - Principles of biological regulation: An The presence in the heart of compounds whichintroduction to feedback systems, participate in the neurohumoral regulation of
p0283 173-32576 coronary circulationCell viability in acute myocardial infarction, p0430 A73-44769
discussing pathogenesis, histological, Statistical analysis of steroid levels in parotidhistocheical and biochemical responses to secretions of humans under prolonged mental stressischemia, homeostasis maintenance and treatment (AD-7476821 p0072 173-13104Conference on human endocrine secretions andp0321 A73-36545 hormone metabolisms during space flight stressMathematical model for in vivo study of glucose (1NASA-T-I-58093] p0173 V73-18104homeostasis in humans Human adrenocorticotropin level measurements as(NASA-CR-129171] p0606 173-11056 indication of adaptation to space flight stressHOMBOTEBIRIS 0174 73-18109Chronic acceleration effects on homeotherm Water immersion model for simulating renin,physiological adaptation in termm of body aldosterone, and natriuresis effects of
weight, tolerable field intensity, growth and prolonged weightlessness on anfat deposition inhibition, stc p0174 73-18110
p0398 173-42177 Multiple immunoassay system for determiningPrimitive mammals phylogeny relationship to parathyroid hormone, calcitonin, and vitamin Dhomeothermic abilities, discussing body in human bloodtemperature, thermoregulation, basal metaboliss p0174 m73-18112rates, hibernation, nychthemeral rhythms and Prolonged bed rest effects on human blood hormoneresponses to heat and cold level periodicities
p0406 A73-42860 p0175 N73-18114ORING DICES uman pituitary and adrenal hormone reserve inElectronic location finder radio antenna homing acceleration stress tolerance
system for helicopter search and rescue of p0188 N73-19150
downed air crewmen Chromatographic determination of aldosterone levelCARS PRIPRINT 720] p0309 A73-35061 in urine
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fRAE-LIB-TRANS-16821 p0333 N73-26061 Human operator adaptive behavior in slowly
Chromatographic determination of urine changing dynamic system
corticosteroids (AD-748243] p010
2 173-14097
(RAE-LIB-TRANS-1694] p0333 N73-26062 Functional relationship between food preference
HORBONES and frequency of repetitious eating
NT ALDOSTERONE (AD-7490791 p0102 873-14100
NT CORTICCSTEROIDS Industrial model for leave and overtime taking
NT CORTISONE behavior of employees exposed to peak work
NT HYDROXYCORTICOSTEROID activity periods in relation to health,
NT PITUITARY HORMONES demography, and job variables
NT THYROXINE p0143 N73-17055
Adaptive hormone action and nonspecific adaptive Probabilities models of organizational behavior
function of steroid hormones, discussing stress and human subjective performance
resistance mechanisms of steroids [IZF-1973-3 p02
68 N73-23076
pharmacologically classified as syntoxic and Relations between sociometric variables and
catatoxic criteria of ability and behavior of student pilots
p0155 A73-22536 p0367 N73-27954
Radioimmunoassay of urinary antidiuretic hormone Algorithm of simple inductive interaction between
excretion in man considering water loading and man and surrounding objects and events
dehydration effects p044
7 N73-33058
p0174 173-18107 Principles of construction for class of models of
Measurement of antidiuretic hormone excretions in intelligent behavior
human urine as indication of neurosecretory p044
8 N73-33059
stress response during space fliqht Experimental evaluation of model of motor behavior
p0174 N73-18108 p044
8 873-33060
802-FILM ANEMOMETERS Model of organization of goal-directed behavior
Application of constant temperature anemometry in p0448 N73-33061
measurement of intra-arterial blood flow velocity. H808AN BINGS
p0085 A73-17274 Abstracts on microwave radiation effects on human
HOVERCRAFT and animal physiological functions and life
U GROUND EFFECT MACHINES expectancy
HOVERING e(MBL-1972-61 p0591 N73-10061
Optimal control model for predicting manual VTOL Influence of illumination on electro-oculographic
pilot performance in longitudinal hovering tasks measurements of human eye potential
p0601 173-10134 CAREU-R-71-1J p0607 N73-11064
HOVERING STABILITT Development of mathematical model for slow phase
Anthropotechnical investigation of an above-ground rotational nystagmus induced by head movements
indication and of an artificial horizon with [ABU-R-71-3] p060
7 N73-11065
preindication in connection with the manual Oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and noble gases
control of VTOL aircraft for environment suitable for humans
p0282 A73-32044 p0104 173-15093
8O-1 HELICOPTER Biophysical mechanisms of noninvasive measurement
U UH-1 HELICOPTER of CVP in man
HUGHES MILITARY AIRCRAFT [NASA-CR-130348] p0133 N73-16039
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT Correlation of physical activity and oxygen
OHUAN BEHAVIOR consumption between man and mouse
Conjoint-measurement framework for the study of (FOA-I-B-1233-A5] p0149 N73-17108
probabilistic information processing. Biological and toxicity effects of aluminum and
p0588 A73-12545 other chemicals in animals
'Reflex act structural components interaction in [ORNL-TIP/TIRC-72-761 p0187 N73-19136
terms of reflection, creativity and Pharmacological measures for prophylactic and
organism-environment relations, noting restorative treatment of men and animals during
subjective and objective perception and attitude space flight
formation p0212 N73-20060
p0061 A73-15798 Influence of cysteamine hydrochlorine and vitamin
Studies in interactive communication. I - The B and C prophylaxis on radiation sickness in
effects of four communication modes on the humans
behavior of teams during cooperative p0214 N73-20078
problem-solvinq. Blectrophysiological sleep patterns of human and
p0093 A73-18241 animal brains
A vecto-oculographic approach to fast sleep eye INAA-TT-F-740] p025
7 N73-22023
movements in man. Interdependence of slow and rapid brain waves
p0242 A73-29994 during sleep
Self destructive behavior of aircraft pilot due to p0257 173-22027
stress accumulation, discussing man machine Man and natural environment protection and
relatiopship, coping mechanisms, competence and management
invulnerability myth [JPES-593691 p0339 N73-27064
p0 3 07 A73-34746 Influence of man on biospheric balance
The problem of spiritual requirements and the [JPES-593661 p0339 N73-27065
theory of human higher nervous activity Factors affecting stereoscopic vision and depth
p0362 A73-39796 perception in human beings
Experimental analysis of conditions for onset of (AD-759261) p0375 N73-29050
emotional stress Control mechanism in accommodation-vergence eye
p03 62 A73-39800 movement system in human eyes and importance of
Human operator model for man machine control central and peripheral vision in pattern
behavior in biodynamic flight environment perception by human beings
p0597 873-10105 p0411 573-30061
'Input adaptive behavior model of human operator in heasurement of control mechanism of
pursuit trackinq,task accommodation-vergence eye movement.system in
p059 7 N73-10108 human eyes using electro-optical measuring
Suboptimal sampling and control behavior of human instrument
operator in output prediction task for automatic p011 1173-30062
process HUNAN BODY
p0598 N1173-10114 Interrelation between hardness, viscosity,
Analysis of cosmonaut emotional stress as strength, and bioelectric activity of human
determined by physiological and behavioral muscles
responses p0576 A73-10155
SNASA-TT-F-14651 p0067 873-12113 Reduced dimensionality for minimization of degrees
of freedom of skeletal activity models for
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anthropomorphic locomotion system synthesis Effects of prolonged weightlessness during spacep0581 A73-11052 flight on human skeletal and hematopoietic systemsPerspiration secretion distribution over human (NASA-TT-F-730) p0107 73-15116body based on extended Kerslake cylinder model. Biological effects of microwave irradiation on
comparing with predicted 4 hr sweat rate humans - literature review
p0041 173-13122 [(U-3490-29] p0107 S73-15120Human body mathematical model described by Research on laser irradiation effects, sensorykinematic and dynamic equations of joined rigid psychophysiology, and human blood processing forbodies for investigation of self-controlled military medicine
movements in specified goal attainment rAD-749440 P0108 N73-15130p0058 A73-15207 Radiation effects on human visual and vestibularBiophysical properties of vibration energy analyzer functionstransfer to human body structure, noting harmful [AD-750499] p0109 173-15132
effects dependence on frequency range Accelerometers, electromyoqram sensors, and
p0088 A73-17748 telemetry system for measuring human bodyHuman tendon stress recovery after load removal as segment motions
function of time, sex, age and side differences [AD-751134] p0142 §73-16104p0119 A73-20033 Stabilization methods in collecting and shippingQuaternary structure /subunit composition/ of of human sera for chemical analyseshuman ceruloplasmin pO143 N73-17053
p0198 A73-25638 Influence of infrasound on human body functionsSimulation of a steady-state integrated human p0147 I73-17085thersal system. p0147 173-17085thermal system. Conference on human endocrine secretions andp0282 A73-32225 hormone metabolisms during space flight stressAnthropometric dummy design improvements, [NASA-T*-X-580931 p0173 N73-18104detailing verisimilitude specifications for Radioismunoassay of urinary antidiuretic hormoneharness support in accident tests and design of excretion in man considering water loading andchest, spine, shoulder and pelvic areas dehydration effects
p0306 A73-34617 p0174 373-18107A distributed parameter model of the inertially Beasurement of antidiuretic hormone excretions inloaded human spine. human urine as indication of neurosecretoryp0315 A73-36429 stress response during space flightIntracellular-extracellular action potentials - p0174 N73-18108Considerations for the formation of wavefronts Human adrenocorticotropin level measurements as
and their detection on the body surface, indication of adaptation to space flight stressp0319 A73-36518 p0174 m73-18109Physiologic correlates and clinical comparisons of Water immersion model for simulating resin,isopotential surface maps with other aldosterone, and natriuresis effects ofelectrocardiographic methods. prolonged veightlessness-on man
p0319 A73-36519 p0prolonged weightle17ssne on ma73-18110Electrical field distribution in the human body. Radioimmunoassays of plasma aldosterone and
p0427 A73-;4216 catecholamine concentrations as human vasomotorPhysiological regulatory mechanisms of water and regulators
electrolyte levels in human body in high p0174 73-18111temperature environment 1 altiple immunoassay system for determining(NASA-TT-F-139151 p0592 B73-10066 parathyroid hormone, calcitonin, and vitamin DDosimetric determination of absorbed gamma and in human blood
neutron radiation on human phantom p0174 173-18112
rAD-743005] p0593 873-10077 Effects of prolonged bed rest on body temperatureComputer program for measuring specific and heart rate periodicity in man
radioisotopes contained in human body p0175 N73-18113(AD-745578] p0593 173-10078 Prolonged bed rest effects on human blood hormoneWhole body, plus or minus a(z) vibration on level periodicities
amplitude and frequencies of postural sway in p0level175 73-1811human subjects Skylab experiments to assess weightlessness[AD-745580) p0596 N73-10098 effects on human nutritional metabolism andDynamic model for nonlinear simulation of human musculoskeletal function
postural control system using sticks p0175 N73-18115
p0599 373-10116 Weightlessness and hypodynamia effects on bodilyTests of fabric friction on human skin for aircrew functions during space flighttropical clothing comfort 
p0180 73-19078(RAE-TR-72037] p0604 173-10157 Human nitrogen and water/salt metabolisms in
Influence of 45 to 60 day space flight on controlled regenerative atmosphere
physiological functions of human body p0181 73-19089
rNASA-CE-129131] p0609 N73-11074 Influence of immersion in temperature controlledBlood plasma hyperosmolality and antidiuretic bath on circulation and water balance in humanhormone inhibition in alcoholic intoxication body
([NSA-TT-F-13910] p0609 N73-11079 (ASA-TT-F-14834 p0185 373-19124Spacecraft environment, radiation, and Free amio acid excretion in urine as test for
reightlessnes s effects on human biological early diagnosis of radiation damage in humansprocesses in manned space flight 
p0215 N73-20092[JPES-57517] p0063 373-12076 Effects of physical training on human enzymeHypoxia effects on human gastric motor functions activity, carbohydrate metabolism, cholesterolin pressure chamber experiments using level, and adrenal functionelectrogastrography 
t3ASA-TT-F-14826J p0216 N73-20093p0064 373-12085 Urinalysis methodology for detection of abusiveTransverse acceleration effects on human and therapeutic drugs in man
cardiovascular system and therapetic drgs i2 7
p0064 373-12088 Chromatographic and polaroqraphic methods forDiurnal changes in human histamine and serotonin determining metabolic levels of hypnotic drugs
metabolism and effects of work-sleep cycle in blood plasma and urine of manp0064 V73-12089 p022in blood plasa and rine o73-21118Power sources and requirements for humtsan Effects of human biorhythms on chemotherapy andartificial hearts drg evaluation(COO-2155-4] p0102 373-14095 drug evaluationEffects of alterations in barometric pressure on Cholinesterase reactivator as antidote in human
humans p0104 73-15092 organophosphate poisoning
p0254 73-21998
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Physiological stress effects of space flight on 80AN FACTORS ENGINEERING
human body Angular measurements of foot motion for
.JPRS-57139 p0254 873-22002 application to the design of foot-pedals.
Physiological effects of long term hypodynamic p0580 A73-10773
weightlessness simulation on humans Aircraft fault isolation based on pattern of
p0255 N73-22010 cockpit indications - A human factors approach.
Human regional blood circulation changes during p058
4 A73-11857
bed rest experiment The effects of various seat surface inclinations
p0255 N73-22012 on posture and subjective feeling of comfort
Lover body negative pressure for preventing body p0041 A73-13121
fluid shifts during weightlessness German monograph - Investigations concerning
p0256 N73-22017 perception levels and transferred vibrational
Long term bed rest effects on human retinal blood forces in the case of a vertical action of
circulation and intraocular pressure periodic vibrational mixtures on man.
p0263 N73-23038 p0047 A73-13818
Radiation effects on human chromosomal aberrations Human factors evaluation of labelled radar displays.
in peripheral blood lymphocytes p0049 A73-14155
p0263 N73-23041 Multidimensional coding for telemetric
Optical modulation transfer functions of human eye transmission of work load factors in ergonomics
for white light research.
eIZF-1973-21 p0264 N73-23047 p0055 A73-14307
Thermal effects of microwave and radio frequency Telemetric transmission of ergonomical and time
radiation on biological systems study data to describe work load of radar
rMBL-1971-7-PT-11 p0264 N73-23048 controllers.
Accuracy of various tracer methods for measuring p0055 A73-14308
'ody water compartments during bed rest The problem of human efficiency in automated
[NASA-TR-B-4061 p0295 N73-24133 control systems
Synchronization kinetics in control of movement p00
79 A73-16410
links in human extremities Technology for man 72; Proceedings of the
p0336 N73-26089 Sixteenth Annual Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif.,
Acceleration effects on mechanical impedance of October 17-19, 1972.0
,human body in supine position p0081 A73-16701
p03 68 N73-27963 An evaluation of sinus arrhythmia as a measure of
Exercise effects on human heart rate and oxygen mental load.
uptake p0082 A73-16718
p0371 N73-29020 Computer programs for operator performance time
Pure oxygen and oxygen/nitrogen atmospheres for prediction and workspace design
preventing decompression disease in astronauts p00
82 A73-16721
p0372 N73-29029 A human factors approach to lighting
Human hydroxycorticosteroid and aldosterone recommendations and standards.
excretions during hypodynamic space flight p00
83 A73-16730
conditions Transinformation and real time identification
p0373 N73-29031 applied to the study of pilot workload
Lower body decompression effects on human p0085 A73-17195
cardiovascular hemodynamic system Human factor role in flying personnel errors,
p0373 873-29032 noting man machine system performance and
Human body temperature dynamics in adaptation to medical service engagement
changed work-sleep cycles p009
4 A73-18258
p0373 N73-29036 Implications of psychoanalytic factors for Air
Composition of human gastrointestinal microflora' Force operations.
during prolonged isolation p0196 A73-25340
p0373 N73-29037 Ergonomic endurance limits, physiological strains
Response variations of microphone worn on human body and fatigue assessment in video coding
(R-RI-78101 p0376 N73-29058 information task performance as function of work
Tilting table for testing human body in variety of shift time length
positions while exercising on ergometer or other p0198 A73-25649
biomedical devices Human factors aspects in aircraft electronic
(NASA-CASE-MFS-21010-1] p0413 N73-30078 display systems, discussing cathode ray tubes
U.S., Soviet, and Polish standards for radiation /CRT/ and light emitting diodes /LED/
levels for humans applications and characteristics
p0415 N73-30905 p0204 A73-26500
Physiological stress effects of aerospace Book - Human factor aspects of aircraft noise.
environment on human body and animals p0
206 A73-27450
rNASA-TT-F-150811 p0437 N73-32001 Application of human engineering principles and
Sypothalamus as internal heat regulator for techniques in the design of electronic
warm-blooded animals production equipment.
[NASA-TT-F-151381 p0437 H73-32002 p024
6 A73-30497
Physical fitness effects on human thermoregulation Heart rate variability analysis for ergonomics
during exercise purposes, discussing interpolations, algorithms
[NASA-TT-F-151421 p0437 N73-32003 and physiological effects and spectral analysis
Computerized simulation of anatomically correct methods
geometrical model of human body p0250 A73-30882
[NASA-CE-134043] p0440 N73-32022 System engineering aspects of the man-machine
Treadmill running effect on human oxygen consumption interface.
p04 11 N73-33013 p0287 A73-33645
OANUI CENTRIFOGES Aircraft crash injury reduction through seat and
Positive-pressure breathing as a protective restraint design, discussing dummy size
technique during +Gz acceleration, considerations, seat belts, aircraft
p03 6 1 A73-39793 acceleration and injury types
Feasibility of multichannel rheography for [SAE PAPER 730290] p0306 A73-34655
studying cardiovascular system on centrifuge Nonadjectival rating scales in human response
p0065 N73-12094 experiments.
Aerial combat acceleration environment testing of p03
10 A73-35400
human performance capability using human Teleoperator system incorporating touch feedback
centrifuges and sequenced automatic control for experimental
(AD-759174] p0300 873-25134 investigation of human touch sensing relation to
HUng ENGINEEINNG manipulative skills
O MOUAN FACTORS ENGINEERING p0344 A73-37328
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Waste Manaqement System overview for future [AD-751272] p0142 B73-16105
spacecraft. Conceptual model for pilot workload
[ASE PAPER 73-ENAS-18] p0350 A73-37974 p0142 N73-17010
Zero-qravity and ground testing of a waste Conference on occupational medicine support in
collection subsystem for the Space Shuttle. NASA programs to prevent health and emotional(ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-42] p0351 A73-37989 problems in personnel
Laundering in space - A summary of recent (NASA-TM-X-69072] p0142 N73-17048
developments. Physical exercise and physical fitness program for
rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-431 p0351 A73-37990 preventing and treating human coronary heart
Russian book - Psychological problems of activity disease
regulation. p0143 873-17051
p0393 A73-41884 Problems of environmental pollution and natural
Effect of the information panel structure on resource depletion caused by man
operator activity [JPRS-58113] p0151 N73-17121
p0394 A73-41889 Habitability factors during long-term space and
Effect of a subjective ambiguity estimate undersea missions in confined habitats
concerning the duration of work on activity [NASA-CR-1305371 p0151 N73-17123
regulation Interaction of man machine systems
p0394 A73-41892 CJPRS-58290] p0178 N73-18136Some psychological and engineering aspects of the Interaction between man and electronic computer in
extravehicular activity of astronauts, operational planning
p0396 A73-42167 p0178 N73-18138Biodynamic applications regarding isolation of Bibliography on human factors in man machinehumans from shock and vibration. interactions and systems design
p0406 A73-42926 [AD-752800] p0178 N73-18141Development of pilot-in-the-loop analysis. Accuracy of method of constant stimuli for[AIAA PAPER 72-8981 p0408 A73-43110 studying sensory capabilities of man in relationEye function and the illumination of instrument to display systems
dials in aircraft [AD-753009] p0187 N73-19141
p0409 A73-43133 Flight test program to study human factors
Keeping track of sequential events - Implications problems and flight crew performance in militaryfor the design of displays. aircraft
p0423 A73-43215 p0188 N73-19145Optimal work-rest schedules under prolonged heasures to determine psychophysiological
vibration. reactions of military flight crews to flying
p0423 A73-43217 stress
Use of the conditioned reflex method to study the p0188 N73-19148
motor analyzer during hygienic evaluation of Use of psychometric tests to account for
workingq conditions in the presence of vibrations subjective variatiqns in operations performance
p0429 A73-44673 relative to target acquisition
Analysis of helicopter pilot and passenger p0191 N73-19974
reaction to vibration environment to determine Research in space biology and medicine
effects of discrete frequencies and combinations (JPRS-58620] p0216 B73-20094
of harmonic frequencies Human factors criteria for adaptive computer
p0591 N73-10019 aiding in man-machine control systemDevelopment of mathematical model to analyze [AD-754835] p0222 N73-20147traveler acceptance factors in short haul air Human factors engineering for flight
carrier operations control/display system with on-line terminal
p0591 N73-10023 [AD-754916] p0223 N73-20148Analysis of research activities conducted to Quantitative description of mobility for human torsodetermine criteria for passenger comfort in [AD-754924] p0223 N73-20151
various methods of transportation Photographic recording of aircraft in near midair
p0591 N73-10024 collision conditions to determine feasibility ofIndicators and controls for validating human collision avoidance based on visual perception
reliability data of pilot
(AD-7445511 p0594 N73-10085 (CDC-JL-5] p0231 N73-21147Overview of literature concerning retention of Psychophysiological analysis of job performance
learned skills with emphasis on space flight for optimizing operator production in man
skill retention machine systems(NASA-CE-1286111 p0603 N73-10152 [NASA-TT-F-14888] p0232 N73-21150Performance tests to determine proficiency of Psychological, physiological, and work hygienemaintenance personnel in servicing fuel start problems in ergonomic technology
solenoid in UH-1 helicopter [JPRS-58792] p0260 873-22050[AD-7451631 p0605 N73-10166 Evaluation of helmet weight on head by militaryEffect qf mood on human performance, possibility personnel
of using skin analyzer for communication, and [AD-748412] p0261 873-22056
effect of prolonged exposure to depths of 160 m Workload effects on operator qrip pressure and
on mental functioning neuromuscular transmission in manual tracking[JPBS-57541 p0068 N73-13072 task error
Engineering psychology for developing practical (AD-757252] p0269 173-23089designs of man machine systems Human factors in design of aircraft in-flightAAD-7482371 p0074 173-13121 monitoring and automatic landing system for lowAnthropometric data of Japanese Air Self-Defense weather operation
Force personnel p0270 N73-23901
p0101 873-14091 Human habitability data for zero gravityBibliography of research reports and publications environmental architectureissued by Human Engineering Division for April (NASA-TH-Z-69322] p0295 173-241351946 to December 1970 Revised edition of human engineering guide to(AD-749933] p0103 N73-14103 equipment design
Human factors engineering to determine maximum [AD-7583391 p0296 N73-24140
control forces capability of female pilots Correlation between instructor rating of students(PFAA-A-72-27] p0112 N73-15157 and successful completion of military flightMeasurement and effects of triaxial vibration on training course
pilots in P-531 (Scout) helicopter under [AD-7576931 p0296 173-2414Cdifferent flight conditions Design requirements for remotely controlled[IyVR-T-58] p0141 173-16100 master-slave manipulators
Electronic detectors and computer software for p0335 N73-26076
analyzing human electroencephaloqraphs in Human factors in design of avionics subsystemsisolated environment considering training costs and performance of
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Air Force personnel Method of PaCO2 determination in 
men with
(AD-7595831 p0337 N73-26096 functional disorders of external respiration
Human factors analysis of astronaut working 
p0239 A73-29075
conditions in space vehicles Characteristics of spontaneous oxygen 
tension
NASA-TT-F-7501 p036
6 N73-27946 variations in human brain structures
Design approaches to application of Boyle's law to p0249 A73-3G844
emergency suits for fliers Some compensatory adlustment reactions of 
the
(AD-7617971 p0369 N73-27970 blood circulation system in pulmonary pathology
Bibliography of anthropometric information for Air p0280 A73-31623
Force human factors engineering The pathogenesis and clinical significance of
D-7622871 pC371 N73-27978 primary T-wave abnormalities.
Clinical medicine and human factors engineering 
p0320 A73-36529
functions conducted during Tenth Soviet Cell viability in acute myocardial infarction,
Antarctic Expedition discussing pathoqenesis, histological,
p0379 N73-29347 histochemical and biochemical responses to
Human factors investigations and acclimatization ischemia, homeostasis maintenance 
and treatment
research conducted during Tenth Soviet Antarctic methods
Expedition p0321 A73-36545
p0379 N73-29348 The prognosis of myocardial infarction.
Time shift effects on human 17-hydroxy 
p0321 A73-36549
corticosteroid diurnal excretion noting The role of the sympathetic section of the
transmeridian flights vegetative nervous system in the training of the
[DLB-lB-73-581 p0412 N73-30070 organism for the influence of statokinetic
Ergonomic research and design principles for irritants.
automatic control and man machine systems p032
7 A73-36903
fNASA-TT-F-7161 p0413 N73-30079 The use of simple indicators for detecting
Ergonomic solution to organizational problems of potential coronary heart disease susceptibility
human living conditions and activities in the third-class airman population.
p0413 H73-30080 p032
8 A73-36912
Psychological conception of operator participation The significance of retinal pathology in ageing
in ergonomic process aircrev.
p0413 173-30081 p0329 A73-36925
Ergonomic control system information models Hepatic lesions observed among flight crews
p0414 N73-30082 following aviation accidents
Operational principles and functions of mnemonic pC330 873-36933
diagrams in controlled system Ribes Nigrum anthocyanosides in ophthalmology
p0414 N73-30083 p033
0 A73-36935
Direct and indirect environmental factors Annex 13 and the work of the aviation pathologist
affecting functional state of operators - Practical problems.
p0414 N73-30084 p034
7 873-37739
Influence of emotional states on human operator Management of the treatment of illnesses as a
performance and efficiency problem of modern control theory
p0414 N73-30085 p035
7 
A73-39348
Methods and procedures for ergonomic research Symmetry of the visual evoked potential in normal
p0414 N73-30086 subjects.
Military personnel management and human factors p0385 A73-41012
engineering Probability cross sections of heavy ion single hit
FaD-7631681 p0415 N73-30094 inactivation paths for human cells using
Soviet research on space biology, aerospace nitrogen ion accelerator experiments
medicine, and human factors engineering p0398 873-42183
[JPES-59952] p0415 N73-30983 Radiological assessment of the vertebral column
Requirements for mobility aids and restraint from the point of view of aviation medicine
devices for use by personnel of space shuttle - p0409 A73-43131
Vol. 4 The frequency of barotraumas as determined by
(NASA-CE-1339941 p041
9 N73-31009 nasal findings and X-rays of the paranasal sinuses
HUMAN FACTORS LABOBATOBIES p0409 A73-43132.
Human response to vibration -- test facilities, Chromatographic determination of gaseous
equipment, experiments and publications metabolites released by man during reduced 
food
[ISVE-TE-60] p0415 N73-30093 intake
Pilot performance under simulated conditions of pC0
64 N73-12091
modified aircraft control dynamics, navigational Effects of gas bubbles in decompression pathology
task complexity, and induced stress of humans
rAD-764760] p04
41 N73-32025 [AD-748229] p0108 N73-15126
HOUMAN PATHOLOGY Industrial health hazard in chronic exposure to
Favorable effect of flight on pilots exhibiting monomethylhydrazine and dose related hemolytic
degenerative arteriopathy of the lower limbs anemia in humans
p0585 873-12151 [(D-751440] pC139 N73-16087
Idiopathic central serous retinopathy Blood lipid diagnostic and therapeutic measures to
/choroidopathy/ in flying personnel. prevent heart disease in humans
(AD-754147] p0050 873-14164 p014
5 N73-17073
Pathology of angina pectoris. Periodic health examinations and automatic
p0085 873-17276 processing of medical histories for detection
Book - Peripheral vascular diseases: Diagnosis and and prevention of human diseases
management. p0145 N73-17074
p0089 A73-17871 Blood pressure and cholesterol level screening for
Physiological effects of microwave electromagnetic preventing heart diseases in flight crews of
fields on human and animal organisms, commercial airline
considering etiology, diagnostics and prophylaxis p0146 N73-17076
p0093 A73-18256 Bibliography on titanium toxicity in human and
Pathological cardiac conduction system lesions animal organisms
anatomy associated with arrhythmia, discussing [ORNL-TIP/TIRC-72-651 p0186 N73-19135
atrioventricular, His bundle and bundle branch Validity of rapid delta-aminolevulinic acid
blocks determination in urine for lead intoxication
p0097 873-18872 tests on industrial workers
Patlophvsiological and clinical aspects of [lNS-TT-F-148641 p0229 
N73-21128
aerosinusitus and frontal sinus nematoma Electropolygraphic analyses of sleep patterns in
formation due to barometric pressure changes humans with neurological disorders
from pilot case history studies p0257 N73-22024
p0155 873-22538
A-169
HUMAN PERFORMANCE SUBJECT INDEX
Somnofunctional mapping of deep brain waves in German monograph - The oblectivization of the
neurological patients effect of load and stress on an
p0257 N73-22029 information-reception process of man with thePathophysioloqical lustifications for using drugs aid of acoustically evoked potentials.
in aerospace medicine p0122 A73-20389fNASA-TT-F-736] p0257 N73-22033 German monograph - Vigilance prognosis with theHUMAN PERFORMANCE aid of a computer analysis of the spontaneousNT ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE electroencephalogram.
NT OPERATOR PERFORMANCE p0122 A73-20391NT PILOT PERFORMANCE High altitude acclimatization and mountain
A method for aiding human operator performance in climbing effects on human organism, considering
a noncompensatory tracking task. oculomotor, cardiovascular and respiratory
p0578 A73-10323 responses and enduranceObservers detecting a signal in two multiple p0124 A73-20991
observation tasks. Meridional amblyopia - Evidence for modification
p0578 A73-10350 of the human visual system by early visualInfluence of observing strategies and stimulus experience.
variables on watchkeeping performances. p0128 A73-21562
p0580 A73-10771 Influence of high ambient temperatures on theEffects of intermittent and continuous noise on performance and some physiological parameters in
serial search performance. a tracking problem and an optical vigilance
p0044 A73-13560 problem
Human factors evaluation of labelled radar displays. p0129 A73-21575
p0049 A73-14155 Simultaneous motor and verbal processing of visualPrediction of flight safety hazards from drug information in a modified Stroop test.induced performance decrements with alcohol as p0153 A73-21896reference substance. Neuroendocrine, cardiorespiratory, and performance(DFVLE-SONDDR-268] p0050 A73-14158 reactions of hypoxic men during a monitoring task.Motion sickness symptomatoloqgy and performance p0154 A73-22527decrements occasioned by hurricane penetrations Effects of some antimotion sickness drugs andin C-121, C-130 and P-3 Navy aircraft. secobarbital on postural equilibrium functions
p0050 A73-14161 at sea level and at 12,000 feet /simulated/.Identification and adjustment of psychological p0154 A73-22529factors to improve solar patrol observing. Fatigue levels of cerebral hemispheres in responsep0057 A73-14841 to visual task and test stimuli, noting left
Energy cost of muscle work in a state of fatigue hander reduced performance capacity
p0080 A73-16697 p0157 A73-22925Observer target acquisition performance dependence Independence of the recognition of an object's
on target position within restricted visual field orientation and position in the field of visionp0081 A73-16711 p0167 A73-24331Crew performance in extended operation under Field of view and target uncertainty in visual
vibrational stress. search and inspection.
pOO82 A73-16717 p0194 A73-25181Double cross-validation of video cartographic Group performance in a visual signal-detection task.symbol location performance. p0194 A73-25182
p0082 A73-16719 Utilization of human voice for estimation of man'sPsychological and physiological components of emotional stress and state of attention.
biorhythm cycles governing periodic variations p0195 A73-25329
in physical, emotional and intellectual Combined effects of noise and vibration on humanPerformance tracking performance and response time.
p0082 A73-16720 (AD-7593291 p0196 A73-25334A human factors approach to lighting Kinetics of oxygen uptake and recovery forrecommendations and standards. supramaximal work of short duration.
p0083 A73-16730 p0198 A73-25648Estimation of the passing of four consecutive hours. Ergonomic endurance limits, physiological strains
p0086 A73-17524 and fatigue assessment in video coding
Psychological and psychophysiological factors of information task performance'as function of workhuman performance in manned space missions, shift time length
considering environmental effects of space p0198 A73-25649
flight and man-machine system Effects of prolonged dark adaptation on
p0089 A73-17775 autokinetic movement.Sensory, learned, and cognitive mechanisms of size p0202 A73-26322perception. Flashblindness recovery following exposure top0091 A73-18031 constant energy adaptive flashes.Statistical correlation between human mental p0238 A73-28505
activity and EEG beta rhythm wave energy and Effects of flying and of time changes on menstrualfrequency characteristics cycle length and on performance in airline
p0092 A73-18159 stewardesses.
Visual performance with high-contrast cathode-ray p0238 A73-28509
tubes at high levels of ambient illumination. Oxygen consumption alteration effects on human
p0093 A73-18243 endurance capacity as function of relative work,Human performance measures relationship muscle blood flow and anaerobic metabolism
determination across sense modes under visual, p0241 A73-29753
auditory and combined stimulus conditions by Psychoacoustic theory of signal detectabilitycontrolling for task difficulty on individual based on mathematical input-output mapping modelbasis 
and memory role in human auditory systemp0093 A73-18244 p0243 A73-30278Physical work induced hyperthermia effects on Vector correlation theory and neural mechanisms of
detection rate in visual vigilance task binaural signal detection in human auditory systemperformance in hot and humid environment p0244 A73-30283P0095 A73-18469 Optimal lighting for visual tasks, discussingCentral tracking task performance simultaneously color, type, transillumination, crossed
with response to peripheral stimulus under high polarization, brightness patterns, diffuseheat stress environments reflection and surface shadowqraphingp0096 A73-18473 p0247 A73-30498A method for the investigation of interpolated Electrical activity of the external ear muscles in
information and time effects in short term man /at rest and during identification ofretention. 
acoustic signals/
p0096 A73-18475 p0249 A73-30843
A-170
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The effects of core temperature elevation and Effects of repeated simulated sonic booms of 1.0
thermal sensation on performance. PSF on the sleep behavior of young and old
p0283 A73-32396 subjects.
Optimal duration of endurance performance on the p0386 A73-41151
cycle ergometer in relation to maximal oxygen Interactive effects of intense noise and low-level
intake, vibration on tracking performance and response
p0283 A73-32397 time.
A standard psychophysiological preparation for the p
0 386 A73-41153
study of environmental stress. The psychophysical inquiry into binocular summation.
p0286 A73-33130 p0388 A73-41187
Book - Bioloqical rhythms and human performance. Russian book - Psychological problems of activity
p0286 A73-33154 regulation.
The explanation and investigation of biological p0393 A73-41884
rhythms. Human recognition of dynamic pattern changes in
p0286 A73-33155 numerical series displayed on spatiotemporal
Circadian rhythms in human mental performance from panels, discussing learning times and reactions
waking day, round of clock and simulated to pattern disruptions
shiftwork studies p0393 A73-41887
p0286 A73-33156 Visual perception of relative object dimension
Daytime human performance and temperament rhythms during monocular and binocular rod equalization
as function of individual experiment in various visual field restriction
introversion-extroversion rating conditions, recording eye movements and focusing
p0286 A73-33157 characteristics
Industrial work rhythm and between-day fluctuation p0394 A73-41890
studies 1920-1969, emphasizing industrial record Effect of exercise on the response time in an
and between-day fluctuations identification problem
p0287 A73-33160 p0394 A73-41894
Man machine systems for flight safety, studying A model of the human in a cognitive prediction task.
accidents, human factors in system design and p0399 A73-42223
implementation of personnel Eye movements of trained inspectors recorded
p0303 A73-34078 during visual inspection of colored slides of IC
Motivation in vigilance - A test of the chips, determining performance with emphasis on
goal-setting hypothesis of the effectiveness of speed
knowledge of results. p0423 A73-43212
p0304 A73-34149 Noise blurred image recognition probability
Spatial information coding in the human visual characteristics from experimental investigation,
system - Psychophysical data. showing difference from statistical decision
p0309 A73-35240 theory data
Human performance at elevated environmental p0428 A73-44667
temperatures. Response surface /descriptive function/
pC325 A73-36787 methodology design for human performance
Physical energy expenditure in long-haul cabin crew. research, discussing central composite design,
p0326 A73-36793. observations at experimental points and
The mechanisms of the occurrence of emotional orthogonal blocking
stress in man. p0430 A73-44773
p0328 A73-36920 Response surface methodology analysis of training
Study of the heart rate of humans exposed to heat transfer in pursuit rotor tracking task,
p0331 173-36942 relating three independent variables through
'Study of performances in a warm environment in multiple-regression prediction equations
case of air conditioning breakdown on a p0430 A73-44774
supersonic transport Decrements in tracking and visual performance
p0331 173-36947 during vibration.
Reinforcement of unconscious traces of stimuli in p0431 A73-44777
the human being during ontogenesis visual and verbal coding in the interhemispheric
p0343 A73-37251 transfer of information.
Interaction between contours in visual masking p0435 A73-45337
p0345 A73-37395 Asymmetry in perception - Attention versus other
The effect of exercise on intrinsic myocardial determinants.
performance. p0435 A73-45338
p0352 A73-38258 Two components and two stages in search
Effects of posture on exercise performance - performance - A case study in visual search.
Measurement by systolic time intervals. p0435 A73-45339
p0353 A73-38260 Effect of temporal uncertainty on human energy
Aerobic capacity of relatively sedentary males. expenditure during moderate exercise
p0353 A73-38360 (AD-7437261 p0594 N73-10084
Effects of prestimulus cuing and target load Influence of illumination color, viewing distance,
variability on maintenance of response and turbidity on underwater vision
strategies in a visual search task. (AD-7437561 p0595 N73-10092
p0353 A73-38378 Annotated bibliography on reaction times in
Air traffic controller responsibilities and selected human information processing tasks
performance evaluation criteria development, [AD-745416] p0596 N73-10095
discussing manager/monitor functions, field Effect of vigilance on performance of simple
evaluation tests and training criteria visual detection task
p0353 A73-38472 (AD-745317] p0596 N73-10097
Sleep loss in air cabin crew. Notion sickness effects on flying personnel
p0355 A73-39109 performance during hurricane penetrations
Visual responsiveness repeat variability magnitude [AD-7439281 p0596 N73-10100
during prolonged sessions and time of day Nonlinear multiparameter control model for human
p0357 A73-39479 operator as vehicle controller
Contingent negative variation expectancy waveform p0597 N73-10106
relation to human psychic state in response to Random Gaussian distribution for input noise
visual and imperative acoustic stimuli approximation in human response tracker modeling
p0363 A73-39804 p05
9
8 N73-10110
Effect of carbon monoxide on time perception. Matrix methods for dynamic modeling of human
p0381 A73-40000 operator performance using Liapunov functions
Sleep deprivation effects on accuracy and speed of p0598 N73-10111
response selection and execution. Operator visual perception mapping during
p0385 A73-40853 parameter adjustment in dynamic control system
p0600 N73-10129
A-171
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Human physiological and psychological responses in Systems engineering methods for human performance
long time exposure to simulated space station enhancement in signal detection and flight control
atmosphere as observed by critical tracking task [AD-7482391 p0102 N73-14098
p0601 N73-10133 Criteria for selected response surface methodology
Hypoxia stress effects on human operator design variants in human performance research
performance in unstable tracking task using fAD-7482361 p0102 N73-14099
manual control Optimization of work-rest cycles to ensure
p0602 N73-10138 acceptably high human performance in man machine
Attention sharing effects on human operator systems
performing simultaneously dynamic compensatory rAD-7501761 p0103 N73-14107
tracking control tasks Cyclically changing temperature effects on
p0602 N73-10140 monitoring behavior and physiological responses
Manual flight control and emergency procedure task of man
skill degradation [AD-7484511 p0104 N73-14110
r[ASA-CR-128612] p0603 N73-10153 Bioastronautics research, including stress
Effects of stress upon psychophysiological effects, sensory perception, and human performance
responses and performance following sleep [NASA-SP-30061 p0104 573-15091
deprivation Capabilities and limitations of man as element in(NASA-CR-1286201 p0608 N73-11073 closed loop control system under normal
Human recognition of contrasting target in noisy environmental conditions
environment with diversion of attention p0106 N73-15107
(FOA-2-C-2482-H51 p0611 N73-11092 Work, heat, and oxygen cost of various activities
Sonic boom effects on individuals compensatory of man
tracking performance for unstable system p0106 N73-15109
fUTIAS-TN-1791 p0612 N73-11098 Prolonged bed rest and positive radial
Effects of simulated artificial gravity on human acceleration effects on human visual response time
performance INASA-TN-D-7161] p0107 N73-15117
rNASA-CR-2129] p0067 573-12111 Human factors engineering to determine maximum
Analysis of reaction time to different visual control forces capability of female pilots
cuing methods in large displays during secondary rFAA-AM-72-271 p0112 N73-15157
task performance Fatigue effect on human visual perception
(AD-7476881 p0068 N73-12120 (AD-7500971 p0113 N73-15171
Effect of mood on human performance, possibility Decision making behavior of sonar operator in
of using skin analyzer for communication, and target detection and reporting
effect of prolonged exposure to depths of 160 m (AD-7507611 p0114 N73-15174
on mental functioning Diurnal dynamics of psychic performance during
lJPRS-57541] p0068 573-13072 72-hour continuous wakefulness
Effect of mood on testing human performance p0135 N73-16056
p0069 N73-13075 Study of differences between left and right hand
Measurement of operator workload in formation performance in compensatory tracking task
processing (RAE-TR-721171 p0141 573-16098
[NASA-CR-2150] p0070 N73-13087 Mental health services for emotional counselling
Correlation of assessed maximum oxygen intake with in NASA facilities to insure maximum human
predicted performance in running events performance
CAD-7468671 p0071 N73-13093 p0144 N73-17062
Human operator model performance in tracking high Industrial health measures and environmental
performance aircraft control to insure worker productivity
rAD-7467253 p0072 N73-13101 p0146 N73-17077
Reinforcement effects on human attention and Noise effects on hearing conservation in aircrew
performance in continuous response to visual and ground support personnel of aerospace
stimuli operations
(AD-747798] p0072 N73-13103 p0148 N73-17101
Noise and response complexity effects on human Standardized performance battery for assessing
attention and performance in visual perception effects of environmental stressors particularly
task noise on human performance
CAD-7477971 p0072 N73-13105 (NASA-CR-2149] p0148 N73-17102
Physiological and mental performance effects of Conference on operational flight stress effects on
underwater work on humans human biodynamics and performance
rAD-7477011 p0072 N73-13107 rAGAED-CP-1011 p0188 N73-19143
Cognitive functioning test to measure human Combined stress effects in human communication and
performance in underwater diving stress motion sickness biodynamics
fAD-748036J p0072 N73-13108 p0188 N73-19144
Human attention and reaction performance as Flight test program to study human factors
function of type and latency in response to problems and flight crew performance in military
signal stimulus aircraft
[CD-7478011 p0073 N73-13110 p0188 573-19145
Feasibility of saliva analysis for measuring Combined heat, noise, and vibration effects on
mental stress in man aircrew performance
[AD-747671] p0073 N73-13111 [(ARL-T-71-1131 p0188 N73-19146
Influence of time zones on physiological organs Combined noise and vibration effects on human
and systems and performance of athlete mental and psychomotor performance
[NASA-TT-F-14632] p0073 N73-13116 [AMRL-TR-71-1151 p0188 173-19147
Bibliography on effects of underwater environment Human stress expenditures in operational airlift
on tools, equipment, and human performance mission flights
rAD-748000] p0074 N73-13122 p0189 N73-19151
Computerized fast Fourier transform technique for Human performance in sequential task training for
measuring human performance in compensatory acquisition of perceptual motor skills under
tracking task flight stress
(AD-748659) p0100 573-14078 p0189 N73-19153
Human performance measurement - bibliographies Temperature and noise irradiation effects on human
rAD-7491001 p0100 N73-14080 energetic metabolism during vigilance task
Pupil enlargement in relation to operator stress p0189 N73-19155
during adaptive critical tracking task Study to validate Non-Interference Performance
(AD-7490751 p0100 N73-14081 Assessment
Simulated lunar magnetic environment effects on [NASA-CR-128865] p0190 N73-19164
humans, using scotopic critical flicker Effect of briefing information on target
frequency measurements to indicate acquisition performance of observer
psychophysiological stress p0191 N73-19972
fAD-7481931 p0101 N73-14088
A-172
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Human performance and life support engineering for accelerations about yaw and pitch axes
space environment conditions [FAA-AM-72-341 p0416 N73-30989
rAD-7542161 p0224 N73-20157 Lffect of sleep deprivation and heat stress on
Residual effects of hypnotic drugs on human human performance.in visual and auditory tasks
nervous function and performance (OES-8/721 p0421 N73-31024
p0226 N73-21106 Sleep deprivation effects on accuracy and speed of
Hashish smoking effects on human oxygen response selection' and'execution
consumption during physical stress and safe p0422 N73-31854driving ability Scale, haze, and image motion effects on human
p0228 N73-21115 performance in photointerpretation of aerial
Spectral analysis on human biorhythmic performance photography
to evaluate tranquilizer effects (AD-7639081 p0440 N73-32024
p0228 N73-21116 Combat Job performance and training for air
Suitability of insulin dependent and oral drug cavalry aeroscout pilot and aeroscout observer
dependent diabetics as navigation personnel (AD-755505] p0441 N73-32027
p0228 N73-21120 Effect of human operator errors on reliability andDrug effects on vision of flying personnel effectiveness of his work
pG228 N73-21121 rAD-764937] p0441 N73-32028
Flight safet'y factors in prescribing tranquilizinq Optimization of human performance in system
drugs for flying personnel design, training, and operation
p0228 N73-21123 [AD-764761] p0450 N73-33075
Comparison of alcohol and dizepam effects on human HUMAN REACTIONS
mental and psychomotor functions Electromyographic study on human standing posture
p0229 N73-21126 in experimental hypogravic state.
Systems analysis of physiological performance p0582 873-11211
related to stresses such as those experienced in Color effects in visual discrimination, measuringhigh performance aircraft response times in letter matching task
rAD-7549701 p0230 N73-21133 p0588 A73-12525
Stimulating and tranquilizing drug effects on Behavioural awakening and subjective reactions to
human performance indices indoor sonic booms.
p0256 N73-22021 p0059 873-15592
Human performance in schematic concept formation Mathematical description of some visual inertia
as a function of socio-economic level, effects
personality, intelligence, and race p0060 A73-15786fAD-7447811 p0260 N73-22052 Effect of hypoxia on free fatty acid metabolism
Acceleration effects on human visual functions during exercise.
under hypoxic conditions p0080 A73-16609
p0263 N73-23040 Augmentation of chemosensitivity during mild
Effect of cigarette smoking on sensory perception exercise in normal man.
and performance parameters of flight crews p0080 A73-16610fAD-7544211 p0267 N73-23071 The interaction of auditory noise and subjective
Probabilities models of organizational behavior noise annoyance sensitivity with peripheral
and human subjective performance visual sensitivity.
FIZ-1973-31 p0268 N73-23076 p0081 A73-16703
Analysis of air traffic controller responses under The prediction of team monitoring performance
stress conditions to show effects of accuracy, under conditions of varied team size and
quality, and comprehensiveness of available data decision rules.
p0269 N73-23714 p0081 873-16710
Mathematical models for human performance in Step input tracking experiment for testing human
manned spacecraft control psychological refractory period, noting
pC270 N73-23897 directional error correcting reaction time
Work-rest schedules for military tracking crews similarities with keyboard tasks
under prolonged vibration p0095 A73-18470p0271 N73-23986 German monograph - Nork-physioloqical
work-rest schedule for optimum performance of investigations for the objectivization of the
monitoring tasks tracking behavior, the mental load, and its
p0271 N73-23987 psychopharmacoloqical modulability.
Effects of work-rest schedules, circadian rhythms, p0122 A73-20388
continuous work, and sleep loss on sustained Cardiac arrhythmias during exercise testing in
performance healthy men.
p0271 N73-23988 p0196 A73-25336
Biological effects of sleep deprivation, and Interindividual differences in homomodal and
effects of prolonged work on performance under heteromodal scaling of auditory and vibrotactile
combat conditions stimulation intensity and duration, using
p0271 N73-23989 magnitude estimation method
Human visual/motor response to tracking task p0204 873-26750during long term confinement in simulated space Emotional stimulation traces in the spectra of BEG
station and cataneo-qalvanic reaction of man under[NASA-CR-22401 p0295 N73-24134 normal conditions and in the case of memory
Human psychomotor and cognitive performance in impairment
humid environment p0206 A73-27106
rAD-7568351 P0296 N73-24142 Physiological nature of the
Job attitudes of air traffic controllers electroencephaloqraphic and vegetative
rFAA-AH-73-21 p0339 N73-27066 components of human conditioned reactions
Effects of two sequential transatlantic flights on p0206 173-27107
circadian rhythm of body function and performance Bactericide activity of the integument of man at
p0369 N73-27964 different times of the day
Effects of adverse Northern environment on human p0209 A73-27716physiology and performance under military Stimulus luminance-duration relationship of
exercise conditions adapting light effect in human
rDCIEM-8821 p0376 873-29056 electroretinography, referring to Bunsen-Roscoe
Improved performance of visual perception of solar and Bloch constant law
patrol observers monitoring sun activity p0237 A73-28363
rAD-760802] p0377 N73-29063 Human hematologic responses to 4 hr of isobaric
Subjective and physiological indicators of fatigue hyperoxic exposure /100% oxygen at 760 mm Hq/.
and performance during vigilance task p0241 A73-29751
rAD-7615031 p0413 N73-30077 Oscillations in oxygen consumption of man at rest.
Effects of alcohol on eye movements and tracking p0241 8A73-29755
performance during laboratory angular
A-173
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Hanipulating the response criterion in visual latent periods, potential amplitude distribution
monitoring, and EEG measurement techniques
p0247 A73-30499 p0393 A73-41888
Influence of increased air atmosphere pressure on Operator reaction functional readiness
the excitability of the neuro-motor apparatus in manifestation in evoked potential
man characteristics of stimulus-response situations,
p0249 A73-30845 obtaining response amplitude distribution
Rental load and the measurement of heart rate p0394 A73-41891
variability. Reaction time to changes in the tempo of acoustic
p0250 A73-30881 pulse trains.
Ventilatory responses to transient hypoxia and p0404 A73-42705
hypercapnia in man. Eiqenvectors of the sensitivity variations across
p0275 A73-31126 the human central fovea.
Evoked negative electrical potentials due to p6407 A73-42957
auditory zone stimulation by local cooling, Individual personality variability difficulties in
mechanical trauma and potential recording, measurement of human psychophysiological
observing reaction regeneration variations reactions to flight stress, emphasizinq
p0276 A73-31159 psychological interview and evaluation methods
Polarcardioqraphic responses to maximal exercise p0408 A73-43130
and to changes in posture in healthy middle-aged Human reactions to whole-body transverse angular
men. vibrations compared to linear vertical vibrations.
p0285 A73-33114 p0423 A73-43216
Human response to transportation noise and Influence of physical stress on the state of human
vibration. higher nervous activity under conditions of
p0310 A73-35328 underwater labor
Modeling, instrumentation and data evaluation in p0429 A73-44672
clinical electroretinoqraphy, discussing Fourier Human noise sensitivity, discussing personality
analysis of sinusoidal light stimulation effects, Maplin airport planning and population
response in normal and abnormal humans separation into sensitive and imperturbable qroups
p0310 A73-35359 p0430 A73-44770
A model of psychological annoyance of noise. Analysis of helicopter pilot and passenger
p0311 A73-35627 reaction to vibration environment to determine
Cardiovascular reactions of a healthy man exposed effects of discrete frequencies and combinations
to sonic booms of harmonic frequencies
p0327 A73-36909 p0591 N73-10019
Motor unit reactions of man to spinal and Analysis of physiological mechanisms contributing
supraspinal inhibitory stimuli to occurrence of motion sickness
p0349 A73-37943 p0591 N73-10020
Inverted posture illusion phenomenon in astronauts Direction-specific adaptation effects acquired by
during weiqhtless space flight, discussing humans in slowly rotating room
vestibular organ function, acceleration effects [NASA-CR-1290631 p0591 N73-10062
and body gravitation sensing system Physiological and pathological responses of humans
p0356 A73-39149 exposed to electricity
Circadian variations in presumably healthy men CNASA-CR-1284221 p0592 N73-10065
under conditions of peace-time army reserve unit Vestibulo-ocular response of man to oscillatory
training, rotation during sleep
p0357 A73-39482 (AMRU-R-70-31 p0608 873-11066
Participation of cholinerqic mechanisms in Vestibular function loss in man after unilateral
negative human emotions section of eiqhth cranial nerve
p0362 A73-39799 [NASA-CR-1296721 p0070 N73-13084
Pulmonary function in man after short-term Response time of flash blindness recovery in human
exposure to ozone. exposure to constant energy flashes
p0381 173-40001 rAD-7476311 p0071 N73-13095
Effect of acceleration on distribution of lung Reinforcement effects on human attention and
perfusion and on respiratory gas exchange. performance in continuous response to visual
p0381 A73-40274 stimuli
A descriptive model of multi-sensor human spatial [AD-747798] p0072 N73-13103
orientation with applications to visually Statistical analysis of steroid levels in parotid
induced sensations of motion. secretions of humans under prolonged mental stress
FAIAA PAPER 73-9151 p0385 A73-40863 (AD-747682] p0072 N73-13104
Oxygen uptake, muscle high-energy phosphates, and Human attention and reaction performance as
lactate in exercise under acute hypoxic function of type and latency in response to
conditions in man. signal stimulus
p0385 A73-41131 [AD-7478011 p0073 N73-13110
Colored aftereffects after prelonqed inspection of Reaction tester for testing reaction to light
convex lines of one color and concave lines of stimuli
another color rNASA-CASE-MSC-13604-11 p0073 N73-13114
p0389 A73-41303 Notion effects in pilot reactions to ground-based
Spatial frequency selectivity of a visual tilt flight simulator display evaluation
illusion. CAD-7493701 p0075 N73-13126
p0392 A73-41642 Visual evoked responses from divers subjected to
methods for quantifying the effect of noise on hyperbaric conditions simulating depths to 1200
people. feet breathing various gas mixtures
p0392 A73-41707 fAD-7493251 p0108 N73-15127
Mathematics of interaction between blood and Physiological factors in human oculomotor
electromagnetic fields. responses to space flight stress
p0392 A73-41788 (DR-208-VOL-11 p0109 N73-15136
Human perception of moderate strength low Human semicircular canal response to rotational
frequency magnetic fields tested by whole body stimuli in yaw, pitch, and roll planes of the head
immersion in large Helmholtz coil field under p0109 N73-15137
acoustic isolation Anti-compensatory oculomotor response of pilot to
p0392 A73-41789 rotational head stimuli
Operator response to sinusoidally varying normal p0109 N73-15138
and emergency cycles in dynamic control task, Coding data of 2565 individual human altitude
testing anticipatory aversion response ability chamber tests
and error response [NASA-CE-1145501 p0136 N73-16066
p0393 173-41885 Recorded observations of crew member activities
Individual physiological differences in evoked during Tektite 2 underwater habitability study
potential reactions to light sources, discussing (NASa-CE-1300341 p0140 873-16094
A-174
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Long term exercise effects on cardiovascular Interrelationship and reaction of human subjects
response in NASA personnel with periodic to spacecraft cabin environment
erqometric evaluation NASA-TT-F-15020] p03 74 N73-29041
p0145 N73-17067 Medical analysis of vitamin balance among
Structural vibrations in aerospace operations and personnel of Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition
effects on man to show effects on health and acclimatization
p0148 N73-17099 ability
Choice reaction tasks for discriminating p0379 N73-29357
individual skill potentials in information Analysis of human reactions to short takeoff
handling situations aircraft aerodynamic noise for predicting1AD-7520731 p0150 N73-17115 community acceptance of short haul air service
Measurements of endocrine metabolic responses to operations
space flight stress on Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 p0441 N73-32960
crewmen Effect of high ambient temperature on calcium
p0173 N73-18105 content of human bone tissue
Unique field-laboratory methodology for assessing p0444 N73-33033
human response to noise Human skin reactions to lotions and distilled(NASA-CJ-22211 p0176 N73-18124 water during hypokinesia
Changes in circadian rhythm of aircraft pilot oral p0444 N73-33034
body temperature as result of transmeridian HUMAN TOLERANCES
fliqhts The second noise and social survey around(DLR-FE-73-011 p0178 N73-18140 Heathrow, London airport.
Cardiovascular and respiratory systems reactions p0041 A73-12980
in cosmonauts during space flight Acclimatization to severe dry heat by brief
p0180 N73-19079 exposures to humid heat.
Effects of space flight noise intensities on human p0045 A73-13700
physiological functions Direction-specific adaptation effects acquired in
p0180 N73-19080 a slow rotation room.
Immersion effects on human physiological motor p0049 A73-14154functions Crew performance in extended operation under
p0180 N73-19081 vibrational stress.
Human oxygen metabolism and pulmonary functions p0082 A73-16717
during hypodynamic water immersion Human perception of humidity under four controlled
p0181 N73-19082 conditions.
Transverse acceleration effects on human p0089 A73-17864
respiratory rate and oxygen metabolism Case histories of valvular cardiopathies in
p0181 N73-19084 military pilots, determining tolerance to flight
Sound, light, and proprioceptive stimuli for p0115 A73-19209inhibiting vestibular illusion in man Mountain inhabitants physiological characteristics
p0181 N73-19087 due to altitude effects, investigating human
Human ability to note changes in composition of tolerance and adaptation to ambient environmentinhaled air p0116 A73-19212
p0182 N73-19090 Analysis of some mechanisms of human stability toMental and cardiovascular acceleration stress decompression of the lower portion of the body
effects on heart rate studied by beta adrenergic p0124 A73-20987blockage Influence of an oxygen and carbon dioxide rich gas
p0188 N73-19149 mixture on the human orthostatic stability
Role of social synchronizers in adaptation process p0124 A73-20988
of humans to inversion of diurnal sleep and Reflex excitability of spinal motor neurons in man
wakefulness regime under high atmospheric pressure
p0218 N73-20109 p0169 173-24525Bactericidal activity of human 'skin at different Positive /+Gz/ acceleration tolerances of thetimes of day 'miniature swine - Application as a human analog.
p0218 N73-20110 p0196 A73-25337
Conference on human visual search and perception Comparison of the metabolic effects of
rAD-7543271 p0221 N73-20133 centrifugation and heat stress in man.Literature review on human macular pigment p0196 173-25338
absorption and density spectrum of cone receptor Vestibular stresses effects on systemic and
rIZF-1972-171 p0264 N73-23046 cerebral hemodynamics, considering human
Comparison of electroencephaloqraphic response acceleration adaptation and compensationpatterns in man and monkeys to visually evoked mechanisms
cortical stimuli p0208 A73-27714fIZF-1972-241 p0264 N73-23049 Effects of ethyl alcohol on pilot performance.
Human continuous reaction time task distribution p0237 A73-28501
rates for paced and selfpaced responses to Effect of the Valsalva maneuver on tolerance to
visual stimuli +Gz acceleration.
lIZY-1973-51 p0268 N73-23077 p0241 A73-29754
Human perception of musical intervals between High altitude aircraft cabin pressurization for
simultaneous tones crews and passengers, discussing altitudefIZF-1972-201 p0268 N73-23078 tolerance, reaction times, decompression andAnalysis of air traffic controller responses under oxygen equipment
stress conditions to show effects of accuracy, p0251 A73-30937quality, and comprehensiveness of available data Effect of antiradiation drugs on the functional
p0269 N73-23714 condition of the vestibular analysorElectroencephaloqraphic and behavioral responses p0279 173-31509
of humans to aircraft noise during sleep Parachutist biomedical effects during 110-175 knot
fNASA-CR-22791 p0338 N73-27058 towing by aircraft, establishing maximumJob attitudes of air traffic controllers feasible airspeed
rFAA-AM-73-21 p0339 N73-27066 p0285 A73-32675
Resynchronization of circadian rhythms following Impairment to hearing from exposure to noise.
transmeridian flight observed in two groups of p0287 A73-33676
students Certain features of hemodynamics during
p0368 N73-27958 orthostatic tests with persons of different
Diagnosis and prognosis of pilot reaction and vestibulo-vegetative tolerance levelstolerance to psychical stress p0305 A73-34236
p0368 N73-27962 Heat acclimatization while wearing vapor-barrier
Effects of two sequential transatlantic flights on clothing.
circadian rhythm of body function and performance p0307 A73-34742
p0369 N73-27964
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HUMAN TOLERANCES CONTD SUBJECT INDEX
Tolerance to heat following cold stress. Analysis of mechanisms of human tolerance to lover
p0325 A73-36784 body decompression
Thermal comfort - New directions and standards. p0135 N73-16054
p0325 A73-36785 Personality, occupation, and job stress effects on
Human statokinetic stability as component of physiological risk factor in human coronary
nonspecific resistance, discussing revolving, heart disease
altitude, hypoxic and orthostatic stress p0143 N73-17054
dependence tests Toxicity and safety hazard of dry beryllium copper
p0327 A73-36904 alloy machining for human operator
Human physiological responses to high speed aerial p0144 N73-17059
tow. Structural vibration and noise effects on man in
p0330 A73-36939 aerospace operations
Tolerance to immersion in cold water (AGARDOGRAPH-1511 p0148 N73-17098
p0331 A73-36943 Structural vibrations in aerospace operations and
Estimation of hypoxia tolerance in a decompression effects on man
chamber p0148 N73-17099
p0331 A73-36945 Airborne noise in aerospace operations and
The capacity for muscular work in acute hypoxia bioacoustics effects on man
p0331 A73-36946 p0148 N73-17100
Serial correlation of physiological time series Physical and experimental data obtained by
and its significance for a stress analysis artificial satellites for estimating
p0352 A73-38159 extraterrestrial radiation hazard in manned
Laser hazards and safety performance standards, space flight
discussing ocular and skin damage and exposure [NASA-TT-F-7241 p0173 N73-18098
limits and operational regulation Ionization, thermoluminescence, and nuclear
p0356 A73-39205 photographic emulsion dosimetry for monitoring
Responses of men and women to two-hour walks in radiation loads in spacecrews during manned
desert heat. space flight
p0360 A73-39784 p0173 N73-18100
Heat conduction in blackened skin accompanying Radiobiological effects of cosmic radiation in
pulsatile heating with a xenon flash lamp. animals and standardization of permissible
p0361 A73-39791 radiation levels for spacecrews
Influence of small electromaqnetic-field p0173 N73-18102
fluctuations on the bioelectric activity of the Blockage effect in external ear canal on diver
human brain auditory perception threshold
p0395 A73-41964 (AD-7516641 p0177 N73-18132
Work-heat tolerance derived from interval training. Hypodynamia affect on human transverse
p0400 A73-42416 acceleration tolerance
Climbing and cycling with additional weights on p0181 N73-19083
the extremities. Human adaptation to hypoxic hypoxia for increased
p0400 A73-42418 resistance to physical stress
Human reactions to whole-body transverse angular p0182 N73-19095
vibrations compared to linear vertical vibrations. Human pituitary and adrenal hormone reserve in
p0423 A73-43216 acceleration stress tolerance
Biological effectiveness of microwave field and p0188 N73-19150
human tolerance Positive pressure breathing for increased human
rJPRS-572091 p0593 N73-10073 acceleration tolerance
Physiological effects of 12 submarine personnel p0189 N73-19156
during prolonged exposure to sonar signals at 85 Human adaptation to hypoxia and tolerance of high
db (five day exposure) environmental temperatures
rAD-744938] p0594 N73-10087 NASA-TT-F-148601 p0219 N73-20122
Mathematical models for studying vestibular Cardiac systole kinematics in humans exposed to
adaptation to stimuli in humans hypoxic atmosphere
f[AMU-R-70-11 p0607 N73-11062 p0253 N73-21986
Analysis of acceleration forces produced during Low barometric pressure effects on human
aerobatic flight and effects of acceleration thermorequlation function
forces on human body p0254 N73-219'96(FAA-An-72-281 p0609 N73-11075 Human horizontal or antiorthostatic position
Human tolerance and adaptation in long term effect in hypodynamic weightlessness test
exposure to sonar signals at elevated intensities p0255 N73-22011
rAD-7461031 p0611 N73-11089 Lower body decompression effects on cardiac cycle
Hypoxia effects on human vestibular tolerance and human acceleration tolerance
during exposure to coriolis accelerations p0263 N73-23037
p0065 N73-12092 Aerospace medicine research, including human
Psychobioloqical factors for predicting monotony tolerance to various stress factors - conferences
tolerance and selecting personnel for isolated [AGARD-CP-110] p0265 N73-23057duty Human exposure criteria to laser energy for combat[AD-7472721 p0071 N73-13098 use
Biodynamic response of human head and neck to p0266 N73-23067impact acceleration Italian thermal conditions affecting accelerationfAD-747988 p0072 N73-13106 tolerance and psychomotor performance of flyingDeep diving pulmonary functions of man using personnel
different breathing gas densities p0266 N73-23068
fAD-749028] p0100 N73-14082 Noise effects on human hearing process and central
Heat and cold stress effects in humans nervous system functions
p0104 873-15094 [NASA-TT-F-7481 p0365 N73-27935
Impact, emergency escapes, and crash survival Diagnosis and prognosis of pilot reaction and
studies tolerance to psychical stress
p0105 N73-15097 p0368 N73-27962
Human tolerance to vibration Respiratory function and blood acid base
p0105 N73-15098 equilibrium in human adaptation to high altitude
Tolerance levels, physiological effects, and environment
performance degradation during simultaneous or p0372 N73-29030
sequential exposures to environmental stresses Physical/mathematical analyses on human vestibular
p0106 E73-15110 responses to acceleration stresses
Visual and vestibular effects in human oculomotor p0373 N73-29033
response during head rotation in yav and roll Human hemodynamic responses and vestibular
p0110 N73-15147 tolerances to body sway tests
p0373 N73-29034
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SUBJECT INDEX HYDROGEN COMPOUNDS
Analysis of human reactions to short takeoff Human psychomotor and cognitive performance in
aircraft aerodynamic noise for predicting humid environment
community acceptance of short haul air service FAD-756835] p0296 N73-24142
operations HURRICANES
p0441 N73-32960 Notion sickness effects on flying personnelHUMAN WASTES performance during hurricane penetrationsNT FECES (AD-7439281 p0596 N73-10100
NT SWEAT HYDRATION
NT URINE Cardiovascular and temperature regulatory changes
Radiation-induced oxidation of impurities in the during progressive dehydration and euhydration.
water obtained from human moisture-containing p0577 A73-10165bioactivity products Effects of rehydration on +Gz tolerance after
p0124 A73-20984 14-days' bed rest.
Study of intestinal Lactobacillus species p0425 A73-43524
composition during a long stay of humans in a Water load tests for determining hydration status
closed space and adrenal and kidney functions during post
p0306 A73-34239 flight period
Waste Management System overview for future rNASA-TT-F-150911 p0417 N73-30998
spacecraft. HIDRAULIC ACTUATORS
rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-181 p0350 A73-37974 U ACTUATORS
Collection and disposal of human wastes in HYDRAULIC CONTROL
aesthetic and reliable manner to prevent Design of electrohydraulic control system fordegradation of crew performance underwater manipulator with position feedback
p0106 N73-15111 p0336 N73-26085Radiation oxidation of water impurities in HYDRAULIC HEATING SOURCES
moisture-containing products of human vital U HEAT SOURCES
functions HYDRAULIC VALVES
p0134 N73-16051 U VALVES
Medical and biological problems of manned space HYDRAZINES
flight NT HETHYLHYDRAZINE
(NASA-TT-F-7191 p0180 N73-19077 Organic and species-related differences in the
Preservatives for human urine storage and water action of certain hydrazine derivatives and of
reclamation in spacecraft cabin aminoperhydroacridine on the oxidative
p0183 N73-19099 deamination of serotonin
Toxic effect of indole inhalation on man, mouse, p0163 A73-23679
rat, and rabbit organisms Hydrazine derivative poisoning in industry and
p0183 N73-19102 clinical medicine treatments, noting causes ofToxic effects of human exhaled air on mice organisms vitamin B6 deficiency
p0183 N73-19103 p0165 A73-23819Oxidation of atmospheric impurities in space cabin Effects of intraperitoneally administered
and purity of reclamated water hydrazine on electrophysiology, general
p0183 N73-19104 behavior, and performance of catsAntimicrobial water reclamation methods for (AD-7460141 p0609 N73-11081processing human urine Hyperammonemia development in metabolic toxicity
p0183 N73-19105 of hydrazine
Stress effects on element balance in human waste (AD-7495191 p0100 N73-14077for life support recycling system HYDROACOUSTICS
p0184 N73-19107 U UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS
Biological mineralization products of human waste HYDROCARBON POISONINGfor autotroph cultivation Oxyqen, carbon monoxide, and fuel toxicity
p0184 N73-19109 p0105 N73-15101Hydroponic cultivation of plants on clay filters HYDROCARBONS
from human mineralized feces NT CAROTENE
p0184 N73-19110 NT ETHYLENE
Thermal combustion requirements for burner devices NT METHANE
of human vegetative waste products NT METHYLENE
p0184 N73-19111 Life origin on earth, considering hydrocarbonAntimicrobial phenyl preparations for human urine molecules and macromolecular synthesis under
conservation during space flight earth atmospheric evolutionary conditions
p0184 N73-19112 p0089 A73-17928Cosmonaut adaptation to dehydrated food products Acute and subacute inhalation toxicity experiments
and effects on human waste cycle with organic solvents, rocket propellants, andp0184 N73-19113 various hydrocarbons in confined environmentsReduced-gravity fecal collector seat and urinal 1NASA-CR-131675] p0259 N73-22043[NASA-CASE-MFS-22102-11 p0222 N73-20141 HYDROCYANIC ACIDDesign and test performance of space crew waste Origin of terrestrial polypeptides 
- A theory
collection system based on data from discharge-tube experiments.rNASA-CR-1339771 p0366 N73-27945 p0357 A73-39484
HUMIDITY HYDROFLUORIC ACID
Utility of heat stress indices and effect of Public health exposure limits to nitrogen oxide,humidity and temperature on single physiologic hydrogen chloride, and hydrogen fluoride airstrains. pollutants
FAD-7517351 p0576 A73-10163 (AD-7514381 p0139 N73-16084Human perception of humidity under four controlled HYDROGEN
conditions. NT HYDROGEN IONS
p0089 A73-17864 Variable photosynthetic units, energy transfer and
Work-heat test comparisons of dry and wet heat and liqht-induced evolution of hydrogen in algae and
exercise programs for heat acclimatization bacteria.
p0158 A73-22932 p0130 A73-21685
Heat acclimatization while wearing vapor-barrier Adsorption of spacecraft contaminants on Bosch
clothing. carbon.
p0307 A73-34742 (ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-15] p0349 A73-37972Thermal comfort - New directions and standards. BHYDROGEN CHLORIDES
p0325 A73-36785 Public health exposure limits to nitrogen oxide,On the mechanism of adaptation of micro-organisms hydrogen chloride, and hydrogen fluoride air
to conditions of extreme low humidity, pollutants
p0396 A73-42164 (AD-7514381 p0139 N73-16084Sterilization parameters for spacecraft HYDROGEN COMPOUNDS
rNASA-CR-1292721 p0065 N73-12101 NT HYDROCYANIC ACID
A-177
HYDROGEN CYANIDES SUBJECT INDEX
NT HYDROGEN PEROXIDE fall-out nystagmus and Bechterew nystaqmus
HYDROGEN CYANIDES p0123 A73-20982
U HYDROCYANIC ACID HYPERBARIC CHAMBERS
HYDROGEN FLUORIDES Cat and rat lung damage due to hyperbaric oxygen
U HYDROFLUORIC ACID exposure and head injury, discussing alveolar
HYDROGEN IONS surfactants, sympathetic stimulation and monkey
Hydrogen ion concentration in the blood of man iniuries
under high mountain conditions with physical loads fAL-7592981 p0238 A73-28507
p0584 A73-11924 Influence of increased air atmosphere pressure on
Independent effects of changes in H+ and C02 the excitability of the neuro-motor apparatus in
concentrations on hypoxic pulmonary man
vasoconstriction. p0249 A73-30845
p0169 A73-24565 Exercise during hyperoxia and hyperbaric
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE oxygenation.
Hydrogen peroxide aerosols for decontamination of p0352 A73-38160
influenza atmosphere Intracellular measurements in a closed hyperbaric
fNASA-TT-F-151271 p0438 N73-32006 chamber.
BTDROGENATION - p0434 A73-45072
Cost data for modified hydrogen depolarized carbon Studies concerning high pressure hyperexcitability
dioxide concentrator in life support system in Squirrel Monkey
[NASA-CR-1244621 p0447 N73-33052 fAD-7457791 p0610 N73-11086
HYDROLYSIS Annotated bibliography with preliminary analysis
Hydrolysis of aqueous extract of lunar dust on dysbaric osteonecrosis
samples for identification and quantitation of [AD-7472581 p0071 N73-13100
amino acid precursors in extraterrestrial Metabolic implications in hyperbaric oxygen systems
sources, considering prebiotic evolutionary [AD-7493811 p0103 N73-14106
pathways termination Behavior of enzyme activities in blood plasma
p0095 A73-18421 after breathing hyperbaric oxygen
Transqlucosidase activity of heart-muscle (DLE-FB-71-961 p0112 N73-15163
per-glucohydrolase Hyperbaric chamber used to determine influence of
p0125 A73-21136 increased ambient pressure and gas density on
Starch hydrolysis in man - An intraluminal process cardiac rate in man
not requiring membrane digestion. [AD-7551291 p0261 N73-22058
p0361 A73-39789 Extreme aeroembolism case and successful therapy
Amino acids, urea, guanidine, glycocyamine, and in hyperbaric chamber
5-amino 4-imidazole carboxamidine from p0368 N73-27959
hydrolysis of azulmic acids Influence of He, N2, and N20 environments on
[NASA-TI-F-146401 p0070 N73-13089 physiological parameters of rats
HYDROSPHERE (EARTH) p0371 N73-29019
U EARTH HYDROSPHERE Muscle force transducer to detect tremors in
HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE divers under hyperbaric conditions
Effects of hydrostatic water bath pressure on (AD-7633431 p0438 N73-32010
capillary blood pressure and connective tissue HYPERCAPNIA
dehydration The role of the carotid chemoreceptors in the
rNASA-TT-F-148941 p0265 N73-23052 C02-hyperpnea under hyperoxia.
HYDROXYCORTICOSTEBOID p0583 A73-11502
NT CORTISONE Augmentation of chemosensitivity during mild
Effects of the hypodynamics and other factors of a exercise in normal man.
spaceflight on the excretion of p0080 A73-16610
17-oxycorticosteroids and aldosterone Effect of hypercapnia on the electrical discharges
p0305 A73-34233 of the bulbar respiratory neurons and motor
Time shift effects on human 17-hydroxy neuron ganglia of respiratory muscles
corticosteroid diurnal excretion noting p0084 A73-16735
transmeridian flights The effects of hypoxia, hypercapnia, and asphyxia
rDLR-FB-73-581 p0412 N73-30070 on the baroreceptor-cardiac reflex at rest and
Fluorometric 11-hydroxycorticosteroid during exercise in man.
determination in human blood plasma p0094 A73-18348
[NASA-TT-F-150921 p0416 N73-30990 Influence of an oxygen and carbon dioxide rich gas
HYDROXYL COMPOUNDS mixture on the human orthostatic stability
NT ALCOHOLS p0124 A73-20988
NT ETHYL ALCOHOL Mathematical analysis of the responses of the
NT POLYVINYL ALCOHOL human respiratory system to hypoxia and
Hydroxyproline determination in collagen-like hypercapnia
plasma and urine p0126 A73-21322
(NASA-TT-F-150931 p0417 N73-30997 Quantitative influence of C02 inhalation on
HYGIENE thermal sweating in man.
Soaps, detergents and surfactants dermatological p0195 A73-25331
hazards in personal hygiene use by spacecrews Method of PaCO2 determination in men with
during long term space flight /Skylab/ functional disorders of external respiration
(ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-261 p0350 A73-37981 p0239 A73-29075
Industrial hygiene, radiological health, and Ventilatory responses to transient hypoxia and
spacecraft sanitation studies in NASA hypercapnia in man.
Environmental Health Program p0275 A73-31126
p0143 N73-17057 Plasma electrolytes, pH, and ECG during and after
Survey of industrial hygiene and safety in Air exhaustive exercise.
Forces operations p0278 A73-31347[AD-7518971 p0151 N73-17126 Correlation of ventilatory responses to hypoxia
Dermatological testing of personal hygiene and hypercapnia.
cleansing agents and laundry detergents for p0359 A73-39776
possible use in Skylab Program Ventilatory and hemodynamic responses to acute
[NASA-CE-128880] p0222 N73-20143 hypoxia and hypercapnia in Hereford calf,
Data analysis for predicting human personal comparing with man
hygienic needs during long term space flight p0360 A73-39782
[NASA-CE-1289291 p0295 N73-24132 Sodium pentobarbital effects on albino rats in
Analysis of microclimate of living and service normocapnic and chronically hypercapnic conditions
quarters during Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition (AD-751234] p0187 N73-19142
p0379 N73-29359 Effect of acute and chronic hypercapnia on Ca and
HYOSCINE inorganic P levels in guinea pig blood plasma
Effect of some pharmacological preparations on the and erythrocytes
A-178
SUBJECT INDEX HYPERTHERMIA
rAD-7493231 p0258 N73-22035 Hyperoxic atmosphere effect on rat metabolism and
Toxicological aspects of carbon dioxide exposure elimination of gaseous wastes
in chronic hypercapnia p0254 N73-22004[AD-7633941 p0418 N73-31005 Biophysical properties of human red blood cells
HBPEROIIA exposed to hypobaric hyperoxia
Studies of blood gas analysis at abnormal [AD-7557831 p0267 N73-23072
environment. Effects of hyperoxia on heme biosynthesis
p0582 A73-11210 (AD-7568361 p0294 N73-24125
The role of the vagus nerves in the respiratory Mechanisms of oxygen toxicity at cellular level
response to CO2 under hyperoxic conditions. (AD-7587251 p0299 873-25124
p0583 A73-11501 Epinephrine oxidation and indole production during
The role of the carotid chemoreceptors in the high pressure oxygen poisoning
CO2-hyperpnea under hyperoxia. (AD-7594051 p0339 873-27061
p0583 A73-11502 Effects of oxygen pressure on tissues under
Effect of sleep-wake reversal and sleep extreme flight factors
deprivation on the circadian rhythm of oxygen CNASA-TT-F-7621 p0411 H73-30065
toxicity seizure susceptibility. Course of infectious process and functional
p0589 A73-12561 activity of pulmonary macrophages in mice
CNS epinephrine tone, a possible etiology for the confined to atmosphere with high oxygen content
threshold in susceptibility to oxygen toxicity p0442 N73-33016
seizures. Mechanism of inert gas narcosis in human body and
p0049 173-14156 mice
Effect of a 3C-day stay in a medium with increased fNASA-CH-620961 p0445 N73-33038
oxygen content on the discharge of some gaseous BIPEBPNEA
bioactivity products in rats The role of the carotid chemoreceptors in the
p0086 A73-17676 C02-hyperpnea under hyperoxia.
Sensitivity to oxygen at high pressure of p0583 A73-11502
radioresistant and radiosensitive strains of Control of exercise hyperpnea under varying
bacteria. durations of exposure to moderate hypoxia.
p0117 A73-19483 p0042 A73-13499Influence of an oxygen and carbon dioxide rich gas IPEBBTENSION
mixture on the human orthostatic stability Role of the sympathetic nervous system in
p0124 A73-20988 supporting cardiac function in essential
Effects of an hyperoxic hypobaric environment on arterial hypertension.
renin-aldosterone in normal man. p0124 A73-21015
p0127 A73-21503 Electrocardiographic evidence of left atrialSensitivity of the brain to repeated exposures of hypertension in acute myocardial infarction.
hyperbaric oxygen. p0201 173-26287
p0195 A73-25328 Angina pectoris in men - Prognostic significance
Results of electron microscopic studies in the rat of selected medical factors.brain under oxygen at high pressure. p0201 173-26288
p0195 173-25330 Computer analysis of the orthogonal
Effect of antioxidants on the blood deoxygenation electrocardiogram and vectorcardiogram in 939
rate in animals exposed to altered atmospheres cases with hypertensive cardiovascular disease.
p0207 A73-27702 p0202 A73-26361Effect of lithium on acute oxygen toxicity and Coronary atherosclerosis development and
associated changes in brain qamma-aminobutyric prevention in children, discussing
acid. hyperlipidemia, hypertension, cigarette smoking
p0238 A73-28503 and high risk identification
Procedure for preparing an oxygen-nitrogen gas p0243 A73-30065
mixture for respiration in a pressure chamber Prevention of the atherosclerotic diseases -
p0240 A73-29409 Opportunities for military medicine.Human hematologic responses to 4 hr of isobaric p0248 A73-30518hyperoxic exposure /100% oxygen at 760 mm Bq/. Some metric characteristics of myocardial cells
p0241 A73-29751 under various conditions of cardiac andDevelopment and reversibility of pulmonary oxygen cardiovascular pathology
poisoning in the rat. p0332 A73-36962
p0247 A73-30516 Quantitative evoked-potential analyses for thePhysiological criteria of early toxic normobaric neurophysiological characterization of faultyhyperoxia manifestations learning processes in the experimental arterial
p0304 173-34123 hypertonia-pathogenesis
Protein synthesis in lung - Recovery from exposure p0348 A73-37756to hyperoxia. Management of the treatment of illnesses as a
p0323 A73-36653 problem of modern control theoryExercise during hyperoxia and hyperbaric p0357 A73-39348
oxygenation. Mechanism of 'readjustment' of aorta baroreceptorsp0352 A73-38160 during hypertoniaOxygen uptake during maximal work at lowered and p0401 A73-42655
raised ambient air pressures. Circadian rhythm change study of transmeridian
pC386 A73-41132 flight and medication effects on mildlyEffects of hyperoxia on sulfhydryl concentration hypertensive subject
of Escherichia coli (AD-743300) p0595 N73-10090FAD-7461931 p0610 873-11087 Arterial hypertension symptoms in flying personnelHyperoxia effects on elimination of carbon p0253 N73-21991.
monoxide, ammonia, ketones, and aldehydes by rats BIPERTHERHIA
p0063 N73-12077 Effect of controlled elevation of body temperatureOxygen, carbon monoxide, and fuel toxicity on human tolerance to +Gz acceleration.
p0105 N73-15101 p0576 A73-10159
Hyperoxic damage in animal cells, tissues, and Physical work induced hyperthermia effects on
organs detection rate in visual vigilance taskp0182 N73-19091 performance in hot and humid environment
Hyperoxic morphological changes in connective rat p0095 173-18469
tissues Portable electronic thermometer for temperaturep0182 873-19092 measurement during exercise elevation of body
Effect of hypoxia and hyperoxia on rate of blood temperature in heat acclimatization experiment
deoxygenation, and influence of antioxidants in p0169 173-24567
mice Changes in the gas content of blood in man duringp0216 873-20096 exposure to high ambient temperatures
p0208 A73-27711
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HYPERTONIA SUBJECT INDEX
Hypothalamo-adenohypophysio-adrenal neurosecretory environment
system under hyperthermia p0154 173-22354system under hertheria p0249 A73-30847 Effects of the hypodynamics and other factors of a
Heat conduction in blackened skin accompanying spaceflight on the excretion of
pulsatile heating vith a xenon flash lamp. 17-oxycorticosteroids and aldosterone
p0361 A73-39791 p0305 173-34233
Russian book - Mutual relationship of water and Effect of prolonged hypodynamia on rat biology
salt secretion functions in digestive and p01
34 N73-16050
excretory organs under conditions of high Medical and biological problems of manned space
temperature, flight
p0390 A73-41438 (NASA-TT-F-7191 p0180 N73-19077
Change in content of gases in blood when man is Weightlessness and hypodynamia effects on bodily
exposed to high ambient temperatures functions during space flight
p0217 173-20105 p0180 N73-19078
HYPENTONIA Hypodynamia effect on human transverse
U OSmOSIS acceleration tolerance
HIPERTROPHY p0181 N73-19083
U GROWTH Human hydroxycorticosteroid and aldosterone
HYPBRVELOCITY IMPACT excretions during hypodynamic space flight
Effect of simulated lunar impact on the survival conditions
of bacterial spores. p0373 N73-29031
p0357 A73-39485 BTPOGLYCENIA
HYPERVENTILATIOW Antidiabetic medications and aircrew
Dynamic aspects of regulation of ventilation in p0128 A73-21541
man during acclimatization to high altitude. Hypoqlycemia in airline pilots.
p0042 A73-13500 p0326 A73-36790
Characteristics of vasomotor alterations during Liquid retention in chlorpropamide therapy and
brief arbitrary hyperventilation according to water intoxication of patients
data from rheographic and plethysmographic studies rNASA-TT-F-14597] p0609 N73-11077
P0193 A73-25041 HIPOKINESIA
Role of the arterial chemoreceptors in ventilatory Topochemical differences in RNA content in spinal
adaptation to hypoxia of awake dogs and rabbits, cord motoneurons during hypoxia and hypokinesia
p0201 A73-26220 p0588 A73-12558
Posthyperventilation breathing - Different effects Circadian rhythm asynchrony in man during
of active and passive hyperventilation. hypokinesis.
p0241 A73-29752 p0049 A73-14121
Pulmonary volume, respiration rate and alveolar Research on the displacement of blood-plasma
air carbon dioxide content measurements in proteins and on the nerve conduction velocity in
pilots during flight, noting hyperventilation rats subjected to accelerations and hypokinesia
occurrence p0088 A73-17769
p0343 A73-37197 Vertical posture control after Soyuz 6, 7 and 8
Effects of hyperinflation of the thorax on the flights and 120-day hypokinesia
mechanics of breathing. p0124 A73-20985
p0400 A73-42415 Effect of electrostimulation on hemodynamic shifts
Rebreathing equilibration of CO2 during exercise, during prolonged hypokinesia
p0434 A73-45068 p0166 A73-23940
Ventilation at transition from rest to exercise. Water and salt metabolism in hypokinesia-subjected
p0436 A73-45375 animals
HYPERVOLERIA p0207 A73-27704
Renin-angiotension system in simulated Hemocoaqulation and trombocyte state during
hypervolemia induced by immersion hypokinesia after highland adaptation
(NASA-TT-F-148851 p0258 173-22036 p0208 A73-27713
HYPOBARIC ATMOSPHERES Circadian rhythm of urinary calcium excretion
Hypobaric hypoxia - Within-subject transition during immobilization.
effects in albino rats. p0247 A73-30512
p0086 A73-17525 Investigation of some blood characteristics in
Electroqastroqraphic data pertinent to exposures albino rats subjected to 60-day hypokinesia
in a pressure chamber to moderate hypoxia levels p0279 A73-31502
p0087 173-17684 Protein and nucleic acid contents in animal
Effects of an hyperoxic hypobaric environment on tissues under hypokinesia
renin-aldosterone in normal man. p0279 A73-31503
p0127 A73-21503 Functional condition of skeletal muscles in rats
Central, femoral, and brachial circulation during under lasting movement constraints /up to 120
exercise in hypoxia. days/
p0127 A73-21506 p0279 A73-31504
A study of Halon 1301 /CBrF3/ toxicity under Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on certain energy
simulated flight conditions, transfer characteristics in skeletal muscles and
p0155 A73-22537 some internal organs
Human and male Charles River rat exposures to p0279 A73-31505
Halon 1301 under hypobaric conditions, Retinal vessel reactions and intraocular tension
simulating aircraft compartment in humans staying in a horizontal position for
[AD-747958] p0066 N73-12106 120 days
Low barometric pressure effects on human p0280 A73-31514
thermorequlation function Influence of restricted motor activity on the
p0254 N73-21996 resistance of animals to acute action of carbon
Biophysical properties of human red blood cells monoxide
exposed to hypobaric hyperoxia p0280 A73-31519[AD-7557831 p0267 N73-23072 Histopathological and histochemical studies of one
Respiratory function and blood acid base year isolation and six months immobilization
equilibrium in human adaptation to high altitude effects on rhesus monkeys internal organs and
environment tissues
p0372 N73-29030 p0314 A73-35983
HIPODYNAMIA Prolonged space flight and hypokinesia.
Biological effects of lasting hypodynamia on young p0325 A73-36789
albino rats in 62 day confinement, considering Functional state of the auditory analysor under
weight, growth and sexual behavior conditions of prolonged clinostatic hypokinesia
p0124 A73-20983 p0425 A73-43789
Investigation of certain indices of higher nervous Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on the higher
activity in man during prolonged stay in a water nervous activity of humans
&-180
SUBJECT INDEX HYPOTHERMIA
p0428 A73-44668 Statistical investigation of the impulse activity
Zffect of hypokinesis of varying duration on of neurons in various hypothalamic regions
fluid-electrolyte metabolism and composition in p0164 A73-23802
blood and tissues of animals Thermosensitive interoreceptors and their
p0216 N73-20098 interaction with thermosensitive structures of
State of hemocoaqulation and thrombocytes during the hypothalamus
hypokinesia after adaptation to high-mountain p0164 A73-23803
conditions Neurochemical aspects of the formation of
p0217 N73-20107 electrographical and behavioral reactions
Latent coronary insufficiency detection in flying p0167 A73-24327
personnel using barochamber loading Acetylcholinesterase activity of hypothalamic and
p0253 N73-21988 cortical structures under pharmacological effects
Dystrophic degeneration of suprarenal rat cortex p0170 173-24597
during hypokinesia On the functional significance of subcortical
p0254 N73-22003 single unit activity during sleep.
Hypokinetic disturbances of rats after exposure to p0242 A73-29993
carbon monoxide Hypothalamo-adenohypophysio-adrenal neurosecretory
p0255 N73-22007 system under hyperthermia
Long term hypokinesia effect on rats hemodynamic p0249 A73-30847
system Evoked potentials in the hypothalamus in response
p0262 N73-23026 to stimulation of the vagus and sciatic nerves
Long term hypokinesia effect on protein and p0349 A73-37941
nucleic acid content in rat tissue Brain calcium - Role in temperature regulation.
p0262 N73-23027 p0353 A73-38294
Depressing effect of hypokinesia on rat skeletal Determinants of hypothalamic neuronal
muscle functions thermosensitivity in ground squirrels and rats.
p0262 N73-23028 p0358 A73-39600
Atrophy and metabolic changes in internal organs Changes in thermosensitive characteristics of
and skeletal muscles of rats exposed to hypothalamic units over time.
hypokinesia p0358 173-39601
p0262 N73-23029 Russian book - Role of the hypothalamus and the
Tolerance of hypokinetic rats to carbon monoxide limbic system of the brain in regulating
exposure vegetative functions.
p0264 N73-23043 p0382 A73-40276
Blood supply to skeletal muscles of rats during The role of the amygdaloid nuclei in the
hypokinesia regulation of water intake
p0442 N73-33018 p0382 A73-40278
Fluid-electrolyte balance during 120-day bed rest The nature of chemoreception in posterior
p0443 N73-33028 hypothalamic structures
Elimination of creatiuine in urine during p0382 A73-40279
prolonged hypokinesia Effect of stimulation of the hypothalamus on the
p0444 N73-33029 pH of arterial and venous blood
Human skin reactions to lotions and distilled p0382 A73-40281
water during hypokinesia Effect of stimulation of certain hypothalamic
pC444 N73-33034 structures on systemic and pulmonary circulation
Using lower body negative pressure to prevent p0382 173-40282
decrease in volume of circulating plasma during Reaction of neurocytes of the paraventricular
hypokinesia hypothalamic nucleus to unilateral thyroidectomy
pG444 N73-33036 p0382 A73-40283
Functional disturbances during hypokinesia in man Influence of electric stimulation of thee
fNASA-TT-F-151481 p0450 N73-33073 hypothalamus on catecholamine, phosphorated
HTPOTENSION compound, and cholesterol levels
Airline flight and ground personnel fatigue and p0383 A73-40284
orthostatic hypotension syndrome manifested by Evoked potentials in the hypothalamus and
variations in retinal arterial pressure and mesencephalic reticular formation upon
brain circulation stimulation of the vagus nerve
p0586 A73-12156 p0389 173-41263
Mechanisms of curtain functional shifts during The presence in the heart of compounds which
change in the blood of the content level of participate in the neurohumoral regulation of
external pancreatic-gland secretion components coronary circulation
p0081 A73-16700 p0430 A73-44769
HTPOTBALAMUS Hypothalamus as internal heat regulator for
Comparative physiological characteristics of warm-blooded animals
functional relations among the hypothalamus and (NASA-TT-F-151381 p0437 N73-32002
the olfactory and limbal systems of the brain HYPOTHERMIA
p0575 A73-10151 Electron-microscopic investigations regarding the
Structural organization and electrophysiological protective effect of hypothermia on cell
properties of the intercentral functional organelles in the case of whole-body X-irradiation
systems of the hypothalamic region of the brain p0047 173-13824
p0581 173-11024 Deep hvpothermia induced in the golden hamster by
Structural change in the paradoxical phase of altering cerebral calcium levels.
sleep due to the stimulation of the reticular p0077 A73-16151
formation and hypothalamus on a background of Cerebral circulation alteration during hypothermia
deep slow sleep p0081 A73-16698
p0582 A73-11081 Some physiological reactions to acceleration in
Hypothalamic norepinephrine - Circadian rhythms albino rats in a state of hypothermia
and the control of feeding behavior. p0084 173-16737
p0587 A73-12417 Hypoxia, an adjunct in helium-cold hypothermia -
Response of single units of the posterior Sparing effect on hepatic and cardiac metabolites.hypothalamus to thermal stimulation. p0120 A73-20169
p0048 A73-14111 Effect of low temperature on metabolism of rat
Physiological tests for hypothalamus regions liver slices and epididymal fat pads.
stimulation effects on coronary circulation, p0120 A73-20170
noting hypoxia and emotional stress effects Helium-cold induced hypothermia in the white rat.
p0088 A73-17770 p0205 A73-26975
The effects of bilateral destruction of certain Nitrogen metabolite dynamics in the brain during
medial-hypothalamus structures on the formation repeated hypothermia and subsequent spontaneous
of complement-binding antibodies warming
p0117 A73-19647 p0207 A73-27703
A-181
BTPOTHESES SUBJECT INDEX
Torpor and hibernation physiology in mammals p0087 A73-17684
covering evolution, hypothermia, energy Vestibular reactions to Coriolis accelerations
conservation, cell and organ adaptations, under hypoxia conditions
nervous and cardiovascular system changes, etc p0088 A73-17691
p0406 A73-42862 Physiological tests for hypothalamus regions
Hypothermy effects on drug actions in stimulation effects on coronary circulation,
physiological rabbit functions noting hypoxia and emotional stress effects
p0212 873-20064 p0088 A73-17770
Dynamics of nitrogenous cerebral metabolites The effects of hypoxia, hypercapnia, and asphyxia
accompanying repeated hypothermia and subsequent on the baroreceptor-cardiac reflex at rest and
self-heating during exercise in man.
p0216 N73-20097 p0094 173-18348
HIPOTHBSES Learning ability of rats to regulate hypoxic
NT NULL HYPOTHESIS ambient atmosphere by instrumental response,
BHPOVENTILATION discussing motivation and reinforcement factors
Human respiration under increased pressures. p0095 A73-18439
p0205 A73-26924 Adaptation to high altitude hypoxia as a factor
External airway resistance effects on ventilation preventing development of myocardial ischemic
and carbon dioxide response durinq human steady necrosis.
state exercise p0115 A73-19151
p0400 A73-42417 Russian book - Tissue, oxygen in the presence of
Submaximal exercise with increased inspiratory extremal flight factors.
resistance to breathing. p0116 A73-19425
p0400 A73-42419 Inhibition of the adrenocortical response to
HYPOVOLEHIA hypoxia by dexamethasone.
Effects of rehydration on +Gz tolerance after p0116 A73-19476
14-days' bed rest. Assessment of hypoxia in the human heart.
p0425 A73-43524 p0118 A73-19928
HYPOXBEIA The use of glycolytic metabolism in the assessment
Effects of hypoxemia and acute coronary occlusion of hypoxia in human hearts.
on myocardial metabolism in dogs. pG118 A73-19929
p0077 A73-16154 Time course of pulmonary vascular response to
Oxygen consumption and its 'critical' tension for hypoxia in dogs.
the cerebral cortex in situ p0120 A73-20168
p0164 A73-23801 Hypoxia, an adiunct in helium-cold hypothermia -
Evaluation of positive end-expiratory pressure in Sparing effect on hepatic and cardiac metabolites.
hypoxemic dogs. p0120 A73-20169
p0360 A73-39781 Thermorequlatory reactions of rats in a nitrogen
Analysis of arterial hypoxemia caused by pulmonary and helium-diluted hypoxic atmosphere
malfunctions and regulation of oxygen during p0123 173-20979
exercise and rest Mathematical analysis of the responses of the
[AD-7469791 p0071 873-13092 human respiratory system to hypoxia and
Human adaptation to hypoxic hypoxia for increased hypercapnia
resistance to physical stress p0126 A73-21322
p0182 N73-19095 Central, femoral, and brachial circulation during
Human arterial elasticity during breathing of exercise in hypoxia.
reduced partial oxygen atmosphere p0127 A73-21506
p0253 N73-21987 Changes in hemodynamics and efferent sympathetic
HTPOXIA pulsation during pressor cardiovascular reflexes
Insensitivity of the alveolar septnum to local under conditions of acute hypoxic hypoxia
hypoxia. p01
54 A73-22365
p0575 A73-10134 Neuroendocrine, cardiorespiratory, and performance
Evolutionary significance of carbohydrate reactions of hypoxic men during a monitoring task.
metabolism alterations in animal brains during p01
54 A73-22527
adaptation to hypoxia Reflex bradycardia elicited from left ventricular
p0575 A73-10153 receptors during acute severe hypoxia in cats.
Topochemical differences in RNA content in spinal - p0159 A73-23244
cord motoneurons during hypoxia and hypokinesia Changes in the cardiac rhythm during a hypoxic
p0588 A73-12558 functional test
Effect of altitude acclimatization and p0165 A73-23820
simultaneous acclimatization to altitude and Effect of respiration stabilization on hemodynamic
cold on critical flicker frequency at 11,000 ft. reactions during acute hypoxic hypoxia
altitude in man. p0166 A73-23938
p0589 A73-12562 Agqe-related characteristics of pulmonary edema
myocardial function and ultrastructure in development during acute hypoxic hypoxia
chronically hypoxic rats. p0166 A73-23939
p0042 A73-13369 Physiological responses of rats to intermittent
Control of exercise hyperpnea under varying high-altitude stress - Effects of age.
durations of exposure to moderate hypoxia. p0169 A73-24564
p0042 A73-13499 Independent effects of changes in H+ and C02
Dynamic aspects of regulation of ventilation in concentrations on hypoxic pulmonary
man during acclimatization to high altitude. vasoconstriction.
p0042 A73-13500 p0169 173-24565
Cardiocirculatory adaptation to chronic hypoxia. Role of the arterial chemoreceptors in ventilatory
III - Comparative study of cardiac output, adaptation to hypoxia of awake dogs and rabbits.
pulmonary and systemic circulation between sea p0201 A73-26220
level and high altitude residents. Effect of antioxidants on the blood deoxygenation
p0059 A73-15523 rate in animals exposed to altered atmospheres
Effect of hypoxia on free fatty acid metabolism p0207 A73-27702
during exercise. Dynamics of certain characteristics of the evoked
p0080 173-16609 potential of the optic cortex in rabbits under
Augmentation of chemosensitivity during mild conditions of increasing hypoxia
exercise in normal man. p0208 A73-27709
p0080 173-16610 Hemodynamics alteration caused by acute hypoxia in
Hypobaric hypoxia - Mithin-subject transition animals with denervated carotid sinuses
effects in albino rats. p0236 A73-28350
pC086 A73-17525 Threshold PaCO2 as a chemical stimulus for
Electroqastrographic data pertinent to exposures ventilation during acute hypoxia in dogs.
in a pressure chamber to moderate hypoxia levels p0239 A73-28534
A-182
SUBJECT INDEX HYPOXIA CONTD
Procedure for preparing an oxygen-nitrogen gas p0359 A73-39776
mixture for respiration in a pressure chamber Transient ventilatory response to hypoxia with and
p0240 A73-29409 without controlled alveolar PCO2.
Exogenous free fatty acid effects on hypoxic p0359 A73-39777
myocardial function in isolated isometric rat Ventilatory and hemodynamic responses to acute
papillary muscles hypoxia and hypercapnia in Hereford calf,
p0241 A73-29572 comparing with man
Effects of altitude stress on mitochondrial p0360 A73-39782
function. Changes in respiration accompanying a diencephalic
p0246 A73-30430 vegetative-vascular syndrome under the action of
Effect of mild acute hypoxia on a decision-making a hypoxic mixture
task. p0382 A73-40280
p0247 A73-30514 Effect of certain flight factors on crew efficiency
Aircraft cabin altitude nypoxia effects on mother, p0383 A73-40350
embryo and fetus during first trimester of Oxygen uptake, muscle high-energy phosphates, and
pregnancy in air hostesses and women passengers lactate in exercise under acute hypoxic
p0248 A73-30519 conditions in man.
Role of peripheral chemoreceptors in reactions of p0385 A73-41131
rats to short and lasting hypoxia Advantage or disadvantage of a decrease of blood
p0249 A73-30840 oxygen affinity for tissue oxygen supply at
Hypoxic pulmonary steady-state diffusing capacity hypoxia - A theoretical study comparing man and
for CO and cardiac output in rats born at a rat.
simulated altitude of 3500 m. p0390 A73-41620
p0251 A73-30911 Nonthermal metabolic response of rats to He-O2,
Ventilatory responses to transient hypoxia and N2-02, and Ar-02 at 1 atm.
hypercapnia in man. p0399 A73-42201
p0275 A73-31126 Cerebral tolerance to asphyxial hypoxia in the dog.
Energy balance during moderate exercise at altitude. p0399 A73-42202
p0277 A73-31343 The frequency of barotraumas as determined by
Effect of protein quality in the diet of rats on nasal findings and X-rays of the.paranasal sinuses
their tolerance to severe hypoxia p0409 A73-43132
p0279 A73-31511 Influence of histotoxic hypoxia on the activity of
Influence of stimulation of the vestibular lactic dehydrogenase isoenzymes in neurons and
analyzer under conditions of hypoxia on certain neuroqlia of various sections of the central
functions of the visual analyzer nervous system
pC280 A73-31516 p0428 A73-44429
Influence of restricted motor activity on the Effect of adaptation to altitude hypoxia on the
resistance of animals to acute action of carbon behavior of animals in a conflict situation
monoxide p0428 A73-44549
p0280 A73-31519 Simulated high altitude determination of
Relative rates of arterial lactate and interrelation of systematic and cellular
oxygen-deficit accumulation in hypoxic dogs. responses to acute and chronic hypoxia
p0281 A73-31922 (AD-7435361 p0594 N73-10081
Heart muscla viability following hypoxia - Hypoxia stress effects on human operator
Protective effect of acidosis. performance in unstable tracking task using
p0303 A73-34097 manual control
Effectiveness of some hemodynamic indices in the p0602 N73-10138detection of vestibulo-veqetative disorders Hypoxia effects on human gastric motor functions
under ordinary conditions and those of hypoxia in pressure chamber experiments using
p0303 A73-34121 electrogastrography
Influence of hypoxia on the release of certain p0064 N73-12085gaseous wastes in white rats Hypoxia effects on human vestibular tolerance
p0304 A73-34228 during exposure to coriolis accelerations
Cobalt compound administration effects on hypoxic p0065 N73-12092
stress control, testing polycythemic response Oxygen content and hydrogen ion concentration in
and cobalt retention in rats monkey blood after incapacitating ionizing
p0307 A73-34744 radiation dosage
Responses to graded hypoxia at high and low [AD-7506811 p0109 N73-151342,3-diphosphoglycerate concentrations. Thermoregulation reactions of rats in hypoxic
p0310 A73-35460 atmosphere with nitrogen and helium dilution
Activity variations of some renal enzymes during p0134 N73-16046
stepwise increased hypoxia Effects of hypoxia and acceleration stresses on
p0323 A73-36582 enzyme activities in erythrocytes and blood plasma
Intellectual performance during prolonged exposure (DLR-FB-72-711 p0137 N73-16070
to noise and mild hypoxia. Medical and biological problems of manned space
p0325 A73-36783 flight
Human statokinetic stability as component of [NASA-TT-F-719] p0180 N73-19077
nonspecific resistance, discussing revolving, Hypoxia adaptation of rats for increased
altitude, hypoxic and orthostatic stress resistance to toxic atmospheric gasesdependence tests p0183 N73-19100
p0327 A73-36904 Composition and effects of radioprotectors onComparative value of both hypoxic and positive acceleration tolerance, hypoxia toxicity,
pressure breathing tests for detection of radiation protection, and dynamic space flightpremature beats. stress in animals
p0331 A73-36944 [NIAS-TT-F-7211 p0211 N73-20054Estimation of hypoxia tolerance in a decompression Hypoxia and reduced acceleration tolerance of rats
chamber after injection of cysteamine radioprotectorp0331 A73-36945 p0211 N73-20058
The capacity for muscular work in acute hypoxia Pathophysiological response reactions of rats to
p0331 A73-36946 acute hypoxia after injection of cysteamine andProtein synthesis in the neurons and qlial cells aminothiol group radioprotector
of the stellate ganglia of rats during the p0211 N73-20059
adaptation to the effects of high altitude hypoxia X ray effect on animal resistance to anoxic,
p0345 A73-37396 anemic, and histotoxic hypoxia
Sudden incapacitation in flight - 1 Jan. 1966-30 p0215 N73-20087Nov. 1971. Effect of hypoxia and hyperoxia on rate of blood
p0356 A73-39112 deoxygenation, and influence of antioxidants inCorrelation of ventilatory responses to hypoxia mice
and hypercapnia. p0216 N73-20096
A-183
IDENTIFYING SUBJECT INDEX
Dynamics of some characteristics of induced apparent motion, and paracontrast.
potential of optical region in cerebral cortex p0578 A73-10435
in rabbits with increasing hypoxia Investigation of the edge vision contrast
p0217 N73-20103 phenomenon using the null method
Human adaptation to hypoxia and tolerance of high p0579 A73-10654
environmental temperatures Influence of border and background on perception
rNASA-TT-F-148601 p0219 N73-20122 of straightness.
High altitude acclimatization effects on mice and p0585 A73-12081
rabbit tolerances to hypoxia, acceleration, and Psychophysical effects of night vision perceptual
high temperature contrast in terms of central visual receptive
(NASA-TT-F-14861) p0219 N73-20123 field organization
Hyocardial changes in flying personnel exposed to pC046 A73-13759
hypoxic hypoxia Stereoscopic depth magnitude in viewing
p0253 N73-21985 background-contrasted superimposed half-fields,
Cardiac systole kinematics in humans exposed to noting relation to binocular disparity detection
hypoxic atmosphere p0046 A73-13762
p0253 173-21986 Cortical area of neural loci involved in monoptic
Evoked compensatory reflex reactions of rabbit and dichoptic metacontrast occurring for target
ocular and eyelid muscles during hypoxia and masking stimuli imaged on different retinal
p0253 N73-21992 regions
Hemoglobin and erythrocyte increase in rat p0046 A73-13764
adaptation to hypoxic hypoxia Axiomatic mathematical model for human visual edge
p0255 N73-22605 contrast based on additivity, one-dimensionality
Altitude acclimatization period effects on rat and contrast continuity parameters
resistance to hypoxia p0060 A73-15788
p0255 N73-22006 Visual performance with high-contrast cathode-ray
Nutrient protein intake of rats and tolerance to tubes at high levels of ambient illumination.
acute hypoxia p0093 A73-18243
p0263 873-23035 Vernier alignment acuity task accuracy related to
Acceleration effects on human visual functions retinal image line position location, noting
under hypoxic conditions effect of high contrast grating background
p0263 N73-23040 p0120 A73-20159
Cardiopulmonary adaptations of man to moderately Random dot pattern luminance and contrast effects
high altitude on limiting inter-stimulus interval for visual
(AD-755192] p0267 N73-23075 apparent motion masking by bright field
Hypoxia effects on release of gaseous wastes from p0120 A73-20256
rat vital functions Contrast and assimilation effects analysis based
p0372 N73-29025 on receptive field models of vertebrate retinal
Role of respiratory enzymes on human adaptation to function
hypoxia p0123 A73-20812
fNASA-TT-F-15058] p0411 N73-30060 Eye dominance measurement relationship to image
State of blood filling and bioelectric activity of sharpness or visual acuity from binocular and
grain in circulatory hypoxia in healthy persons monocular tests, obtaining dominance normal
and individuals with early forms of autonomic distribution
vascular dysfunction p0153 A73-21893
p0443 N73-33027 Peripheral threshold of perceived contrast of the
human eye.
p0159 A73-22964
On neural inhibition, contrast effects and visual
IDENTIFPING sensitivity.
Differential light scattering patterns for p0200 A73-26197
identifying different species of bacteria Foveal contrast sensitivity edge effect dependence
p0147 N73-17090 on test stimulus size, form and duration
IGNITERS p0204 873-26716
NT INITIATORS (EXPLOSIVES) The effects of edge sharpness and exposure
IGNITION duration on detection threshold.
Initiator ignition effect in laboratory glass and p0204 A73-26718
polythene vessel studying dummy hand injuries Brightness functions for a complex field with
during simulated accidents changing illumination and background.
FERDE-TRANS-1 p0295 N73-24137 p0235 A73-28100
ILLUMINANCE Evoked potentials to changes in the chromatic
Extended border enhancement during intermittent contrast and luminance contrast of checkerboard
illumination - Binocular effects. stimulus patterns.
p0308 A73-34842 p0236 A73-28355
Illuminance and albedo variations /whiteness Subjective brightness contrast lack of correlation
constancy/ category judgments for stimuli with with steady state evoked potential amplitude in
unpatterned and patterned surfaces suprathreshold stimuli range
p0388 A73-41183 p0275 A73-31017
ILLUBINATING Choice of optimal light characteristics for marks
A human factors approach to lighting in optical sighting devices
recommendations and standards. p0306 A73-34241
p0083 A73-16730 Visual acuity dependence on background brightness,
ILLUMINATION object contrast, pupil diameter and visual time
The effect of illumination level, stroke width and lag
figure ground on legibility of NAMEL numbers. p0306 A73-34639
p0083 A73-16729 Evidence for non-linear response processes in the
Limulus photoreceptor response to single photon human visual system from measurements on the
stimulation, discussing flash intensity, dim thresholds of spatial beat frequencies.
lights, discrete waves and subliminal responses p0308 873-34839
p0160 A73-23308 Stabilized target visibility as a function of
Eye function and the illumination of instrument contrast and flicker freqguency.
dials in aircraft p0308 A73-34846
p0409 A73-43133 Spatial characteristics of chromatic induction -
ILLUSIONS The segregation of lateral effects from
NT OCULOGBAVIC ILLUSIONS straylight artefacts.
ILS (LANDING SYSTEMS) p0346 A73-37419
U INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS Stimulus specificity in the human visual system.
IMAGE CONTRAST p0407 A73-42960
Some differences among figural aftereffects,
A-184
SUBJECT INDEX IMPACT TESTS
Noise blurred image recognition probability p0216 N73-20100
characteristics from experimental investigation, Prodromal disease - Immune responses of host
showing difference from statistical decision macrophaqe system to humoral factors
theory data fNASA-CR-133455] p03
65 N73-27938
p0428 A73-44667 IMMUNOLOGY
A mathematical model for controlled image contour Effects of the space flight environment on man's
sharpness enhancement immune system. II - Lymphocyte counts and
p0432 A73-44907 reactivity.
Relationship between intermediate medium, and p0589 A73-12565
transformation and contrast phenomena Russian book on auto-antibodies of X ray
INASA-TT-E-150351 p0376 N73-29055 irradiated animal and human blood and organisms
IMAGE CONVERTERS covering cell formation, isolation,
NT IMAGE TUBES preparations, sickness treatment and auto-immune
IMAGE COBBELATORS reactions
Effects of resolution, signal to noise ratio, and p0060 A73-15711
contrast on underwater imaging systems performance Possible role of antitissular autoantibodies in
p0450 N73-33631 the protective mechanism of local shielding
IMAGE ENHANCEMENT during total radiation exposure
Backward masking and enhancement of multiseqmented p0087 A73-17685
visual targets. The effects of bilateral destruction of certain
p0193 A73-25133 medial-hypothalamus structures on the formation
A mathematical model for controlled image contour of complement-binding antibodies
sharpness enhancement p0117 A73-19647
p0432 A73-44907 Reactivity and certain metabolic indices during
Subjective tests of target acquisition time using prolonged sustenance of animals in artificial
television with image enhancement possibilities nutrient conditions
fMBB-UFE-892-72-01 p0113 N73-15165 p0276 A73-31162
IMAGE TUBES Study of myocardial antigen localization using the
An instrument panel on an image tube in color immunofluorescence method
p0128 A73-21543 p0278 A73-31392
IMAGERY Effects of oxygen-augmented atmosphere on the
NT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY immune response.
NT CHRONOPHOTOGRAPHY p0307 A73-34743
NT CINEMATOGRAPHY Hematological, biochemical, and immunological
NT COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY studies during a 14-day continuous exposure to
NT ELECTRON PHOTOGRAPHY 5.2% 02 in N2 at pressure equivalent to 100 FSW
NT HOLOGRAPHY /4 ata/.
NT INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY p0326 A73-36794
NT RADAR IMAGERY Ocular antigens. IV - A comparative study of the
NT RADIOGRAPHY localisation of immunogenic determinants of
IMAGES ocular structural glycoproteins in connective
NT ARTERIMAGES tissues of various organs.
NT RETINAL IMAGES p03
92 A73-41729
IMAGING TECHNIQUES Automated procedures for Passive Immune
NT IMAGE ENHANCEMENT Agglutination system
NT RADAR IMAGERY [NASA-CR-1287311 p0149 N73-17107
Optical properties of vertebrate eyes. Immunological effectiveness of X ray irradiation
p0161 A73-23312 on histocompatibility of mice skin transplants
Extraterrestrial life detection from imaging p0255 N73-22008
observations on lunar samples and meteorites, Functional state of lymphoid cell in peripheral
discussing application to Mars surface blood of astronauts and immunoreactivity of
p0312 A73-35804 individual astronants after space flight
A study of the statistical patterns of visual (NASA-TT-F-15089] p0418 N73-30999
perception of a black and white raster image IMPACT
p0385 A73-40861 NT HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT
Electrofluoroplaniqraphy for human body layer IMPACT ACCELERATION
single-plane sections synchronization, using I Impact acceleration effects on rabbit central
ray tomography and TV imaging followed by nervous system, noting changes in nerve tissue
roentgenogram electronic summation elements and cerebral vessels
p0389 A73-41216 p0304 A73-34227
Effects of resolution, signal to noise ratio, and Biodynamic response of human head and neck to
contrast on underwater imaging systems performance impact acceleration
p0450 N73-33631 [AD-7479881 p0072 N73-13106
IMBLMS Impact acceleration effects on rabbit central
Development of procedures of identification of nervous system
microorganisms on orbiting spacecraft p0372 N73-29024
fNASA-CR-1287471 p0186 N73-19132 IMPACT DAMAGE
IMMERSION . Effect of simulated lunar impact on the survival
U SUBMERGING of bacterial spores.
IMMOBILIZATION p0357 A73-39485
Organ and body mass changes in restrained and IMPACT DECELERATION
fasted domestic fowl. U DECELERATION
p0057 A73-14975 U IMPACT ACCELERATION
The effect of prolonged immobilization on diuresis IMPACT LOADS
and water intake in rats. Impact on a simple physical model of the head.
p0203 A73-26489 p0170 A73-24770
The effect of immobilization on body fluid volume A distributed parameter model of the inertially
in the rat. loaded human spine.
p0358 A73-39487 p0315 173-36429
Effect of hind-limb immobilization on contractile IMPACT PRESSURES
and histochemical properties of skeletal muscle. U IMPACT LOADS
p0391 A73-41624 IMPACT RESISTANCE
IMMUNITY Impact resistance of crash helmets for
Correlational inter-relationships between the agricultural aviation pilots
neuroendocrinal system and the genotype in the (ARL/S-NOTE-3901 p0420 N73-31014
formation of protective reactions of the organism IMPACT SENSITIVITY
p0281 A73-31875 U IMPACT RESISTANCE
Effect of chronic irradiation of dogs by Co60 IMPACT TESTS
gamma rays on level of autoantibodies Impact, emergency escapes, and crash survival
A-185
IMPEDANCE SUBJECT INDEX
studies p0288 A73-33692
p0105 N73-15097 Psychophysiological aspects in flight personnel
Anthropometry for protective equipment evaluation visual perception of image indicator
and human impact acceleration experiments p0373 N73-29035
p0266 N73-23066 INDOLES
IMPEDANCE NT TRYPTOPHAN
NT ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE Hydroxyindole-O-methyl transferases in rat pineal,
NT ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE retina and Harderian gland.
NT MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE p0589 A73-12644
NT RESPIRATORY IMPEDANCE Control of pineal indole biosynthesis by changes
IMPERMEABILITY in sympathetic tone caused by factors other than
U PERMEABILITY environmental lighting.
IMPLANTATION p034
3 
A73-37300
Hazard and interference avoidance in implant Toxic effect of indole inhalation on man, mouse,
telemetry, discussing leakage currents, muscle rat, and rabbit organisms
interference, magnetic influence, high frequency p0183 N73-19102
noise, electrode and respiratory artifacts, etc INDUCED FLUID PLOW
p0054 A73-14295 U FLUID FLOW
Surgically implanted single and multichannel INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
telemetry systems for monitoring single and NT PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
multiple physiological parameters, discussing Industrial work rhythm and between-day fluctuation
size and power requirements studies 1920-1969, emphasizing industrial record
p0054 A73-14302 and between-day fluctuations
A remotely operated ECG telemeter for chronic p0287 A73-33160
implantation in rats. Precoronary care and sudden death prevention due
p0054 A73-14303 to coronary disease in industrial workers
An implantable glass electrode used for pH p0146 N73-17084
measurement in working skeletal muscle. INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
p0127 A73-21510 Industrial model for leave and overtime taking
Technique for the implantation of long-term behavior of employees exposed to peak work
diagnostic electrodes in the amygdaloid complex activity periods in relation to health,
of the human brain demography, and job variables
p0157 A73-22857 p0143 N73-17055
Implantable transducer for in vivo measurement of INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
bone strain. Hydrazine derivative poisoning in industry and
p0206 A73-27443 clinical medicine treatments, noting causes of
Unified approach to biomechanics of dental vitamin B6 deficiency
implantology p0165 A73-23819
p0191 N73-19977 Russian book - safety measures in aviation industry.
Chemical and orthopedic properties of ceramic bone p0312 A73-35869
implants in monkeys Application of pneumatically controlled prosthetic
[AD-7549821 p0221 N73-20134 arm to industrial handling problems
IMPLEMENTATION fNASA-TT-F-146281 p0073 N73-13115
U PERFORMANCE Survey of industrial hygiene and safety in Air
IN-FLIGHT MONITORING Forces operations
Verification program for Inflight Blood Collection [AD-7518971 p0151 N73-17126
system INDUSTRIES
(NASA-CR-128645] p0067 N73-12112 NT AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
Ionization, thermoluminescence, and nuclear NT AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY
photographic emulsion dosimetry for monitoring Industrial health measures and environmental
radiation loads in spacecrews during manned control to insure worker productivity
space flight p0146 N73-17077
p0173 N73-18100 Medical services of operating environmental health
Development of quality monitoring system for water program for industrial workers
recovery cycle in weightlessness environment p0147 N73-17093
[NASA-CR-1122671 p0222 N73-20144 INELASTICITY
IN-FLIGHT THRUST BEASUREMENT U ELASTIC PROPERTIES
U IN-FLIGHT MONITORING INERT GASES
INACTIVATION U RARE GASES
U DEACTIVATION INERTIA
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS Instrumentation and techniques for determining
NT MICROPOLAR FLUIDS effects of gravitational and inertial forces on
INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION) cardiovascular and respiratory dynamics
Russian book - Biomedical problems of space fNASA-CR-1332121 p0298 N73-25119
flights: Index of domestic and foreign literature. INERTIAL ACCELEROMETERS
p0062 A73-16034 U ACCELEROMETERS
Determination of the information-forecasting INERTIAL FORCES
indices of biometeorological phenomena U INERTIA
p0239 A73-28861 INFARCTION
Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace NT MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
medicine and biology for.1961 to 1965 Diagnostic value of vectorcardiogram in strictly
(NASA-TT-F-146621 p0265 N73-23053 posterior infarction.
Sixth supplement to bibliography on planetary p0047 A73-13891
quarantine with indexes Experimental studies on the production of[NASA-CR-1318171 p0297 N73-25112 pulmonary infarction. IV - Effects of UK,
INDEXES (RATIOS) heparin, t-ACHA or ellaqic acid.
NT MORPHOLOGICAL INDEXES p0399 A73-42319
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS INFECTIONS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS U INFECTIOUS DISEASES
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS INFECTIOUS DISEASES
NT HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS NT INFLUENZA
NT POSITION INDICATORS NT SMALLPOX
NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS NT SYPHILIS
NT TACHOMETERS NT TUBERCULOSIS
Aircraft fault isolation based on pattern of Remote sensing application to habitat of mosquito
cockpit indications - A human factors approach. vectors of disease, considering St. Louis and
p0584 A73-11857 Venezuelan encephalitis strains and human
Biological indicators and the effectiveness of filariasis
sterilization procedures. p0363 A73-39866
A-186
SUBJECT INDEX INJURIES
Luciferase ATP assay procedure for determining INFRARED RADIATION
bacterial infections in urinary tract Spectral emissivity of skin and pericardium.
[NASA-CR-1307971 p0173 N73-18096 p0427 A73-44213
Management of asymptomatic carriers of hepatitis Compilation of data concerning effects of infrared
associated antigen in Hellenic Air Force personnel radiation on eye
p0265 N73-23060 (NASA-CR-128407] p0591 N73-10064
Meteorological conditions and infection of upper INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
respiratory tract in children Quantitative evaluation of superficial organic
[NLL-n-22866-(5828.4) 1 p0297 N73-25109 contaminants, soluble in halogenated solvents,
Prodromal disease - immune responses of host discussing sampled surface solvent extraction
macrophage system to humoral factors method and subsequent IE absorption
fNASA-CR-1334551 p0365 N73-27938 spectrographic analysis
INFLATABLE DEVICES p0096 A73-18547
U INFLATABLE SITUCTURES IR-spectroscopic investigation of the thermal
INFLATABLE STRUCTURES stability of albumin at different levels of its
NT GAS BAGS ionization
Development and characteristics of inflatable p01
70 A73-24685
airbag restraint system for use in general INFRASONIC FREQUENBBCIES
aviation aircraft Influence of infrasound on human body functions
[FAA-fiD-73-31 p0299 N73-25127 p0147 N73-17085
INFLUENZA INGESTION (BIOLOGY)
Hydrogen peroxide aerosols for decontamination of NT DRINKING
influenza atmosphere Ingestible miniaturized telemetry device for deep
[NASA-TT-i-151271 p0438 N73-32006 body temperature measurements on humans and
INFORMATION DISSEMINATION animals
Determination of the information-forecastinq (NASA-CASE-ARC-10583-11 p0101 873-14093
indices of biometeorological phenomena INGESTION (ENGINES)
p0239 A73-28861 Wind tunnel tests to determine structural
INFOEMATION MANAGEMENT integrity of birds under conditions simulating
Information seeking with multiple sources of ingestion of birds into inlets of high speed
conflicting and unreliable information. aircraft
p0431 A73-44778 (NASA-TM-X-68163) p0106 N73-15114
Interactive information system with application in INHABITANTS
medical area NT MOUNTAIN INHABITANTS
(NASA-TM-X-66J761 p0604 N73-10156 INHALATION
INFORMATION SYSTEMS U RESPIRATION
Sorcerer Apprentice head mounted display with wand INBIBITION
for interaction with computer generated Time course of lateral inhibition in the human
synthetic objects, describing creation of visual system.
illusory three dimensional environment p0206 A73-27124
p0344 A73-37323 Bioelectrical activity differentiations in cat
Curriculum development and personnel training for cortex during sleep inhibition
information centers p0257 N73-22026
p0297 N73-24205 INHIBITION (PSYCHOLOGT)
Ergonomic control system information models Inhibitive mechanisms activity in behavior control
p0414 N73-30082 by neostriatum, discussing suppressive
INFOBRATION THEORY reactions, evoked sleep, conditioned and
Information theory mathematical models applied to instrumental reflexes and neurophysiological
different visual function activity phases, aspects
covering Shannon and Fisher probability models, p0581 A73-11025
Shreider semantic theory and Kolmoqorov algorithm Participation of the hippocampal structures in the
p0060 A73-15784 formation of external inhibition
Transinformation and real time identification p00
9
2 A73-18162
applied to the study of pilot workload The effect of accessory auditory stimulation upon
p0085 A73-17195 detection of visual signals.
Spatial information coding in the human visual p0097 173-18625
system - Psychophysical data. INHIBITORS
p0309 A73-35240 Photosensitized inhibitor formation in isolated,
The mechanisms of the occurrence of emotional aging chloroplasts.
stress in man. p0122 A73-20453
p0328 A73-36920 Phenol preservative for reducing toxic urine
Visual and verbal coding in the interhemispheric outgassing into air environment
transfer of information. p0183 N73-19098
p0435 A73-45337 INITIATORS (EXPLOSIVES)
INFORMATION TRANSFER Initiator ignition effect in laboratory glass and
U COMMUNICATING polythene vessel studying dummy hand injuries
INFORMATION TRANSHISSION during simulated accidents
U DATA TRANSMISSION (ERDE-TRANS-11 p0295 N73-24137
INFRABED DETECTORS INJECTION
Compact carbon monoxide sensor utilizing a Techniques for microinjection of biologically
confocal optical cavity. active substances into subcortical structures of
IASME PAPER 73-ENAS-201 p0350 A73-37976 the brain
INFRARED INSTRUMENTS p0322 A73-36574
NT INFRARED DETECTORS INJURIES
INFRARED LASERS NT BACK INJURIES
Ocular effects of near infrared laser radiation NT BABOTRAUMA
for safety criteria NT BRAIN DAMAGE
(AD-7467931 p0071 873-13097 NT BURNS (INJURIES)
IR laser radiation eye protector NT CRASH INJURIES
(AD-7530801 p0178 N73-18142 NT EJECTION INJURIES
Retinal damage in monkeys exposed to near infrared NT FROSTBITE
gallium arsenide laser pulses NT LESIONS
(AD-7534191 p0221 N73-20135 NT NOISE INJURIES
INFRARED MASERS NT PARALYSIS
U INFRARED LASERS NT PULMONARY LESIONS
INFRARED PHOTOGEAPHY NT RADIATION INJURIES
Color and color infrared aerial photographic Defined shock wave effects on miniature swine,
detection of Dutch elm disease describing organ injuries
p0297 N73-25110 p0369 N73-27965
A-187
INOCULATION SUBJECT INDEX
INOCULATION Artificial intelligence in integrated circuit
Automatic surface inoculation of agar trays, control of bionic manipulators
p0155 A73-22550 [NASA-CR-1314031 p0224 N73-20156
Automatic inoculating device for agar trays using INTEGRATION (REAL VARIABLES)
cotton swab or loop U MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11074-1] p0141 N73-16096 INTELLECT
INORGANIC COMPOUNDS Intellectual ability and performance on a
NT AMMONIA non-verbal problem-solving task.
INORGANIC PEROXIDES p0044 A73-13553
NT HYDROGEN PEROXIDE INTELLIGENCE
INORGANIC SULFIDES NT ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
The evolution of ferredoxins from primitive life NT INTELLECT
to higher organisms. Organism-machine interactions in hybrid control
p0055 A73-14318 systems for cardiac stimulation, artificial
INSECTS breathing apparatus and intelligence assignments
NT BEES p0159 A73-23298
NT DROSOPHILA Extraterrestrial intelligent life existence
NT LARVAE possibility in terms of hypothesis involving
NT TRIBOLIA earth as wilderness area or zoo with failure of
The structural organization of the compound eye in interaction with other civilization
insects. p0428 A73-44554
p0160 A73-23302 Human performance in schematic concept formation
Investigation of oribatid mites found in Antarctic as a function of socio-economic level,
regions during Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition personality, intelligence, and race
p0379 N73-29349 [AD-7447811 p0260 N73-22052
INSENSITIVITY INTELLIGIBILITY
U SENSITIVITY NT SPEECH RECOGNITION
INSPECTION INTENSIFICATION
Field of view and target uncertainty in visual U AMPLIFICATION
search and inspection. INTERCRANIAL CIRCULATION
p0194 A73-25181 Xenon 133 measurement of cerebral volumetric
INSTRUCTIONS circulation rates during papaverin and intensain
U EDUCATION vasodilation of canine and feline intercranial
INSTRUCTOS vessels, showing vessel resistance reduction
Flight personnel training meetings, covering p0239 A73-29074
decision making, cockpit personnel selection and Intracranial hemodynamic changes in pilots to
instructor role analysis tilting.
p0041 A73-13073 p0328 A73-36916
INSTRUMENT COMPENSATION INTERFACES
NT TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION Interface requirements for design and development
Heated Fleisch pneumotachometer - A calibration of Physiology of Chimpanzees in Orbit experiment
procedure. [NASA-CR-1313971 p0220 N73-20130
p0127 A73-21509 INTERFERENCE GRATING
INSTRUMENT ERRORS Non-linearity of visual signals in relation to
Influence of elastic properties of human body on shape-sensitive adaptation responses.
arterial blood pressure measurement p0346 A73-37418
p0099 N73-14072 INTERNATIONAL LAW
INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS NT SPACE LAW
Alcohol induced performance degradation in pilot INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT
instrument approach landings Psychological stresses and crew compatibility
p0227 N73-21113 during interplanetary spacecraft flight
Human factors in design of aircraft in-flight [JPRS-578781 p0106 N73-15113
monitoring and automatic landing system for low Effects of planetary quarantine constraints on
weather operation advanced planetary mission planning
p0270 N73-23901 [NASA-CR-1308611 p0176 N73-18123
INSULATING MATERIALS INTERPLANETARY PROPULSION
U INSULATION U INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
INSULATION INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
NT THERMAL INSULATION NT VIKING LANDER SPACECRAFT
Insulated electrode for electrocardiographic NT VIKING ORBITER SPACECRAFT
recording without paste electrolyte Control equipment for sterilization facility used(NASA-CASE-MSC-14339-1] p0232 N73-21151 to thermally inactivate microbes on
INSULIN interplanetary space vehicle components
Antidiabetic medications and aircrew [NASA-CR-1311031 p0185 N73-19122
p0128 A73-21541 Planning and source allocation for planetary
Plasma insulin and carbohydrate metabolism after quarantine measures for interplanetary automated
sucrose ingestion during rest and prolonged spacecrafts
aerobic exercise. [NASA-CR-1312911 p0220 N73-20126
p0391 A73-41622 Dry heat inactivation of atypical Bacillus
Suitability of insulin dependent and oral drug subtilis var. niger spores in and on
dependent diabetics as navigation personnel interplanetary space vehicle components
p0228 N73-21120 (NASA-CR-1332241 p0333 N73-26059
INTEG MED AND BEHAVIORAL LAB NEASUR SYSTEM INTERPOLATION
U IMBLMS A method for the investigation of interpolated
INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATIONS information and time effects in short term
NT FOURIER TRANSFORMATION retention.
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS p0096 A73-18475
An IC piezoresistive pressure sensor for INTERSTELLAR BATTER
biomedical instrumentation. Life origin hypothesis based on interstellar
p0163 A73-23649 molecular concentration in gas clouds, examining
Eye movements of trained inspectors recorded radical types and molecular Doppler spectraduring visual inspection of colored slides of IC p0385 A73-41080
chips, determining performance with emphasis on INTERSTITIALS
speed Effect of interstitial edema on distribution of
p0423 A73-43212 ventilation and perfusion in isolated lung.
Ultrasonic marine biotelemetry transmitter p0577 A73-10167
utilizing metal oxide semiconductor integrated Symposium on Capillary Exchange and the
circuits Interstitial Space, Bad Duerkheim, West Germany,[AD-7486051 p0074 N73-13119 May 3-6, 1972, Proceedings.
A-188
SUBJECT INDEX ION EXCHANGE BERBBANE BLECTROLYTES
pC056 A73-14649 Analysis of indicator distribution in the
INTERVALS determination of cardiac output 
by thermal
Human perception of musical intervals between dilution.
simultaneous tones p0125 
A73-21216
rIzF-1972-201 p0268 N73-23078 Choice of detection site for the 
determination of
INTESTINES cardiac output by thermal 
dilution - The
NT RECTUM injection-thermistor-catheter.
EMG from smooth musculature /uterus. ureter, gut/ p0125 A73-21217
in unrestrained animals monitored by telemetry, Permanent catheterism of the thoracic aorta -
p0054 A73-14297 Direct measurement of arterial pressure.
Relationship between cyclic AMP, phosphodiesterase injection of substances, and the taking of blood
activity, calcium and contraction in intestinal in wake rats
smooth muscle. 
p043
5 A73-45160
p0385 A73-41130 INVALIDITY
Pharmacologic investigations of antagonistic U ERRORS
effects of pyridines on isolated guinea pig ileum INVERSIONS
rBMVG-FBNT-72-141 p0138 N73-16075 NT CENTRIFUGING STRESS
Effect of accelerations on active transport of Inversion illusion in the so-called zero-gravityglucose in small intestine of rats conditions of parabolic flight.
p0442 N73-33021 p0247 A73-30511
INTOXICATION INVERTEBRATES
Effects of ethyl alcohol on pilot performance. NT ARTEMIA
p0237 A73-28501 NT ARTHROPODS
INTRACRANIAL CAVITY NT BEES
The role of the elastic properties of brain and NT CRABS
spine cavities in hyperemia compensation NT DROSOPHILA
p0322 A73-36572 NT INSECTS
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE NT LARVAE
The use of telemetry to study the physiological NT SPORES
and clinical variations of intracranial pressure NT TRIBOLIA
in man. NT WORMS
p0054 A73-14300 Light evoked responses in invertebrate
INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE photoreceptor cells, considering cell
Ocular tonus measurements for glaucoma detection organization, nicrovilli, lateral eye of
in flying personnel, discussing subsequent test Limulus, generator potentials, visual responses.
procedures in case of abnormal findings etc
p0586 A73-12158 p0160 173-23307
Functional dependence of the ciliary epithelium INVESTIGATION
ATPase activity and intraocular pressure on the NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
autonomic nervous system. INVISIBILITY
p0078 A73-16248 U VISIBILITY
Retinal vessel reactions and intraocular tension INVOLUNTARINESS
in humans staying in a horizontal position for U INVOLUNTARY ACTIONS
120 days INVOLUNTARY ACTIONS
p0280 173-31514 Ability of a human operator to estimate the
Patterns of diurnal variation in the intraocular probability characteristics of alternative stimuli
pressure of airline pilots. p0394 A73-41893
p0355 A73-39107 IODINE COMPOUNDS
Ocular tension in flying personnel Determination of iodo amino acids in plasma by gel
p0383 A73-40347 chromatography
Participation of the hypophysis and adrenal glands p0164 A73-23760
in intra-ocular pressure regulation ION BEANS
p0402 A73-42661 Biological effects due to single accelerated heavy
Weight, blood pressure, and intraocular pressure particles and the problems of nervous system
in young healthy males prior to and after 50-km exposure in space.
walk p0398 A73-42181
RNASA-TT-F-145571 p0608 N73-11071 ION CONCENTRATION
Long term bed rest effects on human retinal blood Hydrogen ion concentration in the blood of man
circulation and intraocular pressure under high mountain conditions with physical loads
p0263 N73-23038 p0584 A73-11924
INTRAVASCULAR SYSTEM Independent effects of changes in H+ and CO2
Intravascular changes associated with hyperbaric concentrations on hypoxic pulmonary
decompression - Theoretical considerations using vasoconstriction.
ultrasound. p0169 173-24565
p0155 A73-22534 ION CURRENTS
INTRAVEHICqLAR ACTIVITY Ionic current mechanisms for cardiac muscle
Astronaut manual performance limits in repolarization time course of Purkinje fibers
intravehicular Skylab environment and other heart cells, relating charge transfer
[NASA-CR-1285901 p0603 N73-10150 data to earlier studies
Guidelines for extravehicular and intravehicular p0197 A73-25593
activities during space shuttle operation with Electrogenic potassium inward transport
emphasis on contingency situations - Vol. 2 involvement in mechanism of enhanced
(NASA-CR-1339921 p0419 N73-31007 repolarization, correlating cardiac excitation
Pressure suit requirements and characteristics for with Na, K and Ca ion transfers and active ion
space shuttle personnel performing EVA and IVA transport
activities - Vol. 3 p0197 A73-25594
(NASA-CB-1339931 p0419 N73-31008 ION DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
Requirements and equipment for space shuttle NT PROTON DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
emergency intravehicular activity and IR-spectroscopic investigation of the thermal
effectiveness of emergency procedures - Vol. 5 stability of albumin at different levels of its
fNASA-CR-1339951 p0419 N73-31010 ionization
Intra- and extravehicular life support space suite p0170 173-24685
for Apollo astronauts ION EXCHANGE BEMBBANE ELECTROLYTES
(NASA-CASE-MSC-12609-11 p043
9 N73-32012 Relation of electrolyte disturbances to cardiac
INTRAVENOUS PROCEDURES arrhythmias.
External field electromagnetic measurement of p0131 A73-21807
blood flow - An alternative approach to the Energy requirements of ouabain-sensitive Na-K
solution of the baseline problem, positive ion membrane pump during norepinephrine
p0061 A73-15992 induced thermoqenesis of brown adipose tissue in
A-189
ION EXCHANGE RESINS SOUBJECT INDEX
cold-exposed hamsters IONS
p0156 A73-22649 NT CATIONS
ION EXCHANGE RESINS NT CESIUM ION
Effectiveness of the application of tightly bonded NT FERRIC IONS
sulfo-cation exchange resins in water recycling NT HEAVY IONS
by the sorption method NT HYDROGEN IONS
p0086 A73-17677 NT METAL IONS
ION EXCHANGING NT MOLECULAR IONS
Cation exchange binding of rubidium and cesium by IP (IMPACT PREDICTION)
rat liver cell microsomes. U COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
p0588 A73-12549 IRASERS
ION IRRADIATION U INFRARED LASERS
NT PROTON IBRADIATION IRON
Probability cross sections of heavy ion single hit Effect of iron and salt on prodigiosin synthesis
inactivation paths for human cells using in Serratia marcescens.
nitrogen ion accelerator experiments p0306 A73-34399
p0398 A73-42183 IRON COMPOUNDS
Heavy ion irradiation effects on bacteria The evolution of ferredoxins from primitive life
mutations in balloon flight and accelerator to higher organisms.
experiments, comparing with cosmic rays p0055 A73-14318
p0399 A73-42184 IROQUOIS HELICOPTER
IONIC CONDUCTIVITY U UH-1 HELICOPTER
U ION CURRENTS IRRADIANCE
IONIC NOBILITY NT ILLUMINANCE
Investigation of the influence of biologically Bezold-Bruecke effect and visual nonlinearity.
active substances on the permeability of the skin p04 24 A73-43342
p0277 A73-31174 IRRADIATION
IONIZATION NT ION IRRADIATION
NT ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION NT NEUTRON IRRADIATION
IONIZATION CHAMBERS NT PROTON IRRADIATION
NT PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS NT I RAY IRRADIATION
IONIZATION COUNTERS Research on biological effects of microwave
U RADIATION COUNTERS radiation
IONIZED GASES (MBL-1972-5I p0591 N73-10060NT CATIONS Radiation oxidation of water impurities in
NT CHARGED PARTICLES moisture-containing products of human vitalNT SOLAR WIND functions
IONIZING RADIATION p0134 N73-16051NT COSMIC RAYS Effect of chronic irradiation of dogs by Co60NT GAMMA RAYS gamma rays on level of autoantibodies
NT PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS p0216 N73-20100NT ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION Influence of monochromatic light on physiologicalNT x RAYS processes of blood
Cytochemical-luminescence study of adrenal cortex [NASA-TT-F-14941] p0297 N73-25111proteins under the influence of ionizing radiation IRRITATION
p0587 A73-12354 NT TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD
Mechanism of the action of radiation protecting ISCHERIA
agents - A biochemical shock hypothesis Q waves and coronary arterioqraphy in
p0207 A73-27499 cardiomyopathy.
The synerqistic inactivation of biological systems p0583 A73-11507by thermoradiation. Relationship of anginal symptoms to lung mechanics
p0288 A73-33696 during myocardial ischemia.
Russian book - Primary and initial processes of p0589 A73-12820the biological action of radiation. Exercise electrocardiography and vasoregulatory
p0312 A73-35896 abnormalities.
Retinal change induced in the primate /Macaca p0043 173-13541
mulatta/ by oxygen nuclei radiation. P wave of electrocardiogram in early ischaemic
p0314 A73-36125 heart disease.
Penetrating ionizing space radiations with p0048 A73-13892diversity in energy range of both particulate An epidemiological survey of risk factors for
and electromagnetic components ischemic heart disease in 42,804 men. I - Serum
p0105 N73-15100 cholesterol value.Physiology of depressed metabolic states and p0059 A73-15521
gastrointestinal responses to ionizing radiation Correlation of electrocardiographic studies and
rNASA-CR-130381] p0133 N73-16038 arteriographic findings with angina pectoris.Effects of ionizing radiation and space flight p0085 A73-17279
conditions on microorganisms, plants, animals, Adaptation to high altitude hypoxia as a factor
enzymes, and immunological preparations preventing development of myocardial ischemic
p0173 N73-18103 necrosis.Hand book on ionizing radiation protection p0115 A73-19151policies at Kennedy Space Center Intermittent trifascicular block - Different
INASA-Tl--69410] p0186 N73-19133 mechanisms of conduction disturbances in theInfluence of light flashes from heavy ionizing bundle branches.
particles on astronaut nervous system p0115 A73-19152
rLBL-1011] p0186 N73-19134 Assessment of hypoxia in the human heart.Radioresistance recovery rate with combined p0118 A73-19928
exposure to ionizing radiation and dynamic The use of qlycolytic metabolism in the assessmentfactors (vibration and acceleration) of hypoxia in human hearts.
p0214 N73-20080 p0118 A73-19929Radiation sterilization with Van de Graaff Coronary atherosclerosis and ischemic myocardial
accelerators damage.
[NASA-TT-F-148211 p0219 N73-20120 p0320 A73-36538Lithium fluoride thermoluminescent dosimeter for Cell viability in acute myocardial infarction,measuring ionizing radiation exposure during discussing pathoqenesis. histological,
Apollo 16 flight histochemical and biochemical responses to
p0292 N73-24115 ischemia, homeostasis maintenance and treatmentIONOSPHERIC ABSORPTION methods
U ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION p0321 A73-36545
A-190
SUBJECT INDEX JOINTS (ANATOMYT)
Responsibility for ischemic cardiopathies in civil radioactive phosphorus
aviation flight personnel p0168 A73-24520
p0327 A73-36902 Binding of Melatonin to human and rat plasma
Preventive value of early diagnosis of coronary proteins.
heart disease, noting importance of screening p0170 A73-24657
populations for genetic and environmental risk Xenon 133 measurement of cerebral volumetric
factors circulation rates during papaverin and intensain
p0404 A73-42828 vasodilation of canine and feline intercranial
Ischemic heart disease prediction via exercise ECG vessels, showing vessel resistance reduction
tests, discussing work load stadardization p0239 A73-29074
p0405 A73-42835 Protein synthesis in lung - Recovery from exposure
Ischemic polarcardiographic changes induced by to hyperoxia.
exercise - A new criterion. p0323 A73-36653
pG432 A73-44946 Measurement of cardiac output with and organ
Relationship between peaks of cosmic radiation and trapping of radioactive microspheres.
ischemic heart disease p0324 A73-36661[NASA-TT-F-149921 p0334 N73-26065 Sodium Na-24 and potassium K-42 availability for
ISING MODEL sweat production after intravenous injection and
U MATHEMATICAL MODELS their handling by sweat glands.
ISLANDS p0348 A73-37757
NT GREAT BRIrAIN Video instrumentation for radionuclide
NI JAPAN angiocardiography.
ISOCHROMATICS p0348 A73-37796
Dichromatic convergence points obtained by Biosynthesis of RNA in the brain cortex during
subtractive colour matching. various functional states
p0346 A73-37420 p0389 A73-41262
ISOCTANATES Measurement of coronary blood flow by
Isocyanide spin label for studying conformational radiocardiography - Study of 116 cases.
transitions in cytochrome c, emphasizing heme p0405 A73-42838
group Radionuclide measurements on plasma and red cell
[NASA-TT-F-146231 p0065 N73-12099 mass volume losses in Apollo spacecrews
ISOLATION p0174 N73-18106
NT SOCIAL ISOLATION ISOTROPIC MEDIA
Sensory versus perceptual isolation - A comparison Experimental determination of shear moduli in a
of their electrophysioloqical effects, compact bone tissue
p0247 A73-30517 p0045 A73-13742
ISOLATORS ISOTROPT
NT VIBRATION ISOLATORS NT ISOTROPIC MEDIA
ISOMORPHISM ITALY
Effect of the information panel structure on Italian thermal conditions affecting acceleration
operator activity tolerance and psychomotor performance of flying
p0394 A73-41889 personnel
ISOPYCNIC PROCESSES p0266 N73-23068
Purification of Synechococcus lividus by
equilibrium centrifugation and its J
synchronization by differential centrifugation.
p0318 A73-36503 JAPAN
ISOSTERIC PROCESSES Anthropometric data of Japanese Air Self-Defense
U ISOPYCNIC PROCESSES Force personnel
ISOTOPE EFFECT p0101 N73-14091
Bioqgenic elemental distribution and isotopic JARRING
abundance in lunar samples, discussing heavy U MECHANICAL SHOCK
isotopes enrichment by solar wind irradiation, JEEPS
meteorite impacts and hydrogen stripping U AUTOMOBILES
p0095 A73-18417 JET AIRCRAFT
ISOTOPE SHIFT NT A-7 AIRCRAFT
U ISOTOPE EFFECT NT BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT
ISOTOPES NT C-135 AIRCRAFT
NT CALCIUM ISOTOPES NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
NT COBALT 60 NT F-4 AIRCRAFT
NT PLUTONIUM 238 Jet procedures trainer for pilot transition from
NT POTASSIUM ISOTOPES straight wing propeller plane to swept wing
NT RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES jets, discussing pilot instruction and selection
NT SODIUM 24 p0275 A73-31095
ISOTOPIC LABELING Performance decrement and response time of current
The study of biological macromolecules using and noncurrent jet Naval pilots
perturbed angular correlations of gamma radiation. rAD-761463] p0421 N73-31025
p0589 A73-12648 JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
An implantable radiotelemetrical measuring device Effects of aircraft noise on human sleep.
for simultaneous long term measurements of body p0096 173-18546
temperature and turnover of rabbit serum Research in aircraft noise and sonic booms
albumin/I-125 in unrestrained rabbits. reduction, remote sensing of water pollution,
p0054 A73-14301 and earth surface changes
Quantitative radionuclide angiocardiography for [DLR-MITT-72-15) p0232 N73-21153
determination of chamber to chamber cardiac Analysis of human reactions to short takeoff
transit times. aircraft aerodynamic noise for predicting
p0057 A73-14767 community acceptance of short haul air service
Oxidation effects on rate of C 14-labeled leucine operations
incorporation into rat skeletal muscle protein P0441 N73-32960
p0077 A73-16152 JET FLIGHT
Effect of accelerations on the thiamine-S/35/ U JET AIRCRAFT
distribution in the organism of white mice JET NOISE
p0123 A73-20977 U JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
Role of nerve structures in the action of JET PILOTS
low-frequency sinusoidally modulated currents on U AIRCRAFT PILOTS
synovial membrane permeability in the knee joint JOINTS (ANATOMY)
p0166 A73-23943 NT ELBOW (ANATOMY)
Investigation of the exchange between the blood NT KNEE (ANATOMY)
and the intraocular fluid with the aid of
A-191
JUDGMENTS SUBJECT INDEX
German monograph - Experimental investigation of Cardiac systole kinematics in humans exposed to
the structure of joint movements in the range of hypoxic atmosphere
motions of the arms and of the entire body, p0253 N73-21986
giving attention to a presentation in a Volumetric kinematic analysis on servomechanism of
man-related basic system. remote handling manipulator
p0047 A73-13812 p0335 N73-26075
Role of visual and articular afferentation in the Matrix method for analyzing kinematics of spatial
implementation of motor reactions involving mechanisms for manipulators
complex coordination and precision p0335 N73-26077
p0092 A73-18164 Manipulator kinematics in selecting geometrical
Electromyoqraphic alterations in articular muscles shapes of containers and chambers
during emotional shifts p0336 N73-26087
p0167 A73-24328 Screw calculus in kinematic and power analyses on
Nonlinear model relating neural input to force and spatial positions of manipulator link mechanisms
muscle contraction in human ankle joint p0336 N73-26092
p0599 N73-10117 KINESTHESIS
Synchronization kinetics in control of movement U PROPRIOCEPTION
links in human extremities KINETIC THEORY
p0336 N73-26089 NT TRANSPORT THEORY
JUDGMENTS KINETICS
Effect of simulated sonic booms and overpressure NT REACTION KINETICS
on EEG waveform patterns and disturbance judgments Synchronization kinetics in control of movement
ZFAA-RD-73-1151 p0411 N73-30066 links in human extremities
JUPITER (PLANET) p0336 N73-26089
Spacecraft microbial burden reduction for Jupiter KIRCHHOFF-HELMHOLTZ FLOW
due to atmospheric entry heating U PIPE FLOW(NASA-CR-132072] p0292 N73-24117 KIRCHHOFF-HUYGENS PRINCIPLE
JUPITER ATMOSPHERE U WAVE PROPAGATION
Electric discharge and microbiological experiments KNEE (ANATOMY)
in simulated Jovian atmosphere for investigation Role of nerve structures in the action of
of Jupiter life prospects low-frequency sinusoidally modulated currents on
p0202 A73-26478 synovial membrane permeability in the knee joint
Spacecraft microbial burden reduction due to p0166 A73-23943
atmospheric entry heating - Jupiter. KNOWLEDGE
p0314 A73-36100 NT PHILOSOPHY
KEEBS CYCLE
K Lactate, alpha-GP, and Krebs cycle in sea-levelK and high-altitude native guinea pigs.
KC-135 AIRCRAFPT p0200 A73-26122
U C-135 AIRCRAFT KEONECKER PRODUCT
KETONES U ORTHOGONALITY
NT PENTANONE
Methylisobutylketone causing lesions in first and
second sections of proximal convoluted tubule of L
nephron of kidney LABORATORIES
[AD-7514441 p0139 N73-16083 NT HUMAN FACTORS LABORATORIES
Validity of rapid delta-aminolevulinic acid NT LUNAR RECEIVING LABORATORY
determination in urine for lead intoxication NT MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORIES
tests on industrial workers LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
fNASA-TT-F-148641 p0229 N73-21128 Self-scanning chromatoqraphic-fluoroqraphic drug
KIDNEY DISEASES detector with optical readout system
Incidence of Lucke renal adenocarcinoma in Rana [NASA-CASE-ARC-10633-1] p0259 N73-22048
pipiens as determined by histological examination. LABYRINTH
p0194 A73-25136 NT COCHLEA
Effects of altitude stress on mitochondrial NT VESTIBULES
function. The neuronal mechanism of nystaqmus.
p0246 A73-30430 p0316 A73-36437
Methylisobutylketone causing lesions in first and Effects of round window stimulation on unit
second sections of proximal convoluted tubule of discharges in the visual cortex and superior
nephron of kidney colliculus.
(AD-751444] p0139 N73-16083 p0356 A73-39146
KIDNEYS Comparison of development of auditory vesicle in
Morphological changes in the luxtaqlomerular frog embryos under weightless and terrestrial
apparatus of rat kidneys exposed to the action conditions
of diversely directed accelerations for many hours [NASA-TT-F-146241 p0592 N73-10072
p0123 A73-20978 Analysis of electronystaqmograms for healthy
Fibrinolytic activity of urine in healthy persons persons in labyrinthal calorization tests
p02 76 A73-31165 p0443 N73-33026
Morphological changes in kidneys during exposure LABYRINTHECTOMY
to variously oriented accelerations at a level Effect of some pharmacological preparations on the
of 4 q for many hours fall-out nystaqmus and Bechterew nystagmus
p0304 A73-34226 p0123 A73-20982
An analogue-computer simulation of the facultative Guinea piqs used to determine effect of
water-reabsorption process in the human kidney - intramuscular injections of drugs on fall-out
A vascular role for a.d.h. and Bekhterev nystagmus occurring after
p0402 A73-42668 unilateral and bilateral labyrinthectomies
Morphological changes in juxtaqlomerular apparatus p0134 N73-160 49
in kidneys of rats during multihour exposure to LACTATES
accelerations in different directions Perceived exertion, heart rate, oxygen uptake and
p0133 N73-16045 blood lactate in different work operations.
Morphological changes in rat kidneys exposed to p0045 A73-13698
different accelerations Muscle metabolites with exhaustive static exercise
p0372 N73-29023 of different duration.
Water load tests for determining hydration status p0078 A73-16247
and adrenal and kidney functions durinq post Lactate, alpha-GP, and Krebs cycle in sea-level
flight period and high-altitude native guinea pigs.
rNASA-TT-F-150911 p0417 N73-30998 p0200 A73-26122
KINEMATICS Relative rates of arterial lactate and
NT BODY KINEMATICS oxygen-deficit accumulation in hypoxic dogs.
A-192
SUBJECT INDEX LEARNING
p028
1 
A73-31922 p0256 N73-22015
Oxygen uptake, muscle high-energy phosphates, and LASER OUTPUTS
lactate in exercise under acute hypoxic A study of basilar membrane vibrations. I -
conditions in man. Fuzziness-detection: A new method for the
p0385 A73-41131 analysis of microvibrations with laser light.
lactate origins and renewal in blood plasma. p0581 A73-10973
considering metabolism, enzymatic resynthesis Deficits in visual function associated 
with laser
and final excretion in urine irradiation.
p04 34 A73-45157 p0169 A73-24563
Complete activity of lactate dehydrogenase and Spectral deficits in visual acuity 
due to laser
isoenzymes in plasma and myeloid cells irradiation
rNASA-TT-F-145861 p0592 N73-10070 rAD-750394] p0114 N73-15173
Use of Ringers lactate solution in pre- and Retinal damage in monkeys exposed to near infrared
postoperative fluid therapy gallium arsenide laser pulses
FNASA-TT-F-146001 p0592 N73-10071 [AD-7534191 p0221 N73-20135
LACTIC ACID Atmospheric effects on laser propagation 
and
The effect of 02 breathing on maximal aerobic power. impact on eye safety
p0583 A73-11504 fAD-7554051 p0259 N73-22044
Energy balance and lactic acid production in the Human exposure criteria to laser 
energy for combat
exercising rabbit, use
pC077 A73-16156 p02
6 6 
N73-23067
LADDERS LASERS
Laddermil and erqometry - A comparative summary. NT ARGON LASERS
p0194 A73-25183 NT GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASERS
LAG (DELAY) NT GAS LASERS
U TIME LAG NT INFRARED LASERS
LAKES NT PULSED LASERS
Carbon dioxide concentration, PH and nutrient Laser hazards and safety performance standards,
concentration effects on blue-green algae discussing ocular and skin damage and exposure
relative abundance to green algae in lakes limits and operational regulation
p0096 A73-18577 p035
6 
A73-39205
LAND NANAGEMENT Physical and functional performance properties 
of
Environmental factors and cost problems of laser safety goggles
selecting optimum sanitary landfill site for rAD-746208] p0606 N73-10170
solid waste disposal Transmission characteristics of commercially
fNASA-CR-1287441 p0189 N73-19157 available, laser eye protectors with Cary 14
LAND USE spectrophotometer
Environmental factors and cost problems of (AD-7462931 p0612 N73-11100
selecting optimum sanitary landfill site for Test evaluation of laser protective visors for
solid waste disposal flight crews
rNASA-CR-1287441 p0189 N73-19157 [AD-7514701 p0142 N73-16102
Water reclamation and waste disposal technology Plastic materials for eye protection from lasers
applied to land use and aerospace engineering FAD-752594] p0152 N73-17127
fNASA-CR-1288571 p0190 N73-19158 Optical density properties of ocular glass laser
Waste disposal and water reclamation technology protective filters
for land use and aerospace engineering application (AD-7554061 p0
2
61 N73-22057
INASA-CR-1288581 p0190 N73-19159 Performance of hadron laser safety eyeshields 
in
LANDORS protecting personnel from accidental ocular
NT MOUNTAINS exposure to common laser radiation
LANDING - rAD-7599211 p0337 N73-26099
NT AIRCRAFT LANDING LATENCY
NT CRASH LANDING U REACTION TIME
NT DITCHING (LANDING) LATITUDE
NT MARS LANDING NT GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE
NT PLANETARY LANDING LATTICES (MATHEMATICS)
NT SPACECRAFT LANDING NT BOOLEAN ALGEBRA
LANDING AIDS LAUNCHERS
NI APPROACH INDICATORS NT CATAPULTS
NT INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS LAUNCHING
Perceptual considerations for a wide field of NT ROCKET LAUNCHING
view, helicopter night landing system /HENILAS/. LAUNCHING BASES
p0081 A73-16705 NT CAPE KENNEDY LAUNCH COMPLEX
LANDING INSTRUMENTS LAN (JURISPRUDENCE)
NT APPROACH INDICATORS NT SPACE LAW
LANDING SIMULATION LEAD (METAL)
Magnetic dota tapes containing measurements of X ray fluorescence analysis for determining lead
pilot scanning behavior, control response and content of paint on pencils in Goddard supply
vehicle response during simulated instrument system
landing approaches p014
8 N73-17097
p0600 N73-10124 LEAD POISONING
Development and characteristics of six degree of Validity of rapid delta-aminolevulinic acid
freedom, fast time predictor model for determination in urine for lead intoxication
simulation of F-4 aircraft landing on aircraft tests on industrial workers
carrier (NASA-TT-P-148641 p0229 N73-21128
[AD-7502941 p0103 N73-14102 LEARNING
LANDING SYSTEMS NT ASTRONAUT TRAINING
U LANDING AIDS NT CONDITIONING (LEARNING)
LANGUAGES NT HABITUATION (LEARNING)
NT WORDS (LANGUAGE) NT TRANSFER OF TRAINING
LANTHANIDE SERIES HETALS Low body temperature effects on learned behavior
U RARE EARTH ELEMENTS retention under hibernation conditions in
LARVAE squirrels
Physiological responses of parasitic worms and p0078 A73-16324
their larvae to solar ultraviolet irradiation Motivation in vigilance - A test of the
and space flight stress goal-setting hypothesis of the effectiveness of
p0291 N73-24106 knowledge of results.
LARYNXI p0304 A73-34149
Functional reactions of human otorhinolarynqolic Interference of 'attend to and learn' tasks with
organs during hypokinesia tracking.
A-193
LEARNING MACBINES SUBJECT INDEX
p0353 A73-38377 cell metabolism
Effects of direct auditory feedback of [AD-7467501 p0072 N73-13102
electromyoqram on learning to control single unit Influence of shielding head and anterior stomach
(AD-7451071 p0605 N73-10165 on course of radiation sickness in dogs
LEARNING MACHINES subjected to total lethal gamma irradiation
Interactive aspects of man/learning system control p0213 N73-20073
teams. LETHARGY
p0081 A73-16708 Torpor and hibernation physiology in mammals
Automaton synthesis and perceptron learning for covering evolution, hypothermia, energy
controlled objects classification according to conservation, cell and organ adaptations,
unknown features, noting adaptive relationships nervous and cardiovascular system changes, etc
between retina and associative elements p0406 A73-42862
p0119 A73-20047 LETTERS (SYMBOLS)
The control of a manipulator by a computer model U SYMBOLS
of the cerebellum. LEUCINE
p0344 A73-37333 Oxidation effects on rate of C 14-labeled leucine
LEAVES incorporation into rat skeletal muscle protein
Remote detection of water content and spectral p0077 A73-16152
properties of leaves in different soybean crop Protein synthesis in lung - Recovery from exposure
species to hyperoxia.
p0068 N73-13070 p0323 A73-36653
Reflectance, transmittance and absorbance spectra LEUKOCYTES
of normal and six types of maize leaves NT EOSINOPHILS(NASA-CR-1300321 p0136 N73-16065 NT LYMPHOCYTES
Spectral characteristics of normal and LEUKOPENIA
nutrient-deficient maize leaves Leukopenic response of dog bone marrow for
(NASA-CR-132145] p0293 N73-24119 evaluating hematopoietic tissue function
Scattering of polarized light by rough and smooth p0255 N73-22009
leaf surfaces LEVEL (QUANTITY)
p0378 N73-29333 NT EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS
LEG (ANATOMY) LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS
NT KNEE (ANATOMY) Matrix methods for dynamic modeling of human
Angular measurements of foot motion for operator performance using Liapunov functions
application to the design of foot-pedals. p0598 N73-10111
p0580 A73-10773 LIFE (BIOLOGY)
Telemetry of venous blood pressure at rest and at U LIFE SCIENCES
muscle activity during running. LIFE (DURABILITY)
p0053 A73-14290 NT SERVICE LIFE
The interaction between muscle groups in a complex NT STORAGE STABILITY
motor act in humans LIFE DETECTORS
p0125 A73-21320 Biological, chemical and cytological methods of
Effect of chronic pyramid insufficiency on the microorganism detection integrated into single
function of spinal centers of shin and foot instrument
muscles in man p0056 A73-14320
p0401 A73-42658 Extrasolar life in light of stars, planets, and
LEGENDRE CODE living systems nuclear, gravitational,
U COMPUTER PROGRAMMING electromagnetic and weak interactions
LEGIBILITY p0078 A73-16306
The effect of illumination level, stroke width and Chemical volatilization as a technique for the
figure ground on legibility of NAMEL numbers. detection of extraterrestrial biopolymers and
p0083 A73-16729 possible metabolic products.
LENSES p0202 A73-26479
NT CONTACT LENSES Extraterrestrial life detection from imaging
LESIONS observations on lunar samples and meteorites,
NT PULMONARY LESIONS discussing application to Mars surface
Cerebral localization of speech, discussing p0312 A73-35804
cortical lesions, aphasia and mental activity LIFE RAFTS
correlation theories Multiple occupant flotation devices for commercial
p0126 A73-21425 transport aircraft survivors sea ditching,
Residual visual function after brain wounds discussing slide/raft design improvement for
involving the central visual pathways in man, high density loading
p0287 173-33218 p0284 A73-32658
Frontal eye-field lesions in monkeys. LIFE SCIENCES
p0317 A73-36446 NT MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Hepatic lesions observed among flight crews The origin of life problem - A brief critique.
following aviation accidents p0089 A73-17927
p0330 A73-36933 Life origin on earth, considering hydrocarbon
Significance of arterial obstructive lesions in molecules and macromolecular synthesis under
early diagnosis of coronary heart disease. earth atmospheric evolutionary conditions
p0405 A73-42829 p0089 A73-17928
Lesions of nervous system and vascular embolisms Life sciences and space research XI; Proceedingsin decompression sickness of the Fifteenth Plenary Meeting, Madrid, Spain,[AD-7433301 p0593 N73-10076 May 10-24, 1972.
Methylisobutylketone causing lesions in first and p0395 A73-42158
second sections of proximal convoluted tubule of Extraterrestrial intelligent life existence
nephron of kidney possibility in terms of hypothesis involving[AD-751444] p0139 N73-16083 earth as wilderness area or zoo with failure ofLETHALITY interaction with other civilization
Microorganism heat sterilization process design p0428 A73-44554
and control based on logarithmic thermal Conservational and rational use of naturaldestruction and Bigelow temperature coefficient resources and wildlife to preserve biosphere
models, determining lethality by statistical environment
procedure [JPRS-584291 p0222 N73-20145
p0288 A73-33695 State and prospects of biogeocenological research
Daylight and disinfectant effects on bacteria [JPRS-593951 P0338 H73-27053
survival times on plastic surfaces LIFE SPAN(NASA-TT-F-139231 p0592 N73-10069 Abstracts on microwave radiation effects on humanEnergy comparisons for lethal doses of gamma and animal physiological functions and life
radiation and visible light with energy of basal expectancy
A-194
SUBJECT INDEX LIGHT ADAPTATION
rMBL-1972-61 p0591 N73-10061 Biological development of human living environment
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS [NASA-TT-F-150051 p0339 N73-27067
NT BIOPAKS Cryogenic heat exchanger for removal of waste heat
NT CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS from spacecraft environmental control life
NT EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS support system
NT UNDERWATER BREATHING APPARATUS (NASA-CR-1243011 p0340 N73-27071
Progress in the development of the reverse osmosis Cost estimating method for life support systems of
process for spacecraft wash water recovery. manned earth orbital programs
p0584 A73-11993 [NASA-CR-124305] p0340 N73-27072
Radiation-induced oxidation of impurities in the Cost analysis of oxygen recovery subsystems for
water obtained from human moisture-containing life support systems
bioactivity products [NASA-CB-124304] p0340 N73-27075
p0124 A73-20984 Cost analysis of mass spectrometers and gas
Russian book on mathematical models of biological chromatographs for life support atmosphere
systems covering bioqeocenosis, optimal crop, monitoring
chemostat cultivation, predator-victim society, [NASA-CE-1243061 p0341 N73-27076
trophic control, and life support systems Personnel life support clothing for protection
p0154 A73-22347 against environmental hazards
Investigation of the disinfecting properties of fAD-762428] p0370 973-27976
sorbents which are used in a spacecraft life Aerospace medicine and exobiology research in
support system support of long term manned space flight
p0306 A73-34240 (JPRS-59702] p0371 N73-29021
Advanced methods of recovery for space life Equipment requirements for space shuttle EVA/IVA
support systems. pressure suit, life support system, mobility
p0347 A73-37711 aids, vehicle support provisions, and emergency
Nuclear submarine atmospheric constituent support
monitoring, covering mass spectrometers, IR [NASA-CR-1339911 p0414 N73-30089
carbon monoxide sensors, system development, Space shuttle environmental and thermal
requirements testing and spacecraft applications control/life support system
rASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-91 p0349 A73-37970 rNASA-CE-1340091 p0415 N73-30091
Waste Management System overview for future Requirements for mobility aids and restraint
spacecraft. devices for use by personnel of space shuttle -
rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-181 pG350 A73-37974 Vol. 4
Reverse osmosis for recovering and recycling water (NASA-CR-133994] p0419 N73-31009
in Space Station Prototype Environmental Thermal Requirements and equipment for space shuttle
Control/Life Support System Integrated Water and emergency intravehicular activity and
Waste Management effectiveness of emergency procedures - Vol. 5
[ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-221 p0350 A73-37978 [NASA-CR-1339951 p0419 N73-31010
Space Shuttle Orbiter Environmental Control and Alkali metal carbonate-bicarbonate solid gas
Life Support System for atmosphere reaction for removing CO2 from atmosphere of EVA
revitalization, crew life support, thermal life support system
conditioning and airlock support fNASA-CR-114661] p0420 N73-31013
FASME PAPER 73-ENAS-231 p0350 A73-37979 Intra- and extravehicular life support space suite
Nutrition systems for pressure suits. for Apollo astronauts
p0355 A73-39105 [NASA-CASE-MSC-12609-1] p0439 N73-32012
Supply, biosynthetic, and regenerated Electrochemical system with solid electrolyte for
physico-chemical systems for spacecraft life regenerating oxygen from CO2 and H20
support p0441 N73-33015
INASA-TT-F-144361 p0604 N73-10155 Light and carbon dioxide effects on algal life
Long-term testing of water electrolysis systems support systems in space flight
for regenerative life support system in manned (NASA-CR-1357961 p0445 N73-33039
space stations LIFEBOATS
fNASA-CE-1286291 p0612 N73-11095 Operational investigation of combined all weather
Factors relevant to respiratory support and capabilities of Coast Guard motor lifeboat and
equipment design 70 knot surface effect rescue vehicle
p0105 N73-15102 [AD-761460] p0370 N73-27974
Cost effectiveness of water reclamation subsystem LIFT DISTRIBUTION
in advanced aerospace life support systems U FORCE DISTRIBUTION[NASA-CR-1240981 p0177 N73-18134 LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
Medical and biological problems of manned space NT LIGHT BEAMS
flight NT POLARIZED LIGHT
fNASA-TT-F-7191 p0180 N73-19077 NT TWILIGHT GLOW
Preservatives for human urine storage and water The structure and reactions of visual pigments.
reclamation in spacecraft cabin p0160 A73-23306
p0183 N73-19099 visual acuity as a function of exposure duration.
Human performance and life support engineering for p0165 A73-23838
space environment conditions Daylight and disinfectant effects on bacteria
fAD-7542161 p0224 N73-20157 survival times on plastic surfaces
Cost analysis of oxygen supply equipment and (NASA-TT-F-139231 p0592 973-10069
recovery systems for orbital space stations Dynamics of some characteristics of induced
rNASA-CR-1241751 p0230 N73-21137 potential of optical region in cerebral cortex
Evaluation of hazardous conditions created by in rabbits with increasing hypoxia
facial hair on aircrew personnel wearing oxygen p0217 N73-20103
masks Light flash observation experiments conducted by
fAD-7540751 p0232 N73-21154 Apollo 16 astronauts - Part C
Hydrogen depolarized cell for removing CO2 in p0233 973-21763
spacecraft life support systems Light effects on organic matter balance of oak
[NASA-CN-1318681 p0259 N73-22047 underwood growing in forest understory
Effectiveness of phased dilution compared to p0378 973-29330
current demand diluter oxygen delivery system LIGHT ABSORPTION
p0266 N73-23065 U ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION
Temperature and humidity control in air quality LIGHT ADAPTATION
modeling for optimal life support system of Axiomatic formulation of a mathematical model for
spacecraft cabin visual adaptation
p0294 N73-24131 p0579 A73-10655
Water recovery system for three man crew aboard Scotopic vision - An unexpected threshold
spacecraft elevation produced by dark annuli.
fNASA-CR-1289831 p0337 N73-26094 p0585 A73-12080
A-195
LIGHT AIRCRAFPT SUBJECT INDEX
Intrinsic light brightness and intensity LIGHT PRESSURE
estimation tests for foveal and peripheral U ILLUMINANCE
retina under photopic and scotopic stimuli LIGHT PROBES
p0120 A73-20257 U LIGHT BEAMS
Neural channel mechanism for real light and LIGHT SCATTERING
equivalent background coding, using test flashes Localized electroretinography capable of
under bleaching and field adaptation maintaining constant light scattering with small
p0121 A73-20258 angular dimensions by employing Ulbricht
Mitotic activity in dorsal epidermis of Rana principle of uniformly illuminated spherepipiens. p0308 A73-34963
p0122 A73-20456 Differential light scattering patterns forDuplex vision theory of photoreceptor /rods and identifying different species of bacteria
cones/ light and dark adaptation, discussing p0147 N73-17090
rhodopsin regeneration, bleaching and Scattering of polarized light by rough and smoothdesensitization mechanisms leaf surfaces
p0162 A73-23317 p0378 N73-29333Frog retinal metabolism in photoreceptors during Effect of various parameters on long rangedark and light adaptation, using ERG, underwater vision for narrow and broad beam
radiospirometry, oxygen uptake polaroqraphy and illumination
pyridine spectrophotometric assay p0450 N73-33630
p0162 A73-23319 LIGHT TRANSHISSION
Electroretinogram recovery cycle during light NT LIGHT SCATTERING
adaptation and after dark adaptation Transmission characteristics of commercially
p0168 A73-24518 available, laser eye protectors with Cary 14Single unit and evoked potential responses in cat spectrophotometer
optic tract to paired light flashes. [AD-7462931 p0612 N73-11100
p0198 A73-25647 Effect of various parameters on long rangeLight adaptation of the late receptor potential in underwater vision for narrow and broad beamthe cat retina. illumination
p0236 A73-28352 p0450 N73-33630Stimulus luminance-duration relationship of LIGHTING
adapting light effect in human U ILLUMINATING
electroretinography, referring to Bunsen-Roscoe LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
and Bloch constant law NT FLASH LAMPS
p0237 A73-28363 Optimal lighting for visual tasks, discussingFlashblindness recovery following exposure to color, type, transillumination, crossedconstant energy adaptive flashes, polarization, brightness patterns, diffuse
p0238 A73-28505 reflection and surface shadowgraphinqInfluence of the dazzling of an eye on the state p0247 A73-30498of adaptation of the congeneric eye in a normal Design, development, and evaluation of airportsubject lighting control panel for airport trafficp0245 A73-30388 control towersSlowed decay of the monkey's cone receptor (FAA-RD-72-93] p0066 N73-12108potential by intense stimuli, and protection LIGNINfrom this effect by light adaptation. The evolution of liqnin - Experiments and
p0346 A73-37413 observations.Eigenvectors of the sensitivity variations across p0241 A73-29649the human central fovea. LIMBS (ANATOMY)
p0407 A73-42957 NT ARM (ANATOMY)Influence of illumination on electro-oculographic NT ELBOW (ANATOMY)
measurements of human eye potential NT FOREARMfAMRU--71-1] p0607 N73-11064 NT HAND (ANATOMY)Response time of flash blindness recovery in human NT KNEE (ANATOMY)
exposure to constant energy flashes NT LEG (ANATOMY)[AD-747631] p0071 N73-13095 Favorable effect of flight on pilots exhibitingLIGHT AIRCRAFT degenerative arteriopathy of the lower limbsBinaural processing of speech intelligibility in p0585 A73-12151
light aircraft Redinteqrated somatotyping technique for physique
rFAA-A-72-311 p0102 N73-14094 measurement and classification based on limb andEffects of light aircraft noise on hearing torso photographic diameter integration withI NASA-C-130987] p0173 N73-18095 height, using photoelectric cell and electronicsLIGHT ABLLO LlOS p0096 A73-18474NT BERYLLIUM ALLOYS odification of a ballisto-oscilloqraph forLIGHT BEAMS extremities
Light beam attenuation in suspensions of algae p0157 A73-22865
p0378 N73-29325 Posture responses of upper limb muscles duringLIGT DURLAS TIO electric stimulation of the vestibular apparatusU PLSE DORATION 
P0199 A73-26087IGT DUEMISSION Role of arterial and venous vessels of limbs inNT EIOLUMIESCSION C the process of cardiovascular reflex responsesNT CBIOEILUMINESCENCE 
p0322 A73-36578NT ELECHE OLUMINESCENCE Human sensorimotor coordination followinq spaceNT ELECTROLUMINESCE NCEC flights.NT LUOINESCENCE 
p0397 A73-42170NT LI BN FLUORESCENCE Climbing and cycling with additional weights onNT BA FLUORESCENCE the extremities.
Influence of light flashes from heavy ionizing p0400 A73-42418
particles on astronaut nervous system Feasibility of limb controlled astronaut
L LBL-1011] p0186 N73-19134 maneuvering scheme
LIGHTINTENSIp0339 N73-27063U LUMINOUS INTENSITY LIMNOLOGT 0339 73-27063LIGHT MODULATION Carbon dioxide concentration, pH and nutrientOn the approximation of the optical modulation concentration effects on blue-green algaetransfer function /HTF/ by analytical functions, relative abundance to green algae in lakesp0121 A7320264 p0096 A73-18577
Design of light modulator for generation of LIhEAR PREDICTION
Periodic visual stimuli Predictive display with continuous parameter[rAD-7545621 p0223 N73-20149 tracking for quasi-linear model of human pilot
transfer function in closed loop system
A-196
SUBJECT INDEX LIVER
p0599 N73-10120 Absorption of bile acids and cholesterol by polymers
LINEAR SYSTEMS p0191 N73-19976
A model of the human in a cognitive prediction task. LIPOPROTEINS
p0399 A73-42223 Prevalence of hyperlipoproteinaemias in a random
LING-TECO-VOUGHT AIRCRAFT sample of men and in patients with ischaemic
NT A-7 AIRCRAFT heart disease.
LING-TENCO-VOUGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT p0408 A73-42975
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT Blood lipid diagnostic and therapeutic measures to
LINGUISTICS prevent heart disease in humans
NT WORDS (LANGUAGE) p0145 N73-17073
LINKAGES LIQUEFIED GASES
Screw calculus in kinematic and power analyses on NT LIQUID OXYGEN
spatial positions of manipulator link mechanisms LIQUID BREATHING
p0336 N73-26092 Design and performance of demand regulated liquid
LIPID METABOLISM breathing systems for mammalian respiration
Hepatic lipogenesis in fasted, re-fed rats and p0252 N73-21976
mice - Response to dietary fats of differing LIQUID COOLING
fatty acid composition. Comparative study of patches for liquid cooled
p0041 A73-13054 garments.
Effect of cultural conditions on the fatty acid p0345 A73-37404
composition of Thiobacillus novellus. Automatic temperature controller for liquid cooled
p0045 A73-13599 garment based on total evaporative water loss
An epidemiological survey of risk factors for during exercise
ischemic heart disease in 42,804 men. I - Serum (NASA-TN-D-7311] p0299 N73-25126
cholesterol value. Automatic temperature control for liquid cooled
p0059 A73-15521 space suit
Effect of hypoxia on free fatty acid metabolism rNASA-CASE-ARC-10599-1] p0334 N73-26071
during exercise. Cooling effects on human tolerance to work induced
p0080 A73-16609 heat stress and collapse
Diurnal rhythm oscillations of fat metabolism [NASA-CR-1340591 p0438 N73-32005
indices in healthy young men LIQUID DYNAMICS
p0117 A73-19646 U FLUID DYNAMICS
Thermal factor and dehydration influences on LIQUID FILLED SHELLS
protidic and lipidic catabolisms of young men Impact on a simple physical model of the head.
with partial food deprivation in hot climate, p0170 A73-24770
discussing metabolic balances LIQUID FLOW
p0125 A73-21248 NT WATER FLOW
Effect of excessive glucose administration on the LIQUID OXYGEN
lipid level, glycolysis rates, and oxygen uptake Cryogenic insulation of liquid oxygen dewars for
in the tissues of the liver, heart, cerebrum and aircraft pilot breathing masks
aorta (AD-763325] p0421 N73-31026
p0193 A73-25042 LIQUID-GAS MIXTURES
Cell membrane molecular structure and lipid NT AEROSOLS
composition, discussing phospholipid role in LIQUIDS
membrane potential maintenance in myocardial cells NT LIQUID OXYGEN
p0197 A73-25591 NT ORGANIC LIQUIDS
Total lipid and sterol components of Rhizopus LITERATURE
arrhizus - Identification and metabolism. Marine biology literature compilation for
p0288 A73-33900 Caribbean Sea and adjacent regions
Metabolic responses of monkeys to increased p0261 N73-23022
gravitational fields. Literature compilation on marine geology and
p0314 A73-35982 geophysics for Caribbean Sea and adjacent regions
Serum cholesterol and plasma lipid elevation p0261 N73-23023
separation of hypercholesterolemic patients for microbiological experiments aboard balloons,
atherosclerosis therapy rockets, and earth satellites - literature review
p0320 A73-36533 p0262 N73-23025
Energy supply in acute cold-exposed dogs. Literature review on human macular pigment
p0324 A73-36655 absorption and density spectrum of cone receptor
FFA metabolism in thyroidectomized and normal dogs (IZP-1972-17] p0264 N73-23046
during rest and acute cold exposure. LITHIASIS
p0361 A73-39787 Renal lithiasis among civil operating aircrew
Mechanisms of hyperlipidaemias in different p0127 A73-21536
clinical conditions. Renal lithiasis among military operating aircrew
p0405 A73-42832 p0128 A73-21537
Changes in indices of the carbohydrate and fat LITHIUM
metabolism, the state of the sympathoadrenal Effect of lithium on acute oxygen toxicity and
system, and oxidative processes under associated changes in brain qamma-aminobutyric
varying-intensity cold effects acid.
p0429 A73-44671 p0238 A73-28503
LIPIDS LITHIUM COMPOUNDS
NT LIPOPROTEINS NT LITHIUM FLUORIDES
Protein-lipid films as prototypes of biological LITHIUM FLUORIDES
membranes. Lithium fluoride thermoluminescent dosimeter for
p0091 A73-17949 measuring ionizing radiation exposure during
UV-induced lipid peroxidation in human epidermis, Apollo 16 flight
dermis, and hypodermis in vitro p0292 N73-24115
p0153 A73-21873 LITHOSPHERE
Structure of the lipid phase in cell envelope NT EARTH SURFACE
vesicles from Halobacterium cutirubrum. LIVER
p0306 A73-34599 Cation exchange binding of rubidium and cesium by
Lipids in arteriosclerotic arterial tissues of man. rat liver cell microsomes.
p0320 173-36534 p0588 A73-12549
Effects of Apollo 12 lunar materials on lipid Hepatic lipoqenesis in fasted, re-fed rats and
levels, including fatty acids and sterols, of mice - Response to dietary fats of differing
tobacco tissue and slash pine cultures fatty acid composition.
rNASA-CR-1286061 p0591 N73-10063 p0041 A73-13054
Blood lipid diagnostic and therapeutic measures to Hypoxia, an adjunct in helium-cold hypothermia -
prevent heart disease in humans Sparing effect on hepatic and cardiac metabolites.
p0145 N73-17073 p0120 A73-20169
A-197
LOAD FACTORS SUBJECT INDEX
Effect of low temperature on metabolism of rat LOGICAL ELEMENTS
liver slices and epididymal fat pads. Structural complexity and technical realization of
p0120 A73-20170 formal neurons by means of magnetic current
Study of the possibilities of histone-ENA complex switches
formation in experiments in vitro p0431 A73-44901
p0168 A73-24513 Synthesis of minimized formal neurons by means of
Morphological changes in the liver of dogs induced magnetic current switches
by chronic gamma irradiation p0431 A73-44902
p0208 A73-27707 LONG TEER EFFECTS
Effects of altitude stress on mitochondrial Fatigue in flight personnel during long flights
function. p0585 A73-12153
p0246 A73-30430 Prolonged control of cardiac bioelectrical
Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on certain energy activity in man in ground experiments and during
transfer characteristics in skeletal muscles and spaceflight
some internal organs p0088 A73-17694
p0279 A73-31505 Prolonged space flight and hypokinesia.
Hepatic lesions observed among flight crews p0325 A73-36789
following aviation accidents Trash management during Skylab and long duration
p0330 A73-36933 missions with compactors, autoclaves, biocides
Hemotherapy of coagulation system disturbances of and isotope powered water recovery/waste
hepatolienal origin management systems
p0428 A73-44299 [ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-311 p0351 A73-37986
Transverse acceleration effects on Physiologic cost of prolonged double-crew flights
dioxyribonucleic acid catabolism in rat spleen in C-5 aircraft.
and liver p0386 A73-41152
p0063 N73-12080 Apollo 16 flight program for investigating
Hepatotoxic effects of dichloromethane inhalation physiological effects of prolonged
in mice weightlessness on central nervous system,
CAD-751434] p0138 N73-16081 vestibular, neuromuscular and cardiovascular
Toxic effects of chronic exposure to functions, metabolism, radiation sensitivity and
dichloromethane in liver microsomal cvtochromes body weightlNASA-TM-I-691011 p0176 N73-18128 p0398 A73-42176
Transverse acceleration effects on rat hepatocytic Human physiological and psychological responses in
structures long time exposure to simulated space station
p0181 973-19086 atmosphere as observed by critical tracking task
Morphological changes in liver of dogs subjected 
.p0601 N73-10133
to chronic gamma radiation Influence of 45 to 60 day space flight on
p0217 973-20101 physiological functions of human body
Management of asymptomatic carriers of hepatitis (NASA-CR-1291311 p0609 N73-11074
associated antigen in Hellenic Air Force personnel Effects of prolonged weightlessness during space
p0265 N73-23060 flight on human skeletal and hematopoietic systems
Incidence of abnormal liver function tests in drug fNASA-TT-F-7301 p0107 N73-15116
addicts without history of jaundice Evolution of neural messages in human adaptation
INASA-TT-F-15041] p03 74 N73-29044 to prolonged zero gravity flight
LOAD FACTORS p0111 N73-15154
O LOADS (FORCES) Residual effects of hypnotic drugs on human
LOADING FORCES nervous function and performance
0 LOADS (FORCES) p0226 N73-21106
LOADING sAVES Pilot performance and sleep patterns in long
U ELASTIC NAVES duration flights and control of hypnotic drug
U LOADS (FORCES) and alcohol use
LOADS (FORCES) p0226 N73-21107
NT IMPACT LOADS Physiological aspects of sleep induction in
Versatile ergometer with work load control aircrevs after prolonged flight times(NASA-CASE-MFS-21109-11 p0366 N73-27941 p0227 N73-21108
LOCALIZATION Effects of isoniazid treatment on pilot performanceo POSITION (LOCATION) p0227 N73-21111
LOCATION Altitude acclimatization period effects on ratU POSITION (LOCATION) resistance to hypoxia
LOCKHEED MILITARY AIRCRAFT p0255 N73-22006U MILITARY AIRCRAFT Human pulmonary volume decrease during long termLOCOMOTION bed rest
NT ASTRONAUT LOCOMOTION p0256 N73-22016
NT WALKING Aerospace medicine and exobiology research inReduced dimensionality for minimization of degrees support of long term manned space flight
of freedom of skeletal activity models for (JPRS-59702] p0371 N73-29021
anthropomorphic locomotion system synthesis LOSSES
p0581 A73-11052 Influence of light conditions and understory treeThe role of muscle stiffness in meeting the death on organic matter loss balance in oak
changing postural and locomotor requirements for underwood
force development by the ankle extensors. p0378 N73-29331
p0587 A73-12166 LOUDNESS
Accelerometers, electromyogram sensors, and Loudness enhancement following contralateral
telemetry system for measuring human body stimulation.
segment motions p0581 A73-10827fAD-751134] p0142 N73-16104 Some modeling problems of loudness transformationsLOGIC CIRCUITS by the auditory system
NT THRESHOLD GATES p0060 A73-15790Stability behavior of adapting and untrained Pure-tone equal-loudness contours for standard
random logic nets, enabling intelligent tones of different frequencies.interaction with environment p0387 A73-41176
p0122 A73-20400 Loudness changes resulting from an electricallyinduced middle-ear reflex.
Synthesis of minimized formal neurons by means of p0393 A73-41815
magnetic current switches Mathematical models for deriving loudness function
p0431 A73-44902 from physical evidence without human judqgmentLOGIC NETOBRKS O NASA-TN-D-72971 p0293 N73-24121O LOGIC CIRCUITS LOUDSPEAKERS
A linear motion generator for physiological
A-198
SUBJECT INDEX LUNAR EFFECTS
research. LUMINESCENCE
p0577 A73-10173 NT BIOLUMINESCENCE
LOW ALTITUDE NT CHEMILUMINESCENCE
The biodynamic aspects of low altitude, high speed NT ELECTROLUMINESCENCE
flight. NT FLUORESCENCE
p0096 A73-18471 NT X RAY FLUORESCENCE
Psychophysiological characteristic of the activity Simazine influence on green algae photosynthetic
of military-transport-aviation flight crews pigments noting chlorophyll luminescence spectra
during low-altitude flights fDRIC-TRANS-29921 p0258 N73-22040
p0343 A73-37196 Influence of excitation surface with liminary
Limitations on pilot visual perception of target brightness on different regions of the retina
from low flying aircraft (NASA-TT-F-151241 p0440 N73-32017
[AD-7596511 p0300 N73-25136 LUMINESCENT INTENSITY
LOW FREQUENCIES U LUMINOUS INTENSITY
Fluid dynamic aspects of cardiovascular behavior LUMINOSITY
during low frequency whole-body vibration such Photopic luminous efficiency measured by critical
as encountered by astronauts during launch and flicker frequency method, noting dependence on
reentry intermittence frequency of light stimulus or
INASA-cR-1338431 p0412 N73-30069 overall radiance level
LOW FREQUENCY BANDS [AD-7543441 p0585 A73-12076
The transmission of low frequency medical data Relationship between intermediate medium, and
using delta modulation techniques, transformation and contrast phenomena
pC058 A73-15408 fNASA-TT-F-15035] p0376 N73-29055
LON GRAVITY LUMINOUS FLUX DENSITY
U REDUCED GRAVITY U LUMINOUS INTENSITY
LOW PRESSURE LUMINOUS INTENSITY
NT HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE NT ILLUMINANCE
LOW SPEED HANDLING NT LUMINANCE
U CCNTROLLABILITY Measurements of the ultraweak bioluminescence
LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS phenomena as a new biotelemetric method.
Plant growth response to low temperature and UV p0054 A73-14304
treatment, discussing chlorophyll synthesis, Evoked potential correlates of expected stimulus
carbohydrate levels, ion balance and enzyme intensity.
characteristics p0125 A73-21225
p0203 A73-26486 Single unit reactions in the visual cortex of the
Helium-cold induced hypothermia in the white rat. unanesthetized rabbit to the light flashes of
p0205 A73-26975 different intensities.
LOW VISIBILITY p0204 A73-26719
Functional aspects of head-up display operation, Monkey rod receptor potential suppression at
discussing data accumulated by pilot during low photopic stimulus intensities by
visibility runway approach in executive let neurophysiological inhibitory mechanism for
p0581 A73-11012 clearing cone initiated visual pathway
Effect of low visibility on performance of vehicle p0345 A73-37412
operators Use of soil-vegetation system brightness
(AD-7492481 pD260 N73-22051 coefficients to measure vegetation quantity and
LONER ATMOSPBERE crop yield
Influence of man on biospheric balance p0378 N73-29334
SJPRS-593661 p0339 N73-27065 Literature concerning retinal adaptation to
LONER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE (LBNP) varying light intensities
U ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY) (NASA-TT-F-150361 p0450 N73-33074
LOX (OXYGEN) LUNAR COMPOSITION
U LIQUID OXYGEN Evolution from amino acids - Lunar occurrence of
LUDEE BANDS their precursors.
U PLASTIC DEFORMATION p0578 A73-10249
LUMBERING AREAS Biogenic elemental distribution and isotopic
U FORESTS abundance in lunar samples, discussing heavy
LUMINAIRES isotopes enrichment by solar wind irradiation,
NT FLASH LAMPS meteorite impacts and hydrogen stripping
LUMINANCE p0095 A73-18417
Two stage mathematical model of brightness Indigenous lunar organic compound search,
perception operation for stimuli having considering prebiological chemistry and
luminance field with asymmetric discontinuity composition possibility in deeper region under
p0585 A73-12078 surface
A human factors approach to lighting p0095 A73-18428
recommendations and standards. Organic geochemical analysis of lunar samples with
p0083 A73-16730 emphasis on detecting biologically significant
Probability estimate for visual target detection organogenic elements, projecting techniques to
in terms of luminance threshold and target size Mars soil analysis
and duration p0396 A73-42163
p0093 A73-18242 LUNAR DUST
Random dot pattern luminance and contrast effects Hydrolysis of aqueous extract of lunar dust
on limiting inter-stimulus interval for visual- samples for identification and quantitation of
apparent motion masking by bright field amino acid precursors in extraterrestrial
p0120 A73-20256 sources, considering prebiotic evolutionary
The brightness of coloured flashes on backgrounds pathways termination
of various colours and luminances. p0095 A73-18421
p0129 173-21565 A search for porphyrin biomarkers in Nonesuch
Visual sensitivity in the presence of alternating Shale and extraterrestrial samples.
monochromatic fields of light. p0202 A73-26481
p0129 A73-21567 Response of tobacco tissue cultures growing in
Visual discrimination of motion - Stimulus contact with lunar fines.
relationships at threshold and the question of p0203 A73-26483
luminance-time reciprocity. Mammalian tissue response to subcutaneous and
p0153 A73-21897 intraperitoneal injection of aqueous suspensions
Quantitative studies on optokinetic nystaqmus in of lunar fine material, noting insolubility in
the monkey. tissue and irritant action
p0318 A73-36459 p0203 A73-26484
Bezold-Bruecke effect and visual nonlinearity. LUNAR EFFECTS
p0424 A73-43342 NT LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
A-199
LUNAR ENVIRONMENT SUBJECT INDEX
Effect of simulated lunar impact on the survival p0203 A73-26488
of bacterial spores. LUNG MOEPHOLOGY
p0357 A73-39485 Insensitivity of the alveolar septum to local
LUNAR ENVIRONMENT hypoxia.
Survival of micro-organisms on the moon. p0575 A73-10134
p0115 A73-19111 Origin of the external electric field detected
Simulated lunar magnetic environment effects on near animals and men
humans, using scotopic critical flicker p0166 A73-23942
frequency measurements to indicate Development and reversibility of pulmonary oxygen
psychophysiological stress poisoning in the rat.
(AD-7481931 p0101 N73-14088 p0247 A73-30516
LUNAR EXPLORATION Effects of hyperinflation of the thorax on the
Indigenous lunar organic compound search, mechanics of breathing.
considering prebiological chemistry and p0400 A73-42415
composition possibility in deeper region under LUNGS
surface Effect of interstitial edema on distribution of
p0095 A73-18428 ventilation and perfusion in isolated lung.LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EPPECTS p0577 A73-10167
Biomechanics of locomotion via jumping on lunar A continuum analysis of a two-dimensional
surface, discussing subqravity effects on energy mechanical model of the lung parenchyma.
requirements, body potential and kinetic energy, p0577 A73-10168
muscular work, etc Prediction tests for pulmonary elasticity model of
p0397 A73-42175 expansion stresses in lung region restricted by
LUNAR LANDING obstructed airways
NT APOLLO LUNAR EXPERIMENT MODULE p0048 173-14114
LUNAR MODULE Finite element displacement analysis of a lung.
NT APOLLO LUNAR EXPERIMENT MODULE p0056 A73-14661
LUNAR PERTURBATION Regional lung volumes with positive pressure0 LUNAR EFFECTS inflation in erect humans.
LUNAR PROBES p0094 A73-18334NT LUNIK 16 LONAR PROBE Predictions of the dynamic response of the lung.LUNAR PROGRAMS p0116 A73-19477
NT APOLLO PROJECT Effects of lung volume and disease on the lung
LUNAR RECEIVING LABORATORY nitrogen decay curve.
Occupational medicine procedures for personnel in p0126 A73-21501lunar receiving laboratory for Apollo 11 crew A model for the elastic properties of the lung and
members their effect on expiratory flow.
p0143 N73-17049 p0126 A73-21502
Development of qerm-free plants and tissues A model of time-varying gas exchange in the human(NASA-cR-128947] p0293 N73-24122 lung during a respiratory cycle at rest.LUNAR ROCKS p0129 A73-21615Low molecular weight compounds of orqanoqenic Influence of rare-earth metal dust containing
elements on Apollo 11 and 12 fines and breccias radioactive components on the development of
obtained by vacuum pyrolysis, acid hydrolysis reticulosarcoma of the lungs
and crushing p0163 A73-23680
p0095 A73-18418 Effect of acute exposure to CO2 on lung mechanicsLunar sample quarantine procedures - Interaction in normal man.
with non-quarantine experiments. p0200 A73-26216
p0313 A73-35978 Studies of alveolar-mixed venous CO2 and 02LUNAR SOIL gradients in the rebreathing dog lung.NT LUNAR DUST p0201 A73-26219Pathomorphological and histochemical analysis of Determination of diffusive capacity components in
Luna 16 fine lunar soil fraction biological lungs and of alveoloarterial oxygen gradients
effect on mice for the estimation of oxygen transport
p0056 A73-14569 conditions in lungs
Effect of lunar soil on radiation injuries in mice. p0250 A73-30849p0077 A73-16090 Bulk elastic properties of excised.lungs and theLow molecular weight compounds of organogenic effect of a transpulmonary pressure gradient.
elements on Apollo 11 and 12 fines and breccias p0275 A73-31128
obtained by vacuum pyrolysis, acid hydrolysis Transpulmonary pressure gradient and ventilation
and crushing distribution in excised lungs.
p0095 A73-18418 p0276 A73-31129Biochemical and morphological studies of lunar Computer simulation of gas exchange in human lungs.material effects on plant tissue culture cells, p0278 A73-31348
noting nonpathological increased cellular Techniques for studying the aerodynamic
activity and chloroplast and cytoplasm changes characteristics of the bronchial tree of manp0202 A73-26482 p0322 173-36576Estimating the number of terrestrial organisms on Protein synthesis in lung - Recovery from exposure
the moon. to hyperoxia.
p0203 A73-26488 p0323 A73-36653Extraterrestrial life detection from imaqing Force output of the diaphragm as a function ofobservations on lunar samples and meteorites, phrenic nerve firing rate and lung volume.discussing application to Mars surface p0360 A73-39780
p0312 A73-35804 Oxygen delivery and oxygen return to the lungs atEffects of Apollo 12 lunar materials on lipid onset of exercise in man.levels, including fatty acids and sterols, of p0361 A73-39788tobacco tissue and slash pine cultures Peak expiratory flow rate and rate of change of(NASA-CE-1286061 p0591 N73-10063 pleural pressure.
Cytological changes in pine tissues treated with p0391 173-41636lunar materials collected on Apollo 12 Blood plasma contamination of the lung alveolarquarantine mission surfactant obtained by various sampling[NASA-CB-1289141 p0265 N73-23054 techniques.
Simulation of growth and mineral uptake by plants p0391 A73-41637growing in lunar soil Rebreathinq and steady state pulmonary diffusing(NASA-CB-1340361 p0416 N73-30988 capacity for 02 in the dog and in inhomoqeneousLUNAR SPACECRAFT lung models.
NT LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROBE lung models.
Estimating the number of terrestrial organisms on Influence of expiratory flow limitation on the
the moon. pattern of lung emptying in normal man.
A-200
SUBJECT INDEX MAMMALS
p0400 A73-42422 MAGNETIC FIELDS
Measurement of pulmonary extravascular water NT GEOMAGNETISM
volume during exposure to simulated high altitude Human perception of moderate strength low
FAD-7633551 p0418 N73-31004 frequency magnetic fields tested by whole body
LUNIK LUNAR PROBES immersion in large Helmholtz coil field under
NT LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROBE acoustic isolation
LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROBE p0392 A73-41789
Pathomorphological and histcchemical analysis of Conference on biological effects of magnetic fields
Luna 16 fine lunar soil fraction biological [NRC-TT-1545] p0099 N73-14070
effect on mice Physiological regeneration of corneal epithelial
p0056 A73-14569 mice cells exposed to strong magnetic fields
LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS p0263 N73-23034
U LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS MAGNETIC MATERIALS
LYMPH Magnetic couplings and magnetomechanical
NT LYMPHOCYTES transmissions for airtight manipulator design
LYMPOCYTES p0336 N73-26086
Effects of the space flight environment on man's MAGNETIC METALS
immune system. II - Lymphocyte counts and U MAGNETIC MATERIALS
reactivity. U METALS
p0589 A73-12565 MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
The effect of temperature on the mitotic activity NT GEOMAGNETISM
of human peripheral blood lymphocytes in a culture NT MAGNETIC EFFECTS
p0118 A73-19649 NT POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS
Study of lymphocyte chromosome aberrations in MAGNETIC RECORDING
human peripheral blood under in vitro exposures A quick and inexpensive method of monitoring on
to 645-MeV protons and X-rays tape the heart rate during exposure of the human
p0280 A73-31517 head to pulsed magnetic fields.
Observation of circulating lymphocytoid cell in p0053 A73-14289
monkey after exposure to radio waves Portable electro-phonocardiograph using magnetic
fAD-7495831 p0108 N73-15128 tape recorder equipped with patient's voice print.
Radiation effects on human chromosomal aberrations p0196 A73-25475
in peripheral blood lymphocytes Electrocardiogram recordings on magnetic tape for
p0263 N73-23041 computerized analysis
Functional state of lymphoid cell in peripheral CAD-748105] p0075 N73-13124
blood of astronauts and immunoreactivity of MAGNETIC RESONANCE
individual astronants after space flight NT NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
[NASA-TT-F-150891 p0418 N73-30999 NT PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE
Continuous low dose gamma irradiation effects on MAGNETIC SWITCHING
cell population kinetics of mice lymphoid tissue Structural complexity and technical realization of
INASA-CR-1357231 pG437 N73-31999 formal neurons by means of magnetic current
LYOPHILS switches
U COLLOIDS p0431 A73-44901
LYSINE Synthesis of minimized formal neurons by means of
Study of the possibilities of histone-RNA complex magnetic current switches
formation in experiments in vitro p0431 A73-44902
p0168 A73-24513 MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS
U MAGNETIC RECORDING
M MAGNETIC TAPESElectrocardiogram recordings on magnetic tape for
MACHINE LEARNING computerized analysis
U LEARNING MACHINES fAD-7481051 p0075 N73-13124
MACHINE LIFE MAGNETOGRAPBS
U SERVICE LIFE U MAGNETOMETERS
MACHINE RECOGNITION U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
U ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MAGNETOMETERS
MACHINING NT VARIOBETERS
Toxicity and safety hazard of dry beryllium copper The effects of the Westinghouse active
alloy machining for human operator magnetometer /WD-4/ on implanted cardiac
p0144 N73-17059 pacemakers.
MACROPHAGES p0330 A73-36936
Prodromal disease - Immune responses of host MAGNETOTELLURIC PROFILING
macrophage system to humoral factors U GEOMAGNETISM
[NASA-CR-1334551 p0365 N73-27938 MAGNETOVARIOGRAPRS
MACULAR VISION U VARIOMETERS
U VISION MAINTENANCE
MAGNESIUM COMPOUNDS NT AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
NT CHLOROPHYLLS Safe flying, skilled personnel and aircraft
MAGNESYN (TRADEARBK) maintenance assurance via safety equipment,
U SERVOMOTORS initial and recurrent training, protective
MAGNETIC ABSORPTION clothing and shelter from inclement weather,
U ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION maintenance scheduling, etc
MAGNETIC EFPPFECTS p0357 A73-39212
A quick and inexpensive method of monitoring on Tasks analyses to determine technical personnel
tape the heart rate during exposure of the human requirements for maintenance of Navy
head to pulsed magnetic fields. microelectronic shipboard eqguipment
p0053 A73-14289 [AD-7480401 p0074 N73-13123
The null magnetic field as reference for the study MAMMALS
of geomagnetic directional effects in animals NT BATS
and man. NT CALVES
p0092 A73-18033 NT CATS
Effect of steady magnetic fields up to 4,500 Oe on NT CHIMPANZEES
the mitotic activity of the corneal epithelium NT DOGS
in mice NT GUINEA PIGS
p0279 A73-31510 NT HAMSTERS
Human perception of moderate strength low NT HUMAN BEINGS
frequency magnetic fields tested by whole body NT MICE
immersion in large Helmholtz coil field under NT MONKEYS
acoustic isolation NT PRIMATES
p0392 A73-41789 NT RABBITS
A-201
MAE SUBJECT INDEX
NT BATS p0196'A73-25340
NT SEALS (ANIMALS) Ergatic modeling as dynamic goal-oriented physical
NT SWINE process based on heuristic autonomous
Book - Sensory coding in the mammalian nervous information-structured organization system with
system. regulated model-human operator interaction
p0199 A73-25799 p0241 A73-29418
Mammalian tissue response to subcutaneous and Russian book - Engineering psychology in aviation
intraperitoneal injection of aqueous suspensions and astronautics.
of lunar fine material, noting insolubility in p0278 A73-31375
tissue and irritant action Anthropotechnical investigation of an above-ground
p0203 A73-26484 indication and of an artificial horizon with
The radiobiological effects of heavy ions on preindication in connection with the manual
mammalian cells and bacteria. control of VTOL aircraft
p0398 A73-42182 p0282 A73-32044
Book on comparative physiology of thermoregulation A comparison of visual, auditory, and cutaneous
covering primitive and aquatic mammals, tracking displays when divided attention is
torpidity aspects, evolution and newborns required to a cross-adaptive loading task.
p0406 A73-42859 p0283 A73-32395
Primitive mammals phylogeny relationship to System engineering aspects of the man-machine
homeothermic abilities, discussing body interface.
temperature, thermoregulation, basal metabolism p0287 A73-33645
rates, hibernation, nychthemeral rhythms and Man machine systems for flight safety, studying
responses to heat and cold accidents, human factors in system design and
p0406 A73-42860 implementation of personnel
Aquatic and diving mammals in fresh water and p0303 A73-34078
marine environments, discussing aquatic thermal Self destructive behavior of aircraft pilot due to
conditions, body temperature distribution, stress accumulation, discussing man machine
thermoregulation, metabolic heat production, etc relationship, coping mechanisms, competence and
p0406 A73-42861 invulnerability myth
Torpor and hibernation physiology in mammals p0307 A73-34746
covering evolution, hypothermia, energy Sorcerer Apprentice head mounted display with wand
conservation, cell and organ adaptations, for interaction with computer generated
nervous and cardiovascular system changes, etc synthetic objects, describing creation of
p0406 A73-42862 illusory three dimensional environment
Receiver operating characteristics for underwater p0344 A73-37323
signal detection performance of sea lions Man-machine interface for controllers and end
CAD-746520] p0073 N73-13113 effectors.
Telemetry experiments with hibernating bear p0344 A73-37325
(NASA-CR-133926] p0418 N73-31000 Terminal pointer hand controller and other recent
MAN teleoperator controller concepts - Technology
U HUMAN BEINGS summary and application to earth orbital missions.
MAN MACHINE SISTEMS p0344 A73-37326
A method for aiding human operator performance in Evaluation of human operator visual performance
a noncompensatory tracking task. capability for teleoperator missions.
p0578 A73-10323 p0344 A73-37327
Variations of evoked potentials during various Design and evaluation of a backhoe model with a
mental stress situations master slave control.
p0047 A73-13825 p0352 A73-38085
The problem of human efficiency in automated Development of pilot-in-the-loop analysis.
control systems (AIAA PAPER 72-8981 p0408 A73-43110
p0079 A73-16410 Information seeking with multiple sources of
Technology for man 72; Proceedings of the conflicting and unreliable information.
Sixteenth Annual Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif., p0431 873-44778
October 17-19, 1972. Conference on manual control systems for human
p0081 A73-16701 operator modeling and display systems in man
Performance comparisons for joystick and track machine environments
ball optimized control configurations operating ENASA-SP-281] p0592 873-10104
in rate and position modes Human operator model for man machine control
p0081 A73-16706 behavior in biodynamic flight environment
Interactive aspects of man/learning system control p0597 N73-10105
teams. Nonlinear multiparameter control model for human
p0081 A73-16708 operator as vehicle controller
The employment of a spoken language computer p0597 N73-10106
applied to an air traffic control task. Manual control model structure for industrial
p0083 A73-16728 management of man machine systems
Studies in interactive communication. I - The p0598 N73-10115
effects of four communication modes on the Utilization of simplified man machine interface
behavior of teams during cooperative concept to manage and control complex space
problem-solving. system involving multiple redundant computers
p0093 A73-18241 that control multiple redundant systems - Vol. 1
Human factor role in flying personnel errors, [NASA-CR-1285761 p0603 N73-10145
noting man machine system performance and Evolution of man-machine-hybrid integration in
medical service engagement evolving social structure
p0094 A73-18258 rAMRU-B-68-31 p0608 N73-11069
German monograph - Work-physiological Capability of training human to control and/orinvestigations for the objectivization of the interact with complex electronic or mechanical
tracking behavior, the mental load, and its systems
psychopharmacological modulability. [AD-746179] p0612 N73-11101
p0122 A73-20388 Methods of evaluating electronic cockpit display
Determination of the optimal time of continuous devices, emphasizing control, psychology,
work for operators in man-machine systems physiology, and subjective rating
p0157 A73-22849 CDGLB-PAPER-72-971 p0074 N73-13118
Algorithm for spectrum decomposition during Engineering psychology for developing practical
continuous man-computer interaction, noting designs of man machine systemsGaussian distribution of spectral bands and [AD-748237] p0074 N73-13121linear approximation for background Optimization of work-rest cycles to ensure
p0159 873-22971 acceptably high human performance in man machineImplications of psychoanalytic factors for Air systems
Porce operations. [AD-7501761 p0103 N73-14107
A-202
SUBJECT INDEX MANIPOLATORS
Interaction of man machine systems [NBS-TN-7611 p0252 N73-21977
FJPRS-582901 p0178 N73-18136 MANEUVERS
Role of cosmonaut in spacecraft control NT ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
p0178 N73-18137 NT SPACECRAFT DOCKING
Interaction between man and electronic computer in The isolation of critical elements within selected
operational planning maneuvers during primary flight training.
p0178 N73-18138 p0083 A73-16727
Bibliography on human factors in man machine MANGANESE COMPOUNDS
interactions and systems design NT MANGANESE OXIDES
FAD-7528001 p0178 N73-18141 MANGANESE OXIDES
Human factors criteria for adaptive computer Hygienic importance and toxicity of manganese
aiding in man-machine control system oxides, and clinical medicine of chronic
[AD-7548351 p0222 N73-20147 manganese exposure
Pilot error analysis for airborne navigation (NASA-TT-F-150001 p0412 N73-30067
procedures MANIPULATORS
[AD-7542141 p0223 N73-20150 Operation of spacecraft in orbit with the aid of
Role of cosmonaut in man-spacecraft system, and remote-controlled manipulators - A joint project
psychological aspects in training cosmonauts as of ERNA, KYBERTRONIC, KLERA
operators [DGLR PAPER 72-098] p0584 A73-11659
[NASA-TT-F-7271 p0229 N73-21129 The mathematics of coordinated control of
Cybernetic integration of experiments into CVT prosthetic arms and manipulators.
system fASME PAPER 72-A/AUT-4] p0061 A73-15884
rNASA-CR-1241501 p0230 N73-21136 An anthropomorphic master-slave manipulator system.
Psychophysioloqical analysis of job performance p0344 A73-37316
for optimizing operator production in man The control of a manipulator by a computer model
machine systems of the cerebellum.
[NASA-TI-F-148881 p0232 N73-21150 p0344 A73-37333
Development and evaluation of free flying Design and evaluation of a backhoe model with a
teleoperators to include semiexoskeletal master master slave control.
control unit, joystick-analog unit, and three p0352 A73-38085
dimensional television system Experiments and simulations to determine effect of
p0261 N73-22925 compliance and force feedback on manipulator
Mathematical models for human performance in performance
manned spacecraft control [NASA-CR-128605] p0603 N73-10151
p0270 N73-23897 Vibration considerations in design of flexible
Computerized teleoperator applications in manned manipulators
aerospace systems [NASA-CR-1241891 p0221 N73-20138
p0270 N73-23904 Experiments in video camera positioning with
Computerized design of fighter aircraft cockpit regard to remote manipulators
electronic control system considering man [NASA-CR-124190] p0221 N73-20139
machine interaction Construction of remote controlled mechanical
p0270 N73-23905 manipulators using biodynamic principles
Revised edition of human engineering guide to rNASA-TT-F-14889] p0232 N73-21152
equipment design Long range objectives of design and control study
fAD-7583391 pC296 N73-24140 of remote manipulators
Design of manipulator mechanisms with manual, rNASA-CR-1241911 p0259 N73-22046
bioelectric, and automatic control systems Design of automatic controlled remote arm
(NASA-TT-F-143361 p0335 N73-26073 mechanism incorporating feedback information
Quantitative evaluations of adaptive physical (NASA-CR-2238] p0260 N73-22055
operator/manipulator control systems Development and evaluation of free flying
p0336 N73-26090 teleoperators to include semiexoskeletal master
Interaction concept for improving efficiency of control unit, joystick-analog unit, and three
man machine systems dimensional television system
[JPRS-591491 p0340 N73-27070 p0261 N73-22925
Adaptive modeling technique for synthesizing Design of manipulator mechanisms with manual,
controllers to provide corrective dynamics to bioelectric, and automatic control systems
operator mathematical model in closed loop [NASA-TT-F-143361 p0335 N73-26073
control system Conference on manipulator design considering basic
rNASA-CR-1322941 p0377 N73-29060 elements
Ergonomic research and design principles for p0335 N73-26074
automatic control and man machine systems Volumetric kinematic analysis on servomechanism of
[NASA-TT-F-7161 p0413 N73-30079 remote handling manipulator
Examination of man machine systems efficiency in p0335 N73-26075
relation to cost criteria Design requirements for remotely controlled
p0414 N73-30087 master-slave manipulators
Effect of human operator errors on reliability and p0335 N73-26076
effectiveness of his work Matrix method for analyzing kinematics of spatial
[AD-7649371 p0441 N73-32028 mechanisms for manipulators
MANAGEMENT p0335 N73-26077
NT DATA MANAGEMENT Remote control of underwater manipulator using
NT ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT cables and automatic servomechanics
NT INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT p0335 N73-26078
NT INFORMATION MANAGEMENT Structural design of computer controlled
NT PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT manipulator for remote handling
NT PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT p0335 N73-26079
NT RESEARCH MANAGEMENT Construction of reversible self synchronous
NT RESOURCES MANAGEMENT control system for manipulator
NT SAFETY MANAGEMENT p0335 N73-26080
NT SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT Systems engineering for design of two dimensional
NT WATER MANAGEMENT automatic manipulator control system using
MANAGEMENT PLANNING reversible follow-up
NT PRODUCTION PLANNING p0335 N73-26081
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS Remotely controlled manipulators with independent
Computer-based pupil/tracking monitoring system follow-up and force reproduction mechanisms
for Mesa Public Schools, Mesa Arizona p0336 N73-26082
p0191 N73-19985 Design analysis for reversible, self adaptive
Application of systems analysis techniques to manipulator control system
improve management controls within biomedical p0336 N73-26083
research programs
A-203
HANNED ORBITAL LABORATORIES SUBJECT INDEX
Error analysis on manipulator activation system [NASA-TT-F-7191 p0180 N73-19077
using reversible self adaptive control mechanism Cardiovascular and respiratory systems reactions
p0336 N73-26084 in cosmonauts during space flight
Design of electrohydraulic control system for p0180 N73-19079
underwater manipulator with position feedback Physiological research in support of manned space
p0336 N73-26085 flight
Magnetic couplings and magnetomechanical [NASA-CR-1287411 p0186 N73-19129
transmissions for airtight manipulator design Study to validate Non-Interference Performance
p0336 N73-26086 Assessment
Manipulator kinematics in selecting geometrical (NASA-CR-1288651 p0190 N73-19164
shapes of containers and chambers Research in space biology and medicine
p0336 N73-26087 (JPRS-586201 p0216 N73-20094
Bioelectric control system design for reversible Morphological composition ot peripheral blood of
slave mechanism manipulator using single muscle crew members of Soyuz-9 and Salyut-1
input p0217 N73-20104
p0336 N73-26088 Hicrodosimetric pattern of galactic heavy
Motor function modeling of human arm by primaries dissipation in tissues during space
manipulator using myoelectric control pulses flight
p0336 N73-26091 [NASA-CR-1314671 p0230 N73-21132
Screw calculus in kinematic and power analyses on Crew safety for in-flight spacecraft emergencies
spatial positions of manipulator link mechanisms rNASA-TT-F-149971 p0339 N73-27068
p0336 N73-26092 Development of design information for molecular
Identification of feasible and practical sieve sorbants regenerative C02-removal systems
applications of space teleoperator technology for manned spacecraft
for problems of handicapped fNASA-CR-22771 p0366 N73-27948
[NASA-CR-133357] p0367 N73-27949 Aerospace medicine and exobioloqy research in
Automation of computer controlled robot manipulators support of long term manned space flight
JPBS-59717] p0375 N73-29051 [JPRS-597021 p0371 N73-29021
MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORIES Effects of weightlessness and acceleration on
U.S. manned space flight food system development human body during space flight
experience assessment, covering Mercury, Gemini, p0371 N73-29022
Apollo and manned orbiting laboratory programs Physical monitoring and aftereffects of two manned
p0050 A73-14168 space flights
MANNED ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS (NASA-TT-F-150761 p0417 N73-30992
U ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS Steam reactor system for manned spacecraft waste
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT processing
NT APOLLO FLIGHTS (NASA-CR-1340481 p0440 N73-32021
NT APOLLO 11 PLIGHT Problems involved in achieving harmony in life and
NT APOLLO 12 FLIGHT work of small groups applied to prolonged space
NT APOLLO 14 FLIGHT flights
NT APOLLO 15 FLIGHT p0444 N73-33032
NT APOLLO 16 FLIGHT Light and carbon dioxide effects on algal life
NT APOLLO 17 FLIGHT support systems in space flight
U.S. manned space flight food system development rNASA-CR-1357961 p0445 N73-33039
experience assessment, covering Mercury, Gemini, BANNED SPACECRAFT
Apollo and manned orbiting laboratory programs NT MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORIES
p0050 A73-14168 NT ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS
Hibernation applications in manned space flight, NT SALYUT SPACE STATION
considering feasibility and advantages NT SOYUZ SPACECRAFT
p0050 A73-14170 NT SPACE SHUTTLES
Astronauts diurnal life cycle inversion during NT SPACE STATIONS
space flight missions, considering social Current status of models for the human operator as
factors and work-rest cycle effects a controller and decision maker in manned
p0208 A73-27715 aerospace systems.
Space flight exercise regimen proposals, exploring p0123 A73-20587
moving picture/electric muscle stimuli program Design and performance of prototype
as earth gravity simulator in weightlessness nitrogen/oxygen supply unit using
p0280 A73-31515 water/hydrazine electrolysis to provide cabin
Proton dosimeter design for distributed body organs. leakage makeup in manned spacecraft
p0424 A73-43389 rNASA-CR-128688] pU112 873-15159
Aerogenic microbial contamination of manned Cost estimating method for life support systems of
pressurized cabin atmosphere at reduced manned earth orbital programs
temperature and high humidity rNASA-CR-1243051 p0340 N73-27072
p0065 N73-12098 Human factors analysis of astronaut working
Physiological responses to environmental factors conditions in space vehicles
related to space flight (NASA-TT-F-7501 p0366 N73-27946
(NASA-CR-129518] p0066 873-12107 Decomposition of compounds adsorbed in charcoal of
Effects of prolonged weightlessness during space manned spacecraft breathing system
flight on human skeletal and hematopoietic systems [NASA-CR-1340131 p0415 N73-30092
(NASA-TT-F-730] p0107 N73-15116 MANOMETERS
Physiological factors in human oculomotor Telemetry of venous blood pressure at rest and at
responses to space flight stress muscle activity during running.
(DR-208-VOL-11 p0109 N73-15136 p0053 A73-14290
Evolution of neural messages in human adaptation MANPOWER
to prolonged zero gravity flight NT SCIENTISTS
p0111 N73-15154 Manpower requirements for aircraft maintenance
Indices of emotional stress in cosmonauts during operations of USAF
Voskhod 2 and Soyuz flights (AD-7600821 p0337 N73-26097
[JPRS-580391 p0148 N73-17104 MANUAL CONTROL
Habitability factors during long-term space and NT CONTROL STICKS
undersea missions in confined habitats NT VISUAL CONTROL
rNASA-CB-130537] p0151 N73-17123 A method for aiding human operator performance in
Physical and experimental data obtained by a noncompensatory tracking task.
artificial satellites for estimating p0578 A73-10323
extraterrestrial radiation hazard in manned Performance comparisons for joystick and track
space flight ball optimized control configurations operating
rNASA-TT-P-7241 p0173 N73-18098 in rate and position modesMedical and biological problems of manned space p0081 A73-16706
flight
A-204
SUBJECT INDEX NARROW
Need for within-trial feedback as a function of Phase margin measure for determining human
task similarity in adaptive training of manual operator control performance in multivariable
control, closed loop system
p0081 A73-16709 p0601 N73-10135
Heuristic response strategies and operator Serial segments method for measuring pilot manual
performance errors as function of practice in control remnant in vicinity of sine waves
cross coupled pursuit tracking control tasks p0601 N73-10136
p0117 A73-19548 Minimum quadratic cost optimal control technology
Anthropotechnical investigation of an above-ground for design of P-4C aircraft manual control system
indication and of an artificial horizon with p0601 N73-10137
preindication in connection with the manual Hypoxia stress effects on human operator
control of VTOL aircraft performance in unstable tracking task using
p0282 A73-32044 manual control
Positioning accuracy with binary selective and p060
2 N73-10138
fixed gain manual control systems, using finger Effect of concurrent audio tasks on human operator
stick control for operator performance tests compensatory tracking performance using manual
p0284 A73-32583 control system
A deterministic model of a well trained human p0602 N73-10139
operator performing compensatory tracking. Attention sharing effects on human operator
p032 6 A73-36844 performing simultaneously dynamic compensatory
Terminal pointer hand controller and other recent tracking control tasks
teleoperator controller concepts - Technology p0602 N73-10140
summary and application to earth orbital missions. Motion cue effects on pilot manual control
p0344 A73-37326 tracking task
Individual and simultaneous tracking of a step p0602 N73-10141
input by the horizontal saccadic eye movement Dynamic model for pilot manual control ability
and manual control systems. using aural compensatory tracking
p0392 A73-41735 p0602 N73-10142
Conference on manual control systems for human Computerized teleoperator manual control system
operator modeling and display systems in man for remote mechanical hand
machine environments p0602 N73-10143
fNASA-SP-2811 p0597 N73-10104 Workload effects on operator grip pressure and
Nonlinear multiparameter control model for human neuromuscular transmission in manual tracking
operator as vehicle controller task error
p0597 N73-10106 (AD-7572521 p0269 N73-23089
Input adaptive behavior model of human operator in Motor reaction model for hand motion in decision
pursuit tracking task making manual task
p0597 N73-10108 (AD-761518] p0370 N73-27973
Runway separation standards according to reaction MANUFACTURING
time of pilot manual control response to air Application of human engineering principles and
traffic controller communication techniques in the design of electronic
p0598 N73-10113 production equipment.
Manual control model structure for industrial p0246 A73-30497
management of man machine systems Industrial sterilization; Proceedings of the
p0598 N73-10115 International Symposium, Amsterdam, Netherlands,
Dynamic model for nonlinear simulation of human September 1972.
postural control system using sticks p0288 A73-33691
p0599 N73-10116 Design and fabrication of prototype particulate
Predictive display with continuous parameter regenerative filter with backflush for
tracking for quasi-linear model of human-pilot spacecraft fluid system
transfer function in closed loop system [NASA-CR-1155051 p0268 N73-23084
p0599 N73-10120 MAPPING
Optimal control model for predicting display NT THEMATIC HAPPING
requirements in pilot landing performance Double cross-validation of video cartographic
p0599 N73-10121 symbol location performance.
Improved pilot performance using simulated p0082 A73-16719
pictorial landing display with symbols MARINE BIOLOGI
p0599 N73-10122 Ultrasonic marine biotelemetry transmitter
Visual display format effects on pilot describing utilizing metal oxide semiconductor integrated
functions in manual tracking performance circuits
p0599 N73-10123 [AD-748605] p0074 873-13119
Magnetic data tapes containing measurements of Effect of sonic boom on fish and fish eggs during
pilot scanning behavior, control response and developmental stage
vehicle response during simulated instrument [FAA-BD-73-291] 0219 873-20121
landing approaches Marine biology literature compilation for
p0600 N73-10124 Caribbean Sea and adjacent regions
Effect of automatic landing system display on p0261 N73-23022
pilot information requirements Marine luminescence data for monitoring algal and
p0600 N73-10126 pollutant concentrations
Measurements of automobile driver response (NASA-CR-1145781 p0297 N73-25114
functions in simulated steering control task Seasonal plankton collections conducted during
with visual field display Tenth Antarctic Expedition
p0600 N73-10130 p0379 N73-29363
Driving speed in relation to interactions among MARINE ENVIROIMENTS
automobile driver, roadway variables, and Aquatic and diving mammals in fresh water and
vehicle control marine environments, discussing aquatic thermal
p0601 873-10131 conditions, body temperature distribution,
Double steering wheel forcing functions for thermoregulation, metabolic heat production, etc
estimating automobile driver manual control p0406 A73-42861
response Position reporting and communications systems of
p0601 N73-10132 aviation and marine rescue operations
Human physiological and psychological responses in (AD-7617561 p0369 N73-27967
long time exposure to simulated space station Solar radiation effects on photosynthesis of
atmosphere as observed by critical tracking task submerged aquatic plants
p0601 N73-10133 p0378 N73-29327
Optimal control model for predicting manual VTOL MARKING
pilot performance in longitudinal hovering tasks NT ISOTOPIC LABELING
p0601 N73-10134 MABRON
Stomach shielding effects on chromosomal
A-205
MARS (PLANET) SUBJECT INDEX
aberration frequency in guinea pig and rat MASKS
marrow cells after gamma radiation at doses of NT OXYGEN HASKS
50 to 200 r HASS FILTERS
p0213 N73-20074 U FLUID FILTERS
MARS (PLANET) MASS SPECTROMETERS
Biological effects of Viking Lander spacecraft Effect of acceleration on distribution of lung
engine fuel on extraterrestrial life during perfusion and on respiratory gas exchange.
landing on planet Mars p0381 A73-40274
rNASA-TM-X-27141 p0107 N73-15118 Design and performance of metabolic gas analyzer
Search for biological life forms on Mars and other using mass spectrometer and digital data printout
planets rNASA-CR-1288421 p0190 N73-19160
p0416 N73-30985 Cost analysis of mass spectrometers and gas
BARS ATMOSPHERE chromatographs for life support atmosphere
Microorganism survival in simulated Mars environment monitoring
p0185 N73-19116 (NASA-CR-1243061 p0341 N73-27076
MARS ENVIRONMENT MASS SPECTROMETRY
NT MARS ATMOSPHERE U MASS SPECTROSCOPY
Soil microbiological tests to evaluate Antarctica MASS SPECTROSCOPI
as Mars environment model for quarantine standards Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry for analyzing
p0396 A73-42162 fatty acid and sterol concentrations in plant
On the mechanism of adaptation of micro-organisms tissue samples
to conditions of extreme low humidity. rNASA-CR-1287401 p0186 173-19131
p0396 A73-42164 MASS TRANSPFEBB
On the multiplication of xerophilic Influence of nonideal flow conditions in
micro-organisms under simulated Martian haemodialysers on mass-transfer theories.
conditions. p0403 A73-42678
p0396 A73-42165 MATERIAL BALANCE
MARS LANDING NT WATER BALANCE
Thermal stress and mechanical shock effects on MATERIAL BREMOVAL (MACHINING)
release of bacterial spores from stainless steel U MACHINING
surfaces with application to Mars landing MATERIALS BANDLING
[NASA-CR-133868] p0416 N73-30987 NT PROPELLANT TRANSFER
MARBS PROBES NT REMOTE HANDLING
NT VIKING LANDER SPACECRAFT Technical and safety aspects of maintenance work
NT VIKING MARS PROGRAM on commercial aircraft wing fuel tanks,
NT VIKING ORBITER SPACECRAFT considering wing deformation effects and sealant
MARS SURFACE materials and reapplications
Quarantine necessity, protocol and effectiveness p0329 A73-36932
for Mars samples, emphasizing risks of foreign Russian book on rocket weapon systems safety
replicating agent introduction to earth biosphere handling covering HF electromagnetic, noise and
p0056 A73-14321 vibration effects, ionizing radiation, fire, etc
Chemical evolution before life deduced from p0393 A73-41874
carbonaceous meteorites composition, noting Application of pneumatically controlled prosthetic
porphyrins, optically active substances and arm to industrial handling problems
isoprenoid hydrocarbons rNASA-TT-F-146281 p0073 N73-13115
p0243 A73-30130 Stabilization methods in collecting and shipping
Extraterrestrial life detection from imaging of human sera for chemical analyses
observations on lunar samples and meteorites, p0143 N73-17053discussing application to Mars surface Microbiological inspections of NASA food handling
p0312 A73-35804 facilities
Organic geochemical analysis of lunar samples with [NASA-TM-X-647341 p0220 N73-20127
emphasis on detecting biologically significant MATERIALS RECOVERY
orqanoqenic elements, projecting techniques to NT WATER RECLAMATION
Mars soil analysis MATHEMATICAL LOGIC
p0396 A73-42163 NT ALGORITHMS
Procedure for assaying enzyme activity in soils NT BOOLEAN ALGEBRA
and application to presumptive life tests in NT THRESHOLD LOGIC
Martian soil Algebraic nature of thought formation structures[NASA-CR-1283991 p0591 N73-10059 p0431 A73-44905
HARTIN MILITARY AIRCRAFT MATHEMATICAL MODELS
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT NT ANALOG SIMULATION
MASKING NT DIGITAL SIMULATION
Effects of signal duration and masker duration on Isovolumic contraction dynamics in man according
detectability under diotic and dichotic to two different ,muscle models.
listening conditions. p0576 A73-10158
p0578 A73-10436 A continuum analysis of a two-dimensional
Cat optic tract and geniculate unit responses mechanical model of the lung parenchyma.
corresponding to human visual masking effects. p0577 A73-10168
p0586 A73-12161 Bronchial tree model simulation of
Orientation illusion and masking in central and pressure-flow-volume relationships during
peripheral vision. expiration, using gas physics and lung
p0041 A73-12999 physiology and anatomy data
Backward masking and enhancement of multiseqmented p0577 A73-10169
visual targets. Axiomatic formulation of a mathematical model for
p0193 A73-25133 visual adaptation
Colour selectivity in orientation masking and p0579 A73-10655
aftereffect. Formalization of certain functional aspects of the
p0200 A73-26196 external respiration system
Apparent contraction and disappearance of moving p0580 A73-10657
objects in the peripheral visual field. Mathematical description of certain properties of
p0200 A73-26198 human sensitivity to vibration
Interaction between contours in visual masking p0580 A73-10659
p0345 A73-37395 Reduced dimensionality for minimization of degreesEffect of eye movements on backward masking and of freedom of skeletal activity models forperceived location. anthropomorphic locomotion system synthesis
p0388 A73-41184 p0581 A73-11052Masking phenomenon for measuring state of fatigue Computation of solutions to the inverse problem of
and stress of nervous system electrocardiography.
rAD-7529751 p0300 N73-25129 p0582 A73-11465
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SUBJECT INDEX NATBEMATICAL MODELS CONTD
Two stage mathematical model of brightness p0282 A73-32225
perception operation for stimuli having Microorganism heat sterilization process design
luminance field with asymmetric discontinuity and control based on logarithmic thermal
p0585 A73-12078 destruction and Bigelow temperature coefficient
Mathematical model for spectral distribution models, determining lethality by statistical
function of brain waves, noting analogy with RC procedure
oscillator p0288 A73-33695
p0588 A73-12557 Applications of a model of the human visual system
Human body mathematical model described by to pattern recognition problems.
kinematic and dynamic equations of loined rigid p0309 A73-35242
bodies for investigation of self-controlled A model of psychological annoyance of noise.
movements in specified goal attainment p0311 A73-35627
p0058 A73-15207 Cardiorespiratory transients in exercising man. I
Status and prospects of EEG spectral analysis. - Tests of superposition. II - Linear models.
p0058 A73-15278 p0324 A73-36656
Information theory mathematical models applied to A deterministic model of a well trained human
different visual function activity phases, operator performing compensatory tracking.
covering Shannon and Fisher probability models, p0326 A73-36844
Shreider semantic theory and Kolmoqorov algorithm Modeling the human in a time-varying anti-aircraft
p0060 A73-15784 tracking loop.
Mathematical models for distance perception of p0352 A73-38071
earth surface features observed from ascending Probabilistic statistical methods for analysis of
vehicle, considerinq convergence, accommodation impulse flows in nerves
and monocular parallax mechanisms p0354 A73-39002
p0060 A73-15785 A mathematical model of the peripheral pain
Mathematical description of some visual inertia signalization mechanism
effects p0354 A73-39003
p0060 A73-15786 Mathematical analysis of the operation of
Axiomatic mathematical model for human visual edge regulatory mechanisms of the spinal cord
contrast based on additivity, one-dimensionality p0354 A73-39005
and contrast continuity parameters Continual mechanochemical model of muscular tissue
p0060 A73-15788 p0381 A73-40182
Some modeling problems of loudness transformations Visually perceived motion in depth resulting from
by the auditory system proximal changes. I, II.
p0060 A73-15790 p0388 A73-41186
Mathematical and physical models of human long and Mathematics of interaction between blood and
short term memory, considering information electromagnetic fields.
processing and memorization at lower visual p0392 A73-41788
perception levels Mathematical model of human pitch perception based
p0061 A73-15793 on acoustic stimulus Fourier transformation by
Angular velocity magnitude conversion into sense organ into peripheral neural activity
visually perceived apparent velocity, using pattern recognition
psychophysical mathematical model based on p0393 A73-41816
axisymmetric annular visual field perception Safety margins in the implementation of planetary.
p0061 A73-15796 quarantine requirements.
Stochastic model application to divergence of p0395 A73-42161
horse-pig lineage from common ancestor in terms Mathematical model of collateral blood vessels
of hemoglobin and fibrinopeptides alpha and beta caliber changes due to hydrodynamic drag /shear
chains stress/ effects on vascular endothelium
p0116 A73-19218 p0408 A73-43105
Search of optimal biological conservation multidimensional scaling methods and data
conditions for a heart, using methods of visualization /Reviev/
mathematical experiment planning p0425 A73-43578
p0117 A73-19648 Electrical field distribution in the human body.
A mathematical model to assess changes in the p0427 A73-44216
baroreceptor reflex. A method for the approximation of processes in
p012 6 A73-21475 homogeneous biological structures
A model for the elastic properties of the lung and p0428 A73-44663
their effect on expiratory flow. Mathematical model for physical space
p0126 A73-21502 transformation into subjective field metric.for
Effects of experimental conditions on parameter monocular vision
estimated when using the Hill model p0432 A73-44906
p0153 A73-21872 A mathematical model for controlled image contour
Russian book on mathematical models of biological sharpness enhancement
systems covering bioqeocenosis, optimal crop, p0432 A73-44907
chemostat cultivation, predator-victim society, Neural model as pulse interval processor
trophic control, and life support systems 1AD-746007] p0606 N73-10169
p0154 A73-22347 Mathematical model for in vivo study of glucose
Water-salt homeostasis mathematical model, solving homeostasis in humans
equations with analog and digital computers [NASA-CR-129171] p0606 N73-11056
p0166 A73-23941 Mathematical models for studying vestibular
Analysis of swimming motions, adaptation to stimuli in humans
p0194 A73-25184 [AMBU-R-70-11 p0607 N73-11062
Probability summation model for heterochromatic Development of mathematical model for slow phase
luminance additivity failure at absolute visual rotational nystaqgmus induced by head movements
threshold. [AHRU-R-71-31 p0607 N73-11065
p0235 A73-28099 Analysis of arterial hypoxemia caused by pulmonary
Psychoacoustic theory of signal detectability malfunctions and regulation of oxygen during
based on mathematical input-output mapping model exercise and rest
and memory role in human auditory system rAD-7469791 p0071 N73-13092
p0243 A73-30278 Human operator model performance in tracking high
Binaural signal detection - Equalization and performance aircraft
cancellation theory. (AD-746725] P0072 N73-13101
p0244 A73-30284 Mathematical models for deriving loudness function
Calculation of temperature distribution in the from physical evidence without human judgment
human body. (NASA-TN-D-72971 p0293 N73-24121
p0281 A73-31999 Adaptive modeling technique for synthesizing
Simulation of a steady-state integrated human controllers to provide corrective dynamics to
thermal system. operator mathematical model in closed loop
A-207
MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS SUBJECT INDEX
control system NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
FNASA-CR-1322941 p0377 N73-29060 NT RESPIROMETERS
Ergonomic control system information models NT RHEOMETERS
p0414 N73-30082 NT SCINTILLATION COUNTERS
Kalman filter estimation of aircraft pilot NT SPECTROMETERS
performance NT SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
(AD-7646941 p0441 N73-32026 NT STRAIN GAGES
Mathematical model and digital computer simulation NT TACHOMETERS
of cardiovascular control system response to NT TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
erqometer exercise NT THERMOMETERS
p0446 N73-33049 NT VARIOMETERS
Mathematical models and physiological mechanisms NT VISCOMETERS
of goal-directed behavior Electronic instruments for continuous
fJPRS-600911 p0447 N73-33053 cardiovascular systems measurements
Theory of systems for effective behavior predictions (NASA-TT-F-14492] p0604 N73-10154
p0447 N73-33054 Automatic device for measuring human metabolic
Approach to construction of formal model of behavior oxygen rate and breathing dynamics
p0447 N73-33055 [NASA-CASE-MES-21415-11 p0112 N73-15156
One class of adaptive systems and results of Instrumentation and techniques for determining
computer modeling of their self instruction effects of gravitational and inertial forces on
p0447 N73-33056 cardiovascular and respiratory dynamics
Expedient functioning of automata with normal and (NASA-CR-133212] p0298 N73-25119
disturbed behavior in experiments on Measurement of control mechanism of
reinforcement selection accommodation-verqence eye movement system in
p0447 N73-33057 human eyes using electro-optical measuring
Principles of construction for class of models of instrument
intelligent behavior p0411 N73-30062
p0448 N73-33059 MECHANICAL DEVICES
Experimental evaluation of model of motor behavior Automatic inoculating device for agar trays using
p0448 N73-33060 cotton swab or loop
Model of organization of goal-directed behavior (NASA-CASE-LAR-11074-1] p0141 N73-16096
p0448 N73-33061 Pneumatic foot pedal operated fluidic exercising
MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS device
U STATISTICAL ANALYSIS (NASA-CASE-MSC-11561-1] p0439 N73-32014
MATRICES (HATHEMATICS) MECHANICAL DRIVES
NT EIGENVECTORS Magnetic couplings and magnetomechanical
MATRIX METHODS transmissions for airtight manipulator design
Matrix methods for dynamic modeling of human p0336 N73-26086
operator performance using Liapunov functions MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE
p0598 N73-10111 A model to predict the mechanical impedance of the
Matrix method for analyzing kinematics of spatial sitting primate during sinusoidal vibration.
mechanisms for manipulators CASME PAPER 73-DET-78] p0395 A73-42073
p0335 N73-26077 Acceleration effects on mechanical impedance of
MATRIX STRESS CALCULATION human body in supine position
U MATRIX METHODS p0368 N73-27963
MATURE VEGETATION MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT
U VEGETATION NT DISPLACEMENT HEASUREMENT
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT NT FLOW MEASUREMENT
NT F-4 AIRCRAFT NT PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
MCDONNELL MILITARY AIRCRAFT NT STRESS MEASUREMENT
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT NT VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION NT VIBRATION MEASUREMENT
A simplified method of calculating thermodilution Angular measurements of foot motion for
curves application to the design of foot-pedals.
pC276 A73-31168 p0580 A73-10773
MEASURE THEORY Telemetry methods for maximum static muscle
U MEASURE AND INTEGRATION strength measurements, considering dynamic force
MEASURING APPARATUS measurement possibilities
U MEASURING INSTRUBENTS p0054 A73-14296
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS BECHANICAL PROPERTIES
NT ACCELEROMETERS NT COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
NI ACTINOMETERS NT ELASTIC PROPERTIES
NT ALTIMETERS NT MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
NT ANALYZERS NT PLASTIC PROPERTIES
NT APPROACH INDICATORS NT SHEAR PROPERTIES
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS NT STRESS RELAXATION
NT CALORIMETERS NT THERMAL RESISTANCE
NT DENSITOMETERS NT VISCOELASTICITY
NT DOSIMETERS Some biomechanical properties of the pelvic girdle
NT ELECTROMETERS of man
NT ERGOMETERS p0045 A73-13
7 4
3
NT FLIGHT RECORDERS MECHANICAL SHOCK
NT FLOWMETERS Biodynamic applications regarding isolation of
NT HOT-FILM ANENOMETERS humans from shock and vibration.
NT INDICATING INSTRUMENTS p0406 A73-4
2 92 6
NT INFRARED DETECTORS Thermal stress and mechanical shock effects on
NT MAGNETOMETERS release of bacterial spores from stainless steel
NT MANOMETERS surfaces with application to Mars landing
NT MASS SPECTROMETERS fNASA-CR-133868] p0416 N73-3 0 9 8 7
NT MECHANOGRAMS BECHANOGRAMS
NT OCULOMETERS Muscular activity control mechanism interactions
NT OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS in vertical posture maintenance from
NT OSCILLCGEAPHS stabilogram, mechanogram and electromyogram data
NT OSMOMETERS p0585 A73-12119
NT POSITION INDICATORS MECHANORECEPTORS
NT PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS Absence of appreciable cardiovascular and
NT RADIATION COUNTERS respiratory responses to muscle vibration.
NT RADIATION DETECTORS p0049 A73-14119
NT RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
A-208
SUBJECT INDEX MEDICAL PERSONNEL
Reflex bradycardia elicited from left ventricular A multiplex cathode-ray-tube display with digital
receptors during acute severe hypoxia in cats. readout for a body plethysmoqraph.
p0159 A73-23244 p0402 A73-42666
The role of carotid sinuses in the regulation of Circuit diagram of amplifier-filter for analysis
hemodynamics during motor activity of impulse activity of baroreceptor aortic
p0276 A73-31161 afferent nerves in rabbits
Circulatory reflexes from mechanoreceptors in the p0403 A73-42681
cardio-aortic area. Signal processing in medical technology
p0384 A73-40637 p0424 A73-43317
Measurements of arterial pressure and of Two channel transistor amplifier design with
pressoreceptor reactions during prolonged negative capacitance correction for
pressure shifts in carotid arteries microelectrode applications
p0429 A73-44720 p0430 A73-44723
MEDIA Design and development of biomedical prosthetic
NT ANISOTROPIC MEDIA and electronic devices
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS (NASA-CR-130022] p0140 N73-16093
Prolonged control of cardiac bioelectrical Initial systole and dicrotic notch detecting
activity in man in ground experiments and during circuitry for monitoring arterial pressure pulse
spaceflight [NASA-CASE-LEW-11581-1] p0178 N73-18139
p0088 A73-17694 Development of electrocardiogram protection
Modulated light transmission for electrical circuits to prevent accidental electrocution and
isolation in a multichannel physiological digital cardiotachometer system to display heart
monitoring system, rate
p0117 A73-19482 p0261 N73-22924
Method for measuring the contractions of small MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
hearts in organ culture. NT ARTIFICIAL EARS
p0125 173-21218 NT ARTIFICIAL HEART VALVES
Rapid eye movement analyzer. NT CARDIOTACHOMETERS
p0156 A73-22697 NT MECHANOGRAMS
Modification and updating of the bioelectric DS2C NT PROSTHETIC DEVICES
amplifier for a FET input. NT RESPIRATORS
p0159 A73-22936 NT STETHOSCOPES
Miniature single channel narrow-band differential NT SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
pulse width modulation-FM crystal controlled Influence of the packing and of certain conditions
transmitter for biomedical telemetry system of usage on the medications in portable
p0162 A73-23381 emergency medicine stores
Electromagnetic 60 Hz interference in ECG p0209 A73-27720
recordings, discussing sources, identifying Use of space technology to solve medical problems
tests, elimination and ECG amplifier design and improve medical equipment
p0163 A73-23648 p0075 N73-13848
An IC piezoresistive pressure sensor for Biophysical mechanisms of noninvasive measurementbiomedical instrumentation. of CVP in man
p0163 A73-23649 [NASA-CR-1303481 p0133 N73-16039
An electrocardiograph amplifier which satisfies Management of NASA employee health problems by
the stringent requirements of long-term automated medical system
monitoring of cardiac activity p0146 N73-17079
p0166 A73-23849 Utilization of aerospace technology in biomedical
Digital temperature-measuring device for medical field - Southwest Research Institute report for
applications Jan. 1973
p0236 A73-28338 [NASA-CR-1309841 p0173 N73-18097
Multi-information recording and reproduction in Design of hemoglobin tester, flow ventilation
the ultrasono-cardio-tomoqraphy. systems, blood viscometer, isotope handling
p0239 173-28581 equipment, and blood pressure measuring device
Decatron indicator for a micromanipulator FNASA-TM-X-66214] p0231 N73-21139
controlled by a stepping motor Design of anesthetic flow valve canister system
p0250 A73-30850 for exhaust gas absorption and laminar
Procedure for recording the rate of pressure ventilation system for operating rooms
changes in heart cavities p0231 N73-21141
p0276 A73-31167 Multichannel medical monitoring system to measure
Technique for measuring the vessel blood pressure physiological parameters from display device atin long continued experiments remote control station
p0279 173-31394 fNASA-CASE-MSC-14180-1] p0259 N73-22045
Russian book - Methods of studying eye movements. Development of electrocardiogram protection
p0283 173-32417 circuits to prevent accidental electrocution and
Automatic recognition of electrocardiographic digital cardiotachometer system to display heart
patterns rate
p0308 A73-34964 p0261 N73-22924
Book - Biomedical instrumentation and measurements. Equipment for implanting electrodes in subcortical
p0312 A73-35860 structures of cat brain
Anqiotensiotonoqraphy using an air plethysmograph [NASA-TT-F-15001] p0366 N73-27947
p0322 A73-36575 Tilting table for testing human body in variety ofThe effects of the Westinghouse active positions while exercising on ergometer or other
magnetometer /WD-4/ on implanted cardiac biomedical devices
Pacemakers. (NASA-CASE-MFS-21010-1] p04 13 N73-30078
p0330 A73-36936 NASA bioinstrumentation list for public utilizationA universal preamplifier for bioelectric signals (NASA-SP-5958(01)] p0438 N73-32007
p0383 A73-40345 Automatic device for assaying urine on bacterial
Electrofluoroplanigraphy for human body layer adenosine triphosphate content
single-plane sections synchronization, using I [NASA-CASE-GSC-11169-2] p0438 N73-32011
ray tomography and TV imaging followed by MEDICAL PERSONNEL
roentqenogram electronic summation NT FLIGHT SURGEONS
p0389 A73-41216 Incidence and severity of altitude decompression
Signal/noise ratio in the recording of human sickness in Navy hospital corpsmen.
nerve-action potentials. p0238 173-28511
p0399 173-42372 Medical examinations and protection procedures for
Shaping device for frequency analysis of NASA employees working in radiologically
electrical processes in peripheral neural stems controlled areas
and ganglia p0143 N73-17050p0402 A73-42664
A-209
MEDICAL PHENOMENA SUBJECT INDEX
Clinical medicine and human factors engineering Precoronary care and sudden death prevention due
functions conducted during Tenth Soviet to coronary disease in industrial workers
Antarctic Expedition p0146 N73-17084
p0379 N73-29347 Automated medical record system for identifying
MEDICAL PHENOMENA and managing medical problems for Navy
Experimental research in underwater medicine, p0147 N73-17087
flight stress, and pilot selection Medical services of operating environmental health
IDLR-EB-73-151 p0367 N73-27951 program for industrial workers
MEDICAL SCIENCE p0147 N73-17093
NT DENTISTRY Clinical medicine and human factors engineering
NT DERMATOLOGY functions conducted during Tenth Soviet
NT EPIDEMIOLOGY Antarctic Expedition
NT GYNECOLOGY p0379 N73-29347
NT HISTOLOGY Analysis of physiological effects of diet on
NT IMMUNOLOGY personnel of Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition
NT NEUROLOGY p0379 N73-29358
NT NEUROPSYCHIATRY MEDICINE
NT PATHOLOGY Sports medicine - parameters necessary for
NT PSYCHIATRY maintaining competitive form
NT RADIATION MEDICINE p0227 N73-21114
NT RADIOBIOLOGY MEETINGS
NT RADIOLOGY U CONFERENCES
NT SYMPTOMOLOGY MELANIN
Predicting coronary heart disease. Binding of Melatonin to human and rat plasma
p0244 A73-30351 proteins.
Research and development in Army aviation medical p0170 A73-24657
science and problems MEMBRANE ANALOGY
rAD-7494561 p0108 N73-15129 U MEMBRANE STRUCTURES
Applications of aerospace technology in biology MEMBRANE STRUCTURES
and medicine Progress in the development of the reverse osmosis
(NASA-CR-1332261 p0334 N73-26067 process for spacecraft wash water recovery.
Application of aerospace medicine research in p0584 A73-11993
science and technology MEMBRANE THEORY
[JPRS-598031 p0374 N73-29040 U MEMBRANE STRUCTURES
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory handbook on MEMBRANES
medical monitoring and treatment of NT ION EXCHANGE MEMBRANE ELECTROLYTES
environmental stresses NT MEMBRANE STRUCTURES
[AD-7608131 p0377 N73-29061 NT PLEURAE
Medical analysis of vitamin balance among A study of basilar membrane vibrations. I -
personnel of Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition Fuzziness-detection: A new method for the
to show effects on health and acclimatization analysis of microvibrations with laser light.
ability p0581 A73-10973
p0379 N73-29357 Protein-lipid films as prototypes of biological
Medical evaluation of pilots using onboard flight membranes.
recorders p0091 A73-17949
p0416 N73-30986 Synthesis of reverse osmosis membranes by plasma
MEDICAL SERVICES polymerization of allylamine.
Military contributions to aviation medicine. p0115 A73-19169
fAIAA PAPER 73-681 p0086 A73-17636 Spin-labeling studies on the membrane of a
Human factor role in flying personnel errors, facultative thermophilic bacillus.
noting man machine system performance and p0119 A73-20027
medical service engagement Investigation of the infrastructural organization
p0094 A73-18258 of interdisk spaces and photoreceptor membranes
Medical diagnosis of pilot performance of the retina in vertebrates during aldehyde
disturbances from viewpoint of flight surgeon fixations, delipidization, and pronase treatment
responsibilities p0168 A73-24458
p0277 A73-31171 Cell membrane molecular structure and lipid
Space technology for developing ground based composition, discussing phospholipid role in
integrated medical laboratory membrane potential maintenance in myocardial cells
p0075 N73-13851 p0197 A73-25591
Conterence on occupational medicine support in Cardiac membrane capacitance physiological
NASA programs to prevent health and emotional properties and measurements in Purkinje fibers,
problems in personnel ventricular and atrial muscles and heart tissues
fNASA-TM-X-690721 p0142 N73-17048 p0197 A73-25596
Occupational medicine procedures for personnel in The ultrastructural organization of the
lunar receiving laboratory for Apollo 11 crew photoreceptor membranes and the intradisc spaces
members of the vertebrate retina as revealed by various
p0143 N73-17049 experimental treatments.
Multiphase health screening and medical history p0204 A73-26717
questionnaire for preventive/occupational Influence of ribonuclease on changes in the
physical examinations membrane potential of muscle fibers evoked by
p0143 N73-17052 stimulation of the sympathetic nerve
Automated medical history questionnaire for p0276 A73-311
66
screening industrial personnel and scheduling Evaluation of 165 deq F reverse osmosis modules
physical examinations for washwater purification.
p0144 N73-17060 [ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-21 p0349 A73-3
7964
Routine proctosigmoidoscopic examinations of Development of sulfonated polyphenylene oxide
asymptotic NASA personnel for cancer prevention membranes for the reverse osmosis purification
p0144 N73-17061 of wash water at sterilization temperatures /165
Industrial health measures and environmental F/.
control to insure worker productivity (ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-161 p0350 A73-3 7973
p0146 N73-17077 NS-1 membranes - Potentially effective new
Conference on occupational and environmental membranes for treatment of washwater in space
medical services provided to NASA employees cabins.
[NASA-TM-X-690741 p0146 N73-17078 [ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-191 p0350 A73-37 975
Influence of repeated test and dietary counseling Starch hydrqlysis in man - An intraluminal process.
on hypercholesterolemia ccntrol in NASA employees not requiring membrane digestion.
p0146 N73-17081 p0361 A73-3
9789
A-210
SUBJECT INDEX RENTAL PERFORBAICB
Photosynthetic energy conversion in membranes, An evaluation of sinus arrhythmia as a measure of
tissues, and reaction centers of bacteria and mental load.
viruses p0082 173-16718
rC00-3162-91 p0070 N73-13091 Psychological and physiological components of
MERORT biorhythm cycles governing periodic variations
A model of a memory device based on neuron-like in physical, emotional and intellectual
elements which realizes the holographic performance
principles of data recording and readout p0082 A73-16720
p0061 A73-15792 Statistical correlation between human mental
Mathematical and physical models of human long and activity and EEG beta rhythm wave energy and
short term memory, considering information frequency characteristics
processing and memorization at lower visual p0092 A73-18159
perception levels Effect of ethimizol on short term memory and
p0061 A73-15793 mental working capacity
Human memory model with associative linkage p0092 A73-18160
between neuronal network information elements German monograph - Work-physiological
p0061 A73-15797 investigations for the objectivization of the
Low body temperature effects on learned behavior tracking behavior, the mental load, and its
retention under hibernation conditions in psychopharmacological modulability.
squirrels p0122 A73-20388
p0078 A73-16324 Diurnal psychic working capacity dynamics under
Effect of ethimizol on short term memory and conditions of continuous 72-hr wakefulness
mental working capacity p0124 A73-20989
p0092 A73-18160 Cerebral localization of speech, discussing
Rapid eye movement state beneficial effects on cortical lesions, aphasia and mental activity
memory refuted in favor of delta wave slumber, correlation theories
emphasizing stage 4 sleep p012
6 
A73-21425
p0093 A73-18225 Drive and performance modification following
A method for the investigation of interpolated multiple /light-light/ shifts in the photoperiod.
information and time effects in short term p0154 A73-22528
retention. Correlation analysis of the bioelectrical activity
p0096 A73-18475 of the brain during mental work
Hippocampus contribution to conditioned reflexes, p0163 A73-23678
memory, voluntary motions, orientation and Experimental study of emotional stress in operators
emotional reactions, noting theta rhythm in p0193 A73-25038
stimuli response Ergonomic endurance limits, physiological strains
p0166 A73-24326 and fatigue assessment in video coding
Memory process in terms of cortex-subcortex information task performance as function of work
interrelation, brain lability level and shift time length
biopotential trace processes p0198 A73-25649
p0194 A73-25198 Forced guidance and distribution of practice in
Useful future action models of instrumental sequential information processing.
reflexes and voluntary actions based on memory p0201 A73-26319
role in engram storage of received stimuli Adaptation-level and theory of signal detection -
p0194 A73-25199 An examination and integration of two judgment
Retention of information in the iconic visual models for voluntary stimulus generalization.
memory during recognition of images of varying p0204 A73-26749
complexity Effect of mild acute hypoxia on a decision-making
p0199 A73-26084 task.
Emotional stimulation traces in the spectra of EEG p0247 A73-30514
and cutaneo-qalvanic reaction of man under Psychological factors influencing the relationship
normal conditions and in the case of memory between cardiac arrhythmia and mental load.
impairment p0250 A73-30877
p0206 A73-27106 Mental load and the measurement of heart rate
Visual pattern matching - An investigation of some variability.
effects of decision task, auditory codability, p0250 A73-30881
and spatial correspondence. The effects of core temperature elevation and
p0239 A73-29123 thermal sensation on performance.
Memory fixation during sleep, discussing EEG, EOG, p0283 A73-32396
EG and ECG recordings for differences between Circadian rhythms in human mental performance from
light and paradoxal sleep waking day, round of clock and simulated
p0280 A73-31749 shiftwork studies
Reinforcement of unconscious traces of stimuli in p0286 A73-33156
the human being during ontogenesis Intellectual performance during prolonged exposure
p0343 A73-37251 to noise and mild hypoxia.
Two components and two stages in search p0325 A73-36783
performance - A case study in visual search. Aircrew workload during the approach and landing.
p0435 A73-45339 p0351 A73-38005
ENSTRUATION Amplitude variations of acoustically evoked
Effects of flying and of time changes on menstrual potentials as a function of signal information
cycle length and on performance in airline and fatigue due to stress
stewardesses. p0352 A73-38161
p0238 A73-28509 Continuous radio telemetric recording of pulse
BZETAL HEALTH rate in radar controllers while on duty
Information yield of the Annual Hedical p0356 A73-39208
Examination for Flying. Role of associations in the formation of evoked
p0356 A73-39110 potentials from the human cerebral cortex
Rental health services for emotional counselling p0362 A73-39798
in NASA facilities to insure maximum human Physiological and operational state of a group of
performance aeroplane pilots under the conditions of
p0144 N73-17062 stressing tracking tests.
Conference on preventive medical and environmental p0387 A73-41157
control measures for NASA and aviation industry Visual search, complex backgrounds, mental
personnel management counters, and eye movements.
(NASA-TM--690731 p0144 N73-17064 p0388 173-41185
MENTAL PEBPOBRANCE Keeping track of sequential events - Implications
Intellectual ability and performance on a for the design of displays.
non-verbal problem-solving task. p0423 A73-43215
p0044 A73-13553
A-211
MENTAL STRESS SUBJECT INDEX
The effect of anxiety control on the level of NT CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM
information processing NT CATABOLISM
p0425 A73-43848 NT ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM
Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on the higher NT ENZYME ACTIVITY
nervous activity of humans NT FERMENTATION
p0428 A73-44668 NT HORMONE METABOLISMS
Algebraic nature of thought formation structures NT HYPOGLYCEMIA
p0431 A73-44905 NT LIPID METABOLISM
Annotated bibliography on reaction times in MT NITROGEN METABOLISM
selected human information processing tasks NT OXYGEN METABOLISM
fAD-7454161 p0596 N73-10095 NT PBOSPHORUS METABOLISM
Frequency discriminator for on-line measurements NT PROTEIN METABOLISM
of entrainment and synchronization in EEG Current views on the mechanism of the
signals as related to human alertness quantum-induced liberation of a mediator from
rNASA-CR-1291731 p0611 M73-11091 the motor nerve endings of a skeletal muscle
Effect of mood on human performance, possibility p0581 A73-11023
of using skin analyzer for communication, and Effects of endotoxin on monoamine metabolism in
effect of prolonged exposure to depths of 160 m the rat.
on mental functioning p0582 A73-11100
rJPRS-575411 p0068 N73-13072 Chemical evolution under the bion hypothesis.
Mental functions of aquanauts during and after p0055 A73-14316
exposure to depths up to 160 m Muscle metabolites with exhaustive static exercise
p0068 N73-13073 of different duration.
Physiological and mental performance effects of p0078 A73-16247
underwater work on humans Body thermotopography andsome metabolic process
FAD-7477011 p0072 73-13107 characteristics in scuba divers under various
Feasibility of saliva analysis for measuring underwater exposure conditions
.mental stress.in man p0084 A73-16734
FAD-7476711 p0073 N73-13111 Effect of high-fat diet on thermal acclimation
Differences in speed of mentally processing with special reference to thyroid activity.
displays containing information about right and p0084 A73-16800
left Modelling of structure and functional unity on
rAD-7597231 p0334 N73-26070 coacervate systems.
Pilot selection by means of concentration stress p0091 A73-17950
test Hypoxia, an adjunct in helium-cold hypothermia -
p0368 N73-27957 Sparing effect on hepatic and cardiac metabolites.
MENTAL STRESS p0120 A73-20169
U STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY) Effect of accelerations on the thiamine-S/35/
HERCAPTAN distribution in the organism of white mice
U THIOLS p0123 A73-20977
HERCAPTO COMPOUNDS Effect of the administration of free amino acids
U THIOLS and metabolic cofactors on the distribution of
MERCORY COMPOUNDS regional biogenic amine contents in the brain
The effects of mercury compounds on the growth and and blood of animals
orientation of cucumber seedlings. p0157 A73-22864
p0206 A73-27274 Predicting heart rate response to work,
METABOLIC WASTES environment, and clothing.
NT FECES p0158 A73-22931
NT HUMAN WASTES Intermittent exercise - Metabolites, oxygen
NT URINE pressure, and acid-base equilibrium in the blood.
Effect of a 30-day stay in a medium with increased p0158 A73-22933
oxygen content on the discharge of some g.aseous Frog retinal metabolism in photoreceptors during
bioactivity products in rats dark and light adaptation, using EEG,
p0086 A73-17676 radiospirometry, oxygen uptake polarography and
Gas-chromatoqraphy investigation of volatile pyridine spectrophotometric assay
metabolites in man on reduced food rations and p0162 A73-23319
during starvation Binding of Melatonin to human and rat plasma
p0088 A73-17690 proteins.
Physiological time zone entrainment and stressor p0170 A73-24657
effects during prolonged C-141 transmeridian Vitamin metabolism alteration under increased
flights, using endocrine-metabolic indices in atmospheric pressure
urine specimens p0193 A73-25036
p0235 A73-28283 Chemical volatilization as a technique for the
Influence of hypoxia on the release of certain detection of extraterrestrial biopolymers and
gaseous wastes in white rats possible metabolic products.
p0304 A73-34228 p0202 A73-26479
Zero-gravity and ground testing of a waste Electrical and metabolic manifestations of
collection subsystem for the Space Shuttle. receptor and higher-order neuron activity in
fASME PAPER 73-ENAS-421 p0351 A73-37989 vertebrate retina.
Hyperoxia effects on elimination of carbon p0236 A73-28353
monoxide, ammonia, ketones, and aldehydes by rats Neurophysioloqical characteristics of isolated
p0063 N73-12077 structures of the cerebral cortex
Chromatographic determination of gaseous p0248 A73-30570
metabolites released by man during reduced food Bistochemical investigation of some energy
intake metabolism characteristics in a rat heart after
p0064 N73-12091 acute fatigue
Toxic effects of metabolic waste gases on rat p0278 A73-31393
organisms Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on certain energy
p0183 N73-19101 transfer characteristics in skeletal muscles and
Hyperoxic atmosphere effect on rat metabolism and some internal organs
elimination of gaseous wastes p0279 A73-31505
p0254 N73-22004 Study of the effect of increased oxygen
Hypoxia effects on release of gaseous wastes from concentration on the metabolism of Chlorella
rat vital functions p0279 A73-31508
p0372 N73-29025 Dynamic katathermometer for measuring the cooling
METABOLISM effect of an ambient medium
NT ADRENAL METABOLISM p0280 A73-31512
NT ASCORBIC ACID METABOLISM Validity of Haldane calculation for estimating
NT CALCIUM METABOLISM respiratory gas exchange.
A-212
SUBJECT INDEX ETHANE
p0310 A73-35463 METAL HALIDES
A monkey metabolism pod for space-flight NT CALCIUM CHLORIDES
weightlessness studies. NT COPPER CHLORIDES
p0313 A73-35963 NT LITHIUM PLUORIDES
Effect of sympatholytin on metabolism in resting NT POTASSIUM CHLORIDES
and working muscles in relation to the degree of NT SILVER CHLORIDES
their adaptation to intensified activity NT SODIUM CHLORIDES
p0322 A73-36571 METAL IONS
Activity variations of some renal enzymes during NT FERRIC IONS
stepwise increased hypoxia Dependence of poly U-directed cell-free system on
p0323 A73-36582 ratios of divalent and monovalent cations.
Study of nitrogen balance and creatine and p0090 A73-17945
creatinine excretion during recumbency and Effect of copper ions on the functional state of
ambulation of five young adult human males. the neuromuscular apparatus :
p0325 A73-36786 p0154 A73-22369
Physiologic cost of prolonged double-crew flights METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS
in C-5 aircraft. Ultrasonic marine biotelemetry transmitter
p0386 A73-41152 utilizing metal oxide semiconductor integrated
Effect of training with eccentric muscle circuits
contractions on skeletal muscle metabolites. [AD-7486051 p0074 N73-13119
p0390 A73-41523 METAL OXIDES
Nonthermal metabolic response of rats to He-02, NT BERYLLIUM OXIDES
W2-02, and Ar-02 at 1 atm. NT MANGANESE OXIDES
p0399 173-42201 NT POTASSIUM OXIDES
Urea content variations in blood and tissues METAL PARTICLES
during muscular activity in relation to the NT METAL POWDER
adaptation level of the organism METAL POWDER
p0402 A73-42660 Influence of rare-earth metal dust containing
The energetic metabolism and some reactions of the radioactive components on the development of
cardiovascular system during multichannel reticulosarcoma of the lungs
electrical stimulation and voluntary stressing p0163 A73-23680
of muscles HETALLORGANIC COMPOUNDS
p0429 A73-44670 U ORGANOMETALLIC COMPOUNDS
Metabolic and myoelectric reactions under chemical METALS
thermoregulation in rats after accelerated cold NT ALUMINUM
adaptation NT BERYLLIUM
p0430 A73-44721 NT CALCIUM
Energy balance and change in body weight and body NT CALCIUM ISOTOPES
water in man during a 2-day cold exposure. NT COBALT 60
p0433 A73-45059 NT IRON
Oxygen consumption measurements during continual NT LEAD (METAL)
centrifugation of mice. NT LITHIUM
p0434 A73-45071 NT METAL POWDER
Hyperammonemia development in metabolic toxicity NT PLUTONIUM 238
of hydrazine NT POTASSIUM
CAD-7495191 p0100 N73-14077 NT POTASSIUM ISOTOPES
Physiology of depressed metabolic states and NT RARE EARTH ELEMENTS
gastrointestinal responses.to ionizing radiation NT RUBIDIUM
rNASA-CR-1303811 p0133 N73-16038 NT SODIUM
Effect of accelerations on thiamine S-35 NT SODIUM 24
distribution in organs, tissues, and subcellular NT TITANIUM
structures of white mice Combustibility and toxicity of metals and alloys
p0133 N73-16044 [AD-7642871 p0418 N73-31003
Skylab experiments to assess weightlessness METEORITE COLLISIONS
effects on human nutritional metabolism and Biogenic elemental distribution and isotopic
musculoskeletal function abundance in lunar samples, discussing heavy
p0175 N73-18115 isotopes enrichment by solar wind irradiation,
Metabolism and propagation of microbes in outer meteorite impacts and hydrogen stripping
planets p0095 A73-18417(NASA-CR-1310911 p0186 N73-19127 METEORITE COMPRESSION TESTS
Influence of long duration flight missions on U MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
metabolic and endocrine functions of pilots and METEORITES
navigators NT CARBONACEOUS METEORITES
p0189 N73-19152 METEORITIC COMPOSITION
Dynamics of nitrogenous cerebral metabolites Chemical evolution before life deduced from
accompanying repeated hypothermia and subsequent carbonaceous meteorites composition, noting
self-beating porphyrins, optically active substances and
p0216 N73-20097 isoprenoid hydrocarbons
Effect of hypokinesis of varying duration on p0243 A73-30130
fluid-electrolyte metabolism and composition in Extraterrestrial life detection from imaging
blood and tissues of animals observations on lunar samples and meteorites,
p0216 N73-20098 discussing application to Mars surface
In vitro metabolism of antipyrine in rats p0312 A73-35804
rNASA-TT-F-148681 p0218 N73-20116 METEORITIC IONIZATION
Exercise and muscle stimulation for preventing U ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION
metabolism changes during bed rest METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
p0256 N73-22019 Meteorological conditions and infection of upper
Atrophy and metabolic changes in internal organs respiratory tract in children
and skeletal muscles of rats exposed to rNLL-M-22866-(5828.4) ] p0297 N73-25109
hypokinesia METEOROLOGY
p0262 N73-23029 Agroclimatology study of highlands of eastern Africa
Effects of atmospheric oxygen concentration on .WM-339] p0446 N73-33045
Chlorella photosynthesis METERS
p0262 N73-23032 U MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Mechanism of inert gas influence on metabolism METHANE
rNASA-CE-1332141 p0298 N73-25120 Toxic effects of continuous exposure to
Metabolism and propagation of microbial dichloromethane vapor on dogs, monkeys, rats,
contamination in planetary atmospheres and mice
rNASA-C-133638] p0375 N73-29049 [AD-746295 p0611 N73-11088
A-213
EBTHIONINE SUBJECT INDEX
Hepatotoxic effects of dichloromethane inhalation Antiradiation effectiveness of cysteamine in mice
in mice under various conditions of gamma radiation
[AD-7514341 p0138 N73-16081 p0212 N73-20067
Effects of chemical fire extinguishing agents Gamma radiation effects on toxic cysteamine
containing bromotrifluoromethane on elimination in irradiated and nonirradiated mice
cardiovascular and nervous systems of dogs, p02
13 N73-20070
monkeys, and baboons Mortality rate in antiradiation drug protected
[AGABE-R-5991 p0149 N73-17106 mice subjected to gamma radiation overloads
Toxic effects of chronic exposure to p021
4 N73-20079
dichloromethane in liver microsomal cytochromes High altitude acclimatization effects on mice and
INASA-TM-X-691011 p0176 N73-18128 rabbit tolerances to hypoxia, acceleration, and
METHIONINE high temperature
Effect of the administration of free amino acids [NASA-TT-F-14861] p0219 N73-20123
and metabolic cofactors on the distribution of Physiological regeneration of corneal epithelial
regional biogenic amine contents in the brain mice cells exposed to strong magnetic fields
and blood of animals p0263 N73-23034
p0157 A73-22864 Continuous low dose gamma irradiation effects on
METHODOLOGY cell population kinetics of mice lymphoid tissue
Articles on methodology and historical importance INASA-CR-135723] p0437 N73-31999
of scientific research in creativity Course of infectious process and functional
fTT-70-57147-21 p0413 N73-30075 activity of pulmonary macrophages in mice
Methods and procedures for ergonomic research confined to atmosphere with high oxygen content
p0414 N73-30086 p0442 N73-33016
METHODS Food consumption and morphological indices of
U METHODOLOGY blood in white mice with replacement of air
METHYL CHLORIDE nitrogen by inert gases in pressurized chamber
Effects of continuous methylene chloride exposure p04
42 N73-33020
on spontaneous activity of mice for two weeks MICROBE
[AD-7514351 p0139 N73-16082 U MICROORGANISMS
METHYL COMPOUNDS MICROBIOLOGY
Toxicity of long term methyl isobutyl ketone NT BACTERIOLOGY
exposure in dogs, monkeys, mice, and rats Cinemicrographic study of the development of
(NASA-TM-X-691001 p0177 N73-18130 subsurface colonies of Staphylococcus aureus in
METHYLEME soft agar.
Toxicity of atmospheric dichloromethane levels in p0131 173-21828
simulated space cabin atmosphere on dogs, rats, Electric discharge and microbiological experiments
mice, and monkeys in simulated Jovian atmosphere for investigation
[NASA-TM-X-690991 p0177 N73-18129 of Jupiter life prospects
BETHILHYDRAZINE p0202 A73-26478
Animal species susceptibility to toxic effects of Results and prospects of microbiological studies
long term exposure to environmental in outer space.
monomethylhydrazine p0203 A73-26487[AD-7514411 p0139 N73-16086 Microbiological testing of Skylab foods.
Industrial health hazard in chronic exposure to p0205 A73-27075
monomethylhydrazine and dose related hemolytic International literature survey of microbiological
anemia in humans space research for 1930-1970, discussing high
IAD-7514401 p0139 N73-16087 altitude balloon, rocket and satellite
Effects of monomethylhydrazine on blood and experiments, weightlessness effects,
cerebrospinal fluid glucose in anesthetized mutaqenesis, etc
monkeys p02
79 A73-31501
fAD-7512321 p0140 N73-16092 Monitoring for microbial flora contamination on
METRIC SPACE spacecraft surface, discussing cultural
Mathematical model for physical space techniques and sampling methods for
transformation into subjective field metric for microorganisms detection and sterilization
monocular vision p0288 A73-33698
p0432 A73-44906 Spacecraft microbial burden reduction due to
MICE atmospheric entry heating - Jupiter.
Effects of a synchronizer phase-shift on circadian p0314 A73-36100
rhythms in response of mice to ethanol or ouabain. Microbial contamination of water - Traditional and
p0357 A73-39481 space-age problems and approaches.
Effectiveness of pharmacochemical protective [ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-33] p0351 A73-37988
substances on irradiated mice as neutron Characteristics of photogenic bacteria -
component increases Micrococcus pierantonii
[DRIC-TRANS-29611 p0108 N73-15124 [NASA-TT-F-144391 p0608 N73-11072
Effect of accelerations on thiamine 5-35 Aerogenic microbial contamination of manned
,distribution in organs, tissues, and subcellular pressurized cabin atmosphere at reduced
structures Of white mice temperature and high humidity
p0133 N73-16044 p0065 N73-12098
Mortality and blood cell count variation in mice Analysis of resistance of cultured and natural
after irradiation with fast neutrons and X rays microbes in ethylene oxide sterilization method
[BMVG-FBWT-72-161 p0138 N73-16077 [NASA-TT-F-146121 p0069 N73-13078
Hepatotoxic effects of dichloromethane inhalation Microbial analysis of Apollo 14 astronauts
in mice [NASA-TM-I-580941 p00
99 N73-14073
rAD-7514341 p0138 N73-16081 Automatic swabbing apparatus for sampling of
Effects of continuous methylene chloride exposure microbiological surfaces
on spontaneous activity of mice for two weeks [NASA-CASE-LAR-11069-1] p0136 N73-16061
rAD-7514351 p0139 N73-16082 Automatic inoculating device for agar trays using
Correlation of physical activity and oxygen cotton swab or loop
consumption between man and mouse [NASA-CASE-LAR-11074-1] p0141 N73-16096
[FOA-1-B-1233-A51 p0149 N73-17108 Analysis of standards and precedures for planetary
Toxic effects of human exhaled air on mice organisms guarantine with emphasis on determination of
p0183 N73-19103 mission specifications
Resistance of mice to acceleration overloads after (NASA-CR-130558] p0148 v73-17103
injection of aminothiol group radioprotector Microbiological assay procedures for spacecraft
p0211 N73-20056 cabling, antennas, solar panels, and thermal
Transverse acceleration overload effects on mice blankets
sensitivity to toxic doses of cysteamine and [NISA-CR-130383] p0149 N73-17109
aminothiol group antiradiation drugs Antimicrobial water reclamation methods for
p0212 N73-20061 processing human urine
A-214
SUBJECT INDEX MICROORGANISMS
p0183 N73-19105 p0241 A73-29723
Microbiological investigation of neutral buoyancy Responses of indigenous microorganisms to soil
simulator for weightless space environment testing incubation as viewed by. transmission electron
[NASA-TM-X-647361 p0229 873-21127 microscopy of cell thin sections.
Apollo 16 microbiological experiment on microbial p0241 173-29724
response to aerospace environments - Part B Biological indicators and the effectiveness of
p0232 N73-21762 sterilization procedures.
Microbiological experiments aboard balloons, p0288 A73-33692
rockets, and earth satellites - literature review Formaldehyde gas as a sterilant.
p0262 N73-23025 p0288 A73-33694
Use of ultrafine fiber filter cloth for removing Microorganism heat sterilization process design
bacterial contaminants from air and control based on logarithmic thermal
rNASA-TT-F-149401 p0293 N73-24123 destruction and Bigelow temperature coefficient
HICROCALORIMETERS models, determining lethality by statistical
0 CALORIMETERS procedure
HICROCLIMATOLOGY p0288 A73-33695
Thermal protective garment using independent The synergistic inactivation of biological systems
regional control of coolant temperature. by thermoradiation.
p0117 A73-19481 p0288 A73-33696
Analysis of microclimate of living and service Ten years of development of the Planetary
quarters during Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition Quarantine Program of the United States.
p0379 N73-29359 p0313 A73-35966
UICROIRSTRUMENTATION Developments in the analysis of planetary
The electroretinogram, as analyzed by quarantine requirements.
microelectrode studies. p0395 A73-42159
p0162 A73-23318 Safety margins in the implementation of planetary
Decatron indicator for a micromanipulator quarantine requirements.
controlled' by a stepping motor p0395 A73-42161
p0250 A73-30850 Soil microbiological tests to evaluate Antarctica
Two channel transistor amplifier design with as Mars environment model for quarantine standards
negative capacitance correction for p0396 A73-42162
microelectrode applications Estimation of the biological danger of the very
p0430 A73-44723 high energy component of space radiation.
Intracellular measurements in a closed hyperbaric p0398 173-42180
chamber. Directed Panspermia theory of terrestrial
p0434 A73-45072 bioevolution, suggesting microorganism
BICROHANOMETERS transmission to earth by intelligent
U MANOMETERS technologically advanced civilization via
HICROINIATUBIZED ELECTRONIC DEVICES spacecraft
Surgically implanted single and multichannel p0428 A73-44553
telemetry systems for monitoring single and Analysis of resistance of cultured and natural
multiple physiological parameters, discussing microbes in ethylene oxide sterilization method
size and power requirements [NASA-TT-F-146121 p0069 N73-13078
p0054 A73-14302 Refutation of microbial ability to reduce
Field of view and target uncertainty in visual phosphate using thermochemical computations
search and inspection. rNASA-TT-F-14724] p0069 N73-13081
p0194 A73-25181 Soil sampling and microorganism analysis in
MICROORGANISMS planetary spacecraft assembly area for
NT AEROBES prevention of Mars contamination
NT ANAEROBES [NASA-CR-130009] p0135 N73-16059
NT BACILLUS Automatic swabbing apparatus for sampling of
NT BACTERIA microbiological surfaces
NT ESCHERICHIA [NASA-CASE-LAR-11069-1] p0136 N73-16061
NT NITROBACTER Microorganism survival in simulated Mars environment
NT PSEUDOMONAS p0185 873-19116
NT PSYCHROPBILES Control equipment for sterilization facility used
NT SPORES to thermally inactivate microbes on
NT STAPHYLOCOCCUS interplanetary space vehicle components
NT STREPTOCOCCUS [NASA-CR-131103] p0185 N73-19122
NT VIRUSES Microbial contamination studies for spacecraft
Resistance of soil microorganisms to starvation, assemblies
p0589 A73-12627 [NASA-CR-131086] p0185 873-19123
Biological, chemical and cytological methods of Metabolism and propagation of microbes in outer
microorganism detection integrated into single planets
instrument (NASA-CR-131091] p0186 N73-19127
p0056 A73-14320 Development of procedures of identification of
Russian book on radiation genetics of microorganisms on orbiting spacecraft
microorganisms covering lethal and mutagenic [NASA-CR-1287471 p0186 873-19132
action of radiation on fungi, microscopic algae, Apollo 16 microbiological experiment on microbial
bacteria and viruses response to aerospace environments - Part B
p0060 A73-15701 p0232 873-21762
Microflora of a sealed cabin with human subjects Ability of organism to maintain normal
in a 3-day experiment with reduced temperature physiological activities in bioregenerative system
and high relative humidity rNASA-CR-130807) p0252 N73-21979
p0088 A73-17697 Microbiological studies of Apollo 17 command
Survival of micro-organisms on the moon. module preflight and postflight samples
p0115 A73-19111 rNASA-CR-132022] p02 65 N73-23056
SA method for studying the action of high-intensity Conference on Apollo 16 experiment for measuring
electric fields on microorganisms microbial response to space environment
p0167 A73-24419 [HASA-TM-X-58103] p0291 N73-24102
Results and prospects of microbiological studies Design of microbial test system for Apollo 16
in outer space. mission
p0203 A73-26487 p0291 N73-24103
Estimating the number of terrestrial organisms on Metabolism and propagation of microbial
the moon. contamination in planetary atmospheres
p0203 A73-26488 [NASA-CR-133638] p0375 N73-29049
Late Precambrian microfossils - A new Biodetection grinder for sampling aerospace
stromatolitic biota from Boorthanna, South materials for microorganisms
Australia. rNASA-TM-X-64765] p0376 N73-29059
A-215
MICROPHONES SUBJECT INDEX
MICROPHONES Thermal effects of microwave and radio frequency
Response variations of microphone worn on human body radiation on biological systems
(EM-RI-78101 p0376 N73-29058 fMBL-1971-7-PT-lI p0264 1N73-23048
HICROPOLAR FLUIDS Microwave radiation effects on rat tissues and
Micropolar model of blood steady flow through length of survival
rigid circular tubes, presenting equations p0415 N73-30904
solutions and velocity profiles HICTURITION
p0042 A73-13302 U URINATION
MICROSCOPES MIDDLE EAR
NT ELECTRON MICROSCOPES Spontaneous middle ear muscle activity in man - A
Automatic microscopy for mitotic cell location, rapid eye movement sleep phenomenon.
p0206 A73-27144 p0587 A73-12423
MICROSCOPY The dynamic properties of the acoustic middle ear
NT ULTRAVIOLET MICROSCOPY reflex in nonanesthetized rabbits - Quantitative
MICROSTRUCTURE aspects of a polysynaptic reflex system.
Application of the method of polarizational p00
78 173-16249
ultraviolet fluorescence microscopy to study Dynamic properties of human and animal middle ear
giant muscle fibers Balanus rostratus Hock in terms of acoustic impedance, transfer
p0124 173-21135 function, impulse response, sound diffraction
Investigation of the infrastructural organization and reflex sensitivity
of interdisk spaces and photoreceptor membranes p0244 173-30279
of the retina in vertebrates during aldehyde Evaluation of auditory disorders in pilots by
fixations, delipidization, and pronase treatment examining intratympanic muscles reflexes.
p0168 A73-24458 p0330 173-36934
Computer technique for automatic analysis of Loudness changes resulting from an electrically
planar characteristics of chromosome patterns in induced middle-ear reflex.
microscopic observations p0393 A73-41815
iJPRS-574181 p0070 N73-13085 Middle eartarotraoma.-effectpon work capacity and
MICREOAVE ANTENNAS flight fitness of flying personnel
Microwave radiation hazards around large microwave p0254 N73-22000
antenna. Middle ear muscle reflex thresholds to various
p0343 A73-37274 , aircraft noises
MICROAVE EQUIPMENT - [AD-764739) p0446 N73-33048
NT CATHODE RAY TUBES MIGRATION
NT IMAGE TUBES Migration corridors for ducks and geese and
NT MICROWAVE ANTENNAS effects on aviation safety
Caloric vestibular stimulation via UHF-microwave [AD-748114] p0073 N73-13109
irradiation. MILITARY AIRCRAFT
p0163 A73-23650 Neurological fatigue-indices of flight crews of
Evaluation of effects of the microwave oven /915 long-range and military transport aviation
and 2450 MHz/ and radar /2610 and 3050 MHz/ p0193 A73-250
40
electromagnetic radiation on noncompetitive Psychophysiological characteristic of the activity
cardiac pacemakers. of military-transport-aviation flight crews
p0363 173-39824 during low-altitude flights
MICROMAVE FREQUENCIES p0343 173-37196
Physiological effects of microwave electromagnetic Analysis of US Navy aviation combat casualty
fields on human and animal organisms, experiences in Southeast Asia to determine
considering etiology, diagnostics and prophylaxis effectiveness of rescue and recovery operations
p0093 173-18256 under combat conditions
Biological effectiveness of microwave field and [AD-7616361 p0370 N73-27972
human tolerance MILITARY AVIATION
[JPRS-572091 p0593 N73-10073 Realistic pilot training and aircraft handling
MICROWAVE RADIATION qualities in pilot error risk minimization for
U MICROWAVES military, commercial and general aviation
MICREOAVE TUBES p0083 173-16733
NT CATHODE RAY TUBES Military contributions to aviation medicine.
NI IMAGE TUEES rAIAA PAPER 73-681 p0086 173-17636
MICROWAVES Case histories of valvular cardiopathies in
NT MILLIMETER WAVES military pilots, determining tolerance to flight
Changes in the quantity of overall sulfhydryl p0115 173-19209
groups in the blood of persons coming in contact Proteinuria and military aircrew
with microwave radiation sources p0128 173-21539
p0277 173-31169 Color vision standards for flying military aircrews
The combined influence of microwave radiation and [FPRC/13191 p0366 N73-27942
an adverse climate on the organism Bibliography of anthropometric information for Air
p0277 173-31170 Force human factors engineering
Biophysical hazards of microwave radiation. [AD-762287] p0371 N73-27978
p0285 A73-32723 MILITARY HELICOPTERS
Changes in the peripheral blood of the rat exposed NT UH-i HELICOPTER
to microwave radiation /2400 MHz/ in conditions MILITARY PSICHIATRY
of chronic exposure. U MILITARY PSYCHOLOGY
p0387 A73-41159 MILITARY PSYCHOLOGY
Research on biological effects of microwave Implications of psychoanalytic factors for Air
radiation Force operations.
rMBL-1972-51 p0591 N73-10060 p0196 173-25340
Abstracts on microwave radiation effects on human Naval aviator training program dropouts
and animal physiological functions and life identification in terms of physiological,
expectancy safety, security, social, self-esteem and
(MBL-1972-61 p0591 N73-10061 self-actualization needs
Biological effects of microwave irradiation on p0247 173-30513
humans - literature review Clinical psychology diagnostic methods in military
[UR-3490-291 p0107 N73-15120 aviation medicine, considering neurotic symptoms
Response of pituitary-thyroid axis to microwave and psychsomatic disorders in flight fitness
radiation examinations
[VR-3490-1491 p0107 N73-15122 p0408 173-43129
Literature review of experimental studies to Time-span of discretion as measure of military
assess relationship of exposure to microwaves work ahd responsibility
and subsequent development of cataracts (DRAE-M451 p0260 N73-22049
[UR-3490-1031 p0107 N73-15123
A-216
SUBJECT INDEX MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
MILITARY TECHNOLOGY (NASA-CR-1289281 p0268 N73-23083
System engineering aspects of the man-machine Satellite quarantine constraints in outer planet
interface. mission planning
p0287 A73-33645 [NASA-CR-135791] p0445 N73-33041
Research and development in Army aviation medical MITOCHONDRIA
science and problems Effects of exercise on activity of heart and
rAD-7494561 p0108 N73-15129 muscle mitochondria.
Evaluation of helmet weight on head by military p0575 A73-10135
personnel High energy phosphate deficit-produced myocardial
fAD-7484121 p0261 N73-22056 cell genetic apparatus activation as cardiac
Manpower requirements for aircraft maintenance hypertrophy mechanism, discussing mitochondrial
operations of USAF biogenesis and cardiac hyperfunction roles
rAD-7600821 p033
7 N73-26097 p0588 A73-12511
Military personnel management and human factors Methodical studies concerning the polaroqraphic
engineering measurement of respiration and 'critical oxygen
[AD-7631681 p0415 N73-30094 pressure' in mitochondria and isolated cells
Combat job performance and training for air with the aid of the membrane-covered platinum
cavalry aeroscout pilot and aeroscout observer electrode
fAD-7555051 p0441 N73-32027 p0056 A73-14647
MILITARY VEHICLES Myeloperoxidase, the peroxidase of a primitive
Vibrational effects on visual acuity of human cell - Its reaction with Fe and 8202.
operator seated in military tracked vehicle p0090 A73-17944
(AD-7503451 p0114 N73-15172 Influence of ultrasound and of a
MILLIMETER YAVES superhigh-frequency electromagnetic field in the
Reactions of living organisms to the action of three-centimeter band on the oxidative
electromagnetic waves in the millimeter range phosphorylation of liver and kidney mitochondria
p0426 A73-44094 p0154 A73-22368
Effects of electromagnetic waves of the millimeter Effects of altitude stress on mitochondrial
range on a cell and on some structural elements function.
of a cell p0246 A73-30430
p0427 A73-44095 MITOSIS
Prospects for studying mechanisms responsible for \ The effect of temperature on the mitotic activity
the nonthermal effects of millimeter- and of human peripheral blood lymphocytes in a culture
submillimeter-band electromagnetic radiation on p0118 A73-19649
biologically active compounds Mitotic activity in dorsal epidermis of Rana
p0427 A73-44096 pipiens.
MINERALS p0122 A73-20456
NT ARAGONITE Automatic microscopy for mitotic cell location.
Therapeutic value of mineral water diets p0206 A73-27144
especially Karlsbad Muhlbrunn water Proliferative activity of bone marrow cells in
[NASA-TT-F-14620] p0069 N73-13079 dogs exposed to chronic and repeated acute gamma
Biological mineralization products of human waste irradiation
for autotroph cultivation p0208 A73-27708
p0184 N73-19109 Effect of steady magnetic fields up to 4,500 Oe on
Simulation of growth and mineral uptake by plants the mitotic activity of the corneal epithelium
growing in lunar soil in mice
fNASA-CR-1340361 p0416 N73-30988 p0279 A73-31510
MINIATURE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT MIIING
Development and adjustment of a multi-channel NT SUSPENDING (MIXING)
miniaturized FM/AM telemetering system adapted MIXTURES
to the primates. NT AEROSOLS
p0053 A73-14284 NT AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
Miniature biotelemeter giving 10 channels of NT COLLOIDS
wideband biomedical data. NT GAS MIXTURES
p0058 A73-15388 NT NUCLEAR EMULSIONS
Miniature four-channel radiotelemetry system for NT SMOKE
the transmission of cerebral biopotentials MNEMONICS
p0093 A73-18167 Operational principles and functions of mnemonic
Miniature single channel narrow-band differential diagrams in controlled system
pulse width modulation-FM crystal controlled p0414 N73-30083
transmitter for biomedical telemetry system MOBILITY
p0162 A73-23381 NT ELECTRON MOBILITY
Technique for measuring the vessel blood pressure NT IONIC MOBILITY
in long continued experiments MODE OF VIBRATION
p0279 A73-31394 U VIBRATION MODE
Ingestible miniaturized telemetry device for deep MODELS
body temperature measurements on humans and NT ANALOG SIMULATION
animals NT ATMOSPHERIC MODELS
(NASA-CASE-ARC-10583-11 p0101 N73-14093 NT DIGITAL SIMULATION
MISSILE SIMULATION (MATH MODELS) NT DYNAMIC MODELS
U MATHEMATICAL MODELS NT MATHEMATICAL MODELS
MISSILE SIMULATORS (TRAINING) NODES
U TRAINING SIMULATORS NT PROPAGATION MODES
MISSILE STABILIZATION NT VIBRATION MODE
U STABILIZATION MODULATION
MISSION PLANNING NT AMPLITUDE MODULATION
Effects of planetary quarantine constraints on NT DELTA MODULATION
advanced planetary mission planning NT FREQUENCY MODULATION
[NASA-CR-1308611 p0176 N73-18123 NT LIGHT MODULATION
Planning and source allocation for planetary NT PULSE DURATION MODULATION
quarantine measures for interplanetary automated NT PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
spacecrafts NT PULSE MODULATION
[NASA-CR-1312911 p0220 N73-20126 MODULES
Parameters requiring consideration by planners and NT APOLLO LUNAR EXPERIMENT MODULE
designers when planning EVA functions for NT COMMAND MODULES
astronauts - Vol. 1 MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
rNASA-CR-1289261 p0268 N73-23081 Strength limits correlation to modulus of
Model for estimating impact of manned EVA costs on elasticity for compact bone material from
future payloads - Vol. 3 compression tests, noting anisotropy tensor
A-217
MOISTURE CONTENT SUBJECT INDEX
analysis Relationship of theoretical physics to molecular
p0045 173-13744 biology, considering synthesis, ontogenesis,
A new method for simultaneous measurement of total phyloqenesis, evolution models, thermodynamic
respiratory resistance and compliance. applications and Eugen prebiological evolution
p0084 173-16799 theory
Torsional elasticity of human skin in vivo. p0281 173-31823
p0391 A73-41625 Self organized biological systems analysis,
Nature and significance of alterations in including deterministic and phenomenological
myocardial compliance. selection theories, molecular level cell
p0404 A73-42689 instructive properties and self reproducing
MOISTURE CONTENT hypercycles
On the mechanism of adaptation of micro-organisms p0281 173-31825
to conditions of extreme low humidity. Abnormal biochemistry in myocardial failure.
p0396 A73-42164 p0404 A73-42686
On the multiplication of zerophilic Theoretical study of primary photosynthesis
micro-organisms under simulated Martian processes in higher plants and algae
conditions. p0425 173-43707
p0396 173-42165 Hemoglobin molecule oxygenation mechanism in
Remote detection of water content and spectral various animals, discussing erythrocytes as
properties of leaves in different soybean crop hemoglobin carriers, ecological factors and
species physicochemical conditions
pC068 N73-13070 p0426 173-43929
MOL (ORBITAL LABORATORIES) MOLECULAB BONDS
U MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORIES U CHEMICAL BONDS
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY MOLECULAR CHAINS
Chemical evolution under the bion hypothesis. Evolution from amino acids - Lunar occurrence of
p0055 A73-14316 their precursors.
Concepts related to the origin of the genetic p0578 173-10249
apparatus. Theory of cooperative defect formation in a
p0055 173-14317 biopolymer molecule under the action of radiation
Symposium on Capillary Exchange and the p0198 A73-25637
Interstitial Space, Bad Duerkheim, West Germany, Ultraviolet radiation, I rays, freezing, and
May 3-6, 1972, Proceedings. thawing effects on ribonuclease
p0056 173-14649 p0185 N73-19120
Russian book - Information macromolecules during MOLECULAR DIFPUSION
radiation iniury to cells. Molecular diffusion model of cardiogenic gas
p0060 173-15707 mixing during inspiration at alveolar boundary
A note on the hypothesis - Protein polymorphism as in dogs
a phase of molecular evolution. p0323 A73-36652
p0062 173-16033 MOLECULAR EXCITATION
Book - Molecular evolution: Prebioloqical and Protein molecules peptide groups excitation
biological. interpretation by quantum theory, noting
p0089 173-17926 application to muscle contraction
Life origin on earth, considering hydrocarbon p0159 173-23297
molecules and macromolecular synthesis under MOLECULAR INTERACTIONS
earth atmospheric evolutionary conditions Theory of cooperative defect formation in a
p0089 A73-17928 biopolymer molecule under the action of radiation
Atomic, molecular, cellular, genetic, p0198 A73-25637
multicellular, neural, mental, social and Life origin hypothesis based on interstellar
suprasocial levels of evolution, discussing molecular concentration in gas clouds, examining
systems constituents, interactions and selective radical types and molecular Doppler spectrafocus p0385 173-41080
p0090 A73-1.7929 MOLECULAR IONS
Proteins and nucleic acids in prebiotic evolution. Interaction of haemoglobin with ions - Binding of
p0090 A73-17937 inorganic phosphate to human oxyhaemoqlobin.
Model experiments on the prebiological formation p0241 A73-29850
of protein. MOLECULAR SIEVES
p0090 173-17938 U ABSORBENTS
Informational biopolymer structure in early living MOLECULAR SPECTRA
forms. A new method for determining the degree of
p0090 173-17946 oxygenation of hemoglobin spectra in the case ofTrypsinogen activation peptides - An example of inhomogeneous light paths, explained in an
molecular epigenesis. analysis of spectra of the human skin
p0091 A73-17947 p0356 173-39145Modelling of structure and functional unity on MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
coacervate systems. Quaternary structure /subunit composition/ of
p0091 173-17950 human ceruloplasmin
Coacervate systems and evolution of matter on the p0198 173-25638
earth. Criteria for distinguishing biogenic and abiogenic
p0091 173-17951 amino acids - Preliminary considerations.Ribosomal RNA base composition and molecular p0202 173-26480
evolution in plants and animals of various The ultrastructural organization of the
taxonomic groups photoreceptor membranes and the intradisc spacesp0116 173-19220 of the vertebrate retina as revealed by various
Investigation of the infrastructural organization experimental treatments.
of interdisk spaces and photoreceptor membranes p0204 173-26717
of the retina in vertebrates during aldehyde Structure of the lipid phase in cell envelopefixations, delipidization, and pronase treatment vesicles from Halobacterium cutirubrum.
p0168 A73-24458 p0306 A73-34599Cell membrane molecular structure and lipid I ray data refinement on proteins, discussing
composition, discussing phospholipid role in backbone and side chain dehedral angles
membrane potential maintenance in myocardial cells adjustment by least squares fitting to relieve
p0197 173-25591 atomic overlaps
Quaternary structure /subunit composition/ of p0308 A73-34893human ceruloplasmin Isocyanide spin label for studying conformational
p0198 173-25638 transitions in cytochrome c, emphasizing hemeHook - Molecular evolution and the origin of life. group
p0205 A73-27049 (NASA-TT-P-14623] p0065 N73-12099
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SUBJECT INDEX ORPHOLOGT
Molecular organization of active center of p0046 173-13764
microsomal cytochrome P-450 Monocular and binocular clues interaction in depth
rNASA-TT-P-150421 p0374 N73-29042 perception and spatial orientation, discussing
nOLIEE FORBULA stereopsis testing
U SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION p0079 173-16483
MOMENTS Threshold variance analysis of monocular vs
NT DIPOLE MOMENTS binocular visual stimulation in apparent
MONAURAL SIGNALS movement perception
Loudness enhancement following contralateral p0121 A73-20262
stimulation. Eye dominance measurement relationship to image
p0581 A73-10827 sharpness or visual acuity from binocular and
MONITORS monocular tests, obtaining dominance normal
Design and function of sweat sensor to monitor distribution
motion sickness sweat response p0153 173-21893
p0050 A73-14160 Corpus callosum role in monocular system
The prediction of team monitoring performance transcommisural interactions from binocular
under conditions of varied team size and interaction studies of stimulus-evoked
decision rules. potentials in rat visual cortex
p0081 173-16710 p0167 173-24332
Monitoring for microbial flora contamination on Monocular fixation tests and prediction model for
spacecraft surface, discussing cultural time course of aftereffect of eye turn on
techniques and sampling methods for autokinetic illusion direction
microorganisms detection and sterilization p0235 173-28098
p0288 173-33698 Monocular contribution to binocular vision in
Nuclear submarine atmospheric constituent normals and amblyopes.
monitoring, covering mass spectrometers, IR p0237 173-28359
carbon monoxide sensors, system development, Extended border enhancement during intermittent
requirements testing and spacecraft applications illumination - Binocular effects.
rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-91 p0349 173-37970 p0308 A73-34842
Multichannel medical monitoring system to measure Monocular pilot ability in securing and retaining
physiological parameters from display device at license as compared to controls
remote control station p0387 173-41163
[NASA-CASE-MSC-14180-11 p0259 N73-22045 Mathematical model for physical space
MONKEYS transformation into subjective field metric for
Neutron and gamma induced transient incapacitation monocular vision
in conditioned Macaca mulatta p0432 173-44906
[AD-7420761 p05 94 N73-10080 Psycho-visual problems associated with monocular,
Rhesus monkey heart rate during exercise using bi-ocular, and binocular visual systems
implanted ECG telemeters [AD-749450] p0101 N73-14085
rAD-7449301 p0595 N73-10089 MONOLITHIC CIRCUITS
Nigh altitude effects on cerebral and U INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
cardiovascular systems of monkeys MONOPLANES
CAD-7458911 p0610 N73-11085 NT A-7 AIRCRAFT
Observation of circulating lymphocytoid cell in NT BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT
monkey after exposure to radio waves NT C-135 AIRCRAFT
fAD-7495831 p010 8 N73-15128 MONOSACCHARIDES
Oxygen content and hydrogen ion concentration in NT RIBOSE
monkey blood after incapacitating ionizing Absorption of fructose in saline mixture used for
radiation dosage enteritis therapy of children
fAD-750681-1 p0109 N73-15134 -fNASA-TT-F-145961 p0609 N73-11078-
Changes in electrocardioqraphs of Rhesus monkeys NONOTONT
as function of age Self-estimates of distractibility as related to
[NAS1-TT-F-146751 p0136 N73-16062 performance decrement on task requiring
Chemical and orthopedic properties of ceramic bone sustained attention
implants in monkeys [(FAA-A-72-251 p0612 N73-11096
rAD-7549821 p0221 173-20134 Psychobiological factors for predicting monotony
Retinal damage in monkeys exposed to near infrared tolerance and selecting personnel for isolated
gallium arsenide laser pulses duty
(AD-7534191 p0221 173-20135 (AD-747272] p0071 N73-13098
Circadian phase relationships of physiological MONTE CARLO BETHOD
functions of isolated monkeys subjected to Monte Carlo radiation transport computer codes for
varying photoperiod phases calculating dose distributions and cell survival
p0224 N73-21088 probabilities
Operant behavior of rhesus monkeys in presence of [NASA-CR-130965] p0176 173-18127
extremely low frequency, low intensity magnetic Monte Carlo simulation for man machine task
and electric fields sequencing considering pilot performance
rAD-7540581 p0230 N73-21134 degradation
Comparison of electroencephalographic response p0270 N73-23899
patterns in man and monkeys to visually evoked HOODS
cortical stimuli Effect of mood on testing human performance
fIZF-1972-241 p0264 N73-23049 p0069 N73-13075
Advantages of breeding Rhesus monkeys in compounds MOON
for biomedical research Search for biogenic structures and viable
p0266 N73-23063 organisms in lunar samples - A review.
Temporary blindness of'monkeys caused by combined p0094 173-18416
effects of phosdrin and atropine exposure MORAINAL LAKES
(FAA-AM-73-41 p0338 N73-27055 U LAKES
MONOCHROMATIC RADIATION MORALE
Visual sensitivity in the presence of alternating Study to validate Non-Interference Performance
monochromatic fields of light. Assessment
p0129 173-21567 [NASA-CR-1288651 p0190 N73-19164
Influence of monochromatic light on physiological MORPHOLOGICAL INDEXES
processes of blood Byperoxic damage in animal cells, tissues, and
(NASA-TT-F-149411 p0297 173-25111 organs
MONOCULAR VISION p0182 N73-19091
Cortical area of neural loci involved in monoptic MORPHOLOGY
and dichoptic metacontrast occurring for target NT ISOMORPHISm
and masking stimuli imaged on different retinal NT LUNG MORPHOLOGY
regions NT POLYMORPHISH
1-219
OREPBOTROPISH SUBJECT INDEX
Morpholoqical, physioloqical and pharmacological p0588 A73-12560
investigations of rat cerebellar cortex synaptic Direction-specific adaptation effects acquired in
structure and function maturation and a slow rotation room.
neurotransmitter receptivity development p0049 A73-14154
p0051 173-14256 Design and function of sweat sensor to monitor
The morphological organization of the vertebrate motion sickness sweat response
retina. p0050 A73-14160
p0160 A73-23304 notion sickness symptomatology and performance
Morphological changes in the liver of dogs induced decrements occasioned by hurricane penetrations
by chronic gamma irradiation in C-121, C-130 and P-3 Navy aircraft.
p0208 A73-27707 p050 a73-14161
Morpholoqical changes in kidneys during exposure Findings on American astronauts bearing on the
to variously oriented accelerations at a level issue of artificial gravity for future manned
of 4 q for many hours space vehicles.
p0304 A73-34226 p0154 a73-22531
Morphological and electron-microscopic alterations Effectiveness of some hemodynamic indices in the
of the myocardium in dogs subjected to lastinq detection of vestibulo-veqetative disorders
chronic gamma irradiation under ordinary conditions and those of hypoxia
p0305 A73-34230 p030
3 
A73-34121
Book - Pathological effects of radio waves. The role of the sympathetic section of the
p0348 a73-37774 vegetative nervous system in the training of the
Functional morphology of various organs and organism for the influence of statokinetic
tissues subjected to space flight irritants.
INASA-TT-F-7381 p0185 N73-19126 p0327 A73-36903
Morphological changes in liver of dogs subjected Human statokinetic stability as component of
to chronic gamma radiation nonspecific resistance, discussing revolving,
p021 7 N73-20101 altitude, hypoxic and orthostatic stress
Morphological changes in rat kidneys exposed to dependence tests
.different accelerations p0327 A73-36904
p0372 N73-29023 Altered susceptibility to motion sickness as a
Survey of literature and morphological studies of function of subgravity level.
vestibular nerve p0358 A73-39486
[NASA-CR-1357461 p0445 N73-33042 Analysis of physiological mechanisms contributing
MOBPHOTROPISM to occurrence of motion sickness
U ISOMORPHISM p0591 N73-10020
MORTALITY Notion sickness effects on flying personnel
Relationship between ventricular premature performance during hurricane penetrations
contractions on routine electrocardiography and rAD-743928] p0596 H73-10100
subsequent sudden death from coronary heart Guinea pigs used to determine effect of
disease. intramuscular injections of drugs on fall-out
p0242 A73-30051 and Bekhterev nystagmus occurring after
Risk factors for developing myocardial infarction unilateral and bilateral labyrinthectomies
and other diseases - The 'Men born in 1913' study, p0134 H73-16049
p0245 A73-30352 Notion sickness in fixed-base car simulator with
Mortality rate of guinea pigs after decompression moving visual display
treatment as function of water balance fFPRC-1310] p0175 N73-18119
fDLR-FB-71-2C1 p0099 N73-14075 Combined stress effects in human communication and
Clinical analysis of relationship between VPB and motion sickness biodynamics
mortality rate in patient with acute myocardial p0188 N73-19144
infractions Predictability of motion sickness in pilot
p0146 N73-17083 selection - conferences
Precoronary care and sudden death prevention due rAGARD-CP-1091 p0225 173-21092
to coronary disease in industrial workers Three different bases for susceptibility
pC146 N73-17084 prediction to motion sickness
Chronic disease health trends and mortality rates p0225 N73-21093
in employee population of NASA Goddard Space Clinical procedures for selecting pilot personnel
Flight Center based on predisposition to motion sickness
p0147 N73-17086 p0225 N73-21094
Mortality rate in antiradiation drug protected Adaptability and receptivity factors affecting
mice subjected to gamma radiation overloads motion sickness susceptibility in pilots
p0214 N73-20079 p0225 N73-21095
NOS (SEMICONDUCTORS) Reaction assessment of vestibular disorientation
U METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS stress for aircrew selection, using visual
MOSPET displays and tasks
U FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS p0225 173-21096
BOSS (SPACE STATIONS) Motion sickness questionnaire and field
U ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS independence scores as predictors of success in
HOTILITY Naval aviation training
U LCCOMOTION p0225 173-21097
NOTION Biaxial simulator imposing standardized coriolis
Motion cue effects on pilot manual control stimuli for selection, test, and rehabilitation
tracking task of motion sick pilots
p0602 N73-10141 p0225 N73-21098
Motion effects in pilot reactions to ground-based Physiological method for selecting and observing
flight simulator display evaluation student pilots in Belgian Air Force for motion
[AD-7493701 p0075 N73-13126 sickness
NOTION AFTEREFFECTS p0226 N73-21099
Tilt discrimination and motion aftereffect Metixenum and Neclocin under double blind
independence of flicker rate of stroboscopically comparison test conditions against motion sickness
illuminated contours visual stimuli p0226 N73-21100
p0096 173-18624 NOTION SICKNESS DBOGS
Disparity detectors in human depth perception - Use of sodium hydrocarbonate for medication and
Evidence for directional selectivity. prophylaxis of motion sickness
p0383 A73-40413 p0124 A73-20990
NOTION PERCEPTION Effects of some antimotion sickness drugs and
U SPACE PERCEPTION secobarbital on postural equilibrium functions
NOTION SICKNESS at sea level and at 12,000 feet /simulated/.
Semicircular canals as a primary etiological p0154 A73-22529
factor in motion sickness.
A-220
SUBJECT INDEX MUSCLES
Prophylaxis and treatment of the motion sickness A programmable four channel system for long-time
syndrome radio telemetry of biomedical parameters.
p0240 A73-29410 p0052 A73-14280
Effects of antimotion sickness drugs, placebos, Development and adjustment of a multi-channel
and secobarbital on postural equilibrium miniaturized FP/AM telemetering system adapted
functions at sea level and at simulated to the primates.
altitudes of 12,000 feet p0053 A73-14284
fAD-7481921 p0103 N73-14105 Three channel FM telemetry system for long term
Effectiveness of sodium hydrocarbonate as means EEG monitoring, discussing routine clinical
for treating and preventing motion sickness operation results
p0135 N73-16057 p0054 A73-14298
NOTION STABILITY Surgically implanted single and multichannel
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY telemetry systems for monitoring single and
NT HOVERING STABILITY multiple physiological parameters, discussing
MOTIVATION size and power requirements
Motivation in vigilance - A test of the p0054 A73-14302
goal-settinq hypothesis of the effectiveness of Multichannel telemetry of physiological parameters
knowledge of results. /body temperature ecg, eeg/ in the rat. I -
p0304 A73-34149 Design and methods.
Motivational patterns underlying devolunteering by p005
4 
A73-14305
submarine graduate school personnel Miniature biotelemeter giving 10 channels of
rAD-7493241 p0260 N73-22054 wideband biomedical data.
Theoretical analysis of motivation stimulation p0058 A73-15388
p0448 N73-33062 Multichannel medical monitoring system to measure
Structural, behavioral, and EEG correlates of physiological parameters from display device at
alimentary motivation remote control station
p0448 N73-33063 [NASA-CASE-MSC-14180-1] p025
9 N73-22045
Use of motivational relations to find acceptor of HULTICHANNEL RECBIVERS
action with conditioned stimuli U MUOLTICHANNEL COMMUNICATION
p0448 N73-33064 MULTICHANNEL TRANSMITTERS
MOTOR SISTEMS (BIOLOGY) U MULTICHANNEL COMMUNICATION
U EFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMS U TRANSMITTERS
MOTORS MULTIPLETS
NT SERVOMOTORS U FINE STRUCTURE
MOUNTAIN INHABITANTS HULTIPLEXING
High altitude adaptation in mountain inhabitants NT TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
of Tian Shan and Pamir, discussing effects on MULTIPBOPELLANTS
hemodynamic and pulmonary functions U ROCKET PROPELLANTS
p0584 A73-11922 MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Hemocoaqulation system function in mountain NT INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY
inhabitants and during altitude acclimatization, Multispectral remote sensing techniques for
noting parasympathetic nervous system tonus identification of corn blight disease
p0584 A73-11923 (NASA-TM-X-690551 p0136 N73-16064
Comparative evaluation of the general and specific Multispectral remote sensing techniques applied to
efficiencies of athletes under normal barometric study changes in wildlife habitats'
pressure and in the process of training and p0142 N73-16396
acclimatization under highland conditions of Pamir MULTIVABIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
p0584 A73-11925 NT BIVARIATE ANALYSIS
Mountain inhabitants physiological characteristics NT ORTHOGONALITY
due to altitude effects, investigating human NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS
tolerance and adaptation to ambient environment Predicting coronary heart disease.
p0116 A73-19212 p0244 A73-30351
Influence of developmental adaptation on aerobic P wave analysis in 2464 orthogonal
capacity at high altitude, electrocardiograms from normal subjects and
p0158 A73-22928 patients with atrial overload.
Physiological studies of human organism adaptation p0399 A73-42341
to high altitudes in temporary and permanent Multidimensional scaling methods and data
mountain inhabitants, discussing oxygen uptake, visualization /Review/
lung ventilation and cardiac ventricle hypertrophy p0425 A73-43578
p0168 A73-24514 Multivariate limits for describing cockpit related
Mechanics- of breathing in high altitude and sea anthropometric features of aviation personnel
level subjects. [AD-752032] p0151 N73-17124
p0200 A73-26217 Statistical analysis of NASA multivariate spectrum
MOUNTAINS analysis program performance after modifications
Physiological effects of high mountain alpinism (NASA-CR-134011] p0417 N73-30995
exercises on human body MUSCLES
p0135 N73-16058 Effect of increased atmospheric pressure on the
Atherosclerosis and hypertonia under high mountain dynamics of free oxygen content in animal muscle
conditions and seasonal effects tissues
rNASA-TT-F-7451 p0176 N73-18121 p0576 A73-10156
Influence of solar radiation in mountainous areas Diet, exercise, and glycogen changes in human
on crop capacity and grain yield of spring wheat muscle fibers.
p0378 N73-29335 p0576 A73-10160
NOD Absence of appreciable cardiovascular and
Biogeochemistry of aragonite mud and oolites. respiratory responses to muscle vibration.
p0056 A73-14662 p0049 A73-14119
MULTICHANNEL COBUNICATION Oxidation effects on rate of C 14-labeled leucine
A three channel telemetry system, compatible with incorporation into rat skeletal muscle protein
the British medical and biological telemetry p007
7 
A73-16152
regulations. Myosin ATPase and fiber composition from trained
p0052 A73-14277 and untrained rat skeletal muscle.
Multichannel PDM-FM biomedical radio telemetry p0077 A73-16155
system for ECG, respiratory rate and oxygen Some physiological reactions to acceleration in
consumption during exercise, considering albino rats in a state of hypothermia
transmitter and receiver design p0084 A73-16737
p0052 A73-14278 Application of the method of polarizational
A time-division multiplexed telemetry system using ultraviolet fluorescence microscopy to study
delta-modulation, giant muscle fibers Balanus rostratus Hock
p0052 A73-14279 p0124 A73-21135
A-221
MUSCULAR FATIGUE SUBJECT INDEX
Effect of training on enzyme activity and fiber p0582 A73-11211
composition of human skeletal muscle. Muscular activity control mechanism interactions
p0127 A73-21508 in vertical posture maintenance from
Possibility of modeling the relationship between stabiloqram, mechanogram and electromyogram data
the intracellular potential of individual muscle p0585 A73-12119
fibers and the overall electromyoqram for tonic Importance of the Lohmann reaction in the response
muscles of the heart to anoxic aggression
p0165 173-23810 p0585 173-12152
Periodic conditions in artificial-muscle The role of muscle stiffness in meeting the
autopulsators changing postural and locomotor requirements for
p0244 A73-30289 force development by the ankle extensors.
Influence of ribonuclease on changes in the p0587 a73-12166
membrane potential of muscle fibers evoked by Spontaneous middle ear muscle activity in man - A
stimulation of the sympathetic nerve rapid eye movement sleep phenomenon.
p0276 A73-31166 p0587 A73-12423
Space flight exercise regimen proposals, exploring Myocardial function and ultrastructure in
moving picture/electric muscle stimuli program chronically hypoxic rats.
as earth gravity simulator in weightlessness p0042 A73-13369
p0280 A73-31515 EKG measurement on male adults for muscular
Technique for recording muscle biopotentials by relaxation reaction time interval from light
means of implanted electrodes stimulus onset to elbow flexor response
p0281 A73-31799 p0045 A73-13699
Continual mechanochemical model of muscular tissue The role of extrinsic vagal innervation in the
p0381 173-40182 motility of the smooth-muscled portion of the
Adenin-nucleotides NAD(plus) and NADN in skeletal esophagus - Electromyographic study in the cat
muscles during intensive work and at rest and the baboon
fNASA-TT-F-148561 p0219 N73-20118 p0046 A73-13785
Atrophy and metabolic changes in internal organs Correlation between the voltage-time curves of H-
and skeletal muscles of rats exposed to and M-responses of a human muscle during various
bypokinesia functional states of the spinal center
p0262 N73-23029 p0047 A73-13819
Recording human electroencephalogram under Telemetry methoas for maximum static muscle
influence of muscle noise strength measurements, considering dynamic force
p0443 N73-33025 measurement possibilities
MUSCULAR FATIGUE p0054 A73-14296
Energy cost of muscle work in a state of fatigue ERG from smooth musculature /uterus, ureter, gut/
p0080 &73-16697 in unrestrained animals monitored by telemetry.
Junctional condition changes of biceps brachii in p0054 A73-14297
man under the effect of fatiguing physical stress Reliability of electromyographic measurements by
p0117 173-19643 means of surface electrodes
Oxyqen consumption alteration effects on human p0058 A73-15520
endurance capacity as function of relative work, Effects of physical training on cardiac actomyosin
muscle blood flow and anaerobic metabolism adenosine triphosphatase activity.
p0241 A73-29753 p0078 &73-16157
Erythrocyte volume in acidified venous blood from Muscle metabolites with exhaustive static exercise
exercising limbs. of different duration.
p0436 A73-45557 p0078 A73-16247
MUSCULAR FUNCTION Mechanical modeling of eye muscle dynamics.
Effects of exercise on activity of heart and p0097 A73-18816
muscle mitochondria. Adenonucleotides, NAD+, and NADN in skeletal
p0575 A73-10135 muscles during intensive work and at rest
Activity relation between internal organ receptors p0116 A73-19475
and skeletal muscles in terms of laws Functional condition changes of biceps brachii in
controlling process coordination man under the effect of fatiguing physical stress
p0575 A73-10154 p0117 A73-19643
Interrelation between hardness, viscosity, A method for chronocyclographical motion analysis
strength, and bioelectric activity of human with the aid of an on-line computer
muscles p0119 A73-20036
p0576 A73-10155 The interaction between muscle groups in a complex
Bole of the sympathico-adrenal system during a motor act in humans
period of rest and in adaptation to muscular p0125 A73-21320
activity Contributions of quick and slow muscle fibers to
p0576 A73-10157 changes in the electrical activity of skeletal
Isovolumic contraction dynamics in man according muscles in rats under acute and chronic effects
to two different muscle models, of cold
p0576 A73-10158 p0126 A73-21323
Polysynaptic pathways role in tonic vibration and Blood vessels simulation by muscle pump
monosynaptic reflexes due to muscle vibratory or represented by elastically deformable pipe with
nerve electric stimulation, respectively, valves, solving Navier-Stokes equation fordiscussing tetanization effects viscous fluid flow
p0578 A73-10409 p0126 A73-21375
Peripheral electromyoqraphy spike and ventral root Effects of anesthesia and muscle paralysis on
unit discharge intervals during tonic vibration respiratory mechanics in normal man.
reflex of cat soleus motoneuron p0127 A73-21505
p0578 A73-10410 An implantable glass electrode used for pH
Investigation of the recovery dynamics of the measurement in working skeletal muscle.
mimic muscle function and choice of an optimal p0127 A73-21510bioelectric stimulation program with the aid of Effect of copper ions on the functional state of
an electronic digital computer the neuromuscular apparatus
p0579 A73-10656 p0154 A73-22369
Effect of eccentric and concentric muscle Organization of spontaneous muscular activity in man
conditioning on tension and electrical activity p0157 A73-22863
of human muscle. A frequency response analysis of fusimotor-driven
p0580 A73-10774 muscle spindles.
Microvascular responses to alterations in oxygen p0158 A73-22934tension. Protein molecules peptide groups excitation
p0581 A73-11010 interpretation by quantum theory, notingElectromvoqraphic study on human standing posture application to muscle contractionin experimental hypoqravic state. p0159 A73-23297
A-222
SUBJECT INDEX MUSCULAR TORUS
Changes in gaseous metabolism and cardiac output p0385 A73-41130
per minute during local muscle work in man Oxygen uptake, muscle high-energy phosphates, and
p0164 A73-23809 lactate in exercise under acute hypoxic
Electromyoqraphic alterations in articular muscles conditions in man.
during emotional shifts p0385 A73-41131
p0167 A73-24328 Effect of training with eccentric muscle
Rise time of the spike potential in fast and contractions on skeletal muscle metabolites.
slowly contracting muscle of man. p0390 A73-41523
p0168 173-24500 Effect of hind-limb immobilization on contractile
Voluntary activation of individual motor units in and histochemical properties of skeletal muscle.
man p0391 173-41624
p0168 173-24519 Investigation of the nature of biological rhythm
Human forearm-muscle blood supply regimes after sensors by means of automatic networks
'static' exercise with increasing stress p0393 173-41865
p0169 A73-24522 Effect of chronic pyramid insufficiency on the
Reflex reaction of antagonist muscles during an function of spinal centers of shin and foot
evoked tendon reflex muscles in man
p0170 A73-24598 p0401 A73-42658
Organization of the activity of a group of motor Reflex arch lability in rabbits at synchronous
neurons in man during voluntary contraction of a maximum freqguency of electromyographic and
muscle muscle stretching vibration measurement
p0170 A73-24599 p0401 A73-42659
The nature of the optimum muscular performance Urea content variations in blood and tissues
achieved in the execution of fast eye rotations, during muscular activity in relation to the
p0171 A73-24772 adaptation level of the organism
Calcium movements and excitation-contraction p0402 A73-42660
coupling in cardiac cells. Human phasic reflex response to parameters of a
p0198 A73-25601 mechanical stimulus as an index of
Posture responses of upper limb muscles during muscle-spindle sensitivity.
electric stimulation of the vestibular apparatus p0403 A73-42679
p0199 A73-26087 Myocardial oxygen consumption in experimental
A new phenomenon of an active intraorgan pumping hypertrophy and congestive heart failure due to
function of skeletal muscles pressure overload.
p0206 A73-27446 p0404 A73-42688
Heart function mechanism explanation by activation Study of the nature of the active tonus with the
potential stimulation of muscular contraction aid of a discrete Wiener-medium analog
via calcium ions p0407 A73-42973
p0207 173-27690 The energetic metabolism and some reactions of the
Effect of adaptation to cold on the energy cardiovascular system during multichannel
characteristics of muscular activity electrical stimulation and voluntary stressing
p0235 A73-28295 of muscles
Exogenous free fatty acid effects on hypoxic p0429 173-44670
myocardial function in isolated isometric rat Use of the conditioned reflex method to study the
papillary muscles motor analyzer during hygienic evaluation of
p0241 A73-29572 working conditions in the presence of vibrations
Electrical activity of the external ear muscles in p0429 A73-44673
man /at rest and during identification of Nonlinear model relating neural input to force and
acoustic signals/ muscle contraction in human ankle joint
p0249 A73-30843 p0599 N73-10117
Motor, thermal and sensory factors in heart rate Tracking tests as quantitative measurements of
variation - A methodology for indirect neuromuscular functions in clinical applications
estimation of intermittent muscular work and p0599 N73-10118
environmental heat loads. Hypoxia effects on human gastric motor functions
p0250 A73-30880 in pressure chamber experiments using
Functional condition of skeletal muscles in rats electrogastrography
under lasting movement constraints /up to 120 p0064 N73-12085
days/ Skylab experiments to assess weightlessness
p0279 A73-31504 effects on human nutritional metabolism and
Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on certain energy musculoskeletal function
transfer characteristics in skeletal muscles and p0175 N73-18115
some internal organs Exercise and muscle stimulation for preventing
p0279 A73-31505 metabolism changes during bed rest
Mechanism of working hyperemia condition p0256 N73-22019
alteration in the forearm muscles of man under Depressing effect of hypokinesia on rat skeletal
increased loads muscle functions
p0322 A73-36570 p0262 N73-23028
Effect of sympatholytin on metabolism in resting Functional disturbances during hypokinesia in man
and working muscles in relation to the degree of [NASA-TT-F-15148] p0450 N73-33073
their adaptation to intensified activity BUSCULAR STRENGTH
p0322 A73-36571 Interrelation between hardness, viscosity,
Changes in respiration effectiveness during strength, and bioelectric activity of human
muscular activity muscles
p0323 A73-36580 p0576 A73-10155
Ribes Nigrum anthocyanosides in ophthalmology Utilization extent of the muscle apparatus
p0330 A73-36935 capabilities during maximum voluntary force
The capacity for muscular work in acute hypoxia exertion
p0331 173-36946 p0080 A73-16696
Electromyoqraphic study of repetitive Human factors engineering to determine maximum
fasciculation potentials in triceps and adductor control forces capability of female pilots
pollicis in normal subjects and patients with fFAA-AH-72-27] p0112 N73-15157
motor neuron diseases, noting postcontraction MUSCULAR TONUS
pause Cerebral circulation alteration during hypothermia
p0359 A73-39761 p0081 A73-16698
Variations in the motor potential with force Action of a serum protein on muscular contraction.
exerted during voluntary arm movements in man. p0125 A73-21200
p0385 173-41013 Possibility of modeling the relationship between
Relationship between cyclic AMP, phosphodiesterase the intracellular potential of individual muscle
activity, calcium and contraction in intestinal fibers and the overall electromyogram for tonic
smooth muscle, muscles
A-223
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM SUBJECT INDEX
p0165 A73-23810 p0116 A73-19218
Contraction kinetics of ventricular muscle from International literature survey of microbiological
hibernating and nonhibernatinq mammals. space research for 1930-1970, discussing high
p0358 A73-39603 altitude balloon, rocket and satellite
Human sensorimotor coordination following space experiments, weightlessness effects,
flights. mutagenesis, etc
p0397 A73-42170 p0279 A73-31501
Action of stable and pulsed noise on the processes Influence of simulated weightlessness on the
of skeletal muscle excitation mutational rate of Tribolium confusum.
p0402 A73-42662 p0314 A73-35984
Study of the nature of the active tonus with the Survival and mutability of Chlorella under various
aid of a discrete Wiener-medium analog orientation in the earth's gravitational field.
p0407 A73-42973 p0314 A73-35997
A method for the approximation of processes in Chemical protection from genetic damages inducedhomogeneous biological structures by radiation in the period of aftereffect of
p0428 A73-44663 acceleration.
Evoked compensatory reflex reactions of rabbit p0384 A73-40815
ocular and eyelid muscles during hypoxia Results of cytogenetic studies of seeds after
p0253 N73-21992 their extended orbital flight aboard the Salyut
Basic causal mechanisms responsible for loss of orbital scientific station.
vascular tone during alterations in shifts to p0397 A73-42169
zero gravity Heavy ion irradiation effects on bacteria[NASA-CR-1288971 p0267 N73-23069 mutations in balloon flight and acceleratorMUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM experiments, comparing with cosmic raysNT BONES p0399 A73-42184NT CEREBRUM Observation of circulating lymphocytoid cell inNT COLLAGENS monkey after exposure to radio wavesNT CONNECTIVE TISSUE FAD-749583] p0108 N73-15128NT CRANIUM Biostatistics of genetical processes in humanNT ELBOW (ANATOMY) populations
NT FLEXORS [NASA-CR-131508] p0229 N73-21131NT INTRACHANIAL CAVITY Ability of organism to maintain normalNT JOINTS (ANATOMY) physiological activities in bioreqenerative systemNT KNEE (ANATOMY) [NASA-CR-1308071 p0252 N73-21979NT MARROW Ultraviolet extraterrestrial radiation tolerancesNT PELVIS of Bacillus subtilis spores and Escherichia coliNt SKULL bacteriophages
NT ULNA p0291 N73-24107NT VERTEBRAE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
NT VERTEBRAL COLUMN Echocardiographic findings in experimentalCurrent views on the mechanism of the myocardial infarction of the posterior leftquantum-induced liberation of a mediator from ventricular wall.
the motor nerve endings of a skeletal muscle p0587 173-12446
p0581 A73-11023 Effects of hypoxemia and acute coronary occlusion
Reduced dimensionality for minimization of degrees on myocardial metabolism in dogs.
of freedom of skeletal activity models for p0077 A73-16154anthropomorphic locomotion system synthesis Book - Understanding electrocardiography:
p0581 A73-11052 Physiological and interpretive concepts.An implantable glass electrode used for pH p0078 A73-16359
measurement in working skeletal muscle. Left ventricular performance after myocardial
p0127 A73-21510 infarction assessed by radioisotopeA new phenomenon of an active intraorqan pumping angiocardiography.function of skeletal muscles p0130 A73-21801
p0206 A73-27446 Intravascular platelet aggregation in the heartFunctional condition of skeletal muscles in rats induced by stress.
under lasting movement constraints /up to 120 p0130 A73-21805days/ Electrocardiographic evidence of left atrialp0279 A73-31504 hypertension in acute myocardial infarction.Dynamic analyses of hybrid bio/mechanical networks p0201 A73-26287
with feedback characterization. Angina pectoris in men - Prognostic significancep0287 A73-33161 of selected medical factors.
Prolonged space flight and hypokinesia. p0201 173-26288p0325 A73-36789 Unreliability of conventional electrocardiographicMotor unit reactions of man to spinal and monitoring for arrhythmia detection in coronary
supraspinal inhibitory stimuli care units.
p0349 A73-37943 p0209 A73-27891Volume-pressure chaxracteristics of rib Immediate and remote prognostic significance ofcage-diaphragm interaction in standing sublects fascicular block during acute myocardialduring voluntary relaxation infarctfon.
p0359 A73-39778 p0243 A73-30052
Action of stable and pulsed noise on the processes Risk factors for developing myocardial infarctionof skeletal muscle excitation and other diseases - The 'Nen born in 1913' study.
p0402 A73-42662 p0245 A73-30352
Age-dependent characteristics of myoqlobin content Echocardiographic detection of regional myocardialand distribution in the heart and skeletal muscles infarction 
- An experimental study.
p0429 A73-44669 p0281 A73-31997Quantitative description of mobility for human torso A new method for diagnosing myocardial damage in[AD-7549241 p0223 N73-20151 patients with normal electrocardiograms andBlood supply to skeletal muscles of rats during vector cardiograms.
hypokinesia 
p0287 A73-33375
p0442 N73-33018 Book on vectorcardiography covering equipment,MUTATIONS technigues, lead systems and abnormalities
A note on the hypothesis - Protein polymorphism as associated with atrial and ventricular
a phase of molecular evolution. hypertrophy, bundle branch blocks, myocardial
p0062 A73-16033 infarction and arrhythmiaStochastic model application to divergence of p0306 A73-34452
horse-pig lineage from common ancestor in terms Diaqnostic power of the Q wave - Critical assay of
of hemoglobin and fibrinopeptides alpha and beta its significance in both detection andchains localization of myocardial deficit.
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SUBJECT INDEIX NYOCADIUB
p0319 A73-36527 p0042 A73-13369
Coronary atherosclerosis and ischemic myocardial Evaluation of cardiac performance in exercise.
damage. p0043 A73-13539
p0320 A73-36538 Diagnostic value of vectorcardiogram in strictly
Experimental myocardial infarction - Hemodynamic posterior infarction.
evaluation. p0047 A73-13891
p0321 A73-36540 Effects of physical training on cardiac actomyosin
Clinical manifestations of acute myocardial adenosine triphosphatase activity.
infarction. p0078 A73-16157
p0321 A73-36543 Systolic time intervals in constrictive
Electrocardiographic diagnosis of myocardial pericarditis and severe primary myocardial
infarction - Pitfalls of a graphic technique, disease.
p0321 A73-36544 p0086 A73-17596
Cell viability in acute myocardial infarction, Geometry of left ventricular contraction in the
discussing pathogenesis, histological, systolic click syndrome - Characterization of a
histochemical and biochemical responses to segmental myocardial abnormality.
ischemia, homeostasis maintenance and treatment p0097 a73-18870
methods Adaptation to high altitude hypoxia as a factor
p0321 A73-36545 preventing development of myocardial ischemic
Drug therapy for treatment of cardiogenic shock necrosis.
syndrome following myocardial infarction, p
0 115 A73-19151
discussing sympathomimetics, alpha-adrenerqic Assessment of hypoxia in the human heart.
blocks and combinations p0118 A73-19928
p0321 A73-36546 The use of glycolytic metabolism in the assessment
Power failure of the heart in acute myocardial of hypoxia in human hearts.
infarction. p0118 A73-19929
p0321 A73-36547 The contractile function of the myocardium in two
Evaluation, diagnosis and treatment of common types of cardiac adaptation to a chronic load.
structural complications of acute myocardial p0118 A73-19931
infarction. Transqlucosidase activity of heart-muscle
p0321 A73-36548 per-qlucohydrolase
The prognosis of myocardial infarction. p0125 A73-21136
p0321 A73-36549 Horphometric and histochemical investigation on
Responsibility for ischemic cardiopathies in civil human right atrial and mitral papillary muscle.
aviation flight personnel p0125 A73-21215
p0327 A73-36902 Ventriculographic patterns and hemodynamics in
A diagnostic program - Problems of predicting primary myocardial disease.
myvocardial infarction on a digital computer p0130 A73-21804
p0354 A73-38998 Order and disorder in the rhythm of the heart
Prediction of the outcomes of myocardial /Fifth Annual George C. Griffith Lecture/.
infarction from formulas derived by the dynamic p0130 A73-21806
programming method Myocardial metabolism during exposure to carbon
p0354 A73-39000 monoxide in the conscious dog.
The complications of coronary arteriography. p0159 A73-22935
p0399 A73-42343 Regional myocardial dynamics from single-plane
Significance of arterial obstructive lesions in coronary cineangiograms.
early diagnosis of coronary heart disease. p0171 A73-24771
p0405 A73-42829 Embryonic chick heart cell age dependent
Myocardial infarction susceptibility correlated electrophysiological studies, discussing
with psychosocial factors in life change structure, metabolism, ATPase activity, membrane
measurement studies potential and cell interactions
p0405 A73-42833 p0197 A73-25589
Electrocardiographic stress testing for Morphological and experimental excitation models
determining influence of occupational and other of cardiac muscle ultrastructure, transmission
stresses on ischemic heart disease activity and intercellular contact relationships
p0146 N73-17082 p0197 A73-25590
Clinical analysis of relationship between VPB and Cell membrane molecular structure and lipid
mortality rate in patient with acute myocardial composition, discussing phospholipid role in
infractions membrane potential maintenance in myocardial cells
p0146 N73-17083 p0197 A73-25591
Myocardial changes in flying personnel exposed to Ionic current mechanisms for cardiac muscle
hypoxic hypoxia repolarization time course of Purkinje fibers
p0253 N73-21985 and other heart cells, relating charge transfer
Microscopic morphological changes in dog cardiac data to earlier studies
muscle after chronic gamma irradiation p0197 A73-25593
p0372 N73-29027 Electrogenic potassium inward transport
UTOCARDIUM involvement in mechanism of enhanced
Isovolumic contraction dynamics in man according repolarization, correlating cardiac excitation
to two different muscle models. with Na, K and Ca ion transfers and active ion
p0576 A73-10158 transport
Computation of solutions to the inverse problem of p0197 A73-25594
electrocardiography. Cardiac membrane capacitance physiological
p0582 A73-11465 properties and measurements in Purkinje fibers,
0 waves and coronary arteriography in ventricular and atrial muscles and heart tissues
cardiomyopathy. p0197 A73-25596
p0583 A73-11507 Vertebrate cardiac innervation via parasympathetic
Importance of the Lohmann reaction in the response and sympathetic nervous system, considering
of the heart to anoxic aggression synaptic transmission, nerve endings,
p0585 A73-12152 stimulation and electrical effects
High energy phosphate deficit-produced myocardial p0198 A73-25597
cell genetic apparatus activation as cardiac Cardiac activity potentials, P-B interval and
hypertrophy mechanism, discussing mitochondrial impulse propagation across atrioventricular
bioqenesis and cardiac hyperfunction roles node, ventricular conduction and Purkinje
p0588 A73-12511 fiber-muscle junctions
Relationship of anginal symptoms to lung mechanics p0198 A73-25598
during myocardial ischemia. Neurogenic and myogenic mechanisms of myocardium
p0589 A73-12820 cell electrical activity and excitation in
myocardial function and ultrastructure in vertebrate and invertebrate neural and muscle
chronically hypoxic rats. tissues
A-225
EYOELECTEIC POTENTIALS SUBJECT INDEX
p0198 A73-25599 p0404 A73-42687Physical/electrical sealing mechanisms of Myocardial oxygen consumption in experimental
myocardiac and muscle fiber healing after hypertrophy and congestive heart failure due tosurface injury, considering ionic factors, pressure overload.
sodium and calcium rates and contraction relation p0404 A73-42688
p0198 A73-25600 Nature and significance of alterations inCalcium movements and excitation-contraction myocardial compliance.coupling in cardiac cells. p0404 173-42689
p0198 A73-25601 Alterations of cardiac sympatheticMvocardial contraction velocity and acceleration neurotransmitter activity in congestive heartin man measured by ultrasound echocardiography failure.differentiation. p0404 A73-42690
p0205 A73-27026 Polyparametric information of theHeart function mechanism explanation by activation electrocardiogram in injured tissue.potential stimulation of muscular contraction p0405 A73-42834
via calcium ions Age-dependent characteristics of myoglobin content
p0207 A73-27690 and distribution in the heart and skeletal musclesHigh-fidelity left ventricular pressure p0429 A73-44669
measurements for the assessment of cardiac Hemoglobin-oxygen equilibrium and coronary bloodcontractility is man. flow - An analog model.
p30209 A73-27888 p0433 A73-45060Exogenous free tatty acid effects on hypoxic Comparison of ultrasound and cineangiographic
myocardial function in isolated isometric rat measurements of left ventricular performance inpapillary muscles patients with and without wall motion
p0241 A73-29572 abnormalities.German monograph 
- Comparative investigations p0436 A73-45400regarding the phenomenon of force notentiation Alterations in myocardial contractility induced byin the case oT the heart muscle of cold-blooded bed rest
and warm-blooded animals. [NASA-CR-128968] p0333 N73-26056
p0249 A73-30669 MYOELECTRIC POTENTIALSMyoqlobin distribution in the heart of growing Possibility of modeling the relationship betweenrats exposed to a simulated altitude of 3500 m the intracellular potential of individual musclein their youth or born in the low pressure fibers and the overall electromyoqram for tonicchamber. muscles
p0251 A73-30910 p0165 A73-23810Study of myocardial antigen localization using the Rise time of the spike potential in fast andimmunofluorescence method slowly contracting muscle of man.
p0278 A73-31392 p0168 A73-24500Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on certain energy Voluntary activation of individual motor units intransfer characteristics in skeletal muscles and man
some internal organs p0168 A73-24519
p0279 A73-31505 Organization of the activity of a group of motorAssessment of left ventricular performance in man neurons in man during voluntary contraction of a- Instantaneous tension-velocity-length muscle
relations obtained with the aid of an p0170 A73-24599
electromagnetic velocity catheter in the Embryonic chick heart cell age dependent
ascending aorta. electrophysiological studies, discussingp0281 A73-31996 structure, metabolism, 1ATPase activity, membraneNutritional circulation in the heart. IV - Effect potential and cell interactions
of calcium chloride and potassium chloride on p0197 A73-25589
myocardial hemodynamics and clearance of Morphological and experimental excitation models
rubidium-h6. of cardiac muscle ultrastructure, transmissionp0288 A73-33990 activity and intercellular contact relationshipsEffect of maximal work load on cardiac function. p0197 A73-25590p0288 173-33991 Cardiac action potential rising phase andHeart muscle viability following hypoxia - generation mechanism, discussing pacemakerProtective effect of acidosis. potential and slow depolarization initiating
p0303 A73-34097 upstroke in spontaneously active cardiac cellsMorphological and electron-microscopic alterations p0197 A73-25592of the myocardium in dogs subjected to lasting Ionic current mechanisms for cardiac muscle
chronic gamma irradiation repolarization time course of Purkinje fibersPC305 A73-34230 and other'heart cells, relating charge transferFactors influencing coronary blood flow in the data to earlier studies
presence of coronary obstructive disease. p0197 173-25593pC321 A73-36539 Electroqenic potassium inward transportSome metric characteristics of myocardial cells involvement in mechanism of enhanced
under various conditions of cardiac and repolarization, correlating cardiac excitationcardiovascular pathology with Na, K and Ca ion transfers and active ion
p0332 A73-36962 transportThe effect of exercise on intrinsic myocardial p0197 A73-25594performance. Sinoatrial node pacemaker cell functions,p0352 A73-38258 discussing ionic and metabolic principles,Contraction kinetics of ventricular muscle from electrical activity, membranal effects ofhibernating and nonhibernating mammals. neurohormonal control factors and cardioactivep0358 A73-39603 drug effects
Influence of preliminary adaptation to the main
environmental factors on the ATP level and Cardiac activity potentials, P-R interval and
phosphorylation potential in the myocardium impulse propagation across atrioventricularduring severe heart strain node, ventricular conduction and Purkinjep0389 A73-41278 fiber-muscle junctionsA simple cardiac contractility computer. p0198 A73-25598P0403 A73-42677 Neuroqenic and myogenic mechanisms of myocardiumStructural conditions in the hypertrophied and cell electrical activity and excitation infailing heart. vertebrate and invertebrate neural and musclep0403 A73-42685 tissues
Abnormal biochemistry in myocardial failure. p0198 A73-25599p0404 A73-42686 Influence of ribonuclease on changes in theBibonucleic acid /RNA/ polymerase and adenyl membrane potential of muscle fibers evoked bycyclase in cardiac hypertrophy and cardiomyopathy. stimulation of the sympathetic nerve
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SUBJECT INDEX NASA PROGEAMS
p0276 A73-31166 Mechanism of inert gas narcosis in human body and
Technique for recording muscle biopotentials by mice
means of implanted electrodes (NASA-CB-62096] p04
45 N73-33038
p0281 A73-31799 NARCOTICS
Electromyoqraphic study of repetitive Characteristics of the narcotic action of hexenal
fasciculation potentials in triceps and adductor in combination with aminothyol-series
pollicis in normal subjects and patients with radioprotective drugs in irradiated animals
motor neuron diseases, noting postcontraction p0278 A73-31391
pause Chromatographic and polarographic methods for
p0359 173-39761 determining metabolic levels of hypnotic drugs
Conditional computer analysis of the in blood plasma and urine of man
onset-to-onset duration of spikes from the p022
8 173-21118
electromyographic interference pattern of Incidence of abnormal liver function tests in drug
extraocular muscles, addicts without history of jaundice
p0392 A73-41731 [NASA-TT-F-150411 p0374 N73-29044
Human phasic reflex response to parameters of a NASA PROGBAMS
mechanical stimulus as an index of NT APOLLO PROJECT
muscle-spindle sensitivity. NT SKYLAB PROGRAM
p0403 A73-42679 NT TEKTITE PROJECT
Bioelectric control system design for reversible NT VIKING MARS PROGRAM
slave mechanism manipulator using single muscle The National Aeronautics and Space
input Administration-U.S. Public Health Service Health
p033 6 N73-26088 Evaluation and Enhancement Program - Summary of
Motor function modeling of human arm by results.
manipulator using myoelectric control pulses p0043 A73-13545
p0336 N73-26091 U.S. manned space flight food system development
MTOELECTBICITY experience assessment, covering Mercury, Gemini,
NT MYOELECTRIC POTENTIALS Apollo and manned orbiting laboratory programs
Interrelation between hardness, viscosity, p0050 A73-14168
strength, and bioelectric activity of human Sterilization technology in the United States
muscles space program.
p0576 A73-10155 p0288 A73-33697
Polysynaptic pathways role in tonic vibration and Conference on occupational medicine support in
monosynaptic reflexes due to muscle vibratory or NASA programs to prevent health and emotional
nerve electric stimulation, respectively, problems in personnel
discussing tetanization effects rNASA-TM--69072] p0142 173-17048
p0578 A73-10409 Medical concepts and functional management in NASA
Peripheral electromyoqraphy spike and ventral root Environmental Health Program
unit discharge intervals during tonic vibration p0143 N73-17056
reflex of cat soleus motoneuron Industrial hygiene, radiological health, and
p0578 A73-10410 spacecraft sanitation studies in NASA
Effect of eccentric and concentric muscle Environmental Health Program
conditioning on tension and electrical activity p0143 N73-17057
of human muscle. Environmental health measures to prevent cabin
p0580 A73-10774 atmosphere toxicity and provide drinking water
The role of muscle stiffness in meeting the standards in manned space flight applications
changing postural and locomotor requirements for p0144 N73-17058
force development by the ankle extensors. Routine proctosiqmoidoscopic examinations of
p0587 A73-12166 asymptotic NASA personnel for cancer prevention
Some physiological reactions to acceleration in p0144 N73-17061-
albino rats in a state of hypothermia Mental health services for emotional counselling
p0084 A73-16737 in NASA facilities to insure maximum human
Contributions of quick and slow muscle fibers to performance
changes in the electrical activity of skeletal p0144 N73-17062
muscles in rats under acute and chronic effects Conference on preventive medical and environmental
of cold control measures for NASA and aviation industry
p0126 A73-21323 personnel management
Cardiac membrane capacitance physiological rNASA-TM-X-69073] p0144 N73-17064
properties and measurements in Purkinje fibers, Long term exercise effects on cardiovascular
ventricular and atrial muscles and heart tissues response in NASA personnel with periodic
p0197 A73-25596 erqometric evaluation
Electrical activity of the external ear muscles in p0145 N73-17067
man /at rest and during identification of Computerized multivariate scheduling of physical
acoustic signals/ examinations for NASA personnel in clinical
p0249 A73-30843 intervention program
A method for the approximation of processes in p0145 N73-17068
homogeneous biological structures Physical exercise effects on health of NASA
p0428 A73-44663 personnel
Metabolic and myoelectric reactions under chemical p0145 N73-17069
thermoregulation in rats after accelerated cold Continuous monitoring of hypertension and
adaptation hypercholesterolemia in NASA employees for
p0430 A73-44721 prevention of heart disease and disability
MYOGLOBIN p0145 N73-17072
Myoqlobin distribution in the heart of growing Conference on occupational and environmental
rats exposed to a simulated altitude of 3500 m medical services provided to NASA employees
in their youth or born in the low pressure rNASA-TM-X-69074] p0146 N73-17078
chamber. Influence of repeated test and dietary counseling
p0251 A73-30910 on hypercholesterolemia control in NASA employees
Aqe-dependent characteristics of myoqlobin content p0146 N73-17081
and distribution in the heart and skeletal muscles Feasibility of effective exercise and health
p042 9 A73-44669 evaluation and enhancement program for NASA
employees
N p0147 73-17091
Influence of NASA stress lab program on physical
NARCOSIS education in US colleges
Effects of vagotomy on the impulse activity of p0147 N73-17092
respiratory neurons Development of electrocardiogram protection
p0276 A73-31160 circuits to prevent accidental electrocution and
digital cardiotachometer system to display heart
A-227
NATURBAL FREQUENCIES SUBJECT INDEX
rate Electrophysioloqical study of the topographic
p0261 N73-22924 organization of Deiters' lateral vestibular
Development and evaluation of free flying nucleus
teleoperators to include semiexoskeletal master p0168 173-24515
control unit, loystick-analoq unit, and three Results of electron microscopic studies in the ratdimensional television system brain under oxygen at high pressure.
p0261 N73-22925 p0195 A73-25330NASA programs on life science research in Neuroanatomy of the auditory system.
aerospace environments, emphasizing p0244 A73-30280
cardiovascular system Impact acceleration effects on rabbit central
p0265 N73-23058 nervous system, noting changes in nerve tissueNASA supported research in photobiology and elements and cerebral vesselsphotochemistry from 1966 to 1973 p0304 A73-34227rNASA-CR-1334591 p0365 N73-27937 Evoked potentials in the hypothalamus in responseMedically related NASA technology applications and to stimulation of the vagus and sciatic nervestransfer activities p0349 A73-37941[NASA-CA-1355271 p0418 N73-31001 Force output of the diaphragm as a function ofNATURAL FREQUENCIES phrenic nerve firing rate and lung volume.U RESONANT FREQUENCIES p0360 A73-39780NATURAL SATELLITES Signal/noise ratio in the recording of human
NT NOON nerve-action potentials.Quarantine constraints as applied to satellites p0399 A73-42372[NASA-CR-1320731 p0292 N73-24116 Computer acquisition of multiunit nerve-spikeNAUSEA signals.
Analysis of physiological mechanisms contributing p0403 A73-42671to occurrence of motion sickness Neural model as pulse interval processor
p0591 N73-10020 [AD-7460071 p0606 N73-10169NAVIGATION Vestibular function loss in man after unilateralNT AIR NAVIGATION section of eighth cranial nerveNAVIGATION AIDS 0NASA-CR-1296721 p0070 N73-13084NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS NERVOUS SYSTEMNAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS NT AFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMS
NI ATTITUDE INDICATORS NT AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEMNT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS NT AXONS
NAVIGATORS NT BRAIN
Color aptitude of dyschromatopsia French NT BRAIN STEM
navigators and pilots NT CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
p0179 N73-19068 NT CEREBELLUMInfluence of long duration flight missions on NT CEREBRAL CORTEX
metabolic and endocrine functions of pilots and NT CEREBRUM
navigators NT DIENCEPHALON
p0189 N73-19152 NT EFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMSNECK (ANATOMY) NT GANGLIA
Some effects of cooling and heating areas of the NT HIPPOCAMPUShead and neck on body temperature measurement at NT NERVESthe ear. NT NEUROGLIA
p0238 A73-28504 NT NEURONSVestibular and spinal control of eye movements. NT PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
p0316 A73-36440 NT SPINAL CORDBiodynamic response of human head and neck to NT SPINEimpact acceleration NT SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM[AD-7479881 p0072 N73-13106 NT SYNAPSESMass, volume, center of mass, and mass moment of NT THALAMUS
intertia determined for head and neck of human Sleep and the maturing nervous system; Proceedingsbody of the Symposium on the Maturation of BrainrAD-7625811 p0377 N73-29065 Mechanisms Related to Sleep Behavior, BoilingNT SENSORY FEEDBACK Springs, Pa., June 21-24, 1970.NT SENSOROPLAS E 
p0050 A73-14255NEOPL CANSMS Nervous system transmitter biochemistry in termsNT NES of excitation and inhibition coordination withNERVES emphasis on gamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/On the causes of the changes of the second heart function in cerebellum
sound in left bundle branch block. p0051 A73-14258p0581 A73-11008 Comparative anatomy of the vestibular nuclearThe role of the vagus nerves in the respiratory complex in submammalian vertebrates.response to CO2 under hyperoxic conditions. p0096 A73-18575
p0583 A73-11501 Structural models of simple sensory motorThe role of the carotid chemoreceptors in the co-ordination.
CO2-hyperpnea under hyperoxia. p0098 A73-18890p0583 A73-11502 Investigation of certain indices of higher nervousDerivation of a function of nerve-fiber activity in man during prolonged stay in a waterdistribution according to fiber diameters on the environment
basis of electrophysioloqical measurements p0154 A73-22364p0060 A73-15787 Book - Sensory coding in the mammalian nervousStudy of intraventricular conduction times in system.
patients with left bundle-branch block and left p0199 173-25799
axis deviation and in patients with left Vector correlation theory and neural mechanisms ofbundle-branch block and normal QS axis using binaural signal detection in human auditory systemHis bundle electroqrams. 
p0244 A73-30283p0080 A73-16582 ByPothalamo-adenohypophysio-adrenal neurosecretoryDevice for analyzing the electrical activity of system under hyperthermia
nerve fibers in intact nerves 
p0249 A73-30847p0165 A73-23812 Correlational inter-relationships between theCorpus callosum role in monocular system neuroendocrinal system and the genotype in thetranscommisural interactions from binocular formation of protective reactions of the organisminteraction studies of stimulus-evoked p0281 73-31875potentials in rat visual cortex Determination of the type of higher nervous
p0167 173-24332 activity from the aftereffect characteristics of
multidimensional stimuli
A-228
SUBJECT INDEX NEUROMUSCULAR TRANSMISSION
p0322 A73-36577 Probability estimate models for reliable function
Biological effects due to single accelerated heavy of redundant systems with adaptable and
particles and the problems of nervous system inadaptable neuron-like restoration organs
exposure in space. p0431 A73-44904
p0398 A73-42181 Optical electronic model of local detectors of the
Visual perception dominance over touch related to visual analysor
threshold changes, analyzing nervous system p0432 A73-44912
reliance on sense with lower threshold NEUBOGLIA
p0425 A73-43847 Analysis of the changes in glial cell numbers in
Influence of physical stress on the state of human the auditory cortex during the application of
higher nervous activity under conditions of acoustic stimuli of various intensities
underwater labor p0401 A73-42653
p0429 A73-44672 Influence of histotoxic hypoxia on the activity of
Neuroelectric oscillation in two parallel, lactic dehydrogenase isoenzymes in neurons and
single-unit pathways feeding back on single neuroqlia of various sections of the central
primary cell nervous system
f(-984-aC1 p0070 N73-13083 p0428 A73-44429
Nervous system functional changes due to forces of NBOBOLOGI
acceleration and weightlessness Neurological fatigue-indices of flight crews of
rNASA-TT-F-7331 p0148 N73-17105 long-range and military transport aviation
Radioimmunoassays of plasma aldosterone and p0193 A73-25040
catecholamine concentrations as human vasomotor Development of neurosurgical instrumentation and
regulators procedures for emergency use in null and
p01 74 N73-18111 low-gravity environments - A speculative approach.
Influence of light flashes from heavy ionizing p0196 A73-25342
particles on astronaut nervous system Human visual system model based on neurological
(LBL-10111 p0186 873-19134 connectivity data from anatomical dissection, in
Masking phenomenon for measuring state of fatigue vivo physiological measurements and
and stress of nervous system psychological experimentation
(AD-7529751 p0300 873-25129 p0309 A73-35239
NE0BAL NETS Central nervous system influence upon
Visual field image analysis via investigation of electrocardiographic waveforms.
receptor-furnished signal analysis by network of p0320 A73-36530
neuron-like structures Studies concerning high pressure hyperexcitability
p0060 A73-15789 in Squirrel Monkey
A model of a memory device based on neuron-like (AD-745779] p0610 N73-11086
elements which realizes the holographic NEUBOMUSCULAR TRANSMISSION
principles of data recording and readout Polysynaptic pathways role in tonic vibration and
p0061 A73-15792 monosynaptic reflexes due to muscle vibratory or
Human memory model with associative linkage nerve electric stimulation, respectively,
between neuronal network information elements discussing tetanization effects
p0061 A73-15797 p0578 173-10409
Space-time dynamics of the impulse activity in Current views on the mechanism of the
human-brain neuron populations quantum-induced liberation of a mediator from
p0080 A73-16692 the motor nerve endings of a skeletal muscle
Information processing in the visual system. p0581 173-11023
p0122 A73-20374 Atrioventricular block response to exercise and
Dynamics of changes in neuron activity regimes of intraventricular conduction at rest.
the ascending auditory pathways p0583 A73-11506
p0199 A73-26079 Usefulness of vectorcardiography combined with His
Step-wise changes in thermoregulatory responses to bundle recordings and cardiac pacing in
slowly changing thermal stimuli. evaluation of the preexcitation
p0239 A73-28535 /Wolff-Parkinson-White/ syndrome.
Neuroanatomy of the auditory system. p0587 A73-12445
p0244 A73-30280 Phasic discharge activity and localization of
Conditioned reflex switching effects in higher sheep medullary neurons in relation to
nervous system reactions as function of swallowing reflex after superior laryngeal nerve
experimental stimuli background conditions stimulation
/arousal, diurnal rhythms, test conditions, p0046 173-13786
physiological condition/ Extent of engagement of various cardiovascular
p0248 A73-30567 effectors to alterations of carotid sinus
Forward and backward conditional link formation as pressure.
physiological mechanism for reinforcement p0078 A73-16250
conditioning connection Effect of hypercapnia on the electrical discharges
p0248 A73-30568 of the bulbar respiratory neurons and motor
Circulation of nervous impulses in the cerebral neuron ganglia of respiratory muscles
cortex p0084 173-16735
p0248 173-30569 Correlation between the impulse activity of bulbar
Loss of information during central summation of respiratory neurons, the electrical activity of
local postsynaptic potentials respiratory muscles, and pulmonary respiration
p0249 173-30825 volume during obstructed respiration
Electrophysiological evidence that abnormal early p0087 A73-17683
visual experience can modify the human brain. Research on the displacement of blood-plasma
p0278 173-31371 proteins and on the nerve conduction velocity in
Correlative function formalism for neuron networks rats subjected to accelerations and hypokinesia
with limited communication channels and p0088 173-17769
active-refractive-storinq signal action Pathological cardiac conduction system lesions
p0389 173-41277 anatomy associated with arrhythmia, discussing
On the electronic simulation of acceleratory atrioventricular, His bundle and bundle branch
nystaqus. blocks
p0403 A73-42683 p0097 173-18872
Structural complexity and technical realization of Cardiac arrhythmias qeneration by impulse
formal neurons by means of magnetic current initiation and conduction abnormalities,
switches considering depressed excitability, reentrant
p0431 173-44901 excitation, summation, inhibition and parasystole
Synthesis of minimized formal neurons by means of p0097 173-18874
magnetic current switches Cortico- and rubrofugal activation of interneurons
p0431 173-44902 forming propriospinal paths in the dorsolateral
funiculs of the cat spinal cord
A-229
NEUROMUSCOLAR TRANSMISSION CONTD SUBJECT INDEX
p0118 A73-20002 p0240 A73-29174
Changes in the amplitudinal and temporal Immediate and remote prognostic significance of
characteristics of sensomotor-cortex evoked fascicular block during acute myocardial
potentials after deactivation of spinocervical infarction.
tracts in cats p0243 A73-30052
p0118 A73-20004 Influence of increased air atmosphere pressure on
Ontogenic cerebrospinal reflex activity studies, the excitability of the neuro-motor apparatus in
covering spinal cord morphology, reflex arches, man
inhibition, intracentral responses and p0249 A73-30845
Post-tetanic potentiation Anatomo-functional bases of cerebello-cerebral
p0121 A73-20366 interrelations
Contributions of quick and slow muscle fibers to p0282 A73-32287
changes in the electrical activity of skeletal The behavior of eye movement motoneurons in the
muscles in rats under acute and chronic effects alert monkey.
of cold p0315 A73-36433
p0126 A73-21323 Unit activity in the brainstem related to eye
Order and disorder in the rhythm of the heart movement - Possible inputs to the motor nuclei.
/Fifth Annual George C. Griffith Lecture/. p0315 A73-36434
p0130 A73-21806 The neuronal mechanism of nystagmus.
Effect of copper ions on the functional state of p0316 A73-36437
the neuromuscular apparatus Supranuclear structures regulating binocular eye
p0154 A73-22369 and head movements.
Synaptic activation of thoracic spinal cord p0317 A73-36451
interneurons through reticulo-spinal pathways QRS abnormalities in AV block - Variations and
p0156 A73-22576 their significance.
Cortico-pyramidal and cortico-extrapyramidal p0319 A73-36521
synaptic effects on lumbar motor neurons in The clinical causes and mechanisms of
monkeys intraventricular conduction disturbances.
p0156 A73-22578 p0319 A73-36524
Investigation of evoked activity in the ventral Investigation of the distribution of synaptic
horn of lumbar segments during the interaction inputs on an analog model of the motoneurons
of efferent extrapyramidal and cortical stimuli p0349 A73-37942
p0156 A73-22579 Force output of the diaphragm as a function of
Organization of spontaneous muscular activity in man phrenic nerve firing rate and lung volume.
p0157 A73-22863 p0360 173-39780
A frequency response analysis of fusimotor-driven Russian book - Electrical activity of the human
muscle spindles. brain in the process of motor action.
p0158 A73-22934 p0389 A73-41289
Features of supraspinal control of the reflex Effects of beta-blocking agents on
paths of the spinal cord during walking atrio-ventricular and intraventricular
p0163 A73-23677 conduction in man.
Alternative mechanisms of apparent supernormal p0390 A73-41564
atrioventricular conduction. Effect of the electrical stimulation of the
p0165 A73-23843 sensomotor cortex on the potentials of dorsal
Rise time of the spike potential in fast and roots and on the depolarization of primary
slowly contracting muscle of man. spinal afferents
p0168 A73-24500 p0401 A73-42652
Features of the spontaneous and evoked neuronal Effect of chronic pyramid insufficiency on the
activity of deep brain structures in man during function of spinal centers of shin and foot
voluntary movements muscles in man
p0168 173-24517 p0401 A73-42658
Voluntary activation of individual motor units in Alterations of cardiac sympathetic
man neurotransmitter activity in congestive heart
p0168 A73-24519 failure.
Reflex reaction of antagonist muscles during an p0404 A73-42690
evoked tendon reflex Signal and noise in the human oculomotor system.
p0170 A73-24598 p0407 A73-42964
Organization of the activity of a group of motor Structurally functional properties of the
neurons in man during voluntary contraction of a dendrites of central neurons
muscle p0426 A73-43926
p0170 A73-24599 A method for the approximation of processes inFunctional and morphological structures of motor homogeneous biological structures
activity events, noting central integration p0428 A73-44663
ensemble of cerebrum transmitter sequences The presence in the heart of compounds which
p0194 A73-25200 participate in the neurohumoral regulation ofEffect of whole-body vibration on peripheral nerve coronary circulation
conduction time in the Rhesus monkey. p0430 A73-44769
p0196 A73-25335 Intracellular measurements in a closed hyperbaric
Morphological and experimental excitation models chamber.
of cardiac muscle ultrastructure, transmission p0434 173-45072
activity and intercellular contact relationships Spinal and spino-bulbo-spinal neuron mechanisms of
p0197 A73-25590 somatic and viscero-motor reflex transfer in theVertebrate cardiac innervation via parasympathetic thoracic spinal cord
and sympathetic nervous system, considering p0435 A73-45249
synaptic transmission, nerve endings, Nonlinear model relating neural input to force and
stimulation and electrical effects muscle contraction in human ankle joint
p0198 A73-25597 p0599 N73-10117Cardiac activity potentials, P-R interval and Tracking tests as guantitative measurements of
impulse propagation across atrioventricular neuromuscular functions in clinical applications
node, ventricular conduction and Purkinle p0599 N73-10118fiber-muscle lunctions Respiratory impedance effects on electrical
p0198 173-25598 activities of bulbar respiratory neurons,Neuroqenic and myogenic mechanisms of myocardium respiratory muscles, and pulmonary ventilation
cell electrical activity and excitation in in anesthesized cats
vertebrate and invertebrate neural and muscle p0064 N73-12084tissues Hypoxia effects on human gastric motor functions
p0198 A73-25599 in pressure chamber experiments usingMotor functions and control of sensorial messages electrogastrography
of somatic origin p0064 N73-12085
A-230
SUBJECT INDEX NEURONS
Workload effects on operator grip pressure and function of stimulus onset time
neuromuscular transmission in manual tracking p01 65 A73-23811
task error Amplitude discriminator with variable effective
[AD-7572521 p0269 N73-23089 range design for use with/without digital
NEURON TRANSMISSION computer in neuron pulsed activity analysis
U BIOELECITRICITY p0168 A73-24516
NEURONS Voluntary activation of individual motor units in
Neuron networks modeling from viewpoint of man
intracellular and cell-medium interaction, p01 68 A73-24519
discussing coding properties and nonsingular Reflex excitability of spinal motor neurons in man
self adiusting system response under high atmospheric pressure
p0579 A73-10652 p0169 A73-24525
Computerized correlation analysis of single and Short-term latent reactions of the lateral
multiple neuron pulse activity, considering geniculate body neurons in the rat to electrical
temporal, sequential and entropy characteristics stimulation of the optical tract
p0579 A73-10653 p0170 A73-24595
Complex processing of discrete biological Characteristics of the electrical activity of the
information superior olivary bodies of Vespertilionidae and
p0580 A73-10662 Rhinolophidae bats in response to ultrasonic
Y-chromosome localization in the interphase nuclei stimuli of different frequencies
of cerebral neurons in man p0170 A73-24596
p0582 A73-11444 Hypothalamus, septum and ventrobasal thalamus
Stable frequency and synchronicity alterations in nuclei single neuron responses to skin thermal
the discharges of cortical neuron populations in stimulation, indicating afferent connections
feedback experiments between cerebrum thermoregulation center and
p0582 A73-11445 peripheral thermoreceptors
Cat optic tract and qeniculate unit responses p0199 173-26086
corresponding to human visual masking effects. On neural inhibition, contrast effects and visual
p0586 A73-12161 sensitivity.
Analysis of the response characteristics of optic p0200 A73-26197
tract and qeniculate units and their mutual Influence of synchronized sleep upon spontaneous
relationship. and induced discharges of single units in visual
p0586 A73-12162 system.
Topochemical differences in RNA content in spinal p0201 173-26223
cord motoneurons during hypoxia and hbypokinesia Single unit reactions in the visual cortex of the
p0588 A73-12558 unanesthetized rabbit to the light flashes of
Phasic discharge activity and localization of different intensities.
sheep medullary neurons in relation to p0204 A73-26719
swallowing reflex after superior laryngeal nerve Autoradiographic study of protein synthesis in
stimulation perikaryons and of nitrogen migration into the
p0046 A73-13786 axons of hypertrophic sympathetic neurons
Response of motoneurons of the spinal cord to p0235 A73-28296
gamma radiation - A cytochemical study. Electrical and metabolic manifestations of
p0047 A73-13808 receptor and higher-order neuron activity in
Recording and discrimination of pulsed neuron vertebrate retina.
activity responses to stimulus application and p0236 A73-28353
removal Intranuclear organization of 'the center median
p0047 A73-13823 nucleus of the thalamus.
Response of single units of the posterior p0240 A73-29175
hypothalamus to thermal stimulation. Processing of auditory information by medial
p0048 A73-14111 superior-olivary neurons.
Maturing neuronal subsystems - The dendrites of p0244 A73-30281
spinal motoneurons. Loss of information during central summation of
p0051 173-14257 local postsynaptic potentials
Telemetered EEG and neuronal spike activity in p0249 173-30825
olfactory bulb and amygdala in free moving Effects of vagotomy on the impulse activity of
rabbits. respiratory neurons
p0054 A73-14299 p0276 A73-31160
Visual receptive fields sensitive to absolute and Mechanisms of secretion of neurohypophysial
relative motion during tracking, hormones - Cellular and subcellular aspects
p0057 A73-15072 p0282 173-32286
Responses of bulbar respiratory neurons to Transmission of nerve pulses at the switching
apparatus-aided artificial respiration locations of the brain
p0081 173-16699 p0287 A73-33424
Correlation between the impulse activity of bulbar The visual cortex as a spatial frequency analyser.
respiratory neurons, the electrical activity of p0308 A73-34840
respiratory muscles, and pulmonary respiration The behavior of eye movement motoneurons in the
volume during obstructed respiration alert monkey.
p0087 A73-17683 p0315 A73-36433
Neural channel mechanism for real light and Unit activity in the brainstem related to eye
equivalent background coding, using test flashes movement - Possible inputs to the motor nuclei.
under bleaching and field adaptation p0315 A73-36434
p0121 A73-20258 Cholinerqic activation of vestibular neurones
Structural characteristics of connections between leading to rapid eye movements in the
medial efferent systems and spinal cord neurons mesencephalic cat.
p0156 A73-22577 p0316 173-36439
Electrophysiological investigation of noise Some functional characteristics of the superior
relection in an auditory system receiving sound colliculus of the Rhesus monkey.
from a localized source p0316 A73-36442
p0156 A73-22580 Neuronal elements of the orienting response -
Statistical investigation of the impulse activity Microrecordings and stimulation experiments in
of neurons in various hypothalamic regions rabbits.
p0164 A73-23802 p0316 A73-36444
Role of the medial area of the medulla oblongata The role of the superior colliculus in
in the rhythmical activity of respiratory-center visually-evoked eye movements.
neurons p0316 A73-36445
p0164 A73-23804 Comparative physiology of movement-detecting
Neuron analyzer technique for poststimulus neuronal systems in lower vertebrates /anura and
histogram plotting of neuron excitation as urodela/.
A-231
BEUROPEISIOLOGY SUBJECT INDEX
p0317 A73-36454 NEUROPHSIOLOGI
Orientation specificity and response variability Changes in ventilatory patterns after ablation of
of cells in the striate cortex. various respiratory feedback mechanisms.
p0346 A73-37421 p0576 173-10162
Functional characteristics of different neurons in Investigation of the recovery dynamics of the
the auditory cortex mimic muscle function and choice of an optimal
p0349 A73-37940 bioelectric stimulation program with the aid of
Effects of round window stimulation on unit an electronic digital computer
discharges in the visual cortex and superior p0579 173-10656
colliculus. Structural organization and electrophysiological
p0356 A73-39146 properties of the intercentral functional
Determinants of hypothalamic neuronal systems of the hypothalamic region of the brain
thermosensitivity in ground squirrels and rats. p0581 A73-11024
p0358 A73-39600 Inhibitive mechanisms activity in behavior control
Changes in thermosensitive characteristics of by neostriatum, discussing suppressive
hypothalamic units over time. reactions, evoked sleep, conditioned and
pC358 A73-39601 instrumental reflexes and neurophysiological
Computer controlled automatic TV-microscope system aspects
for tracking and measuring nerve cell processes p0581 173-11025in designated axons and dendrites Structural change in the paradoxical phase of
p0359 A73-39763 sleep due to the stimulation of the reticular
Reaction of neurocytes of the paraventricular formation and hypothalamus on a background ofhypothalamic nucleus to unilateral thyroidectomy deep slow sleep
p0382 A73-40283 p0582 A73-11081Correlative function formalism for neuron networks A relationship between the detection of size,
with limited communication channels and rate, orientation and direction in the human
active-refractive-storing signal action visual system.
p0389 A73-41277 p0046 A73-13758Objective method for classification of Recording and discrimination of pulsed neuron
multicellular activity patterns of neuron activity responses to stimulus application andpopulation in the cerebrum of man removal
p0401 A73-42656 p0047 173-13823An assembly for electrophysioloqical and Morphological, physiological and pharmacological
thermometric studies investigations of rat cerebellar cortex synaptic
p0402 A73-42663 structure and function maturation andRectifier-like color dependent phase shifts in neurotransmitter receptivity development
electrophysiological responses to different p0051 A73-14256
colored stimuli at evoked potential and single Maturing neuronal subsystems 
- The dendrites of
neuron levels spinal motoneurons.
p0407 A73-42961 p0051 A73-14257Gamma-aminobutyric acid antagonism in visual Nervous system transmitter biochemistry in terms
cortex - Different effects on simple, complex, of excitation and inhibition coordination withand hypercomplex neurons. emphasis on gamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/
p0424 A73-43338 function in cerebellumStructurally functional properties of the p0051 A73-14258dendrites of central neurons Developmental changes in neurochemistry during the
p0426 A73-43926 maturation of sleep behavior.Influence of histotoxic hypoxia on the activity of p0051 173-14261lactic dehydroqenase isoenzymes in neurons and Maturation of neurobiochemical systems related to
neuroglia of various sections of the central the ontogeny of sleep behavior.
nervous system p0051 173-14262p0428 A73-44429 Bultichannel telemetry of physiological parametersInferior colliculus neuron responses to an /body temperature, EKG, EEG/ in the rat. II -
amplitude-modulated signal with varying Applications in neuropharmacology.intensity levels p0055 A73-14306
p0435 173-45248 Derivation of a function of nerve-fiberSpinal and spino-bulbo-spinal neuron mechanisms of distribution according to fiber diameters on thesomatic and viscero-motor reflex transfer in the basis of electrophysiological measurementsthoracic spinal cord p0060 A73-15787
p0435 A73-45249 Characteristic of collicular responses toDynamic response of vestibular nuclei neurons of stimulation of various sections of the visualdecerebrated cats subjected to sinusoidal rotation afferent pathway in cats[AMiEU-R-70-21 p0606 N73-11059 p0078 A73-16332Asymmetric response of cat semicircular canal Space-time dynamics of the impulse activity inneurons to symmetric sinusoidal rotation human-brain neuron populations
rAMRU--69-21 p0607 N73-11060 p0080 A73-16692
Respiratory impedance effects on electrical Intercortical functional connections in lower
activities of bulbar respiratory neurons, monkeys, Macacus rhesus, exhibited by evokedrespiratory muscles, and pulmonary ventilation responses
in anesthesized cats p0080 A73-16693p0064 N73-12084 The control of sensitivity in the retina.Evolution of neural messages in human adaptation p0097 A73-18673to prolonged zero gravity flight Electrophysiological investigation of
p0111 N73-15154 suprasegmental motor control systems evolutionNeuronal changes in cortical motor region cells through Cyclostomata-Primate series, notingduring pharmacological induced sleep preservation of reticulomotor neuron projectionp0257 N73-22028 characteristics
Frequency selectivity and two tone inhibition in p0118 A73-20001
neural coding of acoustic stimuli Cortico- and rubrofuqal activation of interneurons[IZF-1972-251 p0264 N73-23050 forming propriospinal paths in the dorsolateral
Mathematical simulation study of neuron response funiculs of the cat spinal cord
to vestibular analyzer exposed to periodically p0118 173-20002varying acceleration Rabbit hippocampal neuron activity relation torNASA-Ti-F-151301 p0420 N73-31015 theta-wave phases from cell potential andChange in impulse activity of neurons in extracellular recording analyses
respiratory center during electric stimulation p0118 A73-20005
of vestibular nerve and dorsal roots in spinal Statistical investigation of the impulse activity
cord 
of neurons in various hypothalamic regionsp0442 N73-33017 p0164 173-23802
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SUBJECT INDEX NEUROSES
Neurochemical aspects of the formation of Probabilistic statistical methods for analysis of
electrographical and behavioral reactions impulse flows in nerves
p0167 A73-24327 p0354 A73-39002
Brain tissue functional organization based on Structural changes in the adrenal nerve apparatus
models for cell pseudorandom behavior, during experimental subtotal pancreatectomy
information processing, learning and memory, p0357 A73-39400
considering spontaneous wave and unit firing Electromyoqraphic study of repetitive
p0194 A73-25143 fasciculation potentials in triceps and adductor
Functional and morphological structures of motor pollicis in normal subjects and patients with
activity events, noting central integration motor neuron diseases, noting postcontraction
ensemble of cerebrum transmitter sequences pause
p0194 A73-25200 p0359 A73-39761
Neuroqenic and myogenic mechanisms of myocardium Functional properties of auditory cortex neurons
cell electrical activity and excitation in in a controlled experiment
vertebrate and invertebrate neural and muscle p0362 A73-39802
tissues Diminution of uncertainty in the firing of
p0198 A73-25599 hippocampal units in response to a stimulus
The visual system: Neurophysiology, biophysics, p0362 A73-39803
and their clinical applications; Proceedings of Successive differentiation of visual stimuli in
the Ninth Symposium, Brighton, England, July 1971. monkeys under various conditions of presentation
p0236 173-28351 p0363 A73-39805
Theoretical models of the generation of Symmetry of the visual evoked potential in normal
steady-state evoked potentials, their relation subjects.
to neuroanatomy and their relevance to certain p0385 A73-41012
clinical problems. The psychophysical inquiry into binocular summation.
p0236 A73-28354 p0388 A73-41187
Posthyperventilation breathing - Different effects Russian book on structural and functional
of active and passive hyperventilation, plasticity of interneuron synapses during
p0241 A73-29752 readjustment to chemical and physical damage
Anatomical and neurophysiological investigations covering degenerative and regenerative changes
of centrifugal control of retinal activity via p0389 173-41280
efferent optic nerve fibers visual field defects after missile injuries to the
p0242 A73-29875 geniculo-striate pathway in man.
On the functional significance of subcortical p0390 A73-41600
single unit activity during sleep. Spatial integration in the crustacean visual
p0242 A73-29993 system -peripheral and central sources of
Forward and backward conditional link formation as non-linear summation.
physiological mechanism for reinforcement p0406 A73-42956
conditioning connection Investigation of complex and hypercomplex
p0248 A73-30568 receptive fields of visual cortex of the cat as
Neurophysiological characteristics of isolated spatial frequency filters.
structures of the cerebral cortex p0407 A73-42958
p0248 A73-30570 Stimulus specificity in the human visual system.
Supranuclear connections to oculomotor nuclei in p0407 A73-42960
terms of stimulus relation to eye movements The effect of low X-ray doses on the central
p0316 A73-36435 nervous system
The neuronal mechanism of nystagmus. p0427 A73-44179
p0316 A73-36437 Neuronal activity of the sensomotor and visual
Vestibular and cerebellar control of oculomotor cortex in rabbits during development of a
functions. summation focus in the reticular formation
p0316 A73-36438 p0428 173-44550
Optomotor integration in the colliculus superior Anatomic and functional organization of the
of the cat. ventral anterior and reticular nuclei of the
p0316 A73-36443 thalamus
Brain stem reticular formation influence on p0429 A73-44675
lateral geniculate body neurons during eye Some physiological mechanisms of alpha-rhythm
movements, suggesting cortical oculomotor frequency fluctuations in man under conditions
impulse influence:mediation by perigeniculate of relative rest
nucleus p0429 173-44717
p0317 A73-36448 Electronic simulation and analog computer studies
Neurophysiological correlates of eye movements in of the influence of temperature on the process
the visual cortex. of nerve impulse shaping
p0317 A73-36450 p0430 A73-44725
Comparative physiology of movement-detecting Ventilation at transition from rest to exercise.
neuronal systems in lower vertebrates /anura and p0436 A73-45375
urodela/. Neurophysiology and dynamic response of vestibular
p0317 A73-36454 system to angular and linear acceleration
Monkey rod receptor potential suppression at rDR-215] p0606 N73-11057
photopic stimulus intensities by Clinical neurological and neurophysiological
neurophysiological inhibitory mechanism for aspects of vestibulo-ocular reflex
clearing cone initiated visual pathway p0110 N73-15145
p0345 A73-37412 Electropolygraphic analyses of sleep patterns in
The effect of social-emotional environmental humans with neurological disorders
stress on the functional state of the p0257 N73-22024
neocortical structures of rhesus monkeys NEUROPSYCHIATRY
p0347 A73-37755 Psychoneurological problems in adaptation by man
Quantitative evoked-potential analyses for the to modified diurnal regimes
neurophysiological characterization of faulty p0444 N73-33031
learning processes in the experimental arterial NEUROSCIENCE
hypertonia-pathogenesis U NEUROLOGY
p0348 A73-37756 NEUROSES
Role of specific and nonspecific thalamic nuclei Functional alterations in the auditory and visual
in the genesis of certain slow rhythms on the analysor systems of monkeys during experimental
human electrocorticogram neurosis
p0348 A73-37939 p0092 A73-18163
Investigation of the geometry of the dendritic Characteristics of the higher nervous activity of
tree of retinal ganglion cells monkeys during a postneurotic period
p0349 173-37944 p0206 A73-27108
A-233
NEUTRAL PARTICLES SUBJECT INDEX
Clinical psychology diagnostic methods in military Mixed-venous oxygen tension by nitrogen
aviation medicine, considering neurotic symptoms rebreathing - A critical, theoretical analyss.
and psychsomatic disorders in flight fitness p0094 A73-18336
examinations Thermorequlatory reactions of rats in a nitroqgn
p0408 A73-43129 and helium-diluted hypoxic atmosphere
NEUTRAL PARTICLES p0123 A73-20979NT FAST NEUTRONS Effects of lung volume and disease on the lung
NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS nitrogen decay curve.
Neutron activation analysis of cosmic radiation p0126 A73-21501doses in Apollo 14, 15, and 16 astronauts Single breath nitrogen washout method for[NASA-CR-1319841 p0267 N73-23070 measurement of functional residual capacity.
NEUTRON IRRADIATION p0195 A73-25332
Antiradial properties of DNA and of its Procedure for preparing an oxygen-nitrogen gas
denaturation products mixture for respiration in a pressure chamber
p0098 A73-18875 p0240 A73-29409
Dosimetric determination of absorbed gamma and Validation of open-circuit method for the
neutron radiation on human phantom determination of oxygen consumption.fAD-7430051 p0593 N73-10077 p0310 A73-35462Neutron and gamma induced transient incapacitation Validity of Haldane calculation for estimatingin conditioned Macaca mulatta respiratory gas exchange.[AD-7420761 p0594 N73-10080 p0310 A73-35463Effectiveness of pharmacochemical protective Steady-state equality of respiratory gaseous N2 in
substances on irradiated mice as neutron resting man.
component increases p0324 A73-36660
rDRIC-TRANS-29611 p0108 N73-15124 Study of nitrogen balance and creatine andMortality and blood cell count variation in mice creatinine excretion during recumbency andafter irradiation with fast neutrons and X rays ambulation of five young adult human males.
rBMVG-FBWT-72-161 p0138 N73-16077 p0325 A73-36786Calcium metabolism determination in rats by Hematological, biochemical, and immunological
measuring argon isotope in exhaled air after studies during a 14-day continuous exposure to
neutron irradiation 5.2% 02 in N2 at pressure equivalent to 100 PSW[NASA-CN-1288161 p0186 N73-19130 /4 ata/.
Effectiveness of combined chemical protectors p0326 A73-36794against mixed gamma-neutron radiation with Respiratory nitrogen elimination - A potential
neutron contributions to absorbed dose source of error in closed-circuit spirometry.
p0212 N73-20068 p0356 A73-39113Influence of head and stomach shielding on Absorption of gas bubbles in flowing blood.radiation sickness and animal survival from p0400 A73-42414gamma-neutron irradiation Differences between inspired and expired minute
p0213 N73-20071 volumes of nitrogen in man.Characteristics of pathomorpholoqical changes in p0434 A73-45069
rat internal organs subjected to gamma-neutron NITROGEN COMPOUNDSirradiation with head and stomach shielded NT ACETANILIDE
p0214 N73-20077 NT AMMONIA
NEUTRONS NT ATROPINE
NT FAST NEUTRONS NT AZO COMPOUNDS
NIGHT VISION NT HYDROCYANIC ACID
Psychophysical effects of night vision perceptual NT TYOSCINE
contrast in terms of central visual receptive NT ISOCYANATES
field organization NT NITRATES
p0046 A73-13759 NT NITRITES
Reduced illumination effects on visual acuity, NT NITROGEN OXIDES
color vision, dark adaptation, accommodation, NT THIUONIUM
visual fields and glare NT TRYPTOPHAN
p0079 A73-16480 NT UREASPerceptual considerations for a wide field of Dynamics of nitrogenous cerebral metabolites
view, helicopter night landing system /HENILAS/. accompanying repeated hypothermia and subsequent
p0081 A73-16705 self-heatingNITRATES p0216 N73-20097The occurrence of nitrate on the early earth and NITROGEN METABOLISH
its role in the evolution of the prokaryotes. Nitrogen metabolite dynamics in the brain during
p0203 A73-26490 repeated hypothermia and subsequent spontaneousEffect of nitrite and nitrate on chlorophyll warming
fluorescence in green algae. p0207 A73-27703p0287 A73-33226 NITROGEN OXIDESAmmonifying ability of denitrifying bacteria of Public health exposure limits to nitrogen oxide,species pseudomonas fluorescens hydrogen chloride, and hydrogen fluoride airFNASA-TT-F-150861 p0412 N73-30068 pollutants
NITILES d[AD-7514381 p0139 N73-16084Protobiochemical developments in terms of Nitroxide free radicals as spin labels inextraterrestrial life search and roles of biochemical systems
nitriles and urea in prebioloqical chemical rNASA-TT-F-148661 p0220 N73-20125evolution NOBLE GASES
p0055 A73-14319 U RARE GASESNITRITES NOCTILUCENCE
Effect of nitrite and nitrate on chlorophyll U LUMINESCENCEfluorescence in green algae. NOISE (SOUND)
p0287 A73-33226 NT AERODYNAMIC NOISENITROBACTER NT AIRCRAFT NOISEThe occurrence of nitrate on the early earth and NT ENGINE NOISEits role in the evolution of the prokaryotes. NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
NITROGEN p0203 A73-26490 NT SONIC BOOMSEffects of immersion ith the head The interaction of auditory noise and subjectiveEffects of immersion with the head above water on noise annoyance sensitivity with peripheraltissue nitrogen elimination in man. visual sensitivity.
p0589 A73-12563 p0081 A73-16703Production of gaseous nitrogen during human steady Impairment to hearing from exposure to noise.
state exercise. p0287 A73-33676
p0050 A73-14163
A-234
SUBJECT INDEX sONLINEANITT
A mbdel of psychological annoyance of noise. NOISE MEASUREMENT
p0311 A73-35627 U ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS
Noise and blast environments providing definition NOISE POLLUTION
of units and techniques of noise measurement and A model of psychological annoyance of noise.
giving booster-launch and spacecraft noise data p0311 A73-35627
p0106 N73-15106 Interactive effects of intense noise and low-level
Speech discrimination by personnel with hearing vibration on tracking performance and response
loss at 3 kHz in noise time.
(AD-7529741 p0298 N73-25118 p0386 A73-41153
NOISE ATTENUATION Bethods for quantifying the effect of noise on
U NOISE REDUCTION people.
NOISE ELIMINATION p0392 A73-41707
U NOISE REDUCTION Human noise sensitivity, discussing personality
NOISE HAZARDS i effects, Baplin airport planning and population
U HAZARDS separation into sensitive and imperturbable groups
U NOISE (SOUND) I b p0430 A73-44770
NOISE INJURIES NOISE REDUCTION
Electron-microscopy investigation of Corti's organ Research in aircraft noise and sonic booms
after noise trauma reduction, remote sensing of water pollution,
p0078 173-16333 and earth surface changes
Damage-risk criteria - The trading relation fDLE-NITT-72-15] p0232 N73-21153
between intensity and the number of Recording human electroencephalogram under
nonreverberant impulses, influence of muscle noise
p0288 173-33678 p0443 N73-33025
Hearing conservation studies covering impulse NOISE SPECTRA
noise produced threshold shift, damage risk Signal and noise in the human oculosotor system.
criteria, ultrasound hazards and hearing p0407 A73-42964
protection NOISE SUPPRESSORS
p0309 A73-35326 U NOISE REDUCTION
Impulse noise damage risk criteria. NOISE THRESHOLD
p0310 A73-35327 Speech and tone audiometry for testing auditory
Evaluation of auditory disorders in pilots by acuity of flying personnel
examining intratympanic muscles reflexes. p0253 N73-21990
p0330 A73-36934 NOISE TOLERANCE
Corti organ lesion effects on signal perception in Noise effects on the critical tracking performance
patients with noise induced hearing loss, of the human operator.
correlating speech discrimination with age and p0575 173-10107
sound level The second noise and social survey around
p0352 A73-38182 Heathrow, London airport.
Conventional and high frequency hearing of naval p0041 A73-12980
aircrewmen as a function of noise exposure. Effects of intermittent and continuous noise on
p0425 A73-43500 serial search performance.
Structural vibration and noise effects on man in p0044 173-13560
aerospace operations The interaction of auditory noise and subjective
(AGARDOGRAPH-1511 p0148 N73-17098 noise annoyance sensitivity with peripheral
Airborne noise in aerospace operations and visual sensitivity.
bioacoustics effects on man p0081 173-16703
p0148 N73-17100 Effects of noise and response complexity upon
Noise effects on human hearing process and central vigilance performance.
nervous system functions p0086 A73-17523
(NASA-TT-F-748] p0365 N73-27935 Effects of aircraft noise on human sleep.
Lesion threshold in guinea pig auditory sensation p0096 A73-18546
areas due to sonic booms Electrophysiological investigation of noise
ISL-33/721 p0369 N73-27966 rejection in an auditory system receiving sound
NOISE INTENSIT from a localized source
The second noise and social survey around p0156 A73-22580
Heathrow, London airport. Combined effects of noise and vibration on human
p0041 173-12980 tracking performance and response time.
Target-detection performance as a function of [AD-759329] p0196 A73-25334
noise intensity and task difficulty. Intellectual performance during prolonged exposure
p0201 173-26320 to noise and mild hypoxia.
Book - Human factor aspects of aircraft noise. p0325 A73-36783
p0206 A73-27450 Action of stable and pulsed noise on the processes
Human response to transportation noise and of skeletal muscle excitation
vibration. p0402 173-42662
p0310 A73-35328 Human noise sensitivity, discussing personality
Interactive effects of intense noise and low-level effects, Haplin airport planning and population
vibration on tracking performance and response separation into sensitive and imperturbable groups
time. p0430 A73-44770
p0386 A73-41153 Human tolerance and adaptation in long term
Cognitions and 'placebos' in behavioral research exposure to sonar signals at elevated intensities
on ambient noise. [AD-746103) p0611 N73-11089
p0406 A73-42950 Effects of space flight noise intensities on human
Human tolerance and adaptation in long term physiological functions
exposure to sonar signals at elevated intensities p0180 N73-19080
(AD-7461031 p0611 N73-11089 NOHENCLATURES
Airborne noise in aerospace operations and Origin, classification, nomenclature and incidence
bioacoustics effects on man of the atrial arteries in normal human hearts,
p0148 N73-17100 with special reference to their clinical
Standardized performance battery for assessing importance.
effects of environmental stressors particularly A73-15522
noise on human performance NONEQUILIBRIUE CONDITIONS
(NASA-CR-21491 p0148 N73-17102 A non-equilibrium thermodynamical analysis of the
Unique field-laboratory methodology for assessing origin of life.
human response to noise p0090 A73-17931
[NASA-CR-22211 p0176 N73-18124 NONLINEARITY
High intensity noise effects on urinary K-Na Bezold-Bruecke effect and visual nonlinearity.
ratios in rats p0424 A73-43342
p03 71 N73-29018
A-235
NONNEUTONIAN FLOW SUBJECT INDEX
NONNEWTONIAN FLOW NUCLEAR REACTIONS
A non-Newtonian model for fluid flow in the NT HIGH ENERGY INTERACTIONS
semicircular canals. NUCLEAR REACTORS
p0315 A73-36431 Atmospheric models for evaluating nuclear facility
NOBEPINEPHBINE sites
Hypothalamic norepinephrine - Circadian rhythms (BNWL-1651-VOL-2-PT-11 p0446 N73-33044
and the control of feeding behavior. NUCLEAR SHIELDING
p0587 A73-12417 U RADIATION SHIELDING
Energy requirements of ouabain-sensitive Na-K NUCLEAR SUBMARINES
positive ion membrane pump during norepinephrine U SUBMARINES
induced thermogenesis of brown adipose tissue in NUCLEASE
cold-exposed hamsters Activity of acid nucleases in eye tissues under
p0156 A73-22649 the action of corticosteroidal hormones
Circadian rhythms in catecholamines in organs of p0428 A73-44430
the golden hamster. Proton magnetic resonance spectra and calorimetry
p0200 A73-26120 of interactions between ions, inhibitors, and
Alterations of cardiac sympathetic substrates with two ribonucleases
neurotransmitter activity in congestive heart [BMVG-FBWT-72-7] p0137 N73-16071
failure. Enthalpy values for reaction of retarding
p0404 A73-42690 mononucleotides with ribonuclease and
NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS thermodynamic parameters for enzyme inhibitor
Algorithm for spectrum decomposition during interactions
continuous man-computer interaction, noting [FMVG-FBNT-72-12] p0137 N73-16073
Gaussian distribution of spectral bands and Proton magnetic resonance spectra of ribonuclease
linear approximation for background A inhibitor complexes, noting effect on
p0159 173-22971 catalytic activity
NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS IBMVG-FBWT-72-13] p0137 N73-16074
U NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS NUCLEATION
NORMAL FORCE DISTRIBUTION Conjugation of proteinoid microspheres - A model
U FORCE DISTRIBUTION of primordial recombination.
NORMALIZING p0091 A73-17952
Reference image /brightness distribution NUCLEI (NUCLEAR PHYSICS)
functions/ existence and normalization under NT HEAVY NUCLEI
additive and multiplicative groups of Retinal change induced in the primate /Macaca
transformations in visual field mulatta/ by oxygen nuclei radiation.
p0432 A73-44908 p0314 173-36125
NORTH AMERICAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT NUCLEIC ACIDS
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT NT RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS
NOBTHERN HEMISPHERE Concepts related to the origin of the genetic
NT ARCTIC REGIONS apparatus.
NORTHROP MILITARY AIRCRAFT p0055 A73-14317
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT Proteins and nucleic acids in prebiotic evolution.
NOSE (ANATOMY) p0090 A73-17937
Aspects of air flow to the olfactory region of the Long term hypokinesia effect on protein and
human nose nucleic acid content in rat tissue
p0276 A73-31163 p0262 N73-23027
NOTATION Ultracentrifugation of biological materials
U CODING [NASA-CR-1146731 p0438 E73-32009
NOXIOUS MATERIALS NUCLEOGENESIS
U CONTAMINANTS Russian book - Information macromolecules during
NUCLEAR EMULSIONS radiation injury to cells.
Experimental methods of correlation between the p0060 173-15707
trajectories of cosmic heavy ions and biological Ribosomal RNA base composition and molecular
objects: Dosimetric results - Experiment evolution in plants and animals of various
Biostack on Apollo 16 and 17. taxonomic groups
p0313 A73-35946 p0116 A73-19220
Nuclear track dosimetry for monitoring cosmic ray RUCLEOSIDES
exposure of Apollo 16 astronauts NT IDENINES
p0292 N73-24114 NT ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE (ADP)
NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS NT ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP)
Method for calculating aircrew radiation dosage NT ADENOSINES
near atmospheric nuclear weapon detonation Gamma irradiation induced abiogenic radiochemical
rAD-7450841 P0593 N73-10079 synthesis of deoxynucleosides from dry mixtures
Methods for predicting initial radiation exposure of purine bases with deoxyribose and ribose
at ground surface resulting from nuclear p0396 173-42166
explosions NUCLEOTIDES
fAD-7459061 p0610 N73-11084 NT ADENINES
NUCLEAR FUELS NT ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE (ADP)
Pu-238 grade fuels for supplying power to NT ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP)
artificial heart and circulatory assist devices NT ADENOSINES
rLA-DC-72-4731 p0067 N73-12115 NT PYRIDINE NUCLEOTIDESNUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE Genetic code evolution in terms of abioticNT PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE polynucleotide synthesis, suggesting alternating
Recent measurements of flow using nuclear agnetic sequences of purines and pyriaidines as
resonance techniques. polypeptide codes
p0171 A73-24855 p0162 173-23469NUCLEAR PARTICLES Prebiotic reactions combining amino acids andNT PHOTOELECTRONS ribonucleotides into polypeptides andNT PHOTONS polynucleotides in presence of urea, imidazoleNT PIONS and Mg positive ion, suggesting contemporary
Solid state AqCl detectors for nuclear tracks with biosynthesis parallels
on- and off-response at choice - Applications to p0383 173-40372life sciences. NUCLIDES
p0398 A73-42179 NT CALCIUM ISOTOPESNUCLEAR PHYSICS NT COBALT 60
NT OUANTUM THEORY T PLUTONIUM 238NUCLEAR RADIATION NT POTASSIOUM ISOTOPES
NT FAST NEUTRONS RT RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPESNT GAMMA RAYS NT SODIUM 24
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SUBJECT INDEX OCULOGEAVIC ILLUSIONS
BULL HYPOTHESIS effects of various brain lesions
Investigation of the edge vision contrast p0316 A73-36436
phenomenon using the null method The neuronal mechanism .of nystagmus.
p0579 173-10654 p0316 173-36437
NUNERICAL ANALYSIS Cross coupling between effects of linear and
NT ERROR ANALYSIS angular acceleration on vestibular nystagmus.
NT INTERPOLATION p0316 A73-36441
NT MONTE CARLO METHOD Cerebellar ablations and spontaneous eye movements
Numerical analysis of spontaneous electric in monkey.
activity of the brain - Study of the statistical p0317 A73-36447
properties of the power density spectra Optokinetic stimulation of an immobilized eye in
p0586 A73-12160 the monkey.
Numerical solution of viscous fluid flow in finite p0318 173-36457
tube with deformable walls in presence of valves Ambivalent optokinetic stimulation and motion
for application to blood circulation process detection.
p0298 N73-25117 p0318 A73-36458
MUREBICAL CONTROL Quantitative studies on optokinetic nystagmus in
Computer-controlled differential review-time the monkey.
payoff as a training aid. p0318 A73-36459
p0083 173-16725 The significance of pendulum nystagmoqraphy in
Computer controlled automatic TV-microscope system aviation medicine
for tracking and measuring nerve cell processes p0330 A73-36941
in desiqnated axons and dendrites On the electronic simulation of acceleratory
p0359 A73-39763 nystaqmus.
Adaptive measurement of vigilance decrement. p0403 A73-42683
p0423 A73-43211 Development of mathematical model for slow phase
Use of a digital computer for studying velocity rotational nystagmus induced by head movements
judgements of radar targets. (ANEU-R-71-3] p0607 N73-11065
p0423 A73-43213 Effects of human alertness on vestibular nystagmus
Automation of computer controlled robot manipulators habituation
[JPRS-597171 p0375 N73-29051 (AD-749352] p0103 N73-14108
UTEIBENTS Visual and vestibular effects in human oculomotor
Reactivity and certain metabolic indices during response during head rotation in yaw and roll
prolonged sustenance of animals in artificial p0110 N73-15147
nutrient conditions Guinea pigs used to determine effect of
p0276 A73-31162 intramuscular injections of drugs on fall-out
Effect of protein quality in the diet of rats on and Bekhterev nystaqamus occurring after
their tolerance to severe hypoxia unilateral and bilateral labyrinthectomies
p0279 A73-31511 p0134 N73-16049
Spectral characteristics of normal and Sound, light, and proprioceptive stimuli for
nutrient-deficient maize leaves inhibiting vestibular illusion in man
[NASA-CR-1321451 p0293 N73-24119 p0181 N73-19087
NUTBITION Effects of gastrointestinal pressure on rabbit eye
Nutritional circulation in the heart. IV - Effect nystagmus during barotrauma
of calcium chloride and potassium chloride on p0253 N73-21983
myocardial hemodynamics and clearance of Effects of alcohol on eye movements and tracking
rubidium-86. performance during laboratory angular
p0288 A73-33990 accelerations about yaw and pitch axes
NUTBITIONAL BEQUIREBENTS [FAA-AM-72-34] p0416 N73-30989
Nutrition systems for pressure suits.
p0355 A73-39105 0
Time periods for nutrient solution exchanqe in
optimal biomass yield on porous aggregate OBESITY
p0183 N73-19106 Special physical training of pilots as a
NYSTAGHUS prophylactic measure against obesity
Vestibular reactions to Coriolis accelerations p0277 A73-31172
under hypoxia conditions OBSERVATION
p0088 &73-17691 NT VISUAL OBSERVATION
Role of the visual cortex in the organization of OBSERVATOBIES
nystaqsic reactions evoked by optokinetic HT SOLAR OBSERVATORIES
stimulation OBSTBUCTING
p0092 173-18165 U BLOCKING
Effect of some pharmacological preparations on the OCCLUSION
fall-out nystaqmus and Bechterew nvstaqgmus Left ventricular receptors activated by severe
p0123 A73-20982 asphyxia and by coronary artery occlusion.
Clinical applications of averaging techniques in p0579 A73-10549
studies of vestibulo-oculomotor function. I - Comparison of plethysmographic and electromagnetic
Basic techniques and illustrative cases. flow measurements.
rAD-7585451 p0196 173-25339 p0427 A73-44215
Differential effects of central versus peripheral OCIANOGRBAPT
vision on egocentric and exocentric motion Literature compilation on marine geology and
perception, geophysics for Caribbean Sea and adjacent regions
p0201 A73-26221 p0261 N73-23023
Harmonic spectral analysis of nystaqgmus wavefor OCTAIEDBITI
frequency content for clinical vestibular U MINERALS
examination via digital computer OCULAR CIBCULATIZO
p0237 173-28502 Investigation of the exchange between the blood
Nystaqmic response persistence to and the intraocular fluid with the aid of
Pitzqerald-Hallpike caloric tests as function of radioactive phosphorus
directional cupular deflections due to head p0168 173-24520
movement Possibilities of barotherapy in ophthalmology
p0238 A73-28510 p0383 173-40349
Experimental-mathematical analysis of the effects Glycogen content in the rabbit retina in relation
of rotational accelerations on the vestibular to blood circulation.
apparatus p0392 a73-41732
p0303 k73-34120 Fluorescent angioqraphic technique for fundus oculi
Pontine reticular formation as origin of neural p0425 a73-43788
echanism generating saccades and nystaqgmus OCULOGRATIC ILLUSIONS
quick phases in horizontal plane, investigating Moving visual scenes influence the apparent
A-237
OCULOMETERS SOBJECT INDEX
direction of gravity. Neuronal elements of the orienting response -
p0058 A73-15250 Hicrorecordinqs and stimulation experiments in
Disorienting effects of aircraft catapult rabbits.
launchings. p0316 A73-36444
p0117 A73-19480 Cerebellar ablations and spontaneous eye movements
Inversion illusion in the so-called zero-gravity in monkey.
conditions of parabolic flight. p0317 A73-36447
p0247 A73-30511 Brain stem reticular formation influence on
Visual-vestibular interaction and motion perception. lateral geniculate body neurons during eye
p0318 A73-36460 movements, suggesting cortical oculomotor
Oculoqravic illusion factor in theoretical model impulse influence mediation by perigeniculate
of pilot control loss in jet aircraft nucleus
p011 873-15142 p0317 A73-36448
Compensatory oculoqravic response of eye movement Saccade correlated events in the lateral
direction during slow head rotation qeniculate body.
p0111 N73-15148 p0317 A73-36449
OCOLOHETERS Conditional computer analysis of the
A combined photoelectric method for detecting eye onset-to-onset duration of spikes from the
movements. electromyographic interference pattern of
p0585 A73-12079 extraocular muscles.
Linearity of the horizontal component of the p0392 A73-41731
electro-oculogram. Signal and noise in the human oculomotor system.
p0115 A73-19125 p0407 A73-42964
Two dimensional eye movement recording using a Vestibulo-ocular response of man to oscillatory
photo-electric matrix method. rotation during sleep
p0121 A73-20259 (AMEU-R-70-3] p0608 N73-11066
Rapid eye movement analyzer. Response characteristics of vestibulo-ocular
pG156 A73-22697 reflex arc
A vecto-oculographic approach to fast sleep eye 11ARU-R-71-2] p0608 873-11067
movements in man. Theoretical model of utricular otolith and
p6242 A73-29994 associated neural connections to oculootor
Russian book - Methods of studying eye movements. system and their response to angular motion with
p0283 A73-32417 respect to acceleration in shear
Involuntary eye movements in the presence and [FPRC-13151 p0608 N73-11070
absence of points Physiological factors in human oculomotor
p0322 A73-36568 responses to space flight stress
The oculometer in remote viewing systems. [DR-208-VOL-11 p0109 N73-15136
p0344 A73-37320 Anti-compensatory oculomotor response of pilot to
Intluence or illumination on electro-oculographic rotational head stimuli
measurements of human eve potential p0109 N73-15138
rAMIU-E-71-11 pC607 N73-11064 Anti-compensatory oculomotor responses in human
Pupillometrv using advanced design oculometer visual tracking and vestibulo-ocular mechanism
fAD-7521211 p0150 N73-17116 during rotational head movement in flight
CCULONOTO NERVES p0110 873-15140
Mechanical modeling of eye muscle dynamics. Physiological control system for stabilization of
p0097 A73-18816 retinal image in humans
Clinical applications of averaging techniques in p0110 173-15141
studies of vestibulo-oculomotor function. I - Clinical neurological and neurophysiological
Basic techniques and illustrative cases. aspects of vestibulo-ocular reflex
[AD-7585451 p0196 A73-25339 p0110 873-15145
Adjustment of saccade characteristics during head Visual and vestibular effects in human oculomotor
movements, response during head rotation in yaw and roll
p0201 A73-26222 p0110 N73-15147
Anatomical and neurophysioloqical investigations Vestibular neuron response to rotational stimuli
of centrifugal control of retinal activity via in space flight environment
elferent optic nerve fibers p0111 873-15150
p0242 A73-29875 Semicircular canal plugging response in cats to
Accuracy of saccadic eye movements and maintenance rotary stimulation
of eccentric eve positions in the dark. p0111 N73-15151
p0245 A73-30390 Gastrointestinal proprioceptor effects on high
Accommodation of the eye during sleep and altitude rabbit ocular reflexes
anesthesia. p0253 873-21984
p0245 A73-30391 OLPFACTO PEBBCEPTION
The behavior of eye movement motoneurons in the Comparative physiological characteristics of
alert monkey. functional relations among the hypothalamus and
p0315 A73-36433 the olfactory and limbal systems of the brain
Supranuclear connections to oculomotor nuclei in p0575 A73-10151
terms of stimulus relation to eye movements Aerodynamic and temporal parameters of olfactory
p0316 A73-36435 stimulation - Discussion concerning the lowering
Pontine reticular formation as origin of neural of the threshold by prenasal injection in man
mechanism generating saccades and nystagmus p0046 A73-13787
quick phases in horizontal plane, investigating Telemetered EEG and neuronal spike activity in
effects of various brain lesions olfactory bulb and amygdala in free moving
p0316 A73-36436 rabbits.
The neuronal mechanism of nystaqgmus. p0054 173-14299
p0316 A73-36437 Aspects of air flow to the olfactory region of the
Vestibular and cerebellar control of oculomotor human nose
functions. p0276 A73-31163
pC316 A73-36438 High-frequency synchronized activity of the
Cholinergic activation of vestibular neurones amyqdaloid complex as an EEG indicator of
leading to rapid eye movements in the certain psychophysiological states
mesencephalic cat. p0382 A73-40277
p0316 A73-36439 ON-LINE PROGRAINING
Some functional characteristics of the superior Use of an on-line computer in a study of cardiac
colliculus of the Rhesus monkey. arrhythmia.
p0316 A73-36442 p0059 A73-15644
Optomotor integration in the colliculus superior ONBOARD EQUIPHENT
of the cat. NT AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
p0316 A73-36443
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SUBJECT INDEX OPERATOR PERFOBMANCE
Design of computerized airborne traffic display Current status of models for the human operator as
device with alphanumerical control for aircraft a controller and decision maker in manned
Pilots aerospace systems.
p0598 N73-10112 p0123 A73-20587
Medical evaluation of pilots using onboard flight Comparison of human operator critical tracking
recorders task performance with aural and visual displays.
p0416 N73-30986 p0130 A73-21667
ONTOGENESIS Determination of the optimal time of continuous
U ONTOGENY work for operators in man-machine systems
ONTOGENT p0157 A73-22849
Maturation of neurobiochemical systems related to Heart activity characteristics in a human operator
the ontogeny of sleep behavior. during a control process
p0051 A73-14262 p0164 A73-23806
Patterns of reflex excitability during the Experimental study of emotional stress in operators
ontogenesis of sleep and wakefulness. p0193 A73-25038
p0052 A73-14264 Russian book - Engineering psychology in aviation
Cardiac output and oxygen transport in early and astronautics.
ontogenesis p0278 A73-31375
p0084 A73-16738 Self-estimates of distractibility as related to
Ontogenic cerebrospinal reflex activity studies, performance decrement on a task requiring
covering spinal cord morphology, reflex arches, sustained attention.
inhibition, intracentral responses and p0283 A73-32394
post-tetanic potentiation A comparison of visual, auditory, and cutaneous
p0121 173-20366 tracking displays when divided attention is
Relation between the frequency-amplitude required to a cross-adaptive loading task.
characteristics of cerebral electrical activity p0283 A73-32395
and gonadotropic hormone excretion levels at Positioning accuracy with binary selective and
various stages of ontogenesis fixed gain manual control systems, using finger
p0125 A73-21319 stick control for operator performance tests
Histological studies on the vestibular organ of p0284 A73-32583
frog embryos and larvae after the influence of Informative parameters of the psychophysiological
simulated weightlessness. state of flight personnel when working with
p0313 A73-35979 indicators
Reinforcement of unconscious traces of stimuli in p0305 173-34237
the human being during ontogenesis Nonadjectival rating scales in human response
p0343 A73-37251 experiments.
Gravitational effects on animal ontogeny from p0310 A73-35400
centrifugation studies of acceleration A deterministic model of a well trained human
tolerance, considering egg and embryo operator performing compensatory tracking.
development, body composition, etc p0326 A73-36844
p0397 A73-42174 Evaluation of human operator visual performance
OOCTRS capability for teleoperator missions.
U GAMETOCYTES p0344 A73-37327
OPERATIONAL PROBLEIS Modeling the human in a time-varying anti-aircraft
Operational principles and functions of mnemonic tracking loop.
diagrams in controlled system p0352 A73-38071
p0414 N73-30083 Operator response to sinusoidally varying normal
OPERATOR PERPOREANCE and emergency cycles in dynamic control task,
Noise effects on the critical tracking performance testing anticipatory aversion response ability
of the human operator. and error response
p0575 A73-10107 p0393 A73-41885
Operator remnant power spectral density Dynamic operative image formation and function
measurement during compensatory tracking task by features during extrapolation tracking of
serial segments method, noting Fourier visibly moving target, noting image reaction to
coefficient processing operator performance
p0578 A73-10324 p0393 173-41886
Variations of evoked potentials during various Effect of the information panel structure on
mental stress situations operator activity
p0047 A73-13825 p0394 173-41889
Telemetric transmission of erqonomical and time Operator reaction functional readiness
study data to describe work load of radar manifestation in evoked potential
controllers. characteristics of stimulus-response situations,
p0055 A73-14308 obtaining response amplitude distribution
The problem of human efficiency in automated p0394 A73-41891
control systems Effect of a subjective ambiguity estimate
p0079 A73-16410 concerning the duration of work on activity
Computer programs for operator performance time regulation
prediction and workspace design p0394 A73-41892
p0082 A73-16721 Ability of a human operator to estimate the
Work requirements test program for operator probability characteristics of alternative stimuli
proficiency in tasks analogous to aircraft p0394 A73-41893
piloting under difficulty variation, deriving Adaptive measurement of vigilance decrement.
workload capability limits p0423 A73-43211
p0082 A73-16722 Use of a digital computer for studying velocity
The employment of a spoken language computer judqements of radar targets.
applied to an air traffic control task. p0423 173-43213
p0083 A73-16728 Use of a response surface to optimize digital
Quality /probability/ evaluation of human operator telecommunication systems.
erqatic processes controlling spacecraft during p0423 A73-43214
rendezvous and docking with orbital station Keeping track of sequential events - Implications
p0087 A73-17686 for the design of displays.
Heuristic response strategies and operator p0423 A73-43215
performance errors as function of practice in Optimal work-rest schedules under prolonged
cross coupled pursuit tracking control tasks vibration.
p011 7 A73-19548 p0423 173-43217
Human operators and automatic adaptive controllers Performance prediction in a single-operator
- A comparative study on a particular control simulated surveillance system.
task. p0431 173-44775
p0122 173-20399
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OPERATOES (PERSONNEL) SUBJECT INDEX
Prediction equation validity for response surface Method for automatically processing indices of
methodology analysis of surveillance tracking by operator gas exchange during work in trainer
human operators, comparing variance and using computers
regression procedures p0444 N73-33035
p0431 A73-44776 OPHTBALMODINABOMETRY
Conference on manual control systems for human Ophthalmodynamography in pilots to test internal
operator modeling and display systems in man carotid insufficiency - Comparison of
machine environments blood-pressure responses.
fNASA-SP-2811 p0597 N73-10104 p0387 A73-41162
Hybrid computer identification program for visual OPBTBALMOLOGT
display of adaptive control state to human NT EYE EXAMINATIONS
operator Ophthalmological assessment of visual functional
p0598 N73-10109 impairment due to glare, stimulus motion and
Measurements of automobile driver response aging changes
functions in simulated steering control task p0080 A73-16485
with visual field display Binocular color resolution capability of the eyes
p0600 N73-10130 as a function of the characteristics of vision
Driving speed in relation to interactions among during anisometropia
automobile driver, roadway variables, and p0275 A73-30999
vehicle control Vein wall changes as the main cause of acute
p0601 N73-10131 disturbance of blood circulation in the vena
Double steering wheel forcing functions for centralis retinae system
estimating automobile driver manual control p0277 A73-31173
response Glaucoma development in aging flight personnel.
p0601 N73-10132 p0329 A73-36926
Phase margin measure for determining human Ribes Nigrum anthocyanosides in ophthalmology
operator control performance in multivariable p0330 A73-36935
closed loop system Ocular tension in flying personnel
p0601 N73-10135 p0383 A73-40347
Effect of concurrent audio tasks on human operator Possibilities of barotherapy in ophthalmology
compensatory tracking performance using manual p0383 A73-40349
control system Fluorescent angiographic technique for fundus oculi
p0602 N73-10139 p0425 A73-43788
Effects of antimotion sickness drugs, placebos, Opthalmological examination of antimalarial drugs
and secobarbital on postural equilibrium effects on performance of navigation personnel
functions at sea level and at simulated p0228 N73-21122
altitudes of 12,000 feet Ultrasonic device for ophthalmic eye surgery with
rAD-7481921 p0103 N73-14105 safe removal of macerated material
Psychophysiological analysis of Job performance [NASA-CASE-LEW-11669-1] p0339 N73-27062
for optimizing operator production in man OPTICAL ABSORPTION
machine systems U ELECTEOMAGNETIC ABSORPTION
INASA-TT-P-148881 p0232 N73-21150 U LIGHT TRANSMISSION
Effect of low visibility on performance of vehicle OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING
operators The reconstruction of three-dimensional objects
FAD-7492481 p0260 N73-22051 from two orthogonal projections and its
Training program for improving performance of application to cardiac cineangiography.
operators in locating targets in side-looking p0089 A73-17801
airborne radar Ancillary information effects onfAD-7623421 p0371 N73-27979 photointerpretation performance under four
Psychological conception of operator participation imagery system operation modes, noting
in ergonomic process identification accuracy independence on
p0413 N73-30081 information variables
Direct and indirect environmental factors p0093 A73-18245
affecting functional state of operators Automatic microscopy for mitotic cell location.
p0414 N73-30084 p0206 A73-27144
Influence of emotional states on human operator OPTICAL DENSITY
performance and efficiency Human cone optical density estimation implications
p0414 N73-30085 of conflicting results for luminosity at
Effects of fatigue, age, and degree of difficulty bleaching intensities in dichromats related to
on eye-hand coordination performance use of psychophysical data
p0446 N73-33051 p0246 A73-30402
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL) Optical density properties of ocular glass laser
NT AIRCLAFT PILOTS protective filters
NT PILOTS (PERSONNEL) [AD-755406] p0261 N73-22057
NT TEST PILOTS OPTICAL EMISSION
Continuous radio telemetric recording of pulse U LIGHT EMISSION
rate in radar controllers while on duty OPTICAL EQUIPMNBT
p0356 A73-39208 NT IMAGE TUBES
Measurement of operator workload in formation NT OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
processing NT SPECTROPHOTOMETESINASA-CR-21501 p0070 N73-13087 NT STROBOSCOPES
Human operator model performance in tracking high An optical model of a detector of oriented
performance aircraft segments of the visual analysor in animalsfAD-7467251 p0072 N73-13101 p0061 A73-15795
Human operator adaptive behavior in slowly Choice of optimal light characteristics for marks
changing dynamic system in optical sighting devices[AD-7482431 p0102 N73-14097 p0306 A73-34241
Vibrational effects on visual acuity of human Spacecraft environmental optical contamination
operator seated in military tracked vehicle problems associated with thermal control surface
rAD-7503451 p0114 N73-15172 outqassinqg.
Toxicity and safety hazard of dry beryllium copper (ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-32] p0351 A73-37987
alloy machining for human operator OPTICAL FILTERS
p0144 N73-17059 Dichromatic convergence points obtained by
Linear rating scale for selecting tracking task subtractive colour matching.
parameters by subjective operator p0346 A73-37420[AD-7520361 p0151 N73-17125 Optical density properties of ocular glass laser
Effect of human operator errors on reliability and protective filters
effectiveness of his work (AD-7554061 p0261 N73-2205 7
fAD-7649371 p0441 N73-32028
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SUBJECT INDEX OPTIMAL CONTROL
OPTICAL GENERATORS p0161 A73-23310
U LASERS Optical properties of vertebrate eyes.
OPTICAL ILLUSION p0161 b73-23312
Influence of border and background on perception Effect of various parameters on long range
of straightness. underwater vision for narrow and broad beam
p0585 A73-12081 illumination
Orientation illusion and masking in central and p0450 N73-33630
peripheral vision. Effects of resolution, signal to noise ratio, and
p0041 A73-12999 contrast on underwater imaging systems performance
Influence of a visual frame and p0450 N73-33631
vertical-horizontal illusion of shape and size OPTICAL SENSORS
perception. U OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
p0058 A73-15219 OPTICAL SPECTRUM
A new illusion - The underestimation of distance U LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
during pursuit eye movements. OPTICAL TRACKING
p0086 A73-17575 Noise effects on the critical tracking performance
Sensory, learned, and cognitive mechanisms of size of the human operator.
perception. p0575 A73-10107
p0091 A73-18031 Visual receptive fields sensitive to absolute and
Attention field and perception probability relative motion during tracking.
distribution mechanisms of Nuller-Lyer illusion p0057 A73-15072
due to angle contour A new illusion - The underestimation of distance
p0120 A73-20255 during pursuit eye movements.
Apparent contraction and disappearance of moving p0086 A73-17575
objects in the peripheral visual field. Autokinetic movement as a function of the implied
p0200 A73-26198 movement of target shape.
After-effects of movement contingent on direction p0117 A73-19549
of gaze. Influence of high ambient temperatures on the
p0204 A73-26721 performance and some physiological parameters in
Constancy and illusion of apparent direction of a tracking problem and an optical vigilance
rotary motion in depth - Tests of a theory. problem
p0234 A73-28094 p0129 A73-21575
Monocular fixation tests and prediction model for Combined effects of noise and vibration on human
time course of aftereffect of eye turn on tracking performance and response time.
autokinetic illusion direction [AD-759329) p0196 A73-25334
p0235 A73-28098 Investigations of the eye tracking system through
Space-time adaptation of visual position constancy. stabilized retinal images.
p0304 A73-34223 p0317 A73-36456
The superiority of the pair-comparisons method for A deterministic model of a well trained human
scaling visual illusions. operator performing compensatory tracking.
p0311 A73-35497 p0326 A73-36844
Spatial determinants of the aftereffect of seen The interaction between horizontal and vertical
motion. eye-rotations in tracking tasks.
p0346 A73-37415 p0346 173-37417
A comparison of the Ponzo illusion with a textural Modeling the human in a time-varying anti-aircraft
analogue, tracking loop.
p0388 A73-41180 p0352 A73-38071
Spatial frequency selectivity of a visual tilt Interference of 'attend to and learn' tasks with
illusion. tracking.
p0392 A73-41642 p0353 A73-38377
OPTICAL BASER MODULATION Sleep deprivation effects on accuracy and speed of
U LIGHT MODULATION response selection and execution.
OPTICAL ASEBBS p0385 A73-40853
U LASERS Individual and simultaneous tracking of a step
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT input by the horizontal saccadic eye movement
NT COLORIMETRY and manual control systems.
NT OPTOMETRY p0392 A73-41735
NT PHOTOMETRY Dynamic operative image formation and function
Interaction of vision with optical aids. features during extrapolation tracking of
p0390 A73-41608 visibly moving target, noting image reaction to
Horizontal standard visibility determined by operator performance
natural object contrast measurements, noting p0393 173-41886
visual field observation Recognition of component differences in
FDLR-FB-71-221 p0067 N73-12118 two-dimensional oculomotor tracking tasks.
OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS p0407 A73-42959
NT OCULOMETERS Upper eye lid position effects in
NT SPECTRCPHOTOMETERS electro-oculograbhic vertical eye movement
Compact carbon monoxide sensor utilizing a recordings
confocal optical cavity. p0110 N73-15143
fASME PAPER 73-ENAS-201 p0350 A73-37976 Predictive control of human eye tracking movements
OPTICAL MODULATION in response to visual stimuli
U LIGHT MODULATION p0111 N73-15149
OPTICAL PATHS OPTIMAL CONTROL
A new method for determining the degree of A method for aiding human operator performance in
oxygenation of hemoglobin spectra in the case of a noncompensatory tracking task.
inhomogeneous light paths, explained in an p0578 A73-10323
analysis of spectra of the human skin performance comparisons for joystick and track
p0356 A73-39145 ball optimized control configurations operating
OPTICAL PROPERTIES in rate and position modes
NT ABSORPTANCE p0081 A73-16706
NT BRIGHTNESS Modeling the human in a time-varying anti-aircraft
NT COLOR tracking loop.
NT LUMINOSITY p0352 A73-38071
NT RADIANCE Optimal control model for predicting manual VTOL
NT REFLECTANCE Pilot performance in longitudinal hovering tasks
NT TUBBIDITY p0601 N73-10134
Dioptric apparatus of arthropod compound eyes, Minimum quadratic cost optimal control technology
describing optical characteristics of apposition for design of F-4C aircraft manual control system
eye p0601 N73-10137
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OPTIMIZATION SUBJECT INDEX
OPTIMIZATION NT PATTY ACIDS
NT OPTIMAL CONTROL NT FLUOROCARBONS
Determination of the optimal time of continuous NT FLUOBOHYDROCARBONS
work for operators in man-machine systems NT GLUTAMIC ACID
p0157 A73-22849 NT LEUCINE
Optimal lighting for visual tasks, discussing NT LYSINE
color, type, transillumination, crossed NT METHIONINE
polarization, brightness patterns, diffuse NT NUCLEASE
reflection and surface shadowgraphinq NT NUCLEOTIDES
p0247 A73-30498 NT ORGANIC LIQUIDS
Experimental substantiation of the optimal method NT OXIDASE
for scaling tne duration of acoustic stimuli NT PENTANONE
p0401 A73-42654 NT PEPTIDES
Use of a response surface to optimize digital NT PYRIDINE NUCLEOTIDES
telecommunication systems. NT SEROTONIN
p0423 A73-43214 NT THYROXINE
Optimal work-rest schedules under prolonged NT TRYPTOPHAN
vibration. The origin of life problem - A brief critique.
pG423 A73-43217 p0089 A73-17927
Respiratory work minimization during exercise, Low molecular weight compounds of organogenic
using respiratory frequency, functional residual elements on Apollo 11 and 12 fines and breccias
capacity and air flow pattern effects as obtained by vacuum pyrolysis, acid hydrolysis
controlled variables and crushing
p0433 A73-45066 p0095 A73-18418
Optimal control model for predicting display Indigenous lunar organic compound search,
requirements in pilot landing performance considering prebiological chemistry and
p0599 N73-10121 composition possibility in deeper region under
Optimization of work-rest cycles to ensure surface
acceptably high human performance in man machine p0095 A73-18428
systems Acute and subacute inhalation toxicity experiments
[AD-7501761 p0103 N73-14107 with organic solvents, rocket propellants, and
Physiological motor function measurements for various hydrocarbons in confined environments
determining optimal bed rest periods [NASA-CR-131675] p0259 N73-22043
(NASA-TT-F-151441 p0438 N73-32004 Light effects on organic matter balance of oak
OPTIMUM CONTROL underwood growing in forest understory
U OPTIMAL CONTROL p0378 N73-29330
OPTOMETRY Influence of light conditions and understory tree
Two dimensional eye movement recording using a death on organic matter loss balance in oak
photo-electric matrix method. underwood
pC121 A73-20259 p0378 N73-29331
Apparatus for measurement of vision acuity OBGANIC LIQUIDS
restoration time after brief macula lutea New formaldehyde base disinfectants.
exposures to light p0424 A73-43276
p0425 A73-43791 ORGANIC MATERIALS
ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS Quantitative evaluation of superficial organic
Quality /probability/ evaluation of human operator contaminants, soluble in halogenated solvents,
ergatic processes controlling spacecraft during discussing sampled surface solvent extraction
rendezvous and docking with orbital station method and subsequent IR absorption
p0087 A73-17686 spectroqraphic analysis
ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS p0096 A73-18547
NT SALYUT SPACE STATION ORGANIC PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS
Reliability probability analysis on ergatic Lactate, alpha-GP, and Krebs cycle in sea-level
process in spacecraft control during approach and high-altitude native guinea pigs.
and docking with orbital station p0200 A73-26122
pC064 N73-12087 Analysis of the mechanism of the therapeutic
Cost analysis of oxygen supply equipment and action of pressurized oxygen in organic
recovery systems for orbital space stations phosphorus poisoning
fNASA-CR-1241751 p0230 N73-21137 p0250 A73-30848
Habitability study of earth orbital space stations Responses to graded hypoxia at high and low
[NASA-CR-1242761 p0300 N73-25132 2,3-diphosphoqlycerate concentrations.
ORBITS p0310 A73-35460
NT EARTH ORBITS Cholinesterase reactivator as antidote in human
NT SATELLITE ORtITS organophosphate poisoning
ORGAN WEIGHT p0254 N73-2199
8
Organ and body mass changes in restrained and Temporary blindness of monkeys caused by combined
fasted domestic fowl. effects of phosdrin and atropine exposure
p0057 A73-14975 [FAA-AN-73-4] p0338 N73-27055
Structural conditions in the hypertrophied and Effects of phosdrin on electrical brain potentials
failing heart. in squirrel monkeys
p0403 A73-42685 (FAA-AM-73-3] p0338 N73-2 70 56
Regression of altitude-produced cardiac hypertrophy. ORGANISMS
p0433 A73-45065 Multidimensional judgments in design of ideal
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY organisms with integral number of resource units
Search for biogenic structures and viable allocated among characteristics such as memory,
organisms in lunar samples - A review. vision, resourcefulness, etc
p0094 173-18416 p0044 A73-13 55 9
Organic geochemical analysis of lunar samples with Body temperature effect on protein conformation
emphasis on detecting biologically significant stability in healthy and diseased organisms,
organoqenic elements, projiecting techniques to noting blood plasma albumin fractions
Mars soil analysis p0057 A73-14822
p0396 &73-42163 Ergatic organism defined as multipurpose
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS nonautonomous control system with homeostasis
NT ADENINES with respect to functional operations conservation
NT ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE (ADP) p0119 A73-20048
NT ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP) Gravity, weightlessness and organismic genetic
NT ADENOSINES structures.
NT AMINO ACIDS p0313 A73-35
92 3
NT CARBON TETRAFLUORIDE Elimination of toxic cysteamine in organisms and
NT CHOLINE method for prolonging its radioprotective effect
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p0213 873-20069 p0586 A73-12156
OSGAROMETALLIC COMPOUNDS Vertical posture control after Soyuz 6, 7 and 8
NT CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN flights and 120-day hypokinesia
NT CHLOROPHYLLS p0124 A73-20985
NT HEMOGLOBIN Influence of an oxygen and carbon dioxide rich gas
NT OXYHEMOGLOBIN mixture on the human orthostatic stability
NT PORPHINES p0124 A73-20988
The evolution of ferredoxins from primitive life Proteinuria and civil aviation aircrew
to higher organisms. p0128 &73-21538
p0055 A73-14318 Effect of passive 70-deq head-up tilt on
ORGAES peripheral visual response time.
NT ESOPHAGUS p0169 A73-24566
NT KIDNEYS Certain features of hemodynamics during
NT LIVEN orthostatic tests with persons of different
NT LUNGS vestibulo-vegetative tolerance levels
NT PITUITARY GLAND p0305 173-34236
NT SPLEEN Human statokinetic stability as component of
NT STOMACH nonspecific resistance, discussing revolving,
NT TESTES altitude, hypoxic and orthostatic stress
Activity relation between internal organ receptors dependence tests
and skeletal muscles in terms of laws p032 7 A73-36904
controlling process coordination Intracranial hemodynamic changes in pilots to
pG5 75 A73-10154 tilting.
A new phenomenon of an active intraorgan pumping p0328 A73-36916
function of skeletal muscles Ophthalmodynamoqraphy in pilots to test internal
p0206 A73-27446 carotid insufficiency - Comparison of
BNA and DNA of internal organs during a remote blood-pressure responses.
postreanimation period in animals with complete p0387 A73-41162
and incomplete functional recovery of the Effect of atmosphere with increased oxygen and
central nervous system carbon dioxide content on human orthostatic
p0249 A73-30842 tolerance followinq 10 days of bedrest
Histopathological and histochemical studies of one p0135 N73-16055
year isolation and six months immobilization Role of extracardial innervation in compensation
effects on rhesus monkeys internal organs and of orthostatic load
tissues p0443 N73-33023
p0314 A73-35983 OSCILLATIONS
Properties of biological fluids and solids: NT SELF OSCILLATION
Mechanics of tissues and organs; Proceedings of NT TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION
the Bionechanics Symposium, Georgia Institute of Oscillatory waves in intraretinally recorded
Technology, Atlanta, Ga., June 20-22, 1973. electroretinograms in primates, considering
p0315 A73-36428 electrode depth, stimulas duration and intensity
Relationship between organ weight and blood flow and background illumination, anesthesia and
in rats adapted to simulated high altitude. tetrodotoxin effects
p0387 A73-41156 p0245 A73-30393
Ocular antigens. IV - A comparative study of the OSCILLATORS
localisation of.immunogenic determinants of Voltage controlled subcarrier oscillator design
ocular structural glycoproteins in connective and performance for PB/PH multiplex telemetry
tissues of various organs. system for ECG recording during exercise
p0392 A73-41729 p0053 A73-14293
Proton dosimeter design for distributed body organs. OSCILLOGRABS
p0424 A73-43389 U OSCILLOGRAPS
Functional morphology of various organs and OSCILLOGRAPHS
tissues subjected to space flight Modification of a ballisto-oscilloqraph for
fNASA-TT-F-7381 p0185 N73-19126 extremities
Pathomorpholoqical changes in internal organs of p015 7 A73-22865
white rats followinq 120 MeV proton irradiation OSHOMETEBS
and effect of partial shielding on attenuation Apparatus for measuring the colloid osmotic
of damage pressure in blood serum
p0214 N73-20076 p0425 A73-43792
Characteristics of pathomorpholoqical changes in OSmOSIS
rat internal organs subjected to gamma-neutron Progress in the development of the reverse osmosis
irradiation with head and stomach shielded process for spacecraft wash water recovery.
p0214 N73-20077 p0584 A73-11993
Atrophy and metabolic changes in internal organs Symposium on Capillary Exchange and the
and skeletal muscles of rats exposed to Interstitial Space, Bad Duerkheim, West Germany,
hypokinesia Hay 3-6, 1972, Proceedings.
p0262 N73-23029 p0056 A73-14649
Defined shock wave effects on miniature swine, Synthesis of reverse osmosis membranes by plasma
describing organ injuries polymerization of allylamine.
p0369 N73-27965 p0115 A73-19169
OBIEBTATION Effect of ultrafiltration and plasma osmolarity
Effect of forward head inclination on visual upon the flow properties of blood - A possible
orientation during lateral body tilt. mechanism for control of blood flow in the renal
p0041 173-13000 medullary Vasa recta.
Biological clocks in animal orientation and in p0125 A73-21199
other functions. Evaluation of 165 deg F reverse osmosis modules
p0089 A73-17825 for washwater purification.
The'null magnetic field as reference for the study [ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-2] p0349 A73-37964
of geomagnetic directional effects in animals Reverse osmosis for wash water recovery in space
and man. vehicles.
p0092 A73-18033 (ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-12] p0349 A73-37971
ORTHOGONALITY Development of sulfonated polyphenylene oxide
Orthogonal versus planar vector-electrocardioqraphy,. membranes for the reverse osmosis purification
p0118 A73-19930 of wash water at sterilization temperatures /165
ORTBOSTATIC TOLEBANCE F/.
Airline flight and ground personnel fatigue and (ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-16] p0350 A73-37973
orthostatic hypotension syndrome manifested by NS-1 membranes - Potentially effective new
variations in retinal arterial pressure and membranes for treatment of washwater in space
brain circulation cabins.
A-243
OSMOTIC PRESSURE SUBJECT INDEX
rASME PAPEE 73-ENAS-191 p0350 A73-37975 Effect of simulated sonic booms and overpressure
Reverse osmosis for recovering and recycling water on EEG waveform patterns and disturbance judgments
in Space station Prototype Environmental Thermal [FAA-RD-73-115) p0411 N73-30066
Control/Life Support System Integrated Water and OXIDASE
Waste Management Biochemical processes during the maturation of
(ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-221 p0350 A73-37978 erythrocytes - Further results with regard to
Effect of prior adaptation to cold on the the action site of the respiratory inhibitor F
development of experimental hypertonia from reticulocytes in the respiratory chain
p0381 173-40209 p0588 A73-12510
Apparatus for measuring the colloid osmotic OXIDATION
pressure in blood serum Oxidation effects on rate of C 14-labeled leucine
p0425 A73-43792 incorporation into rat skeletal muscle protein
Blood plasma hyperosmolality and antidiuretic p0077 173-16152
hormone inhibition in alcoholic intoxication Oxidation of amino acids by diaphragms from fed
rNASA-TT-F-139101 p0609 N73-11079 and fasted rats.
Atherosclerosis and hypertonia under high mountain p0077 A73-16153
conditions and seasonal effects Myeloperoxidase, the peroxidase of a primitive
[NASA-TT-F-7451 p0176 N73-18121 cell - Its reaction with Fe and B202.
Effects of hydrostatic water bath pressure on p0090 A73-17944
capillary blood pressure and connective tissue Radiation-induced oxidation of impurities in the
dehydration water obtained from human moisture-containing
INASA-TT-F-148941 pc265 N73-23052 bioactivity products
OSMOTIC PRESSURE p0124 A73-20984
U OSMOSIS UV-induced lipid peroxidation in human epidermis,
OTOLITH ORGANS dermis, and hypodermis in vitro
Vestibular influences on orientation in zero p0153 A73-21873
gravity, produced by parabolic flight. Organic and species-related differences in the
p0091 a73-18032 action of certain hydrazine derivatives and of
Findings on American astronauts bearing on the aminoperhydroacridine on the oxidative
issue of artificial gravity for future manned deamination of serotonin
space vehicles. p0163 A73-23679
p0154 A73-22531 Radiation oxidation of water impurities in
Inversion illusion in the so-called zero-gravity moisture-containing products of human vital
conditions of parabolic flight. functions
p0247 A73-30511 p0134 N73-16051
Asymmetry of otolith responses in fish Oxidation of atmospheric impurities in space cabin
p0279 A73-31507 and purity of reclamated water
Analysis of vestibular effects in experiments on p0183 S73-19104
swings OXIDES
p0305 A73-34235 NT BERYLLIUM OXIDES
Vestibular and spinal control of eye movements. NT CARBON DIOXIDE
p0316 A73-36440 NT CARBON MONOXIDE
Mechanical response of otolith-dependent units of NT HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
cats to sinusoidal linear acceleration NT MANGANESE OXIDES
[AMRU-E-69-31 p0608 N73-11068 NT NITROGEN OXIDES
Theoretical model of utricular otolith and NT PEROXIDES
associated neural connections to oculomotor NT POTASSIUM OXIDES
system and their response to angular motion with NT SULFUR OXIDES
respect to acceleration in shear OXIDIZERS
IFPRC-13151 p0608 N73-11070 NT LIQUID OXYGEN
Vestibular neuron response to rotational stimuli NT ROCKET OXIDIZERS
in space flight environment OXIMETRY
p0111 N73-15150 A new method for determining the degree of
Asymmetry of fish otolithic receptor functions and oxygenation of hemoglobin spectra in the case of
vestibular disturbances during space flight inhomogeneous light paths, explained in an
p0262 N73-23031 analysis of spectra of the human skin
OUTER PLANET SPACECRAFT p0356 A73-39145
U OUTER PLANETS EXPLORERS OXIYGEN
OUTER PLANETS EXPLORERS NT HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
Satellite quarantine constraints in outer planet NT LIQUID OXYGEN
mission planning NT OZONE
rNASA-CR-1357911 p0445 N73-33041 Heat regulation and adaptation of rats exposed to
OUTGASSING helium oxygen atmosphere
Spacecraft environmental optical contamination p0065 N73-12096
problems associated with thermal control surface Oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and noble gases
outgassinq.- for environment suitable for humans
rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-321 p0351 A73-37987 p0104 173-15093
Toxicity of gaseous urine and feces emissions on Visual evoked responses from divers subjected to
rat organism hyperbaric conditions simulating depths to 1200
p0182 N73-19097 feet breathing various gas mixtures
Phenol preservative for reducing toxic urine (AD-749325] p0108 N73-15127
outgassing into air environment Oxygen content and hydrogen ion concentration in
p0183 N73-19098 monkey blood after incapacitating ionizing
Toxic effects of metabolic waste gases on rat radiation dosage
organisms rAD-7506811. p0109 N73-15134
p0183 N73-19101 Change in content of gases in blood when man is
OUTPUT exposed to high ambient temperatures
NT LASER OUTPUTS p0217 N73-20105
OVERCAST Effectiveness of phased dilution compared to
U CLOUD COVER current demand diluter oxygen delivery system
OVERESTIMATION p0266 N73-23065
U EhRORS Biological evaluation of influence of
OVEREXPOSURE helium-oxygen atmosphere on culture of mammalian
U RADIATION DOSAGE cells
OVEEPBESSUBE p0443 N73-33024
Effects of repeated simulated sonic booms of 1.0 OXYGEN BREATHING
PSF on the sleep behavior of young and old The effect of 02 breathing on maximal aerobic power.
subjects. p0583 A73-11504
p0386 173-41151
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SUBJECT INDEX OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
Effects of immersion with the head above water on flow and oxygen partial pressure monitors,
tissue nitrogen elimination in man. considering water vapor and temperature
p0589 A73-12563 p0053 A73-14288
EEG activity of rats compressed by inert gases to Energy cost of muscle work in a state of fatigue
700 feet and oxygen-helium to 4000 feet. p0080 A73-16697
p0195 A73-25327 Cerebral circulation alteration during hypothermia
Results of electron microscopic studies in the rat p0081 A73-16698
brain under oxygen at high pressure. Some physiological reactions to acceleration in
p0195 A73-25330 albino rats in a state of hypothermia
Physiological criteria of early toxic normobaric p00 84 173-16737
hyperoxia manifestations Thermorequlatory reactions of animals in a
p0304 173-34123 helium-oxygen medium
Development of effective means for desaturation of p0088 A73-17695
the human organism as a prophylactic measure Statistical correlations of maximum oxygen
against altitude decompression disturbances consumption, body weight and endurance /work/
p0305 A73-34231 performance in exercise-oxygen studies
Hematoloqical, biochemical, and immunological p0096 A73-18472
studies during a 14-day continuous exposure to Central, femoral, and brachial circulation during
5.2% 02 in N2 at pressure equivalent to 100 FSV exercise in hypoxia.
/4 ata/. p0127 A73-21506
p0326 A73-36794 Influence of developmental adaptation on aerobic
Endocrine studies during a 14-day continuous capacity at high altitude.
exposure to 5.2% 02 in N2 at pressure equivalent p0158 A73-22928
to 100 FSW /4 ata/. Oxygen consumption and its 'critical' tension for
p0326 A73-36795 the cerebral cortex in situ
Body fluid volume changes during a 14-day p0164 A73-23801
continuous exposure to 5.2% 02 in N2 at pressure Maximal oxygen intake and nomographic assessment
equivalent to 100 PSW /4 ata/. of functional aerobic impairment in
p0326 A73-36796 cardiovascular disease.
Aerobic capacity of relatively sedentary males. p0202 A73-26362
p0353 A73-38360 Oxygen consumption alteration effects on human
Respiratory nitrogen elimination - A potential endurance capacity as function of relative work,
source of error in closed-circuit spiromet'ry. muscle blood flow and anaerobic metabolism
p0356 A73-39113 p0241 173-29753
Behavior of enzyme activities in blood plasma Oscillations in oxygen consumption of man at rest.
after breathing hyperbaric oxygen p0241 173-29755
rDLR-FB-71-961 p0112 N73-15163 Breath to breath cyclical variations in functional
Evaluation of hazardous conditions created by residual capacity, oxygen uptake, carbon dioxide
facial hair on aircrew personnel wearing oxygen release, tidal volume, respiratory period,
masks alveolar gas tension and heart rate
EAD-7540751 p0232 N73-21154 p0278 A73-31346
Oxygen breathing effects on human blood Optimal duration of endurance performance on the
circulation and flight personnel fitness test cycle erqometer in relation to maximal oxygen
p0253 N73-21993 intake.
Oxygen breathing in decompression sickness and p0283 A73-32397
remedial recompression of human beings Effects of oxygen-augmented atmosphere on the
fDRIC-TBANS-30951 p0334 N73-26069 immune response.
Relation between hyperbaric oxygenation and p0307 A73-34743
functional activity of differentiated brain with Validation of open-circuit method for the
respect ot glutamic acid metabolism determination of oxygen consumption.
p0368 873-27960 p0310 A73-35462
Pure oxygen and oxygqen/nitrogen atmospheres for Specific features in the activity of the oxygen
preventing decompression disease in astronauts transport system of the organism during
p0372 N73-29029 hand-performed working cycles of submaximumOXYGEN CONSUMPTION intensity
Effects of exercise on activity of heart and p0323 A73-36579
muscle mitochondria. The effects of training on some parameters of
p0575 A73-10135 hemodynamics and of the oxygen transportation
Arterial oxygen increase by high-carbohydrate diet function of the blood during static strains
at altitude. p0323 A73-36581
p0576 A73-10164 Adequacy of the Haldane transformation in the
Oxygen uptake, heart rate and pulmonary computation of exercise oxygen consumption in man.
ventilation during swimming for different speeds p0324 A73-36658
and styles, comparing to running and cycling data Oxygen delivery and oxygen return to the lungs at
p0577 A73-10171 onset of exercise in man.
The effect of 02 breathing on maximal aerobic power. p0361 A73-39788
p0583 A73-11504 Human intrapair twin differences, examining age,
Evaluation of cardiac performance in exercise. height, weight, heart volume, metabolism,
p0043 A73-13539 respiratory rate and monozygous/dizygous
Perceived exertion, heart rate, oxygen uptake and differences
blood lactate in different work operations. p0361 A73-39792
p0045 A73-13698 Oxygen uptake, muscle high-energy phosphates, and
Interdependence of oxygen uptake, heart rate and lactate in exercise under acute hypoxic
ventilation during treadmill exercise from conditions in man.
regression slope analysis of lag logarithms p0385 A73-41131
p0048 173-14118 Oxygen uptake during maximal work at lowered and
Production of gaseous nitrogen during human steady raised ambient air pressures.
state exercise. p0386 A73-41132
p0050 A73-14163 Effect of training with eccentric muscle
Multichannel PDM-PM biomedical radio telemetry contractions on skeletal muscle metabolites.
system for ECG, respiratory rate and oxygen p0390 A73-41523
consumption during exercise, considering Advantage or disadvantage of a decrease of blood
transmitter and receiver design oxygen affinity for tissue oxygen supply at
p0052 A73-14278 hypoxia - A theoretical study comparing man and
Telemetry and erqometry associated to the measure rat.
of oxygen consumption during sports events. p0390 A73-41620
p0053 A73-14285 Effect of hypothermia on renal sodium reabsorption.
Radio telemetric measurements of oxygen p0391 173-41623
consumption during exercise via respiratory air
&-245
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY SUBJECT INDEX
Rebreathinq and steady state pulmonary diffusing aorta
capacity for 02 in the dog and in inhomogeneous p0193 A73-25042
lung models. Kinetics of oxygen uptake and recovery for
p0391 A73-41639 supramaximal work of short duration.
Nonthermal metabolic response of rats to He-02, p0198 A73-25648
N2-02, and Ar-02 at 1 atm. Effect of antioxidants on the blood deoxygenation
p0399 A73-42201 rate in animals exposed to altered atmospheres
Myocardial oxygen consumption in experimental p0207 A73-27702
hypertrophy and congestive heart failure due to Effect of adaptation to cold on the energy
pressure overload. characteristics of muscular activity
p0404 A73-42688 p0235 A73-28295
Changes in indices of the carbohydrate and fat Relative rates of arterial lactate and
metabolism, the state of the sympathoadrenal oxygen-deficit accumulation in hypoxic dogs.
system, and oxidative processes under p0281 A73-31922
varying-intensity cold effects Responses to graded hypoxia at high and low
p0429 A73-44671 2,3-diphosphoqlycerate concentrations.
Hemoglobin-oxygen equilibrium and coronary blood p0310 A73-35460
flow - An analog model. Changes in respiration effectiveness during
p0433 A73-45060 muscular activity
Oxygen kinetics for constant work loads at various p0323 A73-36580
altitudes. Aerobic capacity of relatively sedentary males.
p0433 A73-45062 p0353 A73-38360
Oxygen consumption measurements during continual Anaerobic threshold and respiratory gas exchange
centrifugation of mice. during exercise.
p0434 A73-45071 p0360 173-39785
Effects of hyperoxia on sulfhydryl concentration Hemoglobin molecule oxygenation mechanism in
of Escherichia coli various animals, discussing erythrocytes as[AD-7461931 p0610 N73-11087 hemoglobin carriers, ecological factors and
Correlation of assessed maximum oxygen intake with physicochemical conditions
predicted performance in running events p0426 A73-43929
fAD-7468671 p00 7 1 N73-13093 Hemoglobin species diffusion effect on oxygen
Work, heat, and oxygen cost of various activities transport in moving and stationary flat films of
of man hemoglobin solution
p0106 N73-15109 p0426 A73-43993
Correlation of physical activity and oxyqen Oxygen redox processes in blood coagulation
consumption between man and mouse mechanism
(FOA-1-B-1233-A51 p0149 N73-17108 p0063 N73-12079
Changes in oxygen consumption in rats after Design and performance of breathing metabolic
inoculation with polymer combustion products simulator
p0182 N73-19096 p0075 N73-13850
Hashish smoking effects on human oxygen Metabolic implications in hyperbaric oxygen systems
consumption during physical stress and safe (AD-7493811 p0103 873-14106
driving ability Automatic device for measuring human metabolic
p0228 N73-21115 oxygen rate and breathing dynamics
Exercise effects on human heart rate and oxygen rNSA-CASE-HFS-21415-1] p0112 N73-15156
uptake Human oxygen metabolism and pulmonary functions
p0371 N73-29020 during hypodynamic water immersion
Treadmill running effect on human oxygen consumption p0181 N73-19082
p0441 N73-33013 Transverse acceleration effects on human
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY respiratory rate and oxygen metabolism
U HYPOXIA p0181 N73-19084
OXYGE RISKS Human nitrogen and water/salt metabolisms in
Color photographic system using grid prolector and controlled regenerative atmosphere
telecentric lenses tor recording contours of p0181 N73-19089
human face for aircrew oxygen mask fitting Helium/oxygen breathing effects on rat gas
IRAE-Tr-711841 p0141 N73-16099 exchange and musculoskeletal heat control
Evaluation of hazardous conditions created by p0182 N73-19093
facial hair on aircrew personnel wearing oxygen Physiological effects of argon/oxygen breathing on
masks rats noting carbon dioxide level
(AD-7540751 p0232 N73-21154 p0182 H73-19094
OXYGEN METABOLISI Design and performance of metabolic gas analyzer
Effect of increased atmospheric pressure on the using mass spectrometer and digital data printout
dynamics of free oxygen content in animal muscle NASA-CR-128842] p0190 N73-19160
tissues Pressure chambers for testing effect of oxygen
p0576 A73-10156 inspiration on fatigue during flight
Determination of the value of blood oxygen [JPRS-590411 p0264 N73-23051
capacity and of the oxyhemoqlobin dissociation OXYGEN PRODUCTION
curves by polarographic coulombometry Atmospheric regeneration in closed chambers by
p0045 A73-13750 potassium superoxide
A criterion for oxygen supply optimality in p0332 A73-36951
tissues and the capillary circulation rate Long term performance test on electrolytic oxygen
p0047 A73-13821 generator for manned test chamber
Cardiac output and oxygen transport in early [NASA-CR-128687] p0112 N73-15160
ontoqenesis Effect of toxic substances on algae by observing
p0084 A73-16738 photosynthesis determined by oxygen production
Biological role of atmospheric oxygen in the of algae
mechanism of blood coagulation [DRIC-TRANS-2991] p0187 N73-19139
p0087 A73-17678 Electrochemical system with solid electrolyte for
Assessment of hypoxia in the human heart. regenerating oxygen from CO2 and H20
p0118 A73-19928 p0441 173-33015
Myocardial metabolism during exposure to carbon OXYGEN REGULATORS
monoxide in the conscious dog. The diluter-demand oxygen system used during the
p0159 A73-22935 international Himalayan expedition to Mount
Changes in gaseous metabolism and cardiac output Everest.
per minute during local muscle work in man p0194 A73-25145
p0164 A73-23809 OXYGEN SPECTRA.
Effect of excessive glucose administration on the Human endocrine-metabolic responses to graded
lipid level, qlycolysis rates, and oxygen uptake oxygen pressures.
in the tissues of the liver, heart, cerebrum and p0116 A73-19479
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SUBJECT INDEX P-531 HELICOPTER
OXIGEN SUPPLY EQUIPHENT p0249 A73-30844
NT OXYGEN MASKS Analysis of the mechanism of the therapeutic
Fire hazard reduction in corporate aircraft oxygen action of pressurized oxygen in organic
system, covering hoses, regulators, manifolds, phosphorus poisoning
cylinders, ieakage, combustion conditions and p0250 A73-30848
servicing procedures Determination of diffusive capacity components in
p0357 A73-39215 lungs and of alveoloarterial oxygen gradients
Cleaning Processes and postcleaninq inspection for the estimation of oxygen transport
procedures for meeting oxygen system cleaning conditions in lungs
requirements p0250 A73-30849
[NASA-SP-30721 p0111 N73-15155 Hypoxic pulmonary steady-state diffusing capacity
Design and performance of prototype for CO and cardiac output in rats born at a
nitrogen/oxygen supply unit using simulated altitude of 3500 m.
water/hydrazine electrolysis to provide cabin p0251 A73-30911
leakage makeup in manned spacecraft Study of the effect of increased oxygen
fNASA-CR-1286881 p0112 N73-15159 concentration on the metabolism of Chlorella
Long term performance test on electrolytic oxygen , p0279 A73-31508
generator for manned test chamber Oxygen affinity and electrolyte distribution of
[NASA-CR-1286871 pC112 N73-15160 human blood - Changes induced by propranolol.
Cost analysis of oxygen supply equipment and p0429 A73-44689
recovery systems for orbital space stations Response of coronary blood flow to pH-induced
INASA-C-1241751 p0230 N73-21137 changes in hemoglobin-02 affinity.
Breathing apparatus for parachutists p0433 A73-45061
[AD-7565541 p0296 N73-24141 An equation for the oxygen hemoglobin dissociation
Electrochemical process for recovery of oxygen curve.
from atmospheres of manned space capsules p0434 A73-45070
[NASA-CR-1145731 p0300 N73-25130 Obtaining stable oxygen electrodes by coating with
Cost analysis of oxygen recovery subsystems for plasma catalyzed polymer film
life support systems [AD-7484221 p0074 N73-13120
fNASA-CE-124304] p0340 N73-27075 Effects of atmospheric oxygen concentration on
Cryogenic insulation of liquid oxygen devars for Chlorella photosynthesis
aircraft pilot breathing masks p0262 N73-23032
(AD-7633251 p0421 N73-31026 Cone model for oxygen diffusion in brain
OIYGEN SYSTEMS considering spatial tissue/capillary permeability
U OXYGEN SUPPLY EQUIPHENT [RAE-LIB-TRANS-16631 p0333 573-26060
OIIGEN TENSION OIIGEN TOXICITY
NT HYPOXEIIA U HYPEROXIA
Nicrovascular responses to alterations in oxygen OXYIGENATION
tension. Exercise during hyperoxia and hyperbaric
p0581 A73-11010 oxygenation.
Studies of blood gas analysis at abnormal p0352 A73-38160
environment. Oxygen transport augmentation mechanism for human
p0582 A73-11210 hemoglobin, considering hemoglobin translational
Methodical studies concerning the polaroqraphic mobility absence effects
measurement of respiration and 'critical oxygen p0362 A73-39795
pressure' in mitochondria and isolated cells Cone model for oxygen diffusion in brain
with the aid of the membrane-covered platinum considering spatial tissue/capillary permeability
electrode (RAE-LIB-TRANS-1663 p0333 N73-26060
pC056 A73-14647 OXYIEHOGLOBIN
Effects of cardiac output on /0-18/2 lung Determination of the value of blood oxygen
diffusion in normal resting man. capacity and of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation
p0094 A73-18335 curves by polarographic coulombometry
Mixed-venous oxygen tension by nitrogen p0045 A73-13750
rebreathing - A critical, theoretical analysis. Significance of the Bohr and Haldane effects in
p0094 A73-18336 the pulmonary capillary.
Russian book - Tissue, oxygen in the presence of p0129 A73-21614
extremal flight factors. Effect of antioxidants on the blood deoxygenation
p0116 A73-19425 rate in animals exposed to altered atmospheres
Human endocrine-metabolic responses to graded p0207 A73-27702
oxygen pressures. Interaction of haemoglobin with ions - Binding of
p0116 A73-19479 inorganic phosphate to human oxyhaemoqlobin.
Intermittent exercise - Metabolites, oxygen p0241 173-29850
pressure, and acid-base equilibrium in the blood. Responses to graded hypoxia at high and low
p0158 A73-22933 2,3-diphosphoglycerate concentrations.
Influence of histamine on cutaneous capillary p0310 A73-35460
circulation and on the oxygen tension of Oxygen transport augmentation mechanism for human
subcutaneous cellular tissue in various age hemoglobin, considering hemoglobin translational
periods mobility absence effects
p0163 A73-23676 p0362 A73-39795
Gas dynamic theory of gas exchange in organisms Hemoglobin molecule oxygenation mechanism in
based on oxygen and carbon dioxide permanent various animals, discussing erythrocytes as
partial pressure gradients in tissues, blood and hemoglobin carriers, ecological factors and
lungs physicochemical conditions
p0169 A73-24523 p0426 A73-43929
Procedures for polarocochleography and for Hemoglobin-oxyqen equilibrium and coronary blood
pressure measurement in the inner ear perilymph flow - An analog model.
in acute experiments on animals p0433 A73-45060
p0193 A73-25043 An equation for the oxygen hemoglobin dissociation
Changes in microvascular diameter and oxygen curve.
tension induced by carbon dioxide. p0434 173-45070
p0200 A73-26116 OZONE
Studies of alveolar-mixed venous CO2 and 02 Pulmonary function in man after short-term
gradients in the rebreathinq dog lung. exposure to ozone.
p0201 A73-26219 p0381 A73-40001
Changes in the gas content of blood in man during
exposure to high ambient temperatures P
p0208 A73-27711
Characteristics of spontaneous oxygen tension P-531 HELICOPTER
variations in human brain structures Measurement and effects of triaxial vibration on
A-247
PACIFIC ISLANDS SUBJECT INDEX
pilots in P-531 (Scout) helicopter under PARASITIC DISEASES
different flight conditions NT BLIGHT[ISVR-TR-581 p0141 N73-16100 PARKINSON DISEASE
PACIFIC ISLANDS Characteristics of spontaneous oxygen tension
NT JAPAN variations in human brain structures
PACKAGING p0249 A73-30844
Influence of the packing and of certain conditions PARTIAL PRESSURE
of usage on the medications in portable NT HYPOXEMIA
emergency medicine stores NT OXYGEN TENSION
p0209 A73-27720 Oxygen partial pressure measurement in respiratory
Feasibility determination for polyethylene air via radio telemetry system with
packaging of drugs stocked in spacecraft polarographic catheter electrode pressure sensor
pharmacies p0053 A73-14287
p0218 N73-20114 Radio telemetric measurements of oxygen
PAIN SENSITIVITY consumption during exercise via respiratory air
A mathematical model of the peripheral pain flow and oxygen partial pressure monitors,
signalization mechanism considering water vapor and temperature
p0354 A73-39003 p0053 173-14288
PAINTS PARTICLE ACCELERATION
X ray fluorescence analysis for determining lead Biological effects due to single accelerated heavy
content of paint on pencils in Goddard supply particles and the problems of nervous system
system exposure in space.
p0148 N73-17097 p0398 A73-42181
PANCREAS PARTICLE ACCELERATORS
Mechanisms of certain functional shifts during NT VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATORS
change in the blood of the content level of PARTICLE BEARS
external pancreatic-gland secretion components NT ION BEAMS
p0081 A73-16700 PARTICLE COUNTERS
Structural changes in the adrenal nerve apparatus U RADIATION COUNTERS
during experimental subtotal pancreatectomy PARTICLE DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
p0357 A73-39400 NT ION DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
Starch hydrolysis in man - An intraluminal process NT PROTON DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
not requiring membrane digestion. A method for calculating the sedimentation
p0361 A73-39789 characteristics of particles in linear
PAPILLAE dextrane-density gradients and its application
Visual work duration and intensity effects on to the separation of red blood cells according
optic papillae expansions and shape alterations, to the sedimentation rate
noting differences between trained and untrained p0237 A73-28476
subjects Determination of the size distribution function of
p0080 A73-16694 erythrocytes by the spectral transparency method
PARABOLIC FLIGHT p0436 A73-45521
Vestibular influences on orientation in zero PARTICLE DETECTORS
gravity, produced by parabolic flight. U RADIATION COUNTERS
p0091 A73-18032 PARTICLE INTERACTIONS
Inversion illusion in the so-called zero-gravity NT MOLECULAR INTERACTIONS
conditions of parabolic flight. PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
p0247 A73-30511 Determination of the size distribution function of
Problems in simulating weightlessness erythrocytes by the spectral transparency method
p0224 N73-21090 p0436 A73-45521
Blind fish responses to gravitational changes as PARTICLE TRACKS
in parabolic flight U PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
p0226 N73-21101 PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
PARACHUTE LESCENT Delta ray particle track structure theory for
Evaluation of the state of the cardiovascular radiation dosimetry and biological cell response
system from polycardiographic test data to heavy ions, fast neutrons, stopped pions and
p0088 A73-17749 mixed radiation fields
Visual-motor coordination characteristics of p0196 A73-25423
parachute Jumpers Experimental methods of correlation between the
p0088 A73-17750 trajectories of cosmic heavy ions and biological
Sea survival after ejection and parachute descent, objects: Dosimetric results - Experiment
describing hand operated canopy connector Biostack on Apollo 16 and 17.
release to free pilot from entanglement or p0313 A73-35946
dragging Solid state AqCl detectors for nuclear tracks with
p0284 A73-32665 on- and off-response at choice - Applications to
Initial results. of a psychophysiological study of life sciences.
certified parachutists p0398 A73-42179
p0328 A73-36917 PARTICLES
Breathing apparatus for parachutists NT AEROSOLS
rAD-7565541 p0296 N73-24141 NT CATIONS
PARACHUTING NT CHARGED PARTICLES
U PARACHUTE DESCENT NT CORPUSCULAR RADIATION
PARALLEL FLOW NT FAST NEUTRONS
NT PIPE FLOW NT FERRIC IONS
NI STEADY FLOW NT FINES
PARALYSIS NT LIGHT BEAMS
Effects of anesthesia and muscle paralysis on NT METAL IONS
respiratory mechanics in normal man. NT NUCLEAR PARTICLES
p0127 A73-21505 NT PHOTOELECTRONS
Effect of chronic pyramid insufficiency on the NT PHOTONS
function of spinal centers of shin and foot NT PIONS
muscles in man NT PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS
p0401 A73-42658 NT SOLAR WIND
PABANASAL SINUSES PARTICULATE FILTERS
The frequency of barotraumas as determined by U FLUID FILTERS
nasal findings and X-rays of the paranasal sinuses PARTICULATE SARPLING
p0409 A73-43132 Microbiological assay procedures for spacecraft
PARAPSYCHOLOGY cabling, antennas, solar panels, and thermalU EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION blankets
(NASA-CE-1303831 p0149 N73-17109
A-248
SUBJECT INDEX PATTERN RECOGNITION
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT p0389 A73-41280
NT BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT The effect of low X-ray doses on the central
Commercial aircraft passenger cabins interior nervous system
design, considering seating arrangements, cabin p0427 A73-44179
architecture and fittings, materials and color Metabolic implications in hyperbaric oxygen systems
schemes and maintainability rAD-7493811 p0103 N73-14106
p0163 A73-23687 Hyperoxic damage in animal cells, tissues, and
Development of mathematical model to analyze organs
traveler acceptance factors in short haul air pO182 N73-19091
carrier operations Hyperoxic morphological changes in connective rat
p0591 N73-10023 tissues
Computerized simulation of passenger emergency p0182 N73-19092
evacuation efficiency using Boeing 720 aircraft Pathophysiological response reactions of rats to
models acute hypoxia after injection of cysteamine and
(FAA-AN-72-301 p0150 N73-17119 aminothiol group radioprotector
Dynamic tests of seat belt system, seat p0211 N73-20059
belt/shoulder harness system, and seat belt PATHOLOGY
airbag system for aircraft NT HUMAN PATHOLOGY
[FAA-NA-73-301 p0375 N73-29052 Physiological and pathological responses of humans
PASSENGERS exposed to electricity
Medical considerations for aircraft passengers. (NASA-CR-128422] p0592 N73-10065
p0047 A73-13802 Pathomorphological changes in internal organs of
Analysis of passenger acceptance of commercial white rats following 120 Mev proton irradiation
low-density short haul, air transportation and effect of partial shielding on attenuation
[NASA-CR-1322851 p0367 N73-27950 of damage
PATCHING p0214 N73-20076
U MAINTENANCE Characteristics of pathomorpholoqical changes in
PATHOGENESIS rat internal organs subjected to gamma-neutron
Pathogenesis of some respiration and circulation irradiation with head and stomach shielded
reactions to barometric pressure gradients p0214 N73-20077
p0123 A73-20980 Combined tissue blocks for comparative
The pathogenesis and clinical significance of pathomorphological study of radiation pathology
primary T-wave abnormalities. p0215 N73-20090
p0320 A73-36529 PATIENTS
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS Salvarsan therapy of luetic patients and behavior
Russian monograph on radioactive isotopes effects of Wassermann reaction
on organisms covering metabolism, elimination, [NASA-TT-F-14618] p0609 N73-11076
acceleration methods, pathogenesis and treatment NASA contributions to patient monitoring
of damage, toxicity, biological action, etc fNASA-CR-1315381 p0230 N73-21138
p0590 A73-12865 PATTERN RECOGNITION
Pathomorpholoqical and histochemical analysis of NT CHARACTER RECOGNITION
Leuna 16 fine lunar soil fraction biological Digital filters applicable to
effect on mice electroencephaloqraphic pattern recognition.
p0056 A73-14569 p0582 A73-11464
Clinical diagnosis of angina pectoris, implicating A minor perturbing effect of retinal locus on dot
obstructive disease of coronary arteries and pattern recognition - Rejection of a possible
effects of paroxysmal events on heart rate and artifact.
blood pressure p0588 A73-12524
p0085 A73-17277 Psychological test for relative contributions of
Biophysical properties of vibration energy specific and nonspecific components to
transfer to human body structure, noting harmful intersensory transfer between vision and touch
effects dependence on frequency range p00 43 A73-13525
p0088 A73-17748 Numerical classification and coding of
Physiological effect of air nitrogen replacement electrocardiograms.
by inert gases under high and low temperature p0059 A73-15647
conditions Psychophysical studies of visual image
p0207 A73-27701 normalization mechanisms in man
RNA and DNA of internal organs during a remote p0061 A73-15791
postreanimation period in animals with complete Inter-hemispheric transfer of meaningful visual
and incomplete functional recovery of the information in normal human subjects.
central nervous system p0119 A73-20123
p0249 A73-30842 Electrical stimulation effects of human eye on
Physiological criteria of early toxic normobaric photic threshold for square wave vision as
hyperoxia manifestations , function of wavelength, orientation and spatial
p0304 A73-34123 frequency
Histopathological and histochemical studies of one p0121 A73-20260
year isolation and six months immobilization The role of colour perception and 'pattern'
effects on rhesus monkeys internal organs and recognition in stereopsis.
tissues p0121 A73-20266
p0314 A73-35983 Retention of information in the iconic visual
Retinal change induced in the primate /Macaca memory during recognition of images of varying
mulatta/ by oxygen nuclei radiation. complexity
p0314 A73-36125 p0199 A73-26084
Circadian rhythms of free radical state Implications of measurement of eye fixations for a
concentrations in the organs of mice. psychophysics of form perception.
p0355 A73-39104 p0234 A73-28092
Sudden incapacitation in flight - 1 Jan. 1966-30 Monocular contribution to binocular vision in
Nov. 1971. normals and amblyopes.
p0356 A73-39112 p0237 A73-28359
Structural changes in the adrenal nerve apparatus Visual pattern matching - An investigation of some
during experimental subtotal pancreatectomy effects of decision task, auditory codability,
p0357 A73-39400 and spatial correspondence.
Effects of a synchronizer phase-shift on circadian p0239 A73-29123
rhythms in response of mice to ethanol or ouabain. Properties of human visual orientation detectors -
p0357 A73-39481 A new approach using patterned afterimages.
Russian book on structural and functional p0239 A73-29124
plasticity of interneuron synapses during Automatic recognition of electrocardiographic
readjustment to chemical and physical damage patterns
covering degenerative and regenerative changes p0308 A73-34964
A-249
PATTERN REGISTRATION SUBJECT INDEX
Automatic cataloging of electrocardiographic PENTOBAREITAL SODIUM
patterns Sodium pentobarbital effects on albino rats in
p0309 A73-34965 normocapnic and chronically hypercapnic conditions
Automatic analysis and classification of [AD-7512341 p0187 N73-19142
electroencephalograms PENTOSE
p0309 A73-34966 NT RIBOSE
Pattern recognition techniques suggested from PEPTIDES
psychological correlates of a model of the human Evolution of ribonuclease in relation to
visual system. polypeptide folding mechanisms.
p0309 A73-35241 p0057 A73-15047
Applications of a model of the human visual system A mechanism for polypeptide synthesis on a protein
to pattern recognition problems. template.
p0309 A73-35242 p0090 A73-17943
Interaction between contours in visual masking Trypsinoqen activation peptides - An example of
p0345 A73-37395 molecular epigenesis.
Sufficient conditions for the discrimination of p0091 A73-17947
motion. Stochastic model application to divergence of
p0388 A73-41181 horse-pig lineage from common ancestor in terms
Mathematical model of human pitch perception based of hemoglobin and fibrinopeptides alpha and beta
on acoustic stimulus Fourier transformation by chains
sense organ into peripheral neural activity p0116 A73-19218
pattern recognition Protein molecules peptide groups excitation
p0393 A73-41816 interpretation by quantum theory, noting
Human recognition of dynamic pattern changes in application to muscle contraction
numerical series displayed on spatiotemporal p0159 A73-23297
panels, discussing learning times and reactions Genetic code evolution in terms of abiotic
to pattern disruptions polynucleotide synthesis, suggesting alternating
p0393 A73-41887 sequences of purines and pyrimidines as
Recognition of component differences in polypeptide codes
two-dimensional oculomotor tracking tasks. p0162 A73-23469
p0407 A73-42959 IR-spectroscopic investigation of the thermal
Noise blurred image recognition probability stability of albumin at different levels of its
characteristics from experimental investigation, ionization
showing difference from statistical decision p0170 A73-24685
theory data Origin of terrestrial polypeptides - A theory
p0428 A73-44667 based on data from discharge-tube experiments.
Computer technique for automatic analysis of p0357 A73-39484
planar characteristics of chromosome patterns in Prebiotic reactions combining amino acids and
microscopic observations ribonucleotides into polypeptides and
rJPRS-574181 p0070 N73-13085 polynucleotides in presence of urea, imidazole
Substantive analyses of optical design, using and Mq positive ion, suggesting contemporary
visual perception biosynthesis parallels
rAD-7493721 p0100 N73-14084 p0383 A73-40372
Pattern recognition by devices consisting of PERCEPTION
arrays of cooperating elements NT AUDITORY PERCEPTION
rPB-2112381 p0102 N73-14096 NT AUTOKINESIS
Proceedings of conference on pattern information NT BINAURAL HEARING
processing NT CONSCIOUSNESS
[PB-214617/31 p0294 N73-24129 NT CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
Control mechanism in accommodation-verqence eye NT EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION
movement system in human eyes and importance of NT OLFACTORY PERCEPTION
central and peripheral vision in pattern NT PAIN SENSITIVITY
perception by human beings NT PROPRIOCEPTION
p0411 N73-30061 NT SENSORY PERCEPTION
Importance of central and peripheral vision in NT SOUND LOCALIZATION
pattern perception NT SPACE PERCEPTION
p0411 N73-30063 NT TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
PATTERN REGISTRATION NT VERTICAL PERCEPTION
Colored aftereffects after prelonqed inspection of NT VIBRATION PERCEPTION
convex lines of one color and concave lines of NT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
another color NT VISUAL PERCEPTION
p0389 A73-41303 Reflex act structural components interaction in
PAYLOADS terms of reflection, creativity and
Model for estimating impact of manned EVA costs on organism-environment relations, noting
future payloads - Vol. 3 subjective and objective perception and attitude[NASA-CR-1289281 p0268 N73-23083 formation
PDH (MODULATION)- p0061 A73-15798
U PULSE DURATION MODULATION PERCEPTRONS
PEDALS U SELF ORGANIZING SYSTEMS
Angular measurements of foot motion for PERCEPTUAL SPEED
application to the design of foot-pedals. U PERCEPTUAL TIME CONSTANT
p0580 A73-10773 PERCEPTUAL TIME CONSTANT
PEDOLOGY Visual temporal integration for threshold, signal
U SOIL SCIENCE detectability, and reaction time measures.
PELVIS p0235 A73-28097
Some biomechanical properties of the pelvic girdle PERFORMANCE
of man Effects of intraperitoneally administered
p0045 A73-13743 hydrazine on electrophysiology, general
PENETRATING PARTICLES behavior, and performance of cats
U CORPUSCULAR RADIATION (AD-746014] p0609 N73-11081
PENS Design and performance of breathing metabolic
X ray fluorescence analysis for determining lead simulator
content of paint on pencils in Goddard supply p0075 N73-13850
system Performance of prototype high pressure space suit
p0148 N73-17097 glove
PENTANONE rNASA-CR-1145321 p0112 N73-15162
Toxicity of long term methyl isobutyl ketone Design and performance of demand regulated liquid
exposure in dogs, monkeys, mice, and rats breathing systems for mammalian respiration
[NASA-TM-X-691001 p0177 N73-18130 p0252 N73-21976
A-250
SUBJECT INDBI PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
Performance of hadron laser safety eyeshields in p0336 N73-26090
protecting personnel from accidental ocular Kalman filter estimation of aircraft pilot
exposure to common laser radiation performance
[AD-7599211 p0337 N73-26099 1AD-7646941 p0441 N73-32026
Dynamic tests of seat belt system, seat PERFORBANCE TESTS
belt/shoulder harness system, and seat belt Performance comparisons for joystick and track
airbaq system for aircraft ball optimized control configurations operating[FAA-NA-73-301 p0375 N73-29052 in rate and position modes
PERFORBANCE CHARACTERISTICS p0081 A73-16706
U PERFORMANCE Ancillary information effects on
PERFORMANCE DECREEENT. photointerpretation performance under four
U PERFORMANCE imagery system operation modes, noting
PERFORBANCE PREDICTION identification accuracy independence on
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES information variables
Observers detecting a signal in two multiple p0093 A73-18245
observation tasks. Central nervous system stresses effects
p0578 A73-10350 estimation, discussing ocular positioning
Psychiatric and psychometric predictability of movements functional significance and
test pilot school performance. psychological processes
(AD-7541481 p0050 A73-14165 p0128 A73-21542
The prediction of team monitoring performance Positioning accuracy with binary selective and
under conditions of varied team size and fixed gain manual control systems, using finger
decision rules. stick control for operator performance tests
p0081 A73-16710 p0284 A73-32583
Computer programs for operator performance time Protective helmets performance evaluation for
prediction and workspace design design optimization, considering failure
p0082 A73-16721 analysis from aircraft accident reports
Critical skills and procedures isolation within p0284 A73-32655
replacement air group /RAG/ traininq for F-4 Comparative study of patches for liquid cooled
pilot performance prediction garments.
p0082 A73-16723 p0345 A73-37404
Current status of models for the human operator as Experiments and simulations to determine effect of
a controller and decision maker in manned compliance and force feedback on manipulator
aerospace systems. performance
p0123 A73-20587 [NASA-CR-1286051 p06 03 N73-10151
Proportional counter energy deposition spectral Long-term testing of water electrolysis systems
quality prediction from experimental data, using for regenerative life support system in manned
folding procedure to produce composite energy space stations
absorption distributions for biological materials (NASA-CR-128629] p0612 N73-11095
p&280 A73-31549 Performance of anti-G valve subjected to varying
Prediction of long-term heat-pipe performance from acceleration forces
accelerated life tests. fAD-760814] p0377 N73-29062
p0384 A73-40438 PERIODIC OSCILLATIONS
Performance prediction in a single-operator U OSCILLATIONS
simulated surveillance system. PERIODIC VARIATIONS
p0431 A73-44775 NT ANNUAL VARIATIONS
Prediction equation validity for response surface NT DIURNAL VARIATIONS
methodology analysis of surveillance tracking by Determination of the information-forecasting
human operators, comparinq variance and indices of biometeorological phenomena
regression procedures p0239 A73-28861
S-p0434 A73-44776 -- Breath to-breath-cyclical variations in functional-
Suboptimal sampling and control behavior of human residual capacity, oxygen uptake, carbon dioxide
operator in output prediction task for automatic release, tidal volume, respiratory period,
process alveolar gas tension and heart rate
p0598 N73-10114 p0278 A73-31346
Optimal control model for predicting manual VTOL Operator response to sinusoidally varying normal
pilot performance in longitudinal hovering tasks and emergency cycles in dynamic control task,
p0601 N73-10134 testing anticipatory aversion response ability
Phase margin measure for determining human and error response
operator control performance in multivariable p0393 A73-41885
closed loop system PERIODICITY
p0601 N73-10135 U PERIODIC VARIATIONS
Data manaqement system for prediction of Naval PERIODICITY (BIOLOGY)
student pilot performances U RHYTHM (BIOLOGY)
fAD-7449841 p0613 N73-11104 PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
Reliability probability analysis on erqatic nicrovascular responses to alterations in oxygen
process in spacecraft control during approach tension.
and docking with orbital station p0581 A73-11010
p0064 N73-12087 Studies of blood gas analysis at abnormal
Color vision tests as predictive indicators of environment.
flying task performance p0582 A73-11210
p0180 N73-19074 Ultrasonic Doppler locators for peripheral vessel
Three different bases for susceptibility blood circulation and myocardium and valvular
prediction to motion sickness motor activity measurements
p0225 N73-21093 p0087 A73-17682
Notion sickness questionnaire and field Book - Peripheral vascular diseases: Diagnosis and
independence scores as predictors of success in management.
Naval aviation training p0089 A73-17871
p0225 N73-21097 Influence of histamine on cutaneous capillary
Alcohol reference method for predicting drug circulation and on the oxygen tension of
modifications of central nervous system activity subcutaneous cellular tissue in various age
and pilot performance decrease periods
p0227 N73-21112 p0163 A73-23676
Psychological assessment techniques for Peripheral blood composition changes in cosmonauts
determining astronaut attentional flexibility during 18- and 24-day space flights
and associate performance p0208 A73-27710
rNASA-CR-1289451 p0295 N73-24136 Sustained human skin and muscle vasoconstrictionQuantitative evaluations of adaptive physical with reduced baroreceptor activity.
operator/manipulator control systems p0277 A73-31344
A-251
PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SIYSTEM SUBJECT INDEX
Study of lymphocyte chromosome aberrations in active substances on the permeability of the skin
human peripheral blood under in vitro exposures p0277 A73-31174
to 645-HeV protons and X-rays PEROIIDES
p0280 A73-31517 NT HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
Control of forearm skin blood flow during periods UV-induced lipid peroxidation in human epidermis,
of steadily increasing skin temperature. dermis, and hypodermis in vitro
p0324 A73-36657 p0153 A73-21873
Changes in the peripheral blood of the rat exposed PERSONALITY
to microwave radiation /2400 MHz/ in conditions Daytime human performance and temperament rhythms
of chronic exposure. as function of individual
p0387 A73-41159 introversion-extroversion rating
Comparison of plethysmoqraphic and electromagnetic p0286 A73-33157
flow measurements. Individual personality variability difficulties in
p0427 A73-44215 measurement of human psychophysiological
Cardiovascular adjustments to progressive reactions to flight stress, emphasizing
dehydration. psychological interview and evaluation methods
p0433 A73-45063 p0408 A73-43130
Functional state of lymphoid cell in peripheral Psychobiological factors for predicting monotony
blood of astronauts and immunoreactivity of tolerance and selecting personnel for isolated
individual astronants after space flight duty
tNASA-TT-F-150891 p0418 N73-30999 [AD-747272] p0071 N73-13098
PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM Human performance in schematic concept formation
Study of the peripheral auditory adaptation in a as a function of socio-economic level,
psycho-acoustic experiment personality, intelligence, and race
p0164 A73-23807 (AD-744781] p0260 173-22052
functional model of the frequency channel of the PERSONALITY TESTS
peripheral auditory analysor Psychological and personality test results and
p0164 A73-23808 problems in selection of pilots, air traffic
Role of nerve structures in the action of controllers, and technicians from Yemen
low-frequency sinusoidally modulated currents on p0368 N73-27956
synovial membrane permeability in the knee joint PERSONNEL
p0166 A73-23943 NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
Effect of whole-body vibration on peripheral nerve NT ASTRONAUTS
conduction time in the Rhesus monkey. NT COSMONAUTS
p0196 A73-25335 NT CREWS
A mathematical model of the peripheral pain NT FLIGHT CREWS
siqnalization mechanism NT FLIGHT SURGEONS
p0354 A73-39003 NT FLYING PERSONNEL
Mathematical model of human pitch perception based NT GROUND CREWS
on acoustic stimulus Fourier transformation by NT INSTRUCTORS
sense organ into peripheral neural activity NT MEDICAL PERSONNEL
pattern recognition NT NAVIGATORS
p0393 A73-41816 NT OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
Shaping device for frequency analysis of NT PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
electrical processes,in peripheral neural stems NT SCIENTISTS
and ganglia NT SPACECREWS
p0402 A73-42664 NT TEST PILOTS
Survey of literature and morphological studies of Results from employment workshop program for
vestibular nerve unemployed aerospace engineers and scientists
(NASA-CR-1357461 pC445 N73-33042 [PB-209366] p0605 N73-10168
PERIPHERAL VISION PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
Peripheral threshold of perceived contrast of the Air traffic controller responsibilities and
human eye. performance evaluation criteria development,
p0159 A73-22964 discussing manager/monitor functions, field
Effect of passive 70-deq head-up tilt on evaluation tests and training criteria
peripheral visual response time. p0353 A73-38472
p0169 A73-24566 Comparison of the job attitudes of personnel in
Apparent contraction and disappearance of moving three air traffic control specialties.
objects in the peripheral visual field. p0355 A73-39108
p0200 A73-26198 Safe flying, skilled personnel and aircraft
Differential effects of central versus peripheral maintenance assurance via safety equipment,
vision on egocentric and exocentric motion initial and recurrent training, protective
perception. clothing and shelter from inclement weather,
p0201 A73-26221 maintenance scheduling, etc
Information processing in the visual periphery. p0357 A73-39212
p0304 A73-34150 Workshop for teaching professional unemployed
Reaction times for focal and nonfocal /peripheral/ personnel competitive job searching techniques
processing of simultaneously presented color and [PB-2093671 p0604 N73-10159
form stimuli Cybernetic application of computers in personnel
p0388 A73-41182 training
Visual field defects after missile injuries to the [AD-751145] p0178 N73-18143
geniculo-striate pathway in man. Role of man in flight experiment payload missions
p0390 A73-41600 with application to Spacelab operations - Vol. 1
Increment thresholds for multiple identical [NASA-CR-135487] p0421 N73-31020
flashes in the peripheral retina. Role of man in flight experiment payload missions
p0424 A73-43343 with application to Spacelab operations - Vol. 2
Peripheral acuity with complex stimuli at two (NASA-CR-1354881 p0421 N73-31021
viewing distances PERSONNEL MHAAGEMENT
p0191 N73-19965 Man machine systems for flight safety, studying
Control mechanism in accommodation-verqence eye accidents, human factors in system design and
movement system in human eyes and importance of implementation of personnel
central and peripheral vision in pattern p0303 A73-34078
perception by human beings Workshop for teaching professional unemployed
p0411 N73-30061 personnel competitive job searching techniques
Importance of central and peripheral vision in [PB-209367] p0604 N73-10159
pattern perception Industrial model for leave and overtime taking
p0411 N73-30063 behavior of employees exposed to peak work
PERMEABILITY activity periods in relation to health,
Investigation of the influence of biologically demography, and job variables
A-252
SUBJECT INDEX PHARMACOLOGY
p0143 N73-17055 physical examinations
Automated medical history questionnaire for p0143 N73-17052
screening industrial personnel and scheduling Attrition-retention rates of air traffic control
physical examinations trainees recruited during 1960 to 1963 and 1968
p0144 N73-17060 to 1970
Computerized multivariate scheduling of physical [FAA-AN-72-33] p0222 N73-20140
examinations for NASA personnel in clinical Predictability of motion sickness in pilot
intervention program selection - conferences
p0145 N73-17068 (AGARD-CP-1091 p0225 N73-21092
Physical exercise effects on health of NASA Reaction assessment of vestibular disorientation
personnel stress for aircrew selection, using visual
p0145 N73-17069 displays and tasks
Continuous monitoring of hypertension and p0225 N73-21096
hypercholesterolemia in NASA employees for Motivational patterns underlying devolunteering by
prevention of heart disease and disability submarine graduate school personnel
p0145 N73-17072 [AD-7493241 p0260 N73-22054
Industrial health measures and environmental Comutation of coriolis forces in selecting flying
control to insure worker productivity personnel for vestibular tolerance
p0146 N73-17077 p0263 N73-23042
Conference on occupational and environmental Curriculum development and personnel training for
medical services provided to NASA employees information centers
(NASA-TM-X-690741 p0146 N73-17078 p0297 N73-24205
Management of NASA employee health problems by Psychological and personality test results and
automated medical system problems in selection of pilots, air traffic
p0146 873-17079 controllers, and technicians from Yemen
Influence of repeated test and dietary counseling p0368 N73-27956
on hypercholesterolemia control in NASA employees PERSPIEATION
p0146 N73-17081 Perspiration secretion distribution over human
Chronic disease health trends and mortality rates body based on extended Kerslake cylinder model,
in employee population of NASA Goddard Space comparing with predicted 4 hr sweat rate
Flight Center p0041 A73-13122
p0147 N73-17086 Design and function of sweat sensor to monitor
Medical services of operating environmental health motion sickness sweat response
program for industrial workers p0050 A73-14160
p0147 N73-17093 Differential thermal sensitivity in the human skin.
Time-span of discretion as measure of military p0251 A73-30912
work and responsibility Blood electrolytes and exercise in relation to
fDRAE-M451 p0260 N73-22049 temperature regulation in man.
Development of cost effective program for training p0332 A73-36983
naval fixed wing pilots in 1974 to 1986 time Sodium Na-24 and potassium K-42 availability for
period - Vol. 1 sweat production after intravenous injection and
rAD-7566381 p0296 N73-24143 their handling by sweat glands.
Development of cost effective program for training p0348 A73-37757
naval fixed wing pilots in 1974 to 1986 time Desoxyribonucleases in sweat gland secretion of man
period - Vol. 2 p0429 A73-44674
FAD-7566391 p0296 N73-24144 PH
Development of cost effective program for training Hydrogen ion concentration in the blood of man
naval fixed wing pilots in 1974 to 1986 time under high mountain conditions with physical loads
period - Vol. 3 p0584 A73-11924
[AD-7566401 p0296 873-24145 Properties of phosphoribulokinase from
Manpower requirements for aircraft maintenance Thiobacillus neapolitanus.
operations of USAF p0044 A73-13591
(AD-7600821 p0337 N73-26097 Carbon dioxide concentration, PH and nutrient
Military personnel management and human factors concentration effects on blue-green algae
engineering relative abundance to green algae in lakes
1AD-7631681 p0415 N73-30094 p0096 A73-18577
PEBSONNEL SELECTION Plasma electrolytes, pH, and ECG during and after
NT PILOT SELECTION exhaustive exercise.
Flight personnel training meetings, covering p0278 A73-31347
decision making, cockpit personnel selection and Effect of stimulation of the hypothalamus on the
instructor role analysis pH of arterial and venous blood
p0041 A73-13073 p0382 A73-40281
Proposed new test for aptitude screening of air Response of coronary blood flow to pH-induced
traffic controller applicants. changes in hemoqlobin-02 affinity.
p0155 A73-22535 p0433 A73-45061
Initial results of a psychophysiological study of PB FACTOR
certified parachutists An implantable glass electrode used for pH
p0328 A73-36917 measurement in working skeletal muscle.
Psychotechnical selection of flight crews in South p0127 A73-21510
Vietnam Oxygen content and hydrogen ion concentration in
p0328 A73-36918 monkey blood after incapacitating ionizing
Workshop for teaching professional unemployed radiation dosage
personnel competitive lob searching techniques fAD-750681] p0109 N73-15134
(PB-2093671 p0604 N73-10159 PEANTO: AIRBcaFT
Comparison of age, education, pre-FAA experience, NT F-4 AIRCRAFT
aptitudes, training course performance, and PHABMACOLOGT
post-Academy attrition rates of male and female Hemodynamic effects of physical maneuvers
trainees /Valsalva, effort, respiration/ and of
[FAA-AN-72-221 p0611 N73-11094 pharmacodynamic tests - Their clinical application
Psychobiological factors for predicting monotony p0586 A73-12159
tolerance and selecting personnel for isolated The role of biogenic amines in sleep.
duty p0051 A73-14260
[AD-7472721 p0071 873-13098 Nultichannel telemetry of physiological parameters
Tasks analyses to determine technical personnel /body temperature, EKG, EEG/ in the rat. II -
requirements for maintenance of Navy Applications in neuropharmacology.
microelectronic shipboard equipment p0055 &73-14306
rAD-7480401 p0074 873-13123 A hybrid broad-band BEG frequency analyzer for use
Eultiphase health screening and medical history in long-term experiments.
questionnaire for preventive/occupational p0057 173-14847
A-253
PHASE ANGLE SUBJECT INDEX
Influence of different motor regimes on the p0408 A73-43108
convulsive reactivity of the central nervous PBONOCARDIOGRAIS
system. U PHONOCARDIOGRAPHY
p0085 A73-17178 PHONOCARDIOGRAPHY
Effect of some pharmacological preparations on the NT ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
fall-out nystagmus and Bechterew nystaqgmus On the causes of the changes of the second heart
p0123 A73-20982 sound in left bundle branch block.
The effects of Dalmane /flurazepam hydrochloride/ p0581 A73-11008
on human EEG characteristics. The value of the ultrasonic Doppler method and
p0126 A73-21464 apexcardioqraphy as reference tracings in
Adaptive hormone action and nonspecific adaptive phonocardioqraphy.
function of steroid hormones, discussing stress p0583 A73-11509
resistance mechanisms of steroids Unusual diastolic heart beat in pericardial
pharmacologically classified as syntoxic and effusion.
catatoxic p0041 A73-13059
p0155 A73-22536 Geometry of left ventricular contraction in the
Psychopharmacoloqy in treating psychiatric systolic click syndrome - Characterization of a
diseases, negative emotions, and nerve segmental myocardial abnormality.
stimulation, discussing tranquilizers synthesis p0097 A73-18870
and effects Portable electro-phonocardioqraph using magnetic
p0207 A73-27497 tape recorder equipped with patient's voice print.
Characteristics of the narcotic action of hexenal p0196 &73-25475
in combination with aminothyol-series Stethoscope- or phonocardiograph-detectable
radioprotective drugs in irradiated animals systole-associated left atrial sound in terms of
p0278 A73-31391 activity recording, sound genesis, hemodynamic
Techniques for microiniection of biologically correlations and clinical applications
active substances into subcortical structures of p0199 A73-25696
the brain Familial syndrome of midsystolic click and late
p0322 A73-36574 systolic murmur.
The inhibiting action of 5-oxytryptophan on p0199 A73-25697
thermal regulation during the awakening from Phonocardiogram and apex cardiogram in systolic
hibernation click-late systolic murmur syndrome.
p0343 A73-37252 p0199 A73-25698
Coronary heart disease: Proceedings of the Second Intracardiac heart murmurs and sounds influenced
International Symposium, Frankfurt am Main, West by respiration.
Germany, June 1972. p0283 A73-32546
p0405 A73-42856 Assessing the severity of aortic stenosis by
Gamma-aminobutyric acid antagonism in visual phonocardioqraphy and external carotid pulse
cortex - Different effects on simple, complex, recordings.
and hypercomplex neurons. p0354 A73-38867
p0424 A73-43338 PHOSPHATES
Pharmacologic investigations of antagonistic NT ADENINES
effects of pyridines on isolated guinea pig ileum NT ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE (ADP)
(BMVG-EBWT-72-141 p0138 N73-16075 HT ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP)
Pharmacological measures for prophylactic and NT ADENOSINES
restorative treatment of men and animals during NT DIPHOSPHATES
space flight NT NUCLEOTIDES
p0212 N73-20060 NT PYRIDINE NUCLEOTIDES
Pharmacological data for aminothiol and Interaction of haemoqlobin with ions - Binding of
indolylalkylamine radioprotectors inorganic phosphate to human oxyhaemoqlobin.
p0212 N73-20066 p0241 A73-29850
PHASE ANGLE Refutation of microbial ability to reduce
U PHASE SHIFT phosphate using thermochemical computations
PHASE DETECTORS [NASA-TT-F-14724] p0069 N73-13081
Frequency discriminator for on-line measurements Effect of protective barrier creams on toxic alkyl
of entrainment and synchronization in EEG phosphate penetration of pig skin
signals as related to human alertness (BMVG-FBVT-72-151 p0138 N73-16076
[NASA-CR-1291731 p0611 N73-11091 PHOSPHORIC ACID
PHASE SHIFT Bacterial reduction of organically bound
Phase progression of the ORS complexes in phosphoric acid in blood
electrocardiograms versus the inscribing (NASA-TT-F-14723] p0069 N73-13080
directions of the ORS loops in vectorcardiograms. PHOSPHORUS
p0286 A73-33116 The sources of phosphorus on the primitive earth -
Effects of a synchronizer phase-shift on circadian An inquiry.
rhythms in response of mice to ethanol or ouabain. p0090 A73-17933
p0357 A73-39481 Effect of acute and chronic hypercapnia on Ca and
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS inorganic P levels in guinea pig blood plasma
NT PROPELLANT EVAPORAION and erythrocytes
NI VAPORIZING (AD-7493231 p0258 N73-22035
PHASE VELOCITY PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS
Optokinetic stimulation of an immobilized eye in NT ADENINES
the monkey. NT ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE (ADP)
pC318 A73-36457 NT ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP)
PHENACETIN NT ADENOSINES
U ACETANILIDE NT DIPHOSPHATES
PHENYLS NT NUCLEOTIDES
Liquid retention in chlorpropamide therapy and NT ORGANIC PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS
water intoxication of patients NT PHOSPHATES
rNASA-TI-F-145971 p0609 N73-11077 NT PHOSPHORIC ACID
Antimicrobial phenyl preparations for human urine NT PYRIDINE NUCLEOTIDES
conservation during space flight Muscle metabolites with exhaustive static exercise
p0184 N73-19112 of different duration.
PHILOSOPHY p0078 A73-16247
Philosophical and social psychological study of PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM
Apollo moon scientist Role of nerve structures in the action of
fNASA-CR-1308321 p0176 N73-18122 low-frequency sinusoidally modulated currents on
PHONOARTERIOGRAPHT synovial membrane permeability in the knee joint
Transcutaneous measurement of blood velocity p0166 A73-23943
profiles and flow.
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SUBJECT INDEX PHOTORECEPTORS
Investigation of the exchange between the blood PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
and the intraocular fluid with the aid of U OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
radioactive phosphorus U PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING
p0168 A73-24520 U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Cell membrane molecular structure and lipid PHOTOGRAPHY
composition, discussing phospholipid role in NT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
membrane potential maintenance in myocardial cells NT CHRONOPHOTOGRAPHY
p019
7 
A73-25591 NT CINEMATOGRAPHY
Interaction of haemoqlobin with ions - Binding of NT COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
inorganic phosphate to human oxyhaemoglobin. NT ELECTRON PHOTOGRAPHY
p0241 A73-29850 NT HOLOGRAPHY
Analysis of the mechanisL of the therapeutic NT INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY
action of pressurized oxygen in organic NT BULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY
phosphorus poisoning Thoracic X ray photography technique for
p0250 A73-30848 tubercular lesion detection in flight personnel,
Glycolytic intermediates and adenosine phosphates comparing to standard radioqraphy and radioscopy
in rat liver at high altitude /3,800 a/. p0586 A73-12155
p0358 A73-39602 PHOTOINTERPRETATION
Oxygen uptake, muscle high-energy phosphates, and Ancillary information effects on
lactate in exercise under acute hypoxic photointerpretation performance under four
conditions in man. imagery system operation modes, noting
p0385 A73-41131 identification accuracy independence on
Studies on the metabolism of information variables
qlucose-1,6-diphosphate in human erythrocytes. p009
3 
A73-18245
p0386 A73-41139 Scale, haze, and image motion effects on human
Synthesis rate of phospholipids and cytochromes b5 performance in photointerpretation of aerial
and P 450 in thiamine-deficient rats after photography
treatment with thiamine fAD-7639081 p04
4
0 N73-32024
rNASA-TT-F-149891 p0334 N73-26064 PBOTOLUMINESCRNCE
PHOSPHORYLATION NT X RAY FLUORESCENCE
Influence of ultrasound and of a PHOTOMECHANICS
superhigh-frequency electromagnetic field in the U PHOTOGRAPHY
three-centimeter band on the oxidative PHOTOMETRY
phosphorylation of liver and kidney mitochondria Photometric observations of in situ fluorescence
p0154 A73-22368 and bioluminescence with Biota in New York Bight
Influence of preliminary adaptation to the main (RM-568J] p0252 N73-21978
environmental factors on the ATP level and PHOTON ABSORPTION
phosphorylation potential in the myocardium U ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION
during severe heart strain PHOTON BEAMS
p0389 a73-41278 NT LIGHT BEAMS
PHOTOCELLS PHOTONS
U PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS NT LIGHT BEAMS
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS Limulus photoreceptor response to single photon
NT PHOTOCHEROISM stimulation, discussing flash intensity, dim
NT PHOTOSYNTHESIS lights, discrete waves and subliminal responses
NASA supported research in photobiology and p01
6
0 A73-23308
photochemistry from 1966 to 1973 PHOTOPHILIC PLANTS
fNASA-CR-1334591 p0365 N73-27937 Quantitative estimation of the gas metabolism of
PHOTOCHEMISTRY continuous higher plant cultures as a life
U PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS support system component
PHOTOCHROMISM p0087 A73-17680
Photochemical receptor mechanism of chromatic PHOTOPIEZOELECTRICITY
vision and scotopic contrast hue sensation due U PHOTOELECTRICITY
to cone and rod activity interaction PHOTORECEPTOBS
p0121 A73-20261 ERG late photoreceptor potential components time
PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS course in macaque monkey cones and rods, noting
A combined photoelectric method for detecting eye pure cone foveal response
movements. p00
4 6 
A73-13761
p0585 A73-12079 Visual field image analysis via investigation of
PHOTOELECTEICITY receptor-furnished signal analysis by network of
Russian book - Methods of studying eye movements, neuron-like structures
p0283 A73-32417 p0060 A73-15789
PHOTOELECTROMAGNETIC DETECTORS Rod vision chemistry in terms of rhodopsin, visual
U RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS cycle and pigment-vision relations, considering
PHOTOELECTEONICS dark and light adaptation
U PHOTOELECTNICITY p0079 A73-16479
PHOTOELECTRONS Photochemical receptor mechanism of chromatic
Electroradioqraphy technique involving vision and scotopic contrast hue sensation due
photoproduction of free electrons via Townsend to cone and rod activity interaction
avalanche amplification in diode /triode/ gap, p0121 A73-20261
noting increased quantum efficiency Modified rhodopsin in the pigment epithelium.
p0427 A73-44214 p0121 A73-20263
PHOTOEMISSIVITY Book - Physiology of photoreceptor organs.
U EMISSIVITY p0160 A73-23301
PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETATION The structural organization of the compound eye in
U PHOTOINTERPRETATION insects.
PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSIONS p0160 A73-23302
NT NUCLEAR EMULSIONS Vertebrate photoreceptor cell /rods and cones/
PHOTOGRAPBIC MEASUREMENT development and structure, discussing light
Redintegrated somatotyping technique for physique pathway, ciliary connective and microtubules,
measurement and classification based on limb and outer and inner segments, etc.
torso photographic diameter integration with p0160 A73-23303
height, using photoelectric cell and electronics The structure and reactions of visual pigments.
p0096 A73-18474 p0160 A73-23306
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING Light evoked responses in invertebrate
Color photographic system using grid projector and photoreceptor cells, considering cell
telecentric lenses for recording contours of organization, microvilli, lateral eye of
human face for aircrew oxygen mask fitting Limulus, generator potentials, visual responses,
rEAE-TR-7118 41 p0141 N73-16099 etc
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PHOTOREDUCTION SUBJECT INDEX
p0160 A73-23307 p0407 A73-42962
Limulus photoreceptor response to single photon Frog red rod dark adaptation from recorded
stimulation, discussing flash intensity, dim receptor potentials of isolated retina,
lights, discrete waves and subliminal responses examining permanent sensitivity loss due to
p0160 A73-23308 pigment bleaching
Inhibitory interaction in the retina of Limulus. p0407 A73-42963
p0161 A73-23311 Bee image detection by ommatidium based on
Light-induced potential and resistance changes in physical model using electromagnetic analysis of
vertebrate photoreceptors. light absorption in photoreceptor
p0161 A73-23313 p0424 A73-43344
Retinal S-potential receptive field relationship Three color receptors of Younq-Helmholtz and
to light energy and wavelength, considering cone opponent color types of information processing
and rod potentials, ganglion cells and vision p0179 N73-19066
p0161 A73-23314 Use of photostimulation in electroencephaloqraphic
Receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells. tests of flying personnel and candidates at
p0161 A73-23315 flight schools
Retinal mechanisms of colour vision. p0218 N73-20111
p0161 A73-23316 PHOTOBEDUCTION
Duplex vision theory of photoreceptor /rods and U PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS
cones/ light and dark adaptation, discussing U REDUCTION (CHEMISTRY)
rhodopsin regeneration, bleaching and PHOTOSENSITIVITY
desensitization mechanisms NT LIGHT ADAPTATION
p0162 A73-23317 Regulation of testis function in golden hamsters -
The electroretinoqram, as analyzes by A circadian clock measures photoperiodic time.
microelectrode studies. p0587 A73-12422
p0162 A73-23318 The control of sensitivity in the retina.
Frog retinal metabolism in photoreceptors during p0097 A73-18673
dark and light adaptation, using ERG, Photosensitized inhibitor formation in isolated,
radiospirometry,. oxygen uptake polarography and aging chloroplasts.
pyridine spectrophotometric assay p0122 A73-20453
p0162 A73-23319 Effect of passive 70-deg head-up tilt on
Investigation of the infrastructural organization peripheral visual response time.
of interdisk spaces and photoreceptor membranes p0169 A73-24566
of the retina in vertebrates during aldehyde Spectral sensitivities of colour mechanisms
fixations, delipidization, and pronase treatment isolated by the human visual evoked response.
p0168 A73-24458 p0205 A73-26919
The ultrastructural organization of the Photostimulation significance in
photoreceptor membranes and the intradisc spaces electroencephalographic examinations of pilots
of the vertebrate retina as revealed by various and aviation school applicants
experimental treatments. p0209 A73-27717
p0204 A73-26717 Cone spectral sensitivity studied with an ERG
Probability summation model for heterochromatic method.
luminance additivity failure at absolute visual p0236 A73-28358
threshold. Contrast sensitivity, Westheimer function and
p0235 A73-28099 Stiles-Crawford effect in a blue cone monochromat.
Changes caused by illumination in the Na+, K+ p0346 A73-37414
adenosine-triphosphatase and Spatial integration in the crustacean visual
n-nitrophenyl-phosphatase activities of the system - Peripheral and central sources of
external segments of the retina non-linear summation.
p0235 A73-28294 p0406 A73-42956
Light adaptation of the late receptor potential in Recovery of cone receptor activity in the frog'sthe cat retina. isolated retina.
p0236 A73-28352 p0407 A73-42962
Electrical and metabolic manifestations of Frog red rod dark adaptation from recorded
receptor and higher-order neuron activity in \ receptor potentials of isolated retina,
vertebrate retina. examining permanent sensitivity loss due to
p0236 A73-28353 pigment bleaching
New method of stimulation for the study of p0407 A73-42963
photoreceptors. Increment thresholds for multiple identical
p0237 A73-28362 flashes in the peripheral retina.
The Stiles-Crawford effect - Explanation and p0424 A73-43343
consequences. Inhibition by selenium of the free-radical states
p0246 A73-30396 of the retina of the eye
Retinal receptive fields - Correlations between p0430 A73-44724
psychophysics and electrophysioloqy. PHOTOSENSORS
p0246 A73-30397 U PHOTOELECTRICITY
Human cone optical density estimation implications U RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
of conflicting results for luminosity at PHOTOSYNTHESIS
bleaching intensities in dichromats related to Quantitative estimation of the gas metabolism of
use of psychophysical data continuous higher plant cultures as a life
p0246 A73-30402 support system component
Monkey rod receptor potential suppression at p0087 A73-17680
photopic stim.lus intensities by Circadian rhythms - Subcellular and biochemical
neurophysioloqical inhibitory mechanism for aspects.
clearing cone initiated visual pathway p0089 A73-17824
p0345 A73-37412 Photosensitized inhibitor formation in isolated,Slowed decav of the monkey's cone receptor aging chloroplasts.
potential by intense stimuli, and protection p0122 A73-20453
from this effect by light adaptation. Variable photosynthetic units, energy transfer and
p0346 A73-37413 light-induced evolution of hydrogen in algae and
Contrast sensitivity, Westheimer function and bacteria.
Stiles-Crawford effect in a blue cone monochromat. p0130 A73-21685
p0346 A73-37414 Study of the effect of increased oxygenSpatial integration in the crustacean visual concentration on the metabolism of Chlorella
system - Peripheral and central sources of p0279 A73-31508
non-linear summation. Theoretical study of primary photosynthesis
p0406 A73-42956 processes in higher plants and algaeRecovery of cone receptor activity in the frog's p0425 A73-43707
isolated retina.
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SUBJECT INDEX PHYSICAL 
EXERCISE
Photosynthetic energy conversion in membranes. p0144 N73-17065
tissues, and reaction centers of bacteria and Computerized multivariate scheduling 
of physical
viruses examinations for NASA personnel in 
clinical
([C00-3162-91 p0070 N73-13091 intervention program
Effect of toxic substances on algae by observing 
p0145 N73-17068
photosynthesis determined by oxygen production Continuous monitoring of hypertension and
of algae hypercholesterolemia in NASA employees for
fDBIC-TRANS-29911 p0187 N73-19139 prevention of heart disease and disability
Simazine influence on green alqae photosynthetic p0145 
N73-17072
pigments noting chlorophyll luminescence spectra Periodic health examinations and automatic
rDRIC-TRANS-29921 p0258 N73-22040 processing of medical histories for detection
Effects of atmospheric oxygen concentration on and prevention of human diseases
Chlorella photosynthesis p0145 N73-17074
p0262 N73-23032 Blood pressure and cholesterol level screening for
Comparative studies of photosynthetic activity of preventing heart diseases 
in flight crews of
pure and mixed crops during vegetative period commercial airline
p0378 N73-29321 p0146 N73-17076
Effects of solar radiation on photomorphoqenesis Latent coronary insufficiency detection in flying
of plants based on spectral distribution of personnel using barochamber loading
solar enerqy in daytime p0253 N73-21988p0378 N73-29322 Evaluation of energy expenditures and reactions of
Photosynthesis of chlorella cardiovascular and respiratory systems to
p0378 N73-29326 physical work
Solar radiation effects on photosynthesis of [NASA-TT-F-150901 p043
7 N73-31997
submerged aquatic plants PHYSICAL EXERCISE
p0378 N73-29327 Effects of exercise on activity of' heart and
PHOTOTHEBHOTROPISM muscle mitochondria.
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS p0575 A73-10135
PHUGOID OSCILLATIONS Diet, exercise, and glycogen changes in human
U OSCILLATIONS muscle fibers.
U OSCILLATOiS p057
6 A73-10160
U PITCH (INCLINATION) Cardiorespiratory responses to exercise in air and
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY underwater.
Hemoglobin molecule oxygenation mechanism in p0576 A73-10161
various animals, discussing erythrocytes as Oxygen uptake, heart rate and pulmonary
hemoglobin carriers, ecological factors and ventilation during swimming for different speeds
physicochemical conditions and styles, comparing to running and cycling data
p0426 A73-43929 p0577 73-10171
PHYSICAL ENDURANCE Effect of eccentric and concentric muscle
U PHYSICAL FITNESS conditioning on tension and electrical activity
PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS of human muscle.
Photostimulation significance in p0580 A73-10774
electroencephaloqraphic examinations of pilots The effect of 02 breathing on maximal aerobic power.
and aviation school applicants p0583 A73-11504
p0209 A73-27717 Atrioventricular block response to exercise and
Detection of atherosclerosis in examinations of \ intraventricular conduction at rest.
flight personnel p0583 173-11506
p0328 A73-36913 Hydrogen ion concentration in the blood of man
Surveillance of the vertebral column in pilots who under high mountain conditions with physical loads
have undergone an election p0584 A73-11924
p0328 A73-36914 Maximal treadmill exercise electrocardiography -
Binocular vision variation with age in flight crews Correlations with coronary arteriography and
p0329 A73-36928 cardiac hemodynamics.
Information yield of the Annual Medical p0590 A73-12821
Examination for Flying. Passive and active warm-up effects on track
p0356 A73-39110 athletes heart and respiration rates
Evaluation of the physical conditions of p0042 A73-13123
individual airmen Normal pulmonary pressure-flow relationship during
p0425 A73-43790 exercise in the sitting position.
Conference on occupational medicine support in p00
42 A73-13124
NASA programs to prevent health and emotional Intensity of exercise and heart tissue
problems in personnel catecholamine content.
[NASA-TM-X-690721 p0142 N73-17048 p0042 A73-13498
Medical examinations and protection procedures for Control of exercise hyperpnea under varying
NASA employees working in radiologically durations of exposure to moderate hypoxia.
controlled areas p0042 A73-13499
p0143 N73-17050 Exercise testing for evaluation of cardiac
Physical exercise and physical fitness program for performance.
preventing and treating human coronary heart p0043 A73-13538
disease Evaluation of cardiac performance in exercise.
p01 43 N73-17051 p0043 A73-13539
Multiphase health screening and medical history Exercise electrocardiography and vasoregulatory
questionnaire for preventive/occupational abnormalities.
physical examinations p0043 A73-13541
p0143 N73-17052 Exercise testing for detecting changes in cardiac
Automated medical history questionnaire for rhythm and conduction.
screening industrial personnel and scheduling p0043 173-13542
physical examinations Correlation of computer-guantitated treadmill
p0144 N73-17060 exercise electrocardiogram with arteriographic
Routine proctosigmoidoscopic examinations of location of coronary artery disease.
asymptotic NASA personnel for cancer prevention p0043 A73-13543
p0144 N73-17061 Cardiac dysrhythmias associated with exercise
Conference on preventive medical and environmental stress testing.
control measures for NASA and aviation industry p0043 A73-13544
personnel management The National Aeronautics and Space
[NASA-Tm-X-690 7 31 p0144 873-17064 Administration-U.S. Public Health Service Health
Dynamic electrocardiography in periodic health Evaluation and Enhancement Program - Summary of
examinations for detection of cardiac results.
abnormalities p0043 A73-13545
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PHYSICAL EXEECISE CONTD SUBJECT INDEX
Multiple hormonal responses to graded exercise in Isometric effects on treadmill exercise response
relation to physical training. in healthy young men.
p0048 A73-14116 p0165 173-23842Multiple hormonal responses to prolonged exercise Controlled tachycardia through voluntary change inin relation to physical training. exercise regime, investigating relation between
p0048 A73-14117 heart rate and blood circulation
Interdependence of oxygen uptake, heart rate and p0169 A73-24521
ventilation during treadmill exercise from Human forearm-muscle blood supply regimes after
regression slope analysis of lag logarithms 'static' exercise with increasing stress
p0048 A73-14118 p0169 A73-24522Production of gaseous nitrogen during human steady Effect of physical exercises on the lung rheoqram
state exercise. p0169 A73-24524
p0050 A73-14163 Physiological response to exercise after spaceRespiratory air flow telemetry during exercise, flight - Apollo 7 to Apollo 11.discussing flowmeter working conditions and p0195 A73-25326
equipment testing Cardiac arrhythmias during exercise testing in
p0053 A73-14286 healthy men.
voltage controlled subcarrier oscillator design p0196 A73-25336and performance for FM/FM multiplex telemetry Portable electro-phonocardiograph using magneticsystem for ECG recording during exercise tape recorder equipped with patient's voice print.
p0053 A73-14293 p0196 A73-25475Telemetrical measurements during sport performance Adrenal influence on the supercompensation ofon sportsmen with cardiac arrhytmias. cardiac glycogen following exercise.
p0054 A73-14294 p0200 A73-26121Elevated ST segments with exercise in ventricular Maximal oxygen intake and nomoqraphic assessment
aneurysm. of functional aerobic impairment in
p0059 A73-15643 cardiovascular disease.Myosin AlPase and fiber composition from trained p0202 A73-26362
and untrained rat skeletal muscle. Comparison of isometric exercise and angiotensinp0077 A73-16155 infusion as stress test for evaluation of leftEnergy balance and lactic acid production in the ventricular function.
exercising rabbit. p0209 A73-27889
p0077 A73-16156 Exercise-induced ventricular arrhythmias inEffects of physical training on cardiac actomyosin patients with coronary artery disease 
- Theiradenosine triphosphatase activity. relation to angiographic findings.
p0078 A73-16157 p0209 A73-27890Muscle metabolites with exhaustive static exercise Diurnal rhythm of a corticosteroid reaction toof different duration. ACTH and physical load
pC078 A73-16247 p0249 A73-30841
Effect of hypoxia on free fatty acid metabolism Effect of body temperature on ventilatory
during exercise. transients at start and end of exercise in man.p0080 A73-16609 p0275 A73-31127Augmentation of chemosensitivity during mild The role of carotid sinuses in the regulation of
exercise in normal man. hemodynamics during motor activity
p0080 A73-16610 p0276 A73-31161Influence of different motor regimes on the Special physical training of pilots as aconvulsive reactivity of the central nervous prophylactic measure against obesity
system. 
p0277 A73-31172p0085 A73-17178 Energy balance during moderate exercise at altitude.Visual after-images in athletes and coaches as a P0277 A73-31343
prestart condition index Assessment of left heart function by noninvasive
p0092 A73-18161 exercise test in normal subjects.The effects of hypoxia, hypercapnia, and asphyxia p0277 A73-31345
on the baroreoeptor-cardiac reflex at rest and Plasma electrolytes, pH, and ECG during and after
during exercise in man. exhaustive exercise.P0094 A73-18348 p0278 A73-31347Statistical correlations of maximum oxyqen Space flight exercise regimen proposals, exploringconsumption, body weight and endurance /work/ moving picture/electric muscle stimuli programperformance in exercise-oxygen studies as earth gravity simulator in weightlessnessp0096 A73-18472 p0280 A73-31515
Investigations concerning the coordination of Optimal duration of endurance performance on theheart rate and respiration rate cycle erqometer in relation to maximal oxygen/pulse-respiration guotient/ during exercise intake.
p0119 A73-20034 p0283 173-32397A comparison between the effects of dynamic and Polarcardioqraphic responses to maximal exerciseisometric exercise as evaluated by the systolic and to changes in posture in healthy middle-agedtime intervals in normal man. men.
p0122 A73-20369 p0285 A73-33114Cardiovascular changes in middle-aged men during Cardiovascular responses to sudden strenuous
two years of training. exercise 
- Heart rate, blood pressure, and ECG.p0127 A73-21504 p0310 A73-35461
Central, femoral, and brachial circulation during Gravitational stress and exercise.
exercise in hypoxia. p0313 173-35980
p0Chan127 73-21506 Postural effects on respiration, pulmonaryChanges in total plasma content of electrolytes ventilation, oxygen uptake and inhalation andand proteins with maximal exercise, exhalation volumes during asana /yoga
p0127 A73-21507 gymnastics/ exercises executed by athletesEffect of training on enzyme activity and fiber p0322 A73-36573
composition of human skeletal muscle. The effects of training on some parameters of
p0127 A73-21508 hemodynamics and of the oxygen transportationOn-line computer analysis and breath-by-breath function of the blood during static strainsgraphical display of exercise function tests. p0323 A73-36581
p0127 A73-21511 Red cell volume with changes in plasma osmolarityInability of the submaximal treadmill stress test during maximal exercise.
to predict the location of coronary disease. p0324 A73-36654p0130 A73-21802 Cardiorespiratory transients in exercising man. IThirty-month follow-up of maximal treadmill stress 
- Tests of superposition. II - Linear models.test and double Master's test in normal subjects. p0324 A73-36656
p0130 A73-21803
A-258
SUBJECT INDEX PHYSICAL ORK
Adequacy of the Haldane transformation in the p0256 N73-22018
computation of exercise oxygen consumption in man. Exercise and muscle stimulation for preventing
p03 24 A73-36658 metabolism changes during bed rest
Blood electrolytes and exercise in relation to p0256 N73-22019
temperature regulation in man. Bioelectric monitoring and motion picture
p0332 A73-36983 surveying for improved physical training of
Exercise during hyperoxia and hyperbaric astronauts
oxygenation, p0263 73-23039
p0352 A73-38160 Effect of physical and psychological stress on
The effect of exercise on intrinsic myocardial urinary excretions of adrenal harmones in normal
performance, man
p0352 A73-38258 [NASA-TT-F-150461 p0374 173-29043
Effects of posture on exercise performance - Use of therapeutic exercise for treatment of
Measurement by systolic time intervals. functional vascular disorders and occlusive
p0353 A73-38260 lesions of arteries and veins
Circadian variations in presumably healthy men rNASA-TT-F-15043o p03
74 N73-29045
under conditions of peace-time army reserve unit Effects of adverse Northern environment on human
training. physiology and performance under military
p0357 A73-39482 exercise conditions
Anaerobic threshold and respiratory gas exchange [DCIEH-8821 p0376 .73-29056
during exercise. PHYSICAL FACTORS
p0360 A73-39785 Radiobioloqical effects of cosmic radiation in
Oxygen delivery and oxygen return to the lungs at animals and standardization of permissible
onset of exercise in man. radiation levels for spacecrews
p03 61 A73-39788 p01
73 173-18102
Oxygen uptake during maximal work at lowered and Physical monitoring and aftereffects of two manned
raised ambient air pressures, space flights
p0386 A73-41132 [NASA-TT-F-150761 p0417 N73-30992
Effect of training with eccentric muscle PHISICAL FITNESS
contractions on skeletal muscle metabolites. Practical exercise test for physical fitness and
p0390 A73-41523 cardiac performance.
The significance of an increased 8Q after sucrose p00
43 A73-13540
ingestion during prolonged aerobic exercise. Aerobic capacity of relatively sedentary males.
p0391 A73-41621 p0353 A73-38360
Plasma insulin and carbohydrate metabolism after Correlation of assessed maximum oxygen intake with
sucrose ingestion during rest and prolonged predicted performance in running events
aerobic exercise. [AD-7468671 p0071 N73-13093
p0391 173-41622 Physical exercise and physical fitness program for
The correlation of coronary angioqraphy and the preventing and treating human coronary heart
electrocardiographic response to maximal disease
treadmill testing in 76 asymptomatic men. p0143 N73-17051
p0399 A73-42342 Influence of NASA stress lab program on physical
ork-beat tolerance derived from interval training. education in US colleges
p0400 A73-42416 p0147 N73-17092
External airway resistance effects on ventilation Human adaptation to hypoxic hypoxia for increased
and carbon dioxide response during human steady resistance to physical stress
state exercise p0182 N73-19095
p0400 A73-42417 Effects of physical training on human enzyme
Climbing and cycling with additional weights on activity, carbohydrate metabolism, cholesterol
the extremities.- level, and adrenal function
p0400 A73-42418 (NASA-TT-F-148261 p0216 173-20093
Submaximal exercise with increased inspiratory Sports medicine - parameters necessary for
resistance to breathing. maintaining competitive form
p0400 A73-42419 p0227 N73-21114
Ischemic heart disease prediction via exercise ECG Variations of cell enzymes, glucose, cholesterol,
tests, discussing work load stadardization and 17-hvdroxycorticosteroid in blood during
p0405 A73-42835 physical work noting physical training dependence
Ischemic polarcardiographic changes induced by (DLR-FB-72-48] p0412 N73-30072
exercise - A new criterion. Influence of personal characteristics on
p0432 A73-44946 likelihood of decompression sickness
Respiratory work minimization during exercise, [NASA-CR-135495] p0418 H73-31002
using respiratory frequency, functional residual Physical fitness effects on human thermoregulation
capacity and air flow pattern effects as during exercise
controlled variables rNASA-TT-F-151421 p0437 N73-32003
p0433 A73-45066 Physiological effects on highly trained subjects
Rebreathing equilibration of CO2 during exercise. when confined to bed, deprived of sleep, or
p0434 A73-45068 allowed to discontinue training
Ventilation at transition from rest to exercise. [NASA-CR-1340441 p0438 N73-32008
p0436 A73-45375 Performance evaluation of training devices for
Physical exercise and physical fitness program for developing human physical fitness
preventing and treating human coronary heart (NASA-CR-1340461 p0440 N73-32023
disease PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
p0143 N73-17051 Physical and functional performance properties of
Long term exercise effects on cardiovascular laser safety goggles
response in NASA personnel with periodic [AD-7462081 p0606 N73-10170
ergometric evaluation Functional dependence of semicircular canal on
p0145 N73-17067 physical size
Physical exercise effects on health of NASA p0109 N73-15139
personnel PHYSICAL WORK
p0145 N73-17069 Hemodynamic effects of physical maneuvers
Feasibility of effective exercise and health /Valsalva, effort, respiration/ and of
evaluation and enhancement program for NASA pharmacodynamic tests - Their clinical application
employees p0586 A73-12159
p0147 173-17091 Effect of a 5-day space flight on cardiodynamics
Influence of NASA stress lab program on physical during physical work of moderate intensity
education in US colleges p0588 A73-12467
p0147 N73-17092 Perceived exertion, heart rate, oxygen uptake and
eightlessness simulator for evaluating exercise blood lactate in different work operations.
effects in hypokinetic bed rest test p0045 A73-13698
A-259
PHYSIOLOGICAL ACCELERATION SUBJECT INDEX
Muscle, skin and esophaqeal temperature Adenin-nucleotides NAD(plus) and NADN in skeletal
measurement during transient and steady state muscles during intensive work and at rest
phases of negative work exercise on bicycle fNASA-TT-F-148561 p0219 N73-20118
ergometer Physiological response to prolonged muscular
p0048 A73-14112 activity
Utilization extent of the muscle apparatus p0271 N73-23990
capabilities during maximum voluntary force Quantitative evaluations of adaptive physical
exertion - operator/manipulator control systems
p0080 A73-16696 p0336 N73-26090
Energy cost of muscle work in a state of fatigue Variations of cell enzymes, glucose, cholesterol,
p0080 A73-16697 and 17-hydroxycorticosteroid in blood during
Physical work induced hyperthermia effects on physical work noting physical training dependence
detection rate in visual vigilance task rDLR-FB-72-48] p0412 N73-30072
performance in hot and humid environment Cooling effects on human tolerance to work induced
p0095 A73-18469 heat stress and collapse
Adenonucleotides, NAD+, and NADN in skeletal [NASA-CR-1340591 p0438 573-32005
muscles during intensive work and at rest PHISIOLOGICAL ACCELERATION
pC116 A73-19475 Vestibular adaptation in man - Effects of
Functional condition changes of biceps brachii in increased acceleration during different phases
man under the effect of fatiguing physical stress of adaptation.
p0117 A73-19643 p0058 A73-15218
Predicting heart rate response to work, Adequate vestibular stimulants on earth and in space
environment, and clothing. p0303 A73-34122
p0158 A73-22931 Analysis of vestibular effects in experiments on
Work-heat test comparisons of dry and wet heat and swings
exercise programs for heat acclimatization p0305 A73-34235
p0158 A73-22932 PHISIOLOGICAL DEFENSES
Changes in gaseous metabolism and cardiac output The effects of bilateral destruction of certain
per minute during local muscle work in man medial-hypothalamus structures on the formation
p0164 A73-23809 of complement-binding antibodies
laddermil and ergometry - A comparative summary. p0117 173-19647
p0194 A73-25183 Localized shielding effects on antitissue antibody
Kinetics of oxygen uptake and recovery for mobilization in irradiated rats
supramaximal work of short duration. p0064 N73-12086
PC198 173-25648 PHISIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Interrelations among the suprarenal NT HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES
gluco-corticoid activity, the cardiovascular NT PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
systems, and the electrolyte metabolism during Insensitivity of the alveolar septum to local
prolonged work hypoxia.
p0199 173-26085 p0575 A73-10134
Carbon monoxide content in the exhaled air and Mathematical description of certain properties of
carboxyhemoqlobin in the blood of subjects human sensitivity to vibration
equipped with an isolating protective garment p0580 173-10659
p0208 A73-27712 Changes in the vibratory sensation threshold after
Motor, thermal and sens6ry factors in heart rate exposure to powerful vibration.
variation - A methodology for indirect p0580 173-10772
estimation of intermittent muscular work and Effect of eccentric and concentric muscle
environmental heat loads. conditioning on tension and electrical activity
p0250 173-30880 of human muscle.
Effect of a 5-day space flight on the cardiac p0580 A73-10774
dynamics during moderately severe physical work. The effect of 02 breathing on maximal aerobic power.
p0284 A73-32617 p0583 A73-11504
Effect of maximal work load on cardiac function. Fatigue in flight personnel during long flights
p0288 A73-33991 p0585 A73-12153
Development of effective means for desaturation of Effect of a 5-day space flight on cardiodynamics
the human organism as a prophylactic measure during physical work of moderate intensity
against altitude decompression disturbances p0588 A73-12467
pC305 A73-34231 Effect of sleep-wake reversal and sleep
Effect of stepwise adaptation to high-mountain deprivation on the circadian rhythm of oxygen
areas on the respiratory function and the toxicity seizure susceptibility.
acid-alkali equilibrium of blood in subjects p0589 A73-12561
with different motor activity stresses Effect of altitude acclimatization and
p0305 173-34232 simultaneous acclimatization to altitude andEffect of sympatholytin on metabolism in resting cold on critical flicker frequency at 11,000 ft.
and working muscles in relation to the degree of altitude in man.
their adaptation to intensified activity p0589 173-12562
p0322 A73-36571 Effects of the space flight environment on man'sSpecific features in the activity of the oxygen immune system. II - Lymphocyte counts andtransport system of the organism during reactivity.
hand-performed working cycles of submaximum p0589 A73-12565
intensity Passive and active warm-up effects on track
p0323 173-36579 athletes heart and respiration ratesPhysical energy expenditure in long-haul cabin crew. p0042 A73-13123
p0326 A73-36793 Effect of chronic centrifugation on bodyThe capacity for muscular work in acute hypoxia composition in the rat.
p0331 173-36946 p0042 173-13370Influence of physical stress on the state of human Intensity of exercise and heart tissuehigher nervous activity under conditions of catecholamine content.
underwater labor p0042 A73-13498
p0429 A73-44672 Medical considerations for aircraft passengers.Oxyqen kinetics for constant work loads at various p0047 173-13802
altitudes. Changes in cardiac rhythm during sustained high
p0433 A73-45062 levels of positive /+Oz/ acceleration.Work, heat, and oxygen cost of various activities rAD-7541461 p0050 A73-14157
of man Effect of hydrochlorothiazide on +Gz tolerance in
p0106 N73-15109 normotensives.
Correlation of physical activity and oxygen p0050 173-14159
consumption between man and mouse Wakefulness and sleep states in developing[POA-1-B-1233-A51 p0149 N73-17106 organism, discussing BEN sleep deprivation
A-260
SUBJECT INDEI PHYSIOLOGICL EPPFECTS CONTD
effects on behavior, brain excitability, Effect of stepwise adaptation to high-mountain
pharmacology and biochemistry areas on the respiratory function and the
p0052 A73-14265 acid-alkali equilibrium of blood in subjects
The use of telemetry to study the physiological with different motor activity stresses
and clinical variations of intracranial pressure p0305 A73-34232
in man. Physiological effects of acceleration and
p0054 A73-14300 weightlessness during space flight, discussing
Hypobaric hypoxia - within-subject transition cardiovascular system, renal function,
effects in albino rats. respiration, blood volume, metabolism, work
p0086 A73-17525 capacity, etc
Developments in space medicine. rAFOS-72-2451T2] p0312 A73-35856
p0086 A73-17569 Changes in functional construction of bone in rats
Physiological effects of microwave electromagnetic under conditions of simulated increased gravity.
fields on human and animal organisms, 0312 73-35863
considering etiology, diagnostics and prophylaxis Determination of the type of higher nervous
p0093 A73-18256 activity from the aftereffect characteristics of
Mountain inhabitants physiological characteristics multidimensional stimuli
due to altitude effects, investigating human p0322 A73-36577
tolerance and adaptation to ambient environment Cardiovascular reactions of a healthy man exposed
p0116 A73-19212 to sonic booms
Influence of high ambient temperatures on the p0327 A73-36909
performance and some physiological parameters in Effect of sonic boom on hearing and vestibular
a tracking problem and an optical vigilance equilibrium
problem p0327 A73-36910
p0129 A73-21575 Physiological shifts in the human organism under
Investigation of certain indices of higher nervous increased neuropsychic stresses
activity in man during prolonged stay in a water p0345 A73-37392
environment Changes in some behavioral reactions and in the
p0154 A73-22364 bioelectric activity of the brain in cats during
Study of the influence of weak electromagnetic the development of sleep under polarization of
field gradients on man individual brain structures
p0157 A73-22850 p0345 A73-37393
Vitamin metabolism alteration under increased Structural changes in the adrenal nerve apparatus
atmospheric pressure during experimental subtotal pancreatectomy
p0193 A73-25036 p0357 A73-39400
The effect of prolonged immobilization on diuresis Effect of convulsions on certain aspects of the
and water intake in rats. biosynthesis of proteins in the brain cortex
p0203 A73-26489 p0384 A73-40750
Human respiration under increased pressures. Biodegradation from evolution viewpoint as
p0205 A73-26924 physiological function and fundamental cellular
Effects of chronic irradiation of dogs with Co-60 process regulating biological equilibrium,
gamma rays on the level of auto-antibodies explained by intracellular digestion and
p0208 A73-27706 phagocytic cells association
Effects of ethyl alcohol on pilot performance. p0385 A73-41024
p0237 A73-28501 Apollo 16 flight program for investigating
Sensory versus perceptual isolation - A comparison physiological effects of prolonged
of their electrophysioloqical effects. weightlessness on central nervous system,
p0247 A73-30517 vestibular, neuromuscular and cardiovascular
Aircraft cabin altitude hypoxia effects on mother, functions, metabolism, radiation sensitivity and
embryo and fetus during first trimester of body weight
pregnancy in air hostesses and women passengers p0398 A73-42176
p0248 A73-30519 Chronic acceleration effects on homeotherm
Physical and psychological effects of physiological adaptation in terms of body
electromagnetic fields on human and animal weight, tolerable field intensity, growth and
central nervous system fat deposition inhibition, etc
p0248 A73-30571 p0398 173-42177
Heart rate variability analysis for ergonomics Spinal cord heating effects on frog
purposes, discussing interpolations, algorithms thermoregulatory behavior in aqueous thermal
and physiological effects and spectral analysis gradient, noting preference for colder ambient
methods temperature
p0250 A73-30882 p0426 A73-43994
The combined influence of microwave radiation and Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on the higher
an adverse climate on the organism nervous activity of humans
p0277 A73-31170 p0428 A73-44668
Effect of steady magnetic fields up to 4,500 Oe on Inhibition by selenium of the free-radical states
the mitotic activity of the corneal epithelium of the retina of the eye
in mice p0430 A73-44724
p0279 A73-31510 Physiological and pathological responses of humans
Changes in cardiac activity and in the latter's exposed to electricity
phase structure during decompression of the rNASA-CE-1284221 p0592 N73-10065
lower half of the body Physiological effects of 12 submarine personnel
p0280 A73-31513 during prolonged exposure to sonar signals at 85
Work-rest cycle effects on airline pilots db (five day exposure)
performance, considering central nervous system fAD-744938] p0594 N73-10087
changes measurement techniques Statistical analysis of occurrence of backache
p0282 A73-32059 among Royal Air Force flight crews and ground
Intracardiac heart murmurs and sounds influenced crews to show effects of crew seats on physical
by respiration, comfort
p0283 A73-32546 (AD-7451771 p059
7 873-10102
Effect of a 5-day space flight on the cardiac Effects of stress upon psychophysioloqical
dynamics during moderately severe physical work. responses and performance following sleep
p0284 173-32617 deprivation
Physiological criteria of early toxic normobaric fNASA-CR-128620] p0608 N73-11073
hyperoxia manifestations Influence of 45 to 60 day space flight on
p0304 173-34123 physiological functions of human body
Influence of hypoxia on the release of certain [NASA-CE-1291311 p0609 N73-11074
gaseous wastes in white rats Physiological and mental performance effects of
p0304 A73-34228 underwater work on humans
[AD-747701] p0072 173-13107
1-261
PBISIOLOGICAL FACTORS SUBJECT INDEX
Physiological effects of weightlessness (DP-208-VOL-11 p0109 173-15136
p0105 N73-15099 Physiological factors of human vestibular
Tolerance levels, physiological effects, and adaptation to flight and space environments
performance degradation during simultaneous or p0110 N73-15146
sequential exposures to environmental stresses Prolonged weightlessness effects on physiological
p0106 N73-15110 functions of dogs
Clinical neurological and neurophysiological (NASA-TT-F-14672] p0149 173-17110
aspects of vestibulo-ocular reflex Scientific and engineering studies for Physiology
p0110 N73-15145 of Chimpanzees in Orbit Program
Diurnal dynamics of psychic performance during INASA-CR-131374] p0220 N73-2012972-hour continuous wakefulness Physiological method for selecting and observing
pC135 N73-16C56 student pilots in Belgian Air Force for motionPhysiological effects of high mountain alpinism sickness
exercises on human body p0226 B73-21099
p0135 N73-16058 Physiological aspects of sleep induction inMeasurements of endocrine metabolic responses to aircrews after prolonged flight times
space flight stress on Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 p0227 873-21108
crewmen Systems analysis of physiological performance
p0173 N73-18105 related to stresses such as those experienced inToxic effects of metabolic waste gases on rat high performance aircraft
organisms (AD-7549701 p0230 N73-21133
p0183 N73-19101 Psychological, physiological, and work hygienePhysiological effects on rats of replacement of problems in ergonomic technology
atmospheric nitrogen by inert gases at high and (JPRS-58792] p0260 N73-22050low temperatures Preflight and flight stress analysis, its relation
p0216 N73-20095 to circadian rhythms measured in pilotDiver monitoring system for physiologic studies in physiological parameters
all hyperbaric environments EDLR-FB-72-391 p0412 N73-30071fAD-7543991 p0224 N73-20154 Mathematical models and physiological mechanismsPhysiological effects of long term hypodynamic of goal-directed behavior
weightlessness simulation on humans [JPRS-60091] p0447 N73-33053
p0255 N73-22010 PHYSIOLOGICAL INDEXES
Physiological adiustments to environmental factors U PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS
CAD-7539131 p0261 N73-22059 PHISIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
Antiradiation drug effects on vestibular analyzer NT HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSESfunctions Cardiorespiratory responses to exercise in air and
p0263 N73-23033 underwater.Statistical analysis of effect of simulated sonic p05 76 A73-10161booms on sleep patterns of male subjects Changes in ventilatory patterns after ablation of[FAA-AM-72-351 p0333 N73-26057 various respiratory feedback mechanisms.Effects of adverse Northern environment on human p0576 A73-10162physiology and performance under military Utility of heat stress indices and effect ofexercise conditions humidity and temperature on single physiologicfDCIEM-8821 p0376 173-29056 strains.
Analysis of physiological effects of diet on [AD-751735 p0576 A73-10163personnel of Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition Oxygen uptake, heart rate and pulmonary
p0379 173-29358 ventilation during swimming for different speedsPhysiological effects on highly trained subjects and styles, comparing to running and cycling datawhen confined to bed, deprived of sleep, or p0577 A73-0171
allowed to discontinue training Microvascular responses to alterations in oxygen(NASA-CS-1340441 p0438 173-32008 tension.
Functional disturbances during hypokinesia in man p0581 A73-11010(NASA-TT-F-151481 p0450 N73-33073 The role of the vagus nerves in the respiratoryNTPHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS response to C02 under hyperoxic conditions.NT PHYSICAL FACTORS p0583 A73-11501Electromechanical and electronic cockpit displays Atrioventricular block response to exercise and
effectiveness in terms of aircraft control and intraventricular conduction at rest.
psychological/physiological factors relating to p0583 A73-11506pilot performance and workload Importance of the Lohmann reaction in the response
rDGL PAPER 72-097 p0584 A73-11666 of the heart to anoxic aggressionPsychological and physiological components of p0585 A73-12152
biorhythm cycles governing periodic variations Analysis of the response characteristics of opticin physical, emotional and intellectual tract and geniculate units and their mutualperformance relationship.
p0082 A73-16720 p0586 A73-12162Naval aviator training program dropouts Hepatic lipogenesis in fasted, re-fed rats and
identification in terms of physiological, mice - Response to dietary fats of differingsafety, security, social, self-esteem and fatty acid composition.
self-actualization needs p0041 A73-13054p0247 A73-30513 Exercise electrocardiography and vasoregulatoryU-2 and SR-71 aircrews physiological training for abnormalities.
high altitude and supersonic flight hazards, p0043 A73-13541discussing pressure suits, election seats, Perceived exertion, heart rate, oxygen uptake andparachutes and survival and life support equipment blood lactate in different work operations.p0284 A73-32657 p0045 A73-13698Sudden incapacitation in flight. Correlation between the voltage-time curves of H-
p0326 A73-36847 and f-responses of a human muscle during variousPilot workload and performance measures in terms functional states of the spinal centerof physiological activity in flight deck p0047 A73-13819
environment for reduced aircraft accidents due Cardiovascular reflexes evoked by potassium ionto human error stimulation of the heart under conditions of
p0347 A73-37732 spinal deafferentation and intact innervationIndividual physiological differences in evoked p0047 A73-13820potential reactions to light sources, discussing Recording and discrimination of pulsed neuron
latent periods, potential amplitude distribution activity responses to stimulus application andand EEG measurement technigues removal
p0393 A73-41888 p0047 A73-13823Physiological factors in human oculomotor Response of single units of the posterior
responses to space flight stress hypothalamus to thermal stimulation.
A-262
SUBJECT INDEX PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPOISES CONTD
p0048 A73-14111 Physiological response to exercise after space
Multiple hormonal responses to qraded exercise in flight - Apollo 7 to Apollo 11.
relation to physical training. p0195 A73-25326
p0048 A73-14116 Single unit and evoked potential responses in cat
Multiple hormonal responses to prolonged exercise optic tract to paired light flashes.
in relation to physical training. p0198 A73-25647
p0048 A73-14117 Mammalian tissue response to subcutaneous and
Absence of appreciable cardiovascular and intraperitoneal injection of agueous suspensions
respiratory responses to muscle vibration, of lunar fine material, noting insolubility in
p0049 A73-14119 tissue and irritant action
Design and function of sweat sensor to monitor p0203 A73-26484
motion sickness sweat response Human visual evoked response signal decomposition
p0050 A73-14160 by complex demodulation in terms of
Derivation of a function of nerve-fiber after-discharge time, envelope and frequency
distribution according to fiber diameters on the parameters
basis of electrophysiological measurements p0203 A73-26497
p0060 A73-15787 Single unit reactions in the visual cortex of the
Changes in whole body force transmission of dogs unanesthetized rabbit to the light flashes of
exposed repeatedly to vibration. different intensities.
r[ASE PAPER 72-WA/BHF-11] p0061 A73-15878 p0204 A73-26719
Genesis mechanism of slow cortical Estimation of the variability of the latency of
after-discharges during brain injuring by responses to brief flashes.
radiation p0204 A73-26720
p0078 A73-16331 Spectral sensitivities of colour mechanisms
Effect of hypoxia on free fatty acid metabolism isolated by the human visual evoked response.
during exercise., p020
5 
A73-26919
p0080 A73-16609 Physiological effect of air nitrogen replacement
Intercortical functional connections in lower by inert gases under high and low temperature
monkeys, Macacus rhesus, exhibited by evoked conditions
responses p0207 A73-27701
p0080 A73-16693 Dynamics of certain characteristics of the evoked
Visual evoked responses elicited by rapid potential of the optic cortex in rabbits under
stimulation, conditions of increasing hypoxia
p0094 A73-18350 p0208 A73-27709
Human endocrine-metabolic responses to graded Physiological time zone entrainment and stressor
oxygen pressures. effects during prolonged C-141 transmeridian
p0116 173-19479 flights, using endocrine-metabolic indices in
Influence of a low-intensity ultrahigh-frequency urine specimens
electromagnetic field on the bioelectrical p0235 A73-28283
activity of the brain in rabbits Scotopic visibility curve in man obtained by the
p0154 A73-22367 VER.
Influence of ultrasound and of a p0236 A73-28356
superhiqh-freguency electromagnetic field in the A clinical method for obtaining pattern visual
three-centimeter band on the oxidative evoked responses.
phosphorylation of liver and kidney mitochondria p0236 A73-28357
p0154 A73-22368 Scotopic electroretinography and visual evoked
Adaptive hormone action and nonspecific adaptive responses under adaptive illumination, comparing
function of steroid hormones, discussing stress blind spot stray light with parafoveal stimulation
resistance mechanisms of steroids p0237 A73-28361
pharmacologically classified as syntoxic and Threshold PaCO2 as a chemical stimulus for
catatoxic ventilation during acute hypoxia in dogs.
p0155 173-22536 p0239 A73-28534
Polysensory responses and sensory interaction in Step-wise changes in thermoregulatory responses to
pulvinar and related postero-lateral thalamic slowly changing thermal stimuli.
nuclei in cat. p0239 173-28535
p0156 A73-22696 Late visual cortical region reactions during the
Light evoked responses in invertebrate convergence of light stimulation and
photoreceptor cells, considering cell electrocutaneous stimulation
organization, microvilli, lateral eye of p0239 A73-29073
Limulus, generator potentials, visual responses, Human hematologic responses to 4 hr of isobaric
etc hvperoxic exposure /100% oxygen at 760 mm Bg/.
p0160 A73-23307 p0241 173-29751
Limulus photoreceptor response to single photon Posthyperventilation breathing - Different effects
stimulation, discussing flash intensity, dim of active and passive hyperventilation.
lights, discrete waves and subliminal responses p0241 A73-29752
p0160 A73-23308 The effect of iontophoretically applied
Caloric vestibular stimulation via UBF-microwave acetylcholine upon the cat's retinal ganglion
irradiation. cells.
p0163 A73-23650 p02
43 173-30061
Examination of responses evoked in the sensory Saccadic eye movement control system,
cortex by thalamic stimulation. investigating response characteristics to
p0164 A73-23772 variously timed pulse stimuli
Effect of respiration stabilization on hemodynamic p02
45 A73-30389
reactions during acute hypoxic hypoxia Pupil movements to light and accommodative
p0166 A73-23938 stimulation - A comparative study.
Sinusoidal stimuli induced electrical activity of p02
46 A73-30395
hippocampus in waking rhesus monkeys and baboons Towards an objective assessment of cockpit
p0167 A73-24330 workload. I - Physiological variables during
Physiological studies of human organism adaptation different flight phases.
to high altitudes in temporary and permanent p0247 A73-30515
mountain inhabitants, discussing oxygen uptake, Role of peripheral chemoreceptors in reactions of
lung ventilation and cardiac ventricle hypertrophy rats to short and lasting hypoxia
p0168 A73-24514 p0249 173-30840
Physiological responses of rats to intermittent Evoked negative electrical potentials due to
high-altitude stress - Effects of age. auditory zone stimulation by local cooling,
p0169 A73-24564 mechanical trauma and potential recording,
Laddermil and erqometry - A comparative summary, observing reaction regeneration variations
p019 4 A73-25183 p0276 A73-31159
A-263
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES CONTD SUBJECT INDEX
Reactivity and certain metabolic indices during Physiological cost in 36- and 48-hour simulatedprolonged sustenance of animals in artificial flights.
nutrient conditions p0355 A73-39101
p0276 A73-31162 Circadian variations in presumably healthy menCerebellar responses of animals under varied under conditions of peace-time army reserve unit
rotation conditions in a centrifuge training.
p0279 A73-31506 p0357 A73-39482Influence of restricted motor activity on the Altered susceptibility to motion sickness as a
resistance of animals to acute action of carbon function of subgravity level.
monoxide p0358 A73-39486
p0280 A73-31519 A study of evoked slow activities in man whichSelf-estimates of distractibility as related to follow a voluntary movement and articulated speech
performance decrement on a task requiring p0359 A73-39759
sustained attention. Visually evoked cortical potentials to patterned
p0283 A73-32394 stimuli in monkey and man.Relationship of physiological strain to change in p0359 A73-39760heart rate during work in the heat. Correlation of ventilatory responses to hypoxiap0283 A73-32548 and hypercapnia.Sleep behaviour as a biorhythm. p0359 a73-39776p0286 A73-33158 Transient ventilatory response to hypoxia with andLamage-risk criteria - The trading relation without controlled alveolar PC02.
between intensity and the number of p0359 A73-39777nonreverberant impulses. Formation of various functional states in the
p0288 A73-33678 symmetrical structures of the brain as aRoentqenographic study of relative heart motion function of the intensity of unconditionedduring vibration in water-immersed cats. excitation
p0289 A73-34039 p0362 A73-39801impact acceleration effects on rabbit central Effects of repeated simulated sonic booms of 1.0
nervous system, noting chanqes in nerve tissue PSF on the sleep behavior of young and oldelements and cerebral vessels subjects.
p0304 A73-34227 p0386 A73-41151Heat acclimatization while wearing vapor-barrier Physiologic cost of prolonged double-crew flights
clothing. in C-5 aircraft.
p0307 A73-34742 p0386 A73-41152Effects of oxygen-augmented atmosphere on the Physiological and operational state of a group of
immune response. aeroplane pilots under the conditions ofpC307 A73-34743 stressing tracking tests.Opponent-colors responses in the visually evoked p0387 A73-41157potential in man. Response delays and the timing of discrete motor
p0308 A73-34844 responses.Stereoscopic vision - Cortical limitations and a p0387 A73-41177disparity scaling effect. Evoked potentials in the hypothalamus and
p0312 A73-35922 mesencephalic reticular formation uponMetabolic responses of monkeys to increased stimulation of the vagus nerve
gravitational fields. p0389 A73-41263p0314 A73-35982 Mathematics of interaction between blood andOptokinetic stimulation of an immobilized eye in electromagnetic fields.
the monkey. 
p0392 A73-41788p0318 A73-36457 Estimate of integrative cerebral activity using anRole of arterial and venous vessels of limbs in orientation response example
the process of cardiovascular reflex responses p0401 173-42651p0322 A73-36578 Statistical treatment of evoked cerebralCardiorespiratory transients in exercising man. I potentials during experiments on a Dnepr-1Tests of superposition. II - Linear models, computer
p0324 A73-36656 p0401 173-42657Body fluid volume changes during a 14-day Investigation of complex and hypercomplex
continuous exposure to 5.2% 02 in N2 at pressure receptive fields of visual cortex of the cat asequivalent to 100 FSW /4 ata/. spatial frequency filters.
p0326 A73-36796 p0407 A73-42958Human physiological responses to high speed aerial Rectifier-like color dependent phase shifts in
tow. electrophysiological responses to different
p0330 A73-36939 colored stimuli at evoked potential and singleStudy of the heart rate of humans exposed to heat neuron levels
p0331 A73-36942 P0407 A73-42961Regional serotonin content variations in the brain Human reactions to whole-body transverse angular2961
of cats during a prolonged absence of sleep vibrations compared to linear vertical vibrations.p0345 A73-37394 p0423 A73-43216Non-linearity of visual signals in relation to Physiological study of dynamics and evolution ofshape-sensitive adaptation responses, chimpanzee complex behavior, considering motor
p0346 A73-37418 reactions, group behavior and nerve mechanismsOrientation specificity and response variability of voluntary acts
of cells in the striate cortex. p0426 173-43928p0346 A73-37421 Neuronal activity of the sensomotor and visualBook - Pathological effects of radio waves. cortex in rabbits during development of a
p0348 A73-37774 summation focus in the reticular formationRole of specific and nonspecific thalamic nuclei p0428 A73-44550
in the genesis of certain slow rhythms on the The energetic metabolism and some reactions of the
human electrocorticogram cardiovascular system during multichannelp0348 A73-37939 electrical stimulation and voluntary stressingFunctional characteristics of different neurons in of muscles
the auditory cortex p0429 A73-44670
p0349 A73-37940 Comparison of visual evoked potentials toEvoked potentials in the hypothalamus in response stationary and to moving patterns.
to stimulation of the vagus and sciatic nerves p0435 A73-45168
p0349 A73-37941 Abstracts on microwave radiation effects on humanModel of evaporation responses to heat load and animal physiological functions and lifeincreases
expectancy
p0352 A73-38150 fMBL-1972-61 p0591 N73-10061
A-264
SUBJECT INDEX PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS
Ma hematical model for in vivo study of glucose Functional reactions of human otorhinolaryngolic
homeostasis in humans organs during hypokinesia
r ASA-CE-1291711 p0606 N73-11056 p02
56 N73-22015
Phy iological response of cat semicircular canal Physiological and hemodynamic adaptations to CO
pendent units to linear acceleration without levels and exercise in nonsmoking normal men
angular acceleration [PB-213834/11 p0267 H73-23073
fNMRU-R-70-41 . p0607 N73-11061 Design of microbial test system for Apollo 16
Effect of space flight on origin, physiological mission
function, and amelioration of coriolis illusion p0291 N73-24103
in'semicircular canal Physiological responses of parasitic worms and
fAMBU-R-70-61 p0607 N73-11063 their larvae to solar ultraviolet irradiation
Tests to determine physiological and behavioral and space flight stress
response to transitions between rotating and p0291 N73-24106
nonrotating environments Analytical gas chromatography and mass
fNASA-CE-21301 p0611 N73-11093 spectrography for physiological monitoring of
Physiological responses to environmental factors astronauts
related to space flight (NASA-CR-1332721 p0338 N73-27059
(NASA-CR-1295181 p0066 N73-12107 Human physiological response to heat stress in
Analysis of cosmonaut emotional stress as preflight operation
determined by physiological and behavioral (AD-759173] p0338 N73-27060
responses Physiological responses of flying personnel to
fNASA-TT-F-146541 p0067 N73-12113 multiple stresses
Biodynamic response of human head and neck to [AD-7595651 p0341 N73-27082
impact acceleration variations of cell enzymes, glucose, cholesterol,
fAD-7479881 p00 72 N73-13106 and 17-hydroxycorticosteroid in blood during
Influence of time zones on physiological organs physical work noting physical training dependence
and systems and performance of athlete (DLR-FB-72-48] p0412 N73-30072[NASA-TT-F-146321 p0073 N73-13116 Human response to vibration -- test facilities,
Effects of S02 decay product toxicity on human equipment, experiments and publications
physiological functions rISVE-TR-60] p0415 N73-30093
p0099 N73-14071 Physical monitoring and aftereffects. of two manned
Response of pituitary-thyroid axis to microwave space flights
radiation [NASA-TT-F-150761 p0417 N73-30992
VER-3490-1491 p0107 N73-15122 Functional state of lymphoid cell in peripheral
Functional dependence of semicircular canal on blood of astronauts and immunoreactivity of
physical size individual astronants after space flight
p0109 373-15139 (NASA-TT-F-15089] p0418 N73-30999
Anti-compensatory oculomotor responses in human mathematical model and digital computer simulation
visual tracking and vestibulo-ocular mechanism of cardiovascular control system response to
during rotational head movement in flight ergometer exercise
p0110 N73-15140 p0446 N73-33049
Physiological control system for stabilization of PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY
retinal image in humans U BIOTELEMETRY
p0110 N73-15141 PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS
Vestibular stimulation effect in human and animal NT BODY SWAY TEST
retinal image stabilization NT CAEBOXYHEHOGLOBIN TEST
p0110 N73-15144 NT EAR PRESSURE TEST
Evolution of neural messages in human adaptation NT VESTIBULAR TESTS
to prolonged zero gravity flight Exercise testing for evaluation of cardiac
p0111 N73-15154 performance.
Physiology of depressed metabolic states and p0043 A73-13538
gastrointestinal responses to ionizing radiation Practical exercise test for physical fitness and
[NASA-CR-1303811 p0133 N73-16038 cardiac performance.
Personality, occupation, and Job stress effects on p0043 A73-13540
physiological risk factor in human coronary Exercise testing for detecting changes in cardiac
heart disease rhythm and conduction.
p0143 873-17054 p0043 A73-13542
Influence of infrasound on human body functions Correlation of computer-quantitated treadmill
p0147 N73-17085 exercise electrocardiogram with arteriographic
Influence of 10G percent anhydrous ammonia location of coronary artery disease.
environment on body functions p0043 A73-13543
p0147 N73-17088 Cardiac dysrhythmias associated with exercise
Mechanisms for controlling physiological rhythms stress testing.
in Rana pipiens p0043 A73-13544
[NASA-CE-1311531 p0179 N73-19064 Variability of normal glabellar and supraorbital
Effects of space flight noise intensities on human reflexes in man
physiological functions p0045 A73-13748
p0180 N73-19080 An evaluation of sinus arrhythmia as a measure of
Immersion effects on human physiological motor mental load.
functions p0082 A73-16718
p0180 N73-19081 Evaluation of the state of the cardiovascular
Hypothermy effects on drug actions in system from polycardiographic test data
physiological rabbit functions p0088 A73-17749
p0212 N73-20064 Visual-motor coordination characteristits of
Dynamics of some characteristics of induced parachute jumpers
potential of optical region in cerebral cortex p0088 A73-17750
in rabbits with increasing hypoxia Physiological tests for hypothalamus regions
p0217 N73-20103 stimulation effects on coronary circulation,
stress reactions of vestibular apparatus to noting hypoxia and emotional stress effects
ionizing radiation, coriolis forces, and p0088 A73-17770
gravitational stimuli On-line computer analysis and breath-by-breath
(AD-7535111 p0220 N73-20132 graphical display of exercise function tests.
physiological stress reactions in simulated flight p0127 A73-21511
for pilot selection and training Thirty-month follow-up of maximal treadmill stress
p0254 N73-22001 test and double Easter's test in normal subjects.
Physiological stress effects of space flight on p0130 A73-21803
human body Work-heat test comparisons of dry and wet heat and
rJPRS-57139 p0254 N73-22002 exercise programs for heat acclimatization
p0158 A73-22932
A-265
PHYSIOLOGY SUBJECT INDEX
Thermorequlatory behavior of man during rest and Book on comparative physiology of thermoregulation!
exercise. covering primitive and aquatic mammals,
p0162 A73-23572 torpidity aspects, evolution and newborns
Changes in the cardiac rhythm during a hypoxic p0406 A73-42859
functional test Physiology and dimensional analysis of
p0165 A73-23820 semicircular canal
Cardiac arrhythmias during exercise testing in f[ARU-R-69-11 p0606 N73-11058
healthy men. Computer controlled infusion pump for time varying
p0196 A73-25336 input of calcium into physiological systems
Kinetics of oxygen uptake and recovery for (NASA-CASE-ARC-10447-1) p0101 173-14092
supramaximal work of short duration. Physiological research in support of manned space
p0198 A73-25648 flight
Maximal oxygen intake and nomographic assessment INASA-cR-128741] p0186 N73-19129
of functional aerobic impairment in Interface requirements for design and development
cardiovascular disease. of Physiology of Chimpanzees in Orbit experiment
p0202 A73-26362 [NASA-CE-131397] p0220 N73-20130
German monograph - Investigation concerning a Circadian phase relationships of physiological
consideration of the human circadian rhythm by functions of isolated monkeys subjected to
means of a variable working time. varying photoperiod phases
p0240 A73-29283 p0224 173-21088
A monkey metabolism pod for space-flight Pathophysiological justifications for using drugs
weightlessness studies. in aerospace medicine
p0313 A73-35963 (NASA-TT-F-7361 p0257 B73-22033
The significance of pendulum nystaqmography in Influence of monochromatic light on physiological
aviation medicine processes of blood
p0330 A73-36941 [NASA-TT-F-149411 p0297 N73-25111
Skylab medical.experiments altitude test crew Space biology, space medicine, and human physiology
observations. [NASA-TT-F-14964] p0298 N73-25116
CASME PAPER 73-ENAS-301 p0351 A73-37985 PIASECKI MILITARY AIRCRAFT
Exercise during hyperoxia and hyperbaric U MILITARY AIRCRAFT
oxygenation. PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS
p0352 A73-38160 A quick and inexpensive method of monitoring on
Changes in whole body force transmission of dogs tape the heart rate during exposure of the human
exposed repeatedly to vibration, head to pulsed magnetic fields.
p0355 A73-39106 p0053 A73-14289
Effect of skin wetting on finger cooling and PIEZORESISTIVE TRANSDUCERS
freezing. An IC piezoresistive pressure sensor for
p0360 A73-39779 biomedical instrumentation.
Automatic apparatus for the study of conditioned p0163 A73-23649
reflexes in a monkey seated in the Implantable transducer for in vivo measurement ofprimatological chair bone strain.
p0386 A73-41140 p0206 A73-27443
Functional aging - Present status of assessments PIGMENTS
regarding airline pilot retirement. NT CAROTENE
p0387 A73-41161 IT CHLOROPHYLLS
Ischemic heart disease prediction via exercise ECG NT CYTOCHROMES
tests, discussing work load stadardization NT MELANIN
p0405 A73-42835 NT VISUAL PIGMENTS
Effects of simulated artificial gravity on human Rod vision chemistry in terms of rhodopsin, visual
performance cycle and pigment-vision relations, consideringfNASA-CR-21291 p0067 N73-12111 dark and light adaptation
Role of social synchronizers in adaptation process p0079 A73-16479
of humans to inversion of diurnal sleep and Response of tobacco tissue cultures growing in
wakefulness regime contact with lunar fines.
p0218 N73-20109 p0203 A73-26483
Diagnostic physiological tests for selection and Effect of iron and salt on prodigiosin synthesis
training of flying personnel in Serratia marcescens.(NASA-TT-F-6871 p0252 N73-21981 p0306 A73-34399Conditioned reflex motion sickness test of Chemical characteristics of mushroom pigments and
statokinetic fitness for flying personnel mycological classifications
p0254 N73-21994 CNASA-TT-P-14865] p0219 N73-20124Physiological stress reactions in simulated flight Simazine influence on green algae photosyntheticfor pilot selection and training piqgments noting chlorophyll luminescence spectra
p0254 N73-22001 rDRIC-TRANS-29921 p0258 N73-22040Multichannel medical monitoring system to measure PIGS (SBINE)
physiological parameters from display device at U SWINE
remote control station PILOT ERROR
fNASA-CASE-MSC-14180-11 p0259 N73-22045 Identifying pilot error potential in the P-4
Tracking tasks for clinical evaluation of human aircraft.
movement disorders p0083 173-16731
[NASA-CR-1322751 p0340 N73-27069 Personal life changes and health stresses inPhysiological motor function measurements for contrast to accident proneness as factors indetermining optimal bed rest periods pilot error
(NASA-TT-F-151441 p0438 N73-32004 p0083 A73-16732PHYSIOLOGY Realistic pilot training and aircraft handlingNT AUDIOLOGY qualities in pilot error risk minimization forNT BODY COMPOSITLON (BIOLOGY) military, commercial and general aviationNT ELECTBOPHYSIOLOGY p0083 A73-16733
NT HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM Human factor role in flying personnel errors,
NT MENSTEUATIGN noting man machine system performance andNT NPURCPHYSIOLOGY medical service engagement
NT PSYCOPYSIOLOGY pO094 A73-18258
NT RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY Pilot error evaluation in aircraft accidents,
Book - How man moves: Kinesioloqical studies and discussing human failure factors and flight andmethods. cockpit voice recorder evidence
p0048 A73-13993 p0307 A73-34748Book - Principles of biological regulation: An Oculogravic illusion factor in theoretical modelintroduction to feedback systems, of pilot control loss in jet aircraft
p0283 A73-32576 p0110 N73-15142
A-266
SUBJECT INDBE PILOT PERFORBANCE
Pilot error analysis for airborne navigation Intellectual performance during prolonged exposureproced-ures to noise and mild hypoxia.1AD-7542141 p0223 N73-20150 p0325 A73-36783Alcohol induced performance degradation in pilot Hypoglycemia in airline pilots.
instrument approach landings p0326 A73-36790p0227 N73-21113 Further sleep problems in airline pilots onPILOT PNRFOR1NCE 
world-wide schedules.
Pilot incapacitation as cause of aircraft p0326 A73-36792
accidents, notinq age connected cardiovascular Sudden incapacitation in flight.disease as leading cause for loss of pilot license p0326 173-36847
p0582 A73-11238 Study of Indian naval aircrew experiences andElectromechanical and electronic cockpit displays psychic factors in disorientation.effectiveness in terms of aircraft control and 
p0328 A73-36919psycholoqical/physiological factors relating to Some characteristics of pilot's performance underpilot performance and workload complicated flight conditions.(DGLE PAPER 72-0971 p0584 A73-11666 p0328 173-36921Favorable effect of flight on pilots exhibiting Management of cataract in commercial flightdegenerative arteriopathy of the lower limbs personnel.
p0585 A73-12151 p0329 A73-36927Critical skills and procedures isolation within The significance of pendulum nystagmoqraphy inreplacement air group /AG/ training for F-4 aviation medicine
pilot performance prediction 
p0330 A73-36941p0082 A73-16723 Estimation of hypoxia tolerance in a decompressionTransinformation and real time identification chamber
applied to the study of pilot workload p0331 A73-36945p0085 A73-17195 Ambient temperature rise effects on pilotReactions of the cardiovascular system of.pilots performance in a flight simulatorwith atherosclerosis symptoms under professional 
p0331 A73-36948
activity conditions Problems related to high-performance flight in thepC087 A73-17689 Arctic regionsFunctional state alteration of the visual analysor p0332 A73-36953in pilots Pilot workload and performance measures in termsp0093 A73-18257 of physiological activity in flight deckCase histories of valvular cardiopathies in environment for reduced aircraft accidents duemilitary pilots, determining tolerance to flight to human error
p0115 A73-19209 p0347 A73-37732Civil aviation medicine in the coming decade. Pilot workload immediate, duty day and long term
p0117 A73-19484 period evaluation from heart rate, subjective,Pilot incapacitation as cause for aircraft psychological, biochemical stress and sleep
operational risks, discussing flight crews pattern measurements
education for emergency situations handling p0347 A73-37734p0170 A73-24717 Aircrew workload during the approach and landing.Aviation medicine assessment of environment p0351 A73-38005effects on pilot responsiveness, task Aircraft pilot spatial disorientation and illusoryperformance and flight safety predictability, perceptual break-off sensations during flightconsidering temperature, oxygen, gravity, associated with minor vestibular asymmetry
acceleration, pressure and stress effects p0356 A73-39111p0193 A73-25039 Sudden incapacitation in flight - 1 Jan. 1966-30Implications of psychoanalytic factors for Air Nov. 1971.
Force operations. 
p0356 173-39112p0196 A73-25340 Ocular tension in flying personnelEffects ofethyl alcohol on pilot performance. p0383 A73-40347p0237 A73-28501 Studies of pilot performance. III - Validation ofTowards an oblective assessment of cockpit objective performance measures for rotary-wing
workload. I - Physiological variables during aircraft.
different flight phases. 
p0386 A73-41154p0247 A73-30515 Physiological and operational state of a group ofMedical diagnosis of pilot performance aeroplane pilots under the conditions ofdisturbances from viewpoint of flight surgeon stressing tracking tests.
responsibilities
p0277 A73-31171 Freguency of anti-collision observing responses bySpecial physical training of pilots as a solo pilots as a function of traffic density,prophylactic measure against obesity ATC traffic warnings, and competing behavior.
p0277 A73-31172 p0387 A73-41158work-rest cycle effects on airline pilots Barotrausa in United States Air Forceperformance, considering central nervous system accidents/incidents.changes measurement techniques p0387 A73-1160
p0282 A73-32059 Functional aging - Present status of assessmentsAnnual Scientific Meeting, Las Vegas, Nev., May regarding airline pilot retirement.7-10, 1973, Preprints. 
p0387 73-41161
General aviation pilot operational profile study, license as compared to controlsdiscussing implications for airman certification p0387 A73-41163standards, flight safety regulations and Development of Pilot-in-the-loop analysis.aircraft design (AIAA PIPER 72-898] p0408 A73-43110fSAE PAPER 7303341 p0307 A73-34687 Human operator model for man machine controlLone woman pilot sleep patterns and sleep behavior in biodynamic flight environmentdisruptions on global flight across time zones p0597 73-10105p0307 A73-34745 Control theory model for pilot decision makingSelf destructive behavior of aircraft pilot due to based on estimated state of linear plantstress accumulation, discussing man machine p0597 N73-10107relationship, coping mechanisms, competence and Design of computerized airborne traffic displayinvulnerability myth device with alphanumerical control for aircraftp0307 A73-34746 pilotsMilitary aircraft pilot in-flight consciousness p0598 N73-10112loss etiologies, discussing rapid decompression, Runway separation standards according to reactionhypoxia, dysbarism, seizure, improper maneuver, time of pilot manual control response to airvasovagal syncope, acceleration sensitivity, etc traffic controller communication
p0307 A73-34747 p0598 N73-10113
A-267
PILOT SELECTION SUBJECT INDEX
Predictive display with continuous parameter p0227 N73-21113
tracking for quasi-linear model of human pilot Performance tests to determine capability of
transfer function in closed loop system aircraft pilots to avoid midair collisions based
p0599 N73-10120 on visual perception of target and information
Optimal control model for predicting display from pilot warning indicator
requirements in pilot landing performance p0231 N73-21146
p0599 N73-10121 Photographic recording of aircraft in near midair
Improved pilot performance using simulated collision conditions to determine feasibility of
pictorial landing display with symbols collision avoidance based on visual perception
p0599 N73-10122 of pilot
Visual display format effects on pilot describing (CDC-JL-5i p0231 N73-21147
functions in manual trackingq performance Analysis of flight tests to determine range of
p0599 N73-10123 visual detection of aircraft as basis for visual
Magnetic data tapes containing measurements of perception to avoid midair collisions
pilot scanning behavior, control response and p0231 N73-21148
vehicle response during simulated instrument Aqe limits and flight fitness of civil aviation
landinq approaches pilots
p0600 N73-10124 p0254 N73-21999
Pilot visual threshold and perception for aircraft Psychometric criteria for pilot performance in F-4
movement estimation during unaided visual aircraft fleet
approach control rAD-7551841 p0269 N73-23087
p0600 873-10125 Pilot performance in dual time-sharing tracking task
Effect of automatic landing system display on (AD-755363] p0269 N73-23088
pilot information requirements Monte Carlo simulation for man machine task
p0600 N73-10126 sequencing considering pilot performance
Optimal control model for predicting manual VTOL degradation
pilot performance in longitudinal hovering tasks p0270 N73-23899
pC601 N73-10134 Correlation between instructor rating of students
Serial segments method for measuring pilot manual and successful completion of military flight
control remnant in vicinity of sine waves training course
p0601 N73-10136 fAD-757693] p0296 N73-24146
Motion cue effects on pilot manual control Changes in diurnal variations of pilot performance
tracking task in flight simulator compared with performance
p0602 N73-10141 after transatlantic flights
Dynamic model for pilot manual control ability fDLE-B-73-251 p0298 N73-25122
using aural compensatory tracking Limitations on pilot visual perception of target
p0602 N73-10142 from low flying aircraft
Simulator facility used to determine vibration fAD-7596511 p0300 N73-25136
effects on pilot tracking performance using Diagnosis and prognosis of pilot reaction and
rigid control stick tolerance to psychical stress
(AD-7451931 p0605 N73-10164 p0368 N73-27962
Effect on pilot performance and comfort of active Tracking performance during whole-body vibration
vibration isolation system for commercial with side-mounted and center mounted control
transport pilot seat sticks
[NASA-C-21461 p0066 N73-12109 (AD-761798] p0370 N73-27971
Analysis of pilot performance in evaluating three Preflight and flight stress analysis, its relation
types of aircraft altimeters during C-135B to circadian rhythms measured in pilot
simulator flight physiological parameters
(ASD-TR-72-631 p0074 N73-13117 [DLR-FB-72-391 p0412 N73-30071
Computerized fast Fourier transform technique for Medical evaluation of pilots using onboard flight
measuring human performance in compensatory recorders
tracking task p0416 N73-30986
rAD-7486591 p0100 N73-14078 Performance decrement and response time of current
Human factors engineering to determine maximum and noncurrent let Naval pilots
control forces capability of female pilots (AD-761463] p0421 873-31025
[FAA-AM-72-271 p0112 N73-15157 Pilot performance under simulated conditions of
Conceptual model for pilot workload modified aircraft control dynamics, navigational
p0142 N73-17010 task complexity, and induced stress
Pilot performance during simulated standard (AD-764760) p0441 173-32025
instrument procedure turn with and without Kalman filter estimation of aircraft pilot
predictor display performance
(NASA-TM-X-622011 p0150 N73-17118 (1D-764694] p0441 N73-32026
Measurements of acceleration stress effects on PILOT SELECTION
pilot maneuvering ability and flight control Toward the development of a criterion for fleet
performance effectiveness in the P-4 fighter community.
fAMEL-TR-72-31 p0189 N73-19154 p0238 A73-28512
Drug therapy effects on flying effectiveness and Naval aviator training program dropouts
psychosomatic fitness of flying personnel identification in terms of physiological,
p0226 N73-21103 safety, security, social, self-esteem and
Chemotherapy for air crews in Great Britain self-actualization needs
p0226 N73-21105 p0247 A73-30513
Pilot performance and sleep patterns in long Jet procedures trainer for pilot transition from
duration flights and control of hypnotic drug straight wing propeller plane to swept wing
and alcohol use lets, discussing pilot instruction and selection
p0226 N73-21107 p0275 173-31095
Adaptive tracking task for evaluating drug Clinical procedures for selecting pilot personnel
after-effects on human flight performance based on predisposition to notion sickness
p0227 N73-21109 p0225 N73-21094
Pilot performance under certain hypnotic, Physiological method for selecting and observing
tranquilizer, and barbiturate type drugs student pilots in Belgian Air Force for motion
p0227 N73-21110 sickness
Effects of isoniazid treatment on pilot performance p0226 N73-21099
p0227 N73-21111 Diagnostic physiological tests for selection and
Alcohol reference method for predicting drug training of flying personnel
modifications of central nervous system activity (NASk-TT-F-687) p0252 N73-21981
and pilot performance decrease Physiological stress reactions in simulated flight
p0227 N73-21112 for pilot selection and training
Alcohol induced performance degradation in pilot p0254 873-22001
instrument approach landings
A-268
SUBJECT INDEI PITCH
Development of cost effective program for training [AD-7566381 p0296 N73-24143
naval fixed wing pilots in 1974 to 1986 time Development of cost effective program for training
Period - Vol. 1 naval fixed wing pilots in 1974 to 1986 time
fAD-7566381 p0296 873-24143 period - Vol. 2
Development of cost effective program for training [AD-756639] p0296 N73-24144
naval fixed wing pilots in 1974 to 1986 time Development of cost effective program for training
period - Vol. 2 naval fixed wing pilots in 1974 to 1986 time
(AD-7566391 p0296 N73-24144 period - Vol. 3
Development of cost effective program for training (AD-756640] p0296 N73-24145
naval fixed wing pilots in 1974 to 1986 time Correlation between instructor rating of students
period - Vol. 3 and successful completion of military flight
fAD-7566401 p0296 N73-24145 training course
Experimental research in underwater medicine, (AD-7576931 p0296 873-24146
flight stress, and pilot selection Aerial combat acceleration environment testing of
rDLR-B-73-151 p0367 873-27951 human performance capability using human
Pilot selection by means of concentration stress centrifuges
test [AD-7591741 p0300 873-25134
p0368 N73-27957 Pilot ground training proficiency of flight
Diagnosis and prognosis of pilot reaction and simulators
tolerance to psychical stress [AD-755681] p0341 N73-27081
p0368 873-27962 Relations between sociometric variables and
PILOT TRAINING criteria of ability and behavior of student pilots
Critical skills and procedures isolation within p036 7 873-27954
replacement air group /RAG/ training for F-4 Combat job performance and training for air
pilot performance prediction cavalry aeroscout pilot and aeroscout observer
p0082 A73-16723 [AD-755505] p0441 N73-32027
Computer-assisted instruction in pilot training Optimization of human performance in system
and certification. design, training, and operation
p0082 A73-16724 rAD-7647611 p0450 N73-33075
The isolation of critical elements within selected PILOTED CENTRIFUGES
maneuvers during primary flight training. U HUMAN CENTRIFUGES
p0083 A73-16727 PILOTS
Realistic pilot training and aircraft handling Human physiological response to heat stress in
qualities in pilot error risk minimization for preflight operation
military, commercial and general aviation [AD-759173] p0338 N73-27060
p0083 A73-16733 Inflight heart and respiratory rate recording of
Toward the development of a criterion for fleet pilots, using nose clip transducers
effectiveness in the F-4 fighter community. p0367 873-27953
p0238 A73-28512 PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
Jet procedures trainer for pilot transition from NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
straight wing propeller plane to swept wing 8T TEST PILOTS
lets, discussing pilot instruction and selection Flight stress effects on cardiovascular reactions
p0275 A73-31095 of pilots with atherosclerosis
Oblectives of training in relation to accident p0064 N73-12090
prevention. Criterion development in replacement air group,
p0326 A73-36850 using F-4 aircraft
Studies of pilot performance. III - Validation of IAD-748195] p0104 N73-14111
oblective performance measures for rotary-ving Measurement and effects of triaxial vibration on
aircraft. pilots in P-531 (Scout) helicopter under
p0386 A73-41154 different flight conditions
Stress and strain in student helicopter pilots. [ISVE-TE-58] p0141 N73-16100
p0386 A73-41155 Color aptitude of dyschromatopsia French
Effectiveness'of synthetic fixed wing flight navigators and pilots
training equipment for military purposes p0179 873-19068
[AD-7444471 p0604 873-10158 Influence of long duration flight missions on
Performance evaluation of airborne audio-video metabolic and endocrine functions of pilots and
recording system as training device in A-7D navigators-
tactical fighter p0189 873-19152
fAD-7440411 p0605 N73-10161 Management of asymptomatic carriers of hepatitis
Data management system for prediction of Naval associated antigen in Hellenic Air Force personnel
student pilot performances p0265 873-23060
fAD-7449841 p0613 N73-11104 Application of hologram optical element to pilot
Motion effects in pilot reactions to ground-based head-up display
flight simulator display evaluation [AD-758057] p0295 N73-24139
(AD-7493701 p0075 N73-13126 PINEAL GLAND
Systems engineering methods for human performance Hydroxyindole-O-methyl transferases in rat pineal,
enhancement in signal detection and flight control retina and Harderian gland.
fAD-7482391 p0102 N73-14098 p0589 A73-12644
Validity of ground training for developing flying Control of pineal indole biosynthesis by changes
skill during pilot training in sympathetic tone caused by factors other than
rAD-7496211 p0113 873-15168 environmental lighting.
Operational effectiveness of let flight training p0343 A73-37300
simulator PIONS
(AD-7502481 p0113 873-15170 Delta ray particle track structure theory for
Human performance in sequential task training for radiation dosimetry and biological cell response
acguisition of perceptual motor skills under to heavy ions, fast neutrons, stopped pions and
flight stress sixed radiation fields
p0189 873-19153 p0196 A73-25423
Motion sickness questionnaire and field PIPE FLOW
independence scores as predictors of success in Blood vessels simulation by muscle pump
Naval aviation training represented by elastically deformable pipe with
p0225 873-21097 valves, solving Navier-Stokes equation for
Visual cue reinforcement for skill retention in viscous fluid flow
pilot simulated space vehicle approach and p0126 A73-21375
landing performance PZTCH
rNASA-CB-12891 2 1  p0269 N73-23086 Mathematical model of human pitch perception based
Development of cost effective program for training on acoustic stimulus Fourier transformation by
naval fixed wing pilots in 1974 to 1986 time sense organ into peripheral neural activity
period - Vol. 1 pattern recognition
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PITCH (INCLINATION) SUBJECT INDEX
p0393 A73-41816 Planetary quarantine procedures for reduction of
Human perception of musical intervals between microbial burden on spacecraft
simultaneous tones rNASA-CN-129793] p0070 N73-13086[IZF-1972-201 p0268 N73-23078 Soil sampling and microorganism analysis in
PITCH (INCLINATION) planetary spacecraft assembly area for
Effects of alcohol on eye movements and tracking prevention of mars contamination
performance during laboratory angular rNASA-CR-1300091 p0135 N73-16059
accelerations about yaw and pitch axes Analysis of standards and precedures for planetary
[FAA-AM-72-341 p0416 N73-30989 quarantine with emphasis on determination of
PITCH ANGLES mission specifications
U PITCH (INCLINATION) fNASA-CR-1305581 p0148 N73-17103
PITUITARY GLAND Effects of planetary quarantine constraints on
Participation of the hypophysis and adrenal glands advanced planetary mission planning
in intra-ocular pressure regulation [NASA-CR-1308611 p0176 873-18123
p0402 A73-42661 Metabolism and propagation of microbes in outer
Response of pituitary-thyroid axis to microwave planets
radiation fNASA-CR-1310911 p0186 873-19127
FVR-3490-1491 p0107 N73-15122 Planning and source allocation for planetary
PITUITARY HORMBONES quarantine measures for interplanetary automated
Relation between the frequency-amplitude spacecrafts
characteristics of cerebral electrical activity [NASA-CR-131291] p0220 873-20126
and gonadotropic hormone excretion levels at Bibliography of citations relating to planetary
various stages of ontoqenesis quarantine from 1966 to 1971
p0125 A73-21319 [NASA-CR-1318891 p0258 N73-22038
High altitude chamber effect on thyroid Microbial burden estimation for planning planetary
stimulating hormone and thyroxine quarantine of advanced spacecraft
concentrations, noting shift from extra to ( NAS-CR-131845] p0258 N73-22039
intravascular Microbiological studies of Apollo 17 command
p0157 A73-22926 module preflight and postflight samples
Hypothalamo-adenohypophysio-adrenal neurosecretory [NASA-CR-132022] p0265 N73-23056
system under hyperthermia Quarantine constraints as applied to satellites
p0249 A73-30847 r[ASA-CR-1320731 p0292 N73-24116
Mechanisms of secretion of neurohypophysial Spacecraft microbial burden reduction for Jupiter
hormones - Cellular and subcellular aspects due to atmospheric entry heating
p0282 A73-32286 [NASA-CE-132072] p0292 873-24117
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES Sixth supplement to bibliography on planetary
NT JUPITER ATMOSPHERE quarantine with indexes
NT MARS ATMOSPHERE fNASA-CR-131817] p0297 N73-25112
Metabolism and propagation of microbes in outer Development of planetary quarantine measures for
planets automated spacecraft
rNASA-CE-1310911 p0186 N73-19127 (NASA-CR-1332021 p0334 N73-26066
Metabolism and propagation of microbial Planetary quarantine requirements for automated
contamination in planetary atmospheres spacecraft flights
fNASA-CR-1336381 p0375 N73-29049 [NASA-CR-1357951 p0445 N73-33040
PLANETARY ENTRY Satellite quarantine constraints in outer planet
U ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY mission planning
PLANETARY ENVIRONMENTS iNASA-CR-135791] p0445 873-33041
NT JUPITER ATMOSPHERE PLANETARY SATELLITES
NT MARS ATMOSPHERE U NATURAL SATELLITES
NT MARS ENVIRONMENT PLANETARY SPACE FLIGHT
NT PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES U INTERPLANETARY PLIGHT
PLANETARY EIPLORATION PLANETARY SPACECRAFT
U SPACE EXPLORATION U INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
PLANETARY EXPLORER PLANETARY SURFACES
U OUTER PLANETS EXPLORERS NT MARS SURFACE
PLANETARY LANDING PLANETS
Analysis of standards and precedures for planetary NT EARTH (PLANET)
quarantine with emphasis on determination of NT EXTRASOLAR PLANETS
mission specifications NT JUPITER (PLANET)
INASA-CR-1305581 p0148 N73-17103 NT BARS (PLANET)
Sterilization for unmanned landers PLANKTON
[NASA-CR-1337421 p0411 N73-30064 Seasonal plankton collections conducted during
PLANETARY QUARANTINE Tenth Antarctic Expedition
Quarantine necessity, protocol and effectiveness p0379 N73-29363
for Mars samples, emphasizing risks of foreign PLANKTON BLOOM
replicating agent introduction to earth biosphere U PLANKTON
pG056 A73-14321 PLANNING
Sterilization technology in the United States NT MISSION PLANNING
space program. NT PRODUCTION PLANNING
p0288 A73-33697 PLANOTRONS
Ten years of development of the Planetary NT CATHODE RAY TUBES
Ouarantine Program of the United States. PLANTS (BOTANY)
p0313 A73-35966 NT ALGAE
Lunar sample quarantine procedures - Interaction NT AUTOTROPBS
with non-quarantine experiments. NT BACILLUS
p0313 A73-35978 NT BACTERIA
Life sciences and space research XI; Proceedings NT BLUE GREEN ALGAE
of the Fifteenth Plenary Meeting, Madrid, Spain, NT CHLORELLA
May 10-24. 1972. NT CORN
p0395 A73-42158 NT DECIDUOUS TREES
Developments in the analysis of planetary NT ESCHERICHIA
quarantine requirements. NT FUNGI
p0395 A73-42159 NT LEAVES
Safety margins in the implementation of planetary NT NITROBACTER
quarantine requirements. NT PHOTOPHILIC PLANTS
p0395 A73-42161 NT PSEUDOMONAS
Soil microbiological tests to evaluate Antarctica NT RHIZOPUS
as Mars environment model for quarantine standards NT SPORES
p0396 A73-42162 NT STAPHYLOCOCCUS
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SUBJECT INDEI PLETHYSMOGRAPHY
NT STREPTOCOCCUS PLANTS (INDUSTRIES)
NT THERHOPHILIC PLANTS U INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
NT TOBACCO PLASMA ARC SPRAYING
NT TREES (PLANTS) U PLASHA SPEATING
NT YEAST PLASHA LOSS
The evolution of ferredoxins from primitive life Radionuclide measurements on plasma and red cell
to higher organisms, mass volume losses in Apollo spacecrews
p0055 A73-14318 p0174 N73-18106
Biochemical and morphological studies of lunar PLASMA SPRAYING
material effects on plant tissue culture cells, Synthesis of reverse osmosis membranes by plasma
noting nonpatholoqical increased cellular polymerization of allylamine.
activity and chloroplast and cytoplasm changes p0115 A73-19169
p0202 A73-26482 Obtaining stable oxygen electrodes by coating with
Plant growth response to low temperature and UV plasma catalyzed polymer film
treatment, discussing chlorophyll synthesis, [AD-748422] p0074 N73-13120
carbohydrate levels, ion balance and enzyme PLASMAS (PHYSICS)
characteristics NT SOLAR WIND
p0203 A73-26486 PLASTIC COATINGS
The effects of mercury compounds on the growth and Thin film temperature sensor with polymer coating
orientation of cucumber seedlings. for medical research providing good sensitivity
p0206 A73-27274 and stability for rapid temperature changes in
The evolution of liqnin - Experiments and biochemical reactions
observations. p0395 A73-42055
p0241 A73-29649 Obtaining stable oxygen electrodes by coating with
Monitoring for microbial flora contamination on plasma catalyzed polymer film
spacecraft surface, discussing cultural [AD-748422] p0074 N73-13120
techniques and sampling methods for PLASTIC DEFOEMATION
microorganisms detection and sterilization Torsional elasticity of human skin in vivo.
p0288 A73-33698 p0391 A73-41625
Cytogenetic analysis of diploid and autotetraploid PLASTIC FILMS
,Crepis capillaris seeds following space travel U POLYMERIC FILHS
on the 'Cosmos-368' artificial earth satellite PLASTIC MATERIALS
p0314 A73-36117 U PLASTICS
Effects of space flight factors on the heredity of PLASTIC PROPERTIES
higher and lower plants. Russian book on structural and functional
p0397 A73-42168 plasticity of interneuron synapses during
Free fall effects on differential growth and readjustment to chemical and physical damage
radiation sensitivity of higher plants in space covering degenerative and regenerative changesflight and qround based clinostat experiments p0389 A73-41280
p0397 A73-42172 PLASTIC YIELDING
Theoretical study of primary photosynthesis U PLASTIC DEFORMATION
processes in higher plants and algae PLASTICITY
p0425 A73-43707 U PLASTIC PROPERTIES
Mathematical model for photosynthetic gas PLASTICS
exchanges in growing wheat and radish biopaks of NT POLYVINYL ALCOHOL
life support systems Erythrocyte preservation in blood transfusion
p0063 N73-12081 practice by cryogenic freezing with
Time periods for nutrient solution exchange in polyvinylpyrrolidone
optimal biomass yield on porous aggregate rNASA-TT-F-14590] p0069 N73-13076
p0183 N73-19106 PLASTISOLS
Hydroponic cultivation of plants on clay filters NT SMOKE
from human mineralized feces PLATELETS
p0184 N73-19110 Effect of heparin on blood platelet aggregation
Thermal combustion requirements for burner devices and trombosis under the action of direct
of human vegetative waste products electric current
p0184 N73-19111 p0126 A73-21321
Gas chromatoqraphy-mass spectrometry for analyzing Intravascular platelet aggregation in the heartfatty acid and sterol concentrations in plant induced by stress.
tissue samples p0130 A73-21805[NASA-CB-1287401 p0186 N73-19131 PLATA LAKES
Photometric observations of in situ fluorescence 0 LAKES
and bioluminescence with Biota in New York Bight PLENUM CHABBERS
rHM-568J1 p0252 N73-21978 Design and performance of exhaust hood with
Thermal effects of microwave and radio frequency protective air current outside of hood surface
radiation on biological systems p0144 N73-17063
HrBL-1971-7-PT-11 p0264 N73-23048 PLETBISMOGRAPHT
Cytological changes in pine tissues treated with NT ELECTROPLETHYSMOGRAPHY
lunar materials collected on Apollo 12 Studies in stress-relaxation and distensibility
quarantine mission characteristics of small skin veins in vivo by a(NASA-CE-1289141 p0265 N73-23054 combined photoelectric-photographic andDevelopment of germ-free plants and tissues plethysmoqraphic technique.
rNASA-CR-1289471 p0293 N73-24122 p0084 A73-17098Physical and biomedical research by earth orbiting Ventilation measured by body plethysmography in
space stations hibernating mammals and in poikilotherms.fAD-7567711 p0294 N73-24126 p0129 A73-21612Effects of solar radiation on photomorphoqenesis Characteristics of vasomotor alterations during
of Plants based on spectral distribution of brief arbitrary hyperventilation according to
solar energy in daytime data from rheographic and plethysmographic studies
p0378 N73-29322 p0193 A73-25041Effects of radiation and heat balance of active Anqiotensiotonoqraphy using an air plethysmograph
surface on life processes of plants with p0322 A73-36575
emphasis on productivity of cotton A multiplex cathode-ray-tube display with digital
p0378 N73-29323 readout for a body plethysmoqraph.Solar radiation effects on photosynthesis of p0402 A73-42666
submerged aquatic plants A new method of measuring arterial dilation and
p0378 N73-29327 its application.
Simulation of growth and mineral uptake by plants p0402 A73-42669growing in lunar soil Comparison of plethysmographic and electromagnetic[NASA-CE-1340361 p0416 N73-30988 flow measurements.
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p0427 A73-44215 POLAR REGIONS
Fundamental frequency analysis of pulmonary NT ANTARCTIC REGIONS
mechanical resistance and compliance. NT ARCTIC REGIONS
p0433 A73-45067 POLARIZATION (CHARGE SEPARATION)
PLEURAE NT ELECTROLYTIC POLARIZATION
Regional lung volumes with positive pressure A new method to measure non-uniformity in the
inflation in erect humans. intact heart.
p0094 A73-18334 p0059 A73-15645
Peak expiratory flow rate and rate of change of Changes in some behavioral reactions and in the
pleural pressure. bioelectric activity of the brain in cats during
p0391 A73-41636 the development of sleep under polarization of
PLSS individual brain structures
U PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS p0345 A73-37393
PLUMES Local resistance variations caused by membrane
NT ROCKET EXHAUST potential shifts in the interior of the
PLUTONIUM horizontal retina cell
NT PLUTONIUM 238 p0435 A73-45250
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS
NT PLUTONIUM 238 Application of the method of polarizational
PLUTONIUM 238 ultraviolet fluorescence microscopy to study
Pu-238 grade fuels for supplying power to giant muscle fibers Balanus rostratus Hock
artificial heart and circulatory assist devices p0124 A73-21135
rLA-DC-72-4731 p0067 N73-12115 POLARIZED ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
PLUVIOGRAPHS NT POLARIZED LIGHT
U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS POLARIZED LIGHT
PNEUMATIC CONTROL Scattering of polarized light by rough and smooth
Application of pneumatically controlled prosthetic leaf surfaces
arm to industrial handling problems p0378 N73-29333
[NASA-TT-F-146281 p00
7
3 N73-13115 POLARIZED RADIATION
Pneumatic foot'pedal operated fluidic exercising NT POLARIZED LIGHT
device POLAROGRAPHS
(NASA-CASE-MSC-11561-11 p0439 N73-32014 U POLAROGRAPHY
PNEUMATIC EQUIPHENT POLAROGRAPHY
NT GAS VALVES Determination of the value of blood oxygen
Development and characteristics of inflatable capacity and of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation
airbag restraint system for use in general curves by polaroqraphic coulombometry
aviation aircraft p0045 A73-13750
[FAA-RD-73-31 p0299 N73-25127 Oxygen partial pressure measurement in respiratory
PNEUMATIC RESET air via radio telemetry system with
U PNEUMATIC CONTROL polarographic catheter electrode pressure sensor
PNEUMOGRAPHS p0053 A73-14287
U PNEUMOGRAPHY Methodical studies concerning the polarographic
PNEUMOGRAPHY measurement of respiration and 'critical oxygen
Respiratory air flow telemetry during exercise, pressure' in mitochondria and isolated cells
discussing flowmete working conditions and with the aid of the membrane-covered platinum
equipment testing electrode
p0053 A73-14286 p0056 A73-14647
Heated Fleisch pneumotachometer - A calibration Determination of oxidized and reduced pyridine
procedure. nucleotides in human and rabbit blood with the
p0127 A73-21509 aid of the polarographic cycling technique
Technique for the implantation of long-term p0153 A73-21871
diagnostic electrodes in the amyqdaloid complex Procedures for polarocochleography and for
of the human brain pressure measurement in the inner ear perilymph
p0157 A73-22857 in acute experiments on animals
Electrical operational and pneumatic /variometer/ p0193 A73-25043
differentiation recording of displaced volume POLLUTANTS
derivative from pneumotachograph in spontaneous U CONTAMINANTS
breathing POLLUTION
p0159 A73-22937 NT AIR POLLUTION
PNEUMONIA NT ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION
Course of infectious process and functional NT NOISE POLLUTION
activity of pulmonary macrophaqes in mice NT THERMAL POLLUTION
confined to atmosphere with high oxygen content NT WATER POLLUTION
p0442 N73-33016 POLYCYTHEMIA
POIKILOTHEBMIA Cobalt compound administration effects on hypoxic
NT AMPHIBIA stress control, testing polycythemic response
NT FROGS and cobalt retention in rats
Ventilation measured by body plethysmography in p0307 A73-3
4 74 4
hibernating mammals and in poikilotherms. POLYMER CHEMISTRY
p0129 A73-21612 Chemical volatilization as a technique for the
POISONING detection of extraterrestrial biopolymers and
Hydrazine derivative poisoning in industry and possible metabolic products.
clinical medicine treatments, noting causes of p0202 A73-2
6 4 7 9
vitamin B6 deficiency Evaluation of hazard presented by gas-off products
p0165 A73-23819 from polymeric materials intended for use in
Epinephrine oxidation and indole production during space cabins.
high pressure oxygen poisoning p0329 A73-3
6 93 1
(AD-7594051 p0339 N73-27061 POLYMER PHYSICS
POISONING (TOXICOLOGT) Investigation of gas sorption and desorption in
U TOXIC DISEASES polymer materials in the process of gaseous
POISONS sterilization of such materials
NT ENDOTOXINS p0087 A73-17
6 8
1
POISSON PROCESS Theory of cooperative defect formation in a
U STOCHASTIC PROCESSES biopolymer molecule under the action of radiation
POLAR COORDINATES p0198 A73-25
6 3 7
Ischemic polarcardioqraphic changes induced by POLIMERIC FILMS
exercise - A new criterion. Synthesis of reverse osmosis membranes by plasma
p0432 A73-44946 polymerization of allylamine.
p0115 A73-191
6 9
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SUBJECT INDEX POSTURE
Megarad plastic film dosimeter. orientation and position in the field of vision
p0427 A73-44212 p0167 A73-24331
POLYMERIZATION POSITION EBRORS
Synthesis of reverse osmosis membranes by plasma Asymmetries related to cerebral dominance in
polymerization of allylamine. returning the eyes to specified target positions
p0115 A73-19169 in the dark.
Origin of terrestrial polypeptides - A theory p0046 A73-13760
based on data from discharge-tube experiments. POSITION INDICATORS
p0357 A73-39484 NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
POLIYMERS Apparatus note - A system for detecting and.
Analysis of volatile combustion products and a recording movements of the head.
study of their toxicological effects. p0086 A73-17522
p0587 A73-12429 Decatron indicator for a micromanipulator
Evaluation of hazard presented by qas-off products controlled by a stepping motor
from polymeric materials intended for use in p0250 A73-30850
space cabins. Position reporting and communications systems of
p0329 A73-36931 aviation and marine rescue operations
Changes in oxygen consumption in rats after [AD-7617561 p0369 N73-27967
inoculation with polymer combustion products POSITION SERVOS
p0182 N73-19096 U SERVOHOTORS
Absorption of bile acids and cholesterol by polymers POSITIONING
p0191 N73-19976 Positioning accuracy with binary selective and
POLYHORPHISM fixed gain manual control systems, using finger
A note on the hypothesis - Protein polymorphism as stick control for operator performance tests
a phase of molecular evolution. p0284 A73-32583
p0062 A73-16033 Human horizontal or antiorthostatic position
POLYNOMIALS effect in hypodynamic weightlessness test
Mathematical analysis of body surface potentials, p0255 N73-22011
p0059 A73-15646 Screw calculus in kinematic and power analyses on
POLTSACCHARIDES spatial positions of manipulator link mechanisms
NT CELLULOSE p0336 N73-26092
NT DEXTRANS POSTFLIGHT ANALYSIS
NT GLYCOGENS Radioactivity urinalysis for calculating postfight
NI STARCHES astronaut cosmic radiation exposure
POLTURETHANE FOAM rNASA-CR-133378] p0365 N73-27939
Spacecraft polyurethane foam Jacket sterilization POSTURE
by gas method, discussing ethylene oxide and Electromyographic study on human standing posture
methyl bromide sorption and desorption in experimental hypogravic state.
p0395 A73-42160 p0582 A73-11211
POLYVINYL ALCOHOL Muscular activity control mechanism interactions
Method allowing biological and biochemical studies in vertical posture maintenance from
of vacuum-exposed bacteria. stabilogram, mechanogram and electromyogram data
p0357 A73-39483 p0585 A73-12119
POPULATIONS The role of muscle stiffness in meeting the
Biostatistics of genetical processes in human changing postural and locomotor requirements for
populations force development by the ankle extensors.
fNASA-CR-1315081 p0229 N73-21131 p0587 A73-12166
PORPHINES Vertical posture control after Soyuz 6, 7 and 8
Abioqenic formation of porphin, chlorin and flights and 120-day hypokinesia
bacteriochlorin. p0124 A73-20985
p0090 A73-17934 The interaction between muscle groups in a complex
POBPHTRINS motor act in humans
NI CHLOROPHYLLS p0125 A73-21320
A search for porphyrin biomarkers in Nonesuch Effects of some antimotion sickness drugs and
Shale and extraterrestrial samples. secobarbital on postural equilibrium functions
p0202 A73-26481 at sea level and at 12,000 feet /simulated/.
POBTABLE EQUIPMENT p0154 A73-22529
Portable electronic thermometer for temperature Posture responses of upper limb muscles during
measurement during exercise elevation of body electric stimulation of the vestibular apparatus
temperature in heat acclimatization experiment p0199 A73-26087
p0169 A73-24567 Polarcardiographic responses to maximal exercise
Portable electro-phonocardioqraph using magnetic and to changes in posture in healthy middle-aged
tape recorder equipped with patient's voice print. men.
p0196 A73-25475 p0285 A73-33114
Compact carbon monoxide sensor utilizing a Postural effects on respiration, pulmonary
confocal optical cavity. ventilation, oxygen uptake and inhalation and
rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-201 p0350 A73-37976 exhalation volumes during asana /yoga
PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS qymnastics/ exercises executed by athletes
Influence of the packing and of certain conditions p0322 A73-36573
of usage on the medications in portable Intracranial hemodynamic changes in pilots to
emergency medicine stores tilting.
p0209 A73-27720 p0328 A73-36916
Mercury, Gemini and Apollo space suits, discussing Effects of posture on exercise performance -
glove development, boot design, portable life Heasurement by systolic time intervals.
support equipment and extravehicular mobility p0353 A73-38260
p0289 A73-34025 A descriptive model of multi-sensor human spatial
Regenerable CO2 sorbent formulation and orientation with applications to visually
fabrication for extravehicular activity induced sensations of motion.
FNASA-CR-1146321 p0376 N73-29054 [AIAA PAPER 73-915] p0385 A73-40863
Guidelines for extravehicular and intravehicular The relationship between left ventricular election
activities during space shuttle operation with time and stroke volume during passive
emphasis on contingency situations - Vol. 2 cardiovascular stress.(NASA-CR-1339921 p0419 N73-31007 p0390 A73-41565
Pressure suit requirements and characteristics for Effect of lateral body tilts and visual frames on
space shuttle personnel performing EVA and IVA perception of the apparent vertical.
activities - Vol. 3 p0392 A73-41736
[NASA-CR-1339931 p0419 N73-31008 Human sensorimotor coordination following space
POSITION (LOCATION) flights.
Independence of the recognition of an object's P0397 A73-42170
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POTABLE LIQUIDS SUBJECT INDEX
Whole body, plus or minus a(z) vibration on POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS
amplitude and frequencies of postural sway in Hybrid biological power cells for cardiac
human subjects pacemakers - Materials evaluation.
rAD-7455801 p0596 N73-10098 p0363 A73-39823
Dynamic model for nonlinear simulation of human PREAMPLIFIERS
postural control system using sticks A programmable four channel system for long-time
p0599 N73-10116 radio telemetry of biomedical parameters.
Regulation of vertical posture after Soyuz 6, 7, p0052 A73-14280
and 8 tliqbts and after 120-day bed rest A universal preamplifier for bioelectric signals
experiment p03
8 3 
A73-40345
p0134 N73-16052 PRECAMBRIAN PERIOD
Instrument for measurement of postural equilibrium Late Precambrian microfossils - A new
in human beings stromatolitic biota from Boorthanna, South
rAD-7630961 p0377 N73-29067 Australia.
POTABLE LIQUIDS p0241 A73-29723
NT POTABLE WATER PRECAUTIONS
POTABLE MATER U ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Development of sulfonated polyphenylene oxide PRECIPITATION (METEOBOLOGYI)
membranes for the reverse osmosis purification NT SNOW COVER
of wash water at sterilization temperatures /165 PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
F/. Toward the development of a criterion for fleet
rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-161 p0350 A73-37973 effectiveness in the F-4 fighter community.
Environmental health measures to prevent cabin p0238 A73-28512
atmosphere toxicity and provide drinking water Predicting coronary heart disease.
standards in manned space flight applications p0244 A73-30351
p0144 N73-17058 A model of the human in a cognitive prediction task.
POTASSIUM p0399 A73-42223
NT POTASSIUM ISOTOPES PREDICTIONS
High intensity noise effects on urinary K-Na NT LINEAR PREDICTION
ratios in rats NT PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
p0371 N73-29018 Risk scoring system for identifying subjects with
POTASSIUM CHLORIDES high risk to coronary heart disease
Nutritional circulation in the heart. IV - Effect p0146 N73-17080
of calcium chloride and potassium chloride on PREDICTORS
myocardial hemodynamics and clearance of U PREDICTIONS
rubidium-86. PREFLIGHT ANALYSIS
p0288 A73-33990 Preflight and flight stress analysis, its relation
POTASSIUM COMPOUNDS to circadian rhythms measured in pilot
NT POTASSIUM CHLORIDES physiological parameters
NT POTASSIUM OXIDES (DLR-FB-72-391 p0412 N73-30071
Potassium ferrioxalate actinometric measurements PREGNANCY
of solar ultraviolet photobiological energy Aircraft cabin altitude hypoxia effects on mother,
p0292 N73-24113 embryo and fetus during first trimester of
POTASSIUM ISOTOPES pregnancy in air hostesses and women passengers
Sodium Na-24 and potassium K-42 availability for p0248 A73-30519
sweat production after intravenous injection and PREHEATING
their handling by sweat glands. U HEATING
p0348 A73-37757 PRESBYOPIA
POTASSIUM OXIDES The problem of early presbyopia in aircrew.
Atmospheric regeneration in closed chambers by p0329 A73-36923
potassium superoxide Visual problems among senior flight personnel.
p0332 A73-36951 p0329 A73-36924
POTENTIAL ENERGY PRESELECTORS
NT BIOELECTRIC POTENTIAL U PREAMPLIFIERS
NI SPIKE POTENTIALS PRESERVATIVES
POTTING COMPOUNDS Preservatives for human urine storage and water
Nonsporicidal methods for solvent degradation of reclamation in spacecraft cabin
cured RTV 41 silicon potting compound and p0183 N73-19099
chemical curing effects on decontamination PRESSURE
properties NT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
(NASA-CR-1307201 p0149 N73-17111 NT BLOOD PRESSURE
POWDER (PARTICLES) NT GAS PRESSURE
NT FINES NT HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE
N METAL POWDER NT HIGH PRESSURE
POWDERED METALS NT HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE
U METAL PCWDER NT HYPERTENSION
POWER SPECTRA NT HYPOTENSION
Operator remnant power spectral density NT HYPOXEBIA
measurement during compensatory tracking task by NT ILLUMINANCE
serial segments method, noting Fourier NT IMPACT LOADS
coefficient processing NT INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
p0578 A73-10324 NT INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE
Numerical analysis of spontaneous electric NT LUMINANCE
activity of the brain - Study of the statistical NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY
properties of the power density spectra NT OVERPRESSURE
p0586 A73-12160 NT OXYGEN TENSION
Signal and noise in the human oculomotor system. NT PARTIAL PRESSURE
p0407 A73-42964 NT SYSTOLIC PRESSURE
serial seqments method for measuring pilot manual PRESSURE BREATHING
control remnant in vicinity of sine waves Human respiration under increased pressures.
p0601 N73-10136 p0205 A73-26924
POWER SUPPLIES Analysis of the mechanism of the therapeutic
Pu-238 qrade fuels for supplying power to action of pressurized oxygen in organic
artificial heart and circulatory assist devices phosphorus poisoning
fLA-DC-72-4731 p0067 N73-12115 p0250 A73-30848
Power sources and requirements for human Hematological, biochemical, and immunological
artificial hearts studies during a 14-day continuous exposure to
(COo-2155-41 p0102 N73-14095 5.2% 02 in N2 at pressure equivalent to 100 PSW
/4 ata/.
A-274
SUBJECT INDEXI PRESSURE SENSORS
p0326 A73-36794 PRESSURE GAGES
Endocrine studies during a 14-day continuous NT MANOMETES
exposure to 5.2% 02 in N2 at pressure equivalent NT OSHOMETEES
to 100 FSW /4 ata/. PRESSURE GRADIENTS
p0326 A73-36795 Bulk elastic properties of excised lungs and the
Body fluid volume changes durinq a 14-day effect of a transpulmonary pressure qradient.
continuous exposure to 5.2% 02 in N2 at pressure p0275 A73-31128
equivalent to 100 FSN /4 ata/. Transpulmonary pressure gradient and ventilation
p032 6 A73-36796 distribution in excised lungs.
Comparative value of both hypoxic and positive p0276 A73-31129
pressure breathinq tests for detection of Pressure gradient measurements in swine and rats
premature beats. submitted to pressure pulses
p0331 A73-36944 FDLR-FB-71-721 p0113 N73-15164
Positive-pressure breathing as a protective PRESSURE MEASUREBENTS
technique during +Gz acceleration. Ocular tonus measurements for glaucoma detection
p0361 A73-39793 in flying personnel, discussing subsequent test
Positive pressure breathinq for increased human procedures in case of abnormal findings
acceleration tolerance p0586 A73-12158
p0189 N73-19156 Oxygen partial pressure measurement in respiratory
PRESSURE CABINS air via radio telemetry system with
U PRESSURIZED CABINS polaroqraphic catheter electrode pressure sensor
PRESSURE CHAMBBERS p0053 A73-14287
NT HYPERBARIC CHAMBERS Radiotelemetry of direct bloodpressure
Procedure for preparing an oxyqen-nitroqen gas measurements in aorta, pulmonary artery and heart.
mixture for respiration in a pressure chamber p0053 A73-14291
p0240 A73-29409 Hiqh-fidelity left ventricular pressure
Estimation of hypoxia tolerance in a decompression measurements for the assessment of cardiac
chamber contractility in man.
p0331 A73-36945 p0209 A73-27888
Coding data of 2565 individual human altitude PRESSURE MICROPHONES
chamber tests U MICROPHONES
rNASA-CB-1145501 p0136 N73-16066 PRESSURE PROBES
Carbon monoxide content in exhaled air and blood U PRESSURE SENSORS
carboxyhemoqlobin in subjects confined to PRESSURE PULSES
insulating protective gear Tactile information presentation using high
p0217 N73-20106 pressure pulses into anti-G suit
Pressure chambers for testinq effect of oxygen [AD-761796] p0369 N73-27969
inspiration on fatique during fliqht PRESSURE RECORDERS
rJPRS-590411 p0264 N73-23051 The use of telemetry to study the physioloqical
PRESSUBB DISTRIBUTION and clinical variations of intracranial pressure
A nonlinear analysis of pulsatile flow in arteries. in man.
p0579 A73-10449 p0054 A73-14300
PRESSURE EFFECTS PRESSURE REDUCTION
Effect of increased atmospheric pressure on the Medical considerations for aircraft passengers.
dynamics of free oxygen content in animal muscle p0047 A73-13802
tissues The effect of time of electrical stimulation of
p0576 A73-10156 the carotid sinus on the amount of reduction in
Human thresholds for perceiving sudden changes in arterial pressure.
atmospheric pressure. p0056 A73-14648
p0044 A73-13554 Theoretical trans-respiratory pressure during
Hedical considerations for aircraft passengers. rapid decompression. I Model experiment. II -
p0047 A73-13802 Animal experiments.
Extent of engagement of various cardiovascular p0154 A73-22530
effectors to alterations of carotid sinus Sustained human skin and muscle vasoconstriction
pressure. with reduced baroreceptor activity.
p0078 A73-16250 p0277 A73-31344
Pathophysiological and clinical aspects of Changes in cardiac activity and in the latter's
aerosinusitus and frontal sinus nematoma phase structure during decompression of the
formation due to barometric pressure changes lover half of the body
from pilot case history studies p0280 A73-31513
p0155 A73-22538 Influence of lover-body decompression on the state
Vitamin metabolism alteration under increased of the human cardiovascular system /according to
atmospheric pressure roentqenokymoqraphic data/
p0193 A73-25036 p0305 A73-34234
EEG activity of rats compressed by inert gases to Mortality rate of guinea pigs after decompression
700 feet and oxyqen-helium to 4000 feet. treatment as function of water balance
p0195 A73-25327 fDLR-FB-71-20] p0099 373-14075
Influence of flow and pressure on wave propagation Lover body decompression effects on human
in the canine aorta. cardiovascular hemodynamic system
p0243 A73-30066 p0373 R73-29032
Influence of increased air atmosphere pressure on PRESSURE REGULATORS
the excitability of the neuro-motor apparatus in Underwater space suit pressure control regulator
man [NASA-CASE-NFS-20332-2) p0299 N73-25125
p0249 A73-30845 PRESSURE SENSORS
Procedure for recording the rate of pressure Oxygen partial pressure measurement in respiratory
changes in heart cavities air via radio telemetry system with
p0276 A73-31167 polaroqraphic catheter electrode pressure sensor
Atmospheric regeneration in closed chambers by p0053 A73-14287
potassium superoxide The use of telemetry to study the physiological
p0332 A73-36951 and clinical variations of intracranial pressure
Possibilities of barotherapy in ophthalmoloqy in man.
p0383 A73-40349 p0054 A73-14300
Oxygen uptake durinq maximal work at lowered and Automated calibration of blood pressure signal
raised ambient air pressures. conditioners.
p0386 A73-41132 p0057 A73-14846
Food heating tests in different atmospheres An IC piezoresistive pressure sensor for
rNASA-CR-1340401 p0419 N73-31012 biomedical instrumentation.
PRESSURBE FIELDS p0163 A73-23649
U PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
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PRESSURE SUITS SUBJECT INDEX
Technique for measuring the vessel blood pressure p058
8 A73-12545
in long continued experiments Information theory mathematical models applied to
p0279 A73-31394 different visual function activity phases,
Initial systole and dicrotic notch detecting covering Shannon and Fisher probability models,
circuitry for monitoring arterial pressure pulse Shreider semantic theory and Kolmogorov algorithm
[NASA-CASE-LEW-11581-11 p0178 N73-18139 p00
60 A73-15784
Design and performance of strain gage transducer Probability estimate for visual target detection
as blood pressure recording device in terms of luminance threshold and target size
p0231 N73-21144 and duration
PRESSURE SUITS p00
93 173-18242
NT SPACE SUITS Safety margins in the implementation of planetary
Nutrition systems for pressure suits, quarantine requirements.
p0355 A73-39105 p0395 173-42161
Effects of tilting on pulmonary capillary blood Biostatistics of genetical processes in human
flow in normal man. populations
p0361 A73-39786 (NASA-CR-131508] p0229 N73-21131
Tactile information presentation using high Probabilities models of organizational behavior
pressure pulses into anti-G suit and human subjective performance
fAD-7617961 p0369 N73-27969 (IZF-1973-3] p0268 N73-23076
Design approaches to application of Boyle's law to PROBLEM SOLVING
emergency suits for fliers Intellectual ability and performance on a
[AD-7617971 p0369 N73-27970 non-verbal problem-solving task.
Performance of anti-G valve subjected to varying p0044 A73-13553
acceleration forces Studies in interactive communication. I - The
(AD-7608141 p0377 N73-29062 effects of four communication modes on the
Equipment requirements for space shuttle EVA/IVA behavior of teams during cooperative
pressure suit, life support system, mobility problem-solving.
aids, vehicle support provisions, and emergency p0093 A73-18241
support Solution to problem of endangered living space
fNASA-CR-1339911 p0414 N73-30089 [NRC-TT-1636] p0376 N73-29057
Pressure suit requirements and characteristics for PROCEDURES
space shuttle personnel performing EVA and IVA NT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
activities - Vol. 3 PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
rNASA-CR-1339931 p0419 N73-31008 NT PRODUCTION PLANNING
PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS Application of human engineering principles and
U PRESSURE SENSORS techniques in the design of electronic
PRESSURE WAVES production equipment.
U ELASTIC WAVES p0246 A73-30497
PRESSURIZED CABINS Production methods for preventing deterioration of
Human thresholds for perceiving sudden changes in freeze-dried foods
atmospheric pressure. [NASA-CR-1289151 p0269 N73-23085
p0044 A73-13554 PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
Theoretical trans-respiratory pressure during Manual control model structure for industrial
rapid decompression. I Model experiment. II - management of man machine systems
Animal experiments, p0598 N73-10115
p0154 A73-22530 PRODUCTION METHODS
PREVENTION U PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
NT ACCIDENT PREVENTION PRODUCTION PLANNING
NT FIE PREVENTION Interaction between man and electronic computer in
PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS operational planning
Apollo 14 and Apollo 16 heavy-particle dosimetry p0178 N73-18138
experiments. PROFICIENCY
p0343 A73-37150 U ABILITIES
Biological effects due to single accelerated heavy PROFICIENCY MEASUREMENT
particles and the problems of nervous system U HUMAN PERFORMANCE
exposure in space. U PERFORMANCE TESTS
p0398 A73-42181 PROGNOSIS
Apollo 16 Biostack experiment for biological Prediction of the outcomes of myocardial
effects of cosmic ray heavy primaries on cell infarction from formulas derived by the dynamic
and tissue development and mutations of bacilli, programming method
Artemia and plant seeds p0354 A73-39000
p0399 A73-42185 Ischemic heart disease prediction via exercise ECG
PRIMATES tests, discussing work load stadardization
NT CHIMPANZEES p0405 A73-42835
NT HUMAN BEINGS PROGRABMED INSTRUCTION
NT MONKEYS Computer-assisted instruction in pilot training
Prolonged weightlessness for 300 plus days and and certification.
cardiac performance in primates p0082 A73-16724
fNASA-CR-1295121 p0063 N73-12075 Cybernetic application of computers in personnel
Techniques for determining effects of prolonged training
weightlessness on cardiovascular system of [AD-751145] p0178 N73-18143
subhuman primates PROGRAMS
rNASA-CR-1318901 p0252 N73-21980 NT APOLLO PROJECT
PRIVATE AIRCRAFT NT NASA PROGRAMS
U GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT NT SKYLAB PROGRAM
PRIVATE AVIATION NT TEKTITE PROJECT
U CIVIL AVIATION PROJECTED AREAS
U GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT U PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
PROBABILITY PROJECTIVE DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY
U PROBABILIY THEORY U PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
NT NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS The reconstruction of three-dimensional objects
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS from two orthogonal projections and its
Probabilistic statistical methods for analysis of application to cardiac cineanqiography.
impulse flows in nerves p0089 A73-17801
p0354 A73-39002 PROJECTORS
PROBABILITY THEORY Servo-controlled moving stimulus generator for
Conloint-measurement framework for the study of single unit studies in vision.
probabilistic information processing. p0246 A73-30401
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SUBJECT INDEX PROTEIN HETABOLIS
PROJECTS Design and development of biomedical prosthetic
NT APOLLO PROJECT and electronic devices
PROPAGATION NODES rNASA-CR-130022] p0140 N73-16093
The Stiles-Crawford effect - Explanation and Bioelectric control system design for reversible
consequences, slave mechanism manipulator using single muscle
p0246 173-30396 input
PROPELLANT EVAPORATION p0336 N73-26088
Evaporation rates and toxic plume dispersion for Prosthetic limb with tactile sensing device
defining downwind evacuation areas for [NASA-CASE-PFS-16570-1] p0439 N73-32013
Populations adiacent to accidental propellent PROTECTION
spills on shipping routes NT ACCELERATION PROTECTION
rNASA-TM-X-681881 p0141 N73-16097 NT ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
PROPELLANT OXIDIZERS NT EYE PROTECTION
0 ROCKET OXIDIZERS NT RADIATION PROTECTION
PROPELLANT PROPERTIES NT RADIATION SHIELDING
The acute inhalation toxicology of chlorine NT THERMAL PROTECTION
pentafluoride. PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
p0282 A73-32173 NT HELMETS
PROPELLANT TRANSFER NT PRESSURE SUITS
Rocket propellant handling personnel protective NT SPACE SUITS
clothing, describing head gear, ventilated Rocket propellant handling personnel protective
underwear and airtight external suit clothing, describing head gear, ventilated
p0115 A73-18949 underwear and airtight external suit
PROPELLANTS p0115 A73-18949
NT ROCKET PROPELLANTS Thermal protective garment using independent
PROPELLER SYNCHRONIZERS regional control of coolant temperature.
U SYNCHRONIZERS p0117 A73-19481
PROPHBLAXIS Carbon monoxide content in the exhaled air and
Use of sodium hydrocarbonate for medication and carboxyhemoglobin in the blood of subjects
prophylaxis of motion sickness equipped with an isolating protective garment
p0124 A73-20990 p0208 A73-27712
Special physical training of pilots as a Protective helmets performance evaluation for
prophylactic measure against obesity design optimization, considering failure
p027 7 A73-31172 analysis from aircraft accident reports
Development of effective means for desaturation of p0284 A73-32655
the human organism as a prophylactic measure Bioassay method for thermal protective clothing
against altitude decompression disturbances fabrics evaluation, measuring skin damage with
p0305 A73-34231 various fabric combinations under exposure to
Preventive value of early diagnosis of coronary calibrated flame source
heart disease, noting importance of screening p0285 A73-32671
populations for genetic and environmental risk Ventilated wet suit for naval aircrews protection
factors against water exposure in aircraft accidents,
p0404 A73-42828 describing neoprene foam and nylon liner
PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS construction with air ventilation
Proportional counter energy deposition spectral p0285 A73-32672
quality prediction from experimental data, using Helmets effectiveness evaluation from acceleration
folding procedure to produce composite energy and impact tests, discussing test criteria and
absorption distributions for biological materials civilian and military standards
p0280 A73-31549 p0286 A73-33132
PROPRIOCEPTION Heat acclimatization while wearing vapor-barrier
NT AUTOKINESIS clothing.
Vestibular influences on orientation in zero p0307 A73-34742
gravity, produced by parabolic flight. Comparative study of patches for liquid cooled
p0091 A73-18032 garments.
Role of visual and articular afferentation in the p0345 A73-37404
implementation of motor reactions involving Calculation of thermal resistance of air layers in
complex coordination and precision air permeable clothing for reliable design
p0092 A73-18164 1AD-746037] p0612 N73-11099
PROPULSION CALCULATIONS Tests to evaluate heat loss from Navy diver suits
U MATHEMATICAL MODELS in water of 55, 45, and 35 F
PROPULSION SYSTER CONFIGURATIONS (AD-747276] p0613 N73-11103
NT DESCENT PROPULSION SYSTEMS Environmental control unit for damage control suit
PROPTL CONPOUNDS system for use during shipboard operations
Effectiveness of polymer complex of cysteamine and (AD-7490251 p0075 N73-13125
sulfopropyl ester of dextran as an antiradiation Performance of battery powered electrically heated
drug on irradiated mice suit for reconnaissance divers
(DRIC-TRANS-29631 p0108 N73-15125 (AD-749847] p0102 N73-14101
PROSTHETIC DEVICES Anthropometry for protective equipment evaluation
NT ARTIFICIAL EARS and human impact acceleration experiments
The mathematics of coordinated control of p0266 N73-23066
prosthetic arms and manipulators. Thermal response of protective fabric/haman skin(ASME PAPER 72-NA/AUT-41 p0061 173-15884 system to JP-4 jet fuel fire
Periodic conditions in artificial-muscle (AD-7595251 p0337 N73-26095
autopulsators Personnel life support clothing for protection
p0244 A73-30289 against environmental hazards
The effects of the Westinghouse active (AD-7624281 p0370 N73-27976
magnetometer /WD-4/ on implanted cardiac Design, development, and fabrication of liquid
pacemakers. cooled space suit using ice pack heat sink -
p0330 A73-36936 Vol. 1
Computerized teleoperator manual control system [NASA-CR-114624-VOL-1] p0419 N73-31006
for remote mechanical hand PROTECTIVE COATINGS
p0602 N73-10143 Effect of protective barrier creams on toxic alkyl
Application of pneumatically controlled prosthetic phosphate penetration of pig skin
arm to industrial handling problems (BMVG-FBWT-72-151 p0138 N73-16076
rNASA-TT-F-146281 p0073 N73-13115 PROTECTORS
Power sources and requirements for human NT EAR PROTECTORS
artificial hearts PROTBIN EETABOLISE
rCOO-2155-41 p0102 N73-14095 NT LIPID METABOLISM
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PROTEINOIDS SUBJECT INDEX
Brain serotonin content - Physiological regulation NT ADENOSINES
by plasma neutral amino acids. NT ALBUMINS
p0578 A73-10408 NT CARBOXYBEMOGLOBIN
Cytochemical-luminescence study of adrenal cortex NT FIBRIN
proteins under the influence of ionizing radiation NT FIBRINOGEN
p0587 A73-12354 NT LIPOPROTEINS
Differential housing /isolation vs agqqregation/ as NT MELANIN
factor in postnatal development of mouse brain NT NUCLEASE
cell specificity and metabolism, noting relation NT NUCLEOTIDES
to sleep behavior NT OXIDASE
p0051 A73-14259 NT OXYBEOGLOBIN
Oxidation effects on rate of C 14-labeled leucine NT PEPTIDES
incorporation into rat skeletal muscle protein NT PROTEINOIDS
p0077 A73-16152 NT PYRIDINE NUCLEOTIDES
Oxidation of amino acids by diaphragms from fed Corticosterone level and the binding capacity of
and fasted rats. blood plasma proteins under thermal effects
p0077 A73-16153 p0045 A73-13749
Research on the displacement of blood-plasma The evolution of ferredoxins from primitive life
proteins and on the nerve conduction velocity in to higher organisms.
rats subjected to accelerations and hypokinesia p0055 A73-14318
p0088 A73-17769 Body temperature effect on protein conformation
Adenonucleotides, NAD+, and NADN in skeletal stability in healthy and diseased organisms,
muscles during intensive work and at rest noting blood plasma albumin fractions
p0116 A73-19475 p0057 A73-14822
Thermal factor and dehydration influences on A note on the hypothesis - Protein polymorphism as
protidic and lipidic catabolisms of younq men a phase of molecular evolution.
with partial food deprivation in hot climate, p0062 A73-16033
discussing metabolic balances Myosin ATPase and fiber composition from trained
p0125 A73-21248 and untrained rat skeletal muscle.
Changes in total plasma content of electrolytes p0077 A73-16155
and proteins with maximal exercise. Proteins and nucleic acids in prebiotic evolution.
p0127 173-21507 p0090 A73-17937
Proteinuria and civil aviation aircrew Model experiments on the prebiological formation
p0128 A73-21538 of protein.
Proteinuria and military aircrew p0090 173-17938
p0128 173-21539 Dependence of poly U-directed cell-free system on
Effect of light deprivation on the metabolic ratios of divalent and monovalent cations.
reaction development in retinal ganglion cells p0090 A73-17945
p0163 A73-23681 Protein-lipid films as prototypes of biological
Autoradiographic study of protein synthesis in membranes.
perikaryons and of nitrogen migration into the p0091 173-17949
axons of hypertrophic sympathetic neurons Silk fibroin, collagen, qlycoproteins, keratin and
p0235 173-28296 protamines formation in single evolutionary
Reactivity and certain metabolic indices during event by de novo synthesis of DNA
prolonged sustenance of animals in artificial p0116 A73-19219
nutrient conditions Action of a serum protein on muscular contraction.
p0276 173-31162 p0125 A73-21200
Protein and nucleic acid contents in animal Protein molecules peptide groups excitation
tissues under hypokinesia interpretation by quantum theory, noting
p0279 A73-31503 application to muscle contraction
Effect of protein quality in the diet of rats on p0159 A73-23297
their tolerance to severe hypoxia Study of the possibilities of histone-RNA complex
p0279 173-31511 formation in experiments in vitro
Protein synthesis in lung - Becovery from exposure p0168 A73-24513
to hyperoxia. I ray data refinement on proteins, discussing
p0323 A73-36653 backbone and side chain dehedral angles
Protein synthesis in the neurons and qlial cells adjustment by least squares fitting to relieve
of the stellate ganglia of rats during the atomic overlaps
adaptation to the effects of high altitude hypoxia p0308 173-34893
p0345 173-37396 The nature of chemoreception in posterior
Effect of convulsions on certain aspects of the hypothalamic structures
biosynthesis of proteins in the brain cortex p0382 A73-40279
p0384 173-40750 Biodegradation of cellulose fibers and reclamation
Bibonucleic acid /RNA/ polymerase and adenyl of single cell protein from refuse through
cyclase in cardiac hypertrophy and cardiomyopathy. fermentation process
p0404 173-42687 [NASA-CR-130300] p0106 N73-15115
Long term hypokinesia effect on protein and Nutrient protein intake of rats and tolerance to
nucleic acid content in rat tissue acute hypoxia
p0262 N73-23027 p0263 873-23035
Relation between hyperbaric oxygenation and PROTOBIOLOGY
functional activity of differentiated brain with Chemical evolution under the bion hypothesis.
respect ot glutamic acid metabolism p0055 A73-14316
p0368 N73-27960 Concepts related to the origin of the genetic
PROTEINOIDS apparatus.
Evolution from amino acids - Lunar occurrence of p0055 A73-14317
their precursors. Protobiochemical developments in terms of
p0578 A73-10249 extraterrestrial life search and roles of
Concepts related to the origin of the genetic nitriles and urea in prebiological chemical
apparatus. evolution
p0055 A73-14317 p0055 A73-14319
Conjugation of proteinoid microspheres - A model Modelling of structure and functional unity on
of primordial recombination. coacervate systems.
p0091 A73-17952 p0091 173-17950
Book - Molecular evolution and the origin of life. Coacervate systems and evolution of matter on the
p0205 A73-27049 earth.
PROTEINS p0091 A73-17951
NI ADENINES PROTON DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
NT ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE (ADP) Proton dosimeter design for distributed body organs.
NT ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP) p0424 A73-43389
A-278
SUBJECT INDEX PSTCHOLOGICAL FACTOBS
PROTON IBRADIATION PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Study of lymphocyte chromosome aberrations in NT OCULOGRAVIC ILLUSIONS
human peripheral blood under in vitro exposures Mathematical description of certain properties of
to 645-MeV protons and X-rays human sensitivity to vibration
p0280 A73-31517 p0580 A73-10659
Reactivity changes of rats to antiradiation drugs Space-time relations - The effects of variations
with head and stomach shielded during total in stimulus and interstimulus interval duration
irradiation on perceived visual extent.
p0213 N73-20072 p0085 A73-17199
Pathomorphological changes in internal organs of Psychological and psychophysiological factors of
white rats following 120 MeV proton irradiation human performance in manned space missions,
and effect of partial shielding on attenuation considering environmental effects of space
of damage flight and man-machine system
p0214 N73-20076 p0089 A73-17775'
PROTON MAGNETIC HESONANCE Visual after-images in athletes and coaches as a
Proton magnetic resonance spectra and calorimetry prestart condition index
of interactions between ions, inhibitors, and p0092 A73-18161
substrates with two ribonucleases Effect of mild acute hypoxia on a decision-making
fBMVG-FBWT-72-71 p0137 N73-16071 task.
Proton magnetic resonance spectra of ribonuclease p0247 A73-30514
A inhibitor complexes, noting effect on Physical and psychological effects of
catalytic activity electromagnetic fields on human and animal
rBMVG-FBWT-72-131 p0137 N73-16074 central nervous system
PROTOTYPES p0248 A73-30571
Lesign and fabrication of prototype particulate A model of psychological annoyance of noise.
regenerative filter with backflush for p0311 A73-35627
spacecraft fluid system Some characteristics of pilot's performance under
INASA-CR-1155051 p0268 N73-23084 complicated flight conditions.
PBUSSIC ACID p0328 A73-36921
U HYDROCYANIC ACID Human noise sensitivity, discussing personality
PSEUDONONAS effects, Maplin airport planning and population
Ammonifying ability of denitrifying bacteria of separation into sensitive and imperturbable groups
species pseudomonas fluorescens p0430 A73-44770
fNASA-TT-F-150861 p0412 N73-30068 Effect of temporal uncertainty on human energy
PSYCHIATRY expenditure during moderate exercise
Psychiatric and psychometric predictability of [AD-743726] p0594 N73-10084
test pilot school performance. Effects of stress upon psychophysiological
FAD-7541481 . p0050 A73-14165 responses and performance following sleep
Alpha-delta sleep as replacement for delta sleep deprivation
in various psychiatric patients with chronic [NASA-CR-128620] p0608 N73-11073
fatigue and depression Effect of mood on testing human performance
p0156 A73-22694 p0069 273-13075
Psychopharmacology in treating psychiatric Recorded observations of crew member activities
diseases, negative emotions, and nerve during Tektite 2 underwater habitability study
stimulation, discussing tranquilizers synthesis [ NASA-CR-1300341 p0140 N73-16094
and effects Analysis of air traffic controller responses under
p0207 A73-27497 stress conditions to show effects of accuracy,
PSYTCOACOUSTICS quality, and comprehensiveness of available data
Behavioural awakening and subjective reactions to . p0269 N73-23714
indoor sonic booms. Effect of physical and psychological stress on
p0059 A73-15592 urinary excretions of adrenal harmones in normal
Effects of aircraft noise on human sleep. man
p0096 A73-18546 [NASA-TT-F-15046] p0374 N73-29043
German monograph - The objectivization of the PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
effect of load and stress on an Electromechanical and electronic cockpit displays
information-reception process of man with the effectiveness in terms of aircraft control and
aid of acoustically evoked potentials. psychological/physiological factors relating to
p0122 A73-20389 pilot performance and workload
Study of the peripheral auditory adaptation in a [DGLE PAPER 72-097) p0584 A73-11666
psycho-acoustic experiment Psychological and medical viewpoint for hijacker
p0164 A73-23807 handling, discussing air crew training program
Book - Foundations of modern auditory theory. (AD-7571301 p0589 A73-12564
Volume 2. Effects of intermittent and continuous noise on
p0243 A73-30276 serial search performance.
Psychoacoustic theory of signal detectability p0044 A73-13560
based on mathematical input-output mapping model Identification and adjustment of psychological
and memory role in human auditory system factors to improve solar patrol observing.
p0243 A73-30278 p0057 A73-14841
Interaural difference thresholds in binaural Vestibular adaptation in man - Effects of
perception of signals nonexistent in normal increased acceleration during different phases
acoustic environment, considering beats, memory, of adaptation.
learning, and stereophonV p0058 A73-15218
p0244 A73-30285 Reflex act structural components interaction in
Sonic booms and sleep - Affect change as a terms of reflection, creativity and
function of age. organism-environment relations, noting
p0324 873-36780 subjective and objective perception and attitude
Pure-tone equal-loudness contours for standard formation
tones of different frequencies. p0061 873-15798
p0387 A73-41176 Psychological and physiological components of
Cognitions and 'placebos' in behavioral research biorhythm cycles governing periodic variations
on ambient nnise, in physical, emotional and intellectual
p0406 A73-42950 performance
Mathematical m 'els for deriving loudness function p0082 A73-16720
from physical 'idence without human judgment Personal life changes and health stresses in
[NASA-TN-D-72 .  p0293 N73-24121 contrast to accident proneness as factors in
Influence of N-tyk- sound wave pressure rise time pilot error
on guinea pig cochlear and acoustically evoked p0083 A73-16732
potentials Implications of psychoanalytic factors for Air
(ISL-31/721 p0365 N73-27940 Force operations.
A-279
PSYCHOLOGICAL INDEXES SUBJECT INDEX
p0196 A73-25340 Central nervous system stresses effects
Effects of prolonged dark adaptation on estimation, discussing ocular positioning
autokinetic movement. movements functional significance and
p0202 A73-26322 psychological processes
Changes in blood-flow distribution during acute p0128 A73-21542
emotional stress in dogs. Proposed new test for aptitude screening of air
p0238 A73-28533 traffic controller applicants.
Naval aviator training program dropouts p0155 173-22535
identification in terms of physiological, Psychic stress detection and measurement,
safety, security, social, self-esteem and discussing psychological test methods and
self-actualization needs physiological correlates
p0247 A73-30513 p0163 A73-23684
Psychological factors influencing the relationship Adaptation-level and theory of signal detection -
between cardiac arrhythmia and mental load. An examination and integration of two judgment
p0250 A73-30877 models for voluntary stimulus generalization.
Russian book - Engineering psychology in aviation p0204 A73-26749
and astronautics. Properties of human visual orientation detectors -
p0278 A73-31375 A new approach using patterned afterimages.
Daytime human performance and temperament rhythms p0239 A73-29124
as function of individual Effect of stimulus uncertainty on the pupillary
introversion-extroversion rating dilation response and the vertex evoked potential.
p0286 A73-33157 p0242 A73-29991
Nonadjectival rating scales in human response Conditioned reflex switching effects in higher
experiments. nervous system reactions as function of
p0310 A73-35400 experimental stimuli background conditions
Sudden incapacitation in flight. /arousal, diurnal rhythms, test conditions,
p0326 A73-36847 physiological condition/
Study of Indian naval aircrew experiences and p0248 A73-30567
psychic factors in disorientation. Formation of conditioned responses to symbolic
p0328 A73-36919 stimulations in healthy individuals of different
Russian book - Psychological problems of activity age
regulation. p0276 A73-31158
p0393 A73-41884 Intellectual performance during prolonged exposure
Some psychological and engineering aspects of the to noise and mild hypoxia.
extravehicular activity of astronauts. p0325 A73-36783
p0396 A73-42167 Initial results of a psychophysiological study of
Myocardial infarction susceptibility correlated certified parachutists
with psychosocial factors in life change p0328 A73-36917
measurement studies Relation between vibratory sensibility and
p0405 A73-42833 electric signal of living body.
Psychological stresses and crew compatibility p0403 A73-42680
during interplanetary spacecraft flight Clinical psychology diagnostic methods in military
fJPhS-578781 p0106 N73-15113 aviation medicine, considering neurotic symptoms
Psychological, physiological, and work hygiene and psychsomatic disorders in flight fitness
problems in ergonomic technology examinations
[JPRS-587921 p0260 N73-22050 p0408 A73-43129
Presentations on psychological models, Individual personality variability difficulties in
cybernetics, methodology, and applications to measurement of human psychophysiological
teaching reactions to flight stress, emphasizing
(TT-70-57147-31 p0413 N73-30076 psychological interview and evaluation methods
Psychological conception of operator participation p0408 A73-43130
in ergonomic process Psychological assessment techniques for
p0413 N73-30081 determining astronaut attentional flexibility
PSYCHOLOGICAL INDEXES and associate performance
U PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS rNASA-CR-128945] p0295 N73-24136
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS Psychological and personality test results and
Conioint-measurement framework for the study of problems in selection of pilots, air traffic
probabilistic information processing, controllers, and technicians from Yemen
p0588 A73-12545 p0368 N73-27956
Psychological test for relative contributions of Pilot selection by means of concentration stress
specific and nonspecific components to test
intersensory transfer between vision and touch p0368 N73-27957
p0043 A73-13525 PSYCHOLOGY
Verbal estimates of perceived time of flashing NT MILITARY PSYCHOLOGY
lights interval, relating to lights separation NT PSYCHOACOUSTICS
distance NT PSYCHOPHYSICS
p0044 573-13552 Psychopharmacology in treating psychiatric
Intellectual ability and performance on a diseases, negative emotions, and nerve
non-verbal problem-solving task. stimulation, discussing tranquilizers synthesis
p0044 A73-13553 and effects
Clairvoyant perception of target material in three p0207 A73-27497
states of consciousness. Book - The psychology of visual perception.
p0044 a73-13555 p0310 A73-35474
Multidimensional iudgments in design of ideal Annotated bibliography on reaction times in
organisms with integral number of resource units selected human information processing tasks
allocated among characteristics such as memory, [AD-745416] p0596 N73-10095
vision, resourcefulness, etc Sports medicine - parameters necessary for
p0044 A73-13559 maintaining competitive form
Human performance measures relationship p0227 N73-21114
determination across sense modes under visual, General problems with psychology in scientific and
auditory and combined stimulus conditions by technical creativity
controlling for task difficulty on individual [TT-70-57147-11 p0413 N73-3 0074
basis Articles on methodology and historical importance
p0093 A73-18244 of scientific research in creativity
Step input tracking experiment for testing human fTT-70-57147-21 p0413 N73-30075
psychological refractory period, noting Problems involved in achieving harmony in life and
directional error correcting reaction time work of small groups applied to prolonged space
similarities with keyboard tasks flights
p0095 A73-18470 p0444 N73-
33032
A-280
SUBJECT INDEX PSICBOPHYSICS
PSConoint-measuremenETICS Effects of single exposures of carbon monoxide onConloint-measurement framework for the study of sensory and psychomotor response.probabilistic information processing. p0383 A73-40409p0588 A73-12545 Individual and simultaneous tracking of a stepPsychiatric and psychometric predictability of input by the horizontal saccadic eye movementtest pilot school performance, and manual control systems.fAD-7541481 p0050 A73-14165 p0392 A73-41735German monoqraph - Vigilance prognosis with the Cognitions and 'placebos' in behavioral researchaid of a computer analysis of the spontaneous on ambient noise.
electroencephaloqram. 
p0406 173-42950p0122 A73-20391 Physiological study of dynamics and evolution ofPsychic stress detection and measurement, chimpanzee complex behavior, considerinq motordiscussing psychological test methods and reactions, group behavior and nerve mechanismsphysiological correlates of voluntary acts
p0163 A73-23684 p0426 A73-43928Visual temporal integration for threshold, signal Sentography - Dynamic forms of communication ofdetectability, and reaction time measures, emotion and qualities.
p0235 A73-28097 p0427 A73-44180Psychotechnical selection of flight crews in South Dynamic changes in psychophysiological motorVietnam 
efficiency of cosmonauts in flightp0328 A73-36918 CJPRS-574171 p0602 N73-10144Sentoqraphy - Dynamic forms of communication of Standardized performance battery for assessinq
emotion and qualities. effects of environmental stressors particularlyp0427 A73-44180 noise on human performanceRelating test anxiety and trait-state anxiety fASA-C-2149] p0148 N73-17102rlD-746453) p0066 N73-12104 Choice reaction tasks for discriminatingUse of psychometric tests to account for individual skill potentials in informationsubjective variations in operations performance handling situations
relative to target acquisition (AD-7520731 p0150 N73-17115p0191 N73-19974 Immersion effects on human physiological motorTracking tasks for clinical evaluation of human functions
movement disorders p0180 N73-19081
[RNAS-CE-1322751 p0340 N73-27069 Combined noise and vibration effects on humanPST PSYCHOSTO PETIFONCE 
mental and psychomotor performanceNT PSYCHOSOMATICS [ABL-T-71-115] p0188 73-19147
Prediction of fliht safety hazards from dr Human performance in sequential task training forinduced performance decrements with alcohol as acquisition of perceptual motor skills underreference substance. flight stress
IDFVLE-SONDDE-2681 p0050 A73-14158 p0189 N73-19153Behavioural awakening and subjective reactions to Measurements of acceleration stress effects onindoor sonic booms. pilot maneuvering ability and flight controlp0059 A73-15592 performanceUtilization extent of the muscle apparatus (ANEL-TE-72-31 p0189 873-19154capabilities during maximum voluntary force Human psychomotor and cognitive performance in
exertion humid environmentp0080 A73-16696 [AD-756835] p0296 N73-24142Effects of noise and response complexity upon Human psychomotor performance circadian rhythm
vigilance performance. 
variations after transmeridian flight notingpOO86 A73-17523 time shift effectvertical posture control after Soyuz 6, 7 and 8 (DLR-FB-73-521 p0421 N73-31022flights and 120-day hypokinesia Pilot performance under simulated conditions ofp0124 A73-20985 modified aircraft control dynamics, navigationalThe interaction between muscle groups in a complex task complexity, and induced stressmotor act in humans (AD-764760 p041 N73-32025p0125 A73-21320 PSYCOPBYSICSSimultaneous motor and verbal processing of visual NT PSYCHOICOUSTICS
information in a modified Stroop test. Cat optic tract and geniculate unit responses
p0153 A73-21896 corresponding to human visual masking effects.A study of Halos 1301 /CBrF3/ toxicity under p586 73-12161simulated flight conditions. p0586 A73-12161simulated flight conditions. Psychophysical effects of night vision perceptualp0155 A73-22537 contrast in terms of central visual receptiveSelf-imposed timeouts under increasing response field organizationrequirements. p0046 A73-13759
p0Forced170 A73-24625 Psychophysical studies of visual imageForced guidance and distribution of practice in normalization mechanisms in mansequential information processing. p0061A73-15791
p0201 A73-26319 Angular velocity magnitude conversion intoTarqet-detectio an performance as a function of visually perceived apparent velocity, usingnoise intensity and task difficulty. psychophysical mathematical model based onp0201 A73-26320 axisymmetric annular visual field perceptionFormation of conditioned responses to symbolic 
p0061 173-15796stimulations in healthy individuals of different Inter-hemispheric transfer of meaningful visualage 
information in normal human subjects.p0276 A73-31158 p119 73-20123Nork-rest cycle effects on airline pilots Human receptive visual field adaptation
performance, considering central nervous system characteristics for stabilized retinal images bychan0es measurement techniques psychophysical probe detection techniquep0282 73-32059 p0120 A73-20252Informative parameters of the psychophysiological Psychophysical areal summation and stimulusstindicate of fliht ersonnel when working with contour and threshold visibility effects on size5indicators selective adaptation in human vision for single-p0305 A73-34237 and multichannel modelsPsychotechnical selection of flight crews in South p0128 A73-21563Vietnam p0128 173-21563Vietnam Forced guidance and distribution of practice inp0328 A73-36918 sequential information processing.Physiological cost in 36- and 48-hour simulated p0201 A73-26319
flights. 
Estimation of the variability of the latency ofp0355 A73-39101 responses to brief flashes.
p0204 A73-26720
A-281
PSTICOPHYSIOLOGY SUBJECT INDEX
Implications of measurement of eye fixations for a A standard psychophysiological preparation for the
psychophysics of form perception. study of environmental stress.
p0234 A73-28092 p0286 A73-33130
Brightness functions for a complex field with Informative parameters of the psychophysiological
changing illumination and background, state of flight personnel when working with
p0235 A73-28100 indicators
A comparison of electrophysioloqical and p0305 A73-34237
psychophysical temporal modulation transfer Determination of the type of higher nervous
functions of human vision. activity from the aftereffect characteristics of
p0237 A73-28360 multidimensional stimuli
Retinal receptive fields - Correlations between p0322 A73-36577
psychophysics and electrophysioloqgy. Initial results of a psychophysiological study of
p0246 A73-30397 certified parachutists
Human cone optical density estimation implications p0328 A73-36917
of conflicting results for luminosity at Psychophysiological characteristic of the activity
bleaching intensities in dichromats related to of militarV-transport-aviation flight crews
use of psychophysical data during low-altitude flights
p0246 A73-30402 p0343 &73-37196
On the perception of a class of bilaterally The problem of spiritual requirements and the
symmetric forms. theory of human higher nervous activity
p0311 A73-35495 p0362 A73-39796
Bioelectric and vegetative components of High-frequency synchronized activity of the
conditioned reflexes of 'negative-emotional type' amyqdaloid complex as an EEG indicator of
p0362 A73-39797 certain psychophysiological states
Contingent negative variation expectancy waveform p0382 A73-40277
relation to human psychic state in response to Ability of a human operator to estimate the
visual and imperative acoustic stimuli probability characteristics of alternative stimuli
p0363 A73-39804 p0394 A73-41893
Visually perceived motion in depth resulting from Individual personality variability difficulties in
proximal changes. I, II. measurement of human psychophysiological
p0388 A73-41186 reactions to flight stress, emphasizing
The psychophysical inquiry into binocular summation. psychological interview and evaluation methods
p0388 A73-41187 p0408 A73-43130
Experimental substantiation of the optimal method Dynamic changes in psychophysiological motor
for scaling the duration of acoustic stimuli efficiency of cosmonauts in flight
p0401 A73-42654 [JPRS-57417) p0602 N73-10144
Psychobiological factors for predicting monotony Psycho-visual problems associated with monocular,
tolerance and selecting personnel for isolated bi-ocular, and binocular visual systems
duty (AD1-749450] p0101 N73-14085
(AD-7472721 p00 71 N73-13098 Simulated lunar magnetic environment effects on
Psychophysical analysis of RF sound perception in humans, using scotopic critical flicker
human subjects frequency measurements to indicate
rAD-7476841 p0099 N73-14076 psychophysiological stress
Psychophysical method of limits to evaluate (AD-748193] p0101 N73-14088
experimental variables in sensory areas Research on laser irradiation effects, sensory(AD-7493341 p0100 N73-14083 psychophysiology, and human blood processing for
Accuracy of method of constant stimuli for military medicine
studying sensory capabilities of man in relation (AD-7494401 p0108 N73-15130
to display systems Choice reaction tasks for discriminating
AD-7530091 p0187 N73-19141 individual skill potentials in information
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY handling situations
Development and adjustment of a multi-channel (AD-7520731 p0150 N73-17115
miniaturized FM/AM telemetering system adapted Human stress expenditures in operational airlift
to the primates, mission flights
p0053 A73-14284 p0189 N73-19151
Multidimensional coding for telemetric Proceedings of symposium on color vision, color
transmission of work load factors in ergonomics perception, visual acuity, and psychophysioloqgy
research. (AD-7543281 p0221 N73-20136
p0055 A73-14307 Human psychomotor and cognitive performance in
Technology for man 72; Proceedings of the humid environment
Sixteenth Annual Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif., [AD-756835] p0296 173-24142
October 17-19, 1972. Psychophysiological aspects in flight personnel
p0081 173-16701 visual perception of image indicator
The interaction of auditory noise and subjective p0373 N73-29035
noise annoyance sensitivity with peripheral PSYCHOSES
visual sensitivity. Role of associations in the formation of evoked
pC081 173-16703 potentials from the human cerebral cortex
Psychological and psychophysiological factors of p0362 A73-39798
human performance in manned space missions, PSICHOSOMATICS
considering environmental effects of space Clinical psychology diagnostic methods in military
flight and man-machine system aviation medicine, considering neurotic symptoms
p0089 A73-17775 and psychsomatic disorders in flight fitness
The operational control of the alpha component in examinations
the electroencephalogram by means of auditory p0408 A73-43129
feedback Drug therapy effects on flying effectiveness and
p0204 A73-26549 psychosomatic fitness of flying personnel
work movement performance of the astronaut in p0226 N73-21103flight. PSYCHOTHERAP
p0207 A73-27645 Mental health services for emotional counselling
Electrophysiological evidence that abnormal early in NASA facilities to insure maximum human
visual experience can modify the human brain, performance
p0278 173-31371 p0144 N73-17062
Memory fixation during sleep, discussing EEG, EOG, PSYCBBOPHILES
EMG and ECG recordings for differences between Psychrophilic organisms in soil samples of areas
light and paradoxal sleep for Viking spacecraft assembly
p0280 A73-31749 [REPT-2i p0333 N73-26063
A device for the continuous measurement of PUBLIC HEALTH
subjective changes Application of remote sensing techniques to public
p0285 173-33090 health
A-282
SUBJECT INDEX PULMONARY FUNCTIONS
[NASA-CR-1298221 p0099 N73-14069 PULMONARY FUNCTIONS
PULIOIARY CIBCULATION Insensitivity of the alveolar septum to local
Effect of interstitial edema on distribution of hypoxia.
ventilation and perfusion in isolated lung. p0575 173-10134
p0577 173-10167 Cardiorespiratory responses to exercise in air and
Hemodynamic effects of physical maneuvers underwater.
/Valsalva, effort, respiration/ and of p0576 173-10161
pharmacodynamic tests - Their clinical application Arterial oxygen increase by high-carbohydrate diet
p0586 173-12159 at altitude.
Gas-blood C02 equilibration in dog lungs during p0576 173-10164
rebreathing. Effect of interstitial edema on distribution of
p0048 173-14115 ventilation and perfusion in isolated lung.
Radiotelemetry of direct bloodpressure p0577 173-10167
measurements in aorta, pulmonary artery and heart. Bronchial tree model simulation of
p0053 A73-14291 pressure-flow-volume relationships during
Effects of cardiac output on /0-18/2 lung expiration, using gas physics and lung
diffusion in normal resting man. physiology and anatomy data
p0094 173-18335 p0577 173-10169
Time course of pulmonary vascular response to Oxygen uptake, heart rate and pulmonary
hypoxia in dogs. ventilation during swimming for different speeds
p0120 173-20168 and styles, comparing to running and cycling data
Sinus venosus atrial septal defect - Analysis of p0577 173-10171
fifty cases. i system for continuous measurement of gas
p0121 A73-20368 exchange and respiratory functions.
Pathogenesis of some respiration and circulation p0577 A73-10172
reactions to barometric pressure gradients High altitude adaptation in mountain inhabitants
p0123 A73-20980 of Tian Shan and Pamir, discussing effects on
Significance of the Bohr and Haldane effects in hemodynamic and pulmonary functions
the pulmonary capillary. p0584 A73-11922
p0129 A73-21614 Relationship of anginal symptoms to lung mechanics
A model of time-varying gas exchange in the human during myocardial ischemia.
lung during a respiratory cycle at rest. p0589 A73-12820
p0129 A73-21615 Normal pulmonary pressure-flow relationship during
Changes in the vascular tone of certain organs exercise in the sitting position..
during experimental embolism of pulmonary p0042 A73-13124
circulation Indexes of ventilation distribution before/after
p0154 A73-22366 airway occlusion in dogs, indicating collateral
Red cell flexibility and pressure-flow relations channel inspired gas distribution reduction
in isolated lungs. p0048 173-14113
p0158 173-22927 Prediction tests for pulmonary elasticity model of
Distribution of systemic blood flow during expansion stresses in lung region restricted by
cardiopulmonary bypass. obstructed airways
p0158 173-22930 p0048 A73-14114
Effect of physical exercises on the lung rheogram Finite element displacement analysis of a lung.
p0169 173-24524 p0056 a73-14661
Independent effects of changes in H+ and C02 A new method for simultaneous measurement of total
concentrations on hypoxic pulmonary respiratory resistance and compliance.
vasoconstriction. p0084 A73-16799
p0169 173-24565 Regional lung volumes with positive pressure
Comparison of blood and alveolar gas composition inflation in erect humans.
during rebreathing in the dog lung. p0094 173-18334
p0201 A73-26218 Effects of cardiac output on /0-18/2 lung
Book on echocardiography covering examination of diffusion in normal resting man.
mitral, aortic, tricuspid and pulmonic valves, p0094 173-18335
ventricles, atrium, pericardial effusion, Predictions of the dynamic response of the lung.
coronary artery disease and tumors p0116 &73-19477
p0245 A73-30358 Respiration mechanics during weightlessness
Determination of diffusive capacity components in simulation in an immersion medium
lungs and of alveoloarterial oxygen gradients p0124 A73-20986
for the estimation of oxygen transport Effects of lung volume and disease on the lung
conditions in lungs nitrogen decay curve.
p0250 173-30849 p0126 173-21501
Effects of tilting on pulmonary capillary blood Cardiovascular changes in middle-aged men during
flow in normal man. two years of training.
p03 61 173-39786 p0127 173-21504
Oxygen delivery and oxygen return to the lungs at Effects of anesthesia and muscle paralysis on
onset of exercise in man. 
-respiratory mechanics in normal man.
p0361 173-39788 p0127 &73-21505
Effect of stimulation of the hypothalamus on the Ventilation measured by body plethysmography in
pH of arterial and venous blood hibernating mammals and in poikilotherms.
p0382 173-40281 p0129 173-21612
Effect of stimulation of certain hypothalamic Pulmonary respiration and acid-base state in
structures on systemic and pulmonary circulation hibernating marmots and hamsters.
p0382 A73-40282 p0129 173-21613
Circulatory reflexes from mechanoreceptors in the Theoretical trans-respiratory pressure during
cardio-aortic area. rapid decompression. I Model experiment. II -
p0384 173-40637 Animal experiments.
Morphometry of the human pulmonary arterial tree. p0154 173-22530
p0384 173-40639 Influence of developmental adaptation on aerobic
Cardiopulmonary responses of male and female swine capacity at high altitude.
to simulated high altitude. p0158 173-22928
p0432 173-45058 'Closing volumes' and decreased maximum flow at
Model experiments on apparent blood viscosity and low lung volumes in young subjects.
hematocrit in pulmonary alveoli. p0158 A73-22929
p0433 173-45064 Single breath nitrogen washout method for
Sensory receptors irritation and cardiopulmonary measurement of functional residual capacity.
toxicity from fluorocarbon propellants p0195 173-25332
rAD-7514261 p0140 N73-16089 Effect of acute exposure to C02 on lung mechanics
in normal man.
A-283
PULMONARY LESIONS SUBJECT INDEX
p0200 A73-26216 exercise and rest
Mechanics of breathing in high altitude and sea (AD-7469791 p0071 N73-13092
level subjects. Deep diving pulmonary functions of man using
p0200 A73-26217 different breathing gas densities
Method of PaCO2 determinaticn in men with (AD-7490281 p0100 N73-14082
functional disorders of external respiration Human oxygen metabolism and pulmonary functions
p0239 A73-29075 during hypodynamic water immersion
Hypoxic pulmonary steady-state diffusing capacity p0181 N73-19082
for CO and cardiac output in rats born at a Human pulmonary volume decrease during long term
simulated altitude of 3500 m. bed rest
p0251 A73-30911 p0256 H73-22016
Transpulmonary pressure gradient and ventilation Centrineurogenic etiology for pulmonary changes of
distribution in excised lungs. high altitude pulmonary edema
p0276 A73-31129 (AD-756940] p0294 N73-24127
Breath to breath cyclical variations in functional PULMONARY LESIONS
residual capacity, oxygen uptake, carbon dioxide Thoracic X ray photography technique for
release, tidal volume, respiratory period, tubercular lesion detection in flight personnel,
alveolar gas tension and heart rate comparing to standard radiography and radioscopy
p0278 A73-31346 p0586 A73-12155
Some compensatory adjustment reactions of the Cat and rat lung damage due to hyperbaric oxygen
blood circulation system in pulmonary pathology exposure and head injury, discussing alveolar
p0280 A73-31623 surfactants, sympathetic stimulation and monkey
Validity of Haldane calculation for estimating injuries
respiratory gas exchange. [AD-759298] p0238 A73-28507
p0310 A73-35463 Development and reversibility of pulmonary oxygen
Postural effects on respiration, pulmonary poisoning in the rat.
ventilation, oxygen uptake and inhalation and p0247 A73-30516
exhalation volumes during asana /yoga Experimental studies on the production of
gymnastics/ exercises executed by athletes pulmonary infarction. IV - Effects of UK,
pC322 A73-36573 heparin, t-AMCHA or ellagic acid.
Gas mixing during breath holding studied by p0399 A73-42319
intrapulmonary gas sampling. PULSATING FLOW
p0323 A73-36651 U UNSTEADY FLOW
Use of the single-breath method of estimating PULSE AMPLITUDE
cardiac output during exercise-stress testing. Amplitude discriminator with variable effective
p0325 A73-36788 range design for use with/without digital
A study of Halon 1301 /CBrF3/ toxicity under computer in neuron pulsed activity analysis
simulated flight conditions. p0168 A73-24516
p0329 A73-36930 Alpha wave peak amplitude dependence on blocking
Pulmonary volume, respiration rate and alveolar pattern after stimulation during
air carbon dioxide content measurements in habituation-pseudoconditioning, conditioning and
pilots during flight, noting hyperventilation extinction
occurrence p0242 A73-29992
p0343 A73-37197 PULSE CODE MODULATION
Phase IV volume of the single-breath nitrogen NT DELTA MODULATION
washout curve on exposure to altitude. PULSE DURATION
p0360 A73-39783 Rise time of the spike potential in fast and
A system for automatic end-tidal gas sampling at slowly contracting muscle of man.
rest and during exercise. p0168 A73-24500
p0362 A73-39794 PULSE DURATION MODULATION
Pulmonary function in man after short-term Pulse duration-frequency modulation multichannel
exposure to ozone. biotelemetry system for physiological parameter
p0381 A73-40001 assessment during exercise, noting circuit
Effect of acceleration on distribution of lung diagrams of radio transmitter and receiver
perfusion and on respiratory gas exchange. p0052 A73-14281
p0381 A73-40274 Miniature single channel narrow-band differential
Advantage or disadvantage of a decrease of blood pulse width modulation-PM crystal controlled
oxygen affinity for tissue oxygen supply at transmitter for biomedical telemetry system
hypoxia - A theoretical study comparing man and p0162 A73-23381
rat. PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
p0390 A73-41620 Multichannel PDM-FM biomedical radio telemetry
Control of the duration of expiration. system for ECG, respiratory rate and oxygen
p0391 A73-41635 consumption during exercise, considering
Peak expiratory flow rate and rate of change of transmitter and receiver design
pleural pressure. p0052 A73-14278
p0391 A73-41636 Multichannel telemetry of physiological parameters
Rebreathing and steady state pulmonary diffusing /body temperature ecq, eeq/ in the rat. I -
capacity for 02 in the dog and in inhomogeneous Design and methods.
lung models. p0054 A73-14305
p0391 A73-41639 PULSE GENERATORS
External airway resistance effects on ventilation Three channel transistorized pulse generator for
and carbon dioxide irsponse during human steady electric stimuli used in electrophysiological
state exercise studies
p0400 A73-42417 p0084 A73-16739
Gas transport in the human lung. PULSE HEIGHT
p0400 A73-42421 U PULSE AMPLITUDE
Influence of expiratory flow limitation on the PULSE MODULATION
pattern of lung emptying in normal man. NT DELTA MODULATION
p0400 A73-42422 NT PULSE DURATION MODULATION
Respiratory work minimization during exercise, NT PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
using respiratory frequency, functional residual Motor function modeling of human arm by
capacity and air flow pattern effects as manipulator using myoelectric control pulses
controlled variables p0336 N73-26091
p0433 A73-45066 PULSE RATE
Fundamental frequency analysis of pulmonary Continuous radio telemetric recording of pulse
mechanical resistance and compliance, rate in radar controllers while on duty
p0433 A73-45067 p0356 A73-39208
Analysis of arterial hypoxemia caused by pulmonary PULSE TIME MODULATION
malfunctions and regulation of oxygen during NT PULSE DURATION MODULATION
A-284
SUBJECT INDEI RABBITS
PULSE WIDTH p0165 A73-23819
U PULSE DURATION Inhibiting and activating effect of mono- and
PULSE WIDTH MODULATION bi-quaternary pyridioxide reactivators on bovine
U PULSE DURATION MODULATION erythrocyte cell membrane
PULSED LASERS (BMVG-FBWT-72-9] p0187 N73-19138
Retinal damage thresholds for multiple pulse lasers. PYRIHIDINES
[AD-7585301 p0196 A73-25341 NT MITOCHONDRIA
PULSES PIYROLYSIS
NT ELECTRIC PULSES Toxicity of pyrolysis products from
NT PRESSURE PULSES chlorotrifluroethylene-ethylene copolymer Halar
PUMPS resin
NT DIFFUSION PUMPS IAD-751436] p0138 N73-16080
PUPIL SIZE PYROBETRT
Effect of stimulus uncertainty on the pupillary o TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
dilation response and the vertex evoked potential.. PYRROLES
p0242 A73-29991 NT INDOLES
Pupil movements to light and accommodative NT TRYPTOPHAN
stimulation - A comparative study. Abiogenic formation of porphin, chlorin and
p0246 A73-30395 bacteriochlorin.
Visual acuity dependence on background brightness, p0090 A73-17934
object contrast, pupil diameter and visual time Erythrocyte preservation in blood transfusion
lag practice by cryogenic freezing with
p0306 A73-34639 polyvinylpyrrolidone
Visual field defects after missile injuries to the INASA-TT-F-14590] p0069 N73-13076
qeniculo-striate pathway in man. PIRUVATES
p0390 A73-41600 Studies on acid production during carbohydrate
PUPILLOMETRB metabolism by extremely halophilic bacteria.
Pupil enlargement in relation to operator stress p0117 A73-19500
during adaptive critical tracking task
rAD-7490751 p0100 N73-14081 Q
Pupillometry using advanced design oculometer
(AD-7521211 p0150 N73-17116 QUALITY CONTROL
PUPILS Eye movements of trained inspectors recorded
Photoelectric servo simulator for pupil, using during visual inspection of colored slides of IC
Wheatstone bridge with CdS light dependent chips, determining performance with emphasis on
resistor speed
p0246 A73-30399 p0423 A73-43212
PURIFICATION Development of quality monitoring system for water
NT AIR PURIFICATION recovery cycle in weightlessness environment
NS-1 membranes - Potentially effective new (NASA-CR-1122671 p0222 N73-20144
membranes for treatment of washwater in space QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
cabins. Quantitative evaluation of superficial organic
(ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-191 p0350 A73-37975 contaminants, soluble in halogenated solvents,
PUBIPIERS discussing sampled surface solvent extraction
U PURIFICATION method and subsequent IR absorption
PURINES spectrographic analysis
NT ADENINES p0096 A73-18547
Gamma irradiation induced abioqenic radiochemical Quantitative analysis of irreversible portion of
synthesis of deoxynucleosides from dry mixtures radiation damage combined with gamma rays and
of purine bases with deoxyribose and ribose acceleration
p0396 A73-42166 p0214 N73-20082
PURSUIT TRACKING Accuracy of various tracer methods for measuring
A new illusion - The underestimation of distance body water compartments during bed rest
during pursuit eye movements. (NASA-TR-R-406] p0295 N73-24133
p0086 A73-17575 QUANTUM THEORY
Heuristic response strategies and operator Protein molecules peptide groups excitation
performance errors as function of practice in interpretation by qguantum theory, noting
cross coupled pursuit tracking control tasks application to muscle contraction
p0117 A73-19548 p0159 A73-23297
Apparent motion of stimuli presented QUASILINEARITY
stroboscopically during pursuit movement of the 0 NONLINEARITY
eye.
p0234 A73-28093 R
Input adaptive behavior model of human operator in
pursuit tracking task RABBITS
p0597 N73-10108 Fever generation in rabbits by intravenous
PEH (MODULATION) injection of table salt
U PULSE DURATION MODULATION [NASA-TT-F-14677] p0136 N73-16063
PYRIDINE NUCLEOTIDES Hypothermy effects on drug actions in
Determination of oxidized and reduced pyridine physiological rabbit functions
nucleotides in human and rabbit blood with the p0212 N73-20064
aid of the polaroqraphic cycling technique Dynamics of some characteristics of induced
p0153 A73-21871 potential of optical region in cerebral cortex
Influence of certain brain structures on the in rabbits with increasing hypoxia
sulfhydryl-group, diphosphopyridine-nucleotide, p0217 N73-20103
and serotonin contents of the blood High altitude acclimatization effects on mice and
p0157 A73-22856 rabbit tolerances to hypoxia, acceleration, and
PYRIDINES high temperature
Protective effects of pyridinium salts against INASA-TT-F-148611 p0219 N73-20123
alkyl phosphate poisoning including influence of Effects of gastrointestinal pressure on rabbit eye
chemical and aging nystaqgmus during barotrauma
RBMVG-PFBT-72-81 p0137 N73-16072 p0253 N73-21983
Pharmacologic investigations of antagonistic Gastrointestinal proprioceptor effects on high
effects of pyridines on isolated guinea pig ileum altitude rabbit ocular reflexes
(BMVG-FRBT-72-141 p0138 N73-16075 p0253 N73-21984
PTRIDOIINE Correlation between primary response and late slow
Hydrazine derivative poisoning in industry and oscillation of evoked potential in response to
clinical medicine treatments, noting causes of light in awake and anesthetized rabbits
vitamin B6 deficiency p0449 N73-33069
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RACE FACTORS SOBJECT INDEX
RACE FACTOBS p0314 A73-36125
Unacclimatized male Caucasians lover critical Chemical protection from genetic damages induced
temperature determination for subsequent by radiation in the period of aftereffect of
investigation of ethnic variability in acute acceleration.
cold exposure responses p0384 A73-40815
p0577 A73-10166 Changes in the peripheral blood of the rat exposed
RADAR to microwave radiation /2400 MHz/ in conditions
NT SIDE-LOOKING RADAR of chronic exposure.
RADAR DIRECTION FINDERS p0387 A73-41159
U RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS BF fields as new ecological factor in environment
RADAR DISPLAIS pollution, considering radiation interaction
U RADARSCOPES with biological systems and increased use of
RADAR EQUIPMENT electromagnetic spectrum
NI RADARSCOPES p0392 A73-41787
Evaluation of effects of the microwave oven /915 Frequency of heavy ions in space and their
and 2450 MHz/ and radar /2810 and 3050 MHz/ biologically important characteristics.
electromagnetic radiation on noncompetitive p0398 A73-42178
cardiac pacemakers. Estimation of the biological danger of the very
p0363 A73-39824 high energy component of space radiation.
RADAR IMAGERY p0398 A73-42180
Pattern recognition techniques suggested from The radiobiological effects of heavy ions on
psychological correlates of a model of the human mammalian cells and bacteria.
visual system. p0398 A73-42182
p0309 A73-35241 Probability cross sections of heavy ion single hit
RADAR NAPS inactivation paths for human cells using
NT RADAR IMAGERY nitrogen ion accelerator experiments
RADAR TARGETS p0398 A73-42183
Use of a digital computer for studying velocity Effects of electromagnetic waves of the millimeter
-ludgements of radar targets. range on a cell and on some structural elements
p0423 A73-43213 of a cell
rADArSCOPES p0427 A73-44095
Human factors evaluation of labelled radar displays. Argon laser radiation damage to retina of diabetic
p0049 A73-14155 and nondiabetic patients
RADIANCE [AD-7470581 p0071 N73-13099
Photopic luminous efficiency measured by critical Internally deposited radioisotope effects on cell
flicker frequency method, noting dependence on populations in mammals
intermittence frequency of light stimulus or FN0O-3970-291 p0099 N73-14074
overall radiance level Effects of ionizing radiation and space flight(AD-7543441 p0585 A73-12076 conditions on microorganisms, plants, animals,
RADIANT FLOD DENSITY enzymes, and immunological preparations
NT ILLUMINANCE p0173 N73-18103
NT IRRADIANCE Quantitative analysis of irreversible portion of
NT LUMINANCE radiation damage combined with gamma rays andNT LUMINOUS INTENSITY acceleration
NT RADIANCE p0214 N73-20082
Radiation regime of forest vegetation under plant Free amino acid excretion in urine as test for
cover and open areas under various weather early diagnosis of radiation damage in humans
conditions p0215 N73-20092
p0378 N73-29329 Machine assisted human chromosome karyotypinq and
RADIANT BEATING aberration for radiation damage
Thermal effects of microwave and radio frequency r[AL-7960-PT-21 p0334 N73-26068
radiation on biological systems RADIATION DETECTORS[MBL-1971-7-PT-11 p0264-N73-23048 NT DOSINETERS
RADIANT INTENSITY Whole body counter efficiency calculations using
U RADIANT FLUX DENSITY NaI(Tl) detector for measuring point sources
RADIATION ABSORPTION fKFKI-72-30] p0067 N73-12114
NT ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION NT ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS
NT ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION NT DIFFRACTION PATTERNS
Effectiveness of combined chemical protectors Influence of light conditions and understory tree
against mixed gamma-neutron radiation with death on organic matter loss balance in oak
neutron contributions to absorbed dose underwood
p0212 N73-20068 p0378 N73-29331
Vacuum/tissue interface effect on biological RADIATION DOSAGE
energy absorption from charged particle track Cosmic radiation and research carried out on board
p0372 N73-29028 the 001 prototype ConcordeBADIATION CONTROL p0116 A73-19211
U RADIATION PROTECTION Radiation protection at the work site: Scientific,
RADIATION COUNTERS technical and organizational aspects; Annual
NT PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS Scientific Conference, 6th, Karlsruhe, West
NT SCINTILLATION COUNTERS Germany, May 17-19, 1972, Reports
Solid state AqCl detectors for nuclear tracks with p0195 A73-25310
on- and off-response at choice - Applications to Geomagnetic latitude variation of cosmic radiation
life sciences, rates measured onboard Concorde SST prototypes,
p0398 173-42179 investigating solar flaresRADIATION DAMAGE p0204 173-26588
UV-induccd lipid peroxidation in human epidermis, Radiation doses during a prolonged orbital spacedermis, and hypodermis in vitro flight about the earth
p0153 A73-21873 p0242 A73-29867Retinal damage thresholds for multiple pulse lasers. Experimental methods of correlation between the
rAD-7585301 p0196 A73-25341 tralectories of cosmic heavy ions and biological
An experimental basis for carcinogenic effects of objects: Dosimetric results - Experiment
ultraviolet radiation. Biostack on Apollo 16 and 17.
p0203 A73-26485 p0313 A73-35946
Effect of dynamic factors of space flights on Proton dosimeter design for distributed body organs.green alga Chlorella vulqaris. p0424 A73-43389
p0314 A73-36098 Negarad plastic film dosimeter.Retinal change induced in the primate /Macaca p0427 A73-44212
mulatta/ by oxygen nuclei radiation.
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SUBJECT INDEX RADIATION EFFECTS
Dosimetric determination of absorbed gamma and Influence of ultrasound and of a
neutron radiation on human phantom superhigh-frequency electromagnetic field in the
rAD-7430051 p0593 N73-10077 three-centimeter band on the oxidative
Method for calculating aircrew radiation dosage phosphorylation of liver and kidney mitochondria
near atmospheric nuclear weapon detonation p0154 A73-22368
(AD-7450841 p0593 N73-10079 Assessment of temperature rise suppression by edge
Cosmic radiation dosage measurements on Apollo losses during irradiation.
astronauts by Lexan dosimetry pC155 A73-22533[AD-7451881 p0596 N73-10101 Study of the influence of weak electromagnetic
Methods for predicting initial radiation exposure field gradients on man
at ground surface resulting from nuclear p0157 A73-22850
explosions Caloric vestibular stimulation via UBF-microwave
(AD-7459061 p0610 N73-11084 irradiation.
Dosimetric analyses for Biosatellite 2 yeast and p0163 A73-23650
artemia radiation exposure experiment Theory of cooperative defect formation in a
[NASA-CR-1271421 p0069 N73-13082 biopolymer molecule under the action of radiation
Energy comparisons for lethal doses of gamma p0198 A73-25637
radiation and visible light with energy of basal Effects of chronic irradiation of dogs with Co-60
cell metabolism gamma rays on the level of auto-antibodies
[AD-7467501 p0072 N73-13102 p0208 A73-27706
Internally deposited radioisotope effects on cell Morphological changes in the liver of dogs induced
populations in mammals by chronic gamma irradiation
(NYO-3970-291 p0099 N73-14074 p0208 A73-27707
Occupational hazards and adverse biological Proliferative activity of bone marrow cells in
effects of ultraviolet radiation dogs exposed to chronic and repeated acute gamma
p0148 N73-17094 irradiation
Measurement of radiation exposure of astronauts by p0208 A73-27708
radiochemical techniques Overview of the biological effects of
[NASA-CR-130538) p0150 N73-17114 electromagnetic radiation.
Ionization, thermoluminescence, and nuclear p0240 A73-29211
photographic emulsion dosimetry for monitoring Spacecraft decontamination and sterilization by
radiation loads in spacecrews during manned formaldehyde, beta-propiolactone, ethylene
space flight oxide, radiation and dry heat, noting effects on
p0173 N73-18100 polymers
Radiobiological effects of cosmic radiation in p0243 A73-30137
animals and standardization of permissible Changes in the quantity of overall sulfhydryl
radiation levels for spacecrews groups in the blood of persons cominq in contact
p0173 N73-18102 with microwave radiation sources
Monte Carlo radiation transport computer codes for p0277 A73-31169
calculating dose distributions and cell survival The combined influence of microwave radiation and
probabilities an adverse climate on the organism
(NASA-CR-1309651 p0176 N73-18127 p0277 A73-31170
Exposure to gamma rays from Co-60 and transverse Characteristics of the narcotic action of hexenal
loads and effectiveness of cysteamine and AET in combination with aminothyol-series
protection radioprotective drugs in irradiated animals
p0215 N73-20086 p0278 A73-31391
Microdosimetric pattern of galactic heavy Study of lymphocyte chromosome aberrations in
primaries dissipation in tissues during space human peripheral blood under in vitro exposures
flight to 645-MeV protons and I-rays
rNASA-CR-1314671 p0230 N73-21132 p0280 A73-31517
;Neutron activation analysis of cosmic radiation Industrial sterilization; Proceedings of the
doses in Apollo 14, 15, and 16 astronauts International Symposium, Amsterdam, Netherlands,(NASA-CE-1319841 p0267 N73-23070 September 1972.
Radioactivity urinalysis for calculating postfight p0288 A73-33691
astronaut cosmic radiation exposure The synergistic inactivation of biological systems
fNASA-CR-1333781 p0365 N73-27939 by thermoradiation.
Vacuum/tissue interface effect on biological p0288 A73-33696
energy absorption from charged particle track Sterilization technology in the United States
p0372 N73-29028 space program.
U.S., Soviet, and Polish standards for radiation p0288 A73-33697
levels for humans Morphological and electron-microscopic alterations
p0415 N73-30905 of the myocardium in dogs subjected to lasting
RADIATION EFFECTS chronic gamma irradiation
NT RADIATION DAMAGE p0305 173-34230
NT RADIATION INJURIES Russian book - Primary and initial processes of
Cytochemical-luminescence study of adrenal cortex the biological action of radiation.
proteins under the influence of ionizing radiation p0312 A73-35896
p0587 A73-12354 Preliminary results of the action of cosmic heavy
Russian monograph on radioactive isotopes effects ions on development of eggs of Artemia salina.
on organisms covering metabolism, elimination, p0315 A73-36129
acceleration methods, pathogenesis and treatment Apollo diet evaluation - A comparison of
of damage, toxicity, biological action, etc biological and analytical methods including
p0590 A73-12865 bioisolation of mice and gamma radiation of diet.
Response of motoneurons of the spinal cord to p0355 A73-39103
gamma radiation - A cytochemical study. Heat conduction in blackened skin accompanying
p0047 A73-13808 pulsatile heating with a xenon flash lamp.
Physiological effects of microwave electromagnetic p0361 A73-39791
fields on human and animal organisms, Evaluation of effects of the microwave oven /915
considering etiology, diagnostics and prophylaxis and 2450 MHz/ and radar /2810 and 3050 MHz/
p0093 A73-18256 electromagnetic radiation on noncompetitive
Radiation-induced oxidation of impurities in the cardiac pacemakers.
water obtained from human moisture-containing p0363 A73-39824
bioactivity products Interaction between radiation effects, gravity and
p0124 A73-20984 other environmental factors in Tribolium confusum.
Influence of a low-intensity ultrahigh-frequency p0384 A73-40808
electromagnetic field on the bioelectrical Gamma irradiation induced abiogenic radiochemical
activity of the brain in rabbits synthesis of deoxynucleosides from dry mixtures
p0154 A73-22367 of purine bases with deoxyribose and ribose
p0396 A73-42166
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RADIATION EXPOSURE SUBJECT INDEX
Effects of space flight factors on the heredity of Operant behavior of rhesus monkeys in presence of
higher and lover plants. extremely low frequency, low intensity magnetic
p0397 A73-42168 and electric fields
Results of cytogenetic studies of seeds after [AD-7540581 p0
230 N73-21134
their extended orbital flight aboard the Salyut Atmospheric effects on laser propagation and
orbital scientific station. impact on eye safety
p0397 A73-42169 rAD-7554051 p0259 N73-22044
Heavy ion irradiation effects on bacteria Microwave radiation effects on rat tissues and
mutations in balloon flight and accelerator length of survival
experiments, comparing with cosmic rays p0415 N73-30904
p0399 A73-42184 RADIATION EXPOSURE
Apollo 16 Biostack experiment for biological U RADIATION DOSAGE
effects of cosmic ray hedvy primaries on cell RADIATION FIELDS
and tissue development and mutations of bacilli, 0 RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
Artemia and plant seeds RADIATION HAZARDS
p0399 A73-42185 Russian book on radiation genetics of
Reactions of living organisms to the action of microorganisms covering lethal and mutagenic
electromagnetic waves in the millimeter range action of radiation on fungi, microscopic algae,
p0426 A73-44094 bacteria and viruses
Prospects for studying mechanisms responsible for p0060 A73-15701
the nonthermal effects of millimeter- and Radiation problems of supersonic flight - The
submillimeter-band electromagnetic radiation on operators' viewpoint.
biologically active compounds p0080 A73-16624
p0427 A73-44096 Radiation protection at the work site: Scientific,
The effect of low X-ray doses on the central technical and organizational aspects; Annual
nervous system Scientific Conference, 6th, Karlsruhe, West
p0427 A73-44179 Germany, May 17-19, 1972, Reports
Compilation of data concerning effects of infrared p0195 A73-25310
radiation on eye - Biophysical hazards of microwave radiation.
fNASA-CR-1284071 p0591 N73-10064 p0285 A73-32723
Neutron and gamma induced transient incapacitation Microwave radiation hazards around large microwave
in conditioned Macaca mulatta antenna.
(AD-7420761 p0594 N73-10080 p0343 A73-37274
Human and animal studies on both ionizing and Laser hazards and safety performance standards,
nonionizing radiations discussing ocular and skin damage and exposure
PB-2106131 p0596 N73-10099 limits and operational regulation
Effects of whole body exposure to external p0356 173-39205
radiations, using animal studies applied to man Frequency of heavy ions in space and their
rCONF-720108-21 p0066 N73-12102 biologically important characteristics.
Articles and abstracts of articles concerning p0398 A73-42178
radiobiology Theoretical study of biological hazards from
rAEC-TR-73061 p0066 N73-12103 exposure to ELF electrical fields and potentials
Energy comparisons for lethal doses of gamma fAD-743480) ' p0595 N73-10093
radiation and visible light with energy of basal Ocular effects of near infrared laser radiation
cell metabolism for safety criteria
fAD-7467501 p0072 N73-13102 [AD-7467931 p0071 N73-13097
Observation of circulating lymphocytoid cell in Test evaluation of laser protective visors for
monkey after exposure to radio waves flight crews
(AD-7495831 p0108 N73-15128 rAD-7514701 p0142 N73-16102
Research on laser irradiation effects, sensory Medical examinations and protection procedures for
psychophysiology, and human blood processing for NASA employees working in radiologically
military medicine controlled areas
fAD-7494401 p0108 N73-15130 p0143 N73-17050
Bibliography on radio frequency and microwave Occupational hazards and adverse biological
radiation effects in biological systems effects of ultraviolet radiation
fAD-7502711 p01C8 N73-15131 p0148 N73-17094
Radiation effects on human visual and vestibular Physical and experimental data obtained by
analyzer functions artificial satellites for estimating
[AD-7504991 p0109 N73-15132 extraterrestrial radiation hazard in manned
Oxygen content and hydrogen ion concentration in space flight
monkey olood after incapacitating ionizing (NASA-TT-F-7241 p0173 N73-18098
radiation dosage Effects of ionizing radiation and space flight
rAD-7506811 pC109 N73-15134 conditions on microorganisms, plants, animals,
Abstracts on radiation and health physics enzymes, and immunological preparations
fBNWL-1651-VOL-2-PT-21 p0137 N73-16069 p0173 N73-18103
Vestibular analyzer functions in dogs after Thermal effects of microwave and radio frequency
prolonged ionizing irradiation radiation on biological systems
p0181 N73-19088 [MBL-1971-7-PT-11 p0264 N73-23048
Ultraviolet radiation, X rays, freezing, and Radiation hazards of gallium arsenide diode array
thawing effects on ribonuclease lasers
p0185 N73-19120 [AD-7622771 p0370 N73-27975
Radioresistance recovery rate with combined RADIATION BEATING
exposure to ionizing radiation and dynamic U RADIANT BEATING
factors (vibration and acceleration) BADIATION INDICATORS
p0214 N73-20080 U DOSIMETERS
Effect of cysteamine combined with adrenalin and U INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
phenamine on reparative processed following RADIATION INJURIES
irradiation and overload Russian book - Information macromolecules during
p0214 N73-20081 radiation injury to cells.
Clinical hematological indices for evaluating p0060 A73-15707
vibration effect (70 Hz, 0.4 cm amplitude) on Effect of lunar soil on radiation injuries in mice.
radiation reaction in dogs p0077 A73-16090
p0215 N73-20084 Genesis mechanism of slow cortical
Morphological changes in liver of dogs sublected after-discharges during brain injuring by
to chronic gamma radiation radiation
p0217 N73-20101 p0078 A73-16331
Proliferative activity of bone marrow in dogs Deficits in visual function associated with laser
exposed to three-year chronic gamma irradiation irradiation.
p0217 N73-20102 p0169 A73-24563
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SUBJECT INDEX RADIATION SHIELDING
Retinal damage from repeated subthreshold p0587 A73-12187
exposures using a ruby laser photocoaqulator. Electron-microscopic investigations regarding the
p0238 A73-28508 protective effect of hypothermia on cell
Book - Pathological effects of radio waves. organelles in the case of whole-body I-irradiation
p0348 A73-37774 p004
7 A73-13824
Argon-ion laser used to determine ocular effects Antiradial properties of DNA and of its
of repetitive laser pulses on rhesus monkeys denaturation products
rAD-7467951 p0071 N73-13096 p0098 A73-18875
Literature review of experimental studies to Radiation protection at the work site: Scientific,
assess relationship of exposure to microwaves technical and organizational aspects; Annual
and subsequent development of cataracts Scientific Conference, 6th, Karlsruhe, West
rUR-3490-1031 p0107 N73-15123 Germany, May 17-19, 1972, Reports
Spectral deficits in visual acuity due to laser p0195 A73-25310
irradiation New norms and standardization trends for dosimetry
[AD-7503941 p0114 N73-15173 and protection against radiation
Chorioretinal burn hazards of high intensity p0195 A73-25311
radiation sources in industry Personnel radiation protection technology and
p0145 N73-17071 criteria review, discussing dosimeter
Retinal damage in monkeys exposed to near infrared specifications and automatic data processing
gallium arsenide laser pulses p0195 A73-25314
[AD-7534191 p0221 N73-20135 Book - An introduction to radiation protection.
Radiation effects on human chromosomal aberrations p0205 A73-27048
in peripheral blood lymphocytes Mechanism of the action of radiation protecting
p0263 N73-23041 agents - A biochemical shock hypothesis
Radiation hazards of gallium arsenide diode array p0207 A73-27499
lasers Protection of humans from radiation injuries by
rAD-7622771 p0370 N73-27975 chemical means
Microscopic morphological changes in dog cardiac [NRC-TT-16091 p0106 N73-15112
muscle after chronic gamma irradiation Effectiveness of pharmacochemical protective
p0372 N73-29027 substances on irradiated mice as neutron
RADIATION INTENSITY component increases
U RADIANT FLUX DENSITY [DRIC-TRANS-29611 p0108 N73-15124
RADIATION MEASUREMENT Medical examinations and protection procedures for
Measurements of the ultraweak bioluminescence NASA employees working in radiologically
phenomena as a new biotelemetric method. controlled areas
p0054 A73-14304 p0143 N73-17050
Delta ray particle track structure theory for IR laser radiation eye protector
radiation dosimetry and biological cell response (AD-7530801 p0178 N73-18142
to heavy ions, fast neutrons, stopped pions and Hand book on ionizing radiation protection
mixed radiation fields policies at Kennedy Space Center
p0196 A73-25423 (NASA-TM-X-69410] p0186 N73-19133
Exposure distributions for air travelers and Composition and effects of radioprotectors on
radiation workers at 0.54 millirem/year acceleration tolerance, hypoxia toxicity,
[AD-7434821 p0594 N73-10083 radiation protection, and dynamic space flight
Cosmic radiation dosage measurements on Apollo stress in animals
astronauts by Lexan dosimetry [NASA-TT-F-721) p0211 N73-20054
rAD-7451881 p0596 N73-10101 Classification of radioprotectors for radiation
Measurements of radiation characteristics in sickness prevention effects
multistoreyed overmature oak grove p0212 N73-20065
p0378 N73-29332 Effectiveness of combined chemical protectors
RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS against mixed gamma-neutron radiation with
NT ACTINOMETERS neutron contributions to absorbed dose
NT DOSIMETERS p0212 N73-20068
NT INFRARED DETECTORS Elimination of toxic cysteamine in organisms and
NT PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS method for prolonging its radioprotective effect
NT RADIATION COUNTERS p0213 N73-20069
NT RADIATION DETECTORS Contamination radiation safety during space
NT SCINTILLATION COUNTERS flight, and safety problems at launch
NT SPECTROPHOTOMETERS [JPBS-58781] p0232 N73-21149
Computer program for measuring specific RADIATION RESISTANCE
radioisotopes contained in human body U RADIATION TOLERANCE
rAD-7455781 p0593 N73-10078 RADIATION SHIELDING
RADIATION MEDICINE Possible role of antitissular autoantibodies in
NT RADIOBIOLOGY the protective mechanism of local shielding
Observations concerning the combined during total radiation exposure
radiation-protective effect of pantothenic acid p0087 A73-17685
and aminoethylisothiuronium Radiation doses during a prolonged orbital space
p0583 A73-11586 flight about the earth
Russian book on auto-antibodies of X ray p0242 A73-29867
irradiated animal and human blood and organisms Localized shielding effects on antitissue antibody
covering cell formation, isolation, mobilization in irradiated rats
preparations, sickness treatment and auto-immune p0064 N73-12086
reactions Influence of head and stomach shielding on
p0060 A73-15711 radiation sickness and animal survival from
RADIATION METERS gamma-neutron irradiation
U RADIATION HEASURING INSTRUMENTS p0213 N73-20071
RADIATION PRRESSURE Reactivity changes of rats to antiradiation drugs
NT ILLUMINANCE with head and stomach shielded during total
NT LUMINANCE irradiation
NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY p0213 N73-20072
RADIATION PROTECTION Influence of shielding head and anterior stomach
NT RADIATION SHIELDING on course of radiation sickness in dogs
Observations concerning the combined subjected to total lethal gamma irradiation
radiation-protective effect of pantothenic acid p0213 N73-20073
and aminoethylisothiuronium Stomach shielding effects on chromosomal
p0583 A73-11586 aberration frequency in guinea pig and rat
Radiation protective effect of a mixture of ATP, marrow cells after gamma radiation at doses of
AET, and serotonin on yields of 600-B 50 to 200 r
X-ray-induced chromosome aberrations in the rat. p0213 N73-20074
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RADIATION SICKNESS SUBJECT INDEX
GAST and GALT aminotransferases activity of dog Conference on Apollo 16 experiment for measuring
blood serum following total exposure to gamma microbial response to space environment
rays with stomach or head shielded (NASA-TM-X-581031 p0291 N73-24102
p0213 N73-20075 Ultraviolet extraterrestrial radiation tolerances
Pathomorphological changes in internal organs of of Bacillus subtilis spores and Escherichia coli
white rats following 120 MeV proton irradiation bacteriophages
and effect of partial shielding on attenuation p0291 N73-24107
of damage Space vacuum and solar ultraviolet irradiation
p0214 N73-20076 effects on survival of Bacillus subtilis spores
Characteristics of pathomorphological changes in p0291 N73-24108
rat internal organs subiected to gamma-neutron Space flight ultraviolet irradiation effects on
irradiation with head and stomach shielded Bacillus thurinqiensis toxin production capability
p0214 N73-20077 p0291 N73-24109
RADIATION SICKNESS Phenotype numbers and survival rates of fungi
Classification of radioprotectors for radiation exposed to space environment during Apollo 16
sickness prevention effects flight
p0212 N73-20065 p0292 N73-24110
Influence of heau and stomach shielding on RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
radiation sickness and animal survival from Radiation heat transmission from human underlying
gamma-neutron irradiation and surface skin effect on epidermal temperature
p0213 N73-20071 gradient
Influence of shielding head and anterior stomach p0428 A73-44217
on course of radiation sickness in dogs Thermal resistance of clothing noting radiative
subjected to total lethal gamma irradiation body heat transfer, air layers, and clothing
p0213 N73-20073 thickness
Influence of cysteamine hydrochlorine and vitamin (DRIC-TRANS-29201 p0067 N73-12117
B and C prophylaxis on radiation sickness in RADIATIVE TRANSFER
humans NT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
p0214 N73-20078 Biometric and radiant transfer characteristics ofComparison of peripheral blood of acclimatized and forest vegetation
nonacclimatized irradiated rats under prolonged p0378 N73-29328
conditions of reduced barometric pressure RADIO ANTENNAS
p0215 N73-20088 Electronic location finder radio antenna homing
Combined tissue blocks for comparative system for helicopter search and rescue ofpathomorphological study of radiation pathology downed air crewmen
p0215 N73-20090 [AHS PREPRINT 7201 p0309 A73-35061
RADIATION SPECTRA RADIO COMMUNICATION
NT ABSORPTION SPECTRA NT PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
NT ELECThOMAGNETIC SPECTRA NT RADIO TELEMETRY
NT EMISSION SPECTRA NT TELEPHONY
Frequency of heavy ions in space and their RADIO DIRECTION FINDERSbiologically important characteristics. Electronic location finder radio antenna homing
p0398 A73-42178 system for helicopter search and rescue ofEffects of radiation and heat balance of active downed air crewmen
surface on life pro6esses of plants with [ABS PREPRINT 720] p0309 A73-35061
emphasis on productivity of cotton RADIO ENERGY
p0378 N73-29323 U RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
RADIATION THERAPY U RADIO NAVES
Rotating target providing high yield neutrons by RADIO EQUIPMENT
He-4 reaction for cancer therapy NT RADIO ANTENNAS
rNASA-TM-X-681791 p0136 N73-16067 NT RADIO TRANSMITTERS
Safe handling system for iridium isotopes used in RADIO FREQUENCIBS
radiation therapy NT LOW FREQUENCIES
p0231 N73-21143 NT LOW FREQUENCY BANDSRADIATION TOLERANCE NT MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES
Sensitivity to oxygen at high pressure of Psychophysical analysis of RF sound perception in
radioresistant and radiosensitive strains of human subjectsbacteria. [AD-7476841 p0099 N73-14076
p0117 A73-19483 RADIO FREQUENCY BEATING
Morphological changes in the testicles of dogs Evaluation of effects of the microwave oven /915
exposed to chronic and combined gamma-radiation and 2450 MHz/ and radar /2810 and 3050 MHz/
p0123 A73-20981 electromagnetic radiation on noncompetitive
Retinal damage from repeated subthreshold cardiac pacemakers.
exposures using a ruby laser photocoaqulator. p0363 A73-39824
p0238 A73-285C8 RADIO FREQUENCT INTERFERENCEBiophysical hazards of microwave radiation. RF fields as new ecological factor in environment
p0285 A73-32723 pollution, considering radiation interactionBiological indicators and the effectiveness of with biological systems and increased use of
sterilization procedures. electromagnetic spectrum
p0288 A73-33692 p0392 A73-41787Book - Pathological effects of radio waves. RADIO FREQUENCY RADIATION
p0348 A73-37774 U RADIO GAVES
Free fall effects on differential growth and RADIO INTERFERENCE
radiation sensitivity of higher plants in space U RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCEflight and ground based clinostat experiments RADIO SIGNAL ABSORPTION
p0397 A73-42172 U ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTIONNeutron and gamma induced transient incapacitation RADIO TELEMETRYin conditioned Macaca mulatta NT PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRYfAD-74207b1 p0594 N73-10080 A three channel telemetry system, compatible withSpacecraft environment, radiation, and the British medical and biological telemetryweiqhtlessness effects on human biological regulations.
processes in manned space flight p0052 A73-14277
rJPRS-57517 p0063 N73-12076 A time-division multiplexed telemetry system usingIncreased toxicity of sympathomimetic amine delta-modulation.
stimulants on spinal reflexes in irradiated frogs p0052 A73-14279
p0212 N73-20063 A programmable four channel system for long-timeMortality rate in antiradiation drug protected radio telemetry of biomedical parameters.
mice subjected to gamma radiation overloads p0052 A73-14280
p0214 N73-20079
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Blood flow and pressure and ECG data acquisition p0060 A73-15701
and transmission via radio telemetry system with Possible role of antitissular autoantibodies in
electromagnetic flovmeter the protective mechanism of local shielding
p0052 A73-14283 during total radiation exposure
Telemetry and erqgometry associated to the measure p008 7 A73-17685
of oxygen consumption during sports events. Sensitivity to oxygen at high pressure of
p0053 A73-14285 radioresistant and radiosensitive strains of
Oxygen partial pressure measurement in respiratory bacteria.
air via radio telemetry system with p0117 A73-19483
polarographic catheter electrode pressure sensor Mechanism of the action of radiation protecting
p0053 A73-14287 agents - A biochemical shock hypothesis
Radio telemetric measurements of oxygen p0207 173-27499
consumption during exercise via respiratory air Russian book - Primary and initial processes of
flow and oxygen partial pressure monitors, the biological action of radiation.
considering water vapor and temperature p0312 A73-35896
p0053 A73-14288 Solid state AqC1 detectors for nuclear tracks with
Radiotelemetry of direct bloodpressure on- and off-response at choice - Applications to
measurements in aorta, pulmonary artery and heart. life sciences.
p0053 A73-14291 p0398 A73-42179
Voltage controlled subcarrier oscillator design The radiobiological effects of heavy ions on
and performance for PFM/PM multiplex telemetry mammalian cells and bacteria.
system for ECG recording during exercise p0398 A73-42182
p0053 A73-14293 Measurement of coronary blood flow by
Miniature four-channel radiotelemetry system for radiocardioqraphy - Study of 116 cases.
the transmission of cerebral biopotentials p0405 A73-42838
p0093 A73-18167 Articles and abstracts of articles concerning
Continuous radio telemetric recording of pulse radiobiology
rate in radar controllers while on duty (AEC-TR-7306] p0066 873-12103
p0356 A73-39208 Charged particle energy deposition calculations
RADIO TRACKING for radiobiological system
NT WILDLIFE RADIOLOCATION (ORO-3798-521 p0070 N73-13090
Satellite system for tracking of wildlife and Internally deposited radioisotope effects on cell
birds in natural environment populations in mammals
fNASA-CR-1303C11 p0104 N73-15090 NO10-3970-29] p0099 173-14074
RADIO TRANSMITTERS Industrial hygiene, radiological health, and
Miniature single channel narrow-band differential spacecraft sanitation studies in NASA
pulse width modulation-PM crystal controlled Environmental Health Program
transmitter for biomedical telemetry system p0143 173-17057
p0162 A73-23381 Physical and experimental data obtained by
Microwave radiation hazards around large microwave artificial satellites for estimating
antenna. extraterrestrial radiation hazard in manned
p0343 A73-37274 space flight
RADIO EAVES INASA-TT-F-724] p0173 173-18098
NT MICROWAVES Effects of ionizing radiation and space flight
sT MILLIMETER WAVES conditions on microorganisms, plants, animals,
NT SUBMILLIMETER WAVES enzymes, and immunological preparations
Book - Pathological effects of radio waves. p0173 173-18103
p0348 A73-37774 Composition and effects of radioprotectors on
Observation of circulating lymphocytoid cell in acceleration tolerance, hypoxia toxicity,
monkey after exposure to radio waves radiation protection, and dynamic space flight
(AD-7495831 p0108 V73-15128 stress in animals
RADIOACTIVE ELEMENTS rNASA-TT-F-7211 p0211 173-20054
U RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES Physical and biomedical research by earth orbiting
RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT PARTICLES space stations
U FALLOUT [AD-756771] p0294 N73-24126
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES RADIOCHEMISTRY
NT COBALT 60 Gamma irradiation induced abiogenic radiochemical
NT PLUTONIUM 238 synthesis of deoxynucleosides from dry mixtures
NT SODIUM 24 of purine bases with deoxyribose and ribose
Russian monograph on radioactive isotopes effects p0396 A73-42166
on organisms covering metabolism, elimination, Measurement of radiation exposure of astronauts by
acceleration methods, pathogenesis and treatment radiochemical techniques
of damage, toxicity, biological action, etc (NASA-CR-130538) p0150 173-17114
p0590 A73-12865 RADIOGRAPHY
Video instrumentation for radionuclide NT ANGIOGRAPHY
angiocardiography. Thoracic I ray photography technique for
p0348 A73-37796 tubercular lesion detection in flight personnel,
Computer program for measuring specific comparing to standard radiography and radioscopy
radioisotopes contained in human body p0586 A73-12155
fAD-7455781 p0593 N73-10078 The use of a compartmental hypothesis for the
Internally deposited radioisotope effects on cell estimation of cardiac output from dye-dilution
populations in mammals curves and the analysis of radiocardiograms.
INYO-3970-291 p0099 N73-14074 p0115 173-19124
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS Left ventricular performance after myocardial
Influence of rare-earth metal dust containing infarction assessed by radioisotope
radioactive components on the development of angiocardiography.
reticulosarcoma of the lungs p0130 173-21801
p0163 A73-23680 Regional myocardial dynamics from single-plane
RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDES coronary cineangiograms.
U RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES p0171 173-24771
BADIOACTIVE WASTES Roentgenographic study of relative heart motion
Extraterrestrial disposal of radioactive waste during vibration in water-immersed cats.
from thermoelectric propulsion p0289 A73-34039
[NASA-TM-1-622721 p0366 N73-27943 Biplane roentgen videometric system for dynamic,
RADIOBIOLOGI 60/sec, studies of the shape and size of
Russian book on radiation genetics of circulatory structures, particularly the left
microorganisms covering lethal and mutaqenic ventricle.
action of radiation on fungi, microscopic algae, p0348 A73-37798
bacteria and viruses
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RADIOLOGY SUBJECT INDEX
Electrofluoroplanigraphy for human body layer Fire retardance of mixtures of inert gases and
single-plane sections synchronization, using X oxygen.
ray tomography and TV imaging followed by p0155 A73-22532
roentgenogram electronic summation EEG activity of rats compressed by inert gases to
p0389 A73-41216 700 feet and oxygen-helium to 4000 feet.
Electroradiography technique involving p0195 A73-25327
photoproduction of free electrons via Townsend Physiological effect of air nitrogen replacement
avalanche amplification in diode /triode/ gap, by inert gases under high and low temperature
noting increased quantum efficiency conditions
p0427 A73-44214 p0207 A73-27701
RADIOLOGY Physiological effects on rats of replacement of
Radiological assessment of the vertebral column atmospheric nitrogen by inert gases at high and
from the point of view of aviation medicine low temperatures
p0409 A73-43131 p0216 N73-20095
The frequency of barotraumas as determined by mechanism of inert gas influence on metabolism
nasal findings and X-rays of the paranasal sinuses ENASA-CR-133214] p0298 N73-25120
p0409 173-43132 Food consumption and morphological indices of
Medical examinations and protection procedures for blood in white mice with replacement of air
NASA employees working in radioloqically nitrogen by inert gases in pressurized chamber
controlled areas p0442 N73-33020
p0143 N73-17050 Mechanism of inert gas narcosis in human body and
RADIOMETERS mice
NT INFEARED DETECTORS [NASA-CR-620961 p0445 N73-33038
RADIONUCLIDES RAREFACTION WAVES
U RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES U ELASTIC WAVES
BADIOPROTECTIVE AGENTS RATE METERS
U ANTIRADIATION DRUGS U MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
RADIOSENSITIVITY RATES (PER TIME)
U RADIATION TOLERANCE NT ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
RADIOTHERAPY NT AIRSPEED
U RADIATION THERAPY NT ANGULAR ACCELERATION
BANDOM DISTRIBUTIONS NT ANGULAR VELOCITY
U STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS NT ARRHYTHBIA
BRADCH NOISE NT BRADYCARDIA
Random Gaussian distribution for input noise NT BURNING RATE
approximation in human response tracker modeling NT DECELERATION
p0598 N73-10110 NT FLOW VELOCITY
BANDOB PROCESSES NT GROUND SPEED
NI RANDOM WALK NT HEART RATE
Modelling of random human visual search NT HIGH ACCELERATION
performance based on physical properties of eye NT HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS
p0190 N73-19961 NT HIGH SPEED
BANDOM WALK NT HYPOVENTILATION
A model of diftusion in the respiratory unit. NT ILLUMINANCE
p0391 A73-41638 NT IMPACT ACCELERATION
RANGE (EXTREMES) NT IRRADIANCE
NT FREOUENCY RANGES NT LUMINANCE
RANGE INDICATORS NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY
U INDICATING INSTRUMENTS NT PARTICLE ACCELERATION
RAPID EYE MOVEMENT STATE NT PHASE VELOCITY
Spontaneous middle ear muscle activity in man - A NT PHYSIOLOGICAL ACCELERATION
rapid eye movement sleep phenomenon. NT PULSE RATE
p0587 A73-12423 NT RADIANCE
Wakefulness and sleep states in developing NT RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
organism, discussing REN sleep deprivation NT RESPIRATORY RATE
effects on behavior, brain excitability, NT ROTOR SPEED
pharmacology and biochemistry NT SOUND INTENSITY
p0052 A73-14265 NT SUBSONIC SPEED
Rapid eye movement state beneficial effects on NT SYSTOLE
memory refuted in favor of delta wave slumber, NT TACHYCARDIA
emphasizing stage 4 sleep RATINGS
p0093 A73-18225 Nonadiectival rating scales in human response
Rapid eve movement analyzer. experiments.
p0156 A73-22697 p0310 A73-35400
A vecto-oculoqraphic approach to fast sleep eye Linear rating scale for selecting tracking task
movements in man. parameters by subjective operator
p0242 A73-29994 (AD-752036] p0151 1N73-17125
Cholinergic activation of vestibular neurones RATIONS
leading to rapid eye movements in the NT SPACE RATIONS
mesencephalic cat. RATIOS
p0316 A73-36439 NT SCALE (RATIO)
Variations of heart rate during sleep as a NT SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
function of the sleep cycle. RATS
p0359 A73-39762 Hyperoxia effects on elimination of carbon
Similarities and differences concerning the sleep monoxide, ammonia, ketones, and aldehydes by rats
of two baboons, Papio hamadryas and Papio papio p0063 N73-12077
p0359 173-39764 Transverse acceleration effects on
Spiral aftereffect durations following awakening dioxyribonucleic acid catabolism in rat spleen
from REM sleep and non-REM sleep. and liver
p0388 173-41179 p0063 173-12080
BABE EARTH ELEMENTS Localized shielding effects on antitissue antibody
Influence of rare-earth metal dust containing mobilization in irradiated rats
radioactive components on the development of p0064 N73-12086
reticulosarcoma of the lungs Heat regulation and adaptation of rats exposed to
p0163 A73-23680 helium oxygen atmosphereSIARE GASES p0065 873-12096
NT ARGON Cellular activation energy effect in rat tolerance
NT HELIUM to acceleration stress
(&D-749338] p0100 N73-14079
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SUBJECT INDEX REACTION TIME
Pressure gradient measurements in swine and rats p0254 N73-22003
submitted to pressure pulses Hyperoxic atmosphere effect on rat metabolism and
rDLR-FB-71-721 p0113 N73-15164 elimination of gaseous wastes
Morphological changes in juxtaglomerular apparatus p0254 N73-22004
in kidneys of rats during multihour exposure to Hemoglobin and erythrocyte increase in rat
accelerations in different directions adaptation to hypoxic hypoxia
p0133 N73-16045 p0255 N73-22005
Thermorequlation reactions of rats in hypoxic Altitude acclimatization period effects on rat
atmosphere with nitrogen and helium dilution resistance to hypoxia
p0134 N73-16046 p0255 N73-22006
Effect of prolonged hypodynamia on rat biology Hypokinetic disturbances of rats after exposure to
p0134 N73-16050 carbon monoxide
Weightlessness effects on development of p0255 N73-22007
vestibular apparatus and ocular nystagmus in Long term hypokinesia effect on rats hemodynamic
rat, using chronic 2q centrifuge system
rNASA-CR-1145691 p0149 N73-17112 p0262 N73-23026
Transverse acceleration effects on rat Long term hypokinesia effect on protein and
gastrointestinal response to drugs nucleic acid content in rat tissue
p0181 N73-19085 p0262 N73-23027
Transverse acceleration effects on rat hepatocytic Depressing effect of hypokinesia on rat skeletal
structures muscle functions
p0181 N73-19086 p0262 N73-23028
Hyperoxic morphological changes in connective rat Atrophy and metabolic changes in internal organs
tissues and skeletal muscles of rats exposed to
p0182 N73-19092 hypokinesia
Helium/oxygen breathing effects on rat gas p0262 N73-23029
exchange and musculoskeletal heat control Centripetal acceleration for inhibiting cerebellar
p0182 N73-19093 rat cortex activity
Physiological effects of argon/oxygen breathing on p0262 N73-23030
rats noting carbon dioxide level Nutrient protein intake of rats and tolerance to
p0182 N73-19094 acute hypoxia
Changes in oxygen consumption in rats after p0263 N73-23035
inoculation with polymer combustion products Tolerance of hypokinetic rats to carbon monoxide
p0182 N73-19096 exposure
Toxicity of gaseous urine and feces emissions on p0264 N73-23043
rat organism Synthesis rate of phospholipids and cytochromes b5
p0182 N73-19097 and P 450 in thiamine-deficient rats after
Hypoxia adaptation of rats for increased treatment with thiamine
resistance to toxic atmospheric gases (NASA-TT-F-14989] p0334 73-26064
p0183 N73-19100 High intensity noise effects on urinary K-Na
Toxic effects of metabolic waste gases on rat ratios in rats
organisms p0371 N73-29018
p0183 N73-19101 Influence of He, N2, and N20 environments on
Calcium metabolism determination in rats by physiological parameters of rats
measuring argon isotope in exhaled air after p0371 N73-29019
neutron irradiation Microwave radiation effects on rat tissues and
(NASA-CE-1288161 p0186 N73-19130 length of survival
Biological and toxicity effects of aluminum and p0415 N73-30904
other chemicals in animals Circadian rhythms of sleep and cerebral
lORNL-TIP/TIRC-72-761 p0187 N73-19136 temperature in rats chronically exposed to hot
Sodium pentobarbital effects on albino rats in environments
normocapnic and chronically hypercapnic conditions [NASA-TT-F-15082] p0417 N73-30994
rAD-7512341 p018
7 N73-19142 BBE
Hypoxia and reduced acceleration tolerance of rats U RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS (RBE)
after injection of cysteamine radioprotector RC CIRCUITS
p0211 N73-20058 Mathematical model for spectral distribution
Pathophysiological response reactions of rats to function of brain waves, noting analogy with RC
acute hypoxia after injection of cysteamine and oscillator
aminothiol group radioprotector p0588 A73-12557
p0211 N73-20059 RC NETWORKIS
Effects of radioprotective drugs on motor U RC CIRCUITS
evacuatory functions in gastrointestinal tracts REACTION KINETICS
of healthy and irradiated rats Properties of phosphoribulokinase from
p0212 N73-20062 Thiobacillus neapolitanus.
Reactivity changes of rats to antiradiation drugs p0044 A73-13597
with head and stomach shielded during total REACTION TIME
irradiation Color effects in visual discrimination, measuring
p0213 N73-20072 response times in letter matching task
Pathomorphological changes in internal organs of p0588 173-12525
white rats following 120 HeV proton irradiation Test field surround effects on onset and offset
and effect of partial shielding on attenuation reaction time to foveal stimulation
of damage p0044 A73-13558
p0214 N73-20076 EKG measurement on male adults for muscular
Comparison of peripheral blood of acclimatized and relaxation reaction time interval from light
nonacclimatized irradiated rats under prolonged stimulus onset to elbow flexor response
conditions of reduced barometric pressure p0045 173-13699
p0215 N73-20088 Reaction time as a measure of the temporal
physiological effects on rats of replacement of response properties of individual colour
atmospheric nitrogen by inert gases at high and mechanisms.
low temperatures p0046 173-13757
p0216 S73-20095 Effects of 24-hour sleep deprivation on rate of
In vitro metabolism of antipyrine in rats decrement in a 10-minute auditory reaction time
rNASA-TT-F-148681 p0218 N73-20116 task.
Effect of some radioprotective preparations on p0058 A73-15220
motor and evacuator function of gastrointestinal Step input tracking experiment for testing human
tract of healthy and irradiated rats psychological refractory period, noting
[DRIC-TRANS-29621 p0229 N73-21130 directional error correcting reaction time
Dystrophic degeneration of suprarenal rat cortex similarities with keyboard tasks
during hypokinesia p0095 173-18470
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REACTIVITY SUBJECT INDEXBEACTIVITY
Reaction time method using EEG monitored paroxysm Pilot selection by means 
of concentration stress
controlled auditory stimuli for responsiveness test
/consciousness/ evaluation of spike wave burst 
p0368 173-27957
onset during epileptic seizures Performance decrement and response time of current
p0156 A73-22695 and noncurrent jet Naval pilots
Effect of passive 70-deq head-up tilt on CAD-7614631 
p0421 873-31025
peripheral visual response time. REACTIVITYp0169 A73-24566 Reactivity changes of rats to antiradiation drugs
Effect of whole-body vibration on peripheral nerve with head and stomach 
shielded during total
conduction time in the Rhesus monkey, irradiation
p0196 A73-25335 p0213 N73-20072
Forced guidance and distribution of practice in REACTOBR CHEISTRY
sequential information processing. O RADIOCHEMISTRY
p0201 A73-26319 REACTOR FUELS
The dependence of the negative afterimage on the U NUCLEAR FUELS
duration of the stimulus and the stimulus READJUSTMENT
intensity U ADJUSTING
p0204 A73-26550 REAL TIRE OPERATION
Estimation of the variability of the latency of Digital filters applicable to
responses to brief flashes. electroencephalographic pattern recognition.
p0204 A73-26720 p0582 73-11464
Visual temporal integration for threshold, signal Real time hybrid computer audio 
synthesis system
detectability, and reaction time measures. [AD-7617301 p0369 N73-27968p0235 A73-28097 Respiratory analysis system to determine gas flow
Flashblindness recovery following exposure to rate and frequency of respiration 
and expiration
constant energy adaptive flashes. cycles in real time
p0238 A73-28505 rNASA-CASE-MSC-13436-1] p0439 N73-32015
Saccadic eye movement control system, REAL VARIABLES
investigating response characteristics to NT FOURIER SERIES
Svariously timed pulse stimuli NT LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS
p0245 A73-30389 NT MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
The Mach-Dvorak phenomenon and binocular fusion of NT VECTOR INALYSIS
moving stimuli. REBREATBING
p0245 A73-30392 Gas-blood CO2 equilibration in dog lungs during
Erain alpha rhythm activity relationship to rebreathing.
perceptual and motor performance, correlating 
p0048 A73-14115
with reaction time and computer cycle time analogy Mixed-venous oxygen tension by nitrogen
p0287 A73-33159 rebreathinq - A critical, theoretical analysis.
Temporal factors of movements in visual aftereffects p0094 
A73-18336
p0308 A73-34843 The influence of age, sex, body size and lung size
The effect of colour on time delays in the human on the control and pattern of breathing during
oculomotor system. CO2 inhalation in Caucasians.
p0308 A73-34847 p0094 A73-18337
On the rate of acquisition of visual information Comparison of blood and alveolar gas 
composition
about space, time, and intensity, during rebreathing in the dog lung.
p0311 A73-35496 p0201 A73-26218
The control of eye movements in the saccadic system. Studies of alveolar-mixed venous CO2 and 02
p0317 A73-36453 gradients in the rebreathing dog lung.
Sleep deprivation effects on accuracy and speed of p0201 
A73-26219
response selection and execution. Assessment of left heart function by noninvasive
p03 8 5 A73-40853 exercise test in normal subjects.
Response delays and the timing of discrete motor p0277 
a73-31345
responses. Rebreathing and steady state pulmonary diffusingp0387 a73-41177 capacity for 02 in the dog and in inhomogeneous
Reaction times for focal and nonfocal /peripheral/ lung models.
processing of simultaneously presented color and p0391 A73-41639
form stimuli Rebreathing equilibration of CO2 during exercise.
p0388 A73-41182 p0434 A73-45068
Individual and simultaneous tracking of a step RECEPTORS (PHYSIOLOGY)
input by the horizontal saccadic eye movement Activity relation between internal organ receptors
and manual control systems. and skeletal muscles in terms of laws
p0392 A73-41735 controlling process coordination
Effect of exercise on the response time in an p0575 a73-10154
identification problem Left ventricular receptors activated by severe
p0394 A73-41894 asphyxia and by coronary artery occlusion.
Reaction time to changes in the tempo of acoustic p0579 A73-10549
pulse trains. Orientation: Sensory basis; Proceedings of the
p0404 A73-42705 Conference, New York, N.Y., February 8-10, 1971.
Annotated bibliography on reaction times in p0091 A73-18030
selected human information processing tasks Book - Sensory coding in the mammalian nervous
(AD-7454161 p0596 N73-10095 system.
Runway separation standards according to reaction p01
99 A73-25799
time of pilot manual control response to air Adaptability and receptivity factors affecting
traffic controller communication motion sickness susceptibility in pilots
p0598 N73-10113 p022
5 N73-21095
Analysis of reaction time to different visual RECLAMATION
cuinq methods in large displays during secondary NT WATER RECLAMATION
task performance RECOGNITION
[AD-7476881 p0068 N73-12120 NT CHARACTER RECOGNITION
Response time of flash blindness recovery in human NT PATTERN RECOGNITION
exposure to constant energy flashes NT SPEECH RECOGNITION
[AD-7476311 p00
71 N73-13095 NT TARGET RECOGNITION
Pilot performance under certain hypnotic, RECONNAISSANCE
tranquilizer, and barbiturate type drugs NT AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
p0227 N73-21110 RECORDING
Human continuous reaction time task distribution NT DATA RECORDING
rates for paced and selfpaced responses to NT DATA SMOOTHING
visual stimuli NT MAGNETIC RECORDING
[IZF-1973-5] p0268 N73-23077 NT PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING
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SUBJECT INDEX REFLEXES
RECORDING INSTRUMENTS p0578 A73-10409
NT FLIGHT RECORDERS Peripheral electromyoqraphy spike and ventral root
NT MECHANOGRAMS unit discharge intervals during tonic vibration
NT OSCILLCGRAPHS reflex of cat soleus motoneuron
NT PRESSURE RECORDERS p0578 A73-10410
Automatic pulse count recorder, discussing Study of the acoustic reflex in human beings. I -
circuit, performance and applications to Dynamic characteristics.
laboratory and clinic p0581 A73-10828
p0580 A73-10663 The role of muscle stiffness in meeting the
Apparatus note - A system for detecting and changing postural and locomotor reguirements for
recording movements of the head. force development by the ankle extensors.
p0086 A73-17522 p0587 A73-12166
The influence of recording speed on Variability of normal glabellar and supraorbital
apexcardioqraphic timing - A multi-observer reflexes in man
study of precision and performance utilizing p0045 A73-13748
randomized tracings in multiple subjects. Phasic discharge activity and localization of
p0118 A73-19932 sheep medullary neurons in relation to
A method for electrocardiogram recording in Rhesus swallowing reflex after superior laryngeal nerve
monkeys stimulation
p0126 A73-21324 p0046 A73-13786
Modification of the electroencephalograph 4EEG-1 Correlation between the voltage-time curves of H-
for polygqraphy and M-responses of a human muscle during various
p0154 A73-22370 functional states of the spinal center
Multi-information recording and reproduction in p0047 A73-13819
the ultrasono-cardio-tomoqraphy. Cardiovascular reflexes evoked by potassium ion
p0239 A73-28581 stimulation of the heart under conditions of
A device for the continuous measurement of spinal deafferentation and intact innervation
subjective changes p0047 A73-13820
p0285 A73-33090 Patterns of reflex excitability during the
A comparison of predicted skin temperatures with ontogenesis of sleep and wakefulness.
thermographic measurements, p0052 A73-14264
p0395 A73-42053 Reflex act structural components interaction in
Performance evaluation of airborne audio-video terms of reflection, creativity and
recording system as training device in A-7D organism-environment relations, noting
tactical fighter subjective and objective perception and attitude
- -- AD-7440411_ p0605 N73-10161 formation
RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT p0061 A73-15798
NT SPACE SHUTTLES The dynamic properties of the acoustic middle ear.
RECOVERY reflex in nonanesthetized rabbits - Quantitative
Method for recovery of sunken bodies at depths of aspects of a polysynaptic reflex system.
between 30 and 50 m p0078 A73-16249
p0367 N73-27955 A robot conditioned reflex system modeled after
BECTUM the cerebellum.
Routine proctosigmoidoscopic examinations of p0092 173-18065
asymptotic NASA personnel for cancer prevention Participation of the hippocampal structures in the
p0144 N73-17061 formation of external inhibition
RED BLOOD CELLS p0092 A73-18162
U ERYTHROCYTES Functional alterations in the auditory and visual
BEDUCED GRAVITY analysor systems of monkeys during experimental
Biomechanics of locomotion via lumping on lunar neurosis
surface, discussing subgravity effects on energy p0092 A73-18163
requirements, body potential and kinetic energy, Statistical distribution methods for analyzing
muscular work, etc formation of reflexes conditioned to time
p0397 A73-42175 intervals between periodic unconditioned stimuli
REDUCTION (CHEMISTY) p0093 A73-18166
NT HYDROGENATION Ontogenic cerebrospinal reflex activity studies,
Adsorption of spacecraft contaminants on Bosch covering spinal cord morphology, reflex arches,
carbon, inhibition, intracentral.responses and
(ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-151 p0349 A73-37972 post-tetanic potentiation
Bacterial reduction of organically bound p0121 A73-20366
phosphoric acid in blood Effect of copper ions on the functional state of
rNASA-TT-F-147231 p0069 N73-13080 the neuromuscular apparatus
Refutation of microbial ability to reduce p0154 A73-22369
phosphate using thermochemical computations Organization of spontaneous muscular activity in man
(NASA-TT-F-147241 p0069 N73-13081 p0157 A73-22863
REDUNDANT COMPONENTS Reflex bradycardia elicited from left ventricular
Probability estimate models for reliable function receptors during acute severe hypoxia in cats.
of redundant systems with adaptable and p0159 A73-23244
inadaptable neuron-like restoration organs Features of supraspinal control of the reflex
p0431 A73-44904 paths of the spinal cord during walking
REDUNDANT STROUCTURES p0163 A73-23677
U REDUNDANT COMPONENTS Hippocampus contribution to conditioned reflexes,
REFERENCES (STANDARDS) memory, voluntary motions, orientation and
U STANDARDS emotional reactions, noting theta rhythm in
REFLECTANCE stimuli response
Reflectance, transmittance and absorbance spectra p0166 173-24326
of normal and six types of maize leaves Reflex excitability of spinal motor neurons in man
[NASA-CR-1300321 p0136 N73-16065 under high atmospheric pressure
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT p0169 173-24525
U REFLECTANCE Reflex reaction of antagonist muscles during an
REFLECTIVITY evoked tendon reflex
U REFLECTANCE p0170 A73-24598
REFLEXES Useful future action models of instrumental
NT CAROTID SINUS REFLEX reflexes and voluntary actions based on memory
NT RESPIBATORY REFLEXES role in engram storage of received stimuli
Polysynaptic pathways role in tonic vibration and p0194 A73-25199
monosynaptic reflexes due to muscle vibratory or The role of analyzers of conditional and
nerve electric stimulation, respectively, unconditional stimuli in the functional system
discussing tetanization effects of the behavioral conditioned-reflex action
A-295
REFRACTORY PERIOD SUBJECT INDEX
p0206 173-27105 regression slope analysis of lag logarithms
Conditioned reflex switching effects in higher p0048 A73-14118
nervous system reactions as function of Double cross-validation of video cartographic
experimental stimuli background conditions symbol location performance.
/arousal, diurnal rhythms, test conditions, p0082 A73-16719
physiological condition/ Mathematical analysis of the responses of the
p0248 A73-30567 human respiratory system to hypoxia and
Forward and backward conditional link formation as hvpercapnia
physiological mechanism for reinforcement p0126 A73-21322
conditioning connection Response surface methodology analysis of training
p0248 A73-30568 transfer in pursuit rotor tracking task,
Vestibular and spinal control of eye movements. relating three independent variables through
p0316 A73-36440 multiple-regression prediction equations
Role of arterial and venous vessels of limbs in p0430 A73-44774
the process of cardiovascular reflex responses Prediction equation validity for response surface
p0322 A73-36578 methodology analysis of surveillance tracking by
Human miniature eye movement relationship to human operators, comparing variance and
visibility and saccades position-correctinq regression procedures
reflex function and suppression p0431 A73-44776
p0383 A73-40411 REGULATOS
Automatic apparatus for the study of conditioned NT OXYGEN REGULATORS
reflexes in a monkey seated in the NT PRESSURE REGULATORS
primatological chair REHEATING
p0386 A73-41140 U BEATING
Loudness changes resulting from an electrically REINFORCEMENT (PSYCHOLOGY)
induced middle-ear reflex. Learning ability of rats to regulate hypoxic
p0393 A73-41815 ambient atmosphere by instrumental response,
Reflex arch lability in rabbits at synchronous discussing motivation and reinforcement factors
maximum frequency of electromyoqraphic and p0095 A73-18439
muscle stretching vibration measurement Behavioral and electrophysiological correlates
p0401 A73-42659 during flash-frequency discrimination learning
Human phasic reflex response to parameters of a in monkeys.
mechanical stimulus as an index of p0242 A73-29989
muscle-spindle sensitivity. Forward and backward conditional link formation as
p0403 A73-42679 physiological mechanism for reinforcement
Use of the conditioned reflex method to study the conditioning connection
motor analyzer during hygienic evaluation of p0248 A73-30568
working conditions in the presence of vibrations Motivation in vigilance - A test of the
p042 9 A73-44673 qoal-setting hypothesis of the effectiveness of
Upper eye lid position effects in knowledge of results.
electro-oculoqrahic vertical eye movement p0304 A73-34149
recordings Reinforcement effects on human attention and
p0110 N73-15143 performance in continuous response to visual
Evoked compensatory reflex reactions of rabbit stimuli
ocular and eyelid muscles during hbypoxia [AD-747798] p0072 N73-13103
p0253 N73-21992 Expedient functioning of automata with normal and
Analysis of electronystaqmograms for healthy disturbed behavior in experiments on
persons in labyrinthal calorization tests reinforcement selection
p0443 N73-33026 p044
7 N73-33057
REFRACTORY PERIOD Relation of conditioned reactions to evaluation of
Step input tracking experiment for testing human results of forthcoming reinforcement
psychological refractory period, noting p0449 N73-33065
directional error correcting reaction time Behavior of dogs when given choice of various
similarities with keyboard tasks reinforcements
p0095 A73-18470 p04
49 N73-33066
REGENERATION (ENGINEERING) Structure and functions of central mechanisms of
Atmospheric regeneration in closed chambers by reinforcement
potassium superoxide p0449 N73-33067
p0332 A73-36951 RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS (BBE)
REGENERATION (PHYSIOLOGY) Estimation of the biological danger of the very
Evoked negative electrical potentials due to high energy component of space radiation.
auditory zone stimulation by local cooling, p0398 A73-42180
mechanical trauma and potential recording, Probability cross sections of heavy ion single hit
observing reaction regeneration variations inactivation paths for human cells using
p0276 A73-31159 nitrogen ion accelerator experiments
Effect of steady magnetic fields up to 4,500 Oe on p0398 A73-42183
the mitotic activity of the corneal epithelium Relative biological effectiveness of fast neutrons
in mice with gamma background
p0279 A73-31510 p0215 N73-20091
Russian book on structural and functional RELAXATION (MECHANICS)
plasticity of interneuron synapses during NT STRESS RELAXATION
readjustment to chemical and physical damage RELAXATION (PHYSIOLOGY)
covering degenerative and regenerative changes EMG measurement on male adults for muscular
p0389 A73-41280 relaxation reaction time interval from light
Physiological regeneration of corneal epithelial stimulus onset to elbow flexor response
mice cells exposed to strong magnetic fields p0045 A73-13699
p0263 N73-23034 Volume-pressure characteristics of rib
REGENERATIVE CYCLES cage-diaphragm interaction in standing subjects
U REGENERATION (ENGINEEiING) during voluntary relaxation
REGIONS p0359 A73-39778
NT ANTARCTIC REGIONS RELIABILITY
NT ARCTIC REGIONS NT COMPONENT RELIABILITY
NT HABITATS RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
NT SUBARCTIC REGIONS Reliability of electromyographic measurements by
REGRESSION (STATISTICS) means of surface electrodes
U REGRESSION ANALYSIS p0058 A73-15520
REGRESSION ANALYSIS Information seeking with multiple sources of
Interdependence of oxygen uptake, heart rate and conflicting and unreliable information.
ventilation during treadmill exercise from p0431 173-44778
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SUBJECT INDEX RESCUE OPERATIONS
Indicators and controls for validating human rNASA-CE-1287271 p0135 173-16060
reliability data Multispectral remote sensing techniques for
rAD-7445511 p0594 N73-10085 identification of corn.blight disease
RELIABILITY CONTROL NASA-TM-1-69055] p0136 N73-16064
U QUALITY CONTROL Multispectral remote sensing techniques applied to
REMOTE CONTROL study changes in wildlife habitats
A remotely operated ECG telemeter for chronic p0142 N73-16396
implantation in rats. Research in aircraft noise and sonic booms
p0054 A73-14303 reduction, remote sensing of water pollution,
The mathematics of coordinated control of and earth surface changes
prosthetic arms and manipulators. [DLR-MITT-72-15] p0232 N73-21153
(ASME PAPER 72-WA/AUT-41 p0061 A73-15884 Long range objectives of design and control study
Man-machine interface for controllers an\d end of remote manipulators
effectors. (NASA-CE-1241911 p0259 N73-22046
p0344 A73-37325 EBBS
Terminal pointer hand controller and other recent U RAPID EYE MOVEMENT STATE
teleoperator controller concepts - Techoloqgy RENAL FUNCTION
summary and application to earth orbital missions. Renal vascular response to saline infusion from
p0344\ A73-37326 radioactive Xe washout and sodium excretion
Design and evaluation of a backhoe model , .th a concentration data
master slave control. p0577 A73-10170
p0352 &73-38085 Renal component of the antigravitation function of
Computerized teleoperator manual control system the organism
for remote mechanical hand p0123 A73-20976
p0602 N73-10143 Morphological changes in the juxtaglomerular
Concept evaluation and subsystem analyses for apparatus of rat kidneys exposed to the action
design of remote controlled teleoperator vksual of diversely directed accelerations for many hours
system p0123 173-20978
(NASA-CR-1240591 p0150 N 73-17117 Effect of ultrafiltration and plasma osmolarity
Construction of remote controlled mechanical upon the flow properties of blood - A possible
manipulators using biodynamic principles mechanism for control of blood flow in the renal
rNASA-TT-F-148891 p0232 N73-21152 medullary Vasa recta.
Long range objectives of design and control st dy p0125 A73-21199
of remote manipulators Renal lithiasis among civil operating aircrew
[NASA-CR-1241911 p0259 N73 22046 p0127 A73-21536
Design of automatic controlled remote arm Renal lithiasis among military operating aircrew
mechanism incorporating feedback information p0128 A73-21537
[NASA-CR-22381 p0260 N73-2!2055 Role of mineralocorticoids in the natriuresis of
Design of ianipulator mechanisms with manual, water immersion in man.
bioelectric, and automatic control systems p0156 A73-22676
[NASA-TT-F-143361 p0335 N73-2&073 Activity variations of some renal enzymes during
Volumetric kinematic analysis on servomechanism o0f stepwise increased hypoxia
remote handling manipulator 1 p0323 A73-36582
p0335 N73-26- 75 Russian book - Mutual relationship of water and
Design requirements for remotely controlled salt secretion functions in digestive and
master-slave manipulators excretory organs under conditions of high
p0335 N73-26016 temperature.
Remote control of underwater manipulator using p0390 A73-41438
cables and automatic servomechanics Effect of hypothermia on renal sodium reabsorption.
p0335 N73-26071 p0391 A73-41623
Structural design of computer controlled Mechanism of 'readjustment' of aorta baroreceptors
manipulator for remote handling during hypertonia
p0335 N73-26079\ p0401 A73-42655
Remotely controlled manipulators with independent An analoque-computer simulation of the facultative
follow-up and force reproduction mechanisms water-reabsorption process in the human kidney -
p0336 N73-26082 \A vascular role for a.d.h.DENOTE HANDLING p0
402 A73-42668
Operation of spacecraft in orbit with the aid of Renal component of antigravitational function in
remote-controlled manipulators - A joint project body
of ERNA, KYBERTRONIC, KLEBA p0133 N73-16043
(DGLR PAPER 72-0981 p0584 A73-11659 Renin-angiotension system in simulated
Design and evaluation of a backhoe model with a hypervolemia induced by immersion
master slave control. f NASA-TT--14885] p0258 N73-22036
p0352 173-38085 RENDEZVOUS
Experiments in video camera positioning with NT ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
regard to remote manipulators REPAIRING
[NASA-CR-1241901 p0221 N73-20139 O MAINTENANCE
RENOTE REGIONS REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS
NT ANTARCTIC REGIONS- NT TESTES
NT ARCTIC REGIONS Regulation of testis function in golden hamsters -
RENOTE SENSORS A circadian clock measures photoperiodic time.
The oculometer in remote viewing systems. p0587 A73-12422
p0344 A73-37320 Advantages of breeding Rhesus monkeys in compounds
Remote sensing application to habitat of mosquito for biomedical research
vectors of disease, considering St. Louis and p0266 N73-23063
Venezuelan encephalitis strains and human ;REPUBLIC NILITAR AIRCRAFT
filariasis U MILITARY AIRCRAFT
p0363 A73-39866 IlESCUE OPERATIONS
Remote detection of water content and spectral Electronic location finder radio antenna homing
properties of leaves in different soybean crop system for helicopter search and rescue of
species downed air crewmen
p0068 N73-13070 (ABS PREPRINT 720] p0309 A73-35061
Application of remote sensing techniques to public Helicopter performance in civilian air rescue
health operations
rNASA-CD-1298221 p0099 N73-14069 (AD-7486951 p0101 N73-14087
Remote sensing techniques for detection and Position reporting and communications systems of
prevention of Rocky Mountain spotted fever, aviation and marine rescue operations
Encephalitis, Malaria, and Red Tide fAD-7617561 p0369 N73-27967
environmental health problems
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RESEARCH SUBJECT INDEX
Analysis of US Navy aviation combat casualty organisms with integral number of resource units
experiences in Southeast Asia to determine allocated among characteristics such as memory,
effectiveness of rescue and recovery operations vision, resourcefulness, etc
under combat conditions p0044 A73-13559
rAD-7616361 p0370 N73-27972 RESOURCES
Operational investigation of combined all weather NT EARTH RESOURCES
capabilities of Coast Guard motor lifeboat and RESOURCES MANAGEBENT
70 knot surface effect rescue vehicle NT LAND MANAGEMENT
[AD-7614601 p0370 N73-27974 Conservational and rational use of natural
RESEARCH resources'and wildlife to preserve biosphere
NT DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING environmeIt
Methods and procedures for ergonomic research [JPRS-5 8 2991 p0222 N73-20145
p0414 N73-30086 RESPIRATION /
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT NT HIGH ALTIJTUDE BREATHING
Effects of gravitational and inertial forces on NT LIQUID BREATHING
cardiovascular and respiratory dynamics NT PRESSURE BREATHING
INASA-CR-1296031 p0063 N73-12074 Cardiorespiratory responses to exercise in air and
Prolonged weightlessness for 300 plus days and underw ter.
cardiac performance in primates p0576 A73-10161
fNASA-CE-1295121 p0063 N73-12075 Arterial/ oxyqen increase by hiqh-carbohydrate diet
Engineering psychology for developing practical at aliitude.
designs of man machine systems t p0576 A73-10164
[AD-7482371 p0074 N73-13121 Studies of the electron transport chain of
Research and development in Army aviation medical extremely halophilic bacteria. VIII -
science and problems Respiration-dependent detergent dissolution of
[AD-7494561 p0108 N73-15129 cell envelopes.
Physiological research in support of manned space p0579 A73-10625
flight Contr ql of exercise hyperpnea under varying
rNASA-CR-1287411 p9186 N73-19129 duriations of exposure to moderate hypoxia.
Cybernetic integration of experiments into CVT p0042 A73-13499
system Dynamic aspects of regulation of ventilation in
[NASA-CR-1241501 p0230 N73-21136 mai during acclimatization to high altitude.
RESEARCH FACILITIES p0042 A73-13500
Feasibility of effective exercise and health Interdependence of oxygen uptake, heart rate and
evaluation and enhancement program for NASA v ntilation during treadmill exercise from
employees rqgression slope analysis of lag logarithms
p0147 N73-17091 p0048 A73-14118
icrobiological inspections of NASA food handling Absence of appreciable cardiovascular and
facilities j:espiratory responses to muscle vibration.fNASA-TM-X-647341 p0220 N73-20127 / p0049 A73-14119
RESEARCH MANAGEMENT Respiratory air flow telemetry during exercise,
Articles on methodology and historical importance /discussing flowmeter working conditions and
of scientific research in creativity / equipment testing[TT-70-57147-21 p0413 N73-30075 p0053 A73-14286
RESEABRCB PROJECTS Cxygen partial pressure measurement in respiratory
Research on laser irradiation effects, sensory / air via radio telemetry system with
psychophysioloqy, and human blood processing for polarographic catheter electrode pressure sensor
military medicine p0053 A73-14287[AD-7494401 p01C8 N73-15130 'Radio telemetric measurements of oxygen
Review of papers presented at Conference on Space consumption during exercise via respiratory air
Biology and Aerospace Medicine flow and oxygen partial pressure monitors,
IJPRS-583451 p0176 N73-18125 considering water vapor and temperature
Research activities in exobiology and aerospace p0053 A73-14288
medicine Augmentation of chemosensitivity during mild
rJPRS-590151 p0262 N73-23024 exercise in normal man.
Cryobiological and space biological studies p0080 A73-16610(JPRS-591291 p0293 N73-24120 Biological role of atmospheric oxygen in theStudies in hypoxia and phylogenetics by USSR mechanism of blood coagulation
aerospace medical scientist p0087 A73-17678
INASA-TI-F-151C11 p0417 N73-30991 Electrical operational and pneumatic /variometer/
RESIDENTIAL AREAS differentiation recording of displaced volume
Evaporation rates and toxic plume dispersion for derivative from pneumotachograph in spontaneousdefining downwind evacuation areas for breathing
populations adjacent to accidental propellent p0159 A73-22937
spills on shipping routes Threshold PaCO2 as a chemical stimulus for(NASA-TM-X-681881 p0141 N73-16097 ventilation during acute hypoxia in dogs.RESIDUES p0239 A73-28534Serial segments method for measuring pilot manual Procedure for preparing an oxygen-nitrogen gas
control remnant in vicinity of sine waves mixture for respiration in a pressure chamber
p0601 N73-10136 p0240 A73-29409RESINS Blood pressure and body temperature dynamicESISTIV ION EXCHANGE RESINS control systems and respiration relationship toES ICA ISTIVITY heart rate variability
U ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY p0250 A73-30878
RESISTORS Intracardiac heart murmurs and sounds influenced
Photoelectric servo simulator for pupil, using by respiration.
Wheatstone bridge with CdS light dependent p0283 A73-32546
resistor Effect of stepwise adaptation to high-mountain
p0246 A73-30399 areas on the respiratory function and theU PROBLEM SOLVING acid-alkali equilibrium of blood in subjectsU PROBLEM SOLVI with different motor activity stressesRESONANCE p0305 A73-34232
NT NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE Validation of open-circuit method for the
NT PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE determination of oxygen consumption.RESONANT FREQUENCIES p0310 A73-35462
Three models of the vibrating ulna. Validity of Haldane calculation for estimating
p0347 A73-3754l respiratory gas exchange.RESOURCE ALLOCATION p0310 A73-35463
Multidimensional judgments in design of ideal p0310 A73-35463
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SUBJECT INDEX RBSPIRATORT PHYSIOLOGY
Postural effects on respiration, pulmonary RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY
ventilation, oxygen uptake and inhalation and Changes in ventilatory patterns after ablation of
exhalation volumes during asana /yoga various respiratory feedback mechanisms.
gymnastics/ exercises executed by athletes p0576 A73-10162
p0322 173-36573 Bronchial tree model simulation of
Steady-state equality of respiratory gaseous N2 in pressure-flow-volume relationships during
resting man. expiration, using gas physics and lung
p0324 A73-36660 physiology and anatomy data
Pulmonary volume, respiration rate and alveolar p0577 A73-10169
air carbon dioxide content measurements in Biochemical processes during the maturation of
pilots during flight, noting hyperventilation erythrocytes - Further results with regard to
occurrence the action site of the respiratory inhibitor F
p0343 173-37197 from reticulocytes in the respiratory chain
Respiratory changes in the stroke volume of the p0588 A73-12510
left ventricle in healthy humans Relationship of anginal symptoms to lung mechanics
p0345 A73-37397 during myocardial ischemia.
Changes in lung capacity. air passage resistance, p0589 173-12820
and dynamic compliance of humans during water Methodical studies concerning the polaroqraphic
immersion to simulate weightlessness measurement of respiration and 'critical oxygen
p0135 N73-16053 pressure' in mitochondria and isolated cells
Human ability to note changes in composition of with the aid of the membrane-covered platinum
inhaled air electrode
p0182 N73-19090 p005
6 A73-14647
Carbon monoxide content in exhaled air and blood Responses of. bulbar respiratory neurons to
carboxyhemoqlobin in subjects confined to apparatus-aided artificial respiration
insulating protective gear p0081 A73-16699
p021 7 N73-20106 Correlation between the impulse activity of bulbar
RESPIRATORS respiratory neurons, the electrical activity of
Respirator cartridge filter efficiency under respiratory muscles, and pulmonary respiration
cyclic- and steady-flow conditions. volume during obstructed respiration
p0383 A73-40408 p0087 A73-17683
RESPIRATORY DISEASES Regional lung volumes with positive pressure
NT AEROSINUSITIS inflation in erect humans.
NT INFLUENZA p0094 A73-18334
NT PNEUMONIA The influence of age, sex, body size and lung size
NT TUBERCULOSIS on the control and pattern of breathing during
Effects of lung volume and disease on the lung CO2 inhalation in Caucasians.
nitrogen decay curve. p0094 A73-18337
p0126 A73-21501 Predictions of the dynamic response of the lung.
Influence of rare-earth metal dust containing p0116 A73-19477
radioactive components on the development of Mediator systems and respiratory function during
reticulosarcoma of the lungs an acute lethal loss of blood
p0163 A73-23680 p0117 173-19645
Age-related characteristics of pulmonary edema Digital computer studies of respiratory control.
development during acute hypoxic hypoxia p0123 A73-20577
p0166 173-23939 A model to predict respiration from VCG
Method of PaC02 determinaticn in men with measurements.
functional disorders of external respiration p0123 A73-20578
p0239 173-29075 Respiration mechanics during weightlessness
Development and reversibility of pulmonary oxygen simulation in an immersion medium
poisoning in the rat. p0124 A73-20986
p0247 173-30516 High altitude acclimatization and mountain
Evaluation of positive end-expiratory pressure in climbing effects on human organism, considering
hypoxemic dogs. oculomotor, cardiovascular and respiratory
p0360 173-39781 responses and endurance
RESPIRATOBT IMPEDANCE p0124 173-20991
Prediction tests for pulmonary elasticity model of Mathematical analysis of the responses of the
expansion stresses in lung region restricted by human respiratory system to hypoxia and
obstructed airways hypercapnia
p0048 173-14114 p0126 173-21322
A new method for simultaneous measurement of total Effects of anesthesia and muscle paralysis on
respiratory resistance and compliance, respiratory mechanics in normal man.
p0084 A73-16799 p0127 173-21505
Correlation between the impulse activity of bulbar On-line computer analysis and breath-by-breath
respiratory neurons, the electrical activity of graphical display of exercise function tests.
respiratory muscles, and pulmonary respiration p0127 173-21511
volume during obstructed respiration Ventilation measured by body plethysmoqraphy in
p0087 173-17683 hibernating mammals and in poikilotherms.
Mechanics of breathing in high altitude and sea p0129 A73-21612
level subjects. Pulmonary respiration and acid-base state in
p0200 173-26217 hibernating marmots and hamsters.
Control of the duration of expiration. p0129 173-21613
p0391 A73-41635 A model of time-varying gas exchange in the human
External airway resistance effects on ventilation lung during a respiratory cycle at rest.
and carbon dioxide response during human steady p0129 A73-21615
state exercise Neuroendocrine, cardiorespiratory, and performance
p0400 173-42417 reactions of hypoxic men during a monitoring task.
Submaximal exercise with increased inspiratory p0154 173-22527
resistance to breathing. 'Closing volumes' and decreased maximum flow at
p0400 173-42419 low lung volumes in young subjects.
Fundamental frequency analysis of pulmonary p0158 A73-22929
mechanical resistance and compliance. Oxygen consumption and its 'critical' tension for
p0433 A73-45067 the cerebral cortex in situ
Respiratory impedance effects on electrical p0164 173-23801
activities of bulbar respiratory neurons, Role of the medial area of the medulla oblonqata
respiratory muscles, and pulmonary ventilation in the rhythmical activity of respiratory-center
in anesthesized cats neurons
p0064 N73-12084 p0164 173-23804
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BESPIRATORY BATE SUBJECT INDEX
Physiological studies of human organism adaptation Differences between inspired and expired minute
to high altitudes in temporary and permanent volumes of nitrogen in man.
mountain inhabitants, discussing oxygen uptake, p0434 A73-45069
lung ventilation and cardiac ventricle hypertrophy Acute and subacute inhalation toxicity experiments
p0168 A73-24514 with organic solvents, rocket propellants, and
Single breath nitrogen washout method for various hydrocarbons in confined environments
measurement of functional residual capacity. (NASA-CR-131675] p0259 N73-22043
p0195 A73-25332 Role of respiratory enzymes on human adaptation to
Kinetics of oxygen uptake and recovery for hypoxia
supramaximal work of short duration. [NASA-TT-F-150581 p0411 N73-30060
p0198 A73-25648 BESPIRATORY RATE
Effect of acute exposure to C02 on lung mechanics NT HYPOVENTILATION
in normal man. Passive and active warm-up effects on track
p0200 A73-26216 athletes heart and respiration rates
Mechanics of breathing in high altitude and sea p0042 A73-13123
level subjects. Multichannel PDB-FP biomedical radio telemetry
p0200 A73-26217 system for ECG, respiratory rate and oxygen
Comparison of blood and alveolar gas composition consumption during exercise, considering
during rebreathing in the dog lung. transmitter and receiver design
p0201 A73-26218 p0052 A73-14278
Human respiration under increased pressures. Investigations concerning the coordination of
p0205 A73-26924 heart rate and respiration rate
Posthyperventilation breathing - Different effects /pulse-respiration quotient/ during exercise
of active and passive hyperventilation. p0119 A73-20034
p0241 A73-29752 A respirometer for the continuous measurement of
Effects of altitude stress on mitochondrial respiration volume with remote transmission
function. p0119 A73-20035
p0246 A73-30430 Bespiratory nitrogen elimination - A potential
Role of peripheral chemoreceptors in reactions of source of error in closed-circuit spirometry.
rats to short an8 lasting hypoxia p0356 A73-39113
p0249 A73-30840 Transient ventilatory response to hypoxia with and
Ventilatory responses to transient hypoxia and without controlled alveolar PCO2.
hypercapnia in man. p0359 A73-39777
p0275 A73-31126 Human intrapair twin differences, examining age,
Bulk elastic properties of excised lungs and the height, weight, heart volume, metabolism,
effect of a transpulmonary pressure gradient. respiratory rate and monozygous/dizygous
p0275 A73-31128 differences
Effects of vagotomy on the impulse activity of p0361 A73-39792
respiratory neurons A system for automatic end-tidal gas sampling at
p0276 A73-31160 rest and during exercise.
Aspects of air flow to the olfactory region of the p0362 A73-39794human nose The significance of an increased EQ after sucrose
p0276 A73-31163 ingestion during prolonged aerobic exercise.Changes in respiration effectiveness during p0391 173-41621
muscular activity Control of the duration of expiration.
pC323 A73-36580 p0391 A73-41635
Gas mixing during breath holding studied by Peak expiratory flow rate and rate of change ofintrapulmonary gas sampling, pleural pressure.
p0323 A73-36651 p0391 A73-41636Molecular diffusion model of cardioqenic gas Respiratory work minimization during exercise,mixing during inspiration at alveolar boundary using respiratory frequency, functional residualin dogs capacity and air flow pattern effects as
p0323 A73-36652 controlled variablesCardiorespiratory transients in exercising man. I p0433 A73-45066
- Tests or superposition. II - Linear models. Correlation of respiratory distress and ultrasonic
p0324 A73-36656 transmission with severe decompression sicknessAdequacy of the Haldane transformation in the in hamsters
computation of exercise oxygen consumption in man. (AD-743475] p0595 N73-10091
p0324 A73-36658 Automatic device for measuring human metabolicHuman calorimeter with a new type of gradient layer. Oxygen rate and breathing dynamics
p0324 A73-36662 rNASA-CASE-HFS-21415-1] p0112 N73-15156Use of the single-breath method of estimating Pathogenesis of some respiratory and circulatory
cardiac output during exercise-stress testingq reactions accompanying drop in barometric pressure
p0325 A73-36788 p0134 N73-16047Correlation of ventilatory responses to hypoxia Transverse acceleration effects on human
and hypercapnia. respiratory rate and oxygen metabolism
p0359 A73-39776 p0181 873-19084Force output of the diaphragm as a function of Influence of isolated heating of spinal column on
phrenic nerve firing rate and lung volume, respiratory rate and panting in dogs
p0360 A73-39780 r NASA-TT-F-14998] p0338 N73-27054Ventilatory and hemodynamic responses to acute Inflight heart and respiratory rate recording ofhypoxia and hypercapnia in Hereford calf, pilots, using nose clip transducers
comparing with man p0367 373-27953
p0360 173-39782 Influence of He, N2, and N20 environments onAnaerobic threshold and respiratory gas exchange physiological parameters of ratsduring exercise. p0371 373-29019
p0360 A73-39785 Human circadian rhythms of blood circulation,Changes in respiration accompanying a diencephalic respiration and catabolism under flightvegetative-vascular syndrome under the action of simulation stress
a hypoxic mixture (DLR-FB-72-491 p0413 173-30073
p0382 173-40280 Respiratory analysis system to determine gas flowA model of diffusion in the respiratory unit. rate and frequency of respiration and expirationp0391 A73-41638 cycles in real time
Gas transport in the human lung. 1NAsA-CASE-HSC-13436-1] p0439 573-32015
p0400 A73-42421 RESPIRATORT REFLEXESInfluence of expiratory flow limitation on the The role of the vagus nerves in the respiratory
pattern of lung emptying in normal man. response to CO2 under hyperoxic conditions.
p0400 A73-42422 p0583 A73-11501
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SUBJECT INDEX RETINA
The role of the carotid chemoreceptors in the RESPONSE BIAS
CO2-hyperpnea under hyperoxia. Dynamic response of vestibular nuclei neurons of
p0583 A73-11502 decerebrated cats subjected to sinusoidal rotation
Pathogenesis of some respiration and circulation (AMR-R-70-2] p0606 N73-11059
reactions to barometric pressure gradients Asymmetric response of cat semicircular canal
p0123 A73-20980 neurons to symmetric sinusoidal rotation
Ventilation at transition from rest to exercise. (AMRU-B-69-21 p0607 N73-11060
p0436 A73-45375 Response characteristics of vestibulo-ocular
Barotrauma mechanoreceptor reflex effects on reflex arc
animal respiratory and circulatory system fAMERU--71-2] p0608 N73-11067
p0252 N73-21982 Mechanical response of otolith-dependent units of
BESPIBATOR! SYSTEM cats to sinusoidal linear acceleration
NT BRONCHI [AMRU-R-69-3) p0608 N73-11068
NT DIAPHRAGM (ANATOMY) RESPONSES
NT LUNGS NT DYNAMIC RESPONSE
NT NOSE (ANATOMY) NT FREQUENCY RESPONSE
A system for continuous measurement of gas NT GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE
exchange and respiratory functions. NT HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES
p0577 A73-10172 NT PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
Formalization of certain functional aspects of the NT TIME RESPONSE
external respiration system NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE
p0580 A73-10657 Response variations of microphone worn on human body
Indexes of ventilation distribution before/after BMH-RI-78101 p0376 N73-29058
airway occlusion in dogs, indicating collateral REST
channel inspired gas distribution reduction NT BED REST
p0048 A73-14113 A model of time-varying gas exchange in the human
Effect of hypercapnia on the electrical discharges lung during a respiratory cycle at rest.
of the bulbar respiratory neurons and motor p0129 A73-21615
neuron ganglia of respiratory muscles Oscillations in oxygen consumption of man at rest.
p0084 A73-16735 p0241 A73-29755
The influence of change in the functional state of Steady-state equality of respiratory gaseous N2 in
the central nervous system on the course of resting man.
asphyxia p0324 A73-36660
p0166 A73-23937 Plasma insulin and carbohydrate metabolism after
Effect of respiration stabilization on hemodynamic sucrose ingestion during rest and prolonged
reactions during acute hypoxic hypoxia aerobic exercise.
p0166 A73-23938 p0391 A73-41622
The occurrence of nitrate on the early earth and Adenin-nucleotides NAD(plus) and NADN in skeletal
its role in the evolution of the prokaryotes. muscles during intensive work and at rest
p0203 A73-26490 rNASA-TT-2-148561 p0219 N73-20118
Breath to breath cyclical variations in functional RESTRAINTS
residual capacity, oxygen uptake, carbon dioxide U CONSTRAINTS
release, tidal volume, respiratory period, RESUSCITATION
alveolar gas tension and heart rate Responses of bulbar respiratory neurons to
p0278 A73-31346 apparatus-aided artificial respiration
On correlation between the changes in cerebellar p0081 A73-16699
bioelectric activity and the adaptive reactions Organism-machine interactions in hybrid control
under the effect of accelerations. systems for cardiac stimulation, artificial
p0328 A73-36915 breathing apparatus and intelligence assignments
Nonthermal metabolic response of rats to He-02, p0159 A73-23298
N2-02, and Ar-02 at 1 atm. RETENTION (PSYCHOLOGY)
p0399 A73-42201 Effect of ethimizol on short term memory and
Effects of gravitational and inertial forces on mental working capacity
cardiovascular and respiratory dynamics p0092 A73-18160
fNASA-CR-1296031 p0063 873-12074 Rapid eye movement state beneficial effects on
Factors relevant to respiratory support and memory refuted in favor of delta wave slumber,
equipment design emphasizing stage 4 sleep
p0105 N73-15102 p0093 173-18225
Respiratory models for studying hazards of air A method for the investigation of interpolated
pollution information and time effects in short term
(UR-3490-1691 p0107 173-15121 retention.
Cardiovascular and respiratory systems reactions p0096 A73-18475
in cosmonauts during space flight Retention of information in the iconic visual
p0180 N73-19079 memory during recognition of images of varying
Instrumentation and techniques for determining complexity
effects of gravitational and inertial forces on p0199 A73-26084
cardiovascular and respiratory dynamics Eye movements during visual search and memory
rNASA-CR-1332121 p0298 N73-25119 search.
Evaluation of energy expenditures and reactions of p0239 A73-29125
cardiovascular and respiratory systems to Overview of literature concerning retention of
physical work learned skills with emphasis on space flight
FNASA-TT-F-150901 p0437 N73-31997 skill retention
Change in impulse activity of neurons in [NASA-CR-128611] p0603 173-10152
respiratory center during electric stimulation RETICULOCTTES
of vestibular nerve and dorsal roots in spinal Biochemical processes during the maturation of
cord erythrocytes - Further results with regard to
p0442 173-33017 the action site of the respiratory inhibitor P
BESPIRONETIES from reticulocytes in the respiratory chain
A respirometer for the continuous measurement of p0588 A73-12510
respiration volume with remote transmission RITIA
p0119 A73-20035 NT FOVEA
A rapid method for determininq the C02 transport NT VISUAL PIGMENTS
characteristics in man by using a capnograph and Airline flight and ground personnel fatigue and
a multichannel respirator orthostatic hypotension syndrome manifested by
p0402 A73-42665 variations in retinal arterial pressure and
Automatic device for measuring human metabolic brain circulation
oxygen rate and breathing dynamics p0586 173-12156
fNASA-CASE-MFS-21415-11 p0112 S73-15156 A minor perturbing effect of retinal locus on dot
pattern recognition - Rejection of a possible
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RETINA CONTD SOBJECT INDEX
artifact. Electrical and metabolic manifestations of
p0588 A73-12524 receptor and higher-order neuron activity in
Hydroxyindole--methyl transferases in rat pineal, vertebrate retina.
retina and Harderian gland. p0236 A73-28353
p0589 A73-12644 Theoretical models of the generation of
Electrooptical model of the first retina layers of steady-state evoked potentials, their relation
a visual analysor to neuroanatomy and their relevance to certain
p0045 A73-13657 clinical problems.
A relationship between the detection of size, p0236 A73-28354
rate, orientation and direction in the human Retinal damage from repeated subthreshold
visual system. exposures using a ruby laser photocoaqulator.
p0046 A73-13758 p0238 173-28508
ERG late photoreceptor potential components time Anatomical and neurophysiological investigations
course in macaque monkey cones and rods, noting of centrifugal control of retinal activity via
pure cone foveal response efferent optic nerve fibers
p0046 A73-13761 p0242 A73-29875
Idiopathic central serous retinopathy The effect of iontophoretically applied
/choroidopathy/ in flying personnel. acetylcholine upon the cat's retinal ganglion
(AD-7541471 p0050 A73-14164 cells.
An optical model of a detector of oriented p0243 A73-30061
segments of the visual analysor in animals Oscillatory waves in intraretinally recorded
p0061 173-15795 electroretinoqrams in primates, considering
Visual function as sum of visual acuity and visual electrode depth, stimulus duration and intensity
field, considering role of resolution and and background illumination, anesthesia and
detection tasks in retinal function examinations tetrodotoxin effects
p0079 A73-16478 p0245 A73-30393
Rod vision chemistry in terms of rhodopsin, visual Retinal receptive fields - Correlations between
cycle and pigment-vision relations, considering psychophysics and electrophysiology.
dark and liqht adaptation p0246 A73-30397
p0079 A73-16479 Servo-controlled moving stimulus generator for
Photochemical receptor mechanism of chromatic single unit studies in vision.
vision and scotopic contrast hue sensation due p0246 173-30401
to cone and rod activity interaction Human cone optical density estimation implications
p0121 A73-20261 of conflicting results for luminosity at
Modified rhodopsin in the pigment epithelium. bleaching intensities in dichromats related to
p0121 A73-20263 use of psychophysical data
Contrast and assimilation effects analysis based p0246 A73-30402
on receptive field models of vertebrate retinal Vein wall changes as the main cause of acute
function disturbance of blood circulation in the Vena
p0123 A73-20812 centralis retinae system
The morphological organization of the vertebrate p0277 173-31173
retina. Retinal vessel reactions and intraocular tension
p0160 A73-23304 in humans staying in a horizontal position for
The structure and reactions of visual pigments. 120 days
p0160 173-23306 p0280 173-31514
Inhibitory interaction in the retina of Limulus. Retinal change induced in the primate /hacaca
p0161 A73-23311 mulatta/ by oxygen nuclei radiation.
Retinal S-potential receptive field relationship p0314 A73-36125
to light energy and wavelength, considering cone Comparative physiology of movement-detecting
and rod potentials, ganglion cells and vision neuronal systems in lower vertebrates /anura and
p0161 173-23314 urodela/.
Duplex vision theory of photoreceptor /rods and p0317 A73-36454
cones/ light and dark adaptation, discussing Rabbit optokinetic reactions and retinal
rhodopsin regeneration, bleaching and direction-selective cells /A preliminary model/.
desensitization mechanisms p0317 A73-36455
p0162 173-23317 The significance of retinal pathology in ageing
Frog retinal metabolism in photoreceptors during aircrew.
dark and light adaptation, using ERG, p0329 A73-36925
radiospirometry, oxygen uptake polaroqraphy and Ribes Nigrum anthocyanosides in ophthalmology
pyridine spectrophotometric assay p0330 A73-36935
p0162 A73-23319 Investigation of the geometry of the dendritic
Effect of light deprivation on the metabolic tree of retinal ganglion cells
reaction development in retinal ganglion cells p0349 A73-37944
p0163 173-23681 Possibilities of barotherapy in ophthalmology
visual acuity as a function of exposure duration. p0383 A73-40349
p0165 A73-23838 Glycogen content in the rabbit retina in relation
Investigation of the infrastructural organization to blood circulation.
of interdisk spaces and photoreceptor membranes p0392 A73-41732
of the retina in vertebrates during aldehyde Recovery of cone receptor activity in the frog's
fixations, delipidization, and pronase treatment isolated retina.
p0168 173-24458 p0407 173-42962
Deficits in visual function associated with laser Frog red rod dark adaptation from recorded
irradiation. receptor potentials of isolated retina,
p0169 173-24563 examining permanent sensitivity loss due to
Retinal damage thresholds for multiple pulse lasers. pigment bleaching
[AD-7585301 p0196 A73-25341 p0407 173-42963
The ultrastructural organization of the Fluorescent angiographic technigue for fundus oculi
photoreceptor membranes and the intradisc spaces p0425 A73-43788
of the vertebrate retina as revealed by various Inhibition by selenium of the free-radical states
experimental treatments. of the retina of the eye
p0204 173-26717 p0430 A73-44724
Changes caused by illumination in the Na+, K+ Local resistance variations caused by membrane
adenosine-triphosphatase and potential shifts in the interior of the
n-nitrophenyl-phosphatase activities of the horizontal retina cell
external segments of the retina p0435 A73-45250
p0235 A73-28294 Arqon-ion laser used to determine ocular effects
Light adaptation of the late receptor potential in of repetitive laser pulses on rhesus monkeys
the cat retina. r[D-7467951 p0071 N73-13096
p0236 A73-28352
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SUBJECT INDEX RETINAL IMAGES
Ocular effects of near infrared laser radiation Apparatus for measurement of vision acuity
for safety criteria restoration time after brief macula lutea
rAD-7467931 p0071 N73-13097 exposures to light
Argon laser radiation damage to retina of diabetic p0425 A73-43791
and nondiabetic patients Literature concerning retinal adaptation toIAD-7470581 p0071 N73-13099 varying light intensities
Chorioretinal burn hazards of high intensity (NASA-TT-F-150361 p0450 N73-33074
radiation sources in industry RETINAL IMAGES
p0145 N73-17071 Extraretinal feedback and visual localization.
Modelling of random human visual search p0579 A73-10437
performance based on physical properties of eye ' Induced retinal image blurring effects on rabbit
p0190 N73-19961 midbrain single cell trigger features and
Retinal damage in monkeys exposed to near infrared response efficiencies, noting receptive field
gallium arsenide laser pulses responsive area
rAD-7534191 p0221 N73-20135 p0583 A73-11503
Influence of excitation surface with liminary Vernier acuity as affected by target length and
brightness on different regions of the retina separation.
INASA-TT-F-151241 p0440 N73-32017 p0041 A73-13063
BETINAL ADAPTATION Cortical area of neural loci involved in monoptic
NT DARK ADAPTATION and dichoptic metacontrast occurring for target
NT LIGHT ADAPTATION and masking stimuli imaged on different retinal
Reaction time as a measure of the temporal regions
response properties of individual colour p0046 173-13764
mechanisms. Axiomatic mathematical model for human visual edge
p0046 A73-13757 contrast based on additivity, one-dimensionality
Visual work duration and intensity effects on and contrast continuity parameters
optic papillae expansions and shape alterations, p0060 A73-15788
noting differences between trained and untrained Visual field image analysis via investigation of
subjects receptor-furnished signal analysis by network of
p0080 A73-16694 neuron-like structures
Human receptive visual field adaptation p0060 A73-15789
characteristics for stabilized retinal images by Visibility, resolution and spatial acuities in
psychophysical probe detection technique terms of target-background contrast,
p0120 A73-20252 diffraction, luminance, stimuli wavelength and
Psychophysical areal summation and stimulus anatomical variations effects on retinal images
contour and threshold visibility effects on size p0079 A73-16477
selective adaptation in human vision for single- The control of sensitivity in the retina.
and multichannel models p0097 173-18673
p0128 A73-21563 Vernier alignment acuity task accuracy related to
On neural inhibition, contrast effects and visual retinal image line position location, noting
sensitivity. effect of high contrast grating background
p0200 A73-26197 p0120 A73-20159
Apparent contraction and disappearance of moving Human receptive visual field adaptation
objects in the peripheral visual field. characteristics for stabilized retinal images by
p0200 A73-26198 psychophysical probe detection technique
The influence of wavelength on visual adaptation p0120 173-20252
to spatially periodic stimuli. Intrinsic light brightness and intensity
p0200 A73-26199 estimation tests for foveal and peripheral
After-effects of movement contingent on direction retina under photopic and scotopic stimuli
of gaze. p0120 A73-20257
p0204 A73-26721 Cyclofusional stimulation effects on retinal image
Spectral sensitivities of colour mechanisms disparity in terms of central component and
isolated by the human visual evoked response. Panum fusional areas
p0205 A73-26919 p0121 173-20265
Cone spectral sensitivity studied with an ERG Saccadic suppression for structured background as
method. function of visual image pattern and threshold
p0236 A73-28358 detection elevation in central nervous system
Monocular contribution to binocular vision in p0121 173-20267
normals and amblyopes. Human retina-patterned ideal perceiving machine to
p0237 A73-28359 calculate visual acuities for spatial
The macular and paramacular local arrangement in line figures
electroretinograms of the human retina and their p0129 A73-21564
clinical application. Single cell analysis of saturation discrimination
p0237 A73-28364 in the macaque.
Linear summation of spatial harmonics in human p0129 173-21568
vision. Polarity cue for visual accomodation response of
p0345 A73-37411 trained subjects to target motion direction
Spatial frequency channels in human vision and the change, considering retinal image blur and
threshold for adaptation. feedback relation
p0346 173-37416 p0129 A73-21569
Non-linearity of visual signals in relation to Peripheral threshold of perceived contrast of the
shape-sensitive adaptation responses, human eye.
p0346 A73-37418 p0159 A73-22964
Disparity detectors in human depth perception - Receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells.
Evidence for directional selectivity. p0161 A73-23315
p0383 A73-40413 Retinal mechanisms of colour vision.
Comparison of tilt and displacement adaptation in p0161 A73-23316
visual perception, establishing qualitative Poveal contrast sensitivity edge effect dependence
differences by interocular transformation on test stimulus size, form and duration
magnitude and exposure time methods p0204 173-26716p0388 173-41188 Apparent motion of stimuli presented
Optimal input rates for tilt adaptation, stroboscopically during pursuit movement of the
p0401 A73-42500 eye.
stimulus specificity in the human visual system. p0234 173-28093p0407 A73-42960 Scotopic visibility curve in man obtained by the
Increment thresholds for multiple identical VER.
flashes in the peripheral retina. p0236 A73-28356p0424 A73-43343 A clinical method for obtaining pattern visual
evoked responses.
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p0236 A73-28357 RB-2 HELICOPTER
Scotopic electroretinography and visual evoked U UB-1 HELICOPTER
responses under adaptive illumination, comparing RHEOENCEPHALOGR&PH!
blind spot stray light with parafoveal stimulation Application of multichannel rheography to
p0237 A73-28361 physiological studies on a centrifuge
New method of stimulation for the study of p0088 A73-17693
photoreceptors. Characteristics of vasomotor alterations during
p0237 A73-28362 brief arbitrary hyperventilation according to
Evidence for non-linear response processes in the data from rheographic and plethysmographic studies
human visual system from measurements on the p0193 A73-25041
thresholds of spatial beat frequencies. REOGRAPHY
p0308 A73-34839 U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Extended border enhancement during intermittent U BHEOMETERS
illumination - Binocular effects. RHBOLOGY
p0308 A73-34842 Feasibility of multichannel rheography for
Stabilized target visibility as a function of studying cardiovascular system on centrifuge
contrast and flicker frequency. p00 65 N73-12094
p0308 A73-34846 Effect of fibrinogen concentration on viscosity of
Distance perception and the ambiguity of visual human blood
stimulation - A theoretical note. rDLE-FB-73-54) p0446 N73-33046
p0311 173-35492 RBEOMETERS
Stereoscopic vision - Cortical limitations and a Electro-rheocardiotelemetric device for complex
disparity scaling effect, monitoring of the dynamics and efficiency of
p0312 A73-35922 cardiac contraction.
Investigations of the eye tracking system through p0053 A73-14292
stabilized retinal images. Modification of the electroencephalograph 4EEG-1
p0317 A73-36456 for polygraphy
Eye movements necessary for continuous perception p0154 A73-22370
during stabilization of retinal images. Effect of physical exercises on the lung rheogram
p0318 A73-36461 p0169 A73-24524
Visual perception of direction and voluntary Stroke volume measurement from an integral
saccadic eye movements. rheogram of human body
p0318 A73-36463 p0429 A73-44719
Spatial characteristics of chromatic induction - RHIZOPUS
The segregation of lateral effects from Total lipid and sterol components of Rhizopus
straylight artefacts. arrhizus - Identification and metabolism.
p0346 A73-37419 p0288 A73-33900
Invariance of visual receptive-field size and RHYTHM (BIOLOGY)
visual acuity with viewing distance. NT CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS
p0353 A73-38484 Vector summation dial for analysis of
Effect of eve movements on backward masking and time-nonstationary cyclic biological data,
perceived location. applying to peak time change detection and
p0388 A73-41184 random walks
Performance decrement, under prolonged testing, p0049 A73-14120
across the visual field. Psychological and physiological components of
p0392 A73-41730 biorhythm cycles governing periodic variations
Soviet book on visual image formation on retina in physical, emotional and intellectual
covering perception, stabilization, manipulative performance
ability, etc p0082 A73-16720
p0406 A73-42869 Study of the influence of weak electromagnetic
Visual image generation as textured flight field gradients on man
information resembling retinal images for p0157 A73-22850
airborne flight simulation Bole of the medial area of the medulla oblongata
p0600 N73-10128 in the rhythmical activity of respiratory-center
Physiological control system for stabilization of neurons
retinal image in humans p0164 A73-23804
p0110 N73-15141 Investigation of the sleep and wakefulness rhythms
Vestibular stimulation effect in human and animal in the crewmembers of Soyuz-3 through Soyuz-9
retinal image stabilization spacecraft prior to, during, and after space
p0110 N73-15144 flight
Optical modulation transfer functions of human eye p0170 A73-24697
for white light Physiological time zone entrainment and stressor
(IZF-1973-21 p0264 N73-23047 effects during prolonged C-141 transmeridian
RETIREMENT flights, using endocrine-metabolic indices in
Functional aging - Present status of assessments urine specimens
regarding airline pilot retirement. p0235 A73-28283
p0387 A73-41161 Effects of flying and of time changes on menstrual
Motivational patterns underlying devolunteering by cycle length and on performance in airline
submarine grdduate school personnel stewardesses.
(AD-7493241 p0260 N73-22054 p0238 A73-28509
BETROSEQUENCING Oscillations in oxygen consumption of man at rest.
U SEOUbNTIAL CONTROL p0241 A73-29755
REUSABLE SPACECRAFT Circaseptan /7-day/ oviposition rhythm and growth
NT SPACE SHUTTLES of Spring Tail, Folsomia candida /Collembola:
REVERBERATION Isotomidae/.
Damage-risk criteria - The trading relation p0282 A73-32185
between intensity and the number of Book - Biological rhythms and human performance.
nonreverberant impulses. p0286 A73-33154
p0288 173-33678 The explanation and investigation of biological
REVERSE TIME rhythms.
U REACTION TiME p0286 A73-33155
REVERSING Brain alpha rhythm activity relationship to
Systems engineering for design of two dimensional perceptual and motor performance, correlating
automatic manipulator control system using with reaction time and computer cycle time analogy
reversible follow-up p0287 A73-33159
p0335 N73-26081 Industrial work rhythm and between-day fluctuation
BF-4 AIRCRAFT stqdies 1920-1969, emphasizing industrial record
U F-4 AIRCRAFT and between-day fluctuations
p0287 A73-33160
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SUBJECT INDEX ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS
Visual responsiveness repeat variability magnitude RIEMANN INTEGRAL
during prolonged sessions and time of day U MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
p0357 A73-39479 RISK
Investigation of the nature of biological rhythm Impulse noise damage risk criteria.
sensors by means of automatic networks p0310 A73-35327
p0393 A73-41865 Risk scoring system for identifying subjects with
Some physiological mechanisms of alpha-rhythm high risk to coronary heart disease
frequency fluctuations in man under conditions p0146 N73-17080
of relative rest BHA
p0429 A73-44717 U RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS
The nature and significance of the dynamics of ROBOTS
electrical activity in the neocortex and A robot conditioned reflex system modeled after
hippocampus during the paradoxal phase of sleep the cerebellum.
p0429 A73-44718 p0092 A73-18065
Effects of prolonged bed rest on body temperature Computerized simulation of three dimensional
and heart rate periodicity in man robots using generalized cylinder descriptions
p01 75 N73-18113 [AD-755139] p0223 N73-20152
Prolonged bed rest effects on human blood hormone Vision model for robot object recognition system
level periodicities (NASA-CR-133458] p0365 N73-27936
p0175 N73-18114 Automation of computer controlled robot manipulators
Mechanisms for controlling physiological rhythms rJPRS-597171 p0375 N73-29051
in Rana pipiens ROCKET CHAMBERS
INASA-CR-1311531 p0179 873-19064 U THRUST CHAMBERS
Spectral analysis on human biorhythaic performance ROCKET COMBUSTORS
to evaluate tranquilizer effects U THRUST CHAMBERS
p0228 N73-21116 ROCKET EXHAUST
Effects of human biorhythms on chemotherapy and Toxicological properties of rocket exhaust
drug evaluation products and blood analysis for beryllium oxide
p0228 N73-21119 content
RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS [AD-754936] p0220 N73-20131
Topochemical differences in RNA content in spinal ROCKET PLIGHT
cord motoneurons during hypoxia and hypokinesia Gravity selection by animals in fields of
p0588 A73-12558 centrifugal acceleration superimposed on
Evolution of ribonuclease in relation to weightlessness during sounding rocket flights.
polypeptide folding mechanisms. p0582 A73-11209
p0057 A73-15047 ROCKET LAUNCHING
Dependence of poly U-directed cell-free system on Russian book on rocket weapon systems safety
ratios of divalent and monovalent cations. handling covering HF electromagnetic, noise and
p0090 A73-17945 vibration effects, ionizing radiation, fire, etc
Informational biopolymer structure in early living p0393 A73-41874
forms. ROCKET OXIDIZERS
p0090 A73-17946 The acute inhalation toxicology of chlorine
Ribosomal RNA base composition and molecular pentafluoride.
evolution in plants and animals of various p0282 A73-32173
taxonomic groups ROCKET PROPELLANTS
p0116 A73-19220 Rocket propellant handling personnel protective
Effect of actinomycin D on aldosterone-mediated clothing, describing head gear, ventilated
changes in electrolyte excretion. underwear and airtight external suit
p0156 A73-22650 p0115 A73-18949
Study of the possibilities of histone-RNA complex Acute and subacute inhalation toxicity experiments
formation in experiments in vitro with organic solvents, rocket propellants, and
p0168 A73-24513 various hydrocarbons in confined environments
RNA and DNA of internal organs during a remote (NASA-CE-131675] p0259 N73-22043
postreanimation period in animals with complete ROCKS
and incomplete functional recovery of the NT LUNAR ROCKS
central nervous system NT SHALES
p0249 A73-30842 Influence of blue green algae on crystalline
Influence of ribonuclease on changes in the calcium carbonate formation on river rocks
membrane potential of muscle fibers evoked by INASA-TT-F-15028] p0375 873-29046
stimulation of the sympathetic nerve RODENTS
p0276 A73-31166 NT GUINEA PIGS
Protein and nucleic acid contents in animal NT HAMSTERS
tissues under hypokinesia NT MICE
p0279 A73-31503 NT RABBITS
Effect of convulsions on certain aspects of the NT RATS
biosynthesis of proteins in the brain cortex ROLL
p0384 A73-40750 Visual and vestibular effects in human oculomotor
Biosynthesis of RNA in the brain cortex during response during head rotation in yaw and roll
various functional states p0110 N73-15147
p0389 A73-41262 BOONS
Ribonucleic acid /RNA/ polymerase and adenyl NT CLEAN ROOMS
cyclase in cardiac hypertrophy and cardiomyopathy. BOTABT DRIVES
p0404 A73-42687 U MECHANICAL DRIVES
Proton magnetic resonance spectra of ribonuclease ROTARY VING AIRCRAFT
A inhibitor complexes, noting effect on NT HELICOPTERS
catalytic activity NT P-531 HELICOPTER
BMVG-FBWT-72-131 p0137 873-16074 NT UH-1 HELICOPTER
Ultraviolet radiation, I rays, freezing, and ROTATING
thawing effects on ribonuclease U ROTATION
p0185 N73-19120 ROTATING BODIES
Synthesis rate of phospholipids and cytochromes b5 Rotating target providing high yield neutrons by
and P 450 in thiamine-deficient rats after He-4 reaction for cancer therapy
treatment with thiamine [NASA-TM-X-681791 p0136 N73-16067
fNASA-TT-F-149891 p0334 N73-26064 ROTATING CONES
RIBOSE U ROTATING BODIES
Ultracentrifuqation of biological materials ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS
[NASA-CH-1146731 p0438 N73- 3 20 0 9  Moving visual scenes influence the apparent
RICHARDSON-DUSHMAN EQUATION direction of gravity.
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS p0058 A73-15250
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ROTATING VEHICLES SUBJECT INDEX
Differential effects of central versus peripheral p0284 A73-32658
vision on egocentric and exocentric motion Helmets effectiveness evaluation from acceleration
perception. and impact tests, discussing test criteria and
p0201 A73-26221 civilian and military standards
Features of the influence of hypergravitation on p0286 A73-33132
the motor activity of the chicken embryo amnion Ionization, thermoluminescence, and nuclear
developing under normal conditions and under photographic emulsion dosimetry for monitoring
conditions of constant rotation radiation loads in spacecrews during manned
p0242 A73-30022 space flight
Calculation of a coriolis acceleration acting on p0173 873-18100
semicircular canal receptors of man in rotating Decelerator sled simulation for testing air bag
systems restraint system effects in passenger motor
p0280 A73-31518 vehicle crash
Visual-vestibular interaction and motion perception. [PB-2127061 p0224 873-20155
p0318 A73-36460 Development and characteristics of inflatable
Direction-specific adaptation effects acquired by airbaq restraint system for use in general
humans in slowly rotating room aviation aircraft
rNASA-CR-1290631 p0591 N73-10062 fFAA-RD-73-31 p0299 873-25127
Dynamic model of rotating spacecraft force effects Performance of hadron laser safety eyeshields in
on human vestibular system protecting personnel from accidental ocular
p0599 N73-10119 exposure to common laser radiation
Tests to determine physiological and behavioral fAD-7599211 p0337 N73-26099
response to transitions between rotating and Acoustic measurement and recording system for
nonrotating environments noise generated by air bag automobile safety
rNASA-CR-21301 p0611 N73-11093 device
Eftects of simulated artificial gravity on human (AD-7618361 p0370 873-27977
performance Dynamic tests of seat belt system, seat
INASA-CR-21291 p0067 N73-12111 belt/shoulder harness system, and seat belt
ROTATING VEHICLES airbag system for aircraft
U ROTATING BODIES rFAA-NA-73-301 p0375 N73-29052
ROTATION Impact resistance of crash helmets for
Constancy and illusion of apparent direction of agricultural aviation pilots
rotary motion in depth - Tests of a theory. (ARL/SM-NOTE-3901 p0420 N73-31014
p0234 A73-28094 SAFETY FACTOBS
Vestibulo-ocular response of man to oscillatory Hazard and interference avoidance in implant
rotation during sleep telemetry, discussing leakage currents, muscle
FAMRU-R-70-31 p0608 N73-11066 interference, magnetic influence, high frequency
Human semicircular canal response to rotational noise, electrode and respiratory artifacts, etc
stimuli in yaw, pitch, and roll planes of the head p0054 A73-14295
p0109 N73-15137 Technical and safety aspects of maintenance work
Anti-compensatory oculomotor response of pilot to on commercial aircraft wing fuel tanks,
rotational head stimuli considering wing deformation effects and sealant
p0109 N73-15138 materials and reapplications
BOTATIONAL PLON p0329 A73-36932
U FLUID FLOW Laser hazards and safety performance standards,
ROTOR SPEED discussing ocular and skin damage and exposure
Studies of pilot performance. III - Validation of limits and operational regulation
objective performance measures for rotary-wing p0356 A73-39205
aircraft. Safe flying, skilled personnel and aircraft
p0386 A73-41154 maintenance assurance via safety equipment,
ROUGHNESS initial and recurrent training, protective
NT SURFACE ROUGHNESS clothing and shelter from inclement weather,
RUBIDIUM maintenance scheduling, etc
Cation exchange binding of rubidium and cesium by p0357 A73-39212
rat liver cell microsomes. Russian book on rocket weapon systems safety
p0588 A73-12549 handling covering HF electromagnetic, noise and
RUNNING vibration effects, ionizing radiation, fire, etc
Correlation of assessed maximum oxygen intake with p0393 A73-41874
predicted performance in running events Safety margins in the implementation of planetary
fAD-7468671 p0071 N73-13093 quarantine requirements.
RUNATY ALIGNMENT p0395 A73-42161
Runway separation standards according to reaction Health hazards in using electron beams for welding
time of pilot manual control response to air beryllium alloys
traffic controller communication p0190 N73-19531
p0598 N73-10113 Microbiological investigation of neutral buoyancy
RYAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT simulator for weightless space environment testing
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT [NASA-TM-X-647363 p0229 N73-21127
SAFETY HAZARDS
S U HAZARDS
SAFETY MANAGEMENT
SAFETY Civil aviation medicine functional standardization
NT AIRCRAFT SAFETY and expansion, emphasizing preventive medicine,
NT FLIGHT SAFETY health education and operational safety
NT INDUSTRIAL SAFETY p0170 A73-24718
Contamination radiation safety during space SALINE SOILS
flight, and safety problems at launch U SOILS
[JPRS-587811 p0232 N73-21149 SALIVA
SAFETY DEVICES Statistical analysis of steroid levels in parotid
NT HELMETS secretions of humans under prolonged mental stress
NT SEAT BELIS (AD-7476821 p0072 N73-13104
NT SPACE SUITS Feasibility of saliva analysis for measuring
Modulated light transmission for electrical mental stress in man
isolation in a multichannel physiological rAD-7476711 p0073 N73-13111
monitoring system. SALTS
p0117 A73-19482 Water-salt homeostasis mathematical model, solving
Multiple occupant flotation devices for commercial equations with analog and digital computers
transport aircraft survivors sea ditching, p0166 A73-23941
discussing slide/raft design improvement for SALYUT SPACE STATION
high density loading Morphological composition of peripheral blood of
A-306
SUBJECT INDEI SEATS
crew members of Soyuz-9 and Salyut-1 SCIENTISTS
p0217 N73-20104 Philosophical and social psychological study of
SAMPLED DATA Apollo moon scientist
U DATA SAMPLING [NASA-CR-1308321 p0176 N73-18122
SAMPLED DATA SYSTEMS SCINTILLATION COUNTERS
U DATA SAMPLING Video instrumentation for radionuclide
SAMPLING anqiocardioqraphy.
NT DATA SAMPLING p0348 A73-37796
NT PARTICULATE SAMPLING SCINTILLATION SPECTROBETERS
Suboptimal sampling and control behavior of human U SCINTILLATION COUNTERS
operator in output prediction task for automatic U SPECTROMETERS
process SCINTILLATORS
p0598 N73-10114 U SCINTILLATION COUNTERS
Automatic swabbing apparatus for sampling of SCINTILLOETERS
microbiological surfaces U SCINTILLATION COUNTERS
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11069-11 p0136 N73-16061 SCOPOLAMINE
SANITATION o BYOSCINE
Sanitizing agents for cleansing and SCOUT HELICOPTER
decontaminating spacecraft environment U P-531 HELICOPTER
[NASA-CR-1285911 p0603 N73-10149 SCRUBBING
Industrial hygiene, radiological health, and U WASHING
spacecraft sanitation studies in NASA SEA WATER
Environmental Health Program Marine luminescence data for monitoring algal and
p0143 N73-17057 pollutant concentrations
Analysis of microclimate of living and service [NASA-CR-114578] p0297 N73-25114
quarters during Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition Collection of marine fluorescence data from
p0379 N73-29359 Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific sites
Environmental sanitation handbook for occupational (NASA-CR-1145791 p0298 N73-25115
medicine and health procedures at Kennedy Space Effect of various parameters on long range
Center underwater vision for narrow and broad beam
[NASA-TM-I-695221 p0440 N73-32020 illumination
SATELLITE DESIGN p0450 N73-33630
Design principles for contamination abatement in Effects of resolution, signal to noise ratio, and
scientific satellites, contrast on underwater imaging systems performance
p0584 A73-11991 p0450 N73-33631
SATELLITE ORBBITS SEALANTS
Radiation doses during a prolonged orbital space U SEALERS
flight about the earth SEALERS
p0242 A73-29867 Technical and safety aspects of maintenance work
SATELLITE BENDEZVOUS on commercial aircraft wing fuel tanks,
U ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS considering wing deformation effects and sealant
SATELLITE TRACKING materials and reapplications
The potential application of space technology to p0329 A73-36932
the radio tracking and biotelemetry of SEALS (ANIMALS)
unrestrained animals. Receiver operating characteristics for underwater
p0084 A73-17134 signal detection performance of sea lions
Satellite system for tracking of wildlife and (AD-7465201 p0073 N73-13113
birds in natural environment SEARCH PROFILES
INASA-CR-1303011 p0104 N73-15090 Characterization of interaction between detection
SATELLITES and visibility processes with application to
NT BIOSATELLITE 2 search policies
NT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES p0294 N73-24130
NT EARTH SATELLITES SEARCHING
NT MOON NT SEARCH PROFILES
NT NATURAL SATELLITES Eye movements during visual search and memory
NT OBBITAL SPACE STATIONS search.
NT SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES p0239 A73-29125
SCALE (RATIO) Conference on human visual search and perception
The superiority of the pair-comparisons method for (AD-7543271 p0221 N73-20133
scaling visual illusions. SEAS
p0311 1A73-35497 NT CARIBBEAN SEA
SCALING SEASONAL VARIATIONS
Multidimensional scaling methods and data U ANNUAL VARIATIONS
visualization /Review/ SEAT BELTS
p0425 A73-43578 Restraint systems /lap belts and shoulder
SCATTERING harnesses/ for military, transport and general
NT LIGHT SCATTERING aviation aircraft, with emphasis on pilot and
NT REVERBERATION crew systems
SCHEBBDULING (SAE PAPER 7302911 p0306 A73-34656
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES Severe intraabdominal injuries without abdominal
Automated medical history questionnaire for protective rigidity after an air crash - Seat
screening industrial personnel and scheduling belt injury
physical examinations p0356 A73-39209
p0144 N73-17060 SEATS
Computerized multivariate scheduling of physical NT BARANY CHAIR
examinations for NASA personnel in clinical The effects of various seat surface inclinations
intervention program on posture and subjective feeling of comfort
p0145 N73-17068 p0041 A73-13121
Human continuous reaction time task distribution Aircraft crash injury reduction through seat and
rates for paced and selfpaced responses to restraint design, discussing dummy size
visual stimuli considerations, seat belts, aircraft
[IZF-1973-51 p02 68 N73-23077 acceleration and injury types
Vork-rest schedule for optimum performance of [SAE PAPER 7302901 p0306 A73-34655
monitoring tasks Statistical analysis of impact injuries to seated
p0271 N73-23987 human responding to square wave energy
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES absorption of vertical deceleration pulse
Design principles for contamination abatement in representing helicopter crash
scientific satellites. (AD-745919] p0612 N73-11102
p0584 A73-11991
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SECONDARY AIR SUBJECT INDEX
SECONDARY AIR autopulsators
U &IN p0244 a73-30289
SECRETIONS SELF REGULATING
NT ENDOCRINE SECRETIONS U AUTOMATIC CONTROL
NT HORMONES SELF STIBULATION
NT INSULIN Theoretical analysis of motivation stimulation
NI SWEAT p0448 373-33062
Russian book - Mutual relationship of water and SELSYNS (TRADEMARK)
salt secretion functions in digestive and U SERVOMOTORS
excretory organs under conditions of high SEMICIRCULAB CANALS
temperature. Semicircular canals as a primary etiological
p0390 A73-41438 factor in motion sickness.
SECULAR PERTURBATION p0588 A73-12560
U LONG TERM EFFECTS Equivalence of the action of Coriolis
SEDATIVES accelerations to that of certain angular
Eftects of some antimotion sickness drugs and accelerations in their effects on the receptors
secobarbital on postural equilibrium functions of semicircular canals
at sea level and at 12,000 feet /simulated/. p020
9 A73-27718
p0154 A73-22529 Calculation of a coriolis acceleration acting on
Neuronal changes in cortical motor region cells semicircular canal receptors of man in rotating
during pharmacological induced sleep systems
p0257 N73-22028 p0280 A73-31518
SEDIMENTARY ROCKS Endolymph fluid mechanics in semicircular canals
NT SHALES approximated by rigid torus filled with
SEDIMENTS incompressible Newtonian fluid
Late Precambrian microfossils - A new p0315 A73-36430
stromatolitic biota from Boorthanna, South A non-Newtonian model for fluid flow in the
Australia. semicircular canals.
p0241 A73-29723 p0
315 A73-36431
SEEDING (INOCULATION) Vestibular and spinal control of eye movements.
U INOCULATICN p0316 A73-36440
SEEDS Physiology and dimensional analysis of
Life processes in ammonia - Anomalous germination semicircular canal
behavior of onion seed in ammonia and amines. AHMRU-R-69-1] p0606 N73-11058
p0203 A73-26491 Asymmetric response of cat semicircular canal
Cytogenetic analysis of diploid and autotetraploid neurons to symmetric sinusoidal rotation
Crepis capillaris seeds following space travel (AMRU-B-69-21 p0607 173-11060
on the 'Cosmos-368' artificial earth satellite Physiological response of cat semicircular canal
p0314 A73-36117 dependent units to linear acceleration without
Results of cytoqenetic studies of seeds after angular acceleration
their extended orbital flight aboard the Salyut [AERU-R-70-41 p0607 N73-11061
orbital scientific station. Effect of space flight on origin, physiological
p0397 A73-42169 function, and amelioration of coriolis illusion
SEEKERS in semicircular canal
U HOMING DEVICES rAMBU-B-70-61 p0607 N73-11063
SEIZUBRES Response characteristics of vestibulo-ocular
Effect of sleep-wake reversal and sleep reflex arc
deprivation on the circadian rhythm of oxygen [AeBU-R-71-21 p0608 N73-11067
toxicity seizure susceptibility. Physiological factors in human oculomotor
p0589 A73-12561 responses to space flight stress
CNS epinephrine tone, a possible etiology for the rDR-208-VOL-11 p0109 873-15136
threshold in susceptibility to oxygen toxicity Human semicircular canal response to rotational
seizures, stimuli in yaw, pitch, and roll planes of the head
p0049 A73-14156 p0109 N73-15137
SELECTION Functional dependence of semicircular canal on
NT PERSONNEL SELECTION physical size
NT PILOT SELECTION p0109 N73-15139
SELENIUM COMPOUNDS Physiological control system for stabilization of
Inhibition by selenium of the free-radical states retinal image in humans
of the retina of the eye p0110 N73-15141
p0430 A73-44724 Vestibular stimulation effect in human and animal
SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS retinal image stabilization
Adaptive measurement of vigilance decrement. p0110 N73-15144
p0423 A73-43211 Clinical neurological and neurophysiological
Design analysis for reversible, self adaptive aspects of vestibulo-ocular reflex
manipulator control system p0110 173-15145
p0336 N73-26083 Semicircular canal plugging response in cats to
Error analysis on manipulator activation system rotary stimulation
using reversible self adaptive control mechanism p0111 N73-15151
p0336 N73-26084 Semicircular canal model with flow visualization
One class of adaptive systems and results of chamber for dynamic recording of canal fluid
computer modeling of their self instruction response to angular velocity effects
p0447 N73-33056 p0111 N73-15153
SELF DEPLOYING SPACE STATIONS Determination of angular acceleration equivalent
U SPACE STAIIONS to effect of coriolis acceleration on receptors
SELF ORGANIZING SYSTEMS of semicircular canals
Automaton synthesis and perceptron learning for p0218 N73-20112
controlled objects classification according to SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
unknown features, noting adaptive relationships NT FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
between retina and associative elements NT GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASERS
p0119 a73-20047 NT METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS
Self organized biological systems analysis, NT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
including deterministic and phenomenoloqical SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS
selection theories, molecular level cell NT GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASERS
instructive properties and self reproducing SEMICONDUCTORS (MATERIALS)
hypercycles NT METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS
p0281 A73-31825 SENDEBS
SELF OSCILLATION U TRANSMITTERS
Periodic conditions in artificial-muscle
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SUBJECT INDEX SENSORBIOTOR PRFOBMANCB
SENSATIONS Work movement performance of the astronaut in
U PERCEPTION flight.
SENSE ORGANS p0207 A73-27645
NT BAROBECEPTORS Some aversive characteristics of centrifuqally
NT CHEMORECEPTORS generated gravity.
NT COCHLEA p0238 A73-28506
NT CORNEA Motor functions and control of sensorial messages
NT CORTI ORGAN of somatic origin
NT EAR p0240 A73-29174
NT EARDRUMS Anatomo-functional bases of cerebello-cerebral
NT EYE (ANATOMY) interrelations
NT FOVEA p0282 A73-32287
NT GRAVIRECEPTORS Intervention of cerebello-cortical and
NT LABYRINTH cortico-cerebellar paths in the organization and
NT MECHANORECEPTORS regulation of movement
NT MIDDLE EAR p0282 173-32288
NT OCULOBOTOB NERVES Self-estimates of distractibility as related to
NT OTOLITH ORGANS performance decrement on a task requiring
NT PHOTORECEPTOBS sustained attention.
NT PUPILS p0283 173-32394
NT RETINA A comparison of visual, auditory, and cutaneous
NT SEMICIRCULAR CANALS tracking displays when divided attention is
NT THERMORECEPTORS required to a cross-adaptive loading task.
NT VESTIBULES p0283 A73-32395
Orientation: Sensory basis; Proceedings of the Brain alpha rhythm activity relationship to
Conference, New York, N.Y., February 8-10, 1971. perceptual and motor performance, correlating
p0091 A73-18030 with reaction time and computer cycle time analogy
Book - Sensory coding in the mammalian nervous p0287 173-33159
system. Information processing in the visual periphery.
p0199 A73-25799 p0304 A73-34150
SENSES Space-time adaptation of visual position constancy.
U SENSORY PERCEPTION p0304 A73-34223
SENSIBILITY Central programming and peripheral feedback during
U SENSITIVITY eye-head coordination in monkeys.
SENSITIVITY p0317 A73-36452
NT IMPACT RESISTANCE Interference of 'attend to and learn' tasks with
NT LIGHT ADAPTATION tracking.
NT PAIN SENSITIVITY p0353 A73-38377
NT PHOTOSENSITIVITY Ultradian rhythms in human telemetered gross motor
NT RADIATION TOLERANCE activity.
Thin film temperature sensor with polymer coating p0355 A73-39102
for medical research providing good sensitivity Inversion of lighting regimen alters acrophase
and stability for rapid temperature changes in relations of circadian rhythms in body
biochemical reactions temperature, heart rate and movement of pocket
p0395 A73-42055 mice.
Evaluation of sex difference in thermal p0357 A73-39480
sensitivity in men and women A study of evoked slow activities in man which
(NASA-CR-1145641 p0150 N73-17113 follow a voluntary movement and articulated speech
SENSORINOTOR PERFORMANCE p0359 A73-39759
NT PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE Experimental analysis of conditions for onset of
NT PSYCHOSOMATICS emotional stress
Correlations between motor learning and visual and p0362 A73-39800
arm adaptation under conditions of Contingent negative variation expectancy waveform
computer-simulated visual distortion. relation to human psychic state in response to
p0044 a73-13556 visual and imperative acoustic stimuli
Visual-motor coordination characteristics of p0363 A73-39804
parachute iumpers Sleep deprivation effects on accuracy and speed of
p0088 A73-17750 response selection and execution.
Role of visual and articular afferentation in the p0385 A73-40853
implementation of motor reactions involving Variations in the motor potential with force
complex coordination and precision exerted during voluntary arm movements in man.
p0092 A73-18164 p0385 A73-41013
Structural models of simple sensory motor Automatic apparatus for the study of conditioned
co-ordination. reflexes in a monkey seated in the
p0098 A73-18890 primatoloqical chair
Disorientinq effects of aircraft catapult p0386 A73-41140
launchings. Frequency of anti-collision observing responses by
p0117 A73-19480 solo pilots as a function of traffic density,
Changes in the amplitudinal and temporal ATC traffic warnings, and competing behavior.
characteristics of sensonotor-cortex evoked p0387 A73-41158
potentials after deactivation of spinocervical Response delays and the timing of discrete motor
tracts in cats responses.
p0118 A73-20004 p0387 A73-41177
Heart activity characteristics in a human operator Russian book - Electrical activity of the human
during a control process brain in the process of motor action.
p0164 A73-23806 p0389 A73-41289
Features of the spontaneous and evoked neuronal Operator reaction functional readiness
activity of deep brain structures in man during manifestation in evoked potential
voluntary movements characteristics of stimulus-response situations,
p0168 A73-24517 obtaining response amplitude distribution
Organization of the activity of a group of motor p0394 A73-41891
neurons in man during voluntary contraction of a Human sensorimotor coordination following space
muscle flights.
p0170 A73-24599 p0397 A73-42170
Experimental study of emotional stress in operators Human phasic reflex response to parameters of a
p0193 A73-25038 mechanical stimulus as an index of
Adiustment of saccade characteristics during head muscle-spindle sensitivity.
movements. p0403 A73-42679
p0201 A73-26222
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SENSORY DEPRIVATION SUBJECT INDEX
Neuronal activity of the sensomotor and visual SENSORY PERCEPTION
cortex in rabbits during development of a NT AUDITORY PERCEPTION
summation focus in the reticular formation NT AUTOKINESIS
p0428 A73-44550 NT CONSCIOUSNESS
Use of the conditioned reflex method to study the NT CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
motor analyzer during hygienic evaluation of NT EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION
working conditions in the presence of vibrations NT OLFACTORY PERCEPTION
p0429 A73-44673 NT PAIN SENSITIVITY
Two components and two stages in search NT PROPRIOCEPTION
performance - A case study in visual search. NT SPACE PERCEPTION
pG435 A73-45339 NT TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
Motor reaction model for hand motion in decision NT TOUCH
making manual task NT VERTICAL PERCEPTION[AD-7615181 p0370 N73-27973 NT VIBRATION PERCEPTION
SENSORY DEPRIVATION NT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
Modulated light transmission for electrical NT VISUAL PERCEPTION
isolation in a multichannel physiological Human thresholds for perceiving sudden changes in
monitoring system, atmospheric pressure.
p011 7 A73-19482 p0044 &73-13554
Effect of light deprivation on the metabolic Vestibular adaptation in man - Effects of
reaction development in retinal ganglion cells increased acceleration during different phases
p0163 A73-23681 of adaptation.
Effects of prolonged dark adaptation on p0058 A73-15218
autokinetic movement. Human perception of humidity under four controlled
p0202 A73-26322 conditions.
Characteristics of the higher nervous activity of p0089 173-17864
monkeys during a postneurotic period Orientation: Sensory basis; Proceedings of the
p0206 A73-27108 Conference, New York, N.Y., February 8-10, 1971.
Sensory versus perceptual isolation - A comparison p0091 A73-18030
of their electrophysiological effects. Examination of responses evoked in the sensory
p0247 A73-30517 cortex by thalamic stimulation.
SENSORY DISCRIMINATION p0164 A73-23772
NT BRIGHTNESS DISCRIMINATION Book - Sensory coding in the mammalian nervous
NT TACTILE LISCRIMINATION system.
NT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION p0199 A73-25799
The null magnetic field as reference for the study Equivalence of the action of Coriolis
of geomagnetic directional effects in animals accelerations to that of certain angular
and man. accelerations in their effects on the receptors
p0092 A73-18033 of semicircular canals
Cortical potentials evoked by confirming and p0209 173-27718
disconfirming feedback following an auditory Sensory versus perceptual isolation - A comparison
discrimination. of their electrophysioloqical effects.
p0153 A73-21895 p0247 173-30517
Attention sharing effects on human operator Acquisition of signal concepts under conditions of
performing simultaneously dynamic compensatory aversion activation. I - Theoretical part and
tracking control tasks form interpretation test
p0602 N73-10140 p0285 A73-33091
SENSORY FEEDBACK Participation of cholinerqic mechanisms in
Extraretinal feedback and visual localization, negative human emotions
p0579 A73-10437 p0362 A73-39799
Stable frequency and synchronicity alterations in Effects of single exposures of carbon monoxide on
the discharges of cortical neuron populations in sensory and psychomotor response.
feedback experiments p0383 A73-40409
p0582 A73-11445 Human perception of moderate strength low
Psychological test for relative contributions of frequency magnetic fields tested by whole body
specific and nonspecific components to immersion in large Helmholtz coil field under
intersensory transfer between vision and touch acoustic isolation
p0043 A73-13525 p0392 A73-41789
Correlations between motor learning and visual and Relation between vibratory sensibility and
arm adaptation under conditions of electric signal of living body.
computer-simulated visual distortion. p0403 173-42680
p0044 A73-13556 Determination of performance precision and
Polarity cue for visual accomodation response of informativeness of electronic models of the
trained subjects to target motion direction sensory system of man
change, considering retinal image blur and p0432 A73-44911
tIedback relation Psychophysical method of limits to evaluate
p0129 A73-21569 experimental variables in sensory areas
Cortical potentials evoked by confirming and IAD-7493341 p0100 N73-14083
disconfirming feedback following an auditory Bioastronautics research, including stress
discrimination. effects, sensory perception, and human performance
p0153 A73-21895 INASA-SP-3006] p0104 N73-15091
The operational control of the alpha component in Sensory receptors irritation and cardiopulmonary
the electroencephaloqgam by means of auditory toxicity from fluorocarbon propellants
feedback [AD-7514261 p0140 173-16089
p0204 A73-26549 Effect of cigarette smoking on sensory perception
Forward and backward conditional link formation as and performance parameters of flight crews
physiological mechanism for reinforcement [AD-754421] p0267 N73-23071
conditioning connection Importance of central and peripheral vision in
p0248 A73-30568 pattern perception
Teleoperator system incorporating touch feedback p0411 N73-30063
ann sequenced automatic control for experimental Prosthetic limb with tactile sensing device
investigation of human touch sensing relation to [NASA-CASE-MFS-16570-11 p0439 N73-32013
manipulative skills SENSORY STIMULATION
p0344 A73-37328 Changes in the vibratory sensation threshold after
An electrical model of the inertial and adaptive exposure to powerful vibration.
properties of vision as a self-regulating system p0580 A73-10772
with delayed feedback Aerodynamic and temporal parameters of olfactory
p0354 A73-39004 stimulation - Discussion concerning the lowering
of the threshold by prenasal injection in man
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SUBJECT INDEX SERVICE LIPE
p0046 A73-13787 p0449 N73-33068Skin sensitivity of palms, wrists and forearms to SENTENCES
focused ultrasound, notinq evoked touch, NT WORDS (LANGUAGE)
Pulsation, cold, warmth and prick sensations and SEPARATOBS
applications in receptor physiology NT AIR FILTERS
p0080 A73-16695 NT FLUID FILTERS
Statistical distribution methods for analyzing SEQUENTIAL CONTROL
formation of reflexes conditioned to time Teleoperator system incorporating touch feedback
intervals between periodic unconditioned stimuli and sequenced automatic control for experimental
p0093 A73-18166 investigation of human touch sensing relation to
Human performance measures relationship manipulative skills
determination across sense modes under visual, p0344 A73-37328
auditory and combined stimulus conditions by Monte Carlo simulation for man machine task
controlling for task difficulty on individual sequencing considering pilot performance
basis degradation
p0093 A73-18244 p0270 N73-23899
Visual evoked responses elicited by rapid SERIES (MATHEMATICS)
stimulation. NT FOURIER SERIES
p0094 A73-18350 SEROTONIN
German monograph on human information transmission Brain serotonin content - Physiological regulation
by multidimensional tactile stimuli by plasma neutral amino acids.
investigation using method of learned signals p0578 173-10408
identification Radiation protective effect of a mixture of ATP,
p0122 A73-20393 AET, and serotonin on yields of 600-R
Polysensory responses and sensory interaction in X-ray-induced chromosome aberrations in the rat.
pulvinar and related postero-lateral thalamic p0587 A73-12187
nuclei in cat. Hydroxyindole-O-methyl transferases in rat pineal,
p0156 A73-22696 retina and Harderian gland.
Useful future action models of instrumental p0589 A73-12644
reflexes and voluntary actions based on memory The role of biogenic amines in sleep.
role in engram storage of received stimuli p0051 173-14260
p0194 A73-25199 Daily rhythm of biogenetic amine /histamine and
Adaptation-level and theory of signal detection - serotonin/ contents in human blood during usual
An examination and integration of two ludgment, and shifted work schedules
models for voluntary stimulus generalization. p0087 A73-17688
p0204 A73-26749 Mediator systems and respiratory function during
The role of analyzers of conditional and an acute lethal loss of blood
unconditional stimuli in the functional system p0117 A73-19645
of the behavioral conditioned-reflex action Influence of certain brain structures on the
p0206 A73-27105 sulfhydryl-group, diphosphopyridine-nucleotide,
Changes in visual functions after the action of and serotonin contents of the blood
weak vestibular stimuli p0157 A73-22856
p0209 A73-27719 Organic and species-related differences in the
Late visual cortical region reactions during the action of certain hydrazine derivatives and of
convergence of light stimulation and aminoperhydroacridine on the oxidative
electrocutaneous stimulation deamination of serotonin
p0239 A73-29073 p0163 173-23679
Alpha wave peak amplitude dependence on blocking Neurochemical aspects of the formation of
pattern after stimulation during electrographical and behavioral reactions
habituation-pseudoconditioninqg, conditioning and p0167 A73-24327
extinction Serotonin content in various parts of the brain
p0242 A73-29992 during hibernation and awakening
Sustained human skin and muscle vasoconstriction p0278 A73-31390
with reduced baroreceptor activity. Serotonin content variations in the fore-brain
p0277 A73-31344 during hibernation
Neuronal elements of the orienting response - p0322 A73-36567
Microrecordings and stimulation experiments in The inhibiting action of 5-oxytryptophan on
rabbits. thermal regulation during the awakening from
p0316 A73-36444 hibernation
Determination of the type of higher nervous p0343 A73-37252
activity from the aftereffect characteristics of Regional serotonin content variations in the brain
multidimensional stimuli of cats during a prolonged absence of sleep
p0322 A73-36577 p0345 A73-37394
Reinforcement of unconscious traces of stimuli in Diurnal changes in human histamine and serotonin
the human being during ontoqenesis metabolism and effects of work-sleep cycle
p0343 A73-37251 p0064 N73-12089
A study of evoked slow activities in man which SERURS
follow a voluntary movement and articulated speech Action of a serum protein on muscular contraction.
p0359 A73-39759 p0125 A73-21200
Formation of various functional states in the Effects of oxygen-augmented atmosphere on the
symmetrical structures of the brain as a immune response.
function of the intensity of unconditioned p0307 A73-34743
excitation Serum tryptophan level after carbohydrate
p0362 A73-39801 ingestion - Selective decline in
Diminution of uncertainty in the firing of non-albumin-bound tryptophan coincident with
hippocampal units in response to a stimulus reduction in serum free fatty acids.
p0362 A73-39803 p0389 A73-41218
Contingent negative variation expectancy waveform Blood group A sub-groups and serum cholesterol.
relation to human psychic state in response to p0408 A73-43107
visual and imperative acoustic stimuli Apparatus for measuring the colloid osmotic
p0363 A73-39804 pressure in blood serum
Vestibular analyzer functions in dogs after p0425 173-43792
prolonged ionizing irradiation Stabilization methods in collecting and shipping
p0181 N73-19088 of human sera for chemical analyses
Use of motivational relations to find acceptor of P0143 N73-17053
action with conditioned stimuli SERVICE LIFE
p0448 N73-33064 Prediction of long-term heat-pipe performance from
Various types of corticopetal influences from accelerated life tests.
deep-seated emotioqenic formations of brain p0384 A73-40438
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SERVICES SUBJECT INDEX
SERVICES stress/ effects on vascular endothelium
NT MEDICAL SERVICES p0408 A73-43105
SERVO LOOPS SHEARING STRESS
U FEEDBACK CONTROL U SHEAR STRESS
U SERVOCONTROL SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
SERVOACTUATORS NT ELASTIC SHELLS
U ACTUATORS NT LIQUID FILLED SHELLS
U SERVOMOTORS SHIELDING
SEEBOCONTHOL NT RADIATION SHIELDING
Automated calibration of blood pressure signal NT SPACECRAFT SHIELDING
conditioners. SHIPS
p0057 A73-14846 NT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
Servo-controlled-moving stimulus generator for NT SUBMARINES
single unit studies in vision. Tasks analyses to determine technical personnel
p0246 A73-30401 requirements for maintenance of Navy
Design and evaluation of a backhoe model with a microelectronic shipboard equipment
master slave control. [AD-7480401 p0074 N73-13123
p0352 A73-38085 Environmental control unit for damage control suit
Construction of reversible self synchronous system for use during shipboard operations
control system for manipulator rAD-749025 p0075 N73-13125
p0335 N73-26080 SHOCK ABSORBERS
Systems engineering for design of two dimensional Biodynamic applications regarding isolation of
automatic manipulator control system using humans from shock and vibration.
reversible follow-up p0406 A73-42926
p0335 N73-26081 Statistical analysis of impact injuries to seated
Remotely controlled manipulators with independent human responding to square wave energy
follow-up and force reproduction mechanisms absorption of vertical deceleration pulse
p0336 N73-26082 representing helicopter crash
SERVOMECHANISMS [AD-745919] p0612 N73-11102
NT SERVOMOTORS SHOCK RESISTANCE
An anthropomorphic master-slave manipulator system. NT IMPACT RESISTANCE
p0344 A73-37316 SHOCK WAVES
Design of manipulator mechanisms with manual, NT SONIC BOOMS
bioelectric, and automatic control systems Defined shock wave effects on miniature swine,
INASA-TT-F-143361 p0335 N73-26073 describing organ injuries
Volumetric kinematic analysis on servomechanism of p0369 N73-27965
remote handling manipulator SHORT HAUL AIRCRAFT
p0335 N73-26075 Development of mathematical model to analyze
Remote control of underwater manipulator using traveler acceptance factors in short haul air
cables and automatic servomechanics carrier operations
p0335 N73-26078 p0591 N73-10023
Systems engineering for design of two dimensional SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
automatic manipulator control system using Analysis of passenger acceptance of commercial
reversible follow-up low-density short haul, air transportation
p0335 N73-26081 [NASA-CR-132285] p0367 N73-27950
Synchronization kinetics in control of movement Analysis of human reactions to short takeoff
links in human extremities aircraft aerodynamic noise for predicting
p0336 N73-26089 community acceptance of short haul air service
SEVOMOTORS operations
A linear motion generator for physiological p0441 N73-32960
research. SHORT WAVE RADIATION
p0577 A73-10173 NT MICROWAVES
Design of automatic controlled remote arm NT MILLIMETER WAVES
mechanism incorporating feedback information NT SUBMILLIMETER WAVES
(NASA-CR-22381 p0260 N73-22055 SHUNTS
Construction of reversible self synchronous U CIRCUITS
control system for manipulator SHUTTLE ORBITERS
p0335 N73-26080 U SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
SERVOSTABILITY CONTROL SICKNESSES
U SERVOCONTROL NT ALTITUDE SICKNESS
SET THEORY NT DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
NT THRESHOLD LOGIC SIDE-LOOKING RADAR
SEMAGE NT RADAR IMAGERY
Raw water sewage treatment Training program for improving performance of[NASA-CASE-NPO-13224-11 p0419 N73-31011 operators in locating targets in side-looking
SEX GLANDS airborne radar
NI GONADS [AD-762342] p0371 N73-27979
NT TESTES SIGHT
SHALES U VISUAL PERCEPTION
A search for porphyrin biomarkers in Nonesuch SIGNAL ANALYSIS
Shale and extraterrestrial samples. Digital filters applicable to
p0202 A73-26481 electroencephalographic pattern recognition.
SHANNON INFORMATION THEORY p0582 A73-11464
U INFORMATION THEORY Application of frequency discrimination technique
SHEAR FATIGUE to the analysis of electroencephalographic
U SHEAR STRESS signals.
SHEAR PROPERTIES p0057 A73-15052
Experimental determination of shear moduli in a Visual field image analysis via investigation of
compact bone tissue receptor-furnished signal analysis by network of
p0045 A73-13742 neuron-like structures
SHEAR STRESS p0060 A73-15789
NT TORSIONAL STRESS The explanation and investigation of biological
Flow patterns and velocity and shear stress rhythms.
distribution downstream of steady and pulsatile p0286 A73-33155
flow models for fluid dynamics of blood vessel The value of data processing in the analysis of
branches visual evoked potentials
p0408 A73-43103 p0327 A73-36911
Mathematical model of collateral blood vessels Signal and noise in the human oculomotor system.
caliber changes due to hydtodynamic drag 4shear p0407 A73-42964
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SUBJECT INDEX SIMULATION
SIGNAL DETECTION p0450 N73-33631
Observers detecting a signal in two multiple SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
observation tasks. NT BIOTELEMETRY
p0578 A73-10350 NT DATA TRANSMISSION
Effects of signal duration and masker duration on NT PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
detectability under diotic and dichotic NT RADIO TELEMETRY
listening conditions. NT TELEMETRY
p0578 A73-10436 German monograph on human information transmission
Group performance in a visual signal-detection task. by multidimensional tactile stimuli
p0194 A73-25182 investigation using method of learned signals
Adaptation-level and theory of signal detection - identification
An examination and integration of two judgment p0122 A73-20393
models for voluntary stimulus generalization. SIGNS (SYMBOLS)
p0204 A73-26749 U SYMBOLS
Visual temporal integration for threshold, signal SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
detectability, and reaction time measures. NT ASPHYXIA
p0235 A73-28097 NT BRADYCARDIA
Psychoacoustic theory of signal detectability NT LEUKOPENIA
based on mathematical input-output mapping model Usefulness of vectorcardioqraphy combined with His
and memory role in human auditory system bundle recordings and cardiac pacing in
p0243 A73-30278 evaluation of the preexcitation
Vector correlation theory and neural mechanisms of /Wolff-Parkinson-White/ syndrome.
binaural signal detection in human auditory system p0587 A73-12445
p0244 A73-30283 Semicircular canals as a primary etiological
Binaural signal detection - Egualization and factor in motion sickness.
cancellation theory. p0588 A73-12560
p0244 A73-30284 Pathology of angina pectoris.
Manipulating the response criterion in visual p0085 A73-17276
monitoring. Clinical diagnosis of angina pectoris, implicating
p0247 A73-30499 obstructive disease of coronary arteries and
Receiver operating characteristics for underwater effects of paroxysmal events on heart rate and
signal detection performance of sea lions blood pressure
rAD-7465201 p0073 N73-13113 p0085 A73-17277
SIGNAL DETECTORS Correlation of electrocardiographic studies and
Visibility and optimum light characteristics of arteriographic findings with angina pectoris.
marks for sighting devices p0085 A73-17279
p0374 N73-29039 Familial syndrome of midsystolic click and late
SIGNAL DISCRIMINATORS systolic murmur.
U SIGNAL DEIECTORS p0199 A73-25697
SIGNAL ENCODING Phonocardiogram and apex cardiogram in systolic
Compact digital coding of electrocardiographic data. click-late systolic murmur syndrome.
p0097 A73-18815 p0199 A73-25698
SIGNAL FLOW GRAPHS Prophylaxis and treatment of the motion sickness
Dynamic analyses of hybrid bio/mechanical networks syndrome
with feedback characterization. p0240 A73-29410
p0287 A73-33161 Drug therapy for treatment of cardiogenic shock
SIGNAL GENERATORS syndrome following myocardial infarction,
Design of light modulator for generation of discussing sympathomimetics, alpha-adrenergic
periodic visual stimuli blocks and combinations
rAD-7545621 p0223 N73-20149 p0321 A73-36546
SIGNAL NOISE Changes in respiration accompanying a diencephalic
U SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS vegetative-vascular syndrome under the action of
SIGNAL PROCESSING a hypoxic mixture
New developments in EEG signal processing, p0382 A73-40280
p0058 A73-15279 Transient S-T elevation detected by 24-hour ECG
Information processing in the visual system, monitoring during normal daily activity.
p0122 A73-20374 p0424 A73-43492
Human visual evoked response signal decomposition Influence of infrasound on human body functions
by complex demodulation in terms of p0147 N73-17085
after-discharge time, envelope and frequency SILICATES
parameters NT ARAGONITE
p0203 A73-26497 SILICON COMPOUNDS
Automatic methods for smoothing and separation of NT ARAGONITE
characteristic points in an electrocardiographic SILTS
signal U SEDIMENTS
p0245 A73-30387 SILVER CHLORIDES
Signal processing in medical technology Solid state AqCl detectors for nuclear tracks with
p0424 A73-43317 on- and off-response at choice - Applications to
Binaural processing of speech intelligibility in life sciences.
light aircraft p0398 A73-42179
(EAA-AM-72-311 p0102 N73-14094 SILVER COMPOUNDS
SIGNAL RECEPTION NT SILVER CHLORIDES
NI SYMBOLS SILVER HALIDES
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS NT SILVER CHLORIDES
Examples for signal-noise improvement with the aid SIMICO (IMAGE CORRELATOR)
of polarity correlation analysis in the U IMAGE CORRELATORS
biological sector SIMILARITIES
p0086 A73-17593 U ANALOGIES
Manipulating the response criterion in visual SIMULATED ALTITUDE
monitoring. Cardiopulmonary responses of male and female swine
p0247 A73-30499 to simulated high altitude.
Signal/noise ratio in the recording of human p0432 A73-45058
nerve-action potentials. SIMULATION
p0399 A73-42372 NT ACOUSTIC SIMULATION
Human recognition of contrasting target in noisy NT ALTITUDE SIMULATION
environment with diversion of attention NT ANALOG SIBULATION
[FOA-2-C-2482-H5] p0611 N73-11092 NT COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
Effects of resolution, signal to noise ratio, and NT DIGITAL SIMULATION
contrast on underwater imaging systems performance NT ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
A-313
SIMULATOR TBRAINING SUBJECT INDEX
NT FLIGHT SIMULATION Theoretical models of the generation of
NT LANDING SIMULATION steady-state evoked potentials, their relation
NT SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION to neuroanatomy and their relevance to certain
NT THERRAL SIMULATION clinical problems.
NT WEIGHTLESSNESS SINULATION p0236 A73-28354
Simulation of growth and mineral uptake by plants Investigation of the influence of biologically
qgrowinq in lunar soil active substances on the permeability of the skin
[NASA-CR-1340361 p0416 N73-30988 p0277 A73-31174
SIMULATOR TRAINING A new method for determining the degree of
U TRAINING SIMULATORS oxygenation of hemoglobin spectra in the case of
SIMULATORS inhomogeneous light paths, explained in an
NT ENVIhONMENT SIMULATORS analysis of spectra of the human skin
NT FLIGHT SIMULATCRS p0356 A73-39145
NT TRAINING SIMULATORS Laser hazards and safety performance standards,
NT VIbRATION SIMULATORS discussing ocular and skin damage and exposure
Design and performance of breathing metabolic limits and operational regulation
simulator p0356 A73-39205
p0075 N73-13850 Torsional elasticity of human skin in vivo.
Initiator ignition effect in laboratory glass and p0391 A73-41625
polythene vessel studying dummy hand iniuries Effect of mood on human performance, possibility
during simulated accidents of using skin analyzer for communication, and
FEhDE-TRANS-11 p0295 N73-24137 effect of prolonged exposure to depths of 160 m
SIMULTANEOUS IMAGE CORBELATOR on mental functioning
U IMAGE CORRELAIGsS rJPRS-575411 p0068 N73-13072
SINKS Use of skin analyzer as communication channel in
NT HEAT SINKS controlling activity
SINUSES p0069 N73-13074
NT PARANASAL SINUSES Effect of protective barrier creams on toxic alkyl
Sinus venosus atrial septal defect - Analysis of phosphate penetration of pig skin
fifty cases. fBHVG-FBWT-72-15] p0138 N73-16076
p0121 A73-20368 Evaluation of sex difference in thermal
Pathophysiological and clinical aspects of sensitivity in men and women
aerosinusitus and frontal sinus nematoma (NASA-CB-1145641 p0150 N73-17113
formation due to barometric pressure changes Bactericidal activity of human skin at different
from pilot case history studies times of day
p0155 A73-22538 p0218 N73-20110
Slow and fast heart rates and syncopal and dizzy Immunological effectiveness of X ray irradiation
attacks as manifestations of sick sinus on histocompatibility of mice skin transplants
syndrome, discussing ventricular artificial p0255 N73-22008
pacemaker as therapy Thermal response of protective fabric/human skin
p0201 A73-26289 system to JP-4 let fuel fire
Cerebral tolerance to asphyxial hypoxia in the dog. rAD-7595251 p0337 N73-26095
p0399 A73-42202 Human skin reactions to lotions and distilled
SITES water during hypokinesia
Atmospheric models for evaluating nuclear facility p0444 N73-33034
sites SKIN FBICTION
fBNWL-1651-VOL-2-PI-11 p0446 N73-33044 NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
SITTING POSITION Tests of fabric friction on human skin for aircrew
The effects of various seat surface inclinations tropical clothing comfort
on posture and subjective feeling of comfort fRAE-TR-720371 p0604 N73-10157
p0041 A73-13121 SKIN TEMPERATURE (BIOLOGY)
Normal pulmonary pressure-flow relationship during Acclimatization to severe dry heat by brief
exercise in the sitting position, exposures to humid heat.
p0042 A73-13124 p0045 A73-13700
A model to predict the mechanical impedance of the Thermoregulatory behavior of man during rest and
sitting primate during sinusoidal vibration, exercise.
(ASME PAPER 73-DET-781 p0395 A73-42073 p0162 173-23572
SIZE PERCEPTION Cerebral temperature oscillations and vascular
U SPACE PERCEPTION responses in man
SKELETON p0164 A73-23805
U MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM Quantitative influence of C02 inhalation on
SKILLS thermal sweating in man.
U ABILITIES p0195 A73-25331
SKIN (ANATOMY) Bypothalamus, septum and ventrobasal thalamus
NT EPIDERMIS nuclei single neuron responses to skin thermal
NT EPITHELIUM stimulation, indicating afferent connections
Fingerprint patterns incidence relation in between cerebrum thermoregulation center and
congenital vitium cordis patients, using Henry peripheral thermoreceptors
dactyloscopic classification p0199 A73-26086
p0581 A73-11080 Human thermorequlatory system examination under
Skin sensitivity of palms, wrists and forearms to thermodynamic equilibrium based on conductivefocused ultrasound, noting evoked touch, and convective metastable heat transfer from
pulsation, cold, warmth and prick sensations and skin to environment
applications in receptor physiology [ASME PAPER 73-AUT-Jl p0240 A73-29414
p0080 A73-16695 Differential thermal sensitivity in the human skin.UV-induced lipid peroxidation in human epidermis, p0251 A73-30912
dermis, and hypodermis in vitro Calculation of temperature distribution in the..
p0153 A73-21873 human body.
Influence of histamine on cutaneous capillary p0281 A73-31999circulation and on the oxygen tension of The effects of core temperature elevation and
subcutaneous cellular tissue in various age thermal sensation on performance.
periods p0283 A73-32396
p0163 A73-23676 Control of forearm skin blood flow during periods
An experimental basis for carcinogenic effects of of steadily increasing skin temperature.
ultraviolet radiation. p0324 A73-36657
p0203 A73-26485 Human calorimeter with a new type of gradient layer.Bactericide activity of the integument of man at p0324 A73-36662
different times of the day Thermoqraphic evaluation of relative heat loss
p0209 A73-27716 areas of man during cold water immersion.
A-314
SUBJECT INDEX SLEEP
p0325 A73-36781 p0051 A73-14261
Tolerance to immersion in cold water Maturation of neurobiochemical systems related to
p0331 173-36943 the ontogeny of sleep behavior.
Effect of skin wetting on finger cooling and p0051 A73-14262
freezing. Development of wakefulness-sleep cycles and
p0360 A73-39779 associated EEG patterns in mammals.
Heat conduction in blackened skin accompanying p0051 A73-14263
pulsatile heating with a xenon flash lamp. Patterns of reflex excitability during the
p0361 A73-39791 ontoqenesis of sleep and wakefulness.
A comparison of predicted skin temperatures with p0052 A73-14264
thermographic measurements. Rapid eye movement state beneficial effects on
p0395 A73-42053 memory refuted in favor of delta wave slumber,
Spectral emissivity of skin and pericardium. emphasizing stage 4 sleep
p0427 A73-44213 p0093 A73-18225
Radiation heat transmission from human underlying The effects of Dalmane /flurazepam hydrochloride/
and surface skin effect on epidermal temperature on human EEG characteristics.
gradient p0126 A73-21464
p0428 A73-44217 Non-Gaussian properties of the EEG during sleep.
SKULL p0126 A73-21465
NT CRANIUM Alpha-delta sleep as replacement for delta sleep
NT INTRACRANIAL CAVITY in various psychiatric patients with chronic
Simple simulated human head for checking fatigue and depression
echoencephaloqraphic equipment. p0156 A73-22694
p0403 A73-42672 Rapid eye movement analyzer.
SKY RADIATION p0156 A73-22697
NT TWILIGHT GLOW Investigation of the sleep and wakefulness rhythms
SKILAB PROGRAM in the crewmembers of Soyuz-3 through Soyuz-9
Microbiological testing of Skylab foods, spacecraft prior to, during, and after space
p0205 173-27075 flight
Skylab astronaut vestibular function experiment in p0170 A73-24697
orbital flight, discussing motion sickness Nature and significance of periodic electrical
susceptibility, stimulation thresholds and space activity variations in the neocortex and the
perception measurements hippocampus during the paradoxical phase of sleep
p0307 A73-34741 p0199 A73-26083
Soaps, detergents and surfactants dermatological Influence of synchronized sleep upon spontaneous
hazards in personal hygiene use by spacecrews and induced discharges of single units in visual
during long term space flight /Skylab/ system.
fASME PAPER 73-ENAS-261 p0350 A73-37981 p0201 A73-26223
Skylab medical experiments altitude test crew On the functional significance of subcortical
observations, single unit activity during sleep.
[ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-301 p0351 A73-37985 p0242 173-29993
Trash management during Skylab and long duration A vecto-oculographic approach to fast sleep eye
missions with compactors, autoclaves, biocides movements in man.
and isotope powered water recovery/waste p0242 A73-29994
management systems Accommodation of the eye during sleep and
[ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-311 p0351 173-37986 anesthesia.
Skylab Medical Experiments Altitude Test /SMEAT/ p0245 A73-30391
facility design and operation. Memory fixation during sleep, discussing EEG, EOG,
[ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-441 p0351 173-37991 EMG and ECG recordings for differences between
Skylab medical experiments altitude test /SMEAT/ light and paradoxal sleep
chamber atmosphere trace contaminants analysis, p0280 A73-31749
describing sample acquisition techniques and Sleep behaviour as a biorhythm.
instrumentation p0286 A73-33158
[ASM2 PAPER 73-ENAS-451 p0351 A73-37992 Investigation of the possibility of human
Astronaut manual performance limits in adaptation to a 16-hour day
intravehicular Skylab environment p0305 A73-34238
rNASA-CR-1285901 p0603 873-10150 Sonic booms and sleep - Affect change as a
Dermatological testing of personal hygiene function of age.
cleansing agents and laundry detergents for p0324 173-36780
possible use in Skylab Program Further sleep problems in airline pilots on
[NASA-CR-1288801 p0222 873-20143 world-wide schedules.
Space rations and menus developed for Skylab p0326 A73-36792
missions Changes in some behavioral reactions and in the
fNASA-CH-1289101 p0268 N73-23080 bioelectric activity of the brain in cats during
Data analysis for predicting human personal the development of sleep under polarization of
hygienic needs during long term space flight individual brain structures
rNASA-CR-1289291 p0295 N73-24132 p0345 A73-37393
SLAST PERCEPTION Ultradian rhythms in human telemetered gross motor
U SPACE PERCEPTION activity.
SLEEP p0355 A73-39102
Structural change in the paradoxical phase of Variations of heart rate during sleep as a
sleep due to the stimulation of the reticular function of the sleep cycle.
formation and hypothalamus on a background of p0359 A73-39762
deep slow sleep Similarities and differences concerning the sleep
p0582 A73-11081 of two baboons, Papio hamadryas and Papio papio
Sleep and the maturing nervous system; Proceedings p0359 A73-39764
of the Symposium on the Maturation of Brain The nature and significance of the dynamics of
Mechanisms Related to Sleep Behavior, Boiling electrical activity in the neocortex and
Springs, Pa., June 21-24, 1970. hippocampus during the paradoxal phase of sleep
p0050 A73-14255 p0429 A73-44718
Differential housing /isolation vs aggregation/ as Application of factor analysis to the
factor in postnatal development of mouse brain encephalographic characterization of sleep
cell specificity and metabolism, noting relation p0430 A73-44722
to sleep behavior Sleep stage classification analysis on heart rate
p0051 173-14259 data recordings
The role of bioqenic amines in sleep. [AD-7409461 p0605 873-10167
p0051 173-14260 Vestibulo-ocular response of man to oscillatory
Developmental changes in neurochemistry during the rotation during sleep
maturation of sleep behavior. (AMEU-R-70-3] p0608 873-11066
A-315
SLEEP DEPRIVATION SOBJECT INDEX
Diurnal changes in human histamine and serotonin Effects of repeated simulated sonic booms of 1.0
metabolism and effects of work-sleep cycle PSF on the sleep behavior of young and old
p0064 N73-12089 subjects.
Activity cycle data for spacecrews of Soyuz 3 to 9 p0386 A73-41151
spacecrafts before, during and after space flights Spiral aftereffect durations following awakening
[JPhS-581731 p0137 N73-16068 from REN sleep and non-REM sleep.
Electrophysioloqical sleep patterns of human and p0388 A73-41179
animal brains Effects of stress upon psychophysioloqical
[NASA-TT-F-7401 p0257 N73-22023 responses and performance following sleep
Electropolyqraphic analyses of sleep patterns in deprivation
humans with neurological disorders INASA-CR-1286201 p0608 873-11073
p0257 N73-22024 Diurnal dynamics of psychic performance during
Neurophysioloqgy of sleep and wakefulness in fish, 72-hour continuous wakefulness
amphibians, birds, and reptiles p0135 N73-16056
p0257 N73-22025 Pilot performance and sleep patterns in long
Bioelectrical activity differentiations in cat duration flights and control of hypnotic drug
cortex during sleep inhibition and alcohol use
p0257 N73-22026 p0226 N73-21107
Interdependence of slow and rapid brain waves Physiological aspects of sleep induction in
during sleep aircrews after prolonged flight times
p0257 N73-22027 p0227 N73-21108
Neuronal changes in cortical motor region cells Effects of work-rest schedules, circadian rhythms,
during pharmacological induced sleep continuous work, and sleep loss oh sustained
p0257 N73-22028 performance
Somnofunctional mapping of deep brain waves in p0271 873-23988
neurological patients Biological effects of sleep deprivation, and
p0257 N73-22029 effects of prolonged work on performance under
Thalamic cat cell activities during sleep and combat conditions
wakefulness phases p0271 N73-23989
p0257 N73-22030 Effect of sleep deprivation and heat stress on
Bioelectric activity and excitability of cat brain human performance in visual and auditory tasks
structures during sleep phases rOES-8/721 p0421 873-31024
p0257 N73-22031 Sleep deprivation effects on accuracy and speed of
Bioelectric activity changes in brains of sleeping response selection and execution
children caused by aging factor p0422 N73-31854
p0257 N73-22032 Physiological effects on highly trained subjects
Statistical analysis of effect of simulated sonic when confined to bed, deprived of sleep, or
booms on sleep patterns of male subjects allowed to discontinue training
(fAA-AM-72-351 p0333 N73-26057 [NASA-CR-134044) p0438 N73-32008
Electroencephalographic and behavioral responses SMALLPOX
of humans to aircraft noise during sleep Air-transport, a main cause of smallpox epidemics
[NASA-CR-22791 p0338 N73-27058 today.
Human body temperature dynamics in adaptation to p0326 A73-36791
changed work-sleep cycles SHELL
p0373 N73-29036 U OLFACTORY PERCEPTION
Rhythm disturbances in sleep and wakefulness SHOKE
cycles of Soyuz 3 and 9 crews before, during, Influence of altitude and drugs on cerebral
and after space flight circulation in smokers and non-smokers
[NASA-TT-F-151031 p0375 N73-29048 p0229 873-21125
Effect of simulated sonic booms and overpressure SMOOTHING
on EEG waveform patterns and disturbance judgments NT DATA SMOOTHING
[FAA-RD-73-1151 p0411 N73-30066 SNOW COVER
Circadian rhythms of sleep and cerebral Problems related to high-performance flight in the
temperature in rats chronically exposed to hot Arctic regions
environments p0332 A73-36953
INASA-TT-F-150821 p0417 N73-30994 SOAPS
SLEEP DEPRIVATION Soaps, detergents and surfactants dermatological
Effect of sleep-wake reversal and sleep hazards in personal hygiene use by spacecrews
deprivation on the circadian rhythm of oxygen during long term space flight /Skylab/
toxicity seizure susceptibility. (ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-261 p0350 A73-37981
p0589 A73-12561 Dermatological testing of personal hygiene
Wakefulness and sleep states in developing cleansing agents and laundry detergents for
organism, discussing REM sleep deprivation possible use in Skylab Program
.effects on behavior, brain excitability, [NASA-CR-1288801 p0222 873-20143
pharmacology and biochemistry SOCIAL FACTORS
p0052 A73-14265 Differential housing /isolation vs aggregation/ as
Effects of 24-hour sleep deprivation on rate of factor in postnatal development of mouse brain
decrement in a 10-minute auditory reaction time cell specificity and metabolism, noting relation
task. to sleep behavior
p0058 A73-15220 p0051 A73-14259
Behavioural awakening and subjective reactions to Astronauts diurnal life cycle inversion during
indoor sonic booms. space flight missions, considering social
p0059 A73-15592 factors and work-rest cycle effects
Effects of aircraft noise on human sleep. p0208 A73-27715
p0096 A73-18546 The effect of social-emotional environmental
Lone woman pilot sleep patterns and sleep stress on the functional state of the
disruptions on global flight across time zones neocortical structures of rhesus monkeys
p0307 A73-34745 p0347 A73-37755
Gaze-positioning eye movement perturbations during Myocardial infarction susceptibility correlated
somnolence states with psychosocial factors in life change
p0332 A73-36950 measurement studies
Regional serotonin content variations in the brain p0405 A73-42833
of cats during a prolonged absence of sleep Evolution of man-machine-hybrid integration in
p0345 A73-37394 evolving social structure
Sleep loss in air cabin crew. IAMRU-R-68-3] p0608 N73-11069
p0355 A73-39109 Human performance in schematic concept formation
Sleep deprivation effects on accuracy and speed of as a function of socio-economic level,
response selection and execution. personality, intelligence, and race
p0385 A73-40853 (AD-7447811 p0260 N73-22052
1-316
SUBJECT INDEX SOLUTIONS
Relations between sociometric variables and [NASA-CR-1283991 p0591 N73-10059
criteria of ability and behavior of student pilots Soil sampling and microorganism analysis in
p0367 N73-27954 planetary spacecraft assembly area for
SOCIAL ISOLATION prevention of Mars contamination
Histopatholoqical and histochemical studies of one [NASA-CR-1300091 p0135 N73-16059
year isolation and six months immobilization Psychrophilic orqanisms in soil samples of areas
effects on rhesus monkeys internal organs and for Viking spacecraft assembly
tissues (REPT-21 p0333 N73-26063
p0314 A73-35983 Use of soil-vegetation system brightness
Composition of human gastrointestinal microflora coefficients to measure vegetation quantity and
during prolonged isolation crop yield
p0373 N73-29037 p0378 N73-29334
SOCIOLOGY SOLAR ACTIVITY
NT SOCIAL FACTORS NT SOLAR FLARES
Philosophical and social psychological study of Identification and adjustment of psychological
Apollo moon scientist factors to improve solar patrol observing.
rNASA-CR-1308321 p0176 N73-18122 p0057 A73-14841
SODIUM SOLAR FLARES
NT SODIUM 24 Solar flare frequency and associated physical
Renal vascular response to saline infusion from phenomena diversity, discussing earth atmosphere
radioactive Xe washout and sodium excretion protective effects and impact on Concorde flights
concentration data p0115 A73-19210
p0577 A73-10170 Geomagnetic latitude variation of cosmic radiation
Effect of hypothermia on renal sodium reabsorption, rates measured onboard Concorde SST prototypes,
p0391 1A73-41623 investigating solar flares
High intensity noise effects on urinary K-Na p
0204 
A73-26588
ratios in rats Improved performance of visual perception of solar
p0371 N73-29018 patrol observers monitoring sun activity
SODIUM CARBONATES rAD-760802] p0377 N73-29063
Use of sodium hydrocarbonate for medication and SOLAR OBSERVATORIES
prophylaxis of motion sickness Identification and adjustment of psychological
p0124 A73-20990 factors to improve solar patrol observing.
Effectiveness of sodium hydrocarbonate as means p0057 A73-14841
for treating and preventing motion sickness SOLAR PLASMA (RADIATION)
p0135 N73-16057 U SOLAR WIND
SODIUM CHLORIDES SOLAR RADIATION
A salt-inhibited cytochrome c reductase obtained NT SOLAR WIND
from the moderately halophilic bacterium, Physiological responses of parasitic worms and
Micrococcus halodenitrificans. their larvae to solar ultraviolet irradiation
p0045 A73-13598 and space flight stress
Effect of iron and salt on prodiqiosin synthesis p0291 N73-24106
in Serratia marcescens. Effects of solar radiation on photomorphogenesis
p0306 A73-34399 of plants based on spectral distribution of
Effect of prior adaptation to cold on the solar energy in daytime
development of experimental hypertonia p0378 N73-29322
p0381 A73-40209 Effects of radiation and heat balance of active
Russian book - Mutual relationship of water and surface on life processes of plants with
salt secretion functions in digestive and emphasis on productivity of cotton
excretory organs under conditions of high p0378 N73-29323
temperature. Solar radiation effects on photosynthesis of
p0390 A73-41438 submerged aquatic plants
Fever generation in rabbits by intravenous p0378 N73-29327
injection of table salt Influence of solar radiation in mountainous areas
rNASA-TT-F-146771 p0136 N73-16063 on crop capacity and grain yield of spring wheat
SODIUM COMPOUNDS p0378 N73-29335
NT SODIUM CARBONATES SOLAR RADIATION OBSERVATION
NT SODIUM CHLORIDES U SOLAR RADIATION
SODIUM ISOTOPES SOLAR SYSTEM
NT SODIUM 24 Solar system other planets suitability for
SODIUM 24 terrestrial organisms, noting life forms
Sodium Na-24 and potassium K-42 availability for possible existence on Venus, Mars and Jupiter
sweat production after intravenous injection and p0094 A73-18349
their handling by sweat glands. Russian papers on populated cosmos covering space
p0348 A73-37757 exploration impact on human civilization,
SOFTNARE (COMPUTERS) extraterrestrial life, space medicine and
U COMPUTER PROGRAMS biology, solar system, space law, etc
SOIL SCIENCE p0345 A73-37398
Resistance of soil microorganisms to starvation. SOLAR NIND
p0589 A73-12627 Bioqenic elemental distribution and isotopic
Survival of Arthrobacter crystallopoietes during abundance in lunar samples, discussing heavy
prolonged periods of extreme desiccation, isotopes enrichment by solar wind irradiation,
p0119 A73-20026 meteorite impacts and hydrogen stripping
Responses of indigenous microorganisms to soil p0095 A73-18417
incubation as viewed by transmission electron SOLID ROTATION
microscopy of cell thin sections. U ROTATING BODIES
p0241 A73-29724 SOLID STATE DEVICES
Survival of soil bacteria during prolonged NT FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
desiccation. NT GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASERS
p0251 A73-30959 NT METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS
Soil microbiological tests to evaluate Antarctica NT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
as Mars environment model for quarantine standards Solid state AqCl detectors for nuclear tracks with
p0396 173-42162 on- and off-response at choice - Applications to
SOILS life sciences.
NT LUNAR DUST p0398 A73-42179
NT LUNAR SOIL SOLID STATE LASERS
NT MUD NT GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASERS
Procedure for assaying enzyme activity in soils SOLUTIONS
and application to presumptive life tests in NT AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
Martian soil NT GAS MIXTURES
A-317
SOLVENT EXTRACTION SUBJECT INDEX
NT NUCLEAR EMULSIONS SORTIE CAN
SOLVENT EBITRACTION U SPACELAB
Quantitative evaluation of superficial organic SORTIE LAB
contaminants, soluble in halogenated solvents, 0 SPACELAB
discussing sampled surface solvent extraction SORTING
method and subsequent IR absorption- U CLASSIFYING
spectrographic analysis SOUND
p0096 A73-18547 U ACOUSTICS
SOLVENTS SOUND DETECTORS
Solvent effects on enzymes - Implications for U SOUND TRANSDUCERS
extraterrestrial life. SOUND FIELDS
p0091 A73-17948 Binaural acoustic field sampling, head movement
SONAR and echo effect in auditory localization of
Physiological effects of 12 submarine personnel sound sources position, distance and orientation
during prolonged exposure to sonar signals at 85 p0244 A73-30282
db (five day exposure) SOUND INTENSITY
IAD-7449381 p0594 N73-10087 Loudness enhancement following contralateral
Human tolerance and adaptation in long term stimulation.
exposure to sonar signals at elevated intensities p0581 A73-10827
fAD-7461031 p0611 N73-11089 Some modeling problems of loudness transformations
Decision making behavior of sonar operator in by the auditory system
target detection and reporting p0060 A73-15790
fAD-7507611 p0114 N73-15174 Pure-tone equal-loudness contours for standard
SONIC BOOMS tones of different frequencies.
Behavioural awakening and subjective reactions to p0387 A73-41176
indoor sonic booms. Analysis of the changes in glial cell numbers in
p0059 A73-15592 the auditory cortex during the application of
Effects of aircraft noise on human sleep. acoustic stimuli of various intensities
p0096 A73-18546 p0401 A73-42653
Human response to transportation noise and Experimental substantiation of the optimal method
vibration. for scaling the duration of acoustic stimuli
p0310 A73-35328 p0401 A73-42654
Sonic booms and sleep - Affect change as a Inferior colliculus neuron responses to an
function of age. amplitude-modulated signal with varying
p0324 A73-36780 intensity levels
Cardiovascular reactions of a healthy man exposed p0435 A73-45248
to sonic booms SOUND LOCALIZATION
p0327 A73-36909 Electrophysiological investigation of noise
Effect of sonic boom on hearing and vestibular rejection in an auditory system receiving sound
equilibrium from a localized source
p0327 A73-36910 p0156 A73-22580
Effects of repeated simulated sonic booms of 1.0 Problem of localization in the median plane -
PSF on the sleep behayior of young and old Effect of pinnae cavity occlusion.
subjects. p0193 A73-24976
p0386 A73-41151 German monograph - Investigations regarding
Sonic boom effects on individuals compensatory auditory depth perception and the problem of
tracking performance for unstable system in-head localization of acoustic events.
rUTIAS-IN-1791 p0612 N73-11098 p0240 A73-29278
Effect of sonic boom on fish and fish eggs during Binaural acoustic field sampling, head movement
developmental stage and echo effect in auditory localization of
[FAA-RD-73-291 p0219 N73-20121 sound sources position, distance and orientation
Research in aircraft noise and sonic booms p0244 A73-30282
reduction, remote sensing of water pollution, Estimate of integrative cerebral activity using an
and earth surface changes orientation response example
(DLR-MITT-72-151 p0232 N73-21153 p0401 A73-42651
Statistical analysis of effect of simulated sonic SOUND NEASURENENT
booms on sleep patterns of male subjects U ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS
PFAA-AM-72-351 p0333 N73-26057 SOUND PERCEPTION
Lesion threshold in guinea pig auditory sensation U AUDITORY PERCEPTION
areas due to sonic booms SOUND PROPAGATION
(ISL-33/721 p0369 N73-27966 NT VOICE
Effect of simulated sonic booms and overpressure SOUND TRANSDUCERS
on EEG waveform patterns and disturbance judgments NT ELECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS
IFAA-RD-73-1151 p0411 N73-30066 NT LOUDSPEAKERS
SORBENTS NT MICROPHONES
NT ASORBENTS Design and performance of strain gage transducer
Investigation of the disinfecting properties of as blood pressure recording device
sorbents which are used in a spacecraft life p0231 N73-21144
support system SOUND NAVES
p0306 A73-34240 NT AERODYNAMIC NOISE
Bactericidal properties of sorbents in spacecraft NT AIRCRAFT NOISE
water regeneration system NT ENGINE NOISE
p0374 N73-29038 NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
Begenerable C02 sorbent formulation and NT NOISE (SOUND)
fabrication for extravehicular activity NT SONIC BOOMS
[NASA-CR-1146321 p0376 N73-29054 Psychophysical analysis of RF sound perception in
SORPTION human subjects
NI ADZCOPTICN rAD-7476841 p0099 N73-14076
Effectiveness of the application of tightly bonded SOUTHERN BENISPHERE
sulta-cation exchange resins in water recycling NT ANTARCTIC REGIONS
by the sorption method SOVIET UNION
p0086 A73-17677 U U.S.S.R.
Investigation of gas sorption and desorption in SOYBEANS
polymer materials in the process of gaseous Remote detection of water content and spectral
sterilization ot such materials properties of leaves in different soybean crop
p0087 A73-17681 species
Systems design for amine carbon dioxide sorber bed p0068 N73-13070
to be used in manned spacecraft SOTUZ SPACECRAFT
[NASA-CR-1118491 p0420 N73-31018 Activity cycle data for spacecrews of Soyuz 3 to 9
A-318
SUBJECT INDEX SPACE FLIGHT STRESS
spacecrafts before, during and after space flights enzymes, and immunological preparations
rJPRS-581731 p0137 N73-16068 p0173 N73-18103
Morphological composition of peripheral blood of Functional morphology of various organs and
crew members of Soyuz-9 and Salyut-1 tissues subjected to space flight
p0217 N73-20104 [NASA-TT-F-738] p0185 N73-19126
Rhythm disturbances in sleep and wakefulness Medical biological and other problems of space
cycles of Soyuz 3 and 9 crews before, during, flight
and after space flight [JPES-586781 p0224 N73-21089
[NASA-TT-F-151031 p0375 N73-29048 Review of bibliography on medical and biological
SPACE BIOLOGY research during space flights
U EXOBIOLOGY p02
24 N73-21091
SPACE CAPSULES Contamination radiation safety during space
Electrochemical process for recovery of oxygen flight, and safety problems at launch
from atmospheres of manned space capsules rJPRS-587811 p0232 N73-21149
[NASA-CR-1145731 p0300 N73-25130 BIOSTACK experiment on Apollo 16 for studying
SPACE ENVIHONNENT combined action of heavy high energy loss nuclei
U AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTS and space flight factors on resting biological
SPACE ENVIBONNENT SIBULATION systems
NT WEIGHTLESSNESS SIBULATION p0266 N73-23062
Skylab Medical Experiments Altitude Test /SMEAT/ Scheduling of work-rest cycle for cosmonauts
facility design and operation. during space flights
[ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-441 p0351 A73-37991 p0416 N73-30984
Skylab medical experiments altitude test /SMEAT/ SPACE FLIGHT FEEDING
chamber atmosphere trace contaminants analysis, U.S. manned space flight food system development
describing sample acquisition techniques and experience assessment, covering Mercury, Gemini,
instrumentation Apollo and manned orbiting laboratory programs
rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-451 p0351 A73-37992 p0050 A73-14168
Effect of simulated lunar impact on the survival Microbiological testing of Skylab foods.
of bacterial spores. p0205 A73-27075
p0357 A73-39485 Apollo diet evaluation - A comparison of
Developments in the analysis of planetary biological and analytical methods including
quarantine requirements. bioisolation of mice and gamma radiation of diet.
p0395 A73-42159 p0355 173-39103
Human physiological and psychological responses in Nutrition systems for pressure suits.
long time exposure to simulated space station p03
55 A73-39105
atmosphere as observed by critical tracking task Analysis of nutrient intake and absorption during
p0601 N73-10133 Apollo 16 flight
Experiments and simulations to determine effect of (NASA-TM-X-580961 p0067 N73-12110
compliance and force feedback on manipulator Space rations and menus developed for Skylab
performance missions
rNASA-CR-1286051 p0
603 N73-10151 (NASA-CR-128910] p0268 N73-23080
Hypodynamia effect on human transverse SPACE FLIGHT STRESS
acceleration tolerance Effect of a 5-day space flight on cardiodynamics
p0181 N73-19083 during physical work of moderate intensity
Microorganism survival in simulated Mars environment p0588 A73-12467
p0185 N73-19116 Prolonged control of cardiac bioelectrical
Microbiological investigation of neutral buoyancy activity in man in ground experiments and during
simulator for weightless space environment testing spaceflight
(NASA-TM-X-647361 p0229 N73-21127 p0088 A73-17694
Human visual/motor response to tracking task Emotional stresses during a space flight
during long term confinement in simulated space p0116 A73-19297
station Vertical posture control after Soyuz 6, 7 and 8
rNASA-CR-22401 p02
9 5 
N73-24134 flights and 120-day hypokinesia
Screw calculus in kinematic and power analyses on p0124 A73-20985
spatial positions of manipulator link mechanisms Findings on American astronauts bearing on the
p0336 N73-26092 issue of artificial gravity for future manned
SPACE EIPLOBATION space vehicles.
NT VIKING MARS PROGRAM p0154 A73-22531
Space exploration and the origin of life. Investigation of the sleep and wakefulness rhythms
p0090 173-17930 in the crewmembers of Soyuz-3 through Soyuz-9
Russian papers on populated cosmos covering space spacecraft prior to, during, and after space
exploration impact on human civilization, flight
extraterrestrial life, space medicine and p0170 A73-24697
biology, solar system, space law, etc Physiological response to exercise after space
p0345 A73-37398 flight - Apollo 7 to Apollo 11.
Space-related research in mycology concurrent with p0195 A73-25326
the first decade of manned space exploration. Work movement performance of the astronaut in
p0357 A73-39478 flight.
SPACE FLIGHT p0207 A73-27645
NT APOLLO FLIGHTS Peripheral blood composition changes in cosmonauts
NT APOLLO 11 FLIGHT during 18- and 24-day space flights
NT APOLLO 12 FLIGHT p0208 A73-27710
NT APOLLO 14 FLIGHT International literature survey of microbiological
NT APOLLO 15 FLIGHT space research for 1930-1970, discussing high
NT APOLLO 16 FLIGHT altitude balloon, rocket and satellite
NT APOLLO 17 FLIGHT experiments, weightlessness effects,
NT INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT mutagenesis, etc
NT MANNED SPACE FLIGHT p0279 A73-31501
NT VIKING MARBS PROGRAM Asymmetry of otolith responses in fish
Russian book - Biomedical problems of space p0279 A73-31507
flights: Index of domestic and foreign literature. Effect of a 5-day space flight on the cardiac
p0062 A73-16034 dynamics during moderately severe physical work.
Visual perception during space flight p0284 A73-32617
p0105 N73-15104 Effects of the hypodynamics and other factors of a
Vestibular neuron response to rotational stimuli spaceflight on the excretion of
in space flight environment 17-oxycorticosteroids and aldosterone
p0111 N73-15150 p0305 A73-34233
Effects of ionizinq radiation and space flight Skylab astronaut vestibular function experiment in
conditions on microorganisms, plants, animals, orbital flight, discussing motion sickness
A-319
SPACE LABORBATORIES SUBJECT INDEX
susceptibility, stimulation thresholds and space Physiological responses of parasitic worms and
perception measurements their larvae to solar ultraviolet irradiation
p0307 A73-34741 and space flight stress
Physiological effects of acceleration and p0291 N73-24106
weightlessness during space flight, discussing Space vacuum and solar ultraviolet irradiation
cardiovascular system, renal function, effects on survival of Bacillus subtilis spores
respiration, blood volume, metabolism, work p0291 N73-24108
capacity, etc Phytological and physiological problems caused by
(AFOSR-72-2451TR1 p0312 A73-35856 rest-work cycles of cosmonauts during space flight
A monkey metabolism pod for space-flight INASA-TT-F-14990] p0336 N73-26093
weightlessness studies. Human hydroxycorticosteroid and aldosterone
p0313 A73-35963 excretions during hypodynamic space flight
Effect of dynamic factors of space flights on conditions
green alga Chlorella vulqaris. p0373 N73-29031
p0314 A73-36098 Rhythm disturbances in sleep and wakefulness
Prolonged space flight and hypokinesia. cycles of Soyuz 3 and 9 crews before, during,
p0325 A73-36789 and after space flight
Effect of certain flight lactcrs on crew efficiency (NASA-TT-F-151031 p0375 N73-29048
p0383 A73-40350 SPICE LABORATORIES
Interaction between radiation effects, gravity and NT MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORIES
other environmental factors in Tribolium confusum. SPACE LAN
p0384 A73-40808 Russian papers on populated cosmos covering space
Effects of space flight factors on the heredity of exploration impact on human civilization,
higher and lower plants. extraterrestrial life, space medicine and
p0397 A73-42168 biology, solar system, space law, etc
Human sensorimotor coordination following space p0345 A73-37398
flights. SPACE HISSIONS
p0397 173-42170 Psychological and psychophysioloqical factors of
Free fall effects on differential growth and human performance in manned space missions,
radiation sensitivity or higher plants in space considering environmental effects of space
flight and ground based clinostat experiments flight and man-machine system
p0397 A73-42172 p0089 173-17775
Space flight factors cffects on Drosophila Laundering in space - A summary of recent
development in terms of aominant, autosomal and developments.
sex-linked recessive lethals frequency, noting [ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-43] p0351 173-37990
gametoqenesis stage sensitivity Control and display seguences for four space
pC397 A73-42173 shuttle orbiter mission phases - Vol. 4
Apollo 16 flight program for investigating (NASA-CR-128579] p0603 N73-10148
physiological effects of prolonged SPACE PERCEPTION
weightlessness on central nervous system, NT AUTOKINESIS
vestibular, neuromuscular and cardiovascular Some differences among figural aftereffects,
functions, metabolism, radiation sensitivity and apparent motion, and paracontrast.
body veignt p0578 173-10435
p0398 A73-42176 Influence of border and background on perception
Dynamic changes in psychophysioloqical motor of straightness.
efficiency of cosmonauts in flight p0585 A73-12081
fJPRS-574171 p0602 N73-10144 Orientation illusion and masking in central and
Effect of space flight on origin, physiological peripheral vision.
function, and amelioration of coriolis illusion p0041 173-12999
in semicircular canal Verbal estimates of perceived time of flashing
[AMRU-R-70-61 p0607 N73-11063 lights interval, relating to lights separation
Analysis of cosmonaut emotional stress as distance
determined by physiological and behavioral p0044 173-13552
responses Correlations between motor learning and visual and
rNASA-TI-F-146541 p0067 N73-12113 arm adaptation under conditions of
Regulation of vertical posture after Soyuz 6, 7, computer-simulated visual distortion.
and 8 flights and after 120-day bed rest p0044 173-13556
experiment Tests for binocular rivalry of light contours for
p0134 N73-16052 detection of randomness in disappearance patterns
Conference on human endocrine secretions and p0044 173-13557
hormone metabolisms during space flight stress A relationship between the detection of size,
fNASA-IM-X-580931 p0173 N73-18104 rate, orientation and direction in the human
Measurements of endocrine metabolic responses to visual system.
space flight stress on Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 p0046 173-13758
crewmen Stereoscopic depth magnitude in viewing
p0173 N73-18105 background-contrasted superimposed half-fields,
Measurement of antidiuretic hormone excretions in noting relation to binocular disparity detection
human urine as indication of neurosecretory p0046 A73-13762
stress response auring space flight Influence of a visual frame and
p0174 N73-18108 vertical-horizontal illusion of shape and size
Human adrenocorticutropin level measurements as perception.
indication of adaptation to space flight stress p0058 A73-15219
p0174 N73-18109 Mathematical models for distance perception of
Pharmacological measures for prophylactic and earth surface features observed from ascending
restorative treatment of men and animals during vehicle, considering convergence, accommodation
space tliqht and monocular parallax mechanisms
p0212 N73-20060 p0060 A73-15785
Scientific and engineering studies for Physiology Angular velocity magnitude conversion into
of Chimpanzees in Orbit Program visually perceived apparent velocity, using
rNASA-CR-1313741 p0220 N73-20129 psychophysical mathematical model based onPhysiological stress effects of space flight on axisymmetric annular visual field perception
human body p0061 A73-15796[JPES-571391 pC254 N73-22002 Visibility, resolution and spatial acuities in
Research activities in exobiology and aerospace terms of target-background contrast,
medicine diffraction, luminance, stimuli wavelength and(JPRS-550151 pG262 N73-23024 anatomical variations effects on retinal images
Conference on Apollo 16 experiment for measuring p0079 173-16477
microbial response to space environment Monocular and binocular clues interaction in depth(NASA-TM-X-581031 p0291 N73-24102 perception and spatial orientation, discussing
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CONTD
stereopsis testing p0239 A73-29124
p0079 A73-16483 German monograph - Investigations regarding
3phthalmoloqical assessment of visual functional auditory depth perception and the problem of
impairment due to glare, stimulus motion and in-head localization of acoustic events.
aging changes p0240 A73-29278
pin0080 A73-16485 The Mach-Dvorak phenomenon and binocular fusion of
Space-time relations - The effects of variations moving stimuli.
in stimulus and interstimulus interval duration p0245 
A73-30392
on perceived visual extent. Space-time adaptation of visual position constancy.
p0085 173-17199 p030
4 A73-34223
A new illusion - The underestimation of distance Stereoscopic depth aftereffects with 
random-dot
during pursuit eye movements. patterns.
p0086 A73-17575 p308 a73-34841
Sensory, learned, and cognitive mechanisms of size Temporal factors of movements in 
visual aftereffects
perception. p030
8 
A73-34843
p0091 173-18031 Movement perception during voluntary saccadic eye
Tilt discrimination and motion aftereffect movements.
independence of flicker rate of stroboscopically p0308 A73-34845
illuminated contours visual stimuli Book - The psychology of visual perception.
p0096 A73-18624 p0310 A73-35474
Disorienting effects of aircraft catapult Distance perception and the ambiguity of visual
launchinqs, stimulation - A theoretical note.
p0117 A73-19480 p0311A73-35492
Observations on perceived changes in aircraft Influence of stimulus symmetry on visual scanning
attitude attending head movements made in a 2-q patterns.
bank and turn. p0311 A73-35494bank and7 73-19485 On the perception of a class of bilaterally
Psychophysical areal summation and stimulus symmetric forms.
contour and threshold visibility effects on size p0311 A73-35495
selective adaptation in human vision for sinqle- On the rate of acguisition of visual information
and multichannel models about space, time, and intensity.
p0128 A73-21563 p0311 A73-35496
Human retina-patterned ideal perceiving machine to Cerebral control of eye movements and motion
calculate visual acuities for spatial perception; Proceedings of the Symposium,
arrangement in line figures Freiburg im Breisgau, West Germany, July 20-22,
p0129 A73-21564 1971.
Polarity cue for visual accomodation response of p0315 A73-36432
trained subjects to target motion direction Comparative physiology of movement-detecting
change, considering retinal image blur and neuronal systems in lower vertebrates /anura and
feedback relation urodela/.
p0129 A73-21569 p0317 A73-36454
Visibility of an afterimage alone and in the Ambivalent optokinetic stimulation and motion
presence of one or two additional afterimaqes. detection.
p0153 173-21894 p0318 A73-36458
Visual discrimination of motion - Stimulus Visual-vestibular interaction and motion perception.
relationships at threshold and the guestion of p0318 A73-36460
luminance-time reciprocity. Scanning movements in space perception in terms of
p0153 A73-21897 convergence role during cue conflict and cue
Spatial analysis in monkeys of various ages after isolation experiments
extirpation of the parietal areas of the p0318 173-36462
cerebral cortex Visual perception of direction and voluntary
p0167 A73-24329 saccadic eye movements.
Independence of the recognition of an oblect's p0318 A73-36463
orientation and position in the field of vision Problems related to high-performance flight in the
p0167 A73-24331 Arctic regions
Differential effects of central versus peripheral p0332 A73-36953
vision on egocentric and exocentric motion Spatial determinants of the aftereffect of seen
perception. motion.
p0201 A73-26221 p0346 A73-37415
Possible stimulus hypothesis and visual space Orientation specificity and response variability
perception. of cells in the striate cortex.
p0202 A73-26321 p0346 A73-37421
Foveal contrast sensitivity edge effect dependence Invariance of visual receptive-field size and
on test stimulus size, form and duration visual acuity with viewing distance.
p0204 A73-26716 p0353 A73-38484
Tachistoscopically measured independent image size Aircraft pilot spatial disorientation and illusory
and visual field recognition capacities of human perceptual break-off sensations during flight
associated with minor vestibular asymmetry
e p0206 73-27109 p0356 A73-39111
Visual perception of motion in depth - Application Sudden incapacitation in flight - 1 Jan. 1966-30
of a vector model to three-dot motion patterns. Nov. 1971.
p0234 A73-28091 p0356 A73-39112
Implications of measurement of eye fixations for a Disparity detectors in human depth perception -
psychophysics of form perception. Evidence for directional selectivity.
p0234 A73-28092 p0383 A73-40413
Apparent motion of stimuli presented A descriptive model of multi-sensor human spatial
stroboscopically during pursuit movement of the orientation with applications to visually
induced sensations of motion.
p0234 A73-28093 rAIAA PAPER 73-915] p0385 A73-40863
Constancy and illusion of apparent direction of Compensating for distortion in viewing pictures
rotary motion in depth - Tests of a theory. obliquely.
p0234 A73-28094 p0387 A73-41178
Absolute motion parallax and the specific distance A comparison of the Ponzo illusion with a textural
tendency, analogue.
p02 34 A73-28096 p0388 A73-41180
Scalar perceptions with binocular cues of distance. Sufficient conditions for the discrimination of
p0235 A73-28176 motion.
Properties of human visual orientation detectors - p0388 A73-41181
A new approach using patterned afterimaqes.
A-321
SPACE PROBES SUBJECT INDEX
Reaction times for focal and nonfocal /peripheral/ Utilization of simplified man machine interfaceprocessing of simultaneously presented color and concept to manage and control complex spaceform stimuli system involving multiple redundant computers
p0388 A73-41182 that control multiple redundant systems - Vol. 1Effect of eye movements on backward masking and [NASA-CR-128576] p0603 N73-10145perceived location. Space shuttle orbiter subsystems and control andpC388 A73-41184 display data required for crew operations 
- Vol. 2Visually perceived motion in depth resulting from fNASA-CR-1285771 p0603 N73-10146proximal changes. I, II. Space shuttle orbiter subsystems, formats andp0388 A73-41186 format trees, and coding of sample format - Vol. 3Comparison of tilt and displacement adaptation in fNASA-CR-1285781 p0603 N73-10147visual perception, estalishinq qualitative Control and display sequences for four spacedifferences by interocular transformation shuttle orbiter mission phases - Vol. 4magnitude and exposure time methods rNASA-CR-1285791 p0603 873-10148
pC388 A73-41188 Habitability study of shuttle orbiterEffect of lateral body tilts and visual frames on [NASA-CR-128863] p0190 N73-19162perception of the apparent vertical. Habitability study of shuttle orbiter
p0392 A73-41736 rNASA-CR-128864] p0190 873-19163Visual perceptiun of relative object dimension SPACE SHUTTLESduring monocular and binocular rod equalization Zero-gravity and ground testing of a wasteexperiment in various visual field restriction collection subsystem for the Space Shuttle.conditions, recordinq eye movements and focusing rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-421 p0351 A73-37989characteristics Conceptual designs of versatile EVA work-stations
p0394 A73-41890 
- Vol. 2Optimal input rates for tilt adaptation. [NASA-CR-128927] p0268 N73-23082p0401 873-42500 Storage stability of intermediate moisture foodsStimulus specificity in the human visual system, for space shuttle
p0407 A73-42960 fNASA-C-1339781 p0366 N73-27944Mathematical model for physical space Equipment requirements for space shuttle EVA/IVAtransformation into subjective field metric for pressure suit, life support system, mobility
monocular vision aids, vehicle support provisions, and emergency
pC432 A73-44906 supportOptical electronic model of local detectors of the [NASA-CR-133991 p0414 N73-30089visual analysor Space shuttle environmental and thermalp0432 873-44912 control/life support systemVisual evoked potentials to changes in the motion [N SA-CR-134009] p0415 N73-30091
of a patterned field. Guidelines for extravehicular and intravehicularp0435 A73-45167 activities during space shuttle operation withComparison of visual evoked potentials to emphasis on contingency situations - Vol. 2stationary and to moving patterns. r[NASA-CR-133992] p0419 N73-31007
p0435 A73-45168 Pressure suit requirements and characteristics forBayesian model for stimuli processing in visual space shuttle personnel performing EVA and IVAspace perception activities - Vol. 3
p0600 N73-10127 rNASA-CR-1339931 p0419 N73-31008Operator visual perception mapping during Requirements for mobility aids and restraint
parameter adjustment in dynamic control system devices for use by personnel of space shuttle -p0600 N73-10129 Vol. 4
Measurements of automobile driver response [NASA-CR-1339941 p0419 N73-31009functions in simulated steering control task Requirements and equipment for space shuttle
with visual field display emergency intravehicular activity andp0600 N73-10130 effectiveness of emergency procedures - Vol. 5notion cue effects on pilot manual control rNASA-CR-1339951 p0419 N73-31010tracking task SPACE STATIONS
pC602 N73-10141 NT ORBITAL SPACE STATIONSTraininq procedure for improving divers distance NT SALYUT SPACE STATION
estimation ability in clear and turbid water Long-term testing of water electrolysis systemsAD-7529761 p0187 N73-19140 for regenerative life support system in mannedImproving distance under water and long-term space stations
effectiveness of training rNASA-CR-128629] p0612 N73-11095rAD-7529791 p0299 N73-25128 Conceptual designs of versatile EVA work-stationsDifferences in speed of mentally processing 
- Vol. 2displays containing information about right and (NASA-CE-1289271 p0268 N73-23082left AD-75972Physical 
and biomedical research by earth orbitingfAD-7597231 p0334 N73-26070 space stations
Factors affecting stereoscopic vision and depth [AD-756771] p0294 N73-24126
perception i, human beings Design, fabrication and acceptance testing of zero[AD-7592611 p0375 N73-29050 gravity whole body showerSPNT LUNIE 16 LUrA PROP [NASA-CR-1340661 p0420 873-31019NT VIKING 1ARS PROGA SPACE SUITSSP IICE POG ARS Percury, Gemini and Apollo space suits, discussingSN APOLLO PROJGEC glove development, boot design, portable lifeNI TAKTITE PROJECT 
support equipment and extravehicular mobilitySPACE RADIATION 
p0289 A73-34025SPACU EXTRATERESAL DIATION Performance of prototype high pressure space suitU EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION glove
SPACE RATIONS gloveSpace rations rNASA-CR-114532 p0112 873-15162Space rations and menus developed for Skylab Development of Prototype high pressure space suitmissions glove assembly
S NASA-CR-1289101 p0268 N73-23080 rNASA-CR-114535] p0151 N73-17120SPACE RAL ENDEZVOUS Underwater space suit pressure control regulatorSPNCE SCIENCES rNASA-CASE-FS-20332-21 p0299 N73-25125U AERGSPACE SCIENCES Automatic temperature controller for liquid cooledSPACE S CHTTLE OBBITE S garment based on total evaporative water lossSPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS during exerciseSpace Shuttle Orbiter Environmental Control and (NASA-TN-D-73111 p0299 N73-25126Life Support System for atmosphere Automatic temperature control for liquid cooled
revitalization, crew life support, thermal space suit
conditioning and airlock support [NASA-CASE-ARC-10599-1] p0334 N73-26071ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-231 p0350 A73-37979
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SUBJECT INDEX SPACECRAFT ENVIBONENTS
Design, development, and fabrication of liquid Action of Freon-114B2 on the activity of
cooled space suit using ice pack heat sink - lactate-dehydroqenase iso-enzymes
Vol. 1 p0088 A73-17696
[NASA-CB-114624-VOL-11 p0419 N73-31006 Estimating the number of terrestrial organisms on
Cooling effects on human tolerance to work induced the moon.
heat stress and collapse p020
3 173-26488
[NASA-CR-1340591 p0438 N73-32005 Monitoring for microbial flora contamination on
Intra- and extravehicular life support space suite spacecraft surface, discussing cultural
for Apollo astronauts techniques and sampling methods for
[NASA-CASE-MSC-12609-11 p043
9 N73-32012 microorganisms detection and sterilization
SPACE SYSTEMS ENGINEEING p0288 173-33698
U AEROSPACE ENGINEERING Ten years of development of the Planetary
SPACE VEBHICLE CONTROL Quarantine Program of the United States.
U SPACECRAFT CONTROL p0313.A73-35966
SPACE VEHICLES Spacecraft microbial burden reduction due to
U SPACECRAFT atmospheric entry heating - Jupiter.
SPACECEAFT p031
4 
A73-36100
Research in aerospace, biological, and solar Adsorption of spacecraft contaminants on Bosch
sciences carbon.
(AD-7461431 p0609 N73-11080 (ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-151 p0349 A73-37972
SPACECRAFT CABIN ATMOSPHERES Spacecraft environmental optical contamination
Microflora of a sealed cabin with human subjects problems associated with thermal control surface
in a 3-day experiment with reduced temperature outgassinq.
and high relative humidity (ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-32] p0351 173-37987
p0088 A73-17697 Microbial contamination of water - Traditional and
Spacecraft environment, radiation, and space-age problems and approaches.
weiqhtlessness effects on human biological [ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-33] p0351 A73-37988
processes in manned space flight Space-related research in mycology concurrent with
[JPRS-575171 p0063 873-12076 the first decade of manned space exploration.
Aerogenic microbial contamination of manned p0357 A73-39478
pressurized cabin atmosphere at reduced Safety margins in the implementation of planetary
temperature and high humidity quarantine requirements.
p0065 N73-12098 p0395 A73-42161
Design and performance of prototype Aeroqenic microbial contamination of manned
nitrogen/oxygen supply unit using pressurized cabin atmosphere at reduced
water/hydrazine electrolysis to provide cabin temperature and high humidity
leakage makeup in manned spacecraft p0065 N73-12098
[NASA-CR-1286881 p0112 N73-15159 Development of procedures of identification of
Environmental health measures to prevent cabin microorganisms on orbiting spacecraft
atmosphere toxicity and provide drinking water (NASA-CR-128747] p01
86 N73-19132
standards in manned space flight applications Psychrophilic organisms in soil samples of areas
p0144 N73-17058 for Viking spacecraft assembly
Toxicity of atmospheric dichloromethane levels in IREPT-2] p0333 N73-26063
simulated space cabin atmosphere on dogs, rats, Thermal stress and mechanical shock effects on
mice, and monkeys release of bacterial spores from stainless steel
(NASA-TM-X-690991 p0177 N73-18129 surfaces with application to Mars landing
Medical and biological problems of manned space [NASA-CR-133868] p0416 873-30987
flight SPACECRAFT CONTROL
[NASA-TT-F-7191 p0180 N73-19077 Quality /probability/ evaluation of human operator
Oxidation of atmospheric impurities in space cabin ergatic processes controlling spacecraft during
and purity of reclamated water rendezvous and docking with orbital station
p0183 N73-19104 p0087 A73-17686
Temperature and humidity control in air quality Work movement performance of the astronaut in
modeling for optimal life support system of flight.
spacecraft cabin p0207 &73-27645
p0294 N73-24131 Utilization of simplified man machine interface
Electrochemical process for recovery of oxygen concept to manage and control complex space
from atmospheres of manned space capsules system involving multiple redundant computers
fNASA-cR-1145731 p0300 N73-25130 that control multiple redundant systems - Vol. 1
SPACECRAFT CABINS [NASA-CR-1285761 p0603 N73-10145
Evaluation of hazard presented by gas-off products Space shuttle orbiter subsystems and control and
from polymeric materials intended for use in display data required for crew operations - Vol. 2
space cabins. [NASA-CE-128577] p0603 N73-10146
p0329 A73-36931 Control and display sequences for four space
Interrelationship and reaction of human subjects shuttle orbiter mission phases - Vol. 4
to spacecraft cabin environment (NASA-cR-1285791 p0603 N73-10148
[NASA-TT-F-150201 p0374 N73-29041 Reliability probability analysis on ergatic
SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS process in spacecraft control during approach
NT COMMAND MODULES and docking with orbital station
NT SPACECRAFT CABINS p006
4 873-12087
Microbiological assay procedures for spacecraft Role of cosmonaut in spacecraft control
cabling, antennas, solar panels, and thermal p0178 N73-18137
blankets Mathematical models for human performance in
rNASA-CR-1303831 p0149 N73-17109 manned spacecraft control
Control equipment for sterilization facility used p0270 873-23897
to thermally inactivate microbes on SPACECRAFT DESIGN
interplanetary space vehicle components NT SATELLITE DESIGN
rNASA-CR-1311031 p0185 873-19122 SPACECRAFT DOCKING
Dry heat inactivation of atypical Bacillus Quality /probability/ evaluation of human operator
subtilis var. niger spores in and on ergatic processes controlling spacecraft during
interplanetary space vehicle components rendezvous and docking with orbital station
[NASA-CR-1332241 p0333 873-26059 p0087 A73-17686
Biodetection grinder for sampling aerospace Reliability probability analysis on erqatic
materials for microorganisms process in spacecraft control during approach
[NASA-TM-I-647651 p0376 N73-29059 and docking with orbital station
SPACECAFT CONTAHINATION p0064 873-12087
Design principles for contamination abatement in SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTS
scientific satellites. Developments in space medicine.
p0584 A73-11991 p0086 A73-17569
A-323
SPACECRAFT LANDING SUBJECT INDEX
Results and prospects of microbiological studies Developments in the analysis of planetary
in outer space, quarantine requirements.
p0203 A73-26487 p0395 A73-42159
Investigation of the disinfecting properties of Spacecraft polyurethane foam jacket sterilization
sorbents which are used in a spacecraft life by gas method, discussing ethylene oxide and
support system methyl bromide sorption and desorption
p0306 A73-34240 p0395 A73-42160
Cytogenetic analysis of diploid and autotetraploid Sanitizing agents for cleansing and
Crepis capillaris seeds following space travel decontaminating spacecraft environment
on the 'Cosmos-368' artificial earth satellite (NASA-CR-128591) p0603 N73-10149
p0314 A73-36117 Terminal sterilization process for unmanned lander
Apollo 14 and Apollo 16 heavy-particle dosimetry spacecraft
experiments. [NASA-C-129513] p0065 N73-12100
p0343 A73-37150 Sterilization parameters for spacecraft
Advanced methods of recovery for space life (NASA-CR-129272] p0065 N73-12101
support systems. Planetary quarantine procedures for reduction of
p0347 A73-37711 microbial burden on spacecraft
Reverse osmosis for wash water recovery in space fNASA-CR-1297931 p0070 N73-13086
vehicles. Analysis of standards and precedures for planetary[ASBE PAPER 73-ENAS-121 p0349 A73-37971 quarantine with emphasis on determination ofSkylab medical experiments altitude test crew mission specifications
observations. [NASA-CR-1305581 p0148 N73-17103(ASE PAPER 73-ENAS-301 p0351 A73-37985 Nonsporicidal methods for solvent degradation of
Effects of space flight factors on the heredity of cured RTY 41 silicon potting compound andhigher and lover plants. chemical curing effects on decontamination
p0397 A73-42168 properties
Results of cytoqenetic studies of seeds after (NASA-CR-1307201 p0149 N73-17111their extended orbital flight aboard the Salyut Evaluation of sterile access technique for repair
orbital scientific station, and adjustment of sterile spacecraft
p0397 A73-42169 (NASA-TN-D-71471 p0151 N73-17122Estimation of the biological danger of the very Control equipment for sterilization facility usedhigh energy component of space radiation, to thermally inactivate microbes on
p0398 A73-42180 interplanetary space vehicle components
Apollo 16 Biostack experiment for biological [NASA-CR-131103] p0185 N73-19122
effects of cosmic ray heavy primaries on cell Bibliography of citations relating to planetary
and tissue development and mutations of bacilli, quarantine from 1966 to 1971
Artemia and plant seeds (NASA-R-1318891 p0258 873-22038
p0399 A73-42185 Microbial burden estimation for planning planetarySpacecraft environment, radiation, and quarantine of advanced spacecraft
weightlessness effects on human biological (NASA-CE-131845] p0258 N73-22039processes in manned space flight Thermal inactivation of Bacillus subtilis var.[JPRS-575171 p0063 N73-12076 niqer spores on Viking lander
Industrial hygiene, radiological health, and rNASA-CR-133223] p0333 N73-26058
spacecraft sanitation studies in NASA Dry heat inactivation of atypical BacillusEnvironmental Health Program subtilis var. niger spores in and on
p0143 N73-17057 interplanetary space vehicle componentsCryogenic heat exchanger for removal of waste heat (NASA-cR-1332241 p0333 N73-26059from spacecraft environmental control life Development of planetary quarantine measures for
support system automated spacecraft
rNASA-CR-1243011 p0340 N73-27071 (NASA-CR-133202] p0334 873-26066Guidelines for extravehicular and intravehicular Sterilization for unmanned landers
activities during space shuttle operation with rNASA-CR-133742] p0411 N73-30064emphasis on contingency situations 2 Vol. Planetary quarantine requirements for automatedfNASA-CR-1339921 p0419 N73-31007 spacecraft flights
SPACECRAFT LANDING rNASA-CR-135795] p0445 N73-33040NT MARS LANDING SPACECRAFT TRACKINGNT PLANETARY LANDING NT SATELLITE TRACKINGVisual cue reinforcement for skill retention in SPACECREBS
pilot simulated space vehicle approach and Space shuttle orbiter subsystems and control andlanding performance display data required for crew operations - Vol. 2rNASA-cR-1289121 p0269 N73-23086 dNASA-cR-1285771 p0603 N73-10146SPACECRAPT ORBITS Psychological stresses and crew compatibilityNT SATELLITE ORBITS during interplanetary spacecraft flightSPACECBRAPT PBRPORMANCR [JPRS-578781 p0106 873-15113
Apollo Lunar Module environmental control system - Activity cycle data for spacecrews of Soyuz 3 to 9Mission Performance and experience. spacecrafts before, during and after space flights(ASmE PAPER 73-ENAS-281 p0351 A73-37983 JPRS-58173] p0137 N73-16068SPACECRA1T SHIELDING Occupational medicine procedures for personnel inRadiation doses during a prolonged orbital space lunar receiving laboratory for Apollo 11 crevflight about the earth members
p0242 A73-29867 p0143 N73-17049SPACECRAFT STERILIZATIOI Ionization, thermoluminescence, and nuclearSpacecraft decontamination and sterilization by photographic emulsion dosimetry for monitoringformaldehyde, beta-propiolactone, ethylene radiation loads in spacecrews during manned
oxide, radiation and dry heat, noting effects on space fligqhtpolymers p0173 N73-18100p0243 A73-30137 Radiobioloqical effects of cosmic radiation inSterilization technology in the United States animals and standardization of permissible
space program. radiation levels for spacecrews
p0288 A73-33697 p0173 N73-18102Monitoring for microbial flora contamination on Radionuclide measurements on plasma and red cell
spacecraft surface, discussing cultural mass volume losses in Apollo spacecrews
techniques and sampling methods for p0174 873-18106
microorganisms detection and sterilization Design and test performance of space crew wastep0288 A73-33698 collection systemTen years of development of the Planetary [.NASA-CR-1339771 p0366 N73-27945Ouarantine Program of the United States. Role of man in flight experiment payload missionsp0313 A73-35966 with application to Spacelab operations 
- Vol. 1
fNASA-CR-135487] p0421 573-31020
A-324
SUBJECT INDEX SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Role of man in flight experiment payload missions Algorithm for spectrum decomposition during
with application to Spacelab operations - Vol. 2 continuous man-computer interaction, noting
[NASA-CR-1354881 p0421 N73-31021 Gaussian distribution of spectral bands and
SPACELAB- linear approximation for background
Role of man in flight experiment payload missions p0159 A73-22971
with application to Spacelab operations - Vol. 1 SPECTRAL EMISSION(NASA-CR-1354871 p0421 N73-31020 Spectral emissivity of skin and pericardium.
Role of man in flight experiment payload missions p0427 A73-44213
with application to Spacelab operations - Vol. 2 Remote detection of water content and spectral
fNASA-CR-1354881 p0421 N73-31021 properties of leaves in different soybean crop
SPATIAL DEPENDENCIES species
Temporal and spatial features in detecting one- p00
68 N73-13070
and two-dimensional constraints in complementary Spectral characteristics of normal and
visual displays. nutrient-deficient maize leaves
p0234 A73-28095 [NASA-CR-1321451 p02
93 N73-24119
Spatial characteristics of chromatic induction - SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
The segregation of lateral effects from Mathematical model for spectral distribution
straylight artefacts. function of brain waves, noting analogy with RC
p0346 A73-37419 oscillator
Human recognition of dynamic pattern changes in p05
88 
A73-12557
numerical series displayed on spatiotemporal Proportional counter energy deposition spectral
panels, discussing learning times and reactions quality prediction from experimental data, using
to pattern disruptions folding procedure to produce composite energy
p0393 A73-41887 absorption distributions for biological materials
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION p0280 A73-31549
Properties of human visual orientation detectors - Spectrophotometric measurements of spectral
A new approach using patterned afterimages. composition of conifer and decidous forests
p0239 A73-29124 p03
79 
n73-29337
Human average evoked potential distribution over SPECTRAL NOISE
scalp to associate cortical electrical activity U WHITE NOISE
with voluntary movement, reacting to EHG activity SPECTROMETERS
p0242 A73-29990 NT BASS SPECTROMETERS
Evidence for non-linear response processes in the Transmission characteristics of commercially
human visual system from measurements on the available, laser eye protectors with Cary 14
thresholds of spatial beat frequencies. spectrophotometer
p0308 A73-34839 .AD-746293] p0612 N73-11100
The visual cortex as a spatial frequency analyser. SPECTROMETRY
p0308 A73-34840 U SPECTROMETERS
Spatial information coding in the human visual SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
system - Psychophysical data. Spectrophotometric measurements of spectral
p0309 A73-35240 composition of conifer and decidous forests
Spatial frequency channels in human vision and the p0379 N73-29337
threshold for adaptation. SPECTROSCOPES
p0346 A73-37416 U SPECTROMETERS
Hetixenum and Meclocin under double blind SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS
comparison test conditions against motion sickness Twin spectrograph measurements at 2520-3375 A of
p0226 N73-21100 metal trace elements in biological sample
SPATIAL FILTERING solutions
Pattern recognition techniques suggested from p0088 A73-17692
psychological correlates of a model of the human Spectrometric determination of copper, iron,
visual system. cobalt, nickel, and manganese complexes in
p0309 A73-35241 biological samples
Investigation of complex and hypercomplex p0256 N73-22022
receptive fields of visual cortex of the cat as SPECTROSCOPT
spatial frequency filters. NT INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
p040 7 A73-42958 NT MASS SPECTROSCOPY
SPATIAL ISOTROPI NT SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS
U SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION NT ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY
SPATIAL ORIENTATION SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
U ATTITUDE (INCLINATION) Status and prospects of EEG spectral analysis.
SPECIES DIFFUSION p0058 A73-15278
Hemoglobin species diffusion effect on oxygen Non-Gaussian properties of the EEG during sleep.
transport in moving and stationary flat films of p0126 173-21465
hemoglobin solution Algorithm for spectrum decomposition during
p0426 A73-43993 continuous man-computer interaction, noting
SPECIFICATIONS Gaussian distribution of spectral bands and
NT EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS linear approximation for background
Cleaning processes and postcleaning inspection p0159 A73-22971
procedures for meeting oxygen system cleaning Harmonic spectral analysis of nystaqgmus waveform
requirements frequency content for clinical vestibular
rNASA-SP-30721 p0111 N73-15155 examination via digital computer
SPECTRA p0237 A73-28502
NT ABSORPTION SPECTRA Heart rate variability analysis for ergonomics
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRA purposes, discussing interpolations, algorithms
NT EMISSION SPECTRA and physiological effects and spectral analysis
NT ENERGY SPECTRA methods
NT MOLECULAR SPECTRA p0250 A73-30882
NT NOISE SPECTRA Automatic analysis and classification of
NT OXYGEN SPECTRA electroencephalograms
NT POWER SPECTRA p030
9 A73-34966
NT RADIATION SPECTRA A new method for determininq the degree of
NT SPECTRAL BANDS oxygenation of hemoglobin spectra in the case of
SPECTRAL ABSORPTION inhomogeneous light paths, explained in an
U ABSORPTION SPECTRA analysis of spectra of the human skin
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS p0356 173-39145
U SPECTRUM ANALYSIS Clinical applications of spectral analysis and
SPECTRAL BANDS extraction of features from
NT ABSORPTION SPECTRA electroencephalograms with slow waves in adultpatients.
A-325
SPEECH SUBJECT INDEX
p0385 173-41011 hearts in organ culture.
Determination of the size distribution function of p0125 A73-21218
erythrocytes by the spectral transparency method SPIKE POTENTIALS
p0436 A73-45521 Peripheral electromyoqraphy spike and ventral root
Effects of solar radiation on photomorphoqenesis unit discharge intervals during tonic vibration
of plants based on spectral distribution of reflex of cat soleus motoneuron
solar energy in daytime p0578 A73-10410
p0378 N73-29322 Reaction time method using EEG monitored paroxysm
Statistical analysis of NASA multivariate spectrum controlled auditory stimuli for responsiveness
analysis program performance after modifications /consciousness/ evaluation of spike wave burst
[NASA-CR-1340111 p0417 N73-30995 onset during epileptic seizures
SPEECH p0156 173-22695
N1 ARTICULATION Rise time of the spike potential in fast and
NT WChDS (LANGUAGE) slowly contracting muscle of man.
EEG alterations by short time stress due to p0168 A73-24500
delayed speech feedback during reading, noting Short-term latent reactions of the lateral
alpha and beta wave changes geniculate body neurons in the rat to electrical
p0056 A73-14473 stimulation of the optical tract
Cerebral localization of speech, discussing p0170 A73-24595
cortical lesions, aphasia and mental activity Conditional computer analysis of the
correlation theories onset-to-onset duration of spikes from the
p0126 A73-21425 electromyoqraphic interference pattern of
Formation of conditioned responses to symbolic extraocular muscles.
stimulations in healthy individuals of different p0392 A73-41731
age Computer acquisition of multiunit nerve-spike
p0276 A73-31158 signals.
Binaural improvement in normal and defective ears p0403 A73-42671
in background of other voices Bioelectrical activity differentiations in cat
rAD-7461011 p0597 N73-10103 cortex during sleep inhibition
Analysis and perception of nonspeech marine sounds p0257 N73-22026
rOES-6/721 p0421 N73-31023 SPILLING
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION Evaporation rates and toxic plume dispersion for
U SPEECH RECOGNITION defining downwind evacuation areas for
SPEECH RECOGNITION populations adjacent to accidental propellent
Book - Foundations of modern auditory theory. spills on shipping routes
Volume 2. [NASA-TM-X-68188) p0141 N73-16097
p0243 A73-30276 SPIN DYNAMICS
Acoustic model and linguistic, syntactic, lexical Isocyanide spin label for studying conformational
and semantic factors in speech perception and transitions in cytochrome c, emphasizing heme
production process group
p0243 A73-30277 rNASA-TT-F-14623] p0065 N73-12099
Impairment to hearing from exposure to noise. SPINAL CORD
p0287 A73-33676 Changes in ventilatory patterns after ablation of
Corti organ lesion effects on signal perception in various respiratory feedback mechanisms.
patients with noise induced hearing loss, p0576 A73-10162
correlating speech discrimination with age and Topochemical differences in RNA content in spinal
sound level cord motoneurons during hypoxia and hypokinesia
p0352 A73-38182 p0588 A73-12558
Binaural processing of speech intelligibility in Response of motoneurons of the spinal cord to
light aircraft gamma radiation - A cytochemical study.
FFAA-AM-72-311 p0102 N73-14094 p0047 173-13808Structural vibration and noise effects on man in Correlation between the voltage-time curves of H-
aerospace operations and M-responses of a human muscle during various
rAGALEOGRAPH-1511 p0148 N73-17098 functional states of the spinal center
Noise effects on hearing conservation in aircrew p0047 A73-13819
and ground support personnel of aerospace Maturing neuronal subsystems - The dendrites of
operations spinal motoneurons.
p0148 N73-17101 p0051 173-14257Speech discrimination by personnel with hearing Electrophysiological investigation of
loss at 3 kHz in noise supraseqmental motor control systems evolution[AD-7529741 p0298 N73-25118 through Cyclostomata-Primate series, noting
Analysis and perception of nonspeech marine sounds preservation of reticulomotor neuron projection
fOES-6/721 p0421 N73-31023 characteristics
SPEED CONTROL p0118 A73-20001
The influence of recording speed on Cortico- and rubrofugal activation of interneurons
apexcardioqraphic timing - A multi-observer forming propriospinal paths in the dorsolateral
study of precision and performance utilizing funiculs of the cat spinal cord
randomized tracings in multiple subjects. p0118 A73-20002
p0118 A73-19932 Functional organization of the mechanisms ofSPEED INDICATORS presynaptic inhibition evoked by stimulation ofNT HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS cutaneous afferents
NT TACHCMETELS p0118 A73-20003SPEED BEGOLATION Changes in the amplitudinal and temporalU SPEED CONTROL characteristics of sensomotor-cortex evokedSPERNATOCYTES potentials after deactivation of spinocervicalU GAMETOCYTES tracts in cats
SPEBBATOGENESIS p0118 173-20004
Regulation of testis function in golden hamsters - Ontogenic cerebrospinal reflex activity studies,
A circadian clock measures photoperiodic time. covering spinal cord morphology, reflex arches,
p0587 A73-12422 inhibition, intracentral responses andMorphological changes in the testicles of dogs post-tetanic potentiation
exposed to chronic and combined gamma-radiation p0121 A73-20366
p0123 A73-20981 Synaptic activation of thoracic spinal cordMorphological changes in testes and interneurons through reticulo-spinal pathways
spermatogenesis process of dogs subjected to p0156 A73-22576
chronic and combined gamma irradiation Structural characteristics of connections between
p0134 N73-16048 medial efferent systems and spinal cord neuronsSPHYGMOGRAPHY p0156 173-22577Method for measuring the contractions of small
A-326
SUBJECT INDEX STATIONS
Cortico-pyramidal and cortico-extrapyramidal SPLEEN
synaptic effects on lumbar motor neurons in Transverse acceleration effects on
monkeys dioxyribonucleic acid catabolism in rat spleen
p0156 A73-22578 and liver
Investigation of evoked activity in the ventral p0063 N73-12080
horn of lumbar segments during the interaction SPLINE FUNCTIONS
of efferent extrapyramidal and cortical stimuli Spline function interpolation in interactive
p0156 A73-22579 hemodynamic simulation.
Organization of spontaneous muscular activity in man p009
8 873-18889
p0157 A73-22863 SPORES
Features of supraspinal control of the reflex Nonsporicidal methods for solvent degradation of
paths of the spinal cord during walking cured RTV 41 silicon potting compound and
p0163 A73-23677 chemical curing effects on decontamination
Electrophvsiological study of the topographic properties
organization of Deiters' lateral vestibular [NASA-CR-130720] p0149 N73-17111
nucleus Space vacuum and solar ultraviolet irradiation
p0168 A73-24515 effects on survival of Bacillus subtilis spores
Reflex excitability of spinal motor neurons in man p0291 873-24108
under high atmospheric pressure Thermal stress and mechanical shock effects on
p0169 A73-24525 release of bacterial spores from stainless steel
Influence of increased air atmosphere pressure on surfaces with application to Mars landing
the excitability of the neuro-motor apparatus in (NASA-CR-1338681 p0416 N73-30987
man SPRAYED PROTECTIVE COATINGS
p024 9 A73-30845 U PROTECTIVE COATINGS
Mathematical analysis of the operation of SPRAYING
regulatory mechanisms of the spinal cord NT PLASMA SPRAYING
p0354 A73-39005 STABILITY
Effect of chronic pyramid insufficiency on the NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
function of spinal centers of shin and foot NT DYNAMIC STABILITY
muscles in man NT FREQUENCY STABILITY
p0401 A73-42658 NT HOVERING STABILITY
Spinal cord heating effects on frog NT STORAGE STABILITY
thermoregulatory behavior in aqueous thermal NT SYSTEMS STABILITY
gradient, noting preference for colder ambient NT THERMAL STABILITY
temperature STABILITY AUGMENTATION
p0426 A73-43994 U FEEDBACK CONTROL
Spinal and spino-bulbo-spinal neuron mechanisms of U STABILIZATION
somatic and viscero-motor reflex transfer in the STABILIZATION
thoracic spinal cord Stabilization methods in collecting and shipping
p0435 A73-45249 of human sera for chemical analyses
Influence of isolated heating of spinal column on p01
43 N73-17053
respiratory rate and panting in dogs STAIRSTEPS
fNASA-TT-F-149981 p0338 N73-27054 Exercise testing for evaluation of cardiac
Change in impulse activity of neurons in performance.
respiratory center during electric stimulation p0043 A73-13538
of vestibular nerve and dorsal roots in spinal Practical exercise test for physical fitness and
cord cardiac performance.
p0442 873-33017 p0043 A73-13540
SPINDLES STANDARDIZATION
A freguency response analysis of fusimotor-driven New norms and standardization trends for dosimetry
muscle spindles. and protection against radiation
p0158 A73-22934 p0195 A73-25311
SPINE Standardization of tests and classification of
Aerodynamic pumping-caused spinal fractures in two .color perception abnormalities in military
pilots during high speed flight personnel
p0586 873-12154 p0179 873-19071
A distributed parameter model of the inertially STANDARDS
loaded human spine. Public health exposure limits to nitrogen oxide,
p0315 A73-36429 hydrogen chloride, and hydrogen fluoride air
Vestibular and spinal control of eye movements, pollutants
p0316 173-36440 [AD-751438] p0139 N73-16084
The role of the elastic properties of brain and Public health exposure limits for air pollutants
spine cavities in hyperemia compensation rAD-751437] p0140 N73-16088
p0322 A73-36572 Radiobiological effects of cosmic radiation in
Motor unit reactions of man to spinal and animals and standardization of permissible
supraspinal inhibitory stimuli radiation levels for spacecrews
p0349 A73-37943 p0173 N73-18102
Effect of the electrical stimulation of the Noise standards for habitable houses, rest homes,
sensomotor cortex on the potentials of dorsal hospitals, camps, public facilities, and streets
roots and on the depolarization of primary in residential areas
spinal afferents rNASA-TT-F-15065] p0414 N73-30088
p0401 A73-42652 U.S., Soviet, and Polish standards for radiation
Radiological assessment of the vertebral column levels for humans
from the point of view of av.iation medicine p0415 N73-30905
p0409 A73-43131 STAPHYLOCOCCUS
SPISOMETERS Cinemicrographic study of the development of
A system for continuous measurement of gas subsurface colonies of Staphylococcus aureus in
exchange and respiratory functions. soft agar.
p0577 873-10172 p0
131 A73-21828
Single breath nitrogen washout method for Methods for improving bacterial transport media
measurement of functional residual capacity. fNASA-CE-1289581 p0297 N73-25113
p0195 A73-25332 STARBCBES
validation of open-circuit method for the Starch hydrolysis in man - An intraluminal process
determination of oxygen consumption, not requiring membrane digestion.
p0310 A73-35462 p0361 A73-39789
Respiratory nitrogen elimination - A potential STATIC PRESSURE
source of error in closed-circuit spirometry. NT HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE
p0356 A73-39113 STATIONS
NT ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS
A-327
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SUBJECT INDEX
N1 SALYUT SPACE STATION STATISTICAL PROBABILITY
NT SPACE STATIONS U PROBABILITY THEORY
NT TSACKING STATIONS STATISTICAL TESTS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS The superiority of the pair-comparisons method for
NT AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS scaling visual illusions.
NT BIVARIATE ANALYSIS p0311 A73-35497
NT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS STEADY PLON
NT FACOOE ANALYSIS Hicropolar model of blood steady flow through
NT MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS rigid circular tubes, presenting equations
NT NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS solutions and velocity profiles
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS p0042 A73-13302
NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS STEAM
NT STATISTICAL CORRELATION Steam reactor system for manned spacecraft waste
NT STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY processing
NT STATISTICAL TESTS [NASA-CR-1340481 p0440 N73-32021
Numerical analysis of spontaneous electric STELLAR DOPPLER SHIFT
activity of the brain - Study of the statistical U DOPPLER EFFECT
properties of the power density spectra U EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION
p0586 A73-12160 STERBOCHEBISTRY
Vector summation dial for analysis of Criteria for distinguishing biogenic and abiogenic
time-nonstationary cyclic biological data, amino acids - Preliminary considerations.
applying to peaK time change detection and p0202 A73-26480
random walks STEREOSCOPIC VISION
P0049 A73-14120 Stereoscopic depth magnitude in viewing
Renal lithiasis among civil operating aircrew backqround-contrasted superimposed half-fields,
p0127 A73-21536 noting relation to binocular disparity detection
The use of sampling quantiles for the compression p0046 A73-13762
of telemetric transmission and the statistical Monocular and binocular clues interaction in depth
handling of Medical information. perception and spatial orientation, discussing
p0207 A73-27646 stereopsis testing
Prediction of the outcomes of myocardial p0079 A73-16483
infarction from formulas derived by the dynamic The role of colour perception and $pattern-
programming method recognition in stereopsis.
p0354 A73-39000 p0121 A73-20266
A study of the statistical patterns of visual Scalar perceptions with binocular cues of distance.
perception of a black and white raster image p0235 A73-28176
p0385 A73-40861 Stereoscopic depth aftereffects with random-dot
Ability of a human operator to estimate the patterns.
probability characteristics of alternative stimuli p0308 A73-34841
p0394 A73-41893 Stereoscopic vision - Cortical limitations and a
Obiective method for classification of disparity scaling effect.
multicellular activity patterns of neuron p0312 A73-35922
population in the cerebrum of man Vision model for robot object recognition system
p0401 A73-42656 [NASA-CN-1334581 p0365 N73-27936
Statistical treatment of evoked cerebral Factors affecting stereoscopic vision and depth
potentials during experiments on a Dnepr-1 perception in human beings
computer [AD-7592611 p0375 N73-29050
p0401 A73-42657 STERILIZATION
Prevalence of hyperlipoproteinaemias in a random NT CHEMICAL STERILIZATION
sample of men and in patients with ischaemic NT SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION
heart disease. Investigation of gas sorption and desorption in
p0408 A73-42975 polymer materials in the process of gaseous
Statistical analysis of impact injuries to seated sterilization of such materials
human responding to square wave energy p0087 A73-17681
absorption of vertical deceleration pulse Industrial sterilization; Proceedings of the
representing helicopter crash International Symposium, Amsterdam, Netherlands,
1AD-7459191 p0612 N73-11102 September 1972.
Statistical analysis of effect of simulated sonic p0288 A73-33691
booms on sleep patterns of male subjects Microorganism heat sterilization process design
[FAA-AM-72-351 p0333 N73-26057 and control based on logarithmic thermal
Performance decrement and response time of current destruction and Bigelow temperature coefficient
and noncurrent jet Naval pilots models, determining lethality by statistical
[AD-7614631 p0421 N73-31025 procedure
STATISTICAL CORELATION p0288 A73-33695
Examples for signal-noise improvement with the aid Lunar sample quarantine procedures - Interaction
of polarity correlation analysis in the with non-quarantine experiments.
biological sector p0313 A73-35978
p0086 A73-17593 Development of sulfonated polyphenylene oxide
Statistical correlation between human mental membranes for the reverse osmosis purification
activity and LEG beta rhythm wave energy and of wash water at sterilization temperatures /165
frequency characteristics F/.
p0092 A73-18159 [ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-16] p0350 A73-37973
Statistical correlations of maximum oxygen Analysis of resistance of cultured and natural
consumption, body weight and endurance /work/ microbes in ethylene oxide sterilization method
performance in exercise-oxygen studies [NASA-TT-F-14612] p0069 N73-13078
p0096 A73-18472 Radiation sterilization with Van de Graaff
STATISTICAL DECISION THEOBY accelerators
Noise blurred imaqu recognition probability [NASA-TT-F-148211 p0219 N73-20120
characteristics from experimental investigation, Environmentally controlled suit for working in
showing difference from statistical decision sterile chamber
theory data [NASA-CASE-LAR-10076-11 p0221 N73-20137
p0428 A73-44667 Development of germ-free plants and tissues
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS (NASA-CR-1289471 p0293 N73-24122
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS STERILIZATION BFFECTS
Statistical distribution methods for analyzing NT DECONTAMINATION
formation of reflexes conditioned to time NT DEGRADATION
intervals between periodic unconditioned stimuli NT THERMAL DEGRADATION
p0093 A73-18166 Biological indicators and the effectiveness of
sterilization procedures.
A-328
SOUBJECT INDEX STRESS (PHYSIOLOGY)
p0288 A73-33692 STONES (ROCKS)
Formaldehyde gas as a sterilant. U ROCKS
p0288 A73-33694 STONYI ETEORITES
The synergistic inactivation of biological systems NT CARBONACEOUS METEORITES
by thermoradiation. STORAGE STABILITY
p0288 A73-33696 Megarad plastic film dosimeter.
STEROIDS p0427 173-44212
NT ACTINOMYCIN Storage stability of intermediate moistare foods
NT ALDOSTERONE for space shuttle
NT CHOLESTEROL (NASA-CR-133978 p0366 N73-27944
NT CORTICCSIEROIDS STORMS (METEOROLOGY)
NT CORTISONE STRAIN DISTRIBUTION
Adaptive hormone action and nonspecific adaptive U STRESS CONCENTRATION
function of steroid hormones, discussing stress STRAIN GAGES
resistance mechanisms of steroids Implantable transducer for in vivo measurement of
pharmacologically classified as syntoxic and bone strain.
catatoxic p0206 A73-27443
p0155 A73-22536 Design and performance of strain gage transducer
Total lipid and sterol components of Rhizopus as blood pressure recording device
arrhizus - Identification and metabolism. p0231 N73-21144
p0288 A73-33900 STRAIN SOFTENING
Sterols of the fungi - Distribution and U PLASTIC DEFORHATION
biosynthesis. STRATEGY
p0429 A73-44699 Influence of observing strategies and stimulus
Statistical analysis of steroid levels in parotid variables on watchkeeping performances.
secretions of humans under prolonged mental stress p0580 A73-10771
(AD-7476821 p0072 N73-13104 Effects of prestimulus cuing and target load
Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry for analyzing variability on maintenance of response
fatty acid and sterol concentrations in plant strategies in a visual search task.
tissue samples p0353 A73-38378
(NASA-CR-1287401 p0186 N73-19131 STRATOTANKER AIRCRAFT
STETHOSCOPES U C-135 AIRCRAFT
Stethoscope- or phonocardioqraph-detectable STRENGTH OF MATERIALS
systole-associated left atrial sound in terms of U MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
activity recording, sound genesis, hemodynamic STREPTOCOCCUS
correlations and clinical applications Methods for improving bacterial transport media
p0199 A73-25696 (NASA-CR-128958] p02
97 N73-25113
STIMULANT STRESS (BIOLOGY)
NT ATROPINE Masking phenomenon for measuring state of fatigue
NT CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANTS and stress of nervous system
NT NOREPINEPHRINE [AD-752975] p0300 N73-25129
Stimulating and tranquilizing drug effects on STRESS (PHYSIOLOGY)
human performance indices. NT ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
p0256 N73-22021 NT CENTRIFUGING STRESS
STIMULATED EMISSION DEVICES Formalization of certain functional aspects of the
NT ARGON LASERS external respiration system
NT GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASERS p0580 A73-10657
NT GAS LASERS Cardiac dysrhythmias associated with exercise
NT INFRARED LASERS stress testing.
NT LASERS p0043 A73-13544
NT PULSED LASERS Prediction tests for pulmonary elasticity model of
STIMULATION expansion stresses in lung region restricted by
NT AUDITORY STIMULI obstructed airways
NT SENSORY STIMULATION p0048 A73-14114
STIMULI Organ and body mass changes in restrained and
Human attention and reaction performance as fasted domestic fowl.
function of type and latency in response to p0057 A73-14975
signal stimulus Elevated ST segments with exercise in ventricular
FAD-7478011 p0073 N73-13110 aneurysm.
Sound, light, and proprioceptive stimuli for p0059 173-15643
inhibiting vestibular illusion in man Changes in whole body force transmission of dogs
p0181 N73-19087 exposed repeatedly to vibration.
Accuracy of method of constant stimuli for (ASME PAPER 72-NA/BHF-11] p0061 A73-15878
studying sensory capabilities of man in relation Evaluation of the state of the cardiovascular
to display systems system from polycardiographic test data
(AD-7530091 p0187 N73-19141 p0088 A73-17749
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES The biodynamic aspects of low altitude, high speed
NT RANDOM PROCESSES flight.
NT RANDOM WALK p0096 A73-18471
Stochastic model application to divergence of Role of adrenalin and alpha-receptor deactivation
horse-pig lineage from common ancestor in terms in reactions of hemopoietic organs to stress
of hemoglobin and fibrinopeptides alpha and beta p0117 A73-19644
chains The contractile function of the myocardium in two
p0116 A73-19218 types of cardiac adaptation to a chronic load.
Management of the treatment of illnesses as a p0118 A73-19931
problem of modern control theory Human tendon stress recovery after load removal as
p03 57 A73-39348 function of time, sex, age and side differences
STOL AIRCRAFT p0119 173-20033
U SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT Catecholamine exchange in the hormonal and
STOMACH mediator links of the sympathicoadrenal system
Hypoxia effects on human gastric motor functions under stress
in pressure chamber experiments using p0121 A73-20367
electrogastrography Inability of the submaximal treadmill stress test
p0064 873-12085 to predict the location of coronary disease.
Stomach shielding effects on chromosomal p0130 A73-21802
aberration frequency in guinea pig and rat Thirty-month follow-up of maximal treadmill stress
marrow cells after gamma radiation at doses of test and double Master's test in normal sublects.
50 to 200 r p0130 A73-21803
p0213 N73-20074
A-329
STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY) SUBJECT INDEX
Intravascular platelet aggregation in the heart Influence of physical stress on the state of human
induced by stress. higher nervous activity under conditions of
p0130 A73-21805 underwater labor
Adaptive hormone action and nonspecific adaptive p0429 A73-44672
function of steLoid hormones, discussing stress Underwater submersion and prolonged underwater
resistance mechanisms of steroids submersion effects on diver tactile sensitivity
pharmacologically classified as syntoxic and [AD-743709] p0594 N73-10082
catatoxic Visual evoked cortical response as measure of
p0155 A73-22536 stress in naval environment, using rapid flash
Coronary flow and left ventricular function during rates
environmental stress. [AD-744934) p0595 N73-10088
p0162 173-23380 Concepts for reduction of fatigue in sustained
Isometric effects on treadmill exercise response tactical operations
in healthy young men. [AD-746643 p0611 N73-11090
p0165 A73-23842 Noise and response complexity effects on human
Hunan forearm-muscle blood supply regimes after attention and performance in visual perception
'static' exercise with increasing stress task
p0169 A73-24522 [AD-7477971 p0072 N73-13105
Comparison of the metabolic effects of Pupil enlargement in relation to operator stress
centrifugation and heat stress in man. during adaptive critical tracking task
p0196 A73-25338 (AD-749075] p0100 173-14081
Ergonomic endurance limits, physiological strains Bioastronautics research, including stress
and fdtique assessment in video coding effects, sensory perception, and human performance
information task performance as function of work (NASA-SP-3006] p0104 N73-15091
shift time length Beat and cold stress effects in humans
p0198 A73-25649 p0104 N73-15094
High temperature tolerance enhancement in rats by Tolerance levels, physiological effects, and
thermal training and medicinal preparations performance degradation during simultaneous or
p0207 A73-27705 sequential exposures to environmental stresses
Vestibular stresses effects on systemic and p0106 N73-15110
cerebral hemodynamics, considering human Dynamic electrocardiography in periodic health
acceleration adaptation and compensation examinations for detection of cardiac
mechanisms abnormalities
p0208 A73-27714 p0144 N73-17065
Motor, thermal and sensory factors in heart rate Electrocardiographic stress testing for
variation - A methodology for indirect determining influence of occupational and other
estimation of intermittent muscular work and stresses on ischemic heart disease
environmental heat loads. p0146 N73-17082
p0250 A73-30880 Combined stress effects in human communication and
Functional condition of skeletal muscles in rats motion sickness biodynamics
under lasting movement constraints /up to 120 p0188 N73-19144days/ Temperature and noise irradiation effects on human
p0279 A73-31504 energetic metabolism during vigilance task
A standard psychophysiological preparation for the p0189 N73-19155
study of environmental stress. Stress reactions of vestibular apparatus to
p0286 A73-33130 ionizing radiation, coriolis forces, and
Annual Scientific Meeting, Las Vegas, Nev., hay gravitational stimuli
7-10, 1973, Preprints. [AD-753511 p0220 N73-20132
p0287 A73-33421 Reaction assessment of vestibular disorientation
Cobalt compound administration effects on hypoxic stress for aircrew selection, using visual
stress control, testing polycythemic response displays and tasks
and cobalt retention in rats p0225 N73-21096
p0307 A73-34744 Hashish smoking effects on human oxygen
Localizing factors in arteriosclerosis consumption during physical stress and safe
p0320 A73-36537 driving ability
Tolerance to beat following cold stress. p0228 N73-21115
p0325 A73-36784 Hypoxia effects on release of gaseous wastes fromUse of the single-bLeath method of estimating rat vital functions
cardiac output during exercise-stress testinqg. p0372 N73-29025
p0325 A73-36788 Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory handbook onBehavioral stress response RE - Passenger medical monitoring and treatment ofbriefings and emergency warning systems on environmental stresses
commercial airlines. rAD-760813] p0377 N73-29061
P0329 A73-36922 Subjective and physiological indicators of fatigueSerial correlation of physiological time series and performance during vigilance task
and its siqniticance for a stress analysis (AD-7615031 p0413 173-30077
p0352 A73-38159 Effect of sleep deprivation and heat stress onCircadian rhythms of free radical state human performance in visual and auditory tasks
concentrdtions in the organs of mice. r0ES-8/721 p0421 N73-31024
p0355 A73-39104 Physiological stress effects of aerospacePhysiological and operational state of a group of environment on human body and animals
aeroplane pilots under the conditions of (NASA-TT-F-15081J p0437 N73-32001
stressing tracking tests. Aerospace psychology and physiology
p0387 A73-41157 rJPRS-60248] p0441 N73-33014Influence of preliminary adaptation to the main Cross correlation analysis of stress rhythm during
environmental factors on the ATP level and stimuli of varying biological significancephosphorylation potential in the myocardium p0450 N73-33071
during severe heart strain STRESS (PSYCHOLOGYT)
p0389 A73-41278 Noise effects on the critical tracking performanceThe relationship between left ventricular election of the human operator.
time and stroke volume during passive p0575 173-10107
cardiovascular stress. Variations of evoked potentials during various
p0390 A73-41565 mental stress situationsThe energetic metabolism and some reactions of the p0047 A73-13825cardiovascular system during multichannel Telemetric transmission of erqonomical and timeelectrical stimulation and voluntary stressing study data to describe work load of radar
of muscles controllers.
P0429 A73-44670 p0055 173-14308
A-330
SUBJECT INDEX STROBOSCOPES
EEG alterations by short time stress due to Amplitude variations of acoustically evoked
delayed speech feedback during reading, noting potentials as a function of signal information
alpha and beta wave changes and fatigue due to stress
p0056 A73-14473 p0352 A73-38161
Personal life changes and health stresses in Experimental analysis of conditions for onset of
contrast to accident proneness as factors in emotional stress
pilot error p0362 173-39800
p0083 A73-16732 Stress and strain in student helicopter pilots.
Physiological tests for hypothalamus regions p03
86 A73-41155
stimulation effects on coronary circulation, Cognitions and -placebos' in behavioral research
noting hypoxia and emotional stress effects on ambient noise.
p0088 A73-17770 p0406 A73-42950
German monograph - Work-physiological Effect of adaptation to altitude hypoxia on the
investigations for the objectivization of the behavior of animals in a conflict situation
tracking behavior, the mental load, and its p0428 A73-44549
psychopharmacoloqical modulability. Statistical analysis of steroid levels in parotid
p0122 A73-20388 secretions of humans under prolonged mental stress
German monograph - The objectivization of the [AD-7476821 p0072 N73-13104
effect of load and stress on an Noise and response complexity effects on human
information-reception process of man with the attention and performance in visual perception
aid of acoustically evoked potentials, task
p0122 A73-20389 (AD-747797] p0072 N73-13105
Central nervous system stresses effects Cognitive functioning test to measure human
estimation, discussing ocular positioning performance in underwater diving stress
movements functional significance and [AD-748036] p0072 N73-13108
psychological processes Feasibility of saliva analysis for measuring
p0128 A73-21542 mental stress in man
Psychic stress detection and measurement, [AD-747671] p0073 N73-13111
discussing psychological test methods and Personality, occupation, and job stress effects on
physiological correlates physiological risk factor in human coronary
p0163 A73-23684 heart disease
Electromyoqraphic alterations in articular muscles p0143 N73-17054
during emotional shifts Standardized performance battery for assessing
p0167 A73-24328 effects of environmental stressors particularly
Experimental study of emotional stress in operators noise on human performance
p0193 A73-25038 [NASA-CR-2149) p0148 N73-17102
Utilization of human voice for estimation of man's Indices of emotional stress in cosmonauts during
emotional stress and state of attention. Voskhod 2 and Soyuz flights
p0195 A73-25329 [JPRS-58039] p0148 873-17104
Emotional stimulation traces in the spectra of EEG Combined stress effects in human communication and
and cutaneo-galvanic reaction of man under motion sickness biodynamics
normal conditions and in the case of memory p0188 N73-19144
impairment Pilot selection by means of concentration stress
p0206 A73-27106 test
Changes in blood-flow distribution during acute p0368 H73-27957
emotional stress in dogs. Aerospace psychology and physiology
p0238 A73-28533 [JPRS-60248] p0441 N73-33014
Emotional overstress effects on the indices of the STRESS ANALYSIS
blood coagulation system in monkeys NT PHOTOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENT
p0249 A73-30846 A continuum analysis of a two-dimensional
Heart rate variability and the measurement of mechanical model of the lung parenchyma.
mental load; Proceedings of the Symposium, p0577 A73-10168
London, England, October 1971. STRESS CALCULATIONS
p0250 A73-30876 U STRESS ANALYSIS
Psychological factors influencing the relationship STRESS CONCENTRATION
between cardiac arrhythmia and mental load. Nature and significance of alterations in
p0250 A73-30877 myocardial compliance.
Heart rate variability and work-load measurement, p0404 A73-42689
p0250 A73-30879 STRESS DISTRIBUTION
Mental load and the measurement of heart rate U STRESS CONCENTRATION
variability. STRESS MEASUREMENT
p0250 A73-30881 Measures to determine psychophysiological
Self destructive behavior of aircraft pilot due to reactions of military flight crews to flying
stress accumulation, discussing man machine stress
relationship, coping mechanisms, competence and p0188 N73-19148
invulnerability myth STRESS RELAXATION
p0307 A73-34746 Studies in stress-relaxation and distensibility
Initial results of a psychophysiological study of characteristics of small skin veins in vivo by a
certified parachutists combined photoelectric-photographic and
p0328 A73-36917 plethysmographic technique.
Study of Indian naval aircrew experiences and p0084 A73-17098
psychic factors in disorientation. STRESS-STRAIN DISTRIBUTION
p0328 A73-36919 U STRESS CONCENTRATION
The mechanisms of the occurrence of emotional STRESSES
stress in man. NT COMBINED STRESS
p0328 A73-36920 NT SHEAR STRESS
Physiological shifts in the human organism under NT THERMAL STRESSES
increased neuropsychic stresses NT TORSIONAL STRESS
p0345 A73-37392 NT TRIAXIAL STRESSES
The effect of social-emotional environmental NT VIBRATIONAL STRESS
stress on the functional state of the STROBOSCOPES
neocortical structures of rhesus monkeys Tilt discrimination and motion aftereffect
p0347 A73-37755 independence of flicker rate of stroboscopically
Quantitative evoked-potential analyses for the illuminated contours visual stimuli
neurophysioloqical characterization of faulty p0096 A73-18624
learning processes in the experimental arterial Apparent motion of stimuli presented
hypertonia-pathoqenesis stroboscopically during pursuit movement of the
p0348 A73-37756 eye.
p0234 A73-28093
A-331
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SUBJECT INDEX
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS requirements testing and spacecraft applications
NT DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS (ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-91 p0349 A73-37970
NI MA1hX METHODS Physiological effects of 12 submarine personnel
STRUCTURAL DESIGN during prolonged exposure to sonar signals at 85
Design and periormance of exhaust hood with db (five day exposure)
protective air current outside of hood surface [AD-744938] p0594 N73-10087
p0144 N73-17063 otivational patterns underlying devolunteering by
Concept evaluation and subsystem analyses for submarine graduate school personnel
design of remote controlled teleoperator visual [AD-749324] p0260 N73-22054
system SUBMERGED BODIES
(NASA-CR-1240591 p0150 N73-17117 NT DIVING (UNDERWATER)
Multivariate limits for describing cockpit related Role of mineralocorticoids in the natriuresis of
anthropcmetric features of aviation personnel water immersion in man.
[AD-7520321 p0151 N73-17124 p0156 A73-22676
Design and performance of metabolic gas analyzer Method for recovery of sunken bodies at depths of
using mass spectrometer and digital data printout between 30 and 50 a
[NASA-CR-1288421 p0190 N73-19160 p0367 N73-27955
Design of hemoglobin tester, flow ventilation Influence of blue green algae on crystalline
systems, blood viscometer, isotope handling calcium carbonate formation on river rocks
equipment, and blood pressure measuring device fNASA-TT-F-150281 p0375 N73-29046
fNASA-TM-X-662141 p0231 N73-21139 SUBMERGING
Design of electrophoretic mass screening tester Effects of immersion with the head above water on
for sickle cell anemia tissue nitrogen elimination in man.
p0231 N73-21140 p0589 A73-12563
Desiqn of anesthetic flow valve canister system Respiration mechanics during weightlessness
for exhaust gas absorption and laminar simulation in an immersion medium
ventilation system for operating rooms p0124 A73-20986
p0231 N73-21141 Roentgenographic study of relative heart motion
Design of relative velocity blood viscometer during vibration in water-immersed cats.
p0231 N73-21142 p0289 A73-34039
Design and fabrication of prototype particulate Changes in lung capacity, air passage resistance,
regenerative filter with backflush for and dynamic compliance of humans during water
spacecraft fluid system immersion to simulate weightlessness
[NASA-CR-1155051 p0268 N73-23084 p0135 N73-16053
Conference on manipulator design considering basic Water immersion model for simulating renin,
elements aldosterone, and natriuresis effects of
p0335 N73-26074 prolonged weightlessness on man
Design requirements for remotely controlled p0174 N73-18110
master-slave manipulators Immersion effects on human physiological motor
p0335 N73-26076 functions
Manipulator kinematics in selecting geometrical p0180 N73-19081
shapes of containers and chambers SUBBILLIBETEBR WAVES
p0336 N73-26087 Prospects for studying mechanisms responsible for
STRUCTURAL DYNABICS the nonthermal effects of millimeter- and
U DYNANIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS submillimeter-band electromagnetic radiation on
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS biologically active compounds
NT NEMBRANE STRUCTURES p0427 173-44096
STRUCTURAL VIBRATION SUBSONIC SPEED
Structural vibrations in aerospace operations and Wind tunnel tests to determine structural
effects on man integrity of birds under conditions simulating
p0148 N73-17099 ingestion of birds into inlets of high speed
STUDENTS aircraft
Computer-based pupil/tracking monitoring system rNASA-TM--681631 p0106 N73-15114
tor Mesa Public Schools, Mesa Arizona SUCROSE
p0191 N73-19985 Plasma insulin and carbohydrate metabolism after
Relations between sociometric variables and sucrose ingestion during rest and prolonged
criteria of ability and behavior of student pilots aerobic exercise.
p0367 N73-27954 p0391 A73-41622
STILUSES SOD AVIATION AIRCRAFT
U PENS NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
STIRENES SUGARS
Systems design for amine carbon dioxide sorber bed NT DEXTRANS
to be used in manned spacecraft NT GLUCOSE
rNASA-CR-1118491 p0420 N73-31018 NT MONOSACCHARIDES
SUBAECTIC REGIONS NT RIBOSE
Effects of adverse Northern environment on human NT SUCROSE
physiology and performance under military SUITS
exercise conditions NT PRESSURE SUITS
rDCIEN-8821 p0376 N73-29056 NT SPACE SUITS
SUSCIRCUITS SULFIDES
U CIRCUITS NT INORGANIC SULFIDES
SUBGRATITY SULFONES
U REDUCED GRAVITY Liquid retention in chlorpropamide therapy and
SUBLETHAL DOSAGE water intoxication of patients
Effects of antiLadiation drug dosage on mice and [NASA-TT-F-145971 p0609 873-11077
rat tolerance to transverse acceleration overloads SULFUR COMPOUNDS
p0211 N73-20055 NT INORGANIC SULPIDES
SUBLIMINAL STIMULI NT SULPONES
Limulus photoreceptor response to single photon NT SULFUR OXIDES
stimulation, discussing flash intensity, dim NT THIOLS
lights, discrete waves and subliminal responses Influence of certain brain structures on the
p0160 A73-23308 sulfhydryl-qroup, diphosphopyridine-nucleotide,
Increment thresholds for multiple identical and serotonin contents of the blood
flashes in the peripheral retina. p0157 A73-22856
p0424 A73-43343 SULFUR OXIDES
SUBMARINES Effpcts of 502 decay product toxicity on human
Nuclear submarine atmospheric constituent physiological functions
monitoring, covering mass spectrometers, IR p0099 N73-14071
carbon monoxide sensors, system development,
A-332
SUBJECT INDEX SWEAT
SURABIES p0405 A73-42856
NT- ABSTRACTS Use of Ringers lactate solution in pre- and
SUN postoperative fluid therapy
Research in aerospace, biological, and solar fNASA-TT-P-14600] p0592 N73-10071
sciences Surgical liquification pump for removing macerated
rAD-7461431 p0609 N73-11080 tissue from eye
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT [NASA-CASE-LEW-12051-1] p0437 N73-32000
NT CCNCORDE AIRCRAFT SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
NT F-4 AIRCBRAFT Development of neurosurgical instrumentation and
NT SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS procedures for emergency use in null and
SUPERSONIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION low-gravity environments - A speculative approach.
U PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION p0196 A73-25342
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS Ultrasonic device for ophthalmic eye surgery with
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT safe removal of macerated material
Study of performances in a warm environment in (NASA-CASE-LEW-11669-1] p0339 N73-27062
case of air conditioning breakdown on a Surgical liquification pump for removing macerated
supersonic transport tissue from eye
p0331 A73-36947 [NASA-CASE-LEV-12051-1] p0437 N73-32000
SUPINE POSITION SURVIVAL
Effects of tilting on pulmonary capillary blood Helium-cold induced hypothermia in the white rat.
flow in normal man. p0205 A73-26975
p0361 A73-39786 Survival of soil bacteria during prolonged
Functional state of the auditory analysor under desiccation.
conditions of prolonged clinostatic hypokinesia p0251 A73-30959
p0425 A73-43789 Sea survival after election and parachute descent,
Acceleration effects on mechanical impedance of describing hand operated canopy connector
human body in supine position release to free pilot from entanglement or
p0368 N73-27963 dragging
SUPPORT SYSTEMS p0284 A73-32665
NT GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS Tolerance to immersion in cold water
NT PORTABLEiLIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS p0331 A73-36943
SUPPRESSORS Microorganism survival in simulated Mars environment
Inhibitory interaction in the retina of Limulus. p0185 N73-19116
p0161 A73-23311 Influence of head and stomach shielding on
SURFACE CHEMISTRY radiation sickness and animal survival from
U SURFACE REACTIONS gamma-neutron irradiation
SURFACE INTERBACTIONS p0213 N73-20071
U SURFACE REACTIONS Space vacuum and solar ultraviolet irradiation
SURFACE PROPERTIES effects on survival of Bacillus subtilis spores
NT SURFACE ROUGHNESS p0291 N73-24108
NT SURFACE TENPERATURE Thermal inactivation of Bacillus subtilis var.
Automatic swabbing apparatus for sampling of niger spores on Viking lander
microbiological surfaces [NASA-CR-1332231 p0333 N73-26058
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11069-11 p0136 N73-16061 Crew survival after emergency landing or ditching
SURFACE REACTIONS in unpopulated areas
Quantitative evaluation of superficial organic [NASA-TT-F-15047] p0376 N73-29053
contaminants, soluble in halogenated solvents, SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT
discussing sampled surface solvent extraction U-2 and SR-71 aircrews physiological training for
method and subsequent IR absorption high altitude and supersonic flight hazards,
spectrographic analysis discussing pressure suits, ejection seats,
p0096 A73-18547 parachutes and survival and life support equipment
SURFACE ROUGHNESS p0284 A73-32657
Scattering of polarized light by rough and smooth Multiple occupant flotation devices for commercial
leaf surfaces transport aircraft survivors sea ditching,
p0378 N73-29333 discussing slide/raft design improvement for
SURFACE TEMPERATURE high density loading
Assessment of temperature rise suppression by edge p0284 173-32658
losses during irradiation. Analysis of US Navy aviation combat casualty
p0155 A73-22533 experiences in Southeast Asia to determine
SURFACE VEHICLES effectiveness of rescue and recovery operations
NT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS under combat conditions
NT AUTOMOBILES (AD-7616361 p0370 573-27972
NI LIFEBOATS SUSPENDING (MIZING)
NT TRACTORS Light beam attenuation in suspensions of algae
NT WALKING MACHINES p0378 N73-29325
Analysis of research activities conducted to SNALLOING
determine criteria for passenger comfort in Phasic discharge activity and localization of
various methods of transportation sheep medullary neurons in relation to
p0591 R73-10024 swallowing reflex after superior laryngeal nerve
SURFACTANTS stimulation
Soaps, detergents and surfactants dermatological p0046 A73-13786
hazards in personal hygiene use by spacecrews 81AT
during long term space flight /Skylab/ Perspiration secretion distribution over human
rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-261 p0350 A73-37981 body based on extended Kerslake cylinder model,
Blood plasma contamination of the lung alveolar comparing with predicted 4 hr sweat rate
surfactant obtained by various sampling p0041 A73-13122
techniques. Quantitative influence of C02 inhalation on
p0391 A73-41637 thermal sweating in man.
SURGEONS p0195 A73-25331
NT FLIGHT SURGEONS Transductal fluxes of Na, K, and water in the
SURGEST human eccrine sweat gland.
NT LABYRINTEECTOMY p0281 A73-31923
Carpentierreconstructive valvuloplasty technique Sodium Na-24 and potassium K-42 availability for
of mitral valve insertion from viewpoint of sweat production after intravenous injection and
pilots return to flying duties their handling by sweat glands.
p0586 A73-12157 p0348 173-37757
Coronary heart disease; Proceedings of the Second Responses of men and women to two-hour walks in
International Symposium, Frankfurt am Main, Nest desert heat.
Germany, June 1972. p0360 A73-39784
A-333
SWEATING SUBJBCT INDEX
Desoxyribonucleases in sweat gland secretion of man Effect of sympatholytin on metabolism in resting
p0429 173-44674 and working muscles in relation to the degree of
Sweat rate and heat conductance in their adaptation to intensified activity
thermoLequlatory system during rest and exercise p0322 A73-36571
[NASA-TT-F-145621 p0593 N73-10074 The role of the sympathetic section of the
SWEATING vegetative nervous system in the training of the
U PERSPIRATION organism for the influence of statokineticSWIMMING irritants.
Oxyqen uptake, heart rate and pulmonary p0327 173-36903
ventilation during swimming for different speeds Control of pineal indole biosynthesis by changes
and styles, comparing to running and cycling data in sympathetic tone caused by factors other than
p0577 A73-10171 environmental lighting.
Analysis of swimming motions. p0343 A73-37300p0194 A73-25184 Protein synthesis in the neurons and glial cells
SWINE of the stellate ganglia of rats during the
Effect of calcium-deficient diet on bone structure adaptation to the effects of high altitude hypoxia
of pigs and dogs p0345 A73-37396
[NASA-TT-F-139171 p0592 N73-10067 Alterations of cardiac sympathetic
Pressure gradient measurements in swine and rats neurotransmitter activity in congestive heart
submitted to pressure pulses failure.
oDLR-Fb-71-721 p0113 N73-15164 p0
404 A73-42690
Defined shock wave effects on miniature swine, Neuroqenic and local regulation of resistance and
describing organ injuries capacitance blood vessels, noting sympathetic
p0369 N73-27965 nervous system influence on musculocutaneous and
Hematology of miniature pigs after rapid splanchnic regions
decompression p0426 173-43927
[DLR-FB-73-631 p0446 N73-33047 Changes in indices of the carbohydrate and fat
SWITCHING metabolism, the state of the sympathoadrenal
NT MAGNETIC SWITCHING system, and oxidative processes under
Conditioned reflex switching effects in higher varying-intensity cold effects
nervous system reactions as function of p0429 A73-44671
experimental stimuli background conditions STHPATHOMINETICS
/arousal, diurnal rhythms, test conditions, U ADRENERGICS
physiological condition/ STRPTOROLOGY
p0248 A73-30567 Notion sickness symptomatology and performance
Transmission of nerve pulses at the switching decrements occasioned by hurricane penetrations
locations of the brain in C-121, C-130 and P-3 Navy aircraft.
p0287 A73-33424 p0050 A73-14161
SWITCHING FUNCTIONS Slow and fast heart rates and syncopal and dizzy
U SWITCHING attacks as manifestations of sick sinus
SYMBOLIC PROGRAMMING syndrome, discussing ventricular artificial
NT CONPUTER PROGRAMMING pacemaker as therapy
SYMBOLS p0201 A73-26289
Double cross-validation of video cartographic SYMPTOMS
symbol location performance. U SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
p0082 A73-16719 SINAPSES
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM Polysynaptic pathways role in tonic vibration and
Role of the sympathico-adrenal system during a monosynaptic reflexes due to muscle vibratory or
period of rest and in adaptation to muscular nerve electric stimulation, respectively,
activity discussing tetanization effects
p0576 A73-10157 p0578 A73-10409
Effects of endotoxin on monoamine metabolism in Current views on the mechanism of the
the rat. quantum-induced liberation of a mediator from
p058 2 A73-11100 the motor nerve endings of a skeletal muscle
Studies of blood gas analysis at abnormal p0581 A73-11023
environment. Morphological, physiological and pharmacological
p0582 173-11210 investigations of rat cerebellar cortex synaptic
Catecholamine exchange in the hormonal and structure and function maturation and
mediator links of the sympathicoadrenal system neurotransmitter receptivity development
under stress p0051 173-14256
p0121 A73-20367 Conditioned reflex learning and
Bole of the sympathetic nervous system in phenamine-stimulated functional activation of
supporting cardiac function in essential cerebral synaptic, protein synthesizing and
arterial hypertension. energy generating apparatus
p0124 A73-21015 p0085 A73-17177
The pharmacology of practolol - A cardioselective Synapse localization study by electron microscopy
beta adrenerqic blocking drug. of primary afferent tissues in cochlear nuclei
p0153 A73-21850 of the brain stem
Changes in hemodynamics and efferent sympathetic p0118 A73-19650
pulsation during pressor cardiovascular reflexes Functional organization of the mechanisms of
under conditions of acute hypoxic hypoxia presynaptic inhibition evoked by stimulation of
p0154 A73-22365 cutaneous afferents
Heart activity characteristics in a human operator p0118 A73-20003
during a control process Synaptic activation of thoracic spinal cord
p0164 A73-23806 interneurons through reticulo-spinal pathways
Vertebrate cardiac innervation via parasympathetic p0156 A73-22576
and sympathetic nervous system, considering Cortico-pyramidal and cortico-extrapyramidal
synaptic transmission, nerve endings, synaptic effects on lumbar motor neurons in
stimulation and electrical effects monkeys
p0198 A73-25597 p0156 A73-22578
Autoradiographic study of protein synthesis in Vertebrate cardiac innervation via parasympathetic
perikaryons and of nitrogen migration into the and sympathetic nervous system, considering
axons of hypertrophic sympathetic neurons synaptic transmission, nerve endings,
p0235 A73-28296 stimulation and electrical effects
Influence of ribonuclease on changes in the p0198 A73-25597
membrane potential of muscle fibers evoked by Loss of information during central summation of
stimulation of the sympathetic nerve local postsynaptic potentials
p0276 A73-31166 p0249 A73-30825
A-334
SUBJECT INDEX SYSTOLE
Transmission of nerve pulses at the switching SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
locations of the brain Aircraft fault isolation based on pattern of
p0287 A73-33424 cockpit indications - A human factors approach.
Investigation of the distribution of synaptic p0584 A73-11857
inputs on an analog model of the motoneurons The use of bivariate distributions in achieving
p0349 A73-37942 anthropometric compatibility in equipment
Russian book on structural and functional design. I, II.
plasticity of interneuron synapses during p0081 A73-16702
readlustment to chemical and physical damage Work requirements test program for operator
covering degenerative and regenerative changes proficiency in tasks analogous to aircraft
p0389 A73-41280 piloting under difficulty variation, deriving
Structurally functional properties of the workload capability limits
dendrites of central neurons p0082 A73-16722
p0426 A73-43926 Application of human engineering principles and
SICBBONISH techniques in the design of electronic
NT FREQUENCY SYNCHRONIZATION production equipment.
Circadian rhythm asynchrony in man during p0246 A73-30497
hypokinesis. System engineering aspects of the man-machine
p0049 A73-14121 interface.
Resynchronization of circadian rhythms following p0287 A73-33645
transmeridian flight observed in two groups of Ban machine systems for flight safety, studying
students accidents, human factors in system design and
p0368 N73-27958 implementation of personnel
Time shift effects on human 17-hydroxy p0303 A73-34078
corticosteroid diurnal excretion noting Man-machine interface for controllers and end
transmeridian flights effectors.
fDLB-FB-73-581 p0412 N73-30070 p0344 A73-37325
SYCHRONIZATION Apollo Lunar Module environmental control system -
U SYNCHRONISN Mission performance and experience.
STNCHRONIZERS rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-281 p0351 A73-37983
Effects of a synchronizer phase-shift on circadian Minimum quadratic cost optimal control technology
rhythms in response of mice to ethanol or ouabain. for design of F-4C aircraft manual control system
p0357 A73-39481 p0601 N73-10137
SYNCODERS Design and performance of breathing metabolic
Neural model as pulse interval processor simulator
rAD-7460071 p0606 N73-10169 p0075 873-13850
SYNCOPE Systems engineering methods for human performance
NT BLACKOUT (PHYSIOLOGY) enhancement in signal detection and flight control
Slow and fast heart rates and syncopal and dizzy fAD-748239] p0102 N73-14098
attacks as manifestations of sick sinus Design and performance of demand regulated liquid
syndrome, discussing ventricular artificial breathing systems for mammalian respiration
pacemaker as therapy p0252 N73-21976
p0201 A73-26289 Parameters requiring consideration by planners and
SINDROMES designers when planning EVA functions for
U SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS astronauts - Vol. 1
SYITAX rNASA-cR-1289261 p0268 N73-23081
NT WORDS (LANGUAGE) Conceptual designs of versatile EVA vork-stations
SYPHILIS 
- Vol. 2
Salvarsan therapy of luetic patients and behavior rNASA-CR-128927] p0268 N73-23082
of Wassermann reaction Revised edition of human engineering guide to
rNASA-TT-F-146181 p0609 N73-11076 equipment design
STSTEM EPFECTIVENESS CAD-758339 p0296 N73-24140
Ancillary information effects on Ergonomic research and design principles for
photointerpretation performance under four automatic control and man machine systems
imagery system operation modes, noting (NASA-TT-P-7161 p0413 N73-30079
identification accuracy independence on Military personnel management and human factors
information variables engineering
p0093 A73-18245 [AD-7631681 p0415 N73-30094
Effectiveness of synthetic fixed wing flight Systems design for advanced water recovery and
training equipment for military purposes waste processing in aerospace and domestic
rAD-7444471 p0604 N73-10158 applications
SYSTEMIZATION rNASA-CE-1340281 p0420 873-31017
U SYSTEMS ENGINEERING Psychological concept for developing cybernetic
SYSTEMS ANALTSIS control devices
Development of pilot-in-the-loop analysis. rJPRS-60103] p0440 873-32019
rAIAA PAPER 72-8981 p0408 A73-43110 Optimization of human performance in system
Concept evaluation and subsystem analyses for design, training, and operation
design of remote controlled teleoperator visual (AD-764761) p0450 N73-33075
system SYSTEMS MANAGEEET
rNASA-CE-1240591 p0150 N73-17117 Air traffic controller responsibilities and
Evaluation of sterile access technique for repair performance evaluation criteria development,
and adlustment of sterile spacecraft discussing manager/monitor functions, field
[NASA-TN-D-71471 p0151 N73-17122 evaluation tests and training criteria
Application of systems analysis techniques to p0353 A73-38472
improve management controls within biomedical SYSTEMS STABILITY
research programs Stability behavior of adapting and untrained
(NBS-TN-7611 p0252 N73-21977 random logic nets, enabling intelligent
Examination of man machine systems efficiency in interaction with environment
relation to cost criteria p0122 &73-20400
p0414 N73-30087 Biological order, structure and instabilities in
Theory of systems for effective behavior predictions terms of irreversible thermodynamic processes,
p0447 873-33054 entropy, dissipative structures, randomness,
SISTEMS COMPATIBILITY abioqenesis, hierarchic organization, chemical
Technology for man 72; Proceedings of the reactions and molecular biology
Sixteenth Annual Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif., p0281 A73-31824
October 17-19, 1972. SYSTOLE
p0081 A73-16701 Systolic time intervals in constrictive
SYSTEMS DESIGN pericarditis and severe primary myocardial
U SYSTEMS ENGINEERING disease.
A-335
SYSTOLIC PRESSURE SUBJECT INDEX
p0086 A73-17596 U MAGNETIC TAPES
Geometry of left ventricular contraction in the TARE (DATA REDUCTION)
systolic click syndrome - Characterization of a U DATA REDUCTION
segmental myocardial abnormality. TARGET ACQOUISITION
p0097 A73-18870 Observer target acquisition performance dependence
A comparison between the effects of dynamic and on target position within restricted visual field
isometric exercise as evaluated by the systolic p0081 A73-16711
time intervals in normal man. Target-detection performance as a function of
p0122 A73-20369 noise intensity and task difficulty.
Effect of electrostimulation on hemodvnamic shifts p0201 A73-26320
during prolonged hypokinesia Subjective tests of target acquisition time using
p0166 A73-23940 television with image enhancement possibilities
Stethoscope- or phonocardioqraph-detectable [MBB-UFE-892-72-72- p0113 N73-15165
systole-associated left atrial sound in terms of Peripheral acuity with complex stimuli at two
activity recording, sound genesis, hemodynamic viewing distances
correlations and clinical applications p0191 N73-19965
p0199 A73-25696 Air-to-ground visibility of lights at low
Familial syndrome of midsystolic click and late background levels
systolic murmur. p0191 N73-19967
p0199 A73-25697 Effect of briefing information on target
Phonocardiogram and apex cardiogram in systolic acquisition performance of observer
click-late systolic murmur syndrome. p0191 N73-19972
p0199 A73-25698 Use of psychometric tests to account for
Effects of posture on exercise performance - subjective variations in operations performance
Measurement by systolic time intervals, relative to target acquisition
p0353 A73-38260 p0191 N73-19974
SYSTOLIC PRESSURE TARGET RECOGNITION
Structural conditions in the hypertrophied and Probability estimate for visual target detection
failing heart. in terms of luminance threshold and target size
p0403 A73-42685 and duration
p0093 A73-18242
Autokinetic movement as a function of the implied
T movement of target shape.
TABLES (DATA) p0117 173-19549
Collection of marine fluorescence data from Backward masking and enhancement of multisegmented
Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific sites visual targets.
[NASA-CR-1145791 p0298 N73-25115 p0193 A73-25133
TACBISTOSCOPES Field of view and target uncertainty in visual
Tachistoscopically measured independent image size search and inspection.
and visual field recognition capacities of human p0194 A73-25181
eye Searching for many targets - An analysis of speed
p0206 A73-27109 and accuracy.
TACHOMETERS p0311 A73-35498
Heated Fleisch pneumotachometer - A calibration Use of a digital computer for studying velocity
procedure. judgements of radar targets.
p0127 A73-21509 p0423 A73-43213
TACHYCARDIA Performance prediction in a single-operator
Controlled tachycardia through voluntary change in simulated surveillance system.
exercise regime, investigating relation between p0431 173-44775
heart rate and blood circulation Information seeking with multiple sources of
p0169 A73-24521 conflicting and unreliable information.
Emotionally induced increases in heart rate and p0431 A73-44778
plasma catecholamine and free fatty acids, Literature review on psychophysiological factors
noting relation to coronary heart disease affecting visual perception of colored signal
pC405 A73-42837 light
TACTILE DISCRIMINATION (AD-7462971 p0610 N73-11083
Skin sensitivity of palms, wrists and forearms to Human recognition of contrasting target in noisy
focused ultrasound, noting evoked touch, environment with diversion of attention
pulsation, cold, warmth and prick sensations and fFOA-2-C-2482-H5] p0611 N73-11092
applications in receptor physiology Decision making behavior of sonar operator in
p0080 A73-16695 target detection and reporting
German monograph on human information transmission [AD-7507611 p0114 N73-15174
by multidimensional tactile stimuli Evaluation of device to train forward air
investigation using method of learned signals controllers to communicate target locations
identification [AD-7512921 p0142 N73-16103
p0122 A73-20393 Strip photography used in simulation study of very
Interindividual differences in homomodal and low altitude detection of small stationary
heteromodal scaling of auditory and vibrotactile targets at very slow speeds
stimulation intensity and duration, using lAD-7549281 p0222 873-20146
magnitude estimation method Characterization of interaction between detection
p0204 A73-26750 and visibility processes with application to
Visual perception dominance over touch related to search policies
threshold changes, analyzing nervous system p0294 N73-24130
reliance on sense with lower threshold Limitations on pilot visual perception of target
p0425 A73-43847 from low flying aircraft
Feasibility determination of cutaneous (AD-7596511 p0300 N73-25136
communication system for working divers Vision model for robot object recognition system
IAD-7502681 p0113 N73-15169 [NASA-CE-133458] p0365 N73-27936
Electrocutaneous parameters for designing dynamic Training program for improving performance of
tactual communication system operators in locating targets in side-looking
p0230 N73-21135 airborne radar
TACTILE SENSATION [AD-7623421 p0371 N73-27979
U TOUCH Optimization of human performance in system
TALKING design, training, and operation
NT WORDS (LANGUAGE) [AD-7647611 p0450 N73-33075
TANKS (CONTAINERS) TARGETS
NT WING TANKS NT RADAR TARGETS
TAPE MERGING Psychophysical functions of range and time
U DATA PeCCESSING estimates by ground and aerial observers
A-336
SUBJECT INDEX TELECOMHUNICATION
(AD-7472711 p0071 N73-13094 TECHEOLOGI ASSESSMENT
Rotating target providing high yield neutrons by U.S. manned space flight food system development
He-4 reaction for cancer therapy experience assessment, covering Mercury, Gemini,
[NASA-TM-X-681791 p0136 N73-16067 Apollo and manned orbiting laboratory programs
TASK COMPLEXITY p0050 A73-14168
Intellectual ability and performance on a Personnel radiation protection technology and
non-verbal problem-solvinq task. criteria review, discussing dosimeter
p0044 A73-13553 specifications and automatic data processing
Work requirements test program for operator p0195 A73-25314
proficiency in tasks analogous to aircraft Circuit technology of a temperature-measurement
pilotinq under difficulty variation, deriving transmitter for biotelemetric applications
workload capability limits p0239 A73-28575
p0082 A73-16722 An anthropomorphic master-slave manipulator system.
Human performance measures relationship p0344 A73-37316
determination across sense modes under visual, Man-machine interface for controllers and end
auditory and combined stimulus conditions by effectors.
controlling for task difficulty on individual p0344 A73-37325
basis TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
p0093 A73-18244 Use of space technology to solve medical problems
Target-detection performance as a function of and improve medical equipment
noise intensity and task difficulty. p0075 N73-13848
p0201 A73-26320 Aerospace technology for solving domestic solid
Towards an objective assessment of cockpit waste disposal, water purification, and water
workload. I - Physiological variables during recovery problems
different flight phases. p0075 N73-13849
p0247 A73-30515 Space technology for developing ground based
Psychological factors influencing the relationship integrated medical laboratory
between cardiac arrhythmia and mental load. p0075 N73-13851
p0250 A73-30877 Technology transfer of biomedical data for use in
Heart rate variability and work-load measurement. research of cardiovascular diseases
p0250 A73-30879 CNASA-CR-1312461 p0211 N73-20053
Influence of stimulus symmetry on visual scanning NASA contributions to patient monitoring
patterns. (NASA-CR-1315381 p0230 N73-21138
p0311 A73-35494 Medically related NASA technology applications and
Interference of 'attend to and learn' tasks with transfer activities
tracking. [NASA-CR-1355271 p0418 N73-31001
pC353 A73-38377 TECBHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
Interactive effects of intense noise and low-level The potential application of space technology to
vibration on tracking performance and response 'the radio tracking and biotelemetry of
time. unrestrained animals.
p0386 A73-41153 p0084 A73-17134
Frequency of anti-collision observing responses by The application of aerospace technology to patient
solo pilots as a function of traffic density, monitoring.
ATC traffic warnings, and competing behavior. p0285 A73-32804
p0387 A73-41158 Space technology utilization for firefighters
Adaptive measurement of vigilance decrement. breathing equipment development, discussing
p0423 A73-43211 design and field testing program
Human performance in sequential task training for [ASnE PAPER 73-ENAS-24] p0350 A73-37980
acquisition of perceptual motor skills under Applications of aerospace technology to biomedical
flight stress research
p0189 N73-19153 [NASA-CR-1295881 p0068 N73-13071
Pilot performance under certain hypnotic, Technology utilization in biomedical areas for
tranquilizer, and barbiturate type drugs November 1972
p0227 N73-21110 (NASA-CR-1299981 p0109 N73-15135
Effects of fatigue, age, and degree of difficulty Applications of aerospace technology in biology
on eye-hand coordination performance and medicine
p0446 N73-33051 rNASA-CR-1305441 p0142 N73-17047
TASK SEQUENCERS Utilization of aerospace technology in biomedical
U CONTROL EQUIPMENT field - Southwest Research Institute report for
U SEQUENTIAL CONTROL Jan. 1973
TASKS (NASA-CR-1309841 p0173 N73-18097
NT AUDITORY TASKS Studies of biomedical applications of NASA
NT VISUAL TASKS technology
Combat lob performance and training for air [NASA-CR-1308091 p0178 N73-18135
cavalry aeroscout pilot and aeroscout observer Applications of aerospace technology in biology
[AD-7555051 p0441 N73-32027 and medicine
TAXONOMY [NASA-CR-1332261 p0334 N73-26067
Ribosomal RNA base composition and molecular Identification of feasible and practical
evolution in plants and animals of various applications of space teleoperator technology
taxonomic groups for problems of handicapped
p0116 A73-19220 (NASA-CR-133357] p0367 N73-27949
Chemiotaxionomic survey of carotenoid pigments in Application of aerospace medicine research in
several species and groups of Basidiomycetes science and technology
fNASA-TT-F-148581 p0219 N73-20117 rJPRS-598031 p0374 N73-29040
TEACHING NASA bioinstrumentation list for public utilization
U EDUCATION (NASA-SP-5958(01) 1 p0438 N73-32007
TEAMS TEETH
The prediction of team monitoring performance Unified approach to biomechanics of dental
under conditions of varied team size and implantology
decision rules. p0191 N73-19977
p0081 A73-16710 TEKTITE PROJECT
TECHNIQUES Recorded observations of crew member activities
U METHODOLOGY during Tektite 2 underwater habitability study
TECHNOLOGIES [NASA-CR-130034 p0140 N73-16094
NT BIOTECHNOLOGY TELECHIBICS
NT MILITARY TECHNOLOGY U REMOTE HANDLING
General problems with psychology in scientific and TELECOMMUNICATION
technical creativity NT BIOTELEMETRY
(TT-70-57147-11 p0413 N73-30074 NT COMMUNICATION
A-337
TELEMETERS SUBJECT INDEX
NT EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION The oculometer in remote viewing systems.
NT MULTICHANNEL COMMUNICATION p0344 A73-37320
NT PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY ElectrofluoroplanigraphV for human body layer
NT RADIO TELEMETRY single-plane sections synchronization, using X
NT TELEMETRY ray tomography and TV imaging followed by
NI TELEPHONY roentqenogram electronic summation
NT VOICE COMMUNICATION p0389 A73-41216
Use of a response surface to optimize digital Subjective tests of target acquisition time using
telecommunication systems. television with image enhancement possibilities
p0423 A73-43214 rMBB-UFE-892-72-01 p0113 N73-15165
Feasibility determination of cutaneous TELLURIC FIELDS
communication syi:tem for working divers U ELECTRIC FIELDS
rAD-7502681 p0113 N73-15169 TEMPERATURE
Satellite telecommunications systems for childhood NT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
education NT BODY TEMPERATURE
INASA-CR-1330281 p0300 N73-25131 NT CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
TELEMETERS NT GAS TEMPERATURE
U TELEMETRY NT HIGH TEMPERATURE
TELEMETRY NT SKIN TEMPERATURE (BIOLOGY)
NT BIOTELEMETRY NT SURFACE TEMPERATURE
NT PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY NT WATER TEMPERATURE
NT RADIO TELEMETRY TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION
Telemetry and investigative methods in space biology Heated Fleisch pneumotachometer - A calibration
[NASA-TT-P-149961 p0338 N73-27057 procedure.
TELEMETRY AUTO REDUCTION SYSTEM p0127 A73-21509
U DATA REDUCTION An IC piezoresistive pressure sensor for
U TELEMETRY biomedical instrumentation.
TELEOPERATORS p0163 A73-23649
Operation of spacecraft in orbit with the aid of TEMPERATURE CONTROL
remote-controlled manipulators - A joint project Reverse osmosis for recovering and recycling water
of ERNA, KYBERTRONIC, KLERA in Space Station Prototype Environmental Thermal
fDGLE PAPER 72-0981 p0584 A73-11659 Control/Life Support System Integrated Water and
An anthropomorphic master-slave manipulator system. Waste Management
p0344 A73-37316 rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-22] p0350 A73-37978
The oculometer in remote viewing systems. Influence of immersion in temperature controlled
p0344 A73-37320 bath on circulation and water balance in human
Man-machine interface for controllers and end body
effectors. rNASA-TT-F-14834] p0185 N73-19124
p0344 A73-37325 Automatic temperature controller for liquid cooled
Terminal pointer hand controller and other recent garment based on total evaporative water loss
teleoperator controller concepts - Technology during exercise
summary and application to earth orbital missions. [NASA-TN-D-7311] p0299 N73-25126
p0344 A73-37326 Automatic temperature control for liquid cooled
Evaluation of human operator visual performance space suit
capability for teleoperator missions. fNASA-CASE-ARC-10599-1] p0334 N73-26071
p0344 A73-37327 Space shuttle environmental and thermal
Teleoperator system incorporating touch feedback control/life support system
and sequenced automatic control for experimental (NASA-CR-1340091 p0415 N73-30091
investigation of human touch sensing relation to TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES
manipulative skills U TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
p0344 A73-37328 TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
Design and evaluation of a backhoe model with a Calculation of temperature distribution in the
master slave control. human body.
p0352 A73-38085 p0281 A73-31999
Computerized teleoperator manual control system A comparison of predicted skin temperatures with
for remote mechanical hand thermoqraphic measurements.
p0602 N73-10143 p0395 A73-42053
Concept evaluation and subsystem analyses for A model of heat transfer in a biological tissue
design of remote controlled teleoperator visual perfused by blood of arbitrary temperature.
system p0424 A73-43292
[NASA-CR-1240591 p0150 N73-17117 TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
Development and evaluation of free flying Effect of controlled elevation of body temperature
teleoperators to include semiexoskeletal master on human tolerance to +Gz acceleration.
control unit, joystick-analog unit, and three p0576 A73-10159
dimensional television system Utility of heat stress indices and effect of
p0261 N73-22925 humidity and temperature on single physiologic
Computerized teleoperator applications in manned strains.
aerospace systems [AD-7517351 p0576 A73-10163
p0270 N73-23904 Low body temperature effects on learned behavior
Conceptual design study for teleoperator visual retention under hibernation conditions in
system sguirrels
fNASA-CR-1242731 p0300 N73-25133 p0078 A73-16324
Identification of feasible and practical Human perception of humidity under four controlled
applications of space teleoperator technology conditions.
for problems of handicapped p0089 A73-17864
INASA-CR-1333571 p0367 N73-27949 The effect of temperature on the mitotic activity
TELEPHONY of human peripheral blood lymphocytes in a culture
The transmission of low frequency medical data p0118 A73-19649
using delta modulation techniques. Influence of high ambient temperatures on the
p0058 A73-15408 performance and some physiological parameters in
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT a tracking problem and an optical vigilance
A visual stimulator employing a T.V. raster display. problem
p0246 A73-30400 p0129 A73-21575
TELEVISION SYSTEMS Thermosensitive interoreceptors and their
NT EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION interaction with thermosensitive structures of
Television/computer dimensional analysis interface the hypothalamus
vith special application to left ventricular p0164 A73-23803
cineanqiograms. Effect of body temperature on ventilatory
p0089 A73-17860 transients at start and end of exercise in man.
1-338
SUBJECT INDEX TESTES
p02
7
5 A73-31127 A simplified method of calculating thermodilution
Industrial sterilization; Proceedings of the curves
International Symposium, Amsterdam, Netherlands, p0276 A73-31168
September 1972. TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
p0288 A73-33691 NT THERMOMETERS
Microorganism heat sterilization process design Digital temperature-measuring device for medical
and control based on logarithmic thermal applications
destruction and Bigelow temperature coefficient p0236 A73-28338
models, determining lethality by statistical Thermographic evaluation of relative heat loss
procedure areas of man during cold water immersion.
p0288 A73-33695 p0325 A73-36781
Temperature conditions and blood supply of the A comparison of predicted skin temperatures with
brain in animals thermographic measurements.
pG304 A73-34229 p0395 A73-42053
Survival and mutability of Chlorella under various Ingestible )iniaturized telemetry device for deep
orientation in the earth's gravitational field. body temperature measurements on humans and
p0314 A73-35997 animals
Ambient temperature rise effects on pilot [NASA-CASE-ARC-10583-11 p0101 N73-14093
performance in a flight simulator TEMPERATURE PHOTOMETEBS
p0331 A73-36948 U TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Electronic simulation and analog computer studies TEMPERATURE SENSORS
of the influence of temperature on the process Thin film temperature sensor with polymer coating
of nerve impulse shaping for medical research providing good sensitivity
p0430 A73-44725 and stability for rapid temperature changes in
Numerical analysis of thermal resistance of air biochemical reactions
layers in air permeable clothing p0395 A73-42055
fNLL-DRIC-TRANS-2717-(3623.66)1 p0101 N73-14089 TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCERS
Cyclically changing temperature effects on U TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
monitoring behavior and physiological responses U TEMPERATURE SENSORS
of man TENDONS
fAD-7484511 p0104 N73-14110 Human tendon stress recovery after load removal as
Ultraviolet radiation, I rays, freezing, and function of time, sex, age and side differences
thawing effects on ribonuclease p0119 A73-20033
p0185 N73-19120 Organization of spontaneous muscular activity in man
Temperature interrelationships between rat brain p0157 A73-22863
tissues and cerebral blood supply Reflex reaction of antagonist muscles during an
p0372 N73-29026 evoked tendon reflex
Role of water temperature in bradycardia during p0170 A73-24598
facial immersion Human phasic reflex response to parameters of a
rNASA-TT-F-150251 p0450 N73-33072 mechanical stimulus as an index of
TEMPBERATURE FIELDS muscle-spindle sensitivity.
U TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION p0403 A73-42679
TEMPERATURE GEADIENTS TENSOR ANALYSIS
Design considerations and applications of gradient Strength limits correlation to modulus of
layer calorimeters for use in biological heat elasticity for compact bone material from
production measurement., compression tests, noting anisotropy tensor
p0395 A73-42054 analysis
Radiation heat transmission from human underlying p0045 A73-13744
and surface skin effect on epidermal temperature TERNART SYSTEMS (DIGITAL)
gradient U DIGITAL SYSTEMS
p0428 A73-44217 TERPENES
Sterilization parameters for spacecraft Volatile terpenoids from aeciospores of Cronartium
[NASA-CR-1292721 p0065 N73-12101 fusiforme.
Physiological effects on rats of replacement of p0206 A73-27145
atmospheric nitrogen by inert gases at high and TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM
low temperatures U GEOMAGNETISM
p0216 N73-20095 TEST BEDS
TEMPERATURE INDICATORS U TEST EQUIPMENT
U INDICATING INSTRUMENTS TEST CHAMBERS
U TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS NT HYPERBARIC CHAMBERS
TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTS NT PRESSURE CHAMBERS
U TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS A monkey metabolism pod for space-flight
TEBPERATURE INVERSIONS weightlessness studies.
NT CENTRIFUGING STRESS p0313 A73-35963
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT TEST EQUIPMENT
Muscle, skin and esophaqeal temperature Design of electrophoretic mass screening tester
measurement during transient and steady state for sickle cell anemia
phases of negative work exercise on bicycle p0231 N73-21140
erqometer TEST FACILITIES
p0048 A73-14112 Unique field-laboratory methodology for assessing
Telemetric measurement of local blood flow by heat human response to noise
conduction probes. fNASA-CR-22211 p0176 N73-18124
p0052 A73-14282 TEST PILOTS
An implantable radiotelemetrical measuring device Psychiatric and psychometric predictability of
for simultaneous long term measurements of body test pilot school performance.
temperature and turnover of rabbit serum fAD-7541481 p0050 A73-14165
albumin/I-125 in unrestrained rabbits. TESTERS
p0054 A73-14301 U TEST EQUIPMENT
Assessment of temperature rise suppression by edge TESTES
losses during irradiation. Regulation of testis function in golden hamsters -
p0155 A73-22533 A circadian clock measures photoperiodic time.
Some effects of cooling and heating areas of the p0587 A73-12422
head and neck on body temperature measurement at Morphological changes in the testicles of dogs
the ear. exposed to chronic and combined qamma-radiation
p0238 A73-28504 p0123 A73-20981
Circuit technology of a temperature-measurement Morphological changes in testes and
transmitter for biotelemetric applications spermatogenesis process of dogs subjected to
p0239 A73-28575 chronic and combined gamma irradiation
p0134 N73-16048
A-339
TESTING MACHINES SUBJECT INDEX
TESTING MACHINES THEBRAL CONTROL COATINGS
U TEST EQUIPMENT Spacecraft environmental optical contamination
TEITURES problems associated with thermal control surface
A comparison of the Ponzo illusion with a textural outqassing.
analogue. rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-32] p0351 A73-37987
p0388 A73-41180 TEBERMAL DECOMPOSITION
THALAMUS U PYROLYSIS
Polvsensory responses and sensory interaction in TEERMAL DEGRADATION
pulvinar and related postero-lateral thalamic Microorqanism heat sterilization process design
nuclei in cat. and control based on logarithmic thermal
p0156 A73-22696 destruction and Biqelow temperature coefficient
Examination of responses evoked in the sensory models, determining lethality by statistical
cortex by thalamic stimulation. procedure
p0164 A73-23772 p0288 A73-33695
Intranuclear organization of the center median THERMAL DIFFUSION
nucleus of the thalamus. Analysis of indicator distribution in the
p0240 A73-29175 determination of cardiac output by thermal
hole of specific and nonspecific thalamic nuclei dilution.
in the genesis of certain slow rhythms on the p0125 A73-21216
human electrocorticoqram Choice of detection site for the determination of
p0348 A73-37939 cardiac output by thermal dilution - The
Two visual systems in the frog. injection-thermistor-catheter.
p0389 A73-41302 p0125 A73-21217
Effect of the stimulation of nonspecific thalamic THERMAL EFFECTS
nuclei on spontaneous and evoked spindles in the U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
auditory cortex TRERMAL ENERGY
p0394 A73-41958 Thermal synthesis of amino acids from a simulated
Anatomic and functional organization of the primitive atmosphere.
ventral anterior and reticular nuclei of the p0306 A73-34572
thalamus THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS
p0429 A73-44675 On the functional significance of subcortical
Thalamic cat cell activities during sleep and single unit activity during sleep.
wakefulness phases p0242 A73-29993
p0257 N73-22030 Human performance at elevated environmental
THEMATIC MAPPING temperatures.
A study of the statistical patterns of visual p0325 A73-36787
perception of a black and white raster image An assembly for electrophysiological and
p0385 A73-40861 thermometric studies
THEOREMS p0402 A73-42663
NT BAYES THEOREM Agquatic and diving mammals in fresh water and
THEORETICAL PHYSICS marine environments, discussing aquatic thermal
NT QUANTUM THEORY conditions, body temperature distribution,
Relationship of theoretical physics to molecular thermoregulation, metabolic heat production, etc
biology, considering synthesis, ontogenesis, p0406 A73-42861
phylogenesis, evolution models, thermodynamic Spinal cord heating effects on frog
applications and Eugen prebioloqical evolution thermoregulatory behavior in aqueous thermal
theory gradient, noting preference for colder ambient
p0281 A73-31823 temperature
THERAPY p0426 A73-43994
NT CHEMOTHERAPY THERMAL INSUlATION
NT PSYCHOTHERAPY Calculation of thermal resistance of air layers in
NT RADIATION THERAPY air permeable clothing for reliable design
Possibilities of barotherapy in ophthalmology D-7460371 p0
612 N73-11099
p0383 A73-40349 Examination of physical processes governing heat
Hemotherapy of coagulation system disturbances of transfer through air-penetrable clothing in wind
hepatolienal origin [DRIC-TRANS-29211 p0113 N73-15166
p0428 A73-44299 Cryogenic insulation of liquid oxygen dewars for
Absorption of fructose in saline mixture used for aircraft pilot breathing masks
enteritis therapy of children rAD-763325] p0421 N73-31026
f[NSA-TT-F-145961 p0609 N73-11078 THERMAL POLLUTION
Therapeutic value of mineral water diets Man induced changes in earth climate by
especially Karlsbad Muhlbrunn water environment pollution and heat production
[NASA-TT-F-146201 p0069 N73-13079 [PB-213676/2] p0267 N73-23074
Oxygen breathing in decompression sickness and THEBBAL PROPERTIES
remedial recompression of human beings U THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
[DRIC-TEANS-30951 p0334 N73-26069 THERMAL PROTECTION
Extreme aeroembolism case and successful therapy Thermal protective garment using independent
in hyperbaric chamber regional control of coolant temperature.
p0368 N73-27959 p0117 A73-19481
Use of therapeutic exercise for treatment of Bioassay method for thermal protective clothing
functional vascular disorders and occlusive fabrics evaluation, measuring skin damage with
lesions of arteries and veins various fabric combinations under exposure to
[NASA-TT-F-150431 p0374 N73-29045 calibrated flame source
THERMAL ABSORPTION p0285 A73-32671
Assessment of temperature rise suppiession by edge Spacecraft microbial burden reduction due to
losses during irradiation, atmospheric entry heating - Jupiter.
p0155 173-22533 p0314 A73-36100
THERMAL AGITATION THEEEAL RADIATION
U THERMAL ENERGY Assessment of temperature rise suppression by edge
THERMAL COMFORT losses during irradiation.
Thermoregulatory behavior of man during rest and p0155 A73-22533
exercise. The synergistic inactivation of biological systems
p0162 173-23572 by thermoradiation.
The effects of core temperature elevation and p0288 A73-33696
thermal sensation on performance. Sterilization technology in the United States
p0283 A73-32396 space proqram.
Thermal comfort - New directions and standards. p0288 B73-33697
p0325 A73-36785 THERMAL RESISTANCE
The nature of chemoreception in posterior
A-340
SUBJECT INDEX THERHOREGULATION
hypothalamic structures temperature in heat acclimatization experiment
p0382 A73-40279 p0169 A73-24567
Thermal resistance of clothing noting radiative Dynamic katathermometer for measuring the coolingbody beat transfer, air layers, and clothing effect of an ambient mediumthickness p0280 A73-31512(DRIC-TEANS-29201 p0067 N73-12117 THERMOMETRBTHERHAL SIMULATION U TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
Simulation of a steady-state integrated human THERMOPHILES
thermal system. Spin-labeling studies on the membrane of a
p0282 A73-32225 facultative thermophilic bacillus.THERMAL STABILITY p0119 173-20027
IR-spectroscopic investigation of the thermal THERHOPHILIC PLANTS
stability of albumin at different levels of its NT BLUE GREEN ALGAEionization Purification of Synechococcus lividus by
p0170 A73-24685 equilibrium centrifuqation and its
Thin film temperature sensor with polymer coating synchronization by differential centrifugation.for medical research providing good sensitivity p0318 A73-36503
and stability for rapid temperature changes in TBERROPBYSICAL PROPERTIES
biochemical reactions NT CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
p0395 A73-42055 NT EMISSIVITY
THERMAL STRESSES NT THERMAL DIFFUSION
Comparison of the metabolic effects of NT THEERMAL STABILITY
centrifugation and heat stress in man. NT VOLATILITY
p0196 A73-25338 THERBOPHISICS
Thermal stress and mechanical shock effects on U THERMODYNAMICS
release of bacterial spores from stainless steel THERBOPLASTIC FILMS
surfaces with application to Mars landing U POLYMERIC FILMS(NASA-CE-1338681 p0416 N73-30987 THERORBCEPTOS
Effect of high ambient temperature on calcium Thermosensitive interoreceptors and their
content of human bone tissue interaction with thermosensitive structures of
p0444 N73-33033 the hypothalamus
THEREOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES p0164 A73-23803Analysis of volatile combustion products and a Differential thermal sensitivity in the human skin.
study of their toxicological effects. p0251 A73-30912
p0587 A73-12429 THERMHOEGULATION
THEROCHEMISTRY Cardiovascular and temperature regulatory changesThermal combustion requirements for burner devices during progressive dehydration and euhydration.
of human vegetative waste products p0577 A73-10165
p0184 N73-19111 Response of single units of the posteriorTBEROCONPRBSSION hypothalamus to thermal stimulation.U HEATING p0048 A73-14111THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM Heat flow meter and calorimeter measurements ofHuman thermorequlatory system examination under heat transfer between human body and environment
thermodynamic equilibrium based on conductive under various climatic conditions for
and convective metastable heat transfer from temperature regulation studies
skin to environment p0049 A73-14123
rASME PAPER 73-AUT-Ji p0240 A73-29414 Deep hypothermia induced in the golden hamster byTHERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES altering cerebral calcium levels.
NT CRITICAL TEMPERATURE p0077 A73-16151NT EMISSIVITY Energy balance and lactic acid production in theNT ENTHALPY exercising rabbit.
NT ENTROPY p0077 A73-16156NT THERMAL DIFFUSION Thermoregulatory reactions of animals in aNT THERMAL STABILITY helium-oxygen medium
NT THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES p0088 A73-17695NT VOLATILITY Thermal protective garment using independentThermal response of protective fabric/human skin regional control of coolant temperature.
system to JP-4 let fuel fire p0117 173-19481
rAD-7595251 p0337 N73-26095 Thermorequlatory reactions of rats in a nitrogenTHERMODYNAMICS and helium-diluted hypoxic atmosphereA non-equilibrium thermodynamical analysis of the p0123 A73-20979
origin of life. Energy requirements of ouabain-sensitive Na-Kp0090 A73-17931 positive ion membrane pump during norepinephrine
Thermodynamics of self assembly - An empirical induced thermoqenesis of brown adipose tissue in
example relating entropy and evolution, cold-exposed hamsters
p0090 A7317932 p0156 A73-22649
Biological order, structure and instabilities in Thermoregulatory behavior of man during rest and
terms of irreversible thermodynamic processes, exercise.
entropy, dissipative structures, randomness, p0162 A73-23572
abiogenesis, hierarchic organization, chemical Thermosensitive interoreceptors and their
reactions and molecular biology interaction with thermosensitive structures ofp0281 A73-31824 the hypothalamus
THERMOELECTRIC CONVERSION SYSTEMS p0164 A73-23803
U THERMOELECTRIC POWER GENERATION Cerebral temperature oscillations and vascularTHERMOELECTRIC POWER GENEEATIOI responses in man
Extraterrestrial disposal of radioactive waste p0164 173-23805
from thermoelectric propulsion Quantitative influence of C02 inhalation on(NASA-TM-I-622721 p0366 N73-27943 thermal sweating in man.
THERMOGRAMS p0195 A73-25331U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS Hypothalamus, septum and ventrobasal thalamusU TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS nuclei single neuron responses to skin thermal
TBEBROGRAPTS stimulation, indicating afferent connectionsU RECORDING INSTRUMENTS between cerebrum thermoregulation center andU TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS peripheral thermoreceptors
TBEEMOECHANICS p0199 A73-26086U THERMODYNAMICS Helium-cold induced hypothermia in the white rat.THBRMOMETERS p0205 173-26975Portable electronic thermometer for temperature Step-wise changes in thermoregulatory responses to
measurement during exercise elevation of body slowly changing thermal stimuli.
A-341
THERHOSTABILITY SUBJCT INDEX
p0239 A73-28535 p0065 N73-12096
Human thermorequlatory system examination under Thermoregulation reactions of rats in hypoxic
thermodynamic equilibrium based on conductive atmosphere with nitrogen and helium dilution
and convective metastable heat transfer from p0134 873-16046
skin to environment Helium/oxygen breathing effects on rat gas
[ASME PAPER 73-AUT-JI p0240 A73-29414 exchange and musculoskeletal heat control
Differential thermal sensitivity in the human skin. p0182 H73-19093
p0251 A73-30912 Low barometric pressure effects on human
Dynamic katathermometer for measuring the cooling thermoregulation function
effect of an ambient medium p0254 B73-21996
p0280 A73-31512 Hypothalamus as internal heat regulator for
Simulation of a steady-state integrated human warm-blooded animals
thermal system. [NASA-TT-F-15138] p0437 1N73-32002r.p0282 A73-32225 Physical fitness effects on human thermorequlation
Changes in the electrical activity of the brain during exercise
and in some thermoregulation indices of rNASA-TT-F-151421 p0437 N73-32003
nonanesthetized male cats during cooling THEBROSTABILITY
p0322 A73-36569 U THERMAL STABILITY
Control of forearm skin blood flow during periods THERBOTROPISH
of steadily increasing skin temperature. U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
p0324 A73-36657 THIAMINE
Tolerance to heat following cold stress. Effect of accelerations on the thiamine-S/35/
p0325 173-36784 distribution in the organism of white mice
Blood electrolytes and exercise in relation to p0123 A73-20977
temperature regulation in man. Physiological shifts in the human organism under
p0332 A73-36983 increased neuropsychic stresses
The inhibiting action of 5-oxytryptophan on p0345 A73-37392
thermal regulation during the awakening from Effect of accelerations on thiamine S-35
hibernation distribution in organs, tissues, and subcellular
p0343 A73-37252 structures of white mice
Model of evaporation responses to heat load p0133 N73-16044
increases Influence of cysteamine hydrochlorine and vitamin
p0352 A73-38150 B and C prophylaxis on radiation sickness in
Brain calcium - Role in temperature regulation. humans
p0353 A73-38294 p0214 N73-20078
Determinants of hypothalamic neuronal Synthesis rate of phospholipids and cytochromes b5
thermosensitivity in ground squirrels and rats. and P 450 in thiamine-deficient rats after
p0358 A73-39600 treatment with thiamine
Changes in thermosensitive characteristics of (NASA-TT-F-14989] p0334 N73-26064
hypothalamic units over time. THIN FILMS
p0358 173-39601 Thin film temperature sensor with polymer coating
Contraction kinetics of ventricular muscle from for medical research providing good sensitivity
hibernating and nonhibernatinq mammals. and stability for rapid temperature changes in
p0358 A73-39603 biochemical reactions
An assembly for electrophysiological and p0395 A73-42055
thermometric studies THINNERS
p0402 A73-42663 U SOLVENTS
Book on comparative physiology of thermoregulation THIOLS
covering primitive and aquatic mammals, Effects of hyperoxia on sulfhydryl concentration
torpidity aspects, evolution and newborns of Escherichia coli
p0406 A73-42859 [AD-7461931 p0610 N73-11087
Primitive mammals phylogeny relationship to Effects of antiradiation drug dosage on mice and
homeothermic abilities, discussing body rat tolerance to transverse acceleration overloads
temperature, thermoregulation, basal metabolism p0211 N73-20055
rates, hibernation, nychthemeral rhythms and Resistance of mice to acceleration overloads after
responses to heat and cold injection of aminothiol group radioprotector
p0406 A73-42860 p0211 N73-20056
Aquatic and diving mammals in fresh water and Pharmacological data for aminothiol and
marine environments, discussing aquatic thermal indolylalkylamine radioprotectors
conditions, body temperature distribution, p0
212 N73-20066
thermoregulation, metabolic heat production, etc Aminothiol radioprotector, finam, effect on
p0406 A73-42861 irradiated animal tissues under various conditions
Torpor and hibernation physiology in mammals p0215 N73-20085
covering evolution, hypothermia, energy THIURONIUM
conservation, cell and organ adaptations, Observations concerning the combined
nervous and cardiovascular system changes, etc radiation-protective effect of pantothenic acid
p0406 A73-42862 and aminoethylisothiuronium
Thermoregulation evolution in various animals, p0583 A73-11586
discussing body size and composition effects, THORAX
body temperature variations, control mechanisms, Volume-pressure characteristics of rib
heat loss and production, behavior and ontogeny cage-diaphragm interaction in standing subjects
p0406 A73-42863 during voluntary relaxation
Spinal cord heating effects on frog p0359 A73-39778
thermorequlatory behavior in aqueous thermal Effects of hyperinflation of the thorax on the
gradient, noting preference for colder ambient mechanics of breathing.
temperature p0400 A73-42415
p0426 A73-43994 Spinal and spino-bulbo-spinal neuron mechanisms of
Metabolic and myoelectric reactions under chemical somatic and viscero-motor reflex transfer in the
thermorequlation in rats after accelerated cold thoracic spinal cord
adaptation p0435 A73-45249
p0430 A73-44721 THREE DIMENSIONAL MOTION
Cardiovascular adjustments to progressive Visual perception of motion in depth - Application
dehydration. of a vector model to three-dot motion patterns.
p0433 A73-45063 p0234 A73-28091
Sweat rate and heat conductance in Constancy and illusion of apparent direction of
thermoregulatory system during rest and exercise rotary motion in depth - Tests of a theory.
fNASA-TT-P-145621 p0593 N73-10074 p0234 A73-28094
Heat regulation and adaptation of rats exposed to THRESHOLD GATES
helium oxygen'atmosphere Threshold circuits with feedback channels for
A-342
SUBJECT INDEX THRESHOLDS (PERCEPTION)
cardiac R-wave detection in electrocardiographic The effects of edge sharpness and exposure
heart rate monitoring duration on detection threshold.
CNASA-TN-D-71521 p0112 N73-15158 p0204 A73-26718
THBESBOLD LOGIC Time course of lateral inhibition in the human
Structural complexity and technical realization of visual system.
formal neurons by means of magnetic current p0206 &73-27124
switches Visual temporal integration for threshold, signal
p0431 A73-44901 detectability, and reaction time measures.
Synthesis of minimized formal neurons by means of p0235 A73-28097
magnetic current switches Probability summation model for heterochromatic
p0431 A73-44902 luminance additivity failure at absolute visual
THRESHOLDS (PERCEPTION) threshold.
Observers detecting a signal in two multiple p0235 A73-28099
observation tasks. Interaural difference thresholds in binaural
p0578 A73-10350 perception of signals nonexistent in normal
Changes in the vibratory sensation threshold after acoustic environment, considering beats, memory,
exposure to powerful vibration. learning, and stereophony
pC580 A73-10772 p0244 173-30285
The colour vision characteristics of an observer Influence of the dazzling of an eye on the state
with unilateral defective colour vision - of adaptation of the congeneric eye in a normal
Besults and analysis. subject
p0585 A73-12077 p0245 A73-30388
Scotopic vision - An unexpected threshold Foveal threshold additivity measurements for
elevation produced by dark annuli. monochromatic and mixed light, using grating
p0585 173-12080 resolution as brightness criterion
Vernier acuity as affected by target length and p0246 173-30398
separation. Subjective brightness contrast lack of correlation
p0041 A73-13063 with steady .state evoked potential amplitude in
Human thresholds for perceiving sudden changes in suprathreshold stimuli range
atmospheric pressure. p0275 173-31017
p0044 A73-13554 Threshold and suprathreshold perceptual color
aerodynamic and temporal parameters of olfactory differences.
stimulation - Discussion concerning the lowering p0275 A73-31019
of the threshold by prenasal injection in man Damage-risk criteria - The trading relation
p0046 173-13787 between intensity and the number of
Probability estimate for visual target detection nonreverberant impulses.
in terms of luminance threshold and target size p0288 A73-33678
and duration Evidence for non-linear response processes in the
p0093 A73-18242 human visual system from measurements on the
The effect of accessory auditory stimulation upon thresholds of spatial beat frequencies.
detection of visual signals. p0308 A73-34839
p0097 A73-18625 Hearing conservation studies covering impulse
Dynamic properties of vision. III - Twin flashes, noise produced threshold shift, damage risk
single flashes and flickerfusion. criteria, ultrasound hazards.and hearing
p0120 A73-20253 protection
Stimulus effect on spatial summation of color p0309 173-35326
receptive pathways and discrimination thresholds Quantitative studies on optokinetic nvstaqmus in
as function of color, gradient, retinal the monkey.
illumination and field size p0318 A73-36459
p0120 A73-20254 Contrast sensitivity, Westheimer function and
Electrical stimulation effects of human eye on Stiles-Crawford effect in a blue cone monochromat.
photic threshold for square wave.vision as p0346 A73-37414
function of wavelength, orientation and spatial Spatial frequency channels in human vision and the
frequency threshold for adaptation.
p0121 173-20260 p0346 A73-37416
Threshold variance analysis of monocular vs Determinants of hypothalamic neuronal
binocular visual stimulation in apparent thermosensitivity in ground squirrels and rats.
movement perception p0358 173-39600
p0121 173-20262 Changes in thermosensitive characteristics of
Saccadic suppression for structured background as hypothalamic units over time.
function of visual image pattern and threshold p0358 173-39601
detection elevation in central nervous system Disparity detectors in human depth perception -
p0121 173-20267 Evidence for directional selectivity.
Psychophvsical areal summation and stimulus p0383 173-40413
contour and threshold visibility effects on size Relation between vibratory sensibility and
selective adaptation in human vision for single- electric signal of living body.
and multichannel models p0403 173-42680
p0128 173-21563 Spatial integration in the crustacean visual
The brightness of coloured flashes on backgrounds system - Peripheral and central sources of
of various colours and luminances. non-linear summation.
p0129 173-21565 p0406 A73-42956
Visual sensitivity in the presence of alternating Eigenvectors of the sensitivity variations across
monochromatic fields of light. the human central fovea.
p0129 A73-21567 p0407 A73-42957
Visual discrimination of motion - Stimulus Increment thresholds for multiple identical
relationships at threshold and the question of flashes in the peripheral retina.
luminance-time reciprocity. p0424 A73-43343
p0153 A73-21897 Visual perception dominance over touch related to
Peripheral threshold of perceived contrast of the threshold changes, analyzing nervous system
human eye. reliance on sense with lower threshold
p0159 A73-22964 p0425 173-43847
Visual acuity as a function of exposure duration. Blockage effect in external ear canal on diver
p0165 A73-23838 auditory perception threshold
On neural inhibition, contrast effects and visual fAD-7516641 p0177 873-18132
sensitivity. Audiometric thresholds for bare headed subjects,
p0200 A73-26197 or wearing 81 helmet, and experimental helmet
Foveal contrast sensitivity edge effect dependence rAD-745121) p0260 173-22053
on test stimulus size, form and duration Effect of carbon monoxide on time perception
p0204 A73-26716 . PB-214651/21 p0299 173-25123
A-343
THREOBOCYTES SOBJECT INDEX
Middle ear muscle reflex thresholds to various TIME DEPENDENCE
aircraft noises Effects of signal duration and masker duration on
rAD-7647391 p0446 N73-33048 detectability under diotic and dichotic
THROMBOCYTES listening conditions.
Hemocoaqulation and trombocyte state during p0578 A73-10436
hypokinesia after highland adaptation Aerodynamic and temporal parameters of olfactory
p0208 A73-27713 stimulation - Discussion concerning the lowering
State of hemocoaqulation and thrombocytes during of the threshold by prenasal injection in man
hypokinesia after adaptation to high-mountain p0046 A73-13787
conditions The effect of time of electrical stimulation of
p0217 N73-20107 the carotid sinus on the amount of reduction in
THEOMBOSIS arterial pressure.
Effect of heparin on blood platelet aggregation p0056 A73-14648
and trombosis under the action of direct Visual acuity as a function of exposure duration.
electric current p0165 A73-23838
pC126 A73-21321 The dependence of the negative afterimage on the
Intravascular platelet aggregation in the heart duration of the stimulus and the stimulus
induced by stress. intensity
p0130 A73-21805 p0204 A73-26550
The complications of coronary arteriography. Time course of lateral inhibition in the human
p0399 173-42343 visual system.
Significance of arterial obstructive lesions in p0206 A73-27124
early diagnosis of coronary heart disease. Temporal and spatial features in detecting one-
p0405 A73-42829 and two-dimensional constraints in complementary
THRUST CHAMBERS visual displays.
Electrically conducting ceramics to heat biowaste p0234 173-28095
propellants to 2000 K in resistoiet thrustors A simplified method of calculating thermodilution
for space station application curves
[NASA-CR-1121591 p0112 N73-15161 p0276 A73-31168
THIROID GLAND Visual responsiveness repeat variability magnitude
Radioisotopic T-3 and T-4 thyroid function tests during prolonged sessions and time of day
in the piq-tailed monkey /Macaca nemestrina/. p0357 A73-39479
p0588 A73-12548 Human recognition of dynamic pattern changes in
Thyroid and adrenal cortical rhythmicity during numerical series displayed on spatiotemporal
bed rest. panels, discussing learning times and reactions
p0049 A73-14122 to pattern disruptions
Effect of high-fat diet on thermal acclimation p0393 A73-41887
with special reference to thyroid activity. Time periods for nutrient solution exchange in
p0084 A73-16800 optimal biomass yield on porous aggregate
High altitude chamber effect on thyroid p0183 N73-19106
stimulating hormone and thyroxine Influence of N-type sound wave pressure rise time
concentrations, noting shift from extra to on guinea pig cochlear and acoustically evoked
intravascular potentials
p0157 A73-22926 [ISL-31/721 p0365 N73-27940
Determination of iodo amino acids in plasma by gel TIME DISCRIMINATION
chromatography Verbal estimates of perceived time of flashing
p0164 A73-23760 lights interval, relating to lights separation
FFA metabolism in thyroidectomized and normal dogs distance
during rest and acute cold exposure. p0044 173-13552
p0361 173-39787 Space-time relations - The effects of variations
Reaction of neurocytes of the paraventricular in stimulus and interstimulus interval duration
hypothalamic nucleus to unilateral thyroidectomy on perceived visual extent.
p0382 A73-40283 p0085 A73-17199
Response of pituitary-thyroid axis to microwave Estimation of the passing of four consecutive hours.
radiation p0086 A73-17524
[va-3490-1491 p0107 N73-15122 Statistical distribution methods for analyzing
THYROXINE formation of reflexes conditioned to time
Radioisotopic T-3 and T-4 thyroid function tests intervals between periodic unconditioned stimuli
in the pig-tailed monkey /Macaca nemestrina/. p0093 A73-18166
pC588 A73-12548 On the rate of acquisition of visual information
High altitude chamber effect on thyroid about space, time, and intensity.
stimulating hormone and thyroxine p0311 A73-35496
concentrations, noting shift from extra to Effect of carbon monoxide on time perception.
intravascular p0381 A73-40000
p0157 A73-22926 Sufficient conditions for the discrimination of
Determination of iodo amino acids in plasma by gel motion.
chrcmatcqraphy p0388 173-41181
p014 A73-23760 TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
TILT A time-division multiplexed telemetry system using
U ATTITUDE (INCLINATION) delta-modulation.
TILTING p0052 A73-14279
U ATTITUDE (INCLINATION) TIRE LAG
TIRE Space-time adaptation of visual position constancy.
NT FLIGHT TIME p0304 A73-34223
NT REACTION TIME The effect of colour on time delays in the human
NT TRANSIT TIME oculomotor system.
Influence of time zones on physiological organs p0308 A73-34847
and systems and performance of athlete Response delays and the timing of discrete motor
[NASA-TT-F-146321 p0073 N73-13116 responses.
TIME CONSTANT p0387 A73-41177
NT PERCEPTUAL TIMN CONSTANT Prefrontal lobe functions and the neocortical
Reaction time as a measure of the temporal commissures in monkeys.
response properties of individual colour p0435 A73-45166
mechanisms. Human psychomotor performance circadian rhythm
p0046 A73-13757 variations after transmeridian flight noting
Performance decrement, under prolonged testing, time shift effect
across the visual field. [DLR-FB-73-521 p0421 N73-31022
p0392 A73-41730 TINE LAPSE PHOTOGRAPBH
U CHRONOPHOTOGRAPHY
A-344
SUBJECT INDEX TISSUES (BIOLOGY)
TIME MEASUREMENT Possible role of antitissular autoantibodies in
The influence of recording speed on the protective mechanism of local shielding
apexcardiographic timing - A multi-observer during total radiation exposure
study of precision and performance utilizing p0087 A73-17685
randomized tracings in multiple subjects. Russian book - Tissue, oxygen in the presence of
p0118 A73-19932 extremal flight factors.
Differential velocity effects on converging target p011
6 
A73-19425
intersection time estimation accuracy, A model for the elastic properties of the lung and
considering plane conditions and air traffic their effect on expiratory flow.
controller experience p0126 A73-21502
p0285 A73-32900 Effect of training on enzyme activity and fiber
Vertical arm reaching movements for various composition of human skeletal muscle.
gravitational levels, measuring reach time and p0127 A73-21508
angular and lower arm velocities Gas dynamic theory of gas exchange in organisms
p0424 A73-43218 based on oxygen and carbon dioxide permanent
Psychophysical functions of range and time partial pressure gradients in tissues, blood and
estimates by ground and aerial observers lungs
[AD-7472711 p0071 N73-13094 p0169 A73-24523
TIME RESPONSE Effect of excessive glucose administration on the
ERG late photoreceptor potential components time lipid level, glycolysis rates, and oxygen uptake
course in macaque monkey cones and rods, noting in the tissues of the liver, heart, cerebrum and
pure cone foveal response aorta
p004 6 A73-13761 p0193 A73-25042
Combined effects of noise and vibration on human Brain tissue functional organization based on
tracking performance and response time. models for cell pseudorandom behavior,[AD-7593291 p0196 A73-25334 information processing, learning and memory,
Forced guidance and distribution of practice in considering spontaneous wave and unit firing
sequential information processing. p0194 A73-25143
p0201 A73-26319 Biochemical and morphological studies of lunar
Opponent-colors responses in the visually evoked material effects on plant tissue culture cells,
potential in man. noting nonpatholoqical increased cellular
p0308 A73-34844 activity and chloroplast and cytoplasm changes
Interactive effects of intense noise and low-level p0202 A73-26482
vibration on tracking performance and response Response of tobacco tissue cultures growing in
time. contact with lunar fines.
p0386 A73-41153 p0203 A73-26483
Response delays and the timing of discrete motor Mammalian tissue response to subcutaneous and
responses. intraperitoneal injection of agueous suspensions
p0387 A73-41177 of lunar fine material, noting insolubility in
Apparatus for measurement of vision acuity tissue and irritant action
restoration time after brief macula lutea p0203 A73-26484
exposures to light Water and salt metabolism in hypokinesia-subjected
p0425 A73-43791 animals
Effect of carbon monoxide on time perception p0207 173-27704
[PB-214651/21 p0299 N73-25123 Study of the relations between various mechanical
TIME SERIES ANALYSIS properties and biochemical composition of bone
Operator remnant power spectral density tissues in man
measurement during compensatory tracking task by p0234 A73-27996
serial segments method, noting Fourier Protein and nucleic acid contents in animal
coefficient processing tissues under hypokinesia
p0578 A73-10324 p0279 A73-31503
Vector summation dial for analysis of Temperature conditions and blood supply of the
time-nonstationary cyclic biological data, brain in animals
applying to peak time change detection and p0304 A73-34229
random walks Responses to graded hypoxia at high and low
p0049 A73-14120 2,3-diphosphoglycerate concentrations.
Status and prospects of EEG spectral analysis. p0310 A73-35460
p0058 A73-15278 Histopathological and histochemical studies of one
Automatic analysis and classification of year isolation and six months immobilization
electroencephalograms effects on rhesus monkeys internal organs and
p0309 A73-34966 tissues
Serial correlation of physiological time series p0314 A73-35983
and its significance for a stress analysis Properties of biological fluids and solids:
p0352 A73-38159 Hechanics of tissues and organs: Proceedings of
TIMING the Biomechanics Symposium, Georgia Institute of
U TIME MEASUREMENT Technology, Atlanta, Ga., June 20-22, 1973.
TISSUES (BIOLOGY) p0315 A73-36428
NT ENDOTHELIUM Changes in respiration effectiveness during
NT EPITHELIUM muscular activity
NT NEUROGLIA p0323 A73-36580
Effect of increased atmospheric pressure on the The effects of training on some parameters of
dynamics of free oxygen content in animal muscle hemodynamics and of the oxygen transportation
tissues function of the blood during static strains
p0576 A73-10156 p0323 A73-36581
Effects of immersion with the head above water on Continual mechanochemical model of muscular tissue
tissue nitrogen elimination in man. p0381 173-40182
p0589 173-12563 Advantage or disadvantage of a decrease of blood
Intensity of exercise and heart tissue oxygen affinity for tissue oxygen supply at
catecholamine content. hypoxia - A theoretical study comparing man and
p0042 A73-13498 rat.
Experimental determination of shear moduli in a p0390 A73-41620
compact bone tissue Urea content variations in blood and tissues
p0045 A73-13742 during muscular activity in relation to the
A criterion for oxygen supply optimality in adaptation level of the organism
tissues and the capillary circulation rate p0402 A73-42660
p0047 A73-13821 Polyparametric information of the
DNA catabolism in rat tissues in response to electrocardiogram in injured tissue.
transverse accelerations p0405 A73-42834
p0087 A73-17679
A-345
TITANIUM SUBJECT INDEX
A model of heat transfer in a biological tissue Tolerance of hypokinetic rats to carbon monoxide
perfused by blood of arbitrary temperature. exposure
p0424 A73-43292 p0264 N73-23043
Spectral emissivity of skin and pericardium. TOHE
p0427 A73-44213 U PITCH
Influence of histotoxic hypoxia on the activity of TONOHETRY
lactic dehydrogenase isoenzymes in neurons and U INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE
neuroglia of various sections of the central U PRESSURE HEASUREMENTS
nervous system TOBUS
p0428 A73-44429 U MUSCULAR TONUS
Activity of acid nucleases in eye tissues under TOOLS
the action of corticosteroidal hormones Bibliography on effects of underwater environment
p0426 A73-44430 on tools, equipment, and human performance
Photosynthetic energy conversion in membranes, [AD-7480001 p0074 N73-13122
tissues, and reaction centers of bacteria and TOPOLOGY
viruses NT METRIC SPACE
C00O-3162-91 pC070 N73-13091 TORSIONAL STRESS
Gas chromatographic analysis of beryllium in Torsional elasticity of human skin in vivo.
aqueous solutions and biological tissues p0391 A73-41625
[AD-7531121 p0177 N73-18131 TORSO
Hyperoxic morphological changes in connective rat Redintegrated somatotyping technique for physique
tissues measurement and classification based on limb and
p0182 N73-19092 torso photographic diameter integration with
Aminothiol radioprotector, finam, effect on height, using photoelectric cell and electronics
irradiated animal tissues under various conditions p0096 A73-18474
p0215 N73-20085 TOUCH
Combined tissue blocks for comparative NT TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
pathomorpholqqical study of radiation pathology Psychological test for relative contributions of
p0215 N73-20090 specific and nonspecific components to
Effect of hypokinesis of varying duration on intersensory transfer between vision and touch
fluid-electrolyte metabolism and composition in p0043 A73-13525
blood and tissues of animals Teleoperator system incorporating touch feedback
p0216 N73-20098 and sequenced automatic control for experimental
Microdosimetric pattern of galactic heavy investigation of human touch sensing relation to
primaries dissipation in tissues during space manipulative skills
flight p0344 A73-37328
[NASA-CR-1314671 p0230 N73-21132 Use of skin analyzer as communication channel in
Effects of hydrostatic water bath pressure on controlling activity
capillary blood pressure and connective tissue p0069 N73-13074
dehydration Tactile information presentation using high
INASA-TT-F-148941 p0265 N73-23052 pressure pulses into anti-G suit
Development of germ-free plants and tissues (AD-761796] p0369 N73-27969
fNASA-CR-1289471 p0293 N73-24122 Prosthetic limb with tactile sensing device
Vacuum/tissue interface effect on biological [NASA-CASE-MFS-16570-11 p0439 N73-32013
energy absorption from charged particle track TONED BODIES
p0372 N73-29028 Human physiological responses to high speed aerial
Effects of oxygen pressure on tissues under tow.
extreme flight factors p0330 A73-36939
INASA-TT-F-7621 p0411 N73-30065 TONED TARGETS
TITANIUM U TARGETS
Bibliography on titanium toxicity in human and U TOWED BODIES
animal organisms TOWERS
FORNL-TIP/TIRC-72-651 p0186 N73-19135 NT AIRPORT TOWERS
TITRATION TOWNSEND AVALANCHE
Changes in the quantity of overall sulfhydryl Electroradiography technique involving
groups in the blood of persons coming in contact photoproduction of free electrons via Townsend
with microwave radiation sources avalanche amplification in diode /triode/ gap,
p0277 A73-31169 noting increased quantum efficiency
TOBACCO p0427 A73-44214
Response of tobacco tissue cultures growing in TOWNSEND SURFACES
contact with lunar fines. U TOWNSEND AVALANCHE
p0203 A73-26483 TOXIC DISEASES
Cigarette-smoking and coronary atherosclerosis. NT CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
p0320 A73-36535 NT LEAD POISONING
Effects of Apollo 12 lunar materials on lipid Analysis of the mechanism of the therapeutic
levels, including fatty acids and sterols, of action of pressurized oxygen in organic
tobacco tissue and slash pine cultures phosphorus poisoning
[NASA-CR-1286061 p0591 N73-10063 p0250 A73-30848
Effect of cigarette smoking on sensory perception Protective effects of pyridinium salts against
and performance parameters of flight crews alkyl phosphate poisoning including influence of
IAD-7544211 p0267 N73-23071 chemical and aging
TOLERANCES (PHYSIOLOGY) [BMVG-FBWT-72-8] p0137 N73-16072
NT ACCELERATIGN TOLERANCE TOXIC HAZARDS
NT ALTITUDE TOLERANCE Action of Freon-114B2 on the activity of
NT COLD TOLERANCE lactate-dehydroqenase iso-enzymes
NT HEAT TOLERANCE p0088 A73-17696
NT HUMAN TOLERANCES Hydrazine derivative poisoning in industry and
NT RADIATION TOLERANCE clinical medicine treatments, noting causes of
Sensitivity of the brain to repeated exposures of vitamin B6 deficiency
hyperbaric oxygen. p0165 A73-23819
p0195 A73-25328 The acute inhalation toxicology of chlorine
Survival of soil bacteria during prolonged pentafluoride.
desiccation. p0282 A73-32173
p0251 A73-30959 Evaluation of hazard presented by gas-off products
Effect of protein quality in the diet of rats on from polymeric materials intended for use in
their tolerance to severe hypoxia space cabins.
p0279 A73-31511 p0329 A73-36931
Effect of maximal work load on cardiac function. Effect of protective barrier creams on toxic alky1
p0288 A73-33991 phosphate penetration of pig skin
A-346
SIBJECT INDEX TRICE CONTABINANTS
rB8VG-F8WT-72-151 p0138 N73-16076 TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD
Influence of 100 percent anhydrous ammonia A study of Halon 1301 /CBrF3/ toxicity under
environment on body functions simulated flight conditions.
p0147 N73-17088 p032
9 A73-36930
Phenol preservative for reducing toxic urine Industrial health hazard in chronic exposure to
outqassinq into air environment monomethylhydrazine and dose related hemolytic
p0183 N73-19098 anemia in humans
Hypoxia adaptation of rats for increased (AD-751440] p0139 N73-16087
resistance to toxic atmospheric gases Cardiac toxicity of fluoroalkane gases for
p0183 N73-19100 propelling aerosols in industry and household
Toxic effects of metabolic waste gases on rat applications
organisms (AD-751425] p0140 873-16090
p0183 N73-19101 Evaporation rates and toxic plume dispersion for
Toxic effect of indole inhalation on man, mouse, defining downwind evacuation areas for
rat, and rabbit organisms populations adjacent to accidental propellent
p0183 N73-19102 spills on shipping routes
Toxic effects of human exhaled air on mice organisms [NASA-T-I-681881 p0141 N73-16097
p0183 N73-19103 Environmental health measures to prevent cabin
Microbiological inspections of NASA food handling atmosphere toxicity and provide drinking water
facilities standards in manned space flight applications
FNASA-TM-X-647341 p0220 N73-20127 p0144 N73-17058
TOXICITY Toxicity and safety hazard of dry beryllium copper
NT CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING alloy machining for human operator
NT LEAD PCISONING p0144 873-17059
Analysis of volatile combustion products and a Effects of chemical fire extinguishing agents
study of their toxicological effects. containing bromotrifluoromethane on
p0587 A73-12429 cardiovascular and nervous systems of dogs,
A study of Halon 1301 /CBrF3/ toxicity under monkeys, and baboons
simulated flight conditions. (AGARD-R-599] p0149 N73-17106
p0155 A73-22537 Toxic effects of chronic exposure to
Effects of a synchronizer phase-shift on circadian dichloromethane in liver microsomal cytochromes
rhythms in response of mice to ethanol or ouabain. fNASA-TH-X-691011 p0176 N73-18128
p0357 A73-39481 Toxicity of atmospheric dichloromethane levels in
Toxic effects of continuous exposure to simulated space cabin atmosphere on dogs, rats,
dichloromethane vapor on dogs, monkeys, rats, mice, and monkeys
and mice ([ASA-TM-I-69099] p0177 N73-18129
(AD-7462951 p06
11 N73-11088 Toxicity of long term methyl isobutyl ketone
Human and male Charles River rat exposures to exposure in dogs, monkeys, mice, and rats
Halon 1301 under hypobaric conditions, rNASA-TM-X-69100] p0177 873-18130
simulating aircraft compartment Toxicity of gaseous urine and feces emissions on
[AD-7479581 p0066 N73-12106 rat organism
Effects of S02 decay product toxicity on human p018
2 873-19097
physiological functions Bibliography on titanium toxicity in human and
p0099 N73-14071 animal organisms
Hyperammonemia development in metabolic toxicity [ORNL-TIP/TIRC-72-651 p0186 n73-19135
of hydrazine Transverse acceleration overload effects on mice
(AD-7495191 p0100 N73-14077 sensitivity to toxic doses of cysteamine and
Oxygen, carbon monoxide, and fuel toxicity aminothiol group antiradiation drugs
p0105 N73-15101 p0212 873-20061
Symptomatic and pathological information from Increased toxicity of sympathomimetic amine
acute toxicity exposure of chlorine pentafluoride stimulants on spinal reflexes in irradiated frogs
rAD-7514521 p0138 n73-16078 p0212 N73-20063
Toxicity of pyrolysis products from Pharmacological data for aminothiol and
chlorotrifluroethylene-ethylene copolymer Halar indolylalkylamine radioprotectors
resin p0212 873-20066[AD-7514361 p0138 N73-16080 Toxicological properties of rocket exhaust
Hepatotoxic effects of dichloromethane inhalation products and blood analysis for beryllium oxide
in mice content
[AD-7514341 p0138 N73-16081 [AD-7549361 p0220 N73-20131
Acute toxicity of brief exposures to HF, HC1, N02, Hygienic importance and toxicity of manganese
and HCN singly and in combination with CO in oxides, and clinical medicine of chronic
aircraft cabins manganese exposure
fAD-7514421 p0139 N73-16085 [NASA-TT-F-150001 p0412 N73-30067
Animal species susceptibility to toxic effects of Toxicological aspects of carbon dioxide exposure
long term exposure to environmental in chronic hypercapnia
monomethylhydrazine [AD-7633941 p0418 N73-31005
(AD-7514411 p0139 N73-16086 TOXICOLOGY
Biological and toxicity effects of aluminum and Effect of lithium on acute oxygen toxicity and
other chemicals in animals associated changes in brain gamma-aminobutyric
rORNL-TIP/TIRC-72-761 p0187 N73-19136 acid.
Elimination of toxic cysteamine in organisms and p02
38 A73-28503
method for prolonging its radioprotective effect Development and reversibility of pulmonary oxygen
p0213 873-20069 poisoning in the rat.
Gamma radiation effects on toxic cysteamine p024
7 
A73-30516
elimination in irradiated and nonirradiated mice Toxicology of some commercial fluorocarbons
p0213 N73-20070 fAD-7514291 p0138 873-16079
Opthalmological examination of antimalarial drugs Effect of toxic substances on algae by observing
effects on performance of navigation personnel photosynthesis determined by oxygen production
p0228 N73-21122 of algae
Acute and subacute inhalation toxicity experiments (DRIC-TRANS-2991] p01
87 873-19139
with organic solvents, rocket propellants, and Effect of carbon monoxide on time perception
various hydrocarbons in confined environments [PB-214651/2] p0299 N73-25123
rNASA-CR-131
67 51 p0259 N73-22043 TOXINS AND ANTITOXINS
Space flight ultraviolet irradiation effects on NT ENDOTOXINS
Bacillus thurinqiensis toxin production capability Cholinesterase reactivator as antidote in human
p0291 873-24109 organophosphate poisoning
Combustibility and toxicity of metals and alloys p0254 N73-21998
rAD-76428 7 ) p0418 N73-31003 TRACE CONTAINANTS
Skylab medical experiments altitude test /SHEAT/
A-347
TRACE ELEMENTS SUBJECT INDEX
chamber atmosphere trace contaminants analysis, [NASA-CR-134046] p0440 N73-32023
describing sample acquisition techniques and TRAINING SIBULATORS
instrumentation NT FLIGHT SIMULATORSfASME PAPER 73-ENAS-451 p0351 A73-37992 Jet procedures trainer for pilot transition from
TRACE ELEMENTS straight wing propeller plane to swept wing
Twin spectrograph measurements at 2520-3375 A of jets, discussing pilot instruction and selection
metal trace elements in biological sample p02 7 5 A73-31095
solutions TRAJECTORIES
p0088 A73-17692 NT PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
Spectrometric determination of copper, iron, TRANQUILIZEES
cobalt, nickel, and manganese complexes in Psychopharmacology in treating psychiatric
biological samples diseases, negative emotions, and nerve
p0256 N73-22022 stimulation, discussing tranquilizers synthesis
TRACERS and effects
Accuracy of various tracer methods for measuring p0207 A73-27497
body water compartments during bed rest Residual effects of hypnotic drugs on human
[NASA-TR-R-4061 p0295 N73-24133 nervous function and performance
TRACKERS p0226 N73-21106
U TRACKING (POSITION) Pilot performance under certain hypnotic,
TRACKING (POSITION) tranquilizer, and barbiturate type drugs
NT COMPENSATORY TRACKING p0227 N73-21110
NT OPTICAL TRACKING Spectral analysis on human biorhythmic performance
NT PURSUIT TRACKING to evaluate tranquilizer effects
NI RADIO TRACKING p0228 N73-21116
NT SATELLITE TRACKING Plight safety factors in prescribing tranguilizing
NT WILDLIFE RADIOLOCATION drugs for flying personnel
A method for aiding human operator performance in p0228 N73-21123
a noncompensatory tracking task. Comparison of alcohol and dizepam effects on human
p0578 A73-10323 mental and psychomotor functions
Step input tracking experiment for testing human p0229 N73-21126
psychological refractory period, noting Stimulating and tranquilizing drug effects on
directional error correcting reaction time human performance indices
similarities with keyboard tasks p0256 N73-22021
p0095 A73-18470 TRANSCONTINENTAL STSTEMS
Comparison of human operator critical tracking Resynchronization of circadian rhythms following
task performance with aural and visual displays. transmeridian flight observed in two groups of
p0130 A73-21667 students
Simulator facility used to determine vibration p0368 N73-27958
effects on pilot tracking performance using Effects of two sequential transatlantic flights on
rigid control stick circadian rhythm of body function and performance1AD-7451931 p0605 N73-10164 p0369 N73-27964
Human operator model performance in tracking high Time shift effects on human 17-hydroxy
performance aircraft corticosteroid diurnal excretion noting
rAD-7467251 p0072 N73-13101 transmeridian flights
TRACKING STATIONS fDLR-FB-73-581 p0412 N73-30070
Work-rest schedules for military tracking crews TRANSDUCERS
under prolonged vibration NT ELECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS
p0271 N73-23986 NT ELECTRONIC TRANSDUCERS
TRACKING STUDIES NT LOUDSPEAKERS
U TRACKING (POSITION) NT MICROPHONES
TRACTORS NT PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS
Effect of low visibility on performance of vehicle NT PIEZORESISTIVE TRANSDUCERS
operators NT PRESSURE SENSORS
rAD-7492481 P0260 N73-22051 NT SOUND TRANSDUCERS
TRAFFIC CONTROL NT ULTRASONIC NAVE TRANSDUCERS
NT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL Measuring characteristics of the displacement
TRAINEES cardiograph.
U STUDENTS p0403 A73-42676TRAINERS Transducer for converting arterial pulse wave intoU TiAINING DEVICES electric signals
TRAINING fNASA-CASE-GSC-11531-1] p0612 N73-11097U EDUCATION Inflight heart and respiratory rate recording ofTRAINING AIRCRAFT pilots, using nose clip transducers
Evaluation of standardized angle of attack flight p0367 N73-27953training system Muscle force transducer to detect tremors in
rAD-7572431 p0269 N73-23090 divers under hyperbaric conditionsTRAINING DEVICES fAD-7633431 p0438 N73-32010
Computer-controlled differential review-time TRANSFER FOUNCTIONS
payoff as a training aid. On the approximation of the'optical modulation
p0083 A73-16725 transfer function /MTF/ by analytical functions.Performance measurement system for combat crew p0121 A73-20264
flight training in complex aircraft weapon A comparison of electrophysiological and
systems, identifying training research goals psychophysical temporal modulation transfer
p0083 A73-16726 functions of human vision.
Performance evaluation of airborne audio-video p0237 A73-28360
recording system as training device in A-7D Dynamic properties of human and animal middle ear
tactical fighter in terms of acoustic impedance, transfer[AD-7440411 p0605 N73-10161 function, impulse response, sound diffractionSystems engineering methods for human performance and reflex sensitivity
enhancement in signal detection and flight control p0244 A73-30279fAD-7482391 p0102 N73-14098 Optical modulation transfer functions of human eyeEffectiveness of training device for air traffic for white light
communication and carrier landing control (IZF-1973-2] p0264 N73-23047IAD-7515561 p0141 N73-16101 TRANSFER OF TRAINING
Evaluation of device to train forward air Need for within-trial feedback as a function ofcontrollers to communicate target locations task similarity in adaptive training of manualCAD-7512921 p0142 N73-16103 control.
Performance evaluation of training devices for p0081 A73-16709
developing human physical fitness
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Computer-controlled differential review-time NT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
payoff as a training aid. NT DATA TRANSMISSION
p0083 A73-16725 NT ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION
Performance measurement system for combat crew NT HEAT TRANSFER
flight training in complex aircraft weapon NT LIGHT SCATTERING
systems, identifying training research goals NT LIGHT TRANSMISSION
p0083 A73-16726 NT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Studies of pilot performance. III - Validation of NT SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
objective performance measures for rotary-wing NT TELEPHONT
aircraft. NT TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
p0386 A73-41154 NT WAVE PROPAGATION
Response surface methodology analysis of training TRANSMITTERS
transfer in pursuit rotor tracking task, NT RADIO TRANSMITTERS
relating three independent variables through Circuit technology of a temperature-measurement
multiple-regression prediction equations transmitter for biotelemetric applications
p0430 A73-44774 p0239 A73-28575
Two components and two stages in search Ultrasonic marine biotelemetry transmitter
performance - A case study in visual search. utilizing metal oxide semiconductor integrated
p0435 A73-45339 circuits
Human performance in schematic concept formation rAD-7486051 p0074 N73-13119
as a function of socio-economic level, TRANSPLANTATION
personality, intelligence, and race Immunological effectiveness of I ray irradiation
fAD-7447811 p0260 N73-22052 on histocompatibility of mice skin transplants
TRANSPORMATIONS (MATHEMATICS) p0255 N73-22008
New developments in EEG signal processing. TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
p0058 A73-15279 NT BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT
Reference image /brightness distribution NT C-135 AIRCRAFT
functions/ existence and normalization under NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
additive and multiplicative groups of NT SHORT HAUL AIRCRAFT
transformations in visual field Neurological fatigue-indices of flight crews of
p0432 A73-44908 long-range and military transport aviation
TRANSFORBS p0193 A73-25040
U TRANSFORMATIONS (MATHEMATICS) Aircrew workload during the approach and landing.
TRANSFUSION p0351 A73-38005
Hemotherapy of coagulation system disturbances of Human stress expenditures in operational airlift
hepatolienal origin mission flights
p0428 A73-44299 p0189 N73-19151
TRANSIENT LOADS TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS
NT IMPACT LOADS U TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
TRANSIENT RESPONSE TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
Analysis of transient visual sensations above the NT ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
flicker fusion frequency. NT ELECTRON MOBILITY
p0129 A73-21566 NT GAS VISCOSITY
Cardiorespiratory transients in exercising man. I NT GASEOUS DIFFUSION
- Tests of superposition. II - Linear models. NT IONIC MOBILITY
p0324 A73-36656 NT VISCOSITY
Mathematical analysis of the operation of Oxygen transport augmentation mechanism for human
regulatory mechanisms of the spinal cord hemoglobin, considering hemoglobin translational
p0354 A73-39005 mobility absence effects
Transient ventilatory response to hypoxia with and p0362 A73-39795
without controlled alveolar PCO2. TRANSPORT THEORY
p0359 A73-39777 Monte Carlo radiation transport computer codes for
TRANSISTOR AMPLIPIERS calculating dose distributions and cell survival
Modification and updating of the bioelectric DS2C probabilities
amplifier for a PET input. (NASA-CR-130965] p0176 N73-18127
p0159 A73-22936 TRANSPORTATION
Two channel transistor amplifier design with NT AIR TRANSPORTATION
negative capacitance correction for TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS
microelectrode applications NT PLUTONIUM 238
p0430 A73-44723 TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS DNA catabolism in rat tissues in response to
Three channel transistorized pulse generator for transverse accelerations
electric stimuli used in electrophysiological p0087 A73-17679
studies Cardiovascular system reactions to alternating
p0084 A73-16739 transverse accelerations in man
TRANSISTORS p0087 A73-17687
NT FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS Morphological changes in the juxtaglomerular
TRANSIT TIME apparatus of rat kidneys exposed to the action
Quantitative radionuclide anqiocardiography for of diversely directed accelerations for many hours
determination of chamber to chamber cardiac p0123 173-20978
transit times. Transverse acceleration effects on human
p0057 173-14767 cardiovascular system
Hypobaric hypoxia - Within-subject transition p0064 N73-12088
effects in albino rats. Transverse acceleration effects on human
p0086 A73-17525 respiratory rate and oxygen metabolism
Neurological fatigue-indices of flight crews of p0181 N73-19084
long-range and military transport aviation Transverse acceleration effects on rat
p0193 A73-25040 gastrointestinal response to drugs
TRANSITION HETALS p0181 N73-19085
NT COBALT 60 Transverse acceleration effects on rat hepatocytic
NT IRON structures
NT TITANIUM p0181 N73-19086
TRANSLATIONAL MOTION TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION
NT THREE DIHENSIONAL MOTION Human reactions to whole-body transverse angular
Analysis of vestibular effects in experiments on vibrations compared to linear vertical vibrations.
swings p0423 A73-43216
p0305 A73-34235 TREADMILLS
TRANSMISSION Exercise testing for detecting changes in cardiac
NT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER rhythm and conduction.
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TREES (PLANTS) SUBJECT INDEX
p0043 A73-13542 TUNING
Thirty-month follow-up of maximal treadmill stress Frequency selectivity and two tone inhibition in
test and double Master's test in normal sublects. neural coding of acoustic stimuli
p0130 A73-21803 fIZF-1972-251 p0264 N73-23050
Laddermil and erqometry - A comparative summary. TUNNEL RESISTORS
p0194 A73-25183 U RESISTORS
Performance evaluation of training devices for TURBIDITY
developing human physical fitness Training procedure for improving divers distance
rNaSA-CR-1340461 p0440 N73-32023 estimation ability in clear and turbid water
Treadmill runninq effect on human oxygen consumption [AD-752976] p0187 N73-19140
p0441 N73-33013 TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
TREES (PLANTS) NT A-7 AIRCRAFT
NT EECIDUCUS TREES NT BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT
Cytological changes in pine tissues treated with NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
lunar materials collected on Apollo 12 TURBOJET AIRCRAFT
quarantine mission U JET AIRCRAFT
rNASA-CR-1289141 p0265 N73-23054 TURNING FLIGHT
TEMORS Pilot performance during simulated standard
Muscle force transducer to detect tremors in instrument procedure turn with and without
divers under hyperbaric conditions predictor display
(AD-7633431 p0438 N73-32010 [(ASA-TM-X-622011 p0150 N73-17118
TRIAIIAL STRESSES TWILIGHT
Measurement and effects of triaxial vibration on U TWILIGHT GLOW
pilots in P-531 (Scout) helicopter under TWILIGHT GLOW
different flight conditions Air-to-ground visibility of lights at low
fISVR-TR-581 p0141 N73-16100 background levels
TRIAIIALITY p0191 N73-19967
U TRIAXIAL STRESSES
TRIBOLIA
Influence of simulated weiqhtlessness on the
mutational rate of Tribolium confusum. U.S.S.R.
p0314 A73-35984 Soviet bibliography on biocybernetics material
Interaction between radiation effects, gravity and received from Jan. to May 1972
other environmental factors in Tribolium confusum. (AD-750129) p0113 573-15167
p0384 A73-40808 Research activities in exobiology and aerospace
wing anomalies as result of weightlessness medicine
simulation for flour beetle Tribolium confusum (JPRS-59015] p0262 H73-23024
p0367 N73-27952 USSR conference on exobiology and aerospace medicine
TRIGGERS p0264 N73-23045
U ACTUATORS Bibliography of Russian literature on aviation and
TROPICAL STORMS space medicine
NT HURRICANES (JPRS-53329] p0375 N73-29047
TROPISM Studies in hypoxia and phylogenetics by USSR
NT GEOTROPISM aerospace medical scientist
TROUBLESHOOTING [NASA-TT-F-15101] p0417 573-30991
U MAINTENANCE UH-1 BELICOPTER
TRIPSIN Performance tests to determine proficiency of
Informational biopolymer structure in early living maintenance personnel in servicing fuel start
forms. solenoid in UH-1 helicopter
p0090 A73-17946 [AD-7451631 p0605 N73-10166
Trypsinogen activation peptides - An example of ULCERS
molecular epiqenesis. Digestive hemmorhages in aircrew - Individual and
p0091 A73-17947 collective safety
TRYPTAMINES p0332 A73-36952
NT SEROTONIN ULNA
Influence of certain brain structures on the Three models of the vibrating ulna.
sulfhydryl-group, diphosphopyridine-nucleotide, p0347 A73-37543
and serotonin contents of the blood ULTRASONIC AGITATION
p0157 A73-22856 Skin sensitivity of palms, wrists and forearms to
Binding of Melatonin to human and rat plasma focused ultrasound, noting evoked touch,
proteins, pulsation, cold, warmth and prick sensations and
p0170 A73-24657 applications in receptor physiology
TRYPTOPHAN p0080 A73-16695
brain serotonin content - Physiological regulation ULTRASONIC INSPECTION
by plasma neutral amino acids. U ULTRASONIC TESTS
p0578 A73-10408 ULTRASONIC RADIATION
Application of the method of polarizational Influence of ultrasound and of a
ultraviolet fluorescence microscopy to study superhigh-frequency electromagnetic field in the
giant muscle fibers Balanus rostratus Hock three-centimeter band on the oxidative
p0124 A73-21135 phosphorylation of liver and kidney mitochondria
Serum tryptophan level after carbohydrate p0154 A73-22368
ingestion - Selective decline in Characteristics of the electrical activity of the
non-albumin-bound tryptophan coincident with superior olivary bodies of Vespertilionidae and
reduction in serum free fatty acids. Rhinolophidae bats in response to ultrasonic
p0209 A73-27975 stimuli of different frequencies
The inhibiting action of 5-oxytryptophan on p0170 A73-24596
thermal regulation during the awakening from Correlation of respiratory distress and ultrasonic
hibernation transmission with severe decompression sickness
p0343 A73-37252 in hamsters
Serum tryptophan level after carbohydrate (AD-743475] p0595 573-10091ingestion - Selective decline in ULTRASONIC TESTS
non-albumin-bound tryptophan coincident with Echocardiographic analysis of mitral valve motion
reduction in serum free fatty acids. in atrial septal defect.
p0389 A73-41218 p0587 A73-12444
TUBERCULOSIS Echocardioqraphic findings in experimental
Thoracic X ray photography technique for myocardial infarction of the posterior left
tubercular lesion detection in flight personnel, ventricular wall.
comparing to standard radiography and radioscopy p0587 A73-12446
p0586 A73-12155
A-350
SUBJECT INDEX UNDERWATER TESTS
Gas phase separation followinq decompression in solutions
asymptomatic rats - Visual and ultrasound p0088 A73-17692
monitoring. UNCERTAINTY
p0050 A73-14162 U PROBABILITY THEORY
Ultrasonic Doppler locators for peripheral vessel UNCONSCIOUSNESS
blood circulation and myocardium and valvular NT BLACKOUT (PHYSIOLOGY)
motor activity measurements NT NARCOSIS
p0087 A73-17682 Military aircraft pilot in-flight consciousness
Intravascular changes associated with hyperbaric loss etiologies, discussing rapid decompression,
decompression - Theoretical considerations using hypoxia, dysbarism, seizure, improper maneuver,
ultrasound. vasovagal syncope, acceleration sensitivity, etc
p0155 A73-22534 p030
7 A73-34747
ULTRASONIC WAVE TRANSDUCERS Sudden incapacitation in flight - 1 Jan. 1966-30
Ultrasonic transducer instrument with broad beam Nov. 1971.
dispersal for blood vessel displacement p0356 A73-39112
recording in chronic animal experimentation UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
p0408 A73-43109 U NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
Standard requirements for ultrasonic Doppler UNDERBATER ACOUSTICS
probes of cardiovascular systems in medical Receiver operating characteristics for underwater
monitoring functions signal detection performance of sea lions
p0063 N73-12083 (AD-746520] p0073 N73-13113
Ultrasonic bone densitometer for measuring calcium UNDERWATER BREATHING APPARATUS
content of bone structures Calculation of minimum safe inspired gas
rNASA-CASE-MFS-20994-11 p0415 N73-30090 temperature limits for deep diving
ULTRASONIC NAVES (AD-7481971 p0103 N73-14104
U ULTRASONIC RADIATION Anthropometric measurements of military personnel
ULTRASONICS engaged in underwater diving to development
Non-invasive technique for diagnosing atrial standards for design of equipment
septal defect and assessing shunt volume using (AD-7486271 p0114 N73-15175
directional Doppler ultrasound - Correlations UNDERWATER ENGINEERING
with phasic flow velocity patterns of the shunt. Anthropometric measurements of military personnel--
p0583 A73-11505 engaged in underwater diving to development
The value of the ultrasonic Doppler method and standards for design of equipment
apexcardiography as reference tracings in [AD-7486271 p0114 N73-15175
phonocardioqraphy. Design of electrohydraulic control system for
p0583 A73-11509 underwater manipulator with position feedback
Left ventricular blood flow velocity in man p0336 N73-26085
studied with the Doppler ultrasonic flowmeter. Experimental research in underwater medicine,
p0159 A73-23173 flight stress, and pilot selection
Multi-information recordinq and reproduction in [DLR-FB-73-151 p0367 N73-27951
the ultrasono-cardio-tomoqraphy. Method for recovery of sunken bodies at depths of
p0239 A73-28581 between 30 and 50 m
Orbit and superior orbital fissure acoustic window p0367 N73-27955
for cranium posterior structures imaging by UNDERWATER OPTICS
echoencephaloqraphic techniques Apparent obiect movement due to optical distortion
p0402 A73-42667 produced by head movement under water
Simple simulated human head for checking rAD-7493191 p0101 v73-14086
echoencepualographic equipment. Effects of resolution, signal to noise ratio, and
p0403 A73-42672 contrast on underwater imaging systems performance
ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION p0450 N73-33631
Megarad plastic film dosimeter. UNDERWATER SOUND
p0427 A73-44212 U UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS
ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT UNDERWATER STRUCTURES
U ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION Habitability factors during long-term space and
ULTRAVIOLET MICROSCOPY undersea missions in confined habitats
Application of the method of polarizational [NASA-CR-1305371 p0151 N73-17123
ultraviolet fluorescence microscopy to study UNDERWATER TESTS
giant muscle fibers Balanus rostratus Hock Cardiorespiratory responses to exercise in air and
p0124 A73-21135 underwater.
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION p0576 A73-10161
UV-induced lipid peroxidation in human epidermis, Body thermotopography and some metabolic process
dermis, and hypodermis in vitro characteristics in scuba divers under various
p0153 A73-21873 underwater exposure conditions
Theory of cooperative defect formation in a p0084 A73-16734
biopolymer molecule under the action of radiation Respiration mechanics during weightlessness
p0198 A73-25637 simulation in an immersion medium
An experimental basis for carcinogenic effects of p0124 A73-20986
ultraviolet radiation. Investigation of certain indices of higher nervous
p0203 A73-26485 activity in man during prolonged stay in a water
Plant growth response to low temperature and UV environment
treatment, discussing chlorophyll synthesis, p0154 A73-22364
carbohydrate levels, ion balance and enzyme Role of mineralocorticoids in the natriuresis of
characteristics water immersion in man.
p0203 A73-26486 p0156 A73-22676
Chorioretinal burn hazards of high intensity Thermoqraphic evaluation of relative heat loss
radiation sources in industry areas of man during cold water immersion.
p014 5 N73-17071 p0325 A73-36781
Occupational hazards and adverse biological Tolerance to immersion in cold water
effects of ultraviolet radiation p0331 A73-36943
p0148 N73-17094 Influence of physical stress on the state of human
Ultraviolet space irradiation effects on Aeromonas higher nervous activity under conditions of
proteolytica extracellular enzyme production underwater labor
p0292 N73-24111 p0429 A73-44672
Potassium ferrioxalate actinometric measurements Influence of illumination color, viewinq distance,
of solar ultraviolet photobiological energy and turbidity on underwater vision
p0292 N73-24113 rAD-743756] p0595 N73-10092
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPI Tests to evaluate heat loss from Navy diver suits
Twin spectroqraph measurements at 2520-3375 A of in water of 55, 45, and 35 F
metal trace elements in biological sample rAD-7472761 p0613 N73-11103
A-351
UNDERWATER VEHICLES SUBJECT INDEX
Physiological and mental performance effects of Radioactivity urinalysis for calculating postfight
underwater work on humans astronaut cosmic radiation exposure
[AD-7477011 p0072 N73-13107 [NASA-CR-1333781 p0365 173-27939
Bibliography on effects of underwater environment Automatic device for assaying urine on bacterial
on tools, equipment, and human performance adenosine triphosphate content
fAD-7480001 p0074 N73-13122 fNASA-CASE-GSC-11169-2] p0438 N73-32011
Underwater space suit pressure control regulator URINATION
[NASA-CASE-NFS-20332-21 p0299 N73-25125 Thermal flowmeter for urine volume measurement in
Improving distance under water and lone-term manned space flight environment
effectiveness of training (NASA-CR-1287261 p0141 N73-16095
CAD-7529791 p0299 N73-25128 URINE
Handedness and adaptation to distortions of size Serum creatine phosphokinase activity and urinary
and distance underwater excretion of creatine and creatinine in man
FAD-7597221 p0337 N73-26098 during acclimatization to high altitude and in
Role of water temperature in bradycardia during high altitude natives.
facial immersion p0196 A73-25333
[NASA-TT-F-150251 p0450 N73-33072 Circadian rhythm of urinary calcium excretion
UNDERWATER VEHICLES during immobilization.
NT SUBMARINES p0247 A73-30512
UNIPOLAR TRANSISTORS Fibrinolytic activity of urine in healthy persons
U FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS p0276 A73-31165
UNIVERSITIES Effects of the hypodynamics and other factors of a
Influence of NASA stress lab program on physical spaceflight on the excretion of
education in US colleges 17-oxycorticosteroids and aldosterone
p0147 N73-17092 p0305 A73-34233
UNKNOWNS Toxicity of gaseous urine and feces emissions on
U PROBLEM SOLVING rat organism
UNMANNED SPACECRAFT p0182 N73-19097
NT BIOSATELLITE 2 Phenol preservative for reducing toxic urine
NT LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROB outgassing into air environment
NT SOLAR OBSERVATORIES p0183 N73-19098
Terminal sterilization process for unmanned lander Preservatives for human urine storage and water
spacecraft reclamation in spacecraft cabin
fNASA-CR-1295131 p0065 N73-12100 p0183 N73-19099
Terrestrial quarantine considerations for unmanned Antimicrobial water reclamation methods for
sample return missions processing human urine
[NASA-CR-1320711 p0293 N73-24118 p0183 1173-19105
Sterilization for unmanned landers Antimicrobial phenyl preparations for human urine
rNASA-CR-1337421 p0411 N73-30064 conservation during space flight
Planetary quarantine requirements for automated p0184 N73-19112
spacecraft flights Free amino acid excretion in urine as test for
fNASA-CR-1357951 p0445 N73-33040 early diagnosis of radiation damage in humans
UNSTEADY FLOW p0215 N73-20092
A nonlinear analysis of pulsatile flow in arteries. High intensity noise effects on urinary K-Na
p0579 A73-10449 ratios in rats
Analysis of pressure waves as a mean of diagnosing p0371 N73-29018
vascular obstructions. Hydroxyproline determination in collagen-like
p0346 A73-37524 plasma and urine
UREAS [NASA-TT-F-15093] p0417 N73-30997
NT THIURONIUM Elimination of creatinine in urine during
Urea content variations in blood and tissues prolonged hypokinesia
during muscular activity in relation to the p0444 N73-33029
adaptation level of the organism UTILITY AIRCRAFT
p0402 A73-42660 NT P-531 HELICOPTER
Liquid retention in chlorpropamide therapy and NT UH-1 HELICOPTER
water intoxication of patients UTILIZATION
INASA-TT-F-145971 p0609 N73-11077 NT WASTE UTILIZATION
URINALYSIS
Proteinuria and civil aviation aircrew
p0128 A73-21538 V
Proteinuria and military aircrew V/STOL AIRCRAFT
p0128 A73-21539 NT HELICOPTERS
Physiological time zone entrainment and stressor NT P-531 HELICOPTER
effects during prolonged C-141 transmeridian NT SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
flights, using endocrine-metabolic indices in NT UH-1 HELICOPTER
urine specimens NT VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
p0235 A73-28283 VACUUM EFFECTS
Physiological cost in 36- and 48-hour simulated Method allowing biological and biochemical studies
flights. of vacuum-exposed bacteria.
p0355 A73-39101 p0357 A73-39483
Clinical practice and problems associated with VACUUM TUBE OSCILLATORS
urine analysis NT CATHODE RAY TUBES
p0147 N73-17089 NT GAS DISCHARGE TUBES
Urinalysis methodology for detection of abusive NT IMAGE TUBES
and therapeutic drugs in man VACUUM TUBES
p0228 N73-21117 NT CATHODE RAY TUBES
Validity of rapid delta-aminolevulinic acid NT GAS DISCHARGE TUBES
determination in urine for lead intoxication NT IMAGE TUBES
tests on industrial workers VALSALVA EXERCISE
[NASA-TT-F-148641 p0229 N73-21128 Hemodynamic effects of physical maneuvers
Chromatographic determination of aldosterone level /Valsalva, effort, respiration/ and of
in urine pharmacodynamic tests - Their clinical application
RBAE-LIE-TRANS-16821 p0333 N73-26061 p0586 A73-12159
Chromatographic determination of urine Effect of the Valsalva maneuver on tolerance to
corticosteroids +Gz acceleration.
[RAE-LIE-TRANS-16941 p0333 N73-26062 p0241 A73-29754
Enzymatic luminescent bioassav method for VALSALVA MANEUVER
determining bacterial levels in urine U VALSALVA EXERCISE[NASA-CASE-GSC-11092-21 p0337 N73-27052
A-352
SUBJECT IND VECTORCARDIOGRAPHYSUBJECT INDEX
VALVES VASOCONSTRICTION
NT ARTIFICIAL HEART VALVES microvascular responses 
to alterations in oxygen
NT CONTROL VALVES tension. p0581 A73-11010
NT GAS VALVES Studies of blood gas analysis at abnormal
NT HEART VALVES environment.
NT PRESSURE REGULATORS p0582 A73-11210
Performance tests to determine proficiency of ts of changes in H+ and CO2
maintenance personnel in servicing fuel start Indepenntrations on hpoic pulmonarnd C02
solenoid in UH-i helicopter concentrations on hypoxic pulmonary
fAD-7451631 p0605 N73-10166 vasoconstriction.
Numerical solution of viscous fluid flow in finite p0169 a73-24565
tube with deformable walls in presence of valves Sustained human skin and muscle vasoconstriction
for application to blood circulation process with reduced baroreceptor activity.
p0298 H73-25117  p027
7  73-3134
VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATORS Measurements of arterial pressure and of
Radiation sterilization with Van de Graaff pressoreceptor reactions 
during prolonged
accelerators pressure shifts in carotid arteries
rNASA-TI-F-148211 p0219 N73-20120 p0429 
A73-44720
VAPOR PHASES Use of therapeutic exercise for treatment of
Gas phase separation following decompression in functional vascular disorders and occlusive
asymptomatic rats - Visual and ultrasound lesions of arteries and veins
monitoring. fNASA-TT--1504
3] p0374 N73-29045
p0050 A73-14162 VASOCONSTRICTOR DRUGS
VAPORIZING NT SEROTONIN
NT PROPELLANT EVAPORATION VASODILATION
Chemical volatilization as a technique for the studies in stress-relaxation and distensibility
detection of extraterrestrial biopolvmers and characteristics of small 
skin veins in vivo by a
possible metabolic products, combined photoelectric-photographic 
and
p0202 A73-26479 plethysmoqraphic technique. p0084 A73-17098
VARIANCE (STATISTICS) Characteristics of vasomotor alterations during
NT ULTIVAIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS O VARIANCE brief arbitrary hyperventilation 
according to
T ARIUTIONSIATE STATISTICAL data from rheoqraphic and plethysmoqraphic 
studies
NT ANNUAL VARIATIONSIOS 
p0193 A73-25041
NT DIURNAL VARIATIONS Changes in microvascular diameter and 
oxygen
NT PERIODIC VARIATIONS tension induced by carbon dioxide.
Use of psychometric tests to account for 
p02 7326116
subjective variations in operations performance Xenon 133 measurement of cerebral volumetric
relative to target acquisition circulation rates during papaverin 
and intensain
p0191 N73-19974 vasodilation of canine and feline intercranial
VARIONETEBS vessels, showing vessel resistance reduction
Electrical operational and pneumatic /variometer/ p0239 n73-29074
differentiation recording of displaced volume A new method of measuring arterial dilation 
and
derivative from pneumotachoqraph in spontaneous its application.breathing p0402 A73-42669
p0breathi159 73-22937 The presence in the heart of compounds which
VASCULAR SYSTEM participate in the neurohumoral 
regulation of
NT AORTA coronary circulation
NT ARTERIES p0430 A73-44769
NT BLOOD VESSELS VASONOTOR NERVOUS SYSTEM
NT CAPILLARIES (ANATOMY) U NERVOUS SYSTEM
NT GLOMERULUS VECTOR ANALYSIS
NT VEINS waveform vector analysis of orthogonal
Microvascular responses to alterations in oxygen electrocardiograms - Quantification and 
data
tension. reduction.p0581 A73-11010 p0286 A73-33115
Book - Peripheral vascular diseases: Diagnosis and VECTOR CONTROL
management. U DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
p0089 A73-17871 VECTOR SPACES
Cerebral temperature oscillations and vascular NT EIGENVECTORS
responses in man VECTORCIBDIOGRAPHYp0164 A73-23805 Automated system of storing and processing
Analysis of pressure waves as a mean of diagnosing vectorcardioqrams
vascular obstructions. 
p0580 A73-10660
p0346 A73-37524 Usefulness of vectorcardiography combined with His
Changes in respiration accompanying a diencephalic bundle recordings and cardiac pacing in
vegetative-vascular syndrome under the action of evaluation of the preexcitation
a hypoxic mixture /Wolff-Parkinson-White/ syndrome.
p0382 A73-40280 p0587 A73-12445
An analogue-computer simulation of the facultative Diagnostic value of vectorcardiogram in strictly
water-reabsorption process in the human kidney - posterior infarction.
A vascular role for a.d.h. 
p0047 A73-13891
p0402 A73-42668 Clinical electrocardiographic and
Arterial hypertension symptoms in flying personnel vectorcardioqraphic diagnosis of left posterior
p0253 N73-21991 subdivision block, isolated or associated with
Basic causal mechanisms responsible for loss of RBBB.
vascular tone during alterations in shifts to p0058 A73-15200
zero gravity Mathematical analysis of body surface potentials.
fNASA-CR-12 8
897 1 p02
67 N73-23069 p0059 A73-15646
Use of therapeutic exercise for treatment of Orthogonal versus planar vector-electrocardiography.
functional vascular disorders and occlusive p0118 
A73-19930
lesions of arteries and veins A model to predict respiration from VCG
[NASA-TT-F-150431 p0374 N73-29045 measurements.
State of blood filling and bioelectric activity of p0123 A73-20578
grain in circulatory hypoxia in healthy persons Cardiac potential measuring and recording
and individuals with early forms of autonomic instrument with 240 probes, presenting circuit
vascular dysfunction and block diagrams
p0443 N73-33027 p016
7 A73-24422
A-353
VECTORS (MATHEMATICS) SUBJECT INDEX
Depolarization phase of the spatial velocity p0579 A73-10449
electrocardiogram in normal and ventricular Recent measurements of flow using nuclear maqnetic
overloading, resonance techniques.
p0171 A73-24900 p0171 A73-24855Computer analysis of the orthogonal Velocity distribution in aortic flow.
electrocardiogram and vectorcardiogram in 939 p0408 A73-43104
cases with hypertensive cardiovascular disease. Transcutaneous measurement of blood velocity
p0202 A73-26361 profiles and flow.
Waveform vector analysis of orthogonal p0408 A73-43108
electrocardiograms 
- Quantification and data VELOCITY ERRORS
reduction. Differential velocity effects on converging target
p0286 A73-33115 intersection time estimation accuracy,Phase progression of the QRS complexes in considering plane conditions and air traffic
electrocardiograms versus the inscribing controller experiencedirections of the QRS loops in vectorcardioqrams. p0285 A73-32900
p0286 A73-33116 VELOCITY FIELDS
A new method for diagnosing myocardial damage in U VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONpatients with normal electrocardiograms and VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
vector cardiograms. Application of constant temperature anemometry in
p0287 A73-33375 measurement of intra-arterial blood flow velocity.Book on vectorcardioqraphy covering equipment, p0085 A73-17274techniques, lead systems and abnormalities Vertical arm reaching movements for variousassociated with atrial and ventricular gravitational levels, measuring reach time andhypertrophy, bundle branch blocks, myocardial angular and lower arm velocitiesinfarction and arrhythmia p0424 A73-43218
p0306 A73-34452 VELOCITY POTENTIALS
Current status of correlations between U FLOW DISTRIBUTION
vectorcardioqram and hemodynamic data. U VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
p0319 A73-36526 VELOCITY PROFILES
Russian book - Integral topoqrams of heart U VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
potentials. VENTILATION
p0401 A73-42489 Effects of lung volume and disease on the lungChanges in vectorcardioqrams of atherosclerotic nitrogen decay curve.
flying personnel after glucose testing p0126 A73-21501
p0253 N73-21989 Ventilation measured by body plethysmography inVECTORS (MATHEMATICS) hibernating mammals and in poikilotherms.NT EIGENVECTORS p0129 A73-21612VEGETATION Design of anesthetic flow valve canister systemBiometric and radiant transfer characteristics of for exhaust gas absorption and laminar
forest vegetation ventilation system for operating roomsp0378 N73-29328 p0231 N73-21141Radiation regime of forest vegetation under plant VERBAL COMMUNICATION
cover and open areas under various weather The employment of a spoken language computerconditions applied to an air traffic control task.p0378 N73-29329 p0083 A73-16728Use of soil-veqetation system brightness Studies in interactive communication. I - The
coefficients to measure vegetation quantity and effects of four communication modes on the
crop yield behavior of teams during cooperative
p0378 N73-29334 problem-solving.VEGETATION GROWTH p0093 A73-18241NT CROP GROWTH Simultaneous motor and verbal processing of visualPlant growth response to low temperature and UV information in a modified Stroop test.treatment, discussing chlorophyll synthesis, p0153 A73-21896
carbohydrate levels, ion balance and enzyme VERTEBRAE
characteristics Radiological assessment of the vertebral columnp0203 A73-26486 from the point of view of aviation medicineThe effects of mercury compounds on the growth and p0409 A73-43131orientation of cucumber seedlings. VERTEBRAL COLUMN
p0206 A73-27274 Surveillance of the vertebral column in pilots whoMeasurements of radiation characteristics in have undergone an ejection
multistoreyed overmature oak grove p0328 A73-36914p0378 N73-29332 Statistical analysis of occurrence of backacheVEINS of nou oodpreure at rest and atamong Royal Air Force flight crews and groundTelemetry of venous blood pressure at rest and at crews to show effects of crew seats on physicalmuscle activity during running, comfort
p0053 A73-14290 [AD-745177] p0597 N73-10102Studies in stress-relaxation and distensibility Nonfatal ejection vertebral fracture comparisoncharacteristics of small skin veins in vivo by a between US, British, and Swedish armed servicescombined photoelectric-photographic and 0265 73-23059plethysmoqraphic technique. VERTEBRATES026573-2059
pC084 A73-17098 NT AMPHIBIAMixed-venous oxygen tension by nitrogen NT BATS
rebreathing - A critical, theoretical analysis. NT BIRDS
p0094 A73-18336 NT CALVESVein wall changes as the main cause of acute NT CATSdisturbance of blood circulation in the Vena NT CHIEPANZEES
centralis retinae system NT DOGS
VELOCITY p0277 A73-31173 NT FISHESVELOCITYNT FROGSNT AIRSPEED NT GUINEA PIGS
NT ANGULAR VELOCITY NT HAMGUINSTERS
NT PLOW VELOCITY NT HOMEOTHERSNT GROUND SPEED NT HUMAN BEINGSNT HIGH SPEED NT MAMMALS
NT PHASE VELOCITY NT MICE
NT ROTOR SPEED NT MIONKEYS
NT SUBSONIC SPEED NT PRIMAONKEES
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION NT RABBITS
A nonlinear analysis of pulsatile flow in arteries. NT RATS
A-354
SUBJECT INDEX VESTIBLAR TESTS
NT SHINE acceleration adaptation and compensation
Comparative anatomy of the vestibular nuclear mechanisms
complex in submammalian vertebrates. p0208 A73-27714
p0096 A73-18575 Changes in visual functions after the action of
Electrophvsioloqical investigation of weak vestibular stimuli
suprasegmental motor control systems evolution p0
209 173-27719
through Cyclostomata-Primate series, noting Harmonic spectral analysis of nystaqmus waveform
preservation of reticulomotor neuron projection frequency content for clinical vestibular
characteristics examination via digital computer
p0118 A73-20001 p0237 173-28502
Vertebrate photoreceptor cell /rods and cones/ Nystaqmic response persistence to
development and structure, discussing light Fitzqerald-Hallpike caloric tests as function of
pathway, ciliary connective and microtubules, directional cupular deflections due to head
outer and inner segments, etc. movement
p0160 173-23303 p0238 A73-28510
The morphological organization of the vertebrate Asymmetry of otolith responses in fish
retina. p0279 A73-31507
p0160 A73-23304 Effect of antiradiation drugs on the functional
Optical properties of vertebrate eyes. condition of the vestibular analysor
p0161 A73-23312 p0279 A73-31509
Light-induced potential and resistance changes in Influence of stimulation of the vestibular
vertebrate photoreceptors. analyzer under conditions of hypoxia on certain
p0161 A73-23313 functions of the visual analyzer
VERTICAL PERCEPTION p0280 A73-31516
Muscular activity control mechanism interactions Calculation of a coriolis acceleration acting on
in vertical posture maintenance from semicircular canal receptors of man in rotating
stabiloqram, mechanogram and electromyoqram data systems
p0585 A73-12119 p0280 A73-31518
Effect of forward head inclination on visual Experimental-mathematical analysis of the effects
orientation during lateral body tilt. of rotational accelerations on the vestibular
p0041 A73-13000 apparatus
Moving visual scenes influence the apparent p0303 A73-34120
direction of gravity. Effectiveness of some hemodynamic indices in the
p0058 A73-15250 detection of vestibulo-veqetative disorders
Effect of lateral body tilts and visual frames on under ordinary conditions and those of hypoxia
perception of the apparent vertical. p0303 A73-34121
p0392 A73-41736 Analysis of vestibular effects in experiments on
Optimal input rates for tilt adaptation, swings
p0401 A73-42500 p0305 A73-34235
Vestibular function loss in man after unilateral Certain features of hemodynamics during
section of eighth cranial nerve orthostatic tests with persons of different
rNASA-CE-1296721 p0070 N73-13084 vestibulo-vegetative tolerance levels
Effects of human alertness on vestibular nystagmus p0305 A73-34236
habituation Skylab astronaut vestibular function experiment in
(AD-7493521 p0103 N73-14108 orbital flight, discussing motion sickness
Upper eye lid position effects in susceptibility, stimulation thresholds and space
electro-oculoqrahic vertical eye movement perception measurements
recordings p0307 A73-34741
p0110 N73-15143 Cross coupling between effects of linear and
Asymmetry of fish otolithic receptor functions and angular acceleration on vestibular nystagmus.
vestibular disturbances during space flight p0316 A73-36441
p0262 N73-23031 Visual-vestibular interaction and motion perception.
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT p0318 A73-36460
Anthropotechnical investigation of an above-ground Effect of sonic boom on hearing and vestibular
indication and of an artificial horizon with equilibrium
preindication in connection with the manual p0327 A73-36910
control of VTOL aircraft Aircraft pilot spatial disorientation and illusory
p0282 A73-32044 perceptual break-off sensations during flight
VESTIBOLR, TESTS associated with minor vestibular asymmetry
Semicircular canals as a primary etiological p0356 173-39111
factor in motion sickness. Effects of round window stimulation on unit
p0588 A73-12560 discharges in the visual cortex and superior
Auditory rail task for acoustic stimuli effects on colliculus.
human equilibrium under axisymmetric p0356 A73-39146
intermittent tone exposure, discussing acoustic A descriptive model of multi-sensor human spatial
energy effect on vestibular receptors orientation with applications to visually
p0044 A73-13551 induced sensations of motion.
Vestibular adaptation in man - Effects of (AIAA PAPER 73-915) p0385 A73-40863
increased acceleration during different phases On the electronic simulation of acceleratory
of adaptation. nystaqgmus.
p0058 A73-15218 p0403 A73-42683
vestibular reactions to Coriolis accelerations Dynamic model of rotating spacecraft force effects
under hypoxia conditions on human vestibular system
p0088 A73-17691 p0599 N73-10119
Caloric vestibular stimulation via UHF-microwave Neurophysioloqy and dynamic response of vestibular
irradiation. system to angular and linear acceleration
p0163 A73-23650 (DR-215] p0606 873-11057
The role of vestibulometry in medical evaluation Dynamic response of vestibular nuclei neurons of
of flight personnel decerebrated cats subjected to sinusoidal rotation
p0165 A73-23821 (AnRo-a-70-2] p0606 N73-11059
Clinical applications of averaging techniques in Asymmetric response of cat semicircular canal
studies of vestibulo-oculomotor function. I - neurons to symmetric sinusoidal rotation
Basic techniques and illustrative cases. [AeRoU--69-2] p0607 N73-11060[AD-758545 p0196 A73-25339 Hypoxia effects on human vestibular tolerance
Posture responses of upper limb muscles during during exposure to coriolis accelerations
electric stimulation of the vestibular apparatus p0065 173-12092
p0199 A73-26087 Functional changes in systemic and cerebral
Vestibular stresses effects on systemic and hemodynamics with respect to vestibular stresses
cerebral hemodynamics, considering human accompanying low accelerations
A-355
VBSTIBLES SUBJECT INDEX
p0217 N73-20108 VFB (BULES)
Changes in human visual functions after exposure U VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
to weak vestibular irritations VIABILITY
p0218 N73-20113 Survival of Arthrobacter crystallopoietes during
Mathematical simulation study of neuron response prolonged periods of extreme desiccation.
to vestibular analyzer exposed to periodically p0119 A73-20026
varying acceleration VIBRATION
[NASA-TT-F-151301 p0420 N73-31015 NT STRUCTURAL VIBRATION
Survey of literature and morphological studies of VIBRATION DAMPEBBRS
vestibular nerve U VIBRATION ISOLATORS
[NASA-CR-1357461 p0445 N73-33042 VIBRATION EFFECTS
VESTIBULES Polysynaptic pathways role in tonic vibration and
Vestibular influences on orientation in zero monosynaptic reflexes due to muscle vibratory or
gravity, produced by parabolic flight. nerve electric stimulation, respectively,
p0091 A73-18032 discussing tetanization effects
Comparative anatomy of the vestibular nuclear p0578 A73-10409
complex in submammalian vertebrates. Peripheral electromyography spike and ventral root
p0096 A73-18575 unit discharge intervals during tonic vibration
Electrophysiological study of the topographic reflex of cat soleus motoneuron
organization of Deiters' lateral vestibular p0578 173-10410
nucleus Mathematical description of certain properties of
pC168 A73-24515 human sensitivity to vibration
Adequate vestibular stimulants on earth and in space p0580 A73-10659
p0303 A73-34122 German monograph - Investigations concerning
Histological studies on the vestibular organ of perception levels and transferred vibrational
frog embryos and larvae after the influence of forces in the case of a vertical action of
simulated weightlessness. periodic vibrational mixtures on man.
p0313 A73-35979 p0047 A73-13818
Vestibular and cerebellar control of oculomotor Absence of appreciable cardiovascular and
functions. respiratory responses to muscle vibration.
p0316 A73-36438 p0049 A73-14119
Mathematical models for studying vestibular Changes in whole body force transmission of dogs
adaptation to stimuli in humans exposed repeatedly to vibration.(AHRU-R-70-11 p0607 N73-11062 (ASME PAPER 72-WA/BHF-11) p0061 A73-15878
Vestibulo-ocular response of man to oscillatory Biophysical properties of vibration energy
rotation during sleep transfer to human body structure, noting harmful
AMRU-A-70-31 p0608 N73-11066 effects dependence on frequency range
Response characteristics of vestibulo-ocular p0088 A73-17748
reflex arc Combined effects of noise and vibration on human
rAMBU-R-71-21 p0608 N73-11067 tracking performance and response time.
Effects of human alertness on vestibular nystaqmus (AD-759329] p0196 A73-25334habituation Effect of whole-body vibration on peripheral nerve
rAD-7493521 p0103 N73-14108 conduction time in the Rhesus monkey.
End organs, central nervous, system connections, p0196 A73-25335
and static and dynamic characteristics of Simultaneous recording of acceleration and brain
vestibular system waves.
p0105 N73-15103 p0242 A73-29995
Radiation effects on human visual and vestibular Roentqenographic study of relative heart motion
analyzer functions during vibration in water-immersed cats.[AD-7504991 p0109 N73-15132 p0289 A73-34039
Bibliography on role of vestibular apparatus in Human response to transportation noise and
compressed air work underwater vibration.
rAD-7506861 p0109 N73-15133 p0310 A73-35328Physiological factors of human vestibular Effect of dynamic factors of space flights on
adaptation to flight and space environments green alga Chlorella vulgaris.
pC110 N73-15146 p0314 A73-36098Weightlessness effects on development of Three models of the vibrating ulna.
vestibular apparatus and ocular nystagmus in p0347 A73-37543
rat, using chronic 2q centrifuge Interactive effects of intense noise and low-level
rNASA-CR-1145691 p0149 N73-17112 vibration on tracking performance and responseSound, light, and proprioceptive stimuli for time.
inhibiting vestibular illusion in man p0386 A73-41153
p0181 N73-19087 Relation between vibratory sensibility andVestibular analyzer functions in dogs after electric signal of living body.
prolonged ionizing irradiation p0403 A73-42680
p0181 N73-19088 Radiological assessment of the vertebral columnStress reactions of vestibular apparatus to from the point of view of aviation medicineionizing radiation, coriolis forces, and p0409 173-43131gravitational stimuli Human reactions to whole-body transverse angular
rAD-7535111 p0220 N73-20132 vibrations compared to linear vertical vibrations.Asymmetry of fish otolithic receptor functions and p0423 A73-43216
vestibular disturbances during space flight Optimal work-rest schedules under prolonged
p0262 N73-23031 vibration.
Antiradiation drug effects on vestibular analyzer p0423 A73-43217functions Use of the conditioned reflex method to study the
p0263 N73-23033 motor analyzer during hygienic evaluation ofHandbook on structural evolution of vestibular working conditions in the presence of vibrations
apparatus p0429 A73-44673
p0264 N73-23044 Decrements in tracking and visual performancePhysical/mathematical analyses on human vestibular during vibration.
responses to acceleration stresses p0431 173-44777p0373 N73-29033 Analysis of helicopter pilot and passenger
Human hemodynamic responses and vestibular reaction to vibration environment to determine
tolerances to body sway tests effects of discrete frequencies and combinations
p0373 N73-29034 of harmonic frequenciesLaboratory investigation of coriolis acceleration p0591 N73-10019effects on vestibular apparatus of cosmonauts Analysis of research activities conducted to
rNASA-TT-E-151291 p0417 N73-30993 determine criteria for passenger comfort in
various methods of transportation
A-356
SUBJECT INDEX VISCERBBA
p0591 N73-10024 VIBRATIONAL STRESS
Simulator facility used to determine vibration Changes in whole body force transmission of dogs
effects on pilot tracking performance using exposed repeatedly to vibration.
rigid control stick [ASME PAPER 72-WA/HF-11] p0061 A73-15878
rAD-7451931 p0605 N73-10164 Crew performance in extended operation 
under
Vibrational effects on visual acuity of human vibrational stress.
operator seated in military tracked vehicle p008
2 A73-16717
FAD-7503451 p011 N73-15172 Biophysical properties of vibration energy
Measurement and effects of triaxial vibration on transfer to human body structure, notinq harmful
pilots in P-531 (Scout) helicopter under effects dependence on frequency range
different flight conditions p0088 A73-17748
ISVR-TR-s58 p0141 N73-16100 Changes in whole body force transmission of dogs
Work-rest schedules for military tracking crews exposed repeatedly to vibration.
under prolonged vibration p0355 A73-39106
p02 7 1 N73-23986 A model to predict the mechanical impedance of the
Fluid dynamic aspects of cardiovascular behavior sitting primate during sinusoidal vibration.
during low frequency whole-body vibration such [ASME PAPER 73-DET-781 p0395 A73-42073
as encountered by astronauts during launch and Structural vibration and noise effects on man in
reentry aerospace operations
fNASA-CR-1338431 p0412 N73-30069 rAGARDOGRAPH-1511 p0148 
N73-17098
Human response to vibration -- test facilities, VIBROCARDIOGRAPHY
equipment, experiments and publications U PHONOCARDIOGRAPHY
[ISVa-TR-601 p0415 N73-30093 VIDEO DATA
VIBRATION ISOLATORS Biplane. roentgen videometric system for dynamic,
Biodynamic applications regarding isolation of 60/sec, studies of the shape and size of
humans from shock and vibration, circulatory structures, particularly the 
left
p0406 A73-42926 ventricle.
Effect on pilot performance and comfort of active p0348 
A73-37798
vibration isolation system for commercial Use of a response surface to optimize digital
transport pilot seat telecommunication systems.
[NASA-CR-21461 p0066 N73-12109 p0423 A73-43214
VIBRATION MEASUREMENT VIDEO EQUIPMENT
Reflex arch lability in rabbits at synchronous Video instrumentation for radionuclide
maximum frequency of electromyoqraphic and anqiocardiography.
muscle stretching vibration measurement p0348 A73-37796p0401 173-42659 Use of a video system in the study of ventricular
Vibration considerations in design of flexible function in man.
manipulators p034
8 A73-37797
rNASA-CR-1241891 p0221 N73-20138 Effect of automatic landing system display on
VIBRATION BODE pilot information requirements
A study of basilar membrane vibrations. I - p0600 873-10126
Fuzziness-detection: A new method for the Experiments in video camera positioning with
analysis of microvibrations with laser light, regard to remote manipulators
p0581 A73-10973 (NASA-CR-124190] p0221 N73-20139
VIBBRATION PERCEPTION VIKING LANDER SPACECRAFT
Changes in the vibratory sensation threshold after Biological effects 
of Viking Lander spacecraft
exposure to powerful vibration, engine fuel on extraterrestrial life during
p0580 A73-10772 landing on planet Mars
German monograph - Investigations concerning (NASA-TM-X-2714] p0107 873-15118
perception levels and transferred vibrational Thermal inactivation of Bacillus subtilis var.
forces in the case of a vertical action of niger spores on Viking lander
periodic vibrational mixtures on man. fNASA-CR-1332231 
p0333 N73-26058
p0047 A73-13818 VIKING BARS PROGRAM
Interindividual differences in homomodal and Soil sampling and microorganism analysis 
in
heteromodal scaling of auditory and vibrotactile planetary spacecraft assembly area 
for
stimulation intensity and duration, using prevention of Mars contamination
magnitude estimation method (NASA-CR-130009] p0135 N73-16059
p0204 A73-26750 VIKING ORBITER SPACECRAFT
Analysis of helicopter pilot and passenger Psychrophilic organisms in soil samples 
of areas
reaction to vibration environment to determine for Viking spacecraft assembly
effects of discrete frequencies and combinations [REPT-2] p0333 873-26063
of harmonic frequencies VIRTUAL UORE
p0591 873-10019 O EQUILIBRIUM
VIBRATION PICKUPS VIORUSES
U TRANSDUCERS Photosynthetic energy conversion in membranes,
VIBRATION PROTECTION tissues, and reaction centers of bacteria and
U VIBRATION ISOLATORS viruses
VIBATION SIMUSOLATORS [CO-3162-9] p00
70 173-13091
Human response to vibration -- test facilities, Automated procedures for Passive Immune
equipment, experiments and publications Agglutination system
rISVR-TR-601 p0415 N73-30093 (NASA-CR-1287311 p0149 N73-17107
VIBRATION TESTING MACHINES Hydrogen peroxide aerosols 
for decontamination of
SVIlBRATION SIMULATORS influenza atmosphere
VIBRATION TESTS (NASA-TT-P-151271 p0438 N73-32006
German monograph - Investigations concerning VISCERA
perception levels and transferred vibrational NT ADRENAL GLAND
'forces in the case of a vertical action of NT ESOPHAGUS
periodic vibrational mixtures on man. NT GONADS
p0047. A73-13818 NT INTESTINES
Human tolerance to vibration NT KIDNEYSp0105 N73-15098 NT LIVER
clinical hematological indices for evaluating NT LUNGS
vibration effect (70 Hz, 0.4 cm amplitude) on NT ORGANS
radiation reaction in dogs NT PANCREAS
p0215 873-20084 NT PINEAL GLAND
Tracking performance during whole-body vibration NT PITUITARY GLAND
with side-mounted and center mounted control NT RECTUM
sticks NT SPLEEN
(AD-76 1798 1  p0370 N73-27971 NT STOMACH
A-357
VISCOELASTIC FLOW SUBJECT INDEX
HT TESTES Drug effects on vision of flying personnel
NT THYROID GLAND p0228 N73-21121
Spinal and spino-bulbo-spinal neuron mechanisms of VISIOPLASTICITY
somatic and viscero-motor reflex transfer in the U FLOW VISUALIZATION
thoracic spinal cord VISORS
p0435 A73-45249 Test evaluation of laser protective visors for
VISCOBLASTIC PLOW flight crews
U VISCOELASIICITY (AD-751470] p0142 N73-16102
VISCOELASTICITY VISUAL ACCOMMODATION
Torsional elasticity of human skin in vivo. Correlations between motor learning and visual and
p0391 A73-41625 arm adaptation under conditions of
A new method of measuring arterial dilation and computer-simulated visual distortion.
its application. p0044 A73-13556
p0402 A73-42669 Reduced illumination effects on visual acuity,
Human arterial elasticity during breathing of color vision, dark adaptation, accommodation,
reduced partial oxygen atmosphere visual fields and glare
p0253 N73-21987 p0079 A73-16480
VISCOMETERS Polarity cue for visual accomodation response of
Design of relative velocity blood viscometer trained subjects to target motion direction
P0231 N73-21142 change, considering retinal image blur and
VISCOSITY feedback relation
NT GAS VISCOSITY p0129 A73-21569
Model experiments on apparent blood viscosity and Absolute motion parallax and the specific distance
hematocrit in pulmonary alveoli. tendency.
p0433 A73-45064 p0234 A73-28096
Effect of fibrinogen concentration on viscosity of Scalar perceptions with binocular cues of distance.
human blood p0235 A73-28176IDLR-FB-73-541 p0446 N73-33046 Accommodation of the eye during sleep and
VISCOUS FLOW anesthesia.
Numerical solution of viscous fluid flow in finite p0245 A73-30391
tube with deformable walls in presence of valves Pupil movements to light and accommodative
for application to blood circulation process stimulation - A comparative study.
p0298 N73-25117 p0246 A73-30395
VISCOUS FLUIDS The problem of early presbyopia in aircrew.
Blood vessels simulation by muscle pump p0329 A73-36923
represented by elastically deformable pipe with Visual problems among senior flight personnel.
valves, solving Navier-Stokes equation for p0329 A73-36924
viscous fluid flow Problems related to high-performance flight in the
p0126 173-21375 Arctic regions
VISIBILITY p0332 A73-36953
NT LOW VISIBILITY Invariance of visual receptive-field size and
Scotopic visibility curve in man obtained by the visual acuity with viewing distance.
VER. p0353 A73-38484
p0236 A73-28356 Performance decrement, under prolonged testing,
Horizontal standard viSibility determined by across the visual field.
natural object contrast measurements, noting p0392 A73-41730
visual field observation Effects of reduced atmospheric pressure,fDLR-FB-71-221 p0067 N73-12118 elimination of nitrogen, hypoxia, and exposureCharacterization of interaction between detection to restricted visual environment on range of
and visibility processes with application to accommodation and color vision
search policies rNASA-CR-128896] p0258 N73-22037
P0294 N73-24130 VISUAL ACUITY
Effect of various parameters on long range A minor perturbing effect of retinal locus on dot
underwater vision for narrow and broad beam pattern recognition - Rejection of a possibleillumination artifact.
p0450 B73-33630 p0588 A73-12524VISIBLE RADIATION Vernier acuity as affected by target length andU LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION) separation.
VISIBLE SPECTRUM p0041 173-13063
U LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION) Visibility, resolution and spatial acuities in
VISION terms of target-background contrast,NT BINOCULAR VISION diffraction, luminance, stimuli wavelength andNT COLOR VISION anatomical variations effects on retinal imagesNT MONOCULAR VISION p0079 A73-16477NT NIGHT VISION Visual function as sum of visual acuity and visualNT PERIPHERAL VISION field, considering role of resolution andNT STEREOSCOPIC VISION detection tasks in retinal function examinationsPsychological test for relative contributions of p0079 A73-16478
specific and nonspecific components to Reduced illumination effects on visual acuity,
intersensory transfer between vision and touch color vision, dark adaptation, accommodation,
p0043 A73-13525 visual fields and glareRod vision chemistry in terms of rhodopsin, visual p0079 A73-16480
cycle and pigment-vision relations, considering Ophthalmological assessment of visual functionaldark and light adaptation impairment due to glare, stimulus motion and
p0079 A73-16479 aging changes
Electroretinoqraphv /ERG/, electro-oculoqraphy p0080 A73-16485/EOG/. visual evoked response /VER/ and electric The control of sensitivity in the retina.
evoked response /EER/ procedures for p0097 A73-18673electrophysiological investigation of visual Vernier alignment acuity task accuracy related to
system retinal image line position location, noting
p0080 A73-16484 effect of high contrast grating backgroundHuman visual system model based on neurological p0120 A73-20159
connectivity data from anatomical dissection, in Heridional amblyopia 
- Evidence for modification
vivo physiological measurements and of the human visual system by early visualpsychological experimentation experience.
p0309 A73-35239 p0128 A73-21562Interaction of vision with optical aids. Human retina-patterned ideal perceiving machine to
p0390 A73-41608 calculate visual acuities for spatial
arrangement in line figures
A-358
SUBJECT INDEX VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
p0129 A73-21564 VISUAL CUES
Eye dominance measurement relationship to image U CUES
sharpness or visual acuity from binocular and U VISUAL PERCEPTION
monocular tests, obtaining dominance normal VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
distribution Observers detecting a signal in two multiple
p0153 A73-21893 observation tasks.
Visual acuity as a function of exposure duration. p0578 A73-10350
p0165 A73-23838 Investigation of the edge vision contrast
Deficits in visual function associated with laser phenomenon using the null method
irradiation. p0579 'A73-10654
p0169 A73-24563 Color effects in visual discrimination, measuring
Influence of stimulation of the vestibular response times in letter matching task
analyzer under conditions of hypoxia on certain p0588 A73-12525
functions of the visual analyzer The effect of illumination level, stroke width and
p0280 A73-31516 figure ground on legibility of NAMEL numbers.
Visual acuity dependence on background brightness, p0083 A73-16729
object contrast, pupil diameter and visual time Sensory, learned, and cognitive mechanisms of size
lag perception.
p0306 A73-34639 p0091 A73-18031
Evidence for non-linear response processes in the Color naming and hue discrimination in congenital
human visual system from measurements on the tritanopia and tritanomaly.
thresholds of spatial beat frequencies. p0120 A73-20251
p0308 A73-34839 Stimulus effect on spatial summation of color
Localized electroretinoqraphy capable of receptive pathways and discrimination thresholds
maintaining constant light scattering with small as function of color, gradient, retinal
angular dimensions by employing Ulbricht illumination and field size
principle of uniformly illuminated sphere p0120 A73-20254
p0308 A73-34963 Analysis of transient visual sensations above the
The problem of early presbyopia in aircrew. flicker fusion frequency.
p0329 A73-36923 p0129 A73-21566
Visual problems among senior flight personnel. Visual sensitivity in the presence of alternating
p0329 A73-36924 monochromatic fields of light.
The significance of retinal pathology in ageing p0129 A73-21567
aircrew. Single cell analysis of saturation discrimination
p0329 A73-36925 in the macague.
Contrast sensitivity, Westheimer function and p0129 A73-21568
Stiles-Crawford effect in a blue cone monochromat. Visual discrimination of motion - Stimulus
p0346 A73-37414 relationships at threshold and the question of
Invariance of visual receptive-field size and luminance-time reciprocity.
visual acuity with viewing distance. p0153 A73-21897
p0353 A73-38484 Single unit and evoked potential responses in cat
Developments as regards maximum visual acuity with optic tract to paired light flashes.
age among cockpit crew members. p0198 A73-25647
p0387 A73-41164 Colour selectivity in orientation masking and
Apparatus for measurement of vision acuity aftereffect.
restoration time after brief macula lutea p0200 A73-26196
exposures to light Apparent contraction and disappearance of moving
p0425 A73-43791 objects in the peripheral visual field.
Decrements in tracking and visual performance p0200 A73-26198
during -vibration. Binocular rivalry and binocular fusion of
p0431 A73-44777 after-images.
Compensatory oculogravic response of eye movement p0200 A73-26200
direction during slow head rotation Tachistoscopically measured independent image size
p0111 N73-15148 and visual field recognition capacities of human
Vibrational effects on visual acuity of human eye
operator seated in military tracked vehicle p0206 173-27109
[AD-7503451 p0114 N73-15172 Temporal and spatial features in detecting one-
Spectral deficits in visual acuity due to laser and two-dimensional constraints in complementary
irradiation visual displays.
rAD-7503941 p0114 N73-15173 p0234 A73-28095
Peripheral acuity with complex stimuli at two Probability summation model for heterochromatic
viewing distances luminance additivity failure at absolute visual
p0191 N73-19965 threshold.
Visual acuity changes in humans during hypokinetic p0235 A73-28099
bed rest test Monocular contribution to binocular vision in
p0255 N73-22014 normals and amblyopes.
VISUAL AIDS p0237 A73-28359
Interaction of vision with optical aids. Detection of informational constraints related to
p0390 A73-41608 multi-variate visual displays.
Design of computerized airborne traffic display p02
40 A73-29185
device with alphanumerical control for aircraft Behavioral and electrophysiological correlates
pilots during flash-frequency discrimination learning
p0598 N73-10112 in monkeys.
Improved pilot performance using simulated p0242 A73-29989
pictorial landing display with symbols Binocular color resolution capability of the eyes
p0599 N73-10122 as a function of the characteristics of vision
Visual display format effects on pilot describing during anisometropia
functions in manual tracking performance p0275 A73-30999
p0599 N73-10123 Acquisition of signal concepts under conditions of
VISUAL CONTEOL aversion activation. I - Theoretical part and
Role of visual and articular afferentation in the form interpretation test
implementation of motor reactions involving p0285 A73-33091
complex coordination and precision Information processing in the visual periphery.
p0092 A73-18164 p0304 A73-34150
Pilot visual threshold and perception for aircraft On the rate of acquisition of visual information
movement estimation during unaided visual about space, time, and intensity.
approach control p0311 A73-35496
p0600 N73-10125 The superiority of the pair-comparisons method for
scaling visual illusions.
A-359
VISUAL DISPLAYS SUBJECT INDBE
p0311 A73-35497 psychophysical mathematical model based on
Successive differentiation of visual stimuli in axisymmetric annular visual field perception
monkeys under various conditions of presentation p0061 A73-15796
p0363 A73-39805 Visual function as sum of visual acuity and visual
Compensating for distortion in viewinq pictures field, considering role of resolution and
obliquely, detection tasks in retinal function examinations
p0387 A73-41178 p0079 A73-16478
Sufficient conditions for the discrimination of Reduced illumination effects on visual acuity,
motion. color vision, dark adaptation, accommodation,
p0388 A73-41181 visual fields and glare
Two visual systems in the frog. p0079 A73-16480
p0389 A73-41302 Observer target acquisition performance dependence
Interaction of vision with optical aids, on target position within restricted visual field
p0390 A73-41608 p0081 A73-16711
Increment thresholds for multiple identical Role of the visual cortex in the organization offlashes in the peripheral retina. nystaqgmic reactions evoked by optokinetic
p0424 A73-43343 stimulation
Noise blurred image recognition probability p0092 A73-18165
characteristics from experimental investigation, Physiological mechanisms of evoked-potential
showing difference from statistical decision habituation in the visual analysor
theory data p0119 A73-20006
p0428 A73-44667 Attention field and perception probability
Prefrontal lobe functions and the neocortical distribution mechanisms of Muller-Lyer illusion
commissures in monkeys. due to angle contour
p0435 A73-45166 p0120 A73-20255
Human recognition of contrasting target in noisy Random dot pattern luminance and contrast effects
environment with diversion of attention on limiting inter-stimulus interval for visualIFOA-2-C-2482-H51 p0611 N73-11092 apparent motion masking by bright fieldSubjective tests of target acquisition time usinq p0120 A73-20256
television with image enhancement possibilities Visual sensitivity in the presence of alternating
rMfl-UFE-892-7272-01 p0113 N73-15165 monochromatic fields of light.
Proceedings of symposium on color vision, color p0129 A73-21567perception, visual acuity, and psychophysioloqg Visibility of an afterimage alone and in the1AD-7543281 p0221 N73-20136 presence of one or two additional afterimaqes.VISUAL DISPLAYS p0153 A73-21894
U DISPLAY DEVICES Receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells.VISUAL FIELDS p0161 A73-23315Extraretinal feedback and visual localization. Independence of the recognition of an object's
p0579 A73-10437 orientation and position in the field of visionInvestigation of the edge vision contrast p0167 A73-24331phenomenon using the null method Field of view and target uncertainty in visual
p0579 173-10654 search and inspection.
Induced retinal image blurring effects on rabbit p0194 A73-25181
midbrain single cell triqqer features and Apparent contraction and disappearance of moving
response efficiencies, noting receptive field objects in the peripheral visual field.
responsive area p0200 A73-26198
p0583 A73-11503 Differential effects of central versus peripheralScotopic vision - An unexpected threshold vision on egocentric and exocentric motionelevation produced by dark annuli. perception.
p0585 A73-12080 p0201 A73-26221Analysis of the response characteristics of optic Single unit reactions in the visual cortex of thetract and geniculate units and their mutual unanesthetized rabbit to the light flashes of
relationship, different intensities.
p0586 A73-12162 p0204 A73-26719Orientation illusion and masking in central and Tachistoscopically measured independent image sizeperipheral vision. and visual field recognition capacities of human
p0041 A73-12999 eye
Test field surround effects on onset and offset p0206 A73-27109
reaction time to foveal stimulation Temporal and spatial features in detecting one-pC044 A73-13558 and two-dimensional constraints in complementary
A relationship between the detection of size, visual displays.
rate, orientation and direction in the human p0234 A73-28095
visual system. Brightness functions for a complex field withpO046 A73-13758 changing illumination and background.
Psychophysical effects of night vision perceptual p0235 A73-28100
contrast in terms of central visual receptive Influence of stimulation of the vestibularfield organization analyzer under conditions of hypoxia on certain
p0046 A73-13759 functions of the visual analyzerStereoscopic depth magnitude in viewing p0280 A73-31516background-contrasted superimposed half-fields, Residual visual function after brain wounds
noting relation to binocular disparity detection involving the central visual pathways in man.
p0046 A73-13762 p0287 A73-33218Source locations of pattern-specific components of Information processing in the visual periphery.human visual evoked potentials. I - Component of p0304 A73-34150
striate cortical origin. II - Component of Choice of optimal light characteristics for marks
extrastriate cortical oriqin, in optical sighting devices
p0057 A73-15024 p0306 A73-34241Visual receptive fields sensitive to absolute and The visual cortex as a spatial frequency analyser.relative motion during tracking. p0308 A73-34840
p0057 A73-15072 Extended border enhancement during intermittentVisual field image analysis via investigation of illumination 
- Binocular effects.receptor-furnished signal analysis by network of p0308 A73-34842
neuron-like structures Distance perception and the ambiquity of visualP0060 A73-15789 stimulation - A theoretical note.
An optical model of a detector of oriented p0311 173-35492segments of the visual analysor in animals Some functional characteristics of the superior
p0061 A73-15795 colliculus df the Rhesus monkey.Angular velocity magnitude conversion into p0316 A73-36442
visually perceived apparent velocity, using
A-360
SUBJECT INDEX VISUAL PERCEPTION
Optomotor integration in the colliculus superior VISUAL PLIGHT BOLES
of the cat. Analysis of aircraft pilot capability to visually
p0316 A73-36443 detect other aircraft in air to air situation as
The role of the superior colliculus in collision avoidance feasibility
visually-evoked eye movements. [FAA-RD-73-401 p0231 N73-21145
p0316 173-36445 Performance tests to determine capability of
Frontal eve-field lesions in monkeys, aircraft pilots to avoid midair collisions based
p0317 A73-36446 on visual perception of target and information
Visual-vestibular interaction and motion perception. from pilot warning indicator
p0318 A73-36460 p0231 N73-21146
Visual perception of direction and voluntary VISUAL OBSERVATION
saccadic eye movements. Mathematical models for distance perception of
p0318 A73-36463 earth surface features observed from ascending
Interaction between contours in visual masking vehicle, considering convergence, accommodation
p0345 A73-37395 and monocular parallax mechanisms
Spatial characteristics of chromatic induction - p0060 A73-15785
The segregation of lateral effects from Differential velocity effects on converging target
straylight artefacts. intersection time estimation accuracy,
p0346 A73-37419 considering plane conditions and air traffic
Orientation specificity and response variability controller experience
of cells in the striate cortex. p0285 A73-32900
p0346 A73-37421 Choice of optimal light characteristics for marks
Invariance of visual receptive-field size and in optical sighting devices
visual acuity with viewing distance. p0306 A73-34241
p0353 A73-38484 Frequency analysis of spatio-temporal visually
Effects of round window stimulation on unit evoked cortical potentials during binocular
discharges in the visual cortex and superior rivalry.
colliculus. p0312 A73-35645
p0356 A73-39146 Eye movements of trained inspectors recorded
Visually evoked cortical potentials to patterned during visual inspection of colored slides of IC
stimuli in monkey and man. chips, determining performance with emphasis on
p0359 A73-39760 speed
Comparison of tilt and displacement adaptation in p0423 A73-43212
visual perception, establishing qualitative Horizontal standard visibility determined by
differences by interocular transformation natural object contrast measurements, noting
magnitude and exposure time methods visual field observation
p0388 A73-41188 [DLE-FB-71-22]1 p0067 N73-12118
Visual field defects after missile injuries to the Analysis of aircraft pilot capability to visually
geniculo-striate pathway in man. detect other aircraft in air to air situation as
p0390 A73-41600 collision avoidance feasibility
Performance decrement, under prolonged testing, (FAA-RD-73-40] p0231 N73-21145
across the visual field. VISUAL PERCEPTION
p0392 A73-4173C NT AUTOKINESIS
Effect of lateral body tilts and visual frames on NT CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
perception of the apparent vertical. NT SPACE PERCEPTION
p0392 A73-41736 NT VISUAL DISCEIMINATION
Visual perception of relative object dimension Axiomatic formulation of a mathematical model for
during monocular and binocular rod equalization visual adaptation
experiment in various visual field restriction p0579 A73-10655
conditions, recording eye movements and focusing Two stage mathematical model of brightness
characteristics perception operation for stimuli having
pC394 A73-41890 luminance field with asymmetric discontinuity
Spatial integration in the crustacean visual p0585 A73-12078
system - Peripheral and central sources of Cat optic tract and qeniculate unit responses
non-linear summation. corresponding to human visual masking effects.
p0406 A73-42956 p0586 A73-12161
Investigation of complex and hypercomplex Effect of forward head inclination on visual
receptive fields of visual cortex of the cat as orientation during lateral body tilt.
spatial frequency filters. p0041 173-13000
p0407 A73-42958 Study of variations of retinal disparities around
Gamma-aminobutyric acid antagonism in visual the fixation point by the binocular vernier
cortex - Different effects on simple, complex, method in the foveal region
and hypercomplex neurons. p0046 A73-13763
p0424 A73-43338 Moving visual scenes influence the apparent
Mathematical model for physical space direction of gravity.
transformation into subjective field metric for p0058 A73-15250
monocular vision Information theory mathematical models applied to
p0432 A73-44906 different visual function activity phases,
Reference image /brightness distribution covering Shannon and Fisher probability models,
functions/ existence and normalization under Shreider semantic theory and Kolmogorov algorithm
additive and multiplicative groups of p0060 A73-15784
transformations in visual field Mathematical description of some visual inertia
p0432 A73-44908 effects
Optical electronic model of local detectors of the p0060 A73-15786
visual analysor Axiomatic mathematical model for human visual edge
p0432 A73-44912 contrast based on additivity, one-dimensionality
Comparison of visual evoked potentials to and contrast continuity parameters
stationary and to moving patterns. p0060 A73-15788
p0435 A73-45168 Psychophysical studies of visual image
Automated visual sensitivity tester for normalization mechanisms in man
determining visual field sensitivity and blind p0061 A73-15791
spot size Mathematical and physical models of human long and
fNASA-CASE-ARC-10329-11 p0335 N73-26072 short term memory, considering information
VISUAL FLIGHT processing and memorization at lower visual
Frequency of anti-collision observing responses by perception levels
solo pilots as a function of traffic density, p0061 73-15793
ATC traffic warnings, and competing behavior. An optical model of a detector of oriented
p0387 A73-41158 segments of the visual analysor in animals
p0061 A73-15795
A-361
VISUAL PERCEPTION CONTD SUBJECT INDEX
Characteristic of collicular responses to p0170 173-24595
stimulation of various sections of the visual Retention of information in the iconic visual
afferent pathway in cats memory during recognition of images of varying
p0078 A73-16332 complexity
Papers on visual function assessment covering p0199 A73-26084
visual acuity, fields and adaptation, night, On neural inhibition, contrast effects and visual
color and rod vision, depth perception and sensitivity.
electrophysiological measurements p0200 A73-26197
p0079 A73-16476 Possible stimulus hypothesis and visual space
Color vision in terms of spectral sensitivity, perception.
color appearance and discrimination, chromatic p0202 A73-26321
stimuli production, pigments spectral response, Human visual evoked response signal decomposition
etc by complex demodulation in terms of
p0079 A73-16481 after-discharge time, envelope and frequency
The interaction of auditory noise and subjective parameters
noise annoyance sensitivity with peripheral p0203 A73-26497
visual sensitivity. The effects of edge sharpness and exposure
p0081 A73-16703 duration on detection threshold.
Hislocation of visual stimuli during voluntary p0204 A73-26718
saccades. After-effects of movement contingent on direction
p0084 A73-17174 of gaze.
Visual after-images in athletes and coaches as a p0204 A73-26721
prestart condition index Time course of lateral inhibition in the human
p0092 A73-18161 visual system.
Visual performance with high-contrast cathode-ray p0206 A73-27124
tubes at high levels of ambient illumination. Changes in visual functions after the action of
p0093 A73-18243 weak vestibular stimuli
The effect of accessory auditory stimulation upon p0209 A73-27719
detection of visual signals. Brightness functions for a complex field with
p0097 A73-18625 changing illumination and background.
Inter-hemispheric transfer of meaningful visual p0235 A73-28100information in normal human subjects. The visual system: Neurophysiology, biophysics,
p0119 173-20123 and their clinical applications: Proceedings of
Human receptive visual field adaptation the Ninth Symposium, Brighton, England, July 1971.
characteristics for stabilized retinal images by p0236 A73-28351
psychophysical probe detection technique A comparison of electrophysiological and
p0120 A73-20252 psychophysical temporal modulation transfer
Attention field and perception probability functions of human vision.
distribution mechanisms of Muller-Lyer illusion p0237 A73-28360due to angle contour Flashblindness recovery following exposure to
p0120 A73-20255 constant energy adaptive flashes.
Intrinsic light brightness and intensity p0238 A73-28505
estimation tests for foveal and peripheral Anatomical and neurophysiological investigations
retina under photopic and scotopic stimuli of centrifugal control of retinal activity via
P0120 A73-20257 efferent optic nerve fibers
Neural channel mechanism for real light and p0242 a73-29875
equivalent background coding, using test flashes Foveal threshold additivity measurements for
under bleaching and field adaptation monochromatic and mixed light, using grating
90121 173-20258 resolution as brightness criterion
Electrical stimulation effects of human eve on p0246 A73-30398
photic threshold for square wave vision as A visual stimulator employing a T.V. raster display.function of wavelength, orientation and spatial p0246 173-30400frequency Normal fixation of eccentric targets.
p0121 173-20260 p0275 A73-31018
The role of colour perception and 'pattern' Threshold and suprathreshold perceptual color
recognition in stereopsis. differences.
p0121 A73-20266 p0275 A73-31019
Information processing in the visual system. Spatial information coding in the human visual
p0122 A73-20374 system - Psychophysical data.
Contrast and assimilation effects analysis based p0309 A73-35240
on receptive field models of vertebrate retinal Pattern recognition techniques suggested from
function psychological correlates of a model of the human
p0123 A73-20812 visual system.
The brightness of coloured flashes on backgrounds p0309 A73-35241
of various colours and luminances. Book - The psychology of visual perception.
p0129 A73-21565 p0310 A73-35474Visibility of an afterimage alone and in the Neuronal elements of the orienting response -
presence of one or two additional afterimaqes. Microrecordings and stimulation experiments in
p0153 A73-21894 rabbits.
Peripheral threshold of perceived contrast of the p0316 A73-36444human eye. Neurophysiological Correlates of eye movements in
p0159 A73-22964 the visual cortex.
Retinal S-potential.receptive field relationship p0317 A73-36450to light energy and wavelength, considering cone Eye movements necessary for continuous perception
and rod potentials, ganglion cells and vision during stabilization of retinal images.
p0161 173-23314 p0318 A73-36461Retinal mechanisms of colour vision. Evaluation of human operator visual performance
p0161 173-23316 capability for teleoperator missions.Duplex vision theory of photoreceptor /rods and p0344 A73-37327
cones/ light and dark adaptation, discussing Linear summation of spatial harmonics in human
rhodopsin regeneration, bleaching and vision.
desensitization mechanisms p0345 A73-37411
p0162 173-23317 Spatial frequency channels in human vision and theEffect of passive 70-deq head-up tilt on threshold for adaptation.
peripheral visual response time. p0346 A73-37416
p0169 A73-24566 An electrical model of the inertial and adaptiveShort-term latent reactions of the lateral properties of vision as a self-regulating systemqeniculate body neurons in the rat to electrical with delayed feedback
stimulation of the optical tract p0354 A73-39004
A-362
SUBJECT INDEX VISUAL PIGMENTS
Inverted posture illusion phenomenon in astronauts [AD-749319] p0101 373-14086
during weightless space flight, discussing Systems engineering methods for human performance
vestibular organ function, acceleration effects enhancement in signal detection and flight control
and body gravitation sensing system [AD-748239] p0102 873-14098
p0356 A73-39149 Bloch law error in visual perception of capacitor
Visual responsiveness repeat variability magnitude discharge brightness
during prolonged sessions and time of day (AD-749452] p0104 N73-14109
p0357 173-39479 Visual perception during space flight
Human miniature eye movement relationship to p0105 N73-15104
visibility and saccades position-correcting Prolonged bed rest and positive radial
reflex function and suppression acceleration effects on human visual response time
p0383 173-40411 (NASA-TN-D-7161] p0107 N73-15117
A study of the statistical patterns of visual Visual evoked responses from divers subjected to
perception of a black and white raster image hyperbaric conditions simulating depths to 1200
p0385 A73-40861 feet breathing various gas mixtures
A descriptive model of multi-sensor human spatial (AD-749325] p0108 N73-15127
orientation with applications to visually Radiation effects on human visual and vestibular
induced sensations of motion, analyzer functions
(AIAA PAPER 73-9151 p0385 173-40863 [AD-750499] p0109 873-15132
Illuminance and albedo variations /whiteness Fatigue effect on human visual perception
constancy/ category judgments for stimuli with (AD-750097] p0113 N73-15171
unpatterned and patterned surfaces Training procedure for improving divers distance
p0388 A73-41183 estimation ability in clear and turbid water
Spatial frequency selectivity of a visual tilt (AD-752976] p0187 N73-19140
illusion. Modelling of random human visual search
p0392 A73-41642 .performance based on physical properties of eye
Performance decrement, under prolonged testing., p0190 N73-19961
across the visual field. Changes in human visual functions after exposure
p0392 A73-41730 to weak vestibular irritations
Soviet book on visual image formation on retina p0218 N73-20113
covering perception, stabilization, manipulative Conference on human visual search and perception
ability, etc (AD-7543271 p0221 N73-20133
p0406 A73-42869 Proceedings of symposium on color vision, color
Bezold-Bruecke effect and visual nonlinearity. perception, visual acuity, and psychophysiology
p0424 A73-43342 (AD-754328] p0221 N73-20136
Bee image detection by ommatidium based on Computerized simulation of three dimensional
physical model using electromagnetic analysis of robots using generalized cylinder descriptions
light absorption in photoreceptor (AD-755139] p0223 N73-20152
p0424 A73-43344 Analysis of aircraft pilot capability to visually
Visual perception dominance over touch related to detect other aircraft in air to air situation as
threshold changes, analyzing nervous system collision avoidance feasibility
reliance on sense with lower threshold (FAA-RD-73-40] p0231 873-21145
p0425 A73-43847 Performance tests to determine capability of
Asymmetry in perception - Attention versus other aircraft pilots to avoid midair collisions based
determinants. on visual perception of target and information
p0435 A73-45338 from pilot warning indicator
Visual evoked cortical response as measure of p0231 N73-21146
stress in naval environment, using rapid flash Photographic recording of aircraft in near midair
rates collision conditions to determine feasibility of
[AD-7449341 p0595 N73-10088 collision avoidance based on visual perception
Influence of illumination color, viewing distance, of pilot
and turbidity on underwater vision (CDC-JL-5] p0231 N73-21147
(AD-7437561 p0595 N73-10092 Analysis of flight tests to determine range of
Effect of vigilance on performance of simple visual detection of aircraft as basis for visual
visual detection task perception to avoid midair collisions
(AD-7453171 p0596 N73-10097 p0231 N73-21148
Effect of automatic landing system display on Acceleration effects on human visual functions
pilot information requirements under hypoxic conditions
p0600 N73-10126 p0263 N73-23040
Bayesian model for stimuli processing in visual Optical modulation transfer functions of human eye
space perception for white light
p0600 N73-10127 (IZP-1973-2] p0264 N73-23047
Visual image generation as textured flight Limitations on pilot visual perception of target
information resembling retinal images for from low flying aircraft
airborne flight simulation [AD-7596511 p0300 N73-25136
p0600 N73-10128 Psychophysiological aspects in flight personnel
Literature review on psychophysiological factors visual perception of image indicator
affecting visual perception of colored signal p0373 873-29035
light Visibility and optimum light characteristics of
(AD-7462971 p0610 373-11083 marks for sighting devices
Analysis of reaction time to different visual p0374 N73-29039
cuing methods in large displays during secondary Improved performance of visual perception of solar
task performance patrol observers monitoring sun activity
(AD-7476881 p0068 N73-12120 [AD-760802] p0377 N73-29063
Psychophysical functions of range and time Algorithms involved in visual shape perception
estimates by ground and aerial observers p0446 N73-33050(AD-7472711 p0071 N73-13094 VISUAL PIGBENTS
Noise and response complexity effects on human Modified rhodopsin in the pigment epithelium.
attention and performance in visual perception p0121 A73-20263
task The structure and reactions of visual pigments.
(AD-7477971 p0072 N73-13105 p0160 a73-23306
Receiver operating characteristics for underwater Duplex vision theory of photoreceptor /rods and
signal detection performance of sea lions cones/ light and dark adaptation, discussing(AD-746520] p0073 873-13113 rhodopsin regeneration, bleaching and
Substantive analyses of optical design, using desensitization mechanisms
visual perception p0162 173-23317
[AD-7493721 p0100 H73-14084 Spectral sensitivities of colour mechanisms
Apparent object movement due to optical distortion isolated by the human visual evoked response.
produced by head movement under water p0205 &73-26919
A-363
VISOAL SIGNALS SUBJECT INDEX
Human cone optical density estimation implications mechanisms.
of conflicting results for luminosity at p0046 A73-13757
bleaching intensities in dichromats related to A relationship between the detection of size,
use of psychophysical data rate, orientation and direction in the human
p0246 A73-30402 visual system.
Contrast sensitivity, Westheimer function and p0046 A73-13758
Stiles-Crawford effect in a blue cone monochromat. Stereoscopic depth magnitude in viewing
p0346 A73-37414 background-contrasted superimposed half-fields,
Recovery of cone receptor activity in the frog's noting relation to binocular disparity detection
isolated retina. p0046 A73-13762
p0407 A73-42962 Cortical area of neural loci involved in monoptic
Frog red rod dark adaptation from recorded and dichoptic metacontrast occurring for target
receptor potentials of isolated retina, and masking stimuli imaged on different retinal
examining permanent sensitivity loss due to regions
pigment bleaching p0046 A73-13764
p0407 A73-42963 Recording and discrimination of pulsed neuron
Inhibition by selenium of the free-radical states activity responses to stimulus application and
of the retina of the eye removal
p0430 A73-44724 p0047 A73-13823
Literature review on human macular pigment Source locations of pattern-specific components of
absorption and density spectrum of cone receptor human visual evoked potentials. I - Component of
[IZF-1972-171 p0264 N73-23046 striate cortical origin. II - Component of
VISUAL SIGNALS extrastriate cortical origin.
Cortical potentials evoked by confirming and p0057 A73-15024
disconfirming feedback following an auditory Influence of a visual frame and
discrimination, vertical-horizontal illusion of shape and size
p0153 173-21895 perception.
Group performance in a visual signal-detection task. p0058 A73-15219
p0194 A73-25182 Characteristic of collicular responses to
Manipulating the response criterion in visual stimulation of various sections of the visual
monitoring. afferent pathway in cats
p0247 A73-30499 p0078 A73-16332
Non-linearity of visual signals in relation to Visibility, resolution and spatial acuities in
shape-sensitive adaptation responses, terms of target-background contrast,
p0346 A73-37418 diffraction, luminance, stimuli wavelength and
Ability of a human operator to estimate the anatomical variations effects on retinal images
probability characteristics of alternative stimuli p00 79 A73-16477
p0394 A73-41893 Color vision in terms of spectral sensitivity,
Adaptive measurement of vigilance decrement. color appearance and discrimination, chromatic
p0423 A73-43211 stimuli production, pigments spectral response,
Effect of vigilance on performance of simple etc
visual detection task p0079 173-16481
(AD-7453171 p0596 873-10097 dislocation of visual stimuli during voluntary
VISUAL STINOLI saccades.
Some differences among figurdl aftereffects, p0084 A73-17174
apparent motion, and paracontrast. Space-time relations - The effects of variations
p0578 A73-10435 in stimulus and interstiaulus interval duration
Extraretinal feedback and visual localization. on perceived visual extent.
p0579 A73-10437 p0085 173-17199
Influence of observing strategies and stimulus Functional alterations in the auditory and visual
variables on watchkeeping performances. analysor systems of monkeys during experimental
p0580 A73-10771 neurosis
Photopic luminous efficiency measured by critical p0092 173-18163
flicker frequency method, noting dependence on Role of the visual cortex in the organization of
intermittence frequency of light stimulus or nystagmic reactions evoked by optokinetic
overall radiance level stimulation
rAD-7543441 p0585 A73-12076 p0092 A73-18165
Two stage mathematical model of brightness Visual evoked responses elicited by rapid
perception operation for stimuli having stimulation.
luminance field with asymmetric discontinuity p0094 A73-18350
p0585 A73-12078 Central tracking task performance simultaneously
Influence of border and background on perception with response to peripheral stimulus under high
of straightness. heat stress environments
p0585 173-12081 p0096 173-18473
Cat optic tract and qeniculate unit responses Tilt discrimination and motion aftereffect
corresponding to human visual masking effects. independence of flicker rate of stroboscopically
p0586 A73-12161 illuminated contours visual stimuli
Analysis of the response characteristics of optic p0096 A73-18624
tract and qeniculate units and their mutual Dynamic properties of vision. III - Twin flashes,
relationship. single flashes and flickerfusion.
p0586 173-12162 p0120 173-20253
Orientation illusion and masking in central and Stimulus effect on spatial summation of color
peripheral vision. receptive pathways and discrimination thresholds
p0041 173-12999 as function of color, gradient, retinal
Vernier acuity as affected by target length and illumination and field size
separation. p0120 A73-20254
p0041 A73-13063 Random dot pattern luminance and contrast effects
Verbal estimates of perceived time of flashing on limiting inter-stimulus interval for visual
lights interval, relating to lights separation apparent motion masking by bright field
distance p0120 173-20256
p0044 A73-13552 Threshold variance analysis of monocular vs
Tests for binocular rivalry of light contours for binocular visual stimulation in apparent
detection of randomness in disappearance patterns movement perception
p0044 A73-13557 p0121 173-20262
Test field surround effects on onset and offset Cyclofusional stimulation effects on retinal image
reaction time to foveal stimulation disparity in terms of central component and
p0044 A73-13558 Panum fusional areas
Reaction time as a measure of the temporal p0121 173-20265
response properties of individual colour
1-364
SUBJECT INDEX VISUAL STIMULI CONTD
Saccadic suppression for structured background as Apparent motion of stimuli presented
function of visual image pattern and threshold stroboscopically during pursuit movement of the
detection elevation in central nervous system eye.
p0121 173-20267 p0234 A73-28093
Evoked potential correlates of expected stimulus Constancy and illusion of apparent direction of
intensity. rotary motion in depth - Tests of a theory.
p0125 A73-21225 p0234 A73-28094
Psychophysical areal summation and stimulus Theoretical models of the generation of
contour and threshold visibility effects on size steady-state evoked potentials, their relation
selective adaptation in human vision for single- to neuroanatomy and their relevance to certain
and multichannel models clinical problems.
p0128 A73-21563 p0236 173-28354
Simultaneous motor and verbal processing of visual Evoked potentials to changes in the chromatic
information in a modified Stroop test. contrast and luminance contrast of checkerboard
p0153 A73-21896 stimulus patterns.
Visual discrimination of motion - Stimulus p0236 A73-28355
relationships at threshold and the question of Scotopic visibility curve in man obtained by the
luminance-time reciprocity. VER.
p0153 173-21897 p0236 A73-28356
Polysensory responses and sensory interaction in A clinical method for obtaining pattern visual
pulvinar and related postero-lateral thalamic evoked responses.
nuclei in cat. p0236 A73-28357
p0156 A73-22696 Scotopic electroretinoqraphy and visual evoked
Limulus photoreceptor response to single photon responses under adaptive illumination, comparing
stimulation, discussing flash intensity, dim blind spot stray light with parafoveal stimulation
lights, discrete waves and subliminal responses p0237 173-28361
p0160 A73-23308 New method of stimulation for the study of
Effect of light deprivation on the metabolic photoreceptors.
reaction development in retinal ganglion cells p0237 A73-28362
p0163 A73-23681 Stimulus luminance-duration relationship of
Corpus callosum role in monocular system adapting light effect in human
transcommisural interactions from binocular electroretinography, referring to Bunsen-Roscoe
interaction studies of stimulus-evoked and Bloch constant law
potentials in rat visual cortex p0237 A73-28363
p0167 A73-24332 The macular and paramacular local
Electroretinogram recovery cycle during light electroretinograms of the human retina and their
adaptation and after dark adaptation clinical application.
p0168 A73-24518 p0237 A73-28364
Backward masking and enhancement of multisegmented Late visual cortical region reactions during the
visual targets. convergence of light stimulation and
p0193 173-25133 electrocutaneous stimulation
The influence of wavelength on visual adaptation p0239 A73-29073
to spatially periodic stimuli. Visual pattern matching - An investigation of some
p0200 173-26199 effects of decision task, auditory codability,
Adjustment of saccade characteristics during head and spatial correspondence.
movements. p0239 A73-29123
p0201 k73-26222 Properties of human visual orientation detectors -
Influence of synchronized sleep upon spontaneous A new approach using patterned afterimages.
and induced discharges of single units in visual p0239 173-29124
system. Influence of the dazzling of an eye on the state
p0201 A73-26223 of adaptation of the congeneric eye in a normal
Possible stimulus hypothesis and visual space subject
perception. p0245 173-30388
p0202 173-26321 Saccadic eye movement control system,
The dependence of the negative afterimage on the investigating response characteristics to
duration of the stimulus and the stimulus variously timed pulse stimuli
intensity p0245 A73-30389
p0204 173-26550 The Bach-Dvorak phenomenon and binocular fusion of
Foveal contrast sensitivity edge effect dependence moving stimuli.
on test stimulus size, form and duration p0245 173-30392
p0204 A73-26716 Oscillatory waves in intraretinally recorded
The effects of edge sharpness and exposure electroretinograms in primates, considering
duration on detection threshold. electrode depth, stimulus duration and intensity
p0204 A73-26718 and background illumination, anesthesia and
Single unit reactions in the visual cortex of the tetrodotoxin effects
unanesthetized rabbit to the light flashes of p0245 173-30393
different intensities. Voluntary small saccadic eye movements in presence
p0204 173-26719 of stationary visible target, considering
Estimation of the variability of the latency of scanning function of fixation saccades
responses to brief flashes. p0246 173-30394
p0204 173-26720 Pupil movements to light and accommodative
Spectral sensitivities of colour mechanisms stimulation - A comparative study.
isolated by the human visual evoked response. p0246 173-30395
p0205 173-26919 A visual stimulator employing a T.V. raster display.
The role of analyzers of conditional and p0246 173-30400
unconditional stimuli in the functional system Servo-controlled moving stimulus generator for
of the behavioral conditioned-reflex action single unit studies in vision.
p0206 173-27105 p0246 173-30401
Time course of lateral inhibition in the human Subjective brightness contrast lack of correlation
visual system. with steady state evoked potential amplitude in
p0206 173-27124 suprathreshold stimuli range
Dynamics of certain characteristics of the evoked p0275 173-31017
potential of the optic cortex in rabbits under Electrophysioloqical evidence that abnormal early
conditions of increasing hypoxia visual experience can modify the human brain.
p0208 173-27709 p0278 173-31371
Photostimulation significance in Histochemical correlates of changes in the primate
electroencephaloqraphic examinations of pilots brain associated with varying environmental
and aviation school applicants light conditions.
p0209 173-27717 p0284 173-32600
1-365
VISUAL STIBULI CONTD SUBJECT IDEE
Space-time adaptation of visual position constancy. The value of data processing in the analysis of
p030 4 A73-34223 visual evoked potentials
The visual cortex as a spatial frequency analyser. p0327 A73-36911
p0308 A73-34840 Interaction between contours in visual masking
Stereoscopic depth aftereffects with random-dot p0345 A73-37395
patterns. Linear summation of spatial harmonics in human
p0308 173-34841 vision.
Temporal factors of movements in visual aftereffects p03 A73-37411
p0308 A73-34843 Monkey rod receptor potential suppressic. at
Opponent-colors responses in the visually evoked photopic stimulus intensities by
potential in man. neurophysiological inhibitory mechanism for
p0308 A73-34844 clearing cone initiated visual pathway
Movement perception during voluntary saccadic eye p0345 A73-37412
movements. Slowed decay of the monkey's cone receptor
p0308 A73-34845 potential by intense stimuli, and protection
Stabilized target visibility as a function of from this effect by light adaptation.
contrast and flicker frequency. p0346 A73-37413
p0308 A73-34846 Spatial determinants of the aftereffect of seen
The effect of colour on time delays in the human motion.
oculomotor system. p0346 A73-37415
p0308 A73-34847 Spatial frequency channels in human vision and the
Amplitude of visual suppression during the control threshold for adaptation.
of binocular rivalry. p0346 173-37416
p0311 A73-35491 The interaction between horizontal and vertical
Distance perception and the ambiguity of visual eye-rotations in tracking tasks.
stimulation - A theoretical note. p0346 A73-37417
p0311 173-35492 Orientation specificity and response variability
Factors affecting processing mode in visual search. of cells in the striate cortex.
p0311 A73-35493 p0346 A73-37421
Influence of stimulus symmetry on visual scanning Effects of prestimulus cuing and target load
patterns, variability on maintenance of response
p0311 173-35494 strategies in a visual search task.
On the perception of a class of bilaterally p0353 A73-38378
symmetric forms. Inversion of lighting regimen alters acrophase
p0311 A73-35495 relations of circadian rhythms in body
On the rate of acquisition of visual information temperature, heart rate and movement of pocket
about space, time, and intensity, nice.
p0311 A73-35496 p0357 A73-39480
The superiority of the pair-comparisons method for Visually evoked cortical potentials to patterned
scaling visual illusions. stimuli in monkey and man.
p0311 A73-35497 p0359 A73-39760
Frequency analysis of spatio-temporal visually Sole of associations in the formation of evoked
evoked cortical potentials during binocular potentials from the human cerebral cortex
rivalry. p0362 A73-39798
p0312 A73-35645 Successive differentiation of visual stimuli in
Stereoscopic vision - Corfical limitations and a monkeys under various conditions of presentation
disparity scaling effect. p0363 A73-39805
pC312 A73-35922 Symmetry of the visual evoked potential in normal
Supranuclear connections to oculomotor nuclei in subjects.
terms of stimulus relation to eye movements p0385 A73-41012
p0316 A73-36435 Compensating for distortion in viewing pictures
The role of the superior colliculus in obliquely.
visually-evoked eye movements. p0387 A73-41178
p0316 A73-36445 A comparison of the Ponzo illusion with a textural
Saccade correlated events in the lateral analogue.
geniculate body. p0388 A73-41180
p0317 A73-36449 Reaction times for focal and nonfocal /peripheral/
Central programming and peripheral feedback during processing of simultaneously presented color and
eye-head coordination in monkeys. form stimuli
p0317 A73-36452 p0388 A73-41182
The control of eye movements in the saccadic system. Illuminance and albedo variations /whiteness
p0317 A73-36453 constancy/ category judgments for stimuli with
Comparative physioloqy of movement-detecting unpatterned and patterned surfaces
neuronal systems in lower vertebrates /anura and p0388 A73-41183
urodela/. Effect of eye movements on backward masking and
p0317 A73-36454 perceived location.
Rabbit optokinetic reactions and retinal p0388 173-41184
direction-selective cells /A preliminary model/. Visual search, complex backgrounds, mental
p0317 A73-36455 counters, and eye movements.
Optokinetic stimulation of an immobilized eye in p0388 A73-41185
the monkey. Visually perceived motion in depth resulting from
p0318 A73-36457 proximal changes. I, II.
Ambivalent optokinetic stimulation and motion p0388 A73-41186
detection. Individual physiological differences in evoked
p0318 A73-36458 potential reactions to light sources, discussing
Quantitative studies on optokinetic nystaqmus in latent periods, potential amplitude distribution
the monkey. and EEG measurement techniques
p0318 A73-36459 p0393 A73-41888
Eye movements necessary for continuous perception Optimal input rates for tilt adaptation.
during stabilization of retinal images. p0401 173-42500
p0318 A73-36461 Spatial integration in the crustacean visual
Scanning movements in space perception in terms of system - Peripheral and central sources of
convergence role during cue conflict and cue non-linear summation.
isolation experiments p0406 A73-42956
p0318 A73-36462 Investigation of complex and hypercomplex
Involuntary eye movements in the presence and receptive fields of visual cortex of the cat as
absence of points spatial frequency filters.
p0322 173-36568 p0407 A73-42958
A-366
SUBJECT INDEX VISUAL TASKS
Stimulus specificity in the human visual system. p0086 A73-17523
p0407 A73-42960 Visual-motor coordination characteristics of
Rectifier-like color dependent phase shifts in parachute jumpers
electrophysioloqical responses to different p0088 A73-17750
colored stimuli at evoked potential and single Probability estimate for visual target detection
neuron levels in terms of luminance threshold and target size
p0407 A73-42961 and duration
Neuronal activity of the sensomotor and visual p0093 A73-18242
cortex in rabbits during development of a Visual performance with high-contrast cathode-ray
summation focus in the reticular formation tubes at high levels of ambient illumination.
p0428 A73-44550 p0093 A73-18243
Cortical and intracortical study of the frontal Human performance measures relationship
visual evoked potential in photosensitive Papio determination across sense modes under visual,
papio auditory and combined stimulus conditions by
p0434 A73-45159 controlling for task difficulty on individual
Visual evoked potentials to changes in the motion basis
of a patterned field. p0093 A73-18244
p0435 A73-45167 Functional state alteration of the visual analysor
Comparison of visual evoked potentials to in pilots
stationary and to moving patterns. p0093 A73-18257
p0435 A73-45168 The superior colliculus of the brain.
Reaction tester for testing reaction to light p0094 A73-18347
stimuli Physical work induced hyperthermia effects on[NASA-CASE-HSC-13604-11 p0073 N73-13114 detection rate in visual vigilance task
Predictive control of human eye tracking movements performance in hot and humid environment
in response to visual stimuli p0095 A73-18469
p0111 N73-15149 Autokinetic movement as a function of the implied
Peripheral acuity with complex stimuli at two movement of target shape.
viewinq distances p0117 173-19549
p0191 873-19965 Vernier alignment acuity task accuracy related to
Design of light modulator for generation of retinal image line position location, noting
periodic visual stimuli effect of high contrast grating background
(AD-7545621 p0223 873-20149 p0120 A73-20159
Comparison of electroencephaloqgraphic response Polarity cue for visual accomodation response of
patterns in man and monkeys to visually evoked trained subjects to target motion direction
cortical stimuli change, considering retinal image blur and
1IZF-1972-241 p0264 N73-23049 feedback relation
Human continuous reaction time task distribution p0129 A73-21569
rates for paced and selfpaced responses to Influence of high ambient temperatures on the
visual stimuli performance and some physiological parameters in
(IZF-1973-51 p0268 N73-23077 a tracking problem and an optical vigilance
Correlation between primary response and late slow problem
oscillation of evoked potential in response to p0129 173-21575
light in awake and anesthetized rabbits Comparison of human operator critical tracking
p0449 N73-33069 task performance with aural and visual displays.
Orientative-investiqative reaction as factor p0130 A73-21667
changing configuration of evoked potentials Neuroendocrine, cardiorespiratory, and performance
during repeated light flashes reactions of hypoxic men during a monitoring task.
p0449 873-33070 p0154 A73-22527
VISUAL TASKS Fatigue levels of cerebral hemispheres in response
Observers detecting a signal in two multiple to visual task and test stimuli, noting left
observation tasks. hander reduced performance capacity
p0578 A73-10350 p0157 173-22925
Influence of observing strategies and stimulus Backward masking and enhancement of multisegmented
variables on watchkeeping performances, visual targets.
p0580 173-10771 p0193 173-25133
Color effects in visual discrimination, measuring Field of view and target uncertainty in visual
response times in letter matching task search and inspection.
p0588 A73-12525 p0194 173-25181
Vernier acuity as affected by target length and Group performance in a visual signal-detection task.
separation. p0194 A73-25182
p0041 173-13063 Combined effects of noise and vibration on human
Effects of intermittent and continuous noise on tracking performance and response time.
serial search performance. (AD-759329] p0196 A73-25334
p0044 A73-13560 Ergonomic endurance limits, physiological strains
Asymmetries related to cerebral dominance in and fatigue assessment in video coding
returning the eyes to specified target positions information task performance as function of work
in the dark. , shift time length
p0046 A73-13760 p0198 173-25649
Identification and adjustment of psychological Target-detection performance as a function of
factors to improve solar patrol observing, noise intensity and task difficulty.
p0057 A73-14841 p0201 A73-26320
Psychophysical studies of visual image Visual perception of motion in depth - Application
normalization mechanisms in man of a vector model to three-dot motion patterns.
p0061 A73-15791 p0234 173-28091
Visual function as sum of visual acuity and visual Implications of measurement of eye fixations for a
field, considering role of resolution and psychophysics of form perception.
detection tasks in retinal function examinations p0234 A73-28092
p0079 A73-16478 Visual temporal integration for threshold, signal
Visual work duration and intensity effects on detectability, and reaction time measures.
optic papillae expansions and shape alterations, p0235 173-28097
noting differences between trained and untrained Visual pattern matching - An investigation of some
subjects effects of decision task, auditory codability,
p0080 173-16694 and spatial correspondence.
A human factors approach to lighting p0239 173-29123
recommendations and standards. Optimal lighting for visual tasks, discussing
p0083 173-16730 color, type, transillumination, crossed
Effects of noise and response complexity upon polarization, brightness patterns, diffuse
vigilance performance. reflection and surface shadowgraphing
A-367
VISUAL TRBACKING SUBJECT INDEX
p0247 A73-30498 Study of differences between left and right hand
Manipulating the response criterion in visual performance in compensatory tracking task
monitorin. RAE-TB-72117 p0141 173-16098
monp0247 A73-30499 Concept evaluation and subsystem analyses for
Normal fixation of eccentric targets. design of remote controlled 
teleoperator visual
p0275 A73-31018 system
Self-estimates of distractibility as related to rNASA-CR-1240591 p0150 N73-17117
performance decrement on a task requiring Air-to-ground visibility 
of lights at low
sustained attention, background levels
p0283 A73-32394 p0191 B73-19967
A comparison of visual, auditory, and cutaneous Effect of sleep deprivation and heat stress on
tracking displays when divided attention is human performance in visual and auditory 
tasks
required to a cross-adaptive loading task. roES-8/721 p0421 N73-31024
p0283 A73-32395 VISUAL TRACKING
Motivation in viqilance - A test of the U OPTICAL TRACKING
qoal-setting hypothesis of the effectiveness of VISUALIZATION OF PFLOW
knowledge of results. U FLOW VISUALIZATION
p0304 A73-34149 VITAMIN B
Informative parameters of the psychophysiological U THIAMINE
state of flight personnel when working with VITAMIN B COMPLEX
indicators U BIOTIN
p0305 A73-34237 VITAMIN B 06
Factors affecting processing mode in visual search, U PYRIDOXINE
p0311 A73-35493 VITAMIN C
On the perception of a class of bilaterally U ASCORBIC ACID
symmetric forms. VITAMINS
p0311 A73-35495 NT ASCORBIC ACID
Searching for many targets - An analysis of speed NT BIOTIN
and accuracy. NT PYRIDOXINE
p0311 A73-35498 NT THIAMINE
Investigations of the eye tracking system through Vitamin metabolism alteration 
under increased
stabilized retinal images. atmospheric pressure
p0317 A73-36456 p0193 A73-25036
Study of performances in a warm environment in Multiple immunoassay system for determining
case of air conditioning breakdown on a parathyroid hormone, calcitonin, and vitamin D
supersonic transport in human blood
p0331 A73-36947 p01
74 N73-18112
Gaze-positioning eye movement perturbations during Medical analysis of vitamin balance among
somnolence states personnel of Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition
p0332 A73-36950 to show effects on health and acclimatization
The interaction between horizontal and vertical ability
eye-rotations in tracking tasks. p0379 N73-29357
p0346 A73-37417 VOICE
Interference of 'attend to and learn' tasks with Utilization of human voice for estimation of 
man's
tracking, emotional stress and state of attention.p0tracking.353 A7 -38377 p0195 A73-25329
Effects of prestimulus cuing and target load Voice and hearing in system of acoustic
variability on maintenance of response orientation of animals
strategies in a visual search task. (NLL-DRIC-TRANS-3056-(3623.66) ] p0291 N73-24101
p0353 A73-38378 VOICE COMMUNICATION
The psychophysical inquiry into binocular summation. NT TELEPHONY
p0388 A73-41187 Measurement of operator workload in formation
Individual and simultaneous tracking of a step processing
input by the horizontal saccadic eye movement vNASA-CR-21501 
p0070 N73-13087
and manual control systems. Voice communication and hearing in acoustic
p0392 A73-41735 orientation systems of animals at various
Dynamic operative image formation and function evolution levels
features during extrapolation tracking of [DRIC-TRANS-3056] p0298 N73-25121
visibly moving target, noting image reaction to VOLATILITY
operator performance olatile terpenoids from aeciospores of Cronartium
pC393 A73-41886 fusiforme.
Visual perception of relative object dimension p0206 A73-27145
during monocular and binocular rod equalization VOLATILIZATION
experiment in various visual field restriction U VAPORIZING
conditions, recording eye movements and focusing VOLUlETRIC ANALYSIS
characteristics 'Closing volumes' and decreased maximum flow at
p0394 A73-41890 low lung volumes in young subjects.
Cognitions and 'placebos' in behavioral research p0158 A73-2292
9
on ambient noise. The effect of immobilization on body fluid volume
p0406 A73-42950 in the rat.
Recognition of component differences in p0358 A73-3948
7
two-dimensional oculomotor tracking tasks. Thermal flowmeter for urine volume measurement in
p040 7 A73-42959 manned space flight environment
Signal and noise in the human oculomotor system. NASA-CE-128726] p0141 173-16095
p0407 A73-42964 VTO FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
Adaptive measurement of vigilance decrement. U VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
p0423 A73-43211 VTOL AIRCRAFT
Use of a digital computer for studying velocity 0 VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
judgements of radar targets.
p0423 A73-43213 W
Use of a response surface to optimize digital
telecommunication systems. WAKEFULNESS
p0423 A73-43214 Developmental changes in neurochemistry during the
Keeping track of sequential events - Implications maturation of sleep behavior.
for the design of displays. p0051 A73-14261
p042 3 A73-43215 Development of wakefulness-sleep cycles and
Two components and two stages in search associated EEG patterns in mammals.
performance - A case study in visual search. p0051 A73-14263
p0435 A73-45339
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SUBJECT INDEBI ATEB
Patterns of reflex excitability during the and isotope powered water recovery/waste
ontoqenesis of sleep and wakefulness. management systems
p0052 A73-14264 (ASHE PAPEB 73-ENAS-311 p0351 173-37986
Wakefulness and sleep states in developing Zero-qravity and ground testing of a waste
organism, discussing REM sleep deprivation collection subsystem for the Space Shuttle.
effects on behavior, brain excitability, [ASHE PAPER 73-EAS-421 p0351 A73-37989
pharmacoloqy and biochemistry Aerospace technology for solving domestic solid
p0052 A73-14265 waste disposal, water purification, and water
Diurnal psychic workinq capacity dynamics under recovery problems
conditions of continuous 72-hr wakefulness p0075 N73-13849
p0124 A73-20989 Collection and disposal of human wastes in
The effects of Dalmane /flurazepam hydrochloride/ aesthetic and reliable manner to prevent
on human BEG characteristics. degradation of crew performance
p0126 A73-21464 p0106 573-15111
Investigation of the sleep and wakefulness rhythms Electrically conducting ceramics to heat biowaste
in the crewmembers of Soyuz-3 through Soyuz-9 propellants to 2000 K in resistojet thrustors
spacecraft prior to, during, and after space for space station application
flight [NASA-CR-1121591 p0112 N73-15161
p0170 A73-24697 Environmental factors and cost problems of
Influence of synchronized sleep upon spontaneous selecting optimum sanitary landfill site for
and induced discharges of single units in visual solid waste disposal
system. [NASA-CR-1287441 p0189 873-19157
p0201 A73-26223 Water reclamation and waste disposal technology
Spiral aftereffect durations following awakening applied to land use and aerospace engineering
from REM sleep and non-BRE sleep. [NASA-CR-128857] p0190 573-19158
p0388 A73-41179 Waste disposal and water reclamation technology
Activity cycle data for spacecrews of Soyuz 3 to 9 for land use and aerospace engineering application
spacecrafts before, during and after space flights [NASA-CR-1288581 p0190 573-19159
rJPRS-581731 p0137 N73-16068 Reduced-gravity fecal collector seat and urinal
Electrophysiological sleep patterns of human and [NASA-CASE-MFS-22102-11 p0222 N73-20141
animal brains Extraterrestrial disposal of radioactive waste
8NASA-TT-F-7401 p0257 873-22023 from thermoelectric propulsion
Neurophysiology of sleep and wakefulness in fish, [NASA-TM-X-62272] p0366 873-27943
amphibians, birds, and reptiles Design and test performance of space crew waste
p0257 873-22025 collection system
Thalamic cat cell activities during sleep and [NASA-CR-1339771 p0366 873-27945
wakefulness phases Water recovery and solid waste processing for
p0257 573-22030 aerospace and domestic applications
Rhythm disturbances in sleep and wakefulness fNASA-CR-1340271 p0420 873-31016
cycles of Soyuz 3 and 9 crews before, during, Steam reactor system for manned spacecraft waste
and after space flight processing
[NASA-TT-F-151031 p0375 N73-29048 [NASA-CE-134048] p0440 N73-32021
S ALKING WASTE UTILIZATION
Features of supraspinal control of the reflex Advanced methods of recovery for space life
paths of the spinal cord during walking support systems.
p0163 A73-23677 p0347 A73-37711
Relationship of physiological strain to change in Waste Management System overview for future
heart rate during work in the heat. spacecraft.
p0283 A73-32548 (ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-181 p0350 A73-37974
WALKING MACHINES Reverse osmosis for recovering and recycling water
Physical model selection for the balance in Space Station Prototype Environmental Thermal
preservation system in man Control/Life Support System Integrated Water and
p0431 A73-44903 Waste management
ALL TEMPBERATURE DISTRIBUTION (ASHE PAPER 73-ERAS-22) p0350 A73-37978
0 TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION Biodegradation of cellulose fibers and reclamation
WABFARE of single cell protein from refuse through
NT COMBAT fermentation process
Concepts for reduction of fatigue in sustained (NASA-CR-130300] p0106 N73-15115
tactical operations Thermal combustion reguirements for burner devices
[AD-7466431 p0611 573-11090 of human vegetative waste products
Evaluation of device to train forward air p0184 573-19111
controllers to communicate target locations Antimicrobial phenyl preparations for human urine
rAD-7512921 p0142 N73-16103 conservation during space flight
ARBING p0184 N73-19112
U BEATING Cosmonaut adaptation to dehydrated food products
WARNING DEVICES and effects on human waste cycle
U WARNING SYSTEMS p0184 N73-19113
IARNI8G SIGNALS Water recovery and solid waste processing for
U WARNING SYSTEMS aerospace and domestic applications
HARNING SYSTEMS C[ASA-CR-1340271 p0420 573-31016
Behavioral stress response RE - Passenger Systems design for advanced water recovery and
briefings and emergency warning systems on waste processing in aerospace and domestic
commercial airlines. applications
p0329 A73-36922 [NASA-CR-1340281 p0420 873-31017
Tactile information presentation using high WASTES
pressure pulses into anti-G suit NT FECES
(AD-7617961 p0369 873-27969 ST HUMAN WASTES
BASHING HT METABOLIC WASTES
Evaluation of 165 deg F reverse osmosis modules NT RADIOACTIVE WASTES
for washwater purification. NT SEWAGE
(ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-21 p0349 A73-37964 NT URINE
Reverse osmosis for wash water recovery in space HATER
vehicles. NT COLD WATER
[ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-121 p0349 A73-37971 NT POTABLE WATER
WASHOUT (EADIOACTIVITT) HT SEA WATER
U FALLOUT Therapeutic value of mineral water diets
WASTE DISPOSAL especially Karlsbad Muhlbrunn water
Trash management during Skylab and long duration ([ASA-TT-F-14620] p0069 873-13079
missions with compactors, autoclaves, biocides
A-369
RATER BALANCE SUBJECT INDEX
Design and performance of prototype Waste water processing and potable water management
nitrogen/oxygen supply unit using rNASA-CR-1288391 p0190 N73-19161
water/hydrazine electrolysis to provide cabin Upgrading and testing integrated water and waste
leakage makeup in manned spacecraft management system
eNASA-cB-1286881 p0112 873-15159 fNASA-CR-1288781 p0222 N73-20142
Long term performance test on electrolytic oxygen WATER POLLUTION
generator for manned test chamber Microbial contamination of water - Traditional 
and
(NASA-CR-1286871 pO112 N73-15160 space-age problems and approaches.
Resistance of animals immersed in water to high fASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-331 p0351 A73-37988
acceleration Application of remote sensing techniques to public
[NASA-TT-F-148281 p0219 873-20119 health
RATER BALANCR [NASA-CR-129822] p0099 N73-14069
Mater-salt homeostasis mathematical model, solving marine luminescence data for monitoring algal and
equations with analog and digital computers pollutant concentrations
p0166 A73-23941 rNASA-CR-114578] p0297 N73-25114
Responses of men and women to two-hour walks in RATER PURIFICATION
desert heat. 0 WATER TREATMENT
p0360 A73-39784 MATER RECLAMATION
Russian book - Mutual relationship of water and Progress in the development of the reverse osmosis
salt secretion functions in digestive and process for spacecraft wash water recovery.
excretory organs under conditions of high p0584 173-11993
temperature. Effectiveness of the application of tightly bonded
p0390 A73-41438 sulfo-cation exchange resins in water recycling
Effect of altitude on renin-aldosterone system and by the sorption method
metabolism of water and electrolytes. p0086 A73-17677
p0400 173-42420 Advanced methods of recovery for space life
An analoque-computer simulation of the facultative support systems.
water-reabsorption process in the human kidney - p0347 A73-37711
A vascular role for a.d.h. Reverse osmosis for wash water recovery in space
p0402 173-42668 vehicles.
Energy balance and change in body weight and body [ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-121 p0349 173-37971
water in man during a 2-day cold exposure. Development of sulfonated polyphenylene oxide
p0433 173-45059 membranes for the reverse osmosis purification
Physiological regulatory mechanisms of water and of wash water at sterilization temperatures /165
electrolyte levels in human body in high F/.
temperature environment [(ASE PAPER 73-ENAS-161 p0350 A73-37973
[NASA-TT-F-139151 p0592 N73-10066 NS-1 membranes - Potentially effective new
Liquid retention in chlorpropamide therapy and membranes for treatment of washwater in space
water intoxication of patients cabins.
[NASA-TT-P-145971 p0609 N73-11077 [ASBE PAPER 73-ENAS-19] p0350 A73-37975
mortality rate of guinea pigs after decompression Hyperfiltration technique applied to wash water
treatment as function of water balance reclamation at elevated temperatures.
rDLR-FB-71-201 p0099 173-14075 [ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-27] p0350 A73-37982
Eadioimmunoassay of urinary antidiuretic hormone Trash management during Skylab and long duration
excretion in man considering water loading and missions with compactors, autoclaves, biocides
dehydration effects and isotope powered water recovery/waste
p0174 N73-18107 management systems
Human nitrogen and water/salt metabolisms in [ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-31] p0351 173-37986
controlled regenerative atmosphere Aerospace technology for solving domestic solid
p0181 N73-19089 waste disposal, water purification, and water
Influence of immersion in temperature controlled recovery problems
bath on circulation and water balance in human p0075 N73-13849
body Radiation oxidation of water impurities in
[NASA-TT-F-148341 p0185 N73-19124 moisture-containing products of human vital
WATER CONSUMPTION functions
The effect of prolonged immobilization on diuresis p0134 N73-16051
and water intake in rats. Cost effectiveness of water reclamation subsystem
p0203 173-26489 in advanced aerospace life support systems
The role of the amyqdaloid nuclei in the [NASA-CR-124098] p0177 N73-18134
regulation of water intake Preservatives for human urine storage and water
p0382 173-40278 reclamation in spacecraft cabin
Water load tests for determining hydration status p0183 N73-19099
and adrenal and kidney functions during post Oxidation of atmospheric impurities in space cabin
flight period and purity of reclamated water
[NASA-TT-F-150911 p0417 N73-30998 p0183 N73-19104
HATER CONTENT Antimicrobial water reclamation methods for
U MOISTURE CONTENT processing human urine
RATER DEPRIVATION p0183 N73-19105
Survival of soil bacteria during prolonged rater reclamation and waste disposal technology
desiccation, applied to land use and aerospace engineering
p0251 A73-30959 [NASA-CR-128857] p0190 173-19158
MATER PLOW Waste disposal and water reclamation technology
Techniques for studying the aerodynamic for land use and aerospace engineering application
characteristics of the bronchial tree of man (NASA-CR-128858] p0190 873-19159
p0322 173-36576 Waste water processing and potable water management
WATER LANDING [NASA-CR-1288391 p0190 173-19161
NT DITCHING (LANDING) Upgrading and testing integrated water and waste
RATER LOSS management system
Automatic temperature controller for liquid cooled (NASA-CR-128878] p0222 173-20142
garment based on total evaporative water loss Development of quality monitoring system for water
during exercise recovery cycle in weightlessness environment
[NASA-TN-D-73111 p0299 173-25126 INASA-CR-1122671 p0222 H73-20144
HATER ANAGEMENT Water recovery system for three man crew aboard
Reverse osmosis for recovering and recycling water spacecraft
in Space Station Prototype Environmental Thermal (NASA-CR-128983] p0337 173-26094
Control/Life Support System Integrated Water and Methodology for predicting relevant contributions
Waste Manaqement of cost Alements in development of water
(ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-221 p0350 A73-37978 recovery systems
[NASA-CR-1243031 p0340 173-27074
A-370
SUBJECT INDE WEIGHTLESSNEBSS
Bactericidal properties of sorbents in spacecraft p0243 A73-30066
water regeneration system ABVE RADIATION
p0374 173-29038 U ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
mater recovery and solid waste processing for WAVE SCATTERING
aerospace and domestic applications NT LIGHT SCATTERING
rNASA-CB-1340271 p0420 B73-31016 HT REVERBERATION
Systems design for advanced water recovery and NAVEFORES
waste processing in.aerospace and domestic NT PULSE AMPLITUDE
applications NT PULSE DURATION
[NASA-CR-134028] p0420 N73-31017 Automatic recognition of electrocardiographic
WATER RECOVERT patterns
UO ATER RECLAMATION p0308 A73-34964
MATER RESOURCES Central nervous system influence upon
Agroclimatology study of highlands of eastern Africa electrocardiographic vaveforms.
fWRO-3391 p0446 M73-33045 p0320 A73-36530
EATER TEMPERATURE Contingent negative variation expectancy vaveform
Aquatic and diving mammals in fresh water and relation to human psychic state in response to
marine environments, discussing aquatic thermal visual and imperative acoustic stimuli
conditions, body temperature distribution. p0363 173-39804
thermoregulation, metabolic heat production, etc Shaping device for frequency analysis of
p0406 A73-42861 electrical processes in peripheral neural stems
sATER TREATMENT and ganglia
Radiation-induced oxidation of impurities in the p0402 173-42664
water obtained from human moisture-containing NAVELENGTHS
bioactivity products The influence of wavelength on visual adaptation
p0124 A73-20984 to spatially periodic stimuli.
Investigation of the disinfecting properties of p0200 A73-26199
sorbents which are used in a spacecraft life WEAPON SYSTEMS
support system Performance measurement system for combat crew
p0306 A73-34240 flight training in complex aircraft weapon
Advanced methods of recovery for space life systems, identifying training research goals
support systems. p0083 A73-16726
p0347 A73-37711 Russian book on rocket weapon systems safety
Evaluation of 165 deg F reverse osmosis modules handling covering HP electromagnetic, noise and
for washwater purification. vibration effects, ionizing radiation, fire, etc
rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-21 p0349 A73-37964 p0393 A73-41874
Reverse osmosis for wash water recovery in space WEBS (MEMBRANES)
vehicles. U MEMBRANES
(ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-12] p0349 A73-37971 NEIGHT (BASS)
Development of sulfonated polyphenylene oxide NT BODI BEIGHT
membranes for the reverse osmosis purification NT ORGAN REIGHT
of wash water at sterilization temperatures /165 BEIGHT ANALYSIS
F/. Evaluation of helmet weight on head by military
(ASME PAPER 73-ENAS-161 p0350 A73-37973 personnel
S-1 membranes - Potentially effective new (AD-7484121 p0261 N73-22056
membranes for treatment of washwater in space WEIGHTLESSNESS
cabins. Gravity selection by animals in fields of
ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-191 p0350 A73-37975 centrifugal acceleration superimposed on
Microbial contamination of water - Traditional and weightlessness during sounding rocket flights.
space-age problems and approaches. p0582 A73-11209(ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-331 p0351 A73-37988 Vestibular influences on orientation in zero
Aerospace technology for solving domestic solid gravity, produced by parabolic flight.
waste disposal, water purification, and water p0091 A73-18032
recovery problems Findings on American astronauts bearing on the
p0075 173-13849 issue of artificial gravity for future manned
Tape cassette bacteria detection system for space vehicles.
automatic continuous bacterial detection for p0154 A73-22531
monitoring sterility of regenerated water in Development of neurosurgical instrumentation and
spacecraft procedures for emergency use in null and
(NASA-CE-1340351 p0417 N73-30996 low-gravity environments - A speculative approach.
Raw water sewage treatment p0196 A73-25342
(NASA-CASE-HPO-13224-11 p0419 N73-31011 Inversion illusion in the so-called zero-gravity
Water recovery and solid waste processing for conditions of parabolic flight.
aerospace and domestic applications p0247 A73-30511
(NASA-CR-1340271 p0420 173-31016 International literature survey of microbiological
HATER VEHICLES space research for 1930-1970, discussing high
NT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS altitude balloon, rocket and satellite
NT LIFEBOATS experiments, weightlessness effects,
NT SHIPS mutagenesis, etc
NT SUBMARINES p02 79 173-31501
BAV ATTENUATION Space flight exercise regimen proposals, exploring
NT ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION moving picture/electric muscle stimuli program
WAVE DIFFRACTION as earth gravity simulator in weightlessness
Dynamic properties of human and animal middle ear p0280 A73-31515
in terms of acoustic impedance, transfer Annual Scientific Meeting, Las Vegas, Nev., May
function, impulse response, sound diffraction 7-10, 1973, Preprints.
and reflex sensitivity p0287 173-33421
p0244 173-30279 Physiological effects of acceleration and
WAVE FRONTS weightlessness during space flight, discussing
Intracellular-extracellular action potentials - cardiovascular system, renal function,
Considerations for the formation of wavefronts respiration, blood volume, metabolism, work
and their detection on the body surface, capacity, etc
p0319 A73-36518 (AFOSR-72-2451TR] p0312 A73-35856
HAVE OSCILLATORS Gravity, weightlessness and organismic genetic
U OSCILLATORS structures.
NAVE PROPAGATION p0313 A73-35923
HT LIGHT SCATTERING A monkey metabolism pod for space-flight
Influence of flow and pressure on wave propagation weightlessness studies.
in the canine aorta. p0313 A73-35963
A-371
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION SUBJECT INDEX
Prolonged space flight and hypokinesia. Tape cassette bacteria detection 
system for
p0325 A73-36789 automatic continuous bacterial detection for
Inverted posture illusion phenomenon in astronauts monitoring sterility of regenerated 
water in
during weightless space fliqht, discussinq spacecraft
vestibular organ function, acceleration effects [(INASA-CR-1340351 p0417 N73-30996
and body gravitation sensinq system Design, fabrication and acceptance 
testing of zero
p0356 A73-39149 gravity whole body shower
Apollo 16 flight program for investigating rNASA-CR-1340661 
p0420 N73-31019
physiological effects of prolonged NEIGHTLESSNESS SIMUOLATION
veightlessness on central nervous system, Respiration mechanics during 
weightlessness
vestibular, neuromuscular and cardiovascular simulation in an immersion medium
functions, metabolism, radiation sensitivity and p0124 A73-20986
body weight Histological studies on the vestibular organ of
p0398 A73-42176 frog embryos and larvae after the influence of
Comparison of development of auditory vesicle in simulated weightlessness.
frog embryos under weightless and terrestrial p0313 A73-35979
conditions Influence of simulated weightlessness on the
rNASA-TT-F-146241 p0592 N73-10072 mutational rate of Tribolium confusum.
Free electrophoresis in zero gravity on Apollo 16 p0314 A73-35984
flight Changes in lung capacity, air passage resistance,
[NASA-CR-1239201 p0606 N73-11055 and dynamic compliance of humans during water
Tests to determine physiological and behavioral immersion to simulate weightlessness
response to transitions between rotating and p0135 N73-16053
nonrotatinq environments Conference on human endocrine secretions and
rNASA-CR-21301 p0611 N73-11093 hormone metabolisms during space 
flight stress
Prolonged weightlessness for 300 plus days and ([NSA-TM-X-580931 p01
73 N73-18104
cardiac performance in primates Water immersion model for simulating renin,
[NASA-CR-1295121 p00
63 N73-12075 aldosterone, and natriuresis effects of
.Spacecraft environment, radiation, and prolonged weightlessness on man
weightlessness effects on human biological p0174 N73-18110
processes in manned space flight Human oxygen metabolism and pulmonary functions
[JPRS-575171 p0063 H73-12076 during hypodynamic water immersion
Free electrophoresis space experiment design for p181 N73-19082
weightlessness environments Medical biological and other problems of space
fNASA-CR-1239721 p0101 N73-14090 flight
Physiological effects of weightlessness [JPRS-58678] p022
4 N73-21089
p0105 N73-15099 Problems in simulating weightlessness
Effects of prolonged weightlessness during space p0224 N73-21090
flight on human skeletal and hematopoietic systems Physiological effects of long term hypodynamic
rNASA-TT-F-7301 p0107 N73-15116 weightlessness simulation on humans
Biosatellite 2 experiments for determining effects p0255 N73-22010
of prolonged weightlessness on biological Human horizontal or antiorthostatic position
processes effect in hypodynamic weightlessness test
rCONF-720441-11 p0107 N73-15119 p0255 N73-22011
Evolution of neural messages in human adaptation Human regional blood circulation changes during
to prolonged zero gravity flight bed rest experiment
p0111 N73-15154 p0255 N73-22012
Nervous system functional changes due to forces of Metabolic changes and cardiac output of humans in
acceleration and weightlessness hypokinetic bed rest study
(NASA-TT-F-7331 p0148 N73-17105 p0255 N73-22013
Prolonged eightlessness effects on physiological Visual acuity changes in humans during hypokinetic
functions of dogs bed rest test
fNASA-TT-F-146721 p0149 N73-17110 p0255 N73-22014
Weightlessness effects on development of Functional reactions of human otorhinolaryngolic
vestibular apparatus and ocular nystaqgmus in organs during hypokinesia
rat, using chronic 2q centrifuge p025
6 N73-22015
[NASA-CR-1145691 p0149 N73-17112 Human pulmonary volume decrease during long term
Radionuclide measurements on plasma and red cell bed rest
mass volume losses in Apollo spacecrews p025
6 N73-22016
p0174 N73-18106 Lower body negative pressure for preventing body
Skylab experiments to assess weightlessness fluid shifts during weightlessness
effects on human nutritional metabolism and p025
6 173-22017
musculoskeletal function Weightlessness simulator for evaluating exercise
p0175 N73-18115 effects in hypokinetic bed rest test
Medical and biological problems of manned space p0256 N73-22018
flight Changes in human cerebral circulation during
rNASA-TT-F-7191 p0180 173-19077 prolonged bed rest test
Weightlessness and hypodynamia effects on bodily p0256 N73-22020
functions during space flight Long term hypokinesia effect on rats hemodynamic
p0180 N73-19078 system
Reduced-gravity fecal collector seat and urinal p0262 N73-23026
[NASA-CASE-MS-22102-1] . p0222 N73-20141 Human habitability data for zero gravity
Development of quality monitoring system for water environmental architecture
recovery cycle'in veightlessness environment (NASA-TM-I-69322] p0295 N73-24135
(NASA-CB-1122671 p0222 N73-20144 Wing anomalies as result of weightlessness
Microbiological investigation of neutral buoyancy simulation for flour beetle Tribolium confusum
simulator for weightless space environment testing p0367 B73-27952
rNASA-T-Xp-647361 p0229 873-21127 Single body theory for weightlessness simulation,
Techniques for determining effects of prolonged applied to simple cell model
weightlessness on cardiovascular system of p0368 N73-27961
subhuman primates WELDING
[NASA-CE-1318901 p0252 N73-21980 NT ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
Basic causal mechanisms responsible for loss of BEST GERMANY
vascular tone during alterations in shifts to U GERMANY
zero gravity NESTLAND AIRCRAFT
[NASA-CR-1288971 p0267 N73-23069 NT P-531 HELICOPTER
Effects of weightlessness and acceleration on BESTLAND P-531 HELICOPTER
human body during space flight U P-531 HELICOPTER
p0371 N73-29022
A-372
SUBJECT INDEXI ORK CAPACITI
WETBESS Exercise testing for evaluation of cardiac
U MOISTURE CONTENT performance.
WETTING p0043 A73-13538
Effect of skin wetting on finger cooling and Multiple hormonal responses to prolonged exercise
freezing, in relation to physical training.
p0360 A73-39779 p004 8 173-14117
8EAT Telemetric transmission of ergonomical and time
Influence of solar radiation in mountainous areas study data to describe work load of radar
on crop capacity and grain yield of spring wheat controllers.
p0378 N73-29335 p0055 A73-14308WHEATSTONE BRIDGES An evaluation of sinus arrhythmia as a measure of
Photoelectric servo simulator for pupil, using mental load.
Wheatstone bridge with CdS light dependent p0082 A73-16718
resistor Work requirements test program for operator
p0246 A73-30399 proficiency in tasks analogous to aircraft
WHIL piloting under difficulty variation, deriving
U ROTATION workload capability limits
WHIRLING p0082 A73-16722
U ROTATION Transinformation and real time identification
SBITE BLOOD CELLS applied to the study of pilot workload
Differentiations and maturations in red and white p0085 A73-17195blood cells construction in red bone marrow, Statistical correlations of maximum oxygen
noting hematopoietic system formation from consumption, body weight and endurance /work/
single source cell performance in exercise-oxygen studies
p0085 A73-17473 p0096 A73-18472
WBITE NOISE German monograph - Work-physiological
Functional state of the cerebral cortex and of the investigations for the objectivization of the
mesencephalic reticular formation during tracking behavior, the mental load, and its
prolonged action of impulsive and stable noise psychopharmacological modulability.
p0167 173-24334 p0122 A73-20388
NIGHTHA THEOBR Diurnal psychic working capacity dynamics under
0 QUANTUM THEORY conditions of continuous 72-hr wakefulness
WILDLIFE p0124 A73-20989
NT BATS Influence of developmental adaptation on aerobic
NT BIBDS capacity at high altitude.
NT CHIMPANZEES p0158 A73-22928
Hultispectral remote sensing techniques applied to Kinetics of oxygen uptake and recovery for
study changes in wildlife habitats supramaximal Work of short duration.
p0142 N73-16396 p0198 A73-25648
Conservational and rational use of natural German monograph - Investigation concerning a
resources and wildlife to preserve biosphere consideration of the human circadian rhythm by
environment means of a variable working time.fJPRS-584291 p0222 N73-20145 p0240 173-29283WILDLIFE RADIOLOCATION Oxygen consumption alteration effects on human
The potential application of space technology to endurance capacity as function of relative work,
the radio tracking and biotelemetry of muscle blood flow and anaerobic metabolism
unrestrained animals. p0241 A73-29753
p0084 173-17134 Towards an objective assessment of cockpit
Satellite system for tracking of wildlife and workload. I - Physiological variables during
birds in natural environment different flight phases.
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ARHOLDI, L. B. Use of motivational relations to find the acceptor
The National Aeronautics and Space of action
Administration-U.S. Public Health Service Health p0448 873-33064
Evaluation and Enhancement Program - Summary of Relation of conditioned reactions to evaluation of
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cytochemical, and functional organization
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Experimental substantiation of the optimal method Effect of hypodynamia and other spaceflight
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p0401 173-42654 17-hydroxycorticosteroids and aldosterone
BAILEY, D. p0373 N73-29031Oscillations in oxygen consumption of man at rest. BALANTER, B. I.
p0241 A73-29755 Probabilistic statistical methods for analysis ofBAILEY, J. J. impulse flows in nerves
Use of a vide system in the study of ventricular p0354 A73-39002function in man. A mathematical model of the peripheral pain
p0348 A73-37797 siqnalization mechanism
BAILEYI J. V. p0354 A73-39003Thermoluminescent dosimetry for the Apollo 16 BALASHBEVICH, L. A.
microbial response to space environment Apparatus for measurement of vision acuity
experiment (M191) restoration time after brief macula lutea
p0292 N73-24115 exposures to light
BAILEY, B. V. p0425 A73-43791Research in support of aviation medicine BALBUKOV, O. S.[AD-749456 p0108 N73-15129 Shaping device for frequency analysis of
Aircrew color vision requirements electrical processes in peripheral neural stems
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BAILY. N. A. p0402 A73-42664The calculation of proportional counter BALDRIGHT, G.
energy-deposition spectra from experimental data. Responses of blind fish to gravitational changes
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Electrofluoroplaniqraphy. p0226 N73-21101
p0389 A73-41216 BALE, B. B.
BAIRAMOV. KB. T. Motion sickness symptomatology and performance
Electronic simulation and analog computer studies decrements occasioned by hurricane penetrations
of the influence of temperature on the process in C-121, C-130 and P-3 Navy aircraft.
of nerve impulse shaping p0050 A73-14161
p0430 A73-44725 Comparative motion sickness symptomatology andBAIRD, J. C. performance decrements occassioned by hurricaneEffects of resource constraints on ideal plans. penetrations in C-121, C-130, and F-3 Navy
p0044 A73-13559 aircraft
BAJPAI, P. K. [AD-743928] p0596 N73-10100Bone strength and in-flight mechancial stresses BALINTFY, J. L.[AD-7549821 p0221 173-20134 Modeling food preferences over time
BAKER, B. S. [AD-749079] p0102 173-14100Carbon dioxide adsorbent study BALL, J. A.(NASA-CB-1146611 p0420 N73-31013 The zoo hypothesis.
BAKER, D. 8. p0428 A73-44554Doppler echocardiography - The localization of BALLDIN, U. I.
cardiac murmurs. Effects of immersion with the head above water on
p0432 A73-44947 tissue nitrogen elimination in man.BAKER, R. p0589 A73-12563Prediction of long-term heat-pipe performance from BALSKHOVSKIY, I. S.
accelerated life tests. Changes in composition of the peripheral blood
p0384 173-40438 during 18- and 24-day space flights
BAKER, B. A. p0217 N73-20104Implications of measurement of eye fixations for a BALNANZ, B.
psychophysics of form perception. Telemetry of venous blood pressure at rest and at
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Effect of physical training and electric [NASA-CR-128878) p0222 173-20142
stimulation on metabolism BANCROFT, R. N.
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An optical model of a detector of oriented p0266 N73-23065
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p0285 A73-32900 BOLOCH, J.
The effects of INH chemoprophylaxis on aviator Vigilance prognosis with the aid of a computer
performance analysis of the spontaneous electroencephalogram
p0227 N73-21111 p0122 A73-20391
80PSTETTER, B. BOLZAPPEL, G.
Temporal sequence of right and left atrial Experience with the method of Grabecki and
contractions during spontaneous sinus rhythm and coworkers for the determination of urine
paced left atrial rhythm. delta-aminolevulinic acid in the prevention of
p0199 A73-25699 lead poisoning
HOGAN, B. P. (NASA-TT-F-148641 p0229 573-21128
ultiple hormonal responses to graded exercise in HOBAYOONFAR, N.
relation to physical training. The structure of particle tracks.
p0048 A73-14116 p0196 A73-25423
Multiple hormonal responses to prolonged exercise HBOICK, G. L.
in relation to physical training. Findings on American astronauts bearing on the
p0048 A73-14117 issue of artificial gravity for future manned
Thyroid responses to simulated altitude. space vehicles.
p0157 A73-22926 p0154 A73-22531
HOGAN, R. P., III HOMMA, S.
Arterial oxygen increase by hiqh-carbohydrate diet Preferred spike intervals in the vibration reflex.
at altitude. p0578 A73-10410
p0576 A73-10164 HONDA, Y.
Effect of altitude on renin-aldosterone system and The macular and paramacular local
metabolism of water and electrolytes. electroretinograms of the human retina and their
p04OO00 73-42420 clinical application.
HOGG 8. p0237 A73-28364
Gas diffusion across collateral channels. HOOD, D. C.
p0048 A73-14113 The effects of edge sharpness and exposure
HOBLIECK, 8. duration on detection threshold.
A new method to record heart rate and respiratory p0204 A73-26718
rate infliqht on cockpit crews Time course of lateral inhibition in the human
p0367 N73-27953 visual system.
Interrelationship between gravity and mechanical p0206 A73-27124
impedance of supine humans Recovery of cone receptor activity in the frog's
p0368 N73-27963 isolated retina.
HOLDEN, P. K. p0407 A73-42962
Application of manual control theory to the study Dark adaptation of the frog's rods.
of biolo4ical stress p0407 A73-42963
p0602 N73-10138 BOOD, J. D.
Performance measurement using pilot controlled Gz Persistence of response in the caloric test.
maneuvering with simulated operational task p0238 173-28510
[ARBL-TB-72-31 p0189 573-19154 HOOD, 0. C.
BOLLAHAD, J. 8. The effects of the Westinghouse active
Synthesis of reverse osmosis membranes by plasma magnetometer /WD-4/ on implanted cardiac
polymerization of allylamine. pacemakers.
p0115 A73-19169 p0330 173-36936
BOLLAND, B. B. HOOFD, L. J. C.
The effect of helmet form on hearing: Free-field Advantage or disadvantage of a decrease of blood
thresholds oxygen affinity for tissue oxygen supply at
[AD-7451211 p0260 N73-22053 hypoxia - A theoretical study comparing man and
HOLLAND, J. N. rat.
The mammalian response to lunar particulates. p0390 A73-41620
p0203 A73-26484 HOOP, J. H.
HOLLENBBRG, N. K. Ultrasonic bone densitometer
What mediates the renal vascular response to a (NASA-CASE-MFS-20994-1] p0415 N73-30090
salt load in normal man. HOPKIN, V. D.
p0577 A73-10170 Buman factors problems in conflict detection and
BOLLIDAY, T. resolution
Handling the hilacker. p0269 N73-23714
fAD-7571301 p0589 173-12564 HOPKINS, C. O.
Enhancement of human effectiveness in system
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design, training, and operation infusion as stress test for evaluation of left[AD-748239] p0102 173-14098 ventricular function.Enhancement of human effectiveness system design, p0209 A73-27889
training, and operation HOSENFPELD, J. H.(AD-764761] p0450 N73-33075 Time zone entrainment and flight stressors asHOPPER, R. interactants.
Relationships between design characteristics of p0235 A73-28283
avionics subsystems and training cost, training Physiological cost in 36- and 48-hour simulateddifficulty, and job performance flights.[AD-759583] p0337 N73-26096 p0355 A73-3910180HRAN, L. G 80SKO, a. J.
tLimitations of the dipole concept in Effect of carbon monoxide on time perception.
electrocardiographic interpretation. p0381 A73-40000
p0319 A73-36517 The effect of carbon monoxide on time perception
Diagnostic power of the Q wave - Critical assay of [PB-214651/2] p0299 N73-25123its significance in both detection and HOSHEBB, D.
localization of myocardial deficit. maximal oxygen intake and nomographic assessment
p0319 A73-36527 of functional aerobic impairment in
Mid- and late changes in the QBS complex. cardiovascular disease.
p0320 A73-36528 p0202 A73-26362BORCHOLLE-BOSSAVIT, G HOSSAIN, S.
The neuronal mechanism of nystagmus. Evaluation of 165 deg F reverse osmosis modules
p0316 A73-36437 for washwater purification.
EORI, S. [ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-2] p0349 A73-37964
Effect of high-fat diet on thermal acclimation HOUCK, O. K.
with special reference to thyroid activity. Laundering in space - A summary of recent
p0084 A73-16800 developments.
BORNECK, G. [ASHE PAPER 73-ENAS-431 p0351 173-37990
Solid state AgC1 detectors for nuclear tracks with HOUCK, R. J.
on- and off-response at choice - Applications to Idiopathic central serous retinopathy
life sciences. /choroidopathy/ in flying personnel.
p0398 A73-42179 [AD-7541471 p0050 A73-14164
The Biostack experiment on Apollo 16. HOUCK, 8. L.
p0399 A73-42185 Influence of a visual frame and
Biomedical experiments. Part A: Biostack vertical-horizontal illusion of shape and size
experiment perception.
p0232 N73-21761 p0058 A73-15219
Effects of space vacuum and solar ultraviolet HOUDAS, G.
irradiation (254 nanometers) on the colony Quantitative influence of C02 inhalation on
forming ability of Bacillus subtilis spores thermal sweating in man.
p0291 173-24108 p0195 A73-25331
HOBNICK, H. J. HOUDAS, Y.
Vibration Quantitative influence of C02 inhalation on
p0105 N73-15098 thermal sweating in man.
HOBHIG, A. W. p0195 A73-25331
A study of marine luminescence signatures, part 1 Model of evaporation responses to heat load[NASA-CR-1145781 p0297 873-25114 increases
Compendium of marine luminescence signatures, part p0352 A73-381502 (appendix C) HOUK, N. 1.
rNASA-CB-114579]' p0298 N73-25115 Human responses to microwave irradiation: A
HORSPIELD, K. review and evaluation of published reportsMorphometrV of the human pulmonary arterial tree. (UR-3490-29] p0107 N73-15120
p0384 A73-40639 BOULIHAN, B. T.
BOBSTIAN, D. 8. Hyperbaric oxygen and alveolar surfactants.
Cardiovascular and temperature regulatory changes [AD-759298] p0238 A73-28507
during progressive dehydration and euhydration. The effects of oxygen at high pressure on
p0577 173-10165 catecholamine metabolism
Cardiovascular adjustments to progressive [AD-759405] p0339 N73-27Q61dehydration. HOUSE, A. S.
p0433 A73-45063 Speech perception.
HORVATH, S. H., p0243 A73-30277
Cardiovascular and temperature regulatory changes HOUSTON, C. S.
during progressive dehydration and euhydration. Phase IV volume of the single-breath nitrogen
p0577 A73-10165 washout curve on exposure to altitude.
Critical temperature of unacclimatized male p0360 A73-39783
Caucasians. HOUTGAST, T.
p0577 A73-10166 Psychophysical experiments on tuning curves and
Neuroendocrine, cardiorespiratory, and performance two-tone inhibition
reactions of hypoxic men during a monitoring task. fIZF-1972-251 p0264 N73-23050
p0154 A73-22527 HONARD, A.
Validation of open-circuit method for the The influence of age, sex, body size and lung sizedetermination of oxygen consumption, on the control and pattern of breathing during
p0310 A73-35462 C02 inhalation in Caucasians.
Relationship between organ weight and blood flow p0094 A73-18337in rats adapted to simulated high altitude. nOmARD, J. a.
p0387 A73-41156 Some interactions.among driver, vehicle, and
Cardiovascular adjustments to progressive roadway variables in'normal driving
dehydration' p0601 N73-10131p0433 A73-45063 HOARBD, R. B.
Physiological performance related to multiple Some differences among fiqural aftereffects,
stresses such as those experienced in the Air apparent motion, and paracontrast.
Force operations p0578 A73-10435(AD-759565] p0341 N73-27082 The superiority of the pair-comparisons method for
BORBITZ, B. A. scaling visual illusions.
ouabain-sensitive component of brown fat p0311 A73-35497
thermogenesis. HOARD, V. H.
p0156 A73-22649 Programmable physiological infusion
BORBITE, L. D. (NASA-CASE-ARC-10447-11 p0101 173-14092Comparison of isometric exercise and angiotensin
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HONES, V. .L  BUBPBIBES, J.
Loudness function derives from data on electrical Oltradian rhythms in human telemetered gross motor
discharge rates in auditory nerve fibers activity.
[NASA-TN-D-72971 p0293 N73-24121 p0355 A73-39102
HOVITT, J. S. HUNG. I. J.
The assessment of pilot workload. Study of the acoustic reflex in human beings. I -
p0347 A73-37734 Dynamic characteristics.
BBINCZUK, J. B. p0581 A73-10828
EMG from smooth musculature /uterus, ureter, qut/ HUNT, L. T.
in unrestrained animals monitored by telemetry. Informational biopolymer structure in early living
p0054 A73-14297 forms.
SIAO0, P. p0090 A73-17946
Quantitation of buried contamination by use of HUNTER, D. H.
solvents Retinal change induced in the primate /Hacaca
rNASA-CR-1307201 p0149 N73-17111 mulatta/ by oxygen nuclei radiation.
HSO, F. T. p0314 A73-36125
Simulation of a steady-state integrated human HOBDATO, A.
thermal system. The influence of altitude on man
p0282 173-32225 p0116 A73-19212
HSU, L. L. BURLEY, T. L.
Conjugation of proteinoid microspheres - A model Upgrading and extended testing of the HSC
of primordial recombination. integrated water and waste management hardware
p0091 173-17952 ([NSA-CE-128878] p0222 N73-20142
HUANG, C. C. HURST, J. N.
Polysensory responses and sensory interaction in Advances in electrocardiography; Proceedings of
pulvinar and related postero-lateral thalamic the Symposium, Emory University, Atlanta, Ga.,
nuclei in cat. Hay 10-13, 1971.
p0156 A73-22696 p0318 A73-36516
BUBER C. BUSSET. H. U.
Scotopic visibility curve in man obtained by the Regenerative particulate filter development
VER. [HASA-CR-115505] p0268 873-23084
p0236 A73-28356 HUSTON, B. L.
BOBER, C. S. Effects of exercise on activity of heart and
Nutrition systems for pressure suits. muscle mitochondria.
p0355 A73-39105 p0575 A73-10135
HUCKABA, C. E. Analysis of swimming motions.
Calculation of temperature distribution in the p0194 A73-25184
human body. HUTCHERSON, R..C.
p0281 A73-31999 Effects of prolonged stress on steroid levels in
HUDSON, A. C. parotid fluid
Simple simulated human head for checking rAD-747682 p0072 N73-13104
echoencephaloqraphic equipment. HUTCHINS. P. H.
p0403 A73-42672 Functional preservation of vascular smooth muscle
HUDSON, J. N. tissue
Torpidity in mammals. (NASA-CE-128897] p0267 N73-23069
p0406 A73-42862 HOTTO, G. L.
HUOETING, . . Sonic booms and sleep - Affect change as a
The effects of various seat surface inclinations function of age.
on posture and subjective feeling of comfort p0324 A73-36780
p0041 173-13121 HWANG, C..L.
BUESCHEN, R. 8. Simulation of a steady-state integrated human
An investigation of a sterile access technique for thermal system.
the repair and adjustment of sterile spacecraft p0282 A73-32225
fNASA-TN-D-71471 p0151 N73-17122 HWANG, K. C.
HUGGETT, C. Development of design information for
Habitable atmospheres which do not support molecular-sieve type regenerative CO2-removal
combustion. systems
p0162 A73-23562 [NASA-CE-2277] p0366 N73-27948
HOGGINS, C. T. HIATT, K. H.
Evaluation of human operator visual performance A study of ventricular contractility and other
capability for teleoperator missions, parameters possibly related to vasodepressor
p0344 A73-37327 syncope
HUGHES, A. INASA-CR-128968] p0333 N73-26056
A visual stimulator employing a T.V. raster display. HYATT. R. E.
p0246 A73-30400 Effects of anesthesia and muscle paralysis on
HUGHES, A. B. respiratory mechanics in normal man.
Effect of skin wetting on finger cooling and p0127 A73-21505
freezing. Effect of acute exposure to CO2 on lung mechanics
p0360 A73-39779 in normal man.
HUGHES, J. H. B. p0200 A73-26216
Effect of interstitial edema on distribution of Influence of expiratory flow limitation on the
ventilation and perfusion in isolated lung. pattern of lung emptying in normal man.
p0577 A73-10167 p0400 A73-42422
Red cell flexibility and pressure-flow relations HIDE, B. U.
in isolated lungs. Insensitivity of the alveolar septum to local
p0158 A73-22927 hypoxia.
HUBTA, J. C. p0575 A73-10134
60-Hz interference in electrocardiography. HYZA, Z.
p0163 A73-23648 An electrocardiograph amplifier which satisfies
HUM, L. the stringent requirements of long-term
Indirect blood pressure measuring device monitoring of cardiac activity
p0231 N73-21144 p0166 A73-23849
HBUISTON, C. G.
Toxicological evaluation of a beryllium motor
exhaust product
fAD-7565311 p0
259 N73-22042 IAKINOV,.N.
OBUPHRBE, N. F. Saccadic suppression in the presence of structured
Raw liquid waste treatment system and process background.
(NASA-CASE-NPO-13224-11 p0419 N73-31011 p0121 A73-20267
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IAKOVILEVA, V. I. 
p0403 A73-42680
Morphological changes in the liver of dogs induced IDEXEB . R. N.
by chronic gamma irradiation Examination of a multiple dipole inverse cardiac
p0208 A73-27707 generator, based on accurately determined model
IAKOVLE¥. N. M. data.
Ontoqenesis of cerebrospinal reflex activity p0394 A73-41961
p0121 A73-20366 IGNATOV, 10. D.
IAKOVLBV, N. M. Effect of the electrical stimulation of the
Bole of the sympathico-adrenal system during a sensomotor cortex on the potentials 
of dorsal
period of rest and in adaptation to muscular roots and on the depolarization of primary
activity spinal afferents
p0576 A73-10157 p0401 A73-42652
Effect of sympatholytin on metabolism in resting IGNATTETV. . B.
and working muscles in relation to the degree of Prospects for the building and use of computer
their adaptation to intensified activity controlled manipulators
p0322 A73-36571 p0335 N73-26079
Urea content variations in blood and tissues Robot-manipulator control algorithms
during muscular activity in relation to the IJPRS-597171 p0375 N73-29051
adaptation level of the organism IJSBNBEANDT H, J. B.
p0402 A73-42660 single to seven channel lightweight biotelemetry
IAKRSINA, V. N. system.
On the multiplication of xerophilic p0052 A73-14281
micro-organisms under simulated Martian ILCEVICH, B. V.
conditions. The role of carotid sinuses in the regulation of
p03 96 A73-42165 hemodynamics during motor activity
IAMPIETRO, P. F. p027
6 A73-31161
Effects of repeated simulated sonic booms of 1.0 ILIICHVA, R. P.
PSF on the sleep behavior of young and old Daily rhythm of bioqenetic amine /histamine and
subjects. serotonin/ contents in human blood during usual
p0386 A73-41151 and shifted work -chedules
Simulated sonic booms and sleep: Effects of p0087 A73-17688
repeated booms of 1.0 PSF ILIIN. V. I.
[FAA-AM-72-351 p0333 N73-26057 An assembly for electrophysioloqical and
IANERKO. V. a. thermometric studies
Automated system of storing and processing p0
402 A73-42663
vectorcardiograms IL'INA-KAKUEVA, E. I.
p0580 A73-10660 Prolonged space flight and hypokinesia.
IAHOPOLOSKAIA. H. D. p0325 A73-36789
Protein-lipid films as prototypes of biological ILOINSKII, I. A.
membranes. Role of specific and nonspecific thalamic nuclei
p0091 A73-17949 in the genesis of certain slow rhythms on the
IABOVSKII, E. SH. human electrocorticoqram
Functional characteristics of different neurons in p0348 A73-37939
the auditory cortex IL@INSKII. 0. B.
p0349 A73-37940 Investigation of cutaneous sensibility by focused
ultrasound
IANSO. KMH. *A.
Experimental determination of shear moduli in a 
p0080 A73-16695
compact bone tissue ILIIUCHENOK, B. IO.p0045 A73-13742 Neurochemical aspects of the formation of
Study of the relations between various mechanical electrographical and behavioral reactions
properties and biochemical composition of bone p0167 A73-24327
tissues in man 73-27996 Effect of physical exercises on the lung rheoqram
p3 73-27996 p0169 A73-24524
IABYGIN, V. I. ILICHEV, V. D.
Autoradiographic study of protein synthesis in Voice and hearing in the system of acoustic
perikaryons and of nitrogen migration into the orientation of animals
axons of hypertrophic sympathetic neurons [NLL-DRIC-TRANS-3056-(3623.66)] p0291 N73-24101
p0235 A73-28296 Voice and hearing in the system of acoustic
IASINOVSEAIA. P. P. orientation of animals
Mechanism of 'readjustment' of aorta baroreceptors (DRIC-TRANS-30561 p0298 873-25121
during hypertonia ILICBEVA, . PF.
p0401 A73-42655 Diurnal rhythm of the content of biogenous amines
IATSENKO, 9. S. (histamine, serotonin) in human blood under
Prediction of the outcomes of myocardial normal conditions and during altered work-sleep
infarction from formulas derived by the dynamic cycles
programming method p0064 N73-12089
p0354 A73-39000 ILIFF, L. D.
IAY, C. N. Effect of interstitial edema on distribution of
Application of manual control theory to the study ventilation and perfusion in isolated lunq.
of biological stress p0577 A73-10167
p0602 N73-10138 Red cell flexibility and pressure-flow relations
IBERALL, A. S. in isolated lungs.
On the physical basis of a theory of human p0158 A73-22927
thermorequlation. ILLE, J.
[ASME PAPER 73-AUT-J] p0240 A73-29414 Valvular cardiopathies and tolerance to flight
IBEAGIMOV, I. I. p0115 A73-19209
Effect of the administration of free amino acids ILIUTHIMA, V. A.
and metabolic cofactors on the distribution of The organization of the process of sleep in man
regional biogenic amine contents in the brain according to the data of electrophysiological
and blood of animals investigation of the deep structures of the brain
p0157 A73-22864 p0257 H73-22029
IBRAHIM. B. B. IRBICH, T.
Design and evaluation of a backhoe model with a Considerations for the design of an onboard air
master slave control. traffic situation display
p0352 A73-38085 p0598 873-10112
IDE, N. IfSHENETSKII, A. A.
Relation between vibratory sensibility and On the multiplication of xerophilic
electric signal of living body. micro-organisms under simulated Martian
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conditions. Hemocoaqulation and trombocyte state during
p0396 A73-42165 hypokinesia after highland adaptation
INCE. P. p0208 A73-27713
Detecting slow changes in system dynamics ISABAIEVA, V. A.
rAD-7482431 p0102 N73-14097 State of hemocoaqulation and thrombocytes during
INGELPINGER, A. L. hypokinesia after adaptation to high mountain
Waste Management System overview for future conditions
spacecraft. p0217 N73-20107
rASME PAPER 73-ENAS-181 p0350 A73-37974 ISAENKO, V. V.
Atmosphere control Physiological effect of air nitrogen replacement
p0106 N73-15108 by inert gases under high and low temperature
INGELS, R. B., JR. conditions
Regional myocardial dynamics from sinqle-plane p0207 A73-27701
coronary cineanqioqrams. ISAKOV, P. I.
p0171 A73-24771 Ideas of K. E. Tsiolkovskiy and modern points of
INGLE, D. view on the mechanisms of the influence of
Two visual systems in the froq. weightlessness
p0389 A73-41302 p0371 N73-29022
INGLING, C. B., JR. ISATENKO, V. V.
Retinal receptive fields - Correlations between Physiological effect of the replacement of
psychophysics and electrophysiology. atmospheric nitrogen by inert gases at high and
p0246 A73-30397 low temperature
Brightness additivity for a grating target. p0216 N73-20095
p0246 A73-30398 Biological evaluation of the influence of a
INNES, H. E. helium-oxygen atmosphere on a culture of
Subjective and physiological indicators of fatigue mammalian cells
in a vigilance task p0443 N73-33024
FAD-7615031 p0413 N73-30077 ISBBBOOD, J. B.
INOUE, K. Effects of space environment on T-7 bacteriophage
Unusual diastolic heart beat in pericardial and spores of Bacillus subtilis 168
effusion. p0291 N73-24107
p0041 A73-13059 ISHIKANA, K.
INSULL, W., JR. P wave analysis in 2464 orthogonal
Atherosclerosis and coronary heart disease. electrocardiograms from normal subjects and
p0320 A73-36531 patients with atrial overload.
Lipids in arteriosclerotic arterial tissues of man. p0399 A73-42341
p0320 A73-36534 ISLAMGALIEVA, F. N.
INTIZAREO, H. N. High temperature tolerance enhancement in rats by
The use of ultra-fine fiber filter cloth for thermal training and medicinal preparations
removing bacterial contaminants from the air p0207 A73-27705
fNASA-TT-F-149401 p0293 N73-24123 ISLARGALIETA, P. H.
IOANNIDIS, E. J. Increase in the tolerance of rats to a high
Orthogonal versus planar vector-electrocardiography. temperature under the influence of thermal
p0118 A73-19930 conditioning and drugs
IOARNIDIS, P. J. p0216 N73-20099
Orthogonal versus planar vector-electrocardiography. ISLET, R. N.
p0118 A73-19930 Determining training device requirements in fixed
IOPPFF, V. G. wing aviator training
Combustibility and toxicity of metals and alloys, (AD-744447] p0604 N73-10158
selected articles ITO, U.(AD-7642871 p0418 N73-31003 Unusual diastolic heart beat in pericardial
I01KOV, D. I. effusion.
Influence of different motor regimes on the p0041 A73-13059
convulsive reactivity of the central nervous IOUGANOV, E. M.
system. The problem of organism responsiveness in aviation
p0085 A73-17178 medicine
IONOV, B. V. p0193 A73-25039
Autoradioqraphic study of protein synthesis in IUKHNOVSKII, G. D.
perikaryons and of nitrogen migration into the Influence of restricted motor activity on the
axons of hypertrophic sympathetic neurons resistance of animals to acute action of carbon
p0235 A73-28296 monoxide
IORDANISHVILI, E. K. p0280 A73-31519
Effects of space flight factors on Drosophila. IUNUSOy, A. IO.
p0397 A73-42173 High temperature tolerance enhancement in rats by
IOSELIANI, K. K. thermal training and medicinal preparations
Informative parameters of the psychophysiological p0207 A73-27705
state of flight personnel when working with Mutual relationship of water and salt secretion
indicators functions in digestive and excretory organs
p0305 A73-34237 under conditions of high temperature
Informative parameters of the psychophysiological p0390 A73-41438
state of flight personnel when working with an IONUSOV, F. S. f.
indicator Safety measures in aviation industry
p0373 N73-29035 p0312 A73-35869
IOSELIANI, T. K. IURCBHENO, V. P.
Effect of stimulation of the mesencephalic Psychophysical studies of visual image
reticular formation on the convulsive electrical normalization mechanisms in man
activity of the brain p0061 A73-15791
p0245 A73-30381 IUBRKIANETS, E. A.
IRVING, L. Electrical activity of the external ear muscles in
Aquatic mammals. man /at rest and during identification of
p0406 A73-42861 acoustic signals/
ISAAKIAN, L. A. p0249 A73-30843
Effect of increased atmospheric pressure on the IORO, S. S.
dynamics of free oxygen content in animal muscle Estimation of the biological danger of the very
tissues high energy component of space radiation.
p0576 A73-10156 p0398 A73-42180
ISABIEVA, V. A. IVANINA, T. A.
High mountain areas and hemocoaqulation Investigation of the infrastructural organization
p0584 A73-11923 of interdisk spaces and photoreceptor membranes
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of the retina in vertebrates during aldehyde JACOBS. 8. K.
fixations. delipidization, and pronase treatment Contraction kinetics of ventricular muscle from
p0168 A73-24458 hibernating and nonhibernating mammals.
The ultrastructural organization of the p0358 A73-39603
photoreceptor membranes and the intradisc spaces JACOBS, J. J.
of the vertebrate retina as revealed by various Detection of left ventricular asynergy by
experimental treatments. echocardiography.
p0204 A73-26717 p0354 A73-38869
IVAUITSKII, G. 8. JACOBS, H.
methods and technique of machine analysis of Helium-cold induced hypothermia in the white rat.
bioloqical structures p0205 A73-26975
[JPRS-57418] p0070 N73-13085 JACOBS. R. S.
IVANOV-HUBOBStKII, K. 0., Simulator notion as a factor in fliqht-director
Approaches to the realization of complex display evaluation
biotechnological systems (AD-7493701 p00 75 873-13126
p0159 A73-23298 JACOBSON. I. D.
IVAUOy-HUROBSKII. K. A. Investigation of traveler acceptance factors in
Models of brain activity short haul air carrier operations
p0579 A73-10651 p- 0591 873-10023
IVAOY,. A. A. Analysis of passenger acceptance of commercial
Auto-antibodies of an irradiated organism flights having characteristics similar to STOL
p0060 A73-15711 rNASA-CR-1322851 p0367 N73-27950
IVAIOV, E. A. JACOBSON, J. H.
Work movement performance of the astronaut in Luminance-duration relationship in the human ERG.
flight. p0237 A73-28363
p0207 A73-27645 JACOBT, I.
IVABO., K. P. Safety margins in the implementation of planetary
Oxygen consumption and its *critical' tension for quarantine requirements.
the cerebral cortex in situ p0395 A73-42161
p0164 A73-23801 JACQUEBI, C.
Thermosensitive interoreceptors and their Energy balance during moderate exercise at altitude.
interaction with thermosensitive structures of p0277 A73-31343
the hypothalamus JABNIG, 6.-R.
p0164 A73-23803 Interaction of haemoqlobin with ions - Binding of
Afferent connections of the thermorequlation center inorganic phosphate to human oxyhaemoglobin.
p0199 A73-26086 p0241 A73-29850
IVAOV. L. A. JAGACINSKI, B. J.
Influence of histamine on cutaneous capillary Mapping an operator's perception of a parameter
circulation and on the oxygen tension of space
subcutaneous cellular tissue in various age p0600 N73-10129
periods JAGENEAU, A. H.
p0163 A73-23676 Comparison of plethysmographic and electromagnetic
IVABOT, V. A. flow measurements.
Investigation of complex and hypercomplex p0427 A73-44215
receptive fields of visual cortex of the cat as JAHB, I.
spatial frequency filters. Radiation sterilization with a Van de Graaff
p0407 A73-42958 accelerator
IVANBO. V. P. [NASA-TT-F-148211 p0219 N73-20120
Problems of space biology. Volume 12: The JAMES, T. B.
gravity receptor: Evolution of the structural, Order and disorder in the rhythm of the heart
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Contrast sensitivity near borders - Significance Effect of dynamic factors of space flights on
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VASILEVSKII, N. N. Effects of space flight factors on the heredity of
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the discharges of cortical neuron populations in p0397 A73-42168
feedback experiments Effects of space flight factors on Drosophila.
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The resistance of animals to toxic action of Results of carbon monoxide poisoning checks
certain gases after adaptation to hypoxia following aviation accidents or incidents in the
p0183 N73-19100 French Army
The toxic action of gaseous products of the vital p0329 A73-36929
activity of an organism Hepatic lesions observed among flight crews
p0183 N73-19101 following aviation accidents
Influence of certain radioprotectors on the p0330 A73-36933
ability of white rats to withstand acute hypoxia VAVILKINA, G. A.
p0211 N73-20059 Peculiarities of human skin reactions to lotions
The problem of the resistance of experimental of different composition during hypokinesia
animals to acute hypoxia at various stages of p0444 N73-33034
radiation sickness VAYSPELD, I. L.
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Effect of accelerations on reactivity of the VEISPEL'D, I. L.
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Research principles and the construction of VESELOVA, B. V.
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Analysis of the response characteristics of optic p0322 A73-36570
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relationship. A study of ventricular contractility and other
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Investigation of the geometry of the dendritic VEITAT, C.
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p0349 A73-37944 septal defect and assessing shunt volume using
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Identification of the sites of atrioventricular with phasic flow velocity patterns of the shunt.
conduction defects by means of His bundle p0583 A73-11505
electrography and atrial pacing. VICKERS, D. L.
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Clinical evidence of cardiac weakness and Functional state of various portions of the
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and interpreted by an electrical analogue. VIGNATI, L.
p0159 A73-23174 The toxicity of pyrolysis products from a
VERGILES, N. IU. chlorotrifluoroetyhylene-ethylene copolymer
Formation of visual images. Studies of stabilized (Halar resin)
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Continuous exposure of animals to The management of chronic disease: A study of
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and analysis control/life support system studyrAD-7618361 p0370 N73-27977 [NASA-CR-1340091 p0415 N73-30091An annotated bibliography of United States Air AIRESEARCH MFG. CO., TORRANCE, CALIF.Force applied physical anthropology Study and development of a cryogenic heat
C-2
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX BATTELLE-NORTHWEST,
exchanger for life support systems Parachute oxygen apparatus
[NAs-CR-1243011 p0340 N73-27071 [AD-7565541 p0296 N73-24141
ALL-UNION SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INST. FOR AESTHETIC ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH AND NUTRITION LAB., DENVER,
STYLING IN ENGINEERING, MOSCOW (USSR). COLO.
Ergonomics: Principles and recommendations, no. 1 Effects of altitude on the Cebus apella monkey
rNASA-T,-F-7161 p0413 N73-30079 [AD-7458911 p0610 N73-11085
AMERICAN CYANAMID CO., BOUND BROOK, N.J. ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., FORT KNOX, KY.
Plastic materials for eye protection from lasers Color naming latencies with brief exposures of
fAD-7525941 p0152 N73-17127 individual Stroop and control stimuli
AMERICAN INST. FOR RESEARCH, SILVER SPRING, MD. [AD-7451061 p059
6 
N73-10094
Psychobiological factors associated with Auditory feedback and conditioning of the single
monotony tolerance motor unit
fAD-7472721 p0071 N73-13098 fAD-7451071 p0605 N73-10165
AMERICAN INST. FOR RESEARCH, WASHINGTON, D.C. Vision: Monocular, bi-ocular, binocular
Development of a standardized battery of fAD-7494501 p0101 N73-14085
performance tests for the assessment of noise Brightness of a capacitor discharge lamp:
stress effects Bloch's law for brief flashes
(NASA-CR-21491 p0148l N73-17102 FAD-7494521 p0104 573-14109
Human enqgieering quide to equipment design Research in support of military medicine
(revised edition) fAD-7494401 p0108 N73-15130
(AD-7583391 p0296 N73-24140 .A versatile, inexpensive generator of periodic
AMERICAN INST. OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS, NEW visual stimuli
YORK. (AD-7545621 p0223 N73-20149
AIAA employment workshops. Volume 2: An ARMY MISSILE COMMAND, REDSTONE ARSENAL, ALA.
analytic report on some effects of twenty-two The design of analysis of a human body motion
workshops measurement system
(P8-2093671 p6604 N73-10159 fAD-7511341 p0142 N73-16104
AIAA employment workshops, Volume 1 Human factors/human engineering (HFHE)
rPB-2093661 p0605 N73-10168 [AD-7631681 p041
5 
N73-30094
AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS. ARMY NATICK LABS., MASS.
Glass ocular laser protective filters The body size of soldiers: US Army
(AD-7554061 p0261 N73-22057 anthropometry, 1966
ANALYTICAL RESEARCH LABS., INC., MONROVIA, CALIF. TAD-743465] p0604 N73-10160
Evaluation of spacecraft toxic gas removal aqents ARMY RESEARCH INST. FOR THE BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL
(NASA-CR-1340131 p0415 N73-30092 SCIENCES, ARLINGTON, VA.
ANTHROPOLOGY RESEARCH PROJECT, YELLOW SPRINGS, OHIO. Effect of photo degradation on interpreter
Anthropometry of US Army aviators, 1970 performance
[AD-7435281 p0605 N73-10162 [AD-7639081 p0440 N73-32024
ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB., ILL. ARMY TANK-AUTOMOTIVE. COMNAND, WARREN, MICH.
Research on oxygen recovery systems for use in The effects of vibration on vision as applied to
space capsules military vehicles
[NASA-CR-1145731 p0300 N73-25130 (AD-7503451 p0114 N73-15172
Radiological and Environment Research Division. ARMY TEST AND EVALUATION COMMAND, ABERDEEN PROVING
Part 2: Biology and medicine GROUND, MD.
fANL-7960-PT-21 p0334 N73-26068 Laser safety goqqles
ARMED FORCES RADIOBIOLOGY RESEARCH INST., BETHESDA, (AD-7462081 p0606 N73-10170
MD. AUTONETICS, ANAHEIM, CALIF.
Neutron effectiveness for causing incapacitation Analysis of a display and control system
in monkeys man-machine interface concept. Volume 1:
rAD-7420761 p0594 N73-10080 Final technical report
Blood PO02 and pH in monkeys after incapacitating CNASA-CR-1285761 p0603 N73-10145
doses of ionizing radiation Analysis of a display and control system
rAD-75C6811 p0109 N73-15134 man-machine interface concept. Volume 2:
ARMY AEROMEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., FORT RUCKER, ALA. Appendices A and B
Human head and neck response to impact rNASA-CR-128577) p0603 N73-10146
acceleration Analysis of a display and control system
fAD-7479881 p0072 N73-13106 man-machine interface concept. Volume 3:
Research in support of aviation medicine Appendices C, D and E
rAD-7494561 p0108 N73-15129 [NASA-CR-128578] p0603 N73-10147
Aircrew color vision requirements Analysis of a display and control system.
p0179 N73-19073 man-machine interface concept. Volume 4:
The effects of INH chemoprophylaxis on aviator Appendix F
performance fNASA-CR-1285791 p0603 N73-10148
p0227 N73-21111
ARBY COLD REGIONS RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING LAB., B
HANOVER, N.H.
The effect of low visibility on the performance BAIRD-ATOMIC, INC., BEDFORD, BMASS.
of vehicle operators A study of marine luminescence signatures, part 1
[AD-7492481 p0260 N73-22051 [NASA-CR-1145781 . p0297 N73-25114
ARMY COMBAT DEVELOPMENTS COMMAND MEDICAL SERVICE Compendium of marine luminescence signatures,
AGENCY, FORT SAM HOUSTON, TEX part 2 (appendix C)
Fatique in sustained tactical operations [NASA-CR-1145791 p0298 N73-25115
fAD-7466431 p0611 N73-11090 BARRY WRIGHT CORP., WATERTOWN, BASS.
ABBY ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE AGENCY, EDGENOOD Effect of vertical active vibration isolation on
ARSENAL, MD. tracking performance and on ride-qualities
Hazards from high intensity lamps and arcs [NASA-CR-2146] , p0066 N73-12109
pC145 N73-17071 BATTELLE MEMORIAL INST., RICHLAND, WASHB.
New standards for ultraviolet radiation Annual report for 1971 to the USAEC Division of
p0148 N73-17094 Biology and Medicine. Volume 2: Physical
Evaluation of Hadron Model 112 Laser Safety sciences. Part 2: Radiological sciences
Syesbields, January - March 1973 BNWL-1651-VOL-2-PT-21 p0137 N73-16069
1AD-7599211 pC337 N73-26099 BATTELLE-NORTHWEST, RICHLAND, WASH.
ARMY FOREIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER, Measurement of radiation exposure of astronauts
CHABLOTTESVILLE, VA. by radiochemical techniques
A comparative evaluation of the energy of lethal UNASA-CR-130538] p0150 N73-17114
doses of gamma radiation, visible light and Kinetic aspects of bone mineral metabolism
the energy of cellular basal metabolism (NASA-CR-1288161 p0186 N73-19130
(AD-7467501 p0072 N73-13102 The measurement of radiation exposure of
astronauts by radiochemical techniques
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BAYLOR UNIV., CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
[NASA-CR-1319841 p0267 N73-23070 p0597 N73-10107
Measurement of radiation exposure of astronauts Analytic evaluation of display requirements for
by radiochemical techniques approach to landing
INASA-CR-1333781 p0365 N73-27939 p0599 N73-10121
Annual report for 1971 to the USAEC Division of Prediction and analysis of human performance in
Biology and Medicine. Volume 2: Physical a VTOL hover task
sciences. Part 1: Atmospheric sciences p0601 N73-10134
fBNWL-1651-VOL-2-PT-11 p0446 N73-33044 BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORP. (OPERATING) LTD., BRISTOL
BAYLOR UNIV., HOUSTON, TEX. (ENGLAND).
Effects of stress upon psychophysioloqical Modeling of random human visual search
responses and performance following sleep performance based on the physical properties
deprivation of the eye
fNASA-CR-1286201 p0608 N73-11073 p0190 N73-19961
The medical aspects of space flight seen from Some psychometrics in relation to target
the viewpoint of nuclear medicine acquisition
p0174 N73-18106 p0191 N73-19974
Adrenocorticotrophic hormone levels in ground BROWN UNIV., PROVIDENCE, R.I.
based studies Mathematical modeling of the glucose homeostasis
p0174 N73-18109 in humans
Prodromal disease: Immune responses of the host (NASA-CR-1291711 p0606 N73-11056
macrophaqe system to humoral factors BRUNSWICK NAVAL AIR STATION, ME.(NASA-CR-1334551 p0365 N73-27938 Automation of the problem oriented medical record
BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, INC., ANAHEIM, CALIF. p0147 N73-17087
Preparative electrophoresis experiment design BUNKER-RAMO CORP., WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIF.
INASA-CR-1239721 p0101 N73-14090 Training effectiveness evaluation of naval
BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, INC., FULLERTON, CALIF. training devices. Part 1: A study of the
Further development and testing of the metabolic effectiveness of a carrier air traffic control
gas analyzer center training device
[NASA-C-1288421 pG190 N73-19160 [AD-7515561 p0141 N73-16101
BEHAVIORAL TECHNOLOGY CONSULTANTS, SILVER SPRING, MD. Human engineering for the Air Force control
Statistical evaluation of time series analysis display program
techniques fAD-7549161 p0223 N73-20148
fNASA-CR-134011] p0417 N73-30995 BUREAU OF HINES, PITTSBURGH, PA.
BETA INDUSTRIES, INC., DAYTON, OHIO. Response variations of a microphone worn on the
A statistical evaluation of the injury potential human body
of a square wave energy absorber rBM-RI-78101 p0376 N73-29058[AD-7459191 p0612 N73-11102 BUREAU OF SPORT FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE, WASHINGTON,
Inflatable restraint concept for general D.C.
aviation aircraft Effect of sonic boom on fish[FAA-RD-73-31 p0299 N73-25127 (FAA-RD-73-291 p0219 N73-20121
BIOTECHNOLOGY. INC., ARLINGTON, VA.
Bioastronautics data book, second edition
rNASA-SP-30061 p0104 N73-15091 C
BIOTECHNOLOGY, INC., FALLS CHURCH, VA. CAEN UNIV. (FRANCE).
Measurement of operator workload in an The optimization of form
information processing task p0227 N73-21114(NASA-CR-21501 p0070 N73-13087 CALIFORNIA STATE UNIV., LONG BEACH.
Habitability issues in long duration undersea An 8-channel, ultrasonic, marine bio-telemetry
and space missions transmitter utlizing C/MOS (ComplementaryINASA-CR-1305371 p0151 N73-17123 Metal-Oxide Semiconductor) digital integratedShort term hearing loss in general aviation circuits
operations, phase 1, part 1 FAD-7486051 p0074 N73-13119
rNASA-CR-130987 p0173 N73-18095 CALIFORNIA UNIV., BERKELEY.
Use of spectral analysis procedures for the Enzyme activity in terrestrial soil in relation
evaluation of druq effects to exploration of the Martian surface
p0228 N73-21116 rNASA-CR-1283991 p0591 N73-10059Protection against hearing loss in general Estimation of automobile-driver describing
aviation operations, phase 2 function from highway tests using the double
rNASA-CR-1333031 p0341 N73-27078 steering wheel
A review of problems encountered in the recovery p0601 N73-10132
of navy aircrewmen under combat conditions Physiological responses to environmental factors
rAD-7616361 p0370 N73-27972 related to space flight
A review of the influence of physical condition rNASA-CR-1295181 p0066 N73-12107parameters on a typical aerospace stress Proceedings of the 6th Berkeley Symposium on
effect: Decompression sickness Mathematical Statisitics and Probability.fNASA-CE-1354951 p0418 N73-31002 Volume 5: Darwinian, neo-Darwinian, andBOEING CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA. non-Darwinian evolution
Helicopter crew/passenger vibration sensitivity - CNASA-CR-1315081 p0229 N73-21131
P0591 N73-10019 CALIFORNIA UNIT., BB8BELET. LAWRENCE BERKELET LAB.BOING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. Bioloqical effects due to single accelerated
Degradation of learned skills. A review and heavy particles and the problems of nervous
annotated bibliography system exposure in space
rNASA-CR-1286111 p0603 N73-10152 rLBL-10111 p0186 N73-19134Degradation of learned skills. Effectiveness of CALIFORNIA UNIT., DAVIS.
practice methods on simulated space flight The foundations of space biology and medicine.
skill retention Volume 2: Ecological and physiological bases
rNASA-CR-1286121 p0603 N73-10153 of space biology and medicine. Part 3:Occupational medical trends in the 70's from Effect on the organism of dynamic flightindustrial view factors. Chapter 1: Principles of
p0146 N73-17077 gravitational biology
Degradation of learned skills: Effectiveness of rNASA-CR-1284711 p0593 573-10075practice methods on visual approach and Circadian phase relationships in monkeyslanding skill retention p0224 N73-21088
rNASA-CR-1289121 p0269 N73-23086 Systems analysis of physiological performance
Man-machine considerations in the development of related to stresses such as those experienced
a cockpit for an advanced tactical fighter in high performance air craft
p0270 N73-23905 rAD-754970] p0230 N73-21133BOLT, BERANEK, AND NEWMAN, INC., CAMBRIDGE, BASS. CALIFORNIA UNIV., IRVINE.A control theory model for human decision making Biocybernetics: An interactive man-machine
C-4
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX CONNECTICUT UNIV.,
interface fNASA-CR-1314031 p0224 N73-20156
[AD-7461791 p0612 N73-11101 CINCINNATI UNIV., OHIO.
CALIFORNIA UNIV., LOS ANGELES. Investigation of ocular hazard from lasers in
Manual control models of industrial management human subjects
p0598 N73-10115 fAD-7470581 p0071 N73-13099
The effects of attention sharing in a dynamic CITY COLL. OF THE CITY OF ENE YORK.
dual task environment Digital modeling of human operator dynamics via
p0602 N73-10140 class of Liapunov functions
Effects of hydrazine on electrophysioloqy, p0598 N73-10111
behavior and runway performance in the cat Design modification of electrophoretic equipment
fAD-7460141 p0609 N73-11081 p0231 N73-21140
Effects of monomethylhydrazine (18H) on evoked CITY UNIV. OF NEW YORK.
cerebral neuroelectric responses Nonlinear and digital man-machine control
IAD-7463021 pG610 N73-11082 systems modeling
Underwater work performance and work tolerance (NASA-CR-132294] p0377 N73-29060
rAD-7477011 p0072 N73-13107 CIVIL AEROMEDICAL INST., OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
Physiology of chimpanzees in orbit. Part 1: A comparative study of female and male air
Scientific Report traffic controller trainees
[NASA-CR-1313741 p0220 N73-20129 [FAA-AN-72-221 p0
611 N73-11094
Physiology of chimpanzees in orbit. Part 2: Self-estimates of distractibility as related to
Interface document performance decrement on a task requiring
[NASA-CR-1313971 p0220 N73-20130 sustained attention
Study of electrocutaneous parameters relevant to (FAA-AM-72-251 p0612 N73-11096
dynamic tactual communication systems Binaural processing of speech in light aircraft
p0230 N73-21135 [FAA-AN-72-311 p0102 N73-14094
CALIFORNIA UNIV., SAN DIEGO. A preliminary study of maximal control force
Vision capability of female pilots
p0105 N73-15104 rFAA-AM-72-27] p0112 N73-15157
CALIFORNIA UNIV., SANTA BARBARA. GPSS/360 computer models to simulate aircraft
Physioloqical performance related to multiple passenger emergency evacuation
stresses such as those experienced in the Air rFAA-A-72-301 p0150 N73-17119
Force operations Auditory effects of noise on air crew personnel
rAD-7595651 p0341 N73-27082 (FAA-AM-72-321 p0185 N73-19125
CATHOLIC UNIV. OF AHERICA, WASHINGTON, D.C. Attrition-retention rates of air traffic control
The motivating influence of retest and repeated trainees recruited during 1960 - 1963 and 1968
dietary counseling on cholesterol reduction - 1970
p0146 N73-17081 PFAA-AM-72-331 p0222 N73-20140
Genetic and metabolic variability in autotrophic Simulated sonic booms and sleep: Effects of
and heterotrophic bacteria repeated booms of 1.0 PSF
r[NSA-CR-1308071 p0252 N73-21979 [FAA-AM-72-35] p0333 N73-26057
CENTRAL RESEARCH INST. FOR PHYSICS, BUDAPEST Transient blindness due to the combined effects
(HUNGARY). of mevinphos and atropine
whole body counter efficiency calculations for [FAA-AM-73-4) p0338 N73-27055
distributed sources in a human phantom Subtle changes in brain functions produced by
(KFKI-72-301 p0067 N73-12114 single doses of mevinphos (phosdrin)
CENTRE D'BSSAIS EN VOL, BBETIGNY-SUR-ORGE (FRANCE). [FAA-AN-73-31 p0338 N73-27056
Physiological modifications during operational Job attitudes of air traffic controllers: A
flights of long duration comparison of three air traffic control
p0189 N73-19152 specialties
Modifications of performance under certain [FAA-AN-73-21 p0339 N73-27066
medications: Proposed measuring method Alcohol and disorientation related responses.
p0227 N73-21110 6: Effects of alcohol on eye movements and
Effect of altitude on cerebral blood flow tracking performance during laboratory angular
patterns in the smoker and non-smoker accelerations about the yaw and pitch axes
p0229 N73-21125 rFAA-AM-72-341 p0416 N73-30989
CENTRE D'ETUDES ET DE RECHERCHES DE MEDECINE COAST GUARD, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
ARONAUTIQUE, PARIS (FRANCE). HLR/SERV (Motor Life Boat/Surface Effect Rescue
Possibility of predicting predisposition of Vehicle)
motion sickness in the selection of pilots fAD-7614601 p0370 N73-27974
p0225 N73-21094 COAST GUARD, WASHINGTON, D.C.
CENTBR DE MEDECINE AERONAUTIQUE, BRUSSELS (BELGIUM). PACSAR 1972: Report of the Pacific
Standardization of test and categorization of International Air and Surface Search and
color vision anomalies in military circles, Rescue Seminar
and methods used by employees to track down rAD-7617561 p0369 N73-27967
their problems COLORADO STATE UNIV., FORT COLLINS.
p0179 N73-19071 Hypoxia, gas narcosis, and metabolic response to
The selection and surveillance of student pilots argon and nitrous oxide
with motion sickness in the Belgian Armed Forces rNASA-CE-1332141 p0298 N73-25120
p0226 N73-21099 Mechanisms of inert gas narcosis
CENTE PRINCIPAL D*EXPERTISES NEDICALES DO rNASA-CR-62096] p0445 N73-33038
PERSONNEL NAVIGANT, PARIS (FRANCE). COLORADO UNIV., DENVER.
Examination of chromatic sense in French aerial Pulmonary gas transport and the requlation of
forces ventilation at rest and exercise
p0179 N73-19068 rAD-746979 p0071 573-13092
CENTRO DI STUDI E RICERCHE DI HEDICINA AERONAUTICA Time course of respiratory adaptation to high
3 SPASIALE, ROs0 (ITALY). altitude
Study on some air force operational activities [AD-755192] p0267 N73-23075
in Italy, with reference to thermal conditions COLUMBIA UNIZ., HEN TORE.
and their effects on acceleraon n tolerance Range and time estimates of dynamic visual target
and psychomotor performance CAD-7472711 p0071 N73-13094
p0266 N73-23068 A new field-laboratory methodology for assessing
CHETHRIC, INC., ROSEHONT, ILL. human response to noise
Upgrading and extended testing of the HSC (NASA-CE-22211 p0176 N73-18124
integrated water and waste management hardware CONNECTICUT COLL., EN LONDON.
rNASA-CR-1288781 p0222 N73-20142 Development of techniques for measuring
CHICAGO UNIT., ILL. performance in the undersea environment
Hierarchical hybrid control of manipulators: rAD-748036] p0072 573-13108
Artificial intelligence in large scale CONNECTICUT UNIV., STORES.
integrated circuits Human operator dynamics for aural compensatory
C-5
CONTROL DATA CORP., ST. PAUL, MINN. CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
tracking p0109 N73-15137
p0602 N73-10142 Predominance of anti-compensatory oculomotor
CONTROL DATA CORP., ST. PAUL, MINN. response during rapid head rotation
Air-to-air visual detection data p0109 N73-15138
[FAA-RD-73-401 p0231 173-21145 The critical dependence of semi-circular canal
Summary of visual detection data, part 2 function upon its physical dimensions
[CDC-JL-51 p0231 N73-21147 p0109 N73-15139
Summary of visual detection data taken during Disturbance of oculomotor control in flight
the ATA/CAS flight tests p0110 N73-15140
p0231 N73-21148 Spatial and dynamic aspects of visual fixation
CORNELL UNIV., ITHACA, N.Y. p0110 N73-15141
Studies of photosynthetic energy conversion Theoretical man machine interaction which might
(C00-3162-91 p0070 173-13091 lead to loss of aircraft control
COX CORONARY HEART INST., DAYTON, OHIO. p0110 N73-15142
Experiences with physical conditioning programs Influence of eye lid movement upon
in middle-aged men electro-oculoqraphic recording of vertical eye
p0143 N73-17051 movements
p0110 N73-15143D The vestibular contribution to stabilization of
the retinal image
DAYTON UNIV. RESEARCH INST., OHIO. p0110 N73-15144
Bone strength and in-flight mechancial stresses The Interdependence of clinical neurology and
(AD-7549821 p0221 N73-20134 neurophysiology: An historical review of the
A proposed distributed parameter model for vestibulo-ocular reflex
studying the effects of acceleration forces p0110 N73-15145
upon the arterial system Vestibular inaptitude in the environments of
fAD-7565301 p0294 N73-24128 flight and space
DEFENCE AND CIVIL INST. OF ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE, p0110 N73-15146
DOWNSTIEW (ONTARIO). Interactions between optokinetic and
A brief guide to the units and the vestibulo-ocular responses during head
interpretation of blood alcohol measurements rotation in various planes
(DCIEB-TH-8481 p0175 N73-18120 p0110 N73-15147
Measurement of susceptibility to notion sickness Predominant direction of gaze during slow head
p0225 173-21093 rotation
A study of energy expenditure, dehydration and p0111 873-15148
health in Canadian troops during a spring Dependence of visual tracking capability upon
exercise in the subarctic: Exercise Northern stimulus predictability
Ramble p0111 N73-15149
[DCIEM-8821 p0376 n73-29056 Neural reflection of vestibular mechanics
DEFENCE RESEARCH ANALISIS ESTABLISHMENT, OTTANA p0111 N73-15150
(ONTARIO). The physiological adaptation to unilateral
Some results of a test at Canadian forces base semicircular canal inactivation
uplands of a measure of work and responsibility p0111 873-15151
rDRAE-M451 p0260 N73-22049 Some aviation medical aspects of flight crew
DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD, OTTANA (ONTARIO). fatigue
DRB Aviation Medical research Unit reports. p0111 173-15152
Volume 2: 1968-1971 A dynamic model of the semicircular canal
CDR-2151 p0606 173-11057 p0111 N73-15153
The functional significance of semicircular From land to space in a generation: An
canal size evolutionary challenge
FAHRU-R-69-11 p0606 873-11058 p0111 N73-15154
Characteristics of neural transmission from the DEFENCE-RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT OTTAHA (ONTARIO).
semicircular canal to the vestibular nuclei of Relationships between dosimeter response and
cats absorbed dose for 0.66-MeV gamma rays and for
(AMRU-R-70-21 p0606 N73-11059 2.9-BeV neutrons
Dynamic asymmetry in neural components of the [AD-7430051 p0593 N73-10077
vestibular system DEFENCE RESEARCH INFORMATION CENTRE, ORPINGTON[AMRU-R-69-21 p0607 N73-11060 (ENGLAND).
Response of semicircular canal dependent units Lesions of the nervous system in decompression
in vestibular nuclei to rotation of a linear sickness
acceleration vector without angular acceleration (AD-7433301 p0593 N73-10076
(AMRU-R-70-41 p0607 173-11061 Disorders of the nervous system in decompression
A quantitative study of vestibular adaptation in disease
humans CAD-7442981 p0594 N73-10086
(AMRU-B-70-1] p0607 N73-11062 Calculation of the thermal resistance of the air
Origin significance and amelioration of coriolis layers in air-permeable clothing
illusions from the semicircular canals: A [AD-7460371 p0612 N73-11099
non-mathematical appraisal Assessment of the thermal resistance of clothing
rAMRU-R-70-61 p0607 N73-11063 (DRIC-TRANS-29201 p0067 N73-12117
Effect of changes in illumination level on Chemical protection in mixed gamma-neutron
electro-oculography (BOG) irradiation with different neutron
rAMRU-R-71-11 p0607 173-11064 contributions in the absorbed dose
A model of eye movements induced by head rotation rDRIC-TRANS-29611 p0108 N73-15124
fANEU-R-71-31 pC607 N73-11065 A study of the radioprotective action of a
Vestibulo-ocular responses in man during sleep polymer salt of cystamine and sulphopropyl
AHBRU-R-70-31 p0608 173-11066 ester of dextran
Organization of neural control of the (DRIC-THANS-29631 p0108 N73-15125
vestibulo-ocular reflex arc Mute gas bubbles and their role in decompression
[AMRU-R-71-21 p0608 173-11067 pathology
Neural response of the vestibular system to fAD-7482291 p0108 N73-15126
translational acceleration Assessment of thermal insulation properties of
[AMUR-R-69-31 p0608 N73-11068 clothing
Man-machine integration: A long term look fDRIC-TRANS-29211 p0113 N73-15166
FAMRU-R-68-31 p0608 N73-11069 Application of the oxygen method in algotoxic
DRB Aviation Medical Research Unit reports, investigations
.volume 1, 1964-1968 rDRIC-TRANS-29911 p0187 N73-19139
(DR-208-VOL-11 p0109 N73-15136 The effect of some radioprotective preparations
Dynamics of the Semicircular canals compared in on the motor and evacuator function of the
yaw, pitch and roll gastrointestinal tract of healthy and
C-6
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIV., YPSILANTI, MICH.
irradiated rats p0368 N73-27959
rDRIC-TRANS-29621 p0229 N73-21130 The glutamic acid metabolism of the brain and
The influence of simazine on the photosynthetic its modification through hyperbaric oxygenation
pigments of green algae p0368 N73-27960
[DRIC-TRANS-29921 p0258 N73-22040 Elementary physics and application of 0-G
Decompression disorders after exposure to safe simulation according to H. J. Muller
pressure or safe altitude p0368 N73-27961
[DRIC-fRANS-30351 p0259 N73-22041 Diagnosis and prognosis of pilot reaction and
Voice and hearing in the system of acoustic resistance to psychical stress
orientation of animals p0368 N73-27962
[DRIC-TRANS-30561 p0298 N73-25121 Interrelationship between gravity and mechanical
The use of oxygen in the decompression and impedance of supine humans
remedial recompression of divers p0368 N73-27963
fDRIC-TRANS-30951 pC334 N73-26069 Changes in the 24-hour rhythm after two
DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER, ALEXANDRIA, VA. transatlantic flights in rapid sequence
Performance factors in underwater environment p0369 N73-27964(AD-74800O 1 p0074 N73-13122 Effect of defined shock waves on test animals
Performance measurement p0369 N73-27965
raD-7491001 p0100 N73-14080 Effects of time shift on diurnal rhythms of
Man machine interaction 17-hydroxy corticosteroide
FAD-7528001 p0178 N73-18141 rDLR-FB-73-581 p0412 N73-30070
DELAWARE'STATE COLL., DOVER. Contribution of the anticipation stress to total
The examination of urine samples for pathogenic flight stress and its dependence on diurnal
microbes by the luciferase assay for ATP. 1: rhythm, measured by physiological parameters
The effect of the presence of fungi, fungal [DLR-FB-72-391 p0412 N73-30071
like bacteria and kidney cells in urine samples Behavior of cell enzymes, glucose, cholesterol,
fNASA-C-1307971 p0173 N73-18096 and 17-hydroxycorticosteroids in blood during
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, physical exercise and as a function of
PHOENIX, ARIZ. training condition
Services provided in support of the planetary FDLR-FB-72-481 p0412 N73-30072
quarantine requirements Circadian rhythm variations of circulation
[NASA-CR-1320221 p0265 N73-23056 respriration, and catabolism under flight
DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUER LUFT- stress conditions
UND RAUMFAHRT, BAD GODESBERG (WEST GERMANY). rDLR-FPB-72-491 p0413 N73-30073
Decompression experiments with animals as a Change in circadian rhythm of psychomotor
function of the water balance of the organism performance after transmeridian flights
fDLR-FB-71-2G1 p0099 N73-14075 rDLR-FB-73-521 p0421 N73-31022
Oxygen therapy. Observations on the behavior of Effect of fibrinogen concentration on the
enzyme activities in plasma after breathing rheodynamical behavior of human blood
oxygen at high pressure rDLR-FB-73-541 p0446 N73-33046
fDLR-FB-71-961 p0112 N73-15163 Hematologic studies after rapid decompression
Pressure'q adient measurements in the bodies of rDLR-FB-73-631 p0446 N73-33047
animals with air blast injuries DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCESANSTALT PUER LUFT-
(DLR-F~-71-721 p0113 N73-15164 UND RAUHFAHRT, BERLIN (WEST GERMANY).
The effects of hypoxia and acceleration on Assessment of cockpit displays
enzyme activities in erythrocytes and plasma rDGLR-PAPER-72-97] p0074 N73-13118
IDL-FB-72-711 p0137 N73-16070 DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT PFUE LUFT-
Studies on the influence of Pervitin on the UND RAUFAHT, OBERPFAFFPPENHOFEN (WEST GERMANY).
incidence of gas bubbles in blood after On the dependence of information display quality
decompression requirements upon human characteristics and
IDLR-FB-72-661 p0175 N73-18117 pilot/automatics relations
Changes of the circadian rhythm of the body p0600 N73-10126
temperature after transmeridian flights Experience gained in determining horizontal
fDLR-FB-73-011 p0178 N73-18140 standard visibility
The prediction of flight safety hazards from [DLR-FB-71-221 p0067 N73-12118
drug induced performance decrements with Research at the DFVLR in the field of
alcohol as reference substance environmental protection. Part 2: Noise
p0227 N73-21112 abatement, water and landscape, technology
Changes in the diurnal variation of simulated rDLR-MITT-72-151 p0232 N73-21153
pilot activity after time shift due to air DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC., SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
travel through several time zones Control information in visual flight
fDLR-Fs-73-251 p0298 N73-25122 p0600 N73-10125
Current scientific papers from the Aerospace DOW CHEMICAL CO., MIDLAND, MICH.
Medical Institute Toxicological evaluation of a beryllium motor
IDLP-FB-73-151 p0367 N73-27951 exhaust product
Win9 anomalies of the flour beetle tribolium (aD-756531] p0259 N73-22042
confusum caused by O-G simulation DREXEL UNIV., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
p0367 N73-27952 Control analysis and design of demand regulated
A new method to record heart rate and liquids breathing systems
respiratory rate inflight on cockpit crews p0252 N73-21976
p0367 N73-27953 DUKE UNIV., DURHAM, N.C.
Relations between sociometric variables and Theoretical aspects of color vision
criteria of proficiency or behavior of student p0179 N73-19066
pilots Effect of elimination of nitrogen and/or hypoxia
p0367 N73-27954 or restricted visual environment on color
A new method to salvage sunken ships and to work vision and range of accommodation
underwater in great depth (NASA-CR-1288961 p0258 N73-22037
p0367 N73-27955 DUNLAP AND ASSOCIATES, INC., SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
Psychodiaqnostic problems in the selection of Effect of a predictor display on carrier landing
aviation personnel in developing countries, performance. Phase b: Display mechanization
taking applicants from Yemen as examples and preliminary evaluation
p0368 N73-27956 (AD-7502941 p0103 N73-14102
Tasks.of concentration under psychical stress
p0368 N73-27957
Resynchronization of diurnal performance rhythms
after transmeridian flights EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIV., YPSILANTI, MICH.
p0368 N73-27958 Mycological studies housed in the Apollo 16
Extreme aeroemoolism and its successful microbial ecology, evaluation device
treatment in hyperbaric chamber p0292 N73-24110
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ENERGY RESEARCH CORP., BETHEL, CORN. CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
ENERGY RESEARCH CORP., BETHEL, CONN. FLUGZEUGFUEHRERSCHULE, KLEIN HEIDORN (WEST GERMANY).
Carbon dioxide adsorbent study Tranquilizers and aviation
[NASA-CR-1146611 p0420 N73-31013 p0228 N73-21123
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH LAB., MCCLELLAN AFB, CALIF. FLYING PERSONNEL RESEARCH COMMITTEE, LONDON
The industrial hygiene survey (ENGLAND).
(AD-751897] p0151 N73-17126 The incidence of backache among aircrew and
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, RESEARCH TRIANGLE groundcrew in the Royal Air force
PARK, N.C. (AD-7451771 p0597 N73-10102
Toxicology of atmospheric sulfur dioxide decay A theoretical model of the utricular otolith and
products its response to angular motion with respect to
p0099 N73-14071 an acceleration in shear
ESSEX CORP., ALEXANDRIA, VA. fFPRC-13151 p0608 N73-11070
Applications of space teleoperator technology to Colour vision requirements in different
the problems of the handicapped operational roles in the Royal Air Force
[NASA-CR-1333571 p036 7 N73-27949 IFPEC/13191 p0366 N73-27942
The role of man in flight experiment payload FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED
missions. Volume 1: Results NATIONS, ROME (ITALY).
FNASA-CR-1354871 p0421 N73-31020 A study of the aqroclimatology of the highlands
The role of man in flight experiment payload of eastern Africa
missions. Volume 2: Appendices rWMO-3391 p0446 N73-33045
INASA-CR-1354881 p0421 N73-31021 FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, CINCINNATI, OHIO.
EXOTECH SYSTEMS, INC., FALLS CHURCH, VA. Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
Scientific and technical services in the and on interplanetary space vehicle components
development of planetary quarantine measures INASA-CR-1292721 p0065 N73-12101
for automated spacecraft Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
fNASA-CR-1312911 p0220 N73-20126 and on interplanetary space vehicle components
Scientific and technical services directed fNASA-CR-1311031 p0185 N73-19122
toward the development of planetary quarantine Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
measures for automated spacecraft and on interplanetary space vehicle components[NASA-CR-1332021 p0334 N73-26066 [NASA-CR-1332231 p0333 N73-26058
Scientific and technical services directed Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
toward the development of planetary quarantine and on interplanetary space vehicle components
measures for automated spacecraft CNASA-CR-1332241 p0333 N73-26C59
fNASA-CR-1357951 p0445 N73-33040 FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT PUER ANTHROPOTECHNIK, MECKENBEIM
EXPLOSIVES RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ESTABLISHMENT, (WEST GERMANY).
WALTHAM ABBEY (ENGLAND). Development and optimization of a nonlinear
The effect of ignition of small quantities of multiparameter model for the human operator
initiators in laboratory vessels of glass and p0597 N73-10106
polythene A proposal for preprocessing, reduction, and
[ERDE-TRANS-11 p0295 N73-24137 selection of visual information in airborne
flight simulation
F p0600 N73-10128F RANKFORD ARSENAL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
FAIRCHILD REPUBLIC DIV., PFARINGDALE, N.Y. Spectral deficits in visual acuity due to laser
Spacecraft sanitation agent development irradiation
[NASA-CR-1285911 p0603 N73-10149 fAD-7503941 p0114 N73-15173
Personal hygienic concerns in long term space FRANKLIN INST. RESEARCH LABS., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
flight Cooperative Investigation of the Caribbean and
fNASA-CR-1289291 p0295 N73-24132 Adjacent Regions, Adjacent Regions, CICAR,
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, WASHINGTON, D.C. volume 2 CICAR. Volume 2: Bibliography on
G effects on the pilot during aerobatics marine biology
fFAA-AM-72-281 p0609 N73-11075 p0261 N73-23022
The 1971 US civil airmen statistics Cooperative Investigation of the Caribbean and
[AD-7542711 p0223 N73-20153 Adjacent Regions, CICAR, volume 3:
The current status of drug use in civil aviation Bibliography on marine geology and geophysics
personnel p0261 N73-23023
p0226 N73-21104 PRAUNHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT ZUR FORDERUNG DBR
Summary of air-to-air visual detection data, ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG E. V., GRAFSCHAFT (WEST
part 1 GERMANY).
p0231 N73-21146 NMR spectroscopic and calorimetric investigation
FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE, WASHINGTON, D.C. of ribonuclease A and T1
Design modification of electrophoretic equipment fBMVG-FBWT-72-71 p0137 N73-16071
p0231 N73-21140 Antidotes for alkyl phosphate poisoning:
FIGHTER BOMBER WING (31ST), KERPEN/ERFT (WEST Structure-effect relations in vivo and in vitro
GERMANY). [BMVG-FBWT-72-81 p0137 N73-16072
Use of medication and drugs, especially alcohol, Calorimetric investigation of enzymes.
by flying personnel Thermodynamic parameter determination of the
p0229 N73-21124 interaction between ribonuclease T1 inhibitors
FLORIDA STATE UNIV., TALLAHASSEE. and substrates
Test anxiety: Situationally specific or general fFMVG-FBWT-72-12) p013 7 N73-16073
fAD-7464531 p0066 N73-12104 Nuclear resonance investigation of enzymes. PER
Research in photobiology and photochemistry spectra of ribonuclease inhibitor complexes
fNASA-CR-133459] p0365 N73-27937 rBMVG-FbWT-72-131 p0137 N73-16074
FLORIDA UNIV., GAINESVILLE. Pharmacological investigation of the
Charged particle impact phenomena for parasympatholytical effect of mono and
radiobiological applications bisquaternary pyridinium compounds on the
[ORO-3798-52] pC070 N73-13090 isolated guinea pig ileum
Quantitative analysis of the physiological rBMVG-FBWT-72-141 p0138 N73-16075
condition and level of alertness of man in an Skin protection against high toxic phosphoric
isolated environment acid esters
[AD-7512721 p0142 N73-16105 [BMVG-FBWT-72-151 p0138 N73-16076
The contribution of the external auditory meatus Biological effects of fast neutrons. Mortality
to human auditory sensitivity and changes in blood cell count of mice after
[AD-7516641 p0177 N73-18132 complete exposure to fast neutrons and X-rays
FLUGWISSENSCRAFTLICHE FORSCHUNGSANSTALT, MUNICH BYMVG-FBWT-72-161 p0138 N73-16077
(WEST GERMANY). Inhibiting and activating effect of mono- and
Breeding monkeys for biomedical research bi-quaternary pyridine oxime reactivators and
p0266 N73-23063 related compounds on structure-bound
acetyl-choline esterase in vitro
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CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX HOWARD UNIV.,
r BVG-FBT-72-91 p0187 N73-19138
FREIBURG UNIV. (WEST GERMANY). H
Reactivation of phosphorylated
acetylcholin-esterase with quaternary pyridine HAMILTON STANDARD DIV., UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.,
oximes: Determination of influencing factors WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN.
fBMVG-F8WT-72-321 p018
7 
N73-19137 Waste collection subsystem development
CNASA-CR-1339771 p03
6 6 
N73-27945
G Ice pack heat sink subsystem - Phase 1, Volume 1GNASA-CR-114624-VOL-1l p0419 N73-31006
GENERAL DYNAMICS/CONVAIR, SAN DIEGO, CALIF. HAMILTON STANDARD, WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN.
Study of physiological and behavioral response Central waste processing system
to transitions between rotating and rNASA-CR-1340481 p0440 N73-32021
nonrotatinq environments HARDING COLL., SEARCY, ARK.
[NAA-CR-2130c1 p0611 N73-11093 An evaluation of the effects of bed rest, sleep
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA. deprivation and discontinuance of training on
Experiments evaluating compliance and force the physical fitness of highly trained young men
feedback effect on manipulator performance CNASA-CR-1340441 p0438 N73-32008
rNASA-CR-128u051 p0603 N73-10151 An evaluation of the Exer-Genie exerciser and
Convectionless electrophoretic separation of the Collins pedal mode erqometer for
biological preparations developing physical fitness
fNASA-CR-1239201 p0606 N73-11055 fNASA-CR-1340461 p0440 N73-32023
Reaction tester HARDIN-SIMMONS UNIV., ABILENE, TEX.
[NASA-CASE-8C-13604-11 p0073 N73-13114 A study of psychrophilic organisms isolated from
Domestic applications for aerospace waste and the manufacture and assembly areas of
water management technologies spacecraft to be used in the Viking mission
p0075 N73-13849 fNASA-CR-1300091 p0135 N73-16059
IMbLMS phase B4, additional tasks 5.0. A study of psychrophilic organisms isolated from
Microbial identification system the manufacture and assembly areas of
[NASA-CR-1287471 p0186 N73-19132 spacecraft to be used in the Viking mission, 1
Air conditioned suit January - 30 June 1973
[NASA-CASE-LA-10076-11 p0221 N73-20137 (REPT-21 p0333 N73-26063
Water recovery and solid waste processing for HARVARD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, BOSTON, BASS.
aerospace and domestic applications. Volume Studies of the visual perception of substance
2: Appendices FAD-7493721 p0100 N73-14084
C[NSA-CH-1340271 p0420 N73-31016 Programmed multiphasic health testing
Water recovery and solid waste processing for p0145 N73-17074
aerospace and domestic applications. Volume On enhancing visual perceptions of solar flare
1: Final report precursors
CNASA-CR-1340281 p0420 N73-31017 (AD-7608021 p037
7 
N73-29063
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. HARVARD UNIV., BOSTON, MASS.
Application of remote sensing techniques for Long term clinical relationships of the
appraising changes in wildlife habitat ventricular premature beat
p0142 N73-16396 p0146 N73-17083
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIV., WASHINGTON, D.C. HARVARD UNIV., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
Arterial pulse wave pressure transducer Development of sensitive and direct methods for
fNASA-CASE-GSC-11531-11 p0612 N73-11097 measuring plasma aldosterone and catecholamine
Dysbaric osteonecrosis: An annotated concentrations
bibliography with preliminary analyses p0174 N73-18111
rAD-7472581 p0. 71 N73-13100 Parathyroid hormone, calcitonin, and vitamin D
A bibliography of wilalife movements and p0174 N73-18112
tracking systems HANKER SIDDELEY AVIATION, LTD., HATFIELD (ENGLAND).
FNASA-CR-1303dCG p0133 N73-16040 Human factors in low weather operation of
Bibliography of scientific publications and transport aircraft
presentations relating to planetary p0270 N73-23901
quarantine: 1966 - 1971 HEADQUARTERS ARMY AVIATION, MIDDLE WALLOP (ENGLAND).
INASA-CR-1318891 p0258 N73-22038 Helicopter flying and colour vision
Scientific publications and presentations p0180 N73-19075
relating to planetary quarantine. Volume 5: HELLENIC AIR FORCE GENERAL HOSPITAL, ATHENS (GREECE).
The 1972 supplement Management of asymptomatic carriers of
fNASA-CR-1318171 p0297 N73-25112 Hepatitis-Associated-Antiqen (HAA) in Hellenic
GEOSCIENCE, LTD., SOLANA BEACH, CALIF. Air Force personnel
A urine volume measurement system p0265 N73-23060
[NASA-Ca-1287261 pC141 N73-16095 HONEYWELL, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
GIESSEN UNIV. (WEST GERMANY). A design procedure and handling quality criteria
Stimulation of panting by isolated heating of for lateral directional flight control systems
the spinal column in the wake dog p0601 N73-10137
[NASA-TI-F-149981 pC338 N73-27054 HOPITAL D-INSTRUCTION DES ARMEES, VERSAILLES
GOODYEAR AEROSPACE CORP., AKRON, OHIO. (FRANCE).
Effect of training on coordinate determination Antidiabetic medications and navigation personnel
of SLA (Side-Looking Airborne Radar) imaged p0228 N73-21120
features HOUSTON UNIV., TEX.
[AD-7623421 p0371 N73-27979 Factors concerned with sanitary landfill site
GRAMBLING COLL., LA. selection: General discussion
The effect of continuous low dose-rate gamma [NASA-CR-1287441 p0189 N73-19157
irradiation on cell population kinetics of Development of qerm-free plants and tissue culture
lymphoid tissue FNASA-CR-1289471 p0293 N73-24122
[NASA-CE-1357231 p0437 N73-31999 A cardiovascular control system simulation for
GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP., BETHPAGE, N.Y. exercise
Study of water recovery and solid waste p0446 N73-33049
processing for aerospace and domestic HOWARD UNIV., WASHINGTON, D.C.
applications. Volume 1: Final report summary Prolonged weightlessness (300 plus days) and
INASA-Ce-12 8 8 5 7 1 p0190 N73-19158 cardiac performance in primates. 1:
Study of water recovery and solid waste Neuro-humoral mechanisms in the control of
processing for aerospace and domestic cardiac and vascular performance in conscious
applications. Volume 2: Final report animals
[NASA-CE-126i5 8 1 p0190 N73-19159 FNASA-CR-1295121 p0063 N73-12075
Correlation of in situ fluorescence and Summer Biomedical Engineering Institute 1972
bioluminescence with Biota in the New York Bight rNASA-CR-1308091 p0178 N73-18135
[RM-568J1 p0252 N73-21978
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HUMAN ENGINEERING LABS., CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The 1972 Summer Institute for Biomedical INDIANA STATE UNIV., TERRE HAUTE.
Engineering Investigation of the neurological correlates'of
[NASA-TM-X-662141 p0231 N73-21139 information reception
Hematological viscometry fNASA-CR-1320471 p0293 N73-24124
p0231 N73-21142 INDIANA UNIV. MEDICAL CENTER, INDIANAPOLIS.
Indirect blood pressure measuring device A study of the effects of whole-body plus or
p0231 N73-21144 minus a(z) vibration on postural sway
HUMAN ENGINEERING LABS., ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD. CAD-7455801 p0596 N73-10098
Reaction time: A bibliography with abstracts. INDIANA UNIV., BLOOMINGTON.
Supplement 2, with subject index Combined environmental stresses
rAD-7454161 p0596 N73-10095 p0106 N73-15110
Pupillometry using an advanced-design oculometer Control mechanisms in physiological rhythms
[AD-7521211 p0150 N73-17116 [NASA-CR-1311531 p0179 N73-19064
Some aspects of individual differences in Physiological adjustments to environmental factors
schematic concept formation CAD-7539131 p0261 N73-22059
[AD-7447811 p0260 N73-22052 INFORMATICS, INC., ROCKVILLE, MD.
The effect of helmet form on hearing: Soviet biocybernetics bibliography, January -
Free-field thresholds May 1972
rAD-7451211 p0260 N73-22053 fAD-7501291 p0113 N73-15167
Perception of symmetrically distributed weight INSTITUT FRANCO-ALLEMAND DE RECHERCHES, ST. LOUIS
on the head (FRANCE).
rAD-7484121 p0261 N73-22056 Influence of pressure rise time of an N shock
HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH, INC., GOLETA, CALIF. wave, simulating the sonic boom on the
Active sonar target detection and reporting: cochlear and acoustically evoked potentials of
Perceived consequences and their effects on the guinea pig
performance fISL-31/721 p0365 N73-27940
FAD-7507611 p0114 N73-15174 Determination of lesion threshold in the guinea
HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH, INC., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. pig auditory area due to sonic boom
Some observations from a literature review to fISL-33/721 p0369 N73-27966
anticipate biological problems that might INSTITUTE FOR PERCEPTION RVO-TNO, SOESTERBERG
arise in sustained and continuous operations (NETHERLANDS).
p0271 N73-23989 Literature review of human macular absorption in
HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH ORGANIZATION, ALEXANDRIA, the visible and its consequences for the cone
VA. receptor primaries
Determining training device requirements in rIZF-1972-171 p0264 N33-23046
fixed wing aviator training Calculations on the optical modulation transfer
(AD-7444471 p0604 N73-10158 of the human eye for white light
Combat job requirements for the air cavalry (IZF-1973-21 p0264 N73-23047
aeroscout pilot and aeroscout observer Visually evoked cortical potentials to patterned
rAD-755505] p0441 N73-32027 stimuli in monkey and man
fIZF-1972-241 p0264 N73-23049
Psvchophysical experiments on tuning curves and
two-tone inhibition
ILC INDUSTRIES, INC., DOVER, DEL. fIZF-1972-251 p0264 N73-23050
Study of space shuttle EVA/IVA support Are subjective probabilities probabilities?
requirements. Volume 3: Requirements study (IZF-1973-31 p0268 N73-23076
for space shuttle pressure suits Paced and selfpaced work in continuous reaction
[NASA-CR-1339931 p0419 N73-31008 time tasks
ILLINOIS UNIV., CHICAGO. (IZF-1973-51 p0268 N73-23077
Further observations on the relationship of EMG Musical interval recognition with simultaneous
and muscle force tones
p0599 N73-10117 [IZF-1972-201 p0268 N73-23078
ILLINOIS UNIV., SAVOY. INSTITUTE OF AVIATION MEDICINE, FLIEGEHORST (WEST
Research and the future of engineering psychology GERMANY).
fAD-7482371 p0074 N73-13121 Some critical comments on the measurement of
Simulator motion as a factor in flight-director in-flight strains
display evaluation p0188 N73-19148
rAD-7493701 p0075 N73-13126 INSTITUTE OF AVIATION MEDICINE, FUERSTENFELDBRUCK
Detecting slow changes in system dynamics (NEST GERMANY).
fAD-748243] p0102 N73-14097 Practical aspects of color vision and its
Enhancement of human effectiveness in system disturbances
design, training, and operation p0179 N73-19067
[AD-7482391 p0102 N73-14098 Physiological studies of fatigue in activities
Response surface methodology design variants requiring mental concentration in hot climate,
useful in human performance research the influence of positioning and sensorial
(AD-748236] p0102 N73-14099 irritation
Assessment of pilotage error in airborne area p0189 N73-19155
navigation procedures Test results about the effectiveness of
fAD-754214) p0223 N73-20150 Metixenum applied against motion sickness
A parametric study of pilot performance with p0226 N73-21100
modified aircraft control dynamics, varying The impact of diurnal rhythm on drug dosing and
navigational task complexity, and induced stress drug evaluation
rAD-7647601 p0441 N73-32025 p0228 N73-21119
Enhancement of human effectiveness system Syringomyelia and flying fitness
design, training, and operation p0266 N73-23061
(AD-7647611 p0450 N73-33075 INSTITUTE OF PHARMACOLOGY, OSLO (NORWAY).
ILLINOIS UNIV., URBANA. Comparison of mental and psychomotor effects of
Auditory system diazepam and ethanol
p0105 N73-15105 p0229 N73-21126
A study of visual shape perception INSTRUMENT FLIGHT CENTER, RANDOLPH AFB, TEX.
p0446 N73-33050 ATC angle of attack training
INDIAN NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC DOCUMENTATION CENTRE, (AD-7572431 p3269 N73-23090
NEW DELHI. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP., ARNONK, N.Y.
Scientific creativity, part 1 Breathing metabolic simulator
[TT-70-57147-11 p0413 N73-30074 p0075 N73-13850
Scientific creativity, part 2 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP., NEN YORK.
(TT-70-57147-21 p0413 N73-30075 Respiratory system
Scientific creativity, part 3 p0105 N73-15102
(TT-70-57147-31 p0413 N73-30076
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CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE,
INTERNATIONAL LATEX CORP., DOVER, DEL. JAPANESE AIR SELF-DEFENSE FORCE, TOKYO.
Space suit Anthropometry of JASDE personnel and its
[NASA-CAS2-MSC-12609-11 p0439 N73-32012 application for human engineering
IOWA STATE UNIV. OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, AMES. p0101 N73-14091
Remote detection of moisture stress: Field and JET PROPULSION LAB., CALIF. INST. OF TECH., PASADENA.
laboratory experiments Planetary quarantine
p0068 N73-13070 [NASA-CR-1297931 p0070 873-13086
ISRAEL PROGRAM FOB SCIENTIFIC TRANSLATIONS, LTD., Microbiological sampling of spacecraft cablingq,
JERUSALEM. antennas, solar panels and thermal blankets
Absorption and utilization of solar energy by fNASA-CR-130383] p0149 N73-17109
crops under various growth conditions Planetary quarantine annual review, space
p0378 N73-29321 technology and research, July 1971 - July 1972
Distribution of the lonq-wave radiation fluxes [NASA-CR-1308611 p0176 873-18123
and the radiation balance in plant cover Lipid-absorbing polymers
p0378 N73-29322 p0191 N73-19976
The radiation regime and the heat balance of a Unified approach to the biomechanics of dental
cotton field and the cotton crop implantoloqy
p0378 N73-29323 p0191 N73-19977
Determination of the light status in suspensions The Mesa Arizona pupil tracking system
of algae p0191 N73-19985
p0378 N73-29325 Planetary quarantine. Space research and
The theory of photosynthesis of algae technology
p0378 N73-29326 [NASA-CE-1318451 p0258 N73-22039
rhe photosynthesis of submerged aquatic plants Quarantine constraints as applied to satellites
as a function of the intensity of penetrating [NASA-CH-132073] p0292 N73-24116
radiation Spacecraft microbial burden reduction due to
p0378 N73-29327 atmospheric entry heating: Jupiter
Radiation regime and the biometric indices of fNASA-CE-1320721 p0292 N73-24117
forest vegetation Terrestrial quarantine considerations for
p0378 N73-29328 unmanned sample return missions
Distribution of photosynthetically active (NASA-CR-1320711 p0293 N73-24118
radiation in the open and in the forest under Raw liquid waste treatment system and process
various weather conditions fNASA-CASE-NPO-13224-11 p0419 N73-31011
p0378 N73-29329 Planetary quarantine. Space research and
The incremental part of the organic matter technology
balance of the underwood depending on the [NASA-CR-1357911 p0445 N73-33041
light conditions JOBANN-NOLFGANG-GOETHE-UNIVERSITAT, FRANKFURT AN
p0378 N73-29330 MAIN (WEST GERMANI).
The loss part of the organic matter balance in Biomedical experiments. Part A: Biostack
oak underwood depending on the light conditions experiment
p0378 873-29331 p0232 N73-21761
Measurements of the radiation characteristics in The BIOSTACK experiment on Apollo 16
a multi-storeyed stand p0266 N73-23062
p0378 N73-29332 Effects of space vacuum and solar ultraviolet
Scattering of polarized light by plant cover irradiation (254 nanometers) on the colony
elements forming ability of Bacillus subtilis spores
p0378 N73-29333 p0291 873-24108
The brightness coefficient of the JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., BALTIMORE, ND.
soil-vegetation system as a function of some Environmental radioactivity: Radiation effects
parameters of the plant cover at the cellular level
p0378 N73-29334 [NYO-3970-291 p0099 873-14074
Utilization of solar energy for photosynthesis JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE, ARLINGTON, VA.
by spring wheat cultivated in mountains Hygienic problems of the effect of microwave
p0378 N73-29335 electromagnetic fields on the body
Measurements of the photosynthetically active (JPES-57209] p0593 N73-10073
radiation in forests with an intensity meter Processing of medical information and assessment
p0379 873-29337 of work capacity in space flight
Medical services (JPRS-57417] p0602 N73-10144
p0379 873-29347 Space biology and medicine, volume 6, no. 5, 1972
Medical investigations [JPRS-575171 p0063 873-12076
p0379 N73-29348 Effect of thirty-day confinement of rats in an
oribatid mites (acarina, orbatei) in Antarctica atmosphere with an increased oxygen content on
p0379 N73-29349 the elimination of some gaseous products of
The personnel's vitamin balance at Vostok station vital functions
p0379 873-29357 p0063 N73-12077
Diet at Vostok station Biological role of atmospheric oxygen in the
p0379 N73-29358 blood coagulation mechanism
Hygienic investigations at Vostok station p0063 N73-12079
p0379 H73-29359 DNA catabolism in the organs of rats under the
Preliminary description of seasonal plankton influence of transversely directed accelerations
collections at Molodezhnaya station p0063 N73-12080
p0379 N73-29363 Quantitative evaluation of gas exchange of a
ISTITUTO SUPERIORE DI SANITA, ROBE (ITALY). continuous culture of higher plants as a link
A program for automatic analysis of biological in a life support system
parameters p0063 N73-12081
rISS-72/41 p0186 873-19128 Selection of parameters of cardiovascular system
ultrasonic Doppler probes
p0063 N73-12083
Relationship between impulse activity of bulbar
JAPAN BROADCASTING CORP., TOKYO. respiratory neurons, electric activity of
NHK Technical Monograph No. 21 respiratory muscles and pulmonary ventilation
p0411 N73-30061 accompanying depressed respiration
Control mechanism of the accommodation-vergence p0064 N73-12084
eye-movement system in human eyes Results of electrogastrography during creation
p0411 N73-30062 of moderate degrees of hypoxia in a pressure
Roles of central and peripheral vision in chamber
pattern perception p0064 N73-12085
p0411 873-30063 Possible role of antitissue autoantibodies in
the protective mechanism of local shielding
C-11
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during total irradiation p0134 N73-16051
p0064 N73-12086 Regulation of vertical posture after flight on
Some methods for evaluating the quality of the the Soyuz-6 - Soyuz-8 ships and 120 day
erqatic process during approach of space hypokinesia
vehicles p0134 N73-16052
p0064 N73-12087 Mechanics of respiration during simulation of
Human cardiovascular system reactions to sign weightlessness in an immersion medium
variable transverse accelerations p0135 N73-16053
p0064 N73-12088 Analysis of some mechanisms of man's tolerance
Diurnal rhythm of the content of biogenous to lover body decompression
amines (histamine, serotonin) in human blood p0135 N73-16054
under normal conditions and during altered Effect of a gas mixture with an increased oxygen
work-sleep cycles and carbon dioxide content on man's
p0064 N73-12089 orthostatic tolerance
Cardiovascular system reactions in pilots with p0135 N73-16055
symptoms of atherosclerosis during Diurnal dynamics of psychic performance during
professional work 72 hour continuous wakefulness
p0064 N73-12090 p0135 N73-16056
Gas chromatographic investigations of volatile Use of sodium hydrocarbonate as a means for
products of human metabolism accompanying treating and preventing motion sickness
reduced food intake and starvation p0135 N73-16057
p0064 N73-12091 Characteristics of the effect of high mountain
Vestibular reactions during exposure to coriolis alpinism exercises on the human body
accelerations under hypoxic conditions p0135 N73-16058
p0065 N73-12092 Rhythm of sleep and wakefulness in crews of the
Use of multichannel rheoqraphy in physiological spaceships Soyuz 3-9 before, during and after
investigations on a centrifuge exposure to spaceflight
p0065 N73-12094 rJPRS-58173] p0137 N73-16068
Prolonged monitoring of human cardiac Emotional stress during spaceflight
bioelectric activity during ground experiments [JPRS-58C391 p0148 N73-17104
and in space flight Problems of man's interaction with his natural
p00 65 N73-12095 environment
Heat regulation reactions in animals in a fJPRS-581131 p0151 N73-17121
helium-oxygen atmosphere Fourth All-Union Conference on Space Biology and
p0065 N73-12096 Medicine
Microflora in a closed cabin in a three-day (JPRS-583451 p0176 N73-18125
experiment with human subjects at a reduced Interaction of man-machine systems
temperature and high relative humidity (JPRS-582901 p0178 N73-18136
p0065 N73-12098 Some psychological engineering and
Selections from Voyenno-Meditsinskiy Zhurnal no. psychophysiological aspects of the activity of
8, 1972 a cosmonaut-operator during docking and
fJPRS-57541) p0068 N73-13072 ship-to-ship transfer
Study of some psychic functions of aquanauts p0178 N73-18137
during prolonged exposure to increased pressure Interaction between man and an electronic
p0068 N73-13073 computer in operational planning
Use of a skin analysor as a communication p0178 N73-18138
channel in controlling activity (review of the Health evaluation of electron beam welding of
literature) beryllium bronze
p0069 N73-13074 p0190 N73-19531
Mood as a factor in an operator's performance Space biology and medicine, no. 1, 1973
p0069 N73-13075 [JPRS-586201 p0216 N73-20094
Methods and technique of machine analysis of Physiological effect of the replacement of
biological structures atmospheric nitrogen by inert gases at high(JPRS-574181 p0070 N73-13085 and low temperature
Psychological compatibility in interplanetary p0216 N73-20095
flight Effect of antioxidants on the rate of
[JPRS-57878] p0106 N73-15113 deoxygenation of blood in animals exposed to a
Space Biology and Medicine, volume 6, no. 6, 1972 modified atmosphere
fJPRS-58010] p0133 N73-16041 p0216 N73-20096
Renal component of the antiqravitational Dynamics of nitrogenous cerebral metabolites
function in the body accompanying multiple hypothermia and
p0133 N73-16043 subsequent self heating
Effect of accelerations on thiamine-S-35 p0216 N73-20097
distribution in the bodies of white mice Water mineral metabolism in animals subjected to
p0133 N73-16044 restricted mobility
Morphological changes in the juxtaqlomerular p0216 N73-20098
apparatus in the kidneys of rats during Increase in the tolerance of rats to a high
multihour exposure to accelerations in temperature under the influence of thermal
different directions conditioning and drugs
p0133 173-16045 p0216 N73-20099
Heat regulation reactions in rats in a hypoxic Effect of chronic irradiation of dogs by Co60
atmosphere with nitrogen and helium dilution gamma rays on the level of autoantibodies
p0134 N73-16046 p0216 N73-20100
Pathogenesis of some respiratory and circulatory Morphological changes in the liver in dogs
reactions accompanying drops in barometric accompanying chronic gamma radiation
pressure p0217 N73-20101
p0134 N73-16047 Proliferative activity of bone marrow cells in
Morphological changes in the testes of dogs dogs during chronic gamma irradiation in
accompanying chronic and combined gamma combination with repeated acute exposures
irradiation p0217 N73-20102
p0134 N73-16048 Dynamics of some characteristics of induced
Effect of some drugs on fall-out and Bekhterev potential of the optical region in the
nystagmus cerebral cortex in rabbits under conditions of
p0134 N73-16049 increasing hypoxia
Effect of prolonged hypodynamic on rat biology p0217 N73-20103
p0134 173-16050 Changes in composition of the peripheral blood
Radiation oxidation of water impurities in during 18- and 24-day space flights
moisture-containing products of man's vital p0217 N73-20104
functions
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Change in blood content of gases when man is p0255 N73-22014
exposed to high ambient temperatures Study of reactions of human
p0217 N73-20105 otorhinolaryngoloqical organs during hypokinesia
Carbon monoxide content in exhaled air and blood p0256 N73-22015
carboxyhemoqlobin in subjects confined to Pulmonary volumes of human subjects restricted
insulating protective gear to an antiorthostatic position with
p0217 N73-20106 application of different counteracting agents
State of hemocoaqulation and thrombocytes during p0256 N73-22016
hvpokinesia after adaptation to high mountain Negative pressure on the lower part of the body
conditions as a method for preventing shifts associated
p0217 N73-2C107 with change in hydrostatic blood pressure
7unctionil changes in systemic and regional p0256 N73-22017
(intracranial) circulation accompanying low Physical training as a method for preventing the
accelerations hypodynamic syndrome
p0217 N73-20108 p0256 N73-22018
Role of social synchronizers in adaptation to Effect of physical training and electric
unusual daily schedules stimulation on metabolism
p0218 N73-20109 p0256 N73-22019
Bactericidal activity of the human skin at Cerebral hemodynamics during 120 day clinostatic
different times of day hypokinesia
p0218 N73-20110 p0256 N73-22020
Importance of photostimulation in the Joint effect of stimulators and tranquilizers on
electroencephalographic study of fliers and performance of a man-operator
candidates at flight schools p0256 N73-22021
p0218 N73-20111 Determining copper, iron, cobalt, nickel and
Equivalence of the erfect of coriolis manganese in biological samples of plant origin
acceleration on receptors of the semicircular p0256 N73-22022
canals at some angular acceleration The human factor in contemporary technology
p0218 N73-20112 rJPRS-587921 p0260 N73-22050
Changes in visual functions after exposure to Space biology and medicine, no. 2, 1973
weak vestibular irritations [JPRS-590151 p0262 N73-23024
p0218 N73-20113 Microbiological investigations during spaceflight
Effect ot packaging and some use conditions for p0262 N73-23025
drugs in pharmacies carrying emergency reserves Investigation of some blood indices in white
p0218 N73-20114 rats exposed to sixty day hypokinesia
2eview: Biomedical problems in space flights. p0262 N73-23026
Index of Soviet and foreign literature Content of protein and nucleic acids in the
p0218 N73-20115 tissues of animals during hypokinesia
Conservation of natural resources and wild life p0262 N73-23027
fJPRS-584291 p0222 N73-20145 Functional state of the skeletal muscles of rats
Mdical, other problems of space flight during prolonged restriction of mobility (up
rJPRS-586781 p0
2 2
4 N73-21089 to 120 days)
First the testers fly p0262 N73-23028
pC224 N73-21090 Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on some indices
Medical and biological problems of space flight of energy metabolism in the skeletal muscles
p0224 N73-21091 and in some internal organs
Spaceflight safety p0262 N73-23029
fJPRS-587811 p0232 N73-21149 Cerebellar reactions during different regimes of
Space Biology and Medicine, volume 6, no. 4, 1972 rotation of animals on a centrifuge
IJPRS-571391 p0254 N73-22002 p0262 N73-23030
Morphological changes in the suprarenals of rats Asymmetry of otolithic reactions in fish
during hypokinesia p0262 N73-23031
p0254 N73-22003 Investigation of the effect of increased oxygen
Effect of a hiqn oxygen content on the intensity concentrations on chlorella metabolism
of formation and elimination of some gaseous p0262 N73-23032
products of vital functions by rats Effect of radioprotectants on functional state
pC254 N73-22004 of the vestibular analyzer
The mechanism of adaptation to hypoxic hypoxia p0263 N73-23033
p0255 N73-22005 Effect of permanent magnetic fields up to 4500
Time of retention of increased resistance to oe on the mitotic activity of corneal
hypoxia in relation to different patterns of epithelial cells in mice
high mountain acclimatization p0263 N73-23034
p0255 N73-22006 Effect of protein quality in the ration of rats
Effect of preliminary exposure to carbon on their tolerance of acute hypoxia
monoxide on development of hypokinetic p0263 N73-23035
disorders in white rats Change in cardiac activity and its phase
p0255 N73-22007 structure during lower body decompression
Effect of X-radiation in a dose of 25 and 250 R p0263 N73-23037
on transplantation immunity in mice Reactions of eye retinal vessels and intraocular
characterized by weak and strong pressure during man's 120 day restriction to a
histoincompatibility systems horizontal position
p0255 N73-22008 p0263 N73-23038
Evaluation of the functional state of Ways to increase effectiveness of physical
qranulocytopoiesis using a pyrogenal test training
p0255 N73-22009 p0263 N73-23039
Thirty day experiment with simulation of the Effect of vestibular analyzer irritation under
physiological effects of weightlessness hypoxic conditions on some visual analyzer
p0255 N73-22010 functions
Organization of the experiments and overall p0263 N73-23040
condition of the subjects Investigation of chromosomal aberrations in
p0255 N73-22011 lymphocytes of human peripheral blood with in
Changes in cerebral, pulmonary and peripheral vitro exposure to 645-MeV protons and I-rays
blood circulations p0263 N73-23041
p0255 N73-22012 Computation of the Coriolis acceleration acting
Variations in cardiac output and gas exchange at on receptors of human semicircular canals in
rest during bypokinesia rotating systems
p0255 N73-22013 p0263 N73-23042
State of the visual analyzer under hypokinetic Effect of restriction of motor activity of
conditions animals on their tolerance to an acute
C-13
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exposure to carbon monoxide spaceships
p0264 N73-23043 p0374 N73-29038
New book on the gravitational receptor Selection of optimum light characteristics of
p0264 N73-23044 marks in optical sighting devices
Fourth All-Union Conference on Space Biology and p0374 N73-29039
Aerospace Medicine Space medicine incorporated into practice on earth
p0264 N73-23045 fJPRS-598031 p0374 N73-29040
Use of oxygen for reducing the fatigue of man in A bibliography of Soviet literature on aviation,
flight alpine and space biology and medicine
(JPRS-59041] p0264 N73-23051 rJPRS-533291 p0375 N73-29047
Cryobiological studies and space biology problems Robot-manipulator control algorithms
(JPRS-59129] p0265 N73-23055 [JPRS-597171 p0375 N73-29051
Cryobiological studies and space biology problems Current research results and future efforts in
[JPES-59129] p0293 N73-24120 the problem of the biological effect of
The state and prospects of biogeocenological microwave radiation in the Department of
research Physical Injury at the Institute of Industrial
fJPS-59395] p0338 873-27053 Medicine
Man and his environment p0415 N73-30904
[JPRS-593691 p0339 N73-27064 Proposals for specification of allowable levels
Interaction between man and biosphere of microwave radiation
(JPES-59366] p0339 N73-27065 p0415 N73-30905
Development of man-computer interaction Space medicine and extraterrestrial life
(JPRS-59149] p0340 N73-27070 fJPRS-599521 p0415 N73-30983
Soviet Biology and Medicine, Volume 7, No. 3, 1973 Work and rest schedule for cosmonauts
[JPRS-59702] p0371 N73-29021 p0416 N73-30984
Ideas of K. E. Tsiolkovskiy and modern points of Investigating for life on other planets
view on the mechanisms of the influence of p0416 N73-30985
weightlessness Using onboard records for medical purposes
p0371 N73-29022 p0416 N73-30986
Morphological changes in the kidneys during Ideation and automation
multihour exposure to 4-q accelerations rJPRS-601031 p0440 N73-32019
imparted in different directions Space Biology and Medicine, volume 7, no. 4, 1973
p0372 N73-29023 (JPES-602481 p0441 N73-33014
Central nervous system reaction to mechanical Principal characteristics of a method for
factors regenerating the oxygen in pressurized
p0372 N73-29024 chambers based on electrolysis with use of
Influence of hypoxia on elimination of some solid electrolytes
gaseous products of vital functions in white p0441 N73-33015
rats Course of the infectious process and functional
p0372 N73-29025 activity of pulmonary macrophages in mice
Temperature regimes and cerebral blood supply of confined to an atmosphere with a high oxygen
animals content
p0372 N73-29026 p0442 N73-33016
Morphological and electron microscope changes in Change in the impulse activity of neurons in the
the cardiac muscle of dogs exposed to chronic respiratory center during electric stimulation
gamma irradiation of the vestibular nerve and dorsal roots in
p0372 873-29027 the spinal cord
Influence of the discontinuity between two media p0442 N73-33017
on the distribution of absorbed energy in a Blood supply to the skeletal muscles of rats
charged particle track during hypokinesia
p0372 N73-29028 p0442 N73-33018
Search for effective regimes for desaturation of Influence exerted on the animal body by
the human body for preventing high-altitude continuous and discontinuous exposure to
decompression disorders carbon monoxide
p0372 N73-29029 p0442 N73-33019
Influence of stepped adaptation to high-mountain Food consumption and morphological indices'of
conditions on the respiratory function and blood in white mice with the replacement of
acid-alkali equilibrium in the blood during air nitrogen by inert gases in a pressurized
different motor activity regimes of subjects chamber
p0372 N73-29030 p0442 N73-33020
Effect of hypodynamia and other spaceflight Effect of accelerations on the active transport
factors on the excretion of of glucose in the small intestine of rats
17-hydroxycorticosteroids and aldosterone p0442 N73-33021
p0373 N73-29031 Dynamics of weight change and variations in
Effect of decompression of the lower half of the weight indices of internal organs in white
body on the condition of the human mice as a function of atmospheric composition
cardiovascular system (based on X-ray and diet
kymoqraphy data) p0443 N73-33022
p0373 N73-29032 Role of extracardial innervation in compensation
Analysis of vestibular effects in experiments in of an orthostatic load
swigs p0443 N73-33023
p0373 N73-29033 Biological evaluation of the influence of a
Some characteristics of hemodynamics in an helium-oxygen atmosphere on a culture of
orthostatic test for persons with different mammalian cells
vestibular-autonomic tolerance p0443 N73-33024
p0373 873-29034 Investigation of the possibility of recording
Informative parameters of the the human electroencephalogram under the
psychophyvsioloqical state of flight personnel influence of muscle noise
when working with an indicator p0443 N73-33025
p0373 N73-29035 Analysis of some indices of electronystaqmograms
Study of the possibility of human adaptation to for healthy persons in labyrinthal
days of 16-hour duration calorization tests
p0373 873-29036 p0443 N73-33026
Study of the species composition of enteric State of blood filling and bioelectric activity
bacilli during prolonged confinement of man in of the brain in circulatory hypoxia in healthy
a closed space persons and individuals with early forms of
p0373 N73-29037 autonomic-vascular dysfunction
Investigation of decontaminating properties of p0443 N73-33027
sorbents used in the life support system of
C-14
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Peculiarities of water-mineral metabolism during biological significance
120-day hypokinesia p0450 N73-33071
p0443 N73-33028 JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Elimination of creatinine in the urine during Radiobiology, Volume 11, no. 5, 1971
Prolonged hypokinesia rAEC-TR-73061 p0066 N73-12103
p0444 N73-33029
Influence of transverse accelerations on
electrolyte composition of plasma and K
erythrocytes KANNER (LEO) ASSOCIATES, REDWOOD CITY, CALIP.
p0444 N73-3303C Analysis of electrocardiograms of Rhesus monkeys
Psychoneuroloqical problems in man's adaptation (Macaca mulatta)
to modified aiurnal regimes fNASA-TT-F-146751 p0136 N73-16062
p0444 N73-33031 Physiological problems of prolonged weightlessnessProblems of social psychology in space rNASA-TT-F-146721 p0149 N73-17110
p0444 N73-33032 Metabolism of drugs. 77: In vitro metabolismChange in calcium content in human bone tissue of antipyrine
accompanying thermal stress NhASA-TT-F-14868i p0218 N73-20116
p0444 N73-33033 Resistance of animals immersed in water to highPeculiarities of human skin reactions to lotions acceleration
of different composition during hypokinesia [NASA-TT-F-148281 p0219 N73-20119
p044 N73-33034 Some construction principles for remote control
Method for automatic processing of the indices imitative manipulators
of an operator's gas exchange during work in a r[NSA-TT-F-148891 p0232 N73-21152
trainer using a ""DNEPRI" electronic computer Renin-anqiotensin system in simulated
p0444 N73-33035 hypervolemia induced by immersion
Negative pressure on the lower half of the human rNASA-TT-F-148851 p0258 N73-22036body and the volume of circulating plasma Stimulation of pantinq by isolated heating of
pC444 N73-33036 the spinal column in the wake dog
Work of the Aerospace Section of the Leningrad rNASA-TT-F-149981 p0338 N73-27054
Society of Phvsiologists, Biochemists and General regularities of the reaction of the
Pharmacoloqists Imeni I. H. Sechnov human organism to the combined influence of
p0445 N73-33037 environmental factors characteristic for aThe mechanisms and principles of goal-directed spacecraft cabin
behavior rNASA-TT-F-150201 p0374 N73-29041[JPRS-600911 p0447 N73-33053 Role of living matter in carbonate formation
A dynamic theory of behavior rNASA-TT-F-150281 p0375 N73-29046
p0447 173-33054 Fluorometric 11-hydroxy-corticosteroid assay in
An approach to the construction of a formal human blood plasma
model of behavior rNASA-TT-F-15092]1 p0416 N73-30990
p0447 N73-33055 Methods of determination of hydroxyproline inOne class of adaptive systems and results of biological fluids and their use in clinical
computer modeling of their self-instruction practice
p0447 N73-33056 [NASA-TT-P-15093] p0417 N73-30997
The expedient functioning of automata with Functional test with a water load
normal and disturbed behavior in experiments [NASA-TT-F-15091] p0417 N73-30998
on reinforcement selection Study of immunological reactivity
p0447 N73-33057 rNASA-TT-F-150891 p0418 N73-30999Simple inductive interaction between man and Some properties of a mathematical analoq of the
objects and events central portion of a vestibular analyzer
p0447 N73-33058 rNASA-TT-P-151301 p0420 N73-31015
Modeling complex behavior witn the aid of Evaluation of gas exchange and reaction of the
M-automata cardiovascular and respiratory systems to
p0448 N73-33059 physical work
Experimental study of a model of motor behavior (NASA-TT-F-150901 p0437 N73-31997
p0448 N73-33060 The measurement of arterial Pressure under the
Model of the organization of goal-directed influence of ODNT
behavior (NASA-TT-F-150871 p0437 N73-31998
p0448 N73-33061 Thermoregulation during physical exercises of
Theoretical aspects of motivational stimulation men with diverse physical performance capacities
p0448 N73-33062 (NASA-TT-F-151421 p0437 N73-32003
Structural, behavioral, and EEG correlates of Measurement of the arterial pressure by the
alimentary motivation tachooscilloscope method after N. N. Savitskiy
p0448 N73-33063 rNASA-TT-F-15088I p0439 N73-32016
Use of motivational relations to find the Contribution to the study of factors controlling
acceptor of action the rate of summation of luminous impressions
p0448 N73-33064 from unequal surfaces (retinal heterogeneity)
Relation of conditioned reactions to evaluation rNASA-TT-F-151241 p0440 N73-32017
of results of forthcoming reinforcement KANSAS STATE UNIT., ANBHATTAN.
p0449 N73-33065 Performance and life support in altered
Features of the behavior of dogs when given a environments
choice of various reinforcements tAD-7542161 p0224 N73-20157
pC449 N73-33066 Systems analysis optimization and control of
Structure and functions of central mechanisms of life support systems in confined spaces
reinforcement p0294 N73-24131
p0449 N73-33067 KENTUCKY UNIT., LEXINGTOH.
On various types of corticopetal influences from Circadian phase relationships in monkeysdeep-seated emotiogenic formations of the brain p0224 N73-21088
p0449 N73-33068 KETTEBING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, DAYTON, OHIO.
Correlation between primary response and late The coronary patient in industry
slow oscillation of evoked potential in p0146 173-17084
response to light in awake and anaesthetized KIROV MEDICAL INST., GORKY (USSE).
rabbits Simplified method of multiple implantation ofp0449 N73-33069 electrodes in the subcortical structures of
The orientative-investiqative reaction as a the brain
factor changing the configuration of evoked rNASA-TT-F-15001] p0366 N73-27947
potentials on repeated flashes
p0449 N73-33070
Cross-Correlation analysis of stress rhythm
during action of stimuli of different
C-15
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flight maneuvers
LAD-7593661 p0341 N73-27080
LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LAB., N.MEX.
LEAR SIEGLER, INC., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. Characterization and properties of medical grade
Study of capabilities, necessary characteristics Pu-238 fuels
and effectiveness of pilot ground trainers. fLA-DC-72-4731 p0067 N73-12115
Volume 1: Hain text LOUISIANA STATE UNIV., BATON ROUGE.
rAD-7556811 p0341 N73-27081 A deterministic model of a human performing
LEHIGH UNIV., BETHLEHEM, PA. compensatory tracking
Operating room environment control. Part A: A fAD-7467251 p0072 N73-13101
valve cannister system for anesthetic gas Single-cell protein from waste cellulose
adsorption. Part B: A state-of-the-art (NASA-CR-1303001 p0106 N73-15115
survey of laminar flow operating rooms. Part LOUISIANA STATE UNIV., NEW ORLEANS.
C: Three laminar flow experiments Analysis of chemical components from plant
p0231 N73-21141 tissue samples
LEICESTER UNIV. (ENGLAND). [NASA-CR-1287401 p0186 N73-19131
Simulator sickness in passive observers LOUISVILLE UNIV., KYT.
(FPRC-13101 p0175 N73-18119 Applicability of research on sustained
Factors contributing to motion sickness performance, endurance, and work-rest
susceptibility: Adaptability and receptivity scheduling to the development of concepts and
p0225 N73-21095 doctrine of continuous operations
LENINGRAD (A. A. ZEDANOV) STATE UNIV. (USSR). p0271 N73-23988
One class of adaptive systems and results of LOVELACE FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION AND
computer modeling of their self-instruction RESEARCH, ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEI.
p0447 N73-33056 Specialized physiological studies in support of
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, WASHINGTON, D.C. manned space flight
Cosmonaut's emotional stress in space flight rNASA-CR-1287411 p01ld N73-19129
[NASA-TT-F-146541 p0067 N73-12113 LTV AEROSPACE CORP., DALLAS, TEE.
LINGUISTIC SYSTEMS, INC., CAMBRIDGE, BASS. Study of space shuttle EVA/IVA support
On table salt fever requirements. Volume 1: Technical summary[NASA-TT-F-146771 p0136 N73-16063 report
The carotenoids of some Basidiomycetes: A rNASA-CR-1339911 p0414 N73-30089
chemiotaxionomic survey Study of space shuttle EVA/IVA support
rNASA-TT-F-148581 p0219 N73-20117 requirements. Volume 2: EVA/IVA tasks,
Adenin-nucleotides NAD (plus) and NADN in guidelines, and constraints definition
skeletal muscles during intensive work and at fNASA-CR-1339921 p0419 N73-31007
rest Study of space shuttle EVA/IVA support
(NASA-TT-F-148561 p0219 N73-20118 requirements. Volume 3: Requirements study
Radiation sterilization with a Van de Graaff for space shuttle pressure suits
accelerator (NASA-CE-1339931 p0419 N73-31038
[NASA-TT-F-148211 p0219 N73-20120 Study of space shuttle EVA/IVA support
Human adaptation to hypoxia and tolerance of requirements. Volume 4: Requirements study
high environmental temperatures for space shuttle mobility aids
rNASA-TT-F-148601 p0219 N73-20122 rNASA-CR-1339941 p0419 N73-31009
Changes in the resistance of the organism to Study of space shuttle FVA/IVA support
extreme effects during prolonged requirements. Volume 5: Requirements study
acclimatization to hypoxia for space shuttle emergency 4 support
rNASA-TT-F-148611 p0219 N73-20123 [NASA-CR-1339951 p0419 N73-31010
The use of ultra-fine fiber filter cloth for LUNAR SCIENCE INST., HOUSTON, TEX.
removing bacterial contaminants from the air Effects of Apollo 12 lunar material on lipid
(NASA-TT-B-149401 p0293 N73-24123 levels of tobacco tissue and slash pine cultures
Effect of monochromatic light on blood constants [NASA-CR-1286061 p0591 N73-10063
CNASA-TT-F-149411 p0297 N73-25111
Simplified method of multiple implantation of
electrodes in the subcortical structures of
the brain MAINZ UNIV. (WEST GERMANY).
rNASA-TT-F-150011 p0366 N73-27947 Drug use and performance
The role of water temperature in bradycardia p0228 1173-21115
during facial immersion BAN-ACOUSTICS AND NOISE, INC., SEATTLE, WASH.
[NASA-TT-F-150251 p0450 N73-33072 The effect of simulated sonic boom rise time and
Retinal adaptation overpressure on electroencephaloqraphic
rNASA-TT-F-150361 p0450 N73-33074 waveforms and disturbance judgments
LITTON SYSTEMS, INC., BEVERLY BILLS, CALIF. rFAA-RD-73-1151 p0411 N73-30066
Vibration MARTIN MARIETTA CORP., DENVER, COLO.
p0105 N73-15098 Conceptual design study for a teleoperator
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., PALO ALTO, CALIF. visual system, phase 1
On the influence of individual elastic [NASA-CR-1240591 p0150 N73-17117
properties of the human body on the results of Water recovery and solid waste processing for
arterial pressure measurement aerospace and domestic applications
p0099 N73-14072 [NASA-CR-1288391 p0190 N73-19161
Fluid flow in a tube with deformable wall in the Regenerative particulate filter development
presence of valves rNASA-CR-1155051 p0268 N73-23084
p0298 N73-25117 Conceptual design study for a teleoperator
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., SUNNYVALE, CALIF. visual system, phase 2
The development of a non-cryogenic [NASA-CR-1242731 p0300 N73-25133
nitrogen/oxygen supply system Design, fabrication and acceptance testing of a
rNASA-CB-1286881 p0112 N73-15159 zero gravity whole body shower, volume 1
Water electrolysis system refurbishment and rNASA-CR-1340661 p0420 N73-31019
testing BARYLAND UNIV., COLLEGE PARK.
[NASA-CR-1286871 p0112 N73-15160 A study of phycophysiology in controlled
LOENY (RAYMOND)/SNAITH (WILLIAM), INC., NEW YORK. environments
Habitability study shuttle orbiter fNASA-CR-1357961 p0445 N73-33039
[NASA-CR-1288631 p0190 N73-19162 MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH., CAMBRIDGE.
Habitability study shuttle orbiter Considerations for the design of an onboard air
rNASA-CE-1288641 p0190 N73-19163 traffic situation display
Habitability study, earth orbital space stations p0598 N73-10112
FNASA-CR-1242761 p0300 N73-25132 Supervisory sampling and control: Sources of
LOGICON, INC., SAN DIEGO, CALIF. suboptimality in a prediction task
Automated flight training (AFT). Instrument p0598 N73-10114
C-16
MONTANA UNIV., CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
MONTANA UNIV., HISSOULA. Lead pencils
Telemetry experiments with a hibernating black p0148 N73-17097
bear The 1972 Summer Institute for Biomedical
rNASA-CR-1339261 p0418 N73-31000 Engineering
NSA RESEARCH CORP., EVANS CITY. PA. fNASA-TM-X-662141 . p0231 N73-21139
Development of system design information for Method of detecting and counting bacteria- in
carbon dioxide using an amine type sorber body fluids
(NASA-CR-111849] p0420 N73-31018 [NASA-CASE-GSC-11092-21 p0337 N73-27052
Automatic instrument for chemical processing to
N detect microorganism in biological samples by
measuring light reactions
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES - NATIONAL RESEARCH [NASA-CASE-GSC-11169-21 p0438 N73-32011
COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, D.C. NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. JOHN
The relationship of NASA occupational medicine F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER., COCOA BEACH, FLA.
and environmental health with the Advisory Infrasound
Center on Toxicology p0147 N73-17085
p0144 N73-17058 Radiation protection handbook
Visual search: A symposium conducted at the [NASA-TM-X-694101 p0186 N73-19133
spring meetingq, 1970 Environment sanitation handbook
(AD-7543271 p0221 N73-20133 (NASA-TM--695221 p0440 N73-32020
Color Vision: A symposium conducted at the NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
spring meeting., 1971 LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, LANGLEY STATION, VA.
rAD-7543281 p0221 N73-20136 Ride quality research activities at NASA Langley
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. AMES Research Center
RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. p0591 N73-10024
Pilot performance with a simulated ILS Apparatus for microbiological sampling
independence pictorial display (NASA-CASE-LAR-11069-11 p0136 N73-16061
p0599 N73-10122 Automatic inoculating apparatus
Human transinformation rates during one-to-four rNASA-CASE-LAR-11074-11 p0141 N73-16096
axis tracking with a concurrent audio task Bacterial identification using light scattering
p0602 N73-10139 measurements: A preliminary report
Programmable physiological infusion p0147 N73-17090
(NASA-CASE-ARC-10447-11 p0101 N73-14092 An investigation of a sterile access technique
Miniature ingestible telemeter devices to for the repair and adjustment of sterile
measure deep body temperature spacecraft
fNASA-CASE-ARC-10583-11 p0101 N73-14093 rNASA-TN-D-71471 p0151 N73-17122
Effect of prolonged bedrest and plus Gz Factors influencing public acceptance of STOL
acceleration on peripheral visual response time noise
rNASA-TN-D-7161] p0107 N73-15117 p0441 N73-32960
Biological effects of fuel and exhaust NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
components from spacecraft descent engines LENIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
employing hydrazine Wind tunnel investigation of the effect of high
[NASA-TM-X-2714] p0107 N73-15118 relative velocities on the structural
Machining of low percentage beryllium copper integrity of birds
alloys 
-NASA-TE-X-681631 p0106 N73-15114
p0144 N73-17059 ASRDI oxygen technology survey. Volume 2: ,
Pilot performance during a simulated standard Cleaning requirements, procedures, and
instrument procedure turn with and without a verification techniques
predictor display [NASA-SP-30721 p0111 N73-15155
(NASA-TM-X-622011 p0150 N73-17118 Cardiac R-wave detector with automatic
Responses of blind fish to gravitational changes sensitivity control
as achieved in parabolic flight fNASA-TN-D-7152] p0112 N73-15158
p0226 N73-21101 A high yield neutron target for cancer therapy
Chromato-fluoroqraphic drug detector fNASA-TM-X-681791 p0136 N73-16067
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10633-11 p0259 N73-22048 A method for defining down-wind evacuation areas
Body water compartments during bed rest: for transportation accidents involving toxic
Evaluation of analytical methods propellant spills
(NASA-TR-R-4061 p0295 N73-24133 fNASA-TM-X-681881 p0141 N73-16097
A study of the thermoregulatory characteristics Circuit for detecting initial systole and
of a liquid-cooled garment with automatic dicrotic notch
temperature control based on sweat rate: fNASA-CASE-LEW-11581-11 p0178 N73-18139
Experimental investigation and biothermal Loudness function derives from data on
man-model development electrical discharge rates in auditory nerve
fNASA-TN-D-73111 p0299 N73-25126 fibers
Temperature controller for a fluid cooled garment [NASA-TN-D-72971 p0293 N73-24121
INASA-CASE-ARC-10599-11 p0334 N73-26071 Ophthalmic method and apparatus
Visual examination apparatus fNASA-CASE-LEN-11669-11 p0339 N73-27062
(NASA-CASE-ARC-10329-11 p0335 N73-26072 Ophthalmic liquefaction pump
An evaluation of some special techniques for [NASA-CASE-LEN-12051-11 p0437 N73-32000
nuclear waste disposal in space NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.[NASA-TM-X-622721 p0366 N73-27943 LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEl.
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. Food and nutrition studies for Apollo 16
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. rNASA-TH-X-580961 p0067 N73-12110
Preliminary report on use of Lahey clinic Medical technology advances from space research
automated history in an idustrial complex p0075 N73-13851
p0144 N73-17060 Apollo 14 microbial analyses
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. [NASA-TM-X-580941 p0099 N73-14073
FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, EDNARDS, CALIF. Environmental health program activities
An operating environmental health program p0143 N73-17057
p0147 8N73-17093 An exercise prescription intervention program
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. with periodic erqometric grading
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MD. p0145 N73-17067
Medical Information Management System (MIMS) : A Proceedings of the 1971 Manned Spacecraft Center
generalized interactive information system Endocrine Program Conference
(NASA-TB-X-660761 p0604 N73-10156 [NASA-TM-X-580931 p0173 N73-18104
The value of continued followup in a preventive Endocrine laboratory results Apollo missions 14
medicine program and 15
p0145 N73-17072 p0173 N73-18105A
C-18
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX MONSANTO RESEARCH CORP.,
Human disorientation in a rotating spacecraft MEDICAL BIOLOGICAL LAB. RVO-TNO, RIJSHIJK
p0599 N73-10119 (NETHERLANDS).
A Bayesian model for visual space perception Summaries, biological effects of microwave
pC600 N73-10127 radiation, part 5
Human control capabilities MHBL-1972-51 p0591 N73-10060
p0106 N73-15107 Summaries, biological effects of microwave
Laboratory hood design radiation, part 6
p01 44 N73-17063 [MBL-1972-6 p0591 N73-10061
Study of design and control of remote MEDICAL BIOLOGICAL LAB. RVO-TNO, THE HAGUE
manipulators. Part 2: Vibration (NETHERLANDS).
considerations in manipulator design Biological effects of microwave radiation, part 1
INASA-Ca-1241891 p0221 N73-20138 [MBL-1971-7-PT-1] p0264 N73-23048
Study of design and control of remote MEDICAL COLL. OF NISCONSIN, MILWAUKEE.
manipulators. Part 4: Experiments in video The effect of carbon monoxide on time perception
camera positioning with regard to remote [PB-214651/21 p0299 N73-25123
manipulation MRSSERSCHMITT-BOELKOs-BLOHM G..BB.H., OTTOBRUNN
INASA-CE-1241901 p0221 N73-20139 (VEST GERMANY).
Study of design and control of remote Target acquisition for picture transmission
manipulators. Part 1: Summary and conclusions using a TV system
rNASA-CR-1241911 p0259 N73-22046 [MBB-UFE-892-72-01 p0113 N73-15165
Mechanisms of deterioration of nutrients phase 1 MIAMI UNIV., FLA.
INASA-CR-1289151 p0269 N73-23085 Studies of the Renin-aldosterone system and
Robot vision sodium homeostasis during simulated
INASA-C3-1334581 p0365 N73-27936 weightlessness: Application of the water
Factors affecting depth perception immersion model to man
fAD-7592611 p0375 N73-29050 p0174 N73-18110
MASSACHUSETTS UNIV., AMHERST. MIAMI UNIV., OXFORD, OHIO.
Modeling food preferences over time Factors affecting the detection and recognition
FAD-749C791 p0102 N73-14100 of colored targets
MATRIX RESEARCH CO., SAN MATEO, CALIF. [AD-7462971 p0610 N73-11083
UH-1H iob performance tests (VNAF) series TS-1 MICHIGAN COLL. OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE, PONTIAC.IAD-7451631 p0605 N73-10166 The effects of oxygen at high pressure on
MAYO CLINIC, ROCHESTER, MINN. catecholamine metabolism
Studies of the effects of gravitational and rAD-7594051 p0339 N73-27061
inertial forces on cardiovascular and MICHIGAN UNIV., ANN ARBOR.
respiratory dynamics The use of a battery of tracking tests in the
INASA-CR-1296031 p0063 N73-12074 quantitative evaluation of neurological function
Studies of the effects of gravitational and p0599 N73-10118
inertial forces on cardiovascular and Mapping an operator's perception of a parameter
respiratory dynamics space
rNASA-CR-1332121 p0298 N73-25119 p0600 N73-10129
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT CO., ST. LOUIS, 0MO. Impact
The high q approach p0105 N73-15097[AD-7572161 p0295 N73-24138 Psychosocial factors in coronary heart disease
4OCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO., HUNTINGTON p0143 N73-17054
BEACH, CALIF. Link system of the human torso
Test results of six-month test of two water (AD-7549241 p0223 N73-20151
electrolysis systems A characterization of the visibility process and
FNASA-CR-1286291 p0612 N73-11095 its effect on search policies
Cost analysis of water recovery systems p0294 N73-24130[NASA-CR-1240981 p017 7 N73-18134 Evaluation of holographic elements in a heads-up
Study to validate the Non-Interference display
Performance Assessment (NIPA) technique rAD-7580571 p0295 N73-24139(NASA-CS-1288651 p0190 N73-19164 The use of a tracking test battery in the
Cost analysis of oxygen recovery systems quantitative evaluation of neurological function
fNASA-C-1241751 p0230 N73-21137 rNASA-CR-132275] p0340 N73-27069
Cost analysis of life support systems MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND SCIENCES-DOCUMENTATION
fNASA-CR-1243051 p0340 N73-27072 DEPARTHENT, THE HAGUE (NETHERLANDS).
Cost analysis of carbon dioxide concentrators Training of personnel to man the various parts
fNASA-CR-1243021 p0340 N73-27073 of an information centre and to operate
Cost analysis of water recovery systems various kinds of service
"NASA-CE-1243031 p0340 N73-27074 p0297 N73-24205
Cost analysis of oxygen recovery systems MINNESOTA UNIV., MINNEAPOLIS.(NASA-CR-1243041 p0340 N73-27075 Circadian rhythms of the circulatory system.
Cost analysis of atmosphere monitoring systems Literature review: Computerized case study of
rNASA-C2-1243061 p0341 N73-27076 transmeridian flight and medication effects on
Study of C02 sorbents for extravehicular activity a mildly hypertensive subject
INASA-CR-1146321 p0376 N73-29054 [AD-7433001 p0595 N73-10090
Life support system cost study: Addendum to MINNESOTA UNIV.., ST. PAUL.
cost analysis of carbon dioxide concentrators Storage stability and improvement of
rNASA-CR-1244621 p0447 N73-33052 intermediate moisture foods
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO., ST. LOUIS, nO. FNASA-CR-1339781 p0366 N73-27944
Inflight Blood Collection System (IBCS) MISSOURI UNIV., COLUMBIA.
verification plan, Effects of hyperoxia on sulfhydryl concentration
rNASA-CR-1286451 p0067 N73-12112 of Escherichia coli
Relationships between design characteristics of [AD-7461931 p0610 N73-11087
avionics subsystems and training cost, Chronic oxygen electrodes: A feasibility study
training difficulty, and job performance rAD-748422 p0074 N73-13120
rAD-7595831 p0337 N73-26096 The role of depressed metabolism in increasedMCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP., ST. LOUIS, NO. radio resistance
The Computerized Anatomical Man (CAM) model rNASA-CR-130381] p0133 N73-16038[NASA-CR-1340431 p0440 N73-32022 Mechanisms of oxygen toxicity at the cellularMCGILL UNIV., MONTREAL (QUEBEC). level
DRB Aviation Medical research Unit reports. [AD-7587251 p0299 N73-25124Volume 2: 1968-1971 MONSANTO RESEARCH CORP., DAYTON, OHIO.(DR-2151 p0606 N73-11057 Research program on beryllium oxide analysis and
DRB Aviation Medical Research Unit reports, toxicity
volume 1, 1964-1968 (AD-754936] p0220 N73-20131fDR-208-VOL-11 p0109 N73-15136
C-17
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
Dissociation of effects of prolonged confinement rNASA-SP-2811 p0597 N73-10104
and bedrest in normal human subjects: Heart Some results of the development and
rate and body temperature investigation of instruments for monitoring
p0175 N73-18113 the cardiovascular system
Dissociation of effects of prolonged confinement tNASA-TT-F-144921 p0604 N73-10154
and bed rest in normal human subjects; Life support systems of spacecraft
cortisol, insulin, thyroxine, and [NASA-TT-F-144361 p0604 173-10155
triiodothyronine Micrococcus pierantonii. New species of
p0175 N73-18114 photogenic bacteria of the luminous organ of
Nutrition and musculoskeletal function: Skylab Rondeletia Minor NAEF
experiment series number M070 rNASA-TT-F-144391 p0608 N73-11072
p0175 N73-18115 In regard to bacterial reduction of organically
A study of liver microsomal cytochromes bound phosphoric acid
following chronic exposure to dichloromethane (NASA-TT-F-14723] p0069 N73-13080
rNASA-TM-X-691011 p0176 N73-18128 Do microbes reduce phosphate?
Continuous animal exposure to methylene-chloride (NASA-TT-F-147241 p0069 N73-13081
rNASA-TM-X-690991 p01 77 N73-18129 Weightlessness
Continuous exposure of animals to p0105 N73-15099
methylisobutylketone Atmosphere control
rNASA-TM-X-691001 p0177 873-18130 p0106 N73-15108
Microbial response to space environment, part B Aerospace vehicle water-waste management
p0232 N73-21762 p0106 N73-15111
Visual light flash phenomenon, part C Evolution, gravitation, weightlessness
p0233 N73-21763 (NASA-TT-F-7301 p0107 M73-15116
Medical subject monitoring systems Results of the 1971 Corn Blight Watch experiment
rNASA-CASE-MSC-14180-11 p0259 N73-22045 [NASA-TM-X-690551 p0136 173-16064
Proceedings of the dicrobial Response to Space Proceedings of the Annual Conference of NASA
Environment Symposium Clinic Directors, Environmental Health[NASA-TM-X-581031 p0291 N73-24102 Officials and Medical Program Advisors
Background and general design of the microbial fNASA-TM-X-690721 p0142 N73-17048
response to space environment experiment Medical examinations for radiation workers
(1191) system p0143 N73-17050
p6291 N73-24103 Experience factors in performing periodic
Infectivity and egg production of physical evaluations
Nematospiroides dubius as affected by space p0143 N73-17052
flight and ultraviolet irradiation Leave taking and overtime behavior as related to
p0291 N73-24106 demographic, health, and job variables
Posttlight analyses of Bacillus thuringiensis p0143 N73-17055
organisms exposed to space flight conditions Environmental health program in NASA
p0291 N73-24109 p0143 N73-17056
Thermoluminescent dosimetry for the Apollo 16 Proceedings of the Annual Conference of NASA
microbial response to space environment Clinic Directors, Environmental Health
experiment (8191) Officials and Medical Program Advisors
p0292 N73-24115 [NASA-TM-X-690731 p0144 873-17064
Habitability data handbook. Volume 2: Dynamic EKG study
Architecture and environment. Supplement 2 p0144 N73-17065
(NASA-TM-X-693221 p0295 N73-24135 Normally expected aberrations in the 8-hour
Foot pedal operated fluid type exercising device dynamic EKG
fNASA-CASE-MSC-11561-11 p0439 N73-32014 p0145 N73-17066
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMIMISTRATION. Proceedings of the Annual Conference of NASA
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, HUNTSVILLE, ALA. Clinic Directors, Environmental Health
Metabolic analyzer Officials and Medical Program Advisors
(NASA-CASE-IFS-21415-11 p0112 N73-15156 (NASA-TM-X-690741 p0146 N73-17078
Medical automation system at the Marshall Space The management of NASA employee health problem;
Flight Center status 1971
p0145 173-17068 p0146 873-17079
Microbiological surveillance of food handling at Coronary risk factor scoring as a guide for
NASA-MSFC counseling
rNASA-TMN--647341 p0220 N73-20127 p0146 N73-17080
Reduced gravity fecal collector seat and urinal Problem of acceleration in aviation medicine.
fNASA-CASE-MFS-22102-11 p0222 N73-20141 Part 3: Functional changes in the nervous
Microbiological assay of the Marshall Space system during G-loads and weightlessness
Flight Center neutral buoyancy simulator (HASA-TT-F-733 p0148 N73-17105
[NASA-TM-X-647361 p0229 N73-21127 Recent NASA aerospace medicine technology
The EKG isolator and cardiotachometer system developments
p0261 N73-22924 p0265 H73-23058
Free flying teleoperator Potential teleoperator applications in manned
p0261 873-22925 aerospace systems
Underwater space suit pressure control regulator p0270 N73-23904
rNASA-CASE-MFS-20332-21 p0299 N73-25125 Fourth All-Union Conference on Space Biology and
Ergometer Medicine
[NASA-CASE-MES-21109-11 p0366 N73-27941 [NASA-TT-F-149641 p0298 173-25116'
Biodetection grinder Investigative methods in space biology and
[NASA-TH-X-647651 p0376 173-29059 medicine: Transmission of medical data
Tilting table for erqometer and for other (NASA-TT-F-149961 p0338 N1173-27057
biomedical devices Safety of life and health of crews of spacecraft
rNASA-CASi-MFS-21010-11 p0413 N73-30078 and space stations in emergency situations
Ultrasonic bone densitometer fNASA-TT-F-14997) p0339 N1173-27068
[NASA-CASE-MFS-20994-11 p0415 N73-30090 Investigation of the rhythm of sleep and
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. wakefulness in crews of the spaceships Soyuz
WALLOPS STATION, WALLOPS ISLAND, VA. 3-9 before, during and after exposure to
Review of a series of proctosiqmoidoscopies done spaceflight
at Wallops Station, Virginia [NASA-TT-F-151031 p0375 N73-29048
p0144 N73-17C61 Biomedicine: A compilation
A case of near fatal ammonia gas poisoning fNASA-SP-5958(01) p0438 N73-32007
p0147 173-17088 Exchange of hand heat. The role of circulatory
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, reactions and variations of the local
WASHINGTON, D.C. temperature of arterial bloods
Seventh Annual Conference on Manual Control [NASA-TT-F-151431 p0445 N73-33043
C-19
NATIONAL AVIATION FACILITIES EXPERIMENTAL CENTER,. CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
NATIONAL AVIATION FACILITIES EXPERIMENTAL CENTER, Specific acute losses of vestibular function in
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. man following unilateral section of one or all
Human engineering analysis of airport lighting components of the eighth cranal nerve
control panels and a proposal for a new design rNASA-CR-1296721 p0070 N73-13084
[FAA-RD-72-931 p0066 N73-12108 Human head and neck response to impact
A comparison of general aviation occupant acceleration
restraint systems (AD-7479881 p0072 N73-13106
(FAA-NA-73-301 p0375 N73-29052 A new technique for measuring scotopic critical
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, BOULDER, COLO. flicker frequency to indicate
Insulation of liquid oxyqen dewars psychophysioloqical stress
fAD-763325 p0421 N73-31026 [AD-7481931 p0101 N73-14088
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C. Effects of some antimotion sickness druqs and
Project SOAP: A systems approach to biomedical secobarbital on postural equilibrium functions
research program management, a case study at sea level and at 12,000 feet simulated
CNBS-TN-7611 p0252 N73-21977 rAD-7481921 p0103 N73-14105
NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, BOULDER, The relationship between habituation to
COLO. vestibular stimulation and viqilance:
Climate change and the influence of man's Individual differences and subsidiary problems
activities on the global environment (AD-7493521 p0103 N73-14108
(PB-213676/21 p0267 N73-23074 A new approach to criterion development in the
NATIONAL DEFENCE MEDICAL CENTRE, OTTAWA (ONTARIO). replacement air qroup
Colour vision in the Canadian Armed Forces [AD-7481951 p0104 N73-14111
p0179 N73-19070 The vestibular system
NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES, INC., NEU YORK. p0105 N73-15103
Impact of NASA stress laboratory program on US Empirical reduction in potential user population
colleges as the result of imposed multivariate
p0147 N73-17092 anthropometric limits
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION, rAD-7520321 p0151 N73-17124
WASHINGTON, D.C. Effects of part-whole training procedures upon
Analyais of decelerator, accelerator and shock the acquisition of complex skills to be
cord propelled rebound sleds for evaluating performed under stress
air bag restraints p0189 N73-19153
[PB-2127061 p0224 N73-20155 Assessment of reactions to vestibular
NATIONAL LENDING LIBRARY FOR SCIENCE AND disorientation stress for purposes of aircrew
TECHNOLOGY, BOSTON SPA (ENGLAND). selection
Calculation of the thermal resistance of the air p0225 N73-21096
layers in air-permeable clothing Motion sickness questionnaire and field
FNLL-DRIC-TRANS-2717-(3623.66) 1 p001 N73-14089 independence scores as predictors of success
Voice and hearing in the system of acoustic in Naval aviation training
orientation of animals p0225 N73-21097
[NLL-DRIC-TEANS-3056-(3623.66)1 p0291 N73-24101 Dosimetric characteristics of HZE particles in
Meteorological conditions and infection of the space
upper respiratory tract in children [NASA-CE-1314671 p0230 N73-21132
(NLL-M-22866-(5828.4F)1 p0297 N73-25109 Operant behavior of rhesus monkeys in the
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA, OTTAWA presence of extremely low frequency low
(ONTARIO). intensity magnetic and electric fields,
Materials of the Second All-Union Conference on experiment 1
the study of the effects of magnetic fields on [AD-7540581 p0230 N73-21134
biological orqanisms, 24-26 September 1969 Toward the development of a criterion for fleet
(NRC-TT-15451 p0099 N73-14070 effectiveness in the F-4 fighter community
Research and development of radiation-protective [AD-7551841 p0269 N73-23087
agents (now becoming available as oral drugs The use of confidential instructor ratings for
[NRC-TT-16091 p0106 N73-15112 the prediction of success in naval
The direct endanqering of the living space (a undergraduate pilot traininq
proposed set of quantitative concepts) rAD-757693] p0296 N73-24146
INEC-TT-1636] p0376 N73-29057 The measurement of pulmonary extravascular water
Sleep deprivation effects on accuracy and speed volume during exposure to simulated high
of response selection and execution altitude
p0422 N73-31854 rAD-7633551 p0418 N73-31004
NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL INST., PENSACOLA, FLA. NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, WARMINSTER, PA.
A limited review of the effect of cigarette Human and rat exposures to Halon 1301 under
smoking on performance with emphasis on aviation hypobaric conditions
[AD-7544211 p0267 N73-23071 (AD-7479581 p0066 N73-12106
NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., NEW ORLEANS, Flashblindness recovery following exposure to
LA. constant energy adaptive flashes
Non-fatal ejection vertebral fracture and its fAD-7476311 p0071 N73-13095
prevention Evidence for activated interfacial charge
p0265 N73-23059 transport in low-G acceleration stress
Specialized anthropometry requirements for [AD-7493381 p0100 N73-14079
protective-equipment evaluation Accuracy of the mean threshold in the
p0266 N73-23066 psychophysical method of limits
NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., PENSACOLA, [AD-7493341 p0100 N73-14083
FLA. Accuracy of the mean threshold and of the
Some of the mechanisms underlying motion sickness variability in the psychophysical method of
p0591 N73-10020 constant stimuli
Direction-specific adaptation effects acquired rAD-7530091 p0187 N73-19141
in a slow rotation room Effects of facial hair in oxygen masks
[NASA-CRB-1290631 p0591 N73-10062 [AD-7540751 p0232 N73-21154
Comparative evaluation of exposure distributions The landing signal officer: A preliminary
for air travelers and radiation workers dynamic model for analyses of system dynamics
(AD-7434821 p0594 N73-10083 rAD-7627281 p0377 N73-29064
Rhesus monkey heart rate during exercise NAVAL BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., OAKLAND, CALIF.
[AD-7449301 p0595 N73-10089 Studies on possible propagation of microbial
Comparative motion sickness symptomatoloqy and contamination in planetary clouds
performance decrements occassioned by rNASA-CR-1310911 p0186 N73-19127
hurricane penetrations in C-121, C-130, and Studies on possible propagation of microbial
F-3 Navy aircraft contamination in planetary clouds
rAD-7439281 p0596 N73-10100 rNASA-CR-1336381 p0375 N73-29049
C-20
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX NEW MEXICO UNIV.,
Release of bacterial spores from the inner walls and analysis. 2: Rapid flash rates
of a stainless steel cup subjected to thermal IAD-7449341 p0595 N73-10088
stresses and mechanical shock Binaural improvement in normal and defective
INASA-CR-1338681 p0416 N73-30987 ears in a background of other voices
NAVAL MEDICAL FIELD RESEARCH LAB., CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. [AD-7461011 p0597 N73-10103
Maximal oxygen intake as a predictor of Further tests of training techniques to improve
performance in running events visual-motor coordination of Navy divers
(AD-7468671 p0071 N73-13093 underwater
NAVAL MEDICAL RESEARCH INST., BETHESDA, MD. (AD-7449361 p0605 N73-10163
Acoustic-optical detection of decompression Psychological effects of prolonged exposure to
sickness in hamsters sonar signals at an elevated intensity. 2:[AD-7434751 p0595 N73-10091 Twenty-four days exposure to signals at 85 dB
Evaluation of Marine Corps battery powered rAD-7461031 p0611 N73-11089
electrically heated diving dress Studies of calcium and inorganic phosphorus
CAD-7498471 p0102 N73-14101 levels in plasma and erythrocytes during acute
Bibliography of reported biological phenomena and chronic hypercapnia
-effects' and clinical manifestations rAD-7493231 p0258 N73-22035
attributed to microwave and radio-frequency Studies in enlisted submariner motivation. 1:
radiation Some etiological factors related to
FAD-7502711 p0108 N73-15131 devolunteerinq of submarine school candidates
A bibliography of the role of the vestibular [AD-7493241 p0260 N73-22054
apparatus under water and pressure: Improving distance estimation under water:
Content-oriented and annotated Long-term effectiveness of training
CAD-7506861 pC019 N73-15133 FAD-752979] p0299 N73-25128
A study of a cutaneous code applied to the NAVAL SUBMARINE MEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., GROTON, CONN.
communication needs of the working diver Apparent object movement produced by head[AD-7502681 p0113 N73-15169 movement under water
A diver monitoring system for physiologic CAD-7493191 p0101 N73-14086
studies in all hvperbaric environments Visual evoked responses for divers breathing
[AD-7543991 p0224 N73-20154 various gases at depths to 1200 feet
The NMBI Mark 3 Mod 1 tremor device (AD-7493251 p0108 N73-15127
CAD-7633431 p0438 N73-32010 Improving absolute distance estimation in clear
NAVAL PERSONNEL AND TRAINING RESEARCH LAB., SAN and in turbid water
DIEGO, CALIF. [AD-752976] p0187 N73-19140
Technician requirements for maintenance of Speech discrimination in noise and hearing loss
microelectronics equipment in the fleet at 3000 Hertz
[AD-7480401 p0074 N73-13123 (AD-752974] p0298 N73-25118
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, MONTEREY, CALIF. Masking as an indicator of neural fatigue: A
A study of underwater diver tactile sensitivity preliminary study
[AD-7437091 p0594 N73-10082 [AD-7529751 p0300 N73-25129
The effect of temporal uncertainty on human Differences in the speed of mentally processing
energy expenditure during moderate exercise displays containing information about right
CAD-7437261 p0594 N73-10084 and left
Parameters affecting underwater vision fAD-7597231 p0334 N73-26070
rAD-7437561 p0595 N73-10092 Handedness and adaptation to distortions of size
Vibration effects on pilot tracking performance and distance under water
using a rigid control stick (AD-7597221 p0337 N73-26098
CAD-7451931 p0605 N73-10164 The Bohr effect in chronic hypercapnia
The evaluation of air-to-air combat situations [AD-7633941 p0418 N73-31005
by Navy fighter pilots with artificial NAVAL TRAINING EQUIPMENT CENTER, ORLANDO, FLA.
intelligence applications An evaluation of the training effectiveness of
[AD-7475191 p3068 N73-12119 device 2F90, TA-4J operational flight trainer.
A hybrid computer technique for measuring human Part 1: The B stage
describing functions and remnant in closed CAD-7502481 p0113 N73-15170
loop tracking tasks NAVAL WEAPONS LAB., DAHLGEN, VA.
[AD-7486591 p0100 N73-14078 Biological hazards from exposure to ELF
Pupil diameter and the cross-adaptive critical electrical fields and potentials
tracking task: A method of workload measurement (AD-7434801 p0595 N73-10093
[AD-7490751 p0100 N73-14081 NAVY CLOTHING AND TEXTILE RESEARCH UNIT, NATICK,
The use of a linear rating scale in selecting a MASS.
subcritical tracking task parameter Evaluation of heat loss from Navy divers' wet suit
[AD-7520361 p0151 N73-17125 [AD-7472761 p0613 N73-11103
Effects of neuromuscular tension in the use of Environmental control unit for damage control
an isometric hand controller suit system
fAD-7572521 p0269 N73-23089 [AD-7490251 p0075 N73-13125
An interactive hybrid computer system for time Damage control suit system
domain audio synthesis [AD-762428] p0370 N73-27976
fAD-7617301 p0369 N73-27968 NAVY EXPERIMENTAL DIVING UNIT, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Analysis of a description model for hand motion Pulmonary mechanical functions in man breathing
distance in a manual decision task dense gas mixtures at great depths
(AD-7615181 p03 7 0 N73-27973 (AD-7490281 p0100 N73-14082
Subjective and physiological indicators of The calculation of minimum safe inspired gas
fatigue in a vigilance task temperature limits for deep diving
fAi-7615031 p0413 N73-30077 [AD-7481971 p0103 N73-14104
Current versus stagnant jet pilots' response Diver anthropometrics
times: A comparison [AD-7486271 p0114 N73-15175
[AD-7 6 1463 1 p0421 N73-31025 Influence of increased ambient pressure and gas
NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER, density on cardiac rate in man
WASHINGTON, D.C. (AD-7551291 p0261 N73-22058
An input adaptive, pursuit tracking model of the NEW ENGLAND DEACONESS HOSPITAL, BOSTON, MASS.
human opertor Ionizing radiation
p0597 N73-10108 p0105 N73-15100
NAVAL SUBMARINE MEDICAL CENTER, GROTON, CONN. NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV., UNIVERSITY PARK.
psychological effects of prolonged exposure to Predicting human performance 3: Detection of a
sonar signals at an elevated intensity. 1: simple visual signal as a function of time of
Five days' exposure to signals at 85 dB watch
[AD-744 938 1 p0594 N73-10087 (AD-7453171 p0596 N73-10097
The visual evoked cortical response as a measure NBE MEXICO UNIV., ALBUQUBBRQUE.
of stress in naval environments: Methodology Study of methods for the improvement of
C-21
NEW YORK UNIV., CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
bacterial transport media eye: A review of the literature
rNASA-CE-1289581 p0297 N73-25113 (NASA-CR-1284071 p0591 N73-10064
Heart rates and predicted maximal oxygen uptake Human responses to electricity: A literature
following training at low to moderate duration review
and intensity [NASA-CR-1284221 p0592 N73-10065
p0371 N73-29020 Effects of weightlessness on the development of
NEW YORK UNIV., N.Y. the vestibular apparatus and ocular nystagmus
The effects of physical fatique on sequencing in in the rat
eye-hand coordination performance INASA-CR-1145691 p0149 N73-17112
p0446 N73-33051 Fluid dynamic aspects of cardiovascular behavior
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC., COLUMBUS, OHIO. during low-frequency whole-body vibration
Naval Pilot training system study. Volume 1: [NASA-CR-1338431 p0412 N73-30069
Basic report OHIO STATE UNIV., COLUMBUS.
rAD-7566381 p0296 N73-24143 Pattern recognition by retina-like devices
Naval pilot training system study. Volume 2: [PB-2112381 p0102 N73-14096
Appendices A, B, C, and D. Barometric pressure
[AD-7566391 p0296 N73-24144 p0104 N73-15092
Naval pilot training system study. Volume 3: Atmosphere
Executive summary p0104 N73-15093
rAD-756640] p0296 N73-24145 Ethyl alcohol and pilot performance: Military
NORTH AMEICAN BOCKWELL CORP., DOWNEY, CALIF. implications of in-flight studies
Effects of simulated artificial gravity on human p0227 N73-21113
performance Multi-task time-sharing requirements
rNASA-CR-21291 p0067 N73-12111 rAD-7553631 p0269 N73-23088
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. OREGON STATE UNIV., CORVALLIS.
Tactile sensing means for prosthetic limbs Microbial activities in hyperbaric environments
[NASA-CASE-MFS-16570-11 p0439 N73-32013 rAD-7453341 p0596 N73-10096
NORTH CAROLINA UNIV., CHAPEL HILL.
Interrelation of systemic and cellular responses p
to acute and chronic hypoxia
rAD-743536] p0594 N73-10081 PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS, INC., COCOA BEACH, FLA.
NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIV., FARGO. Stress studies at Kennedy Space Center: A
Quantitation of buried contamination by use of backward and forward look
solvents p0146 N73-17082
[NASA-CR-130720] p0149 N73-17111 PERCEPTRONICS, INC., ENCINO, CALIF.
NORTH DAKOTA UNIV., GRAND PORKS. Nan/machine interaction in adaptive computer
Physiology of the rat in hyperbaric environments aided control initial study
of helium, nitrogen and nitrous oxide [AD-7548351 p0222 N73-20147
p0371 N73-29019 PHYSIOMETRICS, INC., MALIBU, CALIF.
NORTHEASTERN UNIV., BOSTON, BASS. Postponement of incipient collapse due to
Oxygen metabolism: Metabolic implications in work-induced heat stress by limited cooling
hyperbaric systems rNASA-CR-1340591 p0438 N73-32005
rAD-7493811 p0103 N73-14106 PITTSBURGH UNIV., PA.
NORTHROP SERVICES, INC., HOUSTON, TEX. On the fundamental importance of the social
The ferrioxalate actinometry system of the psychology of research as a basic paradigm for
microbial response to space environment the philosophy of science: A philosophical
experiment (9191) case study of the psychology of the Apollo
p0292 N73-24113 moon scientists
NOTTINGHAM UNIV. (ENGLAND). (NASA-CR-1308321 p0176 N73-18122
Peripheral acuity with complex stimuli at two PRINCETON UNIV., N.J.
viewing distances A performance measure for manual control systems
p0191 N73-19965 p0601 N73-10135
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE HOSPITAL, SAN FRANCISCO,
O CALIF.
A study of ventricular contractility and other
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LAB., TENN. parameters possibly related to vasodepressor
Animal radiation data and their relevance to man syncope
tCONP-720108-21 p0066 N73-12102 (NASA-CR-1289681 p0333 N73-26056
Biology division habrobracon experiment P-1079 PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, PHOENIX, ARIZ.(NASA-CR-127142] p0069 N73-13082 Services provided in support of the planetary
Effects of weightlessness on simple life forms quarantine requirements of the National
in biosatellite 2 Aeronautics and Space Administration
[CONF-720441-1] p0107 N73-15119 [NASA-C-1295131 p0065 N73-12100
Radiation transport codes for potential Services provided in support of the planetary
applications related to radiobioloqy and quarantine requirements of the National
radiotherapy using protons, neutrons, and Aeronautics and Space Administration
negatively charged pions (NASA-CR-1310861 p0185 N73-19123
(NASA-CR-1309651 p0176 N73-18127 Services provided in support of the planetary
Biological effects of titanium quarantine requirements of the National
roRNL-TIP/TIRC-72-651 p0186 N73-19135 Aeronautics and Space Administration
Toxicity and biological effects of aluminum in rNASA-CR-133742] p0411 N73-30064
animals PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, ROCKVILLE, MD.(ORNL-TIP/TIRC-72-761 p0187 N73-19136 The NASA-USPHS health evaluation and enhancement
OAKLAND UNIV., ROCHESTER, MICE. program
A hybrid computer program for the visual display p0147 N73-17091
of compensatory system model parameters PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
p0598 N73-10109 Personal benefits of a health evaluation and
A dynamic model of the human postural control enhancement program
system p0145 N73-17069
p0599 N73-10116 PURDUE UNIV., LAFAYETTE, IND.OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH, LONDON (ENGLAND). Results of the 1971 Corn Blight Watch experiment
European scientific notes, volume 26, no. 6 [NASA-TM-X-690551 p0136 N73-16064(AD-7461431 p0609 N73-11080 Spectral characteristics of normal and
OFFICE OF THE AIR FORCE SURGEON GENERAL, nutrient-deficient maize leaves
WASHINGTON, D.C. [NASA-CR-1300321 p0136 N73-16065
Human exposure criteria to laser energy Hematoloqical viscometry
p0266 N73-23067 p0231 u73-21142OHIO STATE UNIV. RESEARCH FOUNDATION, COLUMBBS. Spectra of normal and nutrient-deficient maize
The interaction of infrared radiation with the leaves
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CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX SCHOOL OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE.
fNASA-CR-1321451 p0293 N73-24119 ROYAL AIR FORCE INST. OF AVIATION MEDICINE,
Engineering Foundation Conference on Pattern FARNBOROUGH (ENGLAND).
Information Processing Colour vision requirements in different
(PB-214617/31 pc294 N73-24129 operational roles
The effect of high intensity noise of varying p0179 N73-19072
frequencies on neuroendocrine response in the Emotional and cardiovascular stresses of
rat centrifugation: Effect of beta receptor
p0371 N73-29018 blockade on heart rate response
Heating of food in modified atmospheres p0188 N73-19149
rNASA-CR-1340401 pG419 N73-31012 Use of hypnotics by aircrew. 1: Operational
considerations and experimental studiesQp0226 N73-21106
Use of hypnotics by aircrew: Adaptive tracking
QUANTUM DYNAMICS. TARZANA, CALIF. as a technique for the evaluation of
Respiratory analysis system and method performance decrements related to the flying
[NASA-CASE-MSC-13436-11 p0439 N73-32015 task
p0227 N73-21109
R Use of hypnotics by aircrew: Considerations of
metabolism and excretion
RADIATION RESEARCH ASSOCIATES,. INC., FORT WORTH, TEX. p0228 873-21118
Initial radiation exposure from nuclear weapons Human factors problems in conflict detection and
fAD-7459C61 p0610 N73-11C84 resolution
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, CAMDEN, N.J. p0269 873-23714
Apollo 11 impact on the occupational medicine ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT, FARNBOBOUGH (ENGLAND).
program, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center Some experiments on the friction of fabrics on
p0143 N73-17049 human skin
RAND CORP., SANTA MONICA, CALIF. [RAE-TR-720371 p0604 N73-10157
Intrinsic oscillations in neural networks: A The effect of handedness on a tracking task
linear model for parallel, single-unit pathways FRAE-TR-721171 p0141 N73-16098
fR-984-RC1 p0070 N73-13083 A projected grid method for recording the shape
RANDOMLINE INC., WILLON GROVE, PA. of the human face
A psychophysical study of the RF sound phenomenon CRAE-TR-711841 p0141 N73-16099
[AD-7476841 p0099 N73-14076 Pilot workload: A conceptual model
RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INST., TROY, N.Y. p0142 N73-17010
Indirect blood pressure measuring device Early thoughts on compound strains
p0231 N73-21144 p0188 N73-19144
High altitude pulmonary edema A flight test programme to study the effects of
IAD-7569401 p0294 N73-24127 environmental stresses on aircrew operating
RESEARCH INST. OF NATIONAL DEFENCE, STOCKHOLM military strike aircraft
(SWEDEN). p0188 N73-19145
Can attention be diverted? Oxygen diffusion in the brain. Part 1: Spatial
fFOA-2-C-2482-H51 p0611 N73-11092 conception and calculation of oxygen diffusion
Correlation between man and mouse in respect of [RAE-LIB-TRANS-16631 p0333 N73-26060
physical activity and oxygen consumption The rapid determination of aldosterone in urine
[FOA-1-B-1233-A51 p0149 N73-17108 by paper chromatography
RESEARCH TRIANGLE INST., DURHAM. N.C. fRAE-LIB-TRANS-16821 p0333 873-26061
Advancements in medicine from aerospace research Fractioning and determination of corticosteroids
p0075 N73-13848 in urine by thin layer chromatography
RESEARCH TRIANGLE INST., RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, N.C. IRAE-LIB-TRANS-16941 p0333 N73-26062
Applications of aerospace technology in biology ROYAL NAVAL PERSONNEL RESEARCH COMMITTEE, LONDON
and medicine (ENGLAND).
[NASA-CE-1305441 p0142 N73-17047 Perceptual confusions between four-dimensional
Applications of aerospace technology in biology sounds
and medicine (OES-6/721 p0421 N73-31023
fNASA-CR-1332261 p0334 N73-26067 Efficiency in heat after a night without sleep
NASA Application Team Program: Application of [OES-8/721 p0421 N73-31024
aerospace technology in biology and medicine
fNASA-CR-1355271 p0418 N73-31001 S
ROCHESTER UNIV., N.Y.
Human responses to microwave irradiation: A SAN ANTONIO STATE TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL, TE.
review and evaluation of published reports Laboratory aspects of blood lipids
[UH-3490-291 p0107 N73-15120 p0145 N73-17073
Theoretical and experimental models for dust Some pitfalls of urine analysis
deposition and retention in man p0147 N73-17089
(UR-349C-1691 p0107 N73-15121 SAN FRANCISCO UNIV., CALIF.
Thyroid pathophysioloqy of microwave radiation High Z particle cosmic-ray exposure of Apollo
[VH-3490-1491 p0107 N73-15122 8-14 astronauts
Relevancy of experimental studies of microwave [AD-7451881 p0596 N73-10101
induced cataracts to man The high energy multicharged particle exposure
rUR-3490-1031 p0107 N73-15123 of the microbial ecology evaluation device on
ROSE-HULMAN INST., TERRA HAUTE, IND. board the Apollo 16 spacecraft
Handling system for Iridium-192 seeds p0292 N73-24114
p0231 N73-21143 SCHOOL OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE, BROOKS APB, TEL.
rOWLAND AND CO., HADDONFIELD, N.J. Computer program for activity determinations in
Support of advanced development objective 43-13, the USAFSAM whole-body counter
human factors technology (AD-7455781 p0593 N73-10078
fAD-74
4
9
8 4
1 p0613 N73-11104 Biomedical acceptability of 45- to 60-day space
ROYAL AIR FORCE CENTRAL MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENT, flight
LONDON (ENGLAND). fNASA-CR-129131] p0609 N73-11074
Hearing conservation in aircrew and ground Evaluation of laser eye protectors commercially
support personnel available
p0148 N73-17101 [AD-7462931 p0612 873-11100
AVMED policy on sleep in aircrew The recording of cardiac rhythms on a magnetic
p0227 N73-21108 tape for later computer input analysis
ROYAL AIR FORCE HOSPITAL, ELY (ENGLAND). [AD-7481051 p0075 N73-13124
Medication and drugs in aircrew Cytologic aspect of RF radiation in the monkey,
p0226 N73-21105 part 1
Ocular side effects of drugs in aviation medicine fAD-7495831 p0108 N73-15128
p0228 N73-21121
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SCIENTIFIC RESEARC INST. OP INSTRUMENT CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
Human factors evaluation of laser protective overloads
visors p0211 N73-20056
fAD-7514701 p0142 N73-16102 Influence of radioprotectors from the aminothiol
History, rationale, and verification of color group on the cardiac function of quinea pigs
vision standards and testing in the United under the influence of overloads
States Air Force pC211 N73-20057
p0179 N73-19069 The mechanism of reduced ability to withstand
Effects of sodium pentobarbital on rats in overloads under the influence of
normocapnic and chronically hypercapnic radio-protective pharmacological substances
conditions p0211 N73-20058
[AD-7512341 p0187 N73-19142 Influence of certain radioprotectors on the
Estimates of physiologic reserve after ability of white rats to withstand acute hypoxia
acceleration exposure in man p0211 N73-20059
p0188 N73-19150 Certain aspects of the practical utilization of
Findings on the cost of flying transport missions medicinal substances under flight conditions
p0189 N73-19151 p0212 N73-20060
The use of physiological protective maneuvers in Sensitivity of mice to radioprotectors from the
high acceleration environments aminothiol and indolylalkylamine series during
p0189 N73-19156 the period of aftereffects from transversely
Retinal effects of multiple pulse gallium directed overloads
arsenide laser p0212 N73-20061
[AD-753419 p0221 N73-20135 Influence of certain radioprotective
The USAPSAM selection, test, and rehabilitation preparations on the motor-evacuatory function
program of motion sick pilots of the gastrointestinal tract of healthy and
p0225 N73-21098 irradiated rats
Drug abuse detection efforts p0212 N73-20062
p0228 N73-21117 Certain characteristics of the action of
Aeromedical evaluation of the phased-dilution sympathomimetic amines on the reflex functions
concept for oxygen breathing systems of the central nervous system of irradiated
p0266 N73-23065 and sympathectomized animals
Red blood cell'density and volume changes in man p0212 N73-20063
exposed tohypobaric hvperoxia Characteristics of the action of medicinal
rAD-7557831 p0267 N73-23072 preparations under hypothermic conditions
Effects of hyperoxia on heme biosynthesis p0212 N73-20064
rAD-7568361 p0294 N73-24125 Chemical means of prophylaxis of radiation
Effect of low humidity on human performance sickness
[AD-756835] p0296 N73-24142 p0212 N73-20065
Hazard evaluation of a gallium arsenide diode Pharmacological properties of substances for
array laser medicinal prophylaxis of radiation damage
[AD-762277] p0370 973-27975 p0212 N73-20066
A universal calibrator for steadiness of stance Antiradiation effectiveness of cystamine under
measuring platforms various conditions of gamma irradiation
rAD-7630931 p0377 N73-29066 p0212 N73-20067
New instrumentation for measurement of man's Chemical protection against mixed gamma-neutron
stability of stance radiation with various contributions of[AD-7630961 p0377 N73-29067 neutrons to the absorbed dose
Middle-ear muscle reflex to aircraft noise p0212 N73-20068
(AD-764739] p0446 N73-33048 Elimination of cystamine in the organism and the
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INST. OF INSTRUMENT AUTOMATION, prolongation of its radioprotective effect
MOSCOw (USSR). p0213 N73-20069
The expedient functioning of automata with Influence of gamma radiation on the elimination
normal and disturbed behavior in experiments of the toxic effect of cystamine
on reinforcement selection p0213 N73-20070
p0447 N73-33057 Influence of shielding certain parts of the body
SCIENTIFIC TRANSLATION SERVICE, SANTA BARBARA, on radiation sickness and survival of animals
CALIF. with total gamma-neutron irradiation
The scientific basis of mineral water therapy. p0213 N73-20071
especially that of the Karlsbad Muehlbrunn Change in reactivity of animals to certain
rNASA-TT-P-146201 p0069 N73-13079 pharmacological preparations with parts of the
Time zones and sport body shielded during total irradiation
rNASA-TT-F-146321 p0073 N73-13116 p0213 N73-20072
Physical and radiobiological investigations on Influence of shielding certain parts of the body
artificial earth satellites: Estimating the on the course of radiation sickness in dogs
radiation hazard of space flights with total gamma irradiation[NASA-TT-P-724] p0173 N73-18098 p0213 N73-20073
Dosimetry of space radiations Effect of shielding the stomach on the frequency
p0173 N73-18100 of chromosomal aberrations in the cells of the
The biological effect of cosmic radiation and marrow of guinea pigs and rats with
the standardization of a permissible dose gamma-irradiation at doses of 50-200 rlevel (on conducting radiobioloqical p0213 N73-20074
experiments in outer space). Aminotransferases of the blood serum of dogs
p0173 N73-18102 following total exposure to gamma rays with
The combined effect of ionizing radiation and the stomach or head shielded
other space flight factors (results of flight p0213 N73-20075
experiments) Pathomorphological changes in the organs of
p0173 N73-18103 white rats following irradiation by protonsProblems of space biology. Volume 14: with an energy of 120 MeV and the role orRadiobiological aspects of the reactivity of partial shielding in the attenuation of
the organism during space flights radiation damage
rNASA-TT-F-7211 p0211 N73-20054 p0214 N73-20076Influence of radioprotective preparations from Significance of radiosensitivity of individual
the mercaptoalkylamine group (cystamine, parts of the body in the development ofS,beta-aminoethylisothiuronium) on the radiation pathology
resistance of animals to transversely directed p0214 N73-20077
overloads Certain methods of prophylaxis of radiationp0211 N73-20055 sickness
Influence of monosodium salt of p0214 N73-20078beta-aminoethylthiophosphoric acid on the Reactivity of irradiated animals shielded by
resistance of animals to transversely directed mercapto-(cystamine and tsistafos) and
C-24
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX ST. LOUIS UNIV.,
indolylalkylamines (5-MOT and serotonin) to Effect of Coriolis acceleration on the
transversely directed overloads vestibular apparatus of a cosmonaut and its
p0214 N73-20079 experimental study in the laboratory
Rate of recovery of radioresistance with the (NASA-TT-F-151291 p0417 N73-30993
combined application of ionizing radiation and Sleep and cerebral temperature in the rat during
dynamic flight factors on the organism the chronic exposure to a hot environment
p0214 N73-20080 [NASA-TT-F-150821 p0417 N73-30994
Influence of cystamine combined with Effects of certain extreme stresses on the
sympathomimetic amines on reparative processes structure of the vascular system
following the action of radiation and overloads rNASA-TT-F-150811 p04
37 N73-32001
p0214 N73-20081 Virucidal action of hydrogen peroxide aerosols
Magnitude of the irreversible portion of in decontamination of air in an influenza nidus
radiation damage with the combined action of fNASA-TT-F-151271 p0438 N73-32006
radiation and acceleration SCRIPPS CLINIC AND RESEARCH FOUNDATION, LA JOLLA,
p0214 N73-20082 CALIF.
Reaction of the peripheral blood in dogs under Effects of space environment on T-7
the complex action of transverse overloads and bacteriophage and spores of Bacillus subtilis
gamma irradiation 168
p0214 N73-20083 p0291 N73-24107
Evaluating the influence of vibration on the SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY, SAN DIEGO,
radiation reaction in dogs with the aid of CALIF.
certain clinical-hematoloqical indices Air-to-ground visibility of lights at low
p0215 N73-20084 background levels
Influence of preliminary administration of the p0191 N73-19967
radioprotector finam on the reactivity of the SCRIPTA TECHNICA, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.
tissues or irradiated animals under various Hypertonia and atherosclerosis under high
experimental conditions mountain conditions
p0215 N73-20085 rNASA-TT-F-7451 p0176 N73-18121
Influence of pharmacochemical substances on the Changes of cell enzymes, glucose, cholesterol
reactivity of the organism to the combined and 17-hydroxycorticosteroids in blood during
action of gamma radiation and transverse physical exercise as a function of the
overloads physical training status
p0215 N73-20086 rNASA-TT-F-148261 p0216 N73-20093
The problem of the resistance of experimental The effects of muscular exercise on urinary
animals to acute hypoxia at various stages of excretions of adrenal harmones in the normal man
radiation sickness rNASA-TT-F-15046] p0374 N73-29043
p0215 N73-20087 New data in the use of therapeutic exercise in
State of the peripheral blood of irradiated diseases of the peripheral vessels
animals under prolonged conditions of reduced (NASA-TT-F-150431 p0374 N73-29045
barometric pressure Molecular mechanisms of adaptation to hypoxia
p0215 N73-20088 fNASA-TT-F-150581 p0411 N73-30060
Method of combined tissue blocks for comparative SINGER CO., BINGHAMTON, N.Y.
pathomorpholoqical study of radiation pathology Naval Pilot training system study. Volume 1:
p0215 N73-20090 Basic report
Problem of relative biological effectiveness of fAD-7566381 p0296 N73-24143
fast neutrons Naval pilot training system study. Volume 2:
p0215 N73-20091 Appendices A, B, C, and D.
Excretion of free amino acids with the urine as [AD-7566391 p0296 N73-24144
a test for early diagnosis of radiation damage Naval pilot training system study. Volume 3:
p0215 N73-20092 Executive summary
Contribution to the chemical taxonomy of the (AD-756640] p0296 N73-24145
Agaricales pigments of Boletus and Cortinaria SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
rNASA-TT-F-148651 p0219 N73-20124 Satellite (IRLS) tracking of elk
Solvent effect of ESE spectra of nitroxide free rNASA-ca-130301] p0104 173-15090
radicals SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS, INC., NEW YORK.
rNASA-Tr-F-148661 p0220 N73-20125 A study of alternative designs for a system to
Experience with the method of Grabecki and concentrate carbon dioxide in a
coworkers for the determination of urine hydrogen-depolarized cell
delta-aminolevulinic acid in the prevention of [NASA-CR-1318681 p0259 N73-22047
lead poisoning SOUTHAMPTON UNIV. (ENGLAND).
rNASA-TT-F-148641 p0229 N73-21128 The transmission of triaxial vibration to pilots
Psychological characteristics of the activity of in the Scout AN MkI helicopter
cosmonauts (ISVR-TR-58] p0141 N73-16100
INASA-TI-2-7271 p0229 N73-21129 A survey of human response to vibration research
Problems of space biology. Volume 17: in Great Britain
Pathophysiological bases of aviation and space rISVR-TR-60] p0415 N73-30093
pharmacology SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INST.. SAN ANTONIO, TEX.
fNASA-TT-F-7361 p0257 N73-22033 Assistance to NASA in biomedical areas of the
The effects of the hydrostatic pressure of the technology utilization program
water bath on the capillary blood pressure and (NASA-CR-1295881 p0068 N73-13071
on the dehydration of the connective tissue Assistance to NASA in biomedical areas of the
fNASA-TT-F-148941 p0265 N73-23052 technology utilization program
Synthesis rate of phospholipids and cytochromes rNASA-CR-1299981 p0109 73-15135
b5 and P-450 in thiamine-deficient rats after Southwest Research Institute assistance to NASA
treatment with thiamine in biomedical areas of the technology
rNASA-TT-F-149891 p0334 N73-26064 utilization program
Biological life support systems rNASA-CR-1300221 p0140 N73-16093
[NASA-TT-F-150051 p0339 N73-27067 Southwest Research Institute assistance to NASA
Noise and noise sickness in biomedical areas of the technology
r[NSA-TT-F-7481 p0365 N73-27935 utilization program
Space ergonomics (NASA-CR-1309841 p0173 N73-18097
[NASA-TT-F-7501 p0366 N73-27946 SPACE AGE CONTROL, INC., PALMDALE, CALIP.
The relationship between the intermediate medium Nigh pressure space suit glove
and the transformation and contrast phenomena rNASA-CR-1145321 p0112 N73-15162
(NASA- T-F-150351 p0376 N73-29055 ST. LOUIS UNIV., 0.
The oxides of manganese: Their comparative Objective evaluation of cutaneous thermal
toxicity and hygienic importance and the sensivity
clinical medicine of chronic manganese exposure rNASA-CR-1145641 p0150 N73-17113
rNASA-TT-F-1
5000 1 p0412 N73-30067
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STANFORD RESEARCH INST., CALIF.
A computer assisted teleoperator control station
with tactile feedback
p0602 N73-10143 rECBHISCHE HOGESCHOOL, EINDHOVEN (NETHERLANDS).
STANFORD RESEARCH INST., MENLO PARK, CALIF. The multiple dipole model of the ventricular
Mammal underwater acoustics depolarisation
[AD-7465201 p0073 N73-13113 [TH-71-E-251 p0067 873-12116
The probabilistic structure of planetary TECHNISCHE UNIV., BERLIN (NEST GERNANY).
contamination models The influence of a prediction display on the
[NASA-CR-1305581 p0148 N73-17103 quasi-linear describing function and remnant
An investigation of atmospheric effects on laser measured with an adaptive analoq-pilot in a
propaqation and the impact on eye safety closed loop
rAD-755405] p0259 873-22044 p0599 N73-10120
Studies to design and develop improved remote TECHNOLOGY, INC., HOUSTON. TEX.
manipulator systems Skylab food test and integration
1NASA-CE-22381 p0260 N73-22055 [NASA-CR-1289101 p0268 N73-23080
Arousal from sleep by noises from aircraft with TECHNOLOGYI INC., SAN ANTONIO, TEX.
and without acoustically treated nacelles Ocular effects of repetitive laser pulses
(NASA-CE-22791 p0338 N73-27058 fAD-7467951 p0071 N73-13096
Bacronolecular fractionation and determination Ocular effects of near infrared laser radiation
[NASA-CR-114673] p0438 N73-32009 for safety criteria
STANFORD UNIV., CALIF. [AD-7467931 p0071 N73-13097
Application of frequency discrimination TECBTRAN CORP., GLEN BURNIE, RD.
technique to the analysis of The question of water and electrolyte levels at
electroencephaloqraphic signals high temperatures
fNASA-CR-1291731 p0611 N73-11091 [NASA-TT-F-139151 p0592 N73-10066
Representation and description of curved objects Understanding the effect of calcium-deficient
(AD-7551391 p0223 N73-20152 diet on the composition of qrowing bone
Cytochemical studies of planetary microorganisms [NASA-TT-F-13917] p0592 N73-10067
- Explorations in exobioloqy Investigation of the biosynthesis of unsaturated
(NASA-CR-133272] p0338 573-27059 fatty acids in yeast
Investigation of an astronaut maneuvering scheme rNASA-TT-F-139181 p0592 N73-10068
p0339 N73-27063 Studies of the survival time of bacteria on
STANFORD UNIV., PALO ALTO, CALIF. surfaces and the possibilities of influencing
Biomedical technology transfer applications of it. 3: Influence of various lighting
NASA science and technology conditions and previous disinfection in the
(NASA-CE-1312461 p0211 N73-20053 use of plastics
STATE UNIV. OF NEW YORK, SYRACUSE. [NASA-TT-F-139231 p0592 N73-10069
Urinary excretion of antidiuretic hormone in man Comparison of the development of the vestibular
p0174 N73-18107 (labyrinth) of the frog Rana temporaria in
SYSTERED CORP., DAYTON, OHIO. conditions of weightlessness
Continuous animal exposure to dichloromethane rNASA-TT-F-14624] p0592 N73-10072
(AD-7462951 p0611 873-11088 Sixty ambulatory patients treated with Salvarsan
Toxicology fNASA-TT-F-146181 p0609 N73-11076
p0105 N73-15101 Apparent plasma hyperosmolality in alcoholic
The manaqement of chronic disease: A study of intoxication
employee morbidity and mortality at the NASA, (NASA-TT-F-139101 p0609 N73-11079
Goddard Space Flight Center, 1966 - 1971 Studies of conformational transitions of
p0147 873-17086 cytochrome c by the spin-label method
Toxic Hazards Research Unit annual technical [NASA-TT-F-146231 p0065 N73-12099
report, 1972 Study of the resistance of cultured and natural
(NASA-CR-1316751 p0259 N73-22043 microbes using the ethylene oxide
SYSTEMS CONTROL, INC., PALO ALTO, CALIF. sterilization method
Current status of models for the human operator (NASA-TT-F-146121 p0069 873-13078
as a controller and decision maker in manned Is physical and mental exhaustion caused by a
aerospace systems shortage of atmospheric ions?
p0270 N73-23897 rNASA-TT-F-146461 p0070 N73-13088
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC., HATHORNBBE, CALIF. Studies on pre-bioloqical evolution. 3: Black
Visual-motor response of crewmen during a azulmic acids obtained from ammonium cyanide
simulated 90-day space mission as measured by fNASA-TT-F-146401 p0070 N73-13089
the critical task battery Pneumatic prosthesis control
(NASA-CR-22401 p0295 N73-24134 [NASA-TT-F-146281 p0073 173-13115
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC., INGLENOOD, CALIF. Medicine and space
Problems in modeling man machine control rNASA-TT-F-7351 p0175 173-18116
behavior in biodynamic environments Problems of Space Bioloqy. volume 16
p0597 N73-10105 INASA-TT-F-7191 p0180 173-19077
Manual control theory applied to air traffic Reactivity of an organism in conditions of
controller-pilot cooperation prolonged spaceflight
p059 8 173-10113 p0180 N73-19078
Effects of display format on pilot describing Certain results of medical investiqations aboard
function and remnant the Voskhod-2 spacecraft
p0599 173-10123 p0180 173-19079
A dynamic response and eye scanning data base Study of features of high intensity noise
useful in the development of theories and effects during spaceflight
methods for the description of control/display p0180 N73-19080
relationships Effect of immersion on certain motor function
p0600 N73-10124 indices
The measurement of driver describing functions p0180 573-19081
in simulated steering control tasks Basal metabolism under conditions of simulated
p0600 873-10130 weightlessness
Visual motor response of crewmen during a p0181 H73-19082
simulated 90 day space mission as measured by Change in the capacity of man to withstand
the critical task battery transverse stresses after hypodynamia of
p0601 873-10133 varying duration
Serial seqaent method for measuring remnant p0181 N73-19083
p0601 873-10136 Change in certain indices of the function of
Notion cue effects on pilot tracking external respiration durinq the action of
p0602 N73-10141 G-forces
p0181 N73-19084
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Effect of accelerations on reactivity of the mineralized by the wet burning methodqastro-intestinal tract to pharmacological p0184 N73-19110
agents Problem of mineralization of vegetative waste
p0181 N73-19085 products of a biocomplex by the method of
Changes in the nuclei of liver cells during the thermal combustion
action of transverse stresses on animals p0184 N73-19111
p0181 N73-19086 Study of a method of conservation of urine
Problem of the interaction of analyzers and relative to spaceflight conditions
degree of vestibular reactions to the action p0184 N73-19112
6f'external stimuli The food component, based on stores of
p0181 N73-19087 dehydrated products, in life support systems
Condition of the vestibular analyzer in dogs for crews of space vehicles during prolonged
after prolonged irradiation in small doses flights
p0181 N73-19088 p0184 N73-19113
Condition of metabolism during prolonged stay of Problem of the survival of microorganisms under
man in a small.enclosure with cyclically conditions simulating those on Mars
changing atmosphere p0185 N73-19116
p0181 N73-19089 Action of a set of extremal factors on
Conditions of ascertaining and conditioning ribonuclease
man's capacity to distinguish the composition p0185 N73-19120
of a breathing atmosphere Effect of a gas environment on catalase cryolysis
p0182 N73-19090 p0185 N73-19121
Effect of hyperoxic medium on cells, tissues and Problems of Space Biology. Volume 15:
organs of experimental animals Functional morphology during extremal actions
p0182 N73-19091 [NASA-TT-F-7381 p0185 N73-19126
Action of hyperoxia on connective tissue Problems of space biology. Volume 12: The
p0182 N73-19092 gravity receptor: Evolution of the
Gas exchange and electrical activity of the structural, cytochemical, and functional
skeletal musculature of animals in a helium organization
and oxygen medium rNASA-TT-F-7201 p0220 N73-20128
p0182 N73-19093 Problems of aviation medicine
Study of the physiological effect of replacing [NASA-TT-F-6871 p0252 N73-21981
atmospheric nitrogen in the air with inert Analysis of the mechanism of interoceptive
gases under conditions of oxygen insufficiency reflexes in altitude meteorism
and increased concentrations of carbon dioxide p0252 N73-21982
p0182 N73-19094 The effect of increased pressure in the cavities
Possibility of using adaptation of hypoxic of the alimentary tract on evoked reflexes.
hypoxia in a system of conditioning Report 1: The effect on caloric nystaqmus
p0182 N73-19095 p0253 N73-21983
Effect of certain gaseous toxic substances on The effect of increased pressure in the cavities
the resistance of animals to acute hypoxic of the alimentary tract on evoked reflexes.
hypoxia Report 2: The effect on Proprioceptive
p0182 N73-19096 cervical and lumbar compensatory reflexes
Certain peculiarities of the biological action p0253 N73-21984
of gaseous toxic substances which are Changes of the automatism, excitability and
discharged into the atmosphere from the urine conductivity of the myocardium in hypoxic
and feces hypoxia
p0182 N73-19097 p0253 N73-21985
Effect of a chemical preservative on the The kinematics of cardiac contractions in
intensity of the discharge of certain gaseous healthy persons and patients during hypoxic
toxic substances from stored urine hypoxia
p0183 N73-19098 p0253 N73-21986
Preservation of urine in a system for Viscoelastic properties of arteries in
regeneration of water from it conditions of reduced partial oxygen pressure
p0183 N73-19099 in the inhaled air
The resistance of animals to toxic action of p0253 N73-21987
certain gases after adaptation to hypoxia The early recognition of latent coronary
p0183 N73-19100 insufficiency in flight personnel with the aid
The toxic action of gaseous products of the of combined functional loading
vital activity of an organism p0253 N73-21988
p0183 N73-19101 Changes in vector cardiograms after glucose
Problem of studying the toxicity of indole .tests in civil aviation flight personnel with
p0183 N73-19102 atherosclerosis
Problem to toxicity of exhaled air p0253 N73-21989
p0183 N73-19103 Method of tone and speech audiometry in the
Peculiarities of determining the oxidizability medical examination of flight personnel
of water during its regeneration p0253 N73-21990
p0183 N73-19104 Medical observations of flight personnel
Study of the technology of decontamination of suffering from manifestations of arterial
water which has been regenerated from the hypertension
liquid products of human vital functions p0253 N73-21991
p0183 N73-19105 Changes of compensatory proprioceptive evoked
Effect of the frequency of changing the nutrient reflexes during hypoxia
solution on productivity of plants cultivated p0253 N73-21992
on keramzit Problems of blood circulation biophysics during
p0183 N73-19106 hyperbaric oxygen breathing
Certain indices of the material balance of man p0253 N73-21993
as a component in a closed ecological system Conditioned-reflex motion sickness as a method
p0184 N73-19107 of evaluating the statokinetic resistance of
Studies of the stability of the chemical the flight personnel
composition of a chlorella biomass during its P0254 N73-21994
prolonged cultivation with recovery of the Acceleration during double rotation in the
medium on nitrates Barany chair
p0184 N73-19108 p0254 N73-21995
Use of products of biological mineralization for Mechanisms of disturbance of the
cultivation of higher and lower autotrophs thermorequlating function of the organism
p0184 N73-19109 under reduced barometric pressure
Problem of the possibility of using products of p0254 N73-21996
the vital functioning of man which have been
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TECBTRAN CORP.. SILVER SPRING, MD. CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
A study of the diurnal fluctuations in the Sanitation norms of permissible noise in living
cardiac rhythm as one of the early symptoms of accommodations, public building, and in the
functional insufficiency of the cardiovascular territory of habitable buildings
system (NASA-TT-F-15065] p0414 N73-30088
p0254 N73-21997 The second orbital flight
The experimental treatment of poisonings with a [NASA-TT-F-150761 p0417 N73-30992
new organophosphoric insecticide TENNESSEE UNIV., TULLAHOMA.
(methylnitrophos) with the use of Cybernetic integration of experiments into the
cholinesterase reactivators CVT system
p0254 N73-21998 rNASA-CR-1241501 p0230 N73-21136
Age restrictions in civil aviation TETRA TECBH, INC., PASADENA, CALIF.
p0254 N73-21999 Factors affecting long range vision
On the problem of barotrauma of the middle ear p0450 N73-33630
p0254 N73-22000 Criteria for Vision: Resolution,
Some physiological reactions in pilots during signal-to-noise ratio contrast
training and during flight p0450 N73-33631
p0254 N73-22001 TEXAS ASH UNIV., COLLEGE STATION.
Mechanisms of sleep A comparison of visual cuing methods in large
(NASA-TT-F-740] p0257 N73-22023 displays during performance of a secondary task
Pathology of the brain and the structure of [AD-7476881 p0068 N73-12120
nocturnal sleep Effects of prolonged stress on steroid levels in
p0257 N73-22024 parotid fluid
Several methods for comparative physiological (AD-7476821 p0072 N73-13104
study of the stages of natural sleep and Evaluating the use of parotid fluid analysis as
wakefulness a measure of task difficulty
p0257 N73-22025 [AD-7476711 p0073 N73-13111
Electrophysioloqical indices of sleep in the The role of helicopters in emergency medical
cerebral cortex care systems
p0257 N73-22026 (AD-7486951 p0101 N73-14087
Several aspects of the functional Cytological studies of lunar treated tissue
interdependence of delta sleep and radio sleep cultures
p0257 N73-22027 [NASA-CR-1289141 p0265 N73-23054
Subcellular changes in the motor region of the Effect of solar irradiation on extracellular
cortex during sleep enzymes of Aeromonas proteolytica
p0257 N73-22028 p0292 N73-24111
The organization of the process of sleep in man : Analytical and radio-histo-chemical experiments
according to the data of electrophysiological of plants and tissue culture cells treated
investigation of the deep structures of the with lunar and terrestrial materials
brain rNASA-CB-134036 p0416 N73-30988
p0257 N73-22029 TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL UNIV., LUBBOCK.
The impulse activity of thalamic cells in The effects of reinforcement and responding to
various phases of sleep and wakefulness both signal and non-signal events on vigilance
p0257 873-22030 performance
The effects of electrical activity and [AD-7477981 p0072 N73-13103
excitability of certain limbic and mid-brain The effects of noise and response complexity
structures during various phases of sleep upon vigilance performance
p0257 N73-22031 [AD-7477971 p072 N73-13105
Maturational changes in the bioelectrical Vigilance performance as a function of type and
activity of the brain in sleeping children latency of response to the signal event
p0257 N73-22032 [AD-7478011 p0073 N73-13110
V. V. Streltsov: The founder of the Soviet Performance, recovery and man-machine
School of Aviation-Space Medicine effectiveness
[NASA-TT-F-151011 p0417 N73-30991 (AD-750176] p0103 N73-14107
Internal cerebral ""set point-" temperature Effects of cyclical temperature on vigilance
model in warm-blooded animals performance
rNASA-IT-F-151381 p0437 N73-32002 (AD-7484511 p0104 N73-141-10
Determining optimal periods of bed rest by Individual differences as a function of four
certain physiological indices choice informational load and s-r compatibility[NASA-TT-F-151441 p0438 N73-32004 [AD-7520731 p0150 N73-17115
Functional disturbances during hypokinesia in man Insulated electrocardiographic electrodes
r[NSA-TT-F-151481 p0450 N73-33073 (NASA-CASE-MSC-14339-1] p0232 N73-21151
TECHTRAN CORP., SILVER SPRING, MD. Work-rest schedules under prolonged vibration
Circulation and water balance during immersion with implications to military operations
in a water bath p0271 N73-23986
[NASA-TT-F-148341 p0185 N73-19124 Self determined work-rest cycles in the heat
Medical-biological problems of spaceflight: An p0271 N73-23987
index to the Russian and foreign literature Physiological response to prolonged muscular
[NASA-TT-F-146621 p0265 N73-23053 activity
Ischemic heart disease and cosmic radiation p0271 N73-23990
rNASA-TT-P-149921 p0334 N73-26065 TEXAS UNIV., AUSTIN.
The work and rest regime of cosmonauts Bandwidth reduction of sleep information, Volume 2
rNASA-TT-F-149901 p0336 N73-26093 [AD-740946] p0605 N73-10167
The molecular organization of the active center The design and evaluation of an artificial ear
of microsomal cytochrome P-450 fAD-7466911 p0073 N73-13112[NASA-TT-F-150421 p0374 N73-29042 Oxygen deficit-oxygen repayment relationships of
The incidence of abnormal liver function tests men in treadmill running
in drug addicts without a history of jaundice p0441 N73-33013
rNASA-TT-F-150411 p0374 N73-29044 TEXAS UNIV., HOUSTON.
Medical aspects of the safe descent and landing Public health applications of remote sensing of
of a spacecraft on the earth and other the environment, an evaluation
celestial bodies (NASA-CE-1298221 p0099 N73-14069
[NASA-TT-F-150471 p0376 N73-29053 TEXAS UNIV., SAN ANTONIO.
Problems of space biology. Volume 21: Tissue Stability of human sera collected for clinical
oxygen under extreme flight factors chemistry determinations
rNASA-TT-F-7621 p0411 N73-30065 p0143 873-17053
The ammonifying ability of the denitrifyinq TORONTO UNIV. (ONTARIO).
bacteria of the species pseudomonas fluorescens An unstable steering task with a sonic boom
(NASA-TT-P-150861 p0412 N73-30068 disturbance
(UTIAS-TN-1791 p0612 N73-11098
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URS/NATRIX CO., HOUSTON. TEX.
TRACOR, INC., AUSTIN, TEI. 
Synchronism and heterochronism of synkinesis in
The design and evaluation of an artificial ear man p03
3 6 873-26089
[AD-7466S911 p
007 3 N73-13112
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC., FV;NSAS CITY. NO. The possibilities of making quantitative
Flight crew health maintehaece evaluations 
of the functioning of closed
p014 6 N73-17076 people-operator control systems
TRANSLATION CONSULTANTS, LTD., ARLINGTON, VA. p0
3 36 q73-26090
Complete and isoenzyme content of lactate The question of modeling certain motor 
functions
dehydroqenase in plasma, leukocytes and of the 
human arm
erythrocytes in myeloproliforative diseases 
p0336 N73-26091
NASA-T-F-14586 p059
2 N73-10070 Determination of the spatial positions of the
Pre- and postoperative fluid tlierapy links in a manipulator mechanism
[NASA-rT-F-146001 p0592 N73-10071 
p0336 N73-26092
input and output in the system of Ergonomics: 
Principles and recommendations, no. 1
thermorequlation during rest and exercise rNASA-TT-F-7161 
p0413 N73-30079
fNASA-TT-F-145621 p059
3 N73-10074 Ergonomic prerequisites for artistic designing
Behavior of intraocular pressure, blood pressure p04a
3 N73o30080
and body weight under peak physical exertion Analysis of operator participation
[NASA-TT-F-145571 p0608 N73-11071 p041
3 N73-30081
Water intoxication as a side effect of Designing control system information 
models
chlorpropamide therapy 
p0414 N73-30082
rNASA-TT--159
7 thep060
9 N73-11077 Research principles and the construction of
Advantages offered by the use of fr uctose as mnemonic diagrams7330083
monosaccharide added to saline solutions used 
p0414 N73-30083
in the oral rehydration of individuals Functional states of the operator
suffering from qastroenteritis p041
4  73-30084
[NASA-TT-F-145961 p0609 N73-11078 Emotional state and efficiency
Polyvinylpyrrolidone used as cryoprotective Ergonomics research methods
substance for erythrocyte preservation Ergonomics research methods
[NASA-TT-F-145901 pOL1
69 N73-13076 p04
14  73-30086
Microelectrophoresis of human erythroc'ytes
:  Evaluating the efficiency of man-machine systems
Importance and uses in obstectrics aind 
p0414 N73-3008
7
gynecology TUFTS UNIV., REDFORD. MASS.
NASA-TT-F-145871 p006 
9 N73-13077 Pilot performance during a simulated standard
Ergonomics principles and recommendatiolls, no. 2 instrument 
procedure turn with and without a
[NASA-TT-F-148881 p023
2
' N73-21150 predictor display
Mechanics of Machines, no. 27/28 [NASA-TM-X-6220
1 ] p0150 N73-17118
[NASA-TI-E-143361 p0335 N73-26073 TULARNE UNIV., NEW ORLEANS, 
LA.
Second Symposium on the Theory and Principles of Mass, 
volume, center of mass and mass moment of
Manipulator Design (February 8-9, 1968) inertia of the head and 
neck of the human body
p0335 iV73-26074 fAD-762581] p037
7 
N73-29065
Features of the kinematics of manipulatori3 and TUINBROOK RESEARCH 
LAB.. ROCKVILLE, MD.
Volumes methods Twinbrook Research laboratoryp033 5 N 73-26075 [PB-2106131 p0596 N73-10099
Some remotely controlled master-slave
manipulator design problems U
p033
5 N7.3-26076
Kinematic analysis of spatial slave mechani(:s UNION CARBIDE 
RESEARCH INST, TARRYTOWN, N.Y.
for manipulators by the matrixa method Predictive modeling of altitude decompressionfor manipulators by the matrix method sickness in hamans
p03 35 N73-26077 sickness in humans
some' uestions of the di crete control of NASA-CR-114550] p0136 N73-16066
Sodme uestions of the discrete control of UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, 
SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL
p033 5 N173-26078 ORGANIZATION, PARIS (FRANCE).
Prospects for the building and use of computor A study 
of the agroclimatology of the highlands
controlled manipulators of 
eastern Africa
p0335 1173-26079 N.MO-3391 p0446 N73-33045
Some principles involved in the construction of UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN 
CALIF.. LOS ANGELES.
unamplified control systems for Sensitivity to emotional ill health
electromechanical manipulators 
p0144 N73-17062
electro33 5 1473-26080 Observation of arterial blood pressure of the
Principal parameters and operating indices for primate
reversible follow-up systems [NASA-CR-1318901 p02
52 N73-21980
p0335 873-26081 Physiological adaptations to carbon monoxide
Some questions from the use of reversible levels and exercise in normal men
follow-up systems with independent follow-up fPB-213834/11 p02
67 N73-23073
and force reprodiuction channels UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY, 
LEICESTER (ENGLAND).
and force reproduction channels p0336 73-26082 The effects of briefing on televisual 
target
an analytical method for the synthesis of acquisition
reversible follow-up systems pp191 N73-19972
evesible follow-up systems 336 N73-26083 UPPSALA UNIV, (SWEDEN).
The question of manipulator activation by Morphological 
studies of the vestibular nerve
reversible follow-up systems 3NASA-CR-135746] p0445 N73-330SS
p0336 N73-26084 URS/MATRIX CO, ESSEX, MD.
an investigation of engineering methods of Study of 
astronaut restraints and mobility aids
designing electrohydraulic follow-up drives in a weightless shirtsleeve environment
for underwater manipulators rNASA-CR-1285901 
p0603 N73-10150
pC336 N73-26085 URS/MATRIX CO., HOUSTON, TEX.
The first experiment in building an airtight Application of EVA guidelines and design
maqnetomechanical master-slave manipulator criteria. 
Volume 1: EVA selection/systems
p0336 N73-26086 design considerations
The influence of manipulator kinematics on the 
rNASA-CR-1289261 p0268 N73-23081
selection of the geometric parameters of boxes Application 
of EVA guidelines and design
and chambers criteria. Volume 2: EVA workstation
p03 36 N73-26087 conceptual designs
principles of the curtailment of sources of (NASA-CR-12892
7 1 p0268 N73-23082
command signal in multifunctional bioelectric Applications of EVA guidelines and design
control systems criteria. Volume 3: EVA systems cost 
model
p0336 N73-26088 formatingNAS-C-6 7-26081289281 p0268 N73-230
83
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UTAH UNIV., SALT LAKE CITY.
Biomedical engineering support
FC00-2155-41 p0102 N73-14095
V
VERMONT UNIV., BURLINGTON.
Application of frequency discrimination
technique to the analysis of
electroencephalographic signals
rNASA-Ca-1291731 pG611 N73-11091
VERSAR, INC., SPRINGFIELD, VA.
Evaluation of proposed Skylab and SSP soap
products
[NASA-C3-1288801 p0222 N73-20143
VIRGINIA UNIV., CHARLOTTESVILLE.
Investiqgtion of traveler acceptance factors in
short haul air carrier operations
p0591 N73-10023
Analysis of passenger acceptance of commercial
flights having characteristics similar to STOL
INA3d-CA-1322851 p0367 N73-27950
W
WAKE FOREST UNIV., WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.
Functional preservation of vascular smooth
muscle tissue
FNASA-CE-1288971 p0267 N73-23069
WALTER REED ARMY MEDICAL CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Predicting visual performance in aviators (color
vision)
p0180 N73-19074
WASHINGTON UNIV., ST. LOUIS, NO.
The effect of fatigue on visual search activity
rAD-7501971 p0113 N73-15171
Early childhood education: Status trends, and
issues related to electronic delivery
FNA!A-CR-1330281 p0300 N73-25131
WATERLOO UNIV. (ONTARIO).
Sustained linear acceleration
p0105 N73-15095
Rotary acceleration
p01C5 N73-15096
WEBB ASSOCIATES, YELLOW SPRINGS, OHIO.
Work, heat, and oxygen cost
p0106 N73-15109
Anthropomentry of Air Force women
[AD-7431131 p0258 N73-22034
WEST FLORIDA UNIV., PENSACOLA.
The use of remote sensors to relate biological
and physical indicators to environmental and
public health problems
rNASA-CR-1287271 p0135 N73-16060
WEST VIRGINIA UNIV., MORGANTOWN.
Estimation of vasopressin excretion in the Urin.
as a method of monitoring vasopressin
secretion during space flight
p0174 N73-18108
WISCONSIN UNIV., MADISON.
Noninvasive measurement of central venous pressure
rNASA-CA-1303481 p0133 N73-16039
Operating room environment control. Part A: A
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